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THE HERCULES ROD.
Westwood's Patent Unbreakable Silk Bound Split Cane Rod, 9 feet. 5 oz..

The Patent Dark Green Silk Binding adds greatly to its beauty, as well as increasing its strength some fifty per

cent. This Rod has become a great favorite for Trout and Bass Fishing.

Hercules Trout Rod, 9 feet, 5 oz., each *^''"
Hercules Bass Rod, with four Agate Rings, each ,«'»•
Expert Silk Bound, medium quality, made In Trout and Bass, each 10.00
Ezcell. Silk Bound, fair quality. In Bass or Trout, each 6-00
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THE UNEQUAL ROD.
Westwood's Patent Silk Bound Steel Rod. Trout. 10 feel

This Patent Dark Green Silk Binding protects this rod absolutely against rust, besides adding greatly to its strength

and beauty.

Trout Rod. 10 feet, each *
^-^J

Bass Rod. 5 to 9 feet, each ;. ;^. »„!;
Bait Casting Rod. 5 to 5H 'eet, with large German Silver Rings, each »•«»

do. do. wlthone Agate End Ring '»•"•

do. do. with Agate Butt and End Ring, each
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do. do. with all Agate Rings, each ''»•'"'
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THE BLAKE ROD.
Highest Grade Split Cane Trout Rod, y feet, 5 oz.

Troul Rod. each $16.00
Buss Rod. 8 feet, each 16.00

For n lirst class Rod it cannot possibly be surpassed and is in great demand

The ALLCOCK, LAIGHT & WESTWOOD Co. Ltd.
MANlIFArTIIRF.RS. TORONTO
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The did Home Haunts
F. R. Stock

There's a sound that rings in my ears today,
That echoes in vague refrain,

The ripple of water o'er smooth-washed clay,

Whf re the wall-eyed pike and the black bass play,
That makes me yearn, in a quiet way,

For my old fly-rod again.

Back to the cid home haunts again.
Back where the clear lake lies;

Back through the woods
Where the blackbirds brood.
Back to my rod and flies.

I'm longing to paddle the boat today.
Through waterlogged grass and reeds;

Where the muskrat swims, and the cat-tails sway;
Where the air is cool, and the mist is gray;

Where ripples dance in the same old way,
Under the tangled weeds.

Back to the old oak log again,
Back by the crystal brook;
Back to the bait.

And the silent wait,
Back to my line and hook.

I wish t- could wade by the water's edge
Where the fallen leaves drift by.

Just to see, in the shadow of the ledge.
How dark forms glide, like a woodman's wedge.

Through driftwood piles and the coarse marsh sedge,
And to hear the bittern cry.

Back where the tadpoles shift and sink,

Back where the bullfrogs sob;
Back just to float

In the leaky boat.
Back to m^^ dripping bob.

Oh, it's just like this on each misty day.
It's always the same old pain

That struggles and pulls in the' same old way
To carry me off for a little stay

By the water's edge, in sticky clay.
To fish in the failing rain.

Back to my long black rubber boots,
Back to my old patched coat;
Back to my rod.

And the breath of God

—

Heme—and my leaky boat.
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George Gilbert

TIME to turn out, dadburnie
you," said John Aylesworth
to himself. "It's Monday; time

to begin your real work here."
But he did not heed that self-

advice—then. Instead, he flopped
down more cosily still under the
good, rough, heavy blankets in his

trapper's shack on the Nescopern,
joying to think that his camp was
pitched where he would have plenty
of wood, easy to chop, to his hand.
Also that he had been able to get his

supplies in from Stratho, his out-
fitting point, not a moment too soon
to be ahead of the first snows. As
he had gone to bunk the night before,
after packing in his last load from the

canoe landing, he had heard the big
flakes spat-spat-spatting against the
tiny window at the east end of his

shack. So he had gone to sleep to
the mighty threnody of blasts carry-
ing the myriads of "white bees"
before them. Now, at ease, he could
see flake after flake come against the
window, but softly, as the wind had
blown itself out in the night through
the passes of Netagomish, using the
vale of Otter Creek, from mouth to

source, as the trough through which
it had poured its especial fury upon
the highlands in between Rainbow
River and the Netagomish barrier.

"Silver Dale," from its sheltering
clumps of white birches, Aylesworth
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had named his camp site and the
adjacent territory.

Otter Creek was then making music
out under the bank in front of

Aylesworth's shack, but the music
was muffled, as if the creek already
felt the grip of winter and the need
for husbanding strength against the
mighty efforts that it would be called
in the coming spring months, to do
its share toward ridding the land of
the debris of a dead winter.
The creek's sources were on the

western slopes of Netagomish, whence
it flowed in rambling course almost
west to Rainbow River, that had a
trend north and south. Almost due
north thirty miles from where Otter
Creek made into the river, Stratho
was going to sleep for the winter,
after the summer and fall labor of
caring for the needs of the "summer
folks," fishermen, hunters. The
Nescopern, east of the river, was
barren, rocky, primitive. But back
of it, between it and the foot of
Netagomish, was the great expanse
of Muskrat Marsh and between the
marsh and the mountains good trap-
ping territory, as Aylesworth had
discovered during his Sunday tramps
all about there, during the summer in
between the periods he had devoted
to guiding trout fishers or in the fall

when he had guided deer hunters.
Now the outsiders had gone, the big
woods were quiet. That meant that
the habitants could go and come
without fear of being shot, in mistake
for deer; could log it, trap, hunt, fish,

dance, eat, drink and be merry after
their kind, without fear of being asked
to take some stranger fishing, for a
consideration, or to take him hunting—for another.

"Get up," Aylesworth was ordered
by one with power to attract his
attention, if not to compel obedience.

A cold nose was thrust against the
trapper's cheek, and a gentle "woof,"
sounded in his ear.

"Git out, old Snoozer," the would-
be sleeper ordered, playfully whacking
the Airedale's pointed muzzle aside.

But Snoozer thrust his nose back
into the desired position again and
finding that that had no effect, gently
nipped his master on his right car

that he nuzzled out of its hiding
place under the upturned blankets.

A mighty heave sent Snoozer,
blankets and all out onto the middle
of the shack's floor. As the dog
scrambled out of the tangle of woollen
folds, a pillow made of a gunny sack's
end and stuffed with balsam buds

—

best of all pillows—hit him squarely
and knocked him over. Then, with
a whoop, Aylesworth slammed out
of the shack, Snoozer joyfully follow-
ing, across the few steps of snow cov-
ered ground and to the creek, where
he chucked his last protection against
the cold—a light blanket. He took
one plunge off the log jam that
spanned the creek's big pool there,
came up spluttering, swung himself
onto the jam, draped the blanket
about him, and with Snoozer snap-
ping at the fluttering ends, raced for

the shack door. Inside, red and
tingling from his contact with cold
air, water and snow, he fairly snatch-
ed his clothing on and in two minutes
stood over the sheet iron stove,
humming a little tune to himself.

Snoozer watched him, antici-

pating benefits to come when the
morning meal would be ready and
he would be invited to have a bit

from his master's plate to supplement
the quarter of raw rabbit that he
already had devoured, after being
served with it by his best friend.

"You old Snoozer boy," Aylesworth
said, as he sat down to bacon, flap-

jacks, syrup, beans and coffee,

guess that may be the last swim for

this year in the creek. Today we're
going out on the scout to get our
trap lines located for real business,

you old ringtailed cinerarium, you.
Hear that? I think we'll go up the
Muskrat Marsh and to its head."

Snoozer, his head cocked now on
one side, now on the other, listened.

He whined, maybe because he under-
stood, maybe because he wanted
that last flapjack, soaked in bacon
grease from the fry-pan. After he
had the flapjack cached in his de-
partment of the interior, he raced
around after his tail a few times,

watched his master buckle on his

belt, hang his "meat gun," a long
barreled .22, onto its holster, put
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his trail axe in its place on the other

side of the belt, stow away tobacco
and pipe inside his flannel shirt

front, take up and put away a few
slices of bacon, salt, pepper, tea and
sugar in a two-quart pail, then put
on his "ear-warmer" cap of red fox

fur, his heavy mackinaw and lastly

his lined fur gloves. Then Ayles-
worth pulled three dozen small steel

traps out from under the bunk,
swung them onto his back, opened
the door to Snoozer's jovful barking,
gave a glance at the clearing skies,

from which some snow still sifted

between the cloud rifts, smiled as

he saw a rosy glow on Netagomish
that told him the sun was boring a
hole through the storm over there,

made sure that his canoe was safe

under the low hemlocks beyond the
cabin, where he had concealed it

after toting it up from Rainbow the
afternoon before, and started off

from the angle the creek made there,
toward the marsh.

For all the fur>^ of the storm's
breath, the snow was only about eight
inches deep. It might be gone in a
day or it might be added to, by storm
after storm, and stay until spring.
The snow was virgin—not a track
was to be seen on it—the wild folk
having all kept in during the night
and not having yet ventured forth
to slay or be slain—^to eat' or to be
eaten. Snoozer knew this as well
as did his master, for he trudged at

Aylesworth's heels along the banks
of the httle trickle that came from
the marsh's foot to the creek.

Here and there Aylesworth set

a trap in the tiny stream's bed, where
signs showed him mink had passed
up or down. Here he made a water
set by hanging a muskrat ham on a
twig over the water, with the trap
buried lightly in the silt right under
the bait. There he put a trap beside
a rock that stood at the edge of a
little pool, placing a piece of log in

such a way that a passing mink would
suspect it and sheer away from it to
the supposed safety of the unmoved
rock and so be taken. The dog,
well instructed in trapper's lore,

kept away from the jaws that could
cause so much miserv and made

mental note of the signs nearby, so

he would not blunder into danger
there later.

At the trickle's head Aylesworth
found the dug-out canoe he had
made during the summer and lodged
at the marsh's foot against his

present hour of need. This rude but
serviceable craft would serve him
in getting about the marsh until it

froze. Then it would serve as a
sledge, in which he could haul much
weighty materials over the ice, frorn

end to end of the marsh. Runners
for it, for such a use, he had made,
tucked away in the dug-out, ready
to be attached.
At a word, Snoozer leaped into the

dug-out. Aylesworth took the pad-
dle, after disposing of his traps and
crouched down for the effort of forcing
the craft through the sedges and
flags that still carried their burdens
of snow.
The water, with here and there

ice-needles showing in the steaming
open spaces how nearly it had gone
to freezing, was still. The wind had
gone. The sun now began to peep
over Netagomish into the valley
between the mountains and the
Nescopern. A late loon came up and
laughed beyond. A few crows in

far-away pines chaffed at a surly owl.

From his hole in a nearby beech a
red squirrel quarreled with the world.

The board paddle, wielded by
Aylesworth's strongly muscled arms,
sent the dug-out north, close to the
eastern marge of the marsh.
On that side the ground sloped

easilj' and there was a fairly wide
space between the water's edge and
that w^oods that was flat-white now-,

but that later would show its tracery
of many trails when the woodland's
denizens recovered from their first

fright at the sight of the first snow of

the new winter.

So crouched, paddle plying, Ayles-
worth made an attractive figure of

easy strength and vivid vitality.

His snappy black eyes held in their

depths and about their corners tokens
of gladness. His red fox fur cap,

pushed back now from his curling

black foretop of intensely lustrous

hair, became him well. Every mo-
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tion of his body gave proof of vigor,

warmth of body, while the careful

way he made each stroke tell told

of cool-headed brainpower. The cold
air allured him—filled him with
happiness. Just past twenty five,

clean-shaven, alert, thinking nothing
of lonely vigils and tramps, with a
conscience that permitted him to

live alone for months at a time
without being tired or ashamed of

his own company, the North Woods
trapper was typical of a large class

—

the Brethern of the Trap Line. He
was just above the medium height,
compact, stocky, without an ounce
of fat.

Here and there on the marsh
Aylesworth located rat houses, made
conical and secure by the busy
inmates. He set traps by the margin,
potted a rabbit that he saw under a
root curl on shore and sent Snoozer
after it. Farther on he killed a
hawk on the wing. And once, for
the sheer joy of the effort he got
out on the shore and ran Snoozer a
race, just to feel his legs tingle.

It was about noon when Ayles-
worth came to the upper end of the
marsh, a good dozen miles from his
own shack.
The day had cleared. The sun

was making the snow glisten with
a dazzling sheen. The snow on the
marsh's tufts and sedges had melted.

CHAPTER II.

A breeze, from the south, was
making little wavelets talk against
the dug-out's stern whenever Ayles-
worth let it drift.

The higher marsh Aylesworth never
had explored. His trips through the
region never had led him that far.

But he wanted to go over the ground
now, to make sure that no other
trapper was on that range.
At the farthest jioint to which he

could drive his dug-out amongst the
ilags and sedges he found a tongue
of dry land extending out to meet
his boat's nose. This he accepted
as a landing place and, the traps
being all .set, and he having nothing
to carry but his i)ail with the food
in it, Aylesworth, making sure that

little axe and "meat-gun" were in

their places, drew the dug-out up
onto the dry point, ordered the un-
willing Snoozer to get in and make
his bed in an armful of dry sedge
grass that his master threw down in

the craft for him and leaving the
dog to watch, struck up the little

creek that came into the marsh there.

Up this he went, sometimes slashing
through the tag alders, sometimes
on the bank on either side.

Soon he found himself in a pretty
little vale, with low hills on either
hand, Netagomish looming afar to
the east.

Not a track did the trapper view
as he pressed forward. The snow
was not deep enough to make the
walking unpleasant. He could see
far ahead along the little watercourse.

After Aylesworth had traveled an
hour the stream-bed deepened and
he found himself walking with his

eyes below the level of the bank on
either hand. After minutes of that
work, he came to a spot where a
big hemlock curled its washed-out
roots over the route he was taking.

Something red caught Aylesworth'^
eye amongst the root-curls. A glance
told him it was the tail of a large
red fox.

Startled, the trapper clambered
up to the level of the dead animal
and saw that it was the victim of a
large steel trap, that had been set

in a hollow of the tree's bole. The
fox was dead.

"Mighty clever set that," Ayles-
worth thought, bending over to ex-

amine the signs. He saw where
the fox had meandered down the
hillside. A hole in the fox's head
told of how a bullet had ended its

struggles in the trap. And now he
saw, his attention taken less with
the dead fox, now that the seeming
mystery of its being there was ex-

plained, the tracks of a human being,

coming from up-glade, toward him.

Evidently they had been made quite

recently. He was turning his body
to see if the tracks led below, also,

when some one asked:

—

"What you doing at my trap,

•Johnny Sneakums?"
Aylesworth started erect, his hand

on the butt of his little gun, at the
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insult. To call a Brother of the
Trapline a Johnny Sneakum is to

say that he steals pelts froiH the
other man's traps. It is the fighting
word. But the voice was that of

a woman!
Aylesworth saw facing him a slen-

der girl, about his own height, with
deep brown eyes, rich chestnut hair.

Her short skirt of brown, high-laced
waterproof shoes, blue sweater, and
mink cap that was snugged in warmly
about her ears and that only left

her cheeks partly in view, bespoke
good judgment in outdoor dress.
A very capable little rifle lay cuddled
in the crook of her arm and in her
belt was a small ax.

A flood of red color came into
Aylesworth's cheeks. If it had been
a man that was before him, lips still

open after using that odious phrase!
"I didn't know there was anyone

else
"

"Well, there is. Dad and I have
lines of traps all up and down Musk-
rat Glade and near the head of
the marsh."
Her voice was clear and even.

Aylesworth found himself thinking
that if she were not angry that voice
would have been of a very pleasing
quality, although he caught a slight
foreign accent in her tones.

"Well, then, I'll keep my trap
lines below you," John said.

She fingered her capable little

rifle a bit.

"Do you want me to skin the fox
for you?" he asked. His astonish-
ment over coming upon a pretty
girl in the Big Woods in the edge of
winter had not overcome his sense
of obligation to the sex, even if she
had insulted him wth her epithet.

"No, thanks. Dad'll do that."

This with decision. She stepped
forward, stooped, grasped the trap
chain, gave it a few deft twists that'

unfastened it from the root to which
it had been locked, and then swung
the fox over her shoulder and strode
off, back up the trail she had made
coming to the trap.

"I want you to understand that
I'm not Johnny Sneakum," Ayles-
worth called after her. She had
outraged his feelings twice, once with

the epithet, once when she had
scorned his assistance.

Trudge, trudge, trudge.
She was going away, seemingly

without answering.
But she suddenly turned with:—

•

"Then keep away from my traps."
The rifle covered him.

Almost before Aylesworth realized
it and long before he had thought of
a bit of effective repartee, she had
resumed her trudging.

"Just like a darn fool girl," Ayles-
worth confided to the nearest tree.

CHAPTER III.

He never had guided women, nor
cared to be about with camping
parties that had women in them even.
He had the old fashilpned American
backwoods idea that women should
keep out of the woods, unless it was
for a berrying trip or a nearby outing.
With the men he was popular; with
such women as he had come into
contact he was polite with a detached
politeness that had in it the hint of
lack of interest. Among his own
people iii the little settlements up
and down Rainbow river, John was
at ease with girls and women—in
fact, a general favorite. He was
neither girl-shy nor gun-shy.
"Some fool city man has taken a

notion to winter it up here," he
thought as he saw the last of her over
a rise out beyond where the creek was
in a deep cut and the banks high.
"I'm sorry though, as I wanted to
run my lines up this little valley and
see what it is like today. Darn
girls, anyway—in the woods."

She had gone out of sight, in the
depression behind the little ridge.
The flickering stroke of her allusion
to Johnny Sneakum was tilngliiig yet
on Aylesworth's pride. He half turn-
ed to retrace his steps back toward
his dug-out, when he heard, first the
snap of her little rifle, then her voice,
raised in a scream. Placing his
hand on the butt of his gun, he
wheeled in his tracks and started up
the trail she had made.
As Aylesworth raced for the sum-

mit of the rise he heard a man's rough
voice, cursing. Then agaih the wom-
an's tones were heard, fainter now,
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appealing. Topping the slope, Ayles-
•worth for a moment had a glimpse
of the woman and a man, locked
in struggle under a group of low
hemlocks. She was defending herself

desperately. The man was dark,
somewhat over medium height.
As he neared them the crisis came.

The girl collapsed and as she did so

Aylesworth yelled hoarsely. Hie
coming had been soundless in the
snow until then.

At the cry of the trapper the man,
casting one glance over his shoulder,
dropped the girl and, before Ayles-
worth could throw the gun muzzle
in line with the assailant, sped away,
in line with the thick trunks of the
hemlocks under which the stniggle
had taken place. Twice Aylesworth
shot, feeling each time that he had
missed. Then, just as he was at

the point of striding over the girl,

she groaned. He paused, stooped,
saw that she had a cut on her forehead
from which the blood was oozing out
from under her cap visor. He drop-
ped on his knees beside her, drew
her body up until the upper part of

it rested against his crooked knee.
Then, pushing back the cap from her
forehead, he saw the bruise from which
the blood was trickling. Saw, too,

the long brown lashes over the closed

eyes, the rounded lines of the cheeks
that were pale now under stress of

shock and pain. The red fox, limp
on the snow beside her, her rifle,

flung to one side, the small ax, on
which her left hand still held a grip,

all caught his eye. The position of

each was eloquent of her struggle.

He sought to make out if the man
still fled and .saw him, far up the
slope of the hill, floundering through
the deeper drifts up there.

"I can follow his trail later in this
snow," he reflected. "I must take
care of the girl now."

She groaned a little, turned im-
easily on his knee. I le reached out
and gol a handful of fresh snow and
pressed it to her injured forehead.
She winced as the pain smote through
her returning consciousness, twisted
to one si(h', and would have fallen

from his knee rest, if he had not
caught her and held her.

She opened her eyes, took two or
three deep breaths and then glanced
up and saw him.

"You, again?" she said, sitting
upright.

"It seems so," Aylesworth said.
"I heard you call out and came.
When I get you back to your father's
house, I'll take the trail after that
fellow that attacked you and when
I come to him, I'm coming a-shoot-
ing."

She got up unsteadily, and leaned
against a tree.

He picked up the rifle and the red
fox.

"If you can walk," he began, "I'll

go with you and carry your thingc;
if not, I'll knock together a carry-
all out of limber poles and load you
and your duffle on and "

She grasped the rifle, then the red
fox.

"Thank you just as much," she
said, with an air of finality that was
disconcerting. "But I'll take these
myself. And I forbid you to harm
that man. Thank you and—good
day, sir."

"

She was trudging away, weakly,
but determinedly, before Aylesworth
had recovered his presence of mind.
This time he watched her go with
rising resentment showing in his
glance and the grimaces he made at
her back as she went. After she
had disappeared between the trees
far, far ahead, the trapper turned
and paced back toward the lower
end of the glade.

"Snoozer," he said, to the dog,
when he had arrived at the dug-out
and made ready to send it back with
what speed he could get out of it,

"aint it awful? When I offer to
help her she calls me a pelt thief and
when I save her from a ruffian and
offer to punish him, she forbids me
l^ touch him and won't even let me
carry her rillc and fox sldn home for
her."
"Bow, wow, wow," said Snoozer,

not only that once, but several times,
on the way back to their own shack
and inside it that evening before
sleep time.

But then, Snoozer said "bow, wow,
wow," to alnu)st every direct re-
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mark his master addressed to him,

so perhaps that bit of dog Latin is

immaterial.

CHAPTER IV.

After Snoozer had stowed away
that last grease-smeared flapjack next

morning, Aylesworth sat, pipe going,

humming to himself the old tune:—
"There was a man and he had a cow
And he had no hay to give her;

So he got him a fiddle and played
her a tune:

Consider, old cow consider."
"Yes, you old Snoozer, consider,

old dog, consider." he parodied to

himself. 'She wouldn't let me help
her, nor yet bust wide open that
man that hit her."

Then, after another puff or two:

—

"And she's a spunky little devil,

too. Stood me off with her gun and
only gave in to that other fellow
after she had made a good fight.

Well, she's so tough, she can run her
own show, old Snoozer."
Yet when he went outside, he did

not have any traps, as he had intend-
ed. Nor did he turn off to the east
to run out a trap line toward Neta-
gomish, as he had planned. In-
stead, with meat gun and small
axe belted on, he went off up the little

trickle toward the marsh. The wea-
ther had warmed during the night.

The light snow was going fast. The
sun had taken up the mists and now
flooded everything with golden light.

Crows cawed lazily and the ground
squirrels were even scurrying. It

was more like a day in early spring
than one in the autumn.

Snoozer enjoyed himself immensely,
and was first to find a mink and a

half dozen muskrats on the trip up
to the marsh and through it. The
dog's master had something else

besides peltry on his mind. As he
drove the dug-out along,, his brows
were knitted in thought.
But once at the upper end of the

marsh he hesitated. The memory
of the girl's repulse of his offers re-

turned.
He pulled the dug-out up until it

was safe, and then struck off up to-

ward the little creek's bed. But he
turned aside long before he came

to where he had encountered the
trapper girl the day before and swung
off to the west, on the slopes of
Nescopern, where he began to scan
the softening snow ahead. Snoozer,
in obedience to the command "to
heel," trotted along calmly enough.
If the foolish man wanted to keep
him in, that was his business, al-

though Snoozer could smell things
that the man could not see. So
Snoozer was not surprised when his
master hastened onward, after sight-
ing the tracks of a man on the steep
slope, long after Snoozer had seen
them and had winded them with his
keen nose that told him that the
tracks were those of a stranger to
him.

"He went up this way, old Snooz-
er," Aylesworth said to the friend
who knew it already. Old Snoozer
only cocked a non-committal eye at
the tracks. They did not concern
him, if the two-legged god he served
was going to take the matter in his
own hands.

Topping the rise that marked the
division between the highland and
the little glade, Aylesworth turned
to the east and saw below him the
spot where he had seen the encounter
between the man and girl the day
before. The floundering tracks of
the fleeing man were plain enough.
Once he had fallen just before com-
ing to the iop of the sharp slope.
Aylesworth was inclined to put that
down to a slip of the foot until he
saw on the snow at the side of the
imprint of the fallen form in the snow
a spot of rusty red that told him that
the man had been bleeding when he
had gone down there.

"One of my bullets must have
hit him," the trapper thought.

From there on there was no more
sign of floundering in the man's trail.

But the wounded man had gone
slowly, often stopping to lean against
trees. Once Aylesworth found where
he had removed one of his shoes,
the imprint of the bare foot showing
where he had stood for a moment
with it uncovered and there he saw
another stain of rusty red, such as

blood on the snow makes when it has
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been exposed to the weather for some
hours.
On the high land the snow was not

melting as fast as it had been in the

valley. Here the man's tracks were
plain, distinct.

Striding easily forward, Aylesworth
made good time. About noon, when
he was about opposite the head of

the glade to his right he found that
the trail dipped into a depression
among the pines that crowned the

slope there and at the bottom of the

dip he saw a brush shelter, such as a

man will put up for a stay of a day
or two in open weather.

Aylesworth turned cautious now.
He might have saved himself time
by noting that Old Snoozer was not
careful in his approach to the place.

Seeing no one about, the trapper
inspected the exterior of the lean-to,

then went forward. The tracks a-

bout and leading to and from the

shelter were too confused to give him
the clue he was after until after he
made painstaking inspection.

As he was about to step forward
and risk exposing himself, Aylesworth
happened to notice that Snoozer was
yawning, uninterested.

"Nothing there, then," he reflected.

So he stood up and with free stride,

went to the open side of the wickiup.
Bending, he wormed his way inside.

Old Snoozer had told the truth
by his indifference. The shelter was
deserted.
Coming out, Aylesworth went a-

bout the spot with care. He finally

unwound the maze of tracks and
found where the man had gone off

from the shelter, along the farther
ridge, in the direction of Stratho.
But S tralho was fifteen miles away and
the way to it across the highlands
was not an easy one. Aylesworth
always preferred the Rainbow River
route when coming to the Ncscopern.
That point settled, the trapper

went back to the lean-to and inspect-

ed its interior narrowly. That in-

spection yielded him nothing. Not
a scrap of paper or a utensil had been
left.

A comfortable bed of pine needles
was on the ground under the lean-

to. The sun shone against the poles,

warming them and the air inside

thoroughly. A few crows scolded

overhead and a squirrel chattered.
Aylesworth drew out his lunch

—

two bacon sandwiches—and munched
it thoughtfully, then threw Snoozer
a piece of rabbit he had brought for

him Then the trapper drew out
his pipe, crumbled some tobacco
for it, and began to smoke reflectively.

The whereabouts of the man was
none of his business. The woman
had forbidden him to follow up the
assailant on her account. He had
wounded the fellow and if the man
made a complaint at. Stratho he
might have to face a justice and
explain, losing weeks out of the trap-
ping season perhaps. Clearly he had
done right at the time to shoot, but
if he got before a backwoods Dogberry
on a charge of using deadly weapons
and the woman insisted that she
had told him not to harm the man on
her account, where would he be?

"I guess old Snoozer," he said,
"we'll about go back to our own part
of the woods and stay there."
He did not notice that Snoozer then

was listening intently or sniffing
the air as he sat just inside the
wickiup. Or if he did, laid it to the
dog's possible interest in the crows or
the chattering squirrel.

After a few moments Aylesworth
got up and started out, not very
wide awake to the things of the mo-
ment; his mind on the puzzle.

Just outside he heard the order:

—

"No farther!"

From behind a pine stump nearby
a capable little rifle barrel projected,
in line with him. The voice was
the voice of the girl he had saved
the day before.

Snoozer barked, as much as to

say,
—

"If you'd minded me, instead

of dreaming, you would not have
been caught so."

The girl stepped out from behind
the slump. Her rifle came down.

"Oh," she said. "I didn't know
it was you

"

She paused, embarrassed. Behind
her stretched her trail, showing where
she had come from the northeast up
the slope, quartering up it, as Ayles-

worth nad from the south east.
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'The trapper inspected the exterior of the lean-to."

Her face was pale and a bit drawn.
Aylesworth still could see the marks
of the bruise on her forehead where
the man had struck her. but she
seemed to have recovered fully from^
her disagreeable experience.

"I thought I'd run this fellow's
trail out to see if he kept on out or
if he needed any more attention,"
said the trapper.

"I told you yesterday not to follow

him up," she replied, with a rather
wistful note of appeal in her voice.
Snoozer by that time had edged
close to the woman. Now he made
a tentative approach to her, tail

wagging, an amiable expression on
his honest face.

CHAPTER V.

"Good dog," she said, bending
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over and patting his rough-haired
sides and head. "Good dog."

Again, as on the day before,

Aylesworth noted that her voice had
in it a hint of something pleasant,

if she felt disposed to make it so.

Again he caught the foreign accent,

perhaps French.
"Come here, Snoozer," he ordered

sharply. The dog glanced at the

girl, then at his master, then yielded

to the greater compulsion and left

her. "I want my dog to be mine, not
everyone's fool."

Aylesworth turned shortly on his

heel, snapped his fmger to the dog
and started away, angry with the
woman, angry with himself.

"Wait!" '

She had called to him.
He paused, thankful inwardly for

the opportunity to secure surcease
from self-reproaches that already were
irking him sorely. Before he had
gone two steps back, Snoozer was
beside the woman and she was patting
the dog again.
Her cheeks were not pale now;

they were flushed, her eyes bright.

The little rifle she had dropped
against a tree bole.

"I am sorry I was so short with
•you yesterday," she began. "And
that I pointed my gun at you a
minute ago. I saw that man stumble
when he was runnitig away from
you and was afraid he had been
injured, so I thought I'd come up here
•to see if he was all

"

"Then you knew he had a shelter

here?" r

His tone was sharp, inquisitorial.

"I half suspected it. Why do
you ask?"

Her tone was assured, calm.

"I thought when a man knocked
a woman down, as he did you, that
a woman would not care where he
stayed or what became of him—-"

Her >»aze met his with level warn-
ing.

"You forget that that is my busi-
ness," she said with an accent of

finality."

"True," he said, ashamed to have
pried into sonietiiing she preferred
to keep to herself.

"And just to show you that it is

my business, why I may add that that
man is my "

She hesitated. Aylesworth, intent
upon her words, almost feared to
hear the next word.

"Your?" he suggested.
"Husband," he faintly heard her

finish.

"Ah!"
His breath was exhaled in a little

puff that escaped him, despite his

instinct toward repression. The sun
did not, seem quite so bright, the
clouds scudding over so white, the
air so warm. The little breeze seem-
ed to chill him as it tugged at the pine
limbs, low and high.

"I understand now why you told
me to let him alone," he said.

She was silent; appraisingly silent.

"Of course if you wanted to come
up here to see if he needed anything,
why that's your business, not mine.
I guess I'll be going now. If there's
anything you need any time, I'm
below the marsh, on Otter Creek,
about two miles up from Rainbow
River."
He turned to go and this time she

did not stop him. Glancing once
back over his shoulder, he saw her
standing there, her back against
the tree, her little rifle near, the
brown-red tones of her mink cap
showing warmly about her face, her
skirts swaying in the passing breeze

—

a sprite of the northern winter.

As he had glanced backward, he
had not eased up in his free swinging
stride. Better for him if he had,
for as he turned his face frontward
again, it was too late. He had placed
his foot into a hole, covered with
leaves. Into- the hole his foot sank
and he was thrown, lurching forward,
spinning, to come down at last heavily
on his right hip. He essayed to
arise, half made it, felt his head
reeling around, feared to sense the
sickening pain in his hip joint that
might presage a serious injury, then

"Could you hitch yourself up and
back a little onto a traverse!"

It was the voice of the girl again.
Aylesworlh, on his back, felt snow
pressed Lo his temples. A cool,
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firm hand was under the back of his ,

head.
"What has happened?" he asked,

wonderingly.
"When you fell you struck your

head and I'm afraid you have hurt

your right leg badly," she said: "you
twisted that, too."

Aylesworth remembered then his

lurching fall—and his fears for his

hip. He twisted his body and had to

yield to the force of pain's arguments
against any further effort just then.

Decidedly his hip was in bad shape.

Snoozer regarded him sadly.
' I knew you'd come-lo." she went

on, "and while you were unconscious
I lopped down poles for a traverse.

If you can work your way onto it,

with my help, I can get it off down
the slope and back to my camp "

"It isn't far to my dug-out and
once in that it is water almost all

the way to my camp," he suggested.

The hip was throbbing now, ver\'

much.
Aylesworth felt ver>^ foolish. It

was the first time in his life he had
been helpless and now it must needs
be when a woman was his care taker!

"Or you might fix me a wickiup
down below and let me stay in it

until I get better or you can get

word out—-"

"No, I can take care of you if I

can get you in somewhere that I

can do it," she insisted.

"How far is it to your camp?"
"About three miles."

"It's about that to my dug-out."

"But once to it, I'd have to get

you in it, and out at the other end
of the marsh, then out of the dug-out
make a new traverse and get you .to

your camp."
She puckered her brows in keen

consideration of the problem. Ayles-

worth again saw the fading mark of

the bruise the man had inflicted upon
her.

She placed her hand on her little

ax and turned, decision in her every
move. Back of him he could hear

her trimming the ends of poles that

she had lopped down. Too deft for

a city girl!

"I'm going to take you to my
camp," she announced briefly. He

felt that the decision had been taken
out of his hands—and was glad.

From her pockets she produced
plenty of cord. Down the slope

she found a larch tree and from its

roots fashioned tough binders. She
worked capably, easily, surely. Des-
pite his pain he watched her with
keen interest.

"You don't make it quite like we
do around here," he*\'entured. "Nor
do we call it a traverse. We make it

narrower, longer, and call it a carry-

all."

She made no comment, but kept
at work.

"There," she said as she finished

and placed it in position back of

him. "Raise yourself and hitch back
and I'll see if I can slide it under
your body. 'Traverse' is the word
we use."

Five minutes later Aylesworth,
holding her rifle, was sliding on the
rude but strong contrivance diagonal-

ly down the slope. There was no
strain on her, except to guide the
traverse and to hold it back.

On the level the pull came hardest.

The snow was smooth along the little

creek side and the leaves fay snugly
on the forest mold underneath, mak-
ing it easy for the poles to glide.

Often he expostulated with her, but
she persevered. The pain from
Aylesworth's hip was racking him.
AI times his head spun dizzily and
often it seemed to him that he forgot.

At the end of one long spell of hazi-

ness he found the traverse still, the

twilight coming on space, old Snoozer
licking his face. Three big pines

were near.

"Here we are; right at home,"
came the woman's cheery voice

"If you can manage to stand up
on that one good leg and hop along,

resting your right hand on my should-

er, I'll have you inside soon enough.

I caU this Three-Pine Inn."

With much discomfort, pain, and
a failure or two, Aylesworth made it.

Despite the pain he found it pleasant

to be dependent upon her. She
found a place foj him on a seal inside

made from half a barrel up-ended,

with part of the staves cut away, the
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inside stuffed with earth, the seat

covered with an old coat.

"First, some supper, then we'll

see what's to be done," she announc-
ed.

Despite the hard work she had done
she turned briskly to the sheet iron

stove to prepare the evening meal.
Aylesworth watched her with the
feeling that his hip was less and less

painful, now that he was at ease,

not jarring over uneven ground with
it.

She shook from the tea box enough
tea for them with a single flirt of

the box. She had ready^ as if against
that need, just four slices of bacon
and a small can of beans. Soon all

was ready, served, on the table
made of slabs. At her invitation,
Aylesworth began to eat.

The cabin, Aylesworth saw at a
glance, was one of those used by deer
hunters earlier in the fall and by
fishermen on their way back from
Rainbow to some of the smaller
streams flowing down Netagomish.
It had been put up by the guides as

a convenience to the public.

The girl noted his attempts to

appraise the situation, but said noth-
ing to enlighten him. She seemed
to have something on her own mind.

At the meal's end Snoozer, ex-
pectant, had a piece of bacon, a piece
of a biscuit thai she found for him.
The dog curled up near the sheet
iron stove and went to sleep.

"He's sensible," was Aylesworth's
comment. "As for me, I'm going
to sleep in this chair, as much as I

can. Don't let me make your life

miserable. I'll be able to travel
tomorrow, perhaps."

"Arc you sure?"

"Yes, I am beginning to believe

that when I fell I came down on the
big nerves in my hip joint and that
the harm was worse in seeming than
in reality."

"You are not saying that just to

\ reassure me?"
"No, Mrs.

"

He pau.sed awkwardly.
"Mrs.

"

He paused again, inquiringly.

She flashed a smile at him.

"Mrs. DuPointe," she finished for

him. "And your name?"
"John Aylesworth."
"Now that I am on the subject of

you," she continued, "are you sure
no bones are broken in your leg?"

"No, see." He made his toes
wiggle, causing his shoes to flop up
and down as he held the injured
limb stiffly out before him. He
stood up, hopped tentatively—sat
down with face drawn with pain,
but with triumph disputing with the
agony on his features.
"A bad, bad bruise," he said.

"If I'd known back there what it

was, I'd taken a chance in a lean-to
for a day or so and gone back to
my place in Silver Dale a hop at a
time. The dug-out would have made
it easy."

"Well, we did the best we could

—

at the time," she offered.

"And I thank you for it," he said
warmly. "You certainly don't wait
to pay your debts."

She seemed about, to give him a
chilling reply for his allusion to the
events of the day before, but evident-
ly thought better of it, for she re-
mained silent, her head on one of
her hands, as she leaned an elbow on
the table. Aylesworth glanced about.
The bunk, at the far end of the cabin
seemed comfortable, with its blankets
folded neatly back, and he could
help but think of his own tumbled
bunk, that often did not get placed
in order from month's end to month's
end. She noted where his glances
were directed.

Aylesworth met the situation with
the characteristic directness of the
men of the open spaces:

"Here," sliding off his belt and
laying it on the table. "I'm not
good for much. Take my gun and
axe and keep them until I am. If

anyone comes in the night, you'll

be able to care for yourself better

than I'd be able to do it for you,
perhaps. I can bunk down on the

lloor or sleep in this chair. Per-

haps your father may return
"

She stopped him with a gesture.

He could see that turning the axe
and gun over to her had won her
confidence. Disarming himself, ht
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had disarmed any latent suspicions
of him that she might have held.

He had won her confidence.
"I may as well tell you," she said,

"that when I told you that trap was
set for the fox by my father, I was
not telling the truth."

His eyes opened wide. He gave
her a glance of frank amazement,
but she went on, sweeping aside
his initial questions with:

'"I've been living here alone

—

since four daj-s ago. My father
taught me how to trap. If you care
to listen, I'll tell you how I came to
be here

"

"Go on," he encouraged.

He made a shift to ease his twisted
limb; drew out pipe and tobacco
from his shirt front, questioning
her with his eyes.

"Go on, smoke," she said. "I
know you men of the trap line are
accustomed to tobacco and you must
need it now, in your pain."

He crumbled the plug eagerly.
Soon the peace clouds Uoated to the
ridgepole. It was dark outside now.

The wind whispered under the rude
eaves. Off on the slopes a great
owl gave forth his blood-curling calls.

A fox on the rocks afar said:
—"Yap,

yap, Yar-r-r." The woman got up,
hunted a candle, placed it in a bottle
neck. Aylesworth touched a match
to the wick. The woman settled
herself on a stool at the table's end.

"Now," she said. "Let me begin
at the beginning: I was born in the
Saguenay country-, Canada "

"That's where you learned to
trap?"

She nodded, settling herself for the
recital. The candle flickered, its

yellow rays lighting up her smooth,
rounded cheeks, her chestnut hair
that made such an effective frame for

her pretty, frank countenance. Her
two plump palms came up to support
her chin and her elbows sought the
table-end. The red waist that had
been revealed when she had cast
off her fur coat added, by its reflected
color-tones, to hgr own natural refmed
color.

And so she began her tale.

(The next installment of "The Bear of Silver Dale" will appear in July issue.)
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WAL, we got the dinner'n the
gaff, an' the minnies an' the
rods, an' the pitcher taker

—

what fur are we a settin' here?"
Holly stepped into the canoe, dipped
his paddle and we were off for the
day's fishing.

He handed me the best 'lunge bait.
"This here spinner's half copper an'
half brass—they ginrelly like that

—

but I betcher you'll niver git a strike
all the same."
He dropped his own bait into the

water and watched the line sliding
out of his pocket and over the side
with a pessimistic frown. We started
late, the wind was in the wrong
quarter, the day bade fair to be too
hot for fishing and consequently
Holly was plunged in gloom. In his
philosophy the day that the 'lunge
would not bite could be counted as
lost.

We headed toward Lovesick,
Holly's paddle splashing mightily
in the narrow isles between the wood
beds to scare the coy maskinongc out
where they would stumble upon our
red-feathered hooks.
Hut all for nothing. The fish were

not biting and my guide's spirits

continued to fall. The golden splen-
dor of the sunshine moved him not.

The silver of the birch wooded shore,
the rosy granite isles with their tall

pines and higgity piggity jumble
of stone and fern, flower, berry and
bramble flaunted before him to no
end. A thin flock of early teal wheel-
ing overhead awoke no gleam of

interest and not even the spectacle
of a giant bass jumping after flies

out in deep water where he had no
business to be, could make an im-
pression upon Holly's apathy.

"What an improper time of day for
a bass to be after flies," I ventured.

He jerked his line free of weeds.
"I'm all the time a tellin' you them
dashed bass aint got no brains. It's

the 'lunge that's the thinkin' fish."

We went around the weed beds
twice and then we dropped our
anchor upon the granite shoal jutting
out from what Holly called Spook
Island, and settled down to bass
fishing.

"I got a feelin' " said Holly as he
bent over the minnow pail to pursue
an agile shiner with his hand net,
"that this here is one of the days
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when the fish is on possible fur to be
ketched."

"Why?" I asked, knowing what
was expected of me as a properly
behaved tourist.

"There's too much lollygaggin' a
goin' on roundabouts. Fish is the
awfullest animals fer bein' nosy-
rhinded as ever was. Jist as quick
as a feller and a gal git to spooning
on the shore, all the fish knock off

work an' come a runnin' fur to listen
and fur to see.

"Purty soon they git to laughin'
so hard that they fall over each
other and wear theirselves plum out,
complete. Then they go to the
bottom and they stay there all day,
restin' an' gossipin' while here we
be toilin' away up here fishin' fur
'em fur nawthin."

I observed that there was nobody
in sight this morning.

He smiled at my city dulled eyes
in superior fashion said," Korreck ye
are; five'n four's eight!" and pointed
across the bay to the middle island.

I could just distinguish a canoe,
and a girl in a white middy, and a
something which I took to be a man.
I pointed out to Holly that he was
going quite a distance to borrow
trouble, that the pair might not be
of the fatal lover sort, that perhaps
they were brother and sister or
grandfather and grandmother.
He smiled as he hunted in the

mysterious recesses of his volumin-
ous black overalls for his tobacco.
"Them's the fatalest kind. That
gal is Nellie Evans. She's the teach-
er of the sixteenth school. And the
feller is Donis Wells—him that's
the goodlookinest cuss this side of
Peterboro; or t'other side if it comes
to that.

"W'y he's so goodlookin' that a
painter woman that was here two
summers ago called him Adonis.
She met up with him on the Young's
Point road and she said he was like a
Grik statoo come back to life; what-
ever she meant by sich talk; and she
hauls out a pencil and starts to drawr
a picher of him right there and then.
But he went a tearin' down the road
away from her like there was a bar

behint him an' sinct then everybody
calls him Donis.
"Him an' Nellie's sweet on each

other—Dad burn 'em! I wisht they'd
git spliced an' quit charmin' off the
fish."

"Why don't they?" I asked, trjang
another rod to change my luck.

"Donis's that anxious to he's fair

champin' the bit, but Nellie she's
hanging back. She^s feared he'll git
over wantin' her quick's he's got her
and the thought's li^e pizen ivy to
her. Nellie's proud and she's smart
even if she ain't purty.

"She's saw a lot of married parties
sinct she's been teachin' aroun' what
wish they was loose agin an' she's
shy o' gittin' herself hitched up into
a box stall where she couldn't git
out if she's a mindt to, that's one
reason and another is that she's
afeared that Donis will alius have a
swarm o' gals eyein' and smilin'
at him from fence corners, 'cause he's
had 'bout seventeen million gals a'-
ready an' he's as handsome as
'riginal sin. She's skeered that if

she marries him 'long 'bout the time
the weddin' cake has been all et up
he'll be tired of plain little Nellie
an' begin to jerk on the mat'monial
halter. She can't abear the idee
of him gittin' tired o' her and wantin'
to git away and she tied up to him
like a anchor, so she keeps a shyin'
off.

"If I was her I'd grab him. He's
a nice lad even if he is too good
lookin' fer this world and she'd be
one too many fer any kingfishin'
wimmin, that might come snoopin'
aroun' I'll lay my best eye on it.

He's got a good saw job down to Sam-
son's mill an' gits good wages. He
don't get plastered, nuther, an' his
folkg make a purty decent menagerie
in the fambly album. NeUie couldn't
do no better if she—"
"Looky there! Ya got a strike!

Oh, Boys! but he's a big un! That's
it! Yank 'im right off'n his feet!"

The bass had begun to bite and
Nellie was forgotten until noon when
we built our fire not fifty feet away
from where they were.

I being a romantic old maid,
intruded upon them without delay
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and insisted that they hinch with iis.

Donis was not overly pleased but
helped Holly skin our bass and
collected a pile of wood for the fire.

Nellie seemed relieved at the inter-

ruption. I could see that she wanted
time to gather the forces which some
vigorous attack of Donis' had pretty
well routed, and so I ordered that the
potatoes should be baked—baking
takes time.

It was true, she was not pretty,

her features were irregular and her
eyes though bright and black, were
too small for the demands of beauty.
She was as slender as a reed and as

wiry but she had patrician hands and
feet and a truly royal carriage, I

think I should have called her entirely

cold if her rich contralto voice had not
held all the warmth her face denied.

And he was an Adonis if ever
whimsical nature fashioned one to be
wasted in the green gloom of an
unappreciative backwoods country.
He was tall, wide-shouldered and
narrow waisted with fine straight
limbs which not even the crude
country' garments could conceal. His
decpset sea blue eyes curved behind
their long lashes in the perfect arcs
one sees in old marbles, his nose
might have been chiseled by some
ancient Athenian master and mouth
and chin and forehead matched it

fully.

He spoke as any mill man would
but his voice was good and when he
looked at Nellie, which was nearly
all the time, there came a note in it

which thrilled even my withered
heart and made Holly's eyes gleam.

He had a restless trick of stirring

up his yellow curls until they stood
on end and when he did it I could
have loved him myself. But it seem-
ed lost on Nellie. She scarcely
glanced at him, when, after our meal
of (ish and potatoes and tea we sal

on the ground and talked lazily.

She (piizzed me about the world
beyond Petcrboro and the news of

the women's movement and said how
she would love to get into the light

for the franchise herself.

Holly interrui)ted her with, "What
d'ye care about that, Nell? Leave
the world to worry along the best

way it can without you and git

married like a sensible gal."
"Amen!" said Donis fervently.
Nellie's thin lips curved in a

slight, cool smile. She fixed her eyes
on the rise and fall of two pirate
crows above us for a moment and
then dropped them to Adonis' face.

"I have decided never to marry.
I am going to see the world and do
my work in it; be free; and leave
others free."

Adonis recoiled as if she had
stabbed him, then the hot color
boiled up in his face. He seized her
shoulder and shook her so violently
that her teeth clicked together. "Is
that my answer, you cold hearted
one?"

She eyed him dauntlessly before
she repUed. "You know it is, and I

shall not change it."

"Oh you won't? Well wait till

you're asked!" He thrust her away
from him and jumped into the water
without so much as removing his
coat.

I thought that he meant to commit
suicide right there before our eyes
but Nellie calmly reassured me.
"He"s going to swim over to the
mainland and go home through the
bush. Sure, it's no swim at all for
him but it's hard on his best clothes."

She got into his canoe and took
up the paddle with steady hands.

"Excuse me, and thanks for the
dinner. You will be wanting to get
back to your fishing and I'll not
hinder you."
She glided off toward the middle of
the lake and turned north without so
much as glancing at Adonis whose
head was steadily bobbing away
eastward.

Holly spat at a chipmunk seeking
crumbs. "An' yit some folks'll tell

you wimmin aint rpieer insecks!"
We saw Adonis clamber up the far

shore and plunge into the woods, but
if NeUic turned back to look before
the islands hid her from us, neither
of us saw her.

My vacation ended with that day's
sun and I did not see either of the
lovers again.

The next summer when fishing

time came again I bought a Canadian
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ticket and returned to that lovely

region of bright waters and happy
lands, the Kawarthas.

Holly was waiting for me with a

bucketful of fresh minnows, a can
of dew worms and an elastic smile.

The bass were biting and they
allowed me to catch my legal limit

of their number in my fust two hours
but finally, I had time for gossip.

How were Donis and Nellie?

"Waal mum, if folks go fur to tell

you that nobody can live without a

heart, don't you listen to 'em. Nellie

gits along fine with nothin, but a
stone. Y'mind how she fired Donis
that day like a old boot? Waal, the
next day he was 'round after her fur

to 'pologize fur shakin' her. The
durn little Injun she smiled like

an angel an' he felt better an' he up an'

asked her to have him agin and she
turned him down harder'n ever and
laughed at him besides.

"I heered her myself a tellin' him
that he was fur too purty a man fur

a plain gal like her and there wunt
no use him hangin' aroun' her. An'
to shov.- him she wasn't foolin' she
up and hikes 'er to Chemong with
Nate Duller—him as Donis despises
above ground! An' she kep' a going
with him.

"Donis, he felt so bad that he lost

most o' the meat ofl"n his bones an' he
went aroun' lookin' like he's been.bid
to his own funeral. I told him that
weren't no way fur him to do. I told
him he oughter sicken her o' that and
that the thing fur him to do was to
make her greeney-eyed. He sawd
I was right and so he started in to beau
Lizzie Arnold aroun'.

"I got to say fur Donis, when he's

a doin' a thing, he does it right. It

wasn't no time till he'n Lizzie was
'gaged and the weddin' day sot fur
a fortnit. An' you can belee me or
belee me not, that stony-buzzomed
Nellie was the first to wish em
luck an' she giv Lizzie a swell kitchen
shower with everybody fur miles
aroun' invited and two dishes of ice-

cream and all the cake a body'd eat."

"But what beats me is why she
shook Nate Buller. I should think
she'd a hung onto him like a puppy to
a root after she'd lost Donis. But

she didn't, she up an shooked him
the minute she heard Donis was
'gaged."

"Waal, the day after the kitchen
shower, Donis went to the mill in the
morning as per his usual. He's a
sawyer an' was workin' the big
circular. He'd just started her up
an' he seen a blob o' sawdust on it

and he reached down to the fioor to
git a bit o' waste to wipe it off.

"He clean forgot that he an' Lizzie
had been a scultlin' and she tore a
piece loose in the shoulder o' liis coat.
The teeth o' the saw ketched into
that piece loose and pulled him over
onto it like hghtning.

"Nate, hewas at theother endof the
mill, but he had saw it and he made
a dash to shut off the power but he
couldn't get there quick enough and
Donis couldn't help hisself and the
edge of that there divvil saw had him!

"It got just one sideswipe at him
and threw him against the wall but
it sliced—Aw! it's too hidgeous fur
to be telhn'! But one good thing
was it missed his eyes. It's a won-
der it didn't kill him complete. He
bled all over the place and every-
body thought he'd die before he
could be got home but he's alive this
mimite."
"And did Lizzie marry him?"
"Nawp. They say her folks made

her bust the gagement. She felt

turr'ble sorry fur Donis, but he could
niver expect her to marry a man
without a face, and ever\'body said so.

"After thet, Nellie took to goin'
an' settin' with him after school
under that soft maple in front of
his house but she soon quit it fur he
told her he wanted none o' her pity
and he wouldn't take up her time,
nuther.
"He went to all the doctors fur miles

aroun' but nobody knew how to do
nawthin' fur him an' he got turr'ble
downhearted and out o' money.
He got snappity with folks, too,

and so he was let pretty much alone.

"He took to stealin' off in the bush,
trampin' all day and hidin' behind
trees if he seen anybody' comin'.
He'd borrey my old canoe, his'n

being sold {o pay a doctor's bill, and
paddle all day and half the night,
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keepin' away from everybody for

fear he'd be stared at. An' he got
sour and melangolly, the pore feller.

"I was adrivin' along the Buckhorn
road one day an' I met up with NelHe
an' giv her a lift. We hadn't gone
more'n a mile when we saw Donis
layin' beside the road, snorin'.

Nellie she looked at him without
flickin' a eye and she sayd to me,
"Drive on Holly, there's nothin'
we can do."
"Boys! but that made me mad an'

I lit into her, wicked! I tol' her that
she was a pore kind of a woman any-
ways an' that if she'd a took him in

the first place as she'd orter did,

him an' Lizzie wouldn't a knowed one
another well enough to skuffle an'
his coat wouldn't a been tore and got
ketched an' nawthin would have
happened an' he wouldn't be druv
to drink out o' pure pizen miserable-
ness.

"She never said a word but I could
tell that what I was a sayin' was a
sinkin' in deep an' I let her have it

hearty an' strong. Finally, 'bout
ten minutes after I'd quit, she asks
me what I thought she could do now
and didn't I know that the doctors
said there wa'nt no cure for a lost

face?

"Oh, I says, you can't do nawthin,
but anybody what thought any-
thing of him could and if they could-
n't they'd do it anyway!

"She jist opened her eyes and her
mouth as if she was a goin' to light
into me and give me a good settin'

out, but she niver said a word and
when we got to Buckhorn she flew

' into the store and banged the door
after her and that's all the thanks I

got fur givin' her a ride.

"She's turr'ble secretive, is Nellie.
She tuk the boat next day an' went
clear to Peterboro and niver said a
word to me 'bout goin'. The folks
at the Point mistrusted that she might
have a beau there, .seein' as how she
had throwed down both Donis and
Nate, and everybody was talkin'

about it until Donis went and gave
them something new.

"Some of them boss doctors down
there to New York had heard tell of
his case and they was a itchin' fur

to try their saws on him. They said
if he'd come they'd fix him up fancy
and they sent him a ticket to come
and fifteen dollars for expenses, extra.

'

'Pretty near the hull Pointwas there
to see him off, 'cept Nellie. She
took her canoe and went off some-
wheres with her chilly self an' let the
pore boy go without even a hand-
kersher wave from her—but that's
Nell Evans over agin.

"Waal, Doniswas gone three months
and when he come back he had a new
face, you kin belee me or not! Them
doctors had got mighty busy and a lot

of folks had read a piece in the paper
about him and they'd giv him some
of their skin an' he had a whole face
agin. 0' course he looks sort o"

queer, an' you kin tell something
has gone wrong sometime, but he's
got a face anyhow." '

"And will Lizzie marry him now?"
"Nawp. She couldn't without

bustin' the law, for she an' Nate
Buller skipped out and got married
while Donis was to New York.
"And how about Nellie?"
"Aw, her!" Holly's voice was full

of disapproval of Nellie and all her
works, "she was in the crowd when
his boat came in an' I heered her
sing out, "Hello, Donis, awful glad
you're back agin all right." He was
so s'prised he couldn't answer her and
she jist turned red and hikes 'er fer

home and from that day to this
she's kep out o' his way. He ain't

seen her close onct.

"An' he might's well stayed away
from New York fur all the good it

done him. He's got the notion
she can't bear the look of him an'
he's tuk to the timber agin. He
keeps hid like a thievin' Injun and
even in the bush he wears a mask!

"He's crazy to do it. He don't
look half as bad as lots that niver
had no circular saw a chawin' up
their faces. He's as thin as a worm-
eaten rail and I'll bet my best cedar
paddle 'ginst a dead minnie that he'll

be foun'in the lake afore the leaves
turn red. He's plum miserable,
'cause he loves that durned Nellie
more than ever. Waal, let's us troll

a while, it's 'bout time fur them
muskies to be a gittin' on the job."
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Holly sighed and'relapsed into silence

as he handed me my troll and burn-
ished the brass spinner of his own
bait with his thumb.
We were close to shore and glided

soundlessly through the placed water
for half an hour and then suddenly
I saw the masked man.
He was sitting on a stone a few

feet back from the water and he
would have been entirely concealed
by bushes and brambles if a stray
colt had not been reaching for the
delicate leaves of a young tree and
bending a branch so that a view was
opened to my roving eye. He did
not see me, for his face was buried
in his hands and his thin, bent
shoulders were shaking with the deep
silent sobs which well out of the
heart when it can endure no more.

Holly had not seen and his tireless

paddle bore us away. We trolled
for an hour and then, returning as
we had come, anchored in the shadow
of a little bend to still fish. The
colt had stripped the young tree,

and the stone where Donis had been
sitting was empty.
Holly baited my hook and then

pulling his hat over his eyes stretched
himself in the bottom of the canoe
for a nap.

The last storm had uprooted a
giant pine and it had toppled half
into the lake. Our canoe was shaded
by its spiky branches which con-
cealed it from the shore. There
was no sound nor sign of life outside
our little craft! not a breeze stirred
the birches and elms and hemlocks
which rimmed the still waters. At
their feet the water iris flaunted and
dragon flies darted in and out. In
the sky a superb cloud pageant was
being staged for my sole benefit and
I was watching it when the slightest
of sounds made me turn my head.

Beyond my pine screen a red canoe
was gliding in to shore. It stopped
went on, stopped again, as if the
girl wiith the paddle could not make
up her mind, and then finally, it

beached itself.

I glanced apprehensively at Holly
but the slight crunching sound it

made against a log did not disturb
his slumbers. Somehow, I felt that

Nellie Evans was in no mood for
Holly's greetings. She stepped out
of the canoe and seated herself on a
stump which grew near the water,
and I was shocked at the miser\' in
her face.

While I was wondering whether
I ought to make my presence known
to her the thicket behind her parted
and Donis blundered upon her. She
turned around before he had time
to retreat and so he stood dumbly
before her and crooked his arm over
his mask like a boy afraid of a cuffing.

"Gee, Nellie, I 1 never knew you
you was here or I'd not have come.
I wouldn't be saw, for anything. ji^I

guess you know that."

She smiled indulgently and patted
the place beside Jier. "Come and
talk to me, Donis."

He took an eager step forward and
then, turning his back upon her
began to paw olindly at the thicket to
force an opening.

The gitl sat still an instant and
then she sprang up and dragged
him back. She snatched off his
mask and threw it with passionate
vehemence upon the ground and
stamped on it.

"There! That's the last of that!
And don't you ever dare to put an-
other on!"

He stood before her, the color flood-
ing into his poor face and dying
away again, "But I ain't fit to be
without it," he whispered hoarsely
"how can you bear to look at me?"

She hung her head. "How can
you bear to look at me!"

I le groped for the meaning of that
blush, that idiotic, halting little quen.^
leaned over to read her face, drew
back a step in bewilderment, and
the next instant Nellie had thrown
her arms around lus neck and kissed
him. "Oh, Donis, aren't you ever
going to ask me again?"

It was then that 1 discovered that
I had lost my minnow and it took
me a long time to re-bait my hook.
It occurred to me during the process
that I had no right to remain but I

seized upon the excuse that to go now
would mean to be discovered and that
would mean embarrassment for the
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lovers, and so I sat still and let Holly
sleep.

It seemed as though Donis would
never let her go now that she was his.

Happiness was re-creating him, his

shoulders straightened and the light

from his marvelous blue eyes bathed
them both in glory.

"Do you mind if I kiss you again,

Donis?" Having asked i)ermission

she did not wait for it.

'"Oh, the Lord is good to me,
Nellie! I've got you and if I only
knew who to thank for paying my
way to New York and for getting

the doctors to fix me up I'd be happy
for time and eternity.

Nellie smiled, a rear, radiant smile

that made h'br more than beautiful.

"It was me, Donis, dear. I waote
the doctors and sent the letter from
Peterboro so nobody'd know."
"And the ticket and the money

for extras! How—? "

"I had some money in the bank
and I used it for that. Haven't
I been schoolmarm for five years?"

"Why—?" he marvelled, man fash-
ion. She laughed and crept closer
^\^thin the circle of his greedy arms.
"Y'know, Donis, I always did love
you, but when you were so handsome
it seemed that you couldn't be for

ugly little me. I couldn't believe
that you really wanted me forever,
but afterwards I knew you did; that
yours was a deep down, never say
die sort of love, same's mine for you.
And then I tried to show- you that I

knew it but you wouldn't see and I

was angr\-. And then one day—

I

was talking to Holly and he gave me
the idea and I w-rote to the doctor.
For a man. Holly has very sensible

ideas sometimes."

I glanced at Holly's end of the
canoe and was startled to see him
sitting up. He had his paddle in

hand and was grinning widely.

"Korreck y'are—five'n four's eight,"

he whispered. I nodded and we
silently stole down the lake leaving

them to their happiness.

Well Satisfied With Rod and Gun

The following humorous letter is one of

the many of a like nature that are constantly

being, received from satisfied subscribers.

Rod and Gun In Canada.

Gents:—
Ans^^'erin yer plecdins fer more money,

I'm luckin my check rite in here to pay fer

Rod and Gun tew ne.x spring. Eph yer hurry

teh there bank 1 kalkcrlale (her feller in

ther little winder will han yer out ther cool

cash.

Gee-gosh-all-hemlock! ever sense Bill Kiscr

hoisted the white flag, it peared to me thet you

bed jist settled ycrseif to sec how' goldarned

good yell cud make that book of yourn; an scat

my hide! eph- yer havent suckscedcd fine.

Now from where I sit, I figcr out thet such

good stuff thet you do be aliandin out is fit

fer belter paper.

Sakes alive Ed.! jest you order up some
better stock, then heist ther price to fit.

Bless my sole Boss, there must be enough

red-blooded fellers in Canada willin ter show

they be regler he men an pay a fair price fer a

sportin book sech as you be abildin.

Praps every feller don't jest kare to set up

all night areadin erbout the gun thet will

shoot eround a korner, an them skunk-

chasers mabee dont giverdam erbout the

burnin question. "Do muskics shed ther

teeth in August?" And the season would be

goldarned dry when yell cud intrcs a fisherman

in ther best worni-(l()pc fer dorgs; but jest

you pack the hull lot in a bag an lie change

my terbackcr eph yer don't heve teh holler

fer help teh get ther book out on time.

Fish-a-get-ably,

Yers troUingly.

St. Catharines, Ont Billy Wood.
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Diary of a Seven-Day Canoe Trip Through the Timagami

Forest Reserve, August, 1918

Clarence A. Brown

Personnel of Party:—J. A. Pelkie,

Guide and Boss Canvasman; P. A.
Huntington, Cook and Ration Officer;

Thos. Fell, Cookee; M. J. McDivitt,
Journalist; H. G. Shaw, Geo. Starling,

C. Starling, C. A. Brown, Chief
Occupation—Getting out of their

share of the work.
Brown had been talking for months

about the wonderful time Shaw,
Pelkie, and he were going to have,
providing they could get another
fellow, or as many more as possible.

The maps looked so alluring, as were
his descriptions, that Huntington
and McDivitt started to get interest-

ed. As the time for starting drew
near they had practically decided to

accompany the lads. This was fin-

ally capped by McDivitt announcing
he could go.

Further plans were then made, for

we had decided to start on Wednesday
August 21st, 1918. Brown got
busy and ordered our supplies which
were to be ready for us when we
arrived at Latchford, the starting

place of the trip. Brown, who was in

charge of the trip from this end,
announced that Pelkie, who was

coming to Latchford from South
Porcupine, was being accompanied by
Tom Fell and two Starling boys, Gus
and Tubby, (otherwise George and
Cyril), making a dandy party of

eight.

Our two canoes were shipped north
on Tuesday a.m., as the boys from
South Porcupine arrived that day.
They were to have everything in

readiness, when we stepped off the
train, Wednesday morning.
Wednesday

—

Huntington, McDivitt, Shaw and
Brown, left North Bay at 6.05 a.m.
on the National, which had orders to

stop at Latchford to let us off. It

was one grand morning starting out,

but at Timagami it was raining.

This, however, had cleared up when
we reached Latchford at 9.45. Here,
the boys from South Porcupine were
all in readiness, with tent, grub,
blankets, and everything packed.
Took a last inspection of our supplies,

and after adding a few things to it,

proceeded with them to Bay Lake on
the edge of Latchford.

Left Latchford at 11.00 a.m. and
proceeded up Bay Lake. We had
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made out more or less of a schedule
for the trip, so our first stopping
place was Pork Rapids at head of

Bay Lake, nine miles from Latchford,
which we made at 1.45 p.m. Here,
while Huntington and Pelkie were
preparing dinner, the rest went fish-

ing for fresh meat for our dinner.
Four in number were quickly caught,
which were delightfully carved by
Tubby and made a fine meal.

Dishes were then washed, and we
made ready for our journey. Left
Pork Rapids at 3.00 p.m., and after a
delightful paddle up the Montreal
River vdth its many turns and swamps
arrived at Mattawapika Falls at
5.30 p.m. Montreal River was cer-

tainly the home of the wild ducks as
we saw bunches of them all along the
way.
Mattawapika Falls being our camp-

ing place for the mght, we spent a lot

of time enjoying their sights and
fishing, catching three nice ones for
our supper. Here we were visited

by two fire rangers, who were quite
glad to see us, and hear of the outside
world. Around the Falls was our
first portage of about half a mile.
Just at the edge of the Falls we found
a dandy place for out tent, Pelkie
being instructor in the pitching of it.

At 8.00 p.m., supper was served a la

ground. The fire rangers having
eaten, refused to join us, but were
tickled to see the way we devoured
our grub.

It was dark before we finished, but
by the light of the full moon we
managed to wash our dishes. Sat
around, gazing at the water as it

dashed over the falls and danced
in the moonlight. It was a wonder-
ful sight. Everything in its natural
state. By 10.30 we were all blinking
after our day's paddle, so turned in

for a good night's rest. Not being
used to the earth as a mattress we
had quite a time dodging the rocks,
as we rolled in our sleep.

Thursday

—

About 2.00 a.m., I lunlington grab-
bed McDivitl, .saying "What's that?
What's that? Don't move." He
had seen a dark spot on the canvas
and with the moon shining through
two lioics, he tliDUglit it was the

bears the rangers had been talking
about. We finally convinced him
it was only his imagination. He
appeared quite happy, and was asleep
again in a minute.

Arose at 6.30, just as the fog was
lifting. Expected to have fish for
breakfast, but Shaw and McDivitt
reported only one between them, so

we had to be content with bacon, and
one fish among the eight of us.

Pelkie and the Starling brothers
packed the tent, and blankets, while
Huntington got breakfast. As soon
as the dishes were washed, we were
ready to start.

Left Mattawapika Falls at 9.00
a.m., and proceeded up' the river

towards Lady Evelyn Lake. It was
the prettiest picture we had yet seen
all along the river which was just
like glass. On either side were huge
cliffs and rocks with pine trees of all

sizes clinging to the crevices. You
wonder how they held on. All along
the shore, were water lilies galore,

making everything harmonize.
About 11.00 o'clock, took a little

rest in the form of fishing. Brown
and McDivitt annexed two nice bass
while Huntington got a pike and two
pickerel. We caught all we could
handle in about five minutes, so our
rest was of short duration. At 12
o'clock, Chef announced we would
have our dinner of fish on the next
island. Pelkie had told us to keep
our eyes peeled for moose along the
river as they were quite plentiful.

Much to our disappointment, we did
not see any. To our surprise on
landing on the island, we saw two
Indians. Of course we went over to

see them ,and were delighted to see

beside them a bull moose. They
had just shot it a few minutes before

we came along. It was a pretty
beast just a year old; its horns still

covered with fur.

While we were preparing our win-

ner, the Indians started to work
cleaning it, and it was with hungry
eyes, that we watched them carve off

the quarters. They were experts
at the job. Took several snaps of

the operation then proceeded to

pounce on the fish we had just

caught. The way we devoured it.
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you would think it were moose, but
no such luck, though we were tempted
to take some.
At 3.00 p.m., everything was clean-

ed up, even to the moose, so we
started for Lady Evelyn Lake, about
seventeen miles above the Falls.

Arrived at the lake at 4 p.m. to find
a heavy sea rolling. Our intentions
were to have gone across the lake to

Lady Evelyn Falls. Though we
started out bravely, we soon found
out it would be no easy job to face
the head wind and swells, for we were
taking water over the Isows of our
canoes every few minutes. Passed
an island where a lady and a gentle-
man had taken refuge, and after

passing a few friendly words with
them, proceeded to find a camping
spot. Flat rocks covered with moss
made a dandy spot to pitch our tent.

Huntington cooked our mountain
bass, while we got our supplies un-
packed and tent up. It sure did
taste good, as we were real hungry.
Our poor chef didn't get time to eat
until we were nearly through as we
devoured his cooking so fast. We
decided to have jam but on looking
in the can, and seeing how sick it

looked after Brown had been at it,

decided to go on rations in regard to
it. No jam until Sunday.
We were all tired, as we hadn't

slept much the night before, so as
soon as Fell got through peeling the
spuds for next dinner, we all turned in.

The moss sure made aigood mattress,
and we were all soon in our places.

Had made a gag for Brown so that he
wouldn't awaken us in the middle of
the night by his mumbling of things
we knew nofhing about. We were
not sleepy so lay awake watching our
big camp fire. Tubby couldn't rest

until he had his bath so up he gets
and gives a dandy illustration of
swimming under difficulties. Wea-
ther very unsettled and still blowing.

Friday

—

Arose at 6 a.m. Weather still

unsettled. Had our usual run of

bacon for breakfast. Started to rain
a wee bit, so decided to wait a while
before starting. In the meantime.
Brown, Huntington, Shaw and Mc-
Divitt engaged in a game of 500,

Huntington and Shaw being victors.

Began to clear up about 9 a.m.
Starling Bros, decided to go fishing

but took no bait. After paddling
around for an hour, they returned
with no fish, as expected. They
must have foreseen some work in
taking down the tent. Anj^vay, they
delayed our departure half an hour.

Left the island at 10 o'clock and
after a brisk paddle in the head
winds, reached the narrows Here
the islands were so numerous that
Guide Pelkie ran a little off his course.

After about half an hour's circling

we found the channel and proceeded
to Lady Evelyn Falls, arriving here
at 1 o'clock, all ready to eat, as we
had had a hard paddle against the
wind.
McDivitt and Pelkie prepared the

fire, while Chef Huntington got the
mountain bass ready. We were so

hungry we cut all rations but the one
on the jam. We were finally filled

up, and as usual had our after dinner
rest. Shaw and Brown started to

get meat for the next meal, annexing
one bass and one pike. McDivitt
tried his luck, but could only catch
bottom. Tubby then delighted the
bunch by his naked dive after it. He
was good but the rocks were good too,

so we had to leave our troll behind.

Lady Evelyn Falls were just over
the Portage, so we packed up and
away we went, arriving on the edge
of Diamond Lake just above the
Falls. Spent an hour sight-seeing
and taking pictures of the Falls.

McDivitt delighted the bunch by
growing so clumsy that he let his

left foot slip, landing in the lake,

first mishao

Proceeded across Diamond Lake
which was small, but very pretty
with its birch woods on all sides.

Here we met four canoes filled with
boys from the Keewaydin Camp on
their way around by Obabika Lake
on a fishing trip. Crossed Diamond
Lake and landed at Sharp Rock
Portage in 55 minutes. It was such
a short time since we crossed the last

portage that in no time we were
started. Pelkie said it was only
half a mile but before we were over
it. we began to douht his word. He
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forgot to take in the hills we had to

climb.
i Arrived at the other side in half an
hour and beheld beautiful Lake Tima-
gami. It looked so pretty, at least

that bay did, with its clear water, and
high rocky shores. Sharp Rock was
right at the edge of the Portage, rising

to" a height of nearly 200 ft. and
looked like the pictures of Gibraltar.

Shaw and Brown were so taken up
with the clear water, that they start-

ed fishing immediately, thinking
they might see the fish biting. They
forgot about the logs in the water, and
were delayed some time finding out
it wasn't a whale they had. Paddled
down through the many islands until

6.30 when we came to a dandy camp-
ing place on one of them. Our chef

announced we were to have mountain
bass, brown gravy, potatoes, and two
pieces of bread for supper. Every-
body thought this enough but Shaw,
who was always looking for more.
Pelkie and the gang prepared the beds,

while Huntington and assistants pre-

pared the supper. It was some meal
too. No rations, except on the bread.
Even Shaw was satisfied, having
traded his crust off the next loaf for

McDivitt's.
After things were cleaned up, and

a large camp-fire started, McDivitt,
Shaw, Starling and Huntington en-

gaged in a game of 500 by its light,

Starling and McDivitt being the

stars at it. Turned in at 10 p.m.

Saturday—
Arose at 6.30. Had our usual

ration of bread and toast; the fish

being a bit shy of Shaw's troll, we
had to eat b&con. Had our usual
after breakfast bath, and McDivitt,
seeing himself in the water, went to

comb the refiection's hair, and to the
disgust of the bunch, lost the comb,
.so for the rest of the trip, we would
have to dismiss that part of our
toilet.

Left at 9.30 for Sandy Inlet, in-

tending to arrive at noon. Guess
breakfast must have gone to Pelkie's

head for we hit for the wrong side of

the lake. After visiting every nook
and corner, wc finally discovered the
little channel. He claimed the water
was so high that he had no landmarks

to go by, but we saw lots of rocks,
trees, islands, etc., so wouldn't take
that excuse. After joshing him con-
siderable, we let the matter drop.
In our travels McDivitt and Hunting-
ton each captured a nice bass for

dinner. Ran into two fire rangers
where Lady Evelyn Hotel used to be.

They scared Brown and Shaw by
asking them all kinds of questions.

In the distance we saw our next
portage, and to our surprise on com-
ing closer, we saw two women,
dressed in khaki trousers, with puttees
and everything to match. They were
well decked out for the trip, and
looked really well in their male attire.

Their husbands soon appeared on
the scene, each with a canoe on his

shoulders. As they were watching
us, we showed them what experts we
were in following trails, and in no
time were on our way across the
portage. This was about a mile long,

and very steep at times, so we had to

take a rest on the way over. Arriving
in Lake Timagami again, we had saved
about fifteen miles by our portage.
Rounded a curve and beheld Sandy
Inlet with its beach so much like

Lake Nipissing, our play-ground of

many years. In the distance was
Father Paradea's farm. The first

civilization we had seen since we left

and a welcome sight, for no matter
how much you like the wilds, you
are always glad to see a little civiliza-

tion, and best of all, surrounded by
the wilds. Here was an ideal camp-
ing spot. Places for the tent and
fireplace were all ready. There was a

table made of logs, and practically

all conveniences for an ideal camp.
Set table in style and soon found out
we had lost all table manners we
ever had, for there was nothing on
the table we couldn't reach, and what
there was didn't last long. Bass,
bacon, potatoes, and bread com-
pleted the menu. A few of us, who
had more ambition and sweet teeth

tlian the rest, i)icked blueberries

for our dessert.

We had planned to go to Kee-
waydin Camp to see if we could get

some more supplies, and of course,

thought of Home Sweet Home, and
others. Everybody except Pelkie,
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If

1. Mattawaplka Falls. 2. Camp on Lady Evelyn Lake.

3. Another View of Matcawapika Falls.
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the married man, wrote home. Our
writing paper was birch bark, and we
made envelopes of the same material,

sticking it together with pitch. A
very neat job it made too.

Set off at 5.00 p.m. in three canoes.
Pelkie and Brown, having something
up their sleeves, stayed home. Had
no sooner started than it started to

rain. It looked like a shower, so
kept on going. Made first point,

when it started to thunder and light-

ning, so we decided we had better
beach until it was over. Found a
smooth rock and landed getting under
our canoes. It came down so heavily
that we were drenched by the water
splashing ,up under the canoe. It

cleared up in fifteen minutes, and a
bright sun dried our clothes. Had
one dandy run down to Keewaydin
Camp on the calm water. The lake
is more like a river, having so many
islands, and being so narrow in

places. Arrived at Keewaydin Camp
at 7 o'clock.

Keewaydin camp is an ideal sum-
mer colony, with its cottages and
tents, surrounded by the high hills

on either shore, itself being situated
on a heavily wooded island. There
were about 100 people on the island,

all out for a good time, and by their

contented looks; they were having
it. Made our business known, and
were soon in a little store where we
could buy almost anything we wanted.
They had no bread lo spare, but we
got sugar, jam, candies, biscuits,

etc. The Chief said he did a wonder-
ful business in the few minutes we
were there. The supper bell rang
while we were there, so we hung
around with hungry eyes. There
was no encouragement, so we left

at 8 p.m. for our camp at Sandy Inlet,

where we expected supper to be
waiting us. Had a lovely paddle
home, singing all the way. Pelkie
said they could hear us miles away,
and it sounded better than when we
were close.

Our suppers were all ready when
we got back, and we were promised
bread in the morning, and lots of

jam, wc cut out rations for first time
on trip. Had lots of everything.
Our fish supper didn't materialize as

Pelkie and Brown said they had
fished two hours with no luck. They
promised some on the morrow for

sure, so we let it go at that. After
everything was cleaned up, had our
usual after-dinner songs and speeches,
turning in at 10.30 for a long rest,

as we intended staying here for Sun-
day, and there was no reason for

getting up early.

Sunday

—

Couldn't sleep after 8 o'clock, so

up we got, and had breakfast, giving

an extra cleaning. Left at 10 o'clock

to fish and see Father Paradea's farm.
Lake Timagami was too rough
for fishing, so took a run up a creek
around the farm, crossed a portage
to Red Squirrel Lake. Red Squirrel

was very pretty, but no rocks to

fish from, and as we didn't bring our
canoes over, we were at a loss.

Tried our best, McDivitt risky, as

always, tried trolling off a log out
into the lake. Things looked very
encouraging for two nice bass fol-

lowed his first cast. In the excite-

ment of the next cast, he forgot the

log was slippery, and much to his

surprise, landed in the drink. He
was thoroughly discouraged then,

and gave up fishing.

Met two Americans and their

Indian guides with their canoes
and outfits, at the foot of the portage.
They were after Lake Trout, and had
copper lines and everything for them,
as you have to fish down about 600
feet to catch these whoppers. One
of the fellows had caught one the day
before at 650 feet, weighing twenty-
five pounds. It took two hours to

land it. How we wished we had
brought our copper lines. We had
thought we were good at carrying
packs over portages, but when we
saw the loads these fellows' guides
carried, we stopped bragging, for

they had easily twice as much as we
could carry.

Dropped into Father Paradea's
farm on the way back and had a

friendly chat with the Father. He
showed us all around his homestead,
and it did look like a real farm. We
then announced the real object of our
call. We were after grub. Got car-

rots, onions, potatoes, and lettuce,
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but were disappointed about bread, as

the lady of the house said she wasn't
baking until next morning and had
just enough to do her. As we had
caught no fish, ahd bacon, carrots,

onions, fried potatoes, and lettuce for

dinner, and believe me, when it was
dished up, we had enough for any-
body and were glad to lie down and
take a rest. Huntington went in
swimming with the lads from the
farm. Decided to leave immediately,
as Lake Timagami had no notion
of calming down. While we were
packing, along came one of the lads
from the farm with a loaf of bread
under his arm, meekly announcing
forty cents for same. Bread was neces-
sary for us, so we meekly settled the
account with a smile.

Had a hard pull across the Bay,
then up the creek to Red Squirrel
Portage. This was made easily.

Geo. Starling and Tom Fell both
decided to carry their canoe, leaving
pans and dishes behind. This aroused
Tubby's ire, for he left them' half
way over, and after denouncing Gus
with words you should only hear in
church, sent him back for them.

Crossed Red Squirrel Lake in short
order, sailing for about two miles
with the wind in our backs. It
was just what we had been looking
for. Brown kept saying, "If I only
had my sail." Red Squirrel is about
five miles long, but with the wind, it

seemed about two.

Decided to make next portage into
Carrying Lake. This went well, with
but one mishap, McDivitt's ioad
becoming heavy, he decided he would
rest, and set same down on Fell's
canoe, which was lying by the path.
Then he heard something give.
Never thinking, they went on, but on
starting across Carrying Lake, Fell
thought he must have upset, the
canoe was filling with water so fast.
McDivitt had put a hole in it. Luck-
ily they had no grub in their canoe.
Got canoe patched in fifteen minutes
and crossed Carrying Lake which was
only about a mile long. We were
doing so well, we decided to keep
at it, and started across portage to
McLean Lake. This time McDivitt
was induced under pressure to carry

the canoe, he thinking the grub more
important had carried it over the
other portages. He did very well,

seeing it was his first attempt, get-
ting over the portage, (which, by the
way, was the roughest on the trip),

without a stop.

Started down McLean Lake look-
ing for a camping place for the night,
as we had decided we had done
enough of paddling for one day,
having crossed two lakes, and three
portages, and being in four different
lakes, in one day. Nearly crossed
McLean before we found a place about
one hundred feet in the air. Rock
climbing was no obstacle to us, as we
had scaled many. Hoisted our tent
up, and found a dandy flat piece
of rock to pitch it on. About ten
feet from the tent on two sides, was a
sheer drop of one hundred feet to the
lake via several sharp rocks. Found a
dandy patch of blueberries here, so
with berries, jam, and bread we
made our supper. Forty cents a
loaf bread at that.

It looted like a dandy fishing spot,
so McDivitt and Tubby started
fishing, each coming in contact with
a large pickerel. Dusk was coming
on, so we had to call off operations
until the morning.

Basked in the perfect moonlight
until 10.00 p.m. and received a
severe lecture in regard to walking in
our sleep and meandering over the
side of the cliff, and then turned in,

as we were quite tired. It was so
nice, that we forgot to bring in our
supplies including the bread. Were
awakened in the small hours of the
morning by McDivitt, wanting to
knowing who had fallen over the
cliff. He really thought somebody
had splashed him for his head was
soaking wet. Found it was a heavy
rain that was falling and his head was
under a hole in the tent. Were very
much disappointed at seeing the
rain, for our bread, etc., was out in it.

Monday

—

We were on rations now all right.
Got up and brought it in, but couldn't
do much- with it before morning. Sun
was shining dandy when we got up, so
put our bread out on the stones to
dry, it taking nearly all morning to
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do so. Went fishing as per usual,
but the fish must have learned since

the night before, for we were only
able to get another one. This along
with the other two of the night before
made a dandy meal. Took some
snaps and got everything ready for

our departure for Anima Nipissing
as soon as the bread was dry.

Left our island home at 11 a.m.,

and proceeded through McLean Lake.
For the first time, we were able to get

from one lake to another without
portaging. Between McLean and
Anima Nipissing Lakes is a small
rapids which we were able to paddle
up, though against a very stiff cur-
rent. Met two rangers on Anima
Nipissing Lake and after telling them
we were Canadians, which was all

they wanted to know, proceeded on
our way to the Narrows, where we
were to eat, and stay until next day.
Arrived at the Narrows at 1.00 p.m.
to find a table and everything ready
for us, even to the fire-place. Went
fishing, but the lake was too rough, so

gave it up. Had a real dinner of

onions, potatoes, and bacon. When
dinner was over, started exploring,
visiting neighboring shores and islands.

Had a dandy jaunt, arriving back
in time for supper about 6.00 p.m.,

bread, butter and jam being the lay-

out.

After supper. Brown and McDivitt,
started to play Shaw and Huntington
a game of 500. This seemed tame so,

thinking of our stomachs, started to

play for a pound of fancy biscuits,

best three out of five games. Hunt-
ington and Shaw brought home "the

cakes, three games out of four.

Played for another pound, Hunting-
ton and Shaw again being the winners,
three games out of five. Enough
biscuits, so started to play for two
dozen chocolate bars. This must
have been some encouragement for

McDivitt, for he won the first game
by a grand slam on the first hand.
Pelkie now relieved Brown at the
game, as Brown's eyes were sore, and
he couldn't sec, game being played by
camp fire light, with great excitement,
all hands being interested, as they
were to share in the stakes.

It was nice and warm, so we

decided to sleep out, without putting
up the tent. It was a dandy clear
night. At 6.00 a.m., Gus, who was
under the edge of the blankets, and
cold, got up and put on a fire, but it

went out as soon as he went to bed
again. So we slept until 8 a.m., as
nobody would volunteer to get up and
start the fire again. The sun shone,
however, lifting the fog and warming
things up.
Arose about 8 o'clock and had our

usual run of toast and tea for
breakfast. Immediately Huntington
Shaw, McDivitt and Pelkie started
to finish their card game, this time
to see. who would pay for the choco-
late bars and fancy biscuits both.
The games were so hotly contested
this time, that we forgot all about the
dishes. The whole crowd were again
referees. One game went tw^enty-
nine hands before it was finally won
by Huntington and Shaw.

Assistant Chef Fell announced it

was 12.00 noon and no dishes washed.
Brown and Starling were despatched
to clean up while Assistant Chef
Fell was appointed Chef pro tem.

Dinner was ready before we were
through, but Huntington and Shaw
took a long chance, and put the
finishing touches, winning the stakes,
nine games to seven. McDivitt and
Pelkie were then proclaimed as having
the honor of buying two pounds of

fancy biscuits and twenty-four choco-
late bars, with Brown to help in the
financing, as he plaj'ed the night
before for a short time.

Dinner was then served. This
being our last dinner out, we cooked
all the potatoes, bacon, etc. Our
rationing had worked out fine with
everything except the sugar, which
played out before we were through.

Camp was broken up as soon as

dinner was over, and we left on the

last stage of our journey over Anima
Nipissing Lake at about 2.00 p.m.
Arrived at the end of the lake at

about 2.30 and were delighted to see

two bear cubs on the shore. Were
delighted still more when we found out
thai they were tied up. They be-

longed lo the fisherman and were
(luite friendly while you were beyond
their reach. This Brown made sure
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of. Took some snaps of them and
then found out from the Forest
Rangers that the fishermen had a
lynx tied up. We had heard so
much about these lynx that we were
curious to see it, and if possible to
get a good picture of it. Tried to
get the rangers to show it to us.
This they meekly said they would do
if the lynx were not so fierce especially
in the middle of the afternoon after
he had eaten and was lying down.

4. Dinner at Lady Evelyn.
5. Lady Evelyn Falls.

6. Just leaving portage at Lady Evelyn Falls.

They suggested/our asking the fish-

erman, if he could get it to come out.
By this time we wanted to see it, if

we had to pull it out ourselves. The
fisherman reluctantly said he would
try to see if he could get him out.
We all got a safe distance away,
in fact Huntington and Shaw climbed
to the top of a fence, and everybody
was ready to run. The fisherman
got a long pike pole and began poking
under a pile of boards where the chain
led to. This failed to dislodge him,
so he got hold of the chain quite
short and with a quick jerk out
came the link and all our excitement.
There was only one link on the end
of the chain and we didn't know
whether to run or not, as we keyed
up to such a pitch of excitement.
The other link was absent. No one
wished to move until the fisherman
did. The startled looks on our faces
was too much for him and he burst
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out laughing. We saw the joke
quickly then, though it was on our-
selves, and enjoyed it as much as if we
had played it. It was too good and
too well acted. We then heard the
story of how Morrisey and family
from Latchford had come all the way
to see the lynx. People from Cobalt
were there, so we were not the only
ones fooled. We immediately packed
and began our long portage amid the
laughing and joking of everyone about
the lynx.

Tubby took the lead and was soon
ou t of sight. We knew it was a long
hard portage of two miles, so set

to work easily. Huntington was the
hero of the portage, going through
with his canoe without a stop, though
the flies did tickle him and tempt him
all the way across.

Tubby and McDivitt made it also,

but their loads were easier and lighter
to carry.

At the other end of the Portage,
met Morrisey and two Indians. This
was very tempting for we were within
three miles of Latchford, ice cream,
beans, bread, sugar, and those
chocolate bars. Gus appeared on the
scene then, so we persuaded Morrisey
to run us down in his launch, seeing
we would give him considerable busi-
ness. He was a good sport and
consented to do so. It was a dandy
little trip in the cool breezes after
our hot portage. No paddling

—

just going like the wind.

Got a whole new outfit of grub
and started back. By the time we
got to the portage, everything was
over. We were about to hear an
upr9ar from the rest but Gus stood
up in the launch with a cone of ice

cream each, and their wrath soon
melted away. They were real pleas-
ed when they saw all our grub, and
we began looking for a camping place
and an opportunity to demolish it

immediately.

Started down Bay Lake and soon
found a dandy point. Prepared our
evening meal as never before. No
rations on anything. Beans, bread,
butter, sugar, fancy biscuits, ice
cream and chocolate bars, all washed
down with soda water and soft

drinks. We were sure the full bunch
when we were through.

Latchford seemed so good to us
that we decided to paddle down en
masse and look it over. So when
everything was cleaned up, we left

in our four canoes over the calm
waters of the lake. Pelkie and Gus
excelled themselves by leading us in
songs, which enlightened our way
over the dark waters. Arrived in
Latchford perfectly sober. Every-
thing seemed so sleepy that we
decided to waken the people up by
parading their two streets and singing
songs. Visited the station, Brown
and Huntington each talking to
North Bay, and announcing that we
were all O.K. and sober. The station
agent said he was going up to see the
lynx on Sunday, so we told him
to be careful, and after throwing a
great line of hot air, got him real

excited. It was with regret that we
learned later that he got wise to the
lynx and didn't go.

Left at 10 p.m. for our happy home
up the Lake. Our merry songs
frightened a flock of wild ducks which
had decided to camp on the lake for
the night. Arrived in the best of
spirits and prepared our beds for the
last night in camp. Fell did his best
to get covered up and asleep peace-
fully but in throwing his legs around
he let one of his feet drop in his eye.
There was only one open now, and
this was soon on its way to slumber-
land. Gus decided he needed more
blankets. These Brown and Shaw
decided belonged to them, and
for the next two hours, none
knew just what clothes were which.
There was no sleep for anybody then.
No doubt our shouts could have been
heard at Latchford. Think we must
have all been afraid to go to sleep
for the lynx was only two miles away.

Wednesday

—

At 1 o'clock the storm subsided to
calm, and by 2 o'clock we were all

f^ady to fall asleep but McDivitt
and Huntington who had lost both
their blankets. . A search revealed
none, so everybody cuddled up close
and tried to make them comfortable.
By a.m. there was nothing but a
bunch of twisted legs with a little
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blanket showing here and there. In

the a.m., McDivitt and Huntington
found their blanket up on top of

the tent, having been thrown there by
Gus. McDivitt decided they needed
more sleep, so he got all the blankets
together and crawled under. Tubby
and Shaw decided this wasn't enough,
so let the tent down on them too.

They slept until everything was
ready, nearly missing breakfast.

Made a clean sweep of breakfast

and ate everything up as it was our
last meal out.

We even shaved and brushed up a

bit for we were going to civilization

again after an absence of eight days
and didn't want the folks at Latch-
ford to know we were as wild as we
looked, but preferred them to think
that we could look like respectable

citizens sometimes.
At 10 a.m., Morrisey came up in

the launch and loaded the tent,

blankets, packs, and everything and
took them to Latchford, and we
followed with the empty canoes.

Had dinner at Latchford and five of

us came south on No. 2 to North Bay,
while the other three went to South
Porcupine on Train No. 1.

Above is a resum6 of the trip, com-
piled by McDivitt from .the diary he
kept while on the trip. It will be
noted that McDivitt names the two
Starling Bros., Brown and Shaw as

being prone to getting out of work.
The fact remains that when break-

fast was over in the morning and the

dishes were to be washed, the tent

taken down, the blankets rolled up,

and the grub packed that was the

time that McDivitt had to write the

diary.
The above may be exaggerated in

places, and in places the pen could

not nearly do justice to the good time

we were having, the sheer exuberance
of spirits of eight normal healthy

young males, out for a good time,

with not a care in the world, and the

bonds of civilization and convention
severed behind them for a solid week
of enjoyment.

F. V. Williams

JUST a wee bit of black and white
fur he was when he arrived at

the boys' home via the coat-

pocket route of a friend, scarcely

had his eyes open in fact, when he
was tumbled unceremoniously onto
the- sofa, from which vantage point

he blinked up at the anxious, smihng
faces about him.
The boy adopted him right away

and carried him to the kitchen where
he was treated to a saucer of fresh

milk and from that tinje on he was
the boy's especial care.

In six months' time Nimrod was
"some" cat, from the sprawling play-
ful, awkward kitten he had developed
into a very much alive cat. The
boy realized this in the space of a
very few short months. One sum-
mer evening when he was splitting

firewood in the back yard,—his pet
was fifty feet away amusing himself
with a captured grasshopper—when
suddenly the boy chanced to look
up and there within three feet of

Nimrod was a great gray and white
tom cat from just across the fields.
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Don't trust your pet with the canary or you
may find that your valuable singer has ceased
to exist.

He recognized the cat at once as one
of the largest and most battle scarred
old "toms" he'd ever seen. There
was no chance to interfere, for with
the swiftness that only a cat can
display in an attack, he was upon the
black and white youngster. His
weight knocked the younger animal
off his feet, but to the surprise of the
boy his pet threw himself on his back
and the fur that was filing for the
next half minute or so was not all

black and white.

By the time the boy had recovered
his wits, the larger cat had had
enough and with a bound he was out
of the fight and had sneaked away
like a shadow into the refuge of the
tall grass, thai had been his cover
in his attack on the unsuspecting
youngster.

In the yard back of the house,
especially about the old chopping
block, there was a regular feeding
place for sparrows and blue birds,
for after each meal in the house the
tablecloth was shaken from the back
door and bread crumbs and scraps
lodged about in the chips and small
sticks making good picking for the

small birds. Nimrod found this out,
and he would spend hours at the
still hunt game trying to capture one
of these birds, but for many days the
game always ended the same way,
the birds would discover him and the
cat would stand up and sweep his

tail about as he gazed after the dis-

appearing birds, disgust written on
every line of his black and white
face, and then he took to hunting in

the woods that stood at the back of

the field, and one fine day when the
boy's mother was hanging out some
laundiy in the back-yard, the cat
approached her and rubbing against
her feet and trying in his way to

attract her attention, she looked down
to see that he had a song-sparrow
in his mouth, and that the bird was
alive. Now Nimrod was a well
fed cat, in fact judging from all the
laws of "eats" he should have been
satisfied v,ith what he received at

tiome, so the lady thinking she could
possibly save the bird's life reached
down and patted the cat's head,
whereupon the cat lay the bird down
on the grass at her feet. Holding
the cat with one hand she reached
for the bird with the other, and

—

the bird sprang into the air and flew

away, evidently none the worse for

its capture.

The summer was well along and the
boy made his last trip of the season
up the old trout stream and got home
at dark with fourteen fine brook
trout. He dressed them, put them
in a pan of water with a pinch of

salt and went in with the others of

the family to the dining room for

supper. There was a rattle and thud
in the pantry, and the boy left the
table to investigate. Nimrod had
been sleeping uqder the kitchen
stove when the family went to

supper, now he was in the pantry
with one of the largest trout in his

mouth. Did he drop it when the
boy appeared? Not he. With a
growl that would have done credit
to an animal twice his size he bolted
for the kitchen, from the kitchen to
the dining room and from the dining
room to the parlor, still hanging onto

that trout and at last he took refuge

under the very sofa that had been
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his first resting place, seven months
before. All coaxing to come out
was answered with savage growls
and when the family let up with their

inducements to come forth he pro-
ceeded to devour his fish.

The kitchen broom was procured
and the "pet" was forcibly driven
from his retreat. The way was clear

and he bolted for out-of-doors, and
after this performance he was barred
from the house. However, there
was a nice warm woodshed access
to which could be had at any time,
night or day. The boy had fixed a
warm "nest" in an old dry-goods
box and Nimrod spent his sleeping
hours in this place. Prowling about
the woods half the night and depend-
ing less and less on his two-footed
friends for sustenance, in fact it was
very seldom he allowed anyone to
pet him or make much of him. his

head was a mass of scars, relics of
encounters with those of his kind that
he ran across in the course of his

wanderings about the woods near
the farm houses of the neighborhood.

One day after the first frosts had
come the boy went to a moss covered
bog a mile or so from the house to
gather wild cranberries. They were
plentiful there and he had been pick-
ing some two hours and was sitting
under a bunch of old brush on a bit
of dr3' ground—which was not to
be had on the surrounding bog

—

eating a sandwich, when a slight noise
caused him to look up and there
stood Nimrod with a large mole ir
his jaws. He came up and laid it

down at the boy's feet and purred
and rubbed about his legs, arched his
back and acted in every way as proud
as any hunter very well could over
a successful kill.

Where he had captured the mole
and how, was a matter for guess
work, but the proof lay before them
as plain as the sun in" the sky. and
when the boy had finished his berry
picking and started homeward the
big cat followed him the same as a dog
would, but the mole had evidently
furnished him with a satisfactorv
lunch as he refused to eat what the
boy offered him upon their return
home.

Then the winter came, and the
boy put out a bait for foxes and he
used to go out at nights occasionally
and "lay" in the blind built for the
purpose, in the endeavor to get a
shot at foxes that had found the bait
and came nightly for their feed of

frozen pork—the bait was a hog that
had died of some unknown ailment
and was not fit for human consump-
tion, and once after a light snow the
boy discovered cat-traclis aplenty all

about, and one, a track particularly
large, he followed all the way home,
straight to the old woodshed, show-
ing that Nimrod varied his diet with
a bit of "Cold storage pork", however
he did not come near the house, but
as the winter wore away his coat
became glossy and he actually got
fat.

When spring came the family
moved. They went away for eight
months and the cat was left behind
for the very good reason that he could
not be found at the time the moving
took place. The last of November
the folks came back and they had
scarcely been home a week when one
fine morning old Nimrod put in his

appearance, but he sure was a "wild
cat" now. No amount of petting or

persuasion could induce him to allow
the boy to put so much as a hand on
him. If food, good food—he was
very particular—such as fresh fish,

or fresh milk, were placed at a dis-

The picture of meekness in the day-time
about the house.
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tance, he would taste them, perhaps
eat, if he liked it, but no amount of

persuasion would induce him to come
inside the door. He was in fine

condition, old Nimrod was, although
across his shoulder just laelow the

nape of his neck was a scar three

quarters of an inch wide and two
inches long, mute evidence of the

narrow escape from the jaws of some
hungry fox, but "Nimrod," the pet

house cat had gone wild. Not be-

cause he was underfed or because he
was abused, but because by nature
he was a hunter and < the country
surrounding his home was filled with
game,' small song birds, squirrels,

woodmice etc. He could easily live

and thrive on his hunting and he

All innocence as he comes purring to you.

preferred that to being about the

house.

We will all admit that cats make
pretty nice pets; those who won't
admit that much will have to say
that you'll have to travel a long way
to see anything more graceful or

interesting than a kitten at play, or

a "mimic" battle between two kittens.

It's all interesting but by the same
token you can't trust a cat, either the
four-footed or two-footed species. A
cat is a cat, their nature is to hunt,

and the purring, lazy-eyed "puss"
that's lying around the house a part

of the day, is a merciless murderer
of nestlings or young birds learning

to fly. If you'd like to prove this,

put your well-fed, well-cared for

cat out on the lawn some day where
there is a young robin or sparrow
just learning to fly. Of course, this

is rather hard on the aforementioned
bird, but if you will retire to some
spot where you can watch unobserved
the actions of your pet cat, you will

likely be convinced that your cat

"loves to kill for the sake of killing."

House-cats gone "wild," or re-

turned to their natural state, you will

find around many a good hunting
ground, and perhaps it may sound a

bit crude to say a bullet or a charge

of shot is the best way to treat them,

but could you see what will happen
to the first nest of young partridge

or quail, or any other bird he dis-

covers, you will sure be ready to

shoot, and not only does he kill- to

eat, but your pet cat will kill for the

"fun of it." It's his nature, he can't

help it, but that doesn't help preserve

the game birds and song-birds of

your neighborhood, does it?

NEW SPECIMEN OF SQUIRREL

The capture of two wiiite ground squirrels

in a grain (iclcl ;il Alhlonc, Cat, by E. L.

Burns of that locality is affording natural

historians inlcrcsting scope for speculation.

The squirrels have snow while fur and pink

eyes, but in all other respects resemble

the ordinarj' ground squirrels. Burns had

seen the two animals many times running

about the field and made unsuccessful al-

tcmpls to trap them. He caught them

finally l)y digging tliem out of their under-

ground abiKlc.



Editorial Notes

Anyone consistently reading Robert Page

Lincoln's numerous articles, that have ap-

peared in Rod and Gun, cannot fail to arrive

at one conclusion regarding the well-k own

writer and that is, that he is one of Nature's

children and is blessed with the heritage of

the open.

Versatility is one of the pleasing features

of his literature. From the scientific style of.

"On Making A Split Bamboo Fly Rod." to the

soul-inspiring "Ode To .\ Whip-poor-will,"

requires a diversity of literary ability that is

seldom possessed by modern outdoor writers.

Although practically unknown in the game

fields he has been one of the staunchest

advocates of clean short and game conserva-

tion on the continent. His exposure of the

Southern game butchers did more for the

protection of the Federal Migratory Bird

Law than any other single effort that has

been brought to our notice.

It is as an angling expert that he is known
to Rod and Gun readers. Fishing Notes

Department are eagerly read by Walton's

legion of followers, and all are loud in their

praises of Robert Page Lincoln.

ESTABLISH FISH CULTURAL EXPERI-
MENTAL STATIONS.

There is a bill before the New York Legis-

lature pro\'iding for the establishment of a

fish cultural experimental station at Cornell

University. The estimated cost is twenty-

five thousand dollars and the object is the

better development and utilization of the

aquatic resources of state and nation. These

ends will be accomplished by training student

in research work and investigating the various

problems of fish breedin,g and propagations.

It would be well to establish a Canadian

institution along similar lines; not so much
for fish breeding but for the better utilization

of natural aquatic resources. In the older

and more settled parts of the Dominion the

stock of fishes in the natural waterways is

sadly depleted through numerous causes,

chiefly we imagine through the pollution of

these waters.

The good work of the various Conservation

and Game and Fishery Clubs throughout

the country would be greatly augmented

by the advanced ideas and scientific know-

ledge obtainable from a fish cultural experi-

mental station. The cost of establishment

could be borne by the Government.

One of the most modern and best equipped

fishing accessory manufacturing plants in

Canada is that of Allcock, Laight & West-

wood Company at 78 Bay street, Toronto.

This old established firm has world wide

reputation for excellent fishing products.

Their rods, reels, artificial bait, spoons

and general accessories are in general demand
in Canada and the United States.

Their show rooms in Toronto contain

a beautiful display of trophies of conquest

effected in various waters of the Dominion.

Their interesting advertisement, that will

appeal to all disciples of Walton, is to be found

on the inside cover of this issue.

TELLS OF HABITS OF BEAVERS.

'n an interesting letter, Mr. James Dickson

of Fenelon Falls gives some of the habits

of the smaller fur bearing animals. His

information is of great interest as it comes

from actual experience.

^;^
"The beaver, fisher, marten, otter and

mink begin to breed when one year old and

have from four to five kittens at a litter.

As man is their only enemy, they increase in

numbers very rapidly. The fisher and marten

are not amphibious but receive their food in

the same manner as the fox.

"The beaver lives exclusively on bark,

favoring poplar, white birch and alder, in

the order named. They do not fell large

trees until the supply of the smaller ones is

exhausted in the \'icinity of their dam. In

one instance I found a popular 28 inches in

diameter which they had felled but it was the

only one of a number in the same vicinity that

they had touched. Even in cases of this

kind they only eat the bark from the limbs

of the larger trees.

Otter and mink live almost exclusively on

fish although the mihk vn\\ make a meal of

a young muskrat should he find dne unpro-

tected. Neither the otter nor the mink

are ever found far from the water without

a good supply of fish. And no class of

fishermen know better how to locate and

catch fish than this species."



Rod and Gun Folk: Robert Page Lincoln

READERS of Rod and Gun will be
pleased to make a closer ac-

quaintance with the editor of

the Angling Department — Robert
Page Lincoln. A life-long devotee
of sport in all its varied phases, he
has specialized in fishing and it is as

such that readers of Rod and Gun
know him. Although still under forty

years of age, he has been quoted as an
angling expert not only in Canada
and the United States but in the
whole of the English speaking world.

His' articles which appear regularly

in Rod and Gun represent years of

actual experi-

ence and re-

search.

Born in
Minnesota, a
region blessed
with a record
number of
lakes, Mr.
Lincoln spent
his days of
childhood and
youth along
the famous
Minnehaha
Creek, known
to the Sioux
Indians as
Little River.
Longfellow's
poem, " Hia-
watha," has
immortalized
the Minneha-
ha Falls and it

was in this
beautiful district that Mr. Lincoln
first came in contact with nature.

Breaking into the journalistic game
at an early age is an achievement
common to our literary celebrities

and Robert Page Lincoln is no excep-
tion as he commenced writing for the
magazines and newspapers at the
age of fifteen. His first efforts were
directed to trapping magazines. At
the age of nineteen he became con-
nected with Trapper's World, a mag-
azine owned by David Edley Allen
of Iowa. Outdoor People, started

by Messrs. Allen and Lincoln next
occupied his attention but it was
merged with Trapper's World as it

was not a financial success. Writings
from Mr. Lincoln's pen appeared, at
this date, in Maine Woods, Maine
Sportsman, Sportsman's Guide, Fur
News etc. He became a staff cor-
respondent of the Sportsmen's Re-
view, and is still connected with that
weekly. Accounts of out door life

activity, written by Mr. Lincoln
commenced in Forest and Stream of

New York at that time.
His next venture was in a new mag-

azine called
The Open that
was started in

Minneapolis.
In this enter-

prise he was
connect e'd

with Charles
Lewis Oilman,
one of the
leading autho-
rities on guns
and a trained
news
m a|n

.
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attention to the devastation wrought
by the fish destroyers, whose num-
bers are legion.

Mr. Lincoln is a firm believer in

Rod and Gun and in a recent letter

remarks, '*Ma3' the readers start

a campaign by which Rod and Gun
will speedily become a national sports-
men's weekly."

Articles and essays will continue
to appear in Rod and Gun from Mr.
Lincoln's pen.
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Robert Page Lincoln-

DOCTOR James Heashall in his well-

known book, "The Book of the Black

Bass," has stated that, "Inch for inch,

the black bass in the gamiest fish that swims,"
or words to that effect. No doubt Doctor
Henshall considered here both the basses; for

my part I would say that the small mouth
bass is the more game of the two. There is

no doubt about it. Anyone who has indus-

triously played both of these fish in their

chosen elements will sooner or later find the

scales tipping toward the bronzen warrior of

the dashing stream. I have often threatened
to write a complete book on the small moutlr
bass alone, and if the pathway is clear to

such an attempt I should like to do so. One
of the main features I should like to include in

that book is a series of photographs showing
the bronze-backer in action, from the time
the lusty fellow hits the fly-hook, to the time
the net slips under him. I know some small
mouth stream scenes for a back-ground for

such fishing that would do this fish justice.

I know waters that have been made immortal
by the small mouths they contain, and in

such waters I would stage- my work. The
small mouth bass has been called by many of

the old-timers the representative American
game fish, and they have stuck to that

through thick and thin. In modern days aad
for some time in the past the small mouth
has been lost track of, most of the attention

being given to the large mouth bass and the

various trouts. But there are old-time

anglers who have been on the path of the

rosy-eyed, bronze-backer, the small mouth, for

some forty years. When the season opens it

is not the trout they go after but the small

mouths of the streams; and they use, not

artificial minnows and chunks of salt pork, but
the "tasty" fly. It may be that some small

mouths are taken on floating logs, with count-
less hooks upon them, and strips of sow belly,

but the vast majority of them have liked to

sample the artificial fly as it is worked ingen-
iously through the water by the hand of an
angler who is wise and up in the game of

winged lure manipulation. Where the small
mouth is caught in this manner one is assured
of a fight that is worthy of the name and gets
at the fine points of the gameness of the
small mouth.
Whereas the large mouth bass is taken

mostly in the lakes, in more or less still water,

(which it seems to prefer), on the other hand
the small mouth seems to take, naturally, to

the running water, hence has a predilection

for the stream, and a sparkling clear stream.
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at that. And right there is something

strange about the small mouth bass. It

loves clear water with a love that amounts to a

passion, and will not be without it if it can be

helped. I have known cases where small

mouth bass have left the waters of a partially

muddy stream and have ascended the waters

of a tributary stream whose waters have
been clear, though comparatively low. In

the holes along the course of that stream the

small mouth bass fishing has been of the very

best. In the respect that the small mouth has

such a desire for clear, cold and sparkling

water, makes it the closest approach to the

trout, (the brook trout in fact), that can be

found. Add to

this the game-

ness that this fish

shows in taking

the artificial fly,

and the fight it

puts up, quite

places it in aclass

for itself, with

marks of merits

up and down the

line.

Quite different

from the small

mouth bass the

large mouth
seems to do nicely

in any sort of

water i/ito which

it ij5 placed. You
will find them
growing large and
corpulent in the

muddy, weedy
lakes; though, of

course, these do not put up the Ugh tot the large-

mouth that is taken from clear water, in

northern lakes. Small mouth bass may be

found in murky water, but if they possibly can
get away from it, they will. There are fine

slrcams that have become depleted of trout

that would make excellent small mouths
streams, though of course it is necessary that

there be an abundance of feed along that

stream's course; but by stocking the stream
with mjinnows, chubs, shiners, etc., the

Blrcam could be made ideal.

WliHe the small mouth bass is a stream
fish if he can possibly choose a stream to live

in, that is clear and clean, still that is not

always open to his selcilioii. Like as not he

is found in some lake thnl is s|)ring-fed from
the holliiin: lias liecn in mk li lakes from time

untold; a native of the waters. It is not un-

common for the large mouth bass and the

small mouth bass to be found in the same
waters, though, (save around the spring-holes

in the late summer), they do not school-up

together. The small mouths keep themselves

in one part of the lake, the large mouths in

another. The characteristics of the two
basses can be seen in this. The small mouths
will be found around the rocky ledges, the

shoals, the deep spring-holes, and off of the

sand-bars. The large mouths will be found

up among the weeds, reeds and pads, and in

close to shore, sometimes feeding two or

three feet from shore. The small mouths
are rarelyif ever

seen, save if yoti

cup your hands

and look down
off the ledges,

when, if the

water is very

clear you can
look down, as

I have done,

and seethe big

fellows moving
in and around
the rocks.
Where the small

mouths run
down deep in

the waters,
up to fifty,

seventy- five or

more feet, it

is then that

another me-
thod of getting

them than the

lly must be used, though I have often caught

them olT of the ledges, rocks and sandbars by

sinking the lly with split shot. The live

bait man for deep fishing for' the basses,

desires nothing save the live minnow. Your
old-time small-mouth fisherman will tell you

that there is no lure in this world or the next

that is of such surpassing exccllejice as the

young dog-fish minnow, which runs from

two to three inches in length. The reason

that the dogfish minnow is so good, he will tell

you, is that it will last all through a day or

more and still be worthy of fishing again.

The dogfish is tenacious to a marked degree,

which we know to be true. The minnow is

hooked right back of the dorsal fin and is

allowed to navigate as he will. If a small

mouth is near he will nail it on the dot. Don't
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pull up the minute the old bass gets the min-

now in his mouth, says the live bait fisherman.

A bass likes to run with a bait; he mouths it;

and turns it as he runs. Give him. line, and
then, set the hook when he has gone some
six or seven feet. This is the live bait part

of the game. There are those who laud the

two and two-an-one-half-inch young bullhead

to the skies as a lure for the basses in the

deep holes. Catfishes will do as well. Those
who use these for bait clips off the "prongs,",

or the bones that set into position when a

fish nails them. We may suspect that when
one of these little bullheads gets to migrating

around the deep holes, the bass near at hand,

at once get in-

quisitive. Chubs
and shiners have
always been lau-

ded high by the

live bait contin-

gent for their

attractiveness

;

and perhaps they
are as well known
as any.

The way one
does in hot wea-
ther, when the

bass are running
deep is to locate

the deep places.

This is done by
sounding with a

chunk of lead on
a line. Where
you find the deep-

est place, there

you can be sure

the bass will be found. Fish something like five

or six feet off of the bottom and the results will

be pretty satisfactory. It matters not how
hot the day, in the deep holes the bass take
fine. Any hour of the day is all the same with
the small mouths in the deep holes. I have
caught them fine around eleven and twelve
o'clock when the burning sun threatened to
dwindle me into a grease spot. If one
strikes a good small mouth hole he will have
the time of his life. It may take some time
at sounding with the lead to strike these
places but sooner or later they will be found.
Of course these places are good year after

year so the thing to do is to mark them down
by lining up with objects on shore, so that

you can go to that place every lime without

fail. Sandbars in lakes are often told by
reeds growing up along their edges. I like

nothing so well as to fish for the small mouths
or the large mouths, too, off of the bars and
ledges in hot weather, using a steel fly-rod and
an automatic reel. By using a six or nine

foot invisible leader on which to attach the
hook the chances of capture are vastly in-

creased. This makes the lure stand out in

the water as though it is absolutely free of any
line. In the depths of the lake we may
suspect that this deception is startling.

Down in the southern States of the United
States I have come across large mouth bass

up to ten pounds in weight. Some large

mouths have been caught in the south weigh-

ing up to fifteen pounds. In northern waters,

however, the
largest large

mouth bass I

have heard of

being caught

weighed some-
thing like eight

pounds. Small

mouth bass, on
the other hand,

never run to

any appreciable
weights. The
highest winner-

on - the - scales

that I heard

of being caught

weighed a trifle

over five
pounds. It is

my quiet belief

that five or six

pounds, at the

highest, may
be considered the maximum of the small

mouth. It is said that when a large mouth
goes to weight he is a hoggish glutton, and
will load up and load up again on food, and
never seems to get enough. I once caught a

large mouth of over six pounds that had his

stomach plugged full of food and two small

bullheads stuck in his throat at the time.

But did that bass stop there. He emphat-
ically did not. He must up and strike a

dead frog I was trolling deep. The small

mouth bass is a far more cleanh feeder than the

large mouth. He is not conspicuous for his

hoggishness. Hence his weight never goes

up the scale. Open the stomachs of your
small mouth bass and you will be surprised

to find the fare he has accumulated to be

mostly small stuff, insects in gases, flies, small

minnows, worms ^nd helgramite. If there
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are leeches in the stream, be not surprised

to find three or four of these digesting in his

bread basket. But though the average

fair-sized small mouth you get on the hook

is a modest-sized fellow, be sure that that

fellow in fins caji tune up the waves when he

gets to sawing and blading the water. He is

as gamey as any average trout!

It is the small mouth bass of the stream that

is of course the most interesting of all, especi-

ally to the fly fisherman because it can be

reached, (often most comfortable), with the

fly. If you are so fortunate as to knlow

where there is a stream with small mouth

bass in it, count yourself supremely well

educated. You need not worry about trout.

You can have as much sport wtth the bronze-

backed fellow, and by his fight at the leader's

length he wfll imprint a score on your memory
that is not soon eradicated. You may have

been fishing that stream with live bait and

big gobs of angle-worms; with plugs and with

spoons. If so, you have known one side of

getting the bronzen warrior, but you have yet

to know the fly-casting methods and that

method is the one that is superlatively worth

whijc. If you bid to try it out just once you

will regret it.

Many of the streams that the small mouths

are fotind in are rough-and-racy runs of

water. If this is the case, be sure that you

use heavier tackle than you do in fishing for

the trout. I like the steel fly rod, nine and

one half feet in length for this work; prefer

that, in fact, to the bamboo, or the solid wood.

For taking in slack line with finish and with

speed there is nothing like the automatic reel,

the reel that is not so heavy, however, that it

will disorganize the balance of the rod. Be

sure and have a six or nine foot leader. This

is a necessity.

"The small mouth bass," says one writer,

"is an adept at finding the snags and rocks of

the bottom and he fully knows how to use

them to advantage. In deep water he will

make a spiral dive in an effort to entangle the

line around a root or snag, and break it,

when it takes a little roughing to brinfe' him

up again. The thing to do in fighting the

small moiith bass is to keep him near to the

surface, to make it a top of the water battle;

and this is particularly the case in fast water.

This does not mean that the line should

be kept so taut that you are in danger of

pulling him through the air, like a flying fish,

but just the happy medium between taut and

slack. Let the roil ar^, make the spring of

' the rod be the force that tires the fish. Keep-

ing the line pulled too strong is about as bad

as giving the fish too much slack, as he is

likely to make a getaway in either case. As

the fish makes his leap through the air, take

away the slack, but give him back a little

line as he hits the water, so that he does not

land on a taut line and tail off to other waters."

In the main this is good advice, though

often one has trouble in keeping the fish to

the top of the water. It may be said, with

safety, that to keep slack away from the fish

is the the main thing to guard against. The
skin around the lips and mouth in general

of a trout is thick and tenacious and on«e

the hook is imbedded therein it is hard to shake

it out. With the basses on the other hand, the

carlilege around the mouth is thin and rips,

so that after fighting a while the hook bend

wears a sizeable hole in the cartilege, and this

is espeqially true of the large mouth. If the

bass obtains slack line and leaps with a shake,

or so, of his head the hook may be dislodged.

Therefore in fly fishing for bass, see that there

is no disagreeable looseness to the line. The
main thing to beware of are the snags, logs

and other obstructions in the stream. River

fish are acquainted with all of these places,

and once they are captured they dart for

them with only one purpose in view, that

being to tangle or twist the line around one

of these obstructions and so obtain ei ough

slack to manage to break away.

Says "Tamarack" a well-known angling

writer:

"Simplicity characterizes my humble views

of fly variety requirements in the case of

bass even more so than it does where trout-fly

selections enter into consideration. In the

days of my pioneer bass fly angling—and

dates back wU over forty years—following

the teachings of local tradition, I adopted

and lied flies of beamy contour and subdued

coloration, partaking much of the type of

Brown Hen and Governor. A little further

on, adventuring into fields of originality

(after the way of the novice in fly lying), I

departed from the established beliefs of my
elders and contrived weird combinations of

shape and shade. In the end it didnl seem

to make appreciable dilTerence with the bass

either. Their attitude appeared to be: Go

as far as you like. Wc arc game] When the

fish were at hand, and on the feed, they never

seemed fussy about the particular fly wished

on them. And I slill find it so. However,

intensely it may be maintained by the major-

ity of lly-piirist that in angling for trout,

especially with the diy fly, the imitation
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of natural flights of insects is more or less

a necessity, fly anglers, who are, in addition,

familiar with the bass will readily grant that

in these latter fish the attractive quahties

of the lure are of more importance. The
colors of dubbing, hackle and wings, which

lend themselves best to the alluring ap-

pearance of a made-up lly and at the same

time possess some degree of resemblance to

the natural winged prey of surface-feeding

fresh water fishes are found in large measures

in the hues of green, brown, yellow and white.

Thus with respect to the adaptation of green-

ish colorings we have the Ferguson, Seth

Green and Grizzly King; brown is represented

by the Governor and Brown Hen; yellow by
the Professor and white by the Light Coach-
man, Hube Wood, and if one chooses, by the

two Parmachenes. Were I confined to the

use of a single fly for pickerel, large mouthed
bass, perch, calico bass and small mouths I

should select the Ferguson on account of its

similarity in the water to a grasshopper or a

small frog. The size of the fly to be chosen
for use is determined to a considerable extent

by the stage and the clearness of the water.

A stretcher fly alone on a Number 4 hook is

proper for general conditions. Where the

stream is low and limpid. Number 6 will

be foimd more productive, and there is no
objection to adding a dropper to the cast

under the circumstances of a reduced size

of the fly. There are occasions of high and
roily water, and also about sunrise and twi-

light when a Silver Doctor tied oil a Number
2 hook will bring big bass to net. This

salmon fly is peculiarly adapted to black bass

angling because of its minnowlike aspect.

Likewise when through any cause the fish

are npt taking hold freely the Silver Doctor

in the smaller sizes —say 6 and 4—will often

secure a rise."

There is a comfortable lot of truth in the

above, every word of which I subscribe to.

I cannot help but add one fly to the above,

that I have found exceptionally killing, that

being the Yellow Sally. You could release

me on small mouth waters with just this

fly and I would feel safe to go up against any

of these bronze-back fellows. But, of

course, I would want them in the Number 4

and 6 sizes as well as the Number 2 size for

fishing around tlie hours of dusk. A fly-

that I have used very successfully is the so-

called Massassaga fly, which was invented

and is tied yet, I believe, by Mr. Walter

Greaves, of the postoffice of Ottawa, Canada

where a letter or card to him -will bring

reply at once. Mr. Greaves is perhaps one

of the most finished and skillful small mouth
bass fishermen in the North. The Massass-

aga is tied to a straight-shanked hook, with

a green-tinseled body; a red ibis tail whisk;

guinea feather wings, yellow hackle and a

red tuft for a head, .\dded to my 'own

recommendation of this fly is the recommend-

ation of many other enthusiastic small-

mouth fishermen.

To say the very least the yellow and green

flies are the very besLfor small mouth fishing.

It is certainly hard to say just what the bass

think this fly to be, as it is drawn through

the water, played here and there around the

boulders, up close to over-hanging banks,

in the pools below rapids, close to up-jutting

snags, and in other such places where the

bass happen to keep themselves. It may
be that the fish thinks the fly not a fly at all,

of course, but nothing less than a minnow.
The delusion of life is conveyed to the fly

when, by carefully moving it in the water,

the open-and-close action of the hackles

and the waver of the wings, perhaps, causes

the bass to open his eyes wide with interest.

Of a sudden, without thinking, (we will say

thinking and take a pinch of salt with it), that

bass will nab that "drowned" fly and the

fight wll be on. After years of fishing for

the small mouth I am cohie to believe that

the bass think the fly to be a minnow. If the

fly be a green one, of the salmon size, it may be

possible that the bass will take it to be a

small-sized frog utterly marooned in the wet.

I have HO doubt this would be very true were

that fly played near to the shore.

After one has been at small-mouth fly-

fishing for a time he will come to understand

that one must know when to set the hook,

or there will be ten losses to one capture. One
should always be in expectation of a strike

and one should set the hook the minute yon
feel something close in on the feathers. I

have heard it said that the trout is the speedi-

est fellow to spit out a fly the second he finds

he has been fooled, but allow me to say,

(without casting any aspersions on the trout)

that the small mouth bass in a close com-

petitor for the laurels in the art of voiding

the fly. It is strange here, but nevertheless

it is a fact, that many fly fishermen obtain

strikes but absolutely fail to be able to set

the hook at the right junctute. To be able

to explain this is hard; and I doubt if one is

able to explain it. The knowing when to

strike must be taught by instinct.

"In clear, fine water you will often see the
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bass make his dash for the fly," says one

wiiter, "and if such is the case, strike the

moment you first glimpse him and that will

not be one moment too soon."

As to this I cannot say. Personally I never

set a hook till the feathers of the fly are come
in touch with; but then the glint of green of

the bass and the strike comes practically at

the same time.

Many fly-fishermen who have sallied forth

for the bronzen warrior of the deep have

failed to play their fly deep enough in the

water. Even six inches under the surface

will not do, unless the bass are actively

combing the surface for food and this is

rarely the case. One will have far better

luck if he will go down, one, two or three feet

with his fly. If the water is slow-moving one

is able to get the fly down without any weigh^

to speak of. But there you must fish a littl®

deep you bite on a certain of number of split

shot of suitable calibre to the leader and that

will take the fly and leader down to a suitable

depth. In deep holes you will, as often as

not, be forced to go down so far as ten or

twelve feet with the fly, but this is a safe

proposition, and is often a very killing one.

Such is the way one must go about it off of the

rocks and ledges of the lakes. Do not draw
the fly straight on through the water, but

rather work it along with slight twtches of

the wrist. This is what wins the big fellows

to strike.

In the dusk, as I have stated, use the larger

fly.

Also see that the points of the hook are

sharp before you go out on the waters!

On Making a Split Bamboo Fly Rod

(Continued from last issue)

This Is The Concluding Installment Of This Article; Telling How To Glue Up The Strips

In The Best Manner; Fitting The Ferrules; The Handgrasp.

Robert Page Lincoln

IV.—strip Assembly—Gluing.

ABOUT the time that the planing of the

strips is finished the amateur will say,

the worst part is done and all I have to

do is to glue them together to form the whole.

As a matter of fact the worst part of the work

is left, for if the strips are not glued correctly,

the work done well, there will be trouble, and,

perhaps, the loss. of the entire piece, or joint.

It therefore behooves one to work in a pains-

taking fashion and to carefully study this

chapter for il tells all there is to be told about

gluing up the strips.

Dr. Holden says:

"The attempt at gluing up his rod-joints

has proven the Waterloo of many an aspirant

rod-builder. If the joints can be wound in a

single difection only, and tliis be accomplished

while at the same time slraightcaiag instead

of twisting the joints, surli a tcchnic is highly

desirable. Any ordinary glue will suffice.

The writer has even glued up satisfactory

joints with the sheet gelatine that you buy in

the grocery stores for kitchen use, dissolved

in warm water. Since the advent of the

best-known brand of a prepared liquid glue,

which is on sale in almost any hardware store,

a practical carpenter or cabinet-maker who in

these days resorts to the old-time method of

gluing is a rarity. No matter how good the

glue, if *he joint be not kept protected by a

sufficient coating of varnish (when the rod is

finished) the glue \WII not save the rod for

usefulness. While the function fulfilled by
the glue in binding the strips together is

tremendously effective fro'm the increased

rigidity of the glued joint as compared with

its strips when simply bound together by
windings, it is nevertheless true that all the

glue has to accomplish is to prevent the strips

from sliding one against the other—that is,

to prevent the strips from acting individually

instead of a solid whole joint when a Ijunding

strain is applied. Now, a very slight adhesive

force between the strips will suffice for lliis.when

it is distributed along the whole length, and

when this bend is reinforced by strong perma-

nent silk windings held in a plentiful coaling of

varnish. This malleability of the joints, and
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ju^l how llie\- act until the v.et glue has stiff-

ened, may he well obser\'ed in a joint whose

finished strips are assembled and held in a

snug temporary winding, without any glue

having been applied as yet. Both the wind-

ing and fresh glue permit the strips to slide

one upon another, as you bend the joint; and

to remain in whatever was the form when the

bending force was interrupted, because they

also hold the strips from slipping back into

their original position until a counteracting

force is applied. Bend the joint into an

S-shape and so it remains until bent some other

way. Thus it is that this time of gluing up
is the most advantageous time for molding

the completed joints straight."

The first thing the amateur does when he

is ready to glue is to try to glue two strips

together, and then glue the third to that.

If he does he will have trouble. I have found

that in gluing strips, as I shall first tell about,

another person will be a world of help. There-

fore have a lad, for in.stance, with you to assist.

The glue to be used is that used by cabinet

makers; or the so-called liquid'glue, Le Page,

will do nicely. I have used this grade in

rod-making, and find it perfect; in fact it is

now one of the best known .glues on this

continent.

Any glue applied to rod strips must be

hot.

Please remember that fact, so that you will

not miss the mark on that account. The
second point to remember is that the rod strips

also must he heated, near a flame, so that they
will be almost unpleasant to handle. In

heating the glue, place a receptacle containing

water on the gas burner, set the glue pot in

this and then keep the water first boiling,

then simmering. The rod strips are heated

just before you apply the glue. Now with a

brush clean off the bench around you, sweep-

ing away every bit of dust. Now look at (A)

and (B) of Figure XIII. At a convenient

place put nails in the bench the exact calibre

of the rod at about four places ,one to receive

one half of the rod, the other the other half.

You are now- ready for the gluing. The lower

strip of (A) is now taken in hand and with

your one half inch brush of camel hair, or

other hair, apply the hot glue to the heated

strip. As rapidly as this is done lay it up
against the nails. Your assistant holds it in

place at exactly the right angle, flat side up.

Now brush a thin coat of glue along the inside

of the middle strip; each side I should say.

Your assistant presses this in place and holds

it there. Now the third strip is treated with

©

glue on its inner edge, and that, loo, is pressed

down in place. Go along the whole length

now and press the pieces together, finally-

placing a handy, suitable weight (not too

heavy) at three points between the nails.

These tiny weights should serve to keep the

pieces from spreading, making them lock

tight. The directions I read stated merely

to glue the strips together and lay them on the

bench, no nails, nothing to hold them together.

Naturally they sprung apart. By thinking

it over I improved on the method by using

the nails, also adding a pair of extra hands to

help me.

At first as the strips lie in the mold (or

between the nails, I should say) wipe away the

bubbles or drops of glue that have oozed up.

Let the strips lie thus for a length of time ^v^lilfe

the glue thickens, and the strips do not easily

spring apart, Your two pieces, the halves of

the rod will now look like (A) and (B).

Having gotten so {ar, the gltie having bitten

in and thickened between the strips you now
take your brush and apply glue to both sides

of the upward-facing surfaces. It is best to

apply glue to both surfaces. During this

perfoniiance the pieces lie between nails.

Now lift up (B) carefidly holding it at two

points of its length, then quickly and neatly

lay (B) on top of (A). .Still keep (A) in
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between the nails while you press and arrange

(B). Now lift out both of them as they are

pressed together. If you have an assistant

have him hold the joint at two places to keep
the joint together. Now take a thread

(Number 25); make a noose, pull it tight near

the end as shown in (C). StUl letting the

assistant hold the joint start spiral winding
the rod joint down to six inches frqm the end.

Pull the thread tight as you go, and you will

note that as you do pull it tight the strips slip

more than ever into place, binding tighter and
tighter. Still letting the assistant hold the

joint, go over it with your fingers, pressing here

and there to make it bind better. Next you
do the work without an assistant. Lay the

joint on the clean bench and roll the joint, and,

as you roll, draw the string tight. Go slowly

and be sure that the strips slip into their

places. (D) will show you how this is done.

Presuming that you have now wound the rod
joint from one end to the other very firmly

you tie the thread at that end. Now if you
.glance along the length you will note that the

joint is liable to slope the way your spirals

are wound. Straighten away Jrom the spirals,

and to counteract the spirals that are wound
one way, start your thread and wind it the

opposite way very tight. All spiral windings
of the thread are three eights o] an inch apart.

Now tie your thread at the other end. In
(E) is shown a joint wound one way and then
spiral wound back to the starting point.

When yo[i have reached this stage you are

ready for the final rolling. The first rolling

of the joint as you wound it first had the

effect of straightening it out. The second
spiral-wound thread helped more. The final

rolling does the job to a T. Roll back and
forth under the fiat of your pabns as shown in

(li). After a while of this rolling the result

should be a perfcclly straight joint. If it is

straight it is ready to put away to dry in a dry
place free from any moisture. The joint may
be laid bcLween tlie nails where you started

your gluing as these are accurately spaced
This will hold the joint straight. Suitable

weights may be placed on it too, if you wish.

After a space of time extending froin twelve

to twenty four hours the glue will liave set

sulliciently (irm so that you can lake up the

work again where il was left off. Of course

lh!c longer you let the joints dry, the better;

but you can start in when it has been l^ft

twelve hours or twenty-four hours.

The double spiral wound threads are now
taken off. There will be glue adhering at

all places along the joint. To remove this

you use Number O sandpaper. The flat

surfaces are lightly sandpapered, touching

the hexagonal edges or corners as little as

possible. Of course a touch or two along

these edges making them a little rounded does

not hurt. Thus the glue is removed, ff

there should be an uneven place at any joint

along this joint it can yet be remedied. Hold

the joint next to a fiame, this will soften

the glue. Now take the joint and again roll

it. The result will be that the joint will fall

straight. If there are little risers, or swells

where the nodes are, take these down very

carefully, level with the rest, with a fine file,

and then use the sandpaper.

Having made the butt joint you glue up the

middle joint the same way, and then you pro-

ceed to the tip. Like the planing of the tip

the gluing of the tip is the most difficult and

I find that an assistant in this work willl come
in very handy. Care must be used so that you
will not break the tip.

Points to remember in gluing are:—Keep the

glue warm and thin, never use thick glue as

it is worse than, useless. Meat the strips as

you glue them with the hot glue. Wind your

spiral thread very tight. For the thicker

joints of the rod, the butt and the middle,

wind with black thread Number 25. For

the tip you can use thread Number 40. Some
believe in using cords, but I have never tried

cords, using the threads spjecified.

We ha\e now given directions for one way

of gluing the strips into joints. We now come
to another njethod.

Secure an iron pipe that is two-and-one-half

feet in length, and one inch across. The
nearest plumber will let you use liis threader.

Hun some threads at the bottom of it and put

on a stop cap. (A) in Figure XIV shows the

cap screwed on the bottom, and the pipe ready

©

FIG "yirr
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for use. This pipe is used as a receptacle for

glue, and the glue should very nearly fill it,

if not fill it. The glue, remember, must be

thin and hoi. Therefore first heat the glue,

aad then pour it into the pipe tank you have
made. Next a pail of water is put on the

burner and heated to boiling. The pipe is

set in this and with a wire across the pail is

held firmly in place so that it will not totter.

As the water boils the glue inside the pipe is

kept thin and fit for use. You are now ready

to begin work on the strips of the rod joints;

this being the second method of gluing strips.

The rod joint will still have its one spiral

wound thread on it. Leave that on for the

present. Now take a second thread and tie

it in the exact centre and wind a thread
toward the back of the stick very tight,

especially to hold the strips tight together
in the centre. You are now ready to begin
gluing. Now you unwind the single spiral

thread so that- there is no thread in the rod
joint to the centre the other way. (B) of

Figure XIV will simplify what the text may
make obscure; note the thread spiral-wound
both ways, merely to hold that end of the rod
tight while you are gluing the other end.
The end that is urrwound \%ill cause the stiips

to stand apart, which is the way you want
them to do. Now insert these ends into the
hot, thinned glue and poke them up and down
and turn the rod so that the whole half end
of the rod joint (the individual strips) are
saturated in the glue. Now, as shown in
(B; of Figure XIV begin to wind the glue
strips spirally downward, drawing the thread
tight. .\s the thread tightens the rod strips
fall into place, and are bound together. You
will find that an assistant here is of great
value. He can hold and turn the rod while,
with your fingers, you work the strips into
place and draw the thread tight. ^Vhen
you get to the end of the glued section, tie

the thread at the end very firmly and then
wind it back to the centre spirally (spirals

three eights of an inch apart), and there, near
the centre tie a knot. Now turn the rod
joint and take off both the spiral wound
threads of that, being sure to go somewhat
beyond the glued part of the centre, for, that
part being tight you will have missed it in

the first gluing, the glue not working in. Now
turn this and poke it up and down so that
all the strips take on a liberal amount of
glue, and then when you are absolutely sure

that the centre portion has as much glue in-

side of it as both the ends, begin to wind it

spirally toward the glued end just dipped.

and then when at the end, tie a strong knot,

and wind it to the centre. Your rod joint is

now ready to be wiped off. Take a half-wet

cloth that has been soaked in hot water and
very gently wipe off some of the glue, though
not all of it. It does not matter if some of

the glue adheres to the threads. This serves

to hold them tighter in place for the time
being. If the rod joint now seems to have a

bend or twist to it, roll it under the palms of

your hand, and counter-bend where needed.
The result will be a straight joint. It is set

away for from twelve to twenty-four hours,

and then taken out for finishing. The threads
are now taken away and with a ven,' fine

grade of sandpaper the joint is rubbed down,
verj'-, ver>- lightly so as not to injure the

enamel. Don't rub down the corners, though a
httle touching up of them, to round them
gentli/, is not a bad idea. In this method,
like in all methods, keep the glue heated and
before the flame.

When your butt joint, middle joint, and
tip joint are all prepared you will be ready
to fit the ferrules. These, as stated, must be
of the German Silver variety, as none other
are worthy of countenance. Seeing that you
have the best metal fittings.

In my article on the making of the casting
rod I have given my recommendation to the
capped and welted ferrule; turn to that article

and note the ferrules I refer to. Of course
the ends of these you split yourself by means
of a fine saw as shown in that illustratoin.

After you have split them they will be called
split ferrules. The reason of the splitting
idea is simply that they will bind to the wood
firmer than ever when the winding silk is

whipped over that split portion. Of course
you understand that you get these ferrules,

the capped and wetted sort he referred to,

in an unsplit state, and you make the splits

with a saw yourself. It is of course a case
for using pains. You can't take an old buck-
saw and do it with, or chop them down in the
woodshed with a dull wood-axe. You need
a fine saw for doing it. I presume you can
buy these ready-split from the manufacturers;
but I have never bought them that way.
There is no doubt about it, these split ferrules

are so much better than the sharp serrated

ferrules that I will not even talk about the

serrated sort at all.

The measurement across, of your ferrule

as compared with the wood should be as the

measurements across the wood at the rod

termination, as shown in Figure XV, being

from flat surface to flat surface, from (a) to
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(b); never from one point or corner, to anolher

point; therefore, never from (c) to (d) for

instance. In setting your ferrules to the

wood never touch the flat surjaces between the

points or corners as this mars the wnnrl. This

FIG 32

is necessary, because the weakest point on

the rod is at the ferrules When fitting the

ferrules, you merely trim down nicely and

accurately the points, or corners. Then the

ferrules with a little pushing slips on to suit,

in a very tight manner. In fitting the female

ferrule do not push it onto the wood so far

down that when the male ferrule is pushed

home it will hit the wood end of the joint.

To test this out to get it right, lay the male

ferrule along the outside of the female ferrule

and at the point where the closed end of the

male ferrule terminates, there make a mark.

Allow a space of one thirty second of an inch

between that point, and where this ends there

your wood, when pushed in, will end. Many
amateurs forget this and drive the female

ferrule in too far so that when the male fer-

rule is pushed in, it hits wood and is only half

way in at the jointing place.

You will now be ready for the cementing

process. It is needless to make your own
cements, since there are so many exception-

ally good cements for ferrule fitting on the

market. Ask the tackle outfitters for the

best grade of ferrule cement that he has. Of

course this cement is used for all kinds

of rod fitting, for fitting the reel-seal, the reel-

block that the reel-seat rests on, etc. When
applying the cement hold both the wood and

the cement over the (lainc, heating l)oth, then

cover the desired purl. He careful not to

get any of the cement on the inner portion of

the female ferrule. Now push the female

ferrule home to the point on stick indicated,

which tells how far you can run it in. You
fit the other ferrules the same way.
The ferrule cement should hold the ferrules

in place without additional p^ns; some anglers

believe that by driving in pins on tlu' ferrules

it weakens the wood at that plac(\ Of course

pias, or screws, must be used ort the reel-seat.

Says I'>azer:

—

"Procure a small section of hard (Jernian

silver wire, and a twist drill, each 3-()lllis. of

an inch thick. Drill a hole in the reel-seat,

and down to the cane, fitting it with a suitable

length of the wire, and file off the end flush

with the surface. Mark a place at about the

centre of the female ferrules, and toward the

end of the male ferrules, and securing the

joint in a vice, drill carefully entirely through

each ferrule, fit pins, and smooth off the ends.

When a good ferrule is properly cemented,

then pinned through, it should never

work loose unless exposed in drying to

steam-heated places. Cement alone will

hold most ferrules, and this method will an-

swer for the beginner who may not be handy
in delicate work, but all of the best rods are

equipped with pinned ferrules, and it is seldom

indeed that one of them ever comes loose,

eveji when kept in dry places."

I have personally tried ferrules willj and
without pins and cannot say that one is any
better than the other. If the ferrules are

split with the saw as I have detailed, if the

ferrule cement is laid on nicely, and if the silk

is wound very well over the split portion of the

ferrule it binds tight and cannot come loose.

One amateur rodmaker has a very unique

way of getting around pinning down the

ferrules from the outside, and at the same time

strengthening the wood a,head of the ferrule,

since that is the weakest part on the whole
rod. The information contained in this

method may interest many rodmakers of the

amateur school. Says this writer:

"After the ferrules were cemented in place,

I bored a hole 3-32nds, of an inch in diameter

into the wood, lengthwise, so that the bottom
of the hole was one inch further into the wood
than the ferrule covered. I did the same with

both ends of the middle piece also. Into

this hole I drove a piece of spring steel, «
common knitting needle of the same size,

which of course left a piece of steel one inch

beyond the ferrules to support the wood where

it so often breaks. Instead of pinning the

ferrule to the wood I inserted a screw one half

inch long, by one quarter inch wide, at the

head of the wood as far as it would go. In

this way the wood was crowded against the

ferrule so hard that the latter could not be

removed without first unloosening the screw

and heating the ferrule in the ordinary majiner

of softening the cement."

I have never attempted this method. I

do not know why, but somehow or another

it appears clumsy, though no doubt the

driving in of the spring-steel knitting needle

will have a distinct tendency to strengthen

the rod at that point. Of course this is a
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take-off from the principle the English rod-

makers use of the steel centres. As I have

said I have not tried the above method so

cannot recommend it. It is worthy deliberat-

ing upon at least.

The handgrasp for the split bamboo rod

is to be made the same as the handgrasp for

tjie solid-wood fly-rod;—what answers in one

answers for the other. I have already given

directions on how this handgrasp, (of cork), is

made, refer to this. Note Figure II of a

past article which shows the moves necessary

in making this grasp. In the heavy trout rod

that I have told about in the very beginning

of this article, (which is nine feet, eight inches

in length) the grasp (including the three

fourths inch reel-seat) is nine-and-one-half

inches in length. The grasp is also the same
in the medium weight trout rod of nine-and-

one-half feet—this length, also including the

reel-seat (three fourths inch reel-seat the

same as the other). The light trout rod of

nine feet has a handgrasp that is nine inches

long which includes the same three-fourths,

inch reel-seat. When making your handgrasp
on your rod make a mark at the nine-and-

one-half inch or nine inch point forward of

the butt-end. Measure off the length of

your reel-seat from the butt end, or extreme
taper. Make your round piece of wood for

your butt over which to fit the reel-seat, as

previously told about, being sure thai it is

one fourth of an inch shorter than the end of

the reel-seat, this to allow working your
cork down into it when you are fitting the
corks. Follow previous directions. Now fit

your corks of the decided number, putting

on the cement in a hot state. Press your
corks down one by one. The first cork is

shaped so that it butts up against the pine-

wood inner block of the reel-seat, cement,

-and press tight. The rough corks are first

trimmed down carefully with a sharp knife

to somewhat like the shape of the finished

rod-grasp; ne.xt you take a piece of rough,

coarse sandpaper and go over all. When this

is done you go over it with a fine sandpaper
smoothing down all places. The corks should

fit snug and tight into bolh the reel-seat end
(and again please remember that you left

olT one fourth inch on the inner pine block of

the reel-seat purposely so that you could sink

the cork in to the wood, allowing the metal of

the reel-seat to come outside the cork) ; fit the

taper down on the wood the same way and

cement both reel-seat and taper in snug. The

reel-seat should fit over the block by a little

pushing. Don't be afraid to use cement in

making the handgrasp. It is best to make
a sketch of the handgrasp on a piece of card

board and lay this on your corks after you
sandpaper it down.

At this time I do not think it of any use to

write about the making of any other form of

handgrasp, as I believe the cork-grasp, above
mentioned, is the best for all work, and is

certainly the best for the amateur to work on.

Again the bulk of the trout rods have cork

grasps. We need say no more. Some light

handgrasps can be made out of pine, fitted

with reel bands—and a rod having this light

handgrasp certainly makes a fine appliance,

and it does not, in the least, increase its

weight, but then it is not what one would
call the easiest made. The independent hand-
grasp was first exploited in print by Mr.
Henry P. Wells. He gave this form of

handgrasp his unqualified recommendation
in that if the rod took a "set" to it, the rod
could be shifted either with the guides up or

down. Thus if the rod had been used with
the guides down and a "set" in the bamboo
through one reason or another had come to be,

a positive fact the rod could easily be turned
so that the guides would be up and the result

would be to pull the "set" in the rod, out.

Simply, the independent handgrasp discon-

nects at the taper of the handgrasp and
involves fitting a special female ferrule in the
handgrasp, with an additional male ferrule on
the first joint. While some like rods of this

sort, personally I have no time for them and
it would, I believe, be unwise for the amateur
to muddle with it. Make your cork hand-
grasp right onto the bamboo, and, by taking
great care you will be able to produce results

that will so satisfy you that you will care to
use no other form. The fact that nine out of

ten well-known bamboo rods are made with
the corks fitted tight onto the bamboo of the

butt joint is recommendation of this method
in itself.

The number of guides you are to have on a
rod depends, of course, upon the length of

your rod. For a ten foot rod about twelve

snake guides are used, besides the tip-top

guide and the reel guide, the guide nearest

the reel. First let us get it straight about the

reel guide and the tip-top guide. These
two guides, by the way, stand the most wear
and tear, of the line running in and out

through them. It is, therefore, a good idea

to have these guides fitted with agate. If

you do not want to go to the cost of getting

true agate lined guides you can get a very

good imitation of agate anywhere among the
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tackle outfitters. It is claimed that the

trouble wth agate-lined guides for fly-rods

is that they may be broken. I have never

had any trouble in this manner; but I have

found out that agate saves line and improves

casting. In (a) of Figure XVI we show an

agate-lined tip-top guide; in (b) we show the

reel-guide, which stands up on two arms, the

kind you want to get. The tip-top guide

may be furnished (as may the reel-guide)

both in bronzed steel material if you decide

to take that. But get the top guide off-set,

as shown, and get the reel-guide up-standing.

The best sort of guides for the guides be-

tween the reel-guide and the tip-toj) guide are

the so-called snake guides, which we show in

(c) of Figure XVI. This also shows one of

these guides attached to the rod at the butt

of the 'split ferrule at the end of the butt

joint of the rod.

Get the snake guides in bronzed steel; but

never get any guides, for any rod, in German
Silver. Go«d as German Silver is in all other

rod furnishings, in guides it is too soJI. The
hne wears a niche in them, and they soon

become useless. Get bronzed steel, if possible.

Twelve of these snake guides are distributed

along the length of a ten fioot fly rod, at uni-

form distances apart; for a ten foot rod or a

nine and one half foot rod the following is the

way the snake guides run in size: 3-0, .3-0, 2-0,

2-0, 1-0, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4 and 5. The largest

ones are toward the butt of the rod, the small-

est ones toward the top. Note also here that

the reel-guide should be size Number 10, or

a Irille smaller. Number 9, if you so choose.

The tip-top guide of the rod should be a

N'liMiber 17.

In l'"igure XVII is illustrated a rod, showing

where to place the reel guide, which is ten

inches below the first ferrule snake guide.

From that point measure to the tip of what-

ever size rod you are making and at a grad-

uating distance apart place the remaining

number of your eleven snake guides.

I have already touched on the making
ol the silk windings when I wrote on making
the solid-wood fly-rod. If you will turn back

and read that you can follow it up nicely.

In addition to this we may add the words of

Mr. Frazer. He says:

"A split cane rod, properly made and
cemented, can be used without windings,

provided it is not exposed to actual soaking.

Followng this line of reasoning, some rod-

makers hold that -winding a rod does not

strengthen it materially. This may be true

of rods whose \\indings are spaced one-and-

one-half or two inches apart, but if these arc

placed one inch, or less, apart, they do

strengthen the rod. A rod that is soft in

action may be strengthened by close windings,

continuously from end to end, in spirals.

proNided the later are spaced about one

thirty-second of an inch and not put on solid-

ly. If you are in no hurry it is well to make
the windings on the butt of the split cane rods

narrow, say twelve turns each, but space them
about one-and-one-fourth inches apart, with

six or more windings one half inch apart ne.xt

to the ferrule. On the joint make the spaces

one inch, with a similar cluster next to the

ferrules, and vary those on the tip from three^

fourths to one half inch. I am a firm believer

in closer windings near the ferrules, to

strengthen the strips there against damage
in twisting—not that ferrules should be separ-

ated in any other manner than by a straight

pull. I have great faith in the conclusions

arrived at after long experience by Frederic

M. Halford. He advocates winding fly-rods

closely, from one-half to three-quarters of an
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inch apart. In his opinion this increases the

steely spring of a splil-cane rod, and strength-

ens wood rods appreciably. Me does not

state how wide these windings should be, but

it is assumed that they arc narrow, say, seven

threads in width, since wider ones are un-

sightly.

Note (a) and (b), in Figure XVII, where

the joint guides must always be placed, no

matter what the length of the rod. The
windings of both these guides, to the right

of them as they appear in the illustration

must lash ovrr the split ends oj the Jerrules.

This serves to bind them tight.
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What Is Most Alluring To Trout?

America's Foremost Angling Author Gives Some Very Interesting Points in Regard

to What the Trout Most Desire in Various Sections

Louis Rhead

EVERY old, experienced angler, has doubt-

less observed at different periods the

rise and fall of various methods in the

capture of the trout. From the days of

William Prime, when worm fishing for trout

was considered a fine art, the evolution

has been complete so that the present time

finds the outlook on a level basis and in a

fairly rational state. I do think, however,

the state is but transitory; that we are on the

verge of stUl advancJing to get better things,

better methods, .better implements, and a

niu(^ more thorough understanding of the

fine art of fishing. We shall later see the

average angler get nearer to Nature, study

the aspects of a trout stream, in all its varied

conditions, and become familiar with aquatic

insects and other trout food. We shall, in a

future time, not be coiitented just with

catching fish, but will rather find, and devote

a greater portion of our time in makihg flies

to inittate insects, in fabricating on our

leaders, constructing better rods more suited

to our individual wants than it is possible to

buy. The modern American has a thought-

ful, energetic mind, would rather invent and
construct tools of the craft in preference to

being led by the nose on all issues of

that craft, by tackle dealers, their shop
clerks, or manufacturers. In other words,

he will want things his way and not take any
old thing offered in exchange for cash. Also

if the angler will insist, now and then (a line

to the editor will do it) that magazine writers

divert their energies to more useful and
important subjects than the hoary old con-

troversy
—

"are bass more gamey than trout."

That question has been settled long ago by the

angler's" own experience. He knows, well

enough, bass are more gamey than trout, and
also, that trout are more gamey than bass.

From the period when dry—fly-fishing was
imported from England the method has

simmered down to its right position as a mere
annex to fly fishing, and its devotees, (of

which I am one), have ceased to claim its

exclusivencss, and its pre-eminence, as a

method.

These preliminary observations to what is

most alluring to trout, are intended to demon-

strate that the broad-minded angler can

effectively seduce trout at the right time
with either worm, wet fly, dry fly or minnow

—

natural or artificial—equally well, if he
endeavors to rightly understand the haunts
and habits of the fish, and the reasonable
rise of insects,—both being subject to weather
conditions, and water conditions. It is

fortunate indeed, the four lures, worms, wet
fly, dry fly and minnows are equally effective

to all species of trout, no matter whether
they haunt the waters flowing to the .\tlantic,

or to the Pacific. Of the latter, the most
popular are the Rainbow, Dolly Varden and
Cutthroat. Of the former the most abund-
ant are the Speckled trout. Brown trout and
Rainbow. But the average size of the
.Atlantic trout run much smaller, for a five

pound Rainbow caught in the East is consider-

ed a giant. The same species caught in the
West, from ten to fifteen pounds weight,
is a common event. In every instance I

allude to fish captured in their wild habitat.

I have no interest whatever in trout reared
and fed in captivity. I am fully aware that
wild trout may be captured on other lures

than the fly, worm and minnows, but the

right choice of them for the proper time,

and place, the care and skill used, are the

things to achieve success. To quote from
Prime's, "I go a-fishing," wherein he says:

"The piscatorial dilettante is fond of coa-

demning worm fishing as a low business. I

differ from him. It is a fine art, and in all

the classics of our art has taken high rank.

If the test be found in the amount of skill

required for its practice, then, wthout
dispute, it ranks as high as fly fishing." He
further says, "the angleworm is your main
reliance, but if that does not take, try the

tail of a small trout, or bright-colored-fin.

Sometimes nothing is so taking as a grass-

hopper; at another time the eye of a trout, and
often the red gill attract large fish." The
baits here mentioned are as truly effective

to-day, for the three species of trout in any

locality of Eastern waters. The case is

different of Western trout, because of the

wide range and different climatic conditions

from Southern California to Alaska. In

rivers near Butte, Montana, Rainbows of
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large size will take four inch bullheads and

monster stone-flies, while more south, grass-

hoppers, caterpillars and even crickets are

popular baits. East or West, minnows of

various size and species are alike considered

superior bait for big fish. Naturally so,

when are considered that minnows furnish

90 per cent of their diet. The most effective

use of flies—^wet or dry—is purely a local

matter to the streams you fish; that is, if

your intention is to choose your flies to

imitate the insects upon which the trout feed

where your fishing is done. If you are not

seriously intent upon the higher art of fishing

and consider it sufficiently satisfactory to

play the "chuck and chance it style," i.e.,

casting anywhere, in any old way, (with

commercial flies that are simply a bunch of

colored feathers that imitate nothing), your

chances are far less certain of good results

either for fish or fishing for pleasure. As
before stated, it rests entirely with the angler

himself what fie wants, and what he gets.

Certainly the difference is real pleasure and
results between the two is very wide, indeed,

so much, as day unto night; as water is to

wine.

I don't suppose any angler with a knowledge

of the rudiments of fly casting could fail to

cast a dry fly properly after a few hours prac-

tice undeF a competent teacher. Success

comes quicker in the use of proper tackle, a

tapered line, tapered leader, at the end of

which is attached a single cock-winged drake

fly. The same proper tackle applies to wet

fly fishing, a tapered line and gut, at the end

of which is tied a lap-wng dun, or upwing

drake, is immaterial; but the two other flies

should be graded larger in size as tied up the

leader two feet apart from the end fly. These
three wet flies should be allowed to run in

mid-water fifty or more feet down stream

while you wade the middle. As a rule this

method is more successful to get a full creel

than casting across stream from the bank to

float down stream below to your side. . If

insects are rising from the bed of this river

to the surface, then also, on the wing in the

air, and your flies are a fair imitation of them,

the chances are better, whatever baits,

natural or artificial, - are employed. The
only time when the dry fly method is really

more effective on a running stream is at the

tail end of large placid pools, or perhaps at

the head of the pool. All depends upon the

surface conditions and depth. If a long pool

is shallow at the head and tail end, but deep

at the middle, fish the middle. Your own
best judgment is the only guide as to methods
and baits most alluring to trout.

Camp Facts

A Few Things to Remember When Going on a Camping Trip, also Some Conveniences that

Will Help to Make the Trip What it Should Be

Robert Page Lincoln

SOME people break away from the ruts

of life long enough to leave the confines

of the city, to set a tent somewhere
beside a stream or a lake, or in some woody
glade, there to spend a summer camping out.

The majority will spend only a few weeks

next to nature. Anyway you look at it this

breaking away from the clutches of civiliza-

tion is a fine thing, and helps to make life

worth while. Most people have the notion

that to enjoy the beauties of nature, and to

really have a line lime of it, one must pene-

trate to Hudson Hay or squat under the

Circle. The truth of the matter is that

anywhere outside of the average Canadian
or Norlhern-.State-of-the-Union city one is

;ible to find as fine camping grounds as can

be imagined There are places near any
city where things will be comparatively

wild, and, too, by camping in such places

one is able to draw upon farmers near at hand

for provisions. The man or men who go far

from the cities, into the wild places, leave

behind them some of the comforts other-

wise easily attained although, admittedly, they

do see more of nature sculptured out of the

rough, and of course they get better all-

around fishing and hunting, as the case may
be. Nevertheless there are places close

to civilization where excellent fishing is

obtainable, and where a camp will shine

out in as much glory as though it wore thrust

away three hundred miles from civilization

It is belter to camp out on a wood-lot on the
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outskirts of a city than not to camp out ;it

all.

Camping out can be made a difficult and

disagreeable thing if one chooses to outfit in an

inferior fashion, if he sets up his camp in an

ill-judged manner, and if he selects the wrong

place where to do this. If a party of three or

four decide to camp together they can make

the camp large in proportion, and by a little

ingenuity can arrange a mosquito-netted

summer kitchen in front by running the fly

out over the front If it is possible to arrange

for a board floor to your .tent so much the

better. Then you will have a perfectly dry

affair, throughout, and you will have no trouble

making ditches around the tent with a shovel

to run off the water. On the board floor a

carpet can be laid with very good results.

It is pretty hard to camp without the

liberal use of mosquito netting. Anyone who
has tried it, never tries going out again

without a suitable amount of netting along

with him. The netting, (used in the right

place) keeps out the winged pest. When
you lie down to sleep -with not one mosquito

inside of the tent but with thousands buzzing

around outside, trying to get in, you wU
vote the inclusion of this netting one of the

best ever.

Never thrust a camp away amid the under-

growth. Rather locate it in an open spot

among some small trees, with the wpods

some thirty feet away as a background. It

is not best to put it away entirely in the open

where the sun lights fully on it. Rather have

it so the branches of the trees half shade it

creatures, and when making the way to the

lake in the morning it was impossible to do so

without getting wet from the heavy dew that

drenched the bushes. A camp set upon sod

is the ideal way, as the sod does away with the

moisture coming up from the ground. Sod

once dried makes for a healthy floor to the

tent—as good a floor as can be found. With
the canvas stretched over this no trouble

is experienced.

The camp should be so arranged when set

down that the drainage is good; and this is

especially to be desired if there is no board

floor to the tent, in which case there is need of

ditches around. If the tent is set on a sort

of a slope the rain will sooner or later find its

way in. The ditches around the tent should

not be dug close up to the sides, but under

the lly along the ground. If the drainage is

good there will be no fear on your part of being

flooded out, for what the ditches vnll not take

care of will be handled by the natural drain-

age of the ground.

Cooking in camp is not wthout its little

trouble if gone about improperly. If you are

not afraid of the cash and you are able to pick

up a very nice camp stove, and if the trans-

portation is not a troublesome matter you

may be able to take along a little cook stove.

If there are stores handy, so that you can

readily obtain kerosene, you may be able to

take along a kerosene stove, of which there

are those made with one burner and three

burners. Or may you wish to eliminate

these all altogether in which case you will

be able to bake bread, right before the fire in

your reflector baker. You will need, however,

some afl'air for cooking over, and frying, etc. If

during the day. I once had a camp deep

in a woods, but I will never do it again. In

that dank jungle there were billions of winged
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you have a permanent camp with the aid of

cement you can make up a fire-place such

as that shown in Figure I. A fire-place such

as this can be readily made by just piling the

stones up all around, but if you mean to stay

on that one place through your whole stay

then I would suggest that you mix up

mortar and make a real fire-place. If

you are able to slip in a half sack of cement

when the wagon pulls out, all well and good,

you will not regret it. But of course, this is

only providing that transportation is no

inconvenience; if you go light, the cement,

a half sack, will weigh fifty pounds and is

not to be considered of course, save if you
have the means of bringing it in. Ifyou have the

cement mix up the mortar and cement in the

stones as shown. The top of the fireplace is

a piece of sheet iron. Spikes are inserted

around the edges, here and there, to reach

down into the mortar. When the mortar has

set the spikes are held in place very firm, thus

holding the sheet iron top from going out of

place.

If you have access to to a sack or so

of cement you can make a more elabor-

ate fire-place in which you can readily

enough make your bread in a manner I shall

tell of here. The inside of this fire-place can
be the same as the one I ha\e just spoken of,

say three or three and one half feet square.

Like the walls of the previously mentioned
fire-place make them about eight to ten inches

thick and sink them down in the ground about
four or five inches so that all will be firm in

place. Never make a fire-place of this sort

on light leaf-mold ground. Preferably have
this fire-place on solid ground. The walls

may be one and one half feel high. When
you have the sides done and the sheet iron

with the spike through it in place then plaster

up the sides nicely with cement mortar.
Now dig down so that you reach the bottom
level of the walls (this, by the way can be

done in the beginning). Put mortar on the

fioor, and then sink into it flat stones, and
then cover that over wilh mortar, ending
out by making it a little smooth. You have
previously accuuuiiatcd some clay. Mix
tins up a little so that it is workable and
.spread that onto the top of the green cement
to a thickness of two inches. If you have
blue clay that is the best. If the only clay

you can get hold of is the common yellow

or reddish clay, use that, but wet it up and
mix ceri en', wilh it for ,1 binder for tliereddish

clay is not so strong and binding as the blue.

Now spread this over the cement, two inches

thick, as I have stated. (If you can obtain no

clay, smooth out the cement on top of the

flat stones, level, and this will do.) Under

intense heat the cement is liable to crack.

The clay should bake as hard as a brick.

Now then you have your three sides smooth-

ed up nicely and the clay floor to the fire-

place also smooth. Now -the idea is to bake

the clay floor. It is, however, best to let

the cement throughout the whole set firm

before you bake the clay. To bake the clay

floor start slow fires, and then increase them
until in the end all is red hot. Remember,
slow fires at first jor a jew hours and then

hotter fires after that. The result of this

baking process should be a perfectly firm

floor.

When you are ready to do your baking
start a good fire in the fire-place, so that it is

nearly red-hot. Oak wood makes a hot fire.

Now scrape out all the coals and brush the

floor of the fire-place clear. Throw some
flour on the floor and if it turns brown it is

the right degree of heat. Now have your
bread dough in the pans, and set them Ln

on the floor of the fire-place; close in the

front light, and also close over the hole in the

sheet iron top where the smoke comes out
from. Thus with the sides the top and the

floor hot, the bread will soon bake, doing

a fine job. Small loaves of bread, baking
powder biscuits, cakes, etc., can be laid on
large leaves. Bass-wood leaves are very
good. Lay these leaves with their dough on
them, on the floor of the fire-place and they
will speedily bake. Be sure to have the

front closed in, and the top covered so that

none of the heat escapes. That is the .secret

of baking in this manner.

If you are near a clay bank there \e. a dandy
way, (much like the above), in which to bake

bread that I deem it well to mention.

Cut into the bank, making a hole one and one

half to two feet high, and three feet wide, and
three feet from the front to the back. Pre-

ferably make the top arched as i't won'l

be so liable to cave Ln. Smooth the floor

of this, and then by a steady firing you will

be able to bake the top, walls and floor as

hard as brick. You have no chhnncy to this,

allowing your smoke to come out in front.

When you wish to bake, gel the clay nigh to

red-hot, then scrape oul all coals, and brush

Ihe floor. You can bake the bread by laying

it right on the lloor, or in tins. Close in the

front very tight so that all the heat is pre-

served.

The good point about the fire-place with
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the sheet iron top is that you can cook over

it and bake in it too. The clay-bank baking

place is used only for baking.

The sheet iron top eliminates the usual

trouble in cooking over open fires, where one

approaches his task \\'ith a half heart, and

really never makes a thorough job out of it.

The trouble with cooking or boiling over an

open fire te that your fire is either too hot,

or not hot enough. On the sheet iron top

all this trouble is done away with. The old

way of boiling and camp cookery was not

complete without the smoke-stained coffee

pot that one could not lift out of the fire save

with a brace of sticks, dumping out half of the

colTee as the attempt was made. If the coffee

pot was, or is, a poor one the handle comes off

thus adding to the "joys" of cooking over

the picturesque open fire.

A few remarks here about the water supply

and how to obtain it will not be amiss. Many
campers use water from streams and
lakes without straining it, or with-

out boiling it. Deliberate harm will

not always come from this, but

there are, and have been times,

when there has been harm done.

Don't scoop out water from any
hole and expect to get away with it.

Clear, clean water is in demand, and,

because, with a little ingenuity it can

easily be obtained, I suggest that

the directions I give may be help-

ful. It has accurately been said

that in a lake the clearest, cleanest

water comes from near the bottom,

at least in the depths. It is the

surface water that gives up the

refuse and the scum, and as the

lower water yields up any of this it

does not remain in the depths but
"^Jt^n; comes to the surface. The result,

it can readily be seen is that the depth are

always clean. Also the deeper down you go,

the colder the water. The surface water

may be warm, but deep down it is most

agreeable. How to get water from the depths

is, therefore, a desirable thing to know. In

Figure II we show an ordinary bottle with a

wire harness firm around it let down into the

depths which is done by connecting an iron or

stone weight to the bottom as shown. \
strong cord or green linen fishi;ig line is then

attached firmly to the cork of the bottle.

When your bottle is down deep enough the

cork is pulled, after which the bottle fills,

and you pull it up. Since the bottle is full

coming up, no other water gets in. In this

manner, even on the warmest days, you are

able to get hold of a cold bottle of water.

Especially in spring-fed lakes can cold and

sparkling water be brought to the surface in

this manner. I have spoken of the small

bottle. If you desire a greater quantity, use

a five gallon can, (milk can); have a sufficient

weight to it, and a wire to the can cover.

Don't jaiHi the cover down too tight, or you

will not be able to pull it out. Just have it

sit in tight enough so that it will make the

trip to the depths without coming out.

With a little care two people can readily

hoist up a large can from the depths.

Never use the water right around shore,

either for drinking or for cooking. Get

good water, with the can, as I have outlined.

Many take the shore water and strain and

boil it but this usually is great deal of bother.

Water from the depths it is not necessary; to

boil, though it should be strained which

is easily done by running it through a tight

c^oth. To keep the water cool have a hole

dug in a shady place and sink the can in this

two thirds of its length. As I have stated a

milk can makes one of the finest receptacle

one can think of for holding the water.

I have mentioned one way of getting the

water supply, but it is not the only method I

know of—and this is a one not conmionly in

use. You obtain a barrel for the purpose in

view. This barrel should be a former mo-

lasses or sugar barrel, thick staves, not of the

common thin, cheap type fo barrel. The
molasses barrel is excellent for the purpose.

Where the staves meet along the centre of the

barrel, make thin openings, here and there;

cracks, in other words. When you ha^c

some of these all around it will be ready to be

used.

Now bring it down to the sandy beach of the

lake. Dig a hole one foot from the water
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edge the same size as the barrel and two
thirds of its height. Sink the barrel down
in this hole and thep tamp the sand down
around it. It will not be so very long before

the water will begin to seep in through the

cracks to fill the bottom of the barrel. This
water is clear and clean, for the simple reason

that it has worked its way through the sand
into the barrel. The result is sand and
gravel-filtered water. Keep the top
covered over with a canvas cover that will

just fit over it like a cap and thus nothing
will come into it in the shape of insects, frogs

and turtles. You have here clean water at

aU times; in fact as clean as sand can purify

it. Figure III will give an idea of how the

barrel is sunk in the sand at the lake shore.

Passing on from the highly important sys-

tem of getting the water for the camp we
come to the cooler, where the various food-

stuffs are to be kept. There is a clumsy,

disagreeable, absolutely impracticable method
of digging a hole in the ground and keeping
the various perishable foods in a box that fits

into that hole. After one has been through a

couple of rainstorms and has fished out the

floating butter and dead frogs, he de'cides that

some other method could be used. But how?
No one seems to know any other method.

Figure IV shows a burlap cooler that has

been tried out and has not been found want-

ing. It is absolutely clean, practical and rain

or shine is on duty. This cooler may be

made in any size you desire from being two
feet square and three feet high to any other

dimension desired. One three feet high

and two feet square is enough for three

camping out in a wall tent. In this affair

you will be able to put in uil that you are

possibly using and keep it in the verj' best

of condition. You simply make a frame-

work for this cooler out of two by one strips

as shown in (a) of Figure IV. The top is

boarded across, complete so that a pan can
sit on it as shown in (a). At an equal dis-

tance from top to bottom, fit in more two by
one strips. Three of these shelfs are about

right, ^^^len these shelf-strips are fitted in

place, tack on porch wire-screen so that it

will be tight in place, and unyielding. On
these shelfs the food is to be placed.

The entire front of this cooler is done as

shown in (b) of Figure IV. When the frame-

work is done burlap is hung from the

top of the cooler down on all sides. Along
each corner have buttons. Thus one side

buttons onto the other. The pan at the top

is filled with water. The burlap before it is

hung up is saturated with water. It is then

stretched into place and buttoned up, and
the tops of each side of the burlap is placed in

the water in the pan at the top. This wet
burlap acts very much like a wick. It keeps

drinking in the water in the pan, thus convey-

ing it downward along the sides of the burlap,

keeping the burlap wet as long as there is

water in the pan. The wind passing over and
around the burlap keeps it cool within. Of
course this cooler should be set in the shade,

never where the sun can get at it and should

preferably be nailed to some solid material.

The burlap must be wet before you place the

top ends of it in the water. The door buttons

along one side, and top. Thus you unbutton

the side and top over the door when you wish

to open it. It is not necessary to have this
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connected at the top with the pan to draw
water. Simply keep the door wet. With
three sides drinking water that will be plenty.

Personally I am not much in favor of the meth-
od of buying a camp outfit complete, knives,

forks, plates and so forth; thus you often buy
a camp stove and get the complete utensils

along with them. These utensils are usually

of inferior material. You can go around in

the five and ten cent stores and pick up all the

materials you need for a camping trip. It is

owner of this humble, inexpensive camp told

me:
"A person does not begin to enjoy camping

out till he has camped out from spring till

autumn. A camp is not a camp unless one

gets busy at odd times and makes his own
chairs, seats and so forth out of trees and

saplings. Rustic furniture make camping
out plump full of interest." 4^
Anyone with an axe and a sharp hatchet

can make his own furniture, chairs and so

usually well to have enough of each, as

regards utensils, so that if some are lost

you have the means to replace them without
any trouble.

Be sure and have a good axe along, and a

small belt hatchet, also a good, strong, broad-

bladed pocket knife for cutting purposes of

all kinds.

I once spent seven months in a camp a long

time ago. It was there that I first had a

look-in on the joys of true camp-life. The

forth. It takes but a little time and it certain-

ly is worth while. In making a chair you can
weave willows or limber branches in for the

seat and the back to make an elegant affair.

In Figure V, I show some drawings of camp
things made rustic fashion that should be
interesting. In Figure VI. is a platform up
in a tree, with a ladder leading up, that

should also win the eye and the heart at a

glance. All of these are drawn from the
real thing.
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The letter (a) of Figure V shows the frame-

work of a chair. Sticks can be tacked across,

or the back and the seat can be woven in with

willows or limber sticks. The letter (b) shows

another chair very simply made. A glance

should tell you how. The letter (c) is a

stump sawed off, the roots forming the chair

legs. In this case boards arc used for the

seat portion. The letter (d) points to a

crotch on a tree sharpened and nailed up
to make a hook to hang things on. If you
ha\e been bothered with trying to hang up
four hundred and fifty-two things on one

small nail this idea will be a blessing. The
letter (e) is something on the same order,

only having three wooden hooks.

By a little ingenuity you will be able to

guess up hundreds of things like this that

will really be a comfort, and will truly be

worth while.

The good thing about the platform in

Figure VI is that on sultry nights one may
spend a comfortable evening there, at peace

with the world. While the mosquitoes are

liable to make life miserable close to the

earth, where these winged pests keep them-

selves, the higher up in a tree you go the fewer

mosquitoes you will find. We once erected a

tent o\er a platform as that shown in the

drawing and never lived more comfortably.

-Around the edges of this platform one may

tack on wooden bo.xes a foot square. These

bo.\es are to be filled with earth. By planting

morning glories in these you will make a

very nice screen of greenery.

The platform shown in the drawing, (which

is made from "life"), over-lo»ks a lake, per-

mitting of an unexcelled view.

:"^^g%^.#



GUNS g^AMMUNITIO
Keeping Your Powder Too Dry.

John Lynn

IF
you think you can take your rifle at any

time and lift a squirrel at fifty yards

without fail, don't read this article, for it

might destroy your faith and your joy in that

gun. The joy of the writer in two rifles was
killed a leng time ago, and he understands

what aa ugly business the killing was. If.

however, you are one of the many who often

find a well-aimed bullet going astray, a pos-

sible explanation may be found there, for this

is the meat of a report from a man who has

been exceptionally placed to find out about
one reason for rifles missing what they are

pointed at. In fact, he wanted to call this

article "Why We Often Miss."

Faith in a rifle backed by practice with it

and by a natural aptitude for shooting is a

good thing, but too much faith will not work
out in practice and automatically kills itself.

I pull a dead bead on the head of the same
tack sticking in the same wood house once
each week for season after season, how far

from the tack could I expect the bullets to

scatter? It is part of what the rifle can'l do

that is to be pinned down this time.

Many think of the rifle barrel and the

bullet as the only features that can effect

accuracy very much, overlooking the part

the powder plays. The smokeless powder
with which all modern cartridges are loaded
has some odd qualities that the makers do not
advertise. Some of these are shared by black

powder, but not all.

There is the matter of moisture content of

the powder, for instance. When smokeless
powder is made, one of the final operations
is to dry in it specially constructed kilns.

This "drying" is not what we ordinarily

understand the word to mean, but a careful

lowering of the moisture in the powder to a

certain amount, and an equally careful keep-

ing of what moisture remains. When the pow-
der is "finished" therefore, it absolutely must
have a certain percentage of moisture.

This percentage is set by the chemists at a

compromise figure. Doubtless the powder
would burn better and develop more force if

it had no moisture at all, and doubtless prac-

tically all moisture could be taken out of it

in the kilns, if desired. But smokeless pow-
der draws water worse even than dry lime

or dry salt. If it was perfectly drj', it would
soak up water from the very air and within

a few hours after it left the factorj' it would
contain a varjing amount of dampness that

would depend on the weather. Some lots would
have a chance to stay dry; others would
get very damp. The amount of moisture

left in the powder, therefore, is set by the

chemists at the amount they think can be

kept with least increase or decrease under

average storage conditions.

These amounts vary with different kinds

of powder or brands, and the exact figures

are not given out by the powder makers.

For explaining the effect of its moisture

content on the shooting of the powder, how-
ever, any figure will do. Therefore to serve

the purpose the figure two percent may be

used. Our smokeless powder, fresh and clean

from the mill, we will say contains this

amount of moisture, and its behavior under

field conditions is to be noted.

The first thing done with a new lot of

powder is to test it by shooting, to see what
charges are needed in the various guns to

which it is suited. The powder makers do it

and the cartridge loading companies do it.
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using instruments that tell the speed of the

bullets. Each cartridge and rifle has a

standard velocity, (as 2700 feet for the U.S.

30-06 cartridge and about 2000 feet for the

30-30.) When a new lot of powder is tried

they simply use enough of it to give the

required velocity.

The average shooter will be surprised to

learn that in spite of all the makers can do
diiTerent lots of the same powder vary in

51 grains to do the same. The standard

charge of this powder and gun is supposed

to be about 48 grains.

The tests are conducted with the regular

amount of moisture in the powder, it must be

remembered. The powder is stored for a

while and is shipped here or there. It

gathers more moisture if it is in damp rooms,

or dries out somewhat if near steam pipes.

Further tests made then disclose that each

Two ten shot groups fired at .'jO yards to -show the efl'ect of moisture in powder.

Ride .'50-1906 Springfield; bullet standard 150 grain 30 caliber; powder du Pont
No 75, charge based on 15 grains.

The powder was divided 48 hours before the test. A few ounces was poured out of
the regular one-pound canister into a tin box without a lid, and left in the damp air
of a cellar, till just before it was fired.

Loading was done immediately before firing. The Ideal measure was set to throw
exactly 15 grains weight of normal dry powder out of the regular can. The damp
powder was put through the same measure without changing the adjustment, but the
charge weighed 15)^ grains, proving that the powder had taken up H grain weight of
water to each 15 grains of powder, or more than three per cent instead of thej^ per cent
mentioned in the body of the article. (Of course under unusually damp conditions.)

The firing was done with one adjustment of sights; the ten cartridges loaded with the
dry powder first. The top group, marked A on the target, is the one made with the dry
powder; and the bottom group marked B on the target is the one made with the damp
powder. Group A is only I .3-8 inch in diameter; group H i32Ji inches. More irnport.int,

every shot of £roup B Is below the lowest shot of group A, and the average striking
point of group B measures 1 5-8 Inches below the average strlklng'point of group
A.

Strength so much that charges from some
lots have to be several grains in weight

heavier than charges from other lots. U. S.

Government pyro powder, or du Pont No. 20

as it sometimes is called, iias been used by the

writer which re(|uircd only 14 grains to give

2700 feet velocity in the Winchester Model
1895, ;3(MI0 ride, and again other lots of the

same powdiT has been used which required

change of a tenth of a percent in the mois-

ture in the powder shows up in the velocity

perceptibly,while a change either way of so

much as one half percent may make a dilTer-

cnce of 50 to 100 feet in the velocity. The
water cools the temperature of the gases as

they l)urn, reduces their volume, and cuts the

pressure behind the bullet. One half percent

of the weight of the powder in a 30-30 shell
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makes a drop of water about as big as a pin

head.

The extreme range of a 30-30 rifle pro-

bably is about 3000 yards. This range is

obtained at the standard velocity. If the

powder used contains less moisture than when
it was tested, however, the bullet will have

a little more range, while if it contains more
moisture, the bullet will fall short. One half

percent additional moisture probably would

make a 30-30 bullet Jail short 200 to 300 yards,

and likely would take 400 yards off the extreme

range oj the 30-06. If the fall is measured at

500 yards, the 30-30 may strike two or three

feet lower, and the 30-06 a foot and a half.

Even at 200 yards the bullet is lowered

enough to miss most game and to miss a

bulls eye. As for the tack head mentioned in

the beginning, the bullet might be half an inch

or so from that, though decreased velocity

shows up most at ranges beyond 150 to 200
yards.

Smokeless powder therefore must be kept

absolutely air tight after its moisture and
velocity test if it is to give without fail the

same results as when first tried. In actual

practice it is not kept air tight, and does

change its moisture content. The man
who reloads his own ammunition has most
to contend wth. The powder cans have
small air leaks along the seams and even
through the body. The screw cap at the top
is not fitted with a rubber washer. As
the air outside and inside the can changes
in temperature, it contracts and expands,

which causes a current to suck through these

holes. To see how much water the air carried,

one has only to look at the drops which con-

dense on the outside of a water pipe during
some kinds of weather, or at the vapor that

gathers sometimes on a window pane.

Factory ammunition is by no means free

from the same trouble. To begin with, the

powder is open to the air while it is being
loaded. Then the cartridges seldom are air

tight. The Governments like to apply
some shellac about the primers of army
ammunition and sometimes even about the

bullets to shut out all the air, but sporting

cartridges are never given this extra precau-
tion. There is a How of air through the holes

about the bullet and about the primer, which,
small as it is, is capable of introducing an
extra half percent of moisture into the pow-
der charge during a few weeks. Every
hunter knows how cartridges are warmed
up in a pocket, then laid overnight where they
are lowered to zero temperature. Again they

may be laid on a dry shelf for months, and
finally will be taken out and perhaps care-

lessly dropped into the snow. The result

of all this is that after cartridges have been

loaded some weeks, or powder stored for that

time, there is no knowing in advance just

where the bullets will strike. Perhaps stor-

age conditions have been just right for hold-

ing the original amount of moisture. Then
the bullets wU strike at normal elevation.

But perhaps storage conditions have been
something else. From this cause alone it is

not hard to predict what happens to the man
who thinks he can pick up any ammunition
and hit at all times any small object he aims

at.

Yet the moisture content of the powder is

by no means the only feature that effects

accuracy or striking point of the bullet.

Another is how full the charge fills the shell

The powder makers usually call this "density

of loading." To put the matter more accur-

ately, what is meant is the proportion of

air space in the shell after loading compared
to the space in the empty shell. No charge

of powder can be solid. Some air always is

to be found between grains. Smokeless

powder also has air in the holes through the

tubular grains or in pores in the fibrous

grains. Quite often, also, the charge of smoke-
less powder does not entirely fill the shell.

Now, air has a great influence on the

burning of the powder. The more air the

charge has in the shell, the slower it will burn
and the less pressure it will develop, hence the

less bullet velocity it will give and the lower

striking point it will give. With reduced
air it burns faster, hotter, stronger. It

follows that when a charge is increased to

compensate for moisture it may have taken
up, the extra two or three grains added to the

charge may drive the pressure and the velocity

up at a rate that looks unreasonable. There
is an exact relation in everj' cartridge between
the bulk and weight of the normal powder
charge on the one hand, and on the other

hand the space in the shell, the bullet, the

barrel and the primer.

As these matters effect the hunter or the

target shooter, the amount of air space may
be altered by any one of several things. A
shell may be slightly dinged. A bullet may
be seated deeper than usual. A shell may
have dirt inside. The walls of the shell itself

may be thicker or thinner than usual. The
primer may be stronger or weaker than ordin-

ary. Everj- one of these things registers

its result infallibly when the cartridge is
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fired in the rifle—the bullets go somewhere

else than to the usual spot. The extreme

range is cut_ down or increased, the bullet

flies higher or lower than it should at all

ranges, and of course we fail to register on

that tack head.

A third feature has its effects. This is the

grain size of the powder. There are just two
main classes of smokeless powder formula

used by makers—the nitroglycerine powders

and the nilrocelulose powders. In each

class, however, are several different sizes and
shapes of grain The stuff in each class

is pretty much the same for all the powders in

it; the difference between them is largely a

difference of grain.

The makers might not admit it, but anyone
who stops to think will know that there are

bound to be variations in these grains.

There will be small grains and large grains.

They may be mixed together in the same lot,

or one lot may run smaller throughout than

another. Big grains burn slower than fine

grains, give less pressure, and lower bullet

velocities. The hunter in the field never

knows what proportion of each charge he has

is finer than the standard for that powder
and what proportion, coarser. If the primer

flash first strikes coarse grains his velocity

will be lower than if it strikes fine grains.

The God of Luck has a good bit to do with

the striking point of the bullet so far as this

matter of the grains is concerned. If shells

are loaded at home the powder can be watched
and perhaps a few of the grains measured with

a micrometer caliper to get an idea of what
will happen. Factory ammunition perfor-

mance can be foretold in advance of shooting

by tossing a coin about as accurately as any
other way—which means that no one can
tell whether the bullets will fly normal, high

or low without actually trying a few .shots.

And there is still a fourth feature of powde""

which effects the striking point of the bullet.

That is the chemical make-up of the powder
itself. Back at the beginning it was mention-

ed how some lots of powder run strong and
take less number of grains per charge, while

others run weaker and take heavier charges.

The reason is that in the mixing it is impo.s-

sible to get the different batches the same.

No man knows what a lot of powder will do
till it is trieil in the gun.

The powtlir makers are careful about this

matter, silling lo individuals only suc/i

lots ax conform lo a certain standard, as for

instance No. 20 powder for general selling

must be of lots requiring about 48 grains lo

the charge in the 30-06 cartridge. To the '.

cartridge loading companies, however, they

sell the stronger and weaker lots as well,

knowing that these firms will test velocities

for themselves and load only what will give

standard bullet speeds. That is all very well

within rather wide limits, but it leaves out of

consideration the effect of density of loading

and some other matters, with the result that

we are off that tack head from still another

cause.

Nothing in the foregoing is to be taken as

implying that factory ammunition or carefully

and properly hand loaded ammunition is

unreliable. On the contrary, it is as reliable

as the nature of the powder, primer, shell

and bullet will permit it to be. The point

is that no powder is made so exact and so

unchangeable that we can draw a bead on

that tack and expect to drive it or eve» to

lead it every time. If the rifle is good and

the shooting good, the sights may be adjusted

to hit the tack with perhaps any one lot oj

cartridges. Then the next lot of cartridpos

that come from the store may put the whole

bunch of bullets in an equallj' small space an

inch or two higher or lower than the tack, or

even off to a side a little.

Dead accuracy season after season would

result from the use of absolutely uniform

powder, shells, primer, bullets and barrel,

which is a combination that never yet has

existed.

Can you then adjust your rifle and expect

it to shoot into the same bullet hole—or into

a squirrel without fail? "It is to laughl"

as a Polish acquaintance of mine used to say.

And- the fellow who takes up a 30-30 rifle

or a 38-55 season after season and claims he

can shoot 'em dead with any ammunition that

will fit, because his gun is right and his eye

is good—how about him? HATS I

The one outstanding lesson from this study

of powder is that every hunter should do what

a target shooter does—test every lot of

cartridges just before he starts out to use

them, and adjust his sights to their particular

needs. If he does not he is likely to be

treated to some painfully surprising misses on

easy shots.

A further precaution that can be taken

is to store powder or loaded cartridges so

they will be least subject to atmospheric

influence. Powder cans should be closed as

tight as possible, always, and never should

be left with the lid off over night. Powder

itself should be handled openly only in nor-

mally dry air. If it has dried out or become
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damp, stir and mix il well, then try a few

loads to see how the bullets hold up at long

range. Both powder and loaded cartridges

should be stored in a dry place. It is not

always possible to keep them at a fairly even

temperature, but they never should get very

warm, and if convenient Ihey are the belter for

being kept from freezing temperature.

Finally the man who wants the finest

results will take steps to waterproof all

cartridges he keeps for any length of time

and all he takes to the field. This can usually

be done best by applying shellac round the

primers and bullets, though plenty of a good

lubricant usually will do the trick for cast

and grooved bullets.

Anyone inclined to experiment for himself

can prove the effect of moisture on powder
verj- easily. Of the same lot of powder, put

enough for ten shells where it will be exposed
to very damp air. At the end of about 48
hours, load into the ten shells, and also load

ten more with powder that has been kept dry.

Then fire them all at 500 yards without
changing the sights. When you go to look

at the target take along a piece of chalk or a

big black lead pencil. You will find you can
draw the outline of a full-sized bear between
the centers of the two groups of bullet holes.

The .22 Long Rifle Hollow Point Cartridge.

C. S. Landis.

IN
the February 1919 issue of Rod and Gun,

Mr. Roy Fraser requests an article on the

.2i long rifle hollow point cartridge and
also requests that I get busy on something in

the line of an article on the .22. Without
knowing it he has very kindly supplied

the most difficult part of any article, its

subject, and I will try to supply the remainder.

As most of our readers know, the small

bore rifle has been one of my pet hobbies

for many years. I have tried practically

all of the small bore loads on the market and
many not on the market, and believe that the

.22 long rifle hollow point cartridge comes
the nearest to being the best all around
small bore cartridge on the market for the

AVERAGE shooter. This does not mean
that I consider the .22 long rifle hollow pijint

cartridge the ideal small bore cartridge. Far
from it. The velocity is 60 per cent too low
and sometimes the accuracy is not great

enough—and it should possess 200 per cent

more energj' without any greater ability to

MANGLE game.

Now let us consider what qualities the
ideal small bore cartridge should possess

They are:

1. Gilt edge accuracy (1 inch circle at 50
yards).

2. Highest velocity possible with low
energy and finest accuracy.

.}. Not over 300 ft. lbs. energy.

4. Lowest possible COST.
5. Long barrel life—easy cleaning.

6. Sold anywhere.

7. Clean killer without undue mangling.

8. Danger space beyond ranges over
which small game is usually shot—as short as

possible.

9. Equal adaptability to both hunting
and target shooting.

I am sure that I am safe in saying that the

.22 long rifle hollow point cartridge possesses

all of these qualities except number 2, and
sopie of them are slightly deficient in accuracy.

This can usually be overcome by testing the

various standard brands in the particular

.22 calibre rifle that one is shooting. After

shooting 50 shots with each make, choose

the one making the smallest groups, or rather

the one that groups the 80 per cent of its

shots in the smallest groups.

The difference between the average of the

make, making the smallest groups and the

make giving the largest groups—will be about

100 per cent or just about the dilTerence

between a 1 to 1 1^4 inch average at 50 yards

and a 2 or 2 J-2 inch average.

So far as I know there is no way of telling

-

which make or lot will give the smallest

groups without making a test of this kind.

After making such a test buy all that you can
of that particular lot of cartridges that

give the best average and the greatest uni-

formity of grouping.

As a usual thing, the bullets having the

largest hole in the nose of the bullet or having

the highest velocity, or both—will give the

poorest accuracy and the greatest killing

power—when they do hit RIGHT, and vice-
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versa. So tlierefore, which cartridge to

select after making such a test, depends upon

whether it will be used for close target shoot-

ing and squirrel shooting—or for rabbits,

woodchucks and larger game.

The .22 Long Rifle as a Target Cartridge.

The .22 long rifle hollow point cartridge will

—if you select a good lot of course, shoot

for accuracy at 50 yards with any cast bullet

load on the market that has the bullet seated

in the shell—that I have ever seen. I do

not believe that any factory cartridge that

uses a cast bullet will equal it in accuracy ex-

cepting the same cartridge (.22 long rifle)

with solid bullet.

Winchester .22 Long Rifle Cartridges. Lesmok
powder and hollow-point bullets. Elev. 2.90. W.G.
3.95.fe Stevens' rifle and telescope sight. 10 shots 50
yards prone. No sighting shots. Oct. 26, 1914,
4 p.m. C. S. Landis.

I have, shooting a single shot hunting rifle

equipped with telescope sight, scored from
489 to 49.3 out of a possible 500 for 50 con-

secutive shots—on a ONE INCH bull at 50

yards, quite frequently. It will not shoot

out of a 2 inch bull (after being sighted in of

course) at .W yards, often enough to worry

about.

As a Game Cartridge.

A gray squirrel-—sitting up—presents a 2

inch area across the shoulders that is abso-

lutely fatal each shot up to 50 yards if the

shooter can HOLD.
• I have killed 16 straight gray squirrels

using this cartridge of Winchester make and
have killed .') with 5 cartridges with U.M.C.'s
which were less accurate Hum the Winchesters

in MY P.Il'XE but had a Hatter trajectory,

tore a much larger hole and were better

killers on the larger species of small game.

As a .squirrel cartridge—it has one peculiar

and very good advantage that I discovered

more or less by accident in shooting—that

in game such as squirrels and at ranges not

over about '10 yards, that it had a peculiar

explosive effect on ganii> Ih.il \v;is shot in the

stomach (not entrails) and that in every case

of this kind that came to my notice, it abso-

lutely paralyzed the game on the spot.

A squirrel that was paunched would simply

collapse, no struggling like one shot through

the head or lungs, no meat spoiled, the game
was not bloodied up by its struggles and was
not mangled as badly as one shot through

the shoulders.

In fact, I considered that under 40 yards,

the stomach shot was the cleanest shot to

make on this game when using the hollow

point cartridge.

So far as penetration is concerned at 40

to 60 yards—the bullet would usually stop

under the hide of the far shoulder, when shot

through the shoulders, of tough old grays;

and in end to end shots, head to stern or the

opposite, I never got a bullet clear through

the carcass and what was left of the squirrel

was usually of not very much use for the

table.

There is no question about the fact that

this cartridge lacks both velocity and energy.

For a squirrel cartridge it should strike

hard enough to knock squirrels off the trees

when they are hit most anywhere. This it

will not do over 40 yards and not always

under that, unless they are cleanly killed or

very badly hit. A .25-20 or similar cartridge,

with its four times greater energy, will knock
them off nicely.

When one is shooting off dense trees this is

an important item. Due to the high tra-

jectory of this cartridge it is practically

useless against squirrels over 50 yards, due

to high and low hits and misses, due to

errors in estimating the range correctly, and
if there is anything more discouraging to a

squirrel hunter than to have half his bag of

game shot through both hams and ruined by
hollow point bullets I do not know what
it is unless it is no squirrels at all to shoot at.

As a woodchuck cartridge it is fine killer

at short range, on shots at the butt of the

ear, through the nock or the spine between

the shoulders but on other shots it lacks the

punch to slop them on the spot before they

dive into their holes.

On all lung shots or larger game such as

coon, etc., it should do well as it tears a

hole the size of a quarter to a half dollar as it

goes through the flesh, but it lacks the pene-

tration so necessary for good work on such

game except at very short range.

On birds, anything smaller than grouse it

mangles, and for crows, li.iwks, etc., it has

such a high trajectory as to be practically
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A Clean Break ! Out in the open, under
the bhie sky. The trap house just

ahead and your eye ready to spot the
bird in its flight from the trap. A quick
aim, a steady pull—and, what satisfac-

tion to see the clay target smashed to

bits as it hurtles through the air. It's

teh greatest sport of man or woman.
Make it complete by your selection of
ammunition that responds to aim and
trigger pull.

Dominion
Shotgun Shells

lire the trap shooter's dependable ammunition
—accurate, fast and true as to pattern. There
is just enough difference between Dominion
Canuck, Sovereign and Regal Shotgun Shells
to meet each indQvidual requirement.
Join the thousands who are shooting at the
traps this year. If there isn't a gun club in

your town, start one—and be sure your am-
munition is always Dominion— the ammuni-
tion backed by the big "D" Trade Mark.

Canuck Shotgun Shells-
one of the DomiDion brands- now
hold ihe Canadian long run record at

the traps—203 consecutive breaks.

Dominion Cartridge Co., Limited.

Montreal, Canada.
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useless compared to any high power small

bore cartridge that is really accurate.

The beauty of the .22 long rifle hollow

point is its cheapness, fine accuracy, good

killing qualities up to 50 yards and no bother

about reloading and as a result the man
who shoots it actually KNOWS his rifle. He
shoots enough to become thoroughly a cus-

tomed to the hang, trigger pull, sighting

and trajectory of his rifle. As a result he

gets to be an expert small game shot. In

other words, he gets all that is to be gotten

out of his rifle and that is what the average

busy individual who likes to hunt, but who
has other things to do beside loading rifle

ammunition every evening, is looking for.

I believe it to be the very best all around

cartridge for small game hunting and target

shooting foT the AVERAGE individual for

these reasons.

Experiences With a .22 High Power.

"E. H. D."

THIS will be an account of my experi-

ences on game with the .22 high power

Savage which I have been promising you

for some time. It dates back into the year

1915 when the .22 high power was the newest

and most talked about gun on the market.

I live ina city situated in the heart of the

best hunting grounds in Ontario and it is

no uncommon sight to see deer ar moose

come right into the centre of the city and

stare in amazement at the l)uildiiigs and then

walk quietly off into the woods again.

Now to get back to the topic of conversa-

tion, I owned a .30-30 Winchester carbine

but never seemed to have much luck with it

as I had wounded several moose and they

always managed to get away and die and

there is no sport in that kind of hunting

and I would rather miss them than hit and

lose them as they nearly always die if hit

through the l)ody so I got rid of this gun.

A friend of mine had just bought a .22 high

power and then a fellow offered him a .280

Ross to take out for his trip so he advised me
to take the .22 high power and try it out

and I accepted his olTer.

There were to be five in our parly this year

but as some of the jjoys could not gel away
for four or live days after the sea,son opened

my friend mvl I jumped on the train on the

night of Noveml)er first and in a couple of

liours were having supper in our camp forty

miles away. We had come down just for a

couple of days to scout around and to sec

where the game was holding forth, for lh('

coming week we would be down in force after

their hides.

We did not intend to sliool a moose on this

trip but if we could gel a deer we would take

him out for meal for camp.

Wc accordingly left camp at daybreak the

next morning fully confident of making a hit

before we returned so I put a piece of rope in

my pocket and threw the little .22 high

power over my shoulder and started. I

must say for the benefit of the readers tl^t

have never handled one that they are very

light and a real graceful looking little gun.

We hit the trail along the river for half a

mile or so and then discovered some pretty

freshly made tracks where they had been
around the previous day so deciding Where
we would be likely to find them, as we knew
the country pretty well, we got.into one of our

fishing boats and paddled up stream about a

half mile and again took to the woods head-

ing towards some lakes about another half

mile away but before reaching there we
struck some fresh tracks and separated to

take our chances as I am a firm believer

that four eyes and ears can see and hear

more than two.

I had not travelled more than ten minutes

going very slowly and wide awake when I

came into view of one of the lakes, where
I stood still and watched around the marsh
for deer. Seeing nothing, I decided to go

around on the right side as my partner

would be on the left.

I had not gone over fifty yards until I

thought f heard something on my right and

turning my head I beheld a nice young
buck standing under some bushes not forty

feet from me looking straight at me. He
was standing broadside to me with flag up

and feet spread apart for a bound into the

brush. I knew that I must use caution here

as 1 am not a good shot by any means and

had a strange rifle I had never fired before.

I slipped off the safety and very slowly

raised the rifle to my shoulder, then slowly

lowered my head to catch the sights without
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Always carry a DAYLO for hunting and trapping

Inspecting Traps, Dead Falls

and Snares with a Daylo
WITH a Daylo to help, you can pick out tracks

and signs that an Indian would miss

—

—Inside of hollow logs and trees.

—^Under big tangles of roots or driftwood.

—Under bankscovered with overhanging grassand brush
—^And even down in the home holes and dens of the

fur bearers themselves.

No successful trapper should cover a trap line without
an Eveready Daylo—the light that says, "There It Is!"

77 styles for sale by EVEREADY dealers everj^here.
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a movement of the body and as quickly

as he crossed my sights I fired. He only

stamped his front foot, switched his tail and

ears and then was still again. I had seen

the dirt Hy off a rotten log just under his

chest so I knew that I had shot low. In a

second I repeated and taking a bead back of

his front shoulder I fired again and he dropped

on his fronj. knees but was up in a second and

flag down he made off. I again fired and
missed and I made ready for another shot

but it was not necessary for he ran about

thirty feet and apparently blinded ran a foul

of a snag and feel. Being unable to rise he

died in a second or so before I reached him.

Then I dragged him to higher ground and
bled him but got very little blood.

By this time my partner had come up,

so we dressed him and hung him up.

My first bullet had made a clean hole

through the fleshy part of his front leg just

below the body but the second had gone
between the ribs and expanding before

reaching the heart had literally cut it to

pieces. Then it entered the shoulder on the

opposite side leaving a hole you could easily

place your four fingers into so I came to the

conclusion that she was a bear to hit but I

wanted to see how she would hit moose
before I would want to buy one.

We did not see a moose in the next few
days although we started a couple but the

brush was too thick to get a sight of them so

we came back and carried the deer home and
had some choice venison for supper. Then
we had a good sleep that night and the next

morning we took part of him back to town,

leaving the rest in camp for camp meat, when
we would be down again for a couple of days
for our annual moose hunt.

In three days we were again having a

midnight meal in our camp by the stream

in preparation for the hunt the next morning.

Before daybreak we were again on our way
and about a half mile from camp we ran into

a pack of coyotes but it was still too dark to

see or to shoot them although there was
quite a pack. They split into three bunches

and ran howling through the woods. Would-

n't we have given them a merry lime had it

been light enough for u.s to see and to have

shot into them with live guns spitting fire.

A few hours later my partner and I were

silting on a ridge overlooking the surrounding

country in search of what we could see when
I heard something break a twig and an

in.slanl later a nice bull stepped into view

down in a thicket about a hundred yards

below us but unfortunately was gone again in

a second from our view. Right here in spite

of argument my partner pulled a boneheaded

play, if I may call it so, as he slid down the

mountain after Mr. Moose and both were

lost to my view.

I was in a bad plight as I did not know
what move to make so that I could get a shot

but spottfng a low ridge running crosswise to

where I was standing. I ran along the

ridge towards the rise in the ground and

stopped about three or four hundred yards

from the spot where I figured was my only

chance to get a shot if he came that way and

then I would be very lucky if I touched him

at that distance.

Presently to my surprise up popped Mr.
Moose on the run and swinging his head to

look for my partner and I fired and missed.

Again I fired and he hunched on one leg, then

changing his course, limped into a poplar

grove and stopped.

I had broken his hind leg, so taking another

deliberate aim I fired and he fell. He tried

to rise but could not seem to manage it so I

fired a few more shots but to no avail as the

brush was very thick. Seeing that he could

not get away I came down and walked up to

about forty yards of him and he was siting

up on his haunches. I again fired just back

of his shoulder but he only tried to get up.

Next I took a shot at his head but still no

effect. By this time my partner had arrived

on the scene and with two shots he finished

him.

My first shot had broken his leg just below

the hock, the second had broken his back

just above the kidneys and the third went
into his lungs. The fourth hit just below

the eye had turned downwards and broken

both jaw bones. My bullets had inflicted

heavy damage but had not killed.

The climax came two days later when I

was all alone. I no'ticed fresh m9bse tracks

going in my direction but as there was no

snow I could not follow to any degree o'f suc-

cess so, stopping on a Little open patch of

rock, I was looking around and listening when

a twig cracked and then out steps a

lordly moose not more than thirty yards

yards from me and stood looking straight at

me. How I prayed, for a gun liis size, no man
will ever know.

I looked at the gun and llu-u ;it the moose

so decided not to take chance. Fully five

minutes we watched each other. He was the

largest moose by far that I had ever seen and I

have seen dozens of them at quite close range.
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DuPont

"Progressive Burning''
Powders

for high-power Military and Sporting Rifles

Improved Military Rifle Powder No. 1

5

Improved Military Rifle Powder No. 1

6

Improved Military Rifle Powder No. 1

8

A load for any cartridge

Rifle Smokeless Division

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company
WILMINGTON, DEL.

U. S. A.

Let your trap gun purchase be a PARKER. Be one
of the thousands of satisfied PARKER Gun users.

PARKER Guns are made by gun experts. The purchaser of
a PARKER Gun receives in good substantial gun value, the
benefits of experience in gun manufacturing of over 50 years.

Once you have used the PARKER, you will never be
satisfied with anything but the BEST.

Eventually you will shoot the PARKER. Why not now ?

Send for catalogue and free booklet about 20 bore guns.

PARKER BROS., ^^Itc-eS"" Meriden, Conn., U.S.A.
New York Salesrooms, 25 Murray St.
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He carried 34 points, seventeen on each ho/n,

and must surely have had a spread of six

feet if I am any judge of distance. He had

a beautifully shaped head as well. I would
have given one hundred dollars to have had
it at the railway station but the chance of

killing him, or he me, was too great as he

certainly would have charged me had I not

killed him with one sho^ in the forehead, as

that was the one best shot to take.

After watching him for some time another
bull stepped out broadside to me about 20
yards from the big fellow and stood watching
the other fellow. I looked him over and he
carried 12 points but the head was scrubby ,

compared with the big fellow. So was the

moose but he was more my size so I picked

out the s mail of his back and decided to give

him a pill and down he went with a thud.

I repeated for another shot and she jammed
tight failing to extract the empty shell. I

to)ok a look at the big fellow and he had
ambled off about thirty feet and was again

standing so I yelled at him to go when he had
the notion and he trotted off much to my
satisfaction.

After using my pocket knife I managed to

extract the shell and relfjading worked down
to about 20 feet from my moose whose back I

had broken. He was still very much alive

but unable to rise on account of the position

he had fallen in.

I then took deliberate aim for the back of

his ear and fired but he only tried to free

himself. I fired another shot at the same place

with the same result. I was now discouraged

but had to finish my job so tried it again in

the same place and he stretched out. All of

the three bullets went in at one place not an

inch apart.

This finished my experiences with the .22

high power.

Returning-to camp I returned the gun with

the remark "sell her" and he did. The pur-

chaser of her, later killed a mo6ke with her

a^ter firing 21 shots into him and throwing

nearly the whole carcass away as a result.

I now pack around a little .30 government
1906 and what she won't kill in a hurry there

is not much use in anybody else trying, so far

as the gun is concerned.

Notes on the .256 Newton

"Canuck"

SINCE writing you the last time concern-

ing my Newton I have tried each

different load a number of times and
would say that the .2.")6 Newton is as accur-

ate if not more so than any high power rifle

that I have ever used. This with factory open
sights.

I have f(jund thai the cause of wild shooting

that 1 spoke of was due to a loose takedown.
When I got that front receiver screw adjusted

so a fair amount of force had to be used before

the magazine floor plate "to which Ihe front

receiver screw nut is pivoted" would turn to

the proper position where it would snap

shut then it became a different rifle altogether.

I will have a band put around the barrel and
forearm just ahead of the rear sight band so

as to have the barrel and stock absolutely

rigid.

Then there will be no chance of the take-

down working loose. I am also going to make
or rather have made. ;i folding leaf rear sight

which I think will haxe ;iny folding le;if sight

now on the market beaten ii mile.

It will be a two leaf folding sight on which

each leaf can be adjusted laterally independ-

ent of the other. These leaves to have the

usual slides for vertical adjustment. One
leaf to be amounted on a regular thickness of

base. The other leaf on a base l^ as thick

and about one-eighth inch wide, same shape

as regular base. Now in the regular base cut

a slot one-eighth inch wide and J-2 the thick-

ness of the base in which to mount small

base and leaf.

One of these leaves to be adjusted for the

full loads and to be a check on the peep sight.

The other for reduced charges in small game
shooting, to be u.sed when there would be no

time to adjust a double micrometer sight.

l-"or the present I am going to put on a Ly-

man number (18) receiver sight a King fold-

ing leaf and a King one sixteenth inch gold

bead front. I am of the opinion that this will

make as good a combination as it is possible to

secure at this time.

Since lightening up the takedown I have

tried tlie Ideal bullet 2ti()38() with II grains

of du Font number 80 and at TjO yards I

average \}-z inch groups. I have tried the
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The Huns of Birdland
Crows are no good. They steal seed grain and dig
up young crops. They rob the nests of the friendly
insectivorous and game birds. Thev are the Huns
of Birdland.

Crow^shooting is good business and good sport.

The black robbers fear nothing so much as duPont
loads—the powder that drives a charge that's impos-
sible to fly through.

Have you heard about the National
Crow Shoot we have inaugurated?
And the prizes we are offering?

Write us for details. Good Sport. Good Prizes.

E. I. Du Pont De Nemours & Company
WILMINGTON, DEL. U.S.A.
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regular 129 grain copper jacket soft point

bullet with 38 grains weight du Pont number
18 at 50 yards and also at 100 yards and when
the weather gets warmer will try this at 200

yards. This is a very nice shooting load.

There is almost no recoil. It is not noisy

and is very accurate.

This load is easy on the gun also, judging

by the amount of-metal fouling which shows

on the cleaning patches when using stronger

ammonia. I think this would be a fine deer

cartridge. There seems to be plenty of pow6r.

Penetration is 10 inches of cedar, and there

would not be such a loss of meat as the bullet

has a much lower velocity and therefore does

not have the terrific tearing effect of the full

power load at 3000 or so f.s. velocity.

Shooting several 5 shot groups prone at 50

yards rest gave an average size group slightly

less than 1 J4 inches with this load. At 100

yards one group of five shots was about

3 inches. Three of these could be covered

with a quarter but due to poor holding the

other two shots were very poor making the

group sligthly more than 3 inches.

Using 47 grains of 16 at 100 yards gave

5 shot groups that also averaged 3 inches.

This load seems to metal foul very badly,

more so than the 53 grain load of duPont
number 13 in the factory cartridges. These

loads seems just as accurate as the factory

loads.

This shooting was all done after the take-

down had been tightened, but wth open
sights. 1 would like to try a few groups with

factory cartridges but they are hard to get

and cost real money here in Canada so I will

have to forego the pleasure until some time

in the future when I get the rific etjuippcd with

the new sights.

Regarding the loading of the cartridges 1

have had no trouble with the cast bullets

after I had reamed out the crimp well. I

seat the.sc bullets leaving one groove and one

band out of the shells.

It was impossible to reload (ircd .shells with

the jacketed bullets using the regular shell

muzzle resizing die as the brass of the shells

was .so thin that the rcsizer would not return

the neck of the shell enough to hold the bullet,

I got a new 25 calibre die which works very

well on about 50 per cent of the shells. With
the other .50 per cent the results are not so

good as it takes very liltle pressure to seat

the bullels in them, in fact they can almost

be seated by hand. 'I'he light ones 1 use for

the high velocity load and use the others for

the 38 grain load.

The cartridges so loaded can be worked
through the gun all right. I have had no

bullets pull out yet and the slightly loose neck

does not cause any irregular shooting so far

as I can see. Now that the war is over we
may be able to get a better quality of shells

and at least I hope so anyhow.

Just a few words in regard to the tearing

effect of the .256 on game. Just before the

close of the season last fall I went out for a

few days hunt to try to fill my larder. Around
three o'clock I had just come over a hill when I

saw a big bull moose feeding on a hillside

opposite me and Ljudged about 600 yards
away. I thought this was too far for a

successful kill so I started a stalk. I got

along O.K. for about a hundred yards when the

cover gave out and the only way was to shoot

from where I was or let him go. I might
say that I am fat and have no wind to speak

about. I had been crawling over rocks and
windfalls and did not fancy the range for

ofT hand work. That rifle muzzle was making
all kinds of curleycues too.

The first shot was a clean miss, the second
the same but upon the report of the third

shot I heard the impact of the bullet quite

plainly. The moose made a spring to one
side, then turned his stern end to me and
walked into the brush and only went a little

ways and stopped. On account of the thick

brush I did not figure that I could hit him
again so I started across the intervening

valley. 1 got onto his tracks and within 25
yards, found where he had laid down but he

had heard me coming and had gotten up
and moved on. This was repeated three

times in 100 yards.

When he got up the third time 1 got a chance

and planted a bullet in his neck and that moose
was dead instantly.

When dressing him we found my third

bullet had hit him pretty low too far back

making a paunch shot and had torn a hole

in his paunch about 5 or 6 inches in diameter

and made a fierce mess of things generally.

The insides were badly torn and there was

two or three pails of blood inside. No bleeding

outwardly, even when the throat was cut

there was no blood flowed at all. All the

blood was inside. Too much power here for deer.

In my hunting next fall no more of that long

distance stuff for me. I'll get close enough

1(1 place the bullet in a vital spot or else let

the nuiiual go.

1 don't like lo see any animal suffer, least

of all one of those great monarchs of the

silent places.
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HERPULES
Smokeless Shotgun

POWDEIIS
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DOMINION
REGAL
CANUCK

HIGH eUN
PREMIER

ARROW
NITRO CLUB

SELBY LOADS
CHALLENGE GRADE
SUPERIOR GRADE

(
^BLACK SHEII5

FIELD
RECORD
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REPEATER
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A Pointer for Sportsmen
When you buy loaded shells from your
dealer you ask for the brand that you
are accustomed to use

—

and you insist

on gelling il.

You should at the same time insist that

these shells be loaded with

HERCULES
Smokeless Shotgun

POWDER
INFALLIBLE

It is important to you that you always
shoot the same powder and that this

powder is one that is dependable at all

times and under all conditions.

Hercules Smokeless Shotgun Powder
Infallible is the powder for you because
it is always dependable. It always
burns clean, gives high velocity with
light recoil and even patterns.

Buy shells loaded with Infallible. You
can get any one of. the fourteen shells

listed here loaded with this powder.

HEUPULES POWDEI{^ CO.

35 W. 10th Street

Wilmington Delaware

DOMINION
REGAL
CANUCK

HIGH GUN
PREMIER
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SELBY LOADS
CHALLENGE GRADE
SUPERIOR GRADE
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Rifle Cleaning.

p. A. L."

THERE are many methods in use for

cleaning rifle bores, some are good and

some are bad. I believe that the most

common is to pass oily rags through the bore

until the last one comes out clean and then

to give a final oiling. Such a method would

do fairly well for rifles using lead bullets and

black powder, but the results are not very

good when used on rifles using metal cased

bullets and smokeless powder.

There are many nitro solvents and other

cleaning fluids on the market, all advertised

.to clean high power rifles and of course to

keep them in good condition. I say that

these patent cleaners will only partly clean

a high power rifle barrel.

What fouls a rifle barrel? Modern smoke-
less powder leaves a dark colored residue.

While I am not sure that it is very destructive

to steel or not yet the primer residue leaves

a very acid fouling that gets into the pores

of the steel and is hard to combat as a des-

tructive agent.

The metal cased bullet leaves a metal

plating in the bore . The higher the velocity,

the heavier the plating. This plating must
first be removed to get at the primer fouling

in the pores of the steel. No oil cleaner will

remove this plating. (Use a brass brush—Ed.)

I have tried all of the methods described

in the sporting magazines and have come down
to one simple and very effective method of

cleaning a high power rifle. I must give

Col. Whelen credit for the most of it as iTwas
principally taken from information written

by him.

First get a good rod. I generally go to a

tin smith shop and get a soft steel wire the

proper size and polish it with emery cloth. I

then turn a ring on one end and later, cutting

it the correct length, I file good sharp notches

in four sides of the other end to pull the cloth

up and down the bore.

Most shooters gather up old cotton rags

for cleaning cloth. I think that is poor policy

as they an- generally rotten and the wiper

will go through them and you will have trouble

in getting the patch out of the bore.

I go to the dry goods store and get a yard

of the strongest (lanneletle. By soaking it

in clean w;iter for a while and hanging it up
to dry without wringing it will absorb the

cleaning fluid and fouling much more readily.

When dry I cut into proper sizes and keep in a

covered box away from dust.

Now go to the druggist and get a 10 oz,

glass stoppered bottle and have him two
thirds fill it with 8.80 ammonia. See that he

gives you the good stuff and not the common
household variety.

After firing one or more shots out of the

rifle you proceed to clean. Wet a patch with

ammonia and pass it through the bore. It

will come out black. Put another one through

and it will come out blue. The first patch

brought out the greater part of the powder
residue, the second being blue, brought out

metal fouling.

Continue to put wet patches through and
scrub up and down several times to each

patch until the last one comes out white.

Now your bore is chemically clean but gen-

erally there is still a slight residue still in the

bore that plain ammonia and a cloth does

not take out.

Get a tube of Colgate's Dental Crean; and
wet a patch with ammonia and put a piece

of the cream on it about the size of a pea and
rub it over the patch, pass that up and down
the bore three or four times and it will come
out clean. Run another ammonia cloth

through to take out the cream. Now dry

the bore with a number of dry patches and

be sure it is perfectly dry and oil well with

pure sperm oil bought from the druggist^

That bore is now chemically clean and-will:

keep in perfect condition for months and years

with an occasional oiling. The process seems

long on paper but when you get used to it

it is quite simple and it is the shortest cut

Ihiit I know of to safety in rifle cleaning.

If you happen to have a .22 rim fire that

"sweats out" for a few inches just ahead of tha

chamber caused by the priming from the

cartridge getting into the pores of the steel,

just try cleaning with ammonia.

Keep that ammonia bottle corked at all'

times and do not use it in a warm closed room,

or the fumes will be too much for you if the

druggist has given you the real article.

Sixty-five cents will get enough ammoniq^

cream, and patches for dozens of cleanings.

Always hang a ride up with the muzzle down,

and never cork the bore or leave the wiper in il.

When possible hang in a dry room of even

temperature; A new rifle must be watched;

closer than one that has been used quite a bit.

An old ride seems to get the pores of the metal

filled with oil and withstands rusting mucl\

better on the outside.

i
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WE ARE PLEASED TO
ANNOUNCE

that within thirty days we will be

prepared to make prompt ship-

ment of

Newton Rifles,

Ammunition &
Accessories.

NewtonArmsCorporation
Woolworth Bldg. New York City

Successors to Newton Arms Co., Inc.
of Buffalo.

DECOYS

THAT

REAUY

acoY.
PRKMIRR" M4LLABD. R*( V. S. Patent Otlio

On your hunting trip take along Mason's Decoys

—

perfect in shape and coloring. They bring down the
game everytime.

ASK FOR MASON'S AND GET MASON'S.
We manufacture all species—Crow, Duck, Swan,
Snipe and Geese—in several grades.

Write for llluslrattd Catalogue—ll't Free.

Mason's Decey Factory
590 Milford and P. M. R. R. Detroit. Mlcb.

$3.00
'^

at Dealers
or

Postpaid

Gold FiUed

$6.50

Ceebynite Compass
If dealer can't supply you don't take substitute. Or- I

der direct from us. Folder on Taylor-made Compasses
\on request. \

%yIorInstrumentCompan'm
\

Roch>>>ter. N. Y.
I

i

LAREFIELD
CANOES

A canoe or boat built by men who have
used these under all conditions of Fishing,

Hunting, travel or pleasure is the canoe or

boat for you.

Over half a century in the business of suj)-

plying high grade canoes and boats for every
known purpose gives us experience and the

enviable reputation gained by Lakefield

Canoes the world over gives us assurance to

suggest your writing for our Catalogue, its

Free.

The LAKEFIELD CANOE CO., Limited

Lakefield, Ontario, Canada.

The Schultze Gunpowder Company Ltd. !

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

SCHULTZE & LIGHTNING
GUNPOWDERS

The Company desire to inform the
Sporting Public that the constitution
of the Company is entirely British.

The Shareholders are ALL BRITISH
The Directors are ALL BRITISH
The Employees are ALL BRITISH

The SCHULTZE Powders were the
first SMOKELESS SPORTING
POWDERS made in England, and
have been manufactured since
1869 at the Company's Works in
Hampshire. Sportsmen may there-
fore continue to use the SCHULTZE
GUNPOWDER COMPANY'S
products with the knowledge that
by so doing they are supporting
a purely British Industry.

WORKS-Eyeworth and Redbridge. Hants, England
HEAD OFFICES :40. New Broad St.. tendon, E.G.
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The National Matches Will Be Held,

C. S. Landis.

ALL Canadian and American riflemen will

be interested to know that the National

Matches \\'ill be held this year.

The matches \\ill be held under the direc-

tion of the U. S. Navy and will be on one

of the large Navy rifle ranges which

according to present plans, will be the Cald-

vell, N.J., range.

The Secretary of the Navy has appointed

Lt. Col. William C. Harllee, as Executive

Officer of these matches. Col. Harllee is so

well known as a rifle enthusiast that nothing

further need be said concerning the certainty

that the 1919 National Matches will be a

great success.

The arrangements for the matches will be

made by the Navy Office of Gunnery

Exercises. Capt. W. D. Leachy is director

of this office. He is a member of the National

Board for the Promotion of Rifle Practice.

The great and outstanding feature of this

year's matches is that they will all be shot

with a "real" rifle and "real" ammunition.

The .30-1906 Cal. model 1903 Springfleld

rifle will be used in all matches. Selected

cartridges manufactured at the Frankford

Arsenal will be provided. For bolh of which

American rifle men will be very, very thankful.

\Ve could stand another war—but—it is

doubtful if match rifle shooting could stand

another dose of last year's condemned

ammunition, rifles and weather combined.

The new course of fire consists of:

Rapid fire —200 yards—10 shots kneeling

from standing.

Rapid fire—200 yards— 10 shots kneeling,

sitting, or squatting from standing.

Slow fire—600 yards—20 shots prone.

Slow fire—1000 yards—20 shots prone.

This year the famous long range matches

like the Wimbledon Cup Match, the Marine

Corps Cup Match, the Leech Cup .Match, and

the Members Match, will again hpld the spot-

light for the individual ridem^u. The oppor-

tunity to compete for these famous tnophios

when the contestant is backed up by real

ammunition -iiuludiiig 172 and 180 grain

matcli ammunitioii in some of tlic matches,

will be a drawing card tliat few can resist.

Few people stop to consider how close

the scores run in these matches. In the last

Wimbh^don Cup Match but four points,

out of one hundred, separated fortieth and

one humlred and twelfth places. In the

Members Match last year but three points,

out of fifty,—separated first and twentieth

places. In the Leech Cup Match but three

pointSj out of one hundred and five,—separ-

ated thirty-fifth and eighty-first places. In

the Marine Corps Cup Match but a single

point, out of a possible two hundred,

—

separated seventeenth and thirty -seventh

places. This last was impressed upon me
ver^ strongly, as the loss of a single point cut

me eighteen places in tffis match. We can

easily see where the quality of the ammunition
cuts a wonderful figure in the standing of the

competitor. Therefore, in this year's matches
wherever the contestant has a chance to use

a more accurate powder or a more accurate

bullet, or both, he is very foolish to not

avail himself of the chance. One of these

matches is won or lost by ten to forty shots

and no more. What the rifle will do in the

next five thousand shots counts for nothing.

To win we must have ammunition that will

hit that thirty-six inch bull at one thousand

yards every shot.

The time to prepare for the National

Matches is now. If we are so fortunate as to

be selected to shoot upon our state team we
can compete in every match. If not, we can

go as individuals and compete in the six or

seven great individual matches have just

as good a time and do almost as much shooting

but we will have to stand our own travelling

expenses in so doing.

At the time that this article is \\Titten the

plans for the selection of the state teams have

not as yet been formulated. Very likley

the state teams will all be selected as the

result of elimination matches.

At any rate we can be sure that with Col.

Harllee at the helm, the 1919 National

Matches will be very well worth the time

and attention of every rifleman ih America

and Canada who can possibly attend.

Not the least of the pleasures of attending

these matches is the chance to meet the major-

ity of the worst rifle cranks of .\merica.

We can see the great baseball stars in action

for fifty cents —but wc cannot play l)ali

in coinpetilion with them for fifty dollars.

.\t a National Match we can not only watch

tlie greatest military rifle shots in America

in action but we can also compete with them

—

and when we wih —"Oh boy, ain't il the

grand and glorious feeling?"
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No Trouble to Prepare

/3crrcU4i4
Reindeer Coffee

or

Reindeer Cocoa
Just Add Boiling Water

Handy for home use, at picnics,
hunting, fishing or camping.

BORDEN MILK CO.
MONTREAL

TELLS HOW FAR YOU WALK

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER
Regulatse to Step and Registers Exact Dis-

tances ; Simple, Accurate, Durable.

_ lodispensable to every lov-
er of outdoor sport and es-
pecially lo those who love
WALKING. Instructive be-
cause of value in determining
distances

.
a necessarj' a<i~

junct to Compaq's and as use-
ful to SPORTSMEN. It fur-
nishes the true solution of
many a disputed question of
how far it is to or from vari-

ious points. Best of
all it is a wonder-
ful health promotor
because its interest-
ing notations afford
real incentive for
WALKING. Whe-
ther you walk for

I health, business or

I
pleasure^anywhere,

f everywhere. the
AMERICAN Pedo-
meter tells the whole
story of just how
far vou have trav-
ellecf.

FULLY
GUARANTEED

One Hundred Mile
Pedometer. $1.75

Sold by all Dealers or Direct

AMERICAN PEDOMETER COMPANY
902 Chapel St.. New Haven, Conn.

E. & A. GUNTHER CO. - Toronto, Canada
Agents for the Dominion of" Canada

RIFLES
of Yesterday
Today and
Tomorrow

TN these days of recon-
* struction, reflection must
reveal the benefits which the
great war, despite its darkness,
ga\e us. One of these bene-
fits was the perfected B.S.A.
rifle for sporting use and target
practice.

The "yesterday" of the B.S.A.
is a wonderful record of suc-
cessful achieN ement—a record
still ringing with the military
triumph of which the B.S.A.
was so large a part.

The "today" is largely re-

sponsible for the permanence
of "yesterday's" achievement
—an assurance of a stable
peace.

The "tomorrow" is rich with
promise of pleasures in store
from the return of B.S.A.
rifles and guns to the field of

sport.

May the "Yesterday," "To-
day" and "Tomorrow" of

the B.S.A. blend into a satis-

faction in gun and rifle equip-
ment that will be a new and
pleasing experience for you.

U'ri/c for further informa-TR
lion, and B.S.A. rifle book-
lets. Sent free on request

.

THE
BIRMINGHAM
SMALL ARMS
COMPANY
LIMITED
Dept. li

Rirmlnghum
England

a&A
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Plans for the National Matches include

teams from every branch of the Service (U.S.),

from the Military and Naval academies.

National Guard, and civilian teams from

every state and territory. Those in charge

anticipate that the 1919 National Matches
will be the largest, the best handled and the

most hotly contested matches in the history

of match rifle shooting.

The embargo has been removed from the

purchase of pre-war Spjringfields and a limited

number of thpm may now be secured from the

National Rifle Association at S26.65 each.

Springfield ammunition will also soon be

available. ^.

The National Matches for the year 1919

will be shot on the Navy Rifle Ran^e at

Caldwell, N..J., August 25th to 30th inclusive.

Preceding the National Matches, the period

from August 1th to 21th inclusive will be

devoted to instruction practice and to the

Matches of the National Rifle Association.

All teams wishing to attend the National

Matches should be on the grounds at Caldwell,

N.J., by August 4th.

Caldwell, N.J., is twenty miles from New
York City, and twelve miles from Newaj-k.

To reach there, take a through train to New

York City, then take the Tube at 33rd Street

and Broadway, or any station further down
town, for Newark. Trains run every few

minutes. Take a trolley at Newark for

Caldwell. During the Matches, buses and
automobiles will take you from Caldwell to

the range, a distance of four miles. Those

in charge of the Matches expect that they will

be able to furnish a free bus .service; but, at

any rate, this will not cost over 'twenty-five

cents.

Each team attending the National Matches
will consist of seventeen members (12 prin-

cipals, 2 alternates, 1 team captain, 1 teajn

coach, and 1 team quartermaster, all of which
must be shooters.) Eight of the seventeen

members of eat'h team must he riflemen who
have not been members of a National Match
team heretofore. The National Matches
are assured. They will be managed by cap-

able riflemen. Will you insure their success

by your attendance and influence?

Those of us who have attended past Nation-

al Matches hope to go back this year and meet
old friends. Those who are newcomers will

soon make friends from all over America.

Here's hoping that we meet at the National

Matches—and—that vou win.

Queries and Answers

Wants a Big Game Rifle.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I would like to obtain a suitable rifle to

take into the' Peace River country. Would
the .2.')O-3O00 Savage or the .256 Newton
Rifles be satisfactory?

Anton Skottam,

Terrace, Montana.

rte.pli).—These would both be excellent

rifles provided you can gel proper cleaning

materials up there. If not better get a rifle

that is easier to clean than these high inten-

sity rifles. A .25 calibre high intensity rifle

such as these is a mighty hard proposition to

keep clean if It once gets badly rusted or

filled.

I would take .several bottles of nilro solvent

oil along if 1 were going on such a trip.

Editor."

Information on Repairs For a Belgium Brown-
in«.

I'.ililnr, fiuns <k Anuiiunition, Dept.

Would you please let me know where I

could gel repairs, inciurling a barrel, for a

Browning pistol, latest model, .32 Calibre

made in Belgium.

Andrew Dagg, "

Onslow Corners, Quebec.

Reply.—I am afraid that only Von Hinden-
burg can tell you that. The Belgium gun
factories are a thing of the past so far as

commercial work is concerned. Possibly

Schoverling Daly & Gales, or Francis Banner-
man, both of New York City. N.Y. could

supply parts but I doubt il.

ICdilor.

Wants a Pump Action .22 Long Rifle.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

What would be the best kind of .22 punip

gun to get for shooting crows and groundhogs
I woujd not care to pay more than about

*23.0() for it.

Woodstock, Onl. G. S.

liepli/.— I would suggest Uic model 1911

Savage and the model 12 Hemington both

using the .22 long rifle hollow point bullet

carlridge. If you like a 20 inch barrel also

include the model 190G Winchester.—Editor.
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Cars

MakeyourIbrd
Transportation even

more Economical.
NEARLY a million Ford owners

have found that maintenance and
tire costs are reduced approxi-
mately 30 per cent and a large

saving is made in fuel by the

Foi*

FORD
TrucksShack Absorber

PATCNTED

MADE (N CANADA
The HaAsler Guarantee: "Absolute satisfaction or your money back*'

They protect riders from disagreeable shocks and jolts—you have such
greatly increased comfort that your Ford car or truck rides and drives as
well as the highest priced heavy models. They make the car safer,
preventing sidesway at high speeds. The same shocks that disturb the pas-
sengers, also rack, strain and wear out the car. Hasslers prevent squeaks,

rattles and deterioration. They
make a Ford car or a Ford one-ton
truck last longer and give it a high-
er resale value. The spiral, conical
springs of chrome-vanadium steel

compress on either upward or
downward movements. They last

and make the car or truck last.

10-Day Trial Offer
Don't rida without Hasslers because

someooetriesto discourage
you.Tbeyare a quality prod-

uct—worth (heir price. The
Hassler dealer inyourTicin-

iXj wiJt put them oafor 10-

days' trial. Your rooDey
refunded if you say so Write far
aame of dealer and Trial Blaok.

ROBERT H. HASSLER, Ltd

211 Sherman Ave.. N.
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

:• KaNtKrACI^
,tee I \ COATED I \ LINEN I 1

Have shown the greatest improvements of any collars offered to the trade since 1879. The slil

over the re-inforced button-hole, prevents the button pressing on the neck, and allovvs freedom
in adjusting tie. The Flexible Tabs prevent breaking at the front fold. Worn by sportsmen,
automobile owners, merchants, mechanics, railway employees, and in fact,by everybody. Sold
by the best dealers in every city. MADE IN CANADA, by

THE PARSONS & PARSONS CANADIAN CO. HAMILTON, CANADA
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Editor, Gims & Ammunition, Dept.

Could you tell me through your columns

where I could procure a smokeless powder

suitable for reloading cartridges for the .44-40

New Service Colt revolver. What load

should be used?

I have always used black powder when

reloading but it is too dirty when more than

a few shots have been fired.

• As I have received some very useful

information from your Department I take

the opportunitv of getting some more.

W. S.

Belleville, Ont.

Reply—You can use 4.5 or 4.4 grains by

weight of .Hercules Bullseye or the proper

charges of du Pont pistol powder number

3 or no. 8U du Pont. As to where to obtain

these powders, write the sales departments of

the Hercules Powder Co., Wilmington, or

E. I. DuPont De Nemours & Co., Wilmington,

Del., U.S.A.—Editor.

The .22 Colt automatic pistol.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

Having used a Colt .22 automatic pistol

for a couple of years I thought some of the

readers of your magazinfe might be interested

in the shooting qualities of the automatic

and might wish to try a set of sights similar

to those I have fitted to the gun I am now us-

ing.

After reducing the trigger pull on the

pistol to 4 lbs., and taking up some of the

slack in the trigger, I removed the sights and

littod a globe rear sight with an aperture three

sixteenths inch in diameter, with outside

diameter one fourth inch, and one eighth

inch deep. I replaced the front sight with

one having a one thirty-second inch white

bead and found this combination did not ob-

iilruct the view for target or game shooting

like the regular open sights.

I also have an interchangeable globe front

sight with aperture five thirty seconds in

diameter, thrce-si.\tcenths outside diameter,

iinil one eighth inch deep, used in connection

with rear globe as referred to above. I prefer

the bead front and intended sending you some

targets made when using this combination as

I found thai I could make smaller groups

than when using the globe front. Having

mislaid these targets the one enclosed was

made when using the two globe sights at 20

yards distance, olTliand.

Last May while on a vacation in Ontario

I gave the pistol a try out on ground hogs and

found it very crfcctive when using the .22
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Preserve Means
Protection

Campers and sportsmen who have had the experience of trying to keep comfortable in a
leaky tent can best appreciate the satisfaction of those who enjoy real weather protection.

Tents that are made from PRESERVO treated can\ as are waterproof against the hardest
storms. No moisture will soak into the fabric to cause mildew and decay, and, best of all, it
will wear at least twice as long as a tent made from plain can\as.

Many Other Uses
PRESERVO treated canvas is also used by campers and sportsmen for many articles that

go to make up the complete campers outfit. Canvas duffle bags, pack saddles, ground covers,
supply covers, bed-rolls, all give better protection and more economical service when treated
with PRESERVO.

PRESERVO is inexpensive and easily applied. PRESERVO treated canvas and liquidPRESERVO can be obtained through almost any cauvas goods dealer. If you encounter any
difficulty in procuring same, write us and we will see that your needs are quickly supplied.

We have an interesting little book telling about PRESERVO treated canvas for campers
and sportsmen, which will be mailed free on request.

ROBESON PRESERVO COMPANY
419 White Block, Port Huron, Mich.

Eastern Branch: Canadian Branch:
357 Western Ave., Boston, Mass. Sarnia, Ont.

The Hunter-Johnson Co.
, - 311 California St San Francisco, Cal

Dislnbulors for the Pacific Coast

Waterprooff
and Prejervey Cavms
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also at very short range. It is well made but

too small to suit me.—Editor.

Caring for revolvers.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

Your note following G. R. Hunt's article

on "Caring for firearms" impressed me as

being a thorough appreciation of the neces-

sity of keeping a barrel clean and dry.

Would you be so kind as to give me a few

similar tips on "Caring for revolvers." Also

I might ask, what is the most serviceable

revolver for a three months sojourn in the

wilds? What is the safest and best (for the

weapon) way of carrying such a firearm when
passing through dense brush? A holster?

A. R. Mann.
Toronto.

Reply—So far as the barrel and cylinder are

concerned, Hoppe's No. 9 or Marble's Nitro

.Solvent oil are about as good as any. My
trouble was always to keep the outside of the

frame fi om rusting from sweat from the body.

This of course, mostly in hot weather. I

tried a wick rope, soaked in oil, to keep the

bore dry, trusting to yank it out when the

gun would be needed, and had that rust fast

for me once. Gun grease is most loo smeary

for use on a revolver that must be carried

all the time and the oil doesn't stick very well.

Being in a colder climate, you would have

much less trouble in this regard.

Unless you expect to shoot pretty large

game with it, not carrj'ing a rifle, I would

advise a .22 Colt automatic pistol as being

about the nicest little weapon you could get.

The .22 heavy frame Smith & Wesson revolver

or the .22 Smith & Wesson single shot target

pistol would also be splendid. If you will

need to kill anything as large as lynx or

larger a .38 Smith & Wesson special model

1895, a ..'58 Colt special or a 45 Colt automatic

government model would all be very satis-

factory. I would suggest, that if you carry

a heavy rifle, the .22 would give you very much
more pleasure, and would get small game
very nicely if used with hollow point bullets.

I would welcome an article such as you sug-

gest as being very timely. The shoulder

holster would seem to me to be about the

best for use in the brush.—P^ditor.

Should I take a .22 or a .32 along a trapping

line, especially for coons?

When gettii^ traps, would you advise the

number 1 or the 1 3 2 jump trap for muskrats?

Kenneth E. Kemp,
Forest, Ont.

Reply-—Your Remington has been spoiled

by shooting shorts in a long or long rifle

chamber. The only remedy is" a new barrel.

On a trap line I would prefer the .22 to a

.32 and a .23-20 to either if for coon, where

one would likely shoot occasional coons that

were not in traps.

I would advise the double jaw traps, about

1 J-^ size, for muskrats.—Editor.

Various Inquiries.

lulilur, duns & Ammunition, Drpt.

My Remington .22 plugs up whenever I

shoot a "long," and I have a hard time getting

it out. Can you suggest a remedy?

Reloading the .32 Special.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I wrote you once before re ammunition for

a shot gun and am now inquiring for a .32

Winchester Special rifle.

I understand the ..32 W. S. is a compromise
rifle suitable for either high or low pressure

ammunition and as I am about to buy a set

of reloading tools would like a few points

cleared up.

Would babbitt metal in small quantities

mixed with lead for casting bullets injure

the barrel when it readiK stands high pressure

ammunition.

What quantity would I use or if injurious

wha.t other metal, say tin or zinc, and what

percentage of same would be satisfactorv?

Is Marble's peep and hunting sight l-16th

inch size, a good combination for deer and also,

tor fine shooting.

Robert .1. Scott,

Belgravc, Ont.

Reply—You could use Babbitt metal O.K.

This metal seems to vary considerably in

hardness depending upon who makes it, so

that I would cast some bullets of an alloy

of one to ten to one to fifteen, tin and lead,

and then try to make an alloy from lead and

babbitt metal that would appear to be of

about the same degree of hardness. Babbitt

metal alloys would not injure the barrel of a

.32 Special to any appreciable extent.

The combination of Marble sights that

you speak of would be very good indeed but

for very fine target work, the front sight should

be an aperture, a flat bar, or a pinhead,

and one of the sights should be a windgaugc

sight.

Editor.
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.Ibss Pork Rind Minnows.

Oriental Wiggler $1^
Jttle Egypt Wiggler 7
iludda75*PorkRindSlrips35'jar.

1712-1736 Columbus Pd.ffeveland

CHUBB RODS
Hand Made, "Built on Honor" and

Guaranteed.

Our Rods, Reeds, Flies and Snelled Hooks
talk for us.

It's not what \se say but what the angler
says who lias used them.

T. H. CHUBB ROD CO.
POST MILLS, VERMONT

We solicit your correspondence.

The Spoon That

I looks emEvery Time!
The position of theHOOK is the reason. Hook
releases when fish strikes and sudden stop when

hook reaches end of slot sets the

hook firmly into jaw.
Darts and dives just like a real fish. Catches
more than any other spoon or wooden minnow.
Great for all game fish such as Black Bass,
Trout, Musky, Pike, Salmon, Cod, Tarpon,
etc. Made in six sizes. Ask your dealer for

KNOWLES AUTOMATIC STRIKER
or we will send it postpaid. Fully Guaranteed,

aulog free. Finishe.: SILVER-SILVER and COPPER-BRASS

Leneth m' 2V8" 2?j" 3',^" 4V'," ' 5H'
Priceeach 35c 35c 55c 75c 96c $1.25

S. E.KNOWLES, 79Sherwood BIdg., San Francisco, CaL

Catch Fish,
Eels, Mink, Mustrats etc., In large
cumbers, with the New, Folding,
Galvanized Steel Wire Trap. It

catches them like a fly-trap catches flies Strong an.I dnr-

ible. Made In all sizes. Write for descriptive Pr.ce List and

onr Free Booklet on best bait known for attracting all kinds

e< aab. J. V. Gregory, 3308 Oregon Ave.. St. LodIs, Mo.

_ Heddon
Caiter-Built Reels

^ Jim Heddon 2-Piece Rods
Baby Crab and Other Minnows

"AsH the FishrW
Jas. Heddon''s Sons.

THE
SOUTH BEND
ANTI-BACK-LASH ^
REEL BASS-0REN0-75<

THE WINNING
COMBINATION

The combination which can always

be depended upon to get more fish

than others—and in less time. With
this ideal set, you can be sure that

every cast is perfect; never a back-

lash. When your bait hits the

water—it is sure to irresistably

attract every fish that is near.

THE BASS-ORENO BAIT

is the most alluring, vivacious, tantalizing

plug imaginable. It's peculiarty erratic

dart, it's sharp dash and swift dives com-
pel the big gamey fellows to fight One
dozen different colors have been originat-

ed to meet all conditions. Live dealers

can show you all the dozen colors. One
of the best investments you have ever

made—75c each—with single detachable
snap-eye or regular treble hooks.

Never a backlash, no snarles. no tangles,

positively no thumbing—and with the

SOUTH BEND ANTI-BACK-
LASH REEL

you get a written unlimited time guaran-

tee. These are tne outstanding features of

this wonderful reel. Forty thousand ang-

lers find that it adds immeasurably to

their sport—and to their results. Makes
every cast perfect—day or night. Easy
for the beginner and easier for the expert

Anti-Back-Lash feature does not retard

line the least bit until bait actually hits

the water. Spool stops immediately —
just start reeling in. Ask your dealed to

see this wonderful jeweled reel.

FREE—THE DAYS OF
REAL SPORT

A delightful story of boyhood fishing

days with "Pa", illustrated by B"fi^s,

also shows complete line of South Bend
Quality Tackle. Send dealers name for it.

SOUTH BEND BAIT CO,
8287 COLFAX AVE., SOUTH BEND. IND.

Send me copy of the Days of Real Sport

Name

Addret*
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Ballistics of the .41 Swiss Cartridge.

Editor, Guns & Ammuniion, Dept.

I notice that some of your queriests are

interested in the ballistics of the .41 Swiss

cartridge. You state that you have never

seen the figures for it. They are as follows.

.41 Swiss, bullet 313 grains, ballistic co-

efficient .266

100 200 300 500

Muzzle yds. yds. yds. yds.

Vel. f.s 1338 1170 1064 992 874

Energy ft. lbs 1252 939 782 626 532

Trajectory ft. .232 1.04 2.56 8.41

Time of flight, sec. .241 .509 .801 1.45

J. E. Henry.

Vancouver, B.C.

Reply.—Thank you very much for the

information. Information of this kind is

very valuable and is appreciated in this

Department.
Editor.

Editor, Guns <fc Ammunition, Dept.

I wish to thank you for the part "Notes on

revolver loads" and hereby also to thank Mr.

Linkletter for so kindly and plainly answering

the questions I asked through the columns of

your great outdoor magazine, the Rod audGun,

November issue.

I am a .45 hand gun crank and since reading

Mr. Linklett^r's articles some month's ago.

in Rod and Gun, I used the same load in the

.45 Colt, that he used in the .44-40, and found

it very satisfactory, in fact much better than

the 38 grain black powder factory load.

I have the 255 grain bullet mould only and

can make them as perfectly as any factory

bullet.

I am now going to try the &14 grains

Kings Semi Smokeless and 5 grains BuUseye

with the same 255 grain bullet.

I shoot the .45 Colt, 5\i inch barrel and

manage to keep inside the 5 inch circle at 50

yards and some times a little better. Nothing

fancy you sec, but good enough for me.

I am sorry to see by Mr. Linkletter's article

that his eyes and trigger finger are going

back on him but I guess he is one of the boys

who can feel satisfied with his good work of

the past as he watches the onward march

of youth.

Hy the way, did you notice Chauncey

Thomas's last cainplirc talk in this month's

Outdoor Life? We shall miss him.

S. Fred .Smith,

.Jamestown, H. I.

Reply.—\n the sporting powder booklet

of the Hercules Powder Co. they only recom-

mend 5 grains of Bullseye powder for use

behind the 255 grain bullet in the .45 Colt

revolver. If I were in your place I would be

very, very careful about exceeding this

amount at all. The powder companies

have very exact and expensive apparatus for

determining the velocities and pressures

developed by their powders. When you
exceed the recommended loads you take

a risk that the powder company who made the

powder and have tested it, are not wiling

for you to take.

I understand that Mr. Linkletter has re-

chambered all of his fire arms which makes
considerable difference. There is always the

chance that some other person's scales or

powder measure may measure considerably

different from yours, more so than many
imagine, and if you exceed the recommended
load of any dense powder made by any com-
pany my advice would be go very, very slowly

and ask the Ballistic Engineer of the com-
pany that made the powder for advice before

you attempt any excess loads.—Editor.

A Savage Rifle For Moose and Bear?

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I want to buy a Savage rifle fpr moose and
bear. Would you recommend a .303 or a

.250-3000 Savage?

Please give me a little information on them.

James A. Cooper.

Montreal.

Reply.— I would advise you to purchase the

.303. For deer I would select the .250-3000.

I have never been in favor of recommending
a small bullet with a soft nose that is shot at

very high velocity for shooting moose and
bear. There may be times that you will wish

for a rifle that will shoot a bigger builet than a

German anti tank gun shoots and let it be

said, that is "some bullet." —Editor.

The .35 Model 1895 Winchester and the .30-40

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I wish some information on the .35 Win-
chester model 1895 and the .30 U.S. Army
(30-40) Winchester model 1895. Which is the

better for deer and moose, and which is the

better target gun up to 800 yards?

Which is the better all around gun for the

three things? I would like to know the

point blank range of the two rifles as they

arc siglilcd and sent out from the factory.

H. Raymond,
Tuskel I'alls, N.S.

Reply.—For ranges u'ndCr 150 yards, the

.35 Winchester would be a better gun than the
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r
CLARK'S PREPARED FOODS

An Unrivalled Selection For Camp
or Outing

CANADIAN BOILED DINNER

Prepared from the best of meat, carefully

selected vegetables and seasoned "just right.
'

A perfectly balanced, full and satisfying

meal.

Canada Food Board
License No. 14-216

LIKE ALL THE CLARK PRODUCTS "IT'S GOOD."

W. CLARK, LIMITED, MONTREAL

Hardy's The Great British Specialists
In "Palakona" Regd. Split Bamboo Fishing Rods

Manufaotunrfl to

Nit MAJESTY
KINC CEORCC V.

THE QRE A T
ENGLISH FIELD
says. " We mu s

:

nner forgel thai i:

it to HARDY
Bros. ofAlnvick we
ove the supremacy
'JX have acnieted as
Rod makers.

THE "DE LUXE" ROD. made of Steel hard -PALAKONA" is Hardy's latest
design in single-handed rods for wet or dry fly fishing.

IT is the product of the largest, and best equipped faclorj-. supervised by the
champion Professional Fly Casters and .\nglers in Europe. "Hardy's." Don't
forget that as wages in Great Britain are 75% less than in America we can

give greater value m high class hand work. All our rods are hand made by ex-
perts whose lives have been spent at this work, for which 50 GOLD MEDALS
have been awarded. Length 9-ft.. weight 514 ozs.; 9-ft. 6-ius.. weight 5*4 ozs.;
10-ft., weight 6 ozs. All fitted with Hardy's patent screw grip reel fittings!

DRY FLIES—As made by us for the late F. M. Halford
Esq., for whom we also made rods. etc.

GUT CASTS—The Anglo-.\merican tapered mist color
No. 1 medium. No. 2 fine, as made for Mr. Halford.

Stout to 4X Ditto, Ditto to 3X. Stout Lake to fine. Ditto
1^^

—

. _ to medium, Ex-stout to MEDIUM, Ex-stout to stout, 6 ft.

We will be pleased to quote prices on receipt of inquiry.

Hardy Bros., Manufactory Alnwick, England

n
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.30-40. Over that the flatter trajectory and

better accuracy of the .30-40 would make it

superior for game shooting. For target shoot-

ing the .30-40 is far better than the other at

the longer ranges. The .35 Winchester has

more recoil than the .30-40 which must also

be considered, especially in target shooting.

You will likely find these guns Sighted for

about 200 yards. I would consider 12.5 or

150 yards as far as they better be sighted for

for point blank range.

The actual point blank range of .\NY rifle

is the end of its barrel and no farther.

Editor.

Inquiries on the .2 50-3000 Savage.

Editor, Guns & Ammunilion, Depl.

I have purchased and read, at your advice,

Lt. Col. Whelen's book, "The .\merican Rifle."

I shall certainly read it again and no doubt

then several times more. Actually that book

is the cause of my bothering you some more.

I have become interested. I have begun to

realize how little the average rifleman actually

knows of shooting and of rifles and I hope to

learn.

My last attempt to secure a .250-3000

Savage failed. I was disappointed to learn

that they could not be purchased in Canada
at that time. I intend to get such a rifle,

boll action, equipped with Lyman rear sight

and Marble V. M. front sight.

I have the combination of Marble's Flexible

rear and V.M. front on a .303 Savage at

present and I find it excellent in the brush

especially on moving targets. What I wish

to ask you is this—Is there a Lyman peep

sight made that could be attached to this

boll action .250-:'.000 rifle on the firing piece

as Whelcn suggests on page 81 of his book,

and has it windage adjustment as well as

elevation.

Would the lir[M attach and adjust properly

those sights to this rldcV If not do you know
a gunsmith in C^ijnarla that could be entrusted

with the job.?

I would also like a gun sling of the Whelen
pattern. Oiulcl you suggest where I could

get this?

.\rc Springfield rifles sold to civilians if

made up as sporting rifles? Is there any
way in which they could be procured?

I have chosen the .2,50-3000 Savage rifle for

the following reasons. I have il on good

authority, even Whelen, thai it is an excellent

ilccr ride. .Secondiv. tlic bullet is not loo

large for use on smaller game with a'reduced

load. .\m I right? During the summer
months I get considerable exercise in destroy-

ing wood-chucks or groundhogs as they

are called here, for they are a pest in this

neighborhood.

Hitherto I have used a .22 Savage repeater

for them, but now I intend to use a reduced

load with the .250. I shall certainly buy
reloading tools and reload reduced loads as

you suggested in your letter to me.

I enjoyed your article in the February Rod
& Gun entitled "Common sense in purchasing

firearms" yet I will disregard your advice by
buying a .250-3000 Savage. I noticed par-

ticularly your remarks about the two men
who firmly believed that they had killed deer

time and again up to a quarter if a mile? One
often meets that kind of expert riflemen.

Last week I heard of one who shot deer from

"One mountain to another." Well PER-
HAPS, and as you say, OCCASIONALLY
and NOT in this country.

I feel safe in saying that most deer in these

parts are shot at distances from 50 to 100

yards and VERY FEW over 200, to be

generous. I find that many men have a very

poor faculty for judging distance, or else

a very elastic imagination.

Personally. I have never seen a deer in this

country at greater distance than what I would
call 200 yards and that was a generous esti-

mate of the distance. Perhaps 150 to be

exact, but I did not take the trouble to

measure. The deer got away anyhow.

May I venture another question? Why is

the Savage .250-3000 not a long range rifle.

I know that it is not, neither is the .22 high

power, for I have seen rotten shooting by the

latter at 200 yards so that I lost all respect

for the gun.

To a novice il would seem a inillel like the

.2.50 with such a velocity and pressure behind

it, ought to do good work at long range. l"or

instance, the .30-1006 U.S. has less velocity

less breech pressure, higher trajectory etc.,

yet is a long range cartridge. Would you

explain to me wherein the cause of the diff-

erence lies?

What is the address of the firm making

Lyman sights?

C. I'". Christiansen,

Denbigh, Ont.

/fc/)///- Lyman (iun Siglil (lorp. Middle-

field, Conn., U.S.A.

The reason that the .250 and .22 high
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lunge and Bass

Superlatively fine 'lunge and
bass fishing can be had at a
large number of points in Ont-
ario-along the line of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway. Season
opens June 16th. Lake trout,

pickerel and pike are also plen-
tifully distributed.
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power are not long range guns is that their

bullets are too short. "If the .25 had a bullet

of about 125 grains and the .22 of about 90

or 100 they would shoot right along with the

Springfield cartridge in the same kind of a

rifle.

The Savage lever action is not adapted to

shooting a 125 grain bullet at .3000 f.s. but

there is no reason why the bolt action, when
it appears, should not be, provided of course

the twist was correct for the hea\'y bullet,

but 2800 f.s. would probably make a better

proportioned cartridge so far as accuracy

was concerned. It is altogether possible to

overdo this velocity craze.

You cannot purchase a Springfield from the

United States Government and can only get

one in either military form or altered to

sporting model from some private individual

who owns one.

Most likely the Savage Arms Corp. could

furnish a sling, but not the Whelen model,

and also the Lyman sight for on the bolt,

when they get to making this proposed rifle.

I believe that these sights that are mounted
on the cocking piece are without windage

adjustment. Why not get a receiver sight

put on, as I think you could get the Spring-

field receiver sight put on some way or other,

possibly not according to Hoyle but you

could likely get it put on some place? .Just

where would make little difl'erence as long

as the front sight was of a height to suit it.

Editor.

reliable in action and the pump the more
accurate. I do not believe that you could

tell any difference in velocity or energy.

The recoil should not be objectionable

to anyone accustomed to the .30.3 British

Winchester.—Editor.

The .35 Remington Auto and Slide Action

Rifles.

Editor, Guns & Ammunilion, Depl.

Could you give me your opinion of the

Remington slide action or pump and the

Remington auto loading as to reliability from
jamming, accuracy and keeping clean?

I note that they both use the same carl-

ridges. Could you give me your opinion as to

the relative muzzle velocities and striking

energies when used in the two types of rifles?

I would silppose that they would be some-

what less in the auto than in the pump. Also

what is the "striking energy" at the butt of

the .35 a-uto loading, (recoil in foot pounds).

I am accustomed to shooting the .303

British 1895 Winchester so I suppose that 1

would not find it uncomfortable.

J. S. McVittie,

Sudbury, Onl.

Reply —I believe that you will get splendid

satisfaction from cither typo of rifle. Of the

two I would consider the auto the MOHF,

Various Queries.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Depl.

I would like to ask your opinion on the

following

—

What kind of rifle and calibre would be

the most suitable for target shooting and for

small game as woodchucks, squirrels and

particularly the sweet melodious cat?

Is the auto loading Remington a good rifle

for target shooting?

For extensive shooting with the rifle you

recommend, would it pay to reload my ammun-
ition?

What sights would you advise equipping

that rifle with? Is the Lymaa tang peep a

good sight to equip such a rifle with?

Is the .38 Special Smith & Wesson, 6 inch

barrel, which Ashley Haines says is the all

around revolver, a good gun for target work?
Also for light hunting in the woods? How
would this revolver compare with the .38

Colt's Officers model?
I remember reading an article of yours on

holsters for revolvers principally for a .22

Smith & Wesson heavy frame. Would you
please give me the name and address of the

manufacturers of it. If I remember rightly,

the address was Cheyenne.

G. N.
Brantford, Ont.

Reply—I would suggest the model 1892

Winchester .25-20 calibre or the .22 long

rifle Remington model 12, the Savage model
1914 or the Mariin model 1897.

Not as good as their model 12.22 long rifle

calibre. The .22 special cartridge is not

quite as accurate and costs more.

Yes, for the .25-20.

Lyman 2A and 5B. or Marble peep rear and

bead front. The Lyman tang peep is as good

as any .sight made, when it is the double

micrometer style.

There is no better revolver for your pur-

pose than this .38 special Smith & Wesson.

The holster article was evidently written by

Mr. llaincs. —Editor.

Rifles for big game.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Depl.

Which calibre of each of the following arms

would be best for big gam hunting in Canada,
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MicKigan Boule\>ard and 13th St
300 Rooms—European Plan

Room ^ith detacKed tKoTJer, $i.oo a daj^

.Room »JitK pri^lote bith, $1.50 to $4.50 a daj>

TvJo persons, $<i to $5 a daj)

In close proximit:? to "The Loop," Chicago's busi-

ness, shopping, and theatre district.

CiULliiSlM

nmrsfg^ii
I was cured of terrible lum-
bago by

Minard's Liniment
—kev. Wm. Brown.

I was cured of a bad case of

earache by

Minard's Liniment
—Mr. S. Kaulbach.

I was cured of sensitive lungs
by

Minard's Liniment
—Mrs. S. Masters

Manufactured by the

Minard's Liniment
Yarmouth, N.S.

The three ^vords that

tell the \¥hole ^ory of

a perfedt cup of coffee,

from plantation to
breakfa^ table

"Seal Brand" Coffee.
In yi, 1 and 2 pound tins. Whole—ground—pulverized—also

fine ground for Percolators. Never sold in bulk. i67

CHASE ik SANBORN, MONTREAL.
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the Savage, Winchester, Remington, Mariin,

New'ton and Mauser?

Would a .303 Savage be best or would

some other make be better? At what range

would each of the rifles you selected kill a

moose or a grizzly?

Is there any law to prevent a boy over 16

years of age carrying a high power rifle?

John H. Springer,

Woodstock, R.D.

Reply—For a young man of 16 to 20 I

flo not think it would be wise to choose a

weapon of heavier weight or recoil than such

;irms as the .303 or .250 Savage, the .32 or

.30-30 Winchester or Mariin, the .30 or 32

Remington rimless. Such rifles or a .256

Newton or VMM Mauser would be amply
powerful if you can hit what you shoot at.

The .303 Savage would be hard to beat for

your purpose.

Each of the rifles mentioned would kill

any big game in Canada considerably farther

than y-ou could hit it, provided the bullet

struck in a vital spot. Some men would
kill more game at .300 yards, provided they

could see it, than others could at ."iO with

any rifles'.

I do not know of any law of this kind. Con-
sult your local authorities.

Editor.

Bolt Actions compared.

Editor, Gunx A- Ammunition, Dept.

Will you please describe how the bolt

works when loading a 7MM, 8MM or 11 MM,
Mauser rifle or carbine compared with a Ross

rifle which is rapid loading.

Thomas Dean,

Wallaceburg. Ont.

Replfi—The Mausers all work by turning

up the boll and pulling it back, then pushing

it forward and then down. The Ross is

pulled back, then pushed forward. The
Ross would be slightly faster in action but

it has more recoil than either the 7MM or

8.\IM Mausers and this would amost equalize

matters in actual .shooting. Bolt actions are

plenty fast enough tor anyone who will

prarlice working the action of a boll action

enough to get onto the matter. Speed of

aimed fire and the greatest possible speed

at which a rifle may be fired are two entirely

different things, 'i'he first is practical,

the second is nice to think about, and makes
good advertising, but is of really ver\ small

arcount to till- hunter.

l-xlilor.

Information on the .22 high power Savage.

Editor, Guns S: Ammunition, Dept.

I am greatly interested in your magazine.

I would like y^ou to give me some information

on the .22 Savage high power rifle. Is it

strong enough for moose, deer and bear, and

what about the .35 Winchester for same?
Malcolm Walker,

L'Orignal, Ont.

Reply—I would consider the .22 high power
very light for moose and bear shooting. If

you want a Savage choose a .303, or if you
demand a high velocity, small bore weapon,

the .250.

The .35 calibre model 1895 Winchester is

a very effective weapon for this purpose. It

is also heavier to carry than the light Savages.

If you mean the .35 Winchester automatic

I do not think very much of it for a moose and
bear rifle.

Editoi.

A letter from a tifleman.

Editor, Guns &: Ammunition, Dept.

What brand of smokeless powders would
you use in the following gurts, .38 Special

target and the new .455 of the same make?
I have the Ideal tools tor each. (.\ns. Du-
Pont pistol powder No. 3 or Bullseje.)

I have had and still have a number of

rifles both ancient and modern, of the latter

I might mention .280 Ross, 7MM and 8MM
Mauser, .303 English rifle. I also have the

well known squirrel rifies of fifty years ago

which still shoot accurately. I also have the

.57 Enfield and the Springfield and also the

old repeating Spencer carbine.

I also have a pair of Remington cap and

ball revolvers and a pair ot .36 Navy Colts

which will give a good account ol themselves

if properly held.

In regards to scatter guns I have owned
quite a number of nearly every description

from the old lower flint lock to the 1912

Winchester.

There is also in the collection an old double

barreled percussion cap shot gun made by

Mortimer, the first one I ever ran across, but

perhaps you are familiar with them. It has

a 31 1.^ inch stub twist barrels, patent breech,

20 gauge, straight sighting rib, front action

lock, neatly engraved and beautiful springs.

The stock is birdscye maple done in old

London oil finish and almost black with age.

I use it with 2 drains powder, ^ oz. BB shot

for shooting rats from a canoe. It is certain

death at ranges up to about 150 yards and

docs not mutilate the gaiiic.
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About Your Own Vigor

Sent Free To Men
MR. READER:
Here is somethiDg I have to offer you absolutely for

nothing—a liftle private book of special information
about the legitimate uses and unnatural abuses of
manly vigor; about the preservation of manly strength
and its po3*iible self-restoration; an illustrate pocket
compendium of 8,000 words 72 pages and 30 half-tone
photographs, reproductions—which I am very pleased
to send by mail, absolutely free of charge, in a plain,
sealed envelope, to any man, young or elderly, single or
married, who writes for it.

Over a million of these books have been thus sent to
applicants all over the world since my free offer first

appeared. Publishers are charging as much as $2 for
bonks on sex subjects, while my book is free. There-
fore, reader, if you would like a great fund of inside
information relating directly to -the subject of manly
vigor, all put in perfectly plain, easy-to-read language,
with many hints that you can surely apply to your own
self no matter how strong you may be, or how ner\'ous
or run-down you may be—if you want to know the facts
about this particular subject, given to you without a
single scare, then fill in the coupon below, send to me and
receive my book, sealed, by return mail. In one part
of this little publication I describe a mechanical in-
vention of my own. which I call the SANDEN Vitalizer.
something you wear at night as an aid to the restoration
of lost or waning strength; but you are not expected to
get one of these appliances unless you decide for your-
self that you want one. Ttie book is complete, and
tKere is absolutely nothing you are required to buy or
pay, either now or in the future. Therefore, please
send your name and address to-day. SANDEN,
.\uthor.
MANHOOD! The quality which rules the world to-

day. My friend, there never was a time in the history
of the human race when real, sturdy manhood, manly
vigor and manly courage counted for as much as they
do now, this very minute. No matter what your years,
whether you are 20 or 60, you must be either entirelv in
the race or entirely out of it. It is invariablv the fellow
who proves up the strongest in this human strength that
forges to the front, while weaklings stand aside; it is he
also who is in most demand and most sought after by
women and men in his community, simply because he
radiates that marvellous magnetic influence whicli only
an abundant vigor and rugged manly health can radiate.
1 believe any man can hope to completely develop or
restore this same vigor of manly strength, no matter
what his past follies may have been, provided he is
willing to REALLY MAKE THE EFFORT; and pro-
vided, of course, he is not weighed down by extreme
old age or is not incurably diseased. To my mind, the
road of the one who wants more vigor is perfectly plain.

Manhood Wins in All Walks of Life

but it is a road that any man MUST travel if*hc attains
the highest ideals in respect to his own manhood. See
information in my free book.
As to the SANDEN Vitalizer, previously mentioned,

will say it is a little mechanical appliance, weighing but
a few ounces, which you wear at night. This Vitalizer
generates and sends forth a certain soft, penetrating
force which I call Vitality. It apparently drives this
Vitality into your nerves, blood, muscles and organs as
vou sleep. It is quieting to the nervous system—or, ac
least, so users say. Men write that it takes pain out
of the back and restores vitality in 90 days. Remember
the general information of the free book is independent
of this Vitalizer, and you are not expected to get one of
these little appliances unless you want to. You can
write me later as to that if you so desire. With special
attachments, my Vitalizer is used by women as well as
men for rheumatism, kidney, liver, stomach, bladder
disorders, etc. If you live in or near this city I should
be most pleased to have you call in person at my office,

where you may see and test the Vitalizer free of charge.
Satisfaction guaranteed in every case. Or if incon-
venient to call, do not fail to write for the free booklet.

TO GET FREE BOOK PLEASE USE COUPON
If you live too far to call.or if you cannot call, please fill in the coupon below and send it. >

;^a.i,?n
?^' ''*^''"'° '"^''- o"!"

',i-P?«<^ illustrated book, containing 8.000 words, a complete oompe
f-.... ...,..i.^'i u * "i '"-T.'

' -' "".^""""i '.an, pii-asc uii 111 me coupon ijeiow aiiu Sena ii. Vou will receive

^f ™ . • r "^"""1 mail, our /^-pagedlustrated book, containing 8.000 words, a complete compendium of useful

.J „r? ,i ,• T"' ^'°"w?
°f ?'derly. sin.gle or married, who want the truth about the subject of vital strength.

Its preservation, its possible self-restoration and its lesitimate uses and wanKin abuses. You get it aU freo

.lAALwu ly igTmna
R. G. SANDEN CO., 140 Yonge St., Toronto Ont.,

Dear Sirs—Please forward me your Book, as advertised, free,

.sealed.

Name.

Address.
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The Winchester 1912 Model.

Thirty inch barrel with pistol grip,

Neatly checkered so the hand can't slip,

Rubber recoil pad at the heel

The heaviest loads you scarcely feel.

Raised rib which aids the eye to bring

Down your game eitlier on foot or wing.

The gauge is twelve balls to the pound
Which is the best, so experts have found

Winchester make of the hammerless type

Large enough for geese, A No. one for snipe.

An ideal gun for all sorts of game
'Tis all a hunter might wish to claim.

A repeating gun that shoots six times

With action smooth as Byron's rhymes.

Its perfect lines are the graceful kind.

That Mortimer sought in vain to find

A hundred years ago, when he

Made guns for the English nobility.

F. E. McMuUen,
Cayuga.

These rifles are all very good big game rifles,

are light enough for a young man to carry

easilj};, handle fast and none of them have
excessive recoil.

The model 1895 Winchester would be pre-

ferable for killing power or long range shooting

but at your age and with your amount of

experience in high power rifle shooting I be-

lieve that y^ou would be better satisfied with

a lighter weapon.

Personally, I would prefer a solid frame
rifle, either ..with or without a scope. If I

had a takedown I would seldom take it apart.

Just what per cent, or whether any of the

war cartridges would be placed on the market
is merely guesswork. If they are, then a

.303 or .30 1906 would be the calibre to choose,

so far as cheap shooting was concerned,

but some of this war time ammunition is not

quite all that it might be and is loaded with

full metal cased bu,llets.

Editor.

Wants a big game rifle.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

As I am still preparing for college I have

never had time to go on a hunt but having

owned diflerent makes of .22's for several

years, and being greatly interested in shooting,

my father decided to give me a larger calibered

rifle for a present.

Not being very certain what game I will

have the opportunity of hunting, I think the

best way to state the requirements is "A gun

for deer with a possibility of larger game."

I have had in mind a model 1895 Win-
chester, chambered for the .30 government

1906 shell, with a Winchester telescope sight

looming in the distant future. I have heard

that a scope is inaccurate except on a solid

frame rifle but on the other hand I would
prefer a rifle which can be cleaned from the

breech, and with a clear view of the bore at

that time, if possible.

I do not know if the model 95, solid frame,

has these facilities.

Is there any possibility of the manufacture

of ammunition being reduced to standard

calibres or of the surplus of military ammuni-
tion being placed on the market, owing to

peace? This would make it advisable to

buy an arm handling the .303 British or

.30-1906 cartridge.

Gordon R. McGregor.

Montreal, P.Q.

lieplu—For your purpose, 1 believe it would

be wise to purchase a rifle of light recoil like

the ..32 Special Winchester, .250 or .303

Savage, or'tlie .32 or .30 Remington rimless.

Making up a special .25 calibre rifle.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Depl.

I have a .25-20 Winchester repeating rifle

with a nickel steel barrel 24 inches in length.

I have been reloading my shells using the

regular 86 grain soft point bullet and 8 grains

weight of Schuetzen powder. It is a very

satisfactory cartridge for small game and is

very accurate up to 75 yards, which is the

farthest I have shot it as yet, however. It

is not a suitable cartridge for deer by any

means as I found out last fafl.

Last week I was reading an old issue of

Rod and Gun and saw an article written by

Lieut. Whelen, where he said he had a rille

with a nickel steel barrel 27 inches long. The
rifle was originally chambered for the .2§-20

cartridge but Lieut. Whelen had it re-cham-

bered for the .25-35 commercial shell, and

with the 86 grain soft point jacketed bullet

and 22 grains of DuPont number 20 powder

he said the velocity was about 2200 f.s. and

would aveiage 1.77 inch groups at 100 yards.

Well, that is some gun and I think the same

load in my rifle would give as accurate results.

But, what I think and what you kuow are

two different things and that is why I am
writing you.

If 1 sent my rifle to Mr. Nicdncr and had

it rcchambcred for the .25-35 shell do you

think I would get as good results as Lieut.

Whelen got. My rifle weighs 7 pounds and

the twist is one turn in 14 inches, so that I

don't think that there would be any danger of

stripping up to 2200 or 2300 I'.S. I''or small
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EVINRUDE
Detachable Motor for Watercraft

With an Evinrude you can go quickly, without row-

ing, to the holes where big catches are almost sure.

Distance makes no difference to an Evinrude owner.

Variable speed, suitable for trolling. Swift, smooth,
flexible power for canoe, rowboat and other craft.

Built-in flywheel type magneto. Automatic reverse. Maxim
silencer and tjlt-up arrangement if desired. Our special method
of balancing practically eliminates vibration.

Nearly 100,000 Evinrudes have already been sold.

The Evinrude is used by 25 governments.

Write for Catalog

Evinrude Motor Company
58 Evinrude Bldg. Milwaukee, Wis.

Distributors

69 Cortlandt St.. New York. N.Y.
214 Stalest.. Boston. Mass.
436 Market St.. San Francisco, Cal.
21 1 Morrison St.. Portland. Ore.

For a CRUISING, HUNTING or PLEASURE CANOE
You cannot beat our Model No. 22—16 ft. long. It is the steadiest canoe on the

market and a ver>' easy paddler.
We also offer many other sizes of canoes and skiffs—and we make them of Cedar,

Basswood or Canvas Covered.

GET OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

WM. ENGLISH CANOE CO. limited. Peterborough, Canada

Address

Peterborough Canpe Co..
Ltd., 288 Water Street,
Peterborough, Canada

The Trade Mark Is on every genuine

"PETERBOROUGH CANOE"
BUY

^j'way^/o<Jf/'or and is backed -g. Xs/ ^
X > ti.^ P tee. It will -iUi.^^ <^'

"V/vrs ^pay you to get '"TOO

our catalogue andiinvestlgate.

We make a complete line of

CANOES, ROW BOATS,
SPECIAL OUTBOARD

MOTOR BOATS,
DINGYS & LAUNCHES
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game 1 would use the 87 grain full metal patch

.250-300(1 bullet, so if this is possible I think

that I will have some gun, because, the 87

grain full metal patch bullet at 2300 F.S.

would be a more deadly cartridge than the

.25-35, would it not?

Lenoxville, Que. Dr. H. V. Hight.

/?ep/(/- Unfortunately the receiver of the

model 1892 rifle is not long enough for the

25.-35 shell. Therefore you could not remodel

this rifle to handle that shell. Lieut, (now
LT. COL.) Whelen's rifle was a single shot

Winchester with a number three barrel, quite

dilTercnt from the weapon that you possess.

You could ven.- likely have Mr. Niedner

make you a similar lifle or fit a barrel with

correct twist to a model 1894, .25-35 Winches-

ter action. Editor.
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Matters Pertaining to Conservation
|
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Should the Use of Firearms Be Regulated for the

Protection of Game?

T. J. C.

1
would suggest that no persons be allowed

to carry a fire-arm of any description

other than a revolver of a calibre heavy
enough to be of protective use (for which the

law provides that a permit to carry such must
be obtained) in the woods during the close

season. Licensed trappers and legal resi-

dents of those rural districts who do not kill

game only when needed, and to whom a rifle

or shot gun is a necessity, for the protection

of property against marauding animals,

hawks and owls that prey on domestic fowl

the year round in backwoods settlements,

could be excepted. The trapper and settler

make it their business to destroy at every
opportunity these pests.

Also that during the big game season no
person be allowed to carry a rifle of a smaller

calibre than a .30.30. Nfy reasons for this

being that a lighter weight bullet does not do
sufficient execution to prevent the animal
getting away after bein.g hit, which they do
in almost every instance and cannot be found,

and eventually die from the wounds. To
make more clear I will give one of many in-

stances that have come to my notice at

different limes while hunting.

In following an old tote road one day I met
a Kinlander carrying a 2.')-20. We stopped

for a chat and he told me that he had come
upon a large moose back about a mile or so.

It was standing broadside on, so he took a

shot at it, ^hitting it somewhere in the left

front leg or shoulder, for it frott<'d off limp-

ing, lie claimed to have followed it for some

distance in an attempt to get another shot at

it. but lost track of it altogether in a swamp.
Two days later f was hunting in that vicinity

and in passing through a small thick swamp
I almost fell over the carcass of a large bull-

moose with a fine .set of horns. I was curious

to know what caused its death, so I looked

him over and found the left fore-leg at the

shoulder swollen to three times its normal
size. Taking my belt axe I cut it open and

found part of the bone to be splintered at the

back with a small metal-cased lead bullet

wedged in the splintered part.

Xow this seemingly was the moose the

Finlander had told me about shooting just

two.days before. I judged it to weigh about

eight hundred pounds and it had a fine set

of eleven point antlers with a forty-seven

inch spread. It was an all round fine moose
and it seemed a shame to see it go to waste.

I maintain that if this man had had a rifle

of a 30..30 calibre or heavier, it would have

shattered the bone and otherwise penetrated

to a vital spot and prevented the animal from
going any distance before dropping, .^s it

was the small bullet just penetrated to the

bone, splintering it and causing infection

which caused its death.

In one small swamp grown thick with small

evergreens and muskeg mo.ss, as we call it.

we found the remains of live deer and two

moose. Bullet wounds, as shuttered portions

of bone showed, had caused the death of threi'

of the deer and one of the moose. The
others were possibly victims of the wolves.
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Your Lesson in Preparedness

J\.utomatic Pistol

THE war has taught us a lesson—as a nation. BuIt-
have you applied it to yourself ?

Or, having escaped nationally from the menace that threatened
to overwhelm us, are you, personally, individually, going to shut
your eyes to the possibility of danger ?

In the moment of peril, what will protect you—your wife

—

your daughter?
You are going to do your duty by getting a SAVAGE Auto-

matic Pistol, so that you can live peacefully and lawfully and safely,

protected by ten-shot, lightning-quick SAVAGE insurance. It's,

ready at your dealer's now.

Savage Arms Corporation
UTICA, N. Y.

Sharon Delroil Philadelphia
Executive and Export Offices. 50 Church Street, New York City

-Uso makers of Lewis Automatic Machine GunB. Light, Ordnance. Military. High Power and Small
Caliber Sporting Rifles, .\utomatic Pistols and Aramunition, Motor Car and Truck Pressed Steel
Frames. Parts. Transmissions, Axles, etc.

IF YOU
like thousands of other men, wear,

for comfort or appearance sake, a

TOUPEE, you o\ve it to yourself

and your friends to wear one scien-

tifically made. It should fit perfect-

ly, and blend naturally with the

hair you still have left. Above all,

it should be becoming, and in every

respect suited to your type and

expression. The Pember will fill

these requirements. Write:

W.T. PEMBER
129 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

30E WELSn
!i LEADERS »

Cast PCDFECTLY

for

ELSn
P^SADEnAG^LirODniA
EXCLUSIVE A6mT
~Ua»'^CAnADA~

GET THE
GENUINE
Do Not Take a
Substitute !

Beware of Japanese
Imitations !

3 ft. lengths 25c; 6ft.

for 50c; 9 ft. for 75c.

Made in 6 sizes, from
2>2 to 30 lbs.. Break-
ing Strain, a size for

every lish.

Joe Welsh's

Blue Devil

Darning Needle

FLEXIBLE
DURABLE
unbreakable

Two sizes— one for

Bass, one for Trout.
Send 7.5c for a "Blue
Devil" and a 3-fl.

Leader. Write today.
Add 10 per cent for

War Tax.
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I do not mean to say that the small caUbre

rifle is the cause of all this waste, but that it is

the cause of a large part of it that could be

avoided by the use of a larger calibre gun.

Some is caused by parties hunting small

game with shot guns who happen on a deer

or moose and cannot resist the temptation to

shoot. The result is that the animal receives

a charge of bird shot that has about the

same effect at the time that a charge of salt

would have, and if it does not hit a fatal spot

and cause death the animal will in all prob-

ability die from infection. Anyone that

cares no more for the presers'^ation of big

game than to do a trick like this has no busi-

ness to have a gun. Anyone who carries a

shot gun in hunting big game should not be

allowed to use anything but buck shot or

slugs.

There is, as we all know, a large percentage

of big game, wounded by large calibre rifles

get away on the best of hunters. If they

are flesh wounds and bleed well the animal

recovers, if not they die. A certain game
warden in his annual report to the Govern-

ment once recommended that the use of

rifles for hunting small game be made unlawful.

This measure, as a protection to game is useless

and also unfair to those who use a rifle. It

stands to reason that a partridge or rabbit

has a far better chance to get away from a

man with a rifle than a man using a shot

gun, and if you hit small game of any kind

you have it, where if you were using a shot

gun you would find that a partridge or rabbit

can sometimes carry away a lot of shot.

I have seen more get away wounded from
the shot gun than I ever have from the rifle,

and I have nearly always used a rifle for

everything but ducks. Then again shooting

a partridge with a rifle affords one more
pleasure, for it requires skill to take the

head off a bird with a bullet.

There are a large number of foreigners

in this part of the country, (Soo district)

carrying guns at all seasons of the year, who
care nothing for the protection of game and
whose only ambition seems to be to slaughter

everything in sight. These men mostly work
in lumber camps. It is hard for « game
warden to catch them with a gun for the news
of his presence in that vicinity travels mys-
teriously and fast, so that when he arrives

at a camp there is not a fire-arm of any
description to be found about the place. It is

almost impossible to deal with this class of

game hog as he should be dealt with.

Nole—A solution of the game slaughter

question, that will be satisfactory to all hunt-

ers, is hard to arrive at but the above writer

has suggested a few commendable reforms.

Contributions on the momentous question

are welcomed by Rod and Gun.—Editor.

The War and Game
John B. Burnham

President, American Game Protective Association

An Address Delivered at the National Conference on the Conservation of Wild

Life, held in Ottawa, on February 18th and 19th

THE total death casualties of the war

have been estimated by U. S. Secretary

of War Hakcr as 9,000,000 men. The

total population of the world is, I believe,

something over a billion and a quarter souls,

so that the world lost something like seven

per cent, of its population. But reproduction

was going on all llie lime, and the world has

more people to-day than when the war began.

Audubon once estimated that a single flock

of passenger pigeons which he saw contained

more birds than the total population of the

world, yet only a few decades later there were

no pa.s.scngcr pigeons. The race had been

annihilated.

The comparison is interesting, for it illus-

trates the fact that the human being is the

most hardy game animal of all. The greatest

war of history not only failed to annihilate,

but also failed to stop man's increase. Also

it must be observed that while humanity is

increasing, game is decreasing. The ratio

between man and the game he hunts is con-

stantly assuming a more unfavourable per-

centage as regards the game. And the war

itself, paradoxical though it may be, has, in

many places and over large areas, accentuated

the disparity.

Almost everywiiere except in North Amer-

ica the food shortage has caused appalling
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FISHERMEN

!

Do You Want a Collapsible Minnow Trap ?

Rod and Gun in Canada - Woodstock, Ont.

\

!

IT WILL COST YOU NO MONEY—ONLY A LITTLE TIME. j

I

I

1

Just send us FOUR new subscriptions to ROD AND GUN at |1.50

per annum each, and we will send you postpaid, an unbreakable, celluloid,

collapsible minnow trap, value $3.00, manufactured by A. J. Algate, Toronto. [

Sample copies and subscription blanks are sent free on request.
|

1

Add To Your Collection of

Victor Records—FREE
We are offering "His Aiaster's Voice" records as premiums for new

subscriptions to ROD AND GUN Magazine.

Two new subscriptions at $1.50 each entitles you to a 90c record.

Three new subscriptions at $1.50 each entitles you to a $1.25 or a $1.50

record as desired.

Four new subscriptions at $1.50 each entitles you to a $2.00 record.

Five new subscriptions at $1.50 each entitles you to a $2.50 record, and
so on.

Send us the subscriptions and we will have the record or records you
earn sent you, all charges paid.

Sample copies and subscription blanks will be furnished on application.

DEPARTMENT Rod Efld GuD iu Canada, Woodstock^ Ont.
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inroads on the game supply. In England,

the Honorary Secretary of the English Game
Guild tells me it will take at least twentj^

years to get game l)ack to anything like

normal abundance. The great increase in

vermin, with the game keepers otT at the war,

is partly responsible for this. In Ru.ssia,

many of the finest preserves have been ruined.

JOHN B. BURNHAM
President, American Game Protective and

Propagation Association

and game nowhere exists in its former supply.

In France, the poison gases have completed

the work of destruction. The Mexican
bandits in Iheir mountain retreats have con-

verted magnificent game .sections into un-

productive wastes.

Carl Akeley says that the war has taken

a toll of from half to two-thirds of African

game in the sections where there has been

fighting. Much of this game, he says, was

wantonly slaughtered by the Uoers for rifle

practice. Aside from the norlhern portion

of North America, the picture is one of nearly

universal gloom, but here, I am glad to say,

conditions are much brighter.

Both Canada and the United Slates have

wonderful food supplies, and what is more

important still, an exalted brand of wisdom

with regard to their natural resources. In

both nations, the full meaning of the value

of the conservation of wild life is at least

recognized. This was never more cleverly

demonstrated than by the passage of the

treaty fqr the protection of migratory birds

which to-day unites our two countries in

brotherly bond, and which was ratified by
your country during the darkest hours of the

war.

Neither country for a moment lost its good

sense. In the face of the clamour for cheap

food in the form of marketed game, efficient

protective laws were in no way relaxed. Both
countries knew that if the demand were

granted it would mean the annihilation of the

game without any appreciable benefit, for

the price of food would not have been lowered

by any fraction of the medium of exchange.

To-day both countries have more game than

when the war began—game which is of far

greater value from the standpoint of making
by the taking, men and soldiers, self-reliant

and healthy individuals, than it can ever be

for food alone.

I have seen it stated of that force of troops

which Canada sent at the start of the war that

seventy-five per cent, were sportsmen. After the

proof these men made of splendid valour and
efficiency, no further argument is needed in

support of game protection. If such men are

bred and vitalized by any sport, then it is

sacrilege to endanger that sport. Thank
God the oft'icials who have been responsible

for the preservation of the game have been

true to their trust.

Just one word of caution here, which must

be taken at its relative value to the whole

subject. The tendency to-day is toward too

much restrictive law. We must not let the

tail wag the dog. Conservation of game is

right, but the conservation of sport is

righteous.

Next to the advance of civilization, the

chief factor that has reduced our game is the

market hunter. Almost everywhere we have

put an end to the commercialism of game,

with the result that game is on the increa.se.

The low water mark in many places has been

passed. We have the laws and the machinery

for putting them into elTect. From my view-

point, we now need better enforcement of

existing laws rather than additional re-

strictions, which are only exasperation to good

sportsmen. Where the law is not thoroughly

enforced, you and I know that such restric-

tions penalize the best class only and that the

others do as t lies' please. Laws, as a general
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Handiest

Tool a Sporti

mta E?er Carried'

MARBLE'S
SAFETY AXE

If you go camping, fishing, hunting or trapping, or travel
much in the woods you ought to have a Marble Safety Ase.
Without experience you cannot realize what a handy, valuable
tool it is. The ase is practical, perfectly balanced, tough and keen
—capable of withstanding the severest usage, yet can easily be carried
in pocket or belt. It serves all the purposes of axe, hatchet and ham-
mer. A perfect ase for setting a tent, blazing a trail, or cutting gambrel
sticks or a pole for carrying a big buck. A stream can be bridged—a raft
easily constructed. W ith it the fisherman can quickly release his hook from
a snag. Caught far from camp at nightfall, the hunter can quickly provide
himself with firewood and a bed of boughs. Several men have informed us of
how the Safety Axe saved their lives on similar occasions.

Marble Safety Axes are quality tools. They are but II or 12 inches long and
weigh only 16 to 27 oz. Nickel plated spring hinged guard is lined with lead and folds
into handle. Blade of tool steel, carefully tempered and sharpened. Metal bandies are
drop-forged and will never break. Side plates are of rubber. Wooden handles are of
selected hickory and have nickel plated steel guard and lining—for groove in handle. READY FOR \\'ORK

Metal Guard iolds into
Handle wheo Axe is in usePRICE With Wood Handle $1.65. With Steel Handle $2.75 and $4.40

For sale by dealers everjTvhere. Orders filled direct wherewc haveaodealer. Write for catalog showing entire line.

Marble's Water-
proof Matchbox

C ju^p^ I '^ — '^t H Absolutely water^^^^ lril?rl-f^ 1 ^BaMMMMM-^l j] and moisture proof.
Keeps matches dry
in wet weather.

MARBLE'S ^fEW TROUT KNIFE ^^nT m^y°"'l^vl
Designed expressly for dressing speckled trout and other fish. Forged from lives. Seamless

finest cutlery steel. Handle is H-in. thick and terminates in a 1-in. ring through drawn brass, heav-
which the little finger is inserted about half its length—remaining fingers and ily nickeled, size
thumb are placed just back of the blade against curve of shank. Alwavs open, of a 10-gauge
tasilv cleaned. Total length. 5J^ inches. Weight, including metai bound shell. Has rubber
sheath. 1 oz. Price ' 55c gasket in the cover.

Price 55c

Marble's
Compasses

Brass box with
agate bearings.
Guaranteed ac-
curate. Pocket
Compass. $1.10.
Safety Coat Com-
pass attaches to
coat or shirt

—

always in sight
and can't get
lost. Price $1.40.

Write for Catalog.
Every sportsman should write

for a copy of our illustrated
catalog which shows the complete
line of Marble's Sixty Specialties
for .Sportsmen. Mailed free.

If Your Dealer Can't Sup-
ply You With the Goods
Shown Above. Order Direct
From

Gladstone, Mich.

.\

MARBLE'S FOLDING FISH KNIFE
,

. .
handy knife for hunting and fishing use. Cuts. rips, scales. Blade

tolas into handle. Locks when open. Easily carried in pocket. Price. 1-inch
blade, $1.40.

MARBLE'S WOODCRAFT KNIFE
Combines the good features of all hunting knives. Adapted for sticking,

skinning, cleaning, slicing. Biggest value on market. Blade. 4H in.;
laminated leather handle, 35^ in.: aluminum tip; weight f) oz. (Sneath
included) $1.65.

Marble Arms & Mfg. Co. ''aVEnue''
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rule, should not be enacted too far in advance

of public sentiment.

Close seasons are worse than useless unless

they are enforced, and the vermin kept down.

I say they are worse than useless, because they

do not increase the game, while they do in-

crease lawlessness and disregard for other

laws. In the United States, antelope and
mountain sheep have been exterminated under

long closed seasons. In this instance, it is

true there should have been closed seasons,

but they should have been enforced. It

would be much better to lose the game mthout
law than to lose both the game and respect for

law at the same time.

At the recent dinner of the Canadian Camp
in New York, a Canadian member of Par-

liament told how generally game laws were
Niolated in his province. North of this city,

in time pasts, I have seen beaver skins openly

trafficked in, while the beaver were nominally

protected by a close season. There were
plenty of beaver and the people could not see

the necessity for protecting them. At Fort

Yukon, they fed dogs on white flour last

winter with moose in sight every day, but

on the headwaters of the White River, men
were taking dogs to board and feeding them
mountain sheep. All you gentlemen, whether

from Canada or the United States, could

multiply such instances.

Don't spring your law, no matter how
good, until you are prepared to put teeth in it.

Better err on the side of too great liberaltiy

than err in the other way. Educate the

public to see the necessity for protective

legislation. The great mass of testimony

proves that paper laws play into the hands
of the Huns of sport. Let us, by all means,
have fewer restrictions and better law en-

forcement.

In the United Stales, we feel that the

situation as regards the future of the wild fowl

supply for the present and future is now amply
safeguarded by the Migratorj' Bird Treaty

Act. Though of not nearly so great im-

portance as our treaty with Canada, we hope
within a reasonable time to secure similar

relations wth Mexico. The wild fowl supply

has certainly increased tremendously in the

last few years, and I say this, despite the fact

that on our side of the line the shooting season

just past was, in many parts of our country,

the poorest we have had in forty years. This

was due, of course, to the unusual mildness of

the weather.

In general, the States are looking much
more closely than ever before to maintaining

their supplies of localized game. A business-

like feature towards this end which is re-

cei\ing much attention wth us is the game
census. In many states, the new hunting

Ucenses require, in addition to the usual

facts, a report of all game and fur-bearing

animals and vermin taken during the previous

year. The killing of vermin is encouraged.

This is being supplemented by estimates of

the game animals and game birds at large in

the covers. It is a business proposition, this

inventorying of resources, and it furnishes a

business basis for new regulations. I look to

see the system greatly perfected in the United

States and Canada during the next few years.

Then, too, we are doing a tremendous work
in the United States in propagating game,

chiefly deer and pheasants, to stock depleted

sections. The Stales in the aggregate are

spending a good many hundreds of thousands

of dollars in this way for the benefit of the

sportsmen. Looking to the day when wild

fur-bearing animals will be less numerous than

at present, the United States Government,
under the direction of Dr. Nelson's depart-

ment, has established an experimental fur

farm in Northern New York.

Alpine Club of Canada
The Director's Annual Address

MY annual address for our thirteenth
Anniversary is a very pleasant duty
as compared with that of last year.

Then, all was at its blackest and the whole
world wailed with breathless tension for the
mighty clash of numberless armed forces
that was to decide the final result of years
of terrible fighting; such as had never been
before. Even while I wrote that awful last

struggle had begun. Deep down iniall our

minds was the thought: "Can it be possible
that llie unheard of atrocities of the enemy
hordes in Belgium and France and in other
lands will go unpunished?" "If that be so
what have we to hold to that is worth living

for."

Long before the 11th of November, 1918,
the final result was settled beyond dispute,

but, on that never to be forgotten morning
the electric spark circled the globe and carried
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the glorious news to every spot upon the
earth's surface reached by the wires.

An Armistice had been signed at 8 o'clock
that morning. Though a military prelimin-
ary, all knew that it meant the end of the
war, and that all our dear ones who were
stijl fighting were saved to us.

It is said that on the battle fields when the
news was received, it was received with utter
un realization. But one phase of the only
half believed news was grasped. "We do
not have to fight"—and there and then men
sank in their tracks and slept—slept as never
before—in an awful and unreal silence, such
as had not been for four and a quarter years.

In the cities and the towns, where hopes
and fears, exaltation and despair, ceaseless
toil and energy, politics, and projjaganda
had been unending, day and night, men and
women went wild with joy. It seemed a
dream—;too good to be true—and the pent
up tension of the awful war period found
vent in an hysterical display that for the
moment carried the people off their mental
balance. ,

The paramount thought was: "Our glorious
heroes, our own dear boys will come back
to us;" and glorified faces in the vast crowds
told of those who still had dear ones to return—and then a further thought, and deep and
sincere sympathetic sorrow went out to
those whose fathers, husbands, sohs, daughters,
brothers and sisters were heroes for the
cause—the men and women who had died
thiat the Right might prevail; that the destiny
of the world might be fulfilled. We mourn
the loss of our dear comrades of the Alpine
Club. They died for our sakes and for the
sakes of posterity—but it could not be other-
wise where men are real men and women
real women.
The soldiers of the Allies have fought the

Good Fight with incomparable honour and
glory. Their records are forever graven on
the tablets of their countries' history. Not
least among such records are those of the
Canadians and of the Americans—Lens,
Viniy Fiidge, Fcstuberl,
Mons, Chateau-Thierry,
Argoune bear witness.

Not least among these
the individual members of the Alpine Club
of Canada; (Canadians, I5ritish, Americans.
In all one hundred and thirteen kiiown
members, men and women, have been on
active service since the war began. The
highest known r;ink, previous to the war, of
any member volunteering was that of Major.
There are now ]2 Majors, 9 Lt. Colonels and
2 Hrigadicr Generals. Helow the rank of
Major are: 20 Captains and one Hon. Cap-
tain (Mrs. .J. W. Henshaw,) 1 Lieut. Com-
mander (U.S.A.), 21 Lieutenants and one
Hon. Lieut., I'rench Army, (Mrs. .Stanley

Jones), and .'i Sergeants. Thus, out of 1 L<
volunteers from the Alpine Club, who have
been on active service, 79 hold commanding
rank. Thtil speaks for elTicieucy.

Of distinctions, the following have been
won by the said members during the war:

—

British—C.B. 1, C.M.G. 2, D.S.O. 8, (and

.i Bars) M.C. 9 (and 1 Bar), D.C.M. 1.

Foreign— Cross, Legion of Honour 2, French

Camhrai, Yprcs,
St. Mihiel, the

are the records of

Croix de Guerre 4, Belgian Croix de Guerre
3, Crown of Italy 1, Rose of Italy 1, Order
of Leopold, Belgium L
Eleven have been killed; two have been
prisoners of war and a dozen or more
wounded, some several times

—

That, speaks
for valour.

It is a glorious record and one that might
have been expected of mou'ntain men and
women in a period of such magnificent
heroism.
An incident has come to us recently where

the experience of mountaineering has been
useful during the war:—A letter received by
our Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. Mitchell, from
Capt. A. W. Wakefield—who holds the north
of England record for a 24 hour run over a
mountainous course (where he made some-
thing like 80 miles)—says "Today I have for

the third time during the war been grateful
for my climbing experience. There was a
Boche flag on the top of a tall Marconi pole
at the summit of the Citadel here in Namur,
which had flown there ever since we evacuated,
but I succeeded in getting it down today."
Another instance where mountaineering

has been useful to one of our members on
service is to be found in the article appearing
in the last issue of the Canadian Alpine
Journal (1918) from the pen of Col. C. H.
Mitchell, General StalT Officer of the 2nd.
British Army.
A full record of our members on active

service will be found in the next issue of the
Journal for 1918, in so far as we have been
able to obtain information.

Since our last Anniversary two more
members have acquired the greatest honour
of all: Lieut. J. Tyler (U.S.A. Air Service)
and Lieut. T. J. Taylor of Victoria, B.C.
Both were well-known to us—the former at

our Ptarmigan Lake Camp, 1915, and the
latter through the deep interest he took in

mountain matters and his knowledge of the
country north of Mt. Robson. We mourn
their loss and our sincere sympathy goes out
to their sorrowing relations. For the fallen

little need be said. Their names are forever

writ upon the tablets of Time. They occupy
places in the "Temple of I'ame" and
"High oe'r their seats the form of Time is

found,
"His scythe reversed and both his pinions
bound."
Of high Distinctions a number have been

added since last reported in the Journal:

Col. R. P. Clark, Victoria, promoted t<i

Brigadier General.
Col. J. A. Clark, Vancouver, promoted to

Brigadier General.
Col. C. H. Mitchell, Toronto, appointed
Commander of the Bath, and presented
with the Rose of Italy.

Col. W. W. I-'oster, Victoria, presented with
a 2nd Bar to the D.S.O. and with the
French Croix de Guerre.

Major F. A. Robertson, Victoria, presented
with the D.S.O.

Major, the Rev. A. M. Gordon, Ottawa.
presented with the D.S.O. (Promoted
Lt.-Col.)

Major W. M. Pearce, Calgary, presented
with the M.C.
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Capt. A. Morkill, Vancouver, presented
with the M.C.

Lieut. T. J. Tyler (U.S. Air Service) presented
with the French Croix de Guerre.

There are doubtless others that we have
not heard of yet.

Already a number of our wounded heroes
have been returned to their homes and I feel

sure will be found participating in our An-
niversary functioixs, for the sfrenuous and
harrowing years of war do not seem to have
loosened the lasting grip of the Great Hills.

Though battered, weary and worn—many
incapacitated from active mountain climb-
ing—they return immediately to the old love
and, even though their bodies may be unable,
their spirits are with us and will be as long
as they live.

Even before our next Camp, "The Victory
Camp" comes off, it is likely that the majority
of our Overseas members will have been
returned to their homes and that many of

them will be with us on that occasion. God
grant they may. The Alpine Club of Canada
must never forget that it is due to the loyal

and lo\'ing adherence of our members on
mihtary ser\'ice that the Club has been able
to come so successfully through this desperate
period. It is to such adherence, given—even
in the midst of the absolute and strenuous
demands of a life and death struggle and all

its horrors, that we are today indebted for

the solid base upon which we stand. I

think it is wonderful—wonderful beyond
measure—that such a thing could be; and
it goes to show that the grip and comradery
of the mountains binds closer than even the
demands of war a I'outrance.
To these heroes all honour is due. They

have created for us a tradition beyond belief,

and we plan in 1920 to hold a great "Welcome
Home Camp" at Mt. Assiniboine and to have
there all of our soldier members—men and
women—who will be our cherished guests,—

•

and to there and then express to them the
. very high esteem in which we hold them,
and the superlative admiration we have
for their mighty deeds of valour. It was not
to be conceived that such men and women
existed, and it remained for the greatest
war of all time to produce these supermen
and superwomen.
We have heard from our two members

who were prisoners of war: Capt., the Rev.
Gillies Wilkin and Sergeant W. A. AUdritt.
Thank God, they are again with their kindred
in the Empire to whicn they belong. Their
trials and sorrows have been great, out their

greater hearts have carried them through
and have won for them the respect, admira-
tion and gratitude of all true men and women
for all time.

The dose of the war has brought to us a
sense of deep sealed relief. Once more we
are able to let our thoughts^wilhout treason—dwell upon the mountains; upon the billows
of fleecy clouds thai adorn Canada's highest
peaks; to sec in our mind's eye Ihe shimmer of

the iccfall; to gaze with wonder at a crashing
avalanche, or a thundering rockfall; to trace
the silver network of the streams, winding
in sinuous curves far below; to spot the
gem-like lake< of glorious greens and blues,

scintillating with myriads of diamonds that
sparkle from their sun-kissed wavelets, or
else see mighty snow-clad peaks reflected in
their mirror-like surface; to smell the aroma
of the pine and spruce while wandering in the
midst of mossy, fern-grown forests; and, best
of all to sense the pungent wood fire smoke,
lazily curling upwards towards the starlit

dome of Heaven, as we lounge around the
Great Camp fire and join in the jolly lilt of
a chorus or song, while the soothing pipe of

peace in such surroundings belies the din and
horror of the dreadful past—gone, let us hope
forever.

This and all this has been the guiding star
of our comrades of the great war, ana has
held them as by a steadfast anchor, througli-
out the period of din and strife, to a realiza-

tion of their dreams.
I regret to have to record the death of Miss

Margaret Springate, a victim of the recent
epidemic, \Iiss Springate joined the Club in

1909. She was one of our most actively
active members and a good and fearless

mountaineer. She participated in a number
of our camps and was well-known to us as
Secretary of the Winnipeg Section: also a
frequent visitor at the Banff Club House.
We shall miss her co-operation much.
And now to touch upon matters of more

casual importance in the routine of the
Club's progress. We have come through the
war in good shape, thanks to the loyal sup-
port of our members. For the first time in

years we went behind in our balance of revenue
and expenditure, but only to an extent of
about $250, an item we shall easily pick up
this year.
Apart from this the Club has no liabilities

other than its outstanding Club House de-
bentures, due 1st. of May, next. It is not
possible to meet them in full, owing to the
falling olT of revenue during the past four
years, so a plan has been proposed to pay
ten per cent, of the principal over a period of

ten years at the usual rate of interest, with
the privilege of paying in full at any due date
of interest.

The plan was submitted to all debenture
holders and a considerable number have
acquiesced in it. Many debentures have
been donated to the Club and the outstanding
indebtedness amounts to about $3400, for

which we have assets of more than three
times the value. No difficulty is anticipated
on this account.
The 1918 Annual Camp was held at Para-

dise Valley, on the site of our old camp site

of 1907, with an outlying camp at Consolation
Lake, on the site of our 1910 Camp. The
main Camp ^^as in charge of the Secretary-
Treasurer, Mr. Mitchell, and of Mr. C. H.
Richardson of Calgary, who for many years
now has so eflicicntly looked after construction
for us. The outlying Camp was in charge of

Mr. T. B. Moffat of Calgary and was managed
in his usual very popular manner.

Although making all plans and preliminary
arrangements for tlic Camps, I was only able

to be present for the Annual Meeting of the
Club. It look me nine days of travel, and
very difficult travel at that, to get from and
bacK to my work on the Interprovincial
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Boundary Survey, which lay a long way
north of the Canadian Pacific Railway.
The Camp was much enjoyed by those

present. The attendance was small, only
54 in number altogether. The small attend-
ance was largely due to the fact that no re-

duced fares were given by the railways and
that all except strictly business travel was
discountenanced by the Government to give
precedence to war requirements.
The Manager in Chief of the Canadian

Pacific Railway Hotels, Mr. F. L. Hutchin-
son, again loaned to us two of their Swiss
guides, Edouard Feuz and Christian Hasler,
who are old friends of ourts and gave us their
faithful service. Some good climbing was
done in a quiet way.
At the Annual Meeting a resolution of

greeting was drawn up and, later, sent to
our members overseas; also one of sympathy
and encouragement to our prisoners of war.
They a'ppeared to give much gratification.

The usual resolutions of appreciation and
thanks were also passed.
At the close of the Annual Meeting I visited

the Yoho Glacier and made the usual measure-
ments for advance or retreat and for flow of
the ice tongue. These have been carried on
continuously since 1906.
The Club House was open from 17th June

to middle of September and was, as usual,
in charge of the Secretary-Treasurer with
Miss li. Savatard in charge of the domestic
arrangements. The attendance was very
small, and but for the fact that it is necessary
that the house should be open during the
summer months, to keep it in repair, it would
have paid better not to have opened it.

Apart from the Annual Camp, little climb-
ing was done by members during the year.
Mr. Val A. Fynn of St. Louis made numer-
ous expeditions and climbs in the vicinity
of Lake Louise and Lake O'Hara. The chief

features of these were new, routes up Mt.
Temple and of the Victoria and the Lefroy-
Hungabee Ridges. Mrs. Fynn made the
first ascent for a lady of Pinnacle Mt. and
accompanied Mr. Fynn on several of his other
climbs, particularly one of the Victoria Ridge.

Last summer Mr. Fynn renovated and
equipped to some extent the cabin in the
meadow near Lake (rilara, which he refers

to as Wiwaxy Cabin. This was a generous
and public-spirited action and one that is

worthy of our gratitude. The matter of

cabins at suitable places in the mountains,
to facilitate cllmlting and other expeditions,
has long been in our minds, but we have not
yet succeeded in attaining a linancial condi-
tion where we can give active exi)rcssi(in to

our wishes. In keeping open and running
our club House and t^amp at HanIT we have,
for the inonietit, rea<;licd our possilile achieve-
ment in tills repsect.

My dearest wish for many years has been
to build anrl place at the disposal of our mem-
bers for climbing activities a suitable little

Chalet on our location by the shores of Lake
O'Hara. The dilficulty in connection with
it is not so greatly the building of il, but the
keeping of it open for use aiul the (inancing
of sulTicient help to operate it. I sincerely
hope that soon, prosperity may overtake us,

and that we may be in a position to build
there. Its utility will, of course, depend upon
the demand for the accommodation it would
furnish.

The Journal was published as usual and
was in its usual good style. It elicited some
very favourable comment and particularly
so the illustrations, which were exceptionally
good, especially those by Dr. Bulyea of Ed-
monton. Publication is now a very expensive
luxury and it is largely to this cause and that
of the help and food problems that we were
behind at the end of the year.

So much for the past—what of the future?
Three years ago the citizens of Banff, in

good sporting spirit, organized an Association
of Winter Sports and held a Winter Carnival
at a considerable loss financially. Notwth-
standing the loss, a second Carnival was
brought off the year following with much
success. The first year's arrear was picked
up in addition to current expense.

Last February a third Carnival was brought
off and was again a success. The glorious
weather, the bright blue skies, the snow-
clad surroundings and the exhilarating ozone
of winter in the Great Hills filled all who
participated in it. with delight and proclaimed
great possibilities for the future. Your
Director, realizing that these sports are
closely allied to the activities of our Club,
and that the future may render possible
their application to our Club House at Banff,
as an adjunct of the Carnival, attended the
last two occasions and rendered all possible
assistance towards their success.

So appreciative of our collaboration were
the members of the Association that for this

year the Director was elected an Hon. Vice-
President, and, at the Sports themselves.
Official Judge of all events.

It is I think a wise policy for the Club to
render all possible assistance and co-o'peration.
Last year we contributed to the general
expense fund of the .Association for Carnival
purposes, and this year we gave a handsome
silver cup to be competed for by Ladies'
Hockey teams. It was won by the Regents
of Calgary after a very strenuous contest
with the \Ionarchs of Edmonton.

In my last year's address, I referred to an
invitation we had received from the Club
.Mpin I'rancais to participate in a Congress
of Alpinism to be held at Moiuico after the
war. Matters in this connection have pro-

gressed and it has been de<ide(l to hold it in

the Spring of l'.>2(). Baron Gabet of Paris is

President of the (^ingress. On the Presiden-
tial Committee, the .Mpine t^lub of Canada
has been given \cry full recognition l)y the
inclusion of our President, Mr. ,1. 1). Patter-
son, our two \i<-e-Presidonls. Colonels
Mitchell and l-'oster and myself as Director of

the CJub. I have the matter now in hand
and am endeavouring to arrange a full re-

presentation and exhibit. I""or the latter I

iiope to induce the Government to send over
Mr. Byron Harnion of BanIT with his magni-
ficent moving piclure films of climbing and
travelling in the t^anadian Rockies.

Our .\nnual Camp this year will be held at
the suniniit of Yoho Pass, on the site of our
lirsl eanip in 19()(i. It will last from the 22nd
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KING FOLDING CANVAS BOAT CO. 465 Harrison St., Kalamdzoo, Mich.

LOUIS RHEAD ^^T/e NATURE LURES %%\3°" 4th SEASON 1919
Heretofore, the maker of nature lures trusted entirely to personal tesls of them. So many appreciative

letters are received, anglers may be interested in the following sample from an eminent M.D.. fishing in Maine

—

Dear Sir:

—

Enclosed Imd five dollars, for which please send an assortment of nature lures for Trout- I used the
lures this summer and had the grandest sport of my life, taking ouananiche with them in two trips. I

used them at one pool where flies, worms and live bait were being used, and brought to net more fish
than four other rods. I lost my last feather minnow this week and wish to be prepared for next season."

Send for new illustrated leaflet with additional testimonials.
LOUIS RHEAD. 217 OCEAN AVE., BROOKLYN, N.Y.

NEWFOUNDLAND
A Country of Fish and Game. A Paradise for the Camper and Angler. Ideal Canoe Tripa

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company's system is enceedingly rich in all kinds of fish
and game. All along the route of the Railway are sUeami famaui for their SALMON and TROUT fishing.
,\lso Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fiihing and Imnting in Newfoundland say there is no other
country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can be secured and with such ease as in Newfound-
land. Information together with illustrated Booklet and Folder cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F. E. PITTM AN, General Passenger Agt. Reid Newfoundland Company. ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND

HAND CAST BULLETS
And hand loaded shells are almost invariably used by expert shooters.
They fiive more accurate results than factory loaded ammunition and
the saving in cost is considerable. Write to-day and send us the name
and caliber of your rifle or revolver.

IDEAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
264 MEADOW STREET NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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of July to the 5th of August inclusive. It will

be styled "The Victory Camp" and we then
hope to have present a number of our re-

turned soldiers— men and women. An
outlying camp will be placed at the mouth of

the Upper Yoho Valley.

At this camp several matters of importance
will be taken up, noticeably:—the arrange-
ments for the big "Welcome Home Camp" at

Mt. Assiniboine in 1920, when we hope to

have the majority of our returned men

and women members there as our guests.

We have also to consider an appropriate
memorial to be erected at the Club House to

our soldier members.
The Club House will be open about the

first of July and it is hoped the attendance
there will be greater than during the past
two years. The officials in charge will be the
same as last year.

ARTHUR 0. WHEELER.
Director.

Criticism From a Bisley Marksman

Editor, Rod and Gun:—
In your November and December issues,

considerable space has been devoted to

organizations and praise of The Irish Rifle

Club of Toronto; much of this has beeji con-

tributed by one J. W. Smith, whowe presume

by his remarks must be a member of the

Club, and an amateur at shooting, not one

of the old marksman class, such as the D.R.A.

or Bisley type, while one must not overlook

the fact that this Club is a civilian organization.

In referring to the by-laws, I quite agree

as to the purposes for which this Club was
organized in, I believe, about 1912 or shortly

before the war broke out. Now did this Club

carry out all the purposes for which it was

originally intended, that is promoting range

rifle shooting, bc<;ause at the very beginning

I would like to ask the writer, J. W. Smith,

(who should be familiar with the by-laws) if as

he says "ncniii; all members" are accepted,

but there are many who could not become
idcnlified with this Club, why? As to further

discussing this point I would only refer you
to the emblem of the Club.

The original members of the Club were all

crack shots who we^c very nearly all members
or ex-mcmbcrs of some militia regiment af

No. 2 military district, and with their respec-

tive units had rcceivod their early training

in musketry, some advancing so far as to be

eligible for Bisley toams. Now about the

time 1914 when the war broke out, every

marksman knows how all Ontario and Dom-
inion matches were called off, owing to the war
nothing in this line being conducted since, the

country had its •^nilitary affairs to deal with

then, and musketry of practical nature was
at once taken up at the various big camps.
However, The Irish Rifle Club, Toronto,

continued shooting during the war at Long
Branch Ranges situated a few miles west of

Toronto, but what was the practice, merely
shooting at the 200-500-600 yard range season

after season, without the slightest variation.

Now who could not become very nearly

perfect, if he had any knowledge of a rifle.

And I understand most of the members have
used special match Ross rifles, some possibly

who were not so fortunate had to use the

regular issue of the militia, but as to the

actual number of members who were taught

anything in marksmanship, I would venture

to say it would not be such a great number
in proportion to membership.

While Mr. Smith leads one to think that

the contests were according to O. R. A. rules,

it seems that possibly he may never have

familiarized himself with the rules, and
apparently never was in competition in O.R.

A. matches.

During the war every person interested

in musketry knew the difficulties that con-

fronted them, and for this reason many old,

time shots became identified with the I.R.C.

this more particularly during the last couple
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Vacation in the Pine Scented

Lakelands of Canada

In the "Highlands ofOntario," that
wonderful region of scenic beauty,

you can Fish, Swim, Golf, Canoe,
Camp, Hunt—spend a vacation

you will never regret or forget.

Mirror-like lakes set in the gran-

deur of forests of pine and balsam.
The purest of air, 1,000 to 2,000

feet above the sea, and hay fever

is unknown.

' Famous Playgrounds for

Outdoor Men and Women
"AIgonquinPark"-"30,000 Islands
of Georgian Bay" — "Kawartha
Lakes"—"Muskoka Lakes"—
"Timagami" and the "Lake of

Bays." Modern hotels— or
"rough" it if you prefer. Any
Grand Trunk Agent will gladly

plan your trip for you.

Illustrated descriptive literature
sent free on request. Apply to

J. QUINLAN,
B<ftiaventure Station,

MONTREAL. QUE.

C. E. HORNING,
Union Station,

TORONTO. ONT.

Army Raincoats

The official model designed

for military duty; the one type

of raincoat both waterproof

and sanitary; every garment

strictly to Government speci-

fications. NO WET
CAN GET THROUGH—
hermetically cemented; in-

terfitting fly front (triple

protection), adjustable fast-

tenings around wrists, storm

collar with storm tab, pockets

with interior slit to reach

inside clothing without opening

coat; ventilation holes in back
* concealed by extra yoke to

afford escape for moisture

from the body.

End of war permits of sup-

plying civilians. Direct from

Government contractors a

far below actual value. Fil

in coupon and mail with $7.50

TO THE PEERLESS CO. (§oTtJa"cTo%V)

P.BO. BOX NO. 387, NEWARK, N. J.

Date 19

Please send Army Rain coat by Insured

Parcel Post Prepaid to

Name

Address •_• -

Chest measurement inches.

For which find $7.50 money order enclosed. If

not entirely satisfactory money is to be refunded on
return of coat. Dept. 856.

-4x*s____f with inverted pleat down back and all-
UTTIcers around belt with buckle; convertible
Double collar; patch pockets with flaps; wrist

Breasted fastenines with buckles; ivory buttons.

„„JV,„ Disposal price, $12. State chest meas-
ModelS urement.

BUY YOUR
KEEP-EM-ALIVE

FISH STRINGER

NOW
PAT. V. S and CANADA

Prepart

for the

Coming
Fishing

Keep Your

Catch Alive

and Fresh
Until Ready

to Use

The Best Buy
in Tackle Today

'rice 75c

From Ytur DtalT or Dirui. S4nd far Circular

WMTKINS MFC COMPHNV HOWEll MICH.
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of years. But of course the I.R.C. claim

all the honor for such good scores during

their season's practice, but when we look at the

names, many of which are so familiar in

connection with various old regiments o/

Toronto a/id big shoots held throughout the

Dominion before the war, and as Mr. Smith

says have been to Bisley, which I quite agree,

it would seem more sport than instructional

musketry, as many of these men won their

laurels under the distinction of their own
regimental units, and if Ontario and Dominion

Associations should be revived again, you

would find these old time marksmen lined up

in their former place and I would venture

to say the actual members left in the I.R.C.

of Toronto, capable of making scores such

as published in the December issue of Rod
-and Gun would be few. Quite an ordinary

team, without scarcely any practice composed

of members of the Toronto Board of Trade

defeated the famous Irish team at Long

Branch ranges in 1915 and were defeated

during the season of 1917-18 in the i/idoor

matches by North Toronto team. Also

in the January iss^e of Rod and Gun much
praise again is given one .J. Sharpe, who
exhibits four targets, while we are told

these were made at 75 yards, I do not for

a moment believe any such targets were

made at that distance; if these targets are

as they appear indoor regulation, one could

scarcely see the bull's eye at all. Then, of

course, one is not furnished any details of

target or calibre of ammunition used, as any
shooter realizes how much easier it is to make
bull's eyes with large bullets such as .303

gallery than .22 gallery. Therefore, the

writer cannot agree that this is such a brilli-

ant exhibition of indoor marksmanship as I

personally have seen just as good performance

many times before.

Bisley Marksman.

Needless Slaughter of Big Game

Alex Bleakney

The morni'ng of the fourteenth of Novem-
ber, 1916, dawned with a heavy mist, while

underfoot there was a few inches of snow.

But the weather conditions only acted as an

additional incentiVe to our party of six hunt-

ers, Lewis Irons, Edgar Wilsonl, Leslie Rob-
bins, Charles Alwad, Lloyd Bleakney and
myself.

We entrained at Salisbury, N.B. for Berry

Mills where we were to make connection

with the Lakes train. It was our annual

hunting party and needless to say we were as

happy as lords.

The first day in the bush found notliing of

interest except greatly improved appetites

but Bobbins mentioned passing a buck that

had no horns. "It never moved" said he and
we all thought this very strange. He said

that it was the tamest moose he had ever

seen in his m;ijiy years experience with big

game.
The next morning I .set out to investigate

strange occurrence that Robbins had men-
tioned. Sure enough there was a big moose
and a bull at that. A glance told me that he

had knocked his horns olT. A do.ser examina-
tion n^vcaled-tlie fact that he had been wound-
ed and had been lyiiig in the one position for

a week. Some heartless brute had shot him
and left him to suffer. What common curs

there are that infest our game fields! There
are numerous people that shoot for greed and
others for slaughter; in order to satisfy a lust

for destruction.

The pot hunters had shot all the deer and
moose even in our old game haunts which
had been formerly ideal huntihg grounds.

A few more men of the stamp of Kerr of Essex
County is the crying need of our country.

The following letter will be read with great

interest by the writer's hosts of friends.

Mr. H. Mortimer Batten is one of Rod and
Gun's frequent contributors.

The Gables, New Galloway,

Scotland, 1 llh, March 1919.

Editor, Rod and Gun.

Dear Sir:

—

I have to thank you for tlie lour books safely

to hand. 1 am reading these with very great

interest, and find they contain jupt the in-

formation I was wanting. The hints on
making various things in "Camp and Trail

Methods" are excellent, wliilc "The Science

of Trapping" and "Steel Traps" describe

many excellent sets.

The knowledge contained in these books

should be sulTicient to give any boy a start

—

a foundation on which to build up his own
ideas. One cannot read how to trap any
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Best British Briar Pipes S^^^
You, as a keen lover of all outdoors, cannot conceive of a more dismaying circumstance

than an outing trip minus a First Quality Briar Pipe, a reliable blend of tobacco and your
matches, "Now can you?

Let your Pipe and Tobacco be your first consideration. Buy a real eight year matured
French Briar London Made Pipe vciih hand cut vulcanite mouthpiece and sterling silver

band, plainbut tlie very best, now as formerly S2.50 each. A plain statement in your letter of
what you desire, bent or straight shape, medium, large or small bowl, is quite sufficient to suit
you.

Gerth's Smoking Mixture, an absolutely pure unsweetened blend of four of the choice.st

imported tobaccos, on sale ever since 1880, is a well balanced mixture, satisfying, tasty, mellow,
absolutely reliable. Owns a host of staunch friends. Selling at $2.60 per pound.

The following offer to Rod and Gun readers :

—

One first quality London Made Briar Pipe S 2.50
One pound Gerth's Smoking Mixture 2.60
One London Made leather pocket pipe cover 50

Prepaid to vour address for S5.00. S 5.60

GERTH'S LIMITED ''' ^t. cather^ine street west

The Family Canoe
Paddling is a most pleasant summer pastime. It delights the old and the young.

CHESTNUT CANOES
are the ideal canoes for ever\-one. They are staunchly built for COMFORT, STRENGTH
and DURABILITY.

The rib work and lining are made of toughest New Brunswick Cedar—The whole bodj' is

covered with a seamless sheet of specially-woven canvas treated with a very efficient water-

proofing preparation. A Chestnut Canoe is leak-proof and safe.

The Chestnut Pleasure, Sponson, and Cruiser Canoes are the best canoes for any kind of

aquatic sport or pastime.

Chestnut Canoe Co. Limited, box 445, Fredericton, N.B.

-PRINCE GEORGE-
TORONTO CANADA
Masniliciently FttmUhed. Liberally CoDdocted.
Cuisine unexcelled. Courteous and Prompt S«rvic«.
European Plan. American Plan.

SAMUEL H. THOMPSON, Proprietor

"Catch Fish Worth Fishiner For"

Use the TEMPTER Bait
FREE TO EVERY ANGLER
who uses it. a prize, value $4.50
WBITE For Full PARTICULARS
BAITS, 75c EACH, Any Color.

J. W. BEYN0LD8 DECOY FACTORY
CHICAGO, U.S.A.Patent Pending
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more than one can read how to shoot or play

billiards, but by reading oiae can cut short

many of the initial failures by starting out

on more or less the right lines. Later one

develops one's own ideas, for originality and

a bit of inventive genius are as essential to

successful trapping as are good traps and

tobacco. Many an old hand too will find

gobd books on the subject a source of new
ideas.

Thanking you again.

Yours faithfully,

H. Mortimer Batten."

Mr. Julius Lindberg of Jordan, Montana
certainly thinks Rod and Gun is a good maga-

zine. Under date of March 29th he writes:

"I am one of the lucky ones to come home
from the war and it certainly was great to

find Rod and Gun right on the table looking

at me when I got back. It gladdened my
heart like no other book or news could,

outside of the glad news of the armistice.

After lining up the French .75 on the

Hun and being away from friends and

relatives Rod and Gun seemed to be the true

welcome home after all."

Mr. Linderman was overseas with Battery

"A" of the 37th Field Artillery.

An interesting series of war commemorative
stamps has been issued by Newfoundland.

The device chosen for the issue is the design

of the Colony, being the head of the caribou.

Under the head in eight of the values is the

inscription, "Trail of the Caribou" in a

ribbon scroll intertwining oak leaves, beneath

which is engraved one of the battles recording

the valor of Newfoundland regiments. For

example the one cent stamp bears the in-

scription, "Suvla Bay." This was received

on an envelope containing a renewal to Rod
and Gun from Mr. W. A. Sclater of St. John's

Newfoundland.

The Keystone Camping Club who hold an

annual camp at Washagaming, Northern

Ontario have issued their 1919 camp folder.

This very interesting little brochure contains

a paragraph that docs credit to the organiza-

tion. All true sportsmen will agree with

the following reprint:

"As in lormeryears the club has always stood

for good sportsmanship and insists on the

strict observance of the Fish and Game Laws,

and while you are quite likely to meet with

deer, moose, bear, otter and beaver, there

is no necessity, and it is urgently requested,

that you do not bring high power guns along.

There is always danger and there is no game
in season. The club is justly proud of its

record of never a fatality in its entire existence"

APPEAL TO SPORTSMEN.

I am alarmed to see the great number of

male bluebills on the northward bound
spring migration—as I write fully 20,000 wild

ducks surround my island—of these fully

15,000 are males. If we all try to kill drakes

next fall we will help a bit. This family

of the wild duck is holding its own in numbers

but the foolish females are lessening yearly.

Bonnycastle Dale.

The angler who takes a pride in keeping his

tackle in good condition at all times would do

well to look at the Tak-It-All Case illustrated

on page 111. The beautiful exterior finish of

mahogany, walnut and oak together with

the all-wool interior contraction, combine

in making a tackle case that is second to

none. One splendid feature of these cases

is the separate plush-lined compartments for

reels.

On the coast is found the great Indian

fishing owl, and among the rocks of Marsaba

the monks have half-tamed the orange-

winged black-bird, which is really a starling of

African type, as much out of his latitude as

the hyrax. One of the birds peculiar to

Palestine, the pretty little pigmy Mobite

sparrow, which lives in reed beds, is one of

the rarest birds in the world.

Reptiles abound, and even the Nile croco-

dile, the leviathan of the Bible, lingered long

enough to give Tristram the chance of obtain-

ing a specimen nearly twelve feet long, while

in addition to the African cobra, we find the

grass snake among the harmless species, and

the wicked little horned viper lies in wait, as

in olden times, to bite the heels of the horses.

As for the fish, they are as abundant and

varied as ecrfi, and it is interesting to note

that the Sea of Galilee is still packed with

them, and that the commonest kinds arc of

an African family, an interesting illustration

of the scientific interest which unites with

the religious to make Palestine among the

most interesting of all countries. ,
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NORTHERN
ONTARIO

>f-

'-•Sfe.-

This vast new land of promise is one degree
^outh of Winnipeg, and is big enough to include
the six New England and four Middle States of
the American Union.

Aside from its immense resources in timber, mineral, waterpower, fish, game and scenery, NORTHEPIN
ONTARIO contains millions of acres of fertile, arable land fit for mixed farming which may be had in soum
districts at 50 cents per acre, and in others FREE.

AJready there are thousands of miles of colonization roads and steam railways spreading like a spider's
web over a huge part of that immense lorest-robed territory.

For free descriptiie literature, write

H. A. MACDONELL. Director of Colonization, Parliament Buildings, TORONTO, CANADA
G. H. FERGUSON, Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines.

^m
'>e'*-i

ASSEMBLE YOUR TACKLE IN A

TAK-IT-ALL CASE
THIS one was not made for some other purpose and then con-

verted for tackle—it was made for tackle. You will value
it because it is light and can carry your complete equipment—all in its separate compartments, with a plush-Iined com-
partment for reels.

•^ The all-wool construction eliminates noise aud rust.
Furnished in mahogany, black walnut or fumed old English
or golden oak. Three sizes as

—

N'o. 1, 12in. length. Sin. high. Sin. deep. Price % 9.75
No. 2, 13Hin . „ 9in. .. Sin. „ .. 11.50
No. 3, I5in. „ lOin. f., 9in. ,. ., 14.75

PHILLIPS & McLEAN, Wallaceburg, Ontario

Dent's Condition Pills
A marvelous tonic for dogs that are all out of sorts, run down, thin
and unthrifty.with harsh staring coat, materated eyes and high colored
urine. There is nothing to equal them for distemper, mange, eczema and
debilitating diseases. You will notice the difference after a few doses
At druggists or by mail, fifty cents. The Dent Medicine Company,
Toronto. Canada and Newburgh, NY. .\ practical treatise on dogs
and theirtrainir.fi, 160 pp. fully illustrated mailed for 10c to all customerc

.!<^Ahijmj:[fii^^^triT-ra
i hff1]yy

KEATING S
» POWDER
KILLS
BUGS

Before pullingawayFurs, Blan-
kets, or Clothes of any kind—
crinkle them thoroughly with
"Keating's"—Kealing's Pow-
der kills moths. In Cartons,
15c. 25c and 40c.

Mounted Moose Heads
in excellent condition

Bargain for quick sale. Box 41, Rod and
Gun, - - WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO



Canadian Trap Record for 1918

Following are the lOlS averages of the Irapshooters

of Canada: AMATEURS.

AbboU, J.,N.BaUleford,Sask. .

Allan. A, Edmonton Alta.

Allen. A. L. Gull Uakc.Sask

Anstee, Geo. Toronto.Ont.
Baker, Dr. A. Vancouver B.C.

Baker. F. H., London, OnL.
.,

llankB E J, Vancouver, B.C.

Barber Matthew, Carnionyag

Barnes W.. Hamilton. Ont

Rates A. D., Hanulton, Ont.

R?aU' M N. Battlcford, Sask

Bea tie, J. I... Banff, Alia

Benson, M.\V,/clma. Sask

Uf.nt;on 1 /-c ma. Sask

Be?rv,H W.Strathcona Alta...

BIack,J.H-.W)"n'P'=.g.Man
Boothe, P. J

. '"™"\°V R r
Boothroyd. J.. Surrey C... BC-.

.

BouUebee. W., VaVicouycr, B.C.

Rnwn E A. I.ailner, B.C.
BowenlV, Edmonton. A'Alta...

Bowers, C. Vancouver. B.C.

Braden, N.S., I amd on. Ont.

Branda. Ben). 1 lamdton. Ont

Britton, G. A.. Vancouver
Brown. E. S,. Toronto. Ont.

Brunk, A. J., V!>ii<;ouvcr. B.t

Burden, N. IC . (.algary Altd

Kiirke \V. K.. Preston. Ont.
.

Cadwe-ll.M.N.BattU.f'd.Sask...
Cameron. E .

Vancouver. B^C
.

Cameron. W , Saskatoon. Sask. .

.

Cam|)bell, P., Edmonton Alia..

Can<lee, C. N. Toronto. Ont.......

Carder, F. D.. Vancouver B.C..

C.arr, W. IC. Winnipeg. Man.^

Choate, C.(;..IlamiUon.Ont.
' Clark. \V. I-:.. l-.<lmonton. .Mia

Climie.G S. Vancouver B.(...

(linger, A. II .
London, Out

Combs. M. 11. Toronto, Ont.

Cooev. 1 1. W.. 'i'lyn}."- '>"'.

Corbv. Edw., Falls View. Ont
Cornwell, W, Vancouver, B.C.

Conlbnrn, A. .1^ I oronlo. Ont
Cowderv. G. M: r.altfary. Alta

Crablrce. I larry. Meginn, Sask.

Cramer. 11 Vancouver B.(..

Crape. I). II .Cluny.Alta . .

("iirric 1 ). S., I'.dmonton. AJta.

Curtis. B.I-"., Saskatoon Sask
I)ennis..l(din.Hranllord.Ont.

Digby. I> , M''* Wedtnnnster ..

Dill l<nlpii,Sa»kn1oon,Snsk
Dillon, Wm ,

IlauuUon.Ont
Dodds. E. Swifl Current, Sask

Doherlv. W., Bruultoril.OnI

S. A.
.520

175
320
400
200
650
100
170
100
200
,320
120
320
320
175
700
350
120
200
100
345
150
200
100
100
150
100
120
200
320
100
40

235
11.50
250
lOX)
730
175
100
100

lilOO

1450
100
.30

100
345
l(i0
840
10(1

80
.320
KHI
220
illlO

750
.120
420

Bk.
282
129
293
356
170
511
84
137
89
189
263
95

288
274
135
630
285
95
162
92

301
120
138
83
91
118
77
no
179
256
77
26

110
1071
215
90
G24
149
85
86

1732
1346
73
19
81

326
I.38
709
82
Cil

289
85
183
884
625
214
390

PC.
.8843
.7371
.9156
.8900
.8500
.7861
.8400
.8058
8900
.9450
.8218
,7916
.9000
.8562
.7714
.9000
.8112
.7916
.8100
.9200
.8724
.8000
.6900
.8300
.9100
.7866
.7700
.9166
.8950
.8000
.7700
.6500
.4680
.9313
.8600
.9000
.8547
.85H
.8.500
.8600
.9115
9282
,7300
.6333
.8100
.9449
.8625
.8440
.8200
.7625
.9031
.8.500
.8318
.8929
.8333
.6687
.9285

Dolson. Fred A., Chathani^ Ont.

Dory. A. C. Gananoque, Ont.

Edwards, \V. S. Toronto, Ont. .

Ellis, E. E, Windsor. Ont
Esch, A. H. lidmonton, Alta _

Esrott, A., N. Vancouver B.C.

Estell, Earl E., Mirror. Alta

Fallis. C. E. Biggar. Sask _
Farwell, M. E., Winnipeg, Man
Fawcett, S., Saskatoon, Sask

Fenton, W. R., Toronto. Ont

Field. Alfred, Vancouver, B.C

Fisher, E. J., Jordan Sta.Ont.
.

Fletcher, M. E., Hamilton. Ont. ..

Foley, E. G., Calgary, Alta

Ford R. O.. Toronto, Ont
Fox. F. L, Toronto Ont
Fox, Geo. W., London, Ont

Fox, John W., London, Out..

Freeman, VV., Edmonton, .\lta. ..

Friend, Perl. Hamilton. Ont
Funnell. G.. Ganano.|ue. Ont
Gardner, Joe, Calgary
Glover A. W., Toronto, Ont
Glover. R. W., London. Ont
Gooderham, N. 1 oronto. Ont.. .

.

Gooderham, W . Toronto, ()nt.

Gomph, John, llamillpn, Ont. .

Goodale, M. E.. Hamilton. Ont.

Gooderham, G., Clarkson Ont

Gordon. Hugh (. . Banff, Alta

Gould, G.. North Vancouver
Gould I M , Saskatoon. Sask

Graham. W. J., Biggar. Sask

Griffith. S. Gananoque. Ont
Haighl. C. Saskatoon. Sask

Harris. E.. H.Tmilton. .
..

Harrison. C. MinnieoB. Ont
Hart. J. W., Dresden. Ont
Hawlev. Newell. Gait, OnJ
Hav B.C., iMlmonlon, Alta

I lealv A. F.. Wind.sor, Onl
Hobbs, F. S, 'Toronto, Ont,

Hogarth, F. J., Toronlo, Onl .
. ...

llomugshead,W,,Dulton,Ont, .

lIolman.G. A., I'.dmonton..

Holmes. Dr. G.HeKma, Sask

1 [olmes, W., I'-.dmonton Alta

Honsbeger, M, Jordan Sla. Out

llougan.O. A., ICdnlonlim, Alta .

Iloi.lding, Mrs.,Sa.sk't n.Sask

Houston. J. C..b>lmontnn..

I lughes. Wm •',"•""'"**."V,„VHunsberry.il .,Ionian Sla, Ont

llunler,J., llanilllon Int.. ...^

I lulchinson, R.. Saskatoon, SasI

Iruens. Christian. Ildmonton .

.

Jennings.J, Todmorden, nt..

Jennings, (•..(:•. 1 oronto, Onl. .

Jones, W .Swif I Currenl. Sask.

Jordan. <'.eo. G., I oronto, Onl..

400
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THE

(FORM FJTTUie)

The only suspensory tLtilored to fit the groin
snugly.

Simply supports the vital organs. Promotes
Health, Comfort and

Cleanliness.

Made in 4 qualities

(Balbriggan $1.00
Outfits Complete

I
Linen (Mesh) . . . . $1.25

(1 extra sack) ^ Fine Glove Silk . . . $1.50
I
Heavy Silk (Mesh) . . $2.00

KLEAN E-Z JOCK STRAP . . . $1.00
At your Dealers or postpaid on receipt of priee]

".Suite 193," 1328 Broadway
A. R. CHISHOLM CO., New York City, U.S.A.

>^P0Kr5MANS FRITN^
Odorless, colorless, clean to use,
unaffected by climatic changes,
NyoU positively keeps rust
away from firearms and fish-
ing tackle and makes itself so
generally useful as to become
iudispensable to the outdoor man.
The slead>' yrowtli of its popu!arit>'
iiinong sptirtsmcn is due to the
satisfaction obtained from its
use. Ask your dealer. Large handy
can, 3.^c. postpaid. Trial Ijoltle 15c.
Wm. F. Nye, New Bedford, Mass.

3

Genuine Diamonds
$1, $2, $3, Weekly
Save money oo your Diamoods
by buying from us. We are

Diamond Importers. Term*,
$1, $2 or $3 Weekly. We
guarantee you every advantape
in Price and Quality.

Write to-day for Catalogue, It Is free.

We send Diamonds to any part of Cannrla '^' tm^i i-clioD
at our expense. Payments may be madt \NeekIy oi
Monthly.

JACOBS BROS.. Diamond Importers

15 Toronto Arcade - - Toronto, Canada

Rowboat Motors

Now for a Day
of Real Sport
ADAY full of exhilaration and fun.

A day of roaminif about ever
river and lake—now "still fisli-

Ing"—now trolling—now just skim-
ming along the shore line — just
exploring. And all day long never
touching a hand to an oar—never a
backache, armache or a blistered
hand. Just fun—pure, unadulterated
fun. Have you ever longed for such
a day—ever wished you could atTortl
a little power boat and could bid
good-by to oars and paddles? You
can do that very thing now. You can
get an inexpensive

ROWBGATMOTOR
and attach it to any rowboat and you have a
launch. It's so simple and dependable any
one can run it. It operates on the same
principle as motors in big launches. The
ehaft extends straight out from the rear of
the boat. The enniue is in a vertical posi-
tion. The drive is direct from engiue to
propeller. The entire motor pivots on stern
of boat. Can be raised or lowered by pres-
sure on steering handle. Steers by
swinging propeller to right or left.

Propeller rises over
stones, sunken logs or
other obstructions. Goes
through weeds like an
eel. Drives boat right
up on beach Has speed
of 5 to ID miles an hour.
Weighs about 70 pounds.

$5goo
'Complete
Ready to
Run

.IBSpcod

ijr Motor

Get the Details
Go to your sporting goods
dealer. If he husn't a
Liberty Drive Motor,
write us, giving his name.
We'll see that you get
the details promptly.

We Also Build
inboard motors frum 2'^>

to 30 horsepower. Send
for details. Give length,
beam, draft and type of
your boat.

The Caille Perfection Motor Co.
106 Caille Bids. Detroit, Mich.

for thosewishing a
highly refined mo-

t o r. Has 5
speeds, 2 for-
ward, 2 back-

ward and
u t ral. Has a

starter; co cranking.
Magneto in flywheel.
Positively the highest
development in row-
boat motor Oesign.
Special Catalog: on

»request.

PERFECTION MOTOR CO.
380 St. James St.. Montreal
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Joselin, Wm. H,, Toronto 600
Joyce, L,. Bronte. Ont 200
Kerr, Fred, Crediton, Ont 800
Knickerbocker, W . Vancouver 1 00
Konkle. D., Beamsville, Ont 100
Laird, Albert A., Toronto, Ont. .. 200
Lea, A. \V., Calgary, Alta 170
Leavitt, S.. Saskatoon, Sask 280
Legree, P. J., Winnipeg, Man 600
Lemp, Otto A., Dundurn, Sask 320
Lennox, H., Hamilton, Ont 550
Leslie, C., Swift Current, Sask 320
Lewis, Chas. A., Gait, Ont 1080
Liersch, H. J.. Vancouver, B.C. .. 690
Logan, A., Edmonton. Alta 345
Lund, Fred, Red Deer, Alta 665
Mahon, E. J., Brantford. Ont 200
MacLean, C. N. Westminster 440
MacLure. J. C, Kilgard, B.C 220
MacNab, G., Saskatoon, Sask 280
MacRae, J., Saskatoon. Sask 320
Marsh, E. J.. Toronto, Ont 815
Marshall. W. J.. Gait, Ont 8.50

Mather, P., Brantford, Ont 220
McBain, E.. Strathcona, Alta 175
McCanoe, W., St.lThomas, Ont. .. 1500
McCausland.U., London, Ont 1150
McCurdv, J. E., Sydney. N.S 890
McDonald, G., Saskatoon, Sask. 320
McGaw. T. D., Toronto, Ont 1000
McGrath, J. B.. Toronto. Ont 650
McGregor. J.. Melfort. Sa.sk.. 160
Mclntn're. J., Vancouver. B.C., 590
McIntyre.W., Montreal. Que.. . 500
McKay. T.. Swift Current, Sask .. 160
McLaren, W B., Calgary, Alta..

.

345
McLaren. W. J.. Calgary, Alta. ... 170
McLean. Alex.. Calgary. Alta 170
Mclean, C, N. Westminster 100
McMarton. P.. Toronto. Ont 400
McNeil. D.. Brantford, Ont 100
McNeil, Dan.. Florence, Ont 300
McPherson. O.. Vulcan, Alta 120
McRobb. J. A., Brantford, Ont. .. 100
Mehus. E. P., Edmonton, Alta. .. 75
Meilicko. O. F., Dundurn, Sask. .. 400
Miller, N. T., Kindersley. Sask. 320
Motlcv. H. H., Calgary, Alta 50
Mover. W., Jordan Sta., Ont 100
Muckle, Bert, Calgary, Alta 170
Murphy, J. F.,Clarkson, Ont 80
Murphy, O. A., Ladner, B.C 100
Mutz. A . Vulcan, Alta 120
Mvers, Dr. E., Saskatoon, Sask. .. 80
Newby, W. E., Saskatoon, Sask. .. 490
Newman. H., Hamilton, Ont 100
Nicholls, C. S., Toronto, Ont 400
Niven. W., Niagara-on-L., Ont .... 150
Oben. G. Vancouver, B.C 100
Oliver, A. J., Gait, Ont 350
Oliver, T. H, Ladner, B.C .340
O'Loanc. II., Chatham, Ont 1.50

O'Loanc, W., St. Thomas. Ont .... 200
O'Loanc, Mrs. St. Thomas, Ont. 200
Oll.son. A. G., Saskatoon, Sask 160
Owens, W. H., Regina, Sask 320
Page, Colonel. Brantford. Ont 1000
Paljncr, Fred D., Gait, Ont 350
Parmoter, A.. Bartonville, Ont .... 150
Passmore.Iohn. Ilcnsall. Ont .300
Paftison, J .Vancouver. B.C 1090
Pavne, J., Tillsonburg, Ont 18.50
Pcarcc. B. J., Toronto, Ont 610
Pcnner. F. J., Laugham 120
Pcttman. Geo.. Vulcan. Aha 130
Picrson. A.. Calgary, Alia 34.5
Pike, Gen. F., Toronto, Ont 100
Plazton, Dr., Calgary, Alia 50
Pomm'r'nkc. H., t)undurn. Sask.. 320

540
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COME TO NEWBORO FOR BASS AND SALMON TROUT
The Best Bass and Salmon Trout Fishing in Ontario
only two minutes walk from the hotel. Ten lakes within
easy access teeming with Large and Small Mouth Black
Bass. Salmon Trout. Pickerel and Pike. One 42-lb.
Salmon caught here last season. The very best of hotel
accommodations. Experienced guides, live bait. etc.
Write to-day for descriptive booklet and references.

J. H. SCOTT. Prop. Rideau Hotel. Newboro.Ont..Can.
On the Rideau Chain of Lakes.

Hotel Algonquin
|

Joe Lake
Algonquin Park

We make a Spedalty of Outfitting for Cam-
ping and Canoe Trips in Algonquin Park.

Fornjformation
J^ £_ COLSON

Joe Lake Mowat P.O., Ont.

Instructions for Net Making
Fish Nets easily

made by photo-

graphs and print-

ed instructions.

Price 25c postpaid.

Altoona, Kansas
Send to day and learn how.

W. E. CLAYTON

KEEP YOUR GUN CLEAN!
HOPPE'S

NITRO POWDER SOLVENT
No. 9

{Trade Mmrk Registered)

A liquid not made with acids; thoroughly
removes the residue of any high power
powder, including black powder—prevents
rusting in any climate—removes metal
fouling and leading. Nltro Powder Sol-
vent has been put to the test at National
Rifle Ranges ; used by U. S. Riflemen;
endorsed by prominent sportsmen; never
fails to d* ail claimed for it. Sold bv
dealers in guns and at Hardware dealers.

FRANK A. HIPPt, 2314 N. 8TH ST.. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

LIGHTING
"Akron" 400 Candle-Po-wer Lan-
tern Biabea and Ijorns its own
Kas from common gueoline.
Krifihtcr than electricity. Cany
it anywhere Wind prooI.Depen-
dable, cheap, safe, guaranteed

COOKING
Haudy took Slo\f. Ibc it in
aoorsoroutBide. Sitzlirp hot in
2 miMutcB- Bavea uaim roral
anjwhera. a»jtim». fctrour.
reliabU. incxpensire. guaranteed

^^ rite for specialprices and catalog.
92ft Gas Bldg
AKKON. O.

AKR9II CAS LAMP CO.

Black Bass
in Ontario

Are YOU going to fish with ME?

Frank's Camp
For Fishermen

Now Open

Lake Panache

Sudbury District

Over night from Toronto,

If you know it write for reservations

Accommodation limited

If you don't know it write for information

F. C. Frank
Shelbume, Ont., Canada

I

LAURENTIDE HOUSE
Lake Eilward, Pro. Quebec, Can.
Finest of Trout Fjsiiing, Moose, Bear,

Partridge and Duck Siiooting. Accommoda-
tion in eitlier liotel, camp or tents. Guides,
canoes and full equipment furnished.
Canoeing and tenting trips arranged to as far

as Hudson Bay. Booklet on request.

For Bass, Muscallonge and Pickerel
Fish in the French and Pickerel Rivers. Good board,
comfortable quarters, fine canoe trips, daily mail. Camp-
parties outfitted. House boats, launches, boats and canoes
lor rent. Get your ticket for Pickerel Landing on the
Canadian Pacific Ry We meet you there. Write for
further particulars.

M. H. FENTON, Prop.

Waniltewin Hotel Wanikewln. Ontario, Canada

uAi^ates

COLLAPSIBLE
MINNOW-TRAP

^^
—— ^ ^oye/f Success

'On« of th« txst angteFA-tritks"
produced tn m«irw «ca&orvs~ . NewYoam

Oupanof l-o any«>ing of^Hie kind
we Kfcvt cvcj- ««:/>- . . . .

, Pmilaoelphia
It c«r|-»'inly cat<chci th« minnows ©nd tt*

Con^p»cfn*j» M. anjLxccIknt^^^aturg" Xoao«vm
MADE OF CELLULOID -UNBREAKABLE ANOINVtStBlC
IN WATe" THE ONLY COLLAPStBLt TRAP ontmb MARKET

• ffcmirb^MoncyUrder oniu

,„^ A.ti.Al.eA.TE.
79 ^..ADELAIDE ST.TORONTO-CAN

&•
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Cutler, J T.
Cllne, J. J.
Clarke, E.
Cooey, H. W
Candee.C.N.
Cameron, S.S.
Carr.M.
ChoatcC.G.
Combs, R. .H
Day, R.
Dawson, R, G.
Dalton. W.
Edwards. W.S.
Friend, P.
Fisher, E..I...
Fletcher, M.
Gibson, J. M.
Groves. J. W.
Glover. R. W.
Gooderham.N. R.
Goodale,M.
Hughes. W.
Healy,F.E.
Harris, E.
Hunter, J.
Honberger. M.
Holden, A. P.
Hunsberry. H. W,
Hollingshead.W.
Jordon, Dr. G.G.
Jennings, J. E.
Joselin.W. H.
Konkle, D.
Knox, S.M.
Lenn -x, H.
Lewis, C. A.
Laird, A. A.
Livingston. W.
Lloyd. C.H.
Lansing,W.S.
Mantle,.J. R.
Marlatt.C.
Morgan. P
Marshall, W. J.

Marsh, E..J.

Mover, W.
Molt, A. C.
Mctealfe.R.P.
Mabon. E.J.
McGaw.T.D.
McRobb. A.
MrNeil.D.
Mc(^ansland,.L
McCanrc, W. J.
Ncwlands. L.
Newlands. H.
Nicholls. C.S.
Niven, W.
Oliver. Col. A J.
Palmcter. A.
Payne. .J.

Page. Col.
Palmer. F. D.
Pow. W.G.
Rolph, R R.
Rogers, C. M.
Ropor. W.H.
Smythe. H.
Srhniek. A. II.

Stingerland, M.
Stroud, G.
Ser.son,.I.R.
Summerhcvs. C.
.Sturt.IC.
Sutton. S.

Suminerhev.H,
Salisbury,!';. !•'. W.
Tliomsoh. W.P.
Timnierman, 11. Iv
'Hiom.son, C.
Tc«-yberry, D. S.
Vivian, (». L.
Vanre, S.G
Vanre, J.

WnlNoii, F. W.
Winter, II. R.

Dunk.G. II.

NcIhoii Long
i'unhmtirt:, O. II.

Welland 200
H-^ito"

::::::;:;:::;;;;;:::;;:::::::;:: 200Gait.
Toronto
Toronto
Toronto
Hamilton
Hamilton
Toronto
London ^ „f,
Niagara-Lake J""
T,^mr,*r» tDtl

350

350
350
200
200
200
150
200

Toronto.
Toronto.
Hamdton.
Jordan
Hamilton.
Gait.

100
200
350

^^,^ .
100

Yfamil'ton.'.'.
."..'.'.' 200

London 1°"

Toronto ^g"
Hamilton - |^"
Toronto iiy.
Toronto g^JJ
Hamilton ^""
Hamilton ^""
Jordan sVJ;
Toronto l^^-"

Jordan xV,f.

Dutton •
-""

Toronto '"^
Todmodern ??X
Birchclitle J^"
Beamsville ^""
Toronto '

^ggHamilton.
Gait.
Toronto., 200
Carlisle = 350
Niagara-Lake JUU
Toronto '="
Hamilton f""
Staffordville ^ 1°"

Toronto ^?X
Gait. -

35.0
200
200
200
200
100
2.50

__,^
200

Brantford.'.'.'.'.'..'.l;:i'!!!.^ 200
London. rj?^

3.50

Toronto. -

Jordan
Hamilton.
Hamilton.
Brantford.
Toronto. ..

Brantford

St. Thomas.
Gait.
Gait
Toronto
Niagara-Lake.
Gait
Hnmilton. . .

Tilisonburg
Brantford. . .

.

Gall
Tilisonburg....
Toronto
Welland

350
150

, 100
200
100
200
200
350

,. , 200
350

;"'!":!".!!...;; 200
portliope;:::;:::::::;;::;. .;;;;::.:.:.: jso

Hamilton \^
Smithville {00
Niagara-Lake .';[;;

Hamilton rj;')'

MiTuiro •-•• ^™
Brantford •.-. 200
Hamilton •, fiX
Staffordville J«"
Weston ..-.,! j50
Toronto 'xX
I lamilton.
Welland
I lamilton. .

.

Iliiniilton
Toronto.
Tilisonburg
Tilisonburg
Hamilton. . .

Toronto

200
200
200
100
200
200
200
350
150

PROFES.SIONALS
Toronto 35?
Hamilton .-.

350
ToroulQ 150

100
142
157
306
299
140
155
157
133
181
72
53

276
48
144
292
69
152
116
302
265
275
247
170
144
132
742
172
174
286
302
131
177
203
308
134
174
234
64

124
110
125
188
315
152
160
135
83
64
207
162
164
168
123
270
275
112
64
142
63
165
169
257
1.55

269
142
106
85
67
55
153
240
172
315
136
132
123
162
121
161
55
149
189
155
285
130

278
309
131

.5000

.7100

.7850

.8742

.8542

.7000

.7750

.7850

.8866

.9050

.7200

.3533

.7885

.4800

.7200

.8342

.6900

.7600

.7250

.8628

.7571

.7855

.7055

.8.500

.7200

.6600

.6914

.8600

.8700

.8171

.8628

.8733

.8850

.5800

.8800

.8933

.8700

.6685

.6400

.8266

.5500

.6944

.5371

.9000
.7600
.8000
.6750
.8300
.6400
.8280
.8100
.8200
.8400
.7687
.7714
.7856
.7466
.6400
.7100
.6300
.8250
.8450
.7485
,7750
.7685
.7100
.7066
.8.500

.6700
. 5500
.7650
.7272
.8600
.9000
. 7.555
8800
.8200
.8100
.6200
.8050
. 5.500

.7450

.9450

.7750

.8142

.8666

.7942

.8828

.8733
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Cook in Comfort
IN YOUR HOME, SUMMER COTTAGE, OR CAMP

and at the same time save time, trouble, and money by using that

wonderful new invention just on the market

THE INTERNATIONAL OIL BURNER
Can be put in any stove or range,

furnace or grate, or simply used as

a camp fire.

Thousands of homes are now being
heated with these, and at greatly
reduced costs.

ALWAYS READY. NEVER FAILS.

Write us for full particulars and prices,

they will save money in every home.

NO DELAY. NO TROUBLE
NO ODOR. NO CLOGGING
.NO SMOKE. NO DIRT

NO DANGER

NATIONAL BURNERS LTD.
114-116 JARVIS STREET - - TORONTO, ONT.

NEW .280 Copper Tube Ross Cartridges. .256 Newton Cartridges

QOODS ^^'^ expect during the nest fe\v weeks, SAVAGE RIFLES, all calibres,

2^ NOW IN STOCK—REMINGTON RIFLES, Model 12A, .22 calibre.

in WRITE FOR SPECIAL PRICKS

STOCK For Your Spring Outing Provide Yourself With Pike Equipment
We are Headquarters for the Spcr^. man's Every Need-

DPIKEG?
128 Xnvo St. B^

No. 44
Gives you a feel of real com-
fort and assurance of per-
fect protection v/hile exer-
cising. Opening beneath
patent flap A. Small amount
of material between the
thighs C. Perfect pouch B.
^VeIt-bound webbing.

All Sixes • . SI

Y^MIZPAH JOCK SUPPORTER I SANITO SUSPENSORY
No. 50

All elastic. Perfect fit. Self-

adjusting, will not chafe.

No buckles. Pouch open in

rear, therefore more sani-
tary. Perfectly comfortable.
Need not remove from scro-
tum v/hile at closet.

All Sixes - . SI
This Jock and Suspensory are all elastic and self-adjusting. These goods may be ..oiled
to cleanse without injury to the rubber. The Jock should be worn when exercising, and the Suspensory at all
other times, to promote health and vigor. If your dealer will not furnish, send us stamps or money order,
specifying large, medium or small pouch, and vraist measure, and we v^ll mail promptly.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded
THE WALTER F. WARE COMPANY Dept. C-2 PHILADELPHLiV. PA^ U. S. A-

i
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CANADIAN WINS AMERICAN TITLE
With a score of 197 out of a possible 200, J. E.

Jennings of Todmorden, Ont., won the national ama-
taor trapshooting championship at clay targets over
the traps of the New York A. C. at Travers Island on
\iay 4th.

'Riis is the first time in the history of the event that
th« title has been won by a non-resident of the United
States. Jennings was in fine form, as he missed only
three out of the first hundred and scored 100 straight
"breaks" in his second round, establishing a new record
for this shoot.

P. S. Wright of Buffalo, who won the New York
State championship earlier in the week, finished second
with 195. G. A. McCarthy of Philadelphia, a former
oaiional champion, took third place after shooting off a
tie with Mark Arie of Thomasboro, Ills., and J. B.
MvHugh of Wilmington, Del. Each of these had a
soore of 194 and finished in the order named in the
shoot off. Five others tied for the remaining five
prizes.

Following is the order of the ten prize winners,
together with their scores:— J. E. Jennings, Tod-
morden, Ont., 197; F. S Wright , Buffalo, N.Y.. 195;
C. A. McCarthy, Philadelphia, 194; Mark Arie.
Thomasboro, 111. 194; J. B. McHugh. Wilmington.
Del., 194; M. S. Hootman. Hicksville, Ohio, 193;
J. Clarke, Jr., Worcester, Mass., 193; W. H. Yule, New
Y«rk A.C., 193; J. B. Johnston, Pittsburg, 193; G.
Bmrmeister, Chicago, 193.

HAMILTON GUN CLUB.
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When supper time
conies *round

After fishing all day, with just a
snack of cold victuals at noon to keep
one going, a fellow does develop an
appetite. »\Vhen the shadows of
evening fall, what a pleasant pros-
pect it is to know that for supper
there can be real-milk-flavored bis-

cuits or flap-jacks (or may be a
pudding) topped off with fresh
sweet separated milk foryourcolTee.
The real-milk flavor is possible only
when you have Klim—powdered
separated milk—the only
milk 70U can take
Into camp that has
the flavor Nature
gave It and can be
USedJrSTAS NEED-
F-D from tho tin.
Hake GUim into Uq-
uid l«rm by simply
dissolving in water.
YoDrgr»cerwill re.

commeBd Klim, he
knows it will pi

'-^«'^-

JMay we send you
this guide hook?

An illustrated guide to points
of interest in and around Buffalo,
including Niagara Falls. Free
on refuest.
When in Buflalo. stop at the

Hotel Lenox, Buffalo's ideal
hotel (or tourists. Quietly
situated, yet convenient to
theatre, shopping and business
districts and Niagara Falls
Boulevard. First-class garage.

EuTtpean plan. Fire-
proof. modern. Un-
usual cuisine. Every
room an outside room.
$2.00 up.

On Empire Tours.
Road map and
running directions
free,

C. A. MINER
Managing Director

N*rth St, at
Delaware Ave.

HOTEL
B U F FAL O

I

YOU ENJOY A GOOD MEAL

American or European Plan

Well, who doesn't? When you come to
Toronto stop at a house whose diningroom
serTice is famous from coast to coast for
good eating, quick, courteous service and
reasonable prices. Our diningroom is our
hobby as well as an important part of our
business. We have a pride in it and our
constant effort is to keep on increasing its

fame. And every other department is

right in line—large, bright bedrooms,
beautiful tiled bathrooms, luxurious furn-
ishings, and everything else the most
fastidious traveler can require for comfort,
convenience and economy.

One minute's walk from the TTnion Station
brings you to

The Walker House
Toronto's Famous Hotel

Geo. Wright & Co., Proprietors

*l

11
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Doubles (Pairs).C L.Vivian 48 58
H.Cooey 24 21
G..\nslce 8 16
.\.Hulinc. . 24 26
R.Rolph 48 .'J7

.N'.Gooderham 48 63
W.Hughes 36 28
G.Dunk 24 24

BALMY BEACH GUN CLUB.
.\t the regular weekly shoot held on April 18 of the

Balmy Beaeh Gun Club F. E. Healy was hiqh in the
spoon event. The special handicap shoot for the A. E.
Millinglon Trophy was won bv T. Wihby. The .scores:

Shot at Broke.
.\. A. Laird 35 30
W. .\rmstronc 70 64
P.Morgan.. 170 94
W.S.Lansing 75 59
T.F.Johnson 35 28
F. Walker 100 80
E.J. Marsh 50 38
C. Newton, . , 175 157HM. Burke . 160 1.35
S.S.Cameron 85 67
F.E. Healy 115 99
G M Dunk 100 85
J.G.Shaw 35 27
J.Jennings 150 136W S. Edwards 90 69
S.M.Knox 90 63
G. Petrii- 25 4
W.Rowley 25 18

DRESDEN GUN CLUB.
.\l the tournament of the Dresden Gun Club held

April 12th the usual friends of Wes Hart put in an appear-
ance for the annual competition, which was keen
from start to finish, even though the weather condi-
tions were not of the best Fred Dolsen. of Chatham,
trimmed tire bunch of gunneijp to a peak by breaking
133 out of 150, which was excellent snooting under the
prevailing conditions D McNeil of Florence, was
second, with 1.32; R. Day of London, third, with 1.30;
W. Hollingshead, 129.
Among the professionals Wes llart came trailing

home with 128, Geo. Dunk, of Toronto, 117, and G. H.
Ford, of Indianapolis, Ind., third, with 112.

PETERBORO GUN CLUB.
The Petcrboro Gun Club held their opening shoot

on April K*. It was a decided success both from the
point of numbers attending and the shoot The
weather was windy, and under the circumstances the
scores were vcrv good. Below are the scores:

Shot at Broke.
Chris Wood 60 48
B. Gillespie 60 41
J. S. Coon 50 39
J. Loucks . .50 36
M. Hutchison 10 33
C.G.Graham. .50 37
H. Routlev 50 32
AG. Roberts .50 41
C. GiUtenson .50 31
C. Rahmel 50 .32

P Gettas 50 ,33

C. Mills 50 35
J Lundy 40 27
R.Graham 40 23
JDuflus .30 20
Mr. Jeffries 40 15
J. Baightman 25 ID
Mr. Young 25' 12

Dr. McClelland 30 11
G. Roberts, Jr 25 10
G. Yeotc's. .

.

20 8
Mr. Jeffries, Jr.. 20 5
P. Saratoris 20 5

CREEKSIDE GUN CLUB.
The Creekside Gun Club held their last regular

shoot for the season on April 18 with the following
results: J. Colborne, first high gun; H. Peterman,
second; R. Baird, first handicap; E. Rol>ertson, second;
Ed. Brown, third. H. Cooey won the special shoot
at the doubles, first in the duck shoot and the spoon
for the dav The scores: H. Peterman. shot at 70,
brok? 52; R. Baird, 70-51; Eli Elliott, 95-60; R. Watt,
95-60; Ed. Brown, 35-24: J. Colbourne, 120-95; W.
Joslin. 7.5-58; E. Robertson. 60-45; A. Spiller, 40-32;
Ned Elliott. 60-41; W. Le Cornu. 45-31; G. An.stee.70-
59; S. Cotterill. 2.5-18; H. Cooey. 105-89; J. II. Klein,
30-22; Ted Brown, 25-17.

TRAPSHOOTING REVIEW IS READY.
The annual review of the American Trapshooting

Association with the averages of the shooters who par-
ticipated in registered tournaments in 1918, is now
ready. Trapshooters and other sportsmen who have
not secured a copy of the review can secure same
by writing the American Trapshooting Association, 460
Fourth .\venue. New York. One of the features of
the book is the honor roll of amateur trapshooters
since 1908. The honor roll comprises the leading 50
men each year. The records of trapshooting. a brief
history of the sport, in fact everything worth knowing
about the pastime is chronicled in this l>ooklet.

TRAP SHOOTING IS THE BEST OF RECRE-
ATIONS.

CHARLES H. NEWCOMB.
-\mateur TrapshootingChampion of Pennsylvania.

Trapshootmc is rightly called "The sport of kings
and prmces," necause we find **Thc Prince of Good
Fellows" a follower of same. The degree of cleancut
competitive sportsmanship exhibited in this sport
stands in a class by itself. We have all heard the old
saying. "Show nie a lover of a gun and dog, and I will
show you a good fellow," and it applies equally to
trapshooting.

Chases the Worries.
As a recreation, it is one of the best, as naturally

the tired or worried business man cannot get out with a
crowd of such friends as he finds in this game without
being benefited. Furthermore, he cannot be success-
ful at the traps without putting his mind on the game,
as concentration of mind is one of the fundamental
Krinciplcs of trapshooting. In doing this he is giving
is brains a treat from business worries of the past

and strengthening and clearing it for future problems.

Helpful Exercises.

It is also a beneficial physical exercise. In fact
it is only another demonstration ol a popular form of
exercise that was much exploited a few years since, viz.:
The act of making one's muscles right and then relax-
ing, repeating sanie a number of times. This is exactly
whit the Lrapshooter does as he (-alls, "pull." His
muscles are tense, and at the recoil of the gun relax,
which performances he repeats UK) to 200 tinics per
day as the program may call for. When the shoot
isover he knows by his tired muscles that he has had all

the exercise he needs for one da>'.

It is al.so a sport where quick judgment i.s necessary,
as well as quick action. In fact, all of its environments
are beneficial as it occupies the mind, eye and muscles,
and trains them to act in unison.

MANITIBA ANCLI:RS ORGANIZE FOR
1919.

The Manitoba An^lors association re-or-

ganized for the 1919 sca.son at an enlhusiaslic

mectins helfl in Winnipi-fi recently. They
propo.se to start an an^linM boom iu the

prairie province this year anti already plans

have been made to have a s\V('epstai<e contest

for one .Saturthiy afternoon in ciicli month

in the Hed and Assiniboine rivers. The
Winnipeg Tribune in rcportini! the 1910

prospects .stales:

—

"The anglers are looking forward to a most

successful year and everyone interested in 'a

worm at one end ;iud a fool at the other' is

invited to 'come along." 'Yes, madam this

invilulioM includes vou.'
"
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THE HERCULES ROD.
Westwood's Patent Unbreakable Silk Bound Split Cane Rod, 9 feet. 5 oz..

The Patent Dark Green Silk Binding adds greatly to its beauty, as well as increasing its strength some fifty per
cent. This Rod has become a great favorite for Trout and Bass Fishing.

Herculea Trout Rod. 9 feet. 5 oz.. each $20.00
Hercules Bass Rod, with four Agate Rings, each 25.00
Eipert Silk Bound, medium quality, made In Trout and Bass, each 10.00
Picell. Silk Bound, fair quality. In Bass or Trout, each 6.00

HiShi
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THE UNEQUAL ROD.
Westwood's Patent Silk Bound Steel Rod. Trout. 10 feet.

This Patent Dark Green Silk Binding protects this rod absolutely against rust, besides adding greatly to its strength

and beauty.

Trout Rod. 18 feet, each * '^9
Baas Rod. 5 to 9 feet, each . '•*"

Bait Casting Rod. 5 to5Vi feet, with large German Silver Rings, each ».oo

do, do. with one Agate End Ring '»••••

do. do. with Agate Butt and End Ring, each '2.00

do. do, with all Agate Rings, each '''<'•'

•
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:

THE BLAKE RUi>.

Highest Grade Split Cane Trout Kod, » feet, i ox.
Iroul Kod. euch JI6,00
llyai Rod, 8 feel, each l»-00

hor n lirst class Hod it cannot possibly he surpassed anil is in great demand.

The ALLCOCK, LAIGHT & WESTWOOD Co. Ltd.
\t A MI II.' A /•••n lu E-oc 'rr ^ur^M'lv^
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Fish, Fishing and Fishermen
George R. Belton

Iwas at a friend's house the other
day and his son of twelve came
breaking boisterously into the

conversation with a request, nay a

demand, for four dollars and a half

to buy a fishing rod. And he got
it too.

"Now when I was that boy's
age," said my friend, puffing
sententiously, "I

—

"

His wife sat back resignedly with
the air of the woman who is married
to a self-made man who is proud of

the job. She expected to hear
how he had warmed his feet on the
places where the cows lay overnight
and soon; but instead

—

"I used to go do\\Ti to the creek
and cut a willow for a rod and spend
a cent at Bannings for a fishhook,
getting a string thrown in free from
the counter. And then—whoopee:
off to the dam or the bay, or even
sneak a boat and brave tlie perils of

a trip to the lake. Those were the
days."

Ves, those were the days. A shirt,

a pair of pants, and one suspender
constituted a fishing garb, same as for

any other summer purpose; just slip

out of bed, run your legs through the
pants, not too hurriedly lest a toe

catch in a hole, throw over the one
suspender, grab a hat and you were
dressed for any occasion: your "other
clothes" being a strait jacket for

Sunday and funerals only. Often
when a cent was not obtainable a
bent pin would do for a fish hook.
Now the lad wants "an outfit"

—

and gets it. The modern boy is

perhaps rightly called a "kid"; his

father seems to be the goat anyhow.
There was more zip to fishing those

days. too. Fresh meat did not come
as plentifully then to the ordinary
house as it does even in these days
when "the war" makes beefsteak

dearer in Winnipeg than in Glasgow
or even Berlin, and a little fresh fish

was often as welcome to father and
mother as to the lad who caught
them. The sweet rock bass and the

perch, the sunfish, and even the

mud-pout were a nice dish after days
and days of salt pork—or perhaps
corn beef. I remember once when
I deserved a good licking: not so

hard to think up such a condition,

perhaps, but this was a special occa-
sion. (And, by the way, dad, don't
wonder if your boy does the things
you used to do or things like them;
just give him what you got; it fetched
you through all right). Well, I

thought I might as well be hung for

a sheep as a lamb so I got a fishhook
and a string, cut a rod at the river-

bank, slew a frog for bait and fished

till near suppertime. And I had a

good string of fair-sized ones to tote

home with a withe through their

gills.

When I hove into the parental view
my mother looked up in some sur-

prise.

"Why, Georgie," she said "where
on earth did you get the nice fish

for supper," and she fiew for the uten-

sils for cleaning and fixing them.
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"Your father will be pleased to

see these" she said, as we sat down,

"He just said at dinner that he was
.

tired of salt meat."
Apparently in the crowd of an

average down-east family of that day

I had not been missed at dinner.

This may be hooted by this genera-

tion in which I am commiserated as

the father of two boys and two girls

but in the woods in the old days that

w^ould have been commiserated in a

different manner. One could easily

overlook the absence of one child in a

robust family of twelve or fourteen

all possessing the fishing and field-

roaming propensities of those care-

free days. I have met all of the

family into which I was born but one
roof never covered us all; the older

ones had married and "gone west"
before I appeared.

And so mother and I sat down to

clean and scale the finny ones with the

two cats and one kitten purring near

by, waiting for the heads. And
the dog watching also. Ah, rest

after toil is sweet; and safety after

danger; and prospects of fried fish

after a day's fast.

Those of us who have gone west
have been disappointed in the fishing.

I don't mean the total amount of

fish caught in western lakes and
rivers; that is enormous, and of

fine quality. No fish excel the white-
fish of Lake Winnipeg in number and
in eating quality. And I hope few
excel them in price either; for while
tons of them rotted at the lakes last

winter "for want of a market" and
the fishermen got only two or three

cents a pound there, the people oi

Winnipeg paid sixteen cents for them,
uncleaned. The food board firmly

declared that "whitefish at Winnipeg
must not be sold higher than sixteen

cents"—and whitefish, that had been
till that week selling at fourteen
cents, meekly rose to the occasion—
and stayed there. So there was "no
market," for any surplus; to ship

down the surplus would destroy it;

Q.E.D. That reasoning is superb.

But there is a lack of variety in the

fish in the west. There are gold-

eyes in the Red and Assiniboine,

"jackfish" everywhere where there

is running water, whitefish in all

large deaf lakes, and mud-pout fairly

well distributed; but these are about

all you can catch. "Rivers teeming

with fish" looks well on publicity

literature but it does not pan out to

the expectations of the man who has

really fished where there were fish to

get. I have seen Chinamen get fish

at Saskatoon, but I have not the

patience of a Chinaman, thank God.

I have pulled out beautiful "jackfish"

—everything is a jackfish in the west,

in the lakes of the Riding Mountains
and have fried them on a stone by a

bonfire. But I never really fished

in the west, like fishing should be

done.

There is more sport when you do
not know what you are going to pull

up but are sure you will get some-
thing. To feel the hook safely taken
and wonder if it is a bass or a perch

or a mudfish or even an eel! Some
pretend to know by the feel of the

rod. An old fellow used to fish off

the bank below the Parliament build-

ings in Ottawa. I never saw him
catch anything, but one lazy day I

went down and he got a "bite" just

as I arrived. The line pulled and
swayed steadily and the old man
"gave him line" on approved style

meanwhile proving to me that it was
a black bass he had hooked; he
could tell unerringly he said, and
proved this by an astonishing lore

of fish wisdom. Then he pulled up
the fish—and behold, an old boot.

Nevertheless, I have had some
good times fishing in the west. I

have caught, a fine lot of firm, sweet

pickerel in the lakes of Northern
Manitoba and the other prairie pro-

vinces, and have fished through the

ice with the Indians when no catch

meant no dinner. And I have great-

ly enjoyed the fish fresh pulled out

of the water; they lose taste very

fast in a few hours—which is why so

many people "do not like fish;"

they never really tasted fish as the

man does who catches them. Salt

water fish, by the way, do not lose

their flavor so quickly as the fresh-

water ones. And I have enjoyed

fishing further west. Once I went
out from Republic, in Washington
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to spear salmon at a "riffle" in a

mountain stream.

"One thing", I said, decidedly, to

my wife and her sister who were with
me; "I won't wet my feet for any
fish that ever grew. It's all right in

the movies to see a man up to his

waist after them—but not any in

mine, thank you. Me for the dry
bank; safety first."

Then we turned a corner around a

steep rock and the rifle burst into

view—behold, the big fellows were
splashing up the stream in a swarm.
With a whoop, like a Comanche I

grabbed the spear and ran full tilt

into the stream stabbing and striking
here and there at the fish as they
dodged up the shallow rapids. Mean-
while friend wife and sister rolled on
the grass in laughter at the man who
would not wet his feet for any fish

that ever swam. But I got some
dandies. It takes some little skill

to spear them even when the water
seems running red with big fellows
but I got the spear into one that weigh-
ed sixteen pounds; he felt like a good
strong dog struggling at the end of

the spear but we landed him; then
some more too—in fact they say
it was a very successful day.

Oh, well, there is always some
discomfort in fishing, same as in
real red-blooded hunting. It may
be wet feet or something worse. But
that is part of the attraction; no one
enjoys a sport that is too easy. Even
the very danger of some sorts of sport
is an attraction. I remember seeing
some fellows, and one girl, come in to

Cedar Key down where they have
built a railroad out through the sea
to Key West below Florida. They
had a tarpon or a tuna, I forget which,
with them that had pretty nearly
wrecked the boat and they had been
attacked by a killer whale while
they were getting the tarpon in; but
I never saw more fully satisfied

sports. They were going after the
killer whale the next day. Few were
ever seen there but they are fierce

fighters—the wolves of the sea. I

have never faced anything like that

while fishing, but I would like to.

And the mystery of fishing, too.

That is an attraction. What lies

beneath the impenetrable depths be-

yond our sight? We do not know;
we can only guess and wonder! We
know what lies in the boat above and
at the fire that night; it is the fisher-

man himself. Fishermen's tales have
always been the joke of truth; per-

haps that saying "Tell it to the

marines" comes from the connection.

The propensity seems to be a part

of the fisherman's character; men
who are models of truth in other ways
are far from it when telling of their

fishing exploits. Perhaps the very
mystery of fishing helps to add to this

characteristic. For mystery there is.

Ever since we shrank, as boys, from
the deep hole in the Black Bay where
Jack Askins saw a horrible thing put

up a head like a nigger on the shoul-

ders of a horse, and then go down
showing a long body like a snake, we
have felt the mystery of the deep water.

Is not the sea-serpent merely Jack
Askins' vision enlarged? And what
is there in the octopus or devilfish that

we did not see in the crab-fish "as big

as a plate" that bit Sam Scobie when
he played hookey from Sunday-
school and went swimming?

But, after all " 'tis a pleasing fear,"

as Byron hath said. The relaxation

is the thing you really get in fishing.

It supplies a reason to sit still and
let your thoughts ramble. And they
do ramlale. Witness this article. Some
-times I wonder about it a litle, too.

If a fish could cry outinits death agony
as it flops convulsively on the bank,

would we be so fond of fishing? You
see in spite of movie picture argu-

ments we really are more afTected by
hearing than sight or we could hardly

enjoy fishing or look on idly while the

fish gasps out its life. Imagine a

dog passing into death with these

struggles accompanied by his howl!

No! Don't bother imagining it.

Just go on fishing the same as I

am doing. Enjoy the little discom-

fort, the mystery and the sport, and
take your needed rest and the loitering

which only fishing gives excuse for.

I sort of wish I hadn't written the

above paragraph—but perhaps sonae

who never thought about it will
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either put the fish out of pain or

keep them living till needed for the

table.

Any how, let us see if we cannot
have a real boys' time of it this

summer for at least a week's fishing.

Ontario's Trio of Nature Gardens

Muskoka, Lake of Bays, Algonquin Park

Frank Yeigh

CANADA is a land of nature

gardens; of far-flung and un-
trammeled playgrounds; of

regions of the wild, where the world
is unspoiled by the creations of men,
and where these same men may revel

to their heart's content and grow
both young and strong again through
its elixir of life.

This is true of each of the nine-

linked chain of provinces, spanning
the continent-wide distance between
oceans, and pre-eminently so of Ont-
ario, the province that holds within
its extensive boundaries such de-
lectable realms of rustic attractive-

ness as the Muskoka Lakes, the
Lake of Bays and the Algonquin
Provincial Park. ,

Here there is room for all who come,
and multitudes more; here forest and
gien; wooded and carpeted isle and
clear-hearted waterways give wel-
come to all w ho have the password as
lovers of the wild and worshippers at

the altars of nature; to all who love
the caress of the wind, the fragrance
of the flowers and the odor of mother
earth; a sky rather than a ceiling;

stars more than candles, and who
make friends with the little furry
folks of the undergrowth, or the
winged creatures of the upper air and
the tree branches.

To him wlu) in the love of nature
holds communion with her visible

forms, who speaks a various language.
So it was with iiyranl; and to Long-
fellow,

"Mature will} folded hands seemed
there

Kneeling at her evening praijer."

It is a striking transition, made in

a few hours' railway run over the
Grand Trunk Railway, from a citv

like Buffalo or Toronto, to Muskoka
Wharf, the gateway to the Muskoka
garden, specially if it be a summer
day when the sun is trying to melt
pavements and wither flowers and
folks. To pass from heated city

streets to the deck of a tidy little

steamer, looking spick and span in

her dress of white, and from the deck
to drink in heaven-sent draughts of
cooled air, is to enter an eldorado
where "Every prospect pleases" and
nothing is vile—not even man, as
another poet slanderously asserted.

A water journey of half a hundred
miles makes the rest of the day a
rarer one than even in leafy June.
Thus the Three Graces—as the trio

of lakes are called; Muskoka, Ros-
seau and Joseph,—constitute a
wonderland of sylvan beauty, a para-
dise of lake and stream, of forest
and island, making a maze of chan-
nels that in turn create a picture
gallery of ever increasing charm.
There is just enough evidence of

human occupation to relieve one of
loneliness, though it is but a step
from any landing to an Adamless
and Eveiess Eden where the Lucky
Traveller finds himself "in the heart
of things," and "the woods are round
him heaped and dim." The summer
resident has long since discovered
this northern retreat, and has built

the ubiquitous summer cottage, fancy
little houses lining the winding shores,

most of them with their feet in the
water, and their open windows and
doors and spacious verandahs ad-
vertising Muskoka hospitality, which
is a most choice brand. And, more-
over, where there are summer cot-

tages there are also summer hotels,

big and little, with all sizes in be-
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tween not to mention the tented
homes of other dwellers of a day who
live the true Bohemian life and get

"back to nature'
establish sanity
spective of life.

long enough to re-

and a right per-
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So thousands annually find balm

and healing; physical reconstruction,

mental theraupy and spiritual uplift

in this Land of Little Lakes, as

Kipling happily termed it; so many
find heaps of fun, whether hunting

or fishing; sailing or motor-boating,

visiting or dancing, or just taking it

easy until, in the exuberance of it all,

they gladly avow the colloquilism;

This is the Life!

And it is. Just try it and see, as

I've done times more than a score.

The proof of the pudding is still the

same. The garland of lakes and their

guardian legions of islets little and
larger, always have a welcome, just

as the air is for the most part ozone-

filled, with a resultant appetite in

keeping.
The same word is true of the Lake

of Bays district. It is Muskoka-
plus. Another two-hour run, in a

north-bound train, introduces the
pleasure-seeker to Huntsville, and
Huntsville re-introduces the visitor to

a chain of waterways that almost
create an invidious comparison with
even Muskoka, though each realm
has its own individuality and dis-

tinction. Fairy Lake—Peninsula

Lake— Lake of Bays; do not the

very place-names allure? Wh.at a

dazzling shimmer their dark waters
carry? What battalions of white-

tipped waves race over the course

when the wind whistles almost to a

gale between lands and islands. "The
shortest railway line in the world,"
makes a portage, between lakes, to

another comfortable craft that covers

the last lap of the journey right to the
front door as it were of the famous
Wawa Hotel, whose circling wings
give a happy impression from a dis-

tance of extending open arms of

greeting to the wayfarer.

It is moreover, a suggested greeting

that makes good. What pleasant
memories one carries away of "comfy"
beds, of good meals, with good music
and good-cheer; what exciting games
of golf on the excellent nine-hole

course, and, by every word of truth,

what fishermen's tales one hears, only
matched by the hunter's yarns or the
pioneer's experiences of the old settler

who made his way northward long

before the Grand Trunk whistled its

way through the land or the genus

Tourist helped to make dividends

for shareholders.

Here, too, as in Muskoka, the Lake
of Bays and all its sister tarns are

embellished with islands of every
conceivable outline. Dense wood-
lands clothe most of them to the

water's edge, giving the effect of a

hill-all-green resting on the dark
brown waters, and when the white
walls and red roof of a "cute" little

cottage peek out from a sylvan cove,

the picture is a perfect one because of

its perfect settings.

Here, and hereabouts, the canoeist
may revel in the song his paddle sings,

as indeed in all this vast net work of

waterways that checker-board north-
ern Ontario. Once ensconced in the
fragile little craft, a few turns of the
paddle brings to the happy man in the
stern the joy of the explorer, the
thrill of seeing a wee bit of the world
for the first time, of wondering what
the next turn of the stream will

reveal. -

It also brings, and brings suddenly,
a sense of remoteness that is in itself

a pleasurable sensation. The world
of men seems far away, though only
a league or two. One has a little

corner of the universe to himself,
save for the wild life that is dis-

covered when the canoe moves along
as silently as the fish below its keel.

Beaver dams abound, even though
the husky little workmen, who dis-

regard all laws of shorter hours, are
as hard to see as the proverbial weasel
is hard to catch. Plump water-side
muskrats advertise their presence
by a swift header into the stream, then
little black nose just showing for a
brief moment at rarer intervals. I've

sometimes surprised a family of deer
enjoying a quiet meal in a sheltered
inlet, while the disturber marvelled
at the quickness with which they
could disappear in the thick under-
brush hard-by. A leaping fish adds
its sign of life as it stirs the mirroring
surface into a thousand ripples.

Myriads of insects share the upper air

with the bird life, including a digni-

fied crane, while fiocks of ducks are

frightened into a marathon race as
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E-

they easily outdistanced the paddlcis.
Farther along, a solitary- old toad was
overtaken in his swim to Toad Town.

Then comes the night, and of all

the hours of the twenty-four, none
are so choice and rare as the twilight

and camp-fire ones, when the tra-

veller finds himself in just such a
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necessitous condition as the beasts of

the field, the birds of the air, and the

fish of the hidden depths, bivouacking
for the night in his tent. Never does a

pailful of strong tea, a rasher of bacon,
and a loaf of bread taste sweeter or

go to the right spot more unerringly.

Why is it that the odor of a bit of fat

pork as it sings its frying tune in the old

black-coated pan, feeds the sense of

smell as deliciously as the meat
satisfies the sense of hunger?
Why is it that the crackle of the log

in the campfire makes such merry
music when the day is putting on her
nightcap and the darkness is filtering

down between the trees and in the
river valley? Why do the hour and
the fire soften and humanize men,
awakening happy memories of other
campfires on other banks and in far-

off other days?
When a wolf cry suddenly broke

the silence, one started at the sound

—

not from any sense of ominous fear,

but for the jar and discordancy of the
haunting note, and when an answer
was given by one of the guides, old
Grey Wolf threw back a louder and
nearer reply.

Then silence again. Lying on one's
bed of boughs, how strangely quiet
is the heart of the night—only a far-

away, strange and eerie sound as if of
stifled pain as two neighboring trees,

stirred by a vagrant wind, rubbed
branch against branch in helpless
proximity.

It is the silence that keeps the
camper awake most of the first night,
as it becomes almost uncanny and
oppressive. Silent, too, are the stars,

hanging lower Lo earth than ever
before, the Dipper almost touching
the river. And the stars are so silent.

The forested valley of the northland
is "plumb full of hush to Lhe brim,"
and all the world sleeps.

Northward and ever northward are
other alluring worlds of woods and
leagues of lakes. Such is the two
million acre Algonquin Provincial
Park, the Park-of-a-Thousand-Lakes,
with reminders on every hand of Kat-

rine and Lomond, of Windermere and
Derwentwater, of Killarney and Ban-
trj- Bay. It was a wise Government
that set apart in perpetuity such a
vast Crown domain not only as a
forest, game and fish sanctuary but
as a playground for all who wish.
The conservation of a score of im-
portant water sources, through the
conservation of the forests, is of no
less importance.
What happy days Algonquin's

noble park has afforded the lucky
visitor to its haunts among the highest
hills of the Highlands of Ontario;
what happy memories are provided
by the summer or autumn days spent
within its wide-distanced boundaries.

Cache Lake is the main and one of
the most accessible gateways to the
Park, where the Highland Inn stands
ready to dispense a brand of hotel
hospitality that grades high, as the
writer can truthfully testify. Here
one can outfit for an exploratory trip
through the Park, with a guide if

desired, and if he be the guide who
looked after this particular tender-
foot, he was philosopher, friend and
companion in addition—one who had
caught the spirit of the open and
whose mind reflected the impress of
the God-made country he had made
his own. Under such expert guidance
the dweller of a week or a month in a
lakeland such as Algonquin Park is a
lucky dog who need not exchange
places with monarch or millionaire,
whether he live like a King in the
Highland Inn, or in Nominigan
Camp, on Smoke Lake.
So Ontario is rich in her nature

gardens, the glories of which have
only been hinted at in this brief

article. "Not only has the half not
been told, but a hundredth part of the
half. The ordinary span of a gen-
eration is not long enough to discover
all their secrets, but a day is a day,
and a day or days, spent in any
one of this trio of gardens, or better
still, in all three, will mean their

marking on the calendar of time as the
reddest of red-letter davs.

CV
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(Continued from June Number)

CHAPTER VI.

MY father was a Lac a Jim trapper,

French Canadian, descendant
of a long line of voyageurs and

trail men. While on a trip to Montreal
with his catch of furs twenty-five

years ago he met, wooed and married
my mother, who then was a waitress

in a restaurant where my father ate

during that stay in the city. My
mother was a McLeod, Agnes McLeod
of Nova Scotia ancestry; my father

Jean Carlac. My' mother was tall,

fair, with rosy cheeks; my father

sturdy, dark, a merry man. I am
named for my mother.

"Often I have heard my father lell

how well my mother did her part

after they were married, although
before that she had lived in towns and
cities. Yet we Canada folk have so

much of the bush always before us

or around us and hear so much of

its life that it isn't a far step for a

eastern Canadian town girl to go
to the out-door life as you might
think.

'•After they were married my father

gave up his long -trapping trips.

He had a fine clearing at his place on
Brule Pond, and what with guiding,

the Dlentiful fish, what could be
raised on the good land, the game
always to be had in season and the
cows, pigs, chickens, my mother and
father prospered. He was alwavs in

demand as a guide. In the winter
he trapped nearby.

"So matters went, the two living

happily, yet with one great wish

—

that a child might be born to them.
But when I was born I brought
sorrow, for within a year afterward,
my mother, weakened by the illness

caused by lack of treatment, died.

"My earliest recollection is that as

a little girl, my father was my nurse,

playmate, friend. Like all the Cana-
dian guides, he was a good cook and
knew how to keep our cabin home in

order. I grew up with him, well

nourished, perhaps not well discip-

lined, but much loved and well

dressed, for he took good care to have
ordered for me good clothing. Of
his choicest furs he had made for me,
as soon as I was old enough to get

good from their use, beautiful fur

gloves, hats, jackets, giving the work
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out to the wives of habitants he

knew. He gave up guiding and long

trapping trips. I am sure he tried

not to leave me alone much, but he

had to go away sometimes, for sup-

plies to town or for other reasons.

The first few years he had "Huron
John" La Cerf and his squaw, who
were old friends of his, take up their

lodge near our house and so when he

wanted to go away, the old Indian

woman could be with me. After-

wards he could take me to town and
back and leave me in the cabin, when
he was out about our clearing in

weather'when I could not be with him.

Gradually I became able to go with

him everywhere, even on his trapping

trips nearby, and then to take part

in the work of cooking and taking

care of the home.

"My father never married again.

Often I have seen him, on moonlight
nights in summer, go to that part of

the clearing where he had had put

up a little white stone for my mother
and there sit by her grave and smoke.
Yet at such times if I crept up
to him I did not find him sad. He
would say to me:

" 'Agnes, your mother is just over
beyond, with Le Bon Dieu and so

when we go there she will be able to

speak for us.'

"I am sure that his rough and
ready religion gave me much comfort.
But once out there he said to me: 'If

a man ever wronged you or struck
you, I would kill him.' Then I

shivered.

"One night, when I was about
fifteen years old, he invited me to go
out to my mother's grave, something
he never before had done. Seeing
that something serious was coming,
I went, with wonder tugging at my
heartsLrings. It was summer.

" 'Agnes,' he said to me, 'so far I

have tried to be both mother and
father to you, but there is one thing
I can not do. I promised your
mother when she knew she was going
away from us that in good time you,
my daughter, should have learning
from books. I can not give it to

you and no one out here on the edges
can do it as well as she would have

wished. So you must go to the

nuns
—

'

"Ah, well, Mr. Aylesworth, I shall

not bore you witli the details of how
I strove to convince him that I did

not want to leave him, or of how he,

with patient force and persisterit

renunciation, made me see that it

was best for me. In the end I con-

sented and a few weeks afterwards,

riding on top of a load of furs from
former seasons that he had saved out

for the purpose, he took me in to

Montreal, where the proceeds ofthe

sale of the furs gave him enough
money to make a nice deposit for me
in a savings bank and to give me
plenty of nice clothes and pay for

my tuition with the White Nuns
for the coming term. Then he left

me, with the final admonition to

improve my opportunities.
" 'As for me, petite,' he said. 'I

must now go on the long trails again,

that you may not lack fur money to

make of you a lady fine, my golden
demoiselle.'

"And now followed busy years
for me. Summers I went back to our
home beside Brule Pond, to hear the
loons call, the grouse drum, the
woodcock whistle as they got up
before one in the margins of the
water breaks. And to catch trout
and broil them for father who worked
the little clearing farm during the
open months. Then, fall near at

hand, he would take me down, with
his furs, see that I was well outfitted

for the winter, deposit most of his

money to my credit, hear the report

of the Mother Superior on my pro-

gress, which, I am glad to say, was
not bad, and then return to trap—to

follow the long trails, au large.

"I had followed this course as best

I could, hoping both to please my
father and to do as my mother had
planned for me to do, but with the

idea that when my schooling was
over I would be able to go back to

my father's place and that he would
then settle again beside Brul6 Pond
and we two go on, in the old sweet

way.
"But, Mr. Aylesworth, who can

read the designs of Providence? At
the end of ray fifth year, when I was
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just past twenty, and had finished

my studies, with some credit, and was
looking forward to the coming of my
father to take me home for good, the
Mother Superior took me aside and
told me that it was my father's

further wish that I enter upon some
employment in Montreal that sum-
mer, remain there and see if that
would not please me better than life

in the backwoods. He was not com-
ing in to see me then, much as he
wished to. If, after a summer of
work in the city, I still desired to
share his lonely life, he would not
object further.

"It seemed a hard cross, but I

saw that he was trying to do, with
true delicacy of feeling, what he
thought was best. I yielded again
and as the nuns had found a place
for me in a fashionable millinery
establishment, as an apprentice, at a
wage that met my expenses and as
I had still a balance in the bank and
could get more, at need, from my
father, as the nuns assured me, I

soon was at work, living with a
distant cousin of my mother's, a
spinster, who kept a modest pension
in a quiet corner of the Old Town.
Her name is Elizabeth McLeod.
"As the time drew near when my

father could come to see me, I found
myself more and more inclined to
return with him. I made good pro-
gress in my apprenticeship, and often
thought I should like to complete
my course, but the call of the open
places was too strong for me to

resist it.

"Then came the blow. To keep
up my French, I had taken La Patrie;
also because in it one can find news
of the habitants and their little doings.
Opening my copy of it one day after

work, I found staring me in the face
an account of a fight between two
men nea^ Brule pond over the owner-
ship of a magnificent skin of a black
fox, marked with a pure white cross

on its forehead. Each claimed to

have taken the fox in his trap. One,
Pierre Lafitte, had been struck down
by the other, Jean Carlac and left

for dead. Carlac, taking the skin
had fled to the wilderness. Officers

were after him. Lafitte had been

taken to a St. Johns hospital, with
small chances of recovery.

"For days I went about like one
dumb with pain. That my father
should be so in peril was a cross hard
to bear. But I hoped Lafitte would
recover and pursuit would slacken,
and it would pass off as a trappers'
quarrel. If death does not result
often the law is mild in such cases.
I knew this Lafitte well—a skulking,
sneaking fellow, called 'Jean Reynard'
or 'Johnny Fox,' as you would say
or—"
"Johnny Sneakum," he suggested

dryly.
She nodded approval, a light of

mischief dancing in her eyes.
"I know all such," he said shortly,

between big puffs.

"My aunt told me to wait a few
days and see what turned up. My
first impulse was to go back to Brul6
Pond, but I restrained myself when
my aunt said that if I did and my
father heard of it he surely would
come back to me and that thus I

would be for him merely bait in the
trap and that the officers would
watch the cabin and take him easily
when he came to see me.

"It was well that I heeded her
advice, for one evening, when I

returned from work, tired out with
meeting the inquiring glances of
shop companions who had heard of
my father's trouble or had read of it

and had tried to get me to talk,

discouraged and yearning for some-
one to talk to who would understand
me, my aunt told me that I was
wanted in her parlor and there I

found Huron John, the Indian friend
of my babyhood. He was alone,
dressed soberly, as our Canadian
Indians do for trips to a big city.

One glance at him was enough to

tell me that he wanted to see me
alone. Despite my aunt's hints to

the contrary, I asked John to my
room, where he gravely drew from
under his coat one of the most
beautiful fox skins I ever have seen

—

black, prime. Its forehead was star-

red in white!
"It was the one my father and

Lafitte had quarreled over, he told

me. He had sheltered my father
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three days at the head of Brule

Pond when he was supposed to be

speeding for the wilds of upper

Canada. He had left with John the

black fox skin, which was to be sent

to me, with money, and as news had
come to John that Lafitte was then

at the point of death, my father had
left for the wilderness, telling Indian

John that he never would put him-
self near me, as I was 'a lady now , a

golden demoiselle.' And he was just

a rough trapper, with a crime charged
against him. That day John had
heard Lafitte was much belter.

"After Indian John had gone,

with my thanks and promise that,

if needed he could call me back to

Brule Pond to meet my father at any
time, I considered my situation. I

feared first that Indian John had
been watched and the officials noti-

fied of his coming. Up Brule way
he was well-known as my father's

friend. By leaving for Montreal
when he should have been going to

lay his traps for the winter, he would
be suspected of carrying me word from
my father. So it was just in time
that I concealed the skin of the black
fox, for soon an agent of the police

came, but had no satisfaction from
me. He told me the police had plan-
ned to take Huron John as he came
from, my boarding place, but had
been outwitted by the Indian who
had escaped. That made me more
at ease, as Indian John would be able
to take back to Brule Pond the news
that Lafitte had passed the danger
point and would recover. That news
would be worth much to my father, I

was sure.

CHAPTER VII.

"Imagine now, Mr. Aylesworth,
my position," she went on. I held
a fortune in the pelt of the black
fox. But it was my father's and
if he were taken, the money from it

might hire a lawyer to defend, per-
haps free, him. Or if he got away
and needed help in illness or if injured
the money from the skin could be
.sent him by friends over the long
trails. In his condition money might
be needed more than anything else.

Yet I dared not sell the skin, as to

offer it in the Montreal market then
would attract attention. Black fox

skins are not as plentiful as blue-

berries in August. And on mine the

white cross on the head would identify

it, you understand?"
Aylesworth nodded. A pleasant

warmth from the sheet iron stove

had pervaded the cabin. Snoozer
was snoring comfortably. Outside

the wind came and went fitfully.

"About this time Frank DuPointc
came into my life. He came to

Aunt Elizabeth's pension, at first

no different to me than were the

other young men who came and went.
But he paid especial attention to me,
winning first interest, then friendship.

He said he was a man of some means,
had hunted, fished, trapped. His
conversation often turned on the

long trails. I could see he was a good
amateur woodsman. He made light

of my father's ofTense.

"This taste of his for the outer
spaces appealed to me wonderfully,
after long months in town, where
I had no one to talk to who could
understand me, as he seemed to,

with his apparent ready sympathy
for my wilding whimsies.

"Well, Mr. Aylesworth. soon Du-
Pointe was escorting me to work
and took me out evenings. He was
of good appearance, dark, not over-
stout in build, agile, strong, well

educated, with a fascinating fund of

small-talk, such as a girl likes to hear
who has not had a large experience
with men. To me he seemed the
Prince Charming fated to come into

my life and I made it not hard for

him to make love to me. At the
end of the month I permitted him
to announce our engagement. My
aunt, glad, no doubt, to have a
troublesome girl well married off her
hands and not knowing about the

pelt of the black fox, did not demur.
I hadn't told DuPointe about the

skin.

"My plan was that after I was
married to DuPointe, I should tell

him all about myself and my father—
our peculiarly tender relations—and
so appeal to all the good in a man's
nature and then that he, loving me
and with good knowledge of the world,
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*A pleasant warmth from the sheet iron stove pervaded the cabin."

its ways and the fur market, would
sell the skin for me and show me how
to keep the money from it invested
safely, so I could have it ready,
should my father call on me for aid.

"But I planned, like many another
woman, without knowing what sort of

man I had married. For after we
came from the church to my Aunt
Elizabeth's house, from which place
we were to go on our wedding trip

among the Thousand Islands and up
the lake and so to Niagara Falls and
perhaps beyond, as I thought, I

found a stranger waiting for my hus-
band. He drew DuPointe aside arid

I saw them whisper. My husband
was denying something most vehe-
mently. Thinking perhaps there was
some question of money due and
wishing to relieve my husband of

embarrassnient, I went quieth^ into

the hall and said, as if I were talking
to my aunt:

—
"Yes, aunt, I'm

coming.' Then I stepped into her
room, where she was not, as she was
below, packing our luncheon for the
trip's first day. But the two men
must have thought that I was gone,
for they came out into the hall and
their voices became louder and louder.

Piecing this and that remark together,
I learned that Frank DuPointe had
been put up to wooing me by the
other man, a maker of shady deals
in stolen furs. He had in some way
found that I was the daughter of Jean
Carlac and heard from a police friend
about Huron John's visit to me and
figured that I had the precious skin,

therefore.

"I heard my husband saj':
—

'She's
not told me Avhere it is yet. But
when she's been mine a week she
must tell or I'll beat it out of her
with a club."

"My heart seemed frozen for a
moment. My brain reeled. Then
I was Jean Carlac's daughter—

a

child of the long trails—once more,
brain clear, nerves steady. My
things were all packed. In a grip I

had placed all the immediate necess-
ities a woman needs to travel with.
I had my own store of money. My
decision was soon made. A revul-
sion of feeling against my husband
swept over me. A yearning for the
wild, open spaces, the clean-hearted
people of the long trails, came to me.
Without a word, I stepped into my
room, drew the pelt of the black fox
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from its place of concealment, put it

into the grip and went out down a

side hall, so thence to the front of the

house, and into the taxi we had wait-

ing. No one saw me go, I said to the

driver:

—

" 'To the Canadian Pacific, at

once. You are then to come back
after my husband, who wishes me to

go first, that there may be room for an
extra trunk.'

"I paid him in advance and he,

nothing doubting, obeyed me.

"But mj'^ trip to that station was
but a ruse, as I had made up my mind
to cross the border and go down into

New York. That I did and spent the

following winter in Albany working,
under the name of Agnes McLeod, as

a milliner. My taste and skill served
me well and I did well. But with
the spring came the old yearning
for the open spaces and early this

year I determined to quit the city.

This plan was hastened because I

had a letter from my aunt, to whom
I had foolishly written too soon,
giving her my reasons for leaving as

I did. In reply she wrote to me that
DuPointe, who meanwhile had re-

mained with her, playing the part of

the injured husliand, had seen my
letter, recognized the postmark, and
my handwriting, had seized the mis-
sive and read it. She had turned
him unceremoniously out of the house
and he had gone away, swearing to
follow me. Later she had seen him
and he was raging drunk.

"Did he?" asked Aylesworth, "fol-

low you to Albany?"
"Yes, but I did not know it then.

But the letter from my aunt alarmed
me and spurred me on to do two
things.

"First, I placed the black fox skin
in a fur storage house and sewed the
receipt for it into the lining of a
piece of my clothing.

"Second, I left the millinery shop
and answered an advertisement call-

ing for a young woman to go to the
Adirondacks for the summer as com-
panion to an invalid. I secured the
place and went, with a wealthy
Troy woman, Mrs. Stethrohwe, to
her camp, over on Fulton Chain.
"But before I left I had another

letter from my aunt, telling me that
Huron John La Cerf , in for his spring
trading trip, had been to see her and
that John had heard from a trapper
in the far north that my father was
alive and well and that she had sent
my father word by John as to my
affairs. As I read that part of her
letter, I seemed to hear my father
say again, as he had to me beside
my mother's grave:— 'If ever a

man wronged you or struck you, I

would kill him.' I could not help
but shiver again at the memory of

his earnestness as he had said that.

I hoped he never would meet Frank
DuPointe to know him as the man
who had threatened to club me into
giving up the precious pelt of the
black fox.

"I wrote back to my aunt, telling

her where I was bound—and wljy.

"With Mrs. Stethrohwe at Fulton
Chain I had a pleasant situation. I

read to her, attended to her corres-

pondence. As the summer drew on
I became almost contented, although
I worried about my father often.

"But one evening when I had been
released from my duties and was
waiting on the boat pier watching
the canoes and motor launches glide

back and forth and listening to the
laughter and badinage of the young
people, some one stepped up behind
me and without 'by your leave!' sat

down beside me. It was my husbandl
He had traced me from Albany!
"He was humble, cunning. He

owned to taking my letter from my
aunt and that he knew why I had
fled. He blamed the dishonest fur
dealer for tempting him into a course
that threatened to wrong me and
pleaded for my forgiveness. Fool-
ishly, for he seemed to be sober,
penitent, I went to my room and got
for him half my store of money.
He begged me to tell him where the
pelt of the black fox was. For-
tunately I refused. He thanked me
for my money and went away. No
love for him remained in my heart.

All that I asked of him was to let

me alone.

"But he came, again and again.

Each time his demands on me in-

creased. Once he came drunk and
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boasted he had sent word to my
father by a friend in Montreal who
knew the long trails, that he had
married me and meant to have the
black fox skin from me by force and
had already taught me, with a club,

to obey him. There was a scene that
upset Mrs. Stethrohwe. I felt that
under the circumstances, I was more
of a burden to her than a help and so
I resigned and hearing of a place to
be had as waitress in a summer camp
farther into the woods, I went there.
I wrote my aunt of my new plans.

"I felt elated after a time to find
that my husband did not follow right
on after me. I did not try to make
a secret of my new destination or in
any way to close up the trail against
him. I even had a half wild idea
then at times that if he should
follow me into the deeper wilds,
sober up and show signs of good
behavior, I might take him and try to
influence him to adopt a cleaner
course of life. After all he was my
husband and we French Canadian
girls wed for life—for better or for
worse, Mr. Aylesworth."

She paused. John nodded, saying:
"I know you Canuck lassies stick

to a man like cockle burrs."
He laughed and she with him.

Then she went on:

—

"But DuPointe did not come-
then. It was after the summer folks
had gone and the deer hunters came
to the camp where I was that my
real plan took shape. After our big
Saguenay wilds, your tame little

Adirondacks seemed small to me.
I was not afraid to face a winter up
here, as my father and mothers for
generations back had faced our
big, stark winters, out in the open.
A letter to my aunt told her of my
new- plans. I sent it early, inviting
my father to join me. An answer
came, saying Indian John had been
in and taken my word out for me
again.

"As camping parties came and went,
I managed it so that I had the giving
out of supplies and took in the money
for them and receipted for them. So
when I began to get my winter sup-
plies ready out of the camp's big
store, I had no trouble in concealing

everything I wanted under the floor

of my room, putting them in crocks
and cans, so the porkies could not get
at them. I picked up here and there
from the people of the camp spare
articles of clothing and from a foolish
woman who had come up to hunt,
dressed in a stylish fur hunting cos-
tume, I got this pretty fox jacket and
cap,in return for services I did for her.
So, when the camp broke up, I was
prepared and in the confusion of
getting the big party away at the
station, about ten miles out by a
woods road from the camp, I was
not missed when I dodged into the
brush by the trackside and so had no
trouble in getting back to the camp
again before dark. That night I

slept there alone, almost happy at
the thought that my troubles were
all behind me.
"In the morning I packed my duffle

among which was this little rifle that
had been left behind by some one,
with cartridges, on a traverse I

made of birch poles and was ready
to start back toward what I had been
told was Netagomish. Just as I

was ready to leave, some one came
staggering up the trail.

"It was my husband, drunk, abus-
ive. He had gotten off the train at
the stopping place for that camp,
having been told I was there. He had
hoped to find many people there and a
new opportunity for blackmail. In-
stead he found me, my mind made up
ready to defend myself, careless of
results, now that we were alone. I

soon made it plain to him that he
could not intimidate me there, with
no one near to hear his accusations
against my poor father. I left him
sitting on the porch of one of the
camp houses, took the tug rope
of the traverse, made off through
the quiet woods. I was careless

whether or not I made a trail. He
stormed off, saying: 'I'll get you
by way of Stratho.'

"I had heard there were guides'
cabins over on this side of the range
and one of them I planned to use.

It took me three days to come over
and once here I found this cabin.

It had several steel traps in it, left

by some one. I began to set snares
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and with my little gun and ax and
this stbve I felt that I could be com-
fortable until spring. I had food

enough, with what I could kill with

the gun. I knew my aunt had gotten

word to my father of my plans and
that he would come, in time.

"But again I was self-deceived.

The day I met you—yesterday—

I

had no thoughts but that I was safe

from pursuit. Yet my husband, after

I had left him, had gone back to the

railroad and up it to Stratho. He
had an idea of how the land lay up
here. He had hung around Stratho,

making shrewd inquiries, and using

the name of Paul Perrault. Then
it was that he, after finding that I

had not come through that way, had
found out about the guide's cabins
here and concluded that I had headed
this way. He suspected that I was
preparing a place for my father to

come to. That much and the fact

that he was known at Stratho as

'Paul Perrault' he blurted out when
he first found me, after you had left

me yesterday. He reached this cabin
after I had left to go down the creek,

after my traps. He had seen us meet.
He suspected me of receiving atten-

tions from you and accused me—you
know the rest. Except that

—

"

Here she pasued, hesitant.

"Go on," urged Aylesworth, deeply
sympathetic.

"Before he came down along the
creek after me he stayed here at this

cabin long enough to put all my food
into a few boxes out back of the cabin
and burn it. My cartridges betook.
Also my little store of money, which
he found while searching for the
black fox's skin, which he thought I

had here. His object probably was
to overcorhe me, and then, i)y showing
me we were out of food, compel me to
go back with him, live with him as his

wife and that then when he had me
cowed, he would force the knowledgeof
the precious pelt from me. At any
rate, owing to his actions, here we
are without food

—

"

"You seemed to have enough for

supper
—

"

"Thai was all I had left of what
I rescued from the fire."

"How did you suspect he was up

there on the hill in that lean-to, where
you found me?"

"I have good eyes. After you left,

I saw him, afar, staggering along
the ridge and once or twice lean
against trees up there. After I was
home last night it came to me that
he must be wounded and I knew that

if he was, being a good woodsman,
he would make him a lean-to, if he
found he could not get out of the
woods before night and would dress

his wound. "I wanted to be sure he
was gone."

Aylesworth thought a moment,
then said:

—

"As for food, there's plenty down
to my cabin. And we can get game
enough there, till I can get out. And
from there you could snow shoe down
to the Stratho road and get help
if I couldn't make it."

"That is for tomorrow's considera-
tion," she said. "For the present,

the big problem for you is—rest."

"And for you?"
"The same. Let me fix you a

snug blanket roll on the floor and
I'll sleep on the bunk. Snoozer can
watch."
"No one will get near without an

alarm from him. Cock the little

meat gun and put it under your
balsam pillow."
"One thing puzzles me," she said,

"and that is when he accused me of

receiving attentions from you, he
used your name. How did he get it?"

"Oh, everyone in Stratho knew I

was on the Nescopern for the winter.
As he must have seen me go south
after we parted yesterday, he pro-
bably concluded I was the trapper he
had heard of in here."

CHAPTER VIII.

Quartering the Nescopern High-
land northwesterly from Muskrat
Glade toward Stratho, Frank Du-
Pointe limped bitterly forward.
Forced to lose time by going around
windfalls and great heaps of rock
piled up here and there like Titans'

playthings, he nevertheless kept his

general direction with Ihc aid of his

compass. He had left the lean-to

that Aylesworth had found early

thai morning. The soreness from
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the bullet wound in his leg was in-

tense, but he managed to push him-

self along. A blind, unreasoning rage

against his wife filled his mind and
heart. Afar he had seen her in

converse with a stranger—a hand-
some trapper. The same man had
come to help her when he had at-

tacked her. Although he did not

love his wife, a feeling that he had
Ijean wronged had taken possession of

him. The" drink had faded out of

him, but not the desire to finger'the

pelt of the black fox with the white

cross on its forehead and afterward

the gold pieces that the pelt would
bring.
At noon he made a hasty lunch and

then found a good stick with a fork

in it, that served him as a crutch.

With this he made far better pro-

gress. So it was that he came,
bit by bit, from the Nescopern
levels to the floor of the valley of
Rainbow River at dusk and struck
the riverside woods road at the point

five miles south of Stratho, where a

woods road and a branch of the

State's macadam forked. There was
little snow in the valley- of the
Rainbow by now.
Far up the macadam an auto horn

blared as the headlights brought into

view of the people in it the sign

post pointing to the woods road.
DuPointe saw the motor pause and a

man was dropped from it. He heard
the clank of iron. The automobile
went on, leaving the lone man at the
roadside. Another and another and
still another automobile passed, one
of them veiy large, like a goods van.

DuPointe approached the man who
stood thus at the roadside in the dusk.
He saw a man in the high waterproof
shoes, the heavy knit overstockings,
the belted-in wool trail coat, the
downpulled, long-tasseled cap of the
trapper. In his belt was the ax and
hunting knife. In the crook of one
arm was his rifle. Over his back w"as

slung a few dozen small traps and one
very large one—for bear.

DuPointe had seen so many trap-

pers in to trade at Montreal that he
knew this one for what he was—

a

man of the long trails, one who
could travel au large by canoe on

open lakes or make the small trails

serve him, at need. As he approached
slowly, he studied the man keenly.

He noted the man's breadth of shoul-
der, his quick easy movements when
he wheeled at the sound of another
approaching him.

'"Bon jour, monsieur," the stranger
greeted in booming accents. His
face was pleasant, open, his eye had
in it a merry glint that came out
from under the cloud of concern on
his brows. Yet no sooner had the
greeting passed his lips than the grave
look returned.
"Bon jour, monsieur," DuPointe

returned.
"Are you by chance of Canada?"

This in French of the habitant.
"Of Montreal."
"Ts Stratho near?"
"It should be five miles. I am

going in, after an accident with a
gun in the woods. I have left my
friends at their camp. In order
not to spoil their sport I Jold them
I would limp in on my crutch and go
home. I foolishly shot myself with" a
small rifle while cleaning it."

"Accept my condolements, mon-
sieur. Would the touch of my shoul-
der to stav vou on the wav in help
you?" ' '

"Then you are bound for Stratho?"

"As much as for anywhere in these
small wilds, monsieur. I am here
to pick out a place to trap for the
winter. I came down with the big
automobile party from beyond Mon-
treal. As they had moose heads
and caribou and skins and were
afraid they would spoil enroute,
they had me travel in the big machine
and I worked over them enroute.
The pay was fabulous for a poor
trapper and so I brought my traps
thinking I would stay in these parts
for this winter, instead of going on
the long trails."

"No; I can manage to get along
alone well enough," answering the

other's former inquiry.

While the stranger rolled a load
for his black brier pipe out between
his palms, DuPointe studied him in

the growing dusk as well as he could.

"Did you, by any chance, in this

country where you have been in
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camp, monsieur," asked the big trap-

per "hear of a man and his wife named
DuPointe, new arrivals in this coun-

try?"
Not a shade of uneasiness , not a

start of surprise, did DuPointe show.
He felt sure he had the clue to the
other's identity now.

"I heard of two such," he said,

"from our guides. Let me see,"

bowing his head, as if in thought.
The other regarded him keenly.
"Oh, yes," with an accent of

decision. "It was like this. I came
up Rainbow trail. Over back from
here is what the people here call the
Nescopern Highland," waving his

hand toward the barrier at their

right.. "Beyond that is another val-

ley and in that, near its head some
cabins the guides of this country have
put up. It was in one of them that
our men saw this couple. Are you
looking for them?"

"Yes, monsieur. Were they well
when you heard of them? "

"I paid little attention to what was
said, as it did not interest me, except
that the guides did say that the
husband was of an ugly disposition

and often misused the wife
—

"

The rifle under the stranger's arm
trembled; the traps over his back
shook as he made a motion threaten-
ing and odd. But his voice was level

as he asked:

—

"And this husband, what is he like?'

"A strong man, above the medium
height, thick, not slim, as I am. His
hair is dark, his cheeks fresh in color.

With them they have a red-brown
dog. The man's gaze is direct and
open. The guides were surprised
when they saw him beating his
wife—"

"Beating her?"
The black pipe was going now, full

speed. The stranger half turned
away.
"Then you are not going to Stratho,

monsieur?" DuPointe asked.

"No monsieur. I have changed my
mind. This country seems a good
country for the Iruppiw/ of the bear.
I have salt, coffee, matches in my
clothes. I shall turn aside here
to see how the country lays before I

make up my mind where to settle

in this region. The trapper of the

long trails needs little. I am obliged

for your information, monsieur. It

is pleasant when in a strange land
to meet a compatriot. As for these

DuPointfes if they have their affairs

of family, it is better that I keep away
from them. They are friends of old

friends, no more. Why should I

intrude upon them? No; I shall

trap the bear. The Madame JDu-
Pointe I have seen; her husband I

have not. But I have heard of

him—too much, too much."
"Yes, he seems a beast. Well,

monsieur, such are certain men.
They woo a girl softly, but as a wife

they treat her harshly. But forgive

me for this gossip. If you are in

Stratho during my stay, ask at the
Eagle Hotel for Paul Perrault. Or
if I need but small attention from
the doctor, I may go back to my
friends on the lower Rainbow."
The younger man turned, limped

off up the Stratho road slowly,

with more of an appearance of labor
than his condition warranted. A
few steps only he made before a
rattle of traps being shouldered told
him that the other was ready to

depart.
"One thing more," he called through

the darkness. "The husband of the
Madame DuPointe at first tried to

use the name of Aylesworth, but the
guides would not listen to that, as

there is a John Aylesworth here-
abouts, a good fellow enough. Fin-
ally he owned that his name is

DuPointe. His cabin is over in the
next valley, and it sits under three
pines."

"Again I thank you," came the
booming reply. "Your information
is very precise."

This time DuPointe crutched it

steadily away. As he went he heard
the traps rattle again; heard the
ring of hobnails on the road-metal.
Then the footsteps of the stranger
ceased. He had gone off down the
soft woods road.
DuPointe crouched at the macadam

roadside and listened long and in-

tently.

"lie goes to trap the bear, eh?"
DuPointe sneered to himself. "The
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bear? Lucky for me he did not
know me and that I could turn him
so neatly against her new-found friend

out there
—"shaking his fist toward the

Nescopern.
"Well," he said, preparing to go

on; "let him do as he pleases. It will

be strange if out of it something does
not come to give me some advantage.
Lucky I knew his name, as by giving
him Aylesworth's name as a clue, I

have clinched the seeming proof
against him. When they meet, Car-
lac will act first, investigate after-

terward—too late."

Getting up, he went toward Stra-

tho. He found the Eagle's bar room
thronged with its usual crowd. Snow
was falling again thickly.

Mine Host Johnson of the Eagle
greeted him heartily and listened with
interest to his story of having gone
into the woods a few days withfriends,
there to meet a slight accident. Such
events are not unusual, so his request
for the services of a doctor created
no comment. His wound dressed,

supper eaten, DuPointe excused him-
self and went to bed, to revolve in his

mind his plans for securing two
objects that he held foremost in his

mind—the black fox's pelt and satis-

faction for the treatment his wife

had given him.

CHAPTER IX.

As for the man to whom DuPointe
had talked on the Stratho road, he,

after going down the woods road in

the dark for a time and then with-
dra%ving to the roadside for shelter,

found that the storm promised to be
of great force. So with the skill

of the trapper of the long trails,

he made him a lean-to of pine boughs
and spent the night in the open.

At dawn on Wednesday the big

Canadian trapper came out of his

frail but efficient shelter to view a
world overspread with a blanket
of snow at least two feet deep. Yet
off the levels and especially on the

slopes where he was, it was not so

deep. The air was not cold—just

right for snow and more and more
snow.

Shaking himself inside his clothing

as a bear shakes his body inside his

loose skin, the trapper, after snatch-
ing at a few mouthfuls of cold food
that he had with him, threw his rifle

into the crook of his right arm, his
traps over his back and began the
ascent. Half a mile farther on he
hid all the small traps, but he kept
the huge bear trap.

"This one for the human bear that
beats my Agnes—uses her like an
Indian uses his squaw," he growled,
throwing the big trap over his should-
er. Soon he was far above the Rain-
bow's valley and with the storm at
his back, came to the summit of the
highland and went over it and then he
began to stride across the more level
land up there, around rocks and
windfalls, holding the wind at his
back to keep his direction straight.
Before noon he was travelling in a
soft, clinging snow up to his knees,
but it did not seem to bother him.
The snow w^as not heav^^ and often
there were places between the rocks
and windfalls and in under hemlock
clumps that there was little or no
snow.

It was snowing harder still when
the lonely man felt the ground falling
away before him and found that
every step was taking him to a lower
level than the one before. He was
across the highland then and going
down into the valley.

With the true woodsman's in-
stinct he knew that such cabins as
guides would put up there would be
along any w-atercourse at the valley's
bottom. So he held on until he w-as
in the most depressed portion of the
dip between the hills and when he
struck the water, followed it down.
The little stream was still trying to
talk, although here and there Its tiny
reaches were frozen over.

It was growing dark when the trap-
per, his rifle at "ready" came around a
bend in the tiny stream and so on to
the cabin. The three big pines, pro-
tectingly over it, marked it as the
one he sought.

Like a lynx, Jean Carlac sank
into the hollow between some logs
and watched. The snow came, drift-

ing over him. The wind moaned
through the watching pines. The
dusk came, but no light to make
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cheerful the tiny window at the

cabin's end. No smoke ascended
from the smoke pipe at the other

end.
Finally the grim watcher got up,

left the bear trap under the logs,

threw his rifle forward, drew up the

hammer and, with fmger on trigger,

went carefully ahead.

At the door he paused, irresolute.

Suddenly he knocked. He had no
answer. Again his knuckles gave
summons. No answer. He wrench-
ed the door open and, gun poised,

went in.

Inside the gloom baffled him for

the moment, but his forest-trained
eyes soon came at the heart of the
puzzle. The cabin was deserted.
The stove was stone cold. He found
a candle stump in a boltle-end and
with that to light liim, soon tound
that there was no food there. The
bunk was without a blanket. Cook-
ing utensils were in evidence, all

empty.
"They were out of food," he mut-

tered, "and had to leave. And the
snow will hide Ihcir tracks. I must
wait until tomorrow when in tiie

light, I may get down to the old snow
and so pick iij) their trail here and

there. There is no other way."
He sighed, and set about preparing
the last of his scanty store of food.

His meal eaten, he first warmed
the cabin by making the sheet iron

stove red hot. Then, stretching him-
self all dressed on the hard bunk, he
was soon deep in an uneasy, restless

slumber that held him thrall until

the dawn came to awaken him and
to show him by its shifting lights and
shadows that he was snow bound
until such time as the snow settled

after a long thaw or crusted after a

sleet storm. Yet he did not worry
about himself. After the great haz-
ards of the long trails, the risks of the

tame New York wilderness seemed
loo small, for the descendant of many
generations of voyageurs, to consider.

CHAPTER X.

"Wal, Mr. Peerow," Proprietor
Abner Johnson ventured as DuPointe
came out of the Eagle's dining room
after breakfast the next morning,
"I guess you're in for a spell of it

here?" Take some time to break
out the roads and trails."

Johnson's pronounced Adirondack
Yankee twang as he mouthed "Mr.
Perrault," the name DuPointe had
signed before to the Eagle's register,

conveyed to the few men about the
place the information that this was
the stranger who had been injured
while hunting, and had had to come
in to have his wound dressed. This
in itself was enough to make Per-

rault the center of attraction in the

small mountain town that was being
shut in closer and closer as the snow
piled itself up soundlessly outside.

Already the flakes had fallen to a

depth of twenty inches on the level

and with the earlier snows, the total

fall was over three feet, as in Stratho

the warmer weather of the day before

had not been so pronounced as it

had farther down on the Nescopern.

"There arc worse places than the

Eagle to be snowed up in, I'll be

bound," DuPointe said, drawing up a

cliair to the cheerful round wood-
stove in the open space in front of

the bar.

"Putty fair here; putty fair. As
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to grub, we ain't much on style, but
good on quality and quantity," John-
son rejoined.

"Any more of that real good v.his-

key that we had last night?"
"Some could be found, I reckon,"

with a chuckle, which went around
the group of sitters and chewers.
"No excise men liable to be gumshoe-
in' and snowshoein' about to-day
to see if the dry law is enforced."

This terrific joke was received with
a loud burst of merriment.

"Well, then, let us all see about it,"

invited DuPointe.
This sweeping invitation put the

visitor at once well in the good
graces of the crowd. Especia:lly as he
insisted that after the first drink
another and another, be taken, at
his expense. When in Stratho be-
fore DuPointe had been liberal.

All the time the drinking was
going on, DuPointe kept searching
the faces of the others. In none
of them did he find the combination
of greed, cunning and resolution that
he sought. Two, Alonson Barker, a
small, mean faced man of fifty, a
hostler about the hotel, and Brite
Wagner, a big, loutish farmer who
had come in to Stratho with a load
of potatoes and been snowed in, to his
ow-n intense delight at the enforced
stay away from his home on the flats

below, where he was so often alone
for weeks at a time, being a bachelor,

"Like a lynx, Jean Carlac sank into a hollow
between some logs and watched."

interested him most. But neither
one had the chief quality of reckless-

ness that DuPointe thought he needed.
But he so managed it that by the
middle of the morning he had made
friends with the two and drawn them
up to his room, where, over a private
bottle, he clenched their good opinion
of him bv noon.

(The concluding chapters of "The Bear of Silver Dale" will appear in August issue.)

The Albino Bass of the Ottawa
S. H. Howard

THE current of the Ottawa, dis-

organized after its release from
hard-driven gallop down the

Rapides Des Chenes, eddies and
back-washes for half a mile below,
staggering dizzily awhile, as it were,
and taking a few minutes to estab-
lish itself on its new level.

For some thirty miles above the
rapids it has travelled along steadily

and slowly, practically at water level

all the way. At the foot of the
broad but shallow Lac des Chenes,

however, it is whipped over a lime-
stone slope, down which it rushes
white with lather, pell mell into the
deep channel of the river below.

In theseeddies and backwaters, with
the pervasive roar of the tumult of

white horses in our ears, we had
fished with live minnows for bass and
pickerel and perhaps a pike. I say
"perhaps" because it was all that
way—we were fishing for what we
might "perhaps" get. But the two-
pound bass and a small pickerel
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formed the sum total of our catch
so far that afternoon. With ideal

'

water for the propagating of the

best of Canadian game fish, there
are nowadays more fishermen than
fish in that broad, deep, moving
water. The sawdust and the waste
of the great lumber industry of the
Ottawa has greatly affected the nat-
ural conditions which of old made
that great river an ideal fish habitat.
The lumber mills are burning their

sawdust now and with time and care
these old fishing grounds may be
restored. When that time comes the
people of Canada's capital will have
ideal bass water right at their door.

The sun was blazing red behind the
pines on Point Des Chenes on the
Quebec side when we sent the canoe
down with the current towards the
cottage on the Ontario shore where
supper somewhat impatiently awaited
us. As we neared the gap in the
boom which lets small craft through
while still guarding against the escape
of the floating logs, which all summer
long go drifting down the Ottawa, the
afternoon breeze had died away for
the interval between daylight and
dark, when the river flies come out to

play. Over the face of the river had
come a velvet softness flushed with
variegated color. The great black
boom timbers spilled the limpid
flow of their sides with a smooth
glissade which eddied softly at the
end of each chained log. Tints of

lilac, orange, purple and opal glowed
iridescently on the transparency of
the soft, moving water. Above, in
the pale evening blue, sw^allows
swooped and circled, feeding on the
myriad tiny winged things which had
come forth from the shelter of the
land to live the climax of their day.

Thousands of the little white moths
and river flies, failing to distinguish
between air and water in the illusion

of reflections and transparencies,
struck the surface, and with wings
wet and heavy, could only flutter

helplessly on that uncertain line
which divided the sky above from the

sky below.
We swung the nose of the canoe to

point for the water gateway in the
boom. At that moment a slight

rumple lifted the floor of the glinting

water a few feet ahead of us and
sent a series of opalescent rings

spreading through the gold and the
purple.

"Fish!" exclaimed Samson, in the
bow. He spoke in a reverent under-
tone which one uses when a big one is

sighted. "Only an inch from the
top."
The canoe drifted slowly over the

spot where the rumple had flattened

and faded, we gazing earnestly, with
motionless paddles, the while.

"There he is," exclaimed Samson
suddenly, and still his tone, of rever-

ence. He pointed to starboard with
his paddle. "And by gosh! There's
another."
"And there's another on the other

side," I added, "and here's one just
astern."
"We stopped the way of the canoe

and looked about us, wald-eyed.
Fish, big fish, and right on the surface
were not such common sights on the
surface of the old Ottawa nowadays
as to leave a fisherman quite calm.
In front of us a little bay in the boom
formed by the grip of a boom anchor
holding against the pull of the current,

changed the color of the water to a
velvet brown. In this angle littlewaves
were starting up here and there and
water rings were circling.

"They're feeding on the flies,"

whispered Samson. "It's a whole
school of bass! Look!"

He pointed tensely to a black fin

twenty feet from the boat, and while
we looked a big fish also bjoke the
surface. They were all around us,

a school, a veritable school, feeding

on top!
"By gosh!" ejaculated Samson fer-

vently. "There are some fish left in

the Ottawa yet. Eh, what?"

He laid down his paddle and picked

up his rod. It was baited with a
dead minnow.

Gently he cast into the centre of

the nearest water ring, while I

pointed the canoe and held her
steady.
The minnow fell with a tiny splash

true to the centre of the target,

Samson slowly trolled it an inch

below the surface. Breathless, I
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knelt at the stern, waiting for that
fierce, wicked strike which a black
bass makes when he is feeding near
the surface.

But nothing happened. Samson
flicked out his line and cast again,

with like lack of result. Then this

fish—or another—rose again just off

the port bow. We could see the

dorsal fin and half the tail clear of

the water.
"I'H bet he weighs every ounce of

three pounds," whispered Samson
in awe.
He cast his minnow three feet in

front of the fish's nose. The big
find continued in plain view but
there was no movement until Samson
trolled the minnow almost into its

face. Then it turned aside and dived.
"That's no bass," declared Samson

in a tone of conviction mixed with
disgust.

"What in blazes is it, then?" I

demanded.
"Darned if I know. But if he

was a bass, I know darned well he
wouldn't have turned up his nose at a
minnow."

"Let me have that rod," I demand-
laying down the paddle.

Samson reeled in and passed me the
butt. I removed the dead minnow
from the hook. A grasshopper had
jumped into the canoe while we were
up at the Island, and had ridden
with us half the afternoon. He had
but that moment hopped trustfully

into my lap. I caught him with a
swift treacherous slap and in another
moment, hooked under the wings, he
was dangling from the end of a
springy steel rod.

I cast as for a trout. The grass-

hopper fell gently into the centre of a
circling ripple abreast of the canoe.
He kicked a little, then the weight of

the wet line drew him under. I

raised the tip of the rod and drew
him gently towards the boat. I was
reeling in for another cast when there
came a slight jerk—the unmistakable
strike of a fish. I struck back hard
as for a bass and the bare hook ctoie
trailing in towards me, on a limp
loose line.

"Curses!" said I. "We have no
more grasshoppers."

"Yes, we have," returned Samson"
"I just picked one out of the river-

That's what these fish are here for-

Pass me that rod."
He cast. A moment later his line

was diving down at a sharp angle.

For a half a minute we were sure
he was a bass. The bowed rod swung
from side to side. Then it straight-

ened, and the fish jumped six inches
out of the water, and dived again,
while we both uttered profane ejacu-
lations of astonishemnt. The fish

was gleaming white.
"That's the funniest black bass I

ever saw," declared Samson.
"Maybe he's an albino," I suggest-

ed.

Whatever he was he fought well

for two or three minutes more and
then Samson reeled in and swung
him towards me in the stern. I

grasped the line at the water's edge
and lifted the fish over the side.

"By Godfrey," exclaimed Samson,
"it's a white fish."

And so he was.
All around us a school of white

fish were rising and we had no more
grasshoppers. It was the one chance
of the year, the short period of a few
days when the whitefish schools of
the Ottawa come to the surface to

feed on the white moths and the
grasshoppers which fall into the
river and go drifting down the
current.

We caught little moths which fell

into the water close beside us, but
their bodies proved too soft. The
snap of the cast or the pull of the

water stripped the hook.

Twilight deepened, and the fish

departed. Reluctantly we paddled
home.

"That's the way with whitefish|in
the river, here," said the old Ottawa
raftsman, busy skinning catfish at

the canoe landing. "They travel

in schools. There's about one week
in the summer when they'll come to

the top of nice calm evenings just

after sunset, Then you can catch
them with grasshopi>ers. I've seen
sports catching them with these here
bass flies. They'll take a worm, too.

sometimes. But to-morrow night

you might go out there and never
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see one. Some summers they never
strike in on this side at all. There
used to be a lot of whitefish caught
off that point and I guess there's

quite a few in the river yet. But the

people along the shore here used to

net them after dark, and they got

thinned out. There's quite a few
of them up above in Lac des Chenes.

Their mouths are soft and underhung.
You want to use a medium-sized hook
and be easy wdth them."
And so it proved. Some dozen

or more were caught during the next
few evenings and then they disap-
peared. Channel cat and mud pout
continued as the great staples of the
Ottawa.

A Hunter's Experiences in Alberta

Editor, Rod and Gun:
The dale on the wrapper of my cop>

reminds me that another year's subscription

is due. I have certainly enjoyed the reading

verj- much. I have had some good shooting

and fishing since February 1918, having

fished in the Bow and Elbow rivers west of

Calgarj'. Trout were ver\- scarce but gray-

ling were in abundance. I found plenty

of Wilson snipe and woodcock in and about

Springbank, and some chicken and plenty of

duck in the Peace River country which we
found was being settled up very fast. The
big game is getting farther away in some

localities. We found plenty of bear at a

place called Grizzly Bear where we stopped for

a week. The young man with whom we stay-

ed always carried his .22 Winchester to the

field with him. One day a yearling bear came
into the field and the dog saw him and chased

him to a small tree. The young man killed

the bear with the .22 long. I was not looking

for trouble with grizzlies as I only carried

a .35 automatic Winchester which I find a

good general purpose gun. We found plenty

of grouse and duck and had a good trip.

London, Ont. L. W. Crawford

3.p of glue. ^e3< l_2.Ve- Re^i^^n.
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WE read stories

in the sporting
magazines of

fishing and f hunting
trips in Alaska, the
Rockies, Nova Scotia,
New Brunswick,
Maine, the Adiron-
dacks, even Florida
andmany other places
but that section of

Quebec Province im-
mediately north of
Ottawa, Ontario, rarely figures in
those periodicals exploiting tlie great
out-doors and depicting the glories
of the woods and streams, especiallv
those published on the American
side of the border.

There is a beautiful countrv just
north of the Canadian Capital where
probably in the logic of the Irishman
one third of the land is water, lakes
all sizes and shapes lie scattered
about throughout this territory, beau-
tiful lakes—the great majo'ritv of
them free to the hunter, fisherman
and canoeist—comparatively few be-
ing leased to private parties'or indiv-
iduals. There are lakes and streams
as wild and wonderful as one could
wish for, if he is willing to penetrate a
little distance beyond the line of steel.

The Gatineau River—a stream
almost as long as the Hudson—dark
and sullen in some places and dashing
itself into a white foam over mighty
rocks in others, at last after its three
hundred mile course empties its am-
ber-hued waters into the mightier
Ottawa just across from that thriving
city of one' hundred thousand popu-
lation which is the seat of the Domin-
ion Government.
Hundreds of square miles of terri-

•S t^^ i
^^^^ containing a ve-

Jta^V I
"table net-work of

f
.

^ ^iHa IMH l^i^^s si'e drained by
J^^JUBJ hHi this picturesquewater
r -fW =«»«^

I course. The real

starting point and
place of equipment
for a trip into the
Gatineau district is

Ottawa and it was
here we arrived after

an all night ride from
New York the last

week in Jiily. Here
we engaged our canoe,

bought supplies and whiled away
a few hours, not detained so much
by the attractions of the place,

though its attractiveness cannot be
denied as by the fact that we

one mind as to the
getting well fed up

for the woods where
admitted our own

training in the culinary art would not
quite measure up to that of the chef
at the Chateau Laurier.
A good train service is maintained

on the C.P.R. (Gatineau Division)
for ninety rriiles into the Gatineau
region. We left the Union Station in

the early afternoon and immediately

both were of
advisability of
before leaving
we willingly

crossing the Ottawa River just above
the Chaudiere Falls, were then in

the Province of Quebec and started
on the last lap of our rail journey, a

stretch of seventy-five miles through
rugged farm land, past French vil-

lages, skirting the Gatineau River
much of the time and finally after"

a fascinating ride of four hours
reached Blue Sea, a station at the
southern end of Blue Sea Lake.
Here we alighted and having failed

to connect with our canoe before

leaving Union Station, were obliged

to put up for the night with one
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Antoine Benard and his tribe. An-
toine, whose place of abode is only

a couple of hundred feet frorn the
railroad, is certainly doing his bit

for his country. Up to the time of

our visit he had been responsible for

an increase of no less than eighteen
in the population of Canada—no
slacker is Antoine. Like so many of

his kind he is a good-natured, obliging
sort of chap and hesitated at nothing
that would aid in making our short
stay not only comfortable but enjoy-
able as well. The canoe arriving
by morning train, we soon had it at
the lake side and having selected
from our steamer trunk, which we
left at the house, such things as we
thought necessarjr for our comfort in
camp, we commenced to pack. This
took considerable time as we had
besides a heavy canvas tent, two suit
cases containing apparel, two folding
cots, two wooden boxes filled with
supplies, blankets, etc. Care in pack-
ing was necessary as they with our-
selves constituted quite a heavy

, load for our sixteen foot Fredericton.
Nor were we sorry later that we had
taken the precaution to see that
everything was properly stowed away
as no sooner had we pushed out into
the lake and rounded the first point
of land on our right, with Antoine
and several of his offspring watching
us from shore and waving their
adieux, than we struck rough water.
Myron was in the bow, I in the stern
and those whitecaps certainly did
look a bit formidable to us—they
might well have caused more experi-
enced canoeists no little concern.
Blue Sea Lake is eight miles long

with several islands of good size in the
upper end, but in the lower stretches
there is plenty of sweep for the wind
blowing out from the Laurentian
Hills on the north-east and the water
is certainly more than ankle-deep.
Good trout fishing is to be had in
Blue Sea but one must be properly
equipped for deep-trolling. We made
no attempt to try our luck as besides
weather conditions being unfavorable
we were anxious to get into one of the
smaller lakes before making camp.
By what we ourselves considered

skilful manoeuvering, keeping fairly

close to shore most of the time and
exerting the utmost care in cutting
the waves at the proper angle, we
arrived after a hard paddle of four
miles at the mouth of a small creek
entering Blue Sea on the right. This
is the outlet of Grant Lake. Into
and through this we made our way
until the water became so shallow
we were obliged to get out and ease
our boat over in a couple of places.

This meant wet feet but a little incon-
venience of that sort is taken as a
matter of course in a camper's life.

Just at this point the railroad
crosses the outlet. There is a little

widening in the brook and some
water lilies were in bloom. In our
exuberant state of mind we had
the temerity to pluck two or three.

No sooner done that we were struck
by a broadside from the hill on our
right, where stood a summer cottage.
One of the female of the species, in

tones not dulcet, but sharp and rasp-
ing and iji English so plain that it

was positively ugly—harshly berated
us for trespassing. This took the
wind out of our sails for a moment
but we soon recovered a bit and after
some rapid mental calculating con-
cluded that although the enemy may
control the territory in that vicijiity

she had no monopoly on the air—so
inhaling a deep breath of the bracing
ozone without at all feeling under
obligations to her we were ourselves
again and pushed on. I am sure she
hailed from the city as we found the
natives without exception to be a real

decent sort of people. Should these
words come within the line of her
vision and sh6 must be gifted with a
keen sense of sight, I trust she will

feel sufficiently rebuked for permitting
herself to have such a "nawsty dis-

position."

Getting our canoe into deeper water
we made our way over the glassy

surface of Grant Lake to a large flat

rock juttihg out from the western
shore. It had not been our inten-

tion to stop here but as this had been
our camping site on a previous trip

after the small-mouth, we decided to

land, take a look at the.familiar spot

and there cook our first meal.

As soon as the canoe was made
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secure and we got the kinks out of our
knees, Myron got out his rod, ad-

justed reel and line and with an
artificial minnow as a lure made the

first cast straight out from the big

rock—no strike—again "whirr" went
the line as the minnow pulled out fifty

feet and landed with a "plop" on the
water. Steadily reeling in with not
the remotest sign of a strike, Myron
exclaimed "Well! I'll be darned—I'll

bet there isn't a fish left in the lake."

But not too easily dismayed he went
at it again and made a third and
longer cast a little to the left, nearer
a bed of weeds, when somehow a three
pound small-mouth bass did actually
get caught on his Dowagiac. Before
the "poor fish" had time to realize

that all was not right he was being
headed shoreward. Breaking water
four or five times and dashing north,
south, east and west in frantic

efforts to dislodge the hook, he soon
began to show signs of waning
strength. He seemed like eas\- mon-
ey then, but on nearing the top of the
water and catching sight of two
would-be sports from "Noo Yawk"
he made another plunge for the deep
drawing out thirty feet of line before
Myron could check him. This was
his final effort and he came up to the
water's edge without further protest,
the first prize of the trip and a hand-
some one. A few minutes later he
was resting in pieces in the frying pan
over a hot fire and the odoriferous
fragrance that fish sent out made us
truly glad we were alive. As he
smelt, so he tasted, our appetites
already perceptibly sharpened by
our five mile paddle.

What a difference there is between
the fish caught in the Canadian
Lakes and those on sale in Fulton
market, New York. These lakes are
mostly.springfed and cold, consequent-
ly the flesh of the fish is firm and decid-
edly palatable, while those one pur-
chases in the city, well! the less said
the better.

It has been a long time wonder
to me why the natives throughout
the Provinces do so little fishing and
hunting for their own consumption.
I have lodged in farm houses in this

region where within five or ten min-

ufes' walk partridge, ducks, bass and
trout are to be had at the expense of

a httle trouble but these people
preferred to live day in and day out
on fat salt pork. It is not due to
laziness by any means but apparently
to ' a custom started ^-ears ago and
from which, lacking initiative they
seem unable to break away. I hope
sometime to see the Canadian Govern-
ment show sufficient interest in the
welfare of these people to send out
instructors to implant in the minds
of the natives how to get more out
of life, pointing out to them the
wonderful advantages they have right

at their doors. A little intensive
training would improve their con-
dition one hundred percent. Here
is another mystery. Who can solve
it? Why does the average farmer,
with an abundance of health-giving
air surrounding his habitation just
clamoring to get inside see fit to keep
his windows closed tight, at least

in a portion of the house and thereby
have an Umvholesome, musty atmos-
phere perv^ade the rooms? " Such is

human nature until it has learned
by bitter experience to put on wisdom.

We found that others had made
use of our camp site since our former
visit. This surprised us not a little

bit as good camping places are hard
to find on many of these lakes. In
most places the shore is of rock and
the woods extend down almost to the
water's edge with the underbrush
and dead wood amongst the trees

so thick that it is an arduous task
to make any kind of a clearing. We
decided to stay for the night at this

camp and go on to Dam Lake the
next day. The remainder of the
afternoon was spent in fishing, keep-
ing the canoe about one hundred
feet off shore and casting in toward
the more shallow w-ater, with a little

still fishing thrown in as a diversion
until the sun sinking behind the tall

spruces on the western bank reminded
us that we had better get back to

camp and make snug for the night.

Supper over, pans washed and log

fire started, we drew our canoe up on
shore, brought up the canoe cushions

and having pitched our tent after a

fashion and arranged our cots, etc.
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earlier in the afternoon, we planted

ourselves, tired and happy, as near
the blazing logs as possible. With
chilled backs and parboiled fronts

we talked over the events of our
first day out, made plans for the days
to follow and swapped some of our
best stories—not only about fishing

but on general topics. Myron knows
something about the theatrical pro-
fession and some of the jokes he
sprung he claimed were real "Broad-
way stuff," but if Broadway ever
laughed at those jokes then I have
been giving that unnatural thorough-
fare, where the "chickens" arise at
dusk and retire at dawn, a whole
lot of undeserved credit. Some of
those jokes, I know were related by
Noah to his sons of the ark while
catching blue fish off the Jersey
Coast. A feeling of drowsiness be-
ginning to come over us and the fire

burning lo\v we decided it was time
to turn in. There is one thing about
which both Myron and I reached the
same conclusions, several seasons
ago—that is the comfort to be derived
from sleeping on a canvas cot is well
worth the extra weight and trouble
of getting it into camp. No more
balsam bough beds on the ground for
us. They sound well in story books— (in nine cases out of ten,' spruce
camouflages as balsam) and judging
by the way these made-on-the-spot
cosy couches and featured in the
average camping experience write-up,
one would think they had a real live
Ostermoor beaten seven ways.

Lights out and we were soon asleep
but awake again just at day break.
Our tent faced the east. On the
opposite shore there was a thickly
wooded ridge so we reckoned it

would be a couple of hours before
the sun's warm rays would descend
upon us. Even so, once up we were
up to stay. We washed and dressed,
or to be more accurate, dressed and
washed in a hurry and shivered around
while getting a fire going and break-
fast started, when Myron slopped
abruptly in the act of itkicing a slice

of bacon in the pan. "George" he
said, "look at the deer up at the head
of the pond." I looked and sure
enough at the extreme end of the lake

I could see four of them including
two young ones. .Just then the mist
rising from the lake's surface obscured
our view but in a few moments we
could see them again, very distinctly.

Pa and Ma quietly feeding while the
kiddies were chasing each other up
and down the shore through the long
beaver grass which filled the gap
between the reeds in the shallow
water and the forest a hundred yards
back. It was a pretty sight." We
did not attempt to molest them, this
being clo.se season and there they
stayed for fully a half hour very
deliberately eating their morning meal
and apparently enjoying themselves,
in their security. A few minutes
later on pushing out in the canoe and
rounding a bend to the right of the
camp on glancing up on shore, I

beheld a beautiful picture. A full

grown buck with head erect, stood
motionless, gazing intently at me.
He seemed not in the least alarmed
but remained for several moments,
no doubt wondering what kind of an
object was gently floating over the
lake's surface. Then suddenly say-
ing to himself "safety first" he
wheeled around and disappeared
amongst the trees.

I brought in a nice pike of nearly
three pounds, caught on the troll

and of this we made our breakfast.
The solid white meat fried in chunks
with slices of bacon as trimmings was
indeed delicious and we ate heartily,

anticipating a rather strenuous few
hours' work before the next meal.
Breakfast over and a good smoke to

settle things we were ready to break
camp. Packing everything in as con-
venient form as possible for carrying,

we again loaded the canoe and put
off for the head of the lake on our

way to the trail leading over to Dam
Lake.

In making a -passage through the

dense patch of reeds which extended
from shore to shore at this end of

Grant Lake while yet a hundred yards
or more from land we came upon a

duck's nest, built on the water's

surface and securely fastened to the

reed stalks. In it were two eggs,

carefully covered over with dry grass

—a means of protection against mar-
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alike.

auders. We left it as we found it and
paddled on in search of an opening
leading to the trail. We were an-
xious to disembark with feet drv and
it was only after several futile attempts
to get the canoe up to within jumping
distance of drj- ground that we finally
discovered a log extending out from
shore. Apparently placed there for
just such a purpose we managed to
get our boat alongside and scrambled
out without shipping an'v water in
our boots. The log also indicated the
exact spot where the trail began,
so hastily unloading we carried our
duffle up to the edge of the woods and
soon were started on our wav over
the portage, carrying the canoe first.

Not bemg laboring men in the accept-
ed sense of the word we were obliged
to make three trips over the
half mile trail in order to get our
entire equipment on the shores of
Dam Lake. Arriving at the further
end on our first trip across we went
down to the shore to take a good
look at this beautiful sheet of water.
A sputtering and fiuttering just to

our left caused us to turn around just
in time to see an old duck with
several young ones, half grown, doing
their level best to get out of the danger
zone. They half swam, half flew
over the top of the water and rounding
a bend a little farther on were lost
to view.
A mink, one of the largest I have

ever seen, made his wav along the
narrow strip of sand at the water's
edge and disappeared amongst the
logs. There truly was wild

"^

life in
this region soon to be disturbed by
our intrusion.
Dam Lake is one of the most beau-

tiful in that section. It's waters are
extremely clear, exceeding Lake
George in that respect and in my
opinion all other respects, for so soon
as a lake becomes infested with
summer cottages and hotels it loses
all charm for me. With surface calm
and sun shining we could see bottom
at a depth of thirty feet. We pitched
our tent close by the trail where it

ends in a small clearing and about
fifty feet from the water. Just in
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front was a log skid used the previous

winter by the lumbermen for the

purpose of rolling the timber on to

the sleighs to be drawn across the ice.

A number of abandoned logs of good
dimensions lay scattered about and
these served us admirably as fire

wood.

Dam Lake is two miles long and
nearly a mile wide toward the south-

ern end. Its shores were almost
entirely of rock and thickly wooded
with the exception of a small clearing

of only a few acres on the eastern side.

Squarely in the middle of this stood
an unpretentious log hut, quite desert-

ed at the time. We were practically
monarchs of all we surveyed as with
the exception of an occasional fishing

party passing through or a Sunday
visit from the French-Canadians
living in that region, we were alone.
Ours was the only boat on the lake so
we had a real monopoly. Our camp
in order, we set out after the small
mouth black bass and were soon
convinced that they were there in
plenty. With indifferent luck we
fished several places along the shore
before reaching a small bay on the
western side which later proved to be
our favorite spot. First we anchored
about midway between the two
points forming the bay but eventu-
ally moved in close to the rocky
shore where the water was twelve or
fifteen feet deep. Fastening the
canoe to the overhanging branches
we could look down into the crystal
depths and watch for a good sized
specimen of the bass family to show
interest in the bait. It was amusing
and a rather unique experience to be
able to choose our fish before catching
them. Should a little chap of a
pound and a half or two pounds
with mouth wide open and eyes
ablaze make ready to gobble the
frenzied chub, he would stop, bewil-
dered, at seeing the wriggling minnow
abruptly and unceremoniously jerked
away from him to be kept in reserve
for his betters.

But when grand-dad weighing close

on to five pounds happened along we
would use our most persuasive powers
to, encourage him. He, wise old

oi >^^~made wise by experience would

go for deeper water. Not all, how-
ever, of those with experience back
of them would escape the lure as we
caught plenty of four and five pound-
ers, more than enough for our table.

Those we could not make use of were
returned to the water, still very much
alive. Threading them on a string

hung over the side of the canoe as

soon as caught, we found that very
few were too badly hurt to survive.

A gone-ish feeling somewhere in

our anatomy would indicate more
accurately than government standard
time just when lunch hour had
arrived. So back to the camp we
would go build a fire, get out pots and
pans and in a very few minutes, just

as we were beginning to think that
never before in all our young lives

had we experienced such a vacuous
feeling, would sit down to such a
meal as one hungers for when in the
city—-black bass fried in corn meal,
boiled potatoes, biscuit and coffee

followed the canned soup, then for

dessert, fresh picked luscious wild
red raspberries with evaporated
cream. The above is just a sample
as each day found some variation
in the bill of fare. We had brought
some eggs from Blue Sea and these
we were able to keep in good con-
dition for several days by placing in

a cool spot and covering over with
a thick layer of green leaves. After
three or four days, however, they
began to bear a strong resemblance
(get that word—"strong") , to the
kind you buy at the corner grocery
when the shop-keeper unblushingly
volunteers the advice

—"You'd better

hurry home with these."

The days were hot and the nights

cool, almost frosty. We needed all

the bed covering we could muster
to keep comfortable. After lying

awake and shivering for a couple

of nights we awoke to the fact that

the open space between the cot and
the ground was responsible for our
discomfort. This we remedied by a

filling of closely packed spruce boughs
and thereafter slept soundly until

morning. A comfortable night's

sleep, a dip in the cold water first

thing in the morning followed by a

good vigorous rub-down made new
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creatures of us. "Each day we stay,

takes a year off my age," I ventured
to remark. "At that rate" said

Myron "if we remain much longer

it will be several years before you
were born." (more Broadway stuff)

With the exception of one rainy

day we had delightful weather
throughout our stay at Dam Lake.

The mornings we usually spent on the

lake having more sport than a little

with the bass. In the afternoon we
would rest in the shade of the trees

surrounding the tent, or go exploring
along one of the many logging

roads in the vicinity. On these

hikes we kept pretty rigidly to

the , trails as the bush is so dense
there is grave danger of one losing

his bearings and wandering for

miles in the wrong direction.

A couple of hours just before
sun down were usually put in at our
favorite bass grounds in the bay
across the lake—making it a point
to always get back to camp and supper
started before darkness closed in.

Dishes washed and camp straighted
for the night, we, Myron with his

"seven cent straight" and I with my
pipefull of English Curve Cut would
settle ourselves near the log fire for an
hour of perfect ease and contentment.

The crescent moon just setting

over the dark spruce tops on the
opposite shore, the big dipper spark-
lingly brilliant directly over head,
the whip-poor-wills keeping up their

incessant call, a splash in the water
made by some small animal, a little

way along the water's edge, an
occasional call of the loon, all these

made us feel delightfully isolated.

Even a slight tinge of homesickness
crept over us both I fear. I know I

felt it, when suddenly Myron would
break the silence, "Say George did
you ever hear that joke about"—he
commenced but fortunately for me
just then a long drawn out cry
coming from the further end of the
lake sent a thrill through us both
and I was spared. Starting with a

sudden crescendo it died down gradu-
ally in a most dismal wail. "An
owl," said Myron. "A wild cat,"

said I. Whatever it was, it sounded
most weird. T\\ace more we heard

it before turning in for the night

and it but added to our feeling of

loneliness. To bed and soon asleep,

then waking again at break of day
we were as chipper as ever. So the
days went by, enjoyable health-

giving days until the morning set

for our return. Getting up earlier

than usual we had an hour's fishing

before sun-up, bringing in a fine four

pound bass and a pike of heavier
weight. We cooked part of each for

breakfast. If fish is good brain food
as claimed, then our intellects should
be of a dazzling brilliance upon our
return, we figured. Recrossing the
portage and Grant Lake as far as the
big flat rock we stopped for lunch.
The wind which had been blo-^ing
moderately all morning now rose to a

stiff north-easter. The white caps
warned us not to venture further.
Toward six in the evening, however,
there was some abatement so seeing
that all was snug in the cjfno6 we
started across Grant Lake to the
outlet. It was a hard paddle and we
were glad to reach safety in the nar-
row creek. Our friend with the rasp-
ing voice was nowhere to be seen, we
hoped the gale had left her speechless
for a while at least. On we went
through the outlet, turning to the
left on entering Blue Sea. The water
was still very rough, more so than we
had expected as the wind was un-
doubtedly going down with the sun.
"Let us hug the shore," I suggested.
"That being the only thing there is

to hug," agreed Myron. The wind
was at our backs fortunately and we
went at a great pace past the rugged
shore. "Rock ahead," shouted the
man in the bow. With a strong
stroke of the paddle the canoe was
brought around forty-five degrees
just in time to escape a huge sub-
merged boulder. We could see it

as we passed, just two or three inches
below the top of the water. We
shiver to think what the result might
have been had we struck full force.

There was deep water on either side

and with a heavj' sea running we
would have had a most uncomfortable
time of it.

Paddling with the waves, but now
more cautiously, we made good time.
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deciding it wiser to cut across the big

bay indenting Blue Sea's eastern

shore than to take chances of running
on a rock. Once across we felt com-
paratively safe. A miniature Cape
Hatteras at this point necessitated

our heading out straight into the lake,

then sharply turning the bow make
for the shore line once more. Without
further incident we drew up at

Antoine's landing and mighty glad
we were to step out on solid ground.
It was almost dark and decidedly
chilly. The moon now nearly full

was just showing itself above the

horizon, a whip-poor-will, whipped
poor will in one of the small trees

near the path, Antoine's dog barked
a welcome and our trip was over.

Tomorrow would see us back in

civilization, wearing starched collars

and straw hats. But we felt like

settling down for a winter's work,
so our objective had been attained.

Somehow I sometimes think that

getting out in the wilds is more of a

novelty to me that it is to Myron,
but that can be quite easily explained.

You see—Myron lives in New Jersey

The Humber
King of Atlantic Salmon Streams

N. Milton Browne

WHEN I think of vacation time
I think of the Humber in

August.—a placid, broad,
deep-bosomed stream, which, after

flowing through a primeval forest
for nearly a hundred miles, empties
into the Bay of Islands, on the west
coast of Newfoundland.
An ideal water course on which

the angler may spend a month cruis-

ing about and never twice cast his

fly on the same water. There is

no question of catching hard-fighting
Atlantic salmon in this river, it is

rather a problem what to do with all

the fish that will come to your gaff.

The Humber is divided into two
sections, the upper and lower streams
on both of which there is fishing, such
as, I believe, can be had nowhere
«lse on this continent.

The start for the grounds is made
at North Sydney, where the tourist
goes aboard the Reid Newfoundland
Company's well-equipped steamer,
and, after a short run of a few hours

—

which is usually spent in sleeping—the passenger lands at Port-Aux-
Basqucs, after a ninety mile voyage
across the Cabot Strait.

The fare from North Sydney to

Curling, Bay of Islands, where the
angler stops if he intends to fish the
lower Humber, is twenty-seven dollars

and ninety cents return, and for

the service rendered this amount
is trifling. On arrival at the Port
breakfast is had on board the train,

and about 9 o'clock the trip to the
interior commences.

During the earlier stages of the
journey the voyageurs pass through
the famous Coudroy Valley, the ex-
press skirting along the base of the
Cape Ray mountain range, the slopes
of which are visited annually by
etomologists from different parts of
the globe who, armed with nets,

scour the hillsides for specimens of
butterflies and bugs, a realm of sport
in which these people seem to find

much amusement.
The first salmon stream passed on

the way is the Little Coudroy, then
Big Coudroy, Crabbe's, Robinson's,
Fischell's, St. George's, and Harry's
Brook, in the order named. These
are all early rivers, salmon starting

to run along about the second week
in June. I have fished all these
waters and can guarantee all of them
as fine places for the angler to visit.

After ajun of about six hours the
train stops at Curling, a little out
of the way village nestling close down
by the sea, and washed by the waters
of Bay of Islands.

The panoramic beauty of this
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magnificent stretch of water is in-

describable in a mere word picture.

The bay is surrounded by a great

semi-circle of hills, the tallest of

which, Mount Blow-Me-Down, is

twenty-one hundred and twenty-five

feet high. These miniature moun-
tains rise sheer from the sea and
are wooded from base to summit
with a wilderness of spruce and other

native trees. In sheltered places

on either side of the harbor, little

villages occupied by fishermen find

precarious footing on the fringe of

the water, their white-roofed cottages
furnishing a charming setting to the
emerald green of the hills and sap-
phire blue of the sea. The sunset
effects at Bay of Islands are beautiful

beyond anything I have witnessed
in any other section of this northern
clime.

Arriving at Curling we engaged
guides, camps and necessary para-
phernalia for a month's stay on the
river.

On the Lower Humber a guide
with motor boat, canoe and camps
costs about five dollars a day. Should
you desire to go further up-stream, the
figure advances according to the
expense of operating the gasolene
boat.

Previous to the big adventure we
enjoyed some splendid sea-trout fish-

ing at Hughe's Brook, across the
bay from Curling, and at the foot
of Blow-Me-Down—at the latter

place in a tiny lagoon, which has been
carved out behind the beach by the
action of the stream which finds its

way down the mountainside. This
is an ideal spot for women anglers.
During a short stay here we caught
hundreds of sea-trout, many of which
weighed over six pounds.

After a week of splendid sport we
came back to Curling where we found
everything ready for the big kill on
the number.
We started at daylight and a run

of three miles and a half brought us
to the head of tide-water. There are
a number of fine pools on the way;
but, of course, these cannot be fished
with any hope of success unless the
stream is very low, as salmon will

not rise to the fly in salt water. How-

ever, in season, the many shoals

fairly teem with fish.

Some of the best places to try your
luck are Duncan Rock and Shell

Bird Island shoals.

Four miles from the mouth of the
river. Steady Brook, one of the best
fishing and camping spots on the
Lower Humber, is reached. Here
we pitched our tents and made ready
for a couple of weeks solid enjoyment.

The water runs deep and strong
on the Lower Humber, with the
result that all the fishing is done from
shoals, one of the best of which is

Hard Scrabble.
As an illustration of the kind of

sport that may be had at this point,

I take the liberty of republishing
the following from "Western Star,"

Bay Of Islands; "Miss Lois Reid,
daughter of Sir William Reid, beat
her father on Saturday at salmon
fishing on the Humber having secured
a fish which tipped the scales at 3

pounds. Her brother, Leonard,
caught a 30-pounder, and Sir William
himself was successful in landing a
29-pounder. Later Sir William land-

ed a 32-pounder, G. W. Stewart, of

Truro, gaffed a 36-pounder, and Dr.
Fisher killed a 337-pounder."

Salmon weighing above forty pounds
have been landed at this point, but
I could find no reliable records of

these kills. Undoubtedly the biggest
fish are taken from the Humber.

• In a week's stay at the lower camp
we caught so many salmon I should
hesitate to name the total number.
During the last couple of days we
used to play the fish until they were
exhausted and then give them their

liberty.

This spot offers ideal sport to the
trout fisherman. Steady Brook,
which empties into the Humber, is

navigable for about a mile by motor
boat, from where, after leaving the
launch, we walked to the falls, at

the foot of which there is a fine deep
pool from which may be taken any
number of fish. The fall is between
eighty and one hundred feet high, an
about forty feet wide at the top. All

summer, practically, except in the

driest seasons, there is a great rush of

water flowing over the falls, with the
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resultant effect of wonderful scenic

views.
After eight days on the Lower

Humber we broke camp and heaving
our dunnage aboard the motor boat

began ourcruise to the Upper Humber.
The stream varies from about a

hundred feet to half a mile in width,

and both banks are lined with a thick

growth of spruce, fir, birch, witch-

hazel, poplar, ash, juniper and cherry

trees. Beyond Steady Brook about
eight miles we entered Little Rapids,

which, though quick water, is navig-

able for motor boat. The stream
is very wide at this point and abounds
in shoals, in all of which there is good
fishing.

Big Rapids, about a mile farther

up, lias a fall of about four feet over
which even in the driest seasons a

motor launch can be portaged over
at either side. As in all other parts

of the lower' Humber a heavy tide

runs at this point, sometimes making
nine miles an hour.

Thirteen miles from Bay of Islands

we entered Deer Lake, a beautiful

sheet of water some nineteen miles
long and from one and a half to two
miles wide. At almost any place
one chooses to drop a fly while
traversing the lake, a trout or salmon
might be hooked.
From the head of Deer Lake to

the forks on the Upper Humber is

five miles, all steady water, and,
therefore, easily negotiated.
The forks are formed by Junction

Brook, flowing from Grand Lake,
and Willows Steady waters. A mile
farther up is Seal Pond rapids, and
here ends motor boat travel.

In the pool al the foot of the falls

the painter of the little launch was
snubbed to a birch tree, and our
dunnage thrown aboard the two
canoes, which had been in tow since
we left the village.

Grand Falls was reached after a day
and a half's paddle through a country

unrivalled for scenic beauty. The
only portage on the way is at Little

John's Falls, over which a canoe can
easily be carried.

We arrived at our journey's end
about six o'clock, and long before
the first faint glimmerings of twilight

began to close down on the land our
guides had the camps up, we ate
a hearty supper, filled our pipes, put
the rods together and laid out our
paraphernalia ready for a try for sal-

mon on the river at daylight.

It would be impossible, in the short
space at my disposal to give even the
briefest synopsis of all that happened
during our two weeks' stay in the

heart of a wilderness seldom visited

by man.
Our party killed numberless salmon,

many of which weighed over thirty-five

pounds, and never a day passed that

we could not land as many fish as we
wanted to. They were there in the
pool below the falls in myriads, and
it was only a matter of casting the
fly to get results.

Our trip out was even more enjoy-
able, if that were possible, than that
going in, as we had the tide with us
and had little to do but steer the
canoes.
A most enjoyable feature of the

trip was the unfailing courtesy and
prompt attention bestowed upon us
by the obliging officials of the Reid
Newfoundland railway and steam-
ship company's lines. They were
indefatigable in attending to our
creature comforts and materially as-

sisted in furnishing us with addresses
of guides, hotels, etc.

One little bit of advice in closing:

Don't go to Newfoundland without
a plentiful supply of fly dope. Every
known species of mosquito is to be
found on the Humber, and your trip

will be utterly spoiled if you fail to

take a preventative against the as-

saults of these little pests, the bane
of fishermen.



F. V. Williams

Ameadow mouse scurried along
the little path and dived mys-
teriously out of sight into a

tuft of tall grass. Panic? Say, it

was illustrated in every jump that
meadow mouse made, and he was in

sight of the big white leghorn rooster
for at least five jumps. With the air

of one who is sure of himself, the big

white fowl strutted forward to in-

vestigate. The ladies of his harem
scattered about in the surrounding
tall grass were no doubt watching
him with admiration and it was up
to him to prove himself as important
as possible; be it kn.wn, the whole
fljcK of chickens from the nearby
farmhouse had strayed over into
this part of the field and were having
a high old time chasing "hoppers,"
which gave variety to their regular
bill of fare.
- As was mentioned before, the big
white leghorn rooster strutted for-

ward to investigate the hiding place
of tliat meadow monsp anH in dninp

this he followed the same direct

line of travel taken by the mouse.
He had gone perhaps one half the
distance when the tall grass parted
noiselessly a little to the left and
back of the big white bird. The
human eye could not have followed
the movement of the long bodied
creature that landed with the agility

of a cat on that rooster's back.
"Cock of the walk" he may have
been, but he never had an opportun-
ity of defending himself. There was
the crunch of sharp fangs through
his neck and he settled down in his

tracks with a convulsive kick or
twc and was quiet. His neck cleanly
broken, and, for perhaps five minutes
the killer busied himself about the
body. What he ate of that fowl
would scarcely have been noticed,
but of the warm blood he drank
his fill, and slipped away through the
grass before even his barnyard mate
had discovered the tragedy.

Tliat nij'tit flip fli«;cn';sinn iin at
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the house divided itself over the

white rooster's death, part of the

familv were sure rats were tc blame

—

of which there were quite a few about

the barn—the other part of the

household was sure it must have been

weasels, as a family of weasels were

known to have a den in a huge pile

of brush near by.

At any rate a war of extermination

was declared on both rats and weasels

and for a start, that very night

sundry traps and baits were placed

about the barn.

The next day the whole family

and "Collie" the dog, surrounded
that brush pile. Everybody had a

stick or hay-fork, whichever weapon
happened to be most convenient.

The match was applied to windward
and in a very few minutes the whole
end of the brush-pile was in flames.

New the hunters expected that once
the fire was started, the weasels

would rush out, but such was not the

case. The fire had burned
.
some

time and the watchers were a bit

off their guard, when of a sudden a

brown slim b.idy shot out from one
side of the smoking heap of brush and
made for the tall grass. There was a

rush headed by "Collie" for the

weasel. Ever try tc catch a weasel
on rough ground, with bunches of

grass here and there, lots of cover for

aforesaid weasel? Everybody got in

everybody else's way and "Collie"

all excitement, snapped here and
there, only to get a mouthful of grass

when he got anything, and while the
chase was at its height someone
yelled, "There goes the other one"—
and sure enough, the other weasel
was bolting in the opposite direction.

This divided the pursuit with the re-

sult that both weasels got safely away.
"Guess about all we will get from

this excitement is their hiding-place
cleared out," remarked someone, and
several of the party had started to go
about (heir regular duties, when a
squealing and screaming began from
the interior of the burning brush-pile.

There were young weasels in there
and the (lames had reached them.
Their cries reached other cars than
those of the people standing about.
"Collie" noliced it first, and befcre
the old weasel got half way back t(

her burning home, he was upon her.

Yes, sir, she was coming back, the
cries of the young ones left behind
were too much and she was returning
to that smoking, burning brush pile.

But this time "Collie" had judged the
distance right and with a snap he
seized that weasel and threw it into the
the air, catching it as it came down,
and blotting out its life with a crunch
of its long jaws, and almost at the same
time there was a -cry of "Oh! look,

look!" and the second weasel was
discovered racing swiftly for the
endangered young ones; a lucky
thrust with a hay-fork and he too
was accounted for. The flames hav-
ing eaten through the brush pile,

there was no further sounds from
there. The flames had done their
work, you and I and the other fellow
all know that a weasel is a blood-
thirsty little pirate—still, in the face
of all the danger surrounding those
two small pirates, their attempt to
come to the rescue of their young

—

what would you call it—instinct,

parental affection, bravery or what
not? Whatever or however you
may account for it, this much I

think we'n all agree on,—that it

sure was admirable, to say the least.

And then two days after—in the
corner of the oatbin in the barn there
was a rat-hole and opposite it a steel

trap had been set for rats. The
gentleman who had set the trap was
on his daily routine of work and this

mcrmng he glanced in to see if the
lats had been careless enough in the
night to step on the pan of that trap

—

and well, he sure was surprised, fcr

instead of a rat was the largest,

fattest weasel he had ever seen.

The jaws :f the trap had closed high
up on the shoulders, shutting of his

wind and holding him fast. As his

captor picked up the trap to examine
him he noted with astonishment
that both front and hind feet on the
weasel's left side were missing, the
healed slumps of legs bearing mute
evidence of at least two other experi-

ences with traps.
" 'Three times and out' tough

luck, old timer!" commented his

captor as he carried him toward
the house to exhibit his prize to the
family, the slayer of the white rooster.



Just Reminising
-Arthur J. Algate

I.

IT
all goes to prove that you never can tell

what an old bass is likely to do. Maybe
some of those unexplainable but none-

the-Iess memorable lucky da>s are attribut-

able to family jars in the fish household, or

Mrs. Bass may want to house-clean and
' Daddy Bass being ordered out of the house

decides to see w-hat he cau see. The day
may be bright and cloudless, just a regular

lounging around day in the bass community,
but seeing he is driven from his cosy corner in

the shady depths of some secluded cavern,

Mr. Bass' must needs do something,—so

he takes a stroll on the off chance of "picking

up" some tid-bit inshore where such dainties

are most likely to be found.

Reminds me of a day in early August,

hot, breathless, water like a millpond. Our
visitor insisted on fishing. Muskoka meant
only one thing, fish and fishing, without re-

gard to time or circumstances, so fish we did

in spite of conditions. Result—lunchtime

and nothing to show but a lively coat of sun-

burn. Luncheon over, pal decided he'd had
enough, but just to keep busy I pushed the

canoe out to a submerged rock, an old favorite

of mine, cautiously dropped anchor over side,

and drifted over into casting position being

careful to avoid any shadow falling toward
the fishing hole. There was neither rhyme
nor reason in doing so,—conditions were most

inauspicious—just felt in the humor to fish

aiound a bit—so I picked me a lively crawfish,

baited up, and made a long cast out over

the edge of the rock. No response, but then

no one in the neighborhood was expecting

any, sure not me anyway! Floated idly,

smoked awhile, then lopped another cast

into the same spot,

—

swish, bang, z-i-n-n-g.

I was the most surprised man on the lake and
out there in the blazing sun not a ripple

except the splash, plop, splash, and ever-

widening rings where Mr. Bass catapulted

skyward to return again with a back flap

into his native element. I had a battle

royal. A battle which flashes again betimes
on memories movie screen. His handsome
hide looks down at me now a token and
reminder, that you never can tell, when,
where, or how "the day" is going to arrive;

—

that hoped-for time, when you will connect
up to some old he critter of a fish that sends
you cityward, vacation days o'er, \%'ith that

satisfaction in a holiday well spent and a

trophy to prove your prowess, known and
appreciated by none so well as the followers

of Rod and Gun.

II

"Why that Lake was fished out years ago,

—

there's no fishing there!" Ever hear the wise

people talk like that? I like to hear it for
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it's almost a guarantee that a few old grand-

daddies are drifting around in the deep holes,

just waiting for the man on the end of a line

who knows "how" and his patience to prrve

it.

Reminds me of a day, sunshiny—lots cf

fleecy clouds and a wind out of the south-

west, which chopped up the water and made
it fairly boil over on our shore. I wanted
fish—we all wanted fish—company was

expected and fish was the menu. A survey of

the wind, waves and water, made that menu
seem distant and hazy. But one never can

tell, so I gathered my tackle and pushed the

Arthur J. Algate

canoe out of the sheltering cove into a roily,

ripping sea. Dipping and rocking with every
wave, 1 coasted down to the faithful old

fishing rock, dropped a heavy anchor, and
sat light lo .sec what would happen Held
alright, fact is she's .'slill there and many feet

of my good hemp mooring rope, wedged light

on bottom.

Presently the company came and were
duly directed down shore where supper was
being anxiously sought, against all codes,

precepts and examples. What was the use
of getting wet and taking thanccs of getting
wetter, when the weather was dead against
fish biting to-day? Thus and other sundry
admonitions from my wealhcr-wise visitois

us they perched on shore and proceeded to

direi t operations.

Did I stick it—well rather—for presently

came a strike, not a record fish, but before

he came to net, the audience got their money's
worth and excitement aplenty. Playing a

three pound bass in orthodox fashion, bring-

ing him to net—from a canoe, bucking like

a bronco on the end of a tether is exciting;

yes somewhatl

The game was on^—another theory was
fast being shattered—and the excited folks

ashore saw nine nice bass come overside into

the canoe in less than forty minutes—fish

for supper after all—and everyone happy.

You never can tell, brother fisherman—'SO if

you get a hunch they may bite, take a chance

anyway, for after all its not all fish in fishing,

now is it?

Ill

"Say, dad, can you tell a bass fish's age by
his teeth?" What do you think of that kind

of curiosity, brother fisherman? Perhaps
you've had a similar experience and are

quite prepared to admit that a man must
needs keep fully posted if he is going to edu-

cate the rising disciples of "Sir Isaac" in the

way they should go. Arthur Junior, aged
nine, had just played and brought to net a

nice two pound bass, and naturally wanted
to know how old he was, and for the time

being I was stumped.

No son, you can't tell a "bass fishes" age

by his teeth, nor by the same token can you
tell the kind of fight he put up by looking at -

his picture.

I have seen bass which, on the scales, were
a sad disappointment; but fight, my oh my,
how they could jump, cavort across the sur-

face shaking their head, or turn a back Hip and

slap the line with their tail in an effort to

dislodge the hook!

My records do not give the ages of the

victims, for they ^neglected to bring their

birth certificates along, being called away in

a hurry, but the tollowing table does give em-

phasis to the point that all bass are not alike

but one can tell with a reasonable degree of

accuracy the weight of a fish by his girth and

the kind of a fight he puts up, by his length.

Girth is needed for weight, but for pure fight

—

ounce for ounce—give me the "red-eye"

who has had to hustle for all living and has

attained length rather than girth. _ _ -;^

During the season~ofn[915^6-17-18,
records show 82 black bass taken by me oa
rod and line. Of these 2^) measured over

11 inches and under 15 imhes, and 57 mea-

sured 15 inches or over. Measurement for
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length taken to centre of tail, girth aiound

middle of dorsal fin.

15 inch Class.

Length.
15"

15J^"

15M"
ISJ-s"

iSVi"

15J^"
16 inch Class.

16"

16"

16"

16M"
1614"

l&H"
17 inch Class.

17"

17"

17"

17M"
17M"
17y2"

18 inch Class.

18"

\8}4"

18 ?8"

18H"
18 1^"

18>8"

19 inc h Class.

19"

19M"
19M"

Girth

10M"
11"

lOA"
103^"

lOM"
10>8"

lOM"
11)^"

1U2"
12"

11^"
12"

IIM"
12"

13"

nu"
1314"

12H"

12}4'-

nVs"
13H'
13^'

14^i
13"

14K"
13H"
13"

Authorities tell us that a bass is hatched in

fiom ten to fourteen days after spawning

—

at the end of the first season, piovided there

is plenty of lood, he will measure about lour

inche.«, at two yeais he may reach a- pound
weight and thereafter will take on flesh at the

rate of about one pound a year. (A biai k

bass IS at its prime and commences breeding

when three yeais old.) Thus the fish that

got away, the one we hope to get this season,

that live pounder, will be about right age

to commence school.

Reminds me of a city friend who wanten

to catch bass badly; wanted some to take

home at the week-end and becoming dis-

couraged at his suucess (or lack of it perhaps

I should sav) in home waters, took train to

spend a day s^me miles along the line. There

were some chores to do around camp that

day, but as evening approached I felt that

impulse to fish and propelled my little Lake-

field cedar into a likely spot for the evening

feeding. An hour passed all too quickly,

but there were shiny dark forms lying on
the bottom of my canoe to prove those were
sixty golden minutes to one fisherman's

heart and I was idling the closing moments of

a "perfect day," watching a glorious sunset,

when a hail leached me across the water
"What luck?" "W-h-a-t 1-u-c-k" came again

as I cupped my hands and called "Come and
see " Our friend had returned from his ex-

pedition with some perch and pickerel.

Imagine his astonishment and chagrin as

he pulled his skilT alongside the canoe and
beheld seven bass totalling just a few ountes

under 20 pounds. The record follows,

—

1 Fish 4 Lbs. 7 Oz.—Length 19 inches.

" 17M"
17 "

" UVi"
• I6V2"
" 15H"

13 ":

I had baited just seven hooks, made just

seven casts, and "scored" every time. Each
time as I set the hook and prepared for

action, I .ailed to the folks in the house ta

come down to see the iun, so close was it to

home.
Needless to say it was fun, both in placing

those seven nice fish and in seeing the look

of utter disbelief in the eyes ot our city friend.

Oh yes, he had bass to take to the city, but

he didn't catch them. He had the fish but

I had the fun. With whom would you trade

brother fisherman?

IV
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The Pleasures of Angling

John Mossop

WITH the beautiful days of spring come

thethoughtsof fly Fishing. Did you

e^er notice how most authorities on the

subject from Izaak Walton to Henry Van
Dyke recognize a nice distinction between

fishing and merely catching fish? Your true

fisherman will surely need recourse to the

consolations of philosophy, if he comes to the

end of the day with an empty creel, but,

nevertheless, he is not readily persuaded that

it was mere fish that he wanted. He was
seeking a much more subtle enjoyment than

could ever be apprehended by simply possess-'

ing so much fish. This idea is treated with a

master touch in the second chapter of "The
Calling of Dan Matthews."

"
'Hello,' said the doctor, with gruff kind-

ness, 'any luck?'

"

"The boy's quick smile showed a set of teeth,

the most perfect the physician had ever seen,

as he answered: "I have caught no fish Sir."

By these words the philosopher knew him
instantly for a true fisherman.

Have you been farther up the river Sir,

it's much better than this?' and the older

fisherman asked, 'A better place to catch

fish!' 'No sir, a better place to fish.'

"

This distinction has been well expressed in

a bit of delicious verse taken from a book of

Essays in "Profitable Idleness."

This is not a proud desire oj mine,

I askfor nothing superfine.

No heai'U weight, no salmon great.

To break the record, or my lint.

Only a trout or law lo dart.

Fromfoaming pools and try my art.

No more I'm wishing oldJashionedfishing
AndjusI a day on Nature's heart.

All is fish of course which comes to the net,

but the day's fishing is somehow incomplete
if it has not yielded, at least, a brace of trout.

A lest of skill against a brisk trout is one of

the superfine delights of the angler. Perhaps
this is because, as a modern novelist has
pleasingly said: "The stream trout repre-

sents the strength of the rapids, as the
mountain trout represents the strength of the
mountains." In all the wild life of the
mountains there is no creature so strong in

pioporlion to its size, and weight as the trout,

especially the tioul that lives in the mountain
Streams. Us home is in the icy torrents that

are fed by the snows of the highest peaks and
canons, it lives literally in the innermost

heart and life of the hills. It seeks its food

at the foot of the falls where the water boils

in fierce fury, where the currents swirl and

leap among the boulders, as the angler who
has fished the Bonnington Rapids and Slocan

Whirlpool will agree with me.

Where the stream rushes with all its might
down the rocky channels with its muscles fine

as tempered steel, it forces its way against the

stream conquering even the fifty foot downward
pour of a cataract. Its strength is a silent

strength, and yet in the roar of the stream the

trout is very wary of unnatural sounds,

objects or shadows. To the uninitiated it

must seem to be a queer mood that induces

a man to go groping along the water courses

clambering over inconvenient rocks and
wading through long stretches of running

water, patiently casting his flies in dull and
uninspiring repetition, but as Henry Van
Dyke truly says: "This seems like a regular

and somewhat mechanical proceeding, but in

the performance it is rendered intensely in-

teresting by the knowledge that at any
moment it is liable to be interrupted, and when
the interruption comes, what an exquisite and
unparalleled luixury it is to feel the solid weight

of the fish against the spring of the rod, and
the curious thrill which runs up the line and
down the arm changing somehow or other

into a pleasurable sensation of excitement

as it reaches the brain."

Oh yes, all this is good, very good, quite

a simple pleasure perhaps, and somewhat
primitive, if you please, but at least it does

not leave a bad taste in the mouth. It has

been said, that no man can be a really bad
man, if he loves fishing, and many of the good
and great have been devotees of the art. It

is said that when Sir Edward Grey was in

Parliament his word carried more weight than

did the word of any other man, others spoke

as from the bar, he spoke as from the bench;

others argued, he delivered judgment. When
Sir Edward spoke his word was regarded as

the final word in the particular issue, and
remembering this it is significant to notice

thai the only book he has written is on the art

of fly fishing.

Dr. Paley was ardently attached to the

amusement, so much so that when the Bishop
of Durham inquired of him when one of his
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most important works would be finished, he

said: "'My Lord, I shall work at it steadily

when the fly fishing season is over."

There are some who like to think of fisher-

men as a fraternity; a secret brotherhood;

and indeed the methods of anglers do lend

themselves to some such construction, they

have their signs whereby the members of the

craft are able to recognize a brother, they

have their unwritten law, which none would
presume to violate, they have their code of

maxims and ethics, and ritual. An ancient

'"Tretyse of fishing with the angle" exhorted

all true anglers to take good heed that "in

going about your disportes we open no man's
gates, but that ye shut them again." The
novitiate must look well to his habitual

temper of mind for no less an authority that

old Izaak himself affirms that anglers are of a

mild, sweet and peaceable spirit. Henry
Van Dyke speaks to and for a modern age,

but he also bases the fundamentals of the

order upon qualities of the spirit.

An angler, like an Arab, regards hospitality

as a religious duty, there seems to be some-

thing in the craft which inclines the heart to

kindness and good fellowship. Few anglers
have I seen, who were not pleasant to meet
and ready to do a good turn, to a fellow fisher-

man, with the gift of a killing fly, or the loan
of a rod, not their own particular and well
proved favorite, of course, for that is a
treasure which no decent man would borrow,
but with the exception that the best in their

store is at the service of an accredited brother.

Following the analogy, we may say that
it is an order which has its varying degrees
wherein the novitiate is taught many wise and
helpful lessons, learning many things that
are not taught in colleges, learning to take
the weather as it comes, wet or dry, and
fortune as it falls, good or bad, learning that a

meal which is a scanty fare for one becomes a

banquet for two, provided the other is the

right person; learning that there is some skill

in everything, even in digging bait, and that

which is called luck consists chiefly in having
your tackle in good order.

These few lines are written in anticipation

of spending some days fishing.

Trust in Providence, be quiet and go
angling.

THE pictured siae of angling is often the
wholly imaginative <6ide; or nearly so.

The actual thing about angling is that

it is generally pursued under onditions that

are nothing if not detrimental to what is

oidinarily consideied as pleasure; though
these conditions are never mentioned in print,

for the angler never wants his brother angler

to know that he has encountered difficulties;

that he has had ill luck; that everything was
not as it should be. If we are to go to the

pictured side of angling we view the repro-

duction of a painting of an outdoor artist, for

instance, appearing on the cover of a monthly
magazine. Ine^'itably the artist portrays a

broad pool with a waterfall tumbling into it

and the conditions generally are such, in a

picture of this sort, that casting the fly is a

thing easily to be contrived. But never will

you see a painting of a man lost in a wilder-
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ness of bushes endeavoring vainly to slip in

and get a shot at the stream that snakes along

under the tangles. Were such an painting

to find reproduction the angling brotherhood

would not be pleased; for the simple reason

that it would be distasteful to the remem-

brance of many who have done most of their

fishing along such streams, but have always

dreamed of a big wide stream where the

poetiy of fly tasting could be carried out in

the fullness of its charm.

01 wide and easily fishable stieams, there

are many all over the broad reaches of this

continent. Yet at least half of the streams of

Canada, and the United States, are of the

brushed in sort where one must be the pos-

sessor of an acute sense of cautiousness and

skill to have even a scintilla of success. Yet

one searches vainly throughout the various

annals of sport for temperate articles on

fishing just such stieams.

Ever-present rules ot angling abide in the

consciousness. They are not hard and fast

rules; if they are to be considered rules at all.

Nevertheless it is consistently held that the

artificial fly alone should be used in trout

fishing. The truth of the matter is that there

are streams where the fly cannot be used; it

being a "physical" impossibility. Hence
there is only one thing to turn to and that is

the live bait. Recalling the ingenious words

«f one well-known writer that: "The sports-

manlike angler always uses the artificial fly,

except when he is alone," or words to that

effect.

The joke of the whole thing about the

brushed in stream is this: It is as apt as not

to possess some of the finest trout to be had.

But one can just picture these sleek fellows

in hiding, laughing, figuratively, "up their

sleeves:" "Get me if you can." Usually one
can't, and there you are.

If one were ever needing of the science of

angling, it certainly is when trying to

circumvent a stream of this sort. It is

a test of skill to the limit. The man who
can fish the brushed in stream successfully,

even with live bait, ranks well in the lead

among the anglers Now I say this, knowing
full well what I am talking about. You
approach a stream of this sort. Sometimes
you are not able to see it for the tangles.

What to do? It is a matter of thrusting the

rod in here and thcJe and trusting to the gods
that luck be thine. If you catch a fish there

is not much chance of playing the fish to net

alter the time-honored rules, l)ut you must
lift that fish out ;ls Ijcst yon nuiy through that

ceiling of shrubbery. Nevertheless there are

open places, here and there, and to find these

places, is like as not, the open door to success.

The lure to the hook cannot always be cast.

One slips in here and there, drops the lure to

the bottom, feeds out line, letting the lure

take its way down the stream. If you are

using the angleworm, it is hooked, nOt

through and through as one does who is

given to still fishing, but rather inserts the

hook right under the skin. A little move-
ment now and then, (the slightest wiggle to

the worm), will prove unfailing in its at-

traction. It is just this system of worming
for trout that John Harrington Kecne ex-

tolled, though it was his favorite method to

keep the worm off of the bottom of the stream

as he had a particular aversion for the bottom
fisher.

A single hook in bait fishing, attached to the

leader's end is one way; two hooks are often

used, and I may say one is more sure of a

catch. One hook is slipped onto the leader

and fastened one inch above the hook that is

connected at the tip. Thus the back hook is

inserted under the skin of the worm at one

point, and the .front hook right in the thick

collar of flesh around the worm's neck. When
a tiout takes this, if he is hungry, he will be

well hooked; and a trout needs to be well

hooked that is to be taken in the brushed in

stream.

There can be no doubt about it, the heavier

rod must find a place in bait fishing and es-

pecially in fishing along the streams of which

I have spoken. Some prefer a rod of eight

ounces; although the regulation six ounce

trout rod wll do. In my line of preference for

this work I list rods and their material, as

follows: (1) The steel rod. (2) The
wooden rod. (3) The bamboo rod.

One rarely likes to go up against difficult

fishing with a thirty dollar, hand-made,
bamboo rod, when a six dollar steel rod will do

as well. Again th^fe is little if any casting

to do; save flip casts and under-handed casts

and these are easily contrived with the steel

rod, suitable for the purpose.

You may speak forever about the single-

action reel for other sorts of trout fishing, but

the automatic reel has the foiemosl place

whenever theje is dilTicult fishing to be done.

It facilitates lecovery of line in a manner that

is impossible, try as one will, with the single-

action reel. Therefore the successful bush

trout lisher avails himself of any one of three

makes of automatic leels that I know of, and
has no trouble in making connections
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It is desirable in bush fishing for one to have

a leader free of knots, or at least of such small

knots that the leader may readily be reeled

in up close to the hook, for very ob%ious

reasons. A knotless leader such as the

Telerana Nova comes in very handy. It is

not necessary that the leader be over three

feet in length, tho' I vastly prefer the si.\

foot one. To sink the leader, if it is desired,

one may wind on strip lead, which, after

all is much better than the split shot and

once put on it stays, whereas the split shot

are always coming off. One may shave off

his own strip lead from a piece of pipe.

Some prefer to use very small hooks for

this sort ot fishing; others use the Number
10 consistently, and I cannot help but recom-

mend it for the purpose.

Of course there are many sorts of streanis

to be considered in the brushed in stream

class. There are those of the rivulet class,

tho' ha%ing deep holes, and "runs," along

their course. This class of stream may be all

the way from three to six feet wide. -Strange

as it may seem such streams often have

remarkably deep holes along their course.

Find those deep holes and you like as not run

into a nest of fine big fellows just waiting for

a chance to nab your lure. Other brushed in

streams beside the above mentioned, range

all the way from six to twenty leet in width.

Again, a stream may be quite wide, but the

tendency of the willows, laurel, alders, etc.,

to lean over that stream from both sides

makes it quite difficult to get at. Some of

these wider streams may be waded, but wad-

ing a stream, especially if it has a muddy
bottom will never do, for most of the time

it is fishing down-stream all of the time

and the stirring of the mud sends a discolored

volume down, thus warning a fish of your

approach. Some would have us believe that

the fish think this coming of the roiled water

down the stream make the fish beUeve that

there is a rain on, and that, consequently,

live stuff will be floating down; but such an

as.sertion is laughable. Fish are not such

fools, and know as well as we do when it

raias. However, where the stream is rock

set, the wading down stream is permissable.

It is given to the trout fisherman, under

all conditions, good or bad, to study the

stream that is being fished. .Ascertain where

the deep holes are, and how to get at them.

Make note of snags that will be encountered.

If there are net worl« of roots along the bank,

or thrusting out into the centre of the stream,

the trout v,ill instantly dart into the midst

of these for safety, when hooked. There

must always be room, too, so that when a

fish is to be hooked there is no tangle of brush

to get in the way. The hooking of the fish

itself, in the brushed in stream, is something

of a knack as you will, or have found out.

Your line with the bait to it may be ten or

fifteen or more feet downstream testing out

the possibilities in the pool when a trout

takes it. The very minute the trout lips hem
that bait, (told by the "feel" along the Hue,

and thence down the rod), you should set the

hook. This is contrived by a gentle twist

of the wrist, and no slam bang performance

will do at all. Instantly upon hooking the

fish the line must be recovered, and here

is where the automatic reel proves its worthi-

ness over them all. The line is taken in with

the left hand, while the right hand finger

touches the lever that eats up the gathering.

Again there is no such a thing as a slack line

when using the automatic reel, because the

touch on the lever instantly eats it up. For

this reason I would never recommend the

single-action reel when trouting under diffi-

culties, no matter what those difficulties be.

Even in the mjdst of a rushing river the

automatic reel has points to its credit that no

single-action reel can afford.

Much of one's success at fishing the small

stream depends up&n one's cautiousness of

approach. To work up on a brooklet of this

sort on all fours is really the best way. Trout

are easily frightened by any sounds made
along the bank of a stream; and certainly

this is very true of the small stream, for the

reason that one is brought in closer proximity

with the fish. The trout of the small streams

are very keen and alert. To get them one

must acquire an alertness in proportion to

the alertness of the trout. If he does this he

will have luck and much of it.

There is an unapprehended amount of

good fishing to be had along the smaller

streams of the country. Perhaps there are

hundreds of these streams that unobtrusively

contain trout, without anybody's knowledge

of the fact. In a country where streams

are spring-fed along their course, or where

there are spring pools in the streams, one

finds brook trout fishing of the very best.
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THERE are two kinds of salmon in the

Pacific Coast waters that wll take the

hook, and are therefore available to

sportsmen. These are the Spring, (Tyee);

and the Cohoe.

The Spring Salmon sometime attain a

great size. At Campbell River, Vancouver

Island I think the record is fifty-six pounds,

caught on rod and line. The Cohoe rarely

weigh more than twelve pounds, but though

small they are game and therefore furnish

excellent spoit.

Most of us are aware that the Pacific Coast

salmon may only be caught on hooks during

certain seasons and at the mouths of rivers.

The salmon after coming from the open sea,

pause a few days in their migration, at the

mouths of rivers up which they run. It is

during this pause they may be caught. The

exact limits of the seasons vary in different

rivers, and I will not pretend to give the

limits. I will say, however, that August

and September are the best months.

Two of the best known rivers in Vancouver

Island are the Campbell and Cowitchan

Rivers; both of lhc.se are easy of access, and

have good hotel accommodation, boats and

Ijoatmen, also neither of these rivers arc near

the canneries.

The Campbell River is probably the best

salmon river on the Pacific, though I must say

that fishing there is no poor man's hobby.

The item' that makes fishing on the Camp-
bell expensive is the absolute necessity of an

experienced boatman. I remember, (in l'.)12).

the services of a boatman cost five dollars per

day, including boat, tor about five hours

fishing; two and one half hours twice a day

during slack water. Th'e necessity of a boat-

man may be realized when it is known that

the tides sweep between Vancouver and

Valdez Islands at ten to twelve miles per hour.

Without a boatman one is looking tor trouble,

but with one, safety and good fishing are sure

to be enjoyed.

On the Campbell River fish of forty pounds

are caught and landed on light tackle every

season while catching fish of twenty-five to

thirty pounds is almost a daily occurrence.

Campbell River is at the end of the Island -

Highway, an excellent automobile road to

Victoria; there is also a good steamboat

service to all Coast points.

Not only is the salmon fishing not to be

surpassed anywhere on the Pacific, but there

is in the immediate neighborhood, trout

fishing that I maintain can not be equalled

anywhere in the world, beautiful lakes amid a

primeval forest and over-shadowed by Alpine

mountains capped with perpetual snow; these

lakes teem with fish.

Cowitchan River, about two hours' run in

the train from Victoria, empties into Cow-

itchan Bay, a lovely seaside resort, where

fishing may be enjoyed along with the

pleasures of a family summer holiday. Bath-

ing, boating and fishing within this lovely

land-locked bay are ,pleasures which can be

taken at all hours with perfect safety.

The hotel accommodation is good and
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out by their size. For this picture the rod has

a fly-fishing tip. The troUins; tip had been

stepped on and kinked. All the same all the

fish were landed with the rod as shown. Both

pictures, (those with the five and twelve fish)

are a one day's catch.

I must, in truth, say that such catches are

hardly representative. We stayed at the Bay

for four months and these two pictures are

the best catches of the season. Taken as a

whole our average daily catch was about one

fish per day.

It may be asked: is this not being a game

hog. I reply, no. It must be remembered

that all these fish are destined to die in a few

weeks. We disposed of our fish by giving

them to the Indians, who smoke them, and

use them as a staple article of diet. The

Indians having found that the white men will

fish for the love of it and are willing, yes,

anxious to give their catch away, fish, them-

selves, very little and only when their pot-

latch, (gift) supply, falls short of needs. Thus

do we cater to the laziness of the Siwash.

Lastly, I can promise a good summer of

health-giving pleasuies and sport to any who
wish to spend August or September on either

of the described or on the hundreds of other

beautiful B. C. Rivers.

cottages may be rented. Again, no boatman

is needed and one has merely to follow the

crowd to catch fish. At Cowitchan Bay

fishing may be carried on all day, though, as

usual, dawn and dusk are the best. However

the sweet-tasting silvery sea trout seem to

have but little preference for time of day.

At Cowitchan, Tyee and Spring salmon are

not often caught hea\'ier than twenty-five

pounds and the Cohoes average about ten

pounds.

There are two schools of fishermen; the

one use about one hundred y^ards of young rope

and a Number 7 Stuart spoon or wobbler;

the other using the same bait, but substitute

a trolling rod and about three hundred yards

of light line.

My illustrations show fairly well the tackle

used, namely a Bristol steel trolling rod, three

hundred yards of Cuttyhunk linen line and a

Number 7 Stuart bait.

The picture showing my father with five

fish shows the bait, reel and rod, with trolling

tip. The centre fish is a Spring. Picture two

shows my step-mother with a twenty-one

pound Spring Salmon. The title picture, with

twelve fish, of which three are Springs and the

balance, Cohoes. The Springs may be picked
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Salting, Smoking, Drying Fish

An Important Paper on Preparing Fish by Sailing, Drying and Smoking Thai Should Be

Carefully Followed Up By Every Angler.

Robert Page Lincoln

IN
one regard, especially, the near-to-

civiltzalion angler has a distinct advant-

age over the anglerwhogocs far from home

on his fishing trip, and is not satisfied unless

he has wild woods and wild waters on all

sides of him. The near-to-civilization angler

is able, most of the time, to take care of the

bulk of his catch, whereas the far from home

angler is forced to catch but a few fishes, or

consume great quantities of fish or throw two

thirds of the catch away. It is sad to relate

that the latter is mostly the case. Unable

to resist the temptation the fsherman. far from

home, catches as long as the fish will strike,

and has use for but a few of that catch, and

throws the rest away; or he cuts away only a

portion of the fish, (the best part of it), and

then passes on to the next one. As often

as not the worst offender in this respect is the

man who is absolutely averse to eating fish;

he dislikes the taste of it; it does not go with

him. But although he cares little or nothing

about eating fish, you can always be sure that

he loves to catch them. After he has caught

the fish his interest dies down. It matters

not to him what is done with the fish: "I

had my fun catching it." is the usual plaint.

I do not know where to place this breed of

human beinss, but they certainly come under

the head of the destructive killers and have

no place in the clan of Waltonians. A man
who will fish just for the "joy" of killing, and

then throw away fish, or disregard it, that

man should not be allowed the privilege of

fishing the waters of the country. I have

noted fishermen some one hundred miles

from civilization exhibiting in photos as high

as fifteen large pike and muscallonge, the

outline slating: "The Result of A I'ew Hours
Fishing." What manner of use was made of

this enormous catch I cannot see. but we must
believe that most of it is thrown away to the

winged creatures and furred marauders.

The near-to-civilization nsherman can pos-

sibly have no reason for waslihg fish that he

catches. lie should arrange it so that every

bit of what he catches is made use of. This

docs not necessarily apply just to these times

of conservation, but for all limes. Wen
an application nf conservation applied

throughout our whole lives we would reach a

stage of civilization hitherto unconceived.

Fish, too, are so easily prepared and saved

by salting, drying or smoking that every

angler should be acquainted with the various

processes. The fact that fish are improved

ten fold by smoking them, for instance, should

be a welcome fact. The catch you have

made in the summer and the fall months can

be preserved for the winter months, making

a food supply that is appetizing to say the

very least. It is a fact that there are many
men who have little craving for a fish, (taken

fresh from the water and prepared for the

table), but who never have been known to

refuse smoked fish. A fish smoked has always

been considered in the same word with rare

wines. It is a luxury; but unlike other things

can easily be prepared by any person with a

little labor, care and consideration. Compar-
atively few people ever partake of smoked
fish, for the very simple and adequate reason

that the smoking of fish has been considered

something connected with the science of the

fourth dimension.

And, too, it is amazing, when yon stop to

think of it, verv' few anglers e\er dr\-, salt or

smoke fish for future use. In European

countries I know this is the common practice.

In the Scandinavian countries fish are dried

and smoked in plentiful quantities, enough

to last through the whole winter. In fact

the partaking of lutefisk, (Swedish for stock-

fish), is a national custom. These fish are

caught by the millions and dried, and shipped

all over the world. When the Swedish people

come to America they bring the national

custom of partaking of lutefisk with ttiem,

hence the heavy demand for this fish from

the other shores. For years untold, the

catching and dr> ing of this unique fish for the

American trade has been exceedingly great.

No Christmas season in America, in a Swedish

home, is complete without its stockfish, pre-

pared as only a Swedish house-wife can pre-

pare it. Fvcr tried it brother? Make the

acquaintance of your Swedish neighbor;

mention lutefisk, and the bars on friendship

are down. It is the pass-word. If you do
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not like lutefisk make complaints to this

department.

In the Scandina\ian countries, as I have
stated, most all sorts of fish are dried; not

to forget the yedda, (Swedish for pike), for

it will be remembered that the pike is one of

the most mdely distributed fishes of the

world. Yes, it is the same big fellow we often

call the pickerel, pike or Great Northern Pike.

And you can split and dry pike as well as the

ambitious Scandinavians.

I do not recall ever ha^^ng read more than

one or two brief articles on salting, drying

and smoking fish in the outdoor press, in all

the years I have been conversant with that

press—and mine is a powerfully active record

in that regard. I feel as though! am attempt-

ing a new subject. You can take practically

any fifh, rough fish or otherwise, and smoke
it, and its \alue as food is increased a great

deal. In the late autumn you can, with

permission, no doubt, net suckers, when they
are firm of fiesh and j'ou will be surprised, after

smoking them, how tasty they can be. Pick-

erel, j)ike, lake trout, any or all of them, they

make a select table fare when fixed up bj'

smoking.

There can be no doubt about it, the fish

taken in the autumn of the year make for the

best specimens when they are smoked or

dried. It is in the autumn that the fish

put on flesh, their muscles are firm, hence

they are of far better eating than those

caught, say, in the hot days of summer.
It is the fish caught in the early part of the

season and in the autumn that makes for the
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best specimens wh'ch to smoke or dn.- for

future use.

You can make your smoke-house very
simply out of logs four inches through, set
up and down, close together. In Figure I

we show the smoke-house made out of these
logs. This house can be seven feet in height
and four feet square. The top is covered the
same way. When making this smoke house,
if you leave cracks here and there throughout
the whole there w ill be no necessity of boring
holes in the top to let out a portion of that
smoke. The smoke, in the demanded mea-
sure, will escape through the cracks, while
the bulk of it remains within, circulating free-

ly, and densely. It is necessan.- in the log
smoke house to have some sort of a door that
will open and shut tight, which can very easily
be done, without the least trouble. In
Figure II we show a house that is made out of
boards put up and down. If it is desired
you can, of course, leave cracks between these
boards for the escape of the demanded por-
tion of the smoke, but if you should desire
to put the boards close together then it will

be necessary to bore or cut out some few holes
at the top with a key-hole saw to let the smoke
escape. Four or five of these holes about
one and one half inqhes in diameter will be
sufficient. In the case of the board smoke-
house it is not really necessan,- to have a door
as on the log smoke house. A twelve inch
board, removable at any time will be quite
sufficient.

Fish are smoked in one of two ways. The
first manner is to have the fire at the bottom
of the house, inside: but this method is to
be condemned for the very simple reason that
it entails a great deal of trouble, of taking
care of the fire, of opening and closing the door,
and is generally a disagreeable proceedure.
A few attempts at working it in that manner
will suffice to have you change your mind and
to look around for some more simple manner,
that is thorough, and efficient. We have
shown in Figure II a method of smoking that
is, to say the very least, efficient and depend-
able, and is not in the verj^ least disagreeable
as you will prove to yourself when you try
it out. A heater is used, the pipe of it enter-
ing at the side of the bottom of the house as

shown. The house generally stands a little

high, and the stove sits low, for verj' obvious
reasons. And, too, it is necessary to have the

pipe at the bottom so that the smoke will

circulate freely from the very bottom, up-

ward. In event that you are out somewhere
and have to use more or less primitive methods
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in constructing your smoke-house (as the one

out of logs) then of course the smudge-fire

can be made at the bottom of the smoke-

house; in which case, of course, the door is

necessarj'.- But if you can obtain the stove

as a smoke producer, all well and good, it is

the very best, if used, as I have stated, and

shown in the illustrations.

In Figure III we show the inside of the

smoke-house.

It is very simply constructed. There are

Tu)It

cleats along the sides, as shown; these cleats

are from ten to fifteen inches apart, up and
down. Staunch strips of boards are cut to

fit from right to left across the smoke-house,

each end to rest on one of the cleats. You
can have as many of these strips as you desire,

for as many fish as you are to smoke. The
fish are hung from these strips by connecting

them to a wire, the wire to be hooked to the

strip and thence around the tail, speared

through the flesh. Figure III will show how
the fish hang, with the heavier portion down,

the tails up. In this manner you can hang
up as many fish as you like, large or small, it

docs not particularly matter, as the dense

smoke will penetrate to all of tliem.

Next comes the matter of making smoke,

and what material to generate smoke from

that will give the fish a taste that is appealing,

for, it will be remembered, not all material

will do this; some material will leave a hitler

taste and some a strong taste that will not

leave the mouth. Anyone who has tried

smoking fish with various materials knows this

to be true. There are three materials that I

know to be good, and one c^n follow these di-

rections without fear of going amiss. These

materials are:

(1) Corn-cobs.

(2) Birch bark, birch twigs, portions of

birch saplings.

(3) Cedar bark, and parts of cedar wood,

saplings.

After a great deal of experimentation it has

been found that the best smoke obtainable

for smoking fish is from corn-cobs. Happily

corn-cobs, (barren of the kernels), are com-

paratively easy to obtain and they give to

the smoked fish a sweet, incomparable taste.

Cedar bark for a smoke producer comes next,

and birch, and birch bark third, because

birch gives the fish a tang that some do not

exactly relish.

You make your fire in the stove, after you

have hung up the fish, and then you put on the

bark, or the cobs, so as to form a smudge.

The fire is not allowed to burn to the top to a

glow, before it is covered again with cobs, to

produce a rich smoke. The fish as they are

hung up in'_^the smoke-house are allowed to

remain there through

the day, but at night

they are taken out and

hung up in the fresh

night air until the morn-

ing when they are again

hung up by their hooks

on the cleat strips in

the smokehouse and again smoked till evening.

How long should the fish be kept in the

smoke-house, is a question that may be

asked at this point. And this, too, is import-

ant to know. Just how long the flsh are to

hang up in the smoke-house before finally
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taken out for storing away depends upon
your taste, of course. Some think a fish over-

smoked if it remains in the smoke-house more
than three days. Others prefer smoking the

fish four or even five days. To suit your

taste smolie some specimens three days and
some four and five days, and then compare
their virtues by tasting each. You can thus

afford yourself of a happy medium by selec-

tion. Remember that every night you take

the fish out and hang them in the open
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air. In the morning you return them to the

house, to be further smoked. Before storing

the fish for the winter they should be dried in

an airy, dustless place and they should finally

be kept in a dry, cool place, the reason of this

being to prevent molding.

Before hanging the fish up to smoke in the

house it is necessary that they be treated to a

salt solution. Fish contain a certain amount of

water, the same as flesh of all sorts. The more

water there is in the flesh the longer it will take

to get it smoked or dried as the case may be.

Before smoking the fish, they may be dry

salted, layer on layer, in a tub and be allowed

to stand for from one to three days, or they

may be placed in a pickle. I vastly prefer

the latter now and so I will give here that

method the preference. The pickle in which

the fish are laid is composed of one pound of

barrel salt to one gallon of water; the water is

to cover the fish that you place in the tub.

Before I go any further I may add a few words

on how to clean the fish preparatory to putting

them in the pickle before smoking them.
Without cutting the flesh any more than you
are forced to, clean out the insides, the heads
are removed, but is it not necessary to scale

the fish, in fact most of the scales are left

right on. When you have them clean, the

fish are dipped into boiling hot water and then
swiftly removed. Now lay the fish down in

the pickle with the skin-side down, one on
top of the other. Allow them to lay in this

pickle for a matter of twenty-four hours,

then take them out and w^ash them thoroughly

clean for about a half hour in cold, clear water.

When this is done, lay them on something to

further drain off. When they are drained it

is best to go over them with a dry cloth so

therfi will not be any moisture adhering to

them when you hang them up. Remember
that it is an essential point that the fish be

perfectly drj' when you hang them up.

One woman speaks of canning such fish as

the mackerel. I have never tried this. She
says:

"Oily fish, like mackerel, are best soused,

or pickled, and canned. When canned with

a spiced sauce no salting is required unless

preferred. The fish is cut into small pieces

and cooked in the sauce gently for a few min-
utes, then neatly packed in jars and processed

for two hours. The tops of the cans are

then tightened and the process continued for

one hour longer. The cans, after cooling,

should be wrapped in dark cloth or brown
paper bags and kept in a dark and cool place."

After fish have been smoked it should be

remembered that they should be thoroughly
dried, especially as to surface.

While in smoking fish it is not best to

cut open any more than is necessary, when
salting down fish, or drying them, a little more
cutting is necessary. Says W. C. Kendall on
salting fish when on your trip:

"When transportation is not a serious

consideration, earthenware crocks make ex-

cellent containers, but for all-around con-

venience, everything considered, wooden
containers, if not made of resinous wood, are

preferable.

"Nothing excels a common firkin, which

may be had in various sizes. It affords the

advantage of a handle by which it may be

carried or fastened to the carriers. Some
boxes are sufficiently tight, or can be made so,

to serve as temporary containers or an empty
lard kit, tub or other similar receptacle may
be used. There should be a tight fitting top

or cover with any form of container. The
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salt and other supplies may be packed ia the

container.

"The usual procedure is to split the fish

down the belly to the vent, remove the viscera

and cut off the head and tail; make a cut on

each side of the backbone inside of the body

ca\ity; cut the bone in two as far back as can

be reached and remove the cut-olT portion;

then make a deep cut along one side of the

remainder of its length and lay the fish open.

The fish should be washed in salted waterand

the blood removed from the backbone or

that portion of it which remains. If the fish

is too large to go into the container, cut it into

proper lengths.

"While the general treatment of all fishes

is the same the various characteristics of

fishes may indicate in certain cases some di-

vergence from the general rule. It may be

desirable to skin some large scaled, thick,

firm mealed fishes and cut them into strips

of convenient dimensions.

"It would also save space to remove the

dorsal and anal fins of fishes which have stout

spiny rays, even if they are not skinned or

scaled, the head severed and the backbone
removed each side and close to the fin, hav-

ing pierced the skin and the meat to some
distance in order to remove the bones that

extend into the fish from the spines and rays.

Then grasp the posterior end of the fin and
strip it out toward the head. ^

"Large, stocky fishes, like the carp, buf-

falo, drum, etc., may be skinned or scaled,

the head severed and the backbone removed.
Then cut lengthwise into halves and cross-

wise into sections to fit the container. The
heads of small fishes and the scales of fine

scaled fishes need not be removed, although
if the heads are left on they should be split

and the gills removed. Small fishes, such as

the brook trout, cisco and small sizes of

similarly shaped fishes, may be split along the
back on one side of and close to the backbone.
The backbone need not be removed.

"Small, slender fish, like the smelt and some
lake herring, which need not be split, should
be cleaned by drawing the viscera out of the
body cavity as the head is severed or along
the gills if the head is allowed to remain.

"The degree of nicety observed in dressing
the fish, such as removal of fins, bones,
scales, etc., depends wholly upon the judgment
and inclination of the operator. I'or instance
it is possible to trim the meat from close to
the bones of some fishes so that scarcely a bone
is left. This is recommended for such fish

as pickerel and suckers. With a little prac-

tice it can be done with facility by splitting

the fish along the back to the backbone,

thence trimming bellyward close to the outer

surface of the ribs; Sever the head and remove
the viscera.

"Having prepared the fish in some such
way as indicated, place a layer of salt on the

bottom of the container, and on this spread

a layer of fish, one deep, skin side down, tail

or narrow end toward the centre of the con-

tainer, previously ha\ing rubbed onto the

meat side some salt, then cover these with

a layer of salt and add another layer of fish,

repeating the process until the container is

full or the supply of fish is exhausted.

"The salt with moisture from the fish

will make a strong brine in which the fish

may be kept until required for use, if protect-

ed from heat. The temperature should not

e-vceed 70 degrees F. A lower degree is safer.

A piece of board shaped to fit the container

should be placed on top of the fish and
weighted wiih a clean rock."

The dire-lions here given by Mr. Kendall,

especially as to boning the fish preparatory to

sailing them down, also fits in well when pre-

paring the same fish for drying. It should be
understood that the salt brine used on tiie

fish serves to sap the water from the flesh. If

fish are dried without any salt upon them it

will take a long time in comparison with the

other method, in fact I have never heard of

fish being dried without the salt treatment.

When the fish are removed from the brine

they are dried after being drained off. Thee
they are laid out on an incline of boards, etc.,

faring the hot sun. The smaller fishes such

as the sun-fish and the bass dry very nicely.

When the flesh is dried through and through,

(so that it is perfectly stiff), it is taken away
from the incline and stored away in a cool and
dry place. When the dried fish is to be used

it is simply soaked in water, under which
process the flesh swells out and it may thus

be prepared for the table same as any other

way. Fish captured in the autumn become
excellent when smoked or dried. Of course

the smoking process leads in points of attract-

iveness and desirability; drying comes next

and plain salting comes third. iMsh that are

plain salted down will last a long time if they

are kept in a cool or cold place; though they
will not last if allowed in the sun. Mies drop
their eggs on unsalted fish even though a
netting be stretched over them, from a height

of twenty to thirty inches, dropping their

eggs through the squares in the net.

Hut best of all is the smoking of fish It
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is a method that every angler shouid be con-

versant \^nth. There is never a surplus

catch but that it cannot be taken to the smoke-

house and prepared for winter use in a manner

that IS very simple. Any woman, or lad,

can take care of the smoke-house, and large

quantities ran be smoked at a time, enough
for the family and a few for ones' friends.

The Permanent Camp
In This Article We Tell How to Best Arrange The Permanent Wall Tent Camp, With

Improvements That Are Distinctly Helpful and Efficient.

Robert Page Lincoln

THERE are two ways of camping, recog-

nized among outdoor people. One way
is to camp out with a shelter tent, a

light tent that may be carried in the form of a

roll on the back over the pack-sack. The
other form of camping is with a wall tent,

and when set down the tent is called a

permanent camp, for the reason that it is

fixed at one spot for a matter of two weeks,

three weeks or three months, or as long as the

trip out, lasts. Of course a wall tent may be

taken down and shifted from place to place,

but ordinarily the wall tent is suitable to

remain on one spot, permanent for the

duration of the trip. The use of the light,

(or shelter), tent, is radically opposed to this,

as you can easily pick it up and move from
place to place, squatting wherever night over-

takes you. Hikers make use of the shelter

tent, as do also the canoeists; and for the

purpose it is of course hard to equal a light

tent of the sort. But where two or three

fellows wish to camp on one lake or stream the

whole length of time they are out, it is the

wall tent that is the distinct means toward an
end.

It is saying the least to remark that the

average person makes a poor job of putting

up the permanent wall tent camp. Usually

it is not through carelessness, as that the

person knows but one system and follows that

without any attempts at ingenuity. To such

this article should be a simple lesson easy to

understand and follow.

If you will glance at Figure I you will note

a wall tent set up in the average fashion,

thousands of which you see in this shape

every summer that you are out. The tent,

as shown in the drawing, has its ridge pole,

two up-rights with spike ehds that fit through

a hole in either end of the ridge pole. The
tent has its fly, which is the protecting canvas

and it lies right "smack-fit" close to the top of

the ridge of the tent on top of the other can-

vas. Both the tent and the fly are guyed

out Viith ropes along the sides and one rope
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generally holds the tent tight in front, thus

making a nice thing to trip and fall over some

night when you go out to see if the stars are

where they should be. Note the general

appearance of helplessness about this tent,

which, by the way, has been made from an

actual tent. The sides of it sag, the corners

are weak, and the canvas lies rotting along the

ground. The reason of this sag along the

edges is easy to understand. The guy

ropes, p)egged to the ground at the angle they

are in, cannot lift the canvas up—^it is quite

impossible. To make an efficient job out of

it, the angle of the guy ropes must be diff-

erent.

In studying out a method to get around all

of these things I decided, (1), to seek to get the

tent stretched around the sides, and (2), to

seek to eliminate the two uprights, the front

upright at least being absolutely in the way; at

the same time I wanted to eliminate the front

guy-rope, and, (3) I wanted above all things

to get that fly canvas olT from the other

canvas. I had found that one canvas bang
on top of the other caused the fly canvas to

wear the tent canvas down thin so that

finally it was useless along the ridge, and
too, water stayed along the ridge, causing

both canvases to rot. In the fourth place

I wanted to get rid of the clumsy and ineffici-

ent wooden pegs which are nothing short of a

nuisance; and I also wanted to get something
more durable and lasting than the canvas
loops through which these pegs were ihserted.

All thi^ was a large bill but I soon got around it.

In Figure II we show a wall tent set up in a
fashion making for an ideal camp.
The arrow (a) points to the maih ridge-

pole, and this ridge pble may be as long as

you wish the camp to be, which includes the

additional canvas of the fly out ih front and
over all. The arrow (e) points to that fly as

it canopies the front. Before I go any further

I wish to state that this canvas out in front

will have a distinct purpose. By making a

framework around it as shoVn in the illus-

tration, (ee),the front and the two sides down
frbm the out-thrust canvas roof may be

walled in with mosquito netting. A door
frame can be be made in froht, also to be

covered with netting. This front is more
than a place where you can sit on the summer
evenings and during the day, if you so like

here you can do your cooking, and eat your
meals if you so desire, and have the inner tent

merely to sleep in. How long should this

frobt canvas be? That depends entirely

upon your desites, and how large your camp
is to be. The smaller your camp the smaller

may be your space in front. If j'our tent is

14 feet long, you may choose to have a fly

thrust out in front of about eight feet. Of

course, you understand that two flies are

sewed together to make one long one. You
are not liable to find a long enough ridge

pole to go on through if you have a very long

tent. Therefo/e an upright must be fitted

in at the point, ^bb), the two ridge poles

meeting at that point, (the dotted hne),

above. However, if you do not wsh to

have a fly thrust out in front, (for a summer
kitchen affair), you will find that one ridge pole

will accomodate all. However, following

the plan I have given you cap. make your

camp any size and have perfect good luck with

it.

The letter (d) within the two arrows shows

the ridge pole that goes inside oj the tent; and

! . ..
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the letters (c) and (b) are wires that connect

from that ridge pole onto the main ridge pole.

The space allowed between the tent ridge

pole and the main (or upper) ridge-pole is

six inches. Thus the canvas fly above

entirely saves the tent underneath from
the elements, and is truly a line of resistance,

as well as protection. It «'ill be noted that

the fly thrusts out for about two feet in back.

This I believe to be a great help, and an
added protection, I believe that this should

be kept intact when you arrange for your

fly material.

You can pick up the malterial for these

steel prongs in most any scrap pile; or the

blacksmith will make them for you for little

or nothing. Of course where transportation

is a simple matter the inclusion of these steel

prongs Villi not be noticed as to weight. A
few of these steel prongs taken along on a

shelter tent trip is just the clear thing. Sew
steel rings around the edge of the shelter tent,

too, and in a few moments with a hatchet

they are tapped down and the tent is up.

Where j'ou can have a board floor to the

tent and the mosquito-netted-kitchenette, be

sure to add this as it is most desirable. The
floor need be lifted off of the ground no more
than six inches. A board floor is very easily

made.
In event that no board floor is used then

have the floor canvas. It is vastly to be

preferred that this is made of extra hea\'y

ounce for obvious reasons.

In Figure III. we show the front \-iew of

the tent, illustrating how the uprights have

been eliminated, and the six inch space

between the tip of the tent and the top of

the main ridge pole.

The usefulness of this idea of lifting the fly

off from the tent proper I cannot begin to

enlarge upon. If you have tried out the old

way to your entire "satisfaction" as I have,

you will understand that the new way is the

only way worth trying. If the rain beats

douTi, say, the tent roof underneath is rarely

wet, save in the ends, and this is especially

true if the fly has been treated to some water-

proofing solution, of which there are many
methods. I will give one that has been tried

out. You may know others, as I do.

You put a pan on the stove and melt a

pound of paraffine as much as possible.

Have a pail handy containing one gallon of

gasoline. Pour the thin paraffine into this

and mix it up. The paraffine solution need

not be applied until the fly is stretched. The
mixture may be poured into a sprinkler and
thence sprayed out over the tent fly. To
reach the top, tie the sprinkler to a stick and
then see to that all points are covered. The
gasoline of course is nothing but a carrier

and soon evaporates, but theparalTinewill sink

into the canvas pores, closing them up and so

making them quite impervious to the down-
pour of rain. When applying the mixture

the canvas should, of course, be perfectly dry.

A hot day is the best to put it on, which,

of course prevents the parafTme from harden-
ing.

The good thing about a fly (thus made
impervious to the rain) is that the tent under-

neath may be used for years and still be as

good as ever. The rain rarely gets at it. It

is safe from sun and rain. The open space

between allows the wind to circulate through.

On another point also the idea of lifting the

fly off of the tent proper is a good one. If

the fly lies right on the tent ridge the sun
beats down on it and in the daytime it is

quite impossible even to enter the tent

for the heat. With the fly lifted up the sun
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loses itself force against the fly, the result

being a more moderate temperature.

Since the fly protects the tent in this

fashion it is possible to get the tent itself

in a light weight of ounce, and even muslin

sewed into the form of a tent will so; will

save you money; and will also be very cool,

since a tent for summer use is not in demand
as a heat-conveyor. Knowing that a muslin

tent under a waterproofed fly (as I have

The guy-ropes from the tent to the side pole,

should, when stretched , keep the bottom of

the tent canvas well off of the ground; it

should never lie on the ground. Therefore

see that the cross pole, at the side, is high

enough to allow of this being done. If the

cross-pole is too low there will yet be a sag to

the canvas. I have shown the two uprights

holding up this side cross pole to be crotched

affairs. If you have access to two by fours.

stated) is a most desirable thing I suggest that

it be tried out.

^ I have shown the main ridge pcsle in Figure

II to rest, at each end, in the crotch of a tree

In place of this it is possible to sink two poles

of the right length to take the place of trees.

Many are not so sure about setting the tent

near to trees. If, therefore, you desire to

have a free mind on that count, have poles

instead of resting the ends on trees. How-
ever, small trees, six or seven inches in dia-

T^yr

or some such sawed lumber you can make
these uprights and cross-pole of that material.

In any event do not attempt to drive them
down with an axe, but dig holes and sink them
down, then pack stones around them in the

holes. These uprights should stand perfectly

solid in the ground. It does not take very long

to do this, and it is best to do it right. Rem-
ember therefore to cut your uprights long

enough to give a length to properly sink

them. The use of these cross poles at the

^i-=
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meter, are rarely hit by the lightning, as we
know. It is the huge trees with air spaces in
them, or hollows containing dead air that
draw the lightning. Avoid placing the tent
near any such huge or deformed tree, or
attaching the ridge pole to any such a tree

for very obvious reasons.

In I-'igure IV. wc show how to take the sag
out of the sides of the tent by raising the guy-
ropes to a side pole at the sides of the tent.

sides on which to tie the guy-ropes does

away with the clumsy method of pegging

these numerous ropes to the ground.

I have previously told of the clumsy meth-
od of using pegs to peg down the tent around
the edges and elsewhere. The average tent

has canvas loops through which to thrust the

peg, and so pin it to the earth. These canvas
loops are childish and about as useless a

thing as was ever invented. Remove these
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loops and at that same place sew in, with

waxed cord, steel rings one inch, or even less,

in diameter; and sew them in good as they

bear a quite a bit of strain. Now take three

eighths inch steel rods and bend them as

shown in the inset in Figure V, sharpening

the ends a little so that they may be driven

into the ground freely. Six or seven inches

should be allowed for the length of these

prongs. Figure V shows how these prongs

are slipped through the rings and driven into

the ground. If you are to have a floor canvas

to the floor of the tent at this point you are

called upon to look into a neat system that is

wholly efficient and trouble-saving. Note

(b) of Figure V. The floor canvas is the

exact size as the inside of the tent. Here

and there sew in rings as you have done along

the edge of the canvas, already told of,

at the same point where the rings are situated

outside, along the edges. When you prong

down the outer rings, also slip the floor canvas

rings on the steel prongs and thus when you

drive down the outer rings you also seal the

floor canvas down tight.

GUNS gv AMMUNITION
Bullet Lubrication

R. E. Herrick

"Sumpn' burnin' there"

"Look at 'em smoke"
"Whatcha got there, tracer bullets?"

These and other equally pointed remarks,

and some considerably more pointed than

pohte were directed at the writer one Sunday
last spring when he started shooting at 300

yards and when his bullets were leaWng a curl-

ing trail of smoke along the line of trajectory,

but we are getting ahead of our story.

We have experimented with bullet grease

for years. Yes, started in on it in the good
old black powder days, when a little beeswax
and tallow or japan wax were all that was
needed to lubricate the old "smoke wagons"
but it is quite suflicient to say that quite a

different prescription is required on the

modern jacketed buUets that are at their

destination and have the horses unhitched

and turned out to pasture before the old soft

lead slugs get the brakes off to start.

I've never liked the idea of forcing metal

jacketed bullets through a choice barrel

without some sort of lubricant, for it doesn't

take much thought to convince anyone that

there is friction there, lots of it, and where
friction resides there also resides erosion, and
friction and erosion spell a short life for a
barrel.

So we went to experimenting with greases

and oils. Tried everything we ever heard of

anyone using, and as many on our own hook.

Of course we read the reports concerning

certain old army rifle barrels that were
brought back to a wonderful (?) state of

accuracy by merely using lubricated bullets.

That settled it. We would find a suitable

grease if we never saw the back of our neck.

Mobilubricant was one of the first greases

we ever used that seemed to carry the re-

commendations of advanced riflemen, but

let me state here and now that in our estima-

tion Mobilubricant is not and never has

been anything better than a makeshift and
leaves much to be desired. In the course of

our experiments and inquiries we were
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informed by a man who was in a position to

know, that Mobilubricant was composed of

tallow heated to just Mow the melting point

and when the right temperature was reached

a small stream of oil was fed into the tallow

and all mixed thoroughly in great agitating

vats. So then we have a resultant compound

which has never been nor is it designed for

use in intense heat, it being used in the

transmission set on automobiles where there

is little or no heat but where a thick heavy

grease is necessary. Try melting Mobi-

lubricant and after it cools it doesn't resume

its former smooth state, but is a stringy,

sticky mass of no use whatever.

We tried mixing air float graphite with it,

but after a few shots with this one never knew
when the bore was clean, for the rags kept

coming black for a week. I don't doubt but'

that the graphite did noble service, but ap-

pearances are too strong against it for con-

tinued use.

Next we tried all sorts of mixtures of bees-

wax, Mobilubricant, cylinder oil, cornauba
wax, and what not, all in the attempt to

secure a grease into which the bullets might

be dipped and which would harden -with a

non-sticky surface. We finally settled on a

mixture of cornauba wax, beeswax and high

grade auto cylinder oil, using approximately

equal parts of cornauba and beeswax and
enough of the oil to bring it to the desired

degree of hardness when cold. In using this

grease it was heated to a smoking point and
the bullets dipped in it up to the mouth of the

shell. As the cold bullets will take on too

much of the grease unless they too are heated,

we have a pan of boiling water at hand into

which the bullets are dipped before their bath
in the grease. We did our cartridges after

they have been inserted in the clips, thus one
dipping coats five bullets.

This grease worked nicely, and was the one
used on the occasion mentioned at the be-

ginning of this article, the excessive smoke
being caused by a little too much grease.

This is unnecessary. A light film of grease

being all that is required to do the job of

lubricating. We were well pleased with this

grease and had several primer boxes filled

with it at the 1918 National Matches, only to

have to fall back on Mobilubricant on
account of the order forbidding the taking of

ammunition into quarters. We had planned
on doping up our bullets before going to the

firing line, but had to give that scheme up.

We did shoot some of our own home loads

one afternoon at 600 yards which had been

dipped, with the result that the members of

the Indiana team, who were next to us, ha<l

some sport "watching our smoke."

This grease presented only one fault. It

appeared to us that a perfect grease should

leave the bore slightly oily, or at least the

muzzle of the rifle should be moist from the oil

after firing. This final point was supplied by

our friend, Lieut. E. A. McGoldrick of

Spokane, who suggested using "F. F. Frank-

lin" auto oil as a softening agent. There is

not any set formula as to quantities, but by
using about equal parts of cornauba wax and
beeswax and just enough oil to soften the

resultant product according to the season of

the year it will be found after firing there will

be a ring of oil around the bore of the rifle

at the muzzle, which indicates that all the oil

at least, has not burned, and not having

burned it seems also reasonable to believe it

has served its good purpose of lubiicating the

bore with some left over for good measure.

A word as to said F. F. Franklin auto oil.

This oil is a Pennsylvania product and is

practically the only oil that comes from the

ground ready for use, i. e., that doesn't re-

quire refining before it is Ojf any val ue to the

consumer, and it is sujpposed to withstand a

higher fire test than any other oil on the

market. It is not used as a straight lubri-

cating oil, however, being used as a blending

stock to bring certain oils up to a required

standard as to fire and flash tests. AH auto

cylinder oil manufacturers do not use this

F. F. F. oil for blending purposes, but all do

use similar products which they call "bright-

stock," and are used in exactly the same way.

A batch of this grease properly blended,

will stick to a bullet almost like paint, and

will harden down with a smooth, glossy sur-

face. Drop a clip in the sand; pick it up and

blow the sand olT and it's as good as new. I've

carried cartridges so prepared in my belt until

the grease had fairiy worn off around the

points of the bullets, yet the rest of the grease

still stuck like a burr to a dog's ear.

Incidentally that is just one test as to when

you have the grease of the correct consis-

tency. Too hard it will flake off a bullet.

Too soft and it won't have a hard, glossy

surface. Sometime I'm going to experiment

on a soft grease to use as one does Mobi-

lubricant, but made from bees wax and

"bright-stock."

Speaking of soft grease reminds me that 1

have a home-made bullet greaser that just

about fills the bill. First I got a 1 oz, brass

grease cup with non-rising screw stem and
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ground ofT the octagon portion so it was flush

•^^ith the barrel of the

CUR. Ground off the

screw threads and sold-

ered on a portion of a

Krag cartridge case. And
here comes the best part

of it: In the open end of

the Krag shell is inserted

a Springfield bullet jacket,

point down, and expanded

so as to permit a loaded

shell being inserted just

up to the crimp. Bored

a hole through the jacket

point to permit the grease

to pass on up, and made
an old pistol shell and ita slip cover from

is done. The bullet jacket inside the greaser

prevents too much grease getting on the

bullet, and does spread it on in a smooth, thin

coating. This greaser is clean to operate and
as fast as any of this type. The accompany-
ing sketch will show how it would look if cut
in two through the centre.

There is no doubt about the value of a
suitable lubricant on metal jacketed bullets,

so we will not discuss this phase of the ques-
tion e.xcept to give a warniog against allo\\iag

grease to get in the chamber of the rifle. This
does it no good and may do considerable harm
and only requires a little care to prevent.

This screed is merely to give other riflemen

the advantage of whatever knowledge I have
gained in attempting to develop a better

lubricant.

Sights

p. A. L.

IN
looking over the Lyman catalog of peep

sights the reader wonders at the fact that

these famous sights that have been on the

market for so many years, wth two or three

exceptions, have but one adjustment, and
that for elevation only.

.\ny rifleman that sights in a rifle knows
that there is just as much need for side move-
ment as for elevation.

When one attempts to drive a front sight

over just a little, or shin up the side of a peep
and try each shift by a few shots, he soon con-
demns the process as costly in ammunition,
time and temper. He wonders why the mak-
ers only make half a sight while with a side

screw in the side of the base of that sight

he could have placed the zero anywhere he
wanted it after firing the first group.

Different makers and even different lots

of the same make of high power ammunition
will shoot to a different zero. In using a
sight with two movements, knowing your
sight and pitch of screws, you simply shoot

a group at a known range and by shifting

your sight the required number of points you
can place your zero anywhere you nish on
the target.

\i present I have a Remington .25 calibre

that has a Lyman rear sight and a V. M. front

sight. The front sight is a very tight fit.

At present that rifle zeroes 1 14 inches to the

right at 100 yards. I would give a good bit

to have it shooting centre, yet I hate to at-

tempt to shift that sight, knowing that I

might get out of the frying pan into the fire.

It may mean 100 rounds of ammunition
before I get it correct and proved. The
above remarks will also apply to the Marble
sights. For best results these peep sights

should be mounted to set about 1" in front
of the eye when the head is in a normal
shooting position. A sight mounted on the
receiver is too far away from the eye for best
results.

In bolt action rifles the sight should be
mounted on the end of the firing pin and then
it snaps forward and away from the eye when
the rifle is fired.

As to front sights I prefer the V.M. sight
for it gives the least eye strain of any sight
I have ever used and is very accurate. The
Marble people make the V.M. sight with a
gold face but they would improve it greatly
by making it a dead black face instead. The
gold glitters whereas the dead black gives a
well defined ring that shows clearly against
all objects. Just smoke a V.M. sight with
a match and see the difference. I have tried

all colors and find the dead black far the
best.

Many shooters think a very small' bead
sight is the most accurate. Such is not
always the case as a very small sight strains

the eye. \ large sight of correct shape gives

much less eye strain, therefore is more accur-

ate.
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The V.M. sight in conjunction with a peep

sight gives no eye strain at ail. It is simply

a clear look through. Shooters with failing

eye sight can get the best of results by the

use of a V.M. sight when the ordinary sight

would be a complete failure.

Will the Lyman people make their sights

100 per cent efficient or will they go on in the

same old rut? True, they have two fine

sights in the models 103 and 29H but what

about all their other models?

The Gibbs Optical Sights for Sniping Rifles

THE firm of George Gibbs, Ltd., o! Bristol

and 35 Sa\'ille Row, London, is respons-

ible for a set of optical sights adapted

for use wth military rifles, unusually com-

plete and refined in their mechanical con-

struction and design. The backsight, as here

illustrated, reproduces in general outline

the aperture sights which were used before the

war at Bisley and elsew'here in service rifle

competitions. Fixture is effected by remov-

ing the long-range aperture sight stem and

fitting in its place the more elaborated stem

and overhanging cross-bar illustrated above.

Two adjustments, wide in their range, are

pro\ided. The elevation adjustment de-

pends upon the interworking of the upright

square stem and the sliding sleeve which fits

over the last named and carries the cross

bar. The scale is graduated in minutes on

one side and in hundred yard intervals of

range on the other, both markings being

clearly visible to the shooter when in the

firing position. An adjustable index permits

the zero ol the rifle's shooting to be made
coincident with the zero of the two scales.

The cross-bar carries an ordinary aperture

• below and a lens aperture above, both forming

part of a sliding carriage controlled by a screw.

The index mark is scribed upon a separately

adjustable member, the shooting zero of the

rifle being thus capable of adjustment laterally

as well as vertically in respect to the other

scale. The two apertures are distanced

apart the amount by which the lens front

sight is fixed above the ordinary rifle foresight.

At the o"ption of the shooter ordinary aperture

sighting may be practised as an alternative

to the use of lenses. The front lens fitting

masks the ordinary foresight, but as it can

be removed or replaced in a few seconds the

change from one system to the other is very

rapid. The presence of the lens and aperture

backsight fitting in no way interferes with the

use of the ordinary open backsight.

The foresight consists of a rigid frame

carrying a screwed ring, into which the lens-

piece is turned, a set-screw ensuring its reten-

tion in the position with the aiming lines

upright. These consist of a vertical stem and
horizontal line, as in telescopic sights used

for militarj' purposes. The particular form

of base shown in the illustration suits the

short ser\'ice rifle. Two wide-spread hooks

embrace the nose-cap fitting. The hooks

engage with a special screw which performs

the holding functions of the ordinary screw,

but carries in addition extensions at either end

adapted to engage the hooks in the sight

% V'"***^
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base. When the hooks have been passed over

the pin extensions the final fixing of the mem-
ber is effected by tightening the thumb-

screw, so that its point presses firmly against

the barrel. The pressure so exerted throws

the fitting against the foresight block. In

order that the position of contact shall not

depend on chance an adjustable bearing

screw is pro^^ded. This is set at the first

fitting of the sight to ensure uprightness,

and its adjustment is permanent so far as

the particular rifle is eoncerned. The mag-
nification of the lenses is 2% diameters, and

the field of view is pleasingly large in conse-

quence of the ample dimensions of the front

lens. An effective light or rain screen is

available for the occasions when it is required.

It consists of a thin sheet of flat spring steel

which is pressed into a semi-circular groove

formed in the top half of the front lens frame.

The fact that a set of sights, seemingly

so simple in the essence of their design, can
- usefully carry so many important embellish-

ments is a tribute to the importance of

scientific rifle shooting and its intimate

association wth military problems. What-

ever other results the war may have it should

at least have harmonized all differences be-

tween the respective points of view of the

soldier and the expert target shot.—(Reprint-

ed from "Arms & Explosives.")

Queries and Answers

The Smith and Wesson Revolvers.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

By what company is the America revolver

made and is there any firm in Canada hand-

ling them?
Do the Smith & Wesson people make a

single shot pistol? NMiat is their address

and can a catalog be obtained from them?
Where could I buy second hand revolvers

and address of party having same for sale?

At what distance will the .38 Smith &
Wesson Special, 6 inch barrel, make good
targets?

Inar Johnson,

Xaughton Glen, Alberta.

Reply—The America revolvers that you
refer to are evidently the Young America
models made by Harrington and Richardson,

Iver Johnson and Forehand and Wadsworth
concerns. These were the cheapest revolvers

made by these concerns. I would not adxise

anyone to purchase a weapon of these grades.

The Smith and Wesson certainly do make
a single shot pistol, no better weapon has

been made in this countrj'. Address Smith
and Wesson, Springfield, Mass. U. S. A.

You could buy second hand revolvers most
likely if you knew of anyone that had one

for sale. Advertise in Rod and Gun. That
should put you in touch with a party that had
one for sale. Bu>nng second hand firearms

is rather a risky business unless you have the

opportunity to \new your weapon before you
pay for it.

The .38 Smith and Wesson special revolver

will shoot with any revolver at 50 yards. At
100 yards it will do very good work and some

men have reported very good work at the

range of 300 yards.

Editor.

Wants a Rifle for Deer Shooting.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I have gathered together several of your

magazines called Rod and Gun and it is the

greatest book I ever read.

I am thinking of buying a rifle in a short

time and do not wish to pay more than about

$30.00 for it. I want a gun for deer and that

would kill a moose at 300 yards. I w'ould

like a carbine with a 20 inch barrel.

Do you think that a .44-40 or a .38-40 would

be of any use? I am now using a .32-40 with

a 28 inch barrel but it is old and sometimes it

jams. The frame is pretty loose and it is

worn at the muzzle. Would these make it

shoot inaccurately?

I have a Stevens favorite .22 and the barrql

is badly rusted and I cannot get it out. What
shall I do with it?

Frank Bicknell,

Ontario.

Reply—-For deer shooting the .32 Special

Winchester, .303 Savage or a .30 Rimless

Remington would all give you very good

service. They w'ould all kill moose very

nicely if you hit them just exactly right but

a moose at 300 yards is a pretty tough pro-

position and I would prefer one of the 1895

model Winchesters for this work. This

rifle would cost you more than S30.00.

Your present rifle that is loose is absolutely

certain to be inaccurate so long as it remains
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loose and if the muzzle is worn that is pretty

certain to give the same trouble.

I would suggest a 24 inch barrel on the new

rifle as being better balanced for a high power

rifle.

If your .22 Stevens is rusted and scored in

the chamber you can do nothing but get a

new barrel and in that xase you might as

well get a new rifle.

Editor.

The Ithaca Gun.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

What is your opinion of the Ithaca Gun
Company's taper choke boring system? Some
people claim that it is bogus.

A. Ham.
Toronto, Ont.

Reply—I do not know of any better shoot-

ing shotguns than the Ithaca Guns. I had

one with which I killed 24 straight gray squir-

rels and there was nothing bogus about the

shooting qualities of that gun. I never

saw an Ithaca gun that appeared to be a

poor shooter, and I may add that I have seen

many of them in use and have used several

of them myself.

Just what system they actually use I

cannot say as I never used a micrometer

gauge on the bore of one but you can depend
upon it that they will shoot all right. This is

equally true of the other standard makes.

Editor.

Various Inquiries.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

Is the .38-55 High Power powerful enough
for shooting moose, bear, deer, etc., using

soft point bullets?

Are five shots at 20 feet that will all be
covered by a Canadian five cent piece con-

sidered good shooting for a .22?

N. M. Taggart,

Colgate, Sask.

The .38-55 High Power would be a good
rifle for your purpose but lacks the flat tra-

jectory for long range shots that is an ad-

vantage in using the .30 and .32 calibre

high velocity rifles. Up to 150 to 200 yards

it will do very nice work. Over that range

you will have trouble from over and under

shooting.

The shooting mentioned as having been

done with a .22 would be good offhand shoot-

ing but would need to be about three limes

as accurate for fine target shooting.

Editor.

Information on Winchester Products.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

Do the Winchester Repeating Arms Co.,

stifl make their model 1886 in the .50-110-

300 W.H.V. calibre?

What does the letter H stamped on the

back of Winchester rim fire cartridges mean?

Is there a 12 gauge lever action shotgun

on the market today? If so, by whom is it

made?
Do the Marlin Repeating Arms Co., still

manufacture rifles?

Have you any information as to the calibre,

ballistics etc., of the German "anti tank"

gun?
How should the .32 Special Winchester

be reloaded to give the same ballistics as the

.32-20 Winchester H.V. cartridge?

R. L.

Montreal, P.Q.

Reply—1 believe that the Winchester

Repeating Arms Co., has totally stopped

making the .50-111-300 calibre rifles. They
might be able to tell you where you could

get one however. Address them at New
Haven. Connecticut, U. S. A.

The letter "H" on the backs of the rim fire

cartridges is the Winchester "trade mark"

that they use on the rim for ammunition

they make.

There is no 12 gauge lever action repeating

shotgiin made at present in America. The
Winchester Repeating Arms Co., formerly

made such a weapon and still supply a 10

gauge in that style.

The Marlin Arms Co., was entirely taken

over for making machine guns during the war

andW have not heard that they have yet

begun to make sporting arms. Whether

they will do so you could discover by address-

ing them.

I have not seen very much about the Bal-

Ustics of the German Anti Tank gun but I did

sec a bullet that was used in one of them and

il certainly was a business-like looking btillel.

It was a square base, boat tailed shape and

appeared to be jacketed by some BRASS
composition, but most likely was some copper

alloy that I was not familiar with, but which

did look more yellow than copper color. I

did not have a micrometer at hand to

measure the bullet and did uol weigh it luit

it certainly looked like the daddy of all liigh

power rille bullets.

To make a .32-20 out of a .32 Special, use

a light bullet and a smaU load of Du Pont

number 80 powder or Hercules Sharpshooter
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The Old-Timers are
Back at the Traps

Whether you are an "old timer" or just one oi
those who have always had a desire to break
into the game, get busy this year, for this is trap

~ shooter's year. It's the year when the "real

man's sport" is coming back.

Get out into the open and try your luck at the
clay birds—the sport of sportsmen that knows no
game laws. Shoot with tbe old-timers—get out
with the men who have played a bigger game
"over there", for they are among the trap

shooters. Take your "better half" with you for

this is the sport of women too.
After you smash your first bird—well, you're a life member
of this great sporting fraternity,

Make Shis life membership one long, sweet dream of satis-

faction by being sure your ammunition is right.

Dominion
SHotgun SHells

are the correct trap loads tor oldlimer
or novice. Canuck, Sovereign or Regal
are dependable, accurate, and fast—and
they pattern right.

Canada's long run record at the traps

—

203 breaks coasecuiively made—is held
by Dominion Canucks.

Dominion Cartridge Co., Limited,

Montieal, Cannda. I'J
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or Unique. See Ideal Handbook for the many

possible loads.

Editor.

Wants a New Automatic Rifle.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I sometimes get hold of your magazine

and noticed some time back a gun of the

self loading class and would like to know

if there is anything new out in the line of

automatic rifles as I am beginning to think

about getting a new gun? The one I am
using is a .35 calibre Browning automatic.

If you could give me any information I would

be very pleased.

James Greenaway,

Chase River, B.C.

Reply—I do not know of anything later

that the Remington autos and the .351

and .401 Winchesters. Possibly you are

thinking of an automatic ride that Mr. Fred

Adolf had in mind but which was never

manufactured.

Both the Remington and Winchester

companies make .22 automatics as well as

the larger calibres.

Editor.

Various Inquiries.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I have a Remington model 12 repeater,

.22 calibre and the barrel of same is pitted.

I had the barrel leaded out at the factory but

it is still slightly pitted.

In an article in your magazine I noticed

that it said the pits filled up with lead and
destroyed the accuracy of the gun.

If this riile is kept properly cleaned and a

Marble's brass pull through used to prevent

the lead forming will the accuracy still be

allected?

What would be a good set of sights for this

rille to be used for hunting and ordinary

target shooting?

Is there any dilTerence in accuracy and
power between a Remington model 12, .22

with a .22 inch round barrel and the same rifle

with a 21 inch octagon barrel. Is this rifle

capable of making half inch groups at 25 yards?

How should a rille be tested for accuracy?

Do you know where I could secure a Savage
model 1911 twenty-two and the probable

price? Is this rifle more accurate than the

Remington model 12, .12?

W. A. Donahue.
Sarnia, Onl.

Uiplu—Your .22 rifle would likely group
into a 2 to '.', m:h bullseye at 50 yards judging

by your description of its present condition.

It wHI never be as accurate as when new

and will always be hard to keep from rustitig

due to the presence of the depressed pits

which cannot be removed because they are

BELOW the surface of the steel. I would

advise a new barrel or a new rifle. Lyman
number 2A and 5B or Marble rear peep and

gold bead front, practically similar combina-

tions so far as results are concerned.

The Remingtons with 22 and 21 inch barrels

would be equally accurate but the 21 inch

barrel handles the best, balances the best

and can be held steadier as it is heavier.

Practically speaking it would be more accurate

in ordinary shooting although the barrel

itself would not likely be any more accurate.

These rifles will occasionally make K" groups

at 25 yards.

A rifle is tested for accuracy by machine

rest, by prone shooting with sling, or by

either a sitting or prone rest. Resting across

a table that has a box on the front end, a

small platform etc., would show you how the

gun was grouping.

The Savage and Remington .22 repeaters

should be equally accurate and are just about

equally desirable. Try Hallam's or Lion

Sporting Goods Co. that advertise in Rod and

Gun. They may have one still on hand.

Editor.

He Wants a .22 Repeater for Small Game.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I am in need of some advice that I think

you can supply me through your queries and

answers column.

I would like to buy a .22 repeater or auto-

loader and do not know what make to buy.

Could you enlighten me on the subject?

Which make and cartridge is the best for

small game shooting, has the most killing

power and what powder should it be loaded

with?

Which are the best sights for hunting and

what would be the price of the rifle you

prefer?

L. Wilkins.

Toronto.

Replii—I would advise a model 1914 Savage,

a model 12C target grade Remington or a

model 1897 Marlin in .22 long rille calibre.

In a more powerful cartridge I would advise

a model 1892, .25-20 calibre Winchester. I

would advise a .22 long rifle repeater in pre-

ference to the .22 automatic as the cartridge

used is much cheaper, is more accurate and
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DOUBLE the number ofyour happy-

vacation hours ivith a "Liberty ^^ Daylo

Avoid vacation accidents, increase comfort and pleasure

WE announce the new Eveready
LIBERTY Daylo. It is named

-the '"Liberty" because it leaves both
hands free—can be clipped over your
belt, or slipped over a button. Get
one NOW for your vacation—two
handsome styles, gun metal and full

nickel, filled wth a long lived Eve-
ready Tungsten battery No. 703. The
ideal light for all out-door people.

Eveready dealers from coast to

coast are demonstrating this new
Daylo NOW, the best all-round light

Eveready has ever produced

!

ReAdy to liAng on your
b«lt; the hinged belt clip

in poditton.

CANADIAN NATIONAL
CAEBON CO.. Limited

Toronto. Canada

The light that says

"QhereitisF
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in hollow point form is if anything a better

hunting cartridge.

Select the Lesmok or Semi-Smokeless long

rifle cartridges and use I'-em exclusively.

The .25-20 Winchester is a mighty fine little

game rifle but costs mo?e to shoot than the

.22's.

Both the Winchester and Remington .22

autos are gof)d little guns but I prefer the

ordinarj' repeaters with their longer barrels,

cheaper price and cheaper ammunition.

Good sights are Lyman or Marble peep

tang sight and a medium size gold bead front

sight.

Which of the rifles to purchase depends

upon personal tastes as all of the above are

of about equal quality and worth.

Editor.

Sights for a .303 Savage.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I have a .303 Savage rifle of 1899 model

and would like a little advice on sighting it.

The sight thatJs on it has a 'windgauge and
I think is the one on it in the picture (in

the catalog) and the notch in the sight is so

fine that I cannot see through it on a cloudy

day in the brush. Also there is a trap for the

brush to catch in and turn it up and knock it

out of line.

This rifle shoots about 6 inches high at

100 yards at present, using Remington
U.^'I.C. ammunition, and about 12 inches

low using Dominion Cartridge Go's, ammuni-
tion. Do you have any trouble or complaints

about Dominion ammunition?
If you can inform me about the best kind

of sights I would be very grateful.

Ottawa. W. H. C.

Reply—What you need is a Lyman peep
sight on the tang. I have the same trouble

in using open sights. Write to the Lyihan
Gunsight Corp. Middlefield. Conn. U.S.A.,

who will tell you how to get a tang peep for

this rifle. Better order a gold or ivory bead
front as well while you are at it.

Your rifle is evidently sighted for about
200 or more yards with Remington U.M.C.
cartridges. With Dominion cartridges you
would need to change the sighting. This

seems to be a very extreme cas< of difference

of barrel time and flip due to difl'erenl lots

of ammunition unless you have in some
way been shooting Dominion cartridges that

had gone bad from some unknown cause.

I have not had any complaints lately about

Dominion cartridges giving trouble of this kind.

Editor.

Notes'on the .303 Ross.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

Some time ago I purchased a .303 model 10

Ross rifle weighing around 8 pounds and the

barrel looks as if it had been cut down to

26 inches. What do you think about accuracy

as per cutting down of barrel and the qualities

of the rifle as a whole?

Where can I get reloading tools for same

and what bullets to use of light weight with

a small powder charge to use shooting part-

ridges and rabbits and also practise target

shooting. I want to make it an all around

gun and have cheap shooting.

L. P. Prouty,

Montreal.

There may be various reasons for your

Ross rifle appearing to be sawed off. I

believe that some Ross rifles are cut off square

without reaming out the muzzle, at the fac-

torj-. Also if it has been cut off since leaving

the factory it will not hurt the accuracy if

the job has been done correctly. If not have

a gunsmith cut off a fraction of an inch to

square it up and remove any burrs. Then
the rifle should shoot as accurately as ever.

- The Ideal Manufacturing Co., New Haven,

Conn. U.S.A. manufacture the only reloading

tools made in America for reduced loads.

They make a .311 bullet simflar to the 125

and 154 grain .308241S. bullets for the

Spri'ngfield rifle. This bullet is for the .303

Savage but you could use it in the .303 Ross

for real short range like 50 yards or so. Use

6, 8 or 10 grains of Hercules Unique or Du-
Pont number 80 powders behind this bullet

cast 1 to 10 and resized to .311. For part-

ridge it would be apt to mangle somewhat if

you tried to load heavy as it is pretty close

to the .32-20 cartridge for power. Depends

upon the powder charge in these reduced

loads.

Editor.

Wants a Crow Rifle.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I have read Rod and Gun in Canada a

great deal. I would like to ask you a few

questions about crow shooting.

Is a .32 calibre rim fire strong enough to

use on crows? Where can I get a reliable

crow call? Is it necessary to use decoys with

a call? We have many of these pests around

here and I want to thin them out.

Beverly Scott,

Wcstmount, P.Q.

Reply—I would suggest the .25-20 and
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.25-35 as being much better crow rifles than

the .32 rim fire. The latter lacks both range

and accuracy. It has plenty of power.

\\Tiat you want are flat trajectory over 150

yards and the finest possible accuracy.

The .22 High Power and .250-3000 Savage

are superior for long shots but cost much more

to use.

W. J. Taylor, Ltd., Woodstock, Ont. can

supply a Perdew crow call for about $1.00

that is as good as can be secured. I have

used the Perdew call for possibly 15 years and

know what it will do.

If you can secure a sluiTed owl stick it up

on a pole or dead tree and hide close by with

a full choke 12 bore shotgun loaded with duck

loads, and you will get the crows. Use the

long drawn out 'CAW 'CAW etc., to start

them in your direction and the sharp piercing

'HAWK' 'HAWK' cry of the crow when they

get near. They will swoop and then you get

n your shooting. For rifle shooting over a

decoy let them settle and then pick them off.

But, don't let them tear your decoy to pieces.

I have shot dozens of them with a call without

any decoy. I prefer the shotgun for calling

and the rifle for shooting them on the snow

i n the ^^inter, feeding, loafing in woods etc.

I remember that my brother once called

a hunter over half a mile to kill a "crow" that

was calling and when he found that he had
been "sold" he enjoyed the joke just as much
as we did.

Editor.

the revolver cartridges in the Marble's Aux

iliary chamber if you only use a few and the

rifle is well cleaned each time but—they

will not begin to compare in accuracy with

reduced loads in the .303 shell.

You do not say what you vaU use the rifle

for but would judge that the .22 long rifle

repeaters like the Remington 12C target, the

model 1914 Savage or 1897 Marlin, would

suit you ver>' much better than what you have

mentioned—providing of course that you are

not going to shoot big game with them.

I do not know why so many front sights

are so high. May be that you have a very

low shooting rifle. May also be that your

rear sight is too LOW. I would consider

an ivory or "gold" bead as being the better.

Editor.

Various Questions.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

Does one injure a rifle like the .303 Savage
by firing the .32 revolver cartridge in it

using the Marble auxiliary chamber. I -wish

to do considerable shooting and which do
you think will suit me better, a .22 rim fire

or something larger like a .32 center fire and
for me to reload the latter?

What is your opinion of the Marble Game
Getter and do you like the Marble flexible

rear sight with the number 2 disc and the

Lyman number 4 front for a hunting rifle?

Why is it that all of these front sights are

made so high? I have a King triple bead and
a Lyman hunting front and with either of

them I have to elevate the rear sight so as to

hit center at even 50 yards and they are both

for the .303 Savage. Which do you consider

the belter for failitig eyes, the white or the

red bead?

J. A. n.

licply—^You should have no trouble with

Information on the .25-35.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

Could you kindly tell me the effective

range of the .25-35 Winchester repeating

rifle model 1894; its striking force at 200

yards, and also its velocity? What is the

largest game that it can kill regularly?

Vi\ian Bartram.

Toronto.

Reply—BalMstics are as follows: Muzzle
Velocity 1978 f.s. at 200 yards it is 1420 f.s.

Muzzle Energy 1017 ft. lbs. At 200 yards,

516 ft. lbs.

I would consider that its effective hunting

range was 200 j'ards and its effective target

range was 300. It will do good work at longer

ranges under favorable circumstances but

will not compare with more powerful cartrid-

ges at the longer ranges.

At 200 yards the cartridge is one of the

most accurate in existence.

I would consider that the gun lacked

power for anything larger than deer. Pene-
^

tration is about 12 inches of pine with a soft

point bullet. Penetration in pine tells prac-

tically nothing in regard to game shooting.

Editor.

A Reply to a Criticism.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I am somewhat surrpised to read the

criticism of the brief article on machine

guns, by one Capt. F. G. Wheeler, in the

March number. I have before me very

complete data on the various machine guns

and inventors thereof. Even if I did write

that the Gatling was used by England in the

Egyptian campaign in 1882, this does not by

any means assert that the Gatling had not
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been used by them before in their Eastern

campaigns. But, it is a fact, that the first

important land operations in which machine

guns were used by the British forces, were

those of the Zulu war of 1879.

A small number of Catlings were used by

the Army. These were of the same model

as had been used by the Navy for a short

time before. Gatlings were used iii the

relief expedition of Ekowe and in the fight at

Ulundi in Zululand. But, the report also

states, that the guns did not prove entirely

satisfactory.

As to the Vickers and Maxim machine

guns:—I have good complete drawings and

descriptions of these guns of the latest models.

I find that the name of Vickers is generally

applied to the light model and the name
Maxim to the heavy model gun.

As far as I can see from the drawings, the

principle in both guns remains the same,

though ^ome parts of the mechanism have

been altered and strengthened for the use of

the modern high velocity ammunition.

It is a fact that since 1893 the Maxim gun

has undergone some changes in construction.

The weight has been reduced and better

material used.

Other countries that have changed their

Maxim guns are, Italy, Switzerland and

Germany. But, they have all stuck to the

Maxim principle. As to the bore, lands and

grooves; they must be made to conform to

the use of the new high power ammunition

with its steel and cupro jacketed bullets.

As to the nationality of Hiram Maxim.
Hiram Stevens Maxim was born in Sanger-

sville, Maine, on Feb. 5th., 1840. His an-

cestors came to the English Colonies in Amer-
ica about 1650 and settled in Plymouth Co.,

Mass. They fought in the Revolutionary

war on the side of the colonists against Eng-
land. Later on they settled in Maine, at

Wayne, Kennebec County. Still later on,

his father moved to the town of Sangersville,

Maine, a frontier settlement in the big woods.
After leaving home Mr. Maxim found suitable

employment in a machine shop in Fitchburg,

MaBS., and he later worked in other Eastern
manufacturing establishments.

Mr. Maxim took up his residence in England
about 1880, to avoid what he claimed to be
unfair treatment accorded to him and his

inventions by the Government of the United
States.

I believe that this will explain Hiram
Maxim's nationality.

St. Paul, Minn. U.S.A. P.T. Streit.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I wish to purchase a .303 British. Kindly

let me know the length, weight, price and

number of shells it carries, also where I

can purchase one.

H D. Williams,

British Columbia.

Reply—The Winchester Repeating Arms
Co., New Haven, Connecticut, U. S. A. will

be glad to advise you the closest market for the

purchase of a .303 British Winchester. It is

the only rifle made commercially at present

for this cartridge.

The rifle has a 28 inch round barrel and

the carbine has a 22 inch round barrel. The
magazine holds 5 cartridges in this calibre.

It is a box magazine, lever action sporting

rifle. It is very reliable in action.

The Ross Rifle Co., used to make a .303

British straight pull bolt action rifle thatVas

well thought of by those who like a bolt

action rifle but I believe is not being manu-
factured at present.

Editor.

Concerning the .38-72 Winchester.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

What is your opinion of the .38-72 model
1895 Winchester as a deer rifle and how does

it compare with the rifles of the .30-30 class

for deer hunting at ranges up to say 200 yards,

and is it a better rifle than the .38-55 smoke-

less'?. Do the Marlin and Savage people

make a rifle to handle the .38-72 cartridge?

J. Doherty,

Belleville, Ont.

Reply—In reply to your inquiry the .38-72

Winchester should actually be a better killer

on deer at say 100 yards than the. 38-55 low

power or High Velocity (so-called) or the

.30-30, as the bullet would strike about the

same blow but would penetrate more evenly

on rear end shots than the others, due to the

longer heavier bullet, but on longer shots it

would be outclassed on trajectory and also

on accuracy by the other two. The rifle is

heavier and meaner to carry on the hunting

trail due to the box magazine being exactly

where one wants to carry the rifle. The
model 1895 Winchester is the only repeating

rifle made for this cartridge and that is now
no longer made for it.

For deer shooting, cartridges like the .303

Savage, .32 Special Winchester and Marlin,

.30 or .32 Remington rimless and the .33

model 1886 Winchester are much preferable

to present day hunters as their trajectories

are flatter, the rifles that use them are nicer
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to carry and use, the cartridges weight less

etc., but for actually putting down running

deer that are in brushy country, and most of

them are. I am sure that the .38-72 and .40-72

type of rifles would be more certain on rear

end shots at short range. Many use the

.35 and .405 Winchesters lor just exactly

the same reason. If you want a large bore,

and a model 1895, try one of the latter for

making a sure thing out of a gamble like deer

shooting.

Editor.

Wants a Deer Gun for a Settled Country.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

What kind of a gun would j-ou think proper

for deer in a settled country?

What kind of buckshot would you think

best for a 12 gauge shot gun used for deer?

What is the killing range of buckshot in a full

choke 12 gauge gun?
William Kruger,

Rockingham.

Reply—I would consider rifles like the .32

Special Winchester or Marlin, a .303 Savage,

or a .30 or .32 Remington auto as being the

most generally satisfactory for your purpose.

Try putting a wad in the muzzle of your

gun and trying different sized buck shot until

you find a size that fits evenly in layers at the

smallest portion of the muzzle. I would con-

sider 40 yards as far as you would be likely to

kill deer except by accident when using buck-

shot. Depends altogether where you hit the

deer, what kind of ground you are on, whether

you use dogs to follow it or not after it is hit,

. and whether you have snow to track it by.

In Pennsylvania we are not allowed to

kill deer with buckshot as it is not sports-

manlike and dangerous. In New Jersey, which
is the next state and has deer hunting in exact-

ly the same kind of country they are not al-

lowed to use rifles for the same reasons.

Some people use sail or silver bullets as being

more certain to gel results and as less danger-

ous to everyone concerned. Also less trouble.

I was with two men on a grouse hunt once
and we walked within 15 feet of a buck in the

open season before he got up and stood and
looked at us and we had SHOT in our guns.

He got away before we could change to solid

ball. Never saw a prettier buck either.

The use of buckshot in deer shooting is

certain to result in the loss of many crippled

deer. Personally I think it is nearly as

sportsmanlike as shooting squirrels with a
shotgun.

Editor.

Why are the .38 Special and fhe .44 Special

Populai?.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Depl.

Why is it that all of the expert revolver

shots use a .38 cal. or larger loi target practice

and in shooting for records? I ask you this

question because I have never received a

satisfactoiy answei from anybody and I have

often wondered why the .32 calibre is not

used in preference to the .38 or the .45 calibres.

I mean, of course, for fine target work.

From ten to thirty yards, or I might say up
to 50 yards I bdieve that it should hold its

own. Of course I realize that the ordinary

.32 calibre revolver is too light to do good

work wth, but there are three models that

I know from personal experience have all the

weight necessary. Namely, the .32 calibre

Smith and Wesson heavy frame target revol-

ver model 1911, the Colt Police Positive and

the .-32 long Colt Bisley model single action.

Since you are undoubtedly familiar with ail

three w'hy is it that one of the three is not

used for target work instead of the heavier

calibres? I have a .32 calibre Bisley model
with6 inch barrel and it will shoot straighter

than I can hold and I am a fairly good shot.

Which of the three models would you
choose? I have always thought that the

.32 Smith and Wesson model 1911, with 6

inch ban el a prettier gun than my Bisley

model but I am used to the Bisley model
and for several reasons feel towards it the

way you regard the Colt .45.

Hoping for an answer as to whether the .32

is as accurate as the .38, I am.

Dr. H. V. Might,

Sherbrooke, Que.

Reply—The reason that practically all

of the target cracks use the .38 Smith and
Wesson or .44 Special cartridges is because

they aie generally regarded as the two most
accurate revolver cartridges. I believe that

no other revolver or pistol cartridge has

equalled their accuracy except our old stand-

by, the .22 long rifle, and that when shot in a

pistol.

Many men use the larger calibres solely

because they cut a larger hole in the target.

At 20 yards this is quite an item on line

shots. Capt. T. K. Lee uses a .44 Special

for this reason principally, so he has told me,

and he has made several worlds records and
several scores that were higher than existing

Worlds records but w^ere not allowed due to

some technicalities.

Another reason is that a very large number
. of special target bullets have been designed
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and made for these two calibres. These

bullets cut full size holes in the target. This

is not so true of the .32 calibre cartridges and

having cherries made to order for newly

designed bullets is an expensive business as

you will find if you ever attempt to get any

new designs made up.

My own choice would be the .38 S. and W.
Special ctg.

Editor.

A Few Scores Discussed.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dfpl.

My hobby is the rifie. I do love a good

rifle. The first occasion I ever had to use

one was when I was about 17 years of age and

I shall never forget it.

The rifle was a borrowed .44-40 and a

good one. The target was a cow that I

was commissioned to dispose of and which

was securely tied to a tree at the edge of our

swamp. The range was about 20 yards.

Three shots were fired and then, owing to

prevailing circumstances the range was speed-

ily reduced to about 5 feet and one shot com-
pleted the job.

Upon examination I found one hit and two
misses, the result of the three shots at 20

yards. I have no means of verifying the

above so you will have to take my word (We
will friend, without a doubt, Ed.) that it really

happened.
P'or the following, some years later, I'll

refer you to the records of the Ontario Rifle

Association. On August 20th, 1913, at the

Long Branch Ranges, Toronto, in the Mac-
Donald Match, in which the target at 500

yards, remains exposed for one and one quar-

ter minutes, the writer scored 5-5-5-5-5-5-4

for seven shots, hand loading.

These two incidents go to show what
practice will do. I am a faimer and I really

never did much practicing, not having the

time and no long range to practice on.

I firmly believe that good shots are made
and not born. I learned to shoot straight

and quick, by following the instruction of an
old hunter and trapper and were I capable oi

writing it properly, it would, I am sure, be
of much benefit to many sportsman who are

not satisfied with their present marksmanshjp.

M. Sherin,

Omcmcc, Ont.

Keply—\ thoroughly agree with you that a

shooters' ability depends almost altogether

upon his own cflorts, providing of course that

he has no physical afflictions that make it

impossible. I have proven it so in my own

experience so thoroughly that I ara firmly of

the belief that a poor shot never deserved

anything but condemnation for his ow'n lazi-

ness. I believe that shooting ability, if

eyesight and nerve control are not hopelessly

lacking, to be merely a result of practice and

brains applied in the right direction in the

right way.

Editor.

Wants a Rifle for the Rockies.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.

Will you please tell me what you think of

the .250-3000 Savage rifle to carry in the foot

hills of the rockies in Alberta for an all around

rifle?. I have a .303 Ross model 10 and do

not like it as it tears coyotes and wild cats

too much. I want a rifle that will do for

anything from a moose to a coyote.

B. R. W.
Sask.

Reply—The .250-3000 Savage would be a

very good all around rifle but it would cer-

tainly tear coyotes and wild cats just as much
or more than the .303 British unless you use

the spitzer bullet load in the .303.

I would consider the .250-3000 much too

light in the bullet for giizzly bear but any
.25 calibre rifle would be too light ior me for

grizzlies. I would think that the .25-35

Savage or Winchester or the .25 Rimless

Remington would suit you very well, but it

would also be too light for grizzlies. Your
best bet would be to reload your .303 using

Lightning or DuPont number 21 powder, for

a mid range load in the .303, and then that

gun would do for all of your shooting.

Editor.

Some Questions to be Answered. .

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I have been a reader of your magazine for

many years and during that time I have

accumulated a bunch of questions to be an-

swered. <

I have a .25-20 Winchester repeating rifle

model 1892. Can you suggest a good sensible

set of sights for same? Where can I obtain

them?
Do you consider this rifle powerful enough

to kill deer?

Would it pay to reload my own shells for

this rifle? I have had no experience along

this line so please give me the list of tools and

supplies that I will need and the price and

where I can obtain them.

I am thinking of buying a repeating shot-

gun this summer, to be used in hunting ducks,
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Direct by Mail if Your Dealer Can't SuppIyJYou.
Write for Complete Catalog.

MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO.
581^ Delta Ave., Gladstone, Mich.

ML WELSH
LEADERSa

OST DERfECTLY

for

ELSn
n\SADEmOiLirc»hiA
EXCLUSIVE AGEHT
-US^'^CAPIADA-

Every Live

Angler's Joy
Be on the lookout for

Japanese Imitations

!

Joe Welsh Leaders are
Registered in U. S.. Can-
ada, and Great Britain.
Three-foot sample by mail
25c., six-foot for 50c. nine-
foot lor 75c.

The Latest Fishing
Innovation!

Joe Welsh's

Blue Uevil

Darning Needle

It Floats

Isl,Transparent

It's Waterproof

Send 75c for a "Blue
Devil" and a 3-ft. Leader.
Two sizes—One for Bass,
one for Trout. Better
get both.

Add 10 per cent for
War Tax.

IN the good oldldays before
the War, when men shot

ganie instead of enemies, Am-
erican sportsmen swore by the
B.S.A. rifle.

The unique B.S.A. "Lever
cocked" air rifle and the
B.S.A. .22 calibre target and
sporting rifles, famed for their
intense accuracy, were par-
ticularly favored by Amencan
rifle connoisseurs.
During the War one great American
manition maker used B.S.A. .22
rifles exclusively in testing daily
output.

The War enhanced the already
splendid reputation of the B.S.A.
for reliability, accuracy and power
(wLcn power was wanted). Mil-
lions ^B.S.A. rifles were made for
Allieo land, sea and air forces.

It was the amazing B.S.A. ex-
perimental work and machining
skill which made the Lewis machine
gun the wi.nderful weapon it turned
out lo be.

The B.S.A. of today is the result
of all the years endeavor that have
flone before, and flrst fruits of gruel-
ing tests of the great War. See
our announcement next month.
Write for further information and
rifle booklets senljree upon request.
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partridges, prairie chickens, squirrel and

rabbit. What gauge and make would you

advise? (I am 15 years old.)

I am also thinking of getting a .22 repeater

for small game. What make would you

advise me to get?

Jack Kelly,

Ponoka, .\lbeita.

Beply—Lj-man number lA and 5B. Mar-

ble peep tang and gold bead front. Lyman
Gunsight Corp. Middlefield, Conn., U.S.A.

The address of the manufacturers of the

Marble line of sportsmen's specialties is Glad-

stone, Michigan.

The .25-20 will kill deer if you can hit them

right. I would prefer a much more powerful

rifle.

It would certainly pay you to reload your

own cartridges if you do much shooting.

Ideal melting pot, dipper and stove lid.

Ideal number .3 tool with double adjustable

chamber for bullet number 25720. Bullet

mould 25720, 77 or 86 grains. Bullet re-

sizing chamber. Ideal powder measure num-
ber 5, with .25 calibre drop tube, stick bullet

lubricant, 5 pounds lead, }4 pound block tin,

can powder adapted to that rifle, 500 primers,

100 empty cartridges. A good hot coal fire,

or gas fire, a willing mind and the ability

to stick to it until you succeed. Get the Ideal

handbook and read it five times before you
begin. Then go to it, and—keep water out

of the melted lead.

Try Weber Arms Co., Denver, Colo., and
Wm. R. Burkhard, 143 E. 4th, St. St. Paul.

Minnesota, for reloading tools. Ideal people
seem to be not making them just now.
Get a Winchester or Remington 12 gauge

modified choke repeater or 16 gauge Win-
chester full choke.

Remington model 12 or Savage model 1914,

chambered for long rifle cartridge. Use
nothing e^e in that rifle. Get peep sights on
it.

Editor.

Wants a Reduced Load.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Depl.

I bought a .25 calibre pump action model
H, Remington repeater and I find it is nearly

as strong as my .'Mi Savage. Could I get a
less powerful bullet and where?
What is the velocity and energy at 100

yards?

What is a good all around make of shot-

gun for ducks? Give make and gauge.

J. A. Bertram,

Peterboro, Ont.

Reply—You can reload with the 101 grain

spitzer bullet and a l^ght load of DuPont
number 80 or Hercules Sharpshooter powder.

Can also use a lighter load of Lightning or

even 21. You cannot buy a less powerful

factory loaded shell for this rifle.

The velocity of the present load at 100

yards is 1812 f.s. and the Energy 854 It

pounds, when using the 117 grain bullet.

A good all around duck gun would be a full

choke, 12 gauge Winchester or Remington
repeater or any one of the double hammerless

guns made with full choke 30 inch barrels

and to weigh 8 pounds.

Editor.

Getting a Krag Carbine.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I am in need of some advice as I need a rifle

for big game.

I can purchase two .30-40 Krag carbines

and in looking up the ballistics on different

rifles I think the smashing power of this

gun is about right but I know nothing of

the action or the recoil. Is it a bolt action?

H. E. Tammerman,
Welland.

Reply—-The Krag carbine will make you an

excellent rifle. It has a bolt action, and is

the fastest bolt action I have used. The rifle,

or rather carbine, balances very well for

offhand work. Its worst objection is a rather

poor puU, in many cases. The recoil of the

carbine is about the same as the Springfield

rifle so far as the feeling of it is concerned.

Foot pounds of recoil is misleading, and can-

not always be relied upon. Whether a gun
has a mean recoil or not depends mostly

upon the fit of the stick and how you held it.

Editor.

APPRECIATED IN ENGLAND

Writing to a contributor in Saskatchewan,

an English admirer of Rod and Gun states:

'"Thanks for Rod and Gun received a few

days ago. I found the entire magazine of

absorbing interest. In fact some of the

articles seemed too good to be true, to one who
has never been outside the confines of this

small island."
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Pick up the scent
Your appetite will "point" at this box of Heinz pure foods the way a
dog points at a bird.

It is the biggest thing in the camp at supper time—real food, with
the flavor that makes a keen appetite a boon.

Convenient, compact, ready. You get the appetite and let Heinz
do the rest.

Heinz 57 Varieties
HEINZ TOMATO KETCHUP—Gives
a new taste to all kinds of camp fare.

HEINZ PEANUT BUTTER—Ahvays
fresh; for all butter uses.

HEINZ PICKLES—A great relish.

HEINZ PRESERVES—To top off with.

Send for list of the 57 Varieties.

HEINZ BAKED BEANS—Really oven
baked. Fine hot or cold. Four kinds.

HEINZ SPAGHETTI—With tomato
sauce and cheese. Just heat and serve.

HEINZ CREAM SOUPS-Tomato,
Celery and Pea. Full of rich cream.

Sold by all good grocers.

H. J. HEINZ COMPANY, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Away up in the Highlands [of Ontario is the Algonquin Park. Two million acres

of virgin territory- containing within its borders over fifteen hundred lakes. This is the

canoeist's paradise for it is possible to paddle for fifty miles and from one lake to the other

without any land portage.

Canada is starred with many beautiful lakes, all offering ideal holiday grounds for

busy city folks. Mere is a view of Cache Lake, Algonquin Park, on which is situated the
Highland Inn.
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lunge and Bass

Superlatively fine 'lunge and
bass fishing can be had at a
large number of points in Ont-
ario along the line of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway. Season
opens June 16th. Lake trout,

pickerel and pike are also plen-
tifully distributed.



1918 Deer Hunt of the Granite Hill, N.B., "Boys"

R. T. Morrison

ALL the spare moments I had in the week

pre\'ious to Nov. 17th, were taken up

by such things, as looking over my rifle

to see that it was in good condition, packing

ammunition, hunting axe, compass and other

necessary things to the big game hunter of

New Brunswick, and last but not least the

reading of several copies of Rod and Gun to

put a keen edge on for the annual hunting

trip of the Happy Hooligans, consisting of we
four brothers, Chester, Almon, Harry and

Russell Morrison of Granite Hill N.B. and

our jolly uncle and cook Edward Moise of

Lakeville, Carelton Co., N.B. Bright and

early on the morning of the 17th found the

four brothers with a team packed with our

camping outfit and necessary amount of

provisions ready to make a start for our

hunting grounds on the Cokiok and without

delay we proceeded to Allendale Station, a

distance of fifteen miles where we were to be

met by Uncle Ed. who was coming on the

nine o'clock train, but as we were delayed an

hour or more on the way on an eleventh hour

business call we were about twenty minutes

too late to be there when the train came in.

As we rounded a turn about a half mile

from the station we sighted something that

looked like a man and some boys playing

tootball, but as we drew nearer we found it to

be uncle, who was trying to carry three large

boxes, a telescope valise (that was packed so

full that the top and bottom parts did not

meet by about six inches) a rifle, and a few

other things too numerous to mention;
apparently he was not calculating to carry

this very far alone when he made up his

outfit. After a hearty handshake all around
we turned our team and took another road,

-went about a mile and stopped for about
an hour and fed the team, also made some
tea and had dinner, after which we went a
couple of miles farther and made arrange-
ments with a farmer to take care of our
horses as we were to leave the settlement at

this point and proceed in the woods for an-
other three miles and as we had no hovels for

horses they would have to be left at the
settlement.

We were fortunate in securing a Mr.
Adams who went the whole way to our camp-
ing grounds with us and brought out the
horses. On our way in we saw plenty of

signs of both moose and deer also two bear

tracks which helped to encourage us.

At about 2.30 o'clock we arrived at our

destination and as we were to use a tent for

our camp we set to work at once pitching one

which was 10 x 14, a very nice size indeed.

While the rest of the boys were at work gel-

ting the necessary poles for erecting, Chester

and I started making a berth across the end,

raising it up off the ground about 18 inches as

there was about 4 inches of snow and a great

deal of dampness in the giound.

By four o'clock we had everything in

readiness including supper and as it would

be quite a while before dark, it was decided

that we would all go out to the burnt land

which was not far off and see how things look-

ed. After getting there we stationed ourselves

at different positions along a swamp armed

as follows: Chester with a .256 Newton,

Almon a .250 Savage, Harry and Ed. each

with a .30-30 Winchester and myself a .22

high power Savage. I had not been sitting

long before I heard something making a noise

on the crust a short distance away on the other

side ol a little knoll from where I was, and

after working my way around as quietly as

possible I soon saw a large doe feeding along

the edge of a swamp in some small willow

bushes. Putting the rifle quickly to my shoul-

der I fired fully expecting to have steak for

breakfast. Oh what a treat and so soon too,

but not so, she made for the swamp on the

jump followed by another bullet. She was

out of sight for a moment but soon appeared

with a partner just as large going at about a

two minute clip. I fired t-wice more at them
through bushes without shopping them. I

was soon joined by Harry who was not far

off and had come to see if I had run out of

ammunition or anything. I soon told him

what had happened and we both went over

to where I had fired at them and found traces

of blood showing that I had not made a miss

altogether. They went a short distance and

parted. We each took a track which we
followed for sometime but as the bleeding

had slopped and dark was coming on we
made for camp where I had to take such

things as, "It is too bad somebody hadn't

been there to shoot those does etc." But
bed time soon came and we all turned in after

putting some wood in our little airtight stove
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FREE TO MEN
Would You Like To Be a Strong, Husky,

Manly Fellow Once "More ?

New Method Without Drugs
The attached coupon entitles you to one illustrated copv of ray

pocket compendium and guide for the self-restoration of lost strength.
(See description below). Upon hearing from you. this valuable little
book of private information for men will be sent by return mail in
plain, sealed envelope. Please call or write to-day.
There is a new and marvellous method for restoring lost manly

strength, for renewing vigor, which every man should know of, a
self-restorer which operates without the use of drugs or medicines, a
new way to treat yourself for your ills and weaknesses. See descrip-
tion below.

Please remember that a man is not one day older than he actually
feels, and therefore no matter what your age, if you are young or
olderlj-, married or single. large or small, if I can show you, reader, now
you, yourself, may actually add to your system, nerves and blood the
ver>' nerve force or vigor which may have been drained away, and

which is uecessarj' to make you strong, vigorous
and capable again, then I have shown you the
real secret of oerpetual strength, and how you
can again be filled with vigor, and again be just
as powerful in your influence and just as tnor-
ouehly manly in your capacity as the biggest,
fullest-blooded, most successful fellow of your
acquaintance.
The new self-treatment for the restoration of

manlv strength, to which I refer above, is a
lit He light-weight VITALIZING Appliance of
my invention, which is now meeting with a
tremendous demand, and being used by men
everywhere all over the world. This little

VITALIZER, weighing only several ounces, is

comfortably buckled on the body and worn all

night. It is so small and so compact that even a room-mate would not suspect that you were wearing it. If,

however, this VITALIZER is small in size, it is not small in power, for it generates a great tangible FORCE, which
can be measured on scientific instruments a PO\\'ER which I call VIGOR or NERVE ENERGY, and it sends this
marvellous FORCE into your blood, organs and nerves while you sleep. Ail you have to do is to lead a decent,
manly man's life, free from excesses and dissipation, then use the VITALIZER, nothing more. If this is followed
out and the VITALIZER does for you what these others say it does for them, then all the pain or weakness will

disappear from the small of your back—possibly from the first night's use—and you will be restored to a strong,
vigorous, manly, capable man, without a single ache, pain or weakness. Please remember. I am not asking yon to _

buy one of these VITALIZERS. but merely^request you to first send for the free book described below, a section
of which is devoted to an explanation of this VITALIZER, and gives you its whole wonderful story, so that you
may know what intelligent young and elderly men ever^'where are saying about it.

This Is the Book You Get Free
My 86-page illustrated booklet (pocket size) was compiled by me to answer fully and correctly those questions

which are asked privately by any man needing new strength and who seeks personal advice pertaining to the ail-

ments and weaknesses he wishes to overcome. The book, fully illustrated, with photo reproduction, contains much
that a single or married man should know. It also fully describes my VITALIZER and tells how you may secure
one to use in your own case, should you decide you want to use one. Remember, the book is sent absolutely free
in plain sealed envelope. Why not write for a copy to-day? Satisfaction guaranteed in every case.

R. G. SANDEN CO., 140i Yonge St., Toronto Ont.,

Dear Sirs—Please forward mei your Book, as advertised, free,

sealed.

Name.

COURAGE NEVER FORSAKES THE MANLY MAN

Address.

I
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and getting some wood ready for morning.

It was not long belore all were asleep enjoying

the nice bed we had made of fir boughs

blankets etc.

About an hour before daylight everybody

was astir helping with the breakfast—as we

wanted to get an early start in the morning.

I might say before going farther that our

hunting grounds consisted mostly of burnt

land with every little way a hard wood hill

that had missed the fire, with here and there

a small swamp. About gray daylight we all

started out in the burnt land, Ed. and I

together on the right and the rest going off to

the left. We did not go far before we came
to the conclusion that we had better separate

as the country was open and we were making

too much noise. We had not dene so more
than fifteen minutes than off to my lelt I

heard four shots winding up with a good

big whoop. What that whooping meant I

did not know, as I thought sure it was Chester

and I knew he would not whoop unless he had
shot a bear, as that was his greatest ambition.

However I thought I wouldn't be of any help

as there must be plenty over in that direction

and I made my way on between two burnt

knolls. Just as the sun was making its appear-

ance I caught sight of a big cowmoose coming
up out of a swamp looking back as though some-

thing had startled her. She soon was out of

sight leaving me looking in hopes a bull would
follow suit but in that I was disappointed

and again made my way on for a short dis-

tance and stopped and looked around for

awhile. I saw something resembling a stump
and was only convinced that it wasn't when
I saw a tail wiggling.

I fired twice at him, a distance of about
200 yards before he bid me good-bye and went
the other way. I went over as quickly as

possible to where he had stood but could not

see him for a moment or so, when I heard
something walking down in a little run of

alders and on looking closely I made out my
deer walking out the other side. I fired

twice more before he fell and when I got to

him he was in a bunch of bushes laying down
but otherwise looking very life-like. As I

did not want to spoil his head for mounting
I fired once more in his shoulder without
any effect. Bang! BangI Bang! three more
in the same place and he is still looking at me.
Right then and there I cussed that gun from
the word go, as by this lime I had found out it

did not have tlic power for this kind of game.
However after another shot in the butt of

the ear he w;is inim; after a long fought battle.

I made tor camp, mad at myself for coming in

the woods <vith a gun like that. On the way
I heard a deer call and on looking around I

saw a yearling doe, which I will not say

anymore about, but leave her wherever she

may be in the woods, or in a frying pan.

When I got to camp I had some dinner and
waited for the rest to arrive. I had not long

to wait before Almon came and said that he

had seen the biggest buck that ever stood on
four legs and was coming right along his way
when I started the bombardment and turned

him. I expect it is a good thing for me that

I did not know his thoughts at this time.

We were still talking over this when along

comes Ed. and Chester and anyone would
not have to ask "Di d you get anything?" if they

had seen Uncle for there was a very broad

smile on what he calls his face. We were

not kept very long in suspense however before

we had his story. As a kind of introduction

to this man I might Fay that he is an extra

good shot at a target but on pre%'ious

occasions when he sighted game he developed

a very bad case of buck fever. Therefore we
always jollied him about his shooting qualities

etc., which he always took in good part and
would most always have a come-back. He
said, "Shortly after I left you Russell, I was
stopped eyeing things pretty close, when out

stepped what I just took to be a moose about

75 yards away but I soon saw that it was an
enormous buck deer. I began firing at him
and between shots found myself saying,

'mind your sights Edward my boy, mind
your sights for you must get that deer,' and
on the fourth shot down he went."

That was the whooping I had heard and he

had a perfect right to do so for he had shot a

deer dressing over 200 lbs. with a set of ant-

lers that would make one sit up and take

notice. After we all congratulated him
he said "Well boys as this is the first time I

have ever got anything since hunting with

you fellows I suppose its up to me to treat."

So in the tent he went leaving the rest of us

kind of clearing our throats etc., but instead

of carrying anything resembling a bottle he

holds out a package of fancy seeded raisins.

Imagine the laugh we had over that. How-
ever he said 'Tm not the only pebble on the

beach for here is a man," turning to Chester,

"who can speak for himself all right " So

we listened to him tell a story of killing a

160 lb. buck and seeing two or three others.

"Well boys you're all here are you?" This

from Harry who came strolling in and of

course all the stories had to be told aaign
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Vacation in the Pine Scented

Lakelands of Canada

In the "Highlands of Ontario," that
wonderful region of scenic beauty,
you can Fish, Swim, Golf, Canoe,
Camp,

^
Hunt—spend a vacation

you will never regret or forget.

Mirror-like lakes set in the gran-
deur of forests of pine and balsam.
The purest of air, 1,000 to 2,000
feet above the sea, and hay fever
is unknown.

Famous Playgrounds for

Outdoor Men and Women
"AlgonquinPark"-"30,000 Islands
of Georgian Bay" — "Kawartha
Lakes"—"Muskoka Lakes"—
"Timagami" and the "Lake of

Bays." Modern hotels— or
"rough" it if you prefer. Any
Grand Trunk Agent will gladly
plan your trip for you.

Illustrated descriptive literature
sent free on request. Apply to

J. QUINLAN,
Bonaventure Station,

MONTREAL, QUE.

C. E. HORNING,
Union Station,

TORONTO. ONT.

No Trouble to Prepare

Reindeer Coffee
or

Reindeer Cocoa
Just Add Boiling Water

Handy for home use, at picnics,

hunting, fishing or camping.

BORDEN MILK CO.
MONTREAL

Contain

both

Milk

and
Sugar

TELLS HOW FAR YOU WALK

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER
RoRulatee to Step and Rerlftttrs Exact Dis-

tances ; Simple. Accurate, Durable.

Indispensable to every lov-
er of outdoor sport and es-
pecially to those who love
WALKING, InsUuctive be^
cause of value in determining
distances; a necessary ad-
junct to compass and as use-
ful to SPORTSMEN. It fur-
nishes the true solution of
many a disputed question of
how far it is to or from vari-

ious points. Best of
all it is a wonder-
ful health promotor
because its interest-
ing notations afford
real incentive for
WALKING. Whe-

,
ther you walk for
health, business or
pleasure^anywhere,

f everywhere. the
AMERICAN Pedo-
meter tells the whole
story of just how
far you have trav-
elled.

FULLY
GUARANTEED

One Hundred Mile
Pedometer. $1.75

Sold by all Dealers or Direct

AMERICAN PEDOMETER COMPANY
902 Chapel St., New Haven, Conn.

E. & A. GUNTHER CO. - Toronto, Canada
Agents for the Dominion of Canada
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one at a time and al! together not even think-

ing to ask him if he had shot anything but

when he shoved his hat back another notch

and spit twice we knew for sure we could

take time to listen all right. "Well sir" he

said "I sure had some sport this morning

—

didn't go over half a mile when I saw a big

buck running to beat the deuce. I fired at

him though and down he went, a dandy big

fellow with a bullet through his heart so I

did the necessary surgical work and went

on a little farther and saw another one run-

ning up the side of a hill through some bushes.

I fired twice at him but didn't make a hit so

I made up my mind I would wander back

to camp, and got about a quarter of a mile

when I came onto three cow moose quietly

feeding away on some willow bushes. I

stood looking at them for quite awhile when
out strolls a bull to be made acquainted with

a bullet from "kill deer" (his rifle) and the

best of it is he fell in exactly the same spot

as the one I shot last year so there will be no

extra swamping to do. This completed the

day's sport and if I were to give in detail the

next two days' hunt I would be taking up too

much space in this valuable magzaine so

will justsay that the next day sees Almon with

a deer to his credit and myself with a nice

200 lb. buck with 8 points, and the third

day as follows Ed. with a good big moose, an-

other deer; Chester, a buck dressing over

175 lbs.; Almon a big doe; Harry also secured

another buck which he dragged about a mile

over a very rough country which was no easy

task as it weighed 160 lbs. The fifth- day we
all turned to except Harry who went for the

horses and swamped our game out so that we
could get at it with our wooden sled that we
had made. That night Harry took out one
load of game to the settlement and stayed

all night out there but appeared early in the

morning for the last load and after packing

everything all on we bid the dear old spot

good bye hoping that we all might be spared

to return another year.

In due time we arrived safely home and on

taking slock we found we had two moose

and ten deer, eight of which were bucks.

This is a panoramic view of the wonderful Tonquin Valley in Jasper National Park.
Alberta. The man who took this picture has unequalled knowledge of the scenery of the
Canadian Rockies and he states that the Tonquin Valley is the scenic marvel of all that
wonderful territory. Although not seen in the picture this valley includes among its peaks
Mount Edith Cavell, the great mountain named after England's martyr nurse.
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CLARK'S
PREPARED FOODS

Please remember Mr. Canadian Sportsman that Clark's

can give you the finest selection of Canned Foods for

Camp use and that they are

MADE IN CANADA
Corned Beef, Roast Beef, Roast Mutton, Loaf Meats,

Cooked Tripe, Beefsteak and Onions, Stewed Kidney,

Ox and Lunch Tongues. Potted Meats, Concentrated

Soups, Pork and Beans, Peanut Butter, Tomato Ketchup, Spaghetti

with Tomato Sauce and Cheese, Canadian Boiled Dinner, etc.. etc.

PERFECTLY COOKED AND READY TO SERVE
YOUR GROCER HAS THEM INSIST ON CLARK'S

W. CLARK, LIMITED, MONTREAL

Hardy's The Great British SpeciaHsts
In "Palakona" Regd. Split Bamboo Fishing Rods

Maaiifa*tur«r« t*

Nil MAJEirr
KINO CEORGE V.

THE GREAT
ENGLISH FIELD
says, " We must
meter forget that it

U to BABDY
Bros, ofAlnwick we
ewe the supremacy
we have acniered as
Bod makers.

THE "DE LUXE" ROD, made of Steel-hard "PALAKONA" is Hardy's latest

design in single-handed rods for wet or dry fly fishing.

IT
is the product of the largest, and best equipped factory, supervised by th<

champion Professional Fly Casters and Anglers in Europe, "Hardy's." Don't
forget that as wages in Great Britain are 75% less than in America we can

give greater value in high class hand work. All our rods are hand made by ex-

perts whose lives have been spent at this work, for which 50 GOLD MEDALS
have been awarded. Length 9-ft., weight 5}4 ozs.; 9-ft. 6-ins., weight 55^ ozs.;

10-ft., weight 6 ozs. AU fitted with Hardy's patent screw grip reel fittings.

DRY FLIES—As made by us for the late F. M. Halford
Esq., for whom we also made rods, etc.

GUT CASTS—The Anglo-American tapered mist color
No. 1 medium. No. 2 fine, as made for Mr. Halford.

Stout to 4X Ditto. Ditto to 3X, Stout Lake to fine. Ditto-
to medium. Ex-stout to MEDIUM, Ex-stout to stout, 6 ft.

We will be pleased to quote prices on receipt of inquiry.

Hardy Bros., Manufactory Alnwick, England



Attracting Wild Fowl

Address Delivered by Mr. Jack Miner at the Commission of Conservation Meeting held

on February 18th, at Ottawa

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, I

assure you it is a privilege for me to meet
with so many bird lovers. We love out-of-

door creatures, or we would not be here this

morning.

Now, you will have to pardon my lack of

education. I am one of those who was born
bare-footed and educated out-of-doors. How-
ever, I was father's favourite. Perhaps it is

not just the proper thing for fathers to show
partiality, but mine did. He always called

me in the morning to build the fires; possibly

in that way I got out a little earlier than the

rest to hear the birds singin.g.

Outside of unavoidable sadness, my life

has been one continuous round of enjoyment;
the failures and disappointments and the

dark storm clouds have been wiped out of

existence by success, by out-of-door life—

a

light which has brightened my path right up to
the present and given a faint glimpse of the.

beyond. I havchcard people say that they read
that t here was never a tribe of heathen discover-
ed on earth who did not worship some kind of

god. No intelligent man can live out-of-doors
without being compelled to believe that
there is an over-ruling power.

God created the fowls of the air, and so on,
before he created man, according to Genesis,
1st chapter and 2Ist verse. Then in the 26th
verse we find these words: "And God said,

'Let us make man in our ojvn image, and after
our likeness, and let him have dominion over
the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the
air, and over the cattle, and over all the earth.

and over every creeping thing that creepeth

upon the earth'." Does that mean that we
are to have dominion over these big flocks of

wild geese, so far away that you have to

look twice to see them? You know how high

they sometimes are; you can just hear them.

That is what it says, gentlemen. Then we
read further in Deuteronomy, chapter 22,

6th and 7th verses: "If a bird's nest chance

to be before thee in the way in any tree, or on

the ground, whether they be young ones,

or eggs, and the dam sitting upon the young,

or upon the eggs, thou shalt not take the

dam with the young; but thou shalt in any
wise let the dam go, and take the young to

thee; that it may be well with thee, and that

thou mayest prolong thy days." But, if a

duck lit in one of the rivers here, all of us

educated people would rush down—^there

would be ten guns out there to shoot it.

Reading in the book of Job, we find these

words

:

"No doubt but ye are the people, and
wisdom shall die with you. But I have
understanding as well as you: I am not

inferior to you: Yea, who knoweth not

such things as these?

"But ask now the beasts, and they shall

teach thee; and the fowls of the air, and
they shall teach thee."

When the first barn swallows came to our

tile shed, on our little farm at Kingsville,

Ont., they nested 300 feet away—as far away
as they could get from where we were working.
We protected the swallows from their deadly
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Jack Miner: An OldJHonker in the Back Ground

enemy, Hie sparrow that man brought to

Canada— the EngHsh Sparrow—not the one

that God put here, don't forget that. They
destroyed the first brood, but we protected the

swallows, and consequently the sparrows

didn't destroy any more. Remember, the

shed had stood there for ten years, equally as

inviting. The second year there were two

nests; the fifth year there are twenty nests

in the tile shed, and, instead of being as far

from us as they can possibly get, fifteen out

of the twenty nests arc within twenty feet

from where we are working. They have come
to us for protection, you have to believe that.

They destroy large numbers of house flies.

The ladies say— of course, the ladies never

Iclljwhat is not true—that there is not more
than one house fly now where there were five

previous to the comiag of these barn swallows,

purple martins and so on. Scientists tell

us that the typhoid fly will carry that deathly

disease, and if we preserve the swallow which

destroys these Hies, surely it will be well with

us and wc will prolonfe our days. \Vc pro-

tected one nest: now one hundred swallows

arc raised in that shed every year.

Now, what good is the robin? liverybody

knows the robin. A boy came along the road

with a .22 rille, saw a robin sitting on the

fence, and 'killed it. I went

over and picked the robin up.

Two cutworms were squirming

'^on the ground :Jthe robin had

had them in his beak. I held

the bird up, and two more

fell out of his mouth. Remem-
ber, one cut worm will cut

down five tomato plants in a

night. This fellow does his

work and then hides under

the soil; Mr. Robin comes

hopping along, picks in there

and pulls him out—and turns

him into a robin. If anyone

tells you that a robin will

destroy one hundred cut-

worms in a day, take it from

me that it is true. Themorning

after this boy promised me that

he wouldn't shoot another

robin, at the fir tree by our

house were two little robins

dead under the nest and two

in the nest just alive. We took

them into the house—it is

wonderful what an effect a

little bird can have on our

family. One bird will stop a whole plantation;

I have known a wild duck to stop the whole

brickyard. However, we took these two

robins in, warmed them up, and made some

custard for them—one egg, half a cup of milk,

no sugar. They couldn't open their mouths,

they were so nearly gone. We took one of

them, pried his beak open and dropped in

some custard, and the first thing we knew he

came to, and in a minute or so began to

squeak for more custard. The other little

fellow was supposed to be dead, but he, too,

soon began to look around, and these two

robins became the sweetest birds we ever

had on the premises.

You know how a door will slam once in a

while in the house. Well, there was a good

slam one morning, when sonieone had left

the screen door open and Jasper's pet robin

—

Jasper is our son—had come in and was resting

in what we call the cold storage—a room in the

front of the house which is sometimes called

the parlor. Here was the robin on Jasper's

mother's picture, and the broom was going

smartly aft,er him. .Jasper came with a tin,

the robin flew into the tin and the boy carried

friend robin out to safety. That is how we

get en,ioyment out of these things.

Do birds come back to their homes?
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How man,y times I have been asked that

question. "Oh yes, they do come back."

"Well, how do you know, Jack?" Then you

would have 'to talk about the weather—'

to switch the subject. But I will tell you the

rest of the story.

I hatched four wild young mallards—well,

I didn't hatch them; I stole the eggs. A
domestic fowl eventually hatched out four

little wild ducks, and there they were, under

the old hen, wilder than park hares. How-
ever, the old hen's voice soon brought them

out, and several httle girls began to come out

from under their steRmother and look around,

and eventually they would take some of the

custard right in my presence. These ducks

soon were so tame that the tap of a tin would

bring them to you. They got to be quite a

size, and we named them, respectfully, Polly,

Delilah, Susan and Helen, and presented each

one with an aluminum tag, on which was
printed the words. Box 48. Kingsville, Ont.

When autumn came the four ducks migrated-
that is, on or about December 10th, 1912. Dr.

Rutherford of Chatham, shot one, Helen
at Mitchell's bay. Lake St. Clair. How
they got to the east of us I don't know, for

they started south. I guess they had taken
such a liking to me, that they started for

Ohio, where I was born. On March 14

1913, Polly came home. On March 18,

Delilah came home, and on March 30, Susan,

although wounded in the wing and foot,

returned home. Is that not an answer to

the question, do birds return to the place

from whence they migrate? Well, I wanted
to go down, hitch up the self-starter, and go

to town, so that someone would ask me,
"do birds return home?"
They migrated that autumn, and on March

14, 1914, Polly came home. On March 21,

Delilah came home for the second time. The
two girls raised families the next year.—and,

by the way, they brought a Yankee sweet-

heart with them; and it is interesting, when
they are arriving, to see the ducks come down
and try to coax their new males down too.

Well, they migrated again for the third

lime. In the spring of 191.') Delilah got home
first; she arrived on March 13, and F'olly

came home on March 16. Polly had got her

beak a lilllc too far ulieud and a shot had

. grazed right across it and cul the side olT,

leaving il hanging. She would just stand

around with \u:r mouth open. 1 got some
porridge and mixed custard with it and the

second day I had Polly in my right hand. In

_ a week or so I took these ducks to a photo-

grapher, stood them on a table, brushed them

down and talked to them quietly and got a

photo of them.

We often make remarks about silly old

geese and silly old ducks; sometimes I wonder

what the ducks and geese are saying about us.

These ducks have shied around to keep clear

of people hiding in ambush for them; then

they come home and in a few days are eating

out of our hands. Isn't that worth thinking

about? Talk about loving these birds; you
simply can't help it, if you are human.
Polly said: "I am going to stay with you,

Jack, from now on," and she stayed in the

hen house with my birds in the winters of

1915 and 1916. However, in the spring of

1916 she got shot, but Delilah migrated and

got back on March 5, for the fifth time;

migrated again, and got back in 1917 on

March 25, and last spring she came
back for the sixth time on March 19. Do
birds return to their homes? I know that it

was the same tag she had on, because my
wife and I took it off her Ifeg after it had been

on five years, and we presented her with a new
tag. I am now making my tag system a

little more interesting, by putting dn the

blbnk side a verse of scripture. Everybody

who brings down a goose with my tag on it

gets a verse of Scripture, whether he ne( ds

it or not. Mack Stewart, of Tennessee

writes: "Send me the history of this bird or

any other Canadian bird." Corporal John

R. Smith writes: "White, age 23, still

unclaimed can you help me out?" So I

took the two letters and handed them over to

the ladies in our Sunday School, and the same

day one of them came back. There are ten

of us in one class, and we went and stamped

this on our tag, "Let us consider one another"

—Hebrews, 10, 24.

Now, where do these ducks go?

"Ask the beasts, and they shall teach

thee; and the fowls of the air and they

shall tell thee."

I have caught and tagged 287 wild ducks.

My home is on the north shore of Lake Erie,

due north of Pelee Island, twenty-six miles

southeast of Detroit, at Kingsville, Ontario.

—

well I am a little way out of the town. Kings-

ville is the place where more fowls go than

anywhere else in North America, I believe, the

fowls of the air, it is their choice. 1 have

twelve tags from Ohio, due south of me; nine

from Kentucky, nine from Tennesee, leading

rght on to the gulf of Mexico, and seven from

Alabama. I have one from Saskatchewan,

one from Alberta and several from Manitoba.
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I have only four or five tags from west of the

Mississippi. I have tRem as far east as Long

Island, New York, as far west as Alberta,

far south as Louisiana and as far north as

Sault Ste. Marie. I haven't a tag for a wild

duck north of Sault Ste. Marie, although I

know that they go beybnd there.

I have nine tags off the wild geese from

Chesapeake bay, seven from North Carolina,

one from Maryland and one from New
Jersey, but none between my home and that

southeast coast of Chesapeake bay. Do
these wild geese come clear over to that

Kingsville pond without a stop?

No, they stay with me about two months.

They come about the first of March—in fact,

the earliest we have had them is February 20
and the latest, March 16—and stay until

the last week in April or the first of May.
We have 25' tags returned from James Bay
and Hudson Bay, and only one from the west
side of James Bay, which is Albany, and 24
have come from right along the east coast.

Those 25 tags, ladies and gentlemen, are in my
possession and I am sorry that I didn't bring
them along. The Indians shoot them and
take the tags to the Hudson's Bay Company
agent, I suppose through curiousity, mostly,

and the agents eventually return the tags.

I have 25 out of the 102 that I put on; 25
have been returned from there and only
9 from the south.

How did we find out about these wild
geese? I have gone-five miles fjom home
before the sta^s closed their eyes in the
morning. Wild geese are quite scarce; I

went four mornings in succession and never
saw one. There I lay under a blanket, just

as the stars were closing their eyes, with
three or four wild goose dcQoys out. Suddenly,
at daylight, I see friend wild goose coming,
bringing his family with him. I can just see

the tip oif the wings begin to move—a faint

hum, coming closer. Everything is pretty
quiet—but my heart sinks; here are two
men coining out there in the next field. It's

all off; those fellows will secure the geese.
But no, that old leader goes right oyer them

—

now he has passed them. There I am under
the blanket—possibly it is a sheet iS there is a

little snow on the ground—the three corners
are tipd down and I am underneath it, just

hidden there, with a gun ready. And the

leader swings around, and as he swings
arojjnd, he calls and starts to drop his

big black feel to come down. But for

some unaccountable reason he changes his

note and climbs into the air—everybody

look out for himself; and the mipute he

changed his note they all darted in as many
different directions as there were geese—it

was the danger s^nal. What did he see?

He didii't shy from the other fellows, but,

he said, that fellow over there knocked out

two of m> family last year. Two and two

make four—if the wild goose knows his enemy
why wouldn't he kjiow his friend?

I have ortly ten aqres, people; how can 1

protect the geese? There are eight boys

around the neighborhood, from five families.

I said to them: "If you won't shoot at the

wild geese around herei, I will see that you
get a chance to shoot at one in the pond."

That was in 1904. In 1905, 1906, and 1907

no wild geese came. In 1908, one moaning
eleven wild geese came, and they hadn't

been there ten minutes befoVe the boys came
along with their guns. I said: "Boys, leave it

it entirely with me; don't shoot at them for a

week or two." "But," they said, "you said

we could shoot them?" I said: "Boys, if yoyj

don't get the opportunity to shoot a wild

gooSe, I will give you ten dollars apiece, if you
will let me manage it." They said: "We
don't want your money"—of course they knew
that I didn't have it. However, in about

three weeks, we hoisted a signal, "Go on,

boys." We were behind a bank I had thrown
up there. Uncle Jack was to shoot the two
ganders. The boys lined up on one side and
cocked their guns, and as they raised them,

I made it my business to scare the geese so

that the boys wouldn't shopt. them. Bang
went their guns. The two ganders got away,

but five geese lay dead in the water, one for

each family. I asked the boys not to shoot

the others. To my surprise and delight, the

other six did not stay away two hours; they

cakie back, and stayed until the time came
for them to migrate. If you get one bird

to come, there is your opt)ortunit>'.

Next spring it was asked if the geese

wotild come back. On March 18 I heard a

strange honking and 1 looked up and saw
that they were coming—32 of them. They
came down within 100 feet of us, I walked

out and they never flew away. I had the

privilege of seeing them introduce their

families. The boys shot 10, and that left

22 to go away. Next spring it was asked

what time the geese would come back. They
started to come on March 4 and in less than

two weeks there were over 400 there. The
boys shot 16 and let the rest go. Look how
our flock of geese has multiplied; now we have

a flock of over 350. They started coming
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on February 20, and when the liisl was

whirling down I counted \7'i shots at him

between my honie and Lake Eric. When
the first was Hghting in the pond, you couldn't

see the end of the string of families that were

(on\ing.

I don't know whether you have experienced

it, but I have: there is nothing more embarrass-

ing than to have more guests than you can

feed. There I was, on Good Friday of 1913,

with a five-acre field full of geese. We
couldn't begin to feed them. Some of the

geese must have told their friends what \<'as

not true, and induced them to come to a

place where there was not enough to eat.

We brought the feed close to the house and

let the tamer ones come there to eat. I was

speaking at the Rotary Club in London the

other day, and one gentleman asked me how I

moveci the birds. This was my explanation

to him: If you want to move your birds,

keep moving the food accordinglj', and pretty

soon you can put the spoon in your mouth

and the birds will alight on it.

I will tell you about one family, one of a

dozen interesting cases last autumn. On
October 10, six geese came. (By the way,

we never had over 150 in the autumn. Which
way do they come in the autumn?) I went

out and called to these six geese, and the old

gander answered. lie knew me. I got

twelve ears of corn, and threw one of them at

him. .Just as( I did so the four baby geese

jumped in the air, but he called them and

they dropped down. Then I threw more
ears of corn, and ea"h time the same
thing would happen; he would sound that low

note, and every time he did so the geese would

come down. By the time I had thrown the

eighth ear he had con\'inced them that all

was well, and they didn't fly up any more.

It was interesting to watch him trying to

educate them to take the kernels of corn off

the ear, but it was strange to them. He
would get a kernel olT and drop it down, but

it was fully fifteen iiiinutes before he got

those goslings to take the corn; when they did

start they cleaned olT every kernel of the

twelve ears. That told me these young

goslings had never seen an ear of corn before,

and that they had come all the way from

Hudson Bay without a mouthful and dropped

down there. The old gander had led them

all the way down.

My wife and I coaxed this old gander and

his five goslings into the coop and she held

the door while I went in and clamped a tag

on his leg. .\fter I tagged him I took him

to the door and threw him out—this same

old gander that had been telling his girls and

boys to eat the corn and to stay there and not

be afraid. When I threw the gander out, did

he (ly to the lake? To know the Canada

goose is to love him forever, and if there

is any person in Ottawa who can tell me how

that most intelligent, self-sacrificing bird

came to be honoured by being called the

Canada goose, I wish he would write me
You cannot show me any of his actions that

one need be ashamed of, not one.

To resume my story. This old gandei

went out, and when he was about two rods

away he turned around and looked back.

You could hear him calling for the rest of his

family in that little catch pen. Mrs. Miner

at this time would rather have been on the

inside looking out than on the outside looking

in, because, as I was catching number two

the gander came right back to the door and^

tried to break in and get at me. We are

talking about the same bird that I tried to

get a shot-at three fields away; here he is now
fighting to get at me to protect his young

—

trying to get his young out. He didn't

leave that door until every one of his family

had been liberated; he stood right there and

fought for them. We caught him the second

time, put a cuiT on each leg and named him

'Sir John Moore." We put on the tag this

verse of scripture:

"No good thing will He withhold from

them that walk uprightly."

They migrated as usual, and on March 17

following, the boys said, "Look, Dad," and

there was old Sir John Moore looking for

more corn, with the two cuffs on his legs.

Five of his family l\ad returned; he had taken

care of them down in the southern states all

winter, and brought them back. The last

w-eek- in April they disappeared, and my
heart sank when I opened a letter from Fort

George, James bay, and found four of the

tags. The letter read: "The Indians say

that seven geese came into their decoys, and

they killed four of them; each one had a tag

on it." You know just how I would feel,

although that is part of the game. -To the

fellov.- who wants to shoot let me say this:

I am not opposed to a man shooting a bird

or two, but will you not join with us in limit-

ing \your gun? Remember, that bird that

falls out of the air from your deadly aim

gives you and me a little pleasure, but deprives

thousands of people of pleasure and recreation

in seeing it alive. Let us consider that;

let us think it over.
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Delilah raised during the six seasons -five

families, two of eight and two of nine, and

this year she came home with twelve. What

does game protection mean? Protect the

one duck, and you can quickly figure out what

the total increase in six years will be. Deli-

lah returned for the sixth time and she raised

these five families. I haven't seen her since

August.

The Canada goose is the most faithful and

self-sacrificing bird on earth. I kept one for

four years, and I know. I kept old .Jack

Johnson for two years and a half, but I got

rid of him. I wouldn't keep a wild goose or a

gander arourad the premises after he had lost

his sweetheart; they just keep on honking in

that sad way. But the poorest-principled

piece of live flesh in feathers is the drake;

he is nothing but a Brigham Young, that's

all. Puts me in mind 6f the mother who has

to be father and mother both, like some poor

washwoman who goes out and does $.') worth

of work and willingly accepts 50 cents for it;

then takes it home to feed her family, while

the lazy, good-for-nothing husband is putting

in his time in the far end of nowhere, swap-

ping garbage stories and passing remarks

about the clean people that pa-ss the dirty

window. That is thd principle of the drake.

Annual Meeting of Shooting Club

Tamarac Island Fishing and Shooting

Club's Annual meeting was held at Hanover,

Ont., on May 16th. There was a good

attendance of members. The chief business

was the election of officers, and the considera-

tion of improvements to the property. Mr.

G. McLaren was re-elected presidenj, Mr.

H. H. Stevens, Port Elgin, secretary-treasurer,

while the directorate is composed_of the two

officers and Messrs. Charles Koehner, Han-
over; F. Moreloch, Hanover; E. R. Sayles.

Port Elgin. The club's property is situate

up in the Bruce peninsula, thirty miles above

Wiarton, Ontario. The club own their

Island. Last week the directorate met at the

Island and planned for further conveniences

for the members while at the Island, and

enjoyed the excellent fishmg.

n

U. E. Germain, Montreal. 1918 winner of the Rush Tango $50.00 gold prize contest on
muscallunge. Weight I'i]^ lbs., .'')2i/^ ins. long. Caught casting with a No. ."), yellow, rei

heufi. Regular Rush Tango Minnow.
(

The i^ush Tango 1111'.) contest is now oil and anyone securing a "big fellow" on the Rush
Tango should secure a good photo and enter the contest.



Alpine Club of Canada

Victory Camp Will Be Held July 22nd to August 5th

The Rules and Regulations for the annual

meeting of the menibers of the club have been

issued in a ten page folder by the Secretaiy-

Treasurer, Mr. S. H. Mitchell. This year's

meet will be known as the "VICTORY
CAMP" and arrangements will be concluded

at it for the Grand Welcome FJome Camp to

be held in 1920, in honour of returned soldier

membeis.
The Main Camp \Knll be placed near the

Summit of Yoho Pass, close by Yoho Lake,

on the site where the first camp of the Club

was held in 1906.

It is thought that after the four long

years of war, general reconstruction will be

in order, and that no more appropriate place

can be chosen for a fresh beginning than at

the site where the very first camp ot the Club

was held.

The Camp will be named "The Victory

Camp" and, while many returned Soldier

members \nll doubtless be present, such

returned members will not be officially wel-

comed, the ofiicial welcome being reserved

for the 1920 Camp at Mt. Assiniboine, when
it is hoped to have all returned members
present as guests of the Club.

The Camp will open on Tuesday, July

22nd, and lIosc on Tuesday, August .^th.

Field Station on the C. P. R. will be the

point of arrival by train. It is expected that

special summer rates will be in force on the

railways.

The Annual Meeting of the Club will be

held during the Camp, for the presentation

of reports and the transaction of business.

It is also proposed to bring up for discussion

the erection of a suitable memorial at the

Club House as a record of the members ot the

Club who have been on active service during

the war, and to formulate plans to estaWish

a fund for the same.

The Yoho Valley well fills the expectations

laised by its name. Yoho is an Indian

exclamation meaning. Grand! Glorious!

Wonderful! The valley comprises a maximum
of mountain scenery in a minimum of area:

Towering rock peaks, snow-clad massifs,

leaping waterfalls, jewel-like lakes and silver

streams winding through deep green forests.

It is symbolized Fairyland, and every phase

of it fills the beholder with wonder.

Maps ot the Yoho Park, showing the area

within which the Camp will operate, can be

had at the Alpine Club House at Banff, or by
addiessing the Secretary of the Club.

S. H. MITCHELL. Secretaiv -Treasurer.

The Club House, BanlT, Alberta

Photographic Competitions

A Photographic Competition will be held

in connection with the Camp this year. This

will be open to all amateur photographers who
are members of The .\ipine Club of Canada,

whether attending Camp or not.

All photographs must be the unaided woik
of the competitor up to the moment of and
including' exposure. Development, printing,

- etc., may be done by a professional finisher if

desired, unless otherwise stated.

Competitors may submit any number of

prints and in any size desired, but each print

must have the name and address of the com-,

petitor and the class in which it is to be

entered clearly wTitten on the back. Prints

must be in the hands of the Secretary-Treas-

urer, S. H. Mitchell, The Alpine Club House,
Banff, not later than July 22nd.

.\ trophy, to be known as the A.C.C.

Photographic Cup, will be oflered lor competi-

tion in Class A. This will be held for one

year by the winner, but will become the

pioperty of any competitor winning it for

three years in succession. Suitable prizes

will be offered in the other classes.

.\11 prints entered shall become the pro
perly of the Club.

Class A. For the best photograph to

illustrate the title "A Canadian Mountain."

.\ll pictures submitted in this class must be

enlarged to a uniform size, approximately

seven by eleven inches, but not mounted.

Class B. For the best landscape in the

Canadian Rockies or Selkirks.

Class C. For the best set of six prints

illustrating any one of the "War Camps" of

the A.C.C.

Note.—The word ".\mateur" shall be

defined as follows: "Any person who does not

earn his livelihood in whole or in part by the

practice of photography shall be considered

an amateur, even though from time to time
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accepting" remuneration for photographic

work. Persons engaged in occupations to

which photography is merely an accessory or

means of making records shall not he regarded

as other than amateurs."

All questions at issue shall l^c decided by the

judges, whose decisions shall be final.

The judges will be selected at the Annual

Camp. They shall be three in number.

Packing Horses in Mount Robson Park, Mount Robson, B.C.

Another view of the famous Tonuuin Valley, Jasper National Park, Alberta,
fails to do justice to the wonders of Nature along this famous valley.

The camera
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Electric Starting and Lighting

XJO car has a better starting and

lighting system than that now
available to purchasersofFordCars.

It is a Ford product, built into the

motor

—

—a positive starter as reliable as

the motor itself:

—a powerful lighting system,

uniform under all engine speeds.

On theopen models—TouringCars

and Runabouts—it is OPTIONAL
EQUIPMENT.
On closed cars—Sedans and

Coupes— it is STANDARD
EQUIPMENT.
On all models the Ford Standard

Magneto also provides ignition

independent of the batteries.

See the Ford car with this new

equipment.

Ford Runabout 966o; Touring ^690

On open models the Electric Starting and Lighting
Equipment is ^100 extra.

Coupe ?975; Sedan #1175 (closed tnodel prices in-

clude Electric Starting and Lighting Equipment).

These prices are F. O. B. Ford, Ont. and do
not include the War Tax. 115

FORD
) OF CANADA, UMITED.

ONTARIO



The Toronto Kennel Club Show

THE 16th annual show of the Toronto

Kennel Club was held in the Horse
Repository, Simcoe and Nelson Sts.,

Toronto, on April 18th and 19th and from the

standpoint of fanciers and exhibitors was a

success, in that there was a fairly good entry

in the various breeds. Financially and as an

attraction to the fashionable sporting class of

Toronto it was not a success. Once again we
must point out to the Toronto Kennel Club
that until they can get the proper venue and
put on a show which wll appeal to the wealth

and fashion of Toronto, will they lack a good
gate. The Toronto Kennel Club will always

have the breeders and exhibitors ^\^th them;
make a try now for the other class of people

and increase your gate and this will also mean
more business lor the breeder of good dogs.

The largest entries of' this show were in

such popular breeds as Terriers (.Airedales,

Fox, and Bull) English Hull dogs, Bostons
and the various toy breeds. There were not
many sporting or gun dogs shown but while

lo* in numbers they were, some of them, high
in quality.

Only four Beagles were shown, A. F.

Godson showing two dogs and a bitch. His
winning dog "Phillips' Vixen" (by Phillips

'I'raveiler and Suburban Girl) is a very good
one indeed. II. I. Davis had one entry in

Spcedworthy I'leet (by Haig's Pleader and
Lady Peerless) taking winners bitches.

Only two foxhounds were shown and they
were that good pair—Vanguard and Kimrod
Mars, both bred by Hodgcr D. Williams and
owned by J. K. Keays of London. Mr.
Kcays is a persistent exhibitor and well he
may be with such a good pair.

IMontrose Shamus O'Brien (J. C. Hanna,
Montreal, owner) was the best of the three

Irish setters shown.

The only pair of Field Spaniels, Lord

Bertie and Wardeworth Moilie were again

shown.

The Pointer Ch. Perdreau was a lone one at

this show; too bad to fetch this dog all the

way from Monti eal and then have no com-

petition. Well the Montreal boys are sports

anyhow.

Cocker Spaniels did better with an entry

of sixteen, which filled the various classes

moderately well. Mrs. Enright of Montreal

sent up two and got winners in parti cplor

dogs with "Centre Star." This dog took

2nd at the big New York show.

Chas. BowerTjank's well known Senator B.,

of Toronto, was winner colored dogs. This

dog also did some winning at New Yoik.

The chief interest however in cockers, was

Mrs. Moore of Vancouver, who was there in

person with that good pair with which she

won so well also at the big N. Y. show,

Moore's Master K^y and Moore's Moonshine.

Master Key here accounted for winners, black

dogs and Moonshine winners in bitches, black.

In the sporting dog class she took 2nd to the

Irish setter Montrose Thomas O'Brien.

What is to the credit of above three exhibitors

is that these dogs are of their own breeding

and we arc pleased to note that Canada is

maintaining her lead in Cockers. Our friend

Joe Hill, a veteran Cocker breeder was an

exhibitor at this show, taking three seconds

and reserve winners in black b-itches with

Belle Ewart.

In the other popular breeds above men-
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r-u.

St

Frostco Combination 8 in 1 Steel Rod
has reinforced joints and patent locking real seat The illustration shows four combinations
in a flv rod—reverse the handle and you have four combinations in a bait rod. Bliy this one

rod and vou have a bait or fly rod of different lengths from 4 feet 4 inches 0*1 'ilO
to 9 J^ feet long as desired. Price complete iPOa^w

« '

Rush Tango Minnows, South Bend Baits, AI. Foss Pork Rind Baits

Spoons, Spinners, Rods, Reels, Flies and other Fishing Necessities

TISH NETS
NETS AND NETTING OF ALL KINDS
SEENES OR DRAG NETS

DIP NETS
TRAMMEL NETS

GILL NETS
HOOK NETS

BROOK NETS
GILL NETS mounted with leads and floats ready for the water, 25 cents per yard,

ordering give size of mesh, stretched measure desired.
In

We are distributors of the faftious U. S. Cartridge Company's line of shells and
amrminition including

BLACK SHELLS
in trap and game loads. These shells are

waterproof and are unexcelled for Range,

Velocitv. Penetration and killing power.

Have you tried the 22 N. R. A. rim five, long
rifle lesmok cartridge. Range 250 yards,
costs no more than other similar cartridges,

but gives longer range. NVe have in stock
280 Ross copper tube and metal patch
cartridges.

BRILLIANT SEARCHLIGHT
100 Candle Power, with Flat-Flame Burner
and Interchangeable Lens $8.00; with Self
Lighter, $9.00. Mailing weight 3 pounds.
Traps, Guns, Animal Bait, Headlights,
r>5ets, Shoepacks, Marble's Specialties and
hundreds of other articles for the trapper
and hunter, described and priced in

HALLAM'S TRAPPERS AND SPORTS-
MEN'S SUPPLY CATALOGUE-

Write for your copy to-day. It is Free.
Address in full.

SAVAGE RIFLES
We have a shipment of .250-3000
and .22 High-Power Savage Rifles

WRITE FOR PRICES

Imitcd

950 Hallain Building, TORONTO
THE LARGEST IN OUR LINE IN CANADA
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tioned the winning dogs and bitches are

respectively:

—

Airedales—Claycliff Tenacity and Qaycliff

Swell Lady.

Bull Terriers—Master Boots and Belle

Mahone.

Fox Terriers (smooth) Peerless Prinpe and

Madison Atalanta.
'

Fox Terriers (wire) Mickey's Model and

Clapton Vimy Ridge Atrition.

Boston Terriers—Hello Pardner (Buffalo)

and Jackson's Dream Girl.

English Bull Dogs—King Moston and

Cleverlock Molly.

Collies—Tipperary King and Quarrybrea

Colleen.
'

Col. Bishop's V. C, Chow dog. Blue Goblin,

was the most interesting exhibit at the show.

This is a Chinese breed oi dog of the Husky or

wolf type. They are very similar to our

Hudson Bay Husky except in that they are of

solid color, either red, black or blue (grey

blue) and all have black tongues-. ,

Another interesting exhibit was the black

Belgian, sheep dog Duceaux from Montreal.

This breed of dog was used as a war dog.

Some of the notable visitors at the show

\ were— Col. Bishop, V.C, Oakville; Jas. Bain,

K.C.; J. G. Kent, Toronto; Mrs. H. Moore.

Vancouver; Mr. and Mrs. Collins, Welland;Mr.

Tuson of the Chinook Kennels, Lethbridge,

Alta.; Thos. Millar of Winnipeg; Dr. Villen-

euve, V. S.; Mr. Aitken and Bob. Ross of

Montreal; Albert Mitchell (celebrated dog

handler), Chicago-,g|| Chas. Webber, Miss

Shortt, London; Lt.-Col. Pellatt and party.

"Dude" Baldwin of Ottawa was up and

inlormed us that his good Fox hound "Promp-

tu," good both in the hunt and on the show
bench, had passed away. However this

enthusiastic foxhound breeder has secured

another good stud dog and also has some

young stock coming along for next Fall's

shows. *

The Otter Hound

This dog is very similar in build to the

Bloodhound but has shaggy coat similar in

texture to the Airedales, only longer. They
are very keen scented and have been used for

hundreds of years in England for clearing the

salmon streams of otters.

Some sixty years ago the small North of

England rough black and tan terrier was

crossed with the otter hound to improve its

size and hunting ability in the streams; from

this cross resulted eventually the Airedale

terrier so named from the valley of the river

Aire in Lancashire and Yorkshire where the

breed was evolved.

Freeman Lloyd, the eminent canine author-

it, thus describes an otter hunt in his native

country, Wales.

"The last day I went hunting was with

Mr. Protheroe's hounds (they hunt Pem-
brokeshire and Carmarthenshire) and they

met at the Salutation Hotel, Haverfordwest,

where they had been kenneled overnight.

They were actually tried first in the river not

more than a couple of hundred yards away
from this hostelry, and within five minutes

the hounds were hunting a hot drag within

the old Norman town and practically under
the shadow of its inspiring castle. Away
they went as hard as they could run

—

through the great, wild beds of yellow blos-

soming' iris— on to the river bank, the hills

now re-echoing and re-sounding with those

deep-tongued voices of otter hounds. What
might those melodious tones be like? They
can best be described as almost so full in body

of note as the true bloodhound or of a still

deeper volume than that of an old-fashioned

American foxhound.

"The hunt is on and I will try and describe

it: On and on they go. Then comes the

welcome cry of 'Tally I^ol' The otter has

been viewed and he is, of course, put down
and the hunt now commences in earnest. It ,

is very likely that he will make for his holt

under the stump of an ovQr-growing tree on

the river. There is a hole above watgr, and

may be two, or three, or more below. Hark;

how the hounds bay him as they mark him in

his supposed holdfasts. But the ottei has

reckoned not with the brace of terriers

that are ready to do him battle within

the supposed seclusion of his holt which may
run from fifteen to twenty yards in its full

length. So hounds are kept back while the

terriers are put to the varmint. Here we
ought to see the spunk and woik of the real

workaday Scaly Ham terrier. If the terriers

are good enough, or by the aid of jumping or

stamping on the bank above, the otter gets

away and then begins a rattling hunt up and

down stream, the diirgi (Welsh) or water dog,

keeping to the deep pools for choice. He
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OCK
N°44

Gives yoa a feeling of reafcomfon and
the assnrance of perfect protection white

exercising. Opening beneath Patent

flap A. Small amount of material be-

tween thighs C. Perfect pooch B. Welt-
boond webbing. Can be cleaned by
boiling without injury to rubber. Fits

perfectly. Can't rub or chafe. Finest

qoality elastic webbing. Ask your dealer,

and if he will not supply yoa with
l^ZPAH JOCK No. 44. send aa $( in

stamps and waist measaremeni and we will send by mail.

The Walter F. Ware Co. Dept. C. Phila., Pa.

Makers of the Celebrated Saoito Suspensory No. 50

Genuine Diamonds
$1, $2, $3, Weekly
Save money on your Diamonds
by baying from us. We are

Diamond Importers. Termg,
$1, {2 or S3 Weekly. We
guarantee you every advantage

in Price and Quality.

Write to-day for Catalogue, it it fre«.

We aeod EHamonds to any part of Canada mr inspection
at our expense. Payments may be made Weekly or
Monthly.

JACOBS BROS., Diamond Importers

15 Toronto Arcade - - Toronto, Canada

Enjoy a luxury in
camp
Take a few tins of Klim with you

and have fresh, pasteurized separa-
ted milk with the flavor Nature gave
it- You will drink it u-ith a relish.
It adds flavor to your biscuits,
flapjacks, tea. coffee and cocoa.

Klim is milk with the butterfat
and water removed. You get plenty
of fatat less costin many of the other
things you eat everyday. Klim is a
dry powder that can be restored to
its original liquid state by whipping
into water.

Your grocer has Klim. Ask him
for the blue-and-white-striped one
pound tin which makes four quarts-
Try it first at home.

NEW .280 Copper Tube Ross Cartridges. .256 Newton Cartridges

GOODS We expect during the next few weeks, SAVAGE RIFLES, all calibres,

JIZ^ NOW IN STOCK—REMINGTON RIFLES, Model 12A, .22 calibre.

Hi WRITE FOR SPECIAL PRICES'

STOCK For Your Summer Outing Provide Yourself With Pike Equipment
THE RELI.\BLE SPORTING GOODS SHOP

DJPIKEC^
-.<•*.

1Z9 Jbmo St. B.>
VBBOWTO.

FISHING TACKLE. SPORTING GOODS AND BO.\T HARDWARE

-^•t^J^

SPOBISMANS FRffiNff'

Odorless, colorless, clean to use,
unaffected by climatic changes,
Nyoil positively keeps rust
away from firearms and fish-
ing tackle and makes itself so
generally useful as to become
indispensable to the outdoor man.
The steady growth of its popularity
among sportsmen is due to the
satisfaction obtained from its
use. Ask your dealer. Large handy
•'an. 3.^c. po.stpaid. Trial bottle i5c.
Wm. F. Nye, Sew Bedford, Mass.

DECOYS

THAT

REALLY

DECOY.
PKEMIKLt MALLARD. Keg n. S. PatontOHio

On yonr hunting trip talte alone Mason's Decoys

—

perfect in shape and coloring. They bring down the
game everytime.

ASK FOR MASON'S AND GET MASON'S.
We manufacture all species—Crow, Duclc. Swan,
Snipe and Geese—in several grades.

Write for lUuttraied Catalogue—It's Free.

Mason's Decoy Factory
590 Mllford and P. M. R. R. Detroit. Mich.
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tries another holt and is bolted again and yet

again. The water is now the color of mud
because of the hunting, and hounds are

speaking to his scent on the river ever and

anon. Deeper and louder the voices become.

The excitement born of hunting is now at its

height. The ottei leaps out among hounds

and teiriers like one with a charmed life.

The savage scream-like cry of a hound pro-

claims that tbe otter has pinned him with

those teeth that can with ease manage a

thirty-pound salmon, in its own elements.

Yet, perhaps, the little beast is only sixteen

^ pounds, perhaps he's twenty-eight pounds.

And on and on—up stream, down stream, and

back into the pool they drive their otter agam.

Very likely, this has gone on for one or two

hours.

"The diirgi is getting winded. He will now
tr>' the land, so he seeks the shelter of some
brush wood, briars and the what-not of the

river side; he thinks, perhaps, to make his

way across to another brook—to a new and

stronger holt he wots of. But alas, 'tis too

late, .-^s a leading, shaggy hound attempts

to seize him by, the flank he turns to give a

snap and a bite—a bite where the teeth meet.

The hound is discomfited—but for only a

single moment; for the body- of the pack is

upon him, and fighting and cutting; and
succumbing only to numbers the otter yields

up his ghost. Bid the loud horns proclaim

the spoiler's fate—he dies; he dies.. His,

indeed, has been a brave ending. -\nd Mr.
Protheroe, a most estimable master it must^
be written, will tell you that even the long

langs of all his pack can scarcely perforate or

laceiate that pelt. For the otter is the
*

gamest and toughest of all animals that is

hunted by hounds either on land or in water.

"The dog otter hound should stand about

twent>'-six inches at shoulder, the bitch about

twenty-four inches. A nice weight for the

dog hound is sixty-five poiyids, and for a

bitch fifty-five pounds."

There are very few otter hounds in America.

It is doubtful if they could be used success-

fully on otter here owing to the intricate lake

and stream system and also to the protection

of game laws.

Campbell Dog Team Wins Again

In the 1919 dog rdce that finished at

The Pas, Manitoba, Bates Campbell, "mush-

ing" behind his dog team, crossen the finish

line first in the annual 100 mile Hudson
Bay Dog Derby at twenty minutes after one
p.m. Campbell, made the course without

stopping in fifteen hours and thirty-five

minutes. McKay a favorite, was second.

Five out of seven entries went the hundred
miles without rest and finished. The test

was one of endurance as well as speed, as the

trail was banked high, with new snow in spots,

and badly cut up in other places. Campbell's

huskies, coming from behind on the home
stretch, nosed out the strong McKay team
by the length of two dogs. Hayes, third to

finish, was less than twenty feet behind

McKay. Campbell drove the same dog team

that his brother, Albert Campbell, piloted to

victory in the Winnipeg-St. Paul race last

year. A big crowd saw the sensational

finish.

The Airedale as a Hunter

Although the sporting possibilities of

terriers have usually been limited in popular

opinion to rat killing, within recent years

many sportsmen in all pails of the country
have come to realize that the Airedale, by
virtue of his unusual physical qualifications of

size, strength and coat, his remarkably keen
nose and wonderful intelligence, possesses a

sphere of all around usefulness to the sports-

man that is not approached by any other

breed ol dogs. The disposition ol a young
Aiicdale terrier, like a healthy growing boy,

is all energy, dash and go. He doesn't want

to keep still and it is impossible for him to do

so; he has got to be doing sometliing. With
it all, he is full of life and plutk. When taken

out for a ramble he goes trotting about here

and there looking for something to worry,

now working his way laboriously through a

brush-pile or under a hedge, now peering

expectantly into some burrow wnich he en-

larges with a few vigorous strokes of his

sturdy paws. It is this healthy independence

of character and aggressiveness of spirit,

properly developed and controlled, that makes
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NORTHERN
ONTARIO

This vast new land of promise is one degree
South of Winnipeg, and is big enough to include
the six New England and four Middle States of
the American Union.

Aside from its immense resources in timber, mineral, waterpower. fish, game and scenery, NORTHERN
ONTARIO contains millions of acres of fertile, arable land fit for mixed farming which may be had by
returned soldiers and sailors in 160 acre blocks free; to others, 18 years and over, 50 cents per acre.

Already there are thousands of miles of colonization roads and steam railways spreading like a spider's

web over a huge part of that immense forest-robed territory.

For free descriptice IHeralure, write

a. A. MACDONELL. Director of Colonization, Parliament Buildings, TORONTO, CANADA
G. H. FERGUSON, Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines.

Tra

The Trade Mark Is on every genuine

"PETERBOROUGH CANOE"
BUY

Address

Peterborough Canoe Co.
Ltd.. 288 Water Street.
Peterborough. Canada

^,1 /or and is backed
is n-ade Mar/rifl byJ^ 6uaran-

ji D tee. It wiii
t/ieiSow pay you to get

our catalogue atid.Investigate.

We make a complete line of

CANOES, ROW BOATS,
SPECIAL OUTBOARD

MOTOR BOATS,
DINGYS & LAUNCHES

Al^ates
COLLAPSIBLE
MINNOW-TRAP
—— ^ PnovEN Success

'One of th« b«st ang1cFA~fricks"
produced ir» rna*^ 4ca6orvs"

-Supar-ior to anytViiog of^H^e. kirn)
vwe hkvc tvej-scert"". . . .

'it C4rt»'inly catthti th.

Philadelphia
y catthti th« m.nnows sixJ \X%

Compagtng.SS n, art OCCtJIcntT^Xbturc" XoAorrro
PtADE OF C£LLULOID-UNBREAKABI-E AND1NVISIBLE
!N WATT" -"-HE ONLY COLXAPSlBie TRAP on rHE MARKET
,00 •

• Kcro,,rb4Mor>et)Orfler oniu

A.«J.A.l.GATE.
73 E.Adelaide st.Toronto-Ovn

n.

<<>
E'l.^. Mink. Musbrats etc., in large
numbers, witb the New, Folding,— , Galvanized Steel Wire Trap. It

catches them like a fly-trap catches Hies. Strong and dur-
able. Made in all sizes. Write for descriptive Price List, and
oar Free Booklet on best bait known for attractine all kinds

ot ash. J. F. Gregory, 3308 Oregon Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Catch Fish,

PRINCE GEORGE-
TORONTO CANADA
Magnificiently Furnished. Liberally ' Condncted.
Cniiine unexcelled. Courteous and Prompt Service.

European Plan. American Plan.

SAMUEL H. THOMPSON, Proprietor

KEEP YOUR GUN CLEAN!
HOPPE'S

XITRO POWDER SOLVENT
No. 9

{Trade Mark Registered)

\ liquid not made with acids; thoroughly
removes the"" residue of aay high power
powder, including black powder—prevents
rusting in "any climate—removes metal
fouling and leading. Nitro Powder Sol-
vent has been put to the test at National
Rifle Ranges ; used by U. S. Riflemen:
endorsed by prominent sportsmen; never
fails to do all claimed for it Sold by
lealers in guns and at Hardware dealers.

FRANK A.' HOPPE, 2314 N.8TH ST,.PHIUDELPHIA,PA.

SANITO SUSPENSORY
No, SO

All elastic. Self adjusting.
Anatomic fit. Will not chafe.

No buckles. The pouch is

open at rear, and thereby more
sanitary.

Perfectly comfertable; need not remore
from scrotum when seated at closet, and
can be boiled to cleanse witb«at injury
to the rubber.

k ^ •
"^^ Sanito No. 50 should be worn con-

$1 eaco. .} sizes sUn||F to promote health and vigor.

If roar dealer will not famish, send ns •; i in stamps, specifying
large, mediom or smalt pouch and waist measoremeot. Satisfac
tion gpaaranteed or money refunded.

The Walter F. Ware Co. ^ept, C. Phila.. Pa
Makers of the No, 44 Mupmh Jock
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the finished Airedale the most useful of all-

around hunting dogs.

Airedales take as readily to hunting rabbits

as they do to killing rats, and will work brush

piles and hedges most industriously. They
will jumj. rabbits that may be shot in fiont

of them or whose trail may be taken up by
beagles and hounds. Although Airedales

have good noses, they are not as keen as a

hound and cannot distinguish between fresh

and old tracks and are apt to spend a good

deal of time pottering on old trails or working

on a back trail. They can be broken of this

fault, or rather, they can be kept from getting

into the habit, by taking them out early in

the season and getting them to work on young
rabbits that are in the meadows and orchards

or along the thickets, before the latter have
acquired much cunning or taken to holing.

At this time rabbits are easily caught and the

puppv, f(s soon as he has run one down, will

startjhiistling about to jump another.

'Two Birds With the One Stone"

To kill a deer at 130 paces with one bullet,

is considered fair shooting but when one shot

fired from a .303 drops two animals, at that

distance, even the professional Nimrods sit

up and take notice. Mr. F. J. Campbell of

the Canada Paper Company. Windsor Mills,

Quebec, sent in an account of the unique

killing of a buck and a doe with the bullet

reproduced. "Mr. N. Rouillard, the foreman
of St. George Camp, was going through the

bush in December, when he sighted the head
of a buck, which was standing still at a dis-

tance of 130 paces, as ascertained later. He
fired a .303 Savage and the buck dropped.

Imagine his surprise when he found two deer

instead of one. The bullet had passed through

the head of the buck just over the eyes and
then hit the doe, which had been standing

unseen, breaking her back. The two were

lying about ten feet apart, the buck dead but

the doe was .still struggling."

' -^- • - .
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y-l f / ,, > I •,/ "wrOV know what the gorilla is-

L^llCl'TlSS LyOttClY S tQlth Y silent uncanny man-monkey who glidesV-'flW#t«£0 V^WtiMf o * wnn X throughthedark. tangled African jungle
|M /•*}/> as swiftly and easily as a shadow. You knowm 1 1 IK. that gun barrels have been bent by his black,

9C/1 Qnnn Qm nnn hairy wire-sinewed fingers—have been crushed
.^OU-OUUU ijUlUyti by his ghastly protruding fangs. You know

his supernatural vitality, his fiendish intelli-

gence and his horrible vindlctiveness when attacked. Even
the lion fears him. He's the most unnerving problem a
hunter can face.
Why was It that when i^naries Oottar, the experienced Ameri-

can big-game hunter, tracked the gorilla through the dense,
tropical East African bush, the rifle he deliberately selected
from his arsenal for this nerve-straining, hair-raising, des-
perate work, was his .2^0-3000 Savage ?

Think it over. And remember that this same 6-8hot repeater
weigiS only 7 pounds—that it has a point-blank range of over
300 yards— that it is accurate enough to make "possibles" at
800 y;irds and that it hardly kicks at all.

See it at your dealers; get the "feel" of it in your own
hands or write us for particulars.

Savage ARMsf^CORPORATioN
UT1CA,.N.Y.

Sh^on, Pa. Detroit, Mich. Philadelphia, Pa.

Execulire and Export Offices

50 Church Street„.^New Yorki,City

Manufacturers of^Hi-Power and^ Small Calibre
Sporting Rifles. Automatic Pistols and Ammunition

.250-3000 Savage Rifle, lake down model. 22-inch
lapered round barrel with integral sight base.

Checked extra full pistol grip and forearm, checked
trigger. Corrugated t^teel shot gun buttplate. Com-
mercial silver bead front and flat-tupped wind-
gauge sporting rear sights. Weight about 7 lbs.
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Letter from an American Reader

Editor, Rod and Gun:

It is surely a treat to read many of the

really fine articles and stories that appear in

Rod and Gun in Canada, they bring so vividly

to the reader the personalities of their authors

who surely are ardent lovers of God's great

big beautiful world and the clean free out-of-

doors, and one can get from them a ver\'

fair view of Canada with its wild enchanting

woods and streams and mountains. Some
sad things appear occasionally, references to

the boys who went "over there." to help make
a better world—a cleaner place to live in.

To the fathers and mothers we would like

to say a word of comfort but we can hardly

do moie than let them know that they have

our heartfelt sympathy. After all life is

very short and uncertain at best and the

better part of life consists of deeds, not words.

At the beginning of the war when the

Canadians got their first whifTs of the Huns'

damnable gas I can' easily imagine what they

thought, they, who being sportsmen, had the

inherent instinct to play fair. I can imagine

their disgust, and how this was soon replaced

by righteous wrath and how they got back
at them has been told and will be re-told for

all lime.

I have noticed that in a recent issue another

has misunderstood or at any rale gives the

impression that he does, what Mr. A. A.

Haines said about shooting a revolver from
rest—and with both hands. I must confess,

with regret, that I made a similar mistake
once, but "never again."

Not for all the revolvers on earth would I

say anything to hurt Mr. Haines' feelings.

He has done more to enlighten some of us

on practical shooting and the proper use of

guns than any other writer I know of. He
tak«6 pains to experiment and tells what he
knows to be—not what some one else says

—

and very seldom tells us who know nothing

about it the very nice refinements of scientific

—gunning, shall we call it? I believe him to

be a vei-y good rifle and revolver shot, one

who can easily and consistently make a tin

can rattle at reasonable distances without

any recourse to rest—or two hands with a

revolver.

Many questions are asked through Rod
and Gun and it is very pleasant to read how
nicely and clearly the questions are answered.

Any questions asked, or any experiences given,

are very interesting, provided, of course, the

questions are honestly asked and the ex-

periences truthfully told. Bits of instruc-

tion often come from unexpected sources and
useful kno-wiledge is always to be prized no

matter whether exquisitely or more or less

crudely served. When a person is really

thirsty a drink of cold nice water tastes as

well from a tin dipper as from a gold goblet.

Advice is often solicited as to what guns

are b^t. I wish I could give the proper

advice out do not pretend to be an authority-.

I have, however, found Colt's .22 Automatic

to be a very accurate pistol and the ammuni-
tion is cheap. The Winchester .22 octagon

barrel suits me perfectly—.22 short only.

Colt's Army Special .38 using full 33 special

cartridges is entirely dependable—a 45 S. A.

or New Service is O.K. if you want more

punch, and every make of modern high power
rifle is good—make your own choice. Yours
truly got a Krag carbine from Uncle Sam
for S3.06 which is all the high power gun I

wish for.

I love the outdoors—delight to go into the

wild places and see the wild things—do not

shoot them, except the vicious kind, and not

always then—circumstances govern. A pe-

culiar elation takes possession of me if I am
caught in a wild driving storm in the moun-
tains, remote from human habitation, and I

am not alone in this. Who is it that said:
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NeAvton Rifles and Ammunition !

now made and sold bv

The Newton Arms Corporation '''"'^:riT^-
\

Successors to The Newton Arms Co. Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.
I

FOR SALE KIT BAGS RA.F. STORES
Slightly used, but in good condition. Made of heavy Khaki Duck, Cord and Gromnett

fastener. Size, 10 ins. diameter at bottom, 23 ins. deep, top to bottom.

SPECIAL PRICE TO CLEAR, 50c DELIVERED
Discounts in Quantities. EVERY SPORTSMAN CAN USE THESE

THED.PIRECO.
THE RELI.\BLE SPORTING GOODS SHOP

123 KING ST. E., TORONTO

LTD.

FOLDING PUNCTURE-PROOF CANVAS BOATS
Light, easy to handle, no leaks or repairs: cheek as baggage, carry by hand;
safe for family: all sizes: non-sink;ible; stronger than wood: used by U. S.
and Foreign Governments. Awarded First Prize at Chicago and St. Louis
World's Fairs. We fit our boats for Outboard Motors. Catalogue.
KING FOLDING CANVAS BOAT CO. 465 Harrison St., Kalamaioo, Mich.

HAND CAST BULLETS
AndHhand loaded shells are almost invariably used by expert shooters.
They give more accurate results than factory loaded ammunition and
the saving in cost is considerable. Write to-day and send us the name
and caliber of yourv rifle or revolver.

IDEAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
264 MEADOW STREET NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Automobile Troubles and How to Remedi^ Them
By CHARLES P. ROOT

CONTENTS—Back firing. Blow-back of gas into carburetor. Popping noises, Buzz in
coil (other than contact breaker buzz), clatter and grind in gear box. Compression, faulty.
Compression, none. Explosions. Irregular or uncertain running. Metallic or puffing noises.
Misfires Resistance slight when operating^ starting handle. Start, failure to. Steering er-
atic. Stoppage of engine. Water escapes. Air lock, Batteries, Bearings, Bent axle. Brakes,
Carburation, Change Speed gear. Clutch, Coil, Connecting rod or crank shaft broken.
Contact breaker (High tension magneto). Contact maker. Knock in bearings generally or
in Transmission system. Leaks: Loss of power. Gear, Governor, Hunting, Ignition. Lub-
rication, Misfires, Muffler troubles. Noise. Overheating, Pipes burst out or fractured.
Piston troubles. Popping in carburetor. Pressure leaking (in case of pressure feed) Pre-

' ignition, Short circuits. Spark plug. Steam bound or air lock. Steering, Supply pipe
cnoked, Tining, Tires, Valves, Valve springs. Water circulation. Wheels.
Prices- Flexible Leather $1.50 Cloth Binding $1.00

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED, PUBLISHER, WOODSTOCK, ONT.
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" There is a pleasure in the pathless woods.

There is a rapture in the lonely shore.

There is society where none intrudes

By the deep sea with music in its roar."

All best wishes in the world for all

lovers of the out-of-doors in the world-

true

-and

that of course includes all the readers of Rod

and Gun.
—"Oregon."

THIS COFFEE HAS REAL FLAVOR.

Readers of Rod and Gun in Canada will

be, very much interested to learn that real

coffee has at last been perfected in soluble

form.

It is nothing more nor less than the famous

Baker-ized Barrington Hall, which has been

known favorably throughout Canada for

years, prepared at the factory and reduced to

a soluble powder which dissolves instantly

upon addition of hot or cold water.

For the outdoor enthusiast, whether • he

be on a hunting, fishing or motoring trip.

Soluble Barrington Hall seems to offer a

perfect solution of the need for good coffee

when on the trail.

It's a welcome day when |||e out-door

enthusiast can always be sure of having good

coffee ready on the instant.

An interesting advertisement describing

Barrington Hall Coflee will be found in a

future issue.

ISSUE NEAT CATALOGUE.

The Evinrude people have issued a neatly

illustrated catalog, which shows the many
features of their detachable motors. One of

the many uses to which this servicea'ble motor

can be put is that of furnishing motive'power

for canoes. Canoe Evinruding is a sport that

is gaining greatly in popularity and is bound

to be the sport for all lovers of excitement on

the water. This speedy motor, with a score

of varied qualities is made by the Evinrude

Motor Company of Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Their Canadian agents are A. R. Williams

Machinery Company, Toronto.
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THE INTERNATIONAL

Kerosene Gas Burner
Makes Cooking a Pleasure

No Ashes No Dirt No Muss

Just turn a valve, light a match, and presto, you have a hot, concentrated

flame. In five minutes you ^have jintense heat right where you want it.

Burns ordinary coal oil, consuming only one gallon in nine hours steady

burning. So simple in operation a child can use it with absolute safety.

^^j^^_ Save lime, temper and money; Get a stove

H II^S^^Sl tfiat's always at your service.

I JL. B-^Jh^g-----
,

Price of Double Burner Complete, Including Installation, $18.50

*—^^^?^=2.^^^' ^"^ Your Burner To-day—It is Going to be Hot To-morrow

^^^^^^ National Burners, Limited
lU^-^-'^^^'^- Main 1278. 114-16 Jarvis Street, TORONTO

Canada's Victory Celebration
To be Opened by H. R. H. The Prince of Wales

. „„ EXHIBITION, , .
Aug. 2j TORONTO ^^'P*-

"

Imcomparable Programme Eclipsing all Former Triumphs
GRENADIER GUARDS SURRENDERED CANADA'S OFFICIAL

BAND GERMAN U-BOAT WAR TROPHIES
CANADIAN WAR MEMORIAL PAINTINGS

Hundreds of masterpieces recording every phase of operations overseas during the war.

GORGEOUS SPECTACLE—THE FESTIVAL OF TRIUMPH
Uncommonly picturesque, inspiring and colorful.

Mammoth live stock show—Tractors—Acres of manufactures—Government exhibits and
demonstrations—Four days of speed trials—Mile-a-minute motorboats—Poultry, dog and
cat shows—International photographic salon.

AND SCORES OF OTHER EXTRAORDINARY ATTRACTIONS.



Irish Rifle Association

A Reply to Bisley Marksman's Criticism

The unwarranted criticism of the Irish

Rifle Association appearing in the JuTie issue

of the "Rod and Gun" is an outburst which

scarcely deserves notice. Absurd as the

article is, with its contortion of facts, and

contradictory statements, we do not propose

to allow the sophistical utterances of a "Has

Been" Bisley Marksman to influence such

readers who are not acquainted with the true

historj' and activities of the Irish Rifle Asso-

ciation. The tirade palpably emanates from

a small clique of riflemen, headed by an

ex-Bisley marksman, who evidently has a

personal grievance to air against our Asso-

ciation, and we wish to express our surprise

that you should permit the use of your

bright little magazine as a medium for pub-

lication of such trash, which is representative

of the opinion of a disgruntled minority only.

And why does not B. M. sign his name?

Does he lack the courage of his convictions, or

does he wish to preserve his ignoble incognito

for the approaching O. R. A. meet, where

he will meet and come in contact with many
of the Irish Association against whom he

raves? But, unfortunately for Mr. Afraid-

to-sign-his-name, we are well acquainted

w'ilh his identity.

His sneer at Mr. Smith as an "amateur" is

amusing, and we are prepared to back our

amusement substantially that this "amateur"

could beat Mr. B. M. at any range or ranges

available at Long Branch. Mr. Smith

joined the Association two years ago, a green

marksman, and his remarkable improvement

and present ability as a shot are too well-

known to mention here. But the point is this,

that Mr. Smith and many others were trained

cnlircly by the Irish Rifle .\ssociation, yet

B. M. Wants to know what we have done to

promote rifle shooting. A few lines further on,

he. admits that we carried on practice through-

out the war, and we suppose still wants to

know what we havo done.

This practice during the war produced
such marksmen as Mr. Smith and many
iilluM's who are not to be sneered at because

they have' not had the opportunity of shooting

at Ihe n.H.A., O.H.A., and Bisley. In fact,

llie Irish Rifle Association can put a team
of tyros in the field that would make any team
of cx-Bisley marksmen, picked and cap-

liiined by our crillci/.cr, sit up and take no' ice.

And, l)y the way, wliat has Mr. "Has Been'

Bisley Marksman done himself by way of

promoting rifle shooting during the past five

years? Possibly "knocking" the Irish Rifle

Association is his idea of doing this. And
why does he not do his "knocking" in the

open?

That many of our members are identified

with the militia, and may line up with their

respective regiments at the O.R.A. meet, is

quite true, but why should not the I.R..^. take

credit for their good scores when shooting for

and with the I.R.A., and using the privileges

which accompany membership? And the

very fact that these miUtiamen were prac-

ticaUy dependent on the I. R. A. for regular

practice is another argument as to what we
have done to promote rifle shooting. And
we venture the statement that many of the

best individual scores made at the O. R. A.

meet, for whatever unit they are made, will

be directly traceable to practice afforded to

them by this Association. As to the actual

team that this Association will be able to

put in the field after withdrawal of mem-
bers for their regiments, its strength may sur-

prise our criticizing friend.

As for the so-called "Board of Trade"
team which defeated the Irish team in 1915

B. M. omitted to mention the fact that the

Irish team used Mark VI. "round-nose''

ammunition whilst the "Board of Trade"

team used Mark VII "pointed." The idea

was that the latter team, being a junior

team, should be allowed this handicap which

could conservatively be estimated as worth

three pTiint^per man. And when this "jun-

ior" team appeared, it was found that they

were the pick of two battalions of one of the

militia regiments! This "ordinary" team

"with scarcely any practice," (having prac-

tised all their adult lives in some cases) cer-

tainly accomplished a wonderful achievement

in defeating the Irish team. .

The insertion of Sharpe'.^ targets was a

private enterprise, and we \^'ould advise B.

M. to take that matter up with Mr. Sharpe

himself, but if, as he says, he does not for a

moment believe that such targets were made,

why does he end up with the contradictory

statement that he has personally seen just

as good a performance many limes before?

The innuendo that some applications for

membership are refused without good reason,

is without foundation, and he may consider
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DECOy FOLDED.

LURE DUCKS OUT OF THE SKY
by usingour Automatic or Illinois River Folding Decoys
They are the finest decoys ever invented and we guarantee them

against defect. Write for prices, circulars, etc.

J. W. REYNOLDS DECOY FACTORY, Chicago. U.S. A.

ItHocrfisMEveruTime!
The position oftheHOOKisthe reason. Hook releases when fish strikes

and sudden stop when book leaches end ofslotsetsthehook
firmly into jaw. Darts and
dives just like 3 real fish.

Catches more than any
other spoon or wooden
minnow. Great for all

same fish such as Black 'Sei^^ ^T' Bass. Trout. Musky, Pike. Sal-

mon, Cod, Tarpon, etc. Made in six ^^ sizes. Ask your dealer for

Knowles Automatic Striker or we will send it postpaid. Fully guaranteed.

Catalog free. Finishes: SILVER SIL\'ER AND COPPER..- BRASS.

Length 1%" 2V8' 2%' 314" 4U." SV;.'

Priceeach 35c 35c 55c 75c 90c $1.25
S. E.KNOWLES, 7<> Sherwood BIdg.. San Francisco, Cal.

Babv-
Crab'
08 "/o
VVeedli

H e d do n
Carter-Built Reels

Jim Heddon 2-Piece Rods
Baby Crab and Other Minnows

'AsK the Fish r\^
Jas.Heddon's Sons^

Dowagiac, Mich.

Instructions for Net Making

Send to day and learn how.
W. E. CLAYTON

Fish Nets easily

made b y photo-

graphs and print-

ed instructions.

Price 25c postpaid.

Altoona, Kansas

KEATING S
it POWDER
KILLS
BUGS

Take Keating' s on Hour Holi-
day. Keatino's kills EVERY
Bug, Flea. Fly, Moth. Ant.
Wasp or Mnsqalto coming into
contact with it. In Cartons.
15c, 23c and 40c.

LIGHTING
'Akron' 400 Candle-Power Lan-
tern makee and burns its own
gas from common gasoline.
Brighter thaneJectricity. Carry
it anywhere. \\'indproof . Depen-
dable, cheap, sale, guaranteed

COOKING
Handy Cook Stove. Use it in-
doorsoroutside, Sizzlinghot in
3 minutes- Have a warm meal
anywhere, anytime. Strong,
reliable, inexpensive, guaranteed

\\ rite for special prices and catalog.

AKRON CAS LAMP CO. aki?i>n

THE FISHERMAN'S JOY
Sturdyfand strong, light.'elegantly shaped and finished—a canoe that completes the

fisherman's outfit—That is the

CHESTNUT CANOE
The Chestnut 'Pleasure, Sponson and Cruiser Canoes are built of the toughest New

Brunswick Cedar and covered with a seamless absolutely waterproof canvas. All the fas-

tenings are of copper—the ends are protected with brass—they are built to withstand the
effects of -heat or cold, wear and water.

Chestnut Canoe Co. umited, box 445, Fredericton, N.B.
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our emblem applicable to himself only, as far

as membership goes; all we insist on is that

the applicant be of British birth and good

character, and that he will make the interests

of the Association his first consideration.

If Mr. Old Timer had taken the trouble'to

acquaint himself with Bisley conditions and

program of 1919 before venting his "grouch,"

he would not sneer at the 200, 500 and 600

yard ranges. The blatant utterances of Mr.

Old Tinier will not affect the future of the

Irish Rifle Association, and we are glad of

this opportunity to rip his idiotic criticism

up the back, and expose him for whatjhe is,

a writer of anonymous slander, discreditable

to the fine class of riflemen whose name

with

We

he uses to hide his real identity. And in

conclusion, we once more ask—why does

Mr. Bisley Marksman protect himself

a nom-de-plume? Safety first can it be?

wonder.

(Signed) D. Spence,

13 O'Hara Ave.

President.

Irish Rifle Association.

Ed. Note—The columns of Bod and Gun
are open to readers at all times for discussions

and criticisms of articles, departments, etc.

However,i/?orf and Gun does not assume any
responsibility for, or necessarily end(^se,

views expressed by contributors.

St. Thomas International a Huge Success. Good l^cores and
Hot Weather Characterize Tournament

Pull Bang Hit " And
Krank S. Wrialit of Buffalo only did that 437 times
out of a possible 440, at sixteen yards at the Grand
International Traiishooting Tournament held in
Pinafore Park, St. Thomas on June 2, 3 and 4. The
Tournament, which had the honor of being the first

of importance to be conducted in a city cirk, was
held under favorable shooting conditions although the
heat was opi>ressivc. .\s someone remarked, "It's
only ^.'jo in the shade, but then you don't have to
..stay in the shade."

A Good Attendance.
All of the boy.s were there from "W'es" Hart,' of

Dresden, the daddy of them all, to Wilfrid Peters of
Turnerville. the boy prodigy shot. Sim Glover of
Hochcster, and Frank Wright of Buffalo, were repre-
sentative of the United States shooters that were given
a royal welcome when they put in an appearance on
the first (lay of the shoot. The Toronto 'reliables"
were on the job and primiiiicnt among their number
were Geo. M. Dunk, and 11. W. Cooey. Mrs. W. D.
O'Loane of St. Thomas, shtit next to her husband
in S<|uad N<t. 2. and had the honor of being the only
lady jihooter present and made a very creditable show-
ing llirouglmut the Tournament. The St. Thomas
Chapter of the Daughters of the Empire lived up to
their cnviablejreputation for public service and supplied
lunch, rrfreshnu-nts and iced drinks to the "gunmen"
and spectators.

McCancc a Live Wire.
The maiii honor of making this tournament one of

the most successful this scar can be given to the live
wir<^ secretary of the Si.'Thomas G«n Club, "Billie"
McCancc. who was assisted by William O'Loane and
other members of their (iun (Jub

ThompHOn Takes Handicap.
Although I'rank Wright was high gun on Monday.

Tuesday .-irid Wednesday morning he was <lefeated at
the 2'.i yards stake in the handicap by A- A. Thompson
of Windsor who took high nnmey by "killing" il.'i clay
birds at 17 yar<ls.

Modenl Frank Wriftht.
All modest men arc not good trapshooters but the

maiorily of lraj>shoo(ers are mtxlest men. Particu-
larly true is this in the ca.se of brank Wright of Buffalo,
who broke 100 targets on the morjiing of the last day

of the shoot. When asked how he was getting along
he shrugged his shoulders in a help) ess manner ana
said, "I seem to be breaking them all right but I don't
know just how."

Good .''ht ts.

Jim Vance of Tillsonbo Billv Marshall of Gait,

Sim Glover of Roche' .. v\'es. Hart of Dresden,
Nelson Long of Hammon. Kennicott of Evanston,
111. and H. W. Cooev ot Toronto were the top notcners
for the three days' shooting. Wilfrid Peters of Turn-
erville, the phenomenal 17 year old shooter is rapidly
coming to the front and under the careful tuition of

the veteran Wes Hart should rank with the best before
next season. It is encouraging to see new blood of

such high calibre coming into the sport alluring. H. D.
Bates of Ridgetown was one of the old timers who
made his initial bow this season at the great Inter-

national.
New Class System.

The new classification of shooters according to the
1918 records was adopted for the first time. It proved
a decided success with all the shooters. With this new
system in vogue a tyro at the game has a chance to
compete for the monies, which previotisly were all

taken up by the experienced shots. Many "c" class

men received generous prizes vesterday. who in other
years went unrecognized. Tne new system in cer-

tainly an encouragement to the beginners and it also

adds zest to the game for the crack shots who have
fewer to compete with and thus less chances of winning
prizes

THE SCORES
JUNE 2

Shot at Broke.
xNi'lson Long, Hamilton 1(X) 96
A. A. Thompson, Detroit 100 87
xJ.W. Andrews, Windsor 100 90
xW. S.Jones, Poughkeepsic, Pa 100 M
C.M.Gaylor. Bingham Cajiyon 100 7,'i

xG. S.Lewis, Springfield. Mass. 100 72
W. O'Loane, St. Thomas 100 92
Mrs. W. O'Loane. St. Thomas 100 8J
xS. Murphy. St. Thomas,, 100 92
xP.S. Wiley, Danville, N.Y., 100 80
xG. M. Dunk, Toronto 100 t\
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1. "Modest" Frank Wright, Buffalo. 2. J. W. Andrews: A. A. Thompson, Windsor. 3. The
Grand Old Man—Wes. Hart, Dresden. 4. Secretary McCance, St. Thomas,-^ H. D. Bates,
Ridgetown. 5. Peters of Turnerville, the seveAteen year old "comer."' 6. Gammage; Bates of
Ridgetowns Wes. Hart, Dresden; Sim Glover, Rochester; W. J. McCance, St. Thomas.
7. Cold Drinks and Smiles for Everybody. 8. W. S. Jones, Pittsburg. 9. Herb. Cooey,

Toronto. 10. Jas. J. Balbernie, Muskegon, Mich.
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Herb Cooev, Toronto
Arthur Glover. Port Stanley

W. HolUngsliead, Dutton, Onl

S. Lineham. Dutton
Rowland Day, London
J. McCausland, London
T. H. Baker. London
xW. A. Smith. London
j.H. Kerr, London
R. D. Coates, Dutton...

Alex. Law. Dutton
William Rupp, St. Thomas
xJohn Ebberts. Buffalo

xJaeob Fries, Buffalo .

;^_

xSim Glover. Rochester, N.Y
W. J. Hart. Dresden, Ont
H D. Bates. Ridgetown. Ont
C E. Gamage. Ridgetown. Ont
W J.McCance. St.Thomas
A. M. Wesncr. Flint, Mich
F. Wright, Buffalo

J. Vance. Tillsonburg
Sam Vance. Tillsonburg ..._..-

J p. Balbirnie, Muskegon. Mich .

Wilfred Peters, Turnerville. Ont.

.

C r; Marlatt. StraffordviUc, Ont..

J. Walker. Dutton, Ont
J.H. Cox, Detroit. . . . ..•-,;
xS. Kennieott, Evansville, Ills

X—Professionals.

JUNE .3

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
lOO
100
100
100
100

xN.Long
bA. A.Thompson..
xJ. W.Andrews
xW. S.Jones
cC.M.Gaylor
xG. S.Lewis
cW. O'Loane
cMrs. O'Loane
bS. Murphy
bS.Wilev
xG. M.Dunk
cH. H.Coleman...
aHerbCooey
bW. HoUingshead.

.

cS. Lineham
aRowland Day
bj. McCausland
cT.H. Baker
bJ. H.Kerr
cR.D. Coates
bH. Brumer
xcW. Rupp
bJ. Ebberts
bJ. Fries
xS. Glover
aW.. H.Hart
bH. n Bates.
bC. E. Gammage.
Vf.J.t. McCance
A. M. Wcsner. .

.

aF. S.Wright...
bJ. Vance
aS. Vance
ej. Balbirnie...
bW. Peters
cC.R. Marlatt..
E. Gordon
xS. Kennieott.

.

a.J. Cox. Detroit
bR. W. Glover .

.

bJ. Payne. ^

bG. Marmic. ...

cS. Sutton
cWBradfield..
R.Pur<lay
F. A. Uolson

Shot at
, 200 '

.. 200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200

. 200
200
200
200
200

200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200

... 200
... 200
... 200

Shot In Afternoon Event Only.

W. J. Marshall, Gait. ...

C A. Lewis, Gait
W.C. Vail, St. Thomas.

Shot at
100
100
100

97
88
92
87
98
90
84
69
91
82
81
67
88
92
99
98
88
92
84
95
99
94
96
86
95
80
68
83
97

Broke
192
168
170
192
165
177
184
163
184
169

154
190
184
165
183
181
151
192
166
176

177
190
197
195
182
188
173
190
198
193
190
188
191
158
162
197
163
195
190
179
176
161
169
181

Broke.
98
98
78

JUNE 4

Morning Events.
Shot

Squad No. 11.

G. B. Perry, Dresden 100 91
G. B. Passmore, I lensall 100 84
R.n. Bell.Hciisall 100 75
T.Sherritt.II'nsnll r. 100 82
F.D. Smith, Chatham 100 85

x-Profc8sional. a, b and.c-classification according
to last ycai '8 records.

Long
Thompson,

.

Andrews. .

.

Jones
Gaylord
Lewis
O'Loane
Mrs. O'Loane..
Murphy _..

Willey
Dunk
Kennieott
Cooey
HoUingshead.

.

Day.
McCausland.

.

Baker
Glover
Kerr
Coates
Gates
Cox
Ebberts
Fries
Glover
Hart
Bales
Gammage
McCance
Wesner
Wright
Vance, J
Vance, S
Balbernie
Peters
Dolson
Marshall
Lewis
Perry ^ ..

Payne i..

Smith
Taylor
Kay
Passmore
Bell
Sherritt
Gordon

:\^:;:;::::;::::^:::::

at
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

(Handicap.)
100
100
100

. 100
100

Afternoon Events.
Kennieott
Wright
Lon.g
Glover
Jones
Marshall 100
Vance, S ~.

-. 100
Hart .'. ...., .'.... 100
Glover 100
Cooey 100
Day 100
Kerr 100
Freish 100
Gammage 100
Pavne 100
HoUingshead 100
McCausland 100
Bates 100
Wesner 100
Vance J..'. ^ 100
Peters I , 100
Andrews « 100
Lewis « 100
O'Loane 100
Murphy , -.., 100
Wiley :.; : 100
Dunk ; 100
Ebberts ,

100
Balbirnie .'. 100
Blackburn 100
Dolson ; u 100
Lewis 'k 100
Perry 100
Smith lOa
Thompson ' lOOF

Gaylord 100
Kay - .w. 100
McCance » v'f •• 100
Gordon (•. 100
Cox r 100
I leard .-. 100
Sherritt 100
Mrs O'Loane 100
Baker 100

Broke
98
88
91
97
70
85
94
83
91
81
76
97
97
89
85
96
80
87
90
76
56
82
86
93
97
96
86
95
83
92
100
90
94
80
95
91
98
93
89
92
83
80
82
84
72
90
80

91
94
90
83
82
91
92.

83
80
83
81
86
92
86
89
v87
85
92
87
94
93
88
90
84
90
92
86
86
88
80
78
86
80
74
96
89
39
85
79
80
84
88
75
77
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COME where the mighty rivers of Canada flow onward to the Sea

—

take a boat trip on those rivers, let your eye drink in the delights

of a scenic panorama that has no equal in America—let your
mind become refreshed with a change of scene so complete that all

cares -will be forgotten in the engrossment of a journey that brings new
interest swith every mile—new wonderments with every hour. Well
named

"NIAGARA totheSEA"
this trip begins with the beautiful Niagara River; traversing Lake
Ontario and some 250 miles of the mighty St. Lawrence. It takes you
through the 1000-Islands Scenery—it .gladdens the eye with glimpses
of green-clad river banks—it thrills you with the novel experience of

shooting mile after mile of Rapids. It gives you stop-over privileges

at such point, of interest as Toronto, Montreal and Quebec—also

at Murray Bay and Tadousac where splendid Summer Hotels are

operated under Canada Steamship Lines management.
The climax of this 1000-mile journey is reached when the boat

steams slowly up the magnificent canyon of the River Saguenay

—

where the traveller's amazement is tinged with awe as he beholds
Capes towering higher than the Rock of Gibraltar.

This glorious outing affords you an opportunity of seeing the
most picturesque part of Canada, from the deck of a palatial steamer.

You will return from such a trip refreshed and invigorated—satisfied,

too, that you have had the finest boat trip holiday it would be possible

to conceive.

ARE YOU TRA\'ELLING WEST ?

Break the long journey; travel by boat from Sarnia to
the "Soo,' Port Arthur or Duluth. Write for particulars
of Upper Lake Cruises through the Great Unsalted Seas.

Canada Steamship Lines, Limited
Tickets and information at
any Ticket Office, or any
office of Canada Steamship
Lines, Limited.

TORONTO OFFICE
46 YONGE STREET

MONTREAL OFFICE
VICTORIA SQUARE
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Coates 100 71

Taylor 100 90
Bell 100 88
Gates 100 67
Markatt 100 74

In Class C.
The trophy winners Tuesday compiled by the man-

agement of the l)ig event are as follows: The trophy
winners in the three classes: Class A. F. W. Wright,
BufTalo; Class B. S. Murphy. Toronto: Class C. W. J.

McCance, St. Thomas.
The' trophies consisted of beautiful gray leather

cases, filled with six each, sterlmg silver, Rogers make,
tea, cofTee, soup and orange spoons.
The trophy winners of the .'500 targets for the three

days shoot were: Wes. Hart, Dresden; A. A. Thompson,
Windsor: F. S. Wright, Buffalo; S. Murphy, Toronto;
J. Vance. Tillsonburg; W. J. McCance, St. Thomas.
James Payne, Tillsonburg: G. B. Perry, Dresden: W.
Hollingshead. Dutton: Billy Marshall, Gait; J. Fries,

Buffalo; W. Peters, Dresden; W. O'Loane, St. Thomas:
F. A. Dolson, S. Vance, Tillsonburg; H. Bates, Ridge-
town; C. A. Gammage, Ridgetown; Bert Glover,
London; Rowland Dav, London; A.M. Wesner, Flint,

Mich.
These trophies consisted of leatherette cases filled

with half-dozen each hollow-handled knives and forks,

Roger's make.

SUCCESSFUL SHOOT AT PORT STANLEY.
Shooters were present from StaiTordville.St. Thomas,

London, Tillsonburg and surrounding country. The
prizes put up were principally cut glass. The weather
was fine for shooting. Following are the scores.

Under Handicap.
1. Shot at 50 targets Broke.

W. Bradfield 41
C.Marlatt 43
C.A.Cromwell. 38
P. Laur 28
G. Bradfield 42
A.Meddows... 39
S.Sutton 43
L.Johnson. ... 41
G.Vallee 41
C. Hough 38
A. Glover .45
H. Taylor 33
W. O'Loane.

.

41
Mrs. O'Loane .39
S. Falkner .35
E. Flatch 31
M.Smith 36
G. Ponsford.

.

39
F.Young

, 37
R.Day 46
J. Payne 45
E.Lunbuner. 41
C.Hunt 40
R.Link 38
S.Brown 38
M.Jones 37

2. Event at 25 Straight.
S.Sutton 20
C. Marlatt... 22
A Mcddows 19
J.Payne 24
Bradfield 14
LunburuT 17
Vailoe. .

.

17
Bradley 18
Laur.

.

.14
A. Glover, . 23
G. Ponsford 20
L. Johnson. 20
R.Link 21
M.Jones 19
C.Hunt 18

3. Event at >:,.

J. Pavne 24
C. Miirbitt.

. . 18
A. Meddows 22
A. Glover. ... 22
S.Sutton 19

FRONIIKR GUN CLUB SHOOT.
.Sarnia,—On Wednesday afternoon. May Hth, the

members of the I'rontier Gun Club held their opening
'shout" on their splendid grounds, North Christina
St., und(rr ideal weather conditions. A large attend-
ance of members was present including some "Old
Timers" from Port Huron, amongst the latter were
Messrs. C. Roche II. Cockburn and H Mains.
Mayor W. Nesbit, Warden I. Huev. Reeve P. Gard-

iner, Aid. L. McAdariis and Aid. II. Sanders were the
(imt ifuintette on the liring line, and acquitted them-

\

selves creditably. The 1 Mayor congratulated the
Club on its line grounds and large membership and
wished it every success. The next squad to face the
traps consisted of our Port Huron visitors and local

experts. These guns by their fine shooting, poise and
speed clearly showed the element of chance does not
exist and skill and experience score every time. The
novices showed great enthusiasm and were eager to get
all the practise they could. Henceforth the bi-weekly
"shoots" will be held on Wednesdays and Saturdays at
3 o'clock.

Sarnia. May 24.—The Frontier Gun Club shoot held
on their grounds to-day was a great success.

Miss Zella Smith, a little eleven year old lass, with a
20 gauge gun, without handicap, took second prize
in tne ladies' event, and had she taken a handicap
undoubtedly she would have made off with the first

prize. Following are the prizes and the winners.
Class A.—First prize, cut glass berry bowl won by

D- Tuck; second prize, cut glass dish, won by H. A.
Smith; third prize, a pair of shooting gloves on a tie

with R. Doxtator; fourth prize, a pair of gold cuff

links, G. T. Eastman.
Class B.—First prize cut glass berry bowl, won by

T. G. Gates; second prize, cut glass dish won by H.
Smith; third prize, pair of shooting gloves, won by
N George; 4th prize, gold cuff links, won by A. George.

Class C.—First prize, cut glass berry bowl, won by
C. Killer; 2nd prize cut glass dish, won by G. Palmer
3rd prize, pair of shooting gloves won by J' Hutchison
on a tie with S Crosbic; fourth prize, pair of gold cuff
links won by H. Sanders.

Ladies' Glass—First prize, special, a cut glass berry
bowl, donated by the president, H. Sanders, and won
by Miss Maud Smith; second prize a cut glass bon boo
dish, won by Miss Zellah Smith; 3rd prize a cut glass
dish won by Mrs. H. A. Smith.
The special prize, a box of cigars donated by the

vice-president, W. "Tuck for high gun, was won by T.
G. Gates.
PS.—J. W. Smith won third prize in class A. on a

tie with R. Doxtator.

HAMILTON GUN CLUB.
The continued fine weather bl-ought out a good

attendance of shooters at the Hamilton Gun CIud on
Saturday afternoon' and in all three classes some
extra good scores were put on.

For the merchandise prize in class A. J. Hunter and
Bert Smith tied with 25 straight and in the next time
out B. Smith won out with 24. while J. Hunter broke
21. J Gomph and R. H. Kretchman were right
behind With 24 and the old rivals, G. Beattie and W.
Barnes were next in 23.

In class B. T. Gardiner won very handily, having
also put on a 25 straight for this event. C. Graham
and H. Smith were tie for second place with 22 and
Dr. Greene and G. Stroud were next with 20 each.
W. H. Pratt showed great improvement in class C

and won with a score of 21. N. Long finished second
witn 18 and A. Glover was right behind with 17.

The scores in the above event counted as the second
event of the Dupont series and as a result, W. Barnes,
J. Hunter, H. Lennox, N. Long and R. H. Kretchman
are tied for the lead with 45 in class A. T. Gardiner
is leading B class with 44, while A. Glover holds the
edge in class C with 36.

Bert Smith put on the good score of 72 out of 75
and had the high average for the afternoon. T. Gardi-
ner and M. E. Fletcher were next with 46 out of 50.

C. Graham succeeded in taking the challenge
medal from M. E. Goodale with a score of 20 against
19. At the next shoot the medal will be put up in

open contest, giving all the members an even chance to
win.
During the afternoon a few events .of doubles wer?

put on. Nelson Long being high with 53 out of 36 pairs.
J. Gomph and R. H. Kretchman got 32 and 31 re-
spectively out of 24 pairs.

The scores were:
Shot at Broke.

N.Long 75 65
W.H.Pratt 1 75 44
J. Hunter 75 66-
N.Long 50 35
B. Marquette . 50 31
('.. flraham 100 81
v.. Harris 75 64
G. Beattie 50 44 ,

J.Moyer .50 29 '

J. Morrison 25 15
J (Wimph 75 60
R. D. Metcalfe.

.

50 35
Dr. Wilson 50 40
.1. Linden. / '25 15
H.Smitb .50 38
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COME TO NEWBQRO FOR BASS AND SALMON TROUT
The Best Bass and Salmon Trout Fishing in Ontario
only two minutes walk from the hotel. Ten lakes within
easy access teeming with Large and Small Mouth Black
Bass, Salmon Trout. Pickerel and Pike. One 42-lb.

Salmon caught here last season. The very best of hotel
accommodations. Experienced guides, live bait. etc.

Write to-day for descriptive booklet and references.

J. H. SCOTT. Prop. Rideau Hotel, Newboro.Ont..Can.
On the Rideau Chain of Lakes.

Hotel Algonquin
Joe Lake

Algonquin Park

We make a Specialty of Outfitting for Cam-
ping and Canoe Trips in Algonquin Park.'

For information T
write . . . "

Joe Lake

. E. COLSON
Mowat P.O., Ont.

For Bass, Muscallonge and Pickerel

Fish in the French and Pickerel Flivers. Good board,
comfortable quarters, fine canoe trips, daily mail. Camp-
parties outfitted. House boats, launches, boats and canoes
for rent. Get your ticket for Pickerel Landing on the
Canadian Pacific Ry We meet you there. Write for
further particulars.

M. H. FENTON, Prop.

Wanikewin Hotel Wanikewin, Ontario. Canada

BAKER'S HOTEL /

GASPE, P.Q. NOW OPEN
Excellent salmoa and trout fishing, privi-

lege of private pools, streams and lakes.
Excellent table service, private baths, hot
and cold running.water. Beautiful scen-
ery, tennis, driving, riding, sea-bathing,
boating, etc.

For booklets, rates, train connections,

Apply to

—

The Jules Hone Travel Agencies,

9 St. Lawrence Boulevard,
(Corner St. James St.) MONTREAL, P.Q.

*.—H„

YARMOUTH
NOVA SCOTIA

NO HAY FEVER
Summer temperature averages "0 de-

grees at noon; first-class hotel; good
board in town and country; boating
and bathing, salt and fresh water
fishing, hunting, golf, charming drives,
excellent roads, regular steamship ser-
vice from Boston. Write for booklet.

J. BOND GRAY, Secretary

Tourist Committee, 130 Main Street

Black Bass
in Ontario

Are YOU going to fish with ME?

Frank's Camp
For Fishermen

Now Open

Lake Panache

budbury District

Over night from Toronto.

If you know it write for reservations

Accommodation limited;

If you don't know it write for information

F. C. Frank
Shelburne, Ont., Canada

May we send you
this guide hook?

An iHustrated guide to points
of interest in and around Buffalo,
including Niagara Falls. Free
on request.
When in Buffalo, stop at the

Hotel Lenox. Buffalo's ideal
hotel for tourists. Quietly
situated, yet convenient to
theatre, shopping and business
districts and Niagara Falls
Boulevard. First-class garage.

European plan. Fire-
proof, modern. Un-
usual cuisine. Every
room an outside room.
$2.00 up.

On Empire Tours.
Road map and
running directions
free.

C. A. MINER
Managing Director

Nortli St. at
Delaware Ave.

.,—.+

HOTEL
BUFFALO
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B.Smith 70 72
W.Barnes 50 43
H.Lennox 50 44
A. Glover 50- 36
W.W.Livingstone 50 38
G.Stroud 50 39
D Greene 50 38
T.Gardiner.. ' 50 46
M.E. Goodalc 75 60
M.E.Fletcher 50 46
R.H. Kretchman. 50 46
T.Sykes 25 20

CANADIAN HAVE GOOD AVERAGES.
Of the first batch of averages of shooters who have

shot at 500 targets, or more, this year in Canada and
the U.S., those of the Canadian shooters are as follows,

with position in the first 50 hiah men

:

12th place—S. G. Vance. Tillsonburg. Broke 618
out of 650 with a percentage of .9507.

41st place—J. E. Jennings, Todmorden. Broke 732
out ui 800 with a percentage of .9150.
46th place—C. N. Candee, Toronto. Broke 730

out oi 800 giving him an average of .9125.

THOUSAND ISLAND TOURNAMENT
The Gananoque Thousand Island Gun Club Tourna-

ment on May 26th proved a complete success being
favored with fine weather, good attendance, and no
mishaps of any kind.

35 Shooters shot through the Main Programme
of 150 Targets.
84 Entries were made in the Merchandise Event.

This proved a puzzler, none of the boys succeeded in

making a perfect score in this event. At the time
limit Geo. Funnell held 1st place with 18 out of 20;
F. A. Willis, 2nd place with 17. and some 6 others tiea
for 3rd place with 16. The other entrants brought
up the rear, some of them a very long way in the rear.

In all the events a total of 7,000 targets were thrown.

A splendid attendance of American shooters helped
very much in the success of this affair. The affair was
in charge of Mr. G. M, Dunk, of 1 he Dominion Cart-
ridge Co., and was managed to the entire satisfaction

of the Club and all interested.
Shot at. Broke.

Robt. Tulloch, Gananoque 150 134
Geo. Funnell, Gananoque , .. 150 114
Sid. GrifTin, Gananoque 150 120
E.P.Wright, Gananoque 150 122
F. A. Willis. Gananoque 150 124
J.Cunningham, Ogdensburg,N. Y.. 150 121
E. S. Whalen, Ogdensburg, N. Y... 150 128
J. C Howland.Ogdensburg, N. Y... 150 138
W. E. Corfield, Utica, N.Y 150 136
Geo. Hampton, Gouverneur, N.Y..

.

150 131
G. Toner, Gananoque 150 109
U. McLean, Gananoque 150 116
F. Meggs. Gananoque 150 110
A. Smitn, Gananoque 150 100
A. Kenney. Seeley'sBay 150 97
C. Acton, Gananoque 150 99
E.Turley.Frankford, Ont 150 1J8

H. McCarney, Gananoque 150 98
E.Calhoun, Grindstone Island, N.Y 150 114
J. M. Morley, Ogdensburg. N.Y 150 110
Mr Coppin. Ogdensburg, NY 150 _ 124
P. Laroux, Ogdensburg, NY. 150 94
E.Davidson, Ogdensburg. NY. . 150 102
J. B. Geddes, Ogdensburg, N.Y 150 118
L.C.Jackson, Ogdensburg. N.Y 150 95
C.H.*imonds, Ogdensburg. N.Y... 150 121
,W. Parmenter, Gananoque 150 99
J. Matthews. Elgin 150 97
B.Phillips. Gouverneur, N.Y 1.50 110
G.R.Webb, Gananoque 150 73
E. Staebler. Gananoque rrTL 150 111
W. Kane,Seelev's Bav 150 91
F.Clarke, Grindstone Island. N.Y.

.

150 128
A. R. McRae,Grindstone Island 150 94
Mr. Holloway Clayton,N.Y. , 1.50 115

Eastern Canada Championship

Brantford Man Wins Handicap Final

With the splendid record attendance of sixty-five
.shooters the Eastern Canada Trapshooting Association
first Championship Tournament w^as held by the Tor-
onto Gun Club on their grounds in the Queen Citv on
June II. 12. 13 and 14lh.

Despite the high wind of the opening day and the
rain just at the finish of the Tournament, the weather
conditions were very fair as the scores will indicate.

This is the first Tournament this year that has been
of a national character and the splendid showing is

highly gratifying to the Toronto Gun Club and the
)i. C. T. .\. Squads, teams and individuals were present
from Ottawa, Coboure, Hamilton, Tillsonburg, Wind- >

sor, Gait, Lon<ion, Dresden, Gowyanda. Markham,
Crediton, Hensall, Brantford, St. Thomas, Montreal,
Hoamsville and Weston.
The outside places wtre all well represented but the

attendance of Toronto shooters was very poor. Con-
sidering the number of Gun (-lubs in active operation
in the city and vicinity it seems a pity that only a few
of the better known shootftrs atten<led the big Tourna-
ment.

Controller R. H. Cameron, Hon. President of the
Toronto Gun Club fired the (jpenlng shot. To make
sure that the bird would be hit, a few of the "hovs"
lined up and lired simultaneously. The controller
claimed the honor of breaking the target and to show
that he could, he broke the next bird up.
The energetic Secretary of the l^astern Canada

Trapshooting Ass(i<-ialion, Mr. (icorge H. Cashmore.
acted as Cashier for the Tournament and the way the
shooters str'pped njj and jiaid their fees speaks volumes
for Mr. Cashnu>re's abililv.

Dr. Jordan, the genial Club President, ably assisted

June 12.
I

l.-i 15
I»l. DAV—

Rowland Dav. (.^ondon I 1 12
F Kcrr.Credilion 1115
|. K. Healv, Wirdior . . . 14 14
J W. Hart. Dresd ri 14 12
F. !;. Ilealv, Toronlo, 12 13
J Vance,'! illMinburK. 14 13
S. G Vance, Tillsonburg 15 14
II. W. Cooey, loronto . 13 15

by the Secretary and other officials did yeoman work in

getting the squads arranged, handicaps completed and
seeing that the delays at the traps were reduced to a
minimum.
Sam Vance of Tillsonburg won the championship,

and the right to compete at Chicago in the Grand
American Handicap for the United States National
Amateur championship. He broke 290 of a possible

300 birds. W. Barnes of Hamilton, who was one up on
Vance in the openin.g day shoot landed second prize

with a hit record of 286. "Wes" Hart of Dresden
finished in third place with 284.
^ Court Thomson of Hamilton won the long run event,
hitting 81 birds in succession. He received as prizes

the S250 Ford Trophy and also the Dupont Long Run
Trophy. C. Anstee of Toronto was second with 60,

while Sam Vance failed at 59.
The feature of the Tournament was the two man

team work of Sam and Jim Vance who broke 49 on a

shoot off with Vivian and Summerhayes who broke 48
after tying with the Vances at 49.

The class events winners for June 11 and 12 were

—

(A). S. G.Vance. Tillsonburg. (B). Court Thomson,
Hamilton. (C). Or. G. Cramm, Gowganda. (D).

G. Anstee, Toronto. i

In the final handicap championship, Alcc'McRobb of

Brantford, broke 18 out of 20 after having tied with C.
Summerhaves, Brantford, II. W. Burke. Markham and
C. Clioate, Hamilton, who all broke 93 in the first shoot.

Their final scores on the shoot off were—McRobb 18,

Summerhayes 17, Burke and Choatc 10 each.

A number of photos illustrating this shoot will

appear in August Tra[>.
The scores were;

—

Events. Shot at Broke
15 15 15 15 1.5 15 15 15 150

1 1 15
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LAREFIELD
CANOES

A canoe or boat built by men who have

used these under all conditions of Fishing,

Hunting, travel or pleasure is the canoe or

boat for you.

Over half a century in the business of sup-

plying high grade f.anoes and boats for every

known purpose gives us experience and the

enviable reputation gained by Lakefield

Canoes the world over gives us assurance to

suggest your writing for our Catalogue, its

Free.

The LAKEFIELD CANOE CO., Limited

Lakefield, Ontario, Canada.

Indoor Toilet
VConvenient — Sanitary

The Comfort Closet for Homes,
Summer Cottages and Camps.
Entirely odorless. Scientifically ven-
tilated. Strong chemicals dissdlvo
contents ; kills all germs. Easily
installed. Convenient to move. Con-
tents disposed of easily as garbage.
Prevents fly breed inland water
contamination. Provides sanitary,
odorless toilet in home protectedfrom
cold and stormy weather. Only closet

with porcelain container. Easily
cleaned. Approved bv U. S. Health
Bureau. 30 days' Free Trial. Agents tnnke$60 to $100
weekly. Exclusive territory. A*-k for booklet — FREB.
ComforlCheniicalClosetCo.. OCT Factories Bldg.Joledo.O.

Al.Ibss

Al.Ibss Pork Rind Minnows:^

Oriental Wiqqler $1^
Little Egypt Wlqgler 75V
Mdder 75* PorkWnd Strips 35'jar.

^

fmz-me Columbus Pd-OWelan^

Hunt Without Work
A/Take this a different hunting season. Hunt without
'''^ work. Go to that far off hunting "grounds" with-
out touching a hand to oars or paddles. Get a

ROWBOaXMOTOR
—attach it to the stern of your boat. Be the first on the
firing line. Bag your game. Then motor home. The
Liberty Drive will drive your boat anywhere it will float.AgQ

f^ ^ Goes through w^cds like an eel.AOo )flb^^^ Motor pivots on stern of boat,^f^^^^ Can be raised or lowered. Steers
by swinging propeller to right or
left. Has speed of 5 to lO miles

per hour- Weighs about
70 lbs. Send* fbr details.

Give name of
your dealer.

We Also Bnild
the famous Caille Five Speed
Jlotorand inboard wotors from
2* to HO H.P. X^k for special literature. Give
length, beam and draft of boat.

Caille Perfection Motor Co.
107 Caille Bldg. Detroit. Mich.

Canadian Address— Perfection Motor Co.
3S0.St. .lames Street. Montreal

tm
JJERE is a book that

eT/j^pajor ".' snould be in every sports-

t^fP^ ' -- man's library. Illustrated by
*'' *-^ --^.-^

Briggs the famous,
cartoonist. A live

j

*Y "-»>.. L/C- ' . entertaining tale of /

eJ'-^'-****"' ""• ""
fishing, backin the (

boyhood days,
Sth Edition

THE DA YS OF
REAL SPORT-FREE

Tells how to lure game fish. Gives I

many practical hints and helps on/
casting and angling. Write for it. -*t-jsia

SOUTH BEND BAIT CO. [',?^^^
8289 Colfax Ave., South Bend, lad. -^"~-

'

illHIlIllllllllillllHniillilllilllllllllllS

Dent's Condition Pills
A marvelous tonic for dogs that are aU out of sorts, run down, tnui
and unthrifty with harsh staring mat. materated eyes and high colored
urine. There is nothing to equal tliem for distemper, mange, eczema and
debilitating diseases. Vou will notice the difference after a few doses-
At druggists or by mail, fifty cents The Dent Medicine Company,
Toronto, Canada and Newburgh, N Y. A practical treatise on (lot;s
and their traininc. IfiOpp. fullv illustrated mailed for 10c to all rustomerC
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E. Harris. Hamilton
W. Barnes, Hamilton
M. E. Fletcher. Hamilton
\V. Marshall, Gait
N. R. Gooderham, Toronto.
G. Beattic, Hamilton. .

E. Sturt, Hamilton .

B. Sm>i:he. Hamilton. .

G. M.Dunk*
J. W. Andrew.s *

Nelson Long *

J. McCauslanci. London
J. R. Serson. Mimico
A. A. Thompson. Windsor. . . .

J. Payne. Tillsonburg, .

NL E. Goodale. Hamilton
C. Thomson, Hamilton
G. L. Vivian. Toronto
J. Passmore. Hensall
G. O'Connor. Ottawa
\V. G. Mclnlyre. Montreal.
Ur. G. R. Cramm, Gowganda
B.J. Pearce, Toronto
T. H. Baker. London
E. Bice
S. Purser. Cohourg
W. D.Monk. Ottawa
Dr. W. H. Winters. Ottawa. .

.

W. Corby. Britannia Heights
N. Brownlee, Ottawa.
R.T. Walt. Toronto. . .

H. Graham, Ottawa.

.

J. Bennett. Toronto
G. Anstee. Toronto
.1, J. Heney Jr.. Ottawa
Or. G. G. Gordon. Toronto.

.

W.S.. Edwards. Toronto
H.NcwIands, Gait
U. McNeil. Brantford
I'. Watson, Hamilton
W. J. MeCance. St. Thomas.
R.O.BdL Hensall
Tom Shirrett. Hensall
H.W.Burke. Markham.
C McCallum, Cobourg
G. Easdale, Ottawa
Col. A.^ Owen. Gait
A. R. Oliver. Gait
\V. Hughes. Toronto. . .

2nd. DAY.
Rowland I-)uy. I^ondon.
E. Kerr. Crediton
T. E.Heiilv. Windsor
.». W. iiart. Dresden
E. E. Hcaley. loronto
J. Vanre, Ttllsonburg. , ,

S, G. Vance. Tillso^burg
H. W. Gooey. Toronto
E. Harris, ilamillon
W. Barnes. Hamilton
M. E. Flett her. Hamilton .

W. Marshall. Gait
N R. Gooderhani, Toronto. . .

G. Beallie. Hamilton.
B. Smythc. Hamilton
E. Sturt. Hamilton"
G. M. Oniik *

J. W. Andrews t •

N«l.sonLring *

J. McCausland. London
J. R. Serson. .Mimico «

A. A. 'Ihompson, Windsor. . . .

J. Pay no, 'lillsonlmrg
M. E.r/>nd:ile. Har.iiUon
('.. ThoniMin. I laniitton
O L- Vivian. 'Torr»iil(>

J. Passmore. Hensall
' G. O'Coniinr. Ottawa
W. G. Melntyre. Montreal
l)r G. K. (irann. (iOwg.tnd;i
H. .1. Pearce. 'Toronto
'T. IE Baker. London.
K.Bicc
S. Purser. <'.(»liourg

W n. Monk. Ottawa
Dr W R. Winters, Ottawa. . .

W. Corby. Britannia I lieghts
N. Brownlee. Ottawa
B.T. Watt.'ioronlo
H Grahnni. Ottawa
J_. Bennett. 'loronto
G. An«tee, 'loronto
J.J. Henev.lr . Ottawa
I>r. G. (i Jordan. Toronto. . . .

W. S. Edwards. 'Toronto
H. Newlands. (iatt

r> McNeil. Brantford

11
11
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F.iN\*alson, Harailton
W. J. McCance, St. Thomas.

.

R. O. Bell, Hcnsall
Tom Shirrett, Hensall
H. W. Burke. .Markham
C. McCallum, Gobourg
G. Easdale, Ottawa
Col. A.}. Owen, Gait .-...,

.\.R Oliver. Gait
W. Hughes. Toronto
E. R.Rolph. Toronto. . .

P. Morgan. Toronto
A. B. Jeffeo'. Toronto
.\. B. Cutcliffe. Brantford
G. Mason, Toronto ,

D.lKonkle. Beamsville
C, Sumn.erhayes. Brantford
J. Summerhaves. Weston. - ..

C. B. Randlett. Ottawa
C. Ghoate. Hamilton..
Col. Page. Brantford
W. P. Thomson. Hamilton. .

.

13
13

::;;:;;;;::!:;!.;; lo
: 14

14
.....'.... 12

11
11
13
15
8
U
12
11
13
13

„ 15
,..,....> 12

._-. 14
15
15

ardDAY
A. A. Thompson, 81 :'M. E. Goodale. 80: G. O'Connor,

69;«Dr. Jordan. 84; H. Newlands. 83; C. J. Syer. 86:
H. Burke, 93; A. Easdale, 79; Dr. Cramm, 72; J. Col-
borne, 92; W. G. Mclntyre. 92; J. W. Andrews (pro.).

96; D. Konkle. 89; D. Winters. 80; W. Corbv. 70;
W. H^ughes. 87; E. R. Rolph, 82; J. Dennis. 85; P. ,

Malter. 85: R. Corby, 75; Simms, 86; H. E. Tinimer-
man. 81; C. M. Rogers SO; T. Healy. 90; F. Kerr. 86;
H. CooK-, 83; W. Marshall. 77; S. Vance, 87; J. Vance.
81; E. Harris. 81; W. Fletcher, 79; Col. Page. 86; A.
D. Bates. 90: F. E. Healv. 86: G. Anstee, 92; J. Payne,
86; G.L.Vivian. 88; J." J. Henry. 82: G. Dunk." 84;
C. Summerhayes. 93: Rundlett. 89; J. McCausland, 79;
H. Lcnnofx. 87; J. Hunter, 87; W. Dohertv, 91; W. E.
Burke. 89; W. S. Edwards, 72; .\. McRobb. 93; L.
Golden, 85; E. J. Pearce. 90; T. Morgan, 77: C. Thom-
son. 80; E. Sturt. 85: W. Barnes. 88; F. Watson, 74;
C. Choate, 93: N. Brownlee. 89.
The eight-man team clubs resulted as follows:

—

Toronto Gun Club.
W.Fenton 24
J. Summerhaves 22
G. L.ViWan." 21
G. Anstee 24
H. W. Cooey _ 24
G. Colborne ; 24
W. Hughes /.-. 18
D.Jordan 23

Brantford Club.
A.M. McRobb 24
P. Mathers 21
L. Golden 24
W. DoherU' 19
D. McNeil". 23
Col. Page 24
C. Summerhayes 21
J. Dennis 8

14 14
14 9

12
14
11
13
11
14
11
11
14
12
14
12
15 14
13 14
15 15
12 13
11 14
13 13
12 12

15 15
13 13

14 13
13 14
13 12
14 13
9 13
14 15
10 13
12 14
13 13
13 10
13 11
13 13
11 11
12 12
14 14
15 14
14 14
15 15
15 15

14 13
10 11

13 14
14 14
12~ 9
12 10

13 14 14
12 12 12

12 13
14
13

13
15
10
13
9

11
14
12
11
13

12
12
14
15
11
12
11
14
10 11

12 14
11 12

9
12
12
14

13 11
10 9
10 11
11 12

12 14
13 14

13
14 15

8
12 15

13
14

14 14

15
15
10
14
14

14
13 15
14 10
10 13

13
14

139
119

130
138
120
118
116
129
119
123
100
112
126
112
128
133
142
132
127
142
1.39

St. Habert's Club, Ottawa.
G. O'Connor .v 25
H. Graham. . , 21
W. Brownlee 18
G. Easdale: 4 19
Dr. Winters 22
Randlett 21.
W.J.Corby :....,.. 17
J.J.Henry X 24

Hamilton C ub
W. Barnes /, . 23
A.D.Bates 21
E.Sturt 23
J. Hunter 22
E.Beattie : . 23
H.Lennox ."; 22
W. Thorns on „ 22
C. Choate 25

The five-man team contest was a 50-bird event,
and resulted in Toronto. Club winning. Scores were;

—Balmy Beach Club—
T. Healy ;.... 44
H.W.Burke '. 44
C.N.Candee v 45
E.R.Rolfe ,. 38
W.S.Edwards 43

Total. —Pmronto Club—
W. Fenton.
J. Summerhayes
G. L.Vivian. . .

.

G. Anstee
H. Cooey

Total

.214

45
45
48
45
48
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FISHERMEN!
Do You Want a Collapsible Minnow Trap ?

IT WILL COST YOU NO MONEY—ONLY A LITTLE TIME.

Just send us FOUR new subscriptions to ROD AND GUN at $1.50
per annum each, and we will send you postpaid, an unbreakable, celluloid,

collapsible minnow trap, value §3.00, manufactured by A. J. Algate, Toronto.
Sample copies and subscription blanks are sent free on request.

Premium Department

Rod and Gun in Canada - Woodstock, Ont.

*..—..
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THE HERCULES ROD.
Westwood's Patent Unbreakable Silk Bound Split C«n« Rod. 9 feet, 5 oz..

The Patent Dark Green Silk Binding adds greatly to its beauty, as well as increasing its strength some Ofty per

cent. This Rod has become a great favorite for Trout and Bass Fishing.

Hercules Trout Rod, » feet, 5 oz., each * ,^'«.
Hercules Baaa Rod, with four Agate Rings, each S!
Kipert Silk Bound, medium qualitj. made In Trout and Baaa, each I'!!
Excell. Silk Bound, fair quality. In Bass or Trout, each *•""'

l lltlll II liaia

ui#w r^B^a

^^3iE; LiiuwNcm.'r'^MIH

THE UNEQUAL ROD.
Westwood's Patent Silk Bound Steel Rod, Trout. 10 feet.

This Patent Dark Green Silk Binding protects this rod absolutely against rust, besides adding greatly to

and beauty.

Trout Rod. 10 feet, each * l',

Bass Rod, 5 to 9feet, each •• ;•;

Bait Casting Rod. 5 to5J^ feet, with large German Silver Rlnga, each o-

do. do. withone Agate End Ring !"•'

do. do. with Agate Butt and End Ring, each "
do. do. with all Agate Rings, each "

its strength

T^,* ' -- -i<''-:^.-'^-i.

"mr.vtfjmrrrmm:.^m^fffywmmmmmmimr^'l'*'''''^ '''^^"f'^rA '^'"'^MlO

THE BLAK.E ROD.
Highest Grade Split Cane Trout Rod, 9 feet, i oz.

Trout Rod, each Jtt.OO
Haas Rod, 8 feet, each I6.0»

For a first class Mod it cannot possibly be surpassed and is in great demand.

The ALLCOCK, LAIGHT & WESTWOOD Co. Ltd.
MANUFACTURERS. TORONTO
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BONNYCASTLE DaLE

WHY does the tide run so

swiftly?" Laddie asked as we
struggled with our paddles

northward along the Gulf of Georgia.
"Did you ever hear the old song

"The Meeting of The Waters," it

might have been written about this

place—the tides meet here."' A truly
wonderful sight. It was lowest low-

tide and the great masses of water
that t^\•ice daily sweep about Van-
couver Island were piling their foam-
ing edges against one another just
south of Seymour Narrows—the most

treacherous passage on the Northern
Pacific Coast of Canada. Our long
Sooke log canoe bounded and jockeyed
over the lean hungry weaves like a
boy's rocking horse

"It's getting pretty bad." I called
to O'poots, our West Coast Indian
guide.

"Hyas Skookum Chuck," (means
"Great Big Waves," or "Great Big
Water" rather, in the Coast Jargon
called Chinook, a mixture of French,
Spanish, Indian and English.)

"Laddie" and I just pat-patted
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with our paddles to keep her head on

while the native in the stern flung his

narrow sharp pointed blade from side

to side, his dark eyes flashing as

brightly as his wet blade. Within ten

minutes we were lifting and falling

over the regular swell again, behind us

the "rip" made by the meeting of the

tides looked like some immense rapid

in mid-ocean, a long streak of white

angry tossing seas. •

"Sammon!" said O'poots, as a big

silvery thing broke water near us, so

out went the lines. Laddie used a

handline of stout twisted linen. I

used my big lance-wood salmon rod

with 200 yards of heavy Irish linen line

and a copper and silver S shaped

spoon. The hook, with a shank of

five inches in length, was baited by
the Indian with a small Oulican, or

Candle Fish, a fish so fatty that when
dried the natives burn them like

torches or candles.

We were yet about three miles from
shore. Above us, roared the struggling

waters of Seymour pass, roaring like

a bull. Four miles behind us we
could see the broken top of The
Miltlenatch, the most northerly is-

land in the Gulf, To the west lay

the green wooded shores and shore

hills and mountain ranges of Van-
couver Island, and in the centre of

the shore scene entered the far famed
(^p.mpbell River, the best place for

salmon and trout on all this Pacific

Coast—for the simple reason that
here gather an infinitude of schools

of small food fishes to jjreed so, from
time immemorial—whatever that
means—the fishermen of the world
have foregathered here to try for

record fish.

It was early in the year and the

great Spring, or Tyee, or King Sal-

mon, or Chinook or Quinnal as the
nalives call them was "running."
He is the Columbia salmon on the

Columl)ia, the Sacramento salmon
on the Sacramento, in the Russian
settlement "tschawytscha," but
"cncrally by the white man he is

called "Spring" and by the Indians
"Tyee" (big) and big he truly is. We
have seen or taken liini all along this

Pacific coast from California to

Alsaka, wherever the herring or the

smelt or the Oulican run there the

Spring salmon is to be found.

We had been fishing for them in the

early spring months in the Straits of

Juan de Fuca.one very odd thing we
noted, some of the salmon we caught,
our largest was 13 pounds, were all

red fleshed, this red of the flesh of the

salmon is caused by the innumerable,
tiny, free swimming shell fish they eat,

as well as the fish they consume that
in their turn live on the tiny shell

fish. Some that we caught were half

red and half white and some were
striped and patched red and white
like a barber's pole. All these great

magnificent fish were then coming in

from their deep sea feeding grounds

—

alas! unknown to Man (—and a jolly

good thing for the fish too). It dis-

appears for some two or three years
from our sight altogether, but it must
return at about four years of age to

spawn and die. I have never yet
seen one of these fish that weighed a

full 100 pounds, the upper reaches of

the Yukon have a story of one that
weighed 140 pounds, great numbers
hare been taken of 70, 80, and 90
pounds weight. I have seen a
thousand dead Spring Salmon that
averaged over .30 pounds weight. We
know that this valuable food fish goes
northward around Point Barrow. It

is remarkable howmanyof these huge
salmon will use one small bay, over a

cjuarter of a milhon pounds of this

fish caught troHing by the Indians

have been shipped from Ketchikan
alone in one season. It certainly

was a snap buying white-meated sal-

mon—no matter what the weight, for

twenty-five cents and red-meated
ones for fifty cents, but these Alaskan
Indians did not know better THEN

—

now they know that we get fifty

cents a pound for this fish laid down
early in London markets.

"I've got him! I've got him!'

yelled "Laddie" at this moment as he

sprung up erect in the bow and

started to pull in hand over hand

—

at this critical moment the Spring

learned for the first time that the

shining smelt he had captured had in

reality captured him and he leaped

up in a sparkling fountain of water, a
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Campbell River Falls'

great shining mass of silver, about a

thirty-five pound lish.

"Don't you touch that Hnc
O'poots!" cried the lad as he was
tumbled and dragged oackwards past
me right into the Indian's arms.
"I'll land him or lose him myself!"
he sputtered out. The lad's fat arms
were extended straight at the fish as

if imploring him not to pull quite so
hard—the salmon now started to
see-saw l)ack and forth across our
stern, at times leaping in shot,

splashing plunges across the surface

—

at times he had the Indian and the
boy well out over the stern—but
never a hand did the Indian put on
the straining line— the tide was with
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the fish and we were going backwards
rapidly. Twice I saw other salmon
break near our stniggUng fish and
I knew we were right in the midst of a

feeding school. Sometimes "Laddie"
had five or ten yards nicely gathered
in when off would mn the big broad
silvery thing and out would go the

line. By this time I had managed to

get my line completely in, even though
once the fish had leaped over it, so

I lighted my pipe and watched the
boy^ He manhandled that fish shock-
ingly at last

—

"You won't come in!" he yelled—
mad all over, as he had just dipped
both arms to the elbows in a passing
surge of a whitecap—he braced both
feet and pulled hand over hand, the
line falling in great coils on O'poot's
knees and arms, water and boy
splashing and falling everywhere.
"NOW! — THE — KILLING-
STICK—" spluttered the lad. I saw
the brown arm hand up the short
gaffhook-ended club, there was a
mighty boiling of water at the stern
of the canoe, a fat hand armed with a
dark club arose in the air and fell

with a mighty "thwack" on the fish

and glanced off—and but for O'poots
swiftly grasping the loose cloth in a
certain part of "Laddie's" costume
the young gentlemen would have gone
in swimming with the fish, but between
them they dragged it into the boat.
"Laddie" unseated the gaff and three
blows on the shapely head and a con-
sequent swift beating of the tail by
the fish told that the fight was over
and the poor thing out of pain and
misery—for did you ever note what
wild alarm seizes this beautiful thing
when once it finds itself, for the first

time, a captive, that tiny heart, far

up the throat, beats in frantic fear,

every nerve is strained and the agile

creature will do then whatsit has
carefully avoided doing all its life—
beat its body against another object

—

for fish value the slime that encom-
pass them and are very careful

about displacing any of it. There
lay thirty odd pounds of most ex-

cellent food. It was a female and

already the egg sacs were becoming

filled. She was on her way to her

birthplace, templed by the mass of

food she forgot her primal object

—

to sp9wn—and again filled her stom-
ach with food.

As this was early spring she was not
really confirmed in the habit of

starving herself but later, once they
have reached brackish or fresh water,
once some inborn monitor speaks,
they each and all stop feeding and for

days and weeks and months, while
they travel from the Straits or es-

tuaries to the headwaters of some
distant river they go 2000 miles up
the Yukon—on, on they go, up riffles,

over rapids, up falls, leaping as much
as twelve feet upwards—did you ever
see a salmon take this wonderful
climbing rush, they go at it in sections

you might say, leaping up a few feet

right into the widest, thickest flow of

the fall, then by swift zig-zag motions,
the very intensity of swimming, a
seeming wrigghng of the whole body,
they pass swiftly over the brow of the
fall. You would really think they
would stop when they come to dry
pebbles—I tell you that "Laddie"
and I have both of us put our feet in

the way of an upward struggling

salmon and have had them, time after

time, wriggle over our feet and plunge
and splash their way into the next
pool above.

But by now we are nearing Camp-
bell River and in the estuary is a very
good place to take a fish, and no
matter how many salmon one gets

you can always give them away, so I

pass my rod over to the boy, accord-
ing to promise, as I must teach him
the little I know of the art. The in-

coming tide was eddying and cream-
ing over the shallows and driving

our thirty foot cedar log canoe
with it in fine shape when up
jumped the lad again—not a word out
of him this time, he was watching that

dehcate tip for a strike. Suddenly I

saw his eyes flash and his lips snap
tightly together, then he struck like

a Briton to make good his hold, his

thumb sHpped and the reel sang the

wildest song I have ever listened to, a

regular screech—fifty yards went in

an instant—twenty-five more. "Best
snub a bit lad," I cautioned, as three-

quarters of the entire line was out and
a fearsome job it would have been for
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Campbell River, B.C.

me to garner it in this boiling rush,
but he went at it as if he was turning
a hand organ and he laid it on to that
reel in regular coiling wet sections

—

as fish and tide and canoe were all

being swept the same way now, sud-
denly we struck bottom and remained
fast—and there was the fish calmly
swimming around in another pool,
entirely separated from the one we
were grounded in, soon we were
swept off and fish and tide and canoe
tumbled on, the lad reeling in swiftlv
whenever he got a chance. As it was
all riffles and shallows ahead we
threw out the anchor and fought the
last fight in the last deep pool. Like
a hero- the lad stuck to it, my heart
was in my mouth sometimes at the
most wonderful curves and bends he
put in to that devoted rod, but he
always gave it the butt when neces-
sary and gained every inch he could,
finally he had it where we could see
it, as this one never jumped once, the
swift swirling waters keeping it down.
It was a smaller fish than the last by
a few pounds, but nearly a thirty

pounder for all that. I smoked
several pipes before that ever circling
fish was drawn by the boy near
enough to be killed' by the Indian

—

one swift blow, one rapid gaffing, one
long pull and in flopped the mate of
our first fish—a male this one with
milt bags just filling, a clean shapely
silver Spring.
During the days that we camped

about the mouth of this glorious river,

and later in the summer on our way
south, we walked up to the falls and
admired their wild beauty and caught
many strings of excellent eating cut-
throat trout in the cool clear water.
We had a laughable adventure one
day, a tiny Indian lad who had been
a frequent visitor to our camp was
fishing in one of the pools left by the
falling waters, this was in early spring
and the flood was past and the river
was a string of rippling rapids and
small pools, in one of the latter was
an imprisoned Steelhead, the so-
called "trout" out here, really a per-
fect western form of our own Atlantic
Salmon salmo salar. The little,
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brown faced, bright eyed lad threw

into the pool the tiny silver gilt

minnow I had given him and swiftly

drew it towards him—out from under

the bank he was standing on darted a

huge pool-imprisoned Steelhcad, as

black as vour hat from river stain, he

grabbed, "that Tacoma bait and took

it and hne and pole and little Indian

boy clear across that pool, the kiddie

had not been expecting any such

whales as that in a two foot deep pool.

I heard the splash and looked up from
my notebook, the youngster was
mortally offended- He seized the

willow pole he had been using and
chased that big black trout all over
that shallow pool, prodding and
whacking and pounding at it— silent

as the fish itself all this time. "Splash"—"Whack" went the pole, "splash,'"

"splash" went the fish. Around the
pool the varying tide of battle carried
them until the fish made one false

move and entered a shallow, in an

instant that kid was upon him,

seized him in his arms and beat his

poor life out on the smooth rounded

pebbles.

Remedies for Mosquito Bites

The most satisfactory remedy
known to the writer for mosquito
bites has been moist soap. Wet the

end of a piece of ordinary toilet soap
and rub it gently on the puncture,

and the irritation will soon pass away.
Household ammonia, or alcohol, or

glycerine have been tried by others

with good results. Some mark the
puncture with a lump of indigo; some
with one of the naphthaline moth
balls; another, iodine. Others re-

commend the holding of one hand to

a hot lamp chimney to relieve the
irritation of mosquito punctures.

A great deal has been written con-
cerning the properties of certain grow-
ing plants which are recommended
to keep away that arch pest, the
mosquito. Among these may be men-
tioned several species of eucalyptus,
the castor-oil plant, the chinaberry
tree, and others. Although the evi-

dence in regard to these plants is

contradictory, all observations made
by scientific men in different parts

of the world negative their value;

claims that they are valuable are

confined to people who have not made
thoroughly scientific tests.—T. H. H.

The English Sparrow

The English sparrow among birds,

like the rat among mammals, is

cunning, destructive, and filthy.

This species of the bird family
was introduced into America a
Httle more than sixty years ago, now
being distributed over nearly the
whole of the United Slates and
southern Canada. This rapid dis-

semination is due to the bird's

hardiness, extraordinary fecundity,
diversity of food, aggressive disposi-
tion, and almost complete immunity
from natural enemies. Sparrows are
accustomed to feed in close Hocks,
and wlicn thus assembled in favor-
able places a large number may be

killed by a charge of No. 10 shot.

The best way is to scatter grain over
long narrow areas and shoot the spar-

rows at these baiting places. Where
sparrows infest poultry yards, the
bait may be placed on a horizontal
board, supported at such an eleva-

tion that the birds may be shot

without danger to the poultry.

These feathered mischief-makers are

becoming so numerous that we should

inaugurate a campaign against them.

How about setting aside a "sparrow

day" and kill off as many of them
that day throughout the country

as possible?—T. H. H.



Alfred 0. Philipp

TAHAR was happy. As happy
and contented as a turtle could
possibly be, for the hot sun

which brought sweat and misery to

unlucky humans clad in unnaiural
raiment brought only contentment
to him as it beat fiercely down upon
his hard shell.

Pine Lake lay calm in its summer
glory, not a ripple marred the tran-

quillity of its glassy surface; but it

could be bad. even verj' bad. Al-

though only a mile wide it had a mean
length of five times that, and when
the wind became angry it spent its

bluster on that sweep until the white-
capped waves in a perfect fury chased
one another from shore to shore.

Duck hunters who came to slay in the
fall often likened it unto the Great
Lakes.
But the cold, wintry wind was a

thing remote, and had no place in the
mind of Tahar as he dozed on the flat

surface of a projecting rock. For he
was the monarch of the lake region
as well as its oldest inhabitant. Even
Kara, the great pike who struck fear

into the hearts of the smaller tenants,
held no terror for him. Indeed, he
was old when Kara was no larger than
a perch, and used to hide in the
pickerel grass over near the rushes.

True, he was quite immune from
danger by virtue of his great shell,

into which he could draw his head
and legs at its first approach. Yes,
he could hide—but he never did. And
no other creature in all the lake could
compel him to withdraw into his

shell did he will it otherwise.
But outside the lake. Ah, that was

different, for there Tahar had seen
strange things. Big monsters with
four legs like himself, but with hair
on their bodies, great horns on their

heads, and from whose throats issued
terrifying sounds that sent him
scurrying into the deep mud where he
buried himself from Mght, were roam-
ing about. How was Tahar to know
that cows were harmless?
Then there were the feathery things

that floated through the air as easily

as Kara swam in the water. But
most marvelous of all were the queer
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creatures that walked on two legs.

Wonderful things had Tahar seen

them do. Once frcm a point of

vantage he had seen one of them slay

Orad, the muskrat, with a spurt of

fire and a noise like thunder, also—
Tahar suddenly became alert. He

was extremely wise as the chelonian

standard of wisdom goes, and as he
had heard oars gently dip into the

water before, he was quick to re-

cognize frcm afar the faint, but
regular splashes. He waited, and
soon came another sound, one that

he had long learned to associate with
those wonderful bipeds—the sound of

the human voice. Away down the

shore, hidden by a clump of reeds,

was a boat containing three men in

continual conversation. To Tahar,
however, their words merely signified

the advance of an enemy.
"Well Bill," one was saying, "how

does Pine Lake look to you? Same as

ever?"
"Just about," answered the man

addressed. "It's twenty years now
since I left the old place to make my
pile in New York, but it seems only

yesterday. Some changes, of course.
That 'dump' on the other side that
looks like the back yard of a tin can
factory used to be our swimming hole
in the old days. And behind that
bunch of grass there used to be a flat

rock sticking out of the water. I

remember how, when I was only a
kid— I caught a young turtle on that
rock. I took him home and made a
pet of him; and he really became quite
tame. I kept him nearly all summer
and then my mother made me get
rid of him. So I carved my initials

and the year upon his back. 'W. J.

H.—1893,' and put him back intc the
lake. It was—

"

The sounds were coming nearer,

and in his own way Tahar evidently
considered discretion the better part
of valor, for _ he pushed himself
clumsily frcm the rock and slid into

the water. And besides, he suddenly
longed for th'- willows at the end of the
lake, as there were ever choice bugs
to be found down by them.

But what were these strange, string^'

things that completely enmeshed his

body and entangled his head and legs.

Tahar could easily force his bulky
shell through the thickest of the

- grasses that grew in the lake. But
this was no grass. It was altogether
a new experience in his life. But
Tahar was great and strong and would
soon bite and claw his way thiough
this strange thing that temporarily
restrained him, for was he not mon-
arch of the Lake?

Just beyond lay the long yellow
strip of sandy beach that stretched
from his favorite rock to the edge cl

the willows. But to Tahar it was
quite inaccessible for the more he bit

and clawed the more entangled he
became. The sound of splashing
oars drawing nearer, added a new
zest to his furious struggles, and
he was in a perfect frenzy when a
shadow passed over him and he felt

himself being drawn to the surface.

Up he went until a human hand
reached over the side of the boat and
grasped one of his hind legs and com-
menced pulling him over the gun-
whales. Tahar snapped at the hand
and was rewarded with a cruel rap
on the head wilh the butt of a fishing
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rod for his efforts. Then, with a hard
thump, he landed in the bottom of the
boat.

The three men eyed their prize

with exclamations of delight.

"Ain't he a beaut?" exclaimed one.

"Th' ol' boy wuz jes' taking' his daily

sun bath, an' I knowed we'd ketch
him if we put th' net on this side o'

th' rock an' rowed up from th' other
side."

"Yes," said another of the trio,

"and now Bill will have some good
old-fashioned turtle soup that he will

long remember when he goes back to

the city."

But the man named Bill was silent.

Into his eyes came a gleam of re-

cognition. He had seen something
that had escaped the obsers^ation of

his companions.
While the other two were occupied

in hauling the net into the boat, he
seized the opportunity to scrape the
slimy growth from the shell of Tahar.
And what he found beneath the slime
completely justified his expectations.

The net stowed safely in the prow
of the skiff, it was decided to row
around the bend into the deep water
and cast shoreward over the long
weeds for pike or pickerel.

But the man named Bill evinced
no interest in the casting as he sat in
the stern gazing silently down at

Tahar, for a flood of memories surged
into his brain and carried him back
to his childhood days. The dear
little white haired mother and the
cottage on the hillside. The old
family horse, the rickety carriage,

and the drive to church of a Sunday.
Then there was the brindle cow that
persisted in becoming lost in the
swamp at milking time. And the
shepherd dog. Then came a picture
of a little bare-foot boy with sun-
browned cheeks vainly trjdng to
fashion a crude harness for a pet
turtle.

It was unbelieveable; but there
could be no mistake, for here was the
evidence before him. He had cut
broad and deep, and nature's attempts
at obliteration were futile, for on
Tahar's leatherv back could he traced
the outline—"W. J. H.—1893." It's

a funny world, he meditated. The

family horse was long dead. The
brindle cow and the shepherd dog
likewise. But here was thQ old turtle",

and now he was going to eat it in

soup.
Now the caprices of Fate are be-

yond the comprehension of man.
For that Kara, the pike, should
be instrumental in saving the life of
his hated enemy while losing his own
was paradoxical, but true. For Kara
was lying half in the grass merely
waiting for something to happen to
break the monotony of a drowsy
summer atternoon.

And it happened. A plump young
frog came sailing through the air

and landed with a splash just outside
the fringe of the grass. Kara was
upon it in an instant, seizing it

broadside between his powerful jaws.
Turning, he lunged for the grass, at

the same time turning his prey in his
mouth in order to swallow it head
first. For there is a correct method of
doing everything; even of swallowing
a frog.

But something occurred that had
not been upon Kara's program, and
the battle that followed gave elocjuent
testimony to the stuff that American
game fish are composed of. For
thirty minutes Kara fought furiously.
Time and again he was brought al-

most to the side of the boat by one oi

the men while another stood ready
with a landing net, but it was only
to break away again.

The man named Bill took no part
in the proceedings. Another matter
demanded his attention; and while
the reel hummed and sang Tahar was
firmly seized by his short, stumpy
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tail, lifted over the side of the boat,

and gentljf lowered into the water;

wheie he lost no time in disappearing.

Kara finally succumbed and was
drawn over the side of the boat just

as Tahar had been but a brief hour
before. His captors were delighted.

No such pike had ever been taken
from Pine Lake; before. And ere the

three men arrived at the landing it

was fully decided that Kara would be
senl lo New York to be mounted by
an expert taxidermist.
When the fishermen arrived at the

shore the disappearance of Tahar
was discovered, and loud were the
lamentations of the three men at the
discovery of their loss. But somehow
or other—maybe it was only ima-
gination—the voice of the man named
Bill did not seem to possess the
proper tone of regret that the occasion
demanded.

Down at the bottom of the lake

buried deep in the mud, lay Tahar.

He was still the monarch of the lake

and its ol(Jest inhabitant.

George Gilbert

* (Concluded)

IT
was mid-afternoon. As the hotel's
company listened to the noise of
the storm, now and again dis-

cussing such meager gossip as was
brought in by a villager who was
able to plough away through the
snow to the centre of attraclion—

a

warm bar room, where other males
were congregated to talk—when a
shout outside attracted their atten-
tion:

—

"Whoa, there, you long-legged,
double barreled alligator," a rumbling
voice gave forth.

"Jim Breidiii, in for a drunk, by

saltpetre and prunes," announced
Johnson, getting up hastily. "Here
you, Barker, get out and take care

of his mule. When he hits town the
bar's kept busy. That mule of

his'n'll get through any snow."
There was some licking of chops

as the commotion outside increased.

It subsided in front, only to break out
around near the stables and then
became stronger and stronger as the

center of it approached the hotel.

"Whew-up-cece," yelled a tall,

thin, brown-bearded man, slamming
the door open and striding into the
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bar room. "A 1 as wants a drink
come up with me."

"Excuse me, stranger," said Du-
Pointe, stepping up and offering his

hand to the new comer, "but suppose
we have a drink on me."

The bearded man stepped back,
gazed at DuPointe searchingly for a

moment. DuPointe saw in his glance
that something he had been searching
for in the others. Here was a man
reckless, headstrong, probably fairly

decent when sober, but cruel and
mean when drunk. It was with the
bluff heartiness of the spree drinker
who is bent upon finding companion-
ship for a carouse that Breiden shook
DuPointe's hand and accepted his

invitation to drink.

As the knot of men gathered before

the bar and the bottle began to cir-

culate, DuPointe managed it so that
he was close to Breidin, to whom
Abner Johnson already had imparted
the facts in "Perrault's" case as he
knew of them.

"Hi, Peerow, Peerigh, Peerum,"
the mountaineer said, whacking Du-
Pointe familiarly on the back.
"Don't let a little matter like a rifle

bullet in \-our leg worrit you. I've

had 'em singin' around my ears many's
the time when I've been toting deer
out of season with the game con-
stables after me."

The laugh went around at the ex-

pense of the roisterer as he thus made
fun of himself. His troubles with
the game wardens were well known,
but none of those present would
have referred to them if he had not
first, for such is the etiquette of the
poacher.

"How did you get through from
lower Rainbow?" asked Johnson.
"I should think you never would have
made it to-day."
"That darned old mule of mine can

go anywhere a bird can fly er a fish

swim," he boasted.
"How's the gal?' asked Barker,

just in from the stables with the
report that the "muel" was eating
his oats well.

"You never mind abouat my gal,"

Breidin said shortly.

"Last time he was in," whispered
Johnson to DuPointe, "he had his

young darter with him and he made
her dance on the bar for the crowd
and when she cried he whopped her.
Her mother's been dead two or three
years and she keeps house for him
at his place on lower Rainbow."

"I heerd you whusperin' thar abouat
my gal," Breidin bristled up at John-
ston. His bony, huge fist came down
on the bar, making the glasses and
bottles jump. "You quit whusperin'
abouat her. She's not fittin'-sto

come ouat with me no more. When
a gal'd ruther stay home than go to

toawn with her daddy, somethin's
wrong wi' her, says I. "Let's have
another drink."

This proposal was well received and
others like it, as well.

"See anything of John Aylesworth?'
Johnson asked Breidin, after a time.
"No; whar's he, the skunk? He

caught me last year a-whopping my
gal with a hame strop an' stopped me.
But it didn't do her no good; I gave
her double dose when he was gone
from my place. 'Blast all sich medd-
lers,' say I."

"I agree that a man has a right to

discipline his own children," said Du-
Pointe ingratiatingly.

"Noaw I like to hear a man talk up
like that; let's have another drink,"
said Breidin loudly. The whiskey
was beginning to affect him, together
with the warmth and the compan-
ionship of the other drinkers. He
had pushed his round pull-down fur
cap off his forehead and taken off his

big knit wool mittens. His heavy
double-breasted blue coat was thrown
back.

"I've got a real good bottle up to
my room," DuPointe suggested to
Breidin at the first favorable oppor-
tunity.

"Noaw you're talking sense," the
wild fellow slylv said. "Lead the way
to it."

A little later DuPointe had his

man upstairs. He had included
Barker and Wagner in his invitation
and by evening had established him-
self in their good graces.

By evening, DuPointe, by spend-
ing money here and there for whiskey,
by his ability to mix with all sorts

of men, had made himself a general
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'He had his young darter with him and he made har dance

favorite. He manajjed to keep Brci-
din near him and when it came time
to close up tlic. iiotcl lie, (|iiite sober,
so manaf^ed it that he tooli Breidin
to bed in liis own room, the two

reeling off together to rest. To
Breidin's suggestion that he (Breidin)

would have to go home in the morn-
ing, DuPointe interposed objections,

saying that he had plenty of money to
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on the bar fur the crowd and when she cried he whopped her."

continue their carouse. He trusted
to the storm to make it easy for
Breidin to comply with his wishes.

It was in the hotel stables next
morning that DuPointe found the

right opportunity to present the
matter to Breidin in secrecy. They
had managed to get away "from the
others for a time on the pretext that
Breidin wanted to show DuPointe his
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"muel." The wounded leg was giving

him little trouble.

The snow had ceased in the night.

Friday had dawned fair.

"A good two-foot-and-a-half,"

Breidin announced, "and maybe more
to come. That means big drifts all

down the woods road along Rainbow
and blocking all the small trails."

He was uneasy. Several times he
had made references of his intention

to return home. Then, when the

others noticed his remarks, he re-

newed his drinking and evaded all

references to his home-going.

\A^ith his keen insight into men,
DuPointe sensed that there was some
deeply concealed reason for Breidin's

uneasiness. He did not join in the
jests leveled at his companion and
adopted toward him an attitude of

confidence that had its effect. With
all his drinking, Breidin did not
become much intoxicated Johnson
had warned DuPointe that the moun-
taineer's capacity for whiskey was
almost limitless.

"As long as he don't get too much,
he's jolly and not apt to get tangled
up, but when he gets 'way drunk,
he's nigh helpless and ugly as a
wolf," the hotelman said.

"Breidin," said DuPointe, as the
two stood watching the mule, "how
would you like to have a share in
$25,000?"

Breidin spat out the straw he was
chewing and turned to face the other
in the dim light of the old stable.
"Say that again, man," he invited.

His jovial air was gone. His should-
ers lost their slouch. His little,

shifty, grey eyes were intent in
their gaze.

"How would you like to have a
share in $25,000?"
"How would a purty gal like to

dance with a handsome beau? How
would a boy like to lick out a pan his
ma'd had cake batter in? What's
the end of it?"

"Suppose I could bring you in
with me on a plan to get a black
fox skin that will sell for $25,000?"

Breidin took a step forward and
looked down into DuPointe's eyes.
The schemer bore his scrutiny steadi-
ly.

"What we got to do for it?"

The mountaineer's inquiry came
cold, hard, calculating.
DuPointe hesitated before replying!
"Maybe kidnap a woman and

make her tell where it is."

Breidin laughed.
"I thought you was a-goin' to say

something serious," he sneered. I'll

tell you, Peerow or Peerigh, I've done
something darned lately that's going
to take a sight of red licker to keep
out of my mind. Give your animile a
name and I'll hop to it with you."

'Not here; in my room to-night.
I'll tell you all about it there. We'll
need some help

"

"Why not us two alone and then
not have to divide the profits into
more'n two parts?"

"We'll need two more. But we
neeedn't take them on the inside.

I've settled in my mind upon Barker,
the hostler here, and Wagner, that big
farmer."
"Two likely fellows, but not

sharp
"

"We don't want the other two to
be too sharp, Breidin

"

"Ha, ha, ha, good for you," the
other replied.

"But come on to my room and
there we can talk it over, with some
more of that good whiskey to make
the talk flow easier."

"Your talk is the most sensible
I've heard this long-come-short; come
along; the sooner the quicker."

CHAPTER XI.

Early as Aylesworth awakened
after a fair night's sleep, following the
recital of Agnes DuPointe, she was
up and about the cabin when he
made his first attempt to use his

numbed leg. The injured member
still was very weak and painful, but
it showed improvement. He man-
aged to hobble to the door and looked
at the weather.

"It will come on to snow again,
big, to-day," he said, a note of an-
xiety in his voice.

She came and stood beside him.
"Yes," she agreed, with the assur-

ance of the out-of-door woman.
"The we&ther signs are right for

snow again."
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She bustled about making a little

coffee from the grounds left in the
pot from the night before. This,
with a bit picked up here and there
finished up their food and then they
faced the question that they had
failed to answer the night before.

"It all comes to this," he said.

"We must get to my place. The big
snow will be here before you can get
to Stratho over the hills, even if I'd

let you go."
He stopped, startled to find him-

self putting a veto upon her actions
and looked to see if she had resented
it.. Apparently she had not noticed
the remark.
"The numbness has gone out of

my back," he went on. "If you can
draw what of your things you need or
carry them, I think I can manage to
inch along to where the dug-out is.

That will take us to within a mile
of my cabin and from there to my
place it is all easy going."

"If he had left me my food, I could
stay here," she said, her elbows on
the table, her face in her cupped
hands. "As it is, I must take your
advice. Perhaps once at your place
a way will offer itself so I can get
outside

"

"Oh, in a day or two I'll be all right
and can snow shoe out and get help
to get you out."

Their preparations were soon made.
Aylesworth found that the exertion
of getting ready bettered his con-
dition. With a stick to lean on he
was able at times to give her a tug on
the traverse over hard places.

Not long after they left the cabin
the snow began to fall, a little at a
time at first, as all big snow storms
begin. Before they were half way
to the head of the marsh the big
flakes were swariiiing thick and fast

and covering up their trail. They
found the dugout and Aylesworth
soon fashioned an extra paddle from a
dry pine limb that he got out of a
windfall and flattened deftly with his

ax. He could paddle well, despite
his wounds and with the wind at their

backs they made rapid progress down
the center of the marsh.

It was snowing very hard when
they came to the marsh's foot. From

there on to the cabin of Aylesworth
they had a harder task than above,
as the heavy snowfall slowed their
progress more and more and Ayles-
worth was becoming somewhat weak.
His companion, hesitant and de-
pressed early in the day, worried and
downcast, gradually threw off her
low spirits as they fronted each
difficulty of the trip and as they
neared the cabin of the trapper,
Aylesworth heard the woman hum-
ming little tunes to herself—snatches
of voj-ageur's songs—as she marched.
When snoozer came near she stooped
and pulled his ears.

"You are cheerful enough to suit
any one," the trapper remarked, as
the cabin was sighted.
"Why not?" she flashed at him,

turning to smile.

Arrived at the cabin, Aylesworth
hobbled in, after throwing out the
drifted snow from before the door.
Mrs. DuPointe soon had the cabin
in order, and Snoozer, in his old place
by the stove, sniffed in anticipation
of some more flapjacks and bacon
grease as she went about the task of
preparing the evening meal.

Aylesworth in his seat, watched
her, with a rather rueful expression on
his face, rubbing his three-day stubble
on his chin the whfle.

"If I was more able, I'd do that
myself," he said, "and if you'll
put the dish here and the flour, I'll

manage to stir up the pa:ncakes.
My arms are good, if my leg isn't."

She laughingly handed him the
dish and the flour and water and he
began to work. She began to set

out things from the rough cupboard,
as he directed.

Suddenly Snoozer started up and
went toward the door. First he
growled, then scratched at the sill.

"What is it, old boy?" Ayles-
worth asked.
Again the dog growled.
"Some one is out there," Ayles-

worth said. Already his companion
was at the door.

"Shall I open the door?" she asked.
"Yes, but first hand me my gun."

In view of his own condition he
had left it with her on the tramp
down.
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She handed him the gun and he

sat, facing the door.

"Now, open it," lie commanded.
She swung the door wide and

Snoozer dashed out into the storm.

They heard him bark, but not in

anger.
"Go out and see what it is," Ayles-

worth urged. "I'll stand by the

door and watch."
He got up and hobbled forward.

Already she had gone.

He saw her plunge through the

snow, now up to her hips, to where
Snoozer was, under the lee of the

creek bank. He saw her go over the

bank and then waited, ready to

flounder to assist her, if called.

Soon the dog came up the bank,

pawing his way through the snow.

Then Aylesworth saw Agnes' head
as she struggled up, then her body,

and after her, staggering, numbed
with cold, a girl of twelve years.

Half carrying the girl, Agnes came
forward.

"Oh, Mr. Aylesworth," the girl

said, weakly. "You will take me
in, won't you?"
"Why it's Mary Breidin," said

Aylesworth, as the two came nearer,

"ftow do you come to be up here in

such a storm?"
He limped to the girl's other side

and together they got her into the

warm cabin. Here she soon revived,

after drinking hot coffee. She was a
pretty, fair-haired, rosy cheeked little

miss, with a touch of rougishness,

thai showed when she felt safe.

"Now tell us all about it," Agnes
encouraged, after she had patted
Snoozer and thanked them both.

"Oh, Mr. Aylesworth, it's too
terrible! Ever since father had me
last in to Stratho and I refused to

dance for him in the barroom and
you caught him whipping me with
the hame strap, he's been more and
more ugly to me and drinking worse
and worse. This morning he started

for Stratho and he tried to make me
go with him, but I wouldn't and
when he chased me, I ran out of the
house anrl into the woods. I ho])ed

he's let up on me, but he didn't

and after he had sat on the front

door sill and drank up ;ili the whiskey

he had with him, he started for the
barn to harness up the mule and I

tried to creep back, but he heard me
and caught me and tied me up and
threw me into the mule cart. He
said he'd take me in to Stratho and
that I'd dance on the bar for the men
or he'd give me what for.

"All the way up the road it snowed
and I was cold. He paid no attention
He was getting drunker'n, drunker
all the time.
"Down where Otter Creek comes

in I got desperate with cold and
fearful, he was so crazy with his

songs and I got my hands loose

and untied my feet and got out of the
back of the cart. He saw me as I

went and cursed me and ordered
me back. When I asked him to take
me home he drove off and left me in

the storm by the side of the tote road.
"After he went I sat down by the

creek side for a long time and then I

thought if I came up here, maybe
you'd take me in. I started up,
and^the snow wasn't so bad then. I

came up to the cabin, and found you
gone and then I was afraid, 'cause I

thought I'd have to stay all night in

the open, but I crept out of the wind
under the creek bank and I was
getting colder and colder there,

buried in the snow, when I had a
notion I smelled woodsmoke and I

thought you might be back, so I

hollered and "

Her golden, curly head nodded.
The exposure, followed by the warmth
and food, had done their work.
The Uttle one, her head pillowed on
the bosom of Agnes, slept.

CHAPTER XII.

It was at dawn on Thursday that

Jean Carlac broke the thrall of his

fitful slumber and came to conscious-

ness in a world in which no sound
smote upon his ears. The wind had
gone down. He had not undressed.

A single shake of his huge body, as

a dog shakes his pelt when he gets

up after rest, sufficed for him. The
view from the window did not satisfy,

that from the door less still. For the

snow was coming down yet in big

Hakes that said plainly: "We are

but a few of many."
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Carlac found no food, despite a
keen search of the place. He had
just a Httle left of his own, but was
not at the end of his resources. His
keen ejes told him the meaning of

several marks in the snow in the lee

of the cabin, where little snow had
drifted since the evening before.

Flormdering back there, he found in

the space under the cabin a pair of

Great Northern hares, holed up to

escape the storm. Venturing to the
edge of their voluntary prison, they
had left the tell tale marks. Carlac's
pistol soon made them available for

his uses.

Breaking his fast on a hastilj^ made
stew of hare's flesh, Carlac sat down
to smoke, to think. But not for

long.

In a corner he found a rough splint

broom. Using a board wrenched
from the table top as a shovel, he
got rid of the snow in front of the
cabin for a dozen paces. Then he
swept the snow carefully out of the
tracks he found underneath the newer
snow.

Working so, in an hour he had
worked out the general direction in

which the ones he sought had left

the cabin. Not being famihar with
the country, he had no means of
knowing where the two were bound.
Noting the marks of the stick that
Aylesworth had used to steady him-
self and that the man he sought
was lame, and that the woman had
drawn the traverse, he pictured in

his mind the supposed DuPointe
forcing his daughter to drag a heavy
traverse through the deep snows for'

him. This only confirmed his own
opinion that DuPointe was misusing
Agnes and made him all the more
bitter against her husband. What
the stranger on the. Stratho road had
told him, what he had heard from
Agnes' aunt through La Cerf, the
tracks that told him his daughter was
dragging a traverse, as an Indian
squaw does for her brave, all went to

' complete the picture he held in his

harassed mind of his "golden dem-
oiselle" reduced to degradation and
misery by DuPointe. And with this

certain clue of the tracks to guide
him and confirm him in his grim

resolve, he set about the business
before him sternly and methodically.
He determined to wait until the

snow was over. With his know-
ledge of trappers' habits he thought,
not having all the signs before him,
that DuPointe and Agnes had moved
to some other location. It could
not be far in that country of short
trails. And if the man was lame,
surely that would make for a short
trip. Meanwhile, he must wait until
the snow stopped falhng.
To while away the time he got

the big bear trap and using his
shovel as a pry, forced the great
jaw apart and set the pan and trap
in their proper places. Then he
stepped off and sprang the trap, joy-
ing to see it jump and to hear the
huge toothed jaws come together.
Again and again he did this.

He was up early the next day,
scanning the heavens, Ihe white
carpet that lay all about him. The
second hare he had cooked the day
before and this he dis])Osed, as best
he could, in his clothing. The snow
was over. Swinging the great bear
trap, set, but with the safety catch
on so it could not spring while it was
being carried, over his shoulder, he
took his axe, placed it in his belt and
thrust his meat gun into his belt, as
well and strode forth.

He had no fears for himself. He
scorned the perils of this little wild-
erness. From the trail he had made
out that the two he was after had
gone down the vale. Floundering
forward, he went that way.

Toilsome was the journey for him,
but the toil eased the ache at his
heart The big snow had cut off

all the wild folk in their travels.

There was not even the merry chatter
of a scolding squirrel to make the
way more endurable for the man
who went forward so with hate
tugging him forward—hate that al-

rnost made him forget that before
him also was the one he loved best.

At the head of the marsh he failed

to find where his quarry had put out
through the snowy sedges. But he
sensed that they never would have
come there unless they had had a
boat to take them forward. Without
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a boat there theyHwould have skirted

the marsh on higher ground. With
the true woodsman's instinct he

figured what the marsh meant on the

trail. It meant that they would
go through it and then follow the

little stream at its foot. So with

the marsh to guide him, he had only

to edge over onto higher ground

at its eastern side and go forward.

Silently as a lynx, he broke
through the screen of little hemlocks
at the end of the marsh. The lay

of the land there told him what he

wanted to know. Clearly the break

of the big creek pointed to cither a

cabin there toward which the two had
gone, or to a way out of the hollow

between the Nescopern and the range
on the other hand.

There, on a little knoll where the

hemlocks were low-lying, leaving bare
spots under them, Carlac made him-
self a warm camp for the night,

banked in with hemlock boughs and
carpeted with them. The weather
was fairly mild. The trapper of the
long trails found it no hardship to

sleep out.

The big bear trap he hung care-

fully up on a hemlock limb for the
night.

He was ready to trap the bear!

CHAPTER XHI.

Early Saturday morning DuPointe
and Jim Breidin, with Alonson Barker
and Brite Wagoner, to the shouts of a
number of roisterers at the Eagle, put
forth from Stratho in a rough bob-
sled, drawn by the mule. In the
sled were four pairs of snow shoes,
procured by Breidin, Barker and
Wagoner, with money furnished by
DuPointe. The men had rifles or
shot giins.

"We're going down to Breidin's
to hunt," DuPointe told everyone.
The quartette had the appearance of
being half way intoxicated.
"Lay ye a pint ye'll tip over before

ye git a mile doawn that old wood
road," Mine Host Johnson yelled after
them. The expedition was looked
upon as a great joke by all the
hangors-on about the ICaglc. The
|)Cop!e of Stratho iiad dug Lhem-
scives out of llu- drifts, and Ihc i)aLhs

about the little settlement were open
and the macadam road was being
opened from below to get the mail
through, the phone had given out.
But the small roads and trails still

were piled high.

"We've got our pint here," Du-
Pointe called back, flourishing a
bottle.

This was greeted with a laugh.
But once off down the trail and

around the bend, the party threw off

their appearance of intoxication and
the shrewd DuPointe began to tell

them what each one was to do to
bring the plan to success. It was
Breidin who proposed going in by
way of Otter Creek.

It was early on Saturday, too,
that John Aylesworth stood at the
door of his cabin, his snow shoes on,
his fur cap pulled down so that the
visor shielded his eyes from the snow
glare made by the brilliant winter
sun. The roof was steaming. The
crows were calling. What few clouds
there were scudded high, widely
separated. Belting in his mackinaw,
he slung the pack basket onto his
shoulders, gave a cheery goodbye
to Agnes DuPointe and Mary Breidin
who came to the portal to see him off.

Snoozer, who wanted to come, but
who could not have made it through
the snow, was sent back, disconsolate
after he had wallowed a few yards
into the smoother underfoot, to the
turn.

"Good-bye; I'll be in Stratho by
night and home to-morrow. You
two will not be lonesome. There's
no danger," he called to them. I'll

find some way of getting you both
out then."

His bad hip pained him some, but
the exertion did it good. He carried^
with him the goodly picture the'
woman and girl made as they stood,
side by side, their arms about each
other. They had talked it out and
reached the conclusion that with
three to care for on a stock of food
meant for one it was best for him
to get in to Stratho before another
storm came, perhaps to shut them in

for weeks.

livery yard Aylesworth gained he
felt beiter. Now that he was out
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in the open, face to face with his

troubles, he felt more and more able

to meet and to conquer them.

But his progress was slow, for he

had to favor ^the injured hip. He
made his start as if nothing mattered

and when around the first bend of

the creek, struck a more even pace.

This he held steadily, that he might

not stumble and so strain the tender

ligaments. At the turn where he

had called to them he had gone from
their sight, where rock and tree

hemmed in the trail.

He struck the road at Rainbow
Creek without mishap and had turned

up it, toward fitratho, when he be-

came aware of the approach of a

sled, drawn by a mule whose appear-
ance was familiar. He recognized it

soon as that of Jim Breidin and the

memon.' of t-he little girl, left by the

wayside by the drunken man to die

in the cold, came upon him, turning
his blood to fighting heat.

Breidin was not alone. Three
others were with him.

The men in the bobsled had seen
Aylesworth almost as soon as he
had seen them. When the sled came
abreast Aylesworth, ready to first

give Breidin a tongue-lashing and
then tell him where his daughter was,
did not draw aside much. He turned
to face the four men, who seemed not
to have noticed him, acting under
Breidin's urging. But just as the
trapper called, Breidin pulled in the
mule and faced him, leering.

By Breidin's side Aylesworth saw
DuPointe, the husband of Agnes,
the man who had attacked her,

struck her down. Her wish that he
should not attack the man held him
dumb as he remembered her appeal.

"Aylesworth, you dirty skunk,"
Breidin yelled. "I've be'n waiting
a long time to git you out in the open
spaces so I could tot up my reckonin'
with you. I'll larn you to interfere

when I'm teachin' my offspring

manners."
"Do you know where your girl is

now, Jim Breidin?" Aylesworth
asked. He did not flinch as Breidin
began to chmb down from the bob's
seat.

"No, ner care, either, you hound."

Breidin lunged and Aylesworth
turned to face him. His hip gave
with him, he sank partly to one side.

The other three caught him from
behind, Breidin buffeted him in front.

In five minuted Aylesworth, his

snow shoes stripped off, was bundied
into the body Of the sled and they
drove on. From their talk, for they
had grown bold now and let fall here

and there scraps of sentences that
Aylesworth pieced together, giving
him a true insight into their plans,

he made out that they planned to go
to the cabin at the head of the marsh.
But this gave him no hope, as he
knew that his tracks would lead them
to the lower cabin, his own. He
raged inwardly, but had to remain
quiet, a captive, while they urged the
poor overburdened mule on until

he came to where Otter Crek came
into Rainbow. Then Breidin, and
DuPointe together, putting on their

snowshoes, left him prisoner, with
Wagoner and Barker in charge of the
sled, which they had made the mule
haul a little way up Otter Creek
trail, off the Stratho trail.

While Barker and Wagoner . drank
now and then, Aylesworth, chilled

from hing still so long, felt his

strength going from him as he racked
his brains for a way out of his thrall-

dom. .\fter a time he began to

roll back and forth in the bodv of
the sled, if for nothing else, than to
keep his blood going, as well as his

bonds would permit.

This angered the two and they
came and stood over him, threaten-
ing him with upraised fists if he did
not remain quiet.

"Does you no good to ram 'round
so in th' bob," Barker said. "Whv-
n't you be still?"

"Yas, better you vas sthill," Wag-
oner chimed in, poking at the captive
with a hair>' paw.

Aylesworth refused them the sat-

isfaction of a reply. Bound, without
a weapon, he felt helpless and the

need for craft. So he pretended to

heed them and did quiet down.
The two men turned and leaned

against the bob as they talked

drunken nothings, disputing about
little backwoods notions, as such
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men will when in drink. One of

Iheir bickerings led them to a friendly

scuffle, in which they jammed each
other in turn against the bob. It

was during one of these jostlings that

Aylesworth felt something solid strike

his wrist as he lay there on his back.

The two scufflers reeled away from
the bob. Raising himself as far as

his bonds would let him, Aylesworth
saw that it was Barker's dirk knife

that had been jostled out of his belt

into the bob while Wagoner had held

the other pinned agamst the sled.

While the two continued their

wrestling, Aylesworth doubled his

body until he could grasp the horn
haft of the knife in his teeth. Then,
holding the edge of the blade upward
so, he made a great effort and brought
his wrists up where he could saw at

his bonds, holding the knife firm with
tightly clenched teeth, although the

pain from the effort almost over-

mastered him.

As often happens in such cases, the

fun the two half besotted men were
having became more and more earn-

est. They whirled about in their

wild efforts to out-wrestle each other.

Finally Wagoner's bulk prevailed

and Barker went down. Wagoner
was bending over Barker, demandmg
if he had "had enough," when the

loaded butt of Breidin's mulewhip
struck him fairly on top of the head.
Barker felt Wagoner roll off him and
sprang to his feet to face John Ayles-
worth, knife bared, loaded whip
upraised.

"Lonson," Aylesworth ordered.
"You've always been a fairly decent
fellow up to now, barring drink. Do
you want me to finish you, or are
you willing to do as I say, in return
for my help in getting you out of

this mess?"

Terror and hope alternated on the
little hostler's face. He knew John
Aylesworth to lie one whose word was
good to friend or foe.

"What d'ye want me t'do?" he
stammered from between fear-blue
lips.

"Take one of the harness straps and
bind Wagoner and help me get him
into the bob. Then remain here

until you hear from me. If not that,

take your chances."
Stooping over, Aylesworth searched

the sjricken man. He took a pistol

from him and put it in his own belt.
"

"If you give me your word to stand
by me, I'll help you," said Barker,
as soon as he saw the pistol in Ayles-
worth's grip.

"And remember, Lonson, I don't
care especially whether you do or not.

I've got this end of the game in my
hands and I'm going to have the
other pretty soon. But if you are
here with him when I finish up be-
yond, it will go better with you."

"Give me this one chance, Mr.
Aylesworth. I'm sobering up now
and if it hadn't been for the liquor

I'd not be in this scrape."

CHAPTER XV.

The vapors from his delusion rising

more and more to becloud his reason-

ing, Jean Carlac aroused himself
from his bough bed early that same
morning and started down the little

brooklet toward Otter Creek. The
remainder of the hare he had to

break his fast with, gnawing it as

he went, holding the great bear trap
onto his shoulder with one hand.

So it was that, after swinging wide
to get onto rising ground to view the

cabin and its surroundings after he
came into position whence he could
view it, he drew near to the bend
in the trail where Aylesworth turned
to wave good bye to Agnes and Mary
Breidin. If Aylesworth had been
observant that morning he would
have seen the track of the old trapper

coming down from the hillside toward
the creek bottom, but the young
trapper did not. Carlac saw Ayles-

worth, from a distance, as the

younger man swung down the trail.

He recognized him as "DuPointe"
as described to him by the man he
had met on the road to Stratho.

The blind hatred against the man
he thought had abused his "golden
demoiselle" blazed up in Carlac's

brain and heart and as he was too

late to intercept Aylesworth, he
settled down at the trailside to con-

sider the situation. Why the young
man had gone out over the trail he
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had no means of knowing. That
Aylesworth was bound for Stratho
he could not know.
He had one or two moments when

he was almost inclined to rush to the

cabin and compel Agnes to come
away with him. Then hatred coun-
selled another course. He smiled to

himself, swung the great bear trap
down from his shoulder and put it

in the trail at the bend. A tree butt
on one hand and a rock that made the
creek and trail bend there made it

easy to make a good set. The good
footing there was narrow. He took
off his mittens and tripped the safety
snap, fixing the trap so it would
spring at the slightest weight on it's

pan, having first sifted enough dr\',

fluffy snow over it to cover it. Under
the little hemlocks there he saw the
canoe, with "John Aylesworth"
painted on it.

"There," he said, mumbling the
words with fierce delight. "I am
ready to trap the bear He is here.

He uses that name.
Underneath the curve of the bank

the creek sang under its burden
of ice and snow. It was a sheer drop
of fifty feet there to the rocks. Open
water showed, black and swirling,

at the base of the rocks and an old log
jam closed the pool's lower end.

"The bear will be caught off his

balance when the trap springs,"
Carlac thought, "and will fall and the
trap will drag him under the log
jam."
A voice caUed: "Who are you?

Speak or I shall fire."

Carlac straightened up. In his

exultation he had shown himself
around the bulge of the big rock.

He had been seen from the cabin. He
knew who it was that was challenging
him. It was his Agnes, from the
doorwav. Love whispered: "Answer
her." Hate said: "No."

Carlac dodged out of sight again
and turned along the creek bed,
keeping the big rock between him and
the cabin. He had to go slowly on
account of the depth of the snow.
He fotmd cover after a time in a
clump of httle pines and under them
the footing was good and he made
fast time. From them, too, he could

see that the cabin door was shut and
that no one was astir there. He
wanted to watch the trap, that none
but the "bear" might feel its deadly
jaws.

"So," he reasoned, "there can be no
man in there or he would be out to

investigate a stranger who slinks

away as I have done. DuPointe has
gone away for something and will be
back soon, leaving Agnes alone.

First I must trap the bear. Then we
can see what is to be done."

It was warm under the pines in

the sun glare and Carlac on the soft

needles, was quiet, watchful. But
as time went on and the down-trail
was empty, the cabin still closed
fast, he became uneasy and moved
about under the pines. He came
toward the trailside again and was
just breaking through the screen of

branches at the little pine grove's
edge, when he heard:

—

"Hands up."
Jean Carlac looked down into the

muzzle of a revolver held by a lanky,
sour-faced man. With him was the
young man who had given him the
information about "DuPointe" on
the Stratho road.

The Canadian had seen death loo
close and too often to fear the result

of resistance . He lunged forward.
The revolver spoke. Jean Carlac
doubled up, pitched forward, blood
streaming from a great wound in

his forehead that stained the suow.
"I never meant to do it," Breidin

snarled. "I never meant to kill

him "

"Never mind that now. \\'e've

come for that black fox pelt and
we're going to have it," said Du-
Pointe shortly.

"He seems to be a stranger. I

never saw him. Maybe there'll be
no search for hmi."

"He's a stranger. I saw him get
off an automobile near Stratho the
day I came in. Some Canuck trap-
per that's drifted down here for the
winter. No one will inquire after

such as he is."

"We can bury the body when we
get through with this other business."

They rolled him back behind the
pine bough screen and after searching
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him for money and finding little, went
forward.
The two had lagged on purpose,

aiming to reach Aylesworth's cabin
toward late afternoon, hoping to

catch the woman off her guard then
while she would be at some chores that
would take her outside. Beside the
liig rock they paused.

Into Jean Carlac's dim conscious-
ness throbbing, grinding pain thrust,

hke a file going back and forth on a
raw nerve. He started half up, fell

back, drew himself forward by clutch-
ing at pine stubs and roots. Gradu-
ally his mind settled down to realities

and then he staggered up, alert, but
weak. The bullet had grazed his
skull, instead of penetrating it, ren-
dering him unconscious. For how
long? He did not know.
As he came out of the pine screen

to the trail he cast his eyes back
and then ahead. A man was plowing
along ahead, toward the cabin. It
mas "DuPoinle," and he was going
toward the bear trap; toward the
big rock that shut out the cabin
from view.
But where were the two men who

had attacked him? He felt it was
his duty to get between them and the
cabin. Men like that were -not to be
trusted.

He saw the trail, with one hasty
glance, and knew that the two had
gone on, toward the cabin. The
snowshoed snow told its own tale,
Carlac plunged forward. He felt
his strength coming again. Sound-
lessly he went after the man ahead,
who pushed on, as though urged by
some strong purpose. It stirely was
"DuPointe."
"Le Bon Dieu, grant that I place

my hands on him if the bear trap
misses him," was the earnest prayer
of the big trapper. "After he is

dead, I can wib over the other two
and so protect Agnes."

But Carlac was too weak to keep
pace with the other. The crisis

came before he reached him.

From behind the rock appeared the
genuine DuPointe and Breidin—bar-
ring the other's passage at the turn
over the big pool. But before they
could clash, the snow at Frank Du

Pointe's feet upheaved and with a

ringing, grinding clash the immense
jaws closed about his legs. Hejyelled
with terror, pain; reeled, grasping
Breidin, throwing him off his balance.
Together the two plunged over the
bank into the black waters. Alone,
Aylesworth turned to face the big
man who came swinging at him, lips

drawn into a snarl as he closed. The
two grappled, sinews straining and
together reeled into the' open space
before the rock, in line of vision from
the cabin's door.
' Aylesworth, his hip weak, his

breath almost gone from the final

spurt he had made to be at the cabin
"before the others, taken by surprise
at this onset from an unexpected
quarter, felt his strength going, as

he was pressed back and back.
"You I shall throw to the rocks."

he heard the big man pant. Dimly
he heard Snoozer's bark.

One mighty heave John gave,
breaking the other's hold. They
reeled apart and as they did so
Aylesworth's hand fell onto the butt
of Wagoner's pistol. He drew it,

leveled it, felt the trigger yielding
under the pressure as the other
stood there, ready to spring anew.
Snoozer, eyes ablaze, leaped for the
big stranger's throat. Aylesworth
hesitated, grew again tense.

"Stop, father: stop. John!"

It was Agnes, at the cabin do«r,
crying to them her heart's appeal.
His own name on her lips gladdened
John.

Aylesworth's pistol fell to his side.

He cast it away.
"You are Jean Carlac? he demand-

ed of the big man.
"Oui, oui!"

"Then shake hands. There is a
place for you in the cabin. Let us go
there and talk this matter out.

Snoozer, behave; don't you know a
friend o' mine where yo;i hear him
lookin' at you?"

CHAPTER XVI.

It was April on Brule Pond. %' Peep-
ers were chorusing, early birds nest-

building, trout leaping for flies. Be-
fore Jean Carlac's cabin a man and a
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woman stood, while in the doorway
an older man and a girl idled.

"Father Jean," whispered Mary
Breidin to Carlac, "I'm so glad you
brought me up here for your girl.

Do I do well with the housework?"
"Well, indeed," the big trapper

commended, stroking her fair hair

as she nestled against his side.

"Agnes, my Agnes," the other man
was saying to the woman, as to-

gether they gazed off toward the
shimmering radiance of the after-

glow of the pond, "shall it be soon
that I shall claim you? The money
from the black fox skin has made

your father well off, for a trapper, so
we need not worry for him. I have
waited a year. Lafitte has con-
fessed he was to blame, so your
father is cleared. Again I plead.

Haven't I waited long enough?"
"Yes, John Aylesworth," she said

letting her head fall onto his shoulder;
"It is time now. Let us go to father
with the news."

And together, hand in hand, they
went toward the big man and the
httle maid, through the mystic, tran-
quil, golden silence.

THE END.

L. Sherwood

MANY of our Canadian water-
ways afford trips which it

would be difficult to surpass in

the pleasures of picturesque and
healthful out-door atmosphere af-

forded. Occasionally such a trip

is worthy of record and when it

marks the opening of a new route link

and becomes of some historical value
in the annals of Canadian waterway's,
its record value is somewhat en-
hanced.
On May 30th, 1918, the Canadian

Government Steamer "LORETTA"
left Ottawa and on June 6th arrived
at Washago on Lake Couchiching.
Her route via the Rideau Canal to
Kingston, the Gap and Bay of Quinte
to Trenton and the Trent Canal
thence to Lake Couchiching was for

the first time thus covered by steamer.
The occasion was the formal opening
of the Ontario—Rice Lake Division
of the Trent Canal between Trenton
on the Bay of Quinte and Hastings
near Rice Lake. Although the beau-
tiful waters of the Rideau Canal,
the Bay of Quinte and the Kawartha
Lakes or central section of the Trent
Canal are well known to our tourists

and our camping-out enthusiasts, the
opportunity of covering this route on
a continuous trip by steamer had
not been afforded until the com-
pletion of the construction of this

southern terminus of the Trent Canal.
The daily stages of the trip as

made by the Steamer "LORETTA."
a ten mile an hour ship, were as
follows:

—
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Lock No. 2. Ontario—Rice Lake Division, Trent Canal.
Lifts 20 feet. A typical lock of the new construction.

Ottawa to Narrows Lock, Upper
Rideau Lake via Rideau Canal,
Thursday p.m.. May 30th, to Friday
evening, May 31sl.

Narrows Lock to Kingston via
Rideau Canal, Saturday, June 1st.

Kingston to Trenton, via Bay of

Quinte, Sunday, June 2nd.

^
Trenton to Ilealey Falls, via Trent

Canal, Monday, June 3rd.
Ilealey Falls to Lakeficld, via

Trent Canal, Tuesday, June 4th.
Lakefield to KirkTield, via Trent

Canal, Wednesday, June 5th.
Kirkfield to Jackson Point to Wash-

a^o, Lake Couchiching, via Trent
Canal, Thursday. June (ilh.

The Steamer "LORETTA" was
unable to proceed further than Wash-
ago -as the Severn River Division of

the Trent Canal is under construction
and incompleted for navigation; but
the Severn River Route was covered
by launches in the successive stages

of Severn Bridge to Swift
Rapids on the evening of

Thursday, June 6th, and Swift
Rapids to Big Chute, Big
Chute to Port Severn and
Port Severn to Fesserton on
Friday, June 7th.

The total distance from
Ottawa to Washago via the
route travelled is approxi-
mately 404 miles consisting
of Rideau Canal 126 miles,

the Gap and Bay of Quinte
75 miles, and the Trent Canal
203 miles. The lockages total

39 on the Rideau Canal from
the Canal Basin, Ottawa, to
Kingston, and 41 on the Trent
Canal from Trenton to Lake
Simcoe. Six foot navigation
is afforded on the Rideau
and Trent Canals except
for the newly opened Ontario-
Rice Lake Division of the
Trent where a depth of 8 feet,

I inches on the lock sills is

given.

Lake Ontario is 243.40 feet

above mean sea level. New
York datum, and Upper Ri-

deau Lakes, the summit level

of the Rideau Canal is 409 feet

above mean sea level. Balsam
Lake, the summit level of the Trent
Canal, is 840 feet above mean sea
level.

The Rideau and Trent Canals are

similar to the extent that they con-
sist mostly of natural lakes and river

courses connected by locks with the
water held up for navigation by
adjacent dams and the beautiful

scenery on both is also similar and
typical of the best that Ontario
affords.

The Rideau Canal was built in the

years 1826 to 1832 by the British

Royal Engineers and with the Ottawa
River was intended for the transport

when necessary of troops and muni-
tions of war from Montreal to the

Great Lakes via a more protected

route than at that time afforded by
the St. Lawrence River along the

International Boundary Line.

From Ottawa to Smith Falls the

Rideau Canal offers but a small part
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of the charm that is afforded between
the latter town and Kingston. It

is a matter of river navigation a?

compared with that of lakes and
although the former is interesting

and in'certain sections quite pleasing,

it fails to measura up to the lake

scenery fcr sheer beauty. The vistas

of water and islands, clad in their

vernal spring colors, on such lakes as

the Upper and Lower Rideau and
more particularly on Newboro, In-

dian and Sand Lakes remain Icng
in one's memory and it would be
difficult to conceive of scenery of

more surpassing loveliness.

The interest of the .trip through
the Bay of Quinte was accentuated
by the sight of many aeroplanes in

the heavens at the time ot our passing
the Mohawk Aviation Camp, near
Deseronto, about "noon. Nine were
counted within sight at one time, and
these were but a portion of the
number flying that day. The Mo-
hawk Indians of a century age could
hardly have foreseen by the wildest

flight of their imagination what has
been, during the last two or three
years, an everyday sight on the flat

lands ("f their Indian reserve.

Monday, June 3rd, marked the
formal opening of the Ontario-Rice
Lake Division of the Trent Canal

by the Minister of Railways and
Canals, the Hon. J. D. Reid, and it

was a most appropriate date as it

was also the King's Birthday. The
ceremonies were not of an elaborate
nature. The steamships '"Ramona"
and "Loretta" left Trenton with all

whistles blowing and all flags flying

—

these details applying to both town
and steamships, at all new locks on
the division passed that day until

Healey Falls was reached that night

—

17 lockages—crowds of residents,

rural and urban, greeted the progress
of the ships that proclaimed the long
delayed opening of the navigation
connection betw^een the waters of the
inland Kawartha Lakes and Lake
Ontario.

The term "long-delayed" warrants
explanation and it is more easily

understood when it is pointed cut
that certain original isolated locks
of this canal were built some 85
years ago and that the canal has been
in course of interrupted construction
ever since.

The route of the southern terminus
having been decided in 1906 in favor
of the Trent River from Rice Lake
to Trenton as against a possible

route across country from Rice Lake
to Port Hope, location surveys were
commenced at once and in successive

Car on marine railway for launches. Big Chute, Severn Division, Trent Canal
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years contracts were let for the
various sections. The locks and
dams are substantial concrete struc-

tures and at all the larger lifts are
hydro-electric power developments
which, with one exception, are con-
trolled by the Hydro-Electric Power
Commission of Ontario.

It is not within the intent of this

article to enter into a full and tech-
nical description of the engineering
designs and details of the canal
works on this division but advantage
of the occasion is taken to state that
they are of the most modern design
and of the most permanent con-
struction and are a great credit to

one of the most experienced of Can-
ada's canal engineers, Alex. J. Grant,
Superintending Engineer, who has
been in charge since their incept icn
in 1906.

Continuing with our particular
narrative, the residents of the largest
town, Campbellford, to be reached
at about 6 p.m., on the opening day's
journey, turned out en masse and
greeted the Minister's arrival with all

the pent-up enthusiasm of years and
the power of the local brass band.
The Minister made a short speech
in reply to an address of welccme at
the public wharf. But a short stay
was made at Campbellford, the jour-
ney was resumed and the ships were
finished locking through at Healey
Falls by about 10.30 p.m. At this
point the Trent Canal Steamer
"BESSIE BUTLER" met and was
added to the fleet.

The works at Healey Falls wer*
inspected early on the morning of
Tuesday, June 4th, and the "trip
was resumed, Hastings being reached
about 11 o'clock. The afternoon's
run through Rice Lake and the
Otanabee River brought us to Peter-
boro where a complimentary dinner
was tendered to the Minister and the
offici:i] party by the citizens of that
city. In a speech delivered on this
occasion, the Minister expressed his
faith in the Trent Canal, both on
account of its transportation possi-
bilities and also the development
of hydro-electric powers connected
with it.

This completed the stage of the

trip which constituted the formal
opening of the Ontario-Rice Lake
Division. The remainder of the trip
was of the nature of an inspection (

f

the rest of the canal carried out with
the two steamers "BESSIE BUT-
LER" and "LORETTA." The
"RAMONA" returned to Kingston
from Peterboro.
From Lakefield the scenery broad-

ened from what had been mostly
river navigation to that of the lakes.
Clear, Stoney, Buckhorn, Pigeon,
Sturgeon and Balsam Lakes all added
their quota of scenic enjoyment and
pleasant remembrances. Locking
through the hydraulic lift-lock at
Kirkfield after dark completed the
journey for June 5th.

An early start on the morning of
the 6th, and the canal section to Lake
Simcoe was soon traversed. From
Gamebridge, on the easterly shore
of the Lake, the run was south-
westerly to Jackson's Point where
the Minister and immediate party
left the steamers to return to Ottawa
via Toronto.
The remainder of the party con-

sisting of the Chief Engineer of the
Department of Railways and Canals
and Superintending Engineers con-
tinued the trip through Lake Simcoe
and Couchiching to Washago, w^here
navigation ceases for the time being
or 'until such time as the Severn
Division of the Trent Canal to
Georgian Bay, now under construc-
tion, is completed. The steamers
were left at Washago, but the Severn
River route was covered by stages
of motor boats.

Hydro-Electric power plants at

Swift Rapids and Big Chute were of

particular interest and the rugged
and picturesque scenery along the
entire Severn route, but particularly

in Sparrow Lake and Gloucester
Pool, proved most interesting.

The ultimate main canal terminal
port on Georgian Bay will be Honey
Harbor. A branch lock, affording 6
foot navigation, has been completed
at Port Severn, and motor boat
navigation, with the assistance of

this lock and a small marine railway
at Big Chute, is now open from
Georgian Bay to Swift Rapids.
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From Port Severn the trip by water
was concluded by a motor boat run
across the lower end of Georgian Bay
to Fesserton on Matchedash Bay. A
heavy windstorm provided plenty of

thrills for a grand finale but the

motor boat proved staunch and equal

to the occasion.

On the whole the trip from Ottawa
to Georgian Bay was one of great

pleasure and delight and marked
the inception of greater availability

of part of our beautiful inland waters.

Undoubtedly in the coming years
more and more advantage will be
taken of these water routes by the
touring and "summering" public,

and Ontario will have her reputation
still further added to as a beautiful

province.
To two classes of the community

particularly should the opening of

the southerly end of the Trent Canal
prove peculiarly acceptable, motor
launch enthusiasts and fishermen.
For the former, by the opening of

this link, navigable trip routes be-

come greatly increased and a most
delightful range of possibilities for

motor launch trips is opened out.

For the fishermen, easier access to the
well-known fishing grounds of the
Kawartha Lakes district is afforded.

The writer counts himself a fisher-

man, not because of any particular

expertness as such, but because of

his enjoyment of the sport and he can
record many most enjoyable hours
spent in fishing in many of the lakes

of both the Rideau and Trent Canal
districts. Perhaps his greatest en-

joyment and most successful results

were obtained at various times lunge
fishing on that stretch cf the Trent
River between Healey Falls and
Hastings but a fisherman's great

pleasure is not limited to his success

in his catch of fish, he has the invig-

oration of the open air and the fascin-

ation of nature study which in them-
selves ensure both physical and men-
tal enjoyment.

Value of the Skunk

Many states already have laws
protecting the skunk by a close

season. These laws were passed in

response to the wishes of farmers who
recognize the usefulness of these
animals in destroying noxious insects

and to the demands of persons inter-

ested in conserving the fur resources
of the land. A more complete im-
derstanding of the economic value
of these creatures would, no doubt,
result in protective measures in all

the states. Such legislation is vit-

ally necessary, if we mean to avoid
trapping and shooting them to ex-
tinction. Persons interested in the
preservation of game often denounce
the skunk without mercy, asserting
that it destroys pheasants, quail,

grouse, and other varieties of game;
and sportsmen's clubs usually en-
courage the destruction of skunks,
classing them with foxes, minks and
weasels as enemies of game. Some-
times side hunts are arranged for the
destruction of "vermin," and in
some places bounties are paid for

killing these animals. Biologists of

renown tell us that so far as skunks
are concerned, there is little evidence
that they often disturb game. Byron
Andrews, of Erwin, S. Dak., once
found a pinnated-grouse nest con-
taining eggs about to hatch less than
four rods from a den that had long
been in use by skunks. Mr. An-
drews argued that the skunks surely
would have destroyed this nest had
they been fond of eggs. I have
often heard of quails that nested and
hatched out broods within a few
rods of a skunk den. Sometimes
crows will eat these eggs and mayhap
the skunks get the blame for the
outrage. It is stated by D. E.
Lantz, Assistant Biologist of the
U. S. Department of Agriculture,
that at the time when the native

birds are nesting, skunks have abund-

ant insect food, and by the time this

food falls short the birds are strong

of wing and seldom fall a prey to this

mammal.
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The Beverly and Newboro' Lakes

Tyeth Bounsall

An Old Country Angler

IT
is an old and true saying that
"Many Men have Many M"^inds;"
and this certainly applies to the

followers cf the gentle craft. A
large number of my angling friends
having once discovered a spot where
there is generally good sport, and
where accommodations, etc., are plea-
sant; make up their minds to stick
to it, and you will find them at
their old haunts season after season!
I am inclined to think that I must
have been born under a very wander-
ing star; for, no matter how well a
place suits me, or how good sport I

may have had there, I am like Alex-
ander; always looking for new worlds
tc conquer!

Regular readers of Rod unci Gun
will doubtless remember that my
steps have been turned towards the
various lakes in Northern Ontario
for the past three seasons; but this
year I determined to try another
direction. I had heard a good deal,
indirectly, of the sport to be obtained
on the Rideau chain of lakes, but
could find no one amongst my own
circle of angling friends in Toronto
who had any practical experience <Si

them. However, early in July last.

a New York friend of mine sent me
a small leaflet about Delta; a little

Ontario town situated between the
Upper and Lower Beverley Lakes
which form an outlying portion of the
Rideau chain. Certain enquiries
made through the station agent at
that spot, and reference to the Can-
adian Northern's book "WhereTo Fish
and Hunt," determined me to give
Delta a trial at any rate; and I cer-
tainly had" no reason to regret my

I decision.

A sultry Sunday night early in July
found me enroute by the 10 p.m.,
express from Toronto, which deposit-
ed me at Forfar Junction in the small
hours of the Monday morning with
three hours to wait fcr a connection
on the branch line which runs from
Brockville to Westport, and on which
Delta lies. As an old Devonshire
friend of mine, when ordering a
substantial lunch to be packed up for
us on our Dartmoor fishing excursions
used to say

—
"shelves on the river-

side are hung very high;" meaning
that we should be absohitely depend-
ent on what we took with us as far
as feeding was concerned. This ex-
pression applies to Forfar Junction;
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but I was lucky enough to run
across a friendly "section boss"

whose good wife provided me with

an ample breakfast of bacon, eggs,

and fried potatoes at the section house,

near the station, and I think those

who may follow in my footsteps

would have no difficulty in obtaining

the same accommodation. Delta is

about ihalf an hour'scrawl from the

junction; a very thriving little place

too, situated in the midst of a rich

agricultural district. It reminded me
more than any other place in Canada
has hitherto done ~>i some of our
little towns in the west of England.
Except on Saturday nights it is a

regular Sleepy Hollow, but then, for

a few hours, it wakes up. An enter-

prising man from Brockville opens
a "movie" show in a disused ware-
house for that night only; and the
proprietor of the solitary "ice cream
parlcur" imprrts at least two extra

cans of his specialty to meet the

additional demand! The girls and
boys from the farms tor miles around
come in to the village on the Satur-

day night; and the collection of

"Tin' Lizzies" (and some high-class

cars too) is really remarkable.

The Upper and Lower Beverley
Lakes are connected by a creek which
flows through the village and is

navigable for small boats to a point
close to the Upper Lake, where a
mill dam crosses it. Frcm the village

to the Lower Beverley Lake is

about half a mile, and it is a great
convenience to be able to step into
your boat within 50 yards cf the
house in which you are staying. I

put m rather over three weeks most
enjoyably at Delta and was greatly
surprised not tc meet a smgle angling
visitor from the western part of

Ontario during my stay. In fact

there were very few visitors (angUng
or otherwise) at all, and most of these
came from across the border.

The lower Beverley Lake is one of

the prettiest bits of water, from a
scenic point of view, that I have
come across during the seven years
I have been in Canada. It is beauti-
fully wooded; and the timber having
been unlouc-lied, either by fire or the
activities of the lumberman, retains

its pristine glories. There are several
small islands in this take, the best
part of which (from an angling pcint
of view) being what is locally known
as "The Narrows;" a branch which
runs up for about three miles to the
westward from ' the main lake, with
an average width of half a mile or so.

There is also a wide, navigable, creek
leading to Lyndhurst; in which,
although it is greatly overgrown with
weeds, the fishing is good. This lake
always reminds me of a part of the
famous Harbor at Sydney N.S.W;
"The Narrows" being especially like

the Paramatta River.
I enjoyed exceptionally good sports

all through my stay, and was sur-

prised at the size of the fish I killed,

in fact after my first day I seldom
kept ,a bass under two pounds in

weight! My largest bass weighed
just over six and three quarter pounds
by the spring-balance which always
finds a place in my fishing kit;

whilst bass of four pounds and up-
wards were quite common occur-
rence. Most of my fish were killed

whilst casting, and this is the first

season in which I have made use of

any of the "wobblers" which have
come so much into vogue of late.

The local fishermen pin their faith

to the "Dowagiac" pattern, and it

certainly is a killing bait; I found,
however, and rather to my surprise

I must own, that a large-sized (white
with red tip) Rush "Tango"' Minnow
was even more attractive than the
Heddon make. I had brought one
of them with me, more as an experi-

ment than anything else; but its

success was so marked thai the local

anglers gave it the name of the "Kill

Devil!" One pecuhar experience
with this bait is worth recording.

Late one evening, when the bass were
lying close to the reed beds, I made
an overcast which resulted in the

"Kill Devil" taking a couple of turns

of line round the stem of a bulrush;

from whence it hung a few inches

above the water. Being unable
to clear my line by jerking it I got
the lad who was pulling me to bring

the boat closf in-shcre, and, when
we were within half a dozen yards

of the reed-bed; the bait suddenly
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dropped into the water, its fall

being followed bj" a vigorous com-
motion at the foot of the bulrush
round which it was twisted. On
coming close in, I found that a
large bass had actually taken the
bait as it dropped into less than six

inches of water, and was able to get
net under him and land him! The
weight of this fish was four and a
quarter pounds, and I have never
previously caught one under suchr
unique circumstances. Frogs are

plentiful and make tempting baits.

Minnows have to be fetched from
some distance, and their price ($2.00
a hundred) makes them rather ex-

peWive. I killed some good bass
on the "Pilot" flies to which I alluded
in an article which appeared in

Gun last year concerning
the Bolger Lakes. Pike
also good, although the
run very small according

to English ideas; a five pound fish

being rather the exception than the

rule. In many waters at home (such
as Virginia Water in \Mndsor Great
Park, etc.) the minimum size of

pike allowed to be killed is five

pounds, whilst the average weight
would run to ten pounds or even
more. My own record in English

Rod and
fishing in

fishing is

pike here

waters was a pike of eighteen and a
half pounds, the mounted remains of

which may still be seen in the Billiard

room of the golf club at Sunningdale,
about thirty miles from London.
On one afternoon when bass were not
biting freely I made a deliberate
campaign against "Esox Lucius,"
with the result that in just over two
hours I had accounted for over 30 good
fish; mostly killed with an ordinary
spoon bait.

During my stay in this district I

spent a few pleasant days on the
Newboro' Lakes, making the village

of that name my headquarters. On
the evening previous to my departure
from Delta I had the misfortune to
lose one of the best split-bamboo
casting rods I have ever possessed;
dropping it overboard in the deepest
part of the Lower Beverley Lake,
from whence it proved irrecoverable
in spite of all kinds of dredging,
dragging, and even diving. The re-

sult of this accident was that I

arrived at Newboro' next morning
minus a casting rod and reel, but plus
a considerable amount of faith in

Providence as to providing me with
suitable tackle! On stating my woe-
ful case to Mr. H. J. Scott of the
Rideau Hotel at Newboro', he prompt-
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I

ly assumed the role iof the Good
Samaritan by lending me his own
private rod and reel which I used
during my stay.

The Newboro' Lake differs slightly

in character from the Beverley Lakes
in that it is, one might almost say,

"crowded" with small islands.

These islands are so numerous, and
resemble each other so much, that a
stranger might very easily get lost

amongst them; and I certainly should
not care to trust myself far on this

lake without a guide, especially after

dusk. During my stay at Newboro'
the weather turned cold and unplea-
sant, but in spite of that I killed a
fair number of good sized black bass
and a gcod many pike; the "Kill
Devil" proving as tempting at New-
boro' as it had hitherto done at
Delta! For the angling visitor who
requires most of the comforts of a
home whilst away from his own, I

should recrmmend Newboro' in com-
parison to Delta. 1 found unusually
good accommodation and service at
the Rideau Hotel, and can also

recommend the boatman who attend-
ed me (Michael Murray) as a reliable

man who knows his business. The
charge made here ($4.00 per day for
boat and man) appears to me to be
rather high; the late war has been
made an excuse for a multitude of
sins in this respect, not only at New-
boro' but elsewhere.

Before concluding this article, I

should like to say a few words with
regard to a matter which was brought
before my notice at Delta. Early
in July last an article appeared (over

the pseudonym of "Keokuk") in the
"New York Sun"; making serious
assertions with regard to the condi-
tion of affairs in the Lower Beverley
Lake. Amongst other things it was
alleged that the water in this lake
had become so contaminated that
the bass were dying wholesale; and
that those which were caught were
almost invariably found to be suffer-

ing from foul, open, wounds; also
that there was a large discharge of
sewage into the lake for which this
state of affairs v/as accountable.
Speaking as a fisherman of over
forty year's experience, and after
a very exhaustive examination of the
alleged facts, I found nothing to
complain of in the condition of
affairs in the Beverley Lakes. Dur-
ing my stay at Delta I had the oppor-
-tunity of examining a large number of
large and small-mouth black-bass
which I killed myself, as well as a
quantity of those killed by other
anglers; but amongst the whole num-
ber I did not find a single foul or
diseased specimen! From what I

can gather, the writer of this article

was formerly a regular visitor at
Delta; but, during his last visit,

chose to take offense over certain
matters entirely unconnected with
angling, and vented his spleen by
means of the articJe I refer to.

My readers will doubtless recollect

that I have a more or less laudable
habit of providing detailed informa-
tion with regard to my wanderings.
I have already dealt with accommo-
dation, etc., at Newboro'; whilst at
Delta I can personally recommend
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Mrs. T. H. Watson's boarding-house
as clean and comfortable; and Mrs.
Watson herself as most anxious to di
all she can to make things pleasant
for her guests. There are two guides
at Delta; James Saxton, who has a

small motor boat for which he charges
$4.00 per day; and Alonzo Wilsey,
who has good row boats, and whose
services are available for $3.00 per
day. Both of these are good and
reliable men; having employed them
both I can speak from experience.
Having a preference for what we
used to call in my sea-faring days,
"Wooden Sails," most of my time
was spent with "Lon" Wilsey; and I

never have met a more pleasant

companion and obliging boatman in

my lengthy experience in such mat-
ters. Another good man to get in

touch with at Delta is Mr. F. Birch,

the local fishery inspector; a very
pleasant fellow and most anxious to

be of assistance to angling visitors.

Mr. Cawley, the local station agent,

was also very kind and obliging to me
during my stay; especially when it

came to getting a new rod from Tor-
onto to replace the one I lost. As is

generally the case when a thing is

wanted in a hurry, the express people

seem to delay it, and it was nearly

a week before I got a substitute for

the good old lod which now reposes

in the depths of the Lower Beverley

Lake.

WW^
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Was^in Time ?

THE boy stopped in the act of

stripping a slender alder pole of

its smaller branches just long,
enough to smile at the antics of

a pair of red squirrels that were
chasing each other about an old
brush heap at the side of the brook.
Presently he would be busy in that
s'sane brook, but these brushy tailed

scolds of the woods were evidently
trying to start something this morn-
ing and he had to take it all in.

The squirrels finally disappeared
and the l30j^ proceeded to finish up

that fishing pole. Directly in front
of where he stood was swft-running
shallow water and after attaching
a piece of ordinary linen line to the
end of his "natural growth" rod, he
started down the bank toward a long
stretch of still, deep water. On one
side of the stream this "deep-hole"
extended a foot or possibly a foot and
a half back under the bank.

Dropping his hook, baited with a
wriggling earth-worm on the up-
stream end of where the current had
undermined the bank, he just let it
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"drift." Now the bojr was fishing

"against the sun," that is, all the

shadows cast by his movements were
behind him and away from the clear,

still water in under the bank. There
was a dart outward of a mottled back
and a vigorous tug at the end of that

^.A

Did this ever huppen lo you ?

homemade rod, and—the boy let that
trout have his way with that worm-
covered hook for perhaps two seconds
and then he gave a "slat" to the pole.
A speckled brook trout of some ten
inches in length went sailing shore-
ward to land in the wild grasses and
wet moss four feet or more from the
water.

The boy quickly killed his catch
by deftly sticking his thumb in its

mouth and breaking its neck. It was
then strung on a "cut from the brush,
stringer."

Number one, this was, but before
leaving this same pool he had two
others. For perhaps a half mile he
got no response to all his tricks of
letting that homely tackle of his drift
around sundry boulders, and sunken
logs, then came into view a miniature,
waterfall and below this fail was a
patch of foam that swirled and eddyed
but always stayed just there below the
fall. On this patch of foam were
spots that looked as if one might have
poked a goodlj- sized stick down
through in a number of places and
then the foam had closed up the hole
again.—Ever see spots like that on a
foam patch on the trout streams you
follow?

The bait was dropped at one side of
this foam and the current s\Vept the
line into it and there was a "yank"
on that line and the boy landed
another nice trout and four others
beside, five trout out of that one hole.
Yes, indeed, trout sure do love the
shady places.

And then—there was that bunch of
big boulders, now the last time the
boy had passed this way, he had
hooked, but lost a fine trout right
here. This time he approached the
place as quietly as the summer breeze,
dropped in his bait, and as it went
past the first boulder, it was seized
and carried underneath. For per-
haps two seconds the l)oy thought he
had a monster trout, l)ut the supposed
trout soon proved to be an eel,- and
this eel had -a corkscrew hold among
the rocks with his snake-like body,
and how he held on!

The boy, not wishmg to put too
much "pull" on his line, merely kept it
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taut, and gave a few inches at a time-
as the eel got tired holding his grip

on the rocks,—he loosened up and
was finally lande(^ on the bank, a

wriggling, slimy, snaky mess, and
aftei'much trouble the fishetman cut

the line above where the eel had be-

fouled it with his slime, and putting
-on a new hook—the eel had gotten
the other hook so far down his neck
it would have taken a surgical opera-
tion to recover it and the boy did
not like eels. What trout fisherman
does? Needless to say that eel did not
go back into that trout stream.

And then, the last place he was to

try at, before hitting the road home,
an old log, a big log, one that the boy
could just nicely walk out on. He did
not expect to get much, if anything,
an odd fingerling that would have to

be put back, but to his surprise, he
landed after a struggle.—the largest

trout of the day—thirteen inches
long he was bj^ actual measurement.
Some trout, the boy thought, at any
rate.

of the beach spooning with one of the
beach beauties as a backsround.

And^ then there was another boy,
same age, same good health to start

with, all except environment were
equal, but this other boy was suppos-
ed to have advantages, he lived in the

city. The same day the boy in the
country went fishing and got real

game fish, our city boy went down to
the public beach for a swim. It

seemed about the only place to go. It

was hot, the parks were jammed

—

crammed full of people trying to keep
cool. Tired mothers with their babies,
young people with lunch ba"skets,

crpwding each other out of the shady
spots.

Tom, Dick and Harry almost too
"spiflicated" with the "heat to try
to flirt with the girls that were there
for no other purpose. The beach was
almost as bad as the parks, sweltering
hot, perspiring humanitj- everywhere.

The city lad had had his swim.
Yes, he swam till he was all in, he ate
a few "hot do^s" from the sandwich
wagon on the corner—as it was too
far to go to a restaurant in a bathing
suit—drank a couple of bottles of pop
to quench his thirst while sitting in
the shade of the pier, the life-sa^er

You know it's a good deal a ques-
tion of environment and pocketbook,
but which boy would you rather have
been?

r r. r.

['GO

"He wondered how the Life Guard could find
so much to talk about."
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The Summer Call to the Northland

Walter Thornton

WITH the approach of the lan-

guid summer days the travel

thoughts of tens of thousands
of city folk turn towards the Canadian
summer resorts. To dream in a

southern or mid-western city on an
August noon of the cool breezes which
blow over the "Highlands of Ontario"
—name of magic appeal to lovers of

the cool uplands—is to feel the urge
of northward flight with the same
strength that it carries to the birds

in the spring. An increasingly large

number of United States residents

are responding to the call of the North
each year. Transportation companies
and hotel systems have combined to

make a visit to Canada as attractive

as possible.

The Highlands of Ontario in par-

ticular have been made known to

vacation seekers in every State of

the Union. The ~ businessman and
his wife now leave the American
cities and within a space of a single

day's travel are encamped on the

shores of some northern lake, or

installed in comfortable quarters in

hotel or cottage. The Government
of Canada, realizing the asset it

possesses in its wonderful scenic

regions, has set aside vast territories

of incomparable beauty to remain
forever as part of the public domain.

The Ontario Provincial Govern-
ment led the way in this regard when
it declared a lake-land territory of

four thousand square miles, just

north of Toronto and west of Ottawa,
a playground for the people and a

sanctuary for wild life for all time.

This region is now known as Algon-
quin Park. The reserve approaches
the ideal of what such a playground
should be. The fifteen hundred lakes
and streams within its boundaries
are well stocked with sporty bass
and trout. The altitude, something
like 2,000 feet above sea level gives
this section of Ontario a splendid
mid-summer climate. When you
step from the train at one of the
little stations in the park you feel

at once the tonic properties m the
air, with its odor of pine and spruce.
Minx scurry busily about on rock
ledges, while little red squirrels flit

warily from tree to tree and are so

tame that they will come to your
camp and pry off the lid of your
biscuit tin. There are birds of al-

most every species from the ocean
seagull to the timid robin, the loon
and the hermit thrush.
The entire area is in a natural

unspoiled condition, and one may
paddle over the lakes and through
their connecting streams for days
without finding signs of man's oc-

cupancy. Men and women reason-
ably fond of woods and waters find

a summer in the park an ideal vaca-
tion. Women who would not dream
of such a thing a few years ago are

now taking to the woods with an
enthusiasm which they never ex-
perienced toward any other form of

holidaj' outing; and find, too, in the
simple, care-free life a delightful relief

from domestic exactions and social

calls. No great vacation territory

could long escape the customary
provision for the hosts of folks who
do not care for camp life, but who
do most enthusiastically love wild
Nature. There are now five hotels
in the Park.
Another beautiful region is the

Lake of Bays District. Here also

the altitude, 1,000 feet above the
sea, makes the spiced air rare and
invigorating. The Lake of Bays is

the gem of a chain of lakes, some of
them linked, one to another, by
locked rivers, and some by open
free-flowing streams. Upon these
lakes are natty little steamboats giv-

ing service to the various points.

These lakes offer safe and enjoyable
facilities for boating, bathing, golfing

and fishing, being sheltered from
heavy winds by the numerous island
and landlocked bays.

The Muskoka Lakes are probably
the most famous of Canadian resort

districts, comprising three lovely
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lakes, Muskoka, Rosseau and Joseph.

When you enter the Muskoka dis-

trict you are amazed at the extent

of the lakes, which appear so small

on the map. Then the multitude of

islands and the diversified shore line

cause the visitor to wonder how the

captains of the lake steamships pilot

their vessels so swiftly and safely

through the maze. This is also a

paradise for any man or woman fond
of a canoe or a launch, and every-

where in these lakes there is good
fishing and bathing in safe waters,

and fine opportunities for a game of

golf or tennis.

The Timagami region is another of

the great Canadian reserves that
have been set aside for all time as

playgrounds for the people. It con-
tains 3,750,000 acres of lakes, rivers

and wooded lands. In the centre of

this territory is wonderful Lake Tim-
agami, with its shore line of 1,132
miles, while there are hundreds of

other lakes to invite the angler and
canoeist. The disciples of Isaac Wal-
ton make a Mecca of this northern
lakeland for in Timagami,- and the
innumerable surrounding lakelets, are
game fish without end. Many of its

pools have never given back the
reflection of a white man's face.

With the 30,000 Islands region of the
Georgian Bay, and Algonquin Park
Timagami shares the reputation of
being the best fishing ground in

Canada.

Rabbits As Food

Wild rabbits in the United Stales
have always been an' important item
of food, especially during the cold
part of the year, and hence less

attention has been paid to the
breeding of rabbits than in most
foreign countries. It would be im-
possible to estimate correctly the
number of rabbits marketed and
eaten in Great Britain. Not only
are the home warrens and farms
drawn upon for a supply, but from
10,000 to 12,000 tons are, in normal
times, imported annually, coming
partly from the Continent, but in

great numbers from Australia and
New Zealand.

In France, Holland, and Belgium
rabbits are a common article of

diet and rabbit breeding is general on
farms, especially where the land
holdings are small. Spain produces
many domestic rabbits and is some-
times regarded as the original home
of tiie common luiropean rabbit,
which science is pleased lo call

Icpus cunicuhis, since Slrabo, writ-

ing about the beginning of the

Christian JMa, slated that ship car-

goes of rabbits ^cre brought to the

Roman markets from that country.

Whether or not the European rabbit

is sup erior as an article of food to the
wild cottontail rabbit of our forests
and fields is a matter of individual
taste.

The so-called Belgian hare is merely
a domesticated form of the wild
rabbit of Europe, long bred with
special reference to the development
of a superior food animal. Its, flesh

is generally considered better than
that of the ordinary hutch rabbit.

While not affording large profits,

the business of raising rabbits is a
small way may be made an interesting
as well as a reasonably renumerative
adjunct to other pursuits. Espec-
ially is it adapted to small towns
as well as to farms, and under careful
management the returns from this

pursuit arc likely to increase as one
gains experience. Under favorable
circumstances, such as being within
easy reach of a large market, it is

capable of expansion into a serious
vocation. The presence of rabbits
in inclosures on the farm or on village

j)reiniscs furnislios opportunity for an
agreeable change in llic family diet,

a fact that is of considerable import-
ance when ordinary meats are so

high-priced, as at the present time,

or in regions where they are difficult

lo obtain.—T. II. 11.
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Three Hundred and Twenty Six Years Ajter the Birth oj Izaak Walton, {AiTgusl Ninth,

1593), we Pause in the Round oj Things to Pay our Respects to the

Father of Angling; noio an Institution.

Robert Page Lincoln
»

To the world outside the sphere of angling

the name of Walton may just be a

catch-word. But to those who have

found delight and endless pleasure in the out-

of-doors, and in angling in the good waters, to

those I say the name of Walton is at once

more than a name among the thousands; it is

a name that stands for all that is worth while

in this world. The contemplation of fresh

and inspiring rural sights; the joy of casting

a delicate fly along a stream's course in the

month of June; the beautiful coming of dusk;

and the homeward trip over the road to the

home—all these things stand for Walton.

It was not alone the catching of the fish that

held his heart. l'"ishing was to him the key

that opened the door of a wider outlook upon
the world. It may not be that he saw less

when not silling at a stream side; but there

can be no doubt that he enjoyed a loftier

viewpoint when engaged in the gentle sport

of dropping a line and wailing for the nimble

ones to take the hook and dart away with it.

As he pushed aside the branches that over-

hung the stream and viewed a clear expanse

of water he knew that he was looking upon

the very life-blood of purity and cleanliness,

and that to be pure and clean one must vi.sit

the running streams and drink of them not

only with the lips, but also with the mind.

To sit upon a bank and view the waters

moving by on their way to the sea; the ripple

and curl; the freshness coming up from the

lush edges, all these things are in tune with

the infinite. They spell composure that is

composure, peace that is peace, silence that

is silence, beauty thai is beauty in thai great

degree that puts all the elTorts of man, with

his artificial embellishments, to shame. We
arc forced to go to Nalurc for our examples of

contentment. If the quietude of Nature does

no other one thing, it at least tells us^to act

calmly, with deliberation, to rest when we need

to rest and work when we feel like working.
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I crave, dear Lord
No boundless hoard

Of gold and gear.

Nor jewels fine,

Norland nor kine,

Nor treasure-heaps of an>i^hing.

—

Let but a little hut be mine
Where at the hearthstone I may[heai

The cricket sing.

And have the shine

Of one glad woman's eyes to make.
For my poor sake.

Our simple home a place divine;

—

Just the wee cot—the cricket's chirr

—

Love, and the smiling face of her.

I pray not that
Alen "tremble at

My power of place
And lordly sway,

—

I only pray for simple grace

To look my neighbor in the face

Full honestly from day to day

—

Yiel d me his horny palm to hold.

And I'll not pray
For gold :•

—

The tanned face, garlanded with mirth.

It hath the kingliest smile on earth;

The swart brow diamonded with sweat,
• Hath never need of coronet.

And so I reach.
Dear Lord to Thee,

And do beseech
Thou givest me

The wee cot, and the cricket's chirr,

Love.'and the glad sweet face of her!"

^James Whitcomb Riley.

"lirriSSWw

'-T^.n.aK
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Peace is a summer sky through which

the clouds soundlessly pass; the red clover

nodding in the fields, with the bees humming
amongst them. Peace is the bridge that spans

the brook and which we pause upon in the

still summer noon-day to think of the hours

of our boyhood. Peace is the feel of the brook

water as it laves our bared body, where,

naturally, and unashamed we stand in our

nudity and feel the brazen con-ventions of

inrooted civilization fall away from us, as,

too, our worries flee into the great beyond of

dungeoned horrors. To tear oneself away
from the very haunts of man; to penetrate

deep into natural nooks where no glaring

eyes hunt one out and there to lie down beside

some fresh water and mu.se on freedom

—

that, I fully believe, was what Walton lived

to tell; and is that which we know him by.

The gladness that is the summer sunshine on

endless acres stretching to a crimson west;

the swaying trees that scatter notes of in-

comparable music into the air; the rolling

hillocks that show full-blown flowers on their

crests; the sight of a mother bird feeding her

young in the nest, and the father bird sitting

on the tip-most branch singing his paeans

unto the Highest—these aie things that

attune our eniotions, bringing kindliness and
healthful retrospection—and of these things

Walton wrote; for he knew that they were the

worth-while things that enliven our short

hour of existence ere we pass on into the earth

from whence we came. If we have missed

these natural sights, and sounds; if we have

sunken our all in the Great Grist Mill of Life

then we have not lived, but must spon die and
be made over anew of kindlier, happier mold.

It is quite a mistake to believe that the

literature of angling is the root of its fascina-

tion; altho^igh it must be admitted that the

writings on fish and fishing make up a great

deiil of that which wc hold near and dear.

To be without a literature of angling would be

a severe loss—just how great a loss I am not

given to know, nor is anyone given to know
until that literature has been denied him.

Mainly the literature of angling tells anew
every year the principal delights of the im-

mortal pastime, and these delights never

cease to have their attraction since angling

is the very heart of pleasure; the prime
restorative; the kindly glimpse into an earthy
heaven that is open to all, denied to none.

Angling literature impresses upon the minds
of nalure-lovcrs the fact that angling is

worth while, .hist so Walton's Complete
Angler reaches the heart and has proven from

the start that angling is][not a question of

butchery, but a question of taking wisely

from the storehouse of nature; that angling is

the key to a greater world that is man's for

the entering.

"If I did not have angling literature to

read," says my friend, "I would lose much of

my interest in the game. The literature of

angling keeps my blood pumping with en-

thusiasm, and makes every trip I take to the

brooks and lakes of never-dying interest."

M'e can well agree wth that old sportsmen's

poet, Isaac Mcl.ellan, that, "All anglers of

this distant land, love their dear Walton's
famous name," and this love remains the

same in our day as in the day of the old poet;

and it will remain so, we are given to believe,

through all time. Walton is the very symbol,

one might say, of angling. We speak of

Walton and the pastime of angling in the

same breath; one is equivalent to the other.

Men accumulate a transitory fame in this

world during the first half-hour of their lives;

it is a fame that stands the test of a few years

in comparison with the deposit of the ages,

and then they pass on into the beyond of

oblivion. But as for Walton, his name re-

mains the same. Revolutions sweep the

world; newer methods of thought and action

are inaugurated; old systems and the mach-
inery of slavery go down to the dust under
the hammer of truth and righteousness—but
fixed and certain through all changes, angling

remains anglin.g, and no matter how dark the

age, and no matter how ddrk the decades

still there are men living a life that is adjusted

to the spiritual excellence of angling, and its

particular mission in this grossly humdrum
world.

Walton lived in a strange old day; and it is

indeed a marvel that he could set to paper

any thoughts whatsoever about the joys one
may find in this world. Nevertheless such

was the case. In Nature and the running

streams he found solace and contentment.

It was a dark day of religious intolerance,

"for in those days even suspicion of toleration

for heresy was liable to cost a man his estate,

if not his head." When old London became
unbearable with its miscellaneous bowlings,

susi)icions and murders in the dark, he

thought of kindlier scenes, and hence took

him away to the quietudes of Stafford, there

to live the rest of his days in peace. It is

said that Walton was a linen merchant and

that he was quite well to do. It is a fact at

least that he held important leases and drew
rents.
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Whatever wealth or means that Walton

had he states he had "neither got by false-

hood or flattery or the extreme cruelty of the

law of this nation" which very properly

brands the conditions of the times he lived in

and which he would be rid of, much as we

desire to be rid of the equally as lamentable

conditions of our day, which are, I may say,

counterparts of darker ages than the Dark

Ages, and which ^ill so live in the future

recorded history of man, I have not the least

doubt.

Walton's famous will is full of kindliness

and a remembrance of those about him. He
would set some rent money aside for the

bringing up of two boys "the sonnes of honest

and poor parents" so that they would "be

better afterward to make their owne liveing."

He is not forgetful of the poor people and his

quaint directions to buying coal, for these

people is not without its practical observation.

The "sai4 Coales" were to be delivered "the

first weeke in January, or in every first weeke

in February; I say then because I take it that

time to be the hardest and most pinching

times with poore people."

Says William E. Simmons:
"Readers of Walton's Complete Angler

wll not need to be reminded of the kindly

human spirit prevading its pages, but in the

text of his will are to be found more definite

evidence of the broad philanthrophy and all-

embracing charity of the man; that genial

philosophy and benevolent disposition of the

Patron Saint of Anglers."

Walton's will stands as follows:

"In the name of God, Amen: I Izaak

Walton, the elder, of Winchester, being the

present day in the ninetyeth yeare of my age

and in perfect memory, for which praysed

God be, but considering how suddainly I may
be deprived of both, doc therefore make this

~

my last will and testament as followeth; and
first, 1 doe declare my beliefe to be that their

is only one God who hath made the whole
world and me and all mankind, to whome I

shall give an account of all my actions which
are not to be justified but 1 hope pardoned
for all themerrcts ofmy Saviour .Jesus, and be-

cause the profession of Christianity does at

this time sceme to be subdivided into papist

and protcslant I take it at least to be con-

venient to declare my bclicfc to be in all points

of fTailh as the Church of England now pro-

fesselh and this 1 doe, the rather because of a

very long and a very true friendship with

sonic of the IU>man Church, and for my
T^-orldly estate (which I have neither got by

falsehood or flattery or the extreme Cruelty

of the law of this nation) I doe hereby give

and bequeath it as follows: first I give my
Sonne in law Doct. Hawkins and to his wife

to them I give all my title and right of or in a

part of a house and shop in Pater noster rowe

in London which I hold by lease from the

Lord Bishop of London for about flifty yeare

to come, and I doe also give to them all my
rights and title of or to a house in Chancery

Lane, London wherein Mr. Greinwood now
dwelleth, in which is now about sixteene

yeares to come, I give these two leases to

them they saving my Executor from all dam-
age concerning the same; and I give to my
Sonne Izaak all my right and title to a lease

of Norringlon Farm which I hold from the

Lord Bishop of Winton, and I doe also give

him all mj/ right and title to a Farme or land

neare to Stafford which I bought of Mr.
Walter Noell; I say I give it to him and his

heires forever but upon the condition following

namely; if my sonne shall not marry before

he shall be of the age of forty and one yeare,

or being married shall dye before the said age

and leave noe sonne to inherit the said Farme
or Land, or if his sonne or sonns shaU not live

to obtaine the age of twenty and one yeares,

to dispose otherwayes of it then I give the

said Farme or land to the Towne or Cor-

poration of Stafford (in which I was borne)

for the good and benefit of some of the said

towne as I shall direct and as followeth, but

first note that it is at this present time rented

for twenty one pounds tenn shillings a yeare

(and is like to hold the said rent if care be

taken to keepe the barne and houseing in

repaire) and I wood have and doe give ten

pound of the said rent to bind out yearly two

boycs, the sonns of honest and poore parents,

to be apprentizes to some Tradesmen or

handycraft men to the intent the said boyes

may be better afterward to get their owne
liveing; and I do also give five pound yearly

out of the said rent to be given to some maide

Servant that hath attained the age of twenty

and one yeare (not lesse) and dwelt long in one

service, or to some honest poore man's daugh-

ter that hath attained to that age, to be paid

her at or on the day of her marriage and this

being done my will is that what rent shall

remaine of the said Farme or land shall be

disposed of as Followeth: first I doe give

twenty shilling yearly to be spent by the

Mayor of Stafford and those that shall collect

the said rent and dispose of it as I have and

shall hereafter direct, and that what mony or

rent shall remaine undisposed off shall be
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imployed to buy Coales for some poore people

that shall most need them in the said towne,

the said Coales to be delivered the first weeke

in January or in ever>' first weeke in February;

I say then because I take that time to be the

hardest and most pinching times with poore

people and God reward those that shall doe

this without partialitie and with honestie

and a good conscience; and if the said Mayor
and others of the said towne of Stafford shall

prove so negligent or dishonest as not to

imploy the rent by mee given as intended and

exprest in this my will (which God forbid)

then I give the said rents and profitts of the

said Farme or land to Towne and cheiefe

magastraits or governors of Ecles-hall to be

disposed of by them in such manner as I have

ordered the disposall of it by the towne of

Stafford, the said Farme or land being near

the Towne of Ecles-hall; and I give to my
Sonne in Law Doctor Hawkins (whome I love

as my owne sonne) and to my daughter, his

wife, and my sonne Izaak to each of them a

ring with these words or motto—"love my
memory I. W. obiet;" to the Lord Bishop of

W inton a ring with this motto "a mitt for a

million, I. W. obiet;" and to the friends here-

after named I give to each of them a ring with

this motto "A friend's farewell, L W. obiet;"

and my will is the said rings be delivered

wilhi n forty dayes after my death, and that

the pnce or value of the said rings shall be

thirteen shillings and four pence a piece.

I give to Doctor Hawkins, Doctor Donn's

sermons, which I have heard preacht and read

with much content; to my son Izaak, Doctor
Sibbs, his Soules conflict, and to my daughter,

his bruised reed, desiring them to read them
for as to be well acquainted with them; and
I also give unto her all my bookes at Win-
chester and Droxford and whatever in those

two places are or I can call mine except a
'

Trunck of Linnen which I give to my sonne
Izaak; but if he doe not live to Marry or make
use of it then I give the same to my Grand-
daughter, Anne Hawkins, and I give to my
daughter Doctor Hall's works which be now
at Farnham: to my sonn Izaak I give all my
bookes (not yet given) at Farnham Castell

and a deske of prints and pictures, alsoe a

Cabinet near my bedshead in which are

some little things that he will value, tho of

noe great worth, and my will and desire is

that he will be kind to his Aunt Beachame
and his Aunt Rose Ken by allowing the first

about fifty shillings a yeare in or for Bacon
and Cheese (not more) and paying four pound
a yeare toward the boarding of her sonnes
dyet to Mr. John Whitehead; for his Aunt

Ken I desire him to be Idnd to her according
to her necessity and his own abilitie and I

commend one of her children to breed up
(as I have said I intend to do) if he shall be
able to doe it, as I know he will, for they he
good folke. I give—to Mr. John Darbyshire
the Sermons of Mr. Anthony Farringdon or of

Dr. Sunderson which my Executor thinks fit;

to my servant, Thomas Edghill, I give five

pound in money and all my Clothes, linen and
wollen (except one sute of Clothes which I

give to Mr. HoUnshed and forty shillings)

if the said Thomas be my ser\-ant at my death,

if not my Clothes only; and I give to my old

friend Mr. Richard Marriott, tenn pound
in mony to be paid to him within three

Months after my death, and I desire my sonne
to shew kindness to him if he shall neode and
my sonne can spare it; and I doe hereby will

and declare my sonn Izaak to be my sole

Executor of this my last will and testament
and doctor Hawkins to see that he performs
it, which I doubt not but he will. I desire

my burial may be neare the place of my death
and free from any ostentation or charge but
privately; this I make to be my last will (to

which I shall only add the Codicell for rings)

this sixteenth day of August, One Thousand
Six hundred eighty three. Izaak \Valton.

Witnesse to this will.

The Rings I give are as on the other side.

To my brother John Ken; to my sister,

his wife; to my brother Doctor Ken; to my
Sister Pye; to Mr. Francis Morley; to Mr.
George Vernon; to his wife; to his three daugh-
ters; to Mistris Nelson; to Mr. Richard
Walton; to Mr. Palmer; to Mr. Taylor; to

Mr. Tho. Garrard; to the Lord Bp. of Sarum;
to Mr. Rede, his servant; to my cozen
Dorothy Kenrick; to my cozen Lewin; to

Mr. Walter Higgs; to Mr. Charles Cotton;
to Mr. Richard Marriot 22; to my brother
Beacham: to my Sister, his wife; to the Lady
Anne How; to Mrs. King, Doctor Philips

wife; to Mr. Valentine Harecourt; to Mrs.
Eliza Johnson; to Mrs. Mary Rogers; to Mrs.
Eliza Milward; to Mrs. Dorothy Wallop; to

Mr. Will Milward of Christ Church, Oxford;
to Mr. John Darbeshire; to Mrs. Unedville;

to Mrs. Rock; to Mr. Peter White; to Mr.
John Lloyde; to my cozen Greinsell's widdow,
Mrs. Dalbin, must not be forgotten 16;

Izaak Walton note that several lines are

blotted out of this will for they are twice

repeated and that this \\ill is now Signed and
Sealed this twenty and fourth day of October
One Thousand Six hundred and eighty three,

in the presence of us Witnesse Abra. Mark-
land, Jos. Taylor, Thomas Crawiey."



Robert Page Lincoln

THE charms in fishing alone, whether it

be upon the stream or uijon the lake,

are many. Just how manj- anglers

there are given over to fishing, "by their

lonesome," as one would say, I do not know.

There are a great number of the angling

brotherhood who would rather not go fishing

at all than to fish without a human companion.

There is always the feeling in one that he

would like to share his successes or his failures

of the very moment with a companion, and

talk over with him the remedy or the success-

fulness of the hour or the day. This is all

as it should be. No doubt most of our red

letter days are days when we have been in the

company of some boon companion, and,

therefore, what one has felt, both have felt

and gained pleasure by. Nevertheless there

is that about fishing alone that has an in-

describable something to it of charm that

will not down. What it is I do not know.

One does not necessarily need to be a crank

to go about his piscatorial adventures without

human companionship. And, furthermore,

one is never without companionship with

the gentle wonders of Nature laid out before

his eyes at all times of the day; at all hours.

Hut fishing alone—by so doing I have no

doubt but that we give ourselves over more
fully to a study of the science of fishing,

whereas, with a companion we are liable to

keep that person's figure in the mind, con-

scious of his presence, and not fully aware of

the study of the stream and the action of the

fish in the stream, that is necessary to suc-

cess. By success I do not mean the filling

of a large creel; but success in catching a wary
fish, that has long avoided capture; on some
lure especially wrought for his destruction.

It is sad to relate, yet very true, that the

average man of the rod is not content unless

he has fished the whole length, or near to the

whole length of a river, or stream, in a day.

The hours are all too short in his eye. At

dusk he finds that he has covered ten miles of

stream and yet has twenty miles to go before

he has reached its source. He finds a pool

casts a couple times, and then works up in his

fancy an elaborate picture of a pool further

up that must contain trout so eager to take

the fjcathered artifice that it is just as well

that one is at a distance from the hungry

finny one. Even if a reasonably sized fish

be taken, yet this fjsherman will mentally

assure himself that it is a small one and that

there are better ones to be had further up.

I was fishing the Hrule one summer. Day
after day I w-cnt out to the river, and found

so much pleasure in fishing a half mile of

the stream, and had such good success that I

felt no desire to go further, until I forced

myself to do so. fCvery day I went down to

that half mile of stream I found some new
condition of stream formation, and lay-out
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of the bottom that I had not pre^^ously noted.

At the close of a week I knew and still know
that half mile of stream like a book. I can
draw off-hand a sketch showing the place-

ment of ever>- likely boulder, everj^ log-

obstruction, ever>- pool. In short I found out

just where the big fellows lay, and fished

accordingly. .\11 this is possible when one

fishes alone and can deviously, painstakinglj',

study the stream and go about his movements
by gradual, infperceptible degrees and thus

place a cast with a nicety at the right spot

when he feels like it.

I have always held that one cast lightly

placed, and with care, is worth ten casts made
haphazard. Furthermore the one cast may
make the capture; the ten casts may acquire

nothing; in fact they may frighten the fish

into seclusion. With a companion with you
on a stream it is the usual thing that two keep

near to each other. Even two, I hold, in

such a condition is over-crowding. One
man going up a river is all that should obtain

at any one time. If two fish a stream, even
if it be a wide one, one angler should go up
first, the other one following some distance

behind. But to do this both men must
be of an equitable disposition, else the man
in back may believe the man in front is get-

ting the best fishing. Fishing alone you are

rid of all such refiections and can give your

mind over fully and freely to the particular

study you wish to follow up. Or if you do
not feel like fishing you seat yourself on a
boulder and make a quiet study oi the stream,

watching for rises, and the movements of

fish. In such intervals you, like as not, will

make note of some particular insect just

arrived into the atmosphere on which the
fish are taking. You may make^ a selection

from your fly-book, within a shade of imita-

tion of the winged one, and catch a fish with-

out stirring from your boulder.

The attractiveness of fishing, alone, is apt
to grow upon one, and he is liable to choose to

fish alone much in his after daj's, especially

if he is given to a study of the habits of fishes,

and continually has some especial flies that

he wishes to try out. Seclusion, is, then, to

him a blessing. I believe that the fullest

understanding of the art of angling comes
through this apartness; tho' I will admit that

one grows less talkative, and in time, bottled

up with his own findings, and jealous of what
he has found out; and which others seek to

pry from him.

But, assuredlj', the fullest meaning of the

word "angling" is borne out to the man who
fishes alone. There remains in one no desire

to exceed his fellow in skill; no desire to

acquire a greater catch; in a word, the spirit

of competition is done away with.

^ucliToo^/eHaveStill FishmoWitKUsr

Robert Page Lincoln

STILL-FISHERS come in two classes,

namely the still-fisher possessed of the

belief that it is in him to catch every fish

that a lake may hold, all the way from one
inch in length to ten feet, and if he could do

this he would avariciously take them all

home, consume two or three of them and dig

the rest down in the good old Mother Earth.

The next class of still-fishers takes in the

dreamer. The dreamer still-fisher is molded
truly, of the clay of Walton. He comes as

close to being the shade of Walton as any
shade could be. and although I know that the

great scientific host of anglers are willing to

argue this at length, nevertheless, I feel that
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I have struck upon the correct comparison.

It is said by some that to be a good.still-fisher

it is not necessary to know a great deal about

fish, or fishing, so far as that goes. Walton

did not know one fish from another it is said,

but then this does, not matter. If a man
knows a bull-head from a sunfish he will be

crowned with success. If he does not he will

have to find out by sitting first on the one

fish and then on the other. This has proven

an unfailing means of telling the differential

—

I mean the difference—between one fish and

the other.

When a man decides that he will like ever

thereafter to be a contemplative still-fisher he

is first forced to lay aside his pleasant worries,

grouches, bitterness and sour stomach. Each

of these ailments are cured as one ascends in

still-fishing. While he hates to see his worries

go, still he feels it must be done. Mentally

he says: "Yes, I'll do it. The time has come.

I'll become a still-fisher."

The first thing that an aspiring still-fisher

needs is a pole. There are two kinds. (1)

the long pole, and, (2) the short pole. The

only difference is that one is long and the

other one is short. When you see a contem-

plative still-fisher wending his way to the

lake with a pole so long that it gets jammed
in in the bend of the road, have patience with

the person carrying it. Remember his heart

is in the right place. The thrill is there.

If one has some time at his command he

can make his own pole out of any self-respect-

ing basswood tree. In fact a basswood is

par excellence. With it you can catch both

pickerel and sardines with agility. It is

not necessary to silk-windyour basswood pole.

It has a delightful, though unconscious "give"

to it and when it dries a little it will "set"

to any curve that is desired. A few fancy

knots on it only enhances its value.

And now wc come to the boat. I doubt

if a man ever was a successful still-fisher who
ever went still-fishing in a brand new boat.

There is something obnoxious about a new

boat especially when its painted and smelly

and all that. You know the kind I mean.

You can get down and mirror yourself on the

side of the craft and shave if you want to.

Now a boat like that ain't treating a still-

fisher square. Y.uh simply can't fish in a

new boat. O I know, some try it, but as I

say they are not successful.

No man ever was a successful still-fisher

who did not go still-fishing in a boat that

leaked. If the boat is old and it leaks there

is hope. But the successful boat for the

successful still-fisher must not leak to such

an extent that one is forced to bail water all

the time because this causes too much use of

the mental capacities, besides what physical

strain is thrown in for good or bad measure.

It should leak just enough so that every

fifteen minutes one says to himself:

"Whew! ain't that water comin' in though.

I'll have to get after it or I'll sink."

The successful bailing appliance, or can,

for bailing out water from' a still-fisher's

boat is a very simple utensil. It forme.rly

was the home of tomatoes, like as not, or

Sunny Valley Peas. This can should never

be new. There is not a still-fisher still-

fishing in this world who has not a marked

aversion for a new can. As a rule this can

has been opened by a newly married woman
who did the awful deed with a monkey wrench

and a section of a sword that has been beaten

into a plow share. She did it cross-ways,

each quarter section being turned up and the

peas or tomatoes rolled or forked out as the

case may be. Thus when the still-fisher

wants to use this pea or tomato can for

bailing purposes he takes hold of one of the

quarters and dipping it half-heartedly into

the water he gets a spoonful inside of the

can each time and throws it overboard with

alacrity. With a can of this sort in his pos-

session a man soon bails out a quart of water

with comparative ease; furthermore the can

has other uses. No still-fisher ever carries

a knife with him, so he uses the sharp edges

of the can on which to saw off his line when he

wishes to change from a sunfish hook to a

pickerel hook.

One of the most delightful and primitive

things to be seen on board the boat of a

still-fisher is the still-fishing anchor. An
abandoned cow-rope not only makes an in-

genious anchor rope but one that will break

at the moment you least expect it to. To

be successful at still-fishing the anchor rope

must break now and then so that you will

drift half way cross the lake before you know

where you are. But if the rope should be

strong, and will hold you firmly in place once

you are anchored, do not despair. The

anchor usually works loose and you are given

the opportunity of drifting across the lake

without your knowing what has transpired.

The anchor is usually composed entirely of a

rock wound around with a rebellious hay-

wire. Not beyig wound according to lloyle

it works loose with telling effect. The true

still-fishcr has nothing in common with the

modern still-fishers who use anchors made out
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of concrete poured into a large can, same hav-

ang an iron ring in it. The trouble with an

anchor like that is that it is too efTicient.

It approaches perfection, therefore leaves no-

thing to be asked for.

If the still-fisher's boat leaks, if the anchor

rope is pleasingly dilapidated, and if the

oar-locks are not what they should be then

you are on the way to joy. Now then for

the fishing. Statistics prove that two thirds

of the still-fishers of the countrv- anchor in

from four to five feet of water, thirty to sixty

feet from shore. You course through the

clinging mosses and pads and like as not you

are marooned in the center of them and so

you are forced to stand up and paddle out.

You soon get outside of the weeds. All

right; you pull in the oars, you sit a while

\'iewing the immediate surroundings, then

you get up and you throw the anchor out of

the boat with a whang. It goes to the bot-

tom; bubbles come up; then a cloud of mud.
All this done in such a devilishly reckless

manner, too. The cautious fisherman would

scold you for throwing your anchor over in

such a manner, with the double-distilled

widsom kindly given you that it scares all

the fish out of the lake. But the still-fisher

knows better. There isn't a fish that does

not want to come over and see who fell in

and got drowned.

Having dropped in the anchor according

to Section 5, Clause 2, the still-fisher returns

to the middle seat, cautiously moving along

bent over, testing his way for fear of falling

in and so injuring the water. If he is the

fortunate owner of a corn-cob pipe he lights

that and then is ready for work. The pole

is set upright in the boat, being careful,

however, not to get it caught between the

clouds. The pole is held in this position

while the hook is completely surrounded

by a worm threaded on in spite of its feeble

protestations. When it is perfectly lifeless

appearing on the hook it is ready to be cast

out. If any sign of life appears the still-

fisher does not despair but continues menac-

ing it by working it back and forth on the

hook. After a little of this process the angle-

worm gives up its ghost and is ready for work.

But before it is cast to the eager finny ones it

is customary to spit on it. It is ridiculous,

yet nevertheless true that one has little luck

at still-fishing unless he spits on his hook.

Imagine a still-fisher fishing with a bobber

on his line purchased in a sporting goods store

for the sum of ten cents, painted red and
green. No! Away with such fancies. It

must be the usual whiskey bottle cork or

vinegar jar cork or it won't be still-fishing.

You throw your pole back and then forward;

the bobber hits the water; the hook sinks and
then you begin to ruminate. For an hour
the perch are baring the hook for you and
then all you have to do is to pull up every

now and then and re-bait. A flock of bass

may swim by in plain sight, but it does not

encourage the still-fisher to up and fling his

hook and bobber "far and fine" at them,

knowing full well, through experience, that

it is of no use. But Sometime, the still-

fisher figures, "sometime I'll get a mess of them
big fellows." Fspecial Note: There is the

incentive; don't you see?

Anjlhing may happen while you are still-

fishing.

Wide and glorious vistas open to the ^^ew.

It may be while you are sitting there a

large pickerel will mistake your angleworm
for an artificial minnow and will swim up and
down in front and around it kind of treating

it in a flirting way that the pickerel have
about them. Then he will back up about

ten and a half feet, get a foothold and will

leap for the angleworm. You have, just

before this singular event been thinking

about something but could not mal-ce up
your mind what that something would be.

A still-fisher is always in peril of thinking too

seriously on some interesting subject. When
the pickerel hits your angleworm what fol-

lows after that becomes progressive historj'.

You may lose your fish but if you do you are

not wholly sadTa bright thought illuminating

your mental capacities that if you had only

caught that fish and if you had two more that

would make -three fish to your credit. I

doubt whether any active still-fisher would
even like to catch a large fish. ^lost gener-

ally you catch a small fish and he comes in

making an awful commotion for his size.

You gently pick him off the hook and toss

him in and you are not overly surprised to

catch him again three minutes after. After

you have again thrown him in and you catch

him once more, while you are not ready to

quit you disgustedly cast over on the other

side of the boat and are startled to hook a

weed a moment thereafter which "pulled

just like a fish." All these little things ^o to

make still-fishing so beautifully simple; so

enriching to the prospect.
,

i



Chips Iromthe^orkshap

Robert Page Lincoln

IN
writing on the depleting of lakes and

streams, and of those who cause this

condition a writer in the American Angler

has stated:

"Some time ago 'Royal Coachman,' a

popular angling writer in a daily paper,

placed the blame on the summer boarder

for the fished-out condition of lakes and

streams. It is not my intention to belittle

their share of responsibility since I, also, have

seen them bringing in their catches ranging in

all sizes down to the fmgerling. But, there

are others equally as culpable as these sum-,

mer boarders. I refer to the natives who
live in the vicinity of these lakes and streams,

and who do great mischief, and generally

do it secretly. In season and out of season

they not only hunt game but extend their

operations to the fish. They plant trap nets

before' the fishing season opens and also

after it has closed, and not infrequently while

the fishing season is on. In the middle

of the night when their honest neighbors are

in sound sleep they visit their illegally set

contraptions and gather in the spoils. On
occasions I have seen the wardens start out on

dark nights with the intention of surprising

these law breakers.

"The natives also do a lot of spearing,

and there would be a surprise on the part of

the law abiding anglers if they knew how
large is the number of farmer boys and natives

who own trap hoop nets and fish spears. It

is supposed they sjjcar eels, but the real truth

is they spear oilier lish, particularly bass.

Kvcn in Ontario there arc some who are con-

sidered as reputable citizens who privately

confess that they spear bass while on the

spawning beds and they always drive their

spears into the largest ones. I have had
men up there tell me they spear muscallonge,

and I've been promised if 1 will come up in the

early sprinj, they will spear for me a thirty-

five pound specimen. Needless to say I did

not accept the invitation, nor could I report

them to the authorities, since what they told

me of their misdeeds was imparted to me
confidentially.

"Some of these persons I entertained a

high regard for as sportsmen, and it came as

an unpleasant shock to learn of their viola-

tions. One in particular I liked immensely,

and found great pleasure in his companion-

ship on fishing trips. With a rod and a line

he appeared to be a real sportsman. Under-
size bass he was tenderly careful in replacing

in the water, and yet he could drive a spear

into a large bass without reproaching him-

self."

There is a great deal of truth contained in

the above quotation for it tells what goes on

"underground," and which, to a very gfeat

extent indeed, is undermining our fish supply,

and which, unless stopped, will make our

efforts for protection and preservation of the

finny creatures go foi' naught. The refer-

ence made by the above writer in regard to

the depleting proclivities of the summer
boarder ,at the lake resorts, is true, to say the

very least. It would seem to many that it

is the small boy's game to go along the shores

and fish out small fish, and fingerlings, and

yet I have, in the past, seen whole shores

cluttered with people fishing, catching thou-

sands of the tiny fish life. Now a condition

such as this is bound to work harm among the

fishes: it cannot be helped. The only remedy
is to educate the people into an understanding

of what is right and what is wrong about the

fishing game, I know of one State of the

Unilcd States where the catching of thousands

of small fishes was speedily done away with.

It had been the case up to the time the new
law was passed that any size of sunfish might

be taken. The result was that the still

fishers sapped gunny-sack after gunny-sack

full of tiny mites of fishes from the water,

lugging them home, where, if they had taken ,^

the few that lliey needed (and had been

content with that) the thousands of useless

small ones they had massacred would have

gone to replenish the future supply. But
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then, wisely enough, under agitation, the

law was passed that no sun-fish might be

taken under six inches. Some law offenders

persisting in the old practices were brought

to justice and fined five dollars for every

under-sized sun-fish in their possession. The

result was that the ruler became one of the

most necessary appliances in the outfit of the

fishermen-especially the still-fishermen

—

that season and I presume it is the same yet.

In no sense of the word should people be

curbed from fishing; and it would be a pleasing

thing indeed if all the people could have a share

of what is annually taken, but, unfortunately,

this cannot be, at least in the present day.

But people who are able to visit the lakes and

streams should be taught that it is absolutely

necessary to the preservation of the fish

supply that only a few fish be taken and those

fish be of a suitable length. Now we have

all of us, time and time again, seen large,

catches made most of the fishes soured in the

sun or Ij-ing in the sun, stiff and parched, later

to be thrown away, ^^'e^e these same fishes to

have been gutted, salted, and laid away in

damp leaves or mosses, they would, no doubt,

have been useful as food. Were such oc-

curences of desecration as the above confined

to but a few instances there would be no harm
done; but the sum total of the destruction in

this manner is exceedingly great. The only

sane way of correcting this condition of affairs

is to point out to the people the facts of the

case. For unless watchfulness and the utmost

of conserv'ation be practiced in the future, all

the efforts of man ^ill go for naught and the

fish supply will be constantly waning instead

of increasing. There is no desire on the part

of the writer to be an alarmist. Far from it.

But the facts of the case must be viewed from

every angle. With hunting becoming more
or less a thing of the past, as the game is

being thinned out, the great body of hunter

will, sooner or later, turn their attention to

another means to sport. Many of the hunt-

ing element it is true adopt trapshooting as

a pastime. But the active, energetic man
wants something more and therefore turns to

fishing as the next best bet. Therefore we
have the conditions to face: More and more
people added to the ranks of those who
fish, and more and more waters annually

covered, cast over and trolled. Unless the

utmost means of conservation are practised

it will mean that the fish supply must go, in

spite of what sincere men and fish culturists

can do to improve conditions. When it is

remembered that six million hunting licenses

were taken^out in the United States in one

year alone it \\i\\ be seen that a great shifting

of these into the ranks of the fishing brethren

vill do great harm, unless, of course, conserva-

tion is practised.

' We have always warned against the un-

scrupulous man who will fish in any season,

and will take as many fish as he can lay hands

on—and even then will not stop but will be

looking for more. Farmer boys and settlers

are able to do a great deal of harm,, as has

been pointed out, but Twill not say that such

a condition is general. It would be extremely

slighting and disagreeable to believe that the

men who are opening up the country and

providing so much of the world's food are the

worst destroyers. On my own part I believe

that the average settler and the average

farmer boy is a verj- necessary person in this

world and the majority of them have not the

time to go spearing, let alone fishing. A great

responsibility, indeed, lies with the settlers;

the people out in the wild or near-wild

places. We know that the majority of the

settlers will do their part in protection. But
many settlers, principally foreigners of dubious

character, have, in the past, killed off enor-

mous quantities of wild game; but that is not

to say that all foreign settlers are capable

of constant destruction. At that the destruc-

tiveness caused by certain Americans, and

Canadians, in the game and fish fields is a

tearful disgrace.

No true an^er will be guilty of spearing

any game fish, altho' to spear rough fish is

certainly not out of place, as the prepon-

derance of these and the harmfulness of these

rough species is such that a decreasing of

them by means of the spear, oi the net, will

do a great deal of good no doubt. However,

most laws, to the point, forbid the use of the

spear on any form of fish; and perhaps this

is the right w-ay to consider the proposition.

It is lamentable the number of people who
will assail the trout in the large rivers w^hen

they go up spawning in the spring. Some-

times one wonders if the trout will last more

than a few years the way spearing, netting

and hooking these spawning fishes is carried

on. It seems to me that every community
should have at least some genuine anglers

and sportsmen who will band together to

keep down this menace of attacking the

spawning fish, and yet it seems to go on the

same as ever.

It has been said that the average person

upon' seeing a wild animal, a deer (for instance)

cannot resist the impulse to kill it; an impulse
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so strong that it sweeps them off their feet so

to speak. The same certainly is true of

fishermen, or even ordinary people who never

fish. Seeing a large rainbow trout coming
up the river in the spring to spawn, people

cannot resist the impulse to kill; and the

greater the fish in size, the greater the tempta-

tion, of course. Likewise in the lakes and
ponds where the bass and crappies and sun-

fishes are on the spawning beds; people anchor
over them and ^\^pe out thousands of spawn-
laden fishes. This slaughter during the

spawning season I believe to be one of the

hugest undermining factors in the decimation

of our fishes today, and it this alone could be

slopped, who can tell what gains are made.
The spawning season ol the brook trout is at

present approaching. Thousands of mag-
nificent Jnnlinalis will be on the spawning
beds. No doubt it will afford thousands of

unscrupulous beings the incentive for going
out and slaughtering them while they are

fulfilling their duty in replenishing'the wateis.

In the light of Nature this is a criminal act;

all the more lamentable because the destruc-

tion is carried on in the dark, or far away from
human beings. All we can do is|to hope
by education to create a spirit of conservation
and preservation in the minds of the people
so that they will, of their own free will, turn
protectors and thus save the state of Nature
for posterity. The written word travels

far. Let it do its own particular good; that
it may gain new and newer guardians of the

silesnt places.

Here is an editorial in a newspaper that I

think is worthy of reproduction.

i "There is something wonderfully big in

the nature of a man who performs a deed for

the good of others without reward or even
the hope of reward. There was j( man
ill California who planted a forest of young
pine trees on a mountainside, with the
vision of forests in his soul. He dreamed
of forests that he knew he would never see,

because he was an old man. It was not for

himself that he planted the trees but for

the generations that would come after him.
.\s we stood with him, on the mountainside
one day, he said: 'You see the farms and or-

chards there in the v.illey below you, and you
sec those towns and cities. Well. Mesopo-
tamia was like that in ancient times, but when
the people had Blrippcd the mountains of the
forests the flood wateis were hurled on the
farm.s, and the cities, and destroyed them.
\Vc don't want that same thing to happen
here, do we?'

'But suppose it were to happen,' we an-

swered, 'you would not be here to suffer.

You will have been gathered to your fathers,

oblivious then to flood and famine.'

"That's true," he said. "But, we must
think of those who are to come after us."

"Only for such men the world would be a

hard place in which to live. If every man
destroyed as he went along, and never builded,

the earth would ultimately fail to support

human life. Wherefore, to do a thing with-

out hope of reward, and to stamp out a sin,

while the blood is still in one's viens—these

are the two greatest things that a man
can do."

There is ample food for thought in the

above. There is not an act tending to watch-

fulness and care of Nature's creations that is

not set down in our book of life to our credit.

There is not a man who takes from the store-

house of Nature sparingly, and only enough

for his own needs, but that is doing a distinct

act of good. There is no man who seeks to

replenish the waters and woods with desirable

wild creatures, feathered or finned, but that

is doing his duty to mankind. There is no

man who corrects his fellows in their acts of

wrong-doing, but that is doing a mighty

service for man, for posterity who should

realize Nature in the fullness of her charm

and abundance, as it was long ago. Ghastly

were the inroads of the destructive lumbermen

in the past, felling the timber right and left

for hundreds of miles, taking but the very

choicest pieces out of a gigantic log and

leaving the rest of that timber and its denuded

foliage hang there to drj% and form inflamm-

able material to feed the awful forest fires,

that have laid to waste billions of <lpllars

worth of timber, made homeless countless

people, and lolled as many more. The
destruction of the forests have sent the

heavy snows into the streams, as water

in a few days, where, with the forests stand-

ing, it took weeks, nay, months for it to

melt and flow away. These abnormal con-

ditions have swollen the rivers. The
rivers have swept down, as along the Miss-

issippi, and thousands of people drowned,

made homeless, and all their possessions gone

on down to the Gulf. The aftermath ol

man's lack of foresighlcdness is always

misery and despair. The law of planting

one tree to lake the place of the one chopped

down is a wise law and it should be universal.

Our criminal wastefulness, our taking the

best and leaving nothing behind us saye des-

slruclion has been a subject of wide comment
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in the older countries of the woild who regard

our prodigality with profound disgust. The
cry that, "Nature is an inexhaustible store-

house" is a thing ot the past. Conservation

in the future must be more than a catchword

if Nature is to be spared and all that we hold

dear be kept in beauty and as close to primev-

al conditions as possible. There are lands that

are practically unfit for agricultural purposes,

scattered all over the continent. These

lands, however, wll grow forests and are

made beautiful by -streams and lakes that

are, or should be, filled with fish. Regions of

this sort should be watched over and preserved

not by a few individuals, but by all

the people. WTien a person gets beyond his

own self; when he can think with the

thousands and look to their welfare and
happiness as well as his own, he realizes fully

the meaning of his duty to the community;
' his duty to mankind living; and posterity.

When a man can think along a plane of this

sort, forgetting, if need be, his own pleasures,

that others may delight of the natural crea-

tions of Nature, he has aspired to one of the

great goals in life.

As a consequence of the cutting down of the

forests and the shrubbery along streams in

general they have dwindled, and have often

shrunk down to nothing. Where they seem
to hold their own, they are, nevertheless, far

from being of a suitable temperature for the

continued habitat of the speckled brook

trout. When the temperature of the water

rises to over sixty-five degrees the brook

trout is far from being at home. True to

its desires of the past, the speckled brook

trout is a cold-water, spring-water fish; truly

the fish of the fountains. There are streams

today that formerly were excellent brook

trout streams but now they have few, if any,

of this marvelous species. But these same
streams have been furnished with brown
trout or rainbow trout and have made quite

a name for themselves in this respect. It

will be remembered in the case of the brown
trout that it has been called, ever since its

introduction into this country, by the name
of the German Brown Trout. As a matter

of fact the brown trout came from England,

and is England's trout, so to speak; in fact

the brown trout is to England, in position,

what the brook trout has been to America.

The brown trout differs greatly from the

speckled brook trout, the Jonlinalis of our

streams, in that it can take up life in water

far higher in temperature than can the speck-

led brook trout. It is for this reason that

streams that have been depleted of brook

trout, make, as often as not, excellent brown
trout streams and afford anglers a meed of

joy with each new season. The brown

trout, (which is often called the Loch Leven),

is a sticker, and it will chng to swift-flowing

streams, if such be its lot. But then it makes
a good all-around trout for planting, every-

thing, of course, taken into consideration.

With the best intentions in the world,

anglers generally make the mistake of planting

a stream to speckled brook trout when the

stream is not fitted, by reason of en\ironment,

to that species; owing to the trimmed away
bushes and trees that formerly grew along

its sides, also the fact that it may be more
or less heightened in temperature. At
great cost, sometimes, streams are stocked

with fontinalis only to have nothing turn up

as a result.

Ideal streams for any trout, and especially

fonlinalis, have trees and brush along their

shores. Sunken logs and brush here and there

not only furnish retreats for the fingerlings,

but they are the haunts of the very insects

thatfthe trout live upon. With the banks of

the stream denuded of bushes, w ith the stream

clear of logs, weeds, etc., the food supply is so

scant that it will not possibly be fit for

planting. Where streams are thus robbed of

their bank brush—alders and such sh:>uld be

planted in, and logs dropped in here and there

The thicker the brush along a stream, the

more ideal does that stream become for the

trout. Also where a stream flows through

meadows, and is more or less inaccessible to

man, ideal conditions may soon bearrivcd at.

It may truly be said that the larger these

stream happens to be the more certain it is

that the brown trout, the rainbow trout and

the speckled brook trout will live together

without one decreasing the other. But, of

course, in the large streams there are small

forms of fish life, shiners, chubs, etc., not to

mention the young of the various rough

fish—and these form food for the trout. It

will be found, however, that where a stream

is comparatively small, narrow to a degree and
lacking depth, and lacking a suitable food

supply the mixing of brown trout with speck-

led brook trout in that stream is bound to

mean the depletion of the Joniinalis by the

brown trout, it being, n\erely, a survival of

the fittest; a necessity; a matter of food that

cannot be gotten otherwise.

Be sure your stream is a brook stream

bejore you mistake and plant it to fontinalis.



Hunting Experiences with Various Arms
Ashley A. Haines

IN
my article concerning suitable rifles

for deer shooting which appeared in the

March number of Rod and Gun, I failed

to follow orders fired at me by the Guns

and Ammunition editor, Mr. Landis, and

wrote more concerning my opinions of diff-

erent guns, models and calibers than of

personal experiences, as Mr. I.andis had

requested. And yet I fully intended handing

the readers considerable concerning experi-

ences which will fall to the lot of a hunter

when on the trail of the elusive mowitch, the

most hunted of all big game in North America.

I shall now try and make up any deficiency

in this respect that existed in the article

refei;red to, my only regret is that I shall

fail to relate any of my experiences in as

interesting fashion as many certainly could

who may be tempted to read the grist this

little typewriter is about to grind out. If,

however, I should succeed in bringing before

the reader's vision the trail of the elusive

mowitch a,s he is being followed through the

"beautiful snow," often descending to the

depths of the deepest canons, up steep moun-
tain sides, through thick and snow-laden

bru.sh, over fallen timber and along boulder-

strewn mountain sides, right up to the end of

the trail where the ride's crack is followed

by the unsheathing of the hunting knife, I

shall be partly satisfied. But if in the re-

maiks that follow, I should succeed in im-

pressing on the minds of all hunters the

importance of hunting the mowitch carefully,

and, what is more important, the matter
of making that first shot, when the game is

finally sighted, a fatal one, I shall be then

fully satisfied.

As mentioned in my March article I lost

several crippled deer years ago by failing

to make that first shot a fatal one. This I

have always regretted but, unfortunately, I

am not the only one who has followed the

trail of the elusive mowitch with similar

experiences to relate if they would only hand

us their experiences. After finally deciding

that I would never shoot at a standing deer

without being as certain as possible that I

could see some definitely fatal spot in which

to place the shot, I have never actually

lost a crippled deer. Don't misunderstand

me; I have shot standing deer since then

that required another shot or so; but not many
Some running deer have been missed clean,

some that required several shots before the

knife could be called into service, but no

crippled ones to get away. One standing

deer, crippled by another, I deliberately shot

through the hips simply due to no other

portion of the animal olTering a shot, and I

feared if he jumped, as he certainly would had

I manoeuvred for a more favorable position,

it would mean a long chase with the probab-

ilities of never seeing the end ot the trail as

the country was very brushy and heavily

timbered. The deer fell and never regained

its feet. But I did dislike shooting that deer

through the hips; had it been running, the

thing would have been dilTerent.

Another deer, one of the largest bucks I

ever saw (at least I judged it to be from what

I could see of it) I lost simply because I would

not permit myself to shoot it through the

hips, the only part of the deer I could see.

1 wanted meat as badly as any deer hunter

that ever trailed a mowitch but I slid to a

sitting position, and with the little Winchester

covering an open spot a few feet from where

304
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the deer was standing and where I thought

he certainly would pass when finally ready to

move on, I patiently waited several minutes

but never to fire a shot at him as when he

finally disappeared it was in the opposite

direction from what was expected, at no time

more than the hips being ^^sible to me.

Yes, I regretted losing that deer but always

felt better for the experience than to have
crippled him, or to have secured him, a

standing deer, by such an un-hunter-like

proceeding as to deliberately shoot through

the hips. Had it been a crippled deer, or a

running one,—well that would have been

another thing entirety.

Jay, my youngest brother, says it's no fun

to shoot a standing deer as, so he says, he

likes to take 'em "right out of the air," or,

,

in other words, when on the jump. He, «ith
his .33 Winchester, certainly has made an en-

viable record on deer under all conditions, and
as I am out to give this deer shooting subject a

brief vsTite up from different points of \aew
we'll begin with an experience in which a bit of

quick lever swnging was realli' necessary in or-

der to land the mowitch which we had followed

the day before, camped on his trail that night

and located right in his roosting place the next

morning. Had ye writer been looking nearer

where he was standing at the time instead of

farther off, th^ deer should have been killed

right in his bed. As it was the scribe was
looking right over that deer across a flat

covered with fallen timber and brush, and
the deer but t«enty-five or thirty yards
distant! But the second our eyes met he was
off like a shot, one shot, hurriedly fired, from
my rifle found its way through the brush and
crippled him pretty badly in one hip. A run
of thirty yards or so gave Jay a very slim

chance and he slammed a .33 through that

big buck but a bit too far back tf prove
immediateh fatal. Two or three more shots

chased after that deer from each oi our rifles

as glimpses ot him were caught through the

brush at ranges from one hundred to one
hundred and twenty-five yards or so when he
disappeared in a brush-covered flat below us.

Plenty of blood along the trail told us what
we knew almost from the first,—that he was
hard hit.

Stopping and overlooking the flat. Jay
dropped his .33 into the hollow of his left

arm and remarked:

"He's down there somewhere and if he
goes out he is almost certain to try and cross

that ridge over there," pointing beyond the
flat about 150 yards or so. And after a

second's pause he added: "But if he does

he's apt to run pretty heary to lead before he
gets across." And while I'd rather have had
a standing shot at that buck and finished the

work at once, I knew that Jay's prediction

would surely prove true especially if the

change fell to him when the buck finally

appeared. But after waiting several min-
utes and no deer showing up, Jay remarked:
"You stand here while I go down and 'shoo'

him out; then give it to him as he crosses

the ridge.' This I readily agreed to. It

didn't requiie much "shooing" on Jay's part

for soon after he had disappeared in the

thickest brush, I heard him sing out: "Look
out! I heard him jump," then, a second
latei, "He's headed for the ridge, I think, by
the racket,' and a few seconds later I had my
chance. The little .38-40 Winchester crack-

ed four or five times, (I am not certain now,
after several years, which), as the head and
neck of the deer appeared through the tops

of the fir brush as he ran towards the ridge:

then he went down. .lay wailed for me and
together we followed the bloody trail to find

the big buck down but not altogether "out."

Squeezing his way past the fallen deer>

between it and a bunch of brush. Jay came
pretty near being prodded by the sharp tines

of the buck's horns, the only thing that

prevented it being that the deer was too near

"all in" though it was plain that he still poss-

essed a willing disposition to undress a man
even if it was wiijter weather with deep
snow on the ground.

I do not remember how many times that

buck was hit, but think seven or eight times.

I do remember, however, of taking three

.38-40 bullets out of that deer's neck, one of

them, the one that put him down for keeps,

having passed through the center of the neck
bone between the joints but without break-

ing the neck, as almost invariably has hap-
pened with me when shooting a deer through
the neck. A deer uith a broken neck, it has

been my experience, drops dead at the rifle's

crack; but this one though shot through the

neck, while down for keeps, was not dead as

his neck was not broken.

Two more incidents where we shot up the

game more than I like to think about and I

will pass on to a few killings where less pow-
der was burnt and which now always seems
highly desirable. One good, clean kill I

very much prefer to several where the game
is riddled.

The first relates to a big buck killed near
where the one I have just written about but
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several years earlier. So far as we were

able to judge, I only had one hit to my credit,

this at about two hundred yards, the buck at

the time lying down. As he fairly flew

across the flat covered with fallen jack pine,

my .303 Savage carbine and Jay's .30-40

Winchester were shot dry. Still the buck

kept on but with diminishing speed to disap-

pear over a ridge to be jumped a Uttle later

and to fall stone dead from a rear-end shot

from Jay's .30-40 which was spitting the

220-grain bullets at a great rate. I failed to

connect though it was no fault of the Savage.

Jay's fatal shot hit the deer, when about

100 yards off, and we both heard the bullet

strike as plainly as though it had been shot

into mud. In fact, it sounded yery much
like a rock thrown into thick mud. This

was another deer with far more bullets in it

than a deer hunter likes to see who prefers

the one shot for each kill; but Jay was happy
and I had nothing to complain about except

my inability to steer the Savage straight.

Now for the "worst ever." This has

never been in print and I had never expected

it would, but I am out to state facts even if I

am disgraced in the narrative. My nephew
and I had seated ourselves on a mountain-
side to have our lunch, he on one end of a log

which was balanced across a knoll with

myself on the other. As long as we kept

our relative positions all was well, but, well,

something happened. Straight up the moun-
tainside came three of the most badly fright-

ened deer I have ever seen.

I jumped up and grabbed my .30-30 Rem-
ington trombone. Up flew my end of the

log letting my nephew down with a bump.
As he gathered himself together the log at

my end came down on my heels quite forcibly,

the whole thing not contributing to a suc-

cessful stait-olT for piling up those three

deer headed straight for us and not over fifty

or sixty yaids away.

I got the Remington into action first, the

.33 Winchester my nephew was using being

unlimbcred immediately afterwards. I paid
my respects to the largest deer in the bum h

—

a big doe—while the .33 opened up on one
ol the others which turned back down the
mountainside later to be killed by my nephew.
Never before or since had the Remington
rattled out the shots as rapidly as on that

occasion. At the first shot the deer swerved
off to our left, disappeared in a gulch to

appear a little later, still fiercely running,
on the opposite side something like two hun-
dred yards off or perhaps a little more. I

had emptied the rifle before they disappeared

but managed to reload and fire two more
shots as they appeared on the opposite side

of the gulch. My nephew has never been
certain whether he shot at the doe or not,

but if he did he says it was not more than one

shot; he was busy in another direction.

At the most not over nine shots at that time

were fired, at her, eight of them being from my
rifle. The question I kept asking myself

when the battle was hottest was, "Why
doesn't she Jail." 1 felt absolutely certain I

was hitting that deer but not to see her go

down was the surprising thing. Blood

along the trail there was a-plenty but it was a

long ways from there before that deer was
finally killed. The shooting, however, was
under a bit more favorable conditions, the

first shot, broadside, being a standing one,

the next two as she slowly walked along

beside a fallen tree but she did not fall until

the third bullet struck her. These three shots

were easily covered with one hand and were

grouped right where they should have been,

just back of the shoulder. All told that deer

was hit ten times, three of them in the throat

close to the jugular, one through one ear,

another in one hip ranging forward, one

through the paunch, low down, the three

back of shoulder and one other that I do not

now remember where it struck. Some,

naturally, will at once say the gun was at

fault. Not proveni There are thousands

of us who have killed plenty of deer with a

single shot from the various makes of .30-30

rifles to know that this was a most unusual

case and would not happen again in a thou-

sand years. I shall always believe that had

either my nephew or myself been alone, we'd

have landed more meat and with less shooting

for it has been my experience that when two

or more are together one may expect a lot

of unnecessary powder burning. I can't

explain it but for some reason I fire more
unnecessary shots if some one else is

shooting at the game at the same time.

My eldest son, Howard, and I were out

after mowitch early the first day of the

season. His experience had been decidedly

limited in deer hunting though he made good

many times on smaller game. We were

each using our .30-.30 Winchester carbines,

little guns good enough for any one for deer

shooting Ainder most conditions. While

working our way carefully through clumps of

fir trees and brush, a fine little buck was

sighted, side on, about fifty yards straight

ahead. My bullet caught it a little high
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above the heart and the buck plunged straight,

ahead down the hill and was probably dead

when he struck the ground. Had I not

formed the habit years ago o( slamniing

the lever the instant the shot is fired which

always leaves me with the gun ready for an

instant repeat shot, I would certainly have

missed the chance for a shot at the flash of a

deer that passed through the narrow opening

where the first one had stood. As it was I

only had to pull trigger. Howard's carbine

and mine were fired so nearly together that

neither knew the other had fired until after-

wards. One of our shots passed through the

big deer three inches above the heart and she

was found stone dead about seventy-five

yards farther on. It was quick work, the

three shots being fired, I feel quite certain, in

probably not exceeding two seconds—in

fact there was not the fractional part of a

second to lose. Last season, neai the same

place, we landed a couple of nice bucks in

such quick time that there was little fun

connected with it.

I'd have given the" shot at the big buck to

Howard but he was back of me a few steps

and one doesn't find deer plentiful enough in

our district to take chances on showing to

another that they may have the honor

of landing the meat but each takes his chance

as it is offered. And yet I'd often promised

to give him the first shot if there should

be one offered with prospects of the mowitch
not "evaporatmg'' in the process of pointing

out; and they usually have a habit of disap-

pearing when it is most desired that they

will linger just another second or two.

I was using my new .30-30 Winchester

extra light, made-to-order little rifle with 22-

inch light weight barrel while the boy was
using his carbine as before. The buck fell

out of sight as the rifle cracked while another

appeared like a flash on lower ground, but

ten yards nearer, to drop dead when I pulled

the trigger. Again I pulled as the first buck
staggered towards us and he went down near

the second, both being very dead deer. Now
for a surprise. The first buck had three

bullets through the shoulders, Howard get^ng
in a shot the very instant my rifle spoke the

last time.

One of the bullets, undoubtedly my first,

had landed slightly too far forward to have
proved instantly fatal though I beheve he'd

have found it mighty hard going to have gone
fifty yards. The four shots fired at the two
deer all landed in \ital places and so quickly

did it all happen that it would have been

decidedly interesting to have had the time

taken with a stop watch. Howard several

times caught glimpses of another deer that

persisted in hanging around down in a low

sag, hea^ily timbered with plenty of brush

to make the light poor, and several times

raised his gun for a shot, but as he could

never be certain of outlining the deer per-

fectly enough to make a certain kill, I advised

him not to pull until he was sure where he

would hit. Finally, after much whistling

and stamping of hoofs, the deer finally left

that quarter without a shot being fired. I

presume ninety-nine men out of a hundred

would have taken chances on a shot under

such conditions, and especially would the

temptation be great for one new at the game

but I have cautioned the boy so often to be

as sure as possible what he is shooting at,

and to always try and place the bullet in

some fatal spot, and not depend on luck to

help him out. that it .was not all difficult

tor him to hold his fire for a possible more

favorable chance; and never have I heard

him e.Kpress a i egret at not firing. Surely

this is the proper thing to do—not take

unnecessary chances—but I can assure any

one that at his age it would have taken quick

action to have prevented "yours truly"

from slinging lead somewhere in the general

direction of that deer.

One of the best, or perhaps some would

call it luckiest shots, I ever made on a running

deer, a nice fat two-year old buck, happened

after this fashion. Jay and I had been

laboriously chmbing the mountain-side most

of the forenoon looking for a mowitch trail.

Jay, who invariably takes the lead, threw

up the .33, then waited. With the little

.38-40 cocked I also waited belie%ing that

within a few seconds something would happen.

Then Jay lowered his rifle, stepped carefully

to one side still looking «losel\ straight ahead.

Suddenly the rifle came up again, a second's

pause and the .33 spoke.

"Did you get it?" I asked to which he

repUed;

"Yes, right out of its nest, but I had to

hug the snow line on that big log mighty

close." The deer, a two-year-old doe, had

been lying down behind a large yellow pine

log at about one hundred yards with but very

little of her body showing above the six inches

of snow that lay on top of it. The .33 plowed

a hole through the snow and then passed

through the deer's body a Uttle high just

back of the shoulders and that mowitch

never moved from its bed. I told Jay it
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was anything but a square deal and entirely

inconsistent with his preaching to take

advantage of a deer under such conditions

ior he should have at least said "shoo" a time

or two and taken her on the wing. To
which Jay answered that all was fair in war,

love and deer shooting. I might disagree

with him on two-thirds of his proposition

but certainly would never argue the point

on the mowitch pait of it.

After drawing and hanging up the deer

we continued or up the mountain where most

of the day was spent looking for tracks, but

failing to find any we dropped down the

mountain in the direction where the doe had

been killed in the morning intending to drag

her home with us. Just below us an estim-

ated one hundred and twenty-five yards, I

caught sight of the two-year old buck as he

just made one of the highest sky-scraping

jumps I ever saw a deer make. Jay was in

plain sight of the deer but failed to see it,

(the light was poor or it was nearly dusk)

until I exclaimed, but in a low voice, (the

cautious deer hunter never speaks loudly

even when a cannon's roar would dono harm).

•'Deer dead ahead!" and jumped quickly

to Jay's side where a better view could be

obtained after he had passed a clump of

bushes that shut off his view from where I

had first sec n him.

Then things happened!'' and happened
quickly. Bang! Bang! Bang!—the first

and last shot Jay's. Quickly as it all happened,

about like clapping the hands together three

times, we both noticed that it was the second

shot that sent the buck down with a broken

back, both of Jay's shots missing though as

more often has happened under such con-

ditions, his shots should have been the scoring

ones instead of mine.

'Wasted that last shot," Jay remarked as

we descended to the bench below, "but
hadn't time to throw on the brakes after your
shot hit him." 'Ihe ..38-10 high velocity

Winchester bullet after breaking the deer's

back passed forward and was taken out of

the forward part of one shoulder, having
mushroomed nicely which is the thing that

makes the killing bullet. Jay persists in

saying that that was about the best running
shot, everything considered, that he ever saw
made forgetting the fact that many equally

good, or more dilTicull kills has fallen to his

lot. Kspecially i\o I remember his e-xpcri-

ence with one of his big bucks in which
shall always believe the very quickest Win-
eslcr lever swinging I ever witnessed, secur-

ed the j
prize for him, which was certainly

deserved. You all know something of the

automatic's speed? Well, just think of one

of them with the trigger finger working at

high piessure and you will have an idea of the

way the .33 was spitting lead at the big buck

that was trying to make its getaway and
most of the lead finding the target. I was but

a spectator, having secured my limit the day
previously. There were plenty of fairly

good chances during the trailing of that deer

when, had I been out for blood, 1 should

have had little difficulty in piling up that deer

quite readily, but it seemed Jay was fated for

only fleeting glimpses of the big buck as he

would dash for safety on being jumped,

several times only a shower of snow from the

bushes through which he plunged being the

only guide for the .33's that were sent in his

direction. A very steep mountain side,

plenty of standing and down timber, with the

usual amount of brush, boulders a-plenty

"bigger'n meeting houses," deep snow and a

veritable blizzard howling which filled the air

with blinding, wind-dtiven snow—imagine

all this and you will wonder, as I did, how
Jay managed to land most of his bullets in the

big buck, not a single shot that fell to him

the several times the buck was jumped

offering even a moderately favorable chance

for scoring. Jay has this head mounted
as well as another still larger, the owner

of which came near running over Jay who had

never seen a track in the nearly all day's

hunt. The deer's unceremonious appear-

ance on the scene as he rushed past Jay at

less than twenty-five feet,, who was standing

in thick brush with fallen timber piled high

on all sides, brought forth a stream of .33i's

which had to come unusually quick under

such conditions. Many a man would have

been too surprised to have got the gun to the

shoulder for a single shot, but the first .33

slowed the big buck up somewhat and by

unusually quick work others found the right

trail through the thick brush and Mr. Buck

was venison.

I have several times spoken of my prefer-

ence for the careful hunting of deer with the

one deliberate shot that puts him down and

out to the broadcast sowing of lead which

so often happens when a deer is sighted snd

especially if that deer happens to be on the

jump. And I still repeat that the deer that is

patient enough to give me the one deliberate

shot is the one I am after ahvwjs. If he sim-

ply won'l be good and stand still and take

his medicine then, why, he'll have to lake it
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on the jump provided I can steer my bullets

straight.

In this I have mentioned quite a bit con-

cerning quick work with the rifle on deer

when such work was the only kind that would

answer. From this don't receive the im-

pression that the writer makes a hobby of

quick lever swinging. Years ago, say twenty

to thirty-five, I learned the lever gun as well

as I shall ever know it, and if a quick repeat

shot saves the situation now the art I then

learned, imperfectly perhaps, will be entirely

responsible for it as, save occasionally at deer

or coyotes, I have never, as nearly as I can

remember, fired a half dozen quick shots from

a lever gun since the time I was concerned in

a bit of quick lever swinging back in 1911

or 1912, I believe, results of which were

pubUshed in Outdoor Life soon after. No!
fully as much as I realize the importance of

that quick repeat shot, when properly placed

and when needed, I could be perlectly satis-

fied and derive more real enjoi-ment from the

use of a light weight, single-shot Winchester

for deer shooting than -nith any repeater, for

I always shall have a sort of reverence for

the good old single shot though realize its

limitations where quick work is essential just

as well as the value of the repeater when
such an arm only will fill the bill.

"See here, now," someone will say, "you've

given us quite a lecture on shooting 'em up
from their nose to the tail; now practice

what you preach and teU us something about

the ones you have kdlled by careful hunting

with that one first and deliberately made
shot—the method you advocate and the one

which many of us practice." I had intended

to and could hand the readers many incidents

of killings, as well as many days of hard

hunting that never offered a shot. But Jay
says it fails to make interesting reading, this

thing of getting your deer, usually standing,

with just one shot; too tame altogether, and
believing the average reader will agree with

him has inclined me to relate the several

incidents as set down in this article contending

to the last, however, that following the one-

sure-shot-method will produce mere dead
deer lor the powder bujned and more clear

consciences than where promiscuous sowing of

lead is indulged in every time deer hair is

sighted, the shooter too often trusting to

luck for one of the many shots fired to find

the vitals.

A few more remarks and we'll throw on the

brakes foi this time. My first deer, a fine

white tail buck, was killed with a .40-65

Winchester. One shot and the deer on the

fly; believe me, but he was sure going. Neck
broken. Two hunters with me at the time,

afterwards estimated the distance at not less

than fifty yards. I disputed the point,

claiming it was not over fifty feet. Measure-

ment next day gave the distance as forty-five

feet! Funny thing how many men will

over-estimate distance. If they would step

to the sui^'eyor's chain more, and pract ice

this untd they could pace a hundred yards or

several hundred, with approximate accuracy,

carefully estimate the distance before the

shot is fired (this when possible, of course)

and ajterwards always, and verify the distance

by pacing, we would hear less of the excep-

tionaUy long shots which are so often so

recklessly merely guessed at.

Here's a chance for being misunderstood. I

believe game is often killed by men who hunt

much and target shoot but little, far oftener

and at greater distances than many of the

strictly target shots imagine. All target

shots are not necessarily hunters and it is

just as certain, or more so, that all hunters

are by no means target shots. The man who
combines the best points of the two is the

man who will score with the greatest regular-

ity in the hunting field. But he -will not of

necessity (I am speaking of hunting under

average conditions, remember) have a rifle

equipped with the finest set triggers, elab-

orately engraved, fanciest of checked stock,

nor will it always be ornamented with sights

strung along its top story from the butt-plate

to the muzzle. The man who has a good

rifle (take your choice, there are many makes,

models and calibers and if all but a half

dozen were not made we'd get just about

as much game though some of us might not

be quite so weU satisfied, for I doubt if there

yrHl be found a half dozen men who read this

but have some "dream" rifle they would like

to see materialize. Hey? What?) and is

a good shot and hunter, and good judge. of

distances, will seldom have a hard luck story

to tell at the end of the day if conditions

offered when the deer was sighted were at all

favorable.

On one hunt, years ago, using the .38-40

Winchester and good old fashioned black

powder ammunition, I killed three deer with

one shot each. With one of these guns

which I now have, one shot per deer, both deer

struck a few inches above the heart, both ran

about three hundred yards before falling

dead. "Don't want any such inferior gun
as that for' my deer shooting," I hear some
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one say. Listen! Willi Lhe .303 Savage I

shot a deer through the heart, soft-point

bullet, of course, and that deer ran about

as far as the two just mentioned. Any one

ready to say the .303 Savage is not a deer

gun or the .30-30 Winchesters, Remingtons

or Marlins? Not me anyway.

I have shot, or seen shot, deer, plenty of

them, through the heart, or in the heart

region, which seldom fell dead in their

tracks, and this with such noted deer guns as

the .38, .40, .45 and most of the popular

small-bores. Shall we say that they are not

adequately powerful for deer simply because

there are guns on the market which will

practically shoot away the front quarters

leaving us but the hindermost part as evidence

that we have killed a deer? I like my deer

with one shot, and I do like to see him go

down stoue dead at the crack of the rifle,

but r don't want to see him "mussed up"

too much. No, I'm willing to hunt a bit

more caiefully, do my best to pick a vital

spot and place the one first bullet there just

as often as possible even if I do occasionally

have to do a bit of trailing before the knife

act appears.

An incident of some little interest might

be related here which will illustrate fairly

well the care I take in recent years in being

sure that I know what I am shooting at

before allowing myself to pull trigger or any-

thing that may look very much like deer,

yet not absolutely sure concerning the matter.

It was down in the bottom of a gulch, the

yellowish-white spot that so much resembled

the rear end of a mowitch with the writer

on the rimrock above some 40 yards away.

The suspicious looking object was partly

obscured by thick brush while heavy timber

and fallen logs were everywhere in evidence.

'Twas a dark, cloudy, dism;d sort of day
which meant that the light, especially down
there in the bottom of the gulch, was very

poor and no object could be very plainly

defined at best. I stood on tip toe, I squatted,

I stepped backwards and then to the front,

at all times straining my eyes to more per-

fectly settle the matter that was puzzling

me; whether it was really a deer or not,

and if so, what part of a deer, and if a fatal

spot could be located in which to plant one

of' the little Winchester .30-30's. But I

am confident that it must have been at least

four or five minutes of this .sort of very careful

manoeuvring before the matter was settled

to my entire satisfaction; then things happen-
ed very quickly. Whether he smelled me.

or saw me, or was just ready to quit the

country I shall never know, but I do know

that when he jumped it required quick moving

to steer a soft-point Dominion through the

brush at that rapidly vanishing mowitch to

make venison an assured thing. A hurried

second shot followed the first directed at the

hole that mowitch made in the brush in his

wild dash for safety, but that shot failed to

connect, and was really not needed as the

first had centred him and the buck was found

very dead within forty feet of where he had

been bedded when he made bis first jump.

No, I've got to l)c absolutely certain what I am
shooting at and will take all kinds oj chances on

losing any kind oj game bejore a shot will be

fired at anything however much it mail resemble

the game I'm alter but about which there may
be doubts as to its identity.

I have notes before me of many other

deer incidents I intended relating—deer

fatally struck with the one first shot—but

space is limited and as I have already exceed-

ed my allowance this will have to be brought

to a close. Deer hunting to me, when I

can steal away from more important matters,

is the king of all sports. Many a time I

have returned after an unsuccessful day

after mowitch so utterly worn out that it was

an efl'ort, I can assure any one, to give my
rifle the cleaning and oiling it always must

have before supper is taken no matter how
hungry I may be, and I practically decided

that I'd never be found in the hills again

after deer. All day in the wet bush, soaked

to the hide, with clothes frozen stiff towards

night, not a track seen all day, except your

own, is a far different proposition than a

lucky day in which no hardships were en-

countered and the game seemed to make it a

special point to be accommodating and Iook_

pleasant while you gave it the fatal shot.

After the hardships of the unlucky day, the

time you have promised yourself (though you

were too much ol a hunter to ever breathe it

to any one else) never to be found in the hills

on such a fool's errand again, and you finally

tumble into bed so everlastingly tired that

you're too near alseep before you hit the

blankets to pull them over you, your last

thoughts coiuiorning the hard luck that so

often stares the deer hunter squarely in the

face; the next thing you hear will be the

clock striking three, possibly four, and the

first thought that comes to your waking

brain will resolve itself into a question some-

thinglike this:
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Canuck Shells

Establish New
Long Run Records

The two longest runs at the

St. Thomas Tournament
were made with Canada
Shotgun Shells.

Sim Glover 17^
Rochester, N.Y., -*- ' *-^

H. Kennicott 1 ^ S
Evanston, 111., -- %^ •^

Remember these scores when
buying shells for use at the

traps.

Dominion Cartridge Co., Limited
Montreal, Canada
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"Good tracking " snow to-day; wonder

which way I'd better hit out any way?"

Deer hunters ever get discouraged? Some-

times, possibly, but it's a disease that seldom

lasts over night no matter how hard the

luck that may have been dealt him the

day previously. Here's to the persistent

deer hunter, and especially to the one who
hunts carefully and endeavors always to

make that first shot the only one required

that lands the mowitch ker-splash! in the

frying pan.

Wanted-Better Hunting Rifles

E. G. G.

Why can't the American sportsman have

up to date, American made firearms, espec-

ially rifles? He has the money to pay for

them and the desire to own them and a

splendid place to use them. The camera

enthusiast has his up to the minute equip-

ment and the fisherman has his supreme reels

and modern equipment of ail kinds.

In fact, nearly every faddist but the

gun crank is well taken care of. We
have worried along with old fashioned

cartridges and rheumatic repeaters, loose

jointed take downs and pipe stem barrels,

the one exception being our single shot rifle

which is a good one. Why can't we have a

modern bolt action rifle and some modern
cartridges for it? I would suggest cartridges

of .25—.30—.35 and .40 calibre for use in such

an arm. These would cover the field from
small to large game and simplify our list of

cartridges as manufactured at present.

The .25 calibre with a 125 gr. bullet at

2800 F.S. and lighter loads would be the

general all purpose gun. It would weigh
between 7^ and 8 pounds and have a good
stilT barrel with good sights. The question

of attaching sights is an important one, there

should be no weakening grooves or slots cut

in barrel. The .30-06 would make a good .30

calibre cartridge in a gun of 8 pounds weight

and it could be had loaded with 172 gr.

bullets at 2700 F.S. or better and would suit

the man who wanted something heavier than

a .25 calibre. The .35 calibre with a 2.50 gr.

Spitzer bullet at 2600 F.S. would certainly

take care of everything in America. For the

man who wanted something hea\ier the .40

calibre with a 400 gr. bullet could be relied

upon to suit the most fastidious, the latter,

too, of course should be made in an arm of

heavier weight to be in proportion to the heav-

ier loads. In my opinion these four cartridges

would cover the entire field for large game.

The dyed in the wool crank could load lighter

loads to suit himself and the small game
hunter need not be deprived of his slide ac-

tion and lever repeaters for target and
varmint hunting. Such a bolt gun built of

first class material, well stocked and sighted

would find a ready sale among the American

sportsman of today, I predict. And the Uve

concern that furnishes it will be well repaid

for their efforts. Let us hear trom others who

are interested in tlje improvement of American

anns.

The One-Hand Gun Again

M. DE W. HEMMEON

IT
seems a perilous thing to write of revolvers

in a magazine to which Ashley Haines
contributes but, hoping that he and your

readers will pardon me, I take my life in one
hand and try, impelled thereto by exper-
ience similar to those of Mr. Linklelter and
others.

I'irst, r am a poor shot with the pistol,

the best I ever did being 11 bulls in 12 con-
secutive shots in the 3" ring at 25 yards.

But for 20 years I have never been without a

big one-hand gun which I shot where and
when 1 could not shoot the rifle, sometimes as

much as 1200 rounds in one season.

The first big revolver I owned, and the best,

was a .38 Colt, Officer's Model, in which I

always used the .38 long Colt cartridge,

loading my own amnuimtion. My last,

which I still have, though I use it but little

now, is a .38-10-180 C^olt's New Service, and

it is ol this gun that I wish to write.

When I first tried it the only cartrid.ges
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WHERES your "flashlight?" Lying
forgotten in some bureau drawer?

Or in your desk?

Get it out to-day and put it on the
job 100% of the time. It's not a toy
of a week or month—it's a year 'round
necessity.

Liven it up with a new battery. Its

strong searchlight beam comes only
from a fresh, high-powered battery.

on the Eveready Tungsten Battery

that Jits your ^'flashlight'' and ask

any Daylo Dealer for it. You don't

even have to take the light along.

There's an Eveready Tungsten Battery to fit every "flashlight"

CANADIAN NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY

Hate a regular place to keep your
DAYLO — in the pocket ofyour car,

on the kitchen shelf, in the top ofyour
sttitcase ivhenyou uaveL

V^ith that lont^^LVQd

LIMITED
TORONTO, ONTARIO

5AYL0

Accept no substitute for the genuine
Eveready Tungsten Battery, The
longest-ii^ed, brighlest-bizrning battery

/or Daylo or "flashlights."

^ingSten Batteri/
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within reach were factory loaded with black

powder. Using these I found the gun fairly

accurate, and although the revolver unloaded

weighs 44 ozs., the kick was tremendous.

When I began with smokeless powder, and

my own make of bullet, one part tin to 20

of lead, accuracy at once fell off at least '50

per cent. Then it dawned on me, as it has

on others, that the bore diameters of barrel

and cylinder seemed two wholly different

things. They were, by over 0".02. How
could a bullet, cast 0".40, swedged down to

0".38 by the cylinder and let loose (loose is

the word) in a barrel about 0".405 in diameter,

be anything but inaccurate? Recovered

bullets of my own casting showed only shal-

low marks of the lands and some slipping.

Then I dug some of the factory bullets out of

the stop and found that they had filled the

bore completely. These bullets were pure

lead and had hollow bases, and the black

powder had upset them to the limit, though

apparently not until they were in the barrel.

Hence their accuracy. At once I started on

my cylinder and reamed out the front end of

each chamber to barrel diameter. I also

changed from alloyed bullets to pure lead,

and accuracy returned, better than at first,

but not equal to the accuracy of the Officer's

Model.

Now though I have long used the Colt

and have never owned a Smith & Wesson, it

seems to me that the Colt's New Service has

inherent defects which will always keep it

inferior to the Smith & Wesson in accuracy.

First, there is no bevelled shoulder on the

standing breech to force the cartridge about

to be fired completely into the cylinder. The
explosion of the powder drives the shell back

and swells it where it is unsupported, im-

mediately in tront of the rim. Every shell

has to be resized before it can be used again.

Second is the difference in diameter between

the bore of the cylinder and that of the barrel.

Third, there is no front cylinder lock. Defect

number two is the reason for defect number
three. Load your Colt's New Service, hold

it left side down, and you will see the joint

open and the cylinder fall slightly. If cy-

linder and barrel were of the same diameter

and the gun were fired in this position the

bullet would be severely bumped and maybe
the shooter too. So, rather than add a Iront

cylinder lock to the New Service, the Colt

Mfg. Co. puts out a weapon cursed with in-

accuracy from its birth. The S. & W. swing-

out cylinder revolvers all have tront locks

operating automatically with the rear locks

and, as a result, the cylinder always retains

its alignment no matter how the gun be held.

Some features of the New Service seem to

me preferable to corresponding features in the

Smith & Wesson. I like the weight, not when
carrying, but when shooting. I like the big

butt; it is not too big for my hand, possibly

because I do not hold and pull in the usual

way. Out in the West where the S. A. Colt

is the favorite I saw a man using a D. A. Colt,

Frontier Model. He was called, bythe way,

"Wind River" because he 'operated' in that

region, and as far as I know, had ho other

name, but that is of no importance. His

method was to wrap all his fingers, except the

middle finger, around the butt and to pull

with the middle finger. His thumb too grasp-

ed the butt. This method may not suit

every one, but it suits me so well that since I

tried it I have used no other.

I would that the New Service had a front

cylinder lock. Its shape and weight are so

good, its mechanism so strong and simple and,

after one has altered the sear to reduce the

pull, so smooth in its working, that if it had

such a lock, it would for me be superior to the

Smith & Wesson. As it is, to one who puts

accuracy first, the latter outranks it.

In irrelevant conclusion, may I put a few

queries concerning which I should like to

inflict my experiences on your readers in the

future: (1). Why do the majority of men
who own rifles never sight them in, and why
does this sort of (?) rifleman always call a

rifle "she?" (2). Why do so many riflemen

in the N. R. A. and nearly all shooters outside

it put such absolute and touching, but wholly

groundless faith in the efficacy of oils and

pastes as metal solvents? (3). Why do the

cartridge companies nickel copper-jacketed

bullets?

The .30 Luger
H. Wallace

1 may say that I have been a constant and
interested reader of lind and Gun for a good

many years, and alon« with iho other portions

of good and iustruc-tive reading, follow closely

the "Queries and Answers ' in the Guns A
Ammunition department, and although 1

have at times been templed to write as to my
experience in connection with some of the
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Looks good from every point
About sundown the finest view in the camp is that box of Heinz good

things. Foods that go right to the right spot—hearty and appetizing,
yet digestible. No trouble and no waiting. Easily carried—quickly
prepared, absolutely pure. Just read this list and get ready:

Heinz 57 Varieties

rsss
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arms or ammunition used, always seem to put

it off until the next day, and then the day

after, with the result that eventually it is

forgotten.

In reading over the February issue I

noticed a letter from a Revolver Crank, signed

F. R. Daniel, Alberta. Now I am another of

portunity I had, and being out of the regula-

tion targets made one wth a compass, which

I believe is the exact size of the standard

target; I had not fired out of this gun for some
seven months, but was pretty sure that the

Luger would make a much better target than

the results received by Mr. Daniels, and with

those animals (styled revolver cranks) though
not a professional, oi an expert, by any means,
but I just naturally love a good revolver,

pistol, or automatic, and my favorite for

carrying in the iiush is what is commonly
called the .30 calilire Luger, and have found
it to be extremely accurate and deadly on
game, and although had never tried it out for

target work, after reading the article by Mr.
Daniels, decided would do so the first op-

my first and the only ten shots fired on a target

at 20 yards made 79 out of 100, this shooting

was done in the open and with a cold raw wind
blowing, and herewith enclose target for your

inspection.

I can only account for the poor results

obtained by Mr. Daniels in that you occasion-

ally get hold of a Luger as well as other

automatics with a very heavy pull, and think

possibly he will find his trouble there.
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DOMINION
REGAL
CANUCK

HIGH GUN
PRE>.lieR

ARROW
NITRO CLUB

SELBY LOADS
CHALLENGE CRADB
SUPERIOR GRADE

\BLACK SHEIIS

FIELD
RECORU

"KlNCHeSTER
REPEATER
LEADER

INFALLIBLE

Bunch Your Hits!
Give'-'your gun a chance to show what it can do !

Don't be satisfied with an average score at the traps—or a hit-or-miss day in the field. Bunch your
hits and kify 'em bunched by shooting shells loaded

with Infallible.

You can shoot this powder in your favorite shell, for

any one of the 14 standard brands Usted at the left

can be bought loaded with

HERCULES
Smokeless Shotgun

POWDERS
INFALLIBLE

This powder never varies. It will always burn freeand
clean, give high velocity with light recoil and uniforrnly
even patterns.

The next time you buy loaded shells insist that they be
loaded with a Hercules Smokeless Shotgun Powder.
Look on the end of the box or on the top wad of the
shell for the name Infallible.

HERCULES POWDEIl CO.
35 West 10th St.

Wilmington Delaware
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Sights

J. G. E.

I was verj' much interested in reading

"W. E. T's" article in your April number, re

Targets and Sights, particularly the part oi it

referring to sights, and, I quite agree -with

your editor's remarks that his suggestions in

regard to the former are novel and practical,

but in regard to the latter—why so many
notches?

I qirite appreciate that the average gun
crank has his own fads about sights, stocks,

etc., and this article is written to give some

of my fellow shooters the benefit oi twenty

years' experience. I have experimented with

many different kinds of sights, peeps, tele-

scope, etc., and, while they all have their

spheres of usefulness, I have come to' the

conclusion that for fast, and all round shoot-

ing, the open sight is the only one worth

while. The sights I use on my sporting

rifle are, Front, Lyman Semi-Jack, Rear, King,

the "V" of which has been filed out and noth-

ing remains but the straight flat bar. The
drop in the stock of my rifle so fits me, that

when I check it quickly, my eye comes in

line ^sith the barrel, and the sight appears as

follows:— Jg.

low on your sight as the above illustration,

and they appear thus:

—

On the other hand, we will suppose in

handling the rifle quickly you do not get as

It matters little, except you have to keep a

shade lower on your object. In all kinds of

shooting I look at my object with both eyes

open, and for fast work, I bring my rifle to my
shoulder quickly, place the bead of the front

sight on the object, and pull—this is very
effective in deer shooting, and I have had the

very best of results. The average beginner,

and some of the old school shooters, think they
have to get the bead of the iront sight into

the V of the back sight, which to me is im-

possible, if you wish to do quick work. The
peep sight is all right for target and long

range shooting, but, as I said before, for

quick short distance work, such as deer

hunting, where time enters into .considera-

tion, give me the open sight, without any
V's or wings to obstruct the object.

Have you ever tried sighting a rifle in this

way? If not, take your .22, file down the

back sight so that it will appear as a straight

bar, and try it on a target, and I think,

after you have fired a few rounds, you will

agree with my contention.

I would like to hear from some of your
readers on this subject.

A German Luger

p. <j. Peerless

I am sending as I had promised, a picture

of the German automatic pistol I mentioned
in my last letter. The photo is too small

to reproduce so I have drawn the pistol full

size so that you can see it belter.

This particular pistol was taken off the
body of dead German officer somewhere near
Yprcs, and has hardly been used to judge
by its condition.

I will describe it as fully as possible.

Length over all is 8 }4 inches. Depth over all,

5Ji inches. Capacity of magazine about
10 shots. Length of breech 4 inches. Both

rear and front sights. Weight of pistol is

32 ounces. Caliber, uncertain just what it is,

as the marking under the barrel is 8.82 M.M.
It is nearly .38 caliber.

I have marked my drawing to illustrate

various things. By pressing the button (2)

the maga2ine(3) can be withdrawn. Four

(4) is a square shaped loop for attaching

lanyard. Some fellows say it is for a stock.

At Y the date is marked 1013. At 7 there

is a crown and underneath it is the word
"Erfurt."

The knurled knob is a means whereby
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Learn to break the targets

this month

—

And you won't miss
ducks next month

—

the

The duck season is short and holidays limited. The
average man does not get enough practice in actual duck
shooting to become an expert. But there is no "close
season" for the clay pigeon, no long trips to the hunting
grounds with the uncertainty of finding birds when you get
there.

So why not decide to take up Trapshooting? Why not
learn to break the targets this month, so you won't miss the
ducks next month?

It will perfect your aim and your ability to judge
distances and speed. You will find the same fascination
in shooting at swiftly flying discs and just as keen satisfac-
tion in hitting them as if ducks were your targets.

Trapshooting is in itself a very fascinating sport and
the one way for the average man to become a skilled and
accurate shot.

We will be glad to send you on application a copy
of our booklet, "THE SPORT ALLURING," which
is interestingly written and illustrated and contains
much elementary and expert information on the art
and sport of trapshooting. Send for a copy of "THE
SPORT ALLURING."

E. I. Du Pont De Nemours & Company
WILMINGTON- DEL. U.S.A.

fciiiiiiiiiiiiiiiis^^^^^
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the "breech may be opened by
hand. This is done by catch-

ing hold of it firmly and slightly

raising and at the same time pullinng

back. It the magazine is empty it

slays back.

Of course, if there is a cartridge in the

magazine it will not stay back, but when
released pushes the cartridge into the breech.

When fired the recoil pushes A against B
which forces upward and opens the breech,

extracts the case and the foreward movement
pushes in another cartridge.

By pulling down catch (1) the plate (C)

contains a small lever, operated by the

trigger, which releases the firing pin when the

trigger is pressed.

The pistol can be taken to pieces (I mean all

the working parts, firing pin included) except

the recoil springs which I have not removed,
without using any tools of any description.

The whole pistol is finished a good dead

black, more
black than blue

anyway. Hop-
ing that this

may be of interest.

Ed. No/e.—This is

a Luger pistol. Evi-

dently a 9 M.M. I

have seen quite a few .

captured pistols just ^

like it in the last six months. The drawing

is so good that I want to congratulate you

upon your ability as a draftsman.

A Homemade Target Pistol

J. H. Chisholm

Having followed the game ot target shooting
with the .22 long rifle for several years I

decided to try the pistol also.

I had had some experience with revolvers,

priacipally pocket revolvers of the cheaper
makes which leave much to be desired for

target work. I also had one of those old
.44 cap and ball Colt's that usually fired

three or four chambers at once.

Later came a Colt's double action Army .45

with 73^ inch barrel. N'one of these were
adapted to target shooting and being expens-
ive to shoot my choice naturally fell on the .22

single shot target pistol.

Pistols cannot be purchased without a
permit and these permits are hard to secure
so the only thing left to do was to make a
pistol out of a small rifle.

After examining several rifles I found the

Hamilton would be the easiest to alter, so

purchased a number 27 of the above make
and started in The stock was first removed,
a piece cut off the tangs and new screw holes

made for attaching the pisto! giip. Next the

stock was made from a piece of dry, hard wood
and shaped to fit the hand as nearly as the

design of the weapon \vould permit.

The barrel jacket was then removed and the

barrel cut olT to 10 inches, the muzzle filed fiat

and finished with an ordinary rose counter-

sink. A small section of the jacket was left

on the rear end of the barrel to hold the sight.

The fore-end was removed and the opening
in the forward part of the receiver filled with
a piece of hard wood, the joint screw passing

through and holding it in'place.
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DuPont

Smokeless PoAvders
for reduced and mid-range charges with gas-check or

metal-cased bullets in high-power miUtary
and sporting cartridges.

Improved Military Rifle Powder No. 18

Sporting Rifle Powder No 80

Write for Descriptive Data

Rifle Smokeless Division

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE.

U.S.A.

Let your trap gun purchase be a PARKER. Be one
of the thousands of satisfied PARKER Gun users.

PARKER Gtins are made by gun experts. The purchaser of
a PARKER Gun receives in good substantial gun value, the
benefits of experience in gun manufacturing of ovei" 50 years.

Once you have used the PARKER, you will never be
satisfied with anything but the BEST.

Eventually you will shoot the PARKER. Why not now ?

Send for catalogue and free booklet about 20 bore guns.

PARKER BROS., "^MtkePs"" Meriden, Conn., U.S.A.
New York Salesrooms, 25 Murray St.
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The same spring that operates

the hammer also acts as a trigger

spring and of course the trigger

receives the same strain as the

hammer making the pull very

hard. This was overcome by

cutting a piece ofT the spring

and putting a pin through the

receiver from side to side on which

the spring now rests.

A new trigger spring was

made, the receiver drilled and

tapped and the spring fitted and

screwed down to place, giving a

pull of about one pound. The

hammer spur was bent up some-

what to facilitate cocking, the

front of the trigger sharply

checked and the cocking notch

polished.

The trigger guard was bent

into a neater shape and the

portion which formed a pistol

giip on the rifle, straightened,

and fitted into the front of the

new stock making the stock

much more rigid.

The sights are from a 1902

Winchester, the rear one just as

it came and the front filed down
to suitable proportions for the

small barrel. -After these were

dovetailed on, the entire pistol

was given a coat of black enamel

and the job was complete except

sighting in.

This was done on a Winchestei gallery

target at filteen feet, using Dominion .22

short Lcsmok ammunition, and filing down
the front sight until the correct elevation

was secured.

The pistol is very accurate, as the accom-

panying out will show. The target illustrated

is the best I have secured to date and shows

45 out of SO

a score of 47 out of 50 on a bull the size

of a dime, at 15 feet, offhand shooting.

Several scores of 41 and 45 have been made

at the same distance.

The completed j:istol weighs about 20

ounces, and is very nicely balanced. The
total cost amounted to $3.00.

.
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The Spoon That

Ilooks'emEvery Time!
The position of theHOOK is the reason. Hook
releases when fish strikes and sudden stop vrhen

hook reaches end of slot sets the

hook firmly into jaw.
Darts and dives just like a real fish. Catches
more than any other spoon or wooden minnow.
Great for all game fish such as Black Bass,
Trout, Musky, Pike, Salmon, Cod, Tarpon,
etc. Made in sis sizes. Ask your dealer for

KNOWLES AUTOMATIC STRIKER
or we will send it postpaid. Fully Guaranteed.

Caldog free. Finishes: SILVER—SILVER ind COPPER—BRASS
Length I'is"

Price each 35c
21-s"

35c
23i"
55c 75c

4ii" s;;"
90c $1.25

S.E.KNOWLES, 79 Sherwood BIdg.. San Francisco, CaL

HOTEL ST. JAMES
Times Square, New York City
lu^t off Broadway at 109-113 W.45th St.

3 Blocks ifrom Grand Central Station.
Conducted by a Canadian.

Much favored
by women trav-
elling without
escort.

40 Theatres, all
principal shops
and churches,
3 to 5 minutes*
walk.

2 tninuteB of
all subways, 'h'

roads, surface
cars, bus lines.

All Outside
Rooms

Hot and Cold
Runniog Water
ia every room.

With adjoining l>ath . . from $1.50 up
With private bath . . . from $2.50 up
Sitting room, bedroom, bath, from $5 up

W. Johnson Quinn, Mpr.
Formerly of Hotel Webster

of Today
THE B.S.A. rifle is play-

ing as important a part
in the enforcement of terms
as it did in the winning of the
great victory.

Thousands of soldiers of the
Allies are marching through
Germany today armed with-
B.S.A.'s."

Merit Established
The B.S.A. proved its merit
in the War. As long as
memory lasts the B.S.A. rifle

must be associated with the
stubborn defense against the
pitiless aggression of the enemy
and with the final triumph
of Allied Arms.
Future B.S.A. products must
benefit from the remarkable
war-time effort and experience
of the makers.
With these prospects for the
future we shall deal in our
next month's announcement
in this journal. -

Further information and rifle booklet
sent free on request. Write for it.

THE Bl R M I N G H A M SMALL
ARMS COMPANY, LIMiTED
Dept. 12, Birmingham, England

Canadian ftcprest-nlatitc—
F. E. Fraser, 2<1 Beaver Hall Hill

Montreal, P. Q.

m&:

m
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Queries and Answers

A Letter From Alberta.

Editor, Guns & Ammunilion Dept.

I have just finished reading the February
number and am in bed suffering with pleurisy

and am writing this partly to pass the time

and if it gets me into trouble hope that by
that time I will be up and able to protect

myself.

I am sorry that I do not see more letters

from good old Alberta as no doubt it is

second to none for both shooting and fishing,

or we might say for Rifle, Gun and Rod. The
prairie, I am sorry to say, cannot boast of

anything in the line of large game byt we
have an abundance of piairie grouse, chickens,

snipe, ducks and cranes. In some parts there

are still a few antelope but I am very glad

that they are protected.

It would take up too much space to describe

the different varieties but it is sufficient to

say there arc several kinds of snipe, which
are scarcely ever shot as there always seems
to be something larger about to shoot at.

Ten or fifteen kinds of ducks and four or

five kinds of geese add to the sport and of

course we have the most sport with the ducks,
geese and grouse.

For our larger game we have to go off the
prairie to the timbered part of the country,
and there you can find everything from the
little white tail deer to the king of the forest,

the moose. It is quite a sensation, even
for an old deer hunter on his first moose hunt,
to hear several moose move off through th»
brush while he can see nothing. They have
gotten his wind or something has gone wrong
and they get wise to his location. It sounds
like a runaway team and wagon.

I am not going to say anything about fish,

only that we have lots of them any place where
the water is good. Of course our sloughs and
marshes have no fish as they have no running
water. The North country is full of lakes
teaming with pike, pickerel and white fish,

also several other varieties and the foot hills

and small streams have good trout fishing.

Nuff-sed—as I am no fisherman.

Now what I really wanted to talk about was
guns. I am quite a gun crank in my own
small way and a fair shot, both with rifle and
shotgun, and have managed to gather a
few trophies. The best duck shooting I

have ever done was 23 birds out of 25 shots,
with three misses and one double on two
birds with one shot. Now that may sound
easy lo lots ot sports. To hear some people

talk, it really is nothing but let me say that

in fifteen years' shooting I have never seen it

beaten. Of course I am talking of wing
shooting.

At the present time I have two shotguns,
one 12 and one 20 gauge, both made by the
A. H. Fox Gun Co., one single semi auto 22
made in Belgium, by Pieper, one 2-1 inch
barrel Stevens Favorite .22, one .30-30 Win-
chester carbine %\-ith stock remodeled and
checked and one cartridge lengtH cut off the
magazine, and last but not least, a .303

British Ross.

The shotguns are both good shooting guns
but if you want hard shooting and game take
the 12. In my opinion the 20 gauge shotgun
is a toy. Of course in the brush country I

believe it would be fine as it is light and
quick to handle but—"Oh Boy!"—on the
prairie where the big mallard gets up with its

heavy coat of feathers, the 20 gauge is too

light in the punch. My idea of a gun to be
any good for actual shooting is a reliable

make 12 gauge loaded with 3^4 drams smoke-
less and li/g ozs. of number 3 shot. Of
course the gun must fit the man or he cannot
do good shooting with it but that load in a
good gun wU get the ducks. It will not
leave as many cripples for foxes, hawks, and
crows and as far as choke in a gun is concerned,
if you are a good shot you should have a good
close shooting, hard hitting gun, but for the

average shot or under, I believe a modified

choke is the best.

About the rifles— I am not going to say
much about the .22's as one .22 is as good as

another as long as they are good shooters, and
if they do not shoot good they are of no use

to anyone.

The class of game hunted with a .22 is

usually not very savage and in this country,

is not very scarce. You are out mostly
for practice and no doubt one can get a lot

of practice with a .22 but the ..30-30 carbine

changes everything. With it you have
different game in view. I think the ideal

place for a .30-30 carbine is in the brush. Of
course if you have long shots it is not up to

the mark but in the brush 200 yards is a very
long shot and I believe that three fourths of

the game is shot at less than 100 yards. The
little .30-30 is ideal for handling fast. You
can carry it almost like a~ pistol and crawl

through brush with very little noise, where
if you have a heavy weight long rifle it takes

both hands and far more care.
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HASSLERS
for all

I
Told Pdsscngci 1

tars

S.-^Qn,^'
aV"

/^\ -30 cents
,
oleach

; 1 dollai'
vyy saved!

—^— TqAOE MASK BEClSTtOEO

Shock Absorber
"Hie HtMler Guarante*: "Abtolote laUtfaction or yoar money back.

C> -'PPOSE vour garageman gave you a check for 30 7Sss==?5^

7S cents every time you spent a dollar for tires and re-
.

^^ pairs? Suppose he gave you a check each year for a tb'rd of the depreci-

ation you know has taken place in your Ford Car or Ford One-Ton Truck? It

amounts to exactly the same thing vvhen you equ.[> with Hassler Shock Ab-

sorbers. At least 30% of your tire and repair cost is saved outright, because

the road shocks and vibrations are cushioned before they reach the vital and

weighty parts of the machine. This elimination of ^^bratlon also reduces

, rBscl the depreciation loss in the same proportion. There is real econ-
"' ^W omy—a real worth while saving! Of course you know how

^ '
much more satisfactory your car will ride if you have

Hasslers on it. The added comfort alone is worth

far more than they cost.

10 DAY TRIAL OFFER
Don't ride wilhoal Hasslersbccause someone tries to diseoorage yoo.

They aro a quality producl-wortb their price. TheHaialerdeaier

in yoor vicinity will put them on for 10.days' trial. Your money re-

iunded ii yoo say so. Write for name oi dealer and Tria 1 Blank.

ROBERT H. HASSLER, Ltd.

For Ford ?o"STrucks.Too ! ^_^Z ontr:
^''' "°"'

l3l

hasslers
'double
O/-TWINS"

CANADA

"Try one
on the
absolute
guarantee

of the
makers."

, COATED LINEN

•We Stand
back of

It."

Have shown the greatest improvements of any collars o^ered to the trade since ^879. The sM

over the re-inforced button-hole prevents the button pressing «« the neck.^nd aUows freeaom

in adjusting tie. The Flexible Tabs prevent breaking at the ffont^old ^"/^ ^y ^P°^
5^,^

automobile owners, merchants, mechanics railway employees and in lact.Dy everyo y

by the best dealers in every city. MADE IN CANADA, by

THE PARSONS & PARSONS CANADIAN CO. HAMILTON, CANADA
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Then again, one can walk much farther and

not be lired ^vitn a light gun and it comes in

very handy, when used as a waliiing stick

on a slippery side hill. Taking everything

into consideration, light weight of rifle, q:iicl<

handling, light and easy to get ammunition,

easy to clean and keel clean and fairly hard

hitting, I think for the average game it is

almost ideal. Most hunters, or would be

hunters, claim it is too light for moose and

while I have killed moose ssith the .3(KiO

probably it is a little light. That is why I

have the .303 British Ross. As yet I have not

had the opportunity to try it but hope to have

this opportunity next fall and if all goes well

I believe that it will deliver the goods. All

I have against it at the present is the weight

and the jump for offhand shooting.

Sometimes I overshoot unless I am very

cartful and when game is going out of sight

I like to know that when the bead swings on

and I pull that the recoil is not going to put

the bullet somewhere in the brush above the

game. Probably, with a little shooting,

that will disappeai.

Right here let me say that it I cannot hold

down the .303 it will stay at home and the 20
inch barreled .30-30 will go with me and it

can deliver the goods too.

Now to try and sum up:—What the ama-
teur hunter should use, in my estimation—

I

do not expect to tackle the Newton class or the

professional target shot but I have tackled

some of them on the wrong side sometimes.

These people generally have plenty of money
and it is a hobby with them.

For the amateur I will start and sum up
with the shotgun. Get a 12 gauge, double
gun, left full choke and right modified. Do
get the drop, length and general dimensions
ol slock to fit and if you do not like a double
gun gel a model 1897 Winchester and you will

have a very safe pump gun. Get the modified
choke barrel.

For the .22 get any good reliable make,
priced so that you can still buy ammunition
and practice. Do not forget that one shot
that is not cleaned out is just as bad as fifty

so do not spare the oil. Keep your rifle

clean. A rifle should never be placed away
for keeping unless it has been well (.leaned

and well oiled.

I persona^y have no use for the smaller
calibcred rifles, between the.22 and the .30-30.

I have shot such rifles as the .25-20 and no
doubt in many parts of the country they are

quite valuable, but here they are no good as

they are too expensive to practice W'ith and
when you are after deer if you cannot buy
a .30-30 carbine, better borrow one.

If you are after moose, I have very little

to say as for my part I would like something
difl'erent from anything that I have seen. I

think a ..303 or .30-10-220, put up like a .30-30

carbine would be fine but you cannot get

it so take a .303 or .30-10 or some other large

"shoulder ache" and do your best.

Alberta. Uncle Dudley.

The .43 Mauser.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

I have just purchased a .43 Mauser car-

bine. Is it a good gun for moose and deer?

Has i^t much recoil? Can you tell me where
to get a reloading outfit for this .43 Mauser?

Vulcan, Alta. Wilbert Rutter.

RepU).—The Dominion Cartridge Co. loads

this cartridge with 78 grains of black powder
and a 395 grain bullet. At that rate it would
be a more powerful weapon than the .45-70.

It would undoubtedly be a good killer on
moose and deer. It would have about as

much recoil as a .45-70 rifle of the same
weight. This would be a fairly heax-j' recoil.

I do not know where you could secure <*

reloading tool for this cartridge.—Editor.

Reduced Loads for the .256 Newton.

Editor, Guns & Ammunilinn Dept.

Using the .256 Nev\ton with 48 grains of

DuPont number 15 and the 101 and 86 grain

spitzer bullets, what muzzle velocity w-ould I

get?

How would this combination compare with

the .25 caliber Springfield-Niedner?

How would the 87 grain spitzer of the

.250-3000 Savage work in the .256 with 46

grains of 15?

Creston, B.C. Reader.

Repbi—Not any of these toads would
work at all because the bullets arc all .006

too small for the bore of the .250 rifle, it is the

one thing that has kept the .256 from being

the most popular rifle made in the last 15

years. You cannot get accuracy even,

velocity or anything else fiom any of these

combinations because the powder would

not burn properly, and the bullets would
blow thiough the barrel like shot.

Newton certainly made a mistake when he

did not make a .2.50 for the same style cart-

ridge.—Editor.
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C< LArvK S
PREPARED FOODS

Please remember Mr. Canadian Sportsman that Clark's

can give you the finest selection of Canned Foods for

Camp use and that they are i.^

"^j

MADE IN CANADA
Corned Beef, Roast Beef, Roast Mutton, Loaf Meats,
Cooked Tripe, Beefsteak and Onions, Stewed Kidney,
Ox and Lunch Tongues, Potted Meats, Concentrated

Soups, Pork and Beans, Peanut Butter, Tomato Ketchup, Spaghetti
with Tomato Sauce and Cheese, Canadian Boiled Dinner, etc., etc.

PERFECTLY COOKED AND READY TO SERVE
YOUR GROCER HAS THEM INSIST ON CLARK'S

W. CLARK, LIMITED, MONTREAL

Hardy's The Great British SpeciaHsts
In "Palakona" Regd. Split Bamboo Fishing Rods

Manufaoturcrs t«

HIS MAJESTY
KING CEORCC V.

THE GREAT
ENGLISH FIELD
toys, " We must
never forget (Aa( it

it to HAR D Y
Bros, ofAlnwick we
owe the supremacv
we hare acniered as
Rod makers.

THE "DE LUXE" ROD, made of Steel-hard "PALAKONA" is Hardy's latest
design in single-handed rods for wet or dry fly fishing.

IT is the product of the largest, and best equipped factory, supervised by the
champion Professional Fly Casters and Anglers in Europe, "Hardy's." Don't
forget that as wages in Great Britain are 75% less than in America we can

give greater value in high class hand work. All our rods are hand made by ex-

Eerts whose lives have been spent at this work, for which 50 GOLD MEDALS
ave been awarded. Length 9-ft., weight 5J^ ozs.; 9-ft. 6-ins., weight 5?i ozs.;

10-ft., weight 6 ozs. All fitted with Hardy's patent screw grip reel fittings.

DRY FLIES—As made by us for the late F. M. Halford
Esq., for whom we also made rods, etc.

GUT CASTS—The Anglo-American tapered mist color
No. 1 medium. No. 2 fine, as made for Mr. Halford.

Stout to 4X EWtto, Ditto to 3X, Stout Lake to fine. Ditto-
to medium. Ex-stout to MEDIUM, Ex-stout to stout, 6 ft.

We will be pleased to quote prices on receipt of inquiry.

Hardy Bros., Manufactory Alnwick, England
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Various Queries.

Editor, Cruns & Ammunition Dept.

I have a shotgun with all the poHsh rubbed

off. What would I use for rubbing it and

where would I obtain the material?

I am reloading .30-30 Winchester cartridge

and would like to know it I could use the soft

point spitzer 150 grain bullet in it. Would

the solt point bullets flatten in the magazine

If so could I cut off the points of the full

patched bullets and use these?

How is the .2.'i6 Newton rifle for shooting

large game?
Will a 26 inch full choke barrel shoot as

close and as hard as a 30 inch full choke, in

pump guns?

Is the bottom ejector of the Remington

pump as reliable as the Winchester and

Stevens side ejectors pumps? Which is the

better shootei of these three?

Rosthern. J. B. Darkson.

Rephj.— If you mean the stock is rubbed,

use rough and then fine sandpaper to get it

smooth. Then rub linseed oil in with the

hand. If the bluing is rubbed off, rubbing

will just take more ot it off. Better send it

back to the factory for rebluing.

I would not advise reloading with spitzer

bullets in a .30-30 rifle with tubular magazine

like the Winchester and Marlin rifles. The
cartridges might discharge in the magazine

For use as a single shot, the load would be

splendid. You could use the rifle as a two

shot rifle, one in the barrel and another in

the magazine.

The .256 Newton is a good big game cart-

ridge. I have heard some complaints. I

have heard complaints about every cartridge

since David used a slingshot.

A 26 inch full choke barrel will shoot nearly

as hard as a 30 inch but the pattern will not

be as even and the recoil of a 26 inch barrel

gun always feels mean somehow. Gun
balances and swings stubby also.

I consider the Remington every bit as

good a gun as the Winchester and I do not

consider that the equal of either of these

two has ever been produced in a repeating

shotgun.—Editor.

250-3000 and .30 Rimless.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

I was greatly interested in the article on
the .250-3000 Savage in the last issue and I

am wiitinfi for more information.

How would the .250-3000 compare with the

Remington .30 rimless on deer and bear and
how do the recoils of the two rifles compare?

Is there any cartridge made or could one

be reloaded for the .30-30 to give a velocity

approx. 3000 f.s.?

What velocity is obtained by the 87 grain

Savage bullet and 10 grains of DuPont no.

75?

Is the .250-3000 Savage made in any but
the takedown style. Is this rifle powerful

enough to handle anything heavier than

black bear?

Vancouver C. W. H. Howard.
Reply.—Not enough difference to worry

about. The recoil of either is so light that

you will not bother about it. The Savage
has the flatter trajectory and will give less

trouble from that standpoint. I would
consider either rifle good for deer and black

bear but I would not select either for larger

game. Many hunters would be perfectly

satisfied to hunt large bear and moose with

either rifle but personally I would desire a

rifle shooting a much heavier charge.

You cannot reload the .30-30 to secure 3000
f.s. which is fortunate as none of the rifles

made for it would handle such a charge.

I would estimate about 1300 f.s. Write to

the DuPont company for definite informa-

tion. They will likely make the test and tell

you the exact result.

The .250-3000 is not made in anything but

takedown style. Not in my estimation.

Others may have a different opinion. Charles

Newton, who designed the cartridge set its

limit at small bear and deer.—Editor.

Round Ball in a Shotgun.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

Where can I secure 12 gauge shells loaded

with round bad?

Wheie can I secure a mould for making the

balls? Plense give directions for loading

them.

Demorestville, Ont. C. E. Johnson.

RcplU-—From Winchester Repeating Arms
Co., New Haven Conn., Remington Arms,

U.M.C. Co., 233 Broadway, New York City,

or Dominion Cartridge Co.

I do not know where you can jecure such a

mould unless James Brock, London, Ont., can

make one for you.

These balls are loaded by cutting holes in

felt wads and seating these wads both under

. and over the ball to hold it in the middle of the

shell. You had better depend upon factory

loads.—Editor.

Various Inquiries.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

What is your opinion of the Savage model
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The three ^^^o^ds that

tell the whole ^ory of

a perfedl cup of coffee,

from plantation to
breakfa^ table

"Seal Brand" Coffee.
In yi, I and 2 pound tins. Whole—ground—pulverized—also

fine ground for Percolators. Never sold in bulk. i87

CHASE & SANBORN, MONTREAL.

TELLS HOW FAR YOU WALK

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER
Reffutat«6 to Step and Rairisters Exact Dit-

tanoee ; Simple. Aceurate, Durab4e.

Indispensable to every lov-
er of outdoor sport and es-
pecially lo those who love
WALKING. Instructive be-
cause of value in determining
distances, a necessar>' ad-
junct to coropatis and as use-
ful to SPORTSMEN. It fur-
nishes the true solution of
niany a disputed question of
how far it is to or fiom vari-

ious points. Best of
all it is a wonder-
ful health promotor
because its interest-
ing notations afford
real incentive for
WALKING. Whe-
ther you walk for

I health, business or
I pleasure^—anywhere,
everywhere. the
AMERICAN Pedo-
meter tells the whole
story of just how
far vou have trav-
elled.

FULLY
GUARANTEED

One Hundred Mile
Pedometer. $1.75

Sold by all Dealers or Direct

AMERICAN PEDOMETER COMPANY
902 Chapel St., New Haven, Conn.

E. & A. GUNTHER CO. - Toronto, Canada
Agents for the Dominion of Canada

No Trouble to Prepare

Reindeer Coffee
or

Reindeer Cocoa
Just Add Boiling Water

Handy for home use, at picnics,
hunting, fishing or camping

BORDEN MILK CO.
MONTREAL

Contain

both

Milk

and
Sugar
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1905 target rifle? Would it be good for

rabbits, gophers and other small game with

the sights that come on it?

What is the best gun to buy for coyotes and

wolves at ranges up to 600 yards and would

a .30-30 Winchester or Marlin carbine be as

good as a .303 British model 1895 Winchester?

What is the best way to clean rifles with

ammonia and what torm do you get it in

for this purpose?

Vandura, Sask. G. A. Lewis.

Reply—This would be a good little rifle

for your purpose but it is not as good as the

model 1914 repeater made by the same con-

cern. Of course it is cheaper. The sights

on the rifle are real good but the front sight

had better be a gold bead.

The .303 British Winchester, when fitted

with a peep receiver rear sight, would be a

very good coyote and wolf rifle but a coyote or

wolf at 600 yards is a rather hard mark to hit.

I would suggest the .303 British Spitzer

cartridge or else the 150 gi. Spitzer cartridge

in the .30-1906 Winchester. I would not

consider a .30-30 rifle of much use for shooting

game at 600 yards.

To clean a rifle with ammonia, first get the

ammonia, 26 per cent., at a good drug store.

Then plug the breech of the rifle with a fired

shell that has its neck securely plugged with

a RUBBER cork. Take a small piece of

rubber (hose) and fit it over the rifle muzzle.

Two inches of it is plenty. Take a STEEL
cleaning rod and let it gently down ONTO the

rubber plug in the fired shell that is in the

rifle chamber. Then pour ammonia into the

barrel until it is full (the cleaning rod saves

space in the barrel that would otherwise need

to be filled with ammonia.)

Let it soak for fifteen minutes. Pour out

and dry thoroughly. Then oil thoroughly.

You can also clean by using rags soaked in

ammonia and then drying thoroughly. The
thing to watch is that no ammonia DRIES olT

the inside of the barrel and rusts it and also—

•

do not gel an ammonia soaked rag stuck in the

barrel or it will rust fast, also the rest of the

barrel will rust at the same time.—I*2dilor.

Brush Shells.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

I am going to buy a Winchester pump
shotgun with a full choke barrel for ducks
and trap shooting and will use Hriish shells

lor huntirrg. Please inform rne if they are

as good as claimed.

'I'oronto. A. Mam.

/ff/j/y.—They are all right for the first shot

when used in the brush. They are particular-

ly good for shooting rabbit.= in briar thickets

and similar places. I have killed 21 rabbits

and lost three cripples out of 25 shots on one

occasion with these shells. I do not consider

that they pattern evenly enough for bird

shooting. Often they are valuable for shoot-

ing birds in thickets, or for killing winged

birds that have run into briar patches.

Editor.

A 16 Gauge for Deer Shooting.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

I would like to know if I could use a 16

gauge single barrel shot gun for shooting deer?

What is the price of the best sights for the

gun and what is the recoil of the gun?

What is the meaning of the word gauge?

Levis, Quebec. A. Hunter.

Reply.—Sights, suitable for a shotgun,

would cost you about a dollar per set. Either

Lyman or Marble are O.K. A 16 gauge

single barrel gun would probably have a recoil

of about 25 ft. lbs. Depends upon the

charge and the weight of the gun.

A 16 gauge is a gun that is of a size that

w'ill approximate 16 round balls to the pound.

I would advise you to get a rifle for I never

thought much of deer shooting with a shot-

gun. Never liked the idea nor the results.

Editor.

A Rifle for a Young Bear Hunter.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

I get your book and like it fine. Will

you please tell me as soon as you can if a
.303 Savage rifle is a good grizzly bear, moose,

deer and caribou rifle.

Harry Madison, (Age 9.)

Reply.—li is, but at the age of 9 you ought

to do this kind of hunting in company with

older men or otherwise you might have an

accident. The recoil ot a .303 would be

severe for you. One of the .25 caliber rifles

would suit you much belter. Have some
older man cut ofl" the stock of the rifle so that

it will fit you and then make your partner let

you have first shot on easy chances. You
will have ten limes Ihc fun and excitement

killing anything at your age than you will

have ten or twenty years later, but don't

tr-y bear or moose shooting alone.—Editor.

Concerning the .32-40.

Editor, Guns tfc Ammunition, Dept.

Do you consider a .32-40 a good rifle for

deer and large game? Is it a high rower

rifle?
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EVINRUDE
Detachable Motor for Watercraft

With an Evinrude you can go quickly, without row-
ing, to the holes where big catches are almost sure.

Distance makes no difference to an Evinrude owner.

Variable speed, suitable for trolling. Swift, smooth,
flexible power for canoe, rowboat and other craft.

Built-in flywheel type magneto. Automatic reverse. Maxim
silencer and tilt-up arrangement if desired. Our special method
of balancing practically eliminates vibration.

Nearly 100,000 Evinrudes have already been sold.

The Evinrude is used by 25 governments.

Write for Catalog

Evinrude Motor Company
60 Evinrude Bldg. Milwaukee, Wis.

Distributors

69 Cortlandt St.. New York, N.Y.
214 Stalest.. Boston, Mass.
436 Market St.. San Francisco, Cal.
211 Morrison St., Portland, Ore.

Il

—

We furnish Knock-
Down and in

various stages of

completion.

Launches,

Cruisers,

Auxiliary
Yachts,

Work -Boats,

and Hulls for

Outboard Motors.
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I enjoy your magazine very much. There

is no magazine like it for outdoor sport.

G. R. P.

Reply.~The .32-40 High Power Savage

and Marlin cartridge is a very good cartridge

for deer and similar game. Savage and Mar-

lin rifles adapted to it are of a size, weight

and balance that carry very well on the trail

and are fast in getting into action.—Editor.

Various Questions.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

What is the best caliber of the model 1892

Winchester for deer?

Is it practical to reload the .25-20 cartridge?

What does one gain by reloading?

What is the muzzle velocity and penetra-

tion of the .25-20 Winchester model 1892?

Can you tell me a way to remove lust from

a gun barrel?

How is the .25-20 fcr foxes?

Compton, R. I. F. Farreli.

Reply.—The .44-40. None of the calibers

in this model can compare with the 1894

model in various calibers for the same kind

of hunting.

It is practical and profitable to reload the

.25-20 or any other low power cartridge.

You gain in accuracy, cost and satisfaction

and very considerably in knowledge. Also

you either gain or lose considerable patience

in so doing.

Muzzle velocity is 1380 foot seconds.

Penetration 8 inches in soft pine.

With coal oil or with Winchester rust

remover and a brass brush.

The .25-20 is a very good rifle for foxes at not

over 100 to 125 yards.

Editor.

The .303 British Winchester.

Editor, Guns Sc Ammunition Dept.

I have purchased a .303 British Winchester

Just what is this rifle capable of? What is

its striking energ>', trajectory', velocity, and

also what recoil?

What accuracy could one reasonably expert

at 200 to 500 yards?

I have shot my moose and have taken

exactly 7 well placed shots to bring him down

and on the other hand I have seen a moose

stopped and finished with a single shot out

of the .38-55. The latter was out in mid-

stream when shot and he finished his ford,

lay down and died.

I expect to go after grizzly bear in British

Columbia and do not want to go after such

game with inadequate tools.

" It would simplify matters if you would

handle this inquiry on the basis of use for

moose, deer and grizzly bear. Its good

points and its shortcomings.

Would it be better to have two separate

rifles?

I realize that you know and ' will most

decidedly act upon your advice as this is

your province just as I would aot upon the

advice of a good physician. Provided of

course, that your advertising columns do not

enter into the matter.

I await with attention the edition contain-

ing your reply.

'

Montreal. J. R. Pontley.

Reply.—This rifle is a perfectly reliable big

game hunting rifle. Its one defect is poor

carrying quaUties due to the magazine being

just at the point of balance. Have a receiver

folding leaf and gold bead front sights put on

and sighted in correctly, and you wUl be well

fixed for any American game.

With proper sights I would expect 8 inch

or better accuracy at 200 yards and 20 to

25 inch 20 shot groups at 500 yards. Kick

is too small to bother about. You have a

good heavy rifle. Bear and moose load 215

grain blunt point soft point bullet. Muzzle

velocity 2005 f.s. Muzzle energy 1920

foot pounds. 200 yards trajectory 6 inches.

500 yard trajectory 52 inches.

With the 174 grain spitzer bullet, best for

open country shooting, and deer. Muzzle

velocity 2450 f.s. and Muzzle Energy 2320

foot pounds. The 200 yard trajectory is 3

inches and over 500 yards it is 29 inches.

I never answer an inquiry to please one

particular advertiser. When that time comes

if it does, this Department will have another

Editor. I say what I believe to be true.

Editor.

Rebluing the Receiver of a Rifle.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

Could you tell me how to reblue the receiver

of a rifle?

Listowel. J- R. Wood.

Reply.—Send it back to the manufacturers

who made the rifle. It will be the cheapest

and best in the end.—Editor.
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Sportsmen

Prospectors

Surveyors
You want a canoe that will stand any

strain—-easy to handle—light on the por-

tage, >et can carry big loads— Over the

rapids is where you test a canoe.

Chestnut Canoes
are built for strength and beauty.—They are finely shaped, built of the best aad strongest New
Brunswick Cedar and covered with a seamless, absolutely waterproof and non-destructible canvas.

The Chestnut Pleasure, Sponson, and Cruiser Canoes, are comfortable, roomy, clean,
safe and handsomely finished. They are the most suitable craft for the purposes for which
they were designed.

Chestnut Canoe Co. uniited, box 445, Fredericton, N. B.

Fishermen
and

Campers

Quick Relief

From the many
minor accidents
and bruises you
receive on your
vacation is afford-

ed by

Minard's

Liniment

Put a Bottle In
Your Outfit

^sa»S

W F- N-VE

'SPORTSmNS feiinI'

Odorless, colorless, clean to use,
iinaffectetl by climatic changes,
NyoU positively keeps rust
away from firearms and fish-
ing tackle aiul makes itself so
generally useful as to become

I

indispensable to the outdoor ni.in.
1 he steady growth of its popularity
y.mong sportsmen is due to the
satisfaction obtained from It*
use. Ask your dealer, large handy
can, 35c. postpaid. Trial bottle 15c.
Wm. F. Nye, New Bedford, Mass.

G

DECOYS

THAT

REALLY

DECOY.
IKKMIKK .MALLilBD. Ra(. U. S. PaUnt OIHo*

Od your hunting trip take along Major's Decoy*

—

perfect in shape and coloring. They bring down the
game everytime.

ASK FOR MASON'S AND GET MASON'S.
We manufacture all species—Crow, Duck, Swan,
Snipe and Geese—in several grades.

Write for IIluMlratcd Catalogue—Ift Free.

Mason's Decoy Factory
59* Mtlford and P. M. R. R. Detroit. Mich.
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Hunt Without Work

MAKE this a different hunting season. Hunt without
work. Go to that far off hunting "grounds" with-

out touching a hand to oars or paddles- Get a

ROWBGATMOTOR
—attach it to the stern of your boat. Be the first on the
firing line. Bag your game. Then motor home. The
Liberty Drive will drive your boat anywhere it will float.

^^Q , i ^ Goes through weeds like an eel.

JS30 Zfl^^to Motor pivots on stern of boat." Mf^^^^m Can be raised or lowered. Steers
bv swinging propeller to right or
left. Has speed of 5 to 10 miles

per hour. Weighs about
70 lbs. Send for details.

Give name of

your dealer.

We Also Bnild
ihe famous Caille Five Speed
Motor and Inboard motors from
2.i to Sii H.P. Ask for special literature. Give
length, beam and draft of boat.

TOff-^^jasg^^- CaiUe Perfection Motor Co.^^
108 Caille Bldg. Detroit. Mich.

Canadian Address— Perfection Motor Co.
3S0 St. James Street, Montreal

JpieDays
^<lal Sport

A real, heart interest storv of
fishing back in your boyhood

I days. Illustrated by Briggs.
the famous cartoonist.

I
Gives practical detailed methods, helps

I

and hJDtson the anglincsport of today.
Sho-wsfulllineof South Hend Quality

I
Tackle. Tell* the "how" of bait cast-

Kvery sportsman and dealer
I should have it,

Write for it today. -Sent FREE.

SOUTH BEND BAIT CO.

I

4-

Moose Heads
of exceptional size, as well as deer and
caribou are secured every year in the Pro-

vince of Quebec, where the best hunting

and fishing in America is to be had.

Non-residents, equally with residents of

the Province, may lease hunting and fish-

ing rights on unleased lands belonging to

the Province at from $5 to $10 per mile

per annum. Applicants should definitely

describe the location of the rights so

desired.

Non-resident fishing and hunting licen-

ses, tags for the shipment of game killed

in the Province, copies of the fish and

game laws, and all information regarding

fishing and hunting in the Province may
be obtained by addressing

Hon. Honore Mercier

Minister of Colonization, Mines and
Fisheries

Quebec

May we send you
this guide hook?

8291 Coltai Ave.,

^S^ South Bend,
Indiana

Moor Toilet
Convenient - Sanitary.- ^.jrim-m.
The Comfort Closet for Homes. Rft^fr-^Summer Cottages and Oiimpa. Ill

Entirely odorless. Scieutifically \co- fiJ^iL
tiiate<l. Str.iug chemicals dismho
Contents; kills all eernis. Easily
iDst&Uf'd. Cunvcnicntto move. CVm-
t«nt$ disposed of eiuily as garbage
Prevents fly breetlln^an-l wat*T
contamination Provides sauilarr,
odorless tuilet ill homo prat*'cted f ri>m
cold and stormy weather. Oiilycl. set
with porcelain container. Eustl>
cleaned. Approved bv U. S. Health
Buicau. 3Cidays'Froe Trial. Affents inQke$60 to $100 I"' ' " ' ' Aek ft-r booklet — FREE.weekly. Exclusive territory.

ComfortChemical Closet Co., :^^

An illustrated guide to points
of interest in and around Buffalo,
including Niagara Falls. Free
on request.
When in Buffalo, stop at the

Hotel Lenox. Buffalo's ideal
'lotel for tourists.. Quietly
situated, yet convenient to

j

theatre, shopping and business
districts and Niagara Falls
Boulevard. First-class garage.

European plan. Ftre-
proof, moaern. Un-
usual cuisine. Every
room an outside room.
S2.00up.

On Empire Tours.
Road map and
running directions
free.

C. A. MINER
Managing Director

North St. at
Delaware Ave.

Factories Bldg..Toledo.O,

HOTEL
BUFFALO N.Y.



The 1918 Tournament of the Nova Scotia Guides' Ass'n

Albert J. Burns

THE annual tournament of the Nova
Scotia Guides held each year, usually

in August, at Lakeside Park, Yarmouth,

N. S. is without a doubt the greatest sporting

event of its kind of the Maritime Provinces.

The Guides Meet brings together each year

the guides of this province and neighboring

provinces, and attracts hundreds of sportsmen

from Canada and United States; men of the

great out-of-doors who enjoy the shooting,

fly-casting, water sports and good fellowship

which exists among such a class of men

Lakeside Park is an ideal spot for the sports,

and the largt number of tents pitched on the

grounds together with the booths, flags and
bunting add to its attractivenes"

The meet for 1918 was the most successful

ever held and when you come to know the men
who are back ol it you can quite readily see

that it could not be otherwse and each year

it will be better as new a,ttractions are added.

In the ri/le off hand shoot there were over

one hundred and forty competitors whilst

there were quite as many in the trap shooting.

The running-deer target attracted much
attention. Out of the one hundred and forty

in the rifle shoot, twenty three tied on the

highest score and had to shoot off for the

twenty one prizes, so you can readily see that

competition was keen.

In the water sports the programme was
equally attractive and the events held the

attention of the crowds throu.^hout both

afternoons. In the canoe racing both the

doubles and sin.gles were very excilin.g and the

winners were roundly applauded. The work
of the Indians, .John and Steve Glode, in the

canoe rescue race showed remarkable skill.

The canoe tiltin.g, log racing and burling

as done by James McLcod of lirookfield.

Queens Co. and the Bower boys of Clyde,

Shell)urne Co. kept the great mass of spec-

tators thrilled with excitement.

The lo.g-chopping event was another that

attracted the throngs and when .ludson Gray
of Kemptville severed his log in forty four

seconds (!:<' he won the hearty applause of all

pre.seni.

The story telling contest was hold on
Friday evening at the band stand. The com-
petitors on an impromptu platform told their

stories to a vast audience and the prizes

were awarded according 'o the reception each

received. Here the honors again fell to

Judson Gray who showed that he could not

only chop logs in record time but could tell a

good story as well. With the assistance of

Gordon Roberts, a fellow guide, he very

vividly demonstrated his story which if space

permitted I would endeavor to repeat; but

if you ever meet "Jud" ask him to tell it; he

has a lot more particularly about moose-

hunting which I imagine are worth hearing

as well. There are some other star story

William G. Hill

tellers amongst these guides. The prize of

ten dollars and fifty cents donated by Mr.

Otis Wardwcll of Boston, Mr. Gray divided

evenly with his assistant Mr. Roberts.

One of the principal attractions at the meet

each year is Wm. G. Hill the Maine "crack-

shot" who has built up a reputation by won-

derful foals with firearms. Mr. Hill used

Rcmington-UMC arms and ammunition and

in the swift handling called for in many of his

"stunts" he is unequalled by any shot in the
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NORTHERN
ONTARIO

This vast new land of promise is one degree
South of Winnipeg, and is big enough to include
the six New England and four Middle States of
the American Union.

Aside from its immense resources in timber, mineral, waterpower, fish, game and scenery, NORTHERN
ONTARIO contains millions of acres of fertile, arable land fit for mixed farmmg which may be had by
returned soldiers and sailors in 160 acre blocks free; to others. 18 years and over, 50 cents per acre.

Already there are thousands of miles of colonization roads and steam railways spreading like a spider's

web over a huge part of that immense forest-robed territory.

For free descriptice literature, write

H. A, MACDONELL, Director of Colonization, Parliament Buildings. TORONTO, CANADA
G. H. FERGUSON, Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines.

Al^ates
COLLAPSIBLE
MINNOW-TRAP
—— j4 Phoyen Success —•—

'One of the best angler4"tricJ<s"
pf'odoccd in rrvary itaeoivi" . . NewYoMtt

Oup«rion to aAythiriq oP-H»e kind
^

vw« K»vc. cversten"". . , , . . Philadelphia
It ccrtBinly tafrthti the mtt\no*vs ©nd iCa

Comp»chi&**i4 an cjtceJlcnC=ftBturt'' Toftorrro
MADE OF CELLULOID -UNBREAKABt-E ANDINVISIBLE
IN WATEP THE ONLY COLLAPSIBLE TRAP ontmb MARKET
"00

• • RTcmitb^McneijurcJer oniu

,„ ^ A.tf.Al.eA.TE.
A9E.Adelaide ST.Toronto-Can ~"^>^ roi-oto

KEEP YOUR GUN CLEAN!
HOPPE'S

NITRO POWDER SOLVENT
No. 9

{Trade Mark Rtgislered)

A liquid not made with acids; thoroughly i

removes the residue of any high power
powder, including black ppwder—prevents
msting in any climate—removes metal
fouhng and leading. Nilro Powder Sol-
vent has been put to the test at National ia~ss5iii».aa
KiUe Ranges ; used by U. S. Riflemen; SS^*3Si
endorsed by prominent sportsmen: never

*

fails to do all claimed for it. Sold by
dealers in guns and at Hardware dealers.

FRANK A. HOPPE, 2314 N. 8TH ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MIZPAH JOCK SUPPORTER
No. 44 inSANITO SUSPENSORY

N0.50
Gives you a feel of real com-
fort and assurance of per-
fect protection while exer-
cising. Opening beneath
patent flap A. Small amount
of material between the
thighs C. Perfect pouch B.
Welt-bound webbing.

All Sixes . - $1

All elastic. Perfect fit. Self-

adjusting, will not chafe.

No buckles. Pouch open in

rear, therefore more sani-
tary. Perfectly comfortable.
Need not remove from scro-

tum v.'hile at closet.

All Sizes . - $1

This Jock and Suspensory are all elastic and self-adjusting. These goods may be (,oiled

to cleanse without injury to the rubber. The Jock should be worn when exercising, and the Suspensory at all

other times, to promote health and vigor. If your dealer will not furnish, send us stamps or money order,
specifying large, medium or small pouch, and waist measure, and we will mail promptly.

- Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded

THE WALTER F. WARE COMPAI^nf Dept. C-2 PHILADELPHIA, PA^ U. S. A.

NEWFOUNDLAND
A'Couatry of Flsb and Game. A Paradise for the Camper and Angler. Ideal Canoe Trlpt
P'S^The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company's system is exceedingly rich in all kinds of fi«h

and game. All' along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their SALNION and TROUT fishing.

Also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and h^iating in Newfoundland say there is no other
country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can be secured and with such ease as in Newfound-
land. Information together with illustrated Booklet and Folder cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F K. PITTMAN. Generdl Passenger Agt. Reld Newfoundland Company. ST. JOHN'S. NEWFOUNDLAND

FOLDING PUNCTURE-PROOF CANVAS BOATS
Ligrbt. easy to handle, no leaks or repairs; check a.s baggage, carry by band;
safe for family; allsizes: non-sinkable; stronger than wood; xised by U. S.

and Foreign Governments. Awarded First Prize at Chicago and St. Louis
World's Fairs. We Bt our boats for Outboard Motors. Catalogue.

KING rOLMNG CANVAS BOAT CO. 465 Harrison St., Kalamazoo. Mich.
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land. Firing a .22 Remington Repeating

rifle he hit before they reach the ground,

empty cartridges ejected from the same rifle

—

thrown objects as small as beans, peas. No. 4

or 5 shot; in fact any target that can be seen

in the air. Using a .35 cal. H. P. Remington

Autoloading rifle he shot at five oranges flung

into the air at one time, and before they

reached.the ground, smashed them all. Shoot-

ing a Remington pump gun he ejected from it

two empty shells and after hitting a target

thrown at the same time, drove both empties

out of .sight before they reached the ground.

Three objects thrown at once were broken

with the same gun turned upside down.

And the trick was repeated with the high

power Remington Autoloading rifle held

similarly. Shooting the Remington high

powei slide action rifle four eggs thrown at the

same time were broken in midair. He per-

formed, too, all sorts of double mirror feats

\wlh rifle and pistol.

SherifT H. A. P. Smith of Digby, N. S. also

did some fancy, rifle and shot gun shooting

which was well worth seeing.

The professional trap shooting by W. G.

Hill, Rem. U. M. C. Co., G. M. Wheeler,

Heicules Powder Co. and W. N. Boyleston

and R. N. Burns, two of the best shots of the

United States attracted much atlenlion.

Mr. James Mcl.eod of Brookfield, Queens

County, was awarded the beautitul silver cup

donated by Mr. \\m. McLaughlin, for the

grand aggregate. Mr. McLeod was only a

short time before the meet invalided home
from the Western front being wounded and

shell shocked. As Mayor Grant of Yarmouth
who distributed the prizes announced to the

audience that Mr. McLeod was the winner

of such a handsome trophy and also told of his

career since the oul-break of the war he

received an ovation that will long be remem-
bered.

No doubt this year there will be quite a

number of guides returned from overseas

who will attend the meet and who will be

given hearty welcome home.

The prize winners of the various events

were as follows:

—

FANCY SHOOTING
A—Exhibition of Fancy Rifle and Shotgun

Shooting by Wm. G. Hill, representative of

Remington Arms U. M. C. Co.

Ti—Trapshooting Event by W. G. Hill,

Picmington U. M. C. Co.; G. M. Wheeler,

Hercules Powder Co.; and W. N. Boyleston

and H. N. Burns, two of the best amateur

shots of the United States.

C—Special Amateur Shoot.

1st Prize—Sweater, donated by J. F.

Seldon, Liverpool—Brad Smith; 2nd Prize

—

Sweater Coat, donated by A. Joseph, Uver-

pool, Geo. Skinner; 3rd Prize—Set Drinking

Cups, donated by J. C. Hemeon, Liverpool,

—Dr. L M. Lovitt; 4th—Cigarette Case,

donated by A. K. Van Home, 0. J. Killam;

Consolation Prize—Sub. to Rod and Gun

—

Chas. Butler.

RIFLE SHOOTING
Judges—G. H. Allen, F. Sherman, N. C.

Fouhs.

1st Prize—.35 Cal. Remington Rifle, dona-

ted by the Remington Arms U. M. C. Co.

—

Austin Jones; 2nd Prize—Pair Sporting Boots

donated by the Robert Taylor Co. Ltd.

—

Brad Smith; 3rd Prize—Gillette Razor Set,

donated by the Gillette Saftey Razor Co.

—

Austin Smith; 4th Prize—Pair Pants, donated

by C. E. Cann—Joseph Sabine; 5th Prize-

Pair Rubber Boots, donated by O. J. Killam—

James White; 6th Prize—Oil Stove, donated

by E. K. Spinney—Ellison Gray; 7th Prize-

Rifle, donated by E. K. Spinney—Harry

Crowell; 8th Prize—Auto Strop Razor, dona-

ted by C. C. Richards—H. A. P. Smith; 9th

Prize—Box Tobacco, donated by Imperial

Tobacco Co.—George Skinner; 10th Prize

—

Box Cigars, donated by H. Simonds & Sons

—

Bertram Bower; 11th Prize—Box Cigars,

donated by Metropolitan Clothing Co.—Bert

Crowell; 12th Prize—Electric Torch, donated

by A. H. Miller—Fred Demoliter; 13th Prize

—Box Cigars, donated by Chas. Middlemas—
Matthew Crowell; 14th Prize—Box Cigars,

donated by J. B. Stoneman—Dr. A. A. Merrill,

15th Prize—S5.00 worth Dentistry, donated

by Dr. A. A. Merrill—Judson Skinner; 16th

—

and 17th, Subs, to Rod and Gun—Clarence

Gray and John H. Smith; 18th, 19th, 20th

and 21st, yearly subs, to Yarmouth Daily

Post—Ernest Smith, JefT McKay, Reggie

Bowers and Leonard Ssbine.

RUNNING DEER
Judges—Same as for Rifle Shooting.

1st Prize—$20.00 Cash, donated by A. R.

Richardson—John McEwan; 2nd Prize

—

Tent, donated by the Cosmos Cotton Co.

—

William Muise;' 3rd Prize—SIO.OO Cash,

donated by C. W. Cann—Joseph Sabine:

4 th Prize—Pair Boots, donated by W. D.

Sweeney—Roy Merritt; .5th Prize—Case of

Canned Beans, donated by Cain Bros.

—

O. J. Killam; 6tli Prize—Razor Strop, donated

by Pike Manufacturing Co.—Wilfred Harris;

7th Prize—Case of Peas, donated by Wm.
Caldwell—Matthew Crowell; 8th Prize—
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YARMOUTH
! NOVA SCOTIA

i NO HAY FEVER
! Summer temperature averages 70 de-
grees at noon; first-class hotel; good
board in town and country; boating
and bathing, salt and fresh water
fishing, hunting, golf, charming drives,
excellent roads, regular steamship ser-

vice from Boston. Write for booklet.

J. BOND GRAY, Secretary

Tourist Committee, 130 Main Street

•PRINCE GEORGE-
TORONTO CANADA
Magnificiently Furnished. ^ Liberally Condncted.
Coisine unexcelled. Courteous and Prompt Service.
European Plan. American Plan.

SAMUEL H. THOMPSON, Proprietor

BAKER'S HOTEL
GASPE, P.O. NOW OPEN
Excellent salmon and trout fishing, privi-

lege of private pools, streams and lakes.
Excellent table ser\ice, private baths, hot
and cold running water. Beautiful scen-
ery, tennis, driving, riding, sea-bathing,
boating, etc.

For booklets, rates, train connections,

Apply to

—

The Jules Hone Travel Agrencies,

9 St. Lawrence Boulevard,
(Corner St. James St.) MONTREAL, P.Q .

I

J

i

[

I

I

i

f

I

j

i

COME TO NEWBORO FOR BASS AND SALMON TROUT
The Best Bass and Salmon Trout Fishing in Ontario
only two minutes walk from the hotel. Ten lakes within
easy access teeming with Large and Small Mouth Black
Bass. Salmon Trout, Pickerel and PiJ<e. One 42-lb.
Salmon caught here last season. The very best of hotel
arcomniodations. Experienced guides, live bait. etc.
Write to-day for descriptive booklet and references.

J. H. SCOTT, Prop. Rideau Hotel, Newboro, Ont.,Can.
On the Rideau Chain of Lakes.

c~WASHINGTOR D.C
Fourteenth and L Streets

Within 5 minutes walk of the White House. A
hotel of distinction. The home of Senators and

others prominent in the official life of the Capital.

Rooms from $2 per day upwards.

Excellent resuurant. Table supplied from a famous

dairy and fruit farm, the property of the owner.

FKANK P. FENWICK

L.
Booklet with pictures mailed.

V
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Shirt, donated by the Metropolitan Clothing

Co.—^John H. Smith.

TRAP SHOOTING
Judges—G. Morton Pettet, I. M. Lovitt,

Fred Burrill.

1st Prize—Set of Pyrex Dishes, donated by
S. A. Crowell & Co.—Judson Gray; 2nd Prize

—Set of Auto Strop Razors, donated by the

Auto Strop Razor Co.— Fred Graham; 3rd

Prize—Smoker's Stand and Tray, donated

by V, S. Sweeney—H. A. P. Smith; 4th Prize

—Fountain Pen, donated by B. F. Trask

—

Claude Hemeon; 5th Prize—Pipe, donated by

R. H. Davis & Co.—Geo. Meisner; 6th Prize

—

Razor Strop, donated by the Pjke Manfg. Co.

—Harry Crowell; 7th—Casserole, donated

by C. F. Dyke—John H. Smith; 8th Prize-
China Cups and Saucers, donated by C. F.

Dyke—Frank Sherman.

Special Prizes for Longest Runs—2 pairs

Gold Cuff Links, donated by Dupont Pow-
der Co.—E G. White,

CANOE RACING—Doubles
Judges—Ross Allen, Geo. R. Earle, L. C.

Gardner, Capt. Fred Ladd, Capt. Geo. L.

Wetmore.
1st Prize—SIO.OO and 2 doz. bottles Min-

ard's Liniment, donated by J. A. Knight,

Halifax, and Minard's Liniment Co.—Jas.

McLeod, John Labrador; 2nd Prize—$5.00

and 1 doz. bottles Minard's Liniment, do-

nated by Bernard Cummings, Port Joli, and

Minard's Liniment Co.-—John Glode and

Steve Glode; 3rd Prize—2 pairs Paddles,

donated by the Chestnut Canoe Co. and
Oldtown Canoe Co.—Jas. Bower and Manus
Bower.

CANOE RACING— Singles—with same
Judges.

1st Prize—30-lb. box Fish, donated by the

Boys of Short Beach—Jas. McLeod; 2nd
Prize—5 gals. Molasses, donated by H. &
N. B. Lewis—John Glode; 3rd Prize—Pair of

Shoes, donated by Shane Bros;—Bertram
Bower.

CANOE RESCUE RACE—with same Judges

1st Prize—$10.00 and 2 doz. bottles

Minard's Liniment, donated by J. Otis

Wardwell, Boston, and Minard's Liniment

Co.—John Glode and Steve Glode; 2nd Prize

—$5.00 and 1 doz. bottles Minard's Liniment,

donated by A. E. Ellis, Yarmouth, and
Minard's Liniment Co.—Jas. McLeod, John
Labrador; 3rd Prize— 1 cloz. cans Beans, do-

nated by S. P. fioudey—Jas. Bower and
Manus Bower.

CANOE TILTING—with same Judges.

1st Prize—$10.00 and 2 doz. bottles Minard's
Liniment, donated by J. Otis Wardwell,
Boston, and Minard's Liniment Co.—Jas.

McLeod and Manus Bower; 2nd Prize

—

Thermos Bottle and Safety Razor, donated by
F. B. Lovitt and Auto Strop Razor Co.

—

Bertram Bower, Jas. Bower,

STORY-TELLING CONTEST BY GUIDES

Prize, SIO.OO cash, donated by J. Otis

Wardwell, Boston—Judson Gray.

SALMON FLY CASTING for distance.

Judges—Fred Graham ef the Quaker Oats

Co., C. G. Godfrey and others.

1st Prize—Reel, donated by L. C. Gardner

& Co.—Wm. Muise (98 feet.); 2nd Prize-
Shaving Set, donated by Geo. T. Bain—John

Labrador; 3rd Prize—Hunting Knife and Stone

donated by Dr. A. A. Merrill—Gordon
Roberts; 4th Prize—Picture, donated by
R. K. Smith—John McEwan.

TROUT FLY CASTING for distance, same
Judges ^

1st Prize—Case Canned Mackerel, donated

by S. F. Nickerson—Fred Graham; 2nd
Prize—6 prs. Socks, donated by M. P. Cook &
Co.—George Meisner; 3rd Prize—Razor,

donated by F. T. Burrill—Gordon Roberts;

4th Prize—1 Year's Subscription to the

"Yarmouth Light," donated by C. Carey,

Publisher—James McLeod.

TROUT FLY CASTING, same Judges

1st Prize—Cup, donated by W. L. Harding

—John McEwan; 2nd Prize—Flash Light,

donated by Jas. Croskill—Fred Fraham;
3rd Prize—Cigars, donated by A. B. Eldridge

—Jas. McLeod; 4th Prize—2 lbs. Tea, do-

nated by G. N. Kirk—Dr. Merrill.

LOG CHOPPING
Judges—J. Arch Blackadar and W. Seaton

Annis.

1st Prize—$10.00 donated by Phillips Bros.

—Judson Gray; 2nd Prize—$5.00, donated

by F. B. McCurdy—Jas. McLeod; 3rd Prize

—

Axe, donated by E. K. Spinney—Jas. Bower;

4th Prize—Axe, donated by E. K. Spinney,

Yarmouth—.\ustin Jones; 5th Prize—Axe,

donated by Wm. Burrill & Co.—Wm. Pictou.

LOG BURLING with same Judges.

1st Prize—SIO.OO, donated by J. Otis

Wardwell, Boston—Bertram Bower; 2nd

Prize— 1 pr. Shoes, donated by Crosby & >

Baker—Jas. Bower; 3rd Prize—Pair Sporting

Shoes, donated by Porter & Bobbins—Manus
Bower; 4th Prize—Shirt, donated by A.

Kaplan—Lewis Bower.
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Nova Scotia Guides' Business Meeting

The annual business meeting of the Nova
Scotia Guides' Association was held at the

park and proved to be the best and most

progressive ever held. The president, Bernard

Cummings, of Port Joli, occupied the chair

and during the evening it was learned that

one hundred guides' hcenses were issued at

the park the pre^^ous day, whilst there were

upwards of thirty-five who had secured

licenses from the Chief Game Commissioner's

office, Halifax, previous to coming to Yar-

mouth, making, a total of nearly one hundred

and thirty -five guides which, without an

exception, is the largest number that has ever

attended the annual meet.

President Cummings, in calling the meeting

to order, spoke briefly, expressing the plea-

sure it gave him to hold the honored position

that the association, for the past year, had

seen fit to bestow upon him. He reviewed

the work done during that period and thought

that at times although, to a degree, he may
have failed in some measure on matters

concerning the association, he had always

given them his first and careful consideration.

In his opinion the present meet was the

largest ever held and considering its object

and purpose, to assist the Canadian Patri-

otic Fund, it would ever be held, in that

respect if in no other, as an historic event for

Yarmouth town and county, if not for the

Province. He said, "we have no greater

duty before us to-day than to assist in every

possible manner those men, and many of

them our brother guides, who are battling

for us in Flanders."

President Cummings extended sincere con-

gratulations to one of their number, James
McLeod, who had gone forth, did his best,

was wounded, invalided home and was in

Yarmouth for the tournament. "Our fellow

guidesman," continued the president, "was a

sniper over there and if he, like the Indian of

old, could have put a notch in the stock of his

rifle for every Hun he had sniped his rifle

would have been in need of a new stock long

before the German sniper got guide McLeod."

The chief business of the meeting was the

election of officers and on motion of Ellison

Gray, of North Kemptville, seconded by
Forman Gavel, of Gavelton, the officers of last

year were held in office for the ensuing year.

They are as follows:

President, Bernaid Cummings, Port Joli;

Vice-Pres., Thomas Davis, Upper Clyde;

Sec'y-Treas., Roy S. Kelley, Yarmouth.

Council—Ellison Gray, jNorth Kempt-
ville; John H. Lewis, New Gralton, Queens

Co.; A. D. Thomas, South Milford, Anna-
polis Co.; Sheriff H. A. P. Smith, Digby.

• The matter of changes in the big game laws

came up, but the president did not deem it

adNisable to take any action as nothing could

be done until next spring.

Secretary Kelley explained some existing

difficulties which now prevail, owing to the

international treaty governing migratory

birds made between the Dominion'- and

United States Governments with which' the

H. A. P. Smith, Former President,

Nova Scotia Guides' Association

local legislature could not deal. He had

heard and knew of objections on every hand,

but thought for the time being or until after

the war it should be realized that we must all

give and take a little.

Mr. Buchanan, representing Chief Game
Commissioner Knight, gave a very interesting

explanation of the game laws as governed

by that treaty. . He also extended to the

meeting the kindly regards of Capt. L. D.

Mitchell, a former president of the assoi iation

from whom a letter had recently been recei-

ved from Saloniki, in which he particularly

stipulated to be remembered to all the

guides at this meet.

Sheriff Smith spoke regarding the treaty

and how it protected Canadian wild geese.
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He was sirongly oi the opinion that the

question particularly touching on that fowl

is not thoioughly understood by those making

the game laws, for that bird does not migrate

from Canadian to United States wateis and

back again. Last winter he \isited Port

Joli and for the first time he fully realized

just how honest the Nova Scotia sportsmen

were. Whilst there he reckoned there

were one hundred and fifty thousand of those

birds quietly swimming about and living

right there in Port Joli harbor. Yet not one

was shot. He considered it a great hardship

and at times very trying for gunners, such

as exist in those parts, to leave those geese

unmolested.

President Cunimings showed the meeting

that the Canadian wild goose never goes

south but, he said, a southern goose comes to

Nova Scotia waters and a most percular cir-

cumstance exists right here. The native

wild goose will not mingle with the stranger

and he had seen time and again huge flocks

of the southern geese come into Port Joli

harbor, but they were distinct and absolutely

apart from the native. Another feature

about them was that they were much smaller.

The native when dressed will weigh from

seven and one half to ten pounds, whilst

the southern strain will only tip tlie scale

at from five to seven pounds.

After considerable discussion President

Cummings, Sheriff Smith and Fred Graham
were appointed a committee to draft a reso-

lution asking the powers controlling the game
law to make some change which would allow

an open season for geese.

The moose season also came up for consid-

erable discussion and many expressions of

opinion were given as to the best ways and

means of preserving the moose.

Ellison Gray thought the moose season was
too long and he asked w-hy some steps could

not be taken to have an open season on beav-

ers for, in his opinion, there are at least ten

of those animals about the rivers to-day to

one of any other fur-bearing animal to be

found in our forests.

Other speakers were Walker • Andrews
of St. John, who gave a very interesting

address concerning the moose laws of New
Brunswick; C. C. Burrill, Pres. Cummings,
David Marling, and it was finally decided by
James Bower, seconded by M. Bower and
C. C. Burrill, and passed unanimously that a

recommendation be made to the game authori-

ties to prohibit the sale of moose meat.

Another motion by James White, of Ber-

wick, seconded by E. Skinner that a resident

big game license of S2.00 be imposed on all

hunters and the returns from such licenses

to be used for the patrol of the forests and

protection of the moose and other game was

passed.

Coon Hunting With Dogs

TIIIC 'coon is a wily little animal and his

habits are very intcrcstin.q to note.

He !s a veritable trickster compared
with which the proverbial cunning fox must'

take a back .seat. One of the 'coon's most

common tricks employed to fool the hound is

known among hunters as "tapping the tree
"

and which he accomplishes in this way:

when he hears the hound*s first note baying

on trail he climbs up a large tree, runs to the
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furlhcrest extremity of one of the largest

branches and doubling himself up into a ball,

leaps as far as possible out from the tree.

This he repeats several times on difTercnt

trees, then makes a long run, only to go

through -the same performances in another

place. Onward comes the hound, till he

reaches the first tree the 'coon went up and if

it is a young and inexperienced hound, he will

give ihe * tree bark" until the hunters reach

the tree, fell it, and find the game not there.

All this time Mr. 'Coon is quietly fishing

and laughing in his sleeve, perhaps a mile

away. But not so with the wise old 'coon

hound. The old, experienced 'coonei, w'ith

seemingly human mtelligence, no sooner

reaches the tree Mr. 'Coon has "tapped"

than he begins circling around the tree, never

opening his mouth circling wider

and wider until he strikes the trail again.

This he repeats every time the 'coon takes a

tree, until finally, when he has to take a tree

to keep from being caught on the ground, the

hound circles as before and, finding no trail

leading away, he goes back to the tree, and

with a triumphant cry proclaims the fact that

he is victorious. He is not the least bit

doubtful. He knows the coon went up the

tree and he knows he has never come down so

he reasons (?) that the coon is there, and with

every breath he calls his master to come
and bag his game. When the tree is felled

the fun begins. The 'coon is game to death.

He dies fighting—and such a magnificent

fight it is! The uninformed might suppose

there would not be much of a fight between

a 50-pound 'coon hound and a 20-pound 'coon.

Well, there is not, if the 'coon hound is ex-

perienced and knows his business. Of course,

the 'coon will put up a masterly fight, and

sometimes helj) is required to put him out of

business; but the old 'coon dog will finally kill

any 'coon. But if the fight is between a

young or inexperienced dog and a full grown

'coon the chances are that you will suffer the

mortification of seeing youi dog tuck his tail

betw een his legs and make for home at a very-

rapid and unbecoming rate of speed.

Killing a 'coon appears to be an art with a

dog, of course, much more easily acquired by a

natural born 'coon hound than by a dog ol

any other breed, A year-old hound of good
breeding and from good 'coon hound parents,

can kill a 'coon with less ado about it than half

a dozen of any other breed w-ith Ihe exception

of an Airedale terrier. The Airedale makes

a splendid coon dog especially in water work.

The best possible combination to have is a

coon hound and an Airedale trained to work

together. It is in swimming that the 'coon

is most difficult to handle. I hjave known
several hounds to be drowned By 'coons in

deep water. The dog goes for the coon, and

the 'coon gets on top of the dog's head.

Down they both go, and, of course, the dog

and the 'coon both let go their hold on each

other. Again the dog grabs the 'coon, and

under the water they both go. This is

repeated, until the dog becomes exhausted, his

lungs fill with water, and old Mr. Coon seems

to understand the situation exactly and seats

himself firmly on the top of the dog's head,

holding him under water, till outside assist-

tance is all that will save him from a watery

grave.

As there is but little chance—practically

none—to kill a 'coon while he is swimming,

the wise old 'cooner on to his job, will seize

the 'coon, strike a bee line to the bank, and

kill him on terra firma.

Another of the tricks Mr. 'Coon uses to

advantage when closely followed by hounds, is

to follow the meanderings of a stream until

he comes to a log reaching across to the other

bank; then he runs to the middle of the log

and leaps as far as he can out into the water,

usually swimming down stream, if he is not

making for a den or a tree in some other

direction. This ruse invariably delays even

the best of 'coon hounds, as, being about full

speed, they w ill run across the log, and if the

dogs know their job they will circle out until

hhey again find the trail; but during this

momentary bother, the 'coon is not waiting to

see what they are going to do about it. He
keeps moving and I want to say that a 'coon

is a much swifter traveller than many persons

suppose. He loses no time, but keeps

everlastingly at it, and it takes a speedy hound

to force him up a tree.

The 'coon may be defined as being a dwarf

bear. They have many points in common.

The 'coon can lie up in his den for weeks at a

time during severely cold weather, without

food or water. The only dilTcrence between

the foot prints of the coon and those of the

bear is the size. In shape and appearance

they are exactly alike. The flesh, when
cooked, tastes similar, and not one in a thou-

sand could tell any difference between cooked

'coon and cooked bear, if served in same size

pieces.

By nature the 'coon is a very selfish individ-

ual. He deserts Mrs. 'Coon when the children

gre a day oltf and lets her provide for them as

best she can. The young 'coons grow rapidly.
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and at a lender age of from six to eight weeks

old they begin to accompany their faithful

mother in search of food. Fishes, birds,

rabbits, nuts, acorns, berries and green corn

are the principal dishes on the 'coon family's

bill of fare.

At first the little coons stay close to their

mother's heels.but they growmoreventuresome
as they grow older, and soon begin to make
little journeys on their own account. This

often proves their undoing when dogs are

about. Any sort of an old dog can tree or

catch on the ground a baby 'coon, but this is

an advantage no true sportsman wll know-
ingly take.

That a mother 'coon wll even brave death

herself to save her babies is e\ident to one

who has studied the habits of the 'coon.

\Mien closely pursued by the hounds and she

and her young are all compelled to go up
the same tree as soon as the hounds begin to

bark fiercely and the hunters arrive and begin

to chop on the tree or trj' to shine their eyes,

old mother 'coon picks an opening and jumps
out of the tree and is usually caught, or runs

up another tree close by and then caught.

But she has again saved her young as in all

likelihood the hunters will not go back to the

tree where the little coons arc seienely sitting

on the leafy boughs, or never think of there

being any more coons there.

There are many reasons why the 'coon

bunt is fast becoming one of the most popular
of the manly sports. The 'coon is found in

many sections of the country. Other game
is becoming very scarce. The wealthy
business man, the man of affarts who is lied

to his desk six days out of the week, can own a

'coon hound and in the stilly hours of the
night after the day's turmoil of business, can
enjoy a few hours of the most strenuous sport

now left to us and witness a battle royal be-

tween his faithful hound and the monarch
of the woods, the wily 'coon. Nothing that 1

can contemplate is more exhilarating or more
soothing to the nerves than the excitement

of the 'coon hunt. From the first long-

drawn note when the trail is struck until

the hound's victorious cry at the tree, it is one

round of excitement and anticipation. What
or whose hound is leading? What direction

will Mr. 'Coon take? What dog will be first

to tree? And then the fight! It is simply

great! And then showing the hide to the boys

who didn't go and telling them about it for

days to come.

The 'coon hunt calls for manhood. Tender
weaklings cannot endure the exertions necess-

ary to enjoy this sport. It is too strenuous

for the lazy man or the effeminate man to

enjoy. They shudder at the thoughts of

donning a pair of heavj' hip boots and tramp-

ing through swamps and slashes, crossing

creeks and barbed wire fences, through briars

and thickets maybe for several miles, and the

probability of getting lost and having to stay

all night. But to the man with nerve and
backbone this" is one of the enjoyable features.

It affords great fun to get a tenderfoot to go

out for the first time and initiate him into the

"coon hunters' club." The tender-foot will

use every cuss word ever invented, and will

coin new ones when the supply of old ones

becomes worn out and ineffective. He will

cuss the briars, cuss the ditches, cuss the

creek, cuss the fences, cuss the swamps, cuss

the slashes, cuss the man who pursuaded him
to go, and finally cuss himself for going. But
when the e.xcitement of the chase is on and
when the fight commences he becomes recon-

ciled; and if good luck is had hens very likely

to be the next man to propose another "coon

hunt."

Montreal Spring Show

The Montreal Kennel Association Spring
Show May 23 and 21, was a splendid all

round success in the number and quality
of dogs shown; the attendance and the hos-

I)ilality of the Montrealcrs; the judges and
their work; and the M. K. A. Show Committee
and their work. There were some who
found fault with the way the catalog was
printed and also with the rather light and
tTamfcd benching used but then with the
enthusiasm present at this show, these defects

were easily remedied by those taking sufficient

interest to do so, for their personal benefit.

Of the 400 dogs in the show, wire haired

fox terriers were the leading and most inter-

esting entry. Montreal fanciers are keen on
wires and classes. They are always very inter-

esting especially so this year for some heavy
plunges have been made in well bred U. S.

slulT and then there is the good home grown
ones always coming along; and the home bred

ones did most of the winning; being more the
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It Can't Go Offby Accident!
They were breaking camp. Sam came hurrying down with the"load of equipment, which included the revolver.

feet^'^B'Tit dST^ "^ fell-loaded-with a heavy thud at histeet. Butitdidntgooff— itwasanlver Johnson

IVER JOHNSON
UK™REVOLVERS

lelverjohnsoncaii'tgooffbvaccidentr. Timr,
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proper size. The fox terrier must be kept

a small dog or he is not a fox terrier, i.e., he

can not follow a fox to ground. Stock by

Ch. Dusky Bound is coming along well and

was well up in the awards. Mrs. Webster of

Ottawa %\'ith her good little Lady Wireboy
of Pargntor took winners, bitches and reser\'e

winners, also 1st maiden and 1st breeders

with the Lady's daughter, Spicey Lady. Sam
Bamford of Toronto took winners dogs with

Ch. Mickeys Model, while Moore and
Strachan of Montreal were reserve •ttdnnerswith

Rigeways Dark Boy, a noted U. S. dog,

a bit large and lacking finish.

Airedale terriers were also a large entry but

a mixed lot, large and small, good coats and
bad coats, good ears and eyes, and poor, in

fact all the good points and all the bad points

which so easily crop out in his breed were to

be seen at this show. If our Airedale breeders

cannot learn by experience how to breed good

ones they should read up and study out how
the good ones are bred and follow these

methods.

That great show dog and sire Ch. King

Nobbler's Double who has not been shown
much of late years, easily took winner's dogs,

looking as good as ever and his latest kennel

mate, Parkton Sweet Olive, took winners

bitches though I thought her a bit fine all
'

over and too much of the Irish spirit, which is

not all wanted in an Airedale. Rosecroft

Jersey Lightning was res. dog and Miss Rom-
ulus res. bitch. Murby of Toronto took 1st

puppy dogs with Harvie Warlock while 1st

puppy bitches went to Colne Mistress Oorang,

Mr. Robinson also of Toronto. Claycliff

sentry, Jos. Russell, Toronto, took 1st noxace

and 1st junior and would have won more had
he been entered in the other classes. This is

the dog we spoke well of when first shown at

the New Year's show in Toronto. The
Lachine dog Bolton Boy is an attractive

looking one, well shaped and had he better

eyes and skull would make a good one. He
won well, beating (Claycliff Tenacity.

There was ju.st an ordinary showing of

Pointers and Setters, the good dog Ch.

Pcrdrean being best Pointer. The English

setters were all of a large strong rough type

which while certainly not classy looking may
be all right for work in certain country. The
Irish Setters were much belter showing, the

results of more careful breeding to type. We

had the pleasure of seeing one of the best

Irish setters in America, in Tyrone Larry

bred and owned by E. C. Howard of Montreal.

This dog won very well at the last big New
York Show and when shown there next year

we venture to say he will top the lot.

Cocker Spaniels were just a good ordinary

showing; while there were no real high class

ones present still theie were some good ones.

Bostons had a large entry, including the

good ones from Toronto and Ottawa. Irish

Terriers were also a good lot the winning

dog, Mendon Mike being .3rd best dog in

whole show. There was also a good showing

of Scotties. Several variety of Toys were

shown, a good lot of Pekes and Poms.

Some splendid English bulldogs were

shown besides good entries in bull terriers,

French bulldogs, and several of the other

breeds including Russian wolfhounds. There

were no fox hounds or beagles at this show. .

The judging of the breeds was finished Sat-

urday afternoon, the varieties and specials

follow Saturday evening and by 11 o'clock

the big event of the show came off, picking

the best dog in all the show. In this event

there were two French Alsace police dogs; two

Belgian police dogs; two Irish setters; four

wire fox terriers, including ch. Dusky Bounce

and Ch. Mickey's Model; two Japanese

spaniels; and one each of the folloN\'ing English

Bull; Skye terrier; Cocker French Bull;

Dalmatian; Airedale, and Pekinese. With
the exception of the two Alsace Police dogs

they were all good specimens as fine a lot as

one would see most anywhere. The wire

fox terrier Ch. Lady Wireboy of Paignton

was awarded best in-show and then the two

judges had to confer as to next best or reserve

which finally went to the Airedale Ch. Polam

Maxim closely pressed by the Irish terrier

Mendon Mike.

The judges of this show were Chas. Mason
on Anglo-American from N.Y. one of the best

all round judges in the world, a breeder and

Kennel writer of note; the other was Norman
Swire of Toronto one of our most gifted

young men along this line.

While this was a ribbon show yet the money
olTered for specials and the silver cups and

trophies made the winning worth while. For

instance the winner of the puppy Sweepstakes

gathered in some fifty dollars.
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Frostco Combination 8 in 1 Steel Rod
has reinforced joints and patent locking reel seat. The illustration shows four combinations
in a fly rod—reverse the handle and you have four combinations in a bait rod. Buy th;s one
rod and you have a bait or fly rod of dilTerent lengths from 4 feet 4 inches O *5 C /^
to OJq feet long as desired. Price complete ^OaOw

Rush Tango Minnows, South Bend Baits, Al. Foss Pork Rind Baits

Spoons, Spinners, Rods, Reels, Flies and other Fishing Necessities

FISH NETS
NETS AND NETTING OF ALL KINDS
SEENES OR DRAG NETS

DIP NETS
TRAMMEL NETS

GILL NETS
HOOK NETS

BROOK NETS
GILL NETS mounted with leads and floats ready for the water, 25 cents per yard. In

ordering give size of mesh, stretched measure desired.

We are distributors of the famotis U. S. Cartridge Company's line of shells and
ammunition including

Have you tried the 22 N. R. A. rim five, long
rifle lesmok cartridge. Range 250 yards,
costs no more than other similar cartridges,
but gives longer range. We have in stock
280 Ross copper tube and metal patch
cartridges.

BLACK SHELLS
in trap and game loads. These-shells are

waterproof and are unexcelled for Range,
Velocity, Penetration and killing power.

BRILLIANT SEARCHLIGHT
100 Candle Powder, with Flat-Flame Burner
and Interchangeable Lens $8.00; with Self
Lighter, $9.00. Mailing weight 3 pounds.
Traps, Guns, Animal Bait, Headlights,
Nets, Shoepacks, Marble's Specialties and
hundreds of other articles for the trapper
and hunter, described and priced in
HALLAM'S TRAPPERS AND SPORTS-
MEN'S SUPPLY CATALOGUE-

Write for your copy to-day. It is Free.
Address in full.

SAVAGE RIFLES
We have a shipment of .250-3000
and .22 High-Power Savage Rifles

WRITE FOR PRICES

limited

951 Hallam Building, TORONTO
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A Real Clean Up!
The most conspicuous successes at the traps this year
have fallen to Remington UMC. Every tournament
finds more and more Remington UMC winners—more
enthusiastic users. Moral: get on the band wagon.

International Championship

St. Thomas, Ont., June 2, 3, 4, 1919.

Won by F. S. Wright, Buffalo, with the

Canadian amateur record-breaking score

of 397x400. REMINGTON UMC
NITRO CLUB SHELLS USED.

"Perfect from Primer to CrimpZ
F. S. WRIGHT

Grand International

Handicap

St. Thomas, Ont., June 2, 3, 4, 1919.

Won by A. A. Thompson, Windsor, Ont.,

breaking 95x100.

REMINGTON UMC NITRO
SHELLS USED.

CLUB

The splendid, uniform high quality of these
famous Wetproof speed shells stands every
test.

.A. A. THOMPSON

HAMILTON GUN CLUB TOURNAMENT, April 18fh, won by S. G. Vance, Tillsonburg,

with Remington UMC "Nifro Clubs", 189x200.

ST. HUBERT'S GUN CLUB TOURNAMENT, OTTAWA, April 21sf, won by Blyth Beattie,

Ottawa, with "Nitro Clubs", 113x125.

MANOR GUN CLUB TOURNAMENT, CLARKSON, May 24, all important events won with

Remington UMC Pump Guns or "Nitro Club" shells.

REMINGTON

UMC

New "Wetproof" process makes
• Nitro Club" and "Arrow" Shells

absolutclu impervious to water.
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Trap Triumphs Galore

!

Remington UMC Nitro Club "speed shells" are higher

in price than others but their superiority in materials and

in loading makes them the shell for the man who wants

Results.

Eastern Canada Trap-

shooting Championship

Toronto, June 12, 13, 14, 1919.

Won by S. G. Vance, Tillsonburg,

with the remarkable score of 290x300.

REMINGTON UMC NITRO CLUB
SHELLS USED.

Fast Company Suits Remington UMC
S. G. VANCE

Eastern Canada Handicap
Championship

Toronto. June 12, 13, 14, 1919.

Won by J. A. McRobb, Brantford,

93x100, tying with three other shoot-

ers, all using "Nitro Clubs," Mr.
McRobb winning the Championship
in the shoot-off, 18x20.

REMINGTON UMC NITRO CLUB
SHELLS USED.

J. A. McROBB

Other Remington UMC wins were:- Two Man Team Championship, S.

Vance and J. Vance, Tillsonburg. score 50x50; Nelson Long, Hamilton,

High professional, using Remington UMC Pump Gun; Court Thomp-

son, Hamilton, wins Long Run, 81 straight; altogether eight out of nine

runs won with Nitro Clubs.

SHOOT REMINGTON UMC—IT PAYS OTHERS, IT WILL PAY YOU

Remington IJ.M.C. of Canada, Limited

WINDSOR, ONT.

REMINGTON
UMC



Irish Rifle Association
J. W. Smith

AN attractive program has been arranged

by the Irish Rifle Association for this

season at the Long Branch Riile Ranges.

The usual competitions wi^l run throughout

the months of July, August, and Sept-

ember, with valuable prizes (in kind) for each

of the three classes, winners to be decided by

each competitor's ten best scores of the four

months.

On August 4th, Civic Holiday, the Associa-

tion will hold their Annual Matches open to

all-comers, cash prizes only. Conditions in

these Matches Y'i" conform as closely as

possible to those of the approaching O. R. A.

meet, and the program will'probably include

snap-shooling and rapid'-fire events. This

will provide a fine opportunity for those

intending to participate in the 0. R. A. shoot

to avail themselves of some preliminary

practice, and any riflemen interested should

communicate with the writer (257 Davenport
Road, Toronto) who will be glad to mail them
a program.

The standard of shooting to date has been

poor; with two exceptions, notably Mr. Dean,
who has shown a very high degree of marks-
manship. Mr. Dean was trained entirely

by this Association, and has never shot at

any of the big Rifle Association meets, a,nd

therefore ranks as a "tyro."

Many ex-members have returned from
overseas, and are re-joining the I. R. A.,

besides which there are a number of new
members, some of whom are beginners,

whilst others are old marksmen who desire

to resume practice. Judging from some
record attendances in June, the I. R. A. will

have an exceptionally successful season.

The following list shows the scores of the last five weekly practices of those who have

attended at least th'ce times and whose average is over 90 to date:
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Gillette
Safety Razor

The Shaving Service for Every Man
—Everywhere

The Pocket Edition

Gillette

Bound in

Seal-Grain Leather

The NEW
KIT SET
No. 20

"If I were buying another Gillette Safety Razor," said one enthusiast,

when he saw the new Kit Set, pictured above, "I would certainly want
that one !

"It not only preserves all the good points of my old morning friend,

but it is as compact as any razor set I have ever seen, and takes the least

room in the kit."

There is a handy mirror to be hung on the nearest post or tree, and
the whole set in its black, seal grain, genuine leather roll case, is a delight
to the out-of-doors man.

$5.00 the set
MADE iN -gji- CANADA

•^411ette>
KNOWN THE

The Gillette Safety Razor Co. of Canada, Limited
Montreal, Canada
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Matters Pertaining to Conservation I
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The Need of Nation-Wide Effort in Wild Life Conservation

C. Gordon Hewitt

Address Delivered at the National Wild Life Conference on Feb. 18th at Ottawa

THIS National Conference marks
an epoch in the history of the
movement for the conservation

of wild life in the Dominion. Con-
voked as it has been by the Com-
mission of Conservation with the
co-operation of the Advisory Board
on Wild Life Protection, it represents
the first occasion on which an en-
deavour has been made officially to

bring together those who through
their official duties or public or
private interests are concerned in the
protection of our game and fur-bear-
ing animals and wild life generally.
All to whom our wild life has any
significance have been invited: offi-

cials of Dominion and Provincial
governments, representatives of
sportsmen's and game protective asso-
ciations, of the fur trading companies
and of the railways. And the inter-

national significance of the problem
that we are to discuss is evidenced
by the presence of those of our
friends and co-workers from the
United Stales who have accepted our
invitation.

During the last decade there has
been in Canada an awakening to the
fact of all our natural resources the
wild life was the most sensitive to
human interference, and there has
been a realization of the responsibility
that rests upon our shoulders as
trustees of the greater portion of
what remains of the big game ani-
mals, of the breeding grounds of the
wild fowl and of the most valuable
fur bearers of this continent. The
manner in which the wild life over
most of the United States has suffered
through lack of adequate protection
has furnished an object lesson that
Canadians have not been slow to
learn, and while wanton destruction,
excessive and unwise killing have
taken place throughout Canada, the

comparatively small population has
not depicted our wild life so well
favoured in haunts by Nature, and
we are still fortunate in possessing
a fair proportion of our original stock
of game and furbearing animals well
distributed over the country. We
have convened for the purpose of
determining the best methods by
which we can conserve our wild life

for the use and enjoyment of the
people of to-day and of the future.

Before we commence our discus-
sions I should like to emphasize two
points, which are vitally important
in their bearing on this subject,
namely: The desirability of the
greatest degree of co-operation and
the necessity of foresight.
Taking the last point first, why

should we not now resolve to use that
faculty which distinguishes us from
our fellow creatures and exercise our
reason, which should make us prov-
ident? In the past it has been almost
an invariable rule to wait until serious
depletion of game animals has taken
place before instituting protective
measures which, had they been in
effect earlier, would h'ave prevented
such depletion. Why should we con-
tinue to be so lacking in foresight
and those attributes that make" a
nation progressive as to be unwilling
to provide against contingencies that
we know from experience will occur.
Conservation is practical foresight.
No natural resource needs the appli-
cation of greater foresight for its

conservation than our wild life for it

cannot be replaced once it is destroy-
ed, and ils destruction can only be
avoided by wise provision. Let us
therefore resolve to look ahead of the
present requirements and plan with
pur eyes on the future.

But tlie chief object of this confer-
ence is to secure as great a degree as
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the rifle you asked (or

WE take pleasure in presenting to our
friends the latest product of the Savage

Arms Corporation, Utica Works—the new
Model 1919 Bolt Action Rifle.

This lifle is the result of years of experi-
mental work, guided and checked by the
ablest military and civilian experts.

It is the most serious instrument of pre-
cision that has ever been manufactured to
shoot -22 rim-fire ammunition. Designed
especially to hll the exacting requirements
of National Rifle Association small bore
match shooting.

The .22 Savage N.R.A. is a genuine mini-
ature military rifle. It is a bolt-action,
five-shot repeater, with full length military
pistol-grip stock and swivels for sling. It
can be used in every position, with every
time-limit and for every kind of fire that the
..30 Service rifle can. The only match con-
dition that need be changed is length of
range. And it will beat the Service rifle

at 100 yards.

A new rifling system makes the barrel more
accurate than other .22 caliber models usedm this work—and Savage reputation for
accuracy made the experts select us to build
this rifle.

A new firing-mechanism—lightened mov-
ing parts with less than half-inch travel, long,
husky mainspring and two-point firing-pin

—

make ignition instantaneous.

The Marine v,oips tj-pe Iront sight defines
clearly in any light, and the simple, strong
aperture rear sight has click adjustment for
elevation and windage—one click moves
shot one-quarter inch on target at 25 yards

25-inch round barrel, full military stock,
oil finish, pistol grip, sling swivels. Marine
Corps type front, and wind-gauge aperture,
rear sights. 5-shot detachable box magazine.
Chambered for .22 Long Rifle cartridge onlv.
upplied in .22 Short on special order only

And remember—it's as good for small,
game shooting as for target work.

SiWVGE Aiim^IS COEPOIRATION
Executive Offices:

50 Church Street, New York
UTICA, N, Y. Sharon, Pa. Detroit, Mich.

Philadelphia,' Pa.

25 Yards—10SAo(5, H-'n.
bull, by Marine Gunner J.
L. Renew. U. S. M. C.

50 Yards— Shots, 1 inch
bull, by Marine Gunner J.
i. Renew. U. S. M. C.

25 Yards-IO Shots, H
inch bull, by Gunnery
Sergeant Peter Lund,
U. S. M. C.

50 Vardj—10 Shots, 1

inch bull, by Marine
Gunner John J. An-
drews, U. S. M. C.

The A>ic .22 Saraae
N. R. A. Rifle, Model
1919.
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C. GORDON HEWITT
Consulting Zoologist, Dominion Department of

Agriculture

possible of co-operation in order to
further the objects we all have in
view. A significant change has taken
place in our attitude towards wild
life. Formerly, game laws were
framed more with an eye to human
advantage than for the benefit of the
wild life. Our wild life resources were
regarded as a convenient and easy
source of revenue and the issuing
of game licenses was the principle
function of the game officer; the same
attitude of mind existed in regard
to our forest resources which were
regarded as a valuable source of
public revenue in the shape of lic-

enses and stumpage fees and not as
an economic asset reciuiring wise
conservation. Ikit when [he. limits
of the so-called inexhaustible come
within the range of our percei)tion,
'hen the instinct of solf-[)roserva-

n comes into ])lay and we hasten
nake such amends as may be

'e by endeavoring to save what

remains. The true game officer to-
day is more concerned in protecting
such game as remains then in issuing
licenses for its destruction and if wc
are to retain our game resources,
their conservation must necessarily
constitute the main function of the
game officer: he must be truly a game
guardian or warden.

This broader conception of the
significance of our wild life and of our
attitude towards it has in turn
brought about a greater sense of our
responsibility with regard to the
future and a realization of the fact
that the conservation of wild life is

not a matter which any one province,
state or territory can undertake
alone, but that its successful prosecu-
tion demands neighbourly co-opera-
tion and mutual assistance. The
extent of our success in protecting
our wild life will depend on the degree
of our co-operation.

In every sphere of activity the
spirit of co-operation is growing, in
industrial labour, agricultural pro-
duction or international conduct, co-
operation is replacing separate effort.

Similarly, in conserving our wild
life we are appreciating the necessity
of co-operation. So long as our
migratory birds were subject to ex-
cessive destruction during their win-
ter sojourn in the south and their
spring migration northward our eff-

orts to protect them in their breeding
grounds was likely to prove unsuccess-
ful altruism; the conservation of
these birds demanded international
action and now we are endeavoring
by mutual co-operation to protect
them. This conference will afford
an opportunity of discussing the
means whereby we may co-operate
in this problem to the best advantage.

Indeed, there are few phases of
wild life conservation which cannot
be promoted with a much greater
degree of success by mutual co-oper-
ation between governments than by
individual effort. In the regulation
of the fur trade, which we propose
to discuss, the enforcement of the
best laws that a government can
deviso may be seriously hampered
by the limitations that provincial
or national boundaries place upon the
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jurisdiction of such governments.
The same difficulty is met where
contiguous governments have diff-

erent policies; for example where a

provincial government such as Sask-

atchewan or New Brunswick pro-

hibits the sale of game and an adjac-

ent province permits it; the absence
of uniformity in policy leads to in-

fractions of the law and trouble in

enforcing it. While it is too much
to expect uniformity in all cases, it

cannot be denied that a much greater

degree of co-operation than exists

at present can be secured and we
believe that the best mode of ob-
taining such co-operation is by such a

conference as this.

The migratory tendencies of most
forms of wild life annul the effect

of provincial or national boundaries
and the results may be for good or -for

evil; a territory carrying on a wise
protective policy with regard to its

game or furbearing animals will bring

about an overflow into the more
depleted contiguous areas; or an area

in which an ineffectual policy for the
control of predatory animals will

serve as a source of supply to neigh-

bouring territory. For good or for

evil contiguity has an effect on the
wild life. In the control of predatory
animals it is now obvious that com-
plete success can only be obtained by
co-operative effort.

There is abroad in Canada an
impression that the Dominion gov-
ernment concerns itself little, if at all,

with the actual protection of wild life.

This impression may have been justi-

fied by apparent inactivity in former
years, it is not justified to-day, and
the proceedings of this conference
afford confirmation of the fact.

While the Dominion government has
left to the provinces the protection of

the game, furbearing animals, other
wild life within their respective ter-

ritories, it is nevertheless responsible
for the protection of the wild life over
an enormous portion of Canada,
namely, the Northwest Territories,

the Yukon Territory, and in the
Dominion Parks. And in order to
carry out our national obligations
with respect to the treaty with the
United States for the protection of

migratory birds, it has assumed the
guardianship of our migratory birds,

which is being undertaken with the
practical co-operation of the pro-

vincial governments. The legisla-

tion governing these matters is ad-
ministered by the Minister of the
Interior. In order to supervise the
enforcement of this legislation and
conservation of wild life as might
be referred to the government, there
was appointed two years ago, on the

recommendation of the Minister of

the Interior, an Advisory Board on
Wild Life Protection, which is com-
posed of a representative from each
of the Departments concerned in

wild life conservation, namely, the
Departments of the Interior, Agri-
culture, Mines (Geological Survey)
and Indian Affairs, and the Com-
mission of Conservation. The chief

activities of this Advisory Board up
to the present have been the drafting
of the legislation under the Migra-
tory Birds Treaty and the revision of

Northwest Game Act.

The policy adopted in respect

to the protection of migratory birds

serves to illustrate two points that I

should like to bring out; first the
possibilities in the way of co-opera-
tion between the Dominion and pro-
vincial governments; and second, the
useful functions of our Advisoiy
Board as an instrument for bringing
about or facilitating co-operation be-

tween the Dominion and provincial

governments, inter-provincial or in-

ternational co-operation, all of which
as we cannot insist too often, are

essential to any policy for conserving
our Canadian wild life. In regard
to the first of these points, the gov-
ernment's policy in the administration
of the legislation carrying out the
Migratory Birds treaty is to rely

on the provincial governments, so

far as may be possible, for the enforce-

ment of the provisions of the treaty

within their respective territories.

With this end in view most of the

provincial governments have already
amended their game laws to conform
with the provisions of the treaty.

Where assistance is necessary to

secure the adequate enforcement of

the regulations it is intended to
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booklets—the Anglers' Guides to the best fishing waters in
Canada.

H. H. MELANSON
Passenger Traffic Manager

TORONTO, ONT.
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I

furnish such assistance; and where it

may be necessary for the Dominion
government to enforce the regula-

tions under the Migratory Birds Con-
vention Act owing to the failure

of a provincial government to do so,

the Dominion Government will live

up to its obligations under the treaty

which is by no means a "scrap of

paper," but the most far reaching
measure that has been j^et put into

operation for the preservation of our
valuable bird life. A great respon-
sibility rests upon the Dominion
Goverrmient in this matter in as

much as it is solely responsible for

the enforcement of the regulations in

the Northwest Territories which now
constitute perhaps the chief breed-
ing grounds of the greatest number
of the migratory birds of this con-
tinent.

It may not be out of place to

discuss as briefly as possible the

conservation of the game, fur-bearing
animals and wild life of the North-
west Territories, on which subject

I have addressed the Commission
of Conservation at previous annual
meetings. The Commission recom-
mended the revision of the North-west
Game Act in 1916, and that revision

was subseciuently undertaken by the
Advisory Board on Wild Life Pro-
tection, a new Act being passed in

1917. The new Northwest Game
Act and the Regulations passed there-

under have two main features; first,

the needs of the wild life in the
Northwest Territories are more ade-
quately satisfied; and second, the
fur resources receive a greater degree
of protection by the institution of a
licensing system for trajjpers and
traders, thus providing a safeguard
against exploitation by unscrupulous
individuals or companies. The Can-
adian people generally fail to realize,

chiedy because they lack the inform-
ation upon which to form an opinion
or do not give the subject a thought,
what an immense economic asset
the wild life and parti,cularly the
fur-bearing animals, of the North-
west Territories constitute. Reliable
statistics of the fur production of
these vast territories are unavailable,
and in passing, may I say that we

hope that one of the results of this

conference will be the development
of a scheme for securing reliable

statistics of one of the country's
chief natural resources, the resource
that first attracted the outside world
to our shores. But it is safe to say,

that millions of dollars worth of furs

of the finest quality obtainable are
exported annually from our North-
west Territories. Furs constitute the
main available resource, and capturing
fur-bearing animals is the occupation
of practically the entire population
of those territories at the present
time.

In an address which I gave before

the Commission of Conservation two
years ago on the conservation of our
Northern fur resources, I pointed out
that the Danish government admin-
isters the fur trade of Greenland as a

government monopoly and has thus
been able to exercise a great degree'
of control with a view to ensuring
the conservation of the fur resources,

and, what is of still more vital im-

Eortance, the conservation of the
ealth of the natives by protection

from foreign traders. So far as I

have been able to ascertain this

policy has met with success. Why
should not a similar policy succeed
when applied to our Northwest Ter-
ritories? The policy of state owner-
ship of public utilities has its adher-
ents and opponents, but the state

ownership of natural resources is not
in the same category and the state

ownership of certain resources such as

forests has undoubtedly proved suc-

cessful from both the point of view
of conservation and of revenue. A
discussion of this subject in these

introductory remarks would be out of

pl«ce and I have enlarged upon it

elsewhere. It is desirable, however,
that all who are interested in the
conservation of our wild life, and par-

ticularly the fur-bearing and game
animals, should consider the sug-

gestion that these wild life resources

in the Northwest Territories might be
administered as a government mono-
poly and for three reasons: first, as a

means of securing adequate pro-

tection for these resources; second,

as a source of revenue, and third, in
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FINE PURE WOOL
For the Man Who Is Out of Doors

Anyone who is much out of doors

—

the soldier, the sportsman, the engineer,

the prospector, the miner—will find

Jaeger Pure Wool Garments wonder-
fully comfortable and durable for out-

door life.

Here are some useful garments:—Sleeping

bags, blankets, travelling rugs, sleeping caps,

colic bands, chest protectors, underwear, hosiery,

shirts, pyjamas, stockings, sweaters, cardigans,

spencers, knitted waistcoats, ulsters, caps, gloves,

etc.

A FULLY ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE WILL BE
SENT FREE ON APPLICA-
TION.

DR. JAEGER ^""S^trr'^co. limited

Toronto Montreal Winnipeg

British "founded 1883".

I

Joe VelsK'S
Blue Devil
D^rnin ^Needle'

/t/lo&ts,
is transparent,

i^aterproof
ind indestructible

Here's

a Dry Fly

^=:i^^T?v-

You'll

Want
for Trout

/ or Bass

Fishing

It is now on the market and offered to anxious,
waiting fishermen—after 2 years of severe tests bv
anglers of national reputation.

My Blue Devil Darning Needle!
"A»k Dixie Carroll—He Knows"

Send 75c for a "Blue Devil" and a 3-lt. Telarana
Xova Leader. Two sizes—One for Bass. One for
I'rout. Better get both.

Joe Welsh
Pasadena, California

Exclusive Agent
U. S. and Canada

"What's for Supper?"
The great question with hungry fisher-

men is answered favorably ^^hea Klim is

on the job. Biscuits, llapjacks, puddings—every tasty camp dish is given a deli-

cious milk flavor by the addition of this

powdered, separated milk. It gives the real

"home" taste to tea coffee or cocoa. Easy to

carry with you, light and compact, v\ill not
sour— the only way in which the flavor

Nature gave to fresh separated
milk can lie enjoyed at will

far from the source of

supply.

Get sufficient

Klim from your
grocer to last

the entire trip.
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order to safeguard the native popu-
lation which is dependent upon and is

the chief means of harvesting the

crop.

In addition to the protection of

wild life in the Northwest Territories

and the Yukon and of migratory
birds under the international treaty,

the Dominion government is actively

conserving the wild life in another
direction, namely, by the establish-

ment of natural reservations under
the Dominion Parks Act. The wild

life in all the national parks is pro-

tected and these parks comprise an
area of nearly 8,000 square miles.

But certain parks such as the Wam-
wright Buffalo Park, the Foremost
Antelope Reserve and Elk Island

Park are maintained solely for the

conservation of native mammals that

would otherwise have been extermin-

ated. The Commissioner of Dom-
inion Parks, who is also charged
with the enforcement of the North-
west Game Act and Migratory Birds
Convention Act, will no doubt give

further details regarding these Dom-
inion game qnd wild life reserves

when he opens the discussion on
game sanctuaries which is one of the

subjects that it is desirable to con-

sider at this Conference.

In the establishment |and mainten-
ance of wild life or game reserves

in Canada there are unlimited oppor-
tunities for co-operative action be-

tween the Dominion and provincial

Governments. In fact, the reserves

in the provinces of Manitoba, Sas-

katchewan and Alberta are co-opera-

tive in character, inasmuch as such
reserves are chiefly established by the

provincial 'governments in Dominion
forestry reserves. We feel, however,
that closer co-operation is both desir-

able and possible, particularly in the
matter of the appointment of war-
dens for such reser\'es. A wild life

reserve fails in its object to a very
large extent unless it is adequately
patrolled; there are law-breakers
even, where, both white and Indian,

and if a reserve lacks sufficient pro-

tection, it will be a reserve in little

more than name. The wild life

inhabitants of a reserve must receive

protection both from human enemies

and from the predatory animals that
will be attracted to such an district

providing more abundant, food.

In the conservation of our wild life,

one of the chief factors we have to

consider is the native, whether he
be Indian or Eskimo. His attitude
towards the subject is naturally
different from ours and he affords

a problem that demands sympathetic
treatment and careful consideration.
The Deputy Minister of the Depart-
ment of Indian Affairs is a member of

our Advisory Board on Wild Life
Protection, and, in consequence, it is

possible for us to give the fullest

consideration to questions arising

out of the relations of natives to our
wild life and to take such action
as may be deemed necessary and
advisable. As this question will be
discussed during the present session

of the Conference, it is unnecessary
to say more in this introductory
statement than to point out that it

affords, perhaps more than any other
question, opportunities for co-oper-
ation between the Dominion and
provincial governments, and one of

our desires is that this meeting and
our free discussion will result in a

greater degree of mutual understand-
ing and co-operation in dealing with
the problem of the Indian in the

future.

In the foregoing remarks, govern-
ment activities in the conservation
of wild life have been chiefly consider-

ed. But, unfortunately govern-
ments are more apt to follow than to

lead public opinion in questions of

this nature. Consequently, the

creation of a strong public opinion

on the necessity of conserving our
wild life is essential. It is essential

not only from the point of view of

promoting the ends we have m view,

but also in order to carry out effec-

tually such measures as may be
established. The Commission of

Conservation has taken the lead in

educating public opinion in Canada as

to the importance of conserving our
wild life resources and in promoting
measures to effect such conservation.

The work that has already been
accomplished has only served to

indicate how much greater an effort
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Vacation in the Pine Scented

Lakelands of Canada

In the "Highlands of Ontario," that
wonderful region of scenic beauty,

you can Fish, Swim, Golf, Canoe,
Camp, Hunt—spend a vacation

you will never regret or forget.

Mirror-like lakes set in the gran-

deur of forests of pine and balsam.

The purest of air, 1,000 to 2,000

feet above the sea, and hay fever

is unknown.

- ^ Famous Playgrounds for

Outdoor Men and Women
"AlgonquinPark"—"30,000 Islands
of Georgian Bay" — "Kawartha
Lakes"—"Muskoka Lakes"—
"Timagami" and the "Lake of

Bays." Modern hotels— or
"rough" it if you prefer. Any
Grand Trunk Agent will gladly

plan your trip for you.

Illustrated descriptive literature

sent free on request. Apply to

J. QUINLAN,
Bonaventure Station,

MONTREAL. QUE.

C. E. HORNING,
Union Station,

TORONTO. ONT.

Headquarters for Special Quality
Made To Order

FOX NETTING
Heavily Galvanized—After Weaving

Thousands of rolls, all sizes—made from specially

drawn wire and woven with special twists in the
meshes, full guage, best quality spelter. Wire or

mail your orders to the largest dealers in America,
and it will pay you to do it quickly.

1 Brace,McKay & Co., "^""'ted

I
Summerside, P. E. Island

Genuine Diamonds
$1, |2, $3, Weekly
Save money on your Diamonds
by buying from us. We are

Diamond Importers. Terms,
SI, $2 or $3 Weekly. We
guarantee you every advante^e

in Price and Quality.

Write to-4ay for CataloBue. St Is free.

We send Diamonds to any part of Canada '"r inspection
at our expense. Payments may be made Weekly or
Monthly.

JACOBS BROS., Diamond Importers

15 Toronto Arcade - - Toronto, Canada

OZCOY FOLDED.

LURE DUCKS OUT OF THE SKY
byusingour Automatic or Illinois River Folding Decoys
They are the finest decoys ever invented and we euarantea them

against detect. Write lor prices, circuiurs. etc

J. W. REYNOLDS DECOYFACTORY. Chicago. U.S.A.

Had don
Carter- Built Reels

Jim Heddon 2-Piece Rods
Baby Crab and Other Minnows

'Ask the Fish!" ^^^^^
Jas. Heddon's Sons^
, Dowagiac, Mich.
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is necessary. The assistance of all

organizations concerned in the pro-

tection of wild life is essential. In a
country so rich in game animals, it

is surprisingly how few associations

there are of those interested in the
protection of such animals. There
are a few associations of sportsmen
scattered through the Dominion,
but how many of these ever endeavor
actively to promote wild life, con-
servation or exert themselves except
when their immediate interests are

involved? Such associations of

sportsmen should become active cen-
ters of propaganda for wild life con-
servation, not confining themselves
to merely selfish interests but dealing
with the subject in a broad public-
spirited manner. Further, we should
like to see associations of persons
interested in wild life conservation,
both sportsmen and nature-lovers,

organized throughout the country.
The effect of such organizations
would be incalculable^ Not only
would they serve to educate the pub-
lic but they would be able to assist

the governnients in the effectual

enforcement of the game laws.
Where we now have one game pro-
tective or sportsman's association
there should be at least ten. The
possibilities of mutual co-operation
between such associations and the
governments are infinite. In no way
could an endeavour to promote na-
tion-wide effort in the conservation
of wild life meet with greater success
than through the assistance of such
organizations of sportsmen, of guides

and of nature lovers, in a word, of
all who are directly interested in the
adoption and carrjdng out of all

measures that have for their object
the preservation of our wild life

resources.

Time will not permit a further

review of the various directions in

which our fur-bearing and game
animals and wild life generally may
be more successfully conserved by
co-operative effort, not only between
governments but between organiza-
tions and governments. The need
of such nation-wide effort was never
so pressing as it is to-day. We shall

never again have such an excellent
opportunity of attaining by mutual
effort the ends for which we are
individually striving, as we have
now. Everywhere ideas are in a
state of flux and the extent to which
they crystallize out in forms that will

promote the welfare of the country
as a whole will depend upon the
justice of the cause, the weight of

public opinion behind it and the
prescience of our governments. A
great responsibility rests upon those
of us who are endeavoring to form
and guide pubhc opinion and at the
same time are called upon to advise
on the conservation of this and other
resources, but we can discharge our
obligations with a greater degree of

success if we work together with the
same ends in view, and, instead of

limiting our vision by regarding our
problems as local, make our cause
a national one.

F'". V. NVilliams' cover painting, in June
issue of ROD A ND G UN, depiciling a cat

with a robin in it's mouth and standing in a

trio of nestlings, evoked great praise from
contributors to the magazine. The story

that accompanies the painting is entitled

Nimrod and may be found on page 35. We
are taking the liberly of publishing two of the

letters received, (omnieiuiing the cat exter-

mination campaign:

"FELIDAE vs. AVES"
A LriTLl'; HIHI) TOLD MK, in a way

I will not reveal, thai, if we humans do not

co-operate for the protection against cats,

the awe inspiring carol of the Whip-poor-will,

the merry chirping of the Song Sparrow or

the throaty warble of the Robin will soon be

only memories of our LLttle Feathered Bro-

thers.

It is estimated that there are 2,500,000

cats in Canada—perhaps twice that many and
practically all of these cats gain part of their

living by hunting. Vagrant cats, abandoned

cats, surplus cats and cats gone wild, form

probably the most dangerous destructive

force, when their numbers are considered,

that insectivorous and game birds have to

cope with.

The New York State "Cat Law" of 1918,

provides that "any person over the age of
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Mr. V. E. Germain, Mont-
real, and 42i4_ lb. Musky
caught with Rush Tango
Minnow — "Field and
Stream" and Rush
Tango 1918 Prize
winner.

.^\\uuiuiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiniiiiiimuiuiiiiii(iiiiitniiiii(iiimiiiiiiiiw/^

I
Rush

I Tango Minnov^
^3 At your dealers or sent direct post-paid—stamps or money
^ order. "Regular," "Junior,*' "Weedless Midget"

^

^ and **S. O. S. Tango" models each

::z Set of assorted colors and models
ZZ All models patented and guaranteed.

f J. K. RUSH, S. A. & K. Bldg., Syracuse, N.

Y

%lllllll|l||llll!MI!llltlllllllllll\l!l!<!|i'UIH!);tini!iinM)Ilinilll!U\^^

em Like This! i

You surely can. Thousands of

professionals, amateurs, women
and children are making record

catches of all kinds of game fish

trelling or casting with all models

of my Rush Tango Minaow.

They're the liveliest baits that

float. They wiggle, dive and

swim like a minnow in action.

The Tangoes get the big ones

—

Bass, Pickerel, Pike, Muscallunge,

Lake Trout and Brook Trout.

A Wizard for casting.
Swims On Surface with life-

like motion. Can be made
to wif/gle under surface.

THE INTERNATIONAL

Kerosene Gas Burner
Makes Cooking a Pleasure in Your Home or Camp

No Ashes \No Dirt No Wet Wood No Hunting for Fuel

Just turn a valve, light a match, and presto, you have a hot, concentrated
flame. In five minutes you have intense heat right where you want it.

Burns ordinary coal oil. So simple in operation a child can use it with
absolute safety.

Save time, temper and money; Get a

stove that's always at your service.

Write for Descriptive Matter and
Price List

%., National Burners, Limited
W< Main 1278. 114-16 Jarvis Street, TORONTO
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21 years who is the holder of a valid hunting

or trapping license may, and it shall be the

duty of a game protector or other peace

officer to, humanly destroy a cat at large

found hulnting or killing any bird protected

by law or with a dead bird of any species

protected by law in its possession; and no

action for damages shall be maintained for

such killing."

I would suggest, in view of the fact that

some people prize their cats, that a small

tax be levied on each cat and that it be

compulsory that they have a tag attached

that they have to carry during the months of

May, June and July, and all cats not having

this tag be "open season" for the catapulet, the

.22 rifle or other means of destruction. This

^^^ll protect the house cat or pet belonging to

people who care for them and at the same

time get rid of a lot of "stiays."

There is no doubt that cats are responsible

for a large part of the destruction of our

feathered friends—go out into the country

any day and roam the fields of young grain

and verdured pasture and you will see the—— sneaking through the grass in

search of birds—any kind will do—Bobolinks,

Orioles, Thrushes, Tanagers, or a Ruby
Throated Humming Bird so when it is a

question of which shall it be, birds or cats. I

would say "a bas Mr. Thomas Cat."

"Old Doc. Hemlock."

As an ardent supporter of Rod and Gun, I

have read with great interest, a story in the

June number written by Mr. F. V. Williams.

His remarks, written as they are in story form

regarding the habits of the common house cat

are only too true.

I consider from my own observations and
I have had many chances of proving the

statements I make, that the house cat is the

worst enemy the birds have and when a cat

has learned the habit of climbing trees, to

kill the nestlings, to satisfy his cruel instinct,

and not necessarily his hunger, (as a well fed

cat will still continue the habit) he is fit for

nothing, and should be mercifully put out of

the way. There is not a question of doubt

that our song birds and others are slowly but

surely decreasing in numbers, year by year,

and I fear no contradiction when I say that

the house cat is mainly responsible, as nearly

every country house contains a cat, and in

many cases two or three and even more, and
while the average cat is not a success as a

destroyer of rats or mice I would suggest

in order to control the indiscriminate breeding

of cats, that the Government tax them the

same as dogs. And why not? This would
not only give the birds a chance, but would
help to eliminate the worthless cats which are

doubtless in the great majority.

R. M. Thompson.

With all his knowledge, Shakespeare mis-

sed the mark when he spoke of the "harmless

necessary cat." Harmful and unnecessary

would be nearer the truth. Dr. A. K. Fisher,

of the United States Biological Survey, rec-

kons that the cats of New York State alone

kill three and a half million birds every year;

another statistician figures the damage that

the cats of the whole country do as more than a

hundred million dollars' worth. They also

keep down the number of game birds by
catching their young, and so interfere greatly

with sport. Remedy—abolish the cat.

BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS IN CANADA
"With a view to greater expansion in the

Canadian field the Birmingham Small Arms
Co.Ltd., of Birmingham, lingland, has opened

offices in Montreal at 211 Beaver Hall Hill

under the management of Mr. F. E. Fraser,

late Captain Royal Air Force.

The B. S. A. will carry a slock of rifles and
shot guns in Montreal. The factory arc doing

their utmost to resume peace time production

and expect to make delivery in July of their

Bolt Action and Model 12 Target .22 Hides,

as well as B. S. A. Air Rifies. These Rilles

should be available in Montreal the latter

end of August."

OF INTEREST TO FOX BREEDERS
Now that the heroes of the Expeditionary

Force have returned from overseas, re-

newed interest is being shown in outdoor

life. This is particularly true of fox

breeding, both for profit and pleasure.

The well known firm of fox breeders' supplies,

Messrs. Brace, McKay & Co. Ltd. of Summer-
side, P.E.I, have received numerous enquiries

from ail parts of Canada regarding fox netting

and sundries. This enlcrprising firm claims

to be the largest of its kind in Canada and

judging from its high class quality of goods and

service, it is not hard to understand the rea-

son for this claim.
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MARBIFS ™JI^s
IDEAL for setting tents. Mazing a trail, cutting firf^wood. etc.

Really indispensable in camp and woods—and on motoring
trips. No 2 axe, as illustrated, has steel handle. lead-linea

folding guard and solid steel blade

—

2^i x 4 inches. Weighs but
20 ozs. Total length U inches. Price $2.75.

MARBLE'S HUNTING KNIVES
are famous the world over for quality of material and workman-
ship. Every sportsman needs one. Made in a dozen different
styles for both amateurs and experts. Curved blade knife at
right, with leather handle, is only SI. 65. Straiglit blade knife
has stag handle and retails at $2.'J5, Others up to S5.50.

SOLD BY DEALERS EVERYWHERE. Write for Catalog
showing Marble's 60 Specialties for Sportsmen.

581 Delta Avenue
Gladstone, MichMARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO.

FOR SALE KIT BAGS RA.F. STORES
Slightly used, but in good condition, ^^ade of heavy Khaki Duck, Cord and Gromnett

fastener. Size, 10 ins. diameter at bottom, 23 ins. deep, top to bottom.

SPECIAL PRICE TO CLEAR, 50c DELIVERED
Discounts in Quantities. EVERY SPORTSMAN CAN USE THESE

THED.PIRECO.
THE RELIABLE SPORTING GOODS SHOP

123 KING ST. E., TORONTO

LTD.

HOTEL

VAN RENSSELAER^
Eleventh Street, by Fifth Avenue

NEW YOKK
KNOTT MANAGEMENT

Situated in the coolest and quietest part of New
York. Directly in the Washington Square Section.

Near the terminus of the popular Fifth Ave. busses.

The town residence of prominent business and pro-
fessional men and their families.

MINIMUM PvATES BY THE DAY:
Single Room ( I person)

Double Room (2 persons)

t4.00 wiih meaU
$2.00 \A/ithout meals

J7.00 wiih meals

$3.50 wiihoui meals

Special weekly rales for families.

An miercstmg illusirated booklet sent free.

JOHN HARRIS
Manager



CANADIAN INDIANS ON THE WAR PATH JULY
1ST and 2ND.

Niagara-on-the-Lake Tournament a Brilliant
Success.

The sun was slowly sinking liice a ball of golden fire

into the azure blue of Lake Ontario. It was Dominion
Day at Niagara-on-thc-Lake and after a day of cele-
bration, all was still. In the distance a whip-poor-will's
plaintive call could be clearly distinguished but this

only accentuated the silence of the stilly eventide.
The summer residents and tourists at the Queen's
Royal Hotel were sitting in groups of twos and threes
on the verandah and around the promenade when
suddenly the silence was shattered with a blood curd-
ling yell that thrilled the silent listeners. This was
followed in quick succession by others even more
blood-curdling — "Whoopeeee- -Whoopeeee-e-e-e-e-e
Waugh. Waugh." The audience were astonfahed
to witness the sudden appearance of not one, but a
Score of wild, wild Indians in full war paint. They
followed the lead of iheir Council of Chiefs and were
soon gliding toward their encampmeiit doing the
tortuous Snake Dance. The bewildered on-lookers
were treated to some real thrills when the braves spied
sojne "paleface squaws" and proceded to make loving
advancesin approved Indianfashion.
For the enlightenment of the uniniated we might

explain that this was annual costume event of the
Canadian Indians who each year return to defightfol
Niagara-on-the-lakc to "bust" the clay birds, give the
family an outing, and incidentally renew their youth.
It was a success from the first "Pull" on July 1st to the
last "Broke" on the evening of the 2nd. " Beautiful
weather greeted the shooters and the unexcelled accom-
odation of the Queen's Royal Hotel along with tlie

splendid traps and the efficient work of the Secretary.
Mr. George H. Cashmore, made a memorable TouTna-
mcnt that will long remain as a pleasing memory with
not only the shooters themselves but the fortunate
relatives and friends that were in attendance.
The attendance of Indians was not as large as in

former years owitig to the signing of the Peace terms
being celebrated in numerous places. However,
any deficiency in numbers was made up by the en-
thusiasm displayed by the remainder.
The targets were perfect and the shooting was up

to the average. In one case however, the appearance
of some fair bathers in the foreground caused a slump
in the official scores and the sfiootcr in question was
reminded of the incident several timcsduringtheday.
George Vivian of Toronto, of "Are you Red I^ve?"

fame, (lid some very clever shooting in the doubles.
Shooting with his I';nglish "barrel over barrel' trap
gun he (linchcil on one bird, pulled over to the other,
llinched and then smashed it and finally sighted the
first bird and killed it as it was dropping out of sight
into Lake Ontario. The spectators showed Iheir
approval of this (|uick work in no uncertain fashion.
When it came to costumes \V. Hughes of Toronto,

made the other Indians look like iialefaces. As one
spectator remarked. Rilly Hughes would fool a Hudson
Hay factor in that make-up."

"Genial " George Dunk with the splendid Dominion
Cartridge 'lent for spectators was on hand as usual and
like Nelson Long, the target man was in constant
demand by the shooters. At the annua! meeting
the election of officers took place with the following
results;

High Chief. Kred W. Walson of Hamilton; 'Vice High
Chief. Walter I*. Thompson; High Scribe. George 11.
Cashmore of Toronto.

In the Henry llitit trophy o[jen to f'anadian Indians
in costume, liiii I'avnc of Tillsonburg and 11. W.
Coocy of Toronto, tied at 18. In the shoot-off Payne
Huceeedcfl in \^iiirHng the trophy.

S. S. Hopkins of Lewiston, N.Y, defe.'itefl .Mm Payne
of Tillsonburg in a shoot-olT after both had lied for high
gun in the High Chief Special Handicap.
The splendid solid silver trophy presented by the

Queen's no,\ al I Intel to tlio best five man team was won
by Hamilton this year.

S-G- Vance of Tillsonburg. Eastern Canada's repre"
sentative at the American championships at Chicago
this month won the Toronto Cup as winner of the
grand aggregate in all regular events breaking 342 out
of .S50.

The scores are as follows ;

1st Day 2nd Day
Shot at 150 200

C. G. Choate, Hamilton 135
F.C.Healy, Toronto 139 191
C. D. Henline, Bradford, Pa 141 193
B.B.Stroud, Bradford, Pa 11.5 172
S.S. Hopkins, Lewiston, N.Y 135 193
W.H.Gooderham, Toronto 141 195
Dr. G. R. Crann, Gowganda 121 174
E. Corlev, Welland 123
G.T. Runchy.Welland... 129 190
VV.H. Singer. St. Catharines., , 132 178
M.E.Goodale, Hamilton. 130 184
H. W. Cooev, Toronto 87 184
W.Fenton, Toronto 1.31 179
R.W. Glover, London 137
A. S. Noteman, St. Catharines 123
A. KWismer, St. Catharines , ,, 139
P.R. Dealtrv.Dunnville ,,, 122
C. M. Rogers, Welland, Ont 122
James Stewart. Niagara Falls, On t HI
Frank Stewart,Niagara Falls 123
G. H. Smith, Port Colborne 72
P. J. Boothe. Toronto 128 177
W. S Lansing, Niagara-on-the-Lake 122
C. H.Lloyd, Niagara-on-the-Lake 122
R. G. Dawson, Virgil 130
W. O. Niven, Niagara-on-the-Lake 126
P. Morgan, Toronto 120 1/3
J. Payne, Tillsonburg 138 184
J. D.'McCurdy, Sydney, N.S,. 132 167

J. Vance, Tillsonburg 136 183

S.G. Vance, Tillsonburg 145 197

A. Parnicter. Bartonville. . .

.

Ill

M.E. Fletcher. Hamilton 109
A. S Glover, Hamilton 89
A.Woodruff. St. Catharines 60 43
P. Friend. Hamilton IM 166

J. Gomph, Hamilton 139 181
C.O.Onslau,Niagara-on-the-Lake 116
A.J. Colborne. Toronto 98
G. R. Galvin, Y'oungstown, N.Y 176
W.D.O'Loane, St. Thomas 17.5

Mrs. W. D. O'Loane, St. Thomas 175
E J. Marsh, Toronto 146
E.Wright, Buffalo 174
W.B.Elliott, St. Catharines. IBS

Vv'.G.Pow. Tillsonburg 1'24 165

xG.M. Dunk, Toronto 133 181

W.S Edwards, Toronto. .. 131 1/3
W. Hughes. Toronto 13] 178
G.Anstee, Toronto. . ,

135 185

D. McNeil, Rranltord 135 184
W. Barnes, Hamilton, ,

.

113 187

F. Watson, 1 lamilton. .
129 182

W. Thomson, Hamilton 140 189
C.Thomson, Hamilton 131 183

W. Root, Dunnville 136 175

G. L. Vivian, Toronto 137 197
H.W.Honsberrv. Jordan Station 132 180
H.H.Connor, Auburn, NY 130 164

X Denotes professional,

TRAPSHOm INC RULE BOOKS ARE READY

The revised trapshooting rules, brought up to meet
present dav conditions, have been put in book form by the

American Trapshooting Association. These books are

now ready for distribution. Sport.snien who de.sirc a

cnjiy of the rules can secure same by addressing the

American Trapshooting Association, IfiO Fourth avenue
New Yoik.

LARGE REPRESENTATION TO GO TO CHICAGO

A large number of Western Canacia shooters have
signified their intention of going to the Grand American
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NEW .280 Copper Tube Ross Cartridges. .256 Newton Cartridges

GOODS We expect during the next few weeks, SAVAGE RIFLES, all calibres,^^wa^w ^Q^ jj^ STOCK—REMINGTON RIFLES, Model 12A, .22 calibre.
iSi WRITE FOR SPECIAL PRICES

STOCK For Your Summer Outing Provide Yourself With Pike Equipment
THE RELIABLE SPORTING GOODS f

"

e^^ORDER YOUR EXHIBITION TENT NOW

'""DJ^KEGS
^i^-*.

FISHING TACKLE. SPORTING GOODS AND BOAT HARDWARE

128 Km« St. B.«

HAND CAST BULLETS
And hand loaded shells are almost invariably used by expert shooters.
They give more accurate results than factory loaded ammunition and
the saving in cost is considerable. Write to-day and send us the name
and caliber of your rifle or revolver.

IDEAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
264 MEADOW STREET NEW HAVEN, CONN.

This is JOHN HENRY, who borrowed an ITHACA Single which im-
proved his shooting so much he won the Grand American Handicap in

1918. HENRY PENDERGAST, with another ITHACA, was second.
CHARLES LARSON won the Grand American Handicap with

an ITHACA the previous year. In 1918 ITHACAS won 15 State
championships, the amateur championship of all Canada, the
championship of the Philippine Islands, amateur champion-
ship of all New Englcmd, long run record of the United Stales
for the past 10 years, long run record of the Pacific coast for
all time and many more State, United States and world's
records. Any man can break more targets with an ITHACA.

Catalog FREE. Singles. $107.11, including war tax,
and up. Doubles, $34.78, including war tax, and up.

Dent's Condition Pills
A marvelous tonic for 'dogs that are all out of sorts, run down, thin and unlhrifty
with harsh staring coat, matcratcd eyes and high colored urine. There is nothing to

equal them for distemper, mange, eczema and debilitating diseases. You will notice
the difference after a few doses. At druggists or by mail, fifty c

, iiinuij^. ci-v-iiiti diiu uuuiiitUllII^ UlSiCilSCS. lUU will iiuvn-c

^ doses. At druggists or by mail, fifty cents. The Dent
Medicine Company. Toronto, Canada and Newburiih. N.V. A practical treatise

on dogs and there training, 160pp. fully iiin*;*riipri miitnH em- i(V tn iii rxiotnmorcllustrated mailed for lOc to all customers-

CHAMPION
DOG BISCUIT

Keeps your dogs in perfect con-
dition. A perfectly balanced food of meat,
v.heat and cereals. Unexcelled. 50-lb. con-
tainers and baps for kennel use. Also5-lb.
cartons for individual owners. Send (or simple,
prices and our book on care and i"c<?dirg of dogs.

CHAMPrON ANIMAL FOOD CO., Minnespotis. Mmnesnli

••Catch Fish Worth Fishing For"

Use the TEMPTER Bait

Patent Pending

FREE TO EVERY ANGLER
who uses it, a prize, value $4.50
WRITE For Full PARTICULARS
BAITS, 75c EACH, Any Color.

J. W, REYNOLDS DECOY FACTORY
CHICAGO, U.S.A.



'E. C. T. A. Championship, Toronto ; and Canadian Indians, Niagara

1. Dr. G. G. Gordon, Prc»., and Controller R. H. Cameron, Hon. Pres. Toronto Gun Club. 2. Ottawa
rvpresentativcH at the K. C. T. A. championships. Standing, left to right, J. J. Heney, Dr. W. R.
Winters. G. J. O'Connor; sittinfi, left to riftht, (;eoritc liasdalc, VV. J. Corby, H. (irahani, W. D. Monk.
J. W. Barnes of llamllion. 4. •(;enlar' Georde Dunk of Toronto. 5. J. A. McRobb of Rrantford.
t. -Sam Vance and Jim Payne of Tlllsonburit. 7. "Heap much braves" In front of tepee after sundown
dance. 8. Two of the fair visitors, Miss Watson of Hamilton and Miss Healy of Toronto. 9. Georile
Vivian of Toronto. 10. Walter Thompson of Hamilton and W. Hufthcs of Toronto.
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Handicap Tournament to be held at the South Shore
Country Club. Chicago, III. August to 15th inclusive.
The name is somewhat of a misnomer as there is onl y one
handicap event, that being the Grand American Handicap
which ^iU be shot on the closing day. S. G. Vance of
Tillsonburg. is the Eastern Canada champion, who along
with the winner of the Western Canada championship
will officially represent the Dominion. Some fifteen

other shooters from Ontario have signified their intention
of attending this great Tournament ana when one consid-
ers S. G. Vance's percentage of .9300, breaking 1116 out
of 1200, and Joe Jenning's wonderful score at New York,
there is no doubt that the Maple Leaf boys will number
with the high guns in each event.

TORONTO EXHIBITION SHOOT
The Canadian National Exhibition Tournament will

be held on August 26, 27, 28. 29 on the Exliibition grounds
which rank among the best in Canada This Tourna-
ment always meets with wonderful success and according
to the .shooters that have signified their intention of
attending this year, the shoot should be even more popu-
ar than ever.

HAMILTON GUN CLUB.
Although the attendance at the Hamilton Gun Club on

Saturday afternoon was smaller than usual, on account of
the rain, the scores in the Merchandise events ran ve y
close.

In A class ISI. E. Fletcher set the pace with 24 and won
the merchandise prize, while N. Long was right behind him
with 23. J. Gomph and E. Harris were tied in third
place with 22.

A. Parmcnter and H. Smith tied for the lead in B class
with 21, but o^^ang to the rain instead of shooting off the
tie they flipped the coin and A. Parmenter won the toss.
J. H. Newman. \V. \V. LviingStone and Dr. Greene were
next with 20 each

.

N. S. Braden and A. Glover shared the honors in C
class, wtih 20 each, and on the toss N. S. Braden was the
lucky one. P. Friend was next with 16.
On the afternoon's shooting M. E. Fletcher was high

with 24 out of 25. N. Long tiad a very creditable score,
having broken 102 out of 110. M. E" Goodale and E.
Harris each broke 64 out of 75.
The scores were:

Shot at Broke.
P.Friend 75 53
E.Harris .. 75 64
J. Gomph . 75 61
A. Parmenier . 75 54
J.Moyer 75 41
J. Hunter 50 42
M.E. Goodale. 75 64
A.Glover 50 41
N.Long 110 102
H.Smith

. 50 35
J.H.Newman. .. 50 36
N.S. Braden . 50 41
W.W. Livingstone . .50 38
G.Stioud 75 53
Dr. Greene . '75 61
A.Smith

. 50 30
M.E.Fletcher

. 25 24

INDIANS DEFEAT HAMILTON.

Hamilton, June 21.—The teamrace between the Ham-
ilton Gun Club and Canadian Indians for tlicir Hag,
proved of great interest, and as a result a bumper
crowd of shooters and spectators were one hand to
witness the contest, which was well worth seeing, as
some excellent scores were put up.

Six men were picked from each club, each man shoot-
ing at 50 targets and at tho finish the Indians had won
out with a total of 2S1. against 276 for Hamilton.
For the Indians F. W. Watson and George Cashmore
were best, both having broken 49 out of 50; E. Sturt
being next with 47. W. Gooderham and G. M. Dunk
each tallied 46, while T. Healey got 44.

W. Barnes and Geo. Beattie were high for Hamilton
with 48 out of 50 and N. Long was right behind with
47. C. Graham broke 45 out of his 50, while J. Hunter
and H. Lennox each got 44

Geo. Cashmore, of Toronto, had the high average for
the afternoon, having hung up the tidy score of 97
out of 100. and W. Barnes with 48 out 50 was next.
Geo. Beattie got 71 out of his 75 and W. Gooderham,
of Toronto, broke 94 out of 100.

The scores were;

R. Douglas
N.Long
M.E.GoodaK-,
G. Beattie. .

.

B. Smith
N. Long
P.Friend
A. Glover. .

.

J. Mover
N.S.Brader
A.Bates
C. Graham
H. Lennox
D. Konkle
J. Crooks
J. Gomph
F.W. Watson
M.E.Fletcher.
J. Hunter
W. W. Livingstone
J. J.Cline
E.Sturt
Dr. Greene
E. Harris
T. Gardiner.

.

G. Stroud
G. M. Dunk
W. Gooderham.

.

B.J. Pearce
Geo. Cashmore. .,

J. Healey
R. H. Kretchman.
C.Syer
W. Barnes
A. Parmenter
B. Horning

Shot at.
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Electric Starting and Lighting

jSJ^O car has a better starting and
•^ lighting system than that now

available to purchasers ofFord Cars.

It is a Ford product, built into the

motor

—

—a positive starter as reliable as

the motor itself:

—a powerful lighting system,

uniform under all engine speecb.

On the open models—TouringCars

andRunabouts—it is OPTIONAL
EQUIPMENT.
On closed cars—Sedans and

Coupes— it is STANDARD
EQUIPMENT.
On all models the Ford Standard

Magneto also provides ignition

independent of the batteries.

See the Ford car with this new

equipment.

Ford Runabout ?66o; Touring ^690

On open models the Electric Starting and Lighting

Equipment is ^100 extra.

Coupe ?975; Sedan ?ii75 (dosed model prices in-

clude Electric Starting and Lighting Equipment).

These prices are F. O. B. Ford, Ont. and do

not include the War Tax. 1 1

5

1'!^^'

s\

•~^^ <^^ OF CANADA. UMITEO. ^
ONTARIO
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No. 1—Canadian Natural History Photos

BonNycastle Dale .

Mule 4oon at lacking Laddie Jr. and I. The female and the two babies were a

few yards away w.ilchini; him. He always swerved in a curve, coming within about
a half a canoe's UaigUi his great rul)y eyes stuck out like lanterns and his green
head and neck pulled out with rage.
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Our Old Elusive Friend the Black Duck

Written and Illustrated bv Bonistyc^stle Dale

WE have tried all our lives to

classify this big sly duck. It

breeds so true to form that
we long ago gave up calling it an off-

shoot from the Mallard. Yes! It

is called the Black Mallard, but for

what reason? Did you ever note a

female Black Duck, or a male Black
Duck in the flock passing overhead

—

No!—Why? Because, it is the only
duck of the various thirty odd ducks
that nest in Canada that has no
sex distinguishing marks. Many
writers say you can tell the male
from the female by the bill being
unclouded. Others by the general
look of the bird, others again—and
these come nearest being correct—by
the notes and calls. Truly the female
is usually the garrulous one, the male
generally using only one or two gut-
teral "quacks," but how about the
growing youngsters? No one can
tel! the sexes by the calls then. There
is only one way to surely tell the male
from the female in this spurious
breeds-dissect them.

.Just bj^ accident a flood of light

was thrown upon the probable an-
cestry' of this rare bird, a bird without
the male's gaudy plumage in the
mating season. In the Southern
States they have been bothered by the
Northern flight of the Mallard; and
also by the Southern flight of the
Florida Duck—thus leaving many of

these states without Mallards in

summertime. To overcome this they
made the experiment of breeding the

Mallard with the Florida; and the
odd result was a spurious duck;
without the full markings of either
parent ; but with some of each—AND
THE MALE MARKED EXACTLY
LIKE THE FEMALE.
Only in imagination can we see the

parents of the Black Duck, without
doubt the Mallard was one—and I

am utterly at sea as to the other.

The main breeding grounds of this

Black Mallard seem to be in Labrador,
extending through all the settled

parts of Quebec and Ontario into
parts of the Prairie Provinces; but
not crossing the Rockies—as I have
shot in a great many places along the
Canadian Pacific R. R. on the Coast
and have neverseen a Black Mallard

—

but remember it will be only a few
years before it will find its way down
the rivers that empty into the Pacific

Ocean; as the Canvas Backs and the
Red-heads have within my memory.

It has been our supreme delight
to hunt this wary chap in most of

his widely scattered grounds. This
is the old tima "Black Enghsh Duck"
of Florida long before our time.
"Black Mallard" you will hear it

called all through the tier of Central
and Western States, but "Dusky
Duck," "Dusky Mallard," and
"Black Duck" are the prevailing
names in the North. Western writers
seem to ignore it; or to call it "The
Mottled Duck." In fact if you look
it up you will find modern writers
ignore it as too difficult to classify

—
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Leg amputated, bird ready to be released

Hornaday in The American Natural
Histon,^ does not even mention this

bird although its head is pictured^
the second most widely distributed

in America—of course the daddy of

all our domestic ducks—the Mallard
—comes first.

Again some writers classify the
black Duck as divided into obscura
(dusky) and rubripes (red legged).

All I can say on this point is that

among the thousands I have observed,
or killed for the camp table, the legs

were indiscriminately bufTy, yellow,
olive green, reddish yellow, and quite
red, looking to me as if in the same
family several of the youngsters had
differently coloured stockings. Men
familiar with Ihc i)ird in Labrador do
not dwell upon lis having particularly
red legs. I have wondered if the
water they puddle around in could
causB this odd red shade. I know of

certain mineral pools that might do
this—but this is only conjecture

—

Another thing wo have tried to study
all our lives is,—do the wild fowl
drive out, or ignore, or illlroal in-

jured wild fowl?
I have seen (locks of lordly Can-

vasbacks and Redheads drive out
Surf Ducks, these were uninjured
birds, Ihcv drove them out in a

regular run-the-gauntlet-style, each
group pecking and flapping at the
passing flock of surviving surfs. I

have always found the injured alone
along the bogs and in the marshes,
especially when they were wingtipped,
or with legs broken. And, to our
great astonishment we find every
fall, numbers of Redheads and a few
Canvasbacks moping and hiding
along the edges of the bog. If we by
mistake knock one of these down
when it jumps we pick up a perfect
skeleton, and as these come from the
early regular migration southward
of these birds, the Indians fMississ-
aguas of Rice Lake) call these
"Marsh Redheads" or "consump-
tives."

I have found numbers of injured
birds \n. the great flocks that raft

in the centre of the lake; but in

every case these are bodystruck
birds; making it impossible for the
flock to distinguish them as cripples
and drive them away.

Again, each Spring, we find num-
bers of Whistlewings, many more
males than females, slowly dying
all along the shores of Rice Lake.
With these we find a lesser number of

Bluebills—these I place in the natural
death rate column, but we do marvel
at the great majority of males; can
this be caused by a greater number of

females being killed on the great
migration? They are more trust-

ful and not as wary^ as the males.

My assistant, Laddie Jr, often
brings me in these poor dying things,

never can we get them to feed, just

a drink of water is all they crave, and
the pallid bills and inside of the
mouths tell me of senility. A little

joke hinges here. The boy paddled
away 'one day on Natural History
thoughts intent, aiming to pick up and
bring in to me anything he could
catch, so he sneaked silently along
the edges of the Indian Reservation
pursuing and catching anything he
coultl come up with. Later he saw a
little motor launch being steered along
in the path he had come. With
remarkable persistency it followed

every turn he took and at last, with
a yii'ious "put, put, put" of the engine
artd a quick Hashing of the oars, it
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started right across a narrow bay
after him. The lad kept on about
his business and just wondered. The
two men were making an awful spurt
and finally arrived breathless at

the stern of Laddie's wandering canoe.
Now as both the lad and I are out

in all seasons and not any too careful

of just what sweaters or hunting
clothes we throw on, and as the
Spring Sun had given us both an
excellent—guaranteed to wash jib-

way tiiit—the Game Warden with
the water disturber at his stern, nat-

urally took the youngster as a mem-
ber in full standing of the Indian
tribe and consequently a breaker'of
the fish laws; "Got any fish?" he
thundered. Of course the lad smiled,
he knew we always obey all the game
laws—just then the eagle eye of the
warden alighted on the lad's Natural
history collection—and he was a bit

puzzled; there were the wild ducks
all right but they were all alive;

sitting contentedly in the bow—and
never a gun in sight. Soon I saw
th? little rowboat "put-put-put" away
from Laddie, and the boy had a
great laugh when he got back to

camp. I sent a nice note out to the
warden; they all have instructions
not to interfere with my work. You
see we never take out a collector's

permit ; as we always return things to

their native element, in as good or
better shape than we received them—
whereby hangs a tale.

My assistant did a bit of trapping
in the spring about our mid-marsh
island and was unfortunate, as are
all the trappers, in catching a few
poor birds and wee animals who will

get caught in the cruel traps. No!
I can propose no remedy for this,

and I have tried.

"Oh! I've caught a poor black
duck!" Laddie, Jr., called out one
day as he came into camp. "And
I've broken its poor leg," he lamented.

Together we examined the tremb-
ling bird—its clear big brown eyes
searched every movement. I handed
the lad the knife and nodded, nothing
for it but amputation and as I am
teaching him to do all these things
unaided he turned to the canop and
I seized th? camera. He trussed

You're free—go ! Black duck leaving there
in a hurry.

his bird correctly and a few merciful
passes and the mangled leg was
severed, and a swift immersion in the
cold water stopped the bleeding,
then he held it up—and I snapped a
bit too soon (I can catch a bird be-
tween his hands and the water with
the focal-plane shutter) the bird
dived right beneath the surface from
his hands. Remember the big fool

black ducks have at times to live

on the discarded fragments from the
flocks of diying ducks—because it

cannot dive,* at least it very rarely
does, but wound one and it instantly
becomes a past master in the art of
diving.

This was in April 1918. All the
spring and summer months we were
busy with our cameras and our
war gardens, so it was not until the
September shooting that we returned
to our tight little isle in the Indian
Reservation. Many the glorious
"shot" we saw arise out of the wild
rice and snapped it with our fast

cameras instead of with our guns.
The intense pleasure of the "sneak"
up to birds is just as thrilling as it is

if we were going to kill instead of

picture them, and I think if my
camera was sentient it would sav
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[i^l) The female of the black duck with only one
leg—see the broken bone sticking up.

"shoot" when I throw it up to take a
picture, as really I do feel as if it

were the gun sometimes. You see

the lad always has his decoys set off

the point of Migration Camp and
even when he is eating he can get
his pictures, for a string runs from
the trigger of the concealed camera,
fifty yards distant; to our frugal table.

So one day after the shooting season
had opened I left him on the
point and went back to our own little

private pondhole behind the island.
'

The wind blew towards me and I

crept to the edge unheard and unseen—Yes! there was one! A big black
duck sunning itself on the far edge

of the pond. Slowly I raised myself
erect, not fast enough though as
the bird was in the air before I was up,
but I centered it and down it fell. I

retrieved it in the "sieve," that we
keep on the pond's edge and fondly
call a canoe, and walked back proudly
towards Laddie Jr.

I made a motion to change my
grip on the one leg of the bird to the
other and—dropped it; there was no
other. Then I sat down and exam-
ined that bird. It had only one leg.

I thought it might be the bird we
had caught in the trap five months
ago, but there are lots of other men
who mercifully amputate hanging
legs of trapped birds; so I continued
my way towards camp undecided to
its identity.

"I heard you shoot," called the
lad, "what did you get?"
"A friend of yours I think; come

and see." Together we examined
that bird

"Yes, it's the veiy same one. See
on the other foot, in the web, is th^
gash where my knife slipped and
knicked (it," said the boy.

Satisfied as to its identity he step-
ped on the tiny wharf where we had
pictured the- bird in April, when the
ice was floating in huge fields all

about the lake and again I snapped
it. I am sorry I did not get better
focus, as he stuck the stump of the
leg up in the air.

Just one other thought—did the
semi-crippled condition of that bjrd
prevent its mating, or rather prevent
it resuming its mate, as this bfeed
is mated in April. Its solitary posi-
tion, especially after several days
of intense firing all about the reserva-
tion leads me think that even birds
as slightly crippled as this one are

abandoned and shunned by the heal-

thy members of the flock.

Mirror Duck Blinds

Edward T. Martin

AS the duck shooting season grows
old, and the deep water birds
arrive from the North and begin

to show on the bays and fresh water

lakes, the question of blinds becomet
an important one.

Where there is a six or eight foot

rise and fall of tide, the usual form
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ef timber blind seems hard to im-
prove on. Yet it is of a kind that

the ducks soon learn to avoid and
shy from—the motion of the skifY in

the lower section of the blind attract-

ing their notice, and its pounding
against the frame work serving to

alarm them.
A floating blind is too unsteady in a

sea-wa^- and may break from its

moorings and turn up missing when
most needed.
A fairly good blind of this type can

be made out of old water boilers

—

the galvanized iron cylinders used
to heat water with a kitchen range,

for household purposes. They are
of the right length when set crosswise
to support the timbers of a platform.
When put to the use for which

they were made, il a leak develops no
way has yet been found to make
repairs sufficiently strong to stand
the pressure, but as a float for use in.

a duck ])lind the leaks can be plugged
so that the clyinders, four or five to a
blind, will answer admirably, form-
ing, W'ith the platform in place,

a regular life craft on which a brush
bliiid can be built roomy enough to

conceal both the hunter and his skiff.

Of course the correct way of bay
shooting is from a battery, such as is

used by gunners on the Chesapeake

—

a cofTin-like affair, protected by wrings

from the wash of the waves, in which
a gunner lies flat and shoots as the
ducks work to his decoys.
A contrivance of this sort has

rarely been seen on the U. S. Coast and
never so far as I know in Canadian
waters.

Years ago, nothing of the kind was
needed to get plenty of ducks, and
later, it has not paid to go to so much
trouble and expense to kill the twen-
ty-five which is about the maximum
permitted an^^vhere.

The record for one gunner in a
day, shooting from a battery, was
made in Eastern Maryland, and was
500 ducks, mostly canvasbacks.
These birds were selling then at five

and six dollars the pair, and brought
the gunner from eighteen to twenty-
four dollars a dozen net—a fair day's
work. But the pounding—it was in
tke days of black powder—brought

on congestion of the brain, which
came near proving fatal to the shooter.

In large lakes, or other bodies of
water that are tideless, a barrel staked
firmly down is used, although many
prefer a box, as affording the gunner
more room to handle himself. The
box should be made of half inch pine
lumber, with corner posts of two by
four scantling and a bottom of inch
boards. To make it water tight, all

joints should be white leaded, then
canvas—the inside of which also

has been painted with w^hite lead

—

tacked over the sides and bottom
below the water line. This done,
zinc is nailed over the canvas, and
eveiy joint soldered, as in a bathtub.

If the work is thoroughly done,
this makes a box that water cannot
penetrate, but in certain places along
the Gulf of y.^exko, a small amount of
quicksand will force its way through.

For a large man the best sized box
is thirty-six inches wide, long and
deep, of which twelve inches is left

above the water line, this part hung
with "drift," such as seaweed, or
leaves of wild celery. It is astonish-
ing how much sea such a box will

stand, the real danger being that the
stakes will pull up and the box roll

over and dump the gunner out.

Several experiments have been
made with blinds covered with mir-
rors. That is, boxes, all parts of
which above water are masked by
mirrors.

Under certain conditions this look-
ing-glass business is great stuff.

For example, stake a mirror blind
half a mile from shore, in any body
of \\fater where ducks are feeding, and,
sooner or'later, curiosity will get the
better of the webfoots. From all

sides they will swim to see what
that shining thing is. When they
come near enough, each will see its

own reflection in the glass, and hurry
the more to see what that stranger is

doing there.

They will keep coming until, either
the man in the box raises his head
and frightens them away, or makes
a pot shot with which he bags a
dozen or more. Then his tender
shoves ofT from shore, picks up the
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dead, chases the cripples, and in two
or three hours is called on to do the
same thing over again.

On flight shooting, the glass does
not work as well. The glitter and
shine of the glass which, when the
ducks are swimming, arouses curi-

osity, incites fear—or it may be
caution—when they are flying. They
circle, look down, see the man and
go the other way.

Set on a sand bar on a cloudy day,
when there is no sparkling water to

be reflected, almost perfect results

are obtained. Geese, ducks, peli-

cans, come within easy range, not
quickening their flight until the gun-
ner arises to shoot—then acting
uncertain, as if they could not believe
what they saw, and that a man was
really there.

A glass blind is ,very effective late

in the season after the ducks have all

become educated. They do not shy
from it as from an ordinary bay blind.

It is a new one on them, and however
skittish they may act when flying over,
they certainly will swim in to admire
themselves in the mirrors. Females
only? No, sir! The drakes are just
as vain as the ducks —perhaps
more so. Just as anxious to prink
and preen before a looking-glass as
their better halves. They travel on
their good looks, and as anxious to
appear well as the dudes and dandies
of the human race.

In Canadian lakes though when
there is snow around the banks and
ice on the water, a box painted white
inside and out is as effective as a
looking glass blind, perhaps even
more so. I never used one but once,
then nothing could have answered
better. The water fowl showed ab-
solutely no fear for they imagined
it to be a cake of ice.

A Bear Hunt in Town
Ramrod

THE summer was waning. The
sun cast longer shadows through
the woods. The maze of trees

was once more resplendent" wit Ji a
wealth of glorious color and the
beautiful Indian summer air was
laden with the perfume of the wild
flowers. The ducks would soon be
leaving their northern breeding
grounds for more comfortable quar-
ters in the south, long lines of Canada
geese would soon honk their noisy
way across the sky. I sat and pon-
dered on the God-blessedness of
it all, the sun was nearing its gorgeous
setting, the maples standing out
against the darkening back ground
of the forest in a lavish blaze of
glory, making an indescribable scene
of beauty.

Herrj- pickers had reaped a rich
harvest, there being an unusual abun-
dance of the luscious fruit everywhere,
and many were the happy jaunts we
took out on to the rocky ledges and
the great open spaces, both for the
berries and for the added strength

that follows the life of the great
outdoors. There had been another
visitor to the berry patches that
particular summer in the shape of a
large black bear. One day the wom-
en and children came rushing back
to town minus berries and pails, but
plus a good case of nerves; for days
no one would venture near the bush,
and a little while later a lone angler
was nearly scared stiff upon awaken-
ing from an afternoon nap in the
welcome shade of some bushes, where
he had gone for a rest up, to see bruin
sitting upon his haunches calmly
givi|ig him the "once over" with his

little beady eyes and not fifty feet

distant. The angler, not wishing
for a close-up acquaintance left his

belongings behind, arriving in town
in record time. The news soon spread
and my old hunting pard and myself
took sundry strolls on the off chance
of getting a shot at his bearship, but
better prepared to give him an appro-
priate welcome, or as my pard would
say, "well heeled." We always re-
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turned with the same hat-d luck story,

nothing doing.
"Harr^^ liar-r-ree. Listen."
"Who's that? Well lor the land's

sake, it's Bill. Wher? did you spring
from?"
"Come on, get your gun, there' a

bear down in the diamond."
"There's a which?"
"A bear down in the diamond.

Honest to goodness, a jim dandy."
[• "Say now William, you cut that
out, don't be throwing any of that
stuff around here. I have hunted
j^our bears long enough and I thought
we had passed the kid stage, but you
would wrastle with the chin whiskers
of a bobcat himself to start a breeze.
Do be quiet now and come on in."

"No, honest, listen—mind that
big black devil that's been around
Gull's Lake all summer. Mind the
one that drove the women out'n
the berry patch down past the west
arm and mussed things up most
almighty bad m Ted Taylor's farm
yard. Same hyena, and he is down
in the diamond right now wid a
coat on him that would cover the
floor of Jake Lawson's shanty. Just
before "knock off" time two of the
boys came running down the track
to beat two of a kind, all excited like,

and I gathers the information that
old long toes had been some dis-

turbed at his old tricks and had
took to the diamond. 'We're beating
it for our Tirty-Tirty's,' they says,

'and old Jake is a holding on 'im
in till we gets back?' Wid that I

nips on the wheel and beats it home
and I ain't been more'n three min-
utes arriving. She can't get away
for they'll have her hemmed in on
all sides, for I seen two or thre?
more boys on the way down -and
they mean business. Come on now,
I've got my old ,32 Special and we
can make it down the track in no
time. You'll do just as you are,,

get your gun and come on."

"I'd like awfully well to go, Bill,"

I answered, "but
—

"

"Go and see an\'Avay," said the
wife, "you can be back before dark
anvhow."
that settled it. I lifted the -.30-30

Winchester out of the cabinet, pock-

eted a box of shells, grabbed a pull-

through to take the grease out of the
barrel and we were off. As a matter
of fact I was highly elated at such a
chance to try out my rifle at some-
thing worth while. She was brand
new and I had her beautifully sighted
up—^Lyman rear peep, folding middle
and ivory^ bead front. I had taken
great care of her at target during
the summer, and when I had passed
her as being O.K., could hit an object
the size of an orange five times out
of six at fifty yards offhand. Twen-
ty-six inch octagon barrel with full

magazine—balance—well, when I put
her up I verily believe I could hit a
squirrel in the head at the above
mentioned distance,. What a chance!
Old Bruin at last, and a sure thing.

Let's take the track," remarked
Bill.

We took it. We had no more than
started when two more of the boys
with guns at trail showed up just

ahead, and a kid fe^l in behind with
what looked like a Stevens Favorite
very much the worse for wear.

"Hello,' sonny, you going bear-
hunting too?" I asked him.
"You bet," he replied, grinning

all over his face.

We were soon approaching the
scene of action and Bill had the
whole program mapped out to a
finish even down to skinning.

"I'll take the corner down by that
clump of birches," he remarked, "you
had better stick to the track this

end, and don't be scattering too far

away for he's a mighty slippery
customer, I'm telling you."

"Yes," volunteered th^ kid, "and
she's got cubs wid her!"

"Cubs?" I asked.
"Yes, cubs, two of them," rephed

the kid. "Young Taylor over to the
farm seen 'em go in there this after-

noon."
"Gosh, darn it! Bill, hear that.

Holy doodle, three at a clip," and I

stepped out a bit brisker.

"Didn't I tell you?" said Bill, "I

knowed we would get her before fall,

she got too gol-darned used to the

place to leave it, and she's as bold
as brass."
"Look out." cried the kid at this
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juncture, but it was too late and I

turned just in time to see Bill to-

boganning down the steep side of the
track, hanging on to his beloved .32

Special for all the world as if his life

depended on it. Sometimes he was
sitting up, and sometimes he was
sitting down. Mostly down. He
reached the bottom wrong side up and
lodged against a stout wire fence.

Suffering Smokestacks, d- - -m, bi-

something infinitely worse sifted up-
wards through a clump of grass, and
I had to sit down on the track to

keep my ribs in their right position.

I nearly died, it hurt so, and turning
round I noticed a grin on the kid's

face much like a chink w^ears when
he sells you a meal ticket.

"What's the matter with your face

sonny?" asked Bill between puffs,

kind of peeved like, when he had
reached the lop, and although the

kid didn't answer I could tell by the

look on his face that he was suffering

some. However, the tie Bill hacl

kicked was still in the same place

so there was no harm done.

"Don't you think she is likely

to be ugly with cubs?" I asked be-

tween gasps.

"Ugly—nix
—

" said Bill, "and you
with a new .30-30 all dollied up with
peeps fore and aft. No danger, you
could hold for her ear and gel her
every time." And somehow I felt

more confident. We were now in

sight of the diamond. A large square
of birches, evergreens and shrubs
of all descriptions", it lay in a

natural pocket between the hills,

guarded on two sides by the railroad

track and on the other sides with a
long sloping hill, bare of everything
but loose slide rock and an old woods'
road, By the look of things when we
arrived there was going to be some
mighty interesting happenings in a
few minutes, and somehow the thirty
odd dollars I had sunk in my new
.30-.30 did not seem so much after all.

Gun barrels glinted in the sunlight

here and there as some distant hunter

changed his position, and I thought

to myself we are only just in time to

get a look in. And supposing the

bear took a notion to make a break

at the other end. But I quit suppos-
ing for ju^ at that moment Bill

yelled out to inform me that two
guns had gone in the further end and
were working our way.
"And keep your eyes skinned, and

don't get scared," he cautioned. •

I opened the breech of my rille for

the second or third time, I don't
remember which, to be sure that
everything was in readiness, and
backed up against a telephone pole toi

steady my hold, (or was it my knees).
Occasionally we could hear a stick

break sharply, and sometimes could
make out the progress of the hunters
by the waving of the bushes, again
we could hear a swish as of the heavy

i

bodies of the bears squeezing through
the brush. Crack again, and smash
—smash. They were coming all-

right. Three parts of the diamond
had now been covered, cheers and
advice began to drift down the
breeze to where we had taken our
stand and the suspense was awful,
minutes seemed like hours and I

wondered again for the two hundredth
time where the bears would choose
to make a break for it. Suddenly
pandemonium broke loose, my hair
began to stiffen, my heart was within
two inches of my head, and I faintly

heard Bill's warning that they were
coming my. way. As if I didn't

know it. I saw a splash of black
fur pass like a flash between the

shrubs. Yells and cheers now sound-
ed on all sides, the smashing grew
fierce, and every now and then a

choice exclamation greeted our ears

as some eager hunter took an undes-
irable header over a twisted root.

Another fifty yards—and then—now
here they come. I could see the
bushes being jerked violently aside,

. I remember making frantic efforts

to keep my gun muzzle from wobbling
and with a half whispered admonition
to myself to do my durndest, I

cocked the hammer, and out rushed
a large black retriever and a little

cocker spaniel.

We scarcely spoke going home.

My heart was too full for words.

Bill sneaked in the back way, and as

I neared the steps of my own little
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shanty I heard the missus singing

sometTiing that sounded like this.

"Oh, a hunter's life is the life for me
In the woodland aisles so wild and free

So we'll hunt the bear from his moun-
tain lair,

And tan his hide in the;;morning."

I carefully laid my .30-30 in a

corner of the outer kitchen. For
th? time being I told myself, "It's too

warm to go in just yet."'

As I reached the bottom of the

steps I could hear the second stanza as

it floated dreamily through an open
window into the quiet evening air,

and I wondered why the missus per-
sisted in singing such fool songs.

"For the man I love is a hunter
bold,

A stalwart son of the N'orth Countree,
With trophies rare and a heart of gold
He'll return to his bride in the morn-

ing."

It was many moons after that
sad night before Bill and me talked
bear again.

"Joan of Arc stood with arms akimbo"

Three Women and Three Men
Being the Siory of a Daifs Fishing in Ti,magami

M. P.\RKINSON

THEY knew they couldn't fish.

Women never could catch fish.

Then the thought of stringing

a WTiggling worm on a hook, and
pulling a flopping fish from a cruel

barb; no, it was altogether too
terrible!

The three of them had been at

Walsh's Wig^vam for a week. This
is the way they talked when they
came, but day after day as they saw
the laughing tourists come in at

night with their catches of trout,

blackbass, anid pickerel, they became
more and more interested in fish and

fishing. At last they began to talk

about trying it themselves.
So one evening on the verandah

of the Hudson's Bay Store it was
settled that we should start in the
morning. Oderick Perron, the six-

foot-two French Canadian transpor-
tation king of Timagami, was to take
us up the Obabika Bay in his swift

gasoline launch, the St. Lawrence.
Then there was the selection of the

canoes. The party was to consist

of six. Three mere men were to go
along to sec that some big gray trout

did not pull one of the party out of
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"The beauties of Obabika opened to our delighted eyes"

the canoe into the lake. In a trice

we were all down at the wharf.

The sun was just setting. Timagami
lay a sheet of burnished gold at our
feet. Mr. Fraser, the obliging Hud-
son's Bay Factor, soon had three

Chestnut canoes picked out, and the

necessary supplies and tackle for a

day's fishing selected. The women
became interested at once. She who
had been nicknamed "Joan Of Arc,"
because of her true blue French
patriotism as expressed even when
the war news had been the most de-

pressing, stood on the' edge of the

wharf, arms akimbo criticising every
minutest detail.

At last all was arranged. We
were to start at eight next morning.
Then we sat on the verandah at the

Wigwam and discussed the morrow's
programme down to the last detail.

Oderick was consulted as to such
trifles as tackle and bait and concur-
red in the decisions we had made for

the same.
Soon all had retired to sleep and

mayhap to dream of the morrow.
Would it be a fine day? Would
the lish bite? And all such torturing
jjroblcms swam through our brains.

But with the morning light one of

these proi)lems at least was favorably
solved. It was a glorious morning.
From our bedroom window we could
sec the liluc breast of Timagami,
studded with its innumerable islets

of emerald green, jusl stirred with a

gentle breeze, which sighed through
the open shutters and touched our
cheek with cool fingers which brought
inspiration and exhiliration of spirit

and senses. A loud "Hurrah! It's

a grand day!" rang through the hall-

ways; and as if by sudden appoint-
ment the dauntless six were ready for

the fray.

Breakfast was soon negotiated, and
the stroke of eight found us at the
wharfside. Oderick was there before
us. Already he had the Si. Lawrence
primed and ready. One sweep of his

powerful arm and the crank put
motion into the fly-wheel, the six

cylinders took up their rhythmic
pulsations, the propeller churned the
watpr at the stern, the St. Lawrence
left the wharf-side, turned her prow
to the north, and gathei'mg impulse
at every throb she was soon plunging
her way through the pellucid waters.

It was a scene fit for the Gods.
The blue sky, unflecked with clouds;
the bluer lake; the deep green of the
pine and fir clad islands; and the

magic vista of the North West Arm
spread out before us, combined to

form a picture which we shall never
forget. No one talked. All fell to

thinking, and to watching the tiny

globules of water, thrown olT from
the bow wave, as they scurried,

rolling over the placid and unbroken
surface of the waters on either side.

Soon the end of the Arm was reach-

ed. Nothing ai)pearcd before us but
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pine clad, receding hillsides. Where
was the Obabika Bay in which we
were to catch the fish? Onward
raced the Si. Lawrence. Would
Oderick dash her on the rocks now
but a few hundred yards ahead?
One sweep to the left, and there hid-

den hit'.' *o by a jutting point lay
the opening. The St. Lawrence sped
through the jaws of this watery trap,

great rocks showing their angry noses
on either side only a few feet away.
And as if by magic, the beauties of

Obabika Bay opened to our delighted
eyes.

Six miles farther on the St. Lawrence
sped with opened throttle and a
terrible roar, which awakened the
echoes far and near. She swung
around a corner, the engine stopped.
Oderick cast out the anchor and we
were at the end of our journey.

The scene was superb. The Bay
w^as narrow and sinuous. A myriad
of islands broke its continuity, and
sat like Emeralds on its blue breast.

All was still. The harsh rattle of a
Belted Kingfisher as he winged from
point to point was the only sound
to break the silence. "Joan Of Arc"
stood in the launch, and as her eye
roamed over the scene, she slowly
chanted.

"Crystal Timagami, Wasacsigami,
Low waves that beat on thy shado\\'>' shore.

North of the Nipissing, up the Timiskaming,
We will come back and sing you encore;

Back to the wilds again show me the way.
Make me a child again, just for a day."

And the man we had christened
"Governor" expanded his chest, took
in a long drawn breath of the balsamic
air, drew himself up to a commanding
posture, and in a dramatic tone spat
out, "Say, people, I now realize the
meaning of that very wise and very
ancient saw,

"'It is not all of fishing to fish.'
"

The canoes were drawn up along-
side in a jiffy. Each Darby had his

Joan, and two by two we slipped
away from the St. Lawrence, each
pair comfortably stowed in a H. B. C.
canvas-covered Chestnut. There is

no steed to match the canoe. The
champing bit, and jingling bridle
makes no music like th^ rhythmic
stroke and dip, dip of the paddle.

There is no other motion to compare
with the glide, glide of this forest and
lakeland water sprite.

The hooks were baited. The men
took the paddles. The women drop-
ped their guilty lures into the crystal
depths, for a few minutes all was
still. The third canoe uneasily
changed its position. The "Gover-
nor" who was in charge put its bow
along side a great tree which had long
ago fallen into the water and whose
barkless limbs were now shining down
some twenty feet below the surface.
This movement brought "Joan Of
Arc's" hook in the neighborhood of

the fallen tree. Almost instantly
came a piercing scream. Something
had happened away down there where
the naked limbs met the bottom.
"Joan's" reel was singing a merry
tune. Then came instructions from
the "Governor." Under his direc-
tion the fish was played as it dashed
hither and thither in frantic attempts
to free itself from this unexplained
entanglement. "Easy now," yelled
the "Governor," "You've got him
hooked all right, what you must be
careful of is not to let him Jireak your
line." "Joan" seemed cowed. This
was a new experience. She did not
feel herself master of the situation.
Her face settled down from a picture
of excitement to one of desperate
determination. She obeyed implicit-
ly. Little by little the line was
restored to the reel. All at once the
fish broke the water, and somer-
saulted into the air, a flying leap of

a moment's duration.

"By hokey," yelled the "Gover-
nor," "a black b«s, and a beauty."
Soon the fish \tos alongside. The
landing net was ready. One swift
sweep of the "Governor's "arm and
the quarry lay flopping in the bottom
of the canoe.

"Let me see him!" "Let me see
him," yelled "Joan." The other
canoes were soon alongside. There
he lay, a real small-mouthed black
bass {Miscropterus Dolomiei). -Many
were the guesses at his weight, but
all agreed it must be over three
pounds.
Now the fishing began in earnest.

A glad cry first from one canoe then
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from another told of strikes hither

and yon.

"Didn't I tell you we could catch
fish," cried out "Joan," despite her

protestations of a week before."

It was not long before a stentorian

shout from Oderick on a near-by

island told us lunch was ready.

Some of the bass had been transferred

to him earlier in the day and now we
found them browned and sizzling in

the boiling Crisco, done to a turn.

Words would fail to tell of that noon-
day meal on the flat rock, of the

heaps of bread and butter, of the

piles of boiled potatoes steaming hot.

"There we stuud in the j^low of the evening,
the fish dandling and shining in the sunlight."

of the stacks of fried bass, fresh from
the bubbling fat, of the olives and
the pickles, and of the voracious
appetites which made the provisions
disappear as if by magic. All good
things must come to an end, soon the
meal was over and Oderick was,
washing knives, forks and tin plates
in the lake. !^
The "Governor" proposed that we

men should have a try at the fishing.

So we were quickly in the canoes
again, each fair maiden at a paddle.
Hefore five P.M. we woro all wearv of

fishing and the cry for home came.
Then there was the ride home in

the launch. The pleasures of the
morning were repeated. The wester-
ing sun shed a golden radiance over
tortuous channel, green islet and
distant hillside. Everyone confessed
to having spent a perfect day-

The wharf at Bear Island was
reached. The fish were brought a-

shore. There they lay, BO fine black
bass and pickerel, a confused heap
on the grass. -

"We must have a picture" said

"Joan," "Folks at home will never
believe our story, if we have no photo
to back up the tale."

So a long inch and a quarter
steam pipe was requisitioned. Oderick
and the "Governor" soon had the
fish strung on this pipe and the march
to the Wigwam began. The "Gover-
nor" led the way on the end of the
pipe. To support it a stout stick was
crossed beneath in the middle, with
Oderick in his shirt sleeves bearing
one end. Halfway up from the
wharf a halt was called to photo-
graph Oderick, the fish, and the
dauntless six. There we stood in

the glow of the evening, "Joan"
still in her Avhite dress of the evening
before, the fish dangling and shining
in the sunlight.

Oderick was still not satisfied.

"By Gar," he said, "Fine catch, we
photograph them again."

So when we reached the Wigwam
the fish were suspended in front of
the verandah and with Oderick and
the six standing in the rear the camera
again registered the result of our day's
fishing in Timagami.
Here the writer must leave his

readers, hoping that in the summer of

1919 he may havejthe opportunity of
showing at least some of them the
marvels of dear old Timagami.

COMMERCIAL HISTORY OF GOLDEN SEAL

Golden seal was commonly used
by the Indians and early settlers

of eastern .\orth America as a remedy
for sore mouth and inflamed eyes,
and also as a bitter tonic in stomach
and liver troubles, but there was

little commercial demand for this

root until 18(50, since which time its

use has become world-wide, though
by far greater quantity of the crude
drug, both wild and cultivated, is

consumed in this country.—T..H. H.



F. V. Williams

The Scaup ducks, of which Ihere are two
species, big and little; bluebills, as they

are often called by the gunners. The real or

larger Scaup has a length of from eighteen to

twenty inches and a wing spread of from

thirty-two to thirty-five inches.

In the lesser Scaup the male's head is inclin-

ed to a purplish gloss, rather than the green

tint which marks the larger fowl, and the

wavy markings on the flanks are more dis-

tinct and more numerous on the lesser Scaup.

The smaller fowl never reaches, according

to the best authorities, a length of more than

eighteen inches, generally about sixteen to

seventeen and a half, with the female less

than seventeen, with a wing spread of from

twenty-nine to thirty-one inches.

The females of the two species are almost

identical, although one is much larger than

the other.

A fair description would be a duck,—the

male with head, neck and front of body a deep

black, glossed in the one fowl with greenish

and in the -other purplish tints, giving a

beautiful effect. The bill is broad and flat,

and has a hooked "nail" and is of a slate blue

or bluish gray, and at the end is decidedly

wider than at the base. Eyes are bright

yellow; wing coverts and scapulars, back and

lower belly, transversely waved with black

and white. Rump, lower back, tail, and tail

coverts black. Belly white, and flauk fea-

thers or primaries brownish black. The feet

are dull blue.

The female scaup has white feathers around

the base of its bill. The bill and feet are thesame
as the male but generally darker and where the

male is black in plumage the female is a deep

snuff-brown, beginning with the head. The
"canvas-back" markings are much subdued

in the female and in some places entirely

absent.

These fowl are found on both the Atlantic

and Pacific Coasts and also in the interior

Pro\inces and States, having as wide a range

as most of our Canvas-back, etc.

THE two "greenhorns" sat in

the dining room of the "Central
House" and looked gloomily

out at the British Columbia rain

that was coming down as though
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it never intended letting up. One
proposedgoing "up to the room" to

talk it over, and they straightway did
that very thing.

^ Talk about your "Gloomy Gusses"
and "Lonesome Lukes" they had
nothing on this pair. About 1000
miles from home, no work, no money,
and no acquaintances. "Flat broke"
ha! ha! great stuff. Well, something
had to be done and that something at

once. Hotel bills could not be paid
with empty purses and between the
two they possessed the magnificent
sum of 5)12.75, this to board and lodge
two husky guys with healthy appe-
tites until s'ojnething turned up.
"Ever batch it?" queried one. "I
never did" came the retort. "Well,
down on the waterfront there are
some "cabins," they call them up
here and they rent mightj^ reasonable.
There's a cook-stove, bed, table and a
couple of chairs in each and the
young fellow I was talking with
said if I cared to come down and
rent one that I could use his boat and
go out and get all the fish I could
eat and if we had time he'd take me
out after ducks." "You've got your
old gun and we've got blankets
enough for bedding, what say if we
go?" And as there was no other alter-

native the two "Lonesome Lukes"
went down to the aforesaid water-
front and rented a "cabin.

The "cabin" consisted of one room—a large one, furnished as has been
stated above, but the part that
appealed to one of the "pair" was
that this cabin was practically "on
the water" at least the tide came in
and flowed directly underneath the
floor at times of high water, the
cabin being built on "blocks" above
the reach of the tide water.

At one side of the cabin there was a
goodly sized stream of fresh water
that flowed into the harbor, and about
the second morning the two were in
their new quarters, they gazed out
of the end window at a "raft" of
"Bluebills" diving in toward the
cabin. They sat, these two fellows
and watched the ducks come in to

within twenty-five yards or there-

abouts of their abode and then swim

leisurely past on up the little stream
and out of sight.

"Gee, if I had a few loaded shells,

hey?" Don't worry, you'll get 'em,
ole top, we're both going to get a job
and we sure will have some sport
with these ducks, then, wait-and see"
answered his companion.

Next morning there was but one
of the party of two left "at home."
the one having gone up town early
to look after a prospective job. The
breakfast dishes had been all put
away and the "batcher" was sitting
gazing out of the window at the boat
moored not three feet away, to the
shed adjoining the cabin. It was a
strange craft to his eyes, accustomed
to looking at Eastern canoes
and boats. This one had been a
"dugout" canoe, once upon a time.
There had been about six inches
added to each gunwhale and locks
built theron and as a result it

made a rather presentable-looking
rowboat. A commotion outside caus-
ed the inmate of the cabin to glance
toward the harbor and there "about
one hundred yards out was a large
flock of "bluebills" settling into the
water, a few preliminary^ dives and
a flapping of wings and they started
to swim steadily inshore diving as
they came, abreast the window and
past it, and on up out of sight be-
yond the corner of the old shed they
swam, and scarcely had the last one
disappeared from view when there
was the "Bang!" of a shotgun, fol-

lowed quickly by a second report and
the flock came like so many black
headed comets hurtling out of the
stream toward the harbor leaving
two of their number drifting along
with the current.

The watcher saw them drift farther
and farther out and all the stories

he had heard about the gunners
thereabouts shooting nothing but
mallards, geese, etc., for their own
use, came to his mind. It was the
work of a moment to reach out of the
window, pull the boat in, "flop" into
it and taking the oars already at
hand, pull out after the drifting ducks.
Say, some feed, wouldn't it be a
surprise to his partner. The fellow that
had shot these "bluebills" had evi-
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dently gone on down town after

firing at the ducks from the bridge
across the stream wliere they had
been feeding.

The fellow in the boat picked
up the first duck, laid it in the bottom
of his craft and rowed to the second
one and had just lifted it out of the
water when he heard some one yell

'Hey, where are you going with my
ducks?" Looking shorewards he be-
held a shooting punt, being rowed
toward him by a very excited young
man. Talk about the small boy
caught with his finger in the jam-
pot, well, that was a mild sensation
compared to the way the fellow with
the ducks felt as he handed over the
pair of fowl. "Cheap" is a mild word
and although he tried to explain why

he happened to go after them, he saw
the look of incredulity on the other's

face, which gave way to a look of

amusement as he saw the evident
sincerity of the speaker's actions.

It was a few days afterward that
the man who rented the cabins
came round to the boy's place and
told, between spasms of laughter, how
the newcomers had been deceived by
the stories told "round the cabins"
in the evening by the fellows living in

the neighborhood, that they would
not eat "bluebills" as there was so

many better ducks to be had. eh?
The joke w^as on the fellow who
picked up the ducks, of course, and
although he still laughs about it, he will

never forget the first "bluebills" he
saw shot.

Some Boyhood Experiences

John Dowswell

The following little history is of a boy whom
I have known intimately for more than fifty

years. Our parents' farms adjoined and we
grew up as brothers. This chum was a born

hunter like Esau of old. One day he came
over to show me a cannon he had made out of

a piece of alder bush. There were wheels

on it and it was certainly some cannon. He
suggested loading and trying at a mark.

-Vccordingly he put in a thimbleful of powder,

wadding it well. Not having a ball I loaned

him my glass alley. To be sure that I would not

lose the alley I went into the milk house and

got a new milk pail, putting the mark inside

on the bottom. I then felt sure of the alley.

Everything ready he touched a mutch. .\las,

I was never to see my alley again but there was
a hole you could put your finger through in the

bottom of the pail. Right here my trouble

began. Hearing the report my mother came
out and took in the situation at once. A new
pail had been destroyed! Being lleet of foot

I got out of her way and for a time, like the

Kaiser, I felt quite safe. That night I will

never forget. I was wakened by the touch of a

strong hand on my arm and an application

of a slipper. Indeed it felt as though a dozen

slippers were being used upon me. I did

not sleep much more that night and made
up my mind to run away. Next morning I

was sent to do some work at the back end of

the farm. This was my chance so jumping
the job I put fully thirty miles between my

' home and me. I had not a nickel in my
pocket and finally hunger drove me to ask for

some food. After about a week of this

wandering life I returned to my home a

sadder and a better boy. My old chum when
the excitement caused by our misdeeds had
somewhat subsided used to come over to go
trout fishing with me. One day he came
over when I was helping my father and he had

an otter he had just killed. He had been at

the pond fishing when he had noticed two
dark animals running along the other side

of the road. Picking up a limb he gave chase,

heading off the last otter which ran down
the road for the pond. He said he had jumped
clean over the otter which turned for fight.

My father gave liim a dollar for the otter

which was fully three feet long. Later on

this chum took to hunting deer with an old

Indian Chief fowling piece, the barrel of

which was three feet long. Nevertheless it

would shoot a ball equal to aui,' rifle up to

about sixty-five yards.
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Robert Page Lincoln

Softly among tlie pines.

Daylight to niglit inclines.

As in its regal glory sets Ihe gleaming sun;

All in one fainting hour.

Caught 'neath a golden shower.

The darkening lake to Heaven's gate is won;
As on its quickening face,

God drops tlie kiss of grace.

Breathing: "Rest waters, now the day is

done!"

And moNing now no more.

Silent from shore to shore,

Holding the sunset on its dimpled breast:

The lake lies dreaming now,

Uamarred as Love's pure brow,

Snowed in with petals of enchantcst rest;

Or lipping at the sands.

Of the embracing strands.

Holds lovely Silence to its deep, caresstl

As though the mystery.

Of Life—Eternity,

Were answered here in this transcending well;

As though the falling tears,

The heart-aches and the fears,

In this broad cup were lelhe to my knell;

One moment twinkling bright,

And now th( ebbing light.

Shines up the while flesh of my living shelll

O soul whence in the dark,

I-one in this driftinK bark,

lliddest thou go, to carry me, O whence?
Over what awful waste,

Biddest thou goV O haste.

To shatter like a bubble this dead-drear sus-

pense;

To stroke the pain away.

Into what break of day.

Or purple Night, or Death of joy intena^^?

Past what horizon bar.

Into what dim afar,—

•

With pinions spread, O soul where but to go^

Into that outer pale.

Of Life—above the wail,

And the sad sorrows in this world of woe;

Where but to spend the blood.

Sealed on this limpid flood,

And toss forever with the winds that blow!

No! No! the Life is sweet.

Falter not heart but beat,

beat within me heart of all my heart;

Curb all thy rivers loose.

Be thou my heavenly muse,

Tear not the structure of my life apart!

Cool thou my fevered brow.

Hear my soft spoken vow,

—

Cure me of fret, the misery and its smart!

A theme! Great God a theme:

A dream, ethereal dream,

A spark divine, that, flashing, holds the Uni-

verse;

Some crystallizing thing.

Into the air to spring.

Rising on high above this livings' curse;

In this forsaken wild,

Unto my heart beguiled,

A theme, great God that shall my soul ira-

merscl
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I gasp— I start—I turn;

I tremble and I burn.

As on the still night air the answer wakes;

Under the starry skies.

Lifting its silvery cries.

Until the silence into melody breaks;

Soft-sounding as a bell,

Shattering all the spell.

Until the listening heart its weary cell for-

sakes!

I gasp— I start—I thrill;

It is the whip-poor-will.

Hid in the gloom in some mysterious tree;

Now tenderly and clear.

Now soft and sweet I hear,

The magic notes up-rising, ebbirfg, falling

free!

Silence a little while.

And now the mystic wile.

The voice alluring railing out its plea!

I rise— I follow, follow.

By shore and bosky hollow.

Where deep the wood fume hangs upon the

air; '

As one who seeks a hope,

I stagger and I grope,

—

Or sink to earth as one sinks down in prayer;

But though I seek, I seek.

Or pause to cool my cheek.

That bird, now here, is fled beyond my stare!

Illusive as the love.

That born of Heaven above,

Yel Ues upon my weary heart like stone:

Yet ever calling sweet.

Lures on my plodding feet.

To find the meaning of this cry and moan;
With tender-lifted note,

As in this magic throat.

Now within reach, and now forever flow-n!

Is this the answerthen?

Sweep thou into my ken.

As sweeps a meteor through the gleaming blue;

Is this the answer given'?

Into what Hell or i leaven,

Deignest thou turn, O soul of godly due?

Deignest thou turn, O heart.

Easing this awful smart.

Bird then I call—bird then I call to you!

Love, Life and all;

You are that call, that call;

And O, I slumber on Life's altar white;

But may not ever know.

Dawn and its warming glow,

But only Night, but only shuttest Xiulit:

As the soft lids are closed.

To all the weary host.

Leaving but thee, bird, the taper bright!

Imperishable bird,

—

Over the darkness heard.

Among the stars your soul must ever gleam;

, 'Mid angel-sounding choirs.

And antheinizing lyres.

Shining upffn the Earth a chastened beam;
Not as the human throng.

The poet's feeble song.

But, O, moie deathless, Biid, Bird of Dream!

The Heart of the North

Helen Gordon

I heard the heart of the North one day
As it beat 'nealh it's rocky breast.

And it's steady throbbing seemed to say

"Come unto me and rest.

It your heart is weary and ill at ease

And doubts are thronging your brain

Give up your world with it's idle toys

And come back to me again."

I heard it, yet hearing, I went away.

Back to my dull old world of care.

Where life's but a stage for a puppet play.

And Truth dies, in despair.

But I thought, as I passed on my weary way
Through the land of Thus and So,

"Your heart is a traitor, make it stay

In the paths where it's told to go."

Time passed, but the Heart of the lonely North
Still called to me softly and low.

Till the spirit that knows no fear broke forth

And said that I must go.

T^en deep in the green of the pine-clad hills

I found what I'd sought so long, |^
A place that with glory my whole life fills,

And a heart that can do no wrong.



Around the Round Table

Robert Page Lincoln

MR. J. W. Titcomb. the Fish Culturist of

New York State took my criticism of

him verj much to heart, in re the pois-

oning of lakes preparatory, to removing the

rough fishes in those lakes and installing

brook trout. In a letter to me Mr. Titcomb
says

:

"In a recent number of Rod and Gun in Can-
ada I ran across your discussion of the albino

trout and thought you would be interested to

get some more facts in regard to the albino

fish in general. It has been my good fortune

to rear albino brook trout. In all probability

there will be one albino out of a hatch of

50,000 brook trout, and I sometimes think

that one freak appears in every 20,000.

Now if these albinos are picked out of the

school and carefully reared they will breed
true when the eggs of an albino female are

fertilized with the milt of an albino male. I

have carried them through for a number of

years but alter they get to be three or four

years old they do not appear to have the

endurance of the natural-colored fish, or per-

haps it is their progeny which becomes weak
from inbreeding. The ponds in which they
are kept must be carefully protected because
these conspicuous albinos are Ihc first to be
preyed upon by the kingfisher and other birds

of prey. I think there is a stock of the albino

fish hatchery at noxbiiry whi h came from
the slock which I had charge ol in Vcimont.
"At the Caledonia lialchery in this State

(Ni'W Yuri;) lli.Tc :irc :i niimliiT cf Imtv

albino lake trout. They are so old that they
aie now blind. From these large albino

lake trout reared in captivity have been
hatched during the last tew years more or

less progeny so that to-day there are in

stock at Caledonia some two-year olds about

8 or 10 inches long, and some yearlings.

The State Fish Commission of Minnesota had
a beautiful lot of albino brook trout a few

years ago. They make a most attractive

exliibit in an aquarium. We seldom, if ever,

encounter adult albinos An the wild stock of

other species because they are so conspicuous

that they are preyed upon and are the fiist

to be destroyed, but I have no doubt you
will find albinos occur in all species.

"I do not know whether you arc interested

in what I have said or not, or what I am going

to say. My attention was called to Rod
and Gun through youi article criticising my
use of copper sulphate toi the destruction of

obnoxious lishes in ponds. I think if you
had read all of my articles, so that you knew
what I was aiming at, you would not be so

critical; but it occurred to me that you
would like to see some of my writings and get

a general idea ot my policies rather than to

take one subject which, by itself, appears to

be very narrow. You will find that I want to

utilize every food fish as well as game fish,

and make every walci as productive as pos-

sible with the parliculai species best adapted

to it. In a natural trout pond you cannot

produce ba.ss in sati.sfactory quantities, with
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a satisfactory growth, because the bassos

find warmer waters more congenial and do not

spawn in the colder waters until they reach

about sixty degrees ol temperatuie, and the

young do not grow very rapidly. A lot

of our smaller ponds which are natural trout

ponds have been stocked with perch, pickerel

or some other species which in such waters

are not so attractive and do not give the

satisfaction which' the more valued species

will give; and it is such waters that are treated

with copper sulphate. It is a matter of course

that all fish which can be removed are taken

out before pcison is introduced. Now if you

want to §ee my literature and get more copy

for your magazine I will be glad to send it to

you."

This is a highly interesting letter and it is

the kind we should like to rcLeive Irom all

fish and game officials, What we want most

of all is the latest ideas on fish culture; how
to make ponds and how to stock them.

There are hundreds of farmers and angling

enthusiasts who write asking about pond-

culture ot fishes. Our ofTicials in both Canada
and the United States are well up in this

subject and instead of keeping their numerous
ideas to themselves they should give them
the widest puolicity possible, and there is

where a magazine such as Rod and Gun serves

a purpose that is indispensable to the lovers

of the out-of-doors and especially things

piscatorial. These ofi'icials are of undisputed

integrity and inestimable value as public

servants, but I fear, that, taken as a whole

they rarely find outlet for the valuable things

they have discovered in their ingeniously

conducted investigations. Bulletins issued

by fish and game commissions are usually

small ones, and their distribution is limited

to a narrow sphere. They are good

but they do not serve as an agency for a wide

and general distiibution reaching the people

it should reach. That is where a magazine

such as Rod and Gun serves a direct end. It

goes just exactly to the people who desire

information on such subjects and therefore

does the most good. Rod and Gun in the

years past has attained to a wide circulation

not only amongst the outdoorsmen of Canada
but increasingly so throughout the United

States, for it is Canada, the great unspoiled

playground of the North, that is now claiming

attention.

What are the demands of the immediate
future? The demands arc for a more general

knowledge of fish culture and the stocking of

depleted waters. In these two subjects are

embraced a woi'a of possibilities. E.xperi-

mentalions and investigations into both of

these subjects have proven the unavailability

of some projects, and the usefulness of others.

It is in getting the information regarding

useful projects to the greatest number of

people directly interested in those things that

we should give our attention to. Here a

magazine with a wide circulation comes in as

the proper medium of expression.

Within a certain sphere a fish culturist may
have an enviable reputation, and within that

sphere, (locally), he may be doing a mighty

deal of good; but usually many men are lost

to the country at large merely by reason of

the fact that they do not give voice to their

findings. We have known of cases where
men have, sealed their reputations as greater

servants for the public good by contributing

to the magazines, such organs as are especially

given to talk on certain subjects.

' It will be remembered some time ago we
had a discussion in Rod and Gun on the over-

stocking of streams; the Brantford Troul Club

of Brantford, Ontario, had written for in-

formation. In this case it was proven that

not only the streams mentioned had been

over-stocked, but it was proven by the heads

of this club that other clubs and even the

go\crnment had over-stocked streams in

their neighborhood. Over-stocking was dealt

with therfore, and the Brantford Trout Club

may be glad to know that I have received

several letters from officials telling me that

the discussion had taught them many things

and that over-stocking seemed to be the rule

everj'where. The fact that one letter from

New Zealand, one from British Columbia and

one from Alabama proves that a magazine

with a wide circulation is the medium for

releasing information tending to the good

of the community, and all communities.

And another thing: What one man thinks

is a commonly known fact, therefore little

worth mention, turns out to be a point hither-

to unknown. It is in sifting out the many
points and getting the available ones that

should be our duty.

Along the Pacific Coast it is generally

held by anglers that the steelhead trout and

the rainbow trout are one and the same fish.

This has been surprising to me and I have

kept studying the proposition for a long time.

Barton Warren Evemiann and David Starr.

Jordan in their book on the fishes of North

America have written against the belief that

the two are one and the same. As follows:
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"'Although it is not an anadromous species

the rainbow trout frequently moves about in

the rivers and it often enters the sea, large

sea-run specimens being often mistaken for

steelheads.

"It is thought by some anglers that the

young fish, hatched in the brooks from eggs of

the steeliiead, remain in the mountain streams

from six to thirty six months, going down to

the sea \\ith the high wa.ters of spring, after

which they return to spbwn as typical steel-

head trout. This view is unfounded. In

my experience the rainboV and the steelhead

are always distinguishable; the steelhead

abounds where the rainbow is utiknown; the

scales of the steelhead are always smaller,

(about 150), than in the typical rainbow

trout; finally the size of the head in tlie steel-

head is always distinctive."

However, Dr. Evermann abandons that

theory at this date for he writes me in a letter:

"The steelhead - rainbow- cutthroat - trout

question is a very complicated one. I am
not sure that I can, in a few brief sentences,

clarify the situation. It is certain that

there are no real structural differences sep-|

arating the steelhead from the rainbow

trout. It is also certain that in some por-

tions of their range a similar difficulty exists

as regards the steelheads and the cutthroat

trout. It is equally true that there are sev-

eral dilTerent forms of each of these series.

I think this statement is a safe one to make:
If a trout hatched in the coastal streams

should remain there, never going down to

salt water either it or its descendents would

be recognized by everyone as a rainbow

trout. If it should go down to salt water it

would grow larger, lose some of its bright

colors, and would then be regarded as a steel-

head trout. Of the two individuals of the

same spawning if one should remain in fresh

water, iind the other go down to salt water

we would then have the former as a rainbow

trout, and the latter as a steelhead, and it

would be absurd to say that they are different

species. It would be the same as ii one broth-

er in a family should remain in the most
cultured, civilized community where he would
enjoy and practice all the conventionalities of

civilized life and the other lirother should go

to sea and remain away from land for a num-
ber of years,. never shaving, or having his hair

cut, or doing any of those thiqgs which are

considered the essential tilings of civilized

•ociely; ari(T the lapse of a few years the

two brothers would not look very much alike,

nevertheless they would remain brothers and

would not be considered as belonging to two
different species. This is parallel to what has

happened to the so-called rainbow trout and
steel-head trout. On the other hand, in

most places, the individuals known as the

rainbows are easily, readily and properly

distinguishable from the individuals known as

steelheads, and for practical purposes I am
inclined, to think it is just as well to regard

them as different species. Certainly so far

as the angler and commercial fisherman are

concerned, they are difierent. Of each of

the three series, (steelhead, rainbow, and cut-

throat), there are many different forms as

distinct species. In a new check list of the

fishes of the North and Middle America,

which I have in preparation, I shall so regard

them."

Strange indeed, are the sea-going habits

of the fishes of the coastal streams, and
amongst them all perhaps the habits of the

salmon are the most interesting and at once

the most mysterious. Truly it may be said

of the salmon: "It's ways are beyond finding

out." The life of the salmon is as brilliant

and romantic as it is harrowing and tragic.

It has its brief time of existence, it fulfills its

duty in the eyes of Nature, according to the

natural laws by reproducing its kind and then

it dies. Its death is not calm and beautiful;

it is terminated by agonies; it is fairly ground
to death in the watery elements; fungus and
disease end it all and the cccatures that prey

for their living, fall upon them as they float

up to the banks, gorging themselves on the

loathsome, unclean ones. But, while it lives,

no doubt the salmon crowds a great deal of

glittering adventure into its life.

The parent salmon enter the rivers that

pour into the ocean; they forge on to its

upper waters and there cast their spawn.

The parents die. When the young hatch out,

they, in their turn live in the freshwater of the

rivers for a matter of months and then down
they go to the ocean and are swallowed up
in its immensity. Where do they go to,

that is the question thai is oUen asked. No
one is able to tell where they spend their

lives in the ocean till they themselves return

to the freshwater rivers to cast their spawn
and in their turn die as their parents died in

the eternal i ound that has gone on for untold

ages and ages. They may pursue their way
down to South America along the coast or '

they may go far up into the Hering Sea; they

may even go to the ( oast of Siberia, no one

knows. However it is more likely that the
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salmon hordes go north, rather than soirth,

since the salmon is strictly a northern fish;

hence its inclination lies to norlhorn waters.

Alter being away for from three lo four

yeais the salmon return, full-grown, mature,

ready to spawn. They make their way to

the ri\ers from whence they spring, so to

speak, and up these they go, steeled by a de^

tennination that now evinces itself as being

the crowning effort of their life of endeavor.

And here, too, arises that strangest point of

all. A salmon never goes up a stream save

the one it was born in. So unerring is this

instinct to come back and go up the right

river that it is unfailing; and may be taken as

a triumph of instinct evidenced as a directing

element m wild creatures of fins, fur and
feathers. The fact remains; the salmon
choose the right river, the river of their >outh

and up that river they go to spawn in the

fulfilment of their duties of procreation.

But strange is the case of the sock-eye

salmon. It is found as spawning only in the

Fraser River of Biitish Columbia; there it is

born and to that river it returns to reproduce

and die. Mysterious as are the lives of the

various species of salmon, as an individual

member, as a separate species the sock-eye

is the most mysterious. They present a

complex problem indeed for they are identified

with one river alone, the Fraser River of

British Columbia and will go up no other.

Other salmon are found in all the northern

coastal rivers, of course each salmon going up
the river in which it was born.

•When the spawning season is on the

Fraser River is the objective point of every

sock-eye on the Pacific Coast. And, says

a writer on this subject:

"The path of the returning sock-eye after

it enters the straits of Juan de Fuca, leading

to Puget Sound and the Inside Passage, is

well mapped. From the ocean the shining

army makes straight lor th^ tip-end of Van-
couver Island; near Victoria, British Colum-
bia. Just touching Canada at this point

the column makes for Rosario Strait, the lane

between the San Juan Islands and the Wash-
ington mainland. A small column takes

Strait Haro, the western passage between the

San Juan group and Vancouver Island, but

the two columns of incoming spawning
fishes always join again in the Gulf of Georgia

and s-wini on, always against the tides, touch-

iiig Point Roberts, the north-west tip of the

United States and passing just aiound the

corner and thence into the Fraser River.

The men who make their fortunes trapping

salmon know these things well. Every pay-

ing fish trap which handles sock-eye salmon

is located along this given line of march."

Men who have been interested in the salmon

from a commercial viewpoint have always

wondered how you could change the nature of

the sock-eye in its instinct to return to .its

home river, the Fraser and have it, if possible,

to go up some other river. Could it be done?

One thing was early discovered in the quest

for . information into the life and habits of

the sock-eye, that was: // 7vill cast its egg

onlti in a stream which has its source in afreshr-

water lake. Fish Commissioner L. H. Darwin
of the State of Washington knew of such a

river in the State of Washington and therefore

speculated that if he could turn some of the

sock-eyes up that stream the deed would be

done. Acting upon this (in 1915) the fish

traps in the neighborhood of the San Juan

Islands were kept open for thirty six hours

and the captured fish were to be used as

spawners. The spawn-laden fish were now
towed in deep crates across the Samish Bay
to the mouth of the Samish River. Once at

the mouth of the river it was closed off with

nets thus to prevent the fish from going out

to sea, leaving one other alternative, that of

going up the river.

But now the commissioner was delighted

and not a little surprised for instead of turning

back the ' sock-eye contingent forged right

ahead and went up the stream to the fish

hatchery. Here they were prisoned and

killed and the spawn taken from the females.

The eggs were milted.

Thus a start was made. In the autumn of

1915 there were over a million sock-eyes at

this hatchery. When the fish were old enough

they were released in a freshwater lake adjac-

ent to the hatcViery. As I understand it, in

the spring of 1916 these salmon left the lake

and went down-stream to the ocean. And if

things turn out as expected those sock-eyes

reared in the American waters will return to

the waters they lived in. That will happen
in the spring of 1920 for then they will be in-

coming to spawn. But will thcti, indeed return

to the waters they were reared in or will they

eo^perience a reaction and follow the rest oj the

sock-eye horde up the Fraser River, thus defeat-

ing the best-laid plans oj men.

I have heard nothing further in regard to

the project. Yet certain it is that the sock-

eye specie must again be brought up to

standard by the hatcherv' system for the

specie has undergone an exacting depletion

in the years that have gone by. As is well
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known the sock-eye salmon is sought by both

Canadian and American fishers for it makes

for one of the best of the salmon group as a

tanned product.

A well known naturalist writes asking me
my opinion of the Biblical story ot Jonah and

the Whale. Not feeling capable to deal with

the subject I had Dr. David Starr Jordan clear

up the matter following the points given in

the letter. He comments:

"I beUeve that it is commonly thought that

the .story of Jonah, like the story of Job and

ancient tales in the Bible is of the nature of

poetic fable, and valued, not for its literal

truth but for the lesson it may teach.

"One of the most unfortunate things in

religious history is the literalizing ot words of

men who talked with Oriental figures of

.speech.

"In comparing religious truth to 'the shade

of the great rock in a weary land,' it was not

meant that the details of the phenomenon

should correspond to those of a shade in a

desert. This is the explanation which was
given by the well-known Israelite, Rabbi Voor-

sanger.

"The ordinary whale of the various species

has only a narrow throat and feeds on smaller

organisms. The sperm whale, which docs

not enter the Mediterranean so far as I know
has a much larger throat, and jaws with strong

teeth. According to Linnaeus the whale

that swallowed Jonah was a great white shark,

(Carcharodon carcharias) which has been

known to swallow men— but usually in pieces.

I secured one at one time at Soquel, California,

30 feet long with a partly grown sea-lion of

one hundred (100) pounds - which it had

swallowed whole. But the sea-lion, though

a tough animal did not escape, and was in

a rather poor condition when I found him.

"I believe that it is unfortunate that the

great and noble parts of the Bible should be

obscured by insistence on literalism in Oriental

poetry." ^

A Four Day Fishing Trip

J. H. Rutherford

IT
was early Sunday morning that four

jolly fishermen left G for the Bruce
peninsula, a trip of one hundred and

twenty-five miles. Our tent, provisions,

bedding, etc., were all packed into a car with

Mr. R perched on top to hold everything

in place and act as' lookout, a new kind of

periscope as one of the fellows said. It was
"some boat" all right and we were bound for

Boat lake.

^j We made the trip in about eight hours, the

roads being excellent. The roads in the

vicinity of Wiarton are an o-xample to road-

makers farther south as they are put down
with crushed stone and are very satisfactory

to motorists who tour this part of Northern
Ontario.

"There's the lake, boys" announced our

periscope man and everybody prepared to get

out and walk the three quarters of a mile to

the lake for we had come to the end of the

road and had to take to the woods. By good
luck Mr. Martin C, a very accommodating
farmer had made a drive through his pasture

and bush so we could rxin the car through

to the camp ground. Everything, we found,

was in good shape. Supper over— and what
a meal it was with ham and eggs, fried potatoes

cheese and biscuits, jam, etc.,—we had a look

at the fishing grounds and then after a short

time settled down for the night.

Monday morning everyone was up early

and before we had had any breakfast we were
olT to the boats. As I was the only one of the

party who had fished there before I had to

locate the fish so out to the weedy island we
went, the island where perch and pike had
never failed mo, and which I looked upon as a

fisherman's paradise. The boys started in to

fish for perch but the pike put a stop to that

showing us that they had first place around

this portion of the lake. They took worm,
h'Dok and all tRe line they could bite off.

Accordingly we changed our hooks and used

copper line and in a very few minutes had
eleven large pike. The smaller ones we put
back. I had now redeemed my promises made
to the rest of the bunch as to the good fishing

that was to be found in the vicinity of Wiar-

ton, so we went in to breakfast, adding fish to

our regular menu. After that our fame as

fishermen got abroad in the neighborhood and
we had company every evening; so found no

difl'iculty in disposing of our surplus fish.

The first evening we were in camp it was
cool and as there were no mosquitoes visible
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and as our boys had never tented -before we
were careless about keeping the tent closed up.

The following day was warm and bright and

brought out our hungry friends in full force.

Things went all right till we were in bed, the

last one in leaving the flap open about si;X

inches. We were all ready for a good night's

sleep when in came the hungry brutes in

companies of tens and thousands. I don't

see how they were able to stand the atmos-

phere of the tent for the air was blue with the

language some of our fellows used. It wasn't

strong enough however, to drive them out so

we had to get up and start a sm.udge. One
fellow even asked what time the train left

in the morning. However, from that night on

we took proper precautions and had no more

mosquitoes in our tent.

One of the boys, a sort of duck, was fond of

going into the water in a very inadequate

bathing suit, to put it nrildly. He came into

contact with poison ix'y and there were dire

results. With the exception of a few minor

ijicidents such as these our fishing trip of 1018

was mcst successful. The home run was made

in shorter time than it look us to get to the

fishing grounds. All returned with the hope

of being able to- go bacK another year and

repeat the outing.

The Rainbow Trout in Lakes and Rivers

Tributary to James Bay

Charles Hanschild.t

BEING a rainbow trout enthusiast

I was glad to refer to Robert Page Lincoln's

statement made in Bod and Gun some time

ago in which he says: "I will say that I am
of the firm belief that the rainbow trout will

be the trout of the future in Canada and the

States." I gladly endorse this statement.

But, familiar as I am with the enormous net-

work of Lakes and Rivers draining into James

Bay untouched by destructive civilization,

where the brook trout is undisputed king,

if you have travelled as I have over hundreds

of miles of mighty rivers with its innumerable

tributaries, ideal homes of the salmo fontin-

alis, it is well-nigh impossible to feel alarmed

over the future of our all-beloved friend, the

brook trout.

Very likely it will surprise you to hear that

the rainbow trout can be found in these

northern lakes and rivers. I was astonished

when I encountered my first rainbow trout in

1911, the year of the big Porcupine fire. My
partner and I left South Porcupine on the

twenty-fourth of June, 1911; one of the

regular old-time gold rushes was on and if

there is a thing on earth which is more attrac-

tive than a fishing trip it is a gold rush, as the

only way of travelling in those days was by

canoe. ,

If the reader will now take a look with me

over the map of Northern Ontario, I will show

him the places where I have caught rainbow-

trout and some places where other people,

trustworthy and competent, have reported

successful catches. When we "look at the

map you will easily find Lake Superior, the so-

called inland ocean where rainbow trout have

become regular citizens through the stocking

of the tributary rivers on the southern and

western shore going up to the northeastern

outlet, the channel at Sault Ste. Marie where

the rainbow trout is becoming quite common.
Now take a little jump across the map for 100

miles, or so, northeasterly from Sault Ste.

Marie and we are over the Height of Land and

there you will find without troublethe Mata-

gami River and its numerous tributaries.

If you follow the map you will find about 20

miles west of Timmins, the Kamiscotia

River and a regular network of lakes of

which the largest one is appropriately called

Trout Lake. It is a jewel of a lake to look at,

with numerous small islands and a water so

crystal clear that none of the lakes of the

Alps can equal it, but nevertheless so deep

that you are unable to see bottom a few

hundred feet from shore. It was in this gem
of a lake that I caught the first rainbow trout,

which weighed about five pounds.

The rainbow colors being very strong, since

then I have caught rainbow trout in the Red-

stone River about ten miles southeast of

Timmins. I have also heard evidence from

reliable sources of the occurrence of rainbow

trout in the burnt Bush River, a tributary of

the gigantic Hurricanaw River near the

Ontario and Quebec boundary.

I have not tried to trace the origin of the

rainbow trout in the mentioned places but as-
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too /lilts.

so

the local places arc i;\i udmi theirailroad and
difficult of access the only solution or con-

clusion I can draw is that rainbow trout have
been transplanted into the upper reaches

of the Mataganii lUver and as it is one of

their tendencies to miyralc down-stream

the>'« could easily transplant themselves to

these localities. But what puzzles me is that

I have never seen or heard of any rainbow

trout in the Matagami River itself. Can
anyone give further enlightenment on this

point?
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Levant Fred Brown

Robert Page Lincoln
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ONE of the' most talented and delightful

prose writers among the anglers of this

country is Levant Fred Brown. But

not alone is he a brilliant writer but he is a

gifted speaker and his various after-dinner

talks if collected would make a book that

would be placed among the angling classics.

Levant Fred Brown is a man of many accom-

plishments, truly, and not only is he a true

student of Nature but he is an angler with

hardly an equal. Wherever he has gone in

search of fishing pleasure he has inevitably

brought back with him a collection of sketches

that deserve preservation. Charles Hallock

once said of Mr. Brown:

"Had I the gifted pen of Levant Fred

Brown, who finds beauty in every wild and

makes the woods and waters fairly gleam in

his descriptions, eloquent with poetry and

song, (so that even the birds break out re-

sponsively to his call) I would braid laurels

and eglantines for the heroes whom it is my
pri\'ilege to name as sportsmen, and whom I

have personally known during the period of

my lifetime: Brown himself is one of the

most charming in personality among the

sportsmen, because he is such a nature-wor-

shipper. He could make the dreariest camp
environment cheerful with firelight and a

genial presence when the weather failed to

brighten."

Equally as Mr. Brown is well-known in

America so is he known throughout Canada,

having fished the streams of the north from

the Atlantic to the Pacific. But it is the

streams of Vancouver Island that have always

riveted his attention, and which hold his

heart. There may be other streams else-

where and they may have the most picturesque

of scenery at their command; the fishing may
be the grandest thinkable; but they do not

compare in his estimation with the streams of

Vancouver Island and St. Joseph's Brook in

special. That brook he has immortalized

and as he has stated it is the greatest desire

in his life that he may rest beside it when the

last leaf of his book of life has been turned.

An example of his after-dinner speeches we
give herewith one delivered at a Canadian
Camp Dinner in New York City. It is as

follows:

"Mr. Toastmaster, Ladies, Members and
Guests:

As the then Governor General of Canada,

Earl Grey, spoke to our Canadian Club, at

Victoria, he said that distances get less as

comfort of travel and speed of trains increase.

He used the same truism at Winnipeg the

previous week while introducing me to the

two fine boys of the British Minister at Dar-

jiling. Northern India, and added that their

absence from the L^niversity of Oxford on

vacation meant for them a trip around the

world. I introduced them to a day of trout

fishing where the Red River of the North

enters Lake Winnipeg, that remote fresh

water ocean extending 500 miles into regions

west of Hudson Bay.

Each of those youngsters landed beautiful

trout, while scarcely a fish rose to my own
flies, and I was rallied as the Canadian Expert

and Yankee Authority who knew nothing

about fishing.

That experience made me shy, and I shall

say little here about tents. Their comforts

and healthfulness, and the novelty and delight

of living in them are well known. When they

are pitched in a wild, sylvan region, their

charm often amounts to hypnotism—especi-

ally when the anglers are like us—votaries at

the shrine of the trout-rod, that talisman and

wand of delight.

This wonderful Hotel Astor gathering is

about the acme of New York City Sport—

a

tremendous company, in a magnificent room.

Y'et would we not have exchanged its daintily

served courses and the shining tableware,

the napkins, and the finger bowls we did not

have,—yes, and the white neckties, dress

suits and choke collars, for an exquisitely

fried, sunny-weather wild trout supper out by

the tent and campfire under the sky—out in

the Hotel Infinite where endless leagues of

blue ceilings grow bespangled at night where

dadoes are mountain ranges, where frescoes

are so often moving panoramas of changing

cloud-palaces? >

We prefer the floor of the forest, the carpet

of brown pine needles, the rude board table, or

a log with one end in a trout-stream and the

other gray with lichens or green with mosses.

There, sir, the lent and campfire are indeed

Home, Sweet Home! They spell haopiness,

health, room to breathe—air never breathed

before, and escape from the city's cooked

air and electric fan wind to where a tired

body and resting head find grateful sleep on

the rubber air mattress or spruce bough bed,
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while the snu'l! of burning balsam lingers in

the backlogs There, sir, is escape from the
strain of business, with a better chance for a
life extended twenty-five or even fifty years.

Tent-life means being right with nature-
beauty,—foliage and (lowers nodding wel-
come, mosses challenging admiration. There
we talk of it all with our hearts, our love

clasping so hard that it crushes what is hollow.

We wear old outing suits, hats that have seen
better days, and are sun-burned, often un-
shaved, and always "loose an' free." There,
supper is not called dinner, and is eaten where
evening leaf-shadows dance over table and
tent, and as voices of owls_ and whip-poor-
wills begin to come from a wilderness.

Here one must not eat fish ^^^th a knife.

There, we often cat fried trout with our fing-

ers. Far worse, sir, the tenting trout-fisher

takes himself seriously, and the wild conven-
tionality of his camp does not sanction, as

we do here, the placing and using of little

wash-dishes right on the table at meals.

Here, city cliff dwellers are above us, shut-
ting out our starlight. We talk over starched
shirt-fronts, in white hand-cuffs and claw-
hammer coats. If we drink a pledge to the
Mysterious Presence we call nature, it is in a
libation of Imperial Brut, extra-dr\',in saut-
erne, moselle, or an after-dinner cordial, not in

cold spring water from the big tin dipper
soused into the trout stream and brought up,
dripping.

So the city dinner of vacation lovers, while
a great joy and dehght, is a makeshift, a
mass-meeting of blackbirds longing to mi-
grate. He who cannot follow this dinner with
a real outing, is like the man who married the
giri because he could not get her sister.

Here on Broadway, the trout rod can be no
more than a delight of memory and anti-

cipation. So there is a vital sense in which
the real trout fisher does not much believe in

city dinners or speeches; for they may seem
to him like dressing owl, whip-poor-will,

squirrel, partridge and loon in little trousers,

like taking a trout from under a bank below
ferns to imprison him in a glass tank, like

expecting a night-flying wedge of honking wild
geese, fresh from loose winds and free waters
to be conlenled in a nicely fenced yard.

We are all aware that words cannot des-
cribe nature-beauty. If we were Icld to visit

that park and a match should be lighted
whose illumination would show us a moonlit
night, that would be no more absurd than
trying to use the impotence of words to dis-

close nature-beauty. We cannot behold and

know it until we ourselves can find nature her-
self even with closed eyes, ears and lips, and
by her heart-beats answering our own. We
must be led through her visible beauty into
the presence and source of her vital, invisible

beauty and know something of the transfig-

uration and glory in a sunset, of the mystery
of life in each leaf and flower, and the wild-
ness in the hoot of an owl, the drumming
of a grouse, or the call of a whip-poor-will.

True nature-love is like the Kingdom of

Hea^•en into which we may not enter until

we become as little children. Every man
here, sir, saw and loved nature best before he'

began to shave, for he saw her with a child's

heart. His best memories make him a boy
again be'Side some brook, or catching perch
and sunfish from the pool below the waste-
weir, or spell-bound on some beach \\atching
whilecaps and spray, or hunting wild pigeons
with an old shotgun or horse pistol that

kicks so hard he dnres not shoot. Or out of

the past, glibten the wet-sides of an old boat or

canoe as it careens and they rise into sunshine.

We need but a keyword to wear these sprays

of evergreen, to note a piece of birch bark or

the song of a free bird, and we are with the

sights, sounds and joys of our own especial

outings when country boys and girls. That
springtime was the best. We should renew
and foster it by revisiting such scenes. They
beckon to us And the tent is their House
Beautiful! Camp, clear out! I congratulate

the man who can spend even one day and
night at the tent of some rriend. I rejoice

with him who will camp a week, or h'-tter yet,

a month. And I long to go with the man who
will camp all summer.

F.very angler, camper, huater or canoeist

knows some very especial forest, stream, lake

or mountain that he feels is partly his own

—

that it was made beautiful for him. So his

heart doubly clasps and holds it. And on
upper Vancouver Island, sir, is my little trout

stream, my second love of brooks—St. Joseph

Craek running into the warm but stormy
Pacific waters of the Japan current over which

the lights from the wireless telegraph station

on Triangle Island are struggling through the

fog as I talk. I beg you will not consider what
I tell you of that brook as rhapsody and
exaggeration.

It is flowing now, over white and gray

gravel, talking to itself through an almost

flowering wilderness of great Douglass pines

and spruces, cedars and hemlocks, laurels

and rhododendrons, alders, ferns and thorn-

bush. 1 have dreamed of that stream during
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two years of illness and banishment from it.

But next June I camp beside it, and during the

few remaining summers of my life, I sometimes

wonder if it does not know I am coming and
IS rehearsing its music for me.

It is four thousand miles away, but I can

see its upper glen, as it will appear, a canyon
with banks sloping upward 2,000 feet, and all

thickly covered ^\^th flower snow—great

thorn bushes in the white blossoming of early

June. I can see all that at three o'clock in

the June mornings as I fish for big trout, while

every thorn-flower wll begin to have its own
dewdrop, and so many of the dewdrops have

caught and hold faint glints of starlight. I

can smell that cool fragrance as the water

croons the night song that breaks and dies

along those pebbled banks. God has speci-

ally blessed that crystal voice. I am going

to it soon to get back and live with my heart.

And how slowly the days and nights are

passing here! I wander from Brooklyn into

"little old New York" and hear the solemn

bells of Old Trinity Church pealing out:

"Praise God from Whom AH Blessings Flow."

But for me they also chime the other Doxology
of "Only Four Months More." "Only Four
Months More!" .And as I listen. New York
vanishes. I am wading in St. Joseph's

Brook long after midnight, casting white-

miller flies for big trout. I hear the wind in

the tops of the pines. I feel the breath of the

cascades and their moisture on my face. Or
I see our tent with its pine Doard table and
two or three extra tin cups and plates for

visitors. I can taste the hot biscuits baked
in the tin reflector, and the wild honey gather-

ed by our camp-keeper. Any sportsman
passing there tired and hungry will be asked
to stop, rest, eat with us and help us fish along

our fifteen miles of the stream. It is my heart

talking now. Words, words are cheap!
It is easy to weave them into garlands to

festoon before a post-prandial audience.

But to talk of my little St. Joseph brook and
before my fellow anglers? Words are not
rich enough!

.Vnd next summer, sir, I expect to see the
chain fencing replaced around a little clump

of big red cedars on the right bank of that

glen. You can hear the water rushing over

a series of cascades, and see it in glimpses,

winding among the trees to where it empties

.

into Saint Joseph bay and is lost in the Pacific

ocean. In about forty years, sir, no sooner,

I hope, I and another old comrade already

there, will be resting under those solemn
pines and cedars. Mother Earth has no
other breast which would be so warm for me.
In all reverence, I say that I hope my spirit

will start from little Saint Joseph river when I

am summoned to cross the Dark River alone,

and must go lip to the gates, guarded by St.

Peter to beg of him to let me in because I

was his fellow fisherman on earth, and loved

my fellow men, and never kept a trout under
eight inches long. And he, sir, cannot fail

to remember that morning when he girded

his own rude fisher-coat around his naked
body, cast himself from that little ship into

blue Galilee, and swam to where his risen

and returned Master had fish cooking for

him, laid on that fire of coals, and who told

him, not cince, but three times, that as he,

Peter, loved his Master, to feed his Master's

sheep.

Sir, sitting here on my left are two minis-

ters of the Gospel, one at least from the City

of Churches. I am a poor sinner. But
with absolute faith, with awe, with a head
bowed in veneration, I yet believe that if I

am permitted to enter Paradise, I shall find my
little Vancouver Island trout stream there

—that I need only say: "Please give me my
wading boots and trout rod and show me
the way to St. Joseph brook." I long for its

waters, its pines and thorn blossoms! Lead
me to where that thin blue column and wisp
of smoke is rising through the trees from my
campfire on the bank. And show me the

board table in the tent with two or three

extra tin cups and plates; for I know several

old trout fishermen who must, very soon,

be coming this way along the bank. And
they %ill be tired and hungry, and will want

some hot biscuits and wild honey, and fried

trout."



GUNS a,A
The Making of a Shooter

Edward T. Martin

PERSISTENCE and determination will

accomplish almost anything, even to

the working of seeming impossibilities.

I have often been told that shooters, like

poets, are born, not made. It isn't so at all.

Patience and hard work wU make a shooter

out of the most discouraging material. Pro-

^'ided that a person has the love of the great

outdoors in his heart, no matter how clumsy

his hand, how slow his eye, he may graduate

from the school of "learning-how," and become

an S. B. in the 0. A. S.—Bachelor of Science

in the Order of American Shooters—if he only

thinks he can, and sticks to his work.

Don't 1 know? In my boyhood days

wasn't I the laughing stock ' among those

who could shoot a little bit and thought they

knew it all? Only cuie person had any idea

that as the handler of a shot gun I might

amount to something, and that one was my-
self.

Many a shooter has quit the game cold

because of a poor score at the traps or a bad
day in the*field, who, if encouraged, would
have persevered and in the end become,

perhaps, a bright and shining light i* the

art of shooting. This was not the case with

me. I would not give up. I was bad—as

bad as one could imagine with a gun, but was
sure I could make a success, and finally im-

proved so much that I was able to out-hunt,

oul-shool and oul-stay nearly every one of

my detractors.

At first I tried to learn with a flint-lock

horse-pistol—this was in my weanling days-
then, with an army Enfield rifle, a relic of

the Civil War, the rifling of which had been
filled by leading or maybe worn away by
much shooting. The way that gun would

scatter was a caution, but this only added to

its value in my eyes, for wouldn't its great

spread of shot make a hit possible where
otherwise a miss would have been scored?

I thought so, because it never occurred to me
that there might be many places in the pattern

where a bird would be entirely safe.

After this I took a long step forward and

got a regular shotgun, a double-barrelled

muzzle-loader of English make, a Manton, I

think. It would kill, too, in the hands of a

person who was able to aim it correctly.

The gun had only a single drawback. It

wasoverzealous and would shoot too often.

An opening had been burned or rusted out,

thereby connecting the two barrels just

above the powder chambers, so that, more

than half the time, the pulling of one trigger

fired both loads. This sometimes had rather

a dampening effect on a light boy in a small

skiff, but even a header or two into the lake

failed to diminish my enthusiasm. I would

console myself for my wet clothes, my black-

and-blue shoulder, and my cut trigger finger

by thinking, "Two loads are better than one,

anyway—-if one doesn't kill, the other may."

No one had ever told me that two loads

fired at the same instant from a light gun

would cause the muzzle to jump, and the shot

to go eight or ten inches high.

I had discovered one thing—I wasn't

getting any game, which every one said was

because of my being such a poor shot. In

those days I thought the crowd must be

right, and what everybody said, as true

as gospel. I had yet to learn that men are

often like sheep, which follow the lead of an old

bellvvellier without knowing why or where.

In due course of lime I earned enough
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money to buy a genuine gun, a pin-fire breech-

loader. I soon learned that if a shell dropped

out and exploded, when opening a gun of this

kind—as once happened in thecrowded sitting

room of a hunting-house, while a poker game
was in progress—there was always a sensation.

This particular explosion did more than stir

up things in the house where it occurred—it

had several effects. It taught me never to

bring a loaded gun into a house. It also

gave the boss of the house an injury from
which he never recovered, though, fortunately,

his was not bodily, but merely financial. In

the excitement, the table, had been over-

turned and the hand which the proprietor

held, together with the rest of the deck, chips

and money fell to the floor in one mixed-up
mess. The hand in question was a set of

fours against a big full.

Well, when I got that pin-fire and a thou-

sand shells, I was "It." Not that I killed

more game; rather, because I could burn a

greater amount of powder and make more
smoke. There were three of us in camp on
this occasion, but the combined efforts of all

'

were not equal to pro\dding sulTicient game
for the table, although we were not over

particular as to what we termed game—
blackbirds, rails, yellowlegs, sand snipes,

as well as mud hens and ducks passing muster
under that title. Ducks, did I say? No,
not ducks. Just one duck— a little one. I

had shot away my entire thousand shells, and
this was all that my thirty-five dollars' worth
of ammunition netted outside of sundry
small birds, and not too many of them, either.

Discouraged? Not a bit of it. I bought
more shells and went to it again.

At last I came into my own. Shooting one
day on Cartridge Point— so called because

of the empty shells I had left scattered

around the blind—my companion, a veteran

shooter, one who often was able to kill a pass-

ing duck and did not miss every shot—

I

learned what some of my mistakes in hand-
ling the gun were, and corrected them.

Previously, my style had been to poke
my gun up into the air somewhere in the

general direction of the bird and pull the

trigger.

Once in awhile I would pitch ahead of my
object, move the gun back until the bird

darkened over the sight and then shoot. Of
course nothing came of such shooting, the

shot going several feet behind the duck.

.
Besides, I was always in such a hurry to fire

that I was not careful even in my imperfect

way.

On the other hand, my companion was
cautious and deliberate. I stood back of

him so that I could see down his gun barrel

and watch his method. I saw his line of

sight pass the duck's head from behind and
noticed that as soon as daylight showed
between the gun and the bird, he fired, often

mking a cleaa kill.

This solved the problem for me of why I

was such a rotten shot, and I began immedi-
ately to put into practice what I had learned,

so that before the final freeze came and the

ducks migrated, I had acquired something of a

local reputation as a successful hunter.

Years later I reached high water mark when
I killed, shooting from a blind in San Fran-

cisco bay, fifty ducks without a miss, and on
the Texas coast, 225, mostly singles—besides

those the hogs and alhgators robbed me of

—

with 250 shells. My two camping com-
panions, on the contrary, discouraged with

their own poor work, and unable to stand

the jokes of their friends at their expense,

quit cold, and never succeeded as sportsmen,

either in the field or at the traps.

Some beginners at the game have a very

quick eye. That is good, but the hand should

be quicker, even, than the eye.

For two winters I shot in the same blind

—

a large, hea\ily timbered affair—in company
with a racing judge and a starter of running

horses, both of nation-wide reputation.

Each of these men, I think, had quicker sight

than mine. Their business required a quick

eye. They wished to learn the ducking game
and asked me to teach them. They would
stand behind me, watch how I handled my
gun and try to follow my example. They
could not do it. Quick as was the eye, the

hand was not quick enough. Practice made
fair shots of both men, and in time, no doubt,

they would have reached the top, but neither

ever got quite where his quick eyes entitled

him to be. They were too old when they

commenced their training.

It was about the same way with my two

sons. I began with them when they were

weanlings for fair—one six years old, the

other seven. Before either ever fired a shot,

I succeeded in impressing on both the need

of care in handling firearms, which is, really,

the first lesson all shooters should learn.

That it is the unloaded gun which is always

most dangerous, should be drilled into them
'

as a most important part of the lesson.

I stood side by side w ith my boys in one of

my bay blinds, to aid them in gauging dis-

tance and velocity. The tendency of a
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beginner is to under-estimate both. When a

duck headed for the decoys, I explained

how to hold and when to shoot, then would

kill after they had missed. I paddled them

along the rice beds in a little skifT, and had

them shoot at every rail, mud hen or duck that

jumped; on low fliers, pointed out how far

behind or how much under they had shot

—

that is where all beginners shoot—and helped

them in every way. They did well for boys,

improved as they grew older and would

have ranked high among shooters had not the

cares of business shut off the practice of one,

and the desire for a first-class education

kept the other away from the woods and
marshes.

While coaching them, I could not help

improving, too. He who teaches another

must certainly learn himself. Shooting be-

came an instinct. I made many quick shots

that, if my life depended on it, I could

not tell where I had held. When I missed,

it was usually on a slow-flying bird that I

"poked" after.

This shooting by instinct was made poss-

ible, by my use of the same gun as long as it

held together—which it did for years. I came
to believe that a skillful workman is worthy
of the best of tools—as good as he can buy;

that after purchasing a high class gun, a

shooter should not handicap himselt by using

any and every sort of ammunition. Loads
should be uniform; the same make and
quantity of powder; the same weight of

shot loaded in the same kind of shells. It is

poor economy, saving a few cents on a box

of cartridges and losing an important match
at the traps or a hard-hit duck, in consequence.

Get the best, which, with game as scarce

as it is and becoming scarcer, is none too

good. To miss, or to "slobber" down a

bird that should have been cleanly killed, or

only to chip a clay pigeon, mil shake one's

confidence in himself and lead to poor work
all around and in this way the desire to

continue at the game decreases, until a man
is apt to quit entirely because of the fre-

quency of bad days, when a slightly increased

expense in the quality of the few boxes of

shells he had used would have sent him home
with a smile on his face, money in his pocket

or game in his bag.

There is little difference of opinion among
shooters of experience as to the using of fine

shot in preference to coarse, and against

overloading, particularly of shot.

For myself, I have killed well on toward

150,000 head of small game; have shot much
at the traps, and have picked, helped pick,

or seen picked—well, perhaps 50,000 geese,

ducks, pigeons and plover—ten thousand
ducks in a single winter. I have always been

of an inquiring turn of mind, believing that

there must be a reason for every unusual

happening, and never satisfied until I found
what that reason was. Where had the bird

been hit, and how far had the shot penetrated?

Questions such as these could only be an-

swered by personal examination of the dead
bird. Should not information so gained

carry weight above the opinions of theorists

not one of whom has ever in his life killed 500
ducks or grouse, nor picked a feather from
a single bird, because by doing so there was
chance of soiling his fingers? It looks reason-

able that it should.

In considering the size of shot to be used,

one must remember that some guns shoot

sixes better than sevens, and others, eights

better than either. As a rule, number seven

is the best for general use. A beginner should

make many careful tests before deciding, then,

when his mind is made up, stick to it. He
should pay no attention if his friends shout

"Too small! Too small!" Number sevens

are not too small if the gun shoots well.

Personally, I have killed more Canada geese

—

big honkers weighing as high as eighteen

pounds each—with nines than with anything

as large as fours. Still, whether It is nines,

or sevens, or sixes or fours, the making of a

shooter is in his own hands. If he likes the

game, and perseveres, all else will come to

him, and some day he will be able to kill his

share of the game, to break his share of the

clays.

Rifles for Target Shooting

K. PiNNEY

IIIAVIC been a reader of Rod and Gun for

sorncliinc, and think it the finest sports-

man's magazine published in Canada. I

do not wish any re;i(lcr to think I am a crack

shot as .some call them.selves. I am merely

a "sod buster" or "hay seed" as some call

us country chaps, but nevertheless I enjoy

a few shots when I can squeeze in a few hours
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spare time as well as any one you ever heard

mentioned. As there has never been any

rifle association or small bore club in our

neighborhood, .and not being well supplied

with time, I have not had as much practice as

I would like to secure, certainly not enough

to make me an expert shot.

My two brothers and I possess a Stevens

Ideal No. -17, shooting the .22 long rifle

cartridge. This rifle is fitted with a lovely

circassion walnut stock and deep Schuetzen

butt plate, double set triggers and palm rest.

The barrel is a No. 3, and is 28 inches long.

This makes it a good hea\'y off-hand rifle.

We also have a .25-21-No. 3, 26 inch barrel to

fit this same action.

Our second rifle is a Stevens Ideal No. 44 J^,

using the .25-20 cartridge. This being a

plain model, it is not so nice to look at, but

is capable of punching them in very closely.

It is fitted with a twenty six inch. No. 2

barrel and, of course, is much lighter, making
it a nice rifle foi- hunting "chucks."

The third rifle is Stevens Ideal No. 52,

shootiag the .32-40 cartridge. It has a fancy

walnut stock uith deep Schuetzen butt plate,

cheek rest, and pistol grip. It has a No. 4414
silver finished actioti with double set trigger.

The barrel is a No. 2, 30 inch. This is cer-

tainly a beautiful rifle. It is fitted with a

Pope peep sight. This to my way of think-

ing is the finest peep sight on the market.

The fourth rifle is a .303 Savage. This is

just a plain model but being fitted with

closed sights makes it a good rifle for the

fall hunt in the Northern woods.

I have found that one-half of the good
shooting ability is gained through practice in

making ammunition, as well as practice

in shooting it after you have it made. Fac-

tory lo&ded ammunition is alright for big

game and ground-hog shooting or in fact any

game shooting, but when it comes to measur-

ing from the tack, they are not to be relied

upon so closely as handloads.

The .22 R. F. cartridges factory loaded,

generally speaking, are ver\' accurate at short

range, but in shooting the .25-20., .25-21,

and 32-40 I find them very far out classed,

by the hand cast bullets and hand loaded

shells.

I notice that several writers speak of the

ordinary .22 long R. F. or .22 long Rifle R. F.

as a rifle for practice. Well, they are alright

for those who care for them, and ai'e nice

"boys' rifles but they are too much chucked

up for a man to shoot with comfort. There

js not enough room in the stocks on the

ordinary .22 rifles, and I want something

larger. I would rather shoot 100 and 200

yards in preference to the shorter ranges,

although I do a great deal of short range

shooting. Not for five years have I shot at

less than a fifty-yard target untfl just a few

days ago, when I made a fifteen shot target

at 25 yards. This is target No. 1 which is

pubUshed with my letters. They are all

cutting into the one-inch spot while 8 out of

15 are cutting the ten ring, giving me a score

of 143 out of a possible of 150. This I did

wth the .25-20, using 7 grains weight of F.F.G.

black powder and the 86-grain bullet, seated

in the barrel just ahead of the sheU.

This rifle is equipped v^ith peep sights which

I made myself. I have made several muzzle

sights for different makes of rifle. Besides

those on my own rifles I made both open and

closed types and they are all giving the best

of satisfaction.

I have attended several turkey matches

this last faU, and was verj' much pleased to

see that several of the winning rifles were

those •with my make of muzzle sights.

I am running away from my story by talk-

ing about my sights, so I' must fall back to

that .22 "stuff" again. There are some .22

rifles that I think are all right. In fact

any of them are, in their place, but if I were

getting a .22 rifle to suit myself, I would want
it in a target model bored to shoot either the

.22-15-60 Stevens, the .22-13-45 or even the

.22 W. R. .F cartridges. These are all good

fifty-yard rifles and do some fairly good

work, at 100 yards, especially the .22-15-60.

Stevens.

Another writer says "buying a .25-20 or

any of the special single shot rifles is the

height of folly as they are far too expensive

at the present cost of ammunition,"

I will give my experience on this very

question. Probably this gentleman does

not fall in Une with mj- shooting ideas at all,

and I do not declare that mine are right,

fiut as I have said before, we use all hand-

loaded ammunition with the exception of the

.22 caliber. Take the .25-20. Loading this

shell with the 20 grains weight of F. F. G.

black, 1 lb. of powder \v\\l load 350 shells.

The No. 1 or 1 J4 primers cost me .35 cents

a box, there being 100 in a box. Powder at

.75 cents a pound, making my actual cost of

reloading 350 cases about S2.00. As to the

buflets, I wiU cast enough in a couple of

nights to last me for some time. Having

had a quantity of scrap lead given to me,and

mixing one part tin to 30 parts lead, my
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Target No. 1.

143 out of a possible 150 at 25 yards

bullets cost me very little. Now 350 .22

long rifle cartridges would cost at least .§2.45.

So I figure that after I get my cases, which

are the highest cost, but which last indefinite-

ly where one never crimps them, that I can

load my .25-20 shells with a full charge of

powder just as cheaply as I can purchase the

factory loaded .22 long rifle. I have a far

more accurate cartridge and it's accuracy will

last up to 200 yards. To load them with

miniature loads, such as 7 or 10 grains of

powder, they are much cheaper.

I will then meet another gentleman who
will say that the repeating rifles are just as

accurate as the single shot rifles, and he may
also say, that they are capable of shooting

a great deal belter than the average man can
hold them. Well, now if you or I enjoy

shooting (that is target shooting) and we
arc both poor shots, we need the most accur-

ate rifle we can obtain or at least that is my
way of viewing it. As to repeaters being as

accurate as the various single shot models is

another great mistake. There may be ex-

ceptions but take them on the whole, there

is no comparison, as the single shot will trim

them hands down. I have seen fellow^s

trying to fire 100 yard target shooting

with a ..52-'10 repeater, a .'MY.i Savage and a

.280 Ho.ss and many other types of repealing

rifles. You might as well try to turn a Ford
car into a ten ton truck as to turn such rifles

into target rifles. Hemcmber, dear reader,

I am talking about target shooting alone.

and not game shooting, and do not

condemn repeaters in the least when
in their class.

What I mean to say is this: that

every rifle and cartridge have been

designed for a certain purpose. The
high power repeaters have been

designed for big game shooting.

The smaller repeaters for small game
shooting and the various single shot

target models fortarget shooting and

that alone. When any of these

are used for what they were not

intended, the best results can not be

obtained. I do a bit of hunting my-
self and wif h my brother have hunted

in the Northern woods several years

with great success. Our .303 Savage

IS the one for that work. This

rifle is never put in company with

our target rifles as it appears very

much out of place.

I know some writers on target

w'ork with high power rifles, and

I have, also talked with them. I have

heard them say "I have a .250-3000

Savage, a .22 high power, a .280 Ross or

a .256 Newton." "I can group my shots

on a 2 in. bull at 100 yds." This is a

little more than I can grasp, no matter if

they use a rest or not as I cannot see how such

shooting can be done, using high power

ammunition, light Spitzer bullets, bottle

necked shells, along with quick twist rifling.

We have shot nearly all makes of rifles, and

have never -happened to run across any of

these rifles that will do such work as is here

above mentioned. It may be possible,

yet it is not at all probable. I truly believe

that if any person has one of these rifles that

Target No. 2

20 shots at SO yards with ray own make of closed
sights Stevens .25.20 rlHe No. 44)^
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Target No. i

18,'shots in succession at 50 yards with my own
i make of sights. Stevens .25-20 rifle No. 4414

will do this kind of/ work, they had better

keep it for I am positively sure that they will

never get another.

I am very much in favor of the Savage rifle

as a game rifle and I believe the others men-
tioned to be good rifles, but I do not think

their manufacturers ever intended them for

such remarkably fine work. I know there are

some high power rifles doing some excellent

shooting at long range. I think it was Mr.
Landis who published some long range

targets made by a .30 Springfield that were
exceptionally nice targets. He published

them in the November 1918 issue in one of his

items on guns and ammunition.

I am ver>- much interested in the items wTit-

ten by ^^r. Landis. I consider that

he gives the sportsman some infor-

mation on high power rifles of the

ver>' best kind. This talk I am
giving you to-day may not corres-

pond exactly with what I have read

of his writings, yet if I should ex-

press my opinion on high power
rifles, they would be very much the

same. I wish Mr. Landis would give

us a talk on target rifles as I believe

he surely must have taken up a

course of this sport sometime during

his experiments with guns. Yet
there is no doubt the talks on the

higfi power stuff will take much
better, for there is no doubt that

there is a larger per cent of big

game hunters than there is of target

shooters.

I remember reading a few items

written probably a year or so ago

by a Mr. King on single shot target

rifles and the ammunition for the

same. I have this gentleman pictured in my
mind as a real target shot.

Now as to our ammunition which is all

hand-loaded in the .25-20, we use the .86

grain ball, and 20 grain weight of F. F. G.
Black or Kings Semi-smokeless powder. 1

do not indulge in priming charges to any great

extent a'though there is no doubt that some ot

them are very good. In the .25-21 we use the

96 grain bullet and it seems very accurate.

In the .32-40 we use the 168 grain ball and
40 grains weight of powder.

There are various ideas on the different

charges of powder used in perfecting ammuni-
tion for target shooting, also great variations

in the ideas of bullets such as narrow, deep
groves to hold more lubricant, very wide
banded bullets, or the two front bands being

narrow and the back ones wide. I prefer

the No. .257320 as iflustrated in the Ideal

hand-book, for the .25-20 and .25-21. As the

.32-40 is a favorite caliber among the larger

percent of target shooters, of course, there is a

greater variety of bullets for this rifle. We
have two sets of moulds, moulding two dift"-

erent shaped buUets in the .32-40 class.

Both of these seem to travel very^ true and
certainly seem to be designed for accuracy.

If there was not so much trouble and red

tape in getting it across the line and back, I

would like to have a .32-10 barrel throated to

take the Hudson bullet. I have never used

this famous bullet, but I have it pictured in

my mind as the finest bullet for target shoot-

Target .No. 4

12 shots at 100 yards with open sights. No sighting shots.
Stevens No. 44;2 .25-20 rifle
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Target No. 5

14 shots at 100 yards with open sights. Stevens Ideal
No. 44H .25-20 rifle

ing. No doubt, a great many of our readers

have seen illustrations of this famous bullet

and also read a great many items on it and it's

designer. It is a 185 grained ball. The
three front bands .318 inches and the two
back ones .323 inches are a trifle wider.

In noticing several accounts of this bullet, I

see there has been some exceptionallj^ fine

shooting done with it. Its designer Dr. W.
G. Hudson, by all accounts surprised all the

target shots of the world with this bullet and
his .38-55 buUet designed under the same
idea as the- .32-40. There are several gun-
smiths through the United States who will

turn out a iiand-madc barrel using this bullet

or will throat other barrels lo receive it.

The Ideal Reloading Tool Company turn out

a special bullet sealer for the sealing of these

Hudson bullets !iik1 other heavy banded
bullets.

.\s I want to i>ui)lish a few more targets I

must not run into many details. I am not

showing you these targets with the idea that

they will be the best you have ever seen.

They are probably not as good as you have
made yourself, but it would look much better

to show these few targets so that you will

know there is occasionally a time when I can
hit the bull. I here show No. 2 and 3 targets.

No. 2 is a target which I made over a year ago
and on a very cold day. This I consider to

be one of the best targets 1 liave ever made on
this range. I lircd 20 sliols in succession

using the same rifle and sights as

when I made my 25 yard target

which I have published in this item,

and using the same weight of bullet

and 10 grains weight of F. F. G.

Black instead of the 7 grains.

The 20 shots are all well into the 2

in. bull giving me a score of 194 points

nut of 200. No. 3 target is the same
nlle and sights also same ammuni-
tion. This bull's eye you will notice

is not nearly so good. Just a

few days previous I had been shoot-

ing in the wind at 100 yards and my
sights needed some shifting as you
will notice. My bullets are grouped

in bunches of three before hitting

the centre ring. The cause of this

was that I had no one marking for

me, so would shoot 3 shots and
then go to the target. This of course

cut down my score gixing me 168

points out of a possible of 180 there

being 18 shots fired.

No. 4 and No. 5 targets were

both made at 100 yards with the

same rifle but with open sights. These are

not nearly so good as I have made with

the closed rights but as my other targets

were done with closed sights I thought I

had better show the open sight targets as

well. As I like nice open sights and have

done nice work with same I was using the

same 86 grained bullet and the full charge or

pow der.

No. 4 target is 12 shots at 100 yards giving

me a score of 114 out of a possible of 120 on

a 3 in. bull.

No. 5 is the same .sized bulls eye, 14 shots

giving me a score of 133 out of a possible of

140. This w-as done with the same outfit that

I made my No. 4 target with.

Wehavehad gentlemen laugh and think our

own handy way of loading quite a curiosity,

but it is the way of nearly all target shooters.

We never use crimped anmiuniliou except

for hunting "chucks" and small game.

We always seat the bullet well into the

grooves just ahead of the sliell and never

pack the powder in Ihe shell but leave it

loose with a blotting paper wad on top.

This method we find very accurate although

there are some barrels. Pope barrels, at least

the old Pope barrels that they pushed the

bullet in from the muzzle with the aid of a

piece of auxiliary barrel to start the bullet

and then pushing it down to the shell. This

may be more accurate, at least that is what
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they tell us although I have never tried it

myself, I have reason to believe that it is not

very accurate.

A gentleman who has one of these Stevens-

Pope rifles told me that the only fault he

could flnd^^^th it was the terrible awkwardness

of loading up. This, no doubt, is ver>' trouble-

some as I find seating bullets is enough

bother.

I am just a young chap but have shot a

rifle more or less since I was seven years of

age and certainly enjoy rifle shooting, and f

think t am a fair shot but I am personally

acquainted with a gentleman who had at one

time, and has some of them yet, the finest

collection of target rifles and reloading tools

that I have ever seen. I consider him to be

an expert in rifle shooting. He has done

shooting that would make me look green. He
may not be so good now as he is just the age

that his sight is failing him, but as f am doing

the talking I will say he is "some shot."

My shooting consists mostly in target

shooting, although I enjoy hunting ground-

hogs, crows and squirrels. I have never

tried for the larger game, yet I have a feeling

that you may some day see me there, or at

least, f hope you may. I specialize in target

shooting more than game shooting.

fn my practice I shoot from the off-hand

and prone positions, off-hand rests, elbow

rests, with a sling and with muzzle rests.

I shot on both stationary and mo\ing target*

at ranges from 25 yards up to 200 yards. I

prefer the 100 yard target using a 3 inch

bulls eye, using a black bulls eye on a white

target-above all others.

This is my first attempt to write for any
paper or magazine, and I hope that you,

gentle reader, will find it interesting and that

if you are a beginner at target shooting and
tr>' some of my methods that you may derive

the very best results.

Editor's Note—Mr. Pinney's article is

ver\' interesting, truthful and practical in

every way. I am a firm behever in using real

target rifles for target shooting.

C. S. Landis, Editor.

A Letter from John Sharpe

Editor, Guns tS: Ammunition Dept.

As a reader and admirer of Rod and Gun for

a considerable period, I have noticed that you
have from time to time wekomed, in your

courteous and gentlemanly way, letters to

the Guns and Ammunition Department of

your excellent and steadily improving maga-
zine. Thus encouraged, although in no

sense of the term a literarj- man, I make bold

to pen a few lines about the four targets

kindly reproduced by you upon page 956 ot

your January issue and at the same time

attempt to give "P..I.,"Nelsoa,B.C., the par-

ticulars of rifle, caliber, sights and loads

which lie, as an admitted "rifle crank." is in

quest of.

The targets in question were sent in to your
magazine by Nfr. J. W. Smith, Secretary of

the Irish Rifle Association, Toronto, a thoro-

going gentleman, an ardent sportsman and a

crack rifle shot who has proved his powers

with the gun, by successfully competing with

and finally beating over 100 (one hundred)

competitors in the Toronto C. I. Rifle League

this season and landing a magnificent silver

cup as Individual champion of this league.

The targets in question are drawn absolutely

to size, Nos. I. II, III, and IV, are positively

correct in every detail, Mr. Smith being

a draughtsman cf no mean ability, as well as a

w-riter and shot. Nos. I, III and IV. need no

comment; of the loads and particulars of

ballistics more anon. Speaking of target No.II,

Mr. Landis, it is reproduced full size

and not half si?.e as you suppose and is ab-

solutely correct to the slightest detail. As I

am writing for the benefit of a so-called rifle

crank, permit me a word as to its production.

As Mr. Smith says in the short article accom-

paming the re-produced targets, it was made
with the aid of a coach. This man knows my
shooting and peculiarities better than I know
them myself. I sighted up first on a prac-

tice target. Starting with the elevation and
windage that gave a 12 o'clock bull he ordered

2 minutes deflection of the rear sight and two
minutes alteration of windage on seven

consecutive shots until finally he found he

was "holding" and in good shape. My
point of aim was, and always is. just below

6 o'clock, showing what appears to be a 1-16

inch of while, between the top of the foresight

and apparent contact with the bottom of the

bull itseli.

Having satisfied ourselves that all was O.K.

we started in on the real target. My first

shot was a 12 o'clock Hull just breaking the

black as faithfully shown in the reproduction.
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(Remember this effort was to produce a map
of the British Isles with rifle bullets—by no

means a new idea). This first shot, then,

started me on the northern portion of Scotland.

Two minutes depression oi elevation and one

minute right wind was ordered by my coach

for the next shot, tiom his security of a steel

sheltered position close up to the target.

This alteration of windage and elevation was

kept up until Scotland, were produced in

bullet holes, when my coach ordered a rise

of 6 minutes and an alteration of 6 minutes

left wind so that I might "put Ireland on the

map." This last shot cost me a certain

amount of misgi\'ing Once or twice before

I had found—in common with a certain Im-

perial Government—that Ireland gave trouble.

On a previous occasion, with the best of in-

tentions, I had put "Ireland" in the North

Sea, by pulling on right wind mstead of left.

However, after our care with sights, sling,~

position and the necessary concentration of

mind, my trigger release finally produced the

looked for result as witness the reproduction

in question. I may say, en passant, that

this figure shooting is a great strain on a man
and not nearly so easy as it looks.

Speaking now of targets generally, Mr.

Landis, I may say that, with the exception

of target No. 2 (Map of British Isles) these

targets are not hand picked. On the con-

trary I have in my possession two or three

dozen that are as good as those reproduced

in your January issue, all witnessed and

vouched for by men who are themselves

expert shots. Many of these men have just

as good groups as I have indeed, two in

particular I consider have shot better groups.

Why they do not let you reproduce their

targets I do not know.

And now to redeem my promise to our

friend "P.J.," NeIson,B.C.,as regards the dope
of my shooting. To begin with, Mr. Landis,

your are a pretty good judge as I proved long

ago, in matters pertaining to shooting. I

have, as you say, spent a lifetime in shooting

all kinds of loads and guns My first gun was
an old muzzle-loading Horse pistol, a relic

of the "high-way hold up" days. The first

target I ever shot at was a bird on the corner

of my father's house. The bird was perfectly

safe, and he knew it. My aim and intentions

were good all right, but my elevation was low.

Klcvation didn't trouble me in those

days and neither did it trouble the bird.

I had loaded with a double charge of black

powder and with a round stone as a bullet.

After taking very deliberate aim, 1 as delib-

erately pulled the trigger as in duty bound,

with the somewhat surprising and disastrous

result that a large lump of material forming

the corner stone of the house and the perch

of the bird in question was dislodged from the

place it was originally intended for and

dropped with surprising precision and a

resounding crash, plumb through the glass

roof of my father's green-house which was
most thoughtfully and obligingly placed

immediately beneath it. What was the

bird's opinion of my embryo attempt at rciark-

manship I have no means of knowing, but my
father's opinion of shooting in general and my
own in particular I distinctly remember to

this day. I may add, that to the best of my
knowledge that same bird is still alive.

I lost my Horse pistol and my reputation

right there, but I never lost hope. Every

time I had a little spare cash it went into

some kind of gun or ammunition. After much
resting and study and quite a little experi-

ence, I finally met a rifle crank, a man after

my own heart, with both means and ability

to put me on the right track for fine target

w-ork. I was "lost" right there. Since

then w-e have had experience with most

"worth while" rifles of many calibers and

various loads. I obtained fairly close groups

at times and met with a fair amount of suc-

cess. But I was not satisfied. I finally

came to the conclusion that a man must

specialize to have real success. I started

out, but met with all kinds of rebuffs and

failures innumerable. Everything, and every-

body, including my friends, seemed against

me. But I kept steadily impro\nng and that

was something anyhow. It is surprising

how jealous some people become when they

see a man making good. They put every

possible obstacle in his way. However,

I "kept on keeping on" in spite of them, until

one fine day I became the happy possessor

of a first class target Ross. Then tilings

began to come my way a little. I worked up

all kinds of loads for this individual barrel,

got the "pull" perfect,the .sUng adjusted just

right and though I was on the high road to

success my groups were not such as I read

about and sometimes saw. At last I got

possession of a barrel specially made to

fit the Ross action by a famous maker in

Syracuse, N.Y. (l':vidently a "Schoycn"

—

Ed.) Then I began to make groups that

nearly suited me, ncarli/, not quite. By
this time 1 had arrived at that stage when it

is impossible to be discouraged any more.

The more difficulties, the more effort. My
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success was immediate and surprising, at all

events to myself. I have spent years in

working up loads for different distances, long,

mediui.i, and short ranges, but my success in

the short range has been greatest.

Now for the detail^ First, the rifle.

The barrel is 30.5 inches long, chambered

to take the W.R.A. 303 British shell. It is

not chambered too snugly which I have proved

to be a decided advantage. It is of the

nickel steel persuasion and was especially

made as stated above. The rifling is some-

what on the line of the New^ton, not having

grooves, strictly speaking, but rifled on the

segment principle, there being seven of them,

having one complete turn in 10.5 inches.

The action is the Ross Mark II of the bolt

type but tuned up and fitted as close as

patience and experiment can make it. The
"pull" is a double one, the major portion

of which is taken on the first, the second pull

being very light. The barrel is bedded in

graphite which I claim to be a decided advan-

tage. The stock is one piece and of the

finest selected Spanish walnut, fitted and
shaped to my own ideas. I have experimented

with slings, both as to length and position and
point of grip and find that personally the sling

adjusted in such a way that it gives a leather

cross in which the hand rests beneath the

stock, one end being attached by s\\ivel

just in front of the trigger guard and the

other at the lower band, is the best combina-
tion that I know about. The sights were
long a source of doubt to me. I have tried

all open sights, V sights, U sights, notches,

bars, peep sights of all kinds and makes,
telescopic sights of many makes, numbers and
sights of my own ideas, but at last have come
to the conclusion that the sight made by the

Canada Tool and Specialty Company is the

best of the bunch. The size of aperture has

a whole lot to do with a man's shooting.

Personally, I find that the size known as Xo. 8

is the best as far as I am concerned. The
sight in question is fitted with an exteation

bridge which brings it well back to the eye.

The fore-sight is of the high and narrow square

block type fixed on the sight sleeve in the

usual way, but used without the hood, which
I find is decidedly the best way to use it. In

actual shooting, I find the best plan is to feed

each individual shell well into the chamber
by hand, to top the powder well back on the

primer and keep it there. "Trifles make
success, but success is no trifle" we are told.

Most certainly is this true of really fine rifle

shooting. You cannot afford to overtake

the seemingly most trivial detail when you are

shooting in reaUy first-class company.

Secondly as regards the load. First and
foremost in this connection you must experi-

ment diligently and painstakingly until you
have found the load which exactly fuits

your indi\idual barrel, for no two shoot alike.

I may say without exaggeration that I tried

dozens of loads before I found one that

exactly suited this bariel. I have tried loads

\arying all the way from 73 grain lead bullet

with 4 grains weight "unique" powder, to

225 grain bullet with 25 grains weight Du
Pont Xo 21 powder. After an infinite amount
of trouble and experiment I have come to the

conclusion that for this particular barrel,

a \V. R. A. shell loaded with the 157 grain

bullet and 11 grains Du Pont Sporting No. 80
Smokeless Powder with a Xo. 8^ copper

U.M.C. Primer is the best combination that

can at present be obtained. My bullets are

all hand cast and fitted with copper gas-

checks. The composition of the buUet is as

follows: Lead 74 per cent., tin 10 per cent.,

antimony 8 per cent., copper 7 per cent., bis-

muth 1 per cent. This doubtless will not

suit all rifles, but it suits this particular one.

Thirdly the range. I have shot extensively

on all the ranges from 25 yards to 1100 yds,

but when it comes to specializing one cannot
be good at them all, we must be content to

put in some fairly good work at one. After

long experience and many disappointments I

find that the 75 hard range suits me best. So
here I attempt to specialize. The range the

targets reproduced in the January issue were
made on is of that length and situated out-

side of the northeast section of the tity of

Toronto. Here my patron does most of his

experimental work, I sometimes do a little

shooting here too. The end of the range at

which the targets are placed has an arrange-

ment whereby the direct rays of light can be

admitted on to the targets in the daytime,

while a powerful electric light does duty at

night. The targets in question were made
in the bright sunlight. Of course, the range
being covered from the wind does not count.

But your rifle, your load, and the shooter

must be as near perfect as it is humanly pos-

sible to get things. Some days, to save your
life, you cannot shoot well. Other days
everj^thing seems to go right. Xo man can
always be at liis best. The exact name and
analysis of the powder with w-hich the four

targets were made, I am unfortunately at

present unable to give,^ as it is a new explosive

and shell in the experimental stage, but as I
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hope it will be in a short time on the market,

I will perhaps later on be able to tell more
about it. All things point at present to its

being a complete success. The position used

was prone, wth no rest of any kind and with

sling. I never had much success with pointed

bullets except at mid and long ranges. Tar-

get No. I. was made with flat nose bullet,

the other three wth round nose, but not point-

ed nose bullets, 157 grains in weight and of the

composition mentioned above and lubricated

with the Banana lubricant made by a Buffalo

firm. The bullets are cast so that they have

five grooves bevelled backwards and filled

with lubricant inside the mouth of the shell

and one groove in front of the shell not filled

with lubricant, but left clear to take up the

fouling of the previous shot. The bullet is

hghtly seated with a hand tool to the exact

fit of the shell mouth and is prevented from

receding upon the powder by three indents

made by another hand tool. In fact, every-

thing is hand loaded which is indeed the only

way to obtain real success. Bullets sized

down .312 inches.

As showing that the rifle and load as advo-

cated by myself is- practical value I may

mention the fact that during the past winter

season, out of over one hundred picked shots

in the Toronto Indoor Rifle League this

rifle holds first place with the fair record of 3

inners only for the whole season, two of

which were due to^efective shells and one to

poor deliverj, thus falling only 3 points short

of a possible season's score. The last five

straight matches being an unbroken run of

possibles, surely a fair performance and
vindicating my contentions regarding loads,

etc.

In conclusion, Mr. Landis, I think I have
pretty fully explained all that our friend

"P. J." Nelson, B.C., can reasonably wish

to know in this connection and if at any time

he is my way and feels inclined and will let me
know before hand of his visit, I shall be most
pleased to show him all I can with regard to

my rifle, my loads and other things, myself

perhaps included.

Wishing you and your magazine the success

you alike so justly merit. Permit me ta

reninin.

Yours most faithfully,

(Sgd) John Sharpe.

Queries and Answers

Editor, Guns & Ammunilion Depl.

Your very kind and fraternal letter of the

6th ulto. was received in due time, and I

have to apologize for not replying ere this,

with regard to giving some range dope for

your department in Rod and Gun. There
are very many more successful rifle-shots than

I in Canada who have won their place on
Bisley Teams, not once but many times,

and are more competent than I to give in-

structions, etc., in the sport or art of rifle

shooting on the range.

It is true I am an old "Bisley shot." I am
sixty-four past. I won a place on the BisleyTeam
for the year 1903, and w-as fortunate enough
to be chosen from our teani of twenty to

participate in the principal team events:

the"P:Uma,"and"Mackinnon Cup." At that

lime we were restricted to the plain open sights

and Lee Knfield Rifle as issued, with sliding

bar rcv( rsed, blackened and a number of

white perpendicular lines drawn on same,
about six minutes apart, so as to be rcadyfor

sudden changes of wind, especially at long

range. Five to seven lines were used, with

the zero fine the longest, aiming over, or

anj'where between lines as required. For
instance, at 1000 yds. in the "Palma" the

average was 13 feet left, just outside second

line from zero. My score at this range in

this competition was sixty-five. At 800 yds. I

made a mistake in aiming over the wrong
line, and got an outer at nine o'clock. Rifle

shots are fortunate in having peep and wind-

gauge sights nowadays, and not have to use

such crude appliances in long range shooting.

At 200 yards we used the plain open V, at

which range this pattern of sight was W'ell

-defined, and high scores on the seven inch

bull were made. My best score over there at

this range was eleven bulls stiaight in the

"Gregory" winning 7th prize, I think £2. or

.SIO.OO. I made three other seven shot

possibles in competitions at this range at

Bisley.

With your new Springfield and good ammun-
ition, at your Camp Perry National competi-

tions, possibles on the six-inch bull at 200

yards, will be very frequent.

We have had no Provincial or Dominion
Rifle Association competitions since the war
began, but in all probability, rifle shooting ob
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the ranges will again be, as universal in Canada

as previous to the war. My eyesight is much
impared for rille shpoting and I will have to

give place to younger men. I indulge in a

moose hunt each autumn, and spend a good

deal of time salmon fly fishing during the

season on our small and much depleted salmon

streams in Nova Scotia.

I am not riiuch good vsTiting articles.

Twenty to twenty-five years ago I v\rote some
for Mr. A. C. Gould of "Shooting & Fishing"

on Caribou hunting in Newfoundland, and
hunting the moose on this Province. I was a

subscriber to Mr. Gould's first venture,

"The Rifle" and continuously to its successor

"Shooting & Fishing" until it merged under
new management as, "Arms and the Man;"
and got many helpful hints from same.

The readers of Rod and Gun are to be con-

gratulated on the excellence of your Guns &
Ammunition Dept. Your advice as to rifles

for moose hunting, etc., I can heartily endorse.

I am now using for moose hunting a Ymra
Spanish Mauser which I got from Bannerman
many years ago, and remodeled to sporting

use, and consider it O.K. for my use. Have
shot six moose with it and have not lost a

wounded one. I first had a Marble Peep
Sight on grip; then a L>Tnan No. 35 on
re<:eiver; and now have a L>Tiian Peep at-

tached to end of sleeve or firing pin, fitting it

myself. This I find the best in all lights, and
I still have the receiver sight which can be

attached in a few seconds and used for fine

target shooting at any range.

My load for the above is the 145 grain

copper tube pointed Ross bullet, a supply of

which I got from Newton in Bufl'alo, a number
of years ago. My powder charge is 48 grains

DuPont No. 15. They recommend 49 grains,

and stated that pressures would not exceed

50,000 lbs. per square inch with this bullet,

and that muzzle velocity would be about 2800
f.s., which I think is near correct for my
twenty-five inch barrel. The bullet, although

a little oversize, does not seem to exceed the

pressures above given, as the fired primers,

samples ol which I have forwarded to the

DuPont people, do not indicate dangerous

pressures, and the accuracy is fine.

The last three moose were shot with the

145 grain bullet.

One of the best pomts in this rifle is the

stiff barrel. Sudden changes in temperature

from very low to high, as say a frosty morning
in September and perhaps a 70 degree tem-
perature in afternoon of same day, make no
appreciable difference in the sighting; also a

grain or so in amount of powder is not noticed

at hunting ranges. This is in marked con-

trast to a slender barrel, high power rifle which
I once used.

Later on if you think it O.K. I will write a

short screed on the value of snapping practice

for young shots; or old shots too, for that

matter; also the last word has not yet been
written as to proper cleaning of rifles and
other firearms, as the hundreds of ruined

bores of rifles especially, that one sees every-

where, testify.

I find I have added more to this letter than
I intended. Wishing you a successful season

on the Rifle Range.

Yours very tnfly,

James Whyte.
Berwick, Nova Scotia.

Changes in "Savage" Organization

Mr. A. E. Borie has resigned as President

of The Savage Arms Corporation and has

been elected Chairman of the Board of Dir-

ectors. Mr. W. L. Wright, formerly Vice-

President and General Manager, succeeds

him as President.

Mr. F. R. Phillips has been elected Vice-

President. Mr. F. R. Pleasonton remains
General Works Manager, and Mr. Arthur
F. Hebard has been appointed General Sales

Manager.
Mr. F. P. KeUey remains Sales Manager of

the products of the Company manufactured
at their Utica Plant. H^ will represent the

Company in the Western territory and Mr.
Harry E. Haynes will be the Eastern repre-

sentative.

The Company will be represented in Detroit

by Mr. Brockolst Mathewson.

Remodeling a Ballard Rifle.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

I am commg to you for more ad\ice, al-

though the World War kept me from foUowing

out your pre\ious suggestions. You wrote
me in regard to my .25-25 Stevens, and now I

would like to know if you consider the action

of a .38-55 Ballard Pacific, strong enough to

stand the .25-35 closely chambered by Mr.
Niedner? I noticed in the .\pril number of

Field & Stream, that the Winchester People

have stopped the manufacture of all single

shot, falling breech block actions, except the

N.R..\.—.22 cahber. I can get the aforesaid

Ballard for about S7.50. Do you think it is

strong enough?

I ran into a piece of good luck about a

year ago. I bought a .22 cal. Ballard for
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$5.00 and had the barrel rehned. When I

have adjusted the sights a Httle closer I will

send you some targets that it made.

To be more explicit, I will state what I

intend to use the .25-35 for, and that is ground-

hogs, crows and target work. I believe this

barrel with a twelve inch twist would be a more
accurate gun than with a fourteen inch Uvisi,

because in Lieut. Col. Whelen's, "American

Rifle" he says that this cartridge does not

shoot well if the velocity is reduced to that

of the .25-20; many of the bullets keyholing.

Am I right in my way of thinking?

Should I get such a gun? I may put a Sidle

'scope on it. Do you consider my choice of

'scope a good one? My choice is a No. 45,

four power with removable lens, which raises

the power to eight.

R. E. Traber.

Platteville, Wis.

Reply—Mr. Niedner does not bore his own
rifle barrels. If he'uses a Winchester barrel,

he must use a fourteen inch twist. If he

can secure a Marlin or Remington, it would

be bored with a twelve inch twist. I under-

stand he purchases the barrels and recham-

bers them.

I think that your .38-55 Ballard action will

be strong enough, especially if Mr. Niedner

bushes the firing pin, which he always does.

For some peculiar reason Lieut. Col. Whelen
did not secure good accuracy in the .25-35

Winchester -Niedner rifle when using a reduced

charge of powder and metal cased bullets;

but he did secure verj- good accuracy when he

used gas-check cast bullets.

I have jxever used the Sidle 'scope' but they

have a very good reputation among riflemen.

Editor.

Wants a Bear and Moose Rifle.

Editor, Guns <fc Ammunition Dept.

I am a great reader of your magazine and
as you seem to satisfy all advice-seekers, I

would be very glad if you would advise me on
getting a rifle. I want a rifle for moose,

bear and perhaps deer, but mostly for the

two former.

It appears that the expert game hunters

prefer a gun that is very mobile, even if they

have to dispense with a little killing power.

That is all right for anyone who can 'bunch'

his shots on a flying vision of deer or moose.
However, I am not an expert. What I

want is a gun that will 'paralyze' a big moose
or bear, if I have the good luck to line up on
one. I do not object to a little extra rifle-

weight or extra recoil either, as long as it will

decrease my chances of coming home 'skunk-

ed.'
,
However, I would like one that has a

fairly high velocity and medium length

range.

A friend advised me to get -a .451 but I

know nothing about that gun. What do you
think of it for my purpose? Will you please

give the velocity, range, charge, bullet, etc.,

used in the .451 ; also in the rifle or rifles you
suggest?

Will you also state price of suggested rifles

and where they may be obtained and advisable

weight of bullet to be used? I shall use

factory loaded shells for this fall.

Thanking you, I remain,

John W. Smith,

Port Rowan, Ont.

Reply—In reply to your letter I would
suggest that you purchase a model 1895

Winchester rifle for the .30-1906 cartridge,

and use the 180 grain, metal cased, soft

point bullet; or that you buy the same rifle

for the .35 Winchester cartridge.

Should you desire an automatic rifle, the

.401 Winchester or the .35 Remington Auto-

matic, would suit your purpose ver>' well.

You can secure these rifles from: D. Pike

Co. Ltd., 123 King street, East, Toronto,

I am not familiar with any cartridge known
as the .451. You probably refer to either'the

.351 or .401 Winchester Automatics: or else

the .405 model 1895 Winchester.—Editor.

Sighting a .22.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

Yours is a great work and worthy oi the com-
pliments bestowed upon it—some you hear of,

but of most you do not. Rod and Gun is to

be congratulated, for I doubt if it ever loses

a real friend,and is always gaining new ones.

If not asking too much, I would be glad to

hear from you at an early date, concerning the

following: Believing that a .22 Savage

Repeater 1914 Model (New), equipped with

good sights, will give good results, will you
please advise what sights, in your judgment,

would be best suited for one having certain

typical inclinations, both indoors and out-

doors, with such a rifle, and who never did

much with any rifle, except miss occasionally

a 6 inch bull at 200 yards, standing—one year

especially, with an "Army Issue,"

I hope you will give me full advice in this

connection, for, while I have read much con-

cerning rifle and sight dope, 1 assuredly cannot

claim to have any specific or practical know-

ledge.

"When I speak of good results (all things
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being relative) I simply express a desire for

such: better results for example, than befell

my lot with an old Flobert, which some years

ago was the pnde of many a lad's heart.

This reminds me, your articles, and those

of your associates, are scientifically interesting

but I rarely get to hear of how all you experts

started in the game. I mentioned my first

rifie—the old Flobert (You all remember it)

but uill no one confess of having made just

a few "misses" attributed to the minor

defect of say four solid inches of solid lead

being jammed in mid-barrel?

Now, to finish up, I am getting a supply of

.22 Lesmok long rifle cartridges with hollow

point bullet, for small game shooting, unless

you advise otherwise. Is it best to use the

same ammunition for short range target

work ?

Can you conveniently give me any figures

approximating the velocity and energies at

muzzle, 25 yards and 50 yards of—Firstly;

.22 long rifle cheap smokeless cartridges in the

Winchester single shot 1902 Model, and
Secondly; of afore mentioned Savage Re-
peater and Lesmok cartridges? Should you
conjecture that I am aiming to jump from the

little rifle and cheap ammunition, to the

other class of Savage and Lesmok, you are

right, and our thanks are due you.

You'll again hear from me, if I have any-

thing worth wliile to tell about "Dead Crows
and Targets."

W. E. Henthorn, M.E.
Montreal, Can.

Reply—In reply to your letter of April 16th,

I would recommend Lyman No. 2.\, and No.

8, as being a very practical set of sights for

the Model 1914 Savage rifle for all purposes.

The .22 hollow point bullet is all right but

the solid point vAW probably be slightly more
accurate. '

The muzzle energy of the .22 long rifle

cartridge would be about 85 ft. lbs., and pos-

sibly 70 ft. lbs. at 50 yards. There would be

no appreciable difl'erence between the bal-

listics from the two rifles.

I notice that you think it's about time for

me to confess some of my past sins. After

reading my life's history in Rod and Gun, I

agree with you as I think it would help to

square matters with the readers. The best

hunting experience that I ever had happened
when I was quite young. I missed twelve

straight quail one day and the next day I

shot at thirteen and winged only one of them,

and it ran under a brush pile. It was nec-

essary to tear down the whole brush pile to get

that one quail but I eventually succeeded. I

had more fun catching that one quail than you
could imagine.

Another time when I started out with my
first rifle and shot at my first squirrel, I man-
aged to place a bullet through both eyes at

fully 60 yards. Immediately, I imagined

that rifle shooting was quite a simple matter.

After failing to shoot another squirrel that

season, I changed my point of view consid-

erably.

I remember knocking a squirrel off of a tree

and on running to pick it up I fell over a log

that was at least two feet thick. In falling

over the log I broke my rifle stock, and in

doing so, discovered for the first time that

that log existed. Those were great days but

some of them had better not be spoken ofjn
company.
On another occasion I fired possibly thirty-

five cartridges at a hawk before finally hitting

it. From this you can understand that I

have occasionally missed something. Well,

misses do not occur so frequently at the

present time, still they occur and I suppose

I might as well own up to it.

I hope that after this confession you will

feel that your case is not altogether hopeless.

Editor.

Cleaning a Leaded Barrel.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.,

Will you kindly let me know bow to clean

a .22 W. R. F. rifle?

I have a .22 W. R. F. Mod. 1800 Winches-
er rifle that is slightly leaded. What would
I use to clean it and where could I get it?

Is there any place I could send it to have it

cleaned?

A Constant Reader.

Carman, Man.,

Reply— The best way to remove lead

would be to use a good siiff brass brush, and
scrub it out well with this brush. Use a

.22 caliber Marble brush, or a .25 caliber

brush that has been used slightly. If this

will not take it out, plug one end of the barrel

with a cork, then partly fill the barrel with

quick silver and run this back and forth in

the barrel occasionally. The lead will amal-

gamate with the quick silver.

If you cannot remove all of the lead in this

manner send the barrel to the Winchester

factory. •—Editor.

Notes on Deer Rifles.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

I wish to congratulate C. S. Landis for his
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version in selecting a rifle for deer, entitled

"common sense in purchasing firearms." I

notice in every Rod and Gun someone asking

the question as to the best rifle for killing

deer.

Now I have used a rifle upwards to thirty

years (not so very long either) but in that time

I have learned considerable about care,

ability and how to handle a rifle. I was so

impressed with the writing about the .30-30

carbine that I could not refrain from congratu-

lating the writer.

Now I hear fomeone say "I bet he uses a

.30-30 Carbine." Well, I have used one but

now use a .32 Winchester Special- Carbine,

and I believe Mr. Landis would also endorse

this gun as there is ver>' little difference

between the two.

The reason I use the writer of "Common
Sense in Purchasing Firearms," as an example

is that his writing gives me the impression

that he is a practical man and has used prob-

ably as many different calibers and makes of

rifles as the ordinary hunter, and that he

believes a thing to be true when he sees

it, not by picking up catalogues of different

gun makers, and using their tables of ballistics

on velocity, penetration.trajectory and then

judging the best killing gun.

In my expedience, penetration is not exact-

ly the best feature in a gun for killing ability.

I notice in last month's Rod and Gun in the

killing power of the .250-3000, how you would
pick your game up where they were hit,

not 50, 100 or 200 yds. from where you shot

them.

Listen friend, I h^ive s. en deer picked

up over a half a mile fiom where they were
hit with a .250-3000 and have also followed

blood on a track and never found the deer.

I am not saying that if the same deer was shot

in the same place with a .30-30 that they

would ha\ c dropped on the spot, but I do say

that they would not have run any further than
when they were shot with a .250-3000.

With my experience, I truthfully and with-

out prejudice believe for the all round rifle a

.30-30 Carbine or .32 Special Carbine weigh-

ing only 6Ji lbs. makes the finest little gun
for deer, that is in the market (and make no
mistake they will kill moose too) and I be-

lieve and have reasons to believe that

in Northern Ontario they are like Ford cars.

Why? Because you can buy ammunition
at a reasonable price anywhere, and thoy
certainly deliver the goods if you hold "them
on."

Reply—Glad you liked my article..

C. S. Landis.

Dept. Editor.

Port Colborne, Ont. J. S. Sherk.

Notes on the .250-3000.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.,

I have been an ardent reader of Rod and
Gun for the past ten years at least. I have
never contributed to its columns but have

always read itfromcover to cover with interest.

I do not claim to be a gun expert, a shooting

expert, a big game hunter or a story teller,

but have done a little of each.

In the way of firearms I have used quite a

number of different kinds, from the old

muzzle loaders to the automatics. At the

present time my arsenal consists of a Standard

Automatic Rifle, using the .35 Special Cart-

ridge, and a .250-3000 Savage. In small

rifles, I have a Savage .22 Automatic 1912

model and a Savage tubular Magazine 1914_

model.

In shot guns, I use a 12 gauge Tournament
grade both for game and trap shooting, also

a 20 gauge, both Winchesters, and also a

couple of revolvers. I generally get my
game with either shot gun or rifle. I have
a Western Automatic Trap for Blue Rocks,

a;!> .I)u Pont Hand Trap.

Bcin^ handicapped in such a small place

in keeping up a gun club, I installed the

Automatic for mv own pleasure. I am a

fair trap shooter, and occasionally am able

to enjoy a shoot with the Moose Jaw Gun
Club, and my Winchester generally manages
to give a good account of itself.

Speaking of rifles, it was an article in your
April Number of Rod and Gun headed
"Deer Rifles" by P. A. L. that is responsible

for my sudden outburst. This has reference

to the .250-3000 Savage. Several tipies I

have read articles about these rifles in your

magazine and I am the proud possessor of one
of these sure death dealers. Having shot

moose, elk and deer with it and knowing
from experience the killing power of this

little rifle, and then to read articles in my
favorite magazine, recommending such a

rifle as I have as "A GOOD CROW OR
WOOD-CHUCK GUN," you may be able

to imagine what kind of a feeling I experienced

and especially against the Kditor as it was a

recommendation of his, I thought if this

gentleman had ever lived on the prairie, he

would have been recommending it for a good

gopher gun.

I have not been able to get out big game
hunting the past two seasons, but the year
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previous I secured a large elk at a distance of

140 yds., with a neck shot, and it only re-

quired one.

This animal was stone dead when I reached

him. and it was only a very few minutes. It

was my first elk.and you can get up consider

able speed on an occasion of that kind.

. The previous year I secured a fair sized

moose, only 42 inch spread, wth a "behind

the shouMer shot" at a distance of 100 yards.

This animal did nol have time to straighten

his legs out properly before life had departed.

I have cited these two instances in support

of the big little gun, the .250-3000 Savage.

It was with a thrill of pleasure that I read

the article referred to when the rifle was even

recommended as the best deer rifle. I ha^e

a hunting partner who also uses the .250-3000

and he never fails to get his limit.

Will send you later a photo of a deer head,

which I secured last fall, and which is a very

nice specimen.

In comparing the .250-3000 with the .256

Newton, I only speak from my experience with

the rifle I am using, having never used a

Newton. I do not know anything about it,

but if it is a better killer than the Savage, I

will have to have one, but it has to go some
at that.

I am only waiting an opportunity to try

this rifle on some of the game found in the

Rockies, which no doubt will be a little more
exciting than moose, elk or deer. With best

wishes to Rod and Gun, I am
Yours very truly,

A. S. MacDonald,
Expanse, Sask.

Reply—You will understand of course,

that the .250-3000 may be reloaded with a

mid range load and when so loaded it is a

cracker-jack woodchuck and crow gun. You
hit your two moose exactly right. Wait
until you shoot a few in the hips. You may
then lose some of your enthusiasm for a

light bullet as a moose killer.—Editor.

The Stevens High Power Rifles.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

Allow me to say a few words on the Stevens

High Power rifles. I note on Pages 1432

of the May Rod and Gun in Canada, an in-

quir>- about them and as I am somewhat of a

gun crank, will give my opinion of the Stevens
High Power rifle. T have used the .44-40

Winchester & Marlin, .38-40 Winchester &
Marlin, .30-30 Winchester, Mariin & Savage,

.38-55 Marlin, .32-40 Winchestei, .303 British,

.303 Savage, .35 Remington Caliber Stevens

rifle and .351 Automatic Winchester, also a.22

High Power Savage, and of them all, my
choice of an all around deer and black bear

rifle is the Stevens. I have lost but one
deer that I hit wth the .35 Remington
Stevens and I used it three years and killed

all the deer that the law allows and have
loaned it to several friends. They all say

that it is the best deer gun they ever used.

I like the automatic ver>' well but foi accurate

shooting, give me the.35 Remington Stevens.

I like the .303 Savage fairly well only it is

made in a boy's size. If the Savage people

would put out a rifle that would handle a

cartridge like the .303 British and have a 22

or 23 inch barrel weighing about 7J^ to 8

pounds then they would have a man's size

rifle. I think their style of magazine and
safety cannot be beaten in a hammerless

rifle, but I am inclined to be old fashioned and
am in favor of the hammer lever action rifle

and heavy bullet. I have had a lot of crip-

pled deer get away wth the smaller bore

rifles but when the .35 Remington Stevens

cracks, the deer falls as though it had been

struck with a sledge hammer.
The largest deer I ever killed dressed 246

pounds and was shot at about 200 to 225

yards. The bullet went in the neck just

back of the head and came part way out

on the left shoulder. I say part way out

because the butt end of the bullet was out

through the skin and the mushroomed end of

the bullet remained inside. By using the

point of my knife I got the buflet out and have

it yet. Would say that if P. J. Nelson wants

a good deer and black bear rifle he will make
no mistake in purchasing a Stevens High
Power. I also understand that the

Stevens Arms & Tool Company make the

1910 model High Power Rifle in other stand-

ard calibers.

J. S. Burton.

Fassett, Quebec.

Reply—Thank you for this interoeting

letter of information.



The Black Bass

Archie P. McKishnie

(All rights reserved.)

1
PRESUME every angler's knowledge of

game fish and their habits is based,

largely, on his personal experience with

them. It is indeed a brave man who will pose

as an authority on any one of the fighting

denizens of stream or lake, and I believe

all "Old Timers" will agree with me when I

say that the longer and closer the study of

game fish, the least inclined is the student to

make a positive statement of fact concerning

them.

Game fish form a most interesting field of

study, no doubt about that, and it is not at

all difficult for one to secure a lot ol worth-

while knowledge concerning them. - Ever>'

boy who has poled a boat through the sandy

shallows, during the first warm days of May,
has come across a bass nest of pebbles from

which the female bass has scooted like an

angry bird only to return and hover close to

her eggs, ready to do battle to her intruder.

At such time she is easily captured on any
kind of lure. But she bites because she is

angry, not because she is hungry. Of course

no boy possessing the instincts of a sportsman

will catch her at this time, but will leave her

to guard her spawn and marshall and protect

her young when they break like tiny hairs

from the little round eggs.

So likewise with the trout who seek the

deepest holes in the stream and lay their

spawn in the early autumn. Their spawning

and living-habits up to a certain point are

not diflicult to learn. It is the roaming and
feeding habits of game fish that baffle most
of us; particularly those of the Black Bass.

THE GAME BLACK A ROAMER.

Has not some confiding nimrod said to

you; "I know the dandiest spot for bass."

But does he? Perhaps after going along

with him and fishing that "Spot" all morning,

with not so much as a strike, you'll doubt his

^sincerity. He'll say, "Can't understand it

at all. Caught nine beauties here only last

week." There you arc. The fact that he
caught nine bass in a certain spot last week
offers no guarantee that he will take bass in a

certain spot whenever he so desires. And
there are anglers—some of them old enough
lo know better—who will argue that bass

hold pretty well to the same feeding-ground.

This is, in a measure, true of the "Large
Mouth," who is a Irequenter of shallows,

holding to sunken log or deep hole along shore.

Catch him, and another homeless Big Mouth
is pretty sure to take possession of his home.
This is why a certain log or hole may afford a

strike morning after morning.

But the fighting, game small mouth is an
entirely different fish from his big, indolent

cousin. He makes company and very often

during the warm days of the open season,

travels in schools. Unlike the trout who
is seemingly ahvays hungry, he feeds, it would
seem, only periodically. There are days

when no lure will tempt him. On the other

hand, there are days, providing luck leads

you across the school, when you may catch

your limit easily.

A Small Mouth who got away with a hook
and part of leader was caught the following

day six miles remote from the scene of battle.

Similar cases have been cited by anglers,

which proves conclusively that this game
fish is not given to loafing in one spot. Na-
turally the question arises "Would not this

particular fish, crazed by the barb in his jaw,

put as great a distance as possible between

himself and the danger-zone?" He might,

but never has he been known to do it; in fact,

his fighting spirit being fully roused, he is

inclined rather to hold his ground and attach

with indomitable spirit any lure offered

him. His companions, however, may become
frightened by the strange antics of the hooked
fish and move away. Undoubtedly this is

why an unskilfully-handled fish will often

spoil a promising morning's sport.

BASS GROUNDS.

Of course all fisherman have their favorite

waters. Some sojourn each season to the

river, bay or lake which they fished when a

boy; the bass may not be as plentiful as of

yore but the same old lights and shadows,

scents and restfulness are there, and after

all that's a great deal. Others will, of ne-

cessity, journey farther remote in search of

the sport they desire. Northern Ontario is

the Mecca to which many anglers arc turning

to-day, Algonquin Park, the three million

acre ganae preserve of the Ontario Govern-

ment with its thousands of spring fed lakes
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and deep streams being noted for its big

trout and bass. Here in this veritable wilder-

ness one may follow swift stream for speckled-

beauties, whip the ripples at morning or

evening with bass-fly, or fish the deep waters

for the lordly, greyling trout with satisfying

results. Modern hotels, with every comfort

go far towards making this spot the fishing

rendezvous of angleri, from all points of the

continent.

The Rational Utilization of Game

Read before the National Conference on Game and Wild Life Protection, at Ottawa.

February 18 and 19, 1919.

William T. Hornaday

Director, New York Zoological Park

IN
every new country, man struggles

mightily to harmonize with his environ-

ment, and survive. Naturally, it is the

newest countries that contain the most wild

life. It is the way of the average frontiersman

to make war on the game, and war on every

man who seriously attempts to protect it

from his onslaughts.

In every country, new or old, the utilization

of the -wild game, and its perpetuation or

extinction, are all determinable by the in-

exorable rules of logic, and of reasoning from

cause to effect.

The interests of a great number of people

are paramount to the interests of a few. To

the conservationist of natural resources,

waste is abhorrent, and the extermination of

valuable species is a crime. The robbery of

posterity is wicked and repulsive: and all

robbery deserves to be either prevented or

punished.

In every well-settled country contaimng

a fair supply of game birds, game and fur

quadrupeds and food fishes, the questions

involved in the taking and utilization of

those assets of nature create an irrepressible

conflict. Every country produces its annual

crop of uncompromising destroyers, and

some countries contain a few real conser-

vators.

The western world contains few fanatics

of the oriental type to whom all killing is

abhorrent and wicked. The ^^hite races of

men believe in the doctrine of legitimate

sport and sensible utilization: but the game-

hog is a constant menace.

The game-hog is a factor with which every

government and every individual game pro-

tector must reckon. In the slaughter of

game he has no conscience, and to him game

laws are an intolerable evil. He is utterly

devoid of sentimental or scientific interest in

wild life, and he will go far to kUl the last

representative of a species in order to boast of

it.

Some game-hogs who are honestly ignorant

of what they are, can be educated out of their

evil ways, and reformed: but others can not
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be. The last annual report 'of the New York
State Conservation Commissioner, George

D. Pratt, contains this strikina passage re-

garding the confirmed game-hogs of the

Adirondacks who slaughter deer illegally, and

for whom on one c an plead the excuse of

ignorance. Commissioner Pratt says;

"An analysis of the violations thus reveals

that they were due not to dissatisfaction with

any one law, but to general contempt for

the Conservation Law per se. The protectors,

disguised as sportsmen, were all required to

report whether the hunters in the camps to

which they were assigned operated on the

general plan of killing practically anything

that they saw, and more than two-thirds of

the protet to^s answered this question in the

afTirmative. The result of this determination

is shown in 101 deer that cartie within the

protectors' immediate knowledge,—in most

cases under their personal observation.

Forty-six were bucks, 14 were does, and 11

were fawns of both sexes. It was a matter

of great interest in one camp that one man
had killed eight does in the season, while

another at the same camp, by a singular

coincidence, had killed eight bucks.

"There were many more illegally killed

deer than those mentioned above," says the

Commissioner, "regarding which the pro-

tectors obtained evidence that resulted in

settlements or convictions. Cases arising

from the 1917 work weie settled for .S3.511.50.

They involved 79 individuals and more than

125 violations. Already in 1918, .38 cases

have been settled, with a total recovery

so far of .^4.245.00. The 1918 cases alone

will number between 200 and 300 when all

have been closed.

"The Commission wishes particularly to

point out that the violations of the deer law

involve no particular class or locality more
than another. Men of all walks of life are

involved, and even some women, who de-

liberately stood upon runways in wait for

deer that were being run by dogs. Efforts

to correct the old, outworn point of view
regarding wild life—a point of view that would
make game the property of whoever can get

it, regardless of law

—

must accordingly be

directed to cow; class and localiti;."

Now, in the making of laws, it is always
necessary to make the laws adequate to curb
the worst elements. No sooner is a new
gimie law enacted than the human vultures

who prey upon wild life immediately scrutinize

it and study it in order to find its weak spots,

and to i)lan evasions. It is this devilii>n spirit

of criminality that renders it so difficult to

provide for the utmost utilization of wild game
as food for man. Whenever we see the

day wheiein all men- will gladly obey the

spirit of a law, as well as its stern letter, then

we may say that the millenium of game pro-

tection has arrived.

The continuous development of the in^

terior regions of Alaska and nortiiern Canada,
the increase in power transportation, of min--

ing and of general exploitation, has brought a

corresponding increase of pressure on the

remainders of big game. The valleys of

very few navigable streams now contain any
considerable remainder of moose, caribou,

mountain .sheep or bear. To find big game
now it is necessary to strike into the interior.

The great herds of caribou that only foity

years ago came within gunshot of St. Michaels,

Alaska, at the mouth of the Yukon, have van-

ished from the lower Yukon almost as com-
pletely as if they never had known that region.

Now the residents of St. Michaels must travel

hundreds Of miles to find th- nearest herds of

the caribou millions.

But the disappearance of northern big game
is a large subject, and not to be entered upon

here. We are concerned with the rational

utilization of the stock that remains. The
practical questions now before the people

of Canada and Alaska are as follows;

(l). How can we secure the most thorough

legitimate utilization of wild game?

(2). How «an wastefulness be prevented"?

and

(3). How can the continuity of supply be

insured?

The moment we undertake to conserve big

game in the northern two-thirds of Alaska,

which is north of the 62nd parallel of latitude,

we come up against some strenuous demands
for the sale of game. Fairbanks now is the

storm -centre of a new demand, for the sale of

game all the year round, instead of in the open

season only. Most Alaskans believe that the

game of Alaska belongs to the people of that

territory, that they should administer it as

they think best, and above all, that the sale

of game is not only right, but absolutely

necessary.

In 1918, it was noted that the laws of the

United States were permitting the sale of

moose, mountain sheep and caribou meat,

during the open season for hunting, every-

where in Alaska north of Latitude 62, and

that during the year 1917, 6,0(X) pounds of

big game meat lawfiillij had been fed to the

labourers employed in the construction of
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the*Alaska Central Railway, actually under

the supervision of the present Governor of

Alaska. That large figure was given by Mr.

Thomas Riggs himself, then Alaskan Railway

Commissioner, at the hearing on the Sulzer

Bill, in Congress, on March 5, 1918.

IThe Sulzer bill proposed that mountain

sheep, moose and caribou meat should be

sold all the year round, everj'Avhere north of

Every conservator of American big game
is at least partially aware of the conditions

that surround white people who live all the

year round in the northern regions of Canada
and Alaska. Away from the influence of

the lines of power transportation, the procur-

ing of supplies of fresh meat from the flocka

and herds of the stock-raiser and farmer is an
impossibility. And it is not good that men.

Waiiam T. Hornaday, Sc. D.

Latitude 62 degrees, and it was ardently

supported by Mr. Riggs and the people of

Fairbanks. The new measure scented to be

so destructive to the big game of Alaska that

the Sulzer bill was easily killed. The episode

emphasi2ed with new force the fact that a

new game act for Alaska now has become an
absolute necessity, and must be worked out

in the near future.

women and children should be compelled
to subsist for long periods on no other flesh

food than dried fish, dried venison, bacon and
ham. If we concede that it is right for the
trader, the missionary and the soldier of

fortune to live in the far north, and rear

families there, then we must concede that

they are entitled to some supplies of fresh

meat from the wild herds that can afford thenv
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without the risk of extermination. In the

language of commerce, we believe that they

are entitled to all that the traffic will stand.

The question is, how can we meet the

legitimate needs of the widow of Fort

Churchill, the trader at Fort Resolution and

the missionary at Point Barrow, without the

risk of annihilating the breeding stock?

Let us assume that no one of these can go

out, license in hand, and themselves hunt and

kill their own lawful quota of game.

In tne utilization of the vnld game food of

those r3gions, the non-hunters must not be

fatally penalized because of their physical or

other disabilities that prevent them from

personally taking their own share of game on

the hoof.

Now, what is to be done?

The men of the Far North at once will say;

provide by law that all those who cannot

hunt may buy their share of game from those

who can hunt.

This proposal merits careful analysis and

consideration.

It is now a widely accepted principle of

( onservation that no wild species can long

withstand commercial exploitation.. It is an

accepted fact that the surest way quickly to

exterminate any wild species is by placing

a cash price on the heads of its members.

Throughout the whole of the United States,

and I think all of southern Canada, the

conservers of wild life are a fixed and unalter-

able unit in opposition to the sale of game,

anywhere, in those regions. That matter

has been considered, and at times fought over,

for fully ten years: and if any principles in

wild life protection can be regarded as set-

tled for all time it is the ban on the sale of

game, and on the sale of the plumage of wild

birds. The Sulzer bill could have been,

and would have been, buried under a mountain

of opposition, both in and outside of Congress,

had it been pressed forward.

In view of the well-known and legally

recorded beliefs of the wild life conservation-

ists of Canada and of the United States, I

now regard it as a waste of time to attempt

to devise ways and means for the sale of wild

game. The prinriplc that lately has been

so gloiiously reaffirmed and so everlastingly

fixed by the international treaty between

Canada and the United Stales for the pro-

tection of migratory gaTie birds against the

market hunter and the game-dealer, must not

now be discredited in the Far North. The
time has tome that the sale of game in Alaska

must- positively slop, before it has wrought

more harm to the game and to the peop le

of Alaska.

It is a curious circumstance that the men
who thus far have saved some of the game of

Alaska from annihilation, have done so

without nther appreciation ox thanks from

the people of Alaska. But for the initiative

of the meddlesome "eastern naturalists,"

in 1902, by this time the accessible regions of

Alaska would have been swept bare of hoofed

game. It is utter folly to assume, or to be-

lieve, that the people of Alaska alone are

either willing or able to protect their big game
from extermination, and utilize it on a real

continuing basis. In times like the present

the truth may better be told bluntly than in

any round-about way.

The people of Alaska are, from first to

last, diligent exploiters of the natural re-

sources of Alaska, and the majority of the

white populations look fonvard to getting

out of that Territory to spend the remainder

of their lives elsewhere. Twenty-five years

hence a majority of the Alaskans may be

sincere conservers: but a quarter of a century

is a long time to wait, and in the interval

much mischief may be accomplished.

No; we can not agree to any sale of game;

anywhere; because that polity is known to be

extra destructive. At all hazards the big

game of Alaska and northern Canada should

be conserved on a continuing basis, for the

good of the residents ol those difficult regions.

The hunters oi Alaska may find it impossible

to believe that "eastern sportsmen" have at

heart the welfare of the future residents of

Alaska who will need wild meat. No doubt

very many ol them feel that all the protective

efforts of United States men are designed to

protect United States hunting grounds; but

all misunderstandings of our motives in

Alaskan conservation we must accept as an

unavoidable part of the burden, and as com-

ing all in the day's work.

I believe that on this point we are indeed

thinking more of the welfare of the Alaskans

of the future than is thought by the Alaskans

of to-day.

And now what tan we offer as an attempt

at a solution of the puzzling question raised

by the widow at Fort Churchill? It is time

to put forth something intended to be con-

structive. We are absolutely certain that a

way can be found to protect the rights of the

widow, the missionary and the trader without

the surrender of a great foundation principle,

and without going halfway to meet disaster

by providing for the sale of game.
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In an effort to be both brief and clear, we
submit the following proposals as candidates

for]^ adoption into a code of principles:

Proposed Principles.

1. In the well-settled regions of the United

States and Canada, the supply of wild game
is nowhere sufficient to render it an important

food supply; and in view of its steady destruc-

tion by man, predatory mammals and birds,

severe winters and scarcity of food and cover,

game killini; in those regions must be regarded

as a severely limited pastime, and not as an

industry in competition with the stock-raiser

and the butcher.

2. In well-settled regions, it is unpossible

to make bag limits too small, or open seasons

too short, for the best continuance of the

game supply.

3. No frontiersman can leasonably be

expected either to devise, or to execute,un-

aided by his federal government, methods for

the adequate preser\'ation and increase of

large game.

4. Well-settled and well-fed regions require

game laws of greater stringency than frontier

regions.

5 Frontier and savage regions require to

be specially defined on the map, and provided

with game laws specially adapted to the needs

of their inhabitants and to the available supply

of game.

6. The strict regulation of game-killing

in frontier regions inures directly to the bene-

fit of the people most dependent upon the

game for their existence.

7. The sale of game should not be permit-

ted at any time, anywhere: because all com-
mercialization of wild game and other fonns

of wild life is thoroughly exterminatory in

its effects.

8. In all countries, the rational utilization

of game is desirable, but only on a basis that

will provide amply and adequately for the

perpetuation of the breeding stock.

9. Regions that are remote from lines oi

power transportation, or are in winter entirely

cut off from supplies of fresh meat from with-

out, are entitled to prefer3ntial treatment.

10. The relief of persons inhabiting frontier

regions who by reason of sex, age or other

causes are unable themselves to take out

licenses and hunt and kill their annual quota
of game, must be specially provided for by
law.

11. Every community large enough to

contain a post office should be established

as a game-protection centre, or unit, and a

deputy game warden should be appointed for

each centre, to whom an annual salary should

be paid during satisfactory service, no matter

how small the salary might be.

12. The duty of everj' such deputy game
warden should be to issue hunting licenses.

Check up the reports of license holders, and
generally promote and be responsible for the

observance of the laws affecting game.

13. The cold-storage of legally-killed game
to promote its full utilization by the holders

of hunting licenses, beyond the regular season

for hunting, is desirable and necessary.

14. It is time for the Governments of

Canada and the United States to stop all kil-

ling of female hoofed game, other than

caribou, by Indians, by prospectors, and by
all other persons.

15. The waste of game should, under

certain fixed conditions, be made a penal

offense.

16. Regulations should be framed to

require the reasonable salvage of game meat
by sportsmen.

1 1 would be placing a very low- estimate on
the mental fertility of Canadian and American
law-makers to assume that it is impossible for

them to provide a share of caribou meat and
snow geesQ for the widow and the missionary

without the sale of game. To the lay mind
it seems entirely possible to work out a scheme
for having a certain amount of hunting by

proxy, under special licenses, prepared and
issued to meet such cases. The game warden
or his deputy, or in their absence some other

government officer, could determine the

merits of each application and exercise the

discretion of issuing or not issuing a license to

hunt by proxy. The holder of such a license

could be relied upon to find a suitable person

to act as a proxy, go out and make the kill

and haul in the meat, for a daily wage con-

sideration. Such proxies should not be issued

to persons able to hunt for themselves: and
the transfer of game by barter should be
treated the same as the sale of game.

The feeding of the refuse portions of gajne

to sled dogs should be provided for by law

and regulation, rather than be permitted to

continue unchecked in the total absenie oi

regulations.

In the issue cf licenses, the family unit

should constitute the basis of issue. Any
law which like those oi certain western states

of America provided for the issue of a full

hunting license to each member of a family

would be a mistake, and occasionally would
lead to heavy slaughter.

A hasty survey suggests that with a liberal
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bag limit, one hunting license to four persons

of one family would not be very wide of the

mark. The bag limit ot our Alaskan game
act permits the killing of two moose^ five cari-

bou and three mcuntain sheep, which is

certainly enough of fresh meat for lour per-

sons for four months, if it be properlu utilized.

The Nova Scotia law that forbids sportsmen

to leave large quantities of good meat to spoil

in the wilderness, or to be devoted to the

maintenance and increase of predatory game-
destroying wolves, is an excellent law.

Ethically, no sportsman has any special right

to waste good, edible meat in hungry lands.

Lei the salvage of meat be a part of (he price

that the sportsmaa pays for the privilege of

pastime slaughter of valuable food animals.

In response to the demand of the people

of Fairbanks, Alaska, and others nearer home,
that the sale of game privilege be greatly

extended throughout northern Alaska, we
reply that the time has come for a new Alaskan
game act which will completely stop the sale

of game, and provide for a safe and sane
system for the better utilization of the wild

game of that territory. We have suggested

to the Fish and Game Club of South-eastern

Alaska, of .luneau, that anunofTicial commis-
sion be assembled, to consist of five persons,

three of whom shall be residents of Alaska,

to consider all the facts and proposals avail-

able, and evolve a new Alaskan game bill.

MTiile that proposal has met with some favour,

its future is of course uncertain. At all events

however, it appears to the writer to offer the
best approach to a new system of combined
protection and utilization.

Alaskans are greatly disturbed by the de-

struction of valuable game by wolves, and
they appeal insistently for governmental re-

lief. That subject is of pressing importance,

but is quite apart from these observations.

In conclusion, there is now every reason for

advocating, in the rational utilization of game,
prompt and thorough consideration, and
firm and energeti? action.

The Muskrat and Ducking Grounds

E. R. Kerr

MANY years ago when ducking lands were

plentiful, and trappers and outlaws

few, Ontario marshlands attracted mi-

gratory water-fowl and induced them to breed

and rear their young within our midst. This

was due to the fact that the limited trapping

of muskrat in those days did not materially

Induce their numbers and the consequent

result was little opportunity to ultimately

suffocate and permanently destroy the main
f(,od and attraction, wild rice. Many good
and law-abiding sportsmen, some of whom
are members of private ducking clubs,have
little dreamt of or discovered the reason why
it was necessary for them to utilize valuable

grains such as barley, wheat, oats, corn, peas
and beans in order to induce their breeders to

continue their visits to these lands during the
spring of the year and thus supply a stock
sufficient for sport with the shot-gun in the
fall and open season.

Many complaints, North American in

scope, now are made about the unsatisfactory

.shooting of ducks during the year of 1918 and
all followers of the gamp, and authorities

generally, concede the fact that the Migratory
Bird Treaty has greatly increased the flocks

of migratory water-fowl; yet we complain that

this incrca.se is not evident on many old and

reliable ducking grounds in Ontario. We
have been giving entirely too much attention

to killing and destroying; the reason is plain.

The mild winter of 1918 is in part responsible

but we must not lose sight of the fact that the

ducks fed somewhere on natural foods and
midst natural environments and "somewhere"
was where wild rice and other esteemed foods

had been permitted to flourish and attract

the flocks. On such areas we are informed of

splendid sport.

The increase in the number of trappers,

during the past few years, and continuous

depredations of outlaws, during all periods

of the year and the high prices of furs, par-

ticularly that of the muskrat, couple up the

responsibles for over-anxious and competitive

slaughter of this fur-bearer with the result

that the muskrats are rapidly vanishing in

many places and noxious weeds and other

undesirable growth are supplanting migratory

water-fowl foods.

Historic Point Pelee, now a Dominion Park
and Hird Sanctuary under the jurisdiction of

the Dominion Parks Branch of the Depart-

ment of the Interior and supcrintendency of

Mr. Forrest II. Conover, protects practically

permanently the muskrats and this little fur-

bearer, so valuable to the maintenance of
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marshlands ideally fooded and attractive to

migration, will be permitted to increase suffi-

ciently to clean up the filth that has degenerat-

ed this acreage and prepare the bogs for the

reception of wild rice to swilly foundations.

When trapping is necessary' to protect ad-

joining private lands from burrowing or other

damage same will be done by the superin-

tendent and game wardens and other assis-

tants, the skins sold by the government and

the revenues utilized to maintain the Park in

the interests of the people as a whole. The
marshlands of Point Pelee, approxmiately

three thousand five hundred acres, soon will

undergo an amazing reconstruction of interest

to the sportsmen of Ontario and when im-

provements eventually are concluded these

marshes will prove an object lesson in revival

of degenerated swamps into ideal migratory

wild fowl haunts. Wild nee will be planted

this year as many portions of the marsh have
been cleared of noxious growth and prepared

hy the muskrats only by adequate protection

for one j'ear. Another year doubtless will

pass preNdous to official trappings being

conducted.

It riiight be well for the sportsmen of various

counties in Ontario to carefully consider the

future of their ducking grounds and the

possibility of future sport with the gun.

Prohibiting trapping of muskrats on your
marshes for at least two years and re-planting

of wild rice will increase a valuable fur re-

source and, at the same time, increase the

flocks to your favorite ponds. Open ducking

grounds, where devastators and outlaws have
full sway and swing, are rapidly degenerating

and must pass into the regions of oblivion and,

unless the brakes are immediately put on, the

number of ideal public ducking grounds in

Ontario and elsewhere will be reduced to a

minimum possible of counting only on the

fingers of one hand.

All of us must carefully consider the cold

fact that the word "conservation" has taken

on an entirely new meaning. The phrases

"wild life protection or conservation" and
"continuation of sport with the shot-gun"

require definition and interpretation but, also,

the patience and organization in each county

of an effective force for the making of sane,

sound and constructive laws and enforcement

of the law.

Watch for Bands on Waterfowl

American Game Protective Association

This fall, it is hoped sportsmen will care-

fully examine all ducks killed, to ascertain

whether or not any are banded. The Ameri-

can Bird Banding Association with head-

quarters at the American Museum of Natural

History, New York City, the United States

Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.

C, and several indi\iduals are making a

practice of banding waterfowl, to ascertain

their migratory lines of flight.

Wild ducks are trapped by those having
permits and again liberated after having an
aluminum band firmly fastened to one leg.

These bands are numbered and also are

stamped with the address ot the person or

association doing the work. .\ card index

system is kept by those releasing the bird,

listing all data in connection with each bird

liberated. W^hen the bird is killed, the gunner
is requested to communicate with the address

on the band, giving the number, species of

duck and place and date killed. From these

facts, it is ver>' easy to determine the routes

travelled by the birds, and as more and more

of this information accumulates, the more
certain we will be of their exact movements.
To successfully protect waterfowl and to

better shooting conditions over the countrj-,

it is imperati\e that we know more about

the habits of these birds than we do at present.

By some method, yet to be devised, we must
know to a certainly as to increase and decrease.

If birds are scarce in one shooting locality

while they are plentiful in other sections, we
should know the reason why. It has been
proved that birds follow the same migratory
routes year after year. Individuals and
their broods winter and nest at approximately

the same points each season and follow the

same air lanes during migration.

Comparatively speaking, ver>' few ducks
nest east of Hudson Bay and the general

trend of the migration of waterfowl is from the •

northwest to the southeast. The majority of

ducks wintering along the .\tlantic Coast

are hatched in that vast area of marsh and
prairie land lying west of Hudson Bay. The
bulk of the ducks that nest within the bound-
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aries of the United States from Kansas and

Nebraska northwest migrate to the Mississippi

Valley and the Gulf Coast for the winter.

Their flight also has a southeastward tend-

ency. California's ducks are supposed to

come straight down the coast line in a direct

southern flight. These conclusions have

been arrived at by the gathering of much
data by men who have devoted their lives

to this work and in the main they are un-

doubtedly correct. However, there is much
important information to be secured from

tracing the lines of flight of banded ducks.

Just recently a banded duck has proved con-

clusively that occasionally ducks bear to the

west in their southern migration. On Octo-

ber 20, 1918, Mr. H. S. Osier, 801 Dominion
Bank Building, Toronto, banded and re-

leased an adult male black duck which
he had trapped for this purpose at Lake
Scugog near Port Perry, Ontario. This

duck was banded No. 36932 Am. Mus-
eum, New York. That same fall, Harry
Meier took this black mallard in the state of

Michigan, near Marine City.

This bird had worked approximately 175

miles to the westward and only 90 miles to

the south on the 200 mile migration. It

seems probable that had not this duck been

taken, its line of flight would have been down
the Mississippi Valley, by way of Ivankakee,

or to the Wabash and Ohio and then along

the Mississippi to winter either among the

many birds using the swamps and marshes

along this river, or to continue the trip on
down to the delta and gulf coast country.

Federal Game Laws Enforced

Canadian sportsmen will watch with in-

terest, the fight being waged by the Game
Protective Association in its endeavor to

make the game law ofTcnders live up to the

terms of the Migratory Bird Treaty. The
latest bulletin received from the American

Game and Protective Aisociation states:

—

"Eighty-three violal ns of the Migratory

Bird Treaty Act have already been convicted

under fourteen United States District Judges

and two hundred and forty-one cases have

been filed for prosecution. We have been

informed by the Biological Survey of the U. S.

Department of Agriculture that these cases

will be presented to the courts and disposed

of as rapidly as possible.

"Among those in waiting is the Attorney

General of Missouri, who is under $1000 bond,

pending his trial. The chief law officer of

Missouri and several of his friends were
arrested at their private club and seventy-six

ducks and one goose seized as evidence.

"The only place where an organized fight

is being made against the law is at Kansas
City, Missouri. A demurrer was filed, alleg-

ing the law was unconstitutional, in the case

of De Lapp and Samples, two Kansas City

gunners arrested February 25th for shooting

ducks after the F"ederal season had closed.

"This case was hailed as the "test case"

by the newspapers of the Aliddle West, and
those favoring spring shooting gathered to the

defence of these men. The best of legal

talent was furnished them gratis, and the

public has been assured that the case will be

appealed and a United States Supreme Court

decision secured as quickly as possible, no
matter which side wins in the District Court.

"Shortly after the arrest of the Attorney

General on March 6th, he, with his assistants,

joined those attacking the law. In the name
of the State of Missouri, an injunction was
asked for restraining U. S. Game Wardens
from enforcing the law in that state. Kansas
also joined, through her attorney general, and
this restraining order was argued on April

21 and 22, at the same time as the demurrer

in the so-called test case.

"A decision is expected at any time and
those favoring the law feel that if the opposi-

tion cannot win with their present array of

counsel, there surely is no merit in the claim

of the spring shooter that the law is uncon-

stitutional."

Amendment to Migratory Birds' Act

Probably the most important change
which has taken place in Canadian game
legislation this year is made by one ol the 1919

amendments to the Migratory Birds Con-

vention Act. This amendment allows the

Governor in Council to make regulations for

limiting the number of migratory game birds

which may be taken by a person in any speci-
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fied time during the open season. Regula-

tions providing for the manner in which

migratory birds may be taken and the appli-

ances that may be used in taking them can

now be provided for under the act.

In order to enforce these new regulations,

as well as the ones which have existed previ-

ously throughout Canada, in such a way as to

keep our promises made in the Migratory

Bird Treaty, the Dominion Parks Branch,

Department of the Interior, requires the

voluntary assistance of sportsmen through-

out the country, especially those located in

districts where game birds are abundant.

It is proposed to make a number of properly

qualified sportsmen honorary wardens to

assist in the enforcement of this Act. Will

you help game conservation by assisting in

this good work?

International Conservation Meetings

At a joint meeting of the Executive Com-
mittees of the International Association of

Game, Fish and Conservation Commissioners,

and the American Fisheries Society, held in

Washington, D.C., June 3rd, it was decided

to be for the best interests of both societies

that the next Annual Convention be held in

Louis\alle, Kentucky; the International Asso-

ciation of Game, Fish and Conservation Com-
missioners to be held on October 6th and 7th,

and the American Fisheries Society on

October 8th, 9th and 10th.

On account of central location these con-

ventions will undoubtedly attract large and

representation delegations from all parts

of the country and private game and fish

breeders, commercial fishing interests, offic-

ials, anglers and sportsmen should all be

largely represented.

Honore Mercier of Quebec, is Vice President

and Hon. F. G. MacDiarmid of Toronto, a

member of the Executive of the International

Association of^Game, Fish and Conservation

Commissions.

The Keeper of the Forest

fTo G. W. Barllett, Superintendent Algonquin Park.)

S5;;p!j—pr
'^^Wl

m\

G. W. Bartlett

The Woodsman—big and wonderful is he.

As the great heart of Canada he keeps

—

The heart of woods and lakes and rocks and

streams,

W'here Nature's glory undiscovered sleeps.

This is his task—the task he loves so well.

And every flower looks up and knows his

facf.

And everj' tree by him is understood

—

He shields the shyest wood-life's hidden

place.

He holds each mound of moss a miracle.

Each unnamed leaf a study for the mind,

.\nd cverj- mood ol water, woods or sky

The most exquisite mystery man may find.

And thus in ways all beautiful and wise.

He sees the wonder-working Hand of God
And walks with reverent steps and tender eyes

Such beauteous paths as man has ever trod.

Amy E. Campbell.



Nimrods
M. Foster

THE packing and talking went on lazily

in the smoke filled room. As they were

lea\'ing early in the morning, it was
absolutely necessary- that they finish packing.

A lot of conversation, however, could easily

have been dispensed with, for the trip had
been thoroughly talked over and the plans

cut and dried long before fall. Cliff claimed

that making the trip later in the fall would
be much better, for game would keep. Mac
agreed, so later it was, being the 20th of

October. In spite of the stipulation that

there was to be no calling on their best girls

last night, around nine o'clock Mac found he

had to make a trip up to Ninth Street.

Straightening up from over the grub box, the

most important part of the packing, he went
over to the glass, made a few hasty passes

at his hair, and snatching up his hat, hiked

off.

"Hey, there, where you going"?" Cliff

yelled after him.

"Got to get another box of shells," Mac
answered shortly, "be back in half an hour."

Clift sat on the bed and gazed at the closed

door, his jaw sagging. "Shells," he snorted

suddenly, eyeing the pile of boxes on the

floor. "Like hang!" \\'hen Mac returned

two or three hours later he found Cliff sound
asleep on his bed, the cigar burned down to

his lips. Rou^ng him gently with the toe

of his boot, they put the finishing touches onto

the packing and craNvled into bed around
twelve o'clock.

There was some hustling done next morning
for they had risen later than they intended.

The train left Edmonton at six o'clock; they
left the house at ten to si.\—needless to say they
left without breakfast. Mac pulTcd along shov-

ing a rickety two-wheeled cart, trying to take

Iwoloadsin one. Thefox-hound led Cliff along

with his bundle. -As they drew near enough
to the station to hear the conductor bawling

"All .Xhoard," the cart wheel could stand the

pressure no longer, so the rim broke. With
a few hot words they aljandoned the cart,

and taking the grub box between them and
each grabbing up an armful, they hurried on,

feeling certain the train would not wail for

llicm should they fail to arrive within a short

time.

Mar shoved the unchecked grub box and
tent roll up on the steps. The conductor
shoved it back

—
"Ficighl's on the other side,"

he growled. Mac glanced up quickly, his

eyes gleaming balefully. He muttered some-
thing uninteUigible and shoved it back on;

some change passed over and it stayed there.

He then shoved the dog into the baggage car;

the baggage man promptly shoved him back

again. "Too late," he announced cheerfully.

His palm was also oiled and he drew the

dog in, remarking on his many fine points.

When they reached Wabamun and the

engine with its long string of cars had snort-

ed disdainfully up the track, leaving them
standing on the platform, the dog hearing a

shot and taking it for his starting orders,

started, and he too left them standing there.

The last they saw of him was a quarter of a

mile away, going strong.

Lake Wabamun, the Indian word for "look-

ing-glass," did not in the least resemble a

looking glass that day. The water reflecting

the dark, sullen, grey clouds overhead was
rising and falling sluggishly with the wind
that had risen. Cliff stood looking down at

the fourteen foot canoe which looked rather

small for the amount of baggage piled up on

shore.

"Darn good thing the dog beat it," he

remarked cheerfully. "As it is I'm afraid

I'll have to leave my tobacco behind to make
room." Mac did not answer; he was ruefully

thinlung of the twenty-five dollars he had paid

for the dog. They got in and paddled slowly

down the lake, naaking for the narrows. The
canoe did not bound lightly over the dancing

waves—it was too heaxily laden.

"Hey," Clifl yelled from his end of the

canoe, "let's get out on this point and try

loading this junk over again. I'm getting a

game arm." It was hard paddling against

the wind, and Mac agreed with alacrity.

They got out, reloaded the canoe with great

care, and then held a council to see whether

they would be sports and go on, or wait until

it had calmed down somewhat. Hut sports

they were, so climbing in they set out, only

to wish after going a quarter of a mile that

they had camped awhile on the point. The
wind was rising steadily and cold wind it

was, carrying with it hard, stinging snowtlakes

and to make matters worse, water occasion-

ally lap))cd in over the edge of the canoe.

Mac sal humped up in the stern, paddling

doggedly. Both were silent. Mac glancing

up beheld Cliff reach around gingerly into
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his hip pocket, fish out his plug of chewing

tobacco, then without taking a bite, gingerly

replace it.

"I hardly think that shifting the cud in

your mouth would upset us," Mac said

sarcastically. "That is" he added "if you

are very careful."

"It wasn't that," Cliff answered gravely.

"I would hate to have my folks find my body
with a chew in my mouth after thinkiiK;

me their white-haired boy," Mac grunted.

After paddling hard for an hour they land-

ed and made camp in a sheltered spot. Cour-

age returned after ha\ing something to eat

and some good hot coffee. A calm, peaceful

feeling settled over the camp as they sprawled

smoking around the fire. Although it was
Sunday and no shooting allowed, they put

their guns together and kept a wary eye out,

for one could never tell when wild geese or

ducks would swoop down in savage attack,

destroying the peaceful atmosphere about the

camp in the pines. But the geese and ducks,

apparently sensing their presence in that

neck of the woods, wisely kept out of the

way. A large eagle, however, flew over, and
ClifT grabbing up his shot-gun, or as he

expressed it, "slobber tube," fired at it. The,
eagle fell in the lake, raising it, ClifT swore,

fully a foot. Launching the canoe, they

brought it in, and measuring with the gun
found it to measure eight feet, as near as

they could make it. One .of Mac's brilliant

thoughts came to him and he acted on it;

taking the eagle, they tacked it on the bow to

keep out the water.

Then as they had about five miles to go

down the lake to the portage where they

^^ished to spend the night, they started out

to try and make it before dark. Upon
reaching Goose Quill Bay they found it

covered with ice where it was sheltered, and
in trying to break through, punched a hole

in the canoe. Clill', with great presence of

mind, stuffed his handkerchief in the hole and
tried lowering the water which had been

pouring in, by bailing with a cup, then snatch-

ed up a frying pan and bailed in earnest,

while Mac doubled up like a jack knife and
paddled in earnest for shore. They reached

shore all awash like a submarine and drew
the canoe up. Mac stood there and cussed

Cliff roundly, (having in the excitement neg-

lected to do so) for persuading him to make
the trip so late in the fall. Their blankets

were soaking, and as a matter of fact, every-

thing else was in the same condition. They
packed the outfit up to an old shack which

had been devoid of human habitation tor

many moons. Climbing up on the roof, ClifT

chopped a hole to let out the smoke, while

Mac rustled around for dry wood to make a

roaring fire in the centre of the shack. After

cleaning out a portion of the rubbish they

brought in some spruce boughs for their bed,

then lying around, had some target practice

with the twenty-two, shooting at even,- con-

ceivable object that presented itself as a

suitable target.

In the morning they hunted up a Scotch-

man with his ox-team to pack the outfit

across the portage to Low Water Lake.

There were oddles of chickens in the grain

field. The Scotchman "didna hae a gun," and
would be greatly obliged if they w-ould shoot

some for him, so reluctantly diagging out

their guns, they bombarded the field. They
were treated right royally at the Scotchman's

house, and Cliff falling madly in love with

the handsome wife, caused Mac some anxi-

ety, artd it was with difiii-ulty that he was
finalh- dragged away.

Upon reaching Shoal, or Low Water Lake,

they found ice on it, but hearing geese honk-

ing down the lake thought there must be open

water and they waited impatiently, Mac in

the meantime going over his former remarks

and adding a few more here and there about

makinsi the trip so late in the fall. The wind
soon cleared the ice, also making it necess-

ary to follow the north shore. Low Water
Lake was quite a large body of shallow water

with deep mud in the bottom and reeds

growing about the shores, there being only

three or four good landing places. There

were quite a few geese on the lake but owing

to the rough w\ater and small canoe, they

scored many misses on their way down.
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The Island was reached late that night

and after hunting around some time they

found the weed covered landing, and both

being solicitous for the inner man, they

hurried on a roaring fire and prepared some

eats. The tent, being wet, was not put up;

they were too cold and tired to even pick

goose quills for their bed, and when they

did tr\' to sleep, they could not. For there

appeared to be hundreds of geese feeding

about the Island and the din grew so loud

that around two o'clock they got up, fired a

couple of shots in the general direction, gave

two or three blood-curdling war-whoops, then

ominously threatening much more for morning

crawled shivering back into bed. In the

morning, however, the geese were not so

boisterous, nor were there any in e\adence in

any direction when the two mighty hunters

sat in their blind just before daylight, their

teeth chattering loudly. Just before giving

up their futile vigil they noticed some birds

flying over the lake and although two miles

from main land, these proved to be prairie

chicken. They managed to slaughter half

a dozen and beat it back for camp and break-

fast, and as they sat around their camp fire

shortly after, flock after flock flew directly

over their former hiding place. Jumping up

with one accord they cussed heartily, but un-

fortunately were too far away to be effective.

They did not linger long on the Island for

there was danger of being frozen in, so they

paddled for main land and from there hiked

down to the farm to get someone to haul

their outfit down to the Saskatchewan, four

miles away. Arriving at the river, and

thinking their boat altogether too small to

take a chance on running the curly water,

they fixed it up by placing a dry spruce log

on either side with a rope underneath to

hold them, and then replenishing their grub

box somewhat, started on their way rejoicing.

They went on rejoicing as far as the Coal

.\r<li and there found they were sailing much

lower in the water than they had upon start-

ing, and consequently were silting in a good

deal of water. They reached shore partly

submerged, and camping on a mud flat, dried

their things and lugged out logs for a raft.

As they did not work overly hard, and "eat,

drink and be mern," was their motto, it was

noon the next day before they started out,

one on the raft and oni; in the canoe. Ducks

rose now and then and at times circled near

enough to commit suicide. Three miles

farther on, coming to a likely looking flat for

chicken, and thinking the farmer might be

friendly, they landed and sauntered across

a field, killing fifteen going half a mile, and

eleven coming back, the whole procedure

taking an hour. They then went on to

another likely looking place and the road

being near-jthe river, it was agreed that they

separate, taking opposite directions. Mac
was bagging them right and left until his

shells gave out; Cliff's slobber tube, as far as

Mac had heard had been strangely silent

and going in search of him, he found him

sitting on the river bank swinging his foot

lazily and looking wise.

"Where's your birds?" Mac asked suspici-

ously. Cliff leaned over and carefully spat

at a small twig which flipped to and fro in

the edge of the water. "Ain't none," he

drawled indifferently. "Did shoot one but

it flew off somewhere." He waved his arm
vaguely. "Met a couple of fellows ^ith a

jug and after taking a couplfe of snorts thought

I had better beat it back to the. raft while

my legs were good."

Piling onto the raft they went on again,

arguing earnestly about the chicken they

might have had if Cliff had not met the two

lumber jacks with their jug. That evening

when looking for a good place to land, they

spotted a couple of coyotes on a sand bar.

Mac dragged out his long barreled Ross,

the bullets being packed in salt to

the meat from becoming high, and

syringed down on one, and after three

attempts managed to make him stay put.

They hauled the skin off, rejoicing greatly

over the three dollars earned, then made a

big while man's fire for warmth with a small

one to cook on. Chff took up the axe and

scrambled slowly up the bank. "Goose

quills tonight," he grunted. "I'm too dog-

gone tired to get ostrich down." When he

was gone Mac made a bannock and cooked

some partridge. That night they crawled

from their warm bed into the chilly night

air three limes to try and get a deer that

came around camp. Mac loaded his shot

gun with the intention of sneaking up pretty

close, resting the gun on its tail, and blowing

its head olT, but one might as well have thrown

by hand as to try to shoot a dcerwith a fox gun

loaded with buck shot. Upon looking for the

deer next morning they found it had vanished

completely. It was so cold they had to

keep moving: cutting some spruce boughs,

Ihey draped them artistically about the

raft for a blind and lay there scarcely breath-

ing, wailing to a.ssassinate some mallards,

for they were never out of sight of them; all
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the way down they had seen large flocks, and

as they rose, they shot holes hi them.

Grub was getting scarce. Instead ol

letting out their bells after ever>' meal, they

tightened them. They had figured on mak-
ing town in three days, but three days were

gone already, and they w-ere still a long

way from town. They made a pair of oars

and started to put on speed.

At the mouth of Weed Creek they thought

they would haVe a change of diet. Two
miles farther on there was a path leading up

the hill from the rivei and they flipped a

coin to see who would follow the path to see

if there was a homesteader at the other end

of it. It fell to ClilT. and taking his shot

gun, he hiked off up the path and after walk-

ing until his legs threatened to give out, he

came to a deserted shack, the windows being

boarded up. The path led on past and
Cliff went on another half mile and came upon
an ideal homesteader's shack in a small clear-

ing. He heaved a deep sigh as he saw the

open door and the thin wisp of smoke curling

up from the battered stove pipe. A fierce,

hungrj'-looking mongrel dashed out and
without preliminary sparring seized him
by the pants' leg, and subsequently near

dropped dead, but Cliff was wise and he

knew if his gun went off' in the dog's direction

he would not get anything to eat, so he spared

the dog, fervently hoping he would follow

him out of the clearing. He managed to get

two small loaves of bread, half a dozen eggs,

and a pound of butter. The dog became
quite friendly, but not friendly enough to

go part way back to the raft with him. Mac
had some chicken and a couple of pails of

water boiled. Although the bread looked like

the mischief, it tasted better than they had
expected, and getting extravagant, they
cleaned up on everything but the butter,

then went on down stream quite content.

That night Mac cooked a couple of par-

tridges and they had a crust of bread or tw'o.

They figured on being in town next night,

but striking a stiff head wind, found they

couldn't make it, and had to camp at Big
Bend. Everything, the tobacco included,

was getting alarmingly low and after a slight

breakfast before daylight, the ducks were so

thick they could not resist the temptation, so

down into the blind they went, and as a

result did not make good time. At three

o'clock, thinking they could go no further on
an empty stomach, they'landed and hurried

some chicken into the pot, and w^ith a little

overlooked flour, made some dough-boys to

put on top. It did taste very good and they

could easily have dispensed with three times

as much. Cliff tightened his belt, sighed

dismally, and commenced rummaging in the

grub box.

"Great old Snakes!" he ejaculated.

"Here's a piece of cheese!" He snatched up a

neatly w-rapped package from the bottom

of the untidy grub box. Mac started up,

his face brightening. "Gawn," he jeered,

falling back gloomily. "I eat the last of that

cheese, I'd swear to it." Cliff was unwinding

a towel. "Maybe it's cake," he .said, briefly.

Mac's eyes were watching the unwinding like

a cat watches a mouse. The last turn came
off quickly, revealing a perfectly good bar of

unused soap. Two jaws dropped simul-

taneously. "Wefl, I'll be dinned." ClilT

heaved the offending soap as far as he could

into the river. "Now who in thunder put

that in to take on a hunting trip?" And
judging by appearances it could easily be

seen that soap had not been used very fre-

quently. "\Ve should w^orry, we'll be home
and have some of Mother's cooking tonight,

anyway." .lust to show he didn't care about

the piece of cheese he Hung the tea pail up and
filled it full of holes; other camp articles met
the same fate; there was nothing eatable left;

he even dumped out a little tea that remained.

Hustling onto the raft and canoe, they

rowed for all they were worth to make home
and Mother's cooking that night. But alas!

they ran into a very large flock of ducks.

Mac swore there w-erc a thous&nd more than

they had seen all the way down the ri\cr, so

into the blind they went, disguised as spruce
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boughs. When the smoke from the bom-
bardment cleared away they found three

ducks. After chasing a green head a couple

of hulndred yards Mac got Cliff off the raft

and they went on shore to limber up.

Say, Mac, what in the dickens is that

swimming down there?" Mac did not pay
much attention, thinking Cliff was "seeing

things." "Too big to be a dog or coyote."

Mac looked. Down the stream a deer was
S'v\'imming for their side. Mac, who had the

misfortune lo break his suspenders while

chasing the green head, handed his rifle to

Cliff to go meet the deer, while he shot at

some ducks that were flying up and down the

river in clouds. Upon reaching the bank he

hitched up his waders and stood legs far apart

to keep from being exposed to the chill Oc-

tober weather. His shells were heavy loaded

with 28 grains of ballastite and he shot, pulling

a couple of green heads out of the clouds.

"Some shooting," a voice broke out at his

shoulder, and glancing around he beheld Cliff

taking in the shooting. "What in blazes are

you doing here?" he snapped. "Get after that

deer." And Cliff awoke to the fact that the

deer had reached shallow water and

was standing shaking himself. He drew a

fairly good bead and made gravel fly two feet

on the other side. Next shot hit near his

feet and by that time the deer got verj' an-

xious to be on his way. Before he disappeared

however. Cliff managed to get a small lock

of hair for a souvenir. Mac waddled up,

holding trousers up wth one hand, his gun in

the other, and cussed Cliff for a rotten shot.

They piled onto the raft again, feeling rather

blue. There was a strong head wind blowing;

moreover it had started to snow, and it was so

cold they had to stop rowing and paddling to

sviing their arms.

"Well," Cliff remarked with assumed cheer-

fulness, "if this weather keeps up there \\i\\

be no danger of our game spoiling."

"No," Mac retorted sarcastically, "there

won't."

Although they were only ten miles from
town they decided they could not make it

that night, and after dark they pulled for

shore. It was very cold and wood seemed
scarce. Someone evidently was clearing a

subdivision in the Edmonton district. They
finally found a few dry branches and hung
their blankets around the fire so they would
be warm, if not dry. The tent was frozen

so hard they had to tramp on it before they

could put it up. Tightening their belts up
another notch they turned in, waders and all,

pausing only to take the shells from their

coat pockets.

Next morning they found a couple of inches

of snow on the ground, and bundling the outfit

together as well as they could, they hit out,

making two miles before they had to land and
warm up. They went on another two or

three miles and landed again by an old saw-

dust burner to get warm. Upon reaching

town they drew the canoe up on shore and
beat it for the house, thanking their stars

they did not have far to go. Cliff's sister,

shaking rugs at the door, thought they were

tramps coming for a hand-out. While Mac
explained politely that they were not tramps,

Cliff asked vdih brotherly frankness for the

hand-out, also asking that there be no delay in

placing it before them. He heaved a deep

sigh and turned to Mac.

"When we are finished we'll just slide under

the table and go to sleep."

TWO CANADIANS ON CHESAPEAKE
BOARD.

At the annual meeting of the American
Chesapeake Club, held at Mason City, Iowa,

July 8th, the following officers were elected.

President, Karl Henry, .Mbert Lea, Minn.;

Vice President, j\. \. Felt, Mason City, Iowa.;

Treasurer, M. S. Hurron, Mason City, Iowa;

Secretary, W. II. Orr, Clear Lake, Iowa.

Board of Governors.

F. E. Hiclirudiid, Calgary. Canada; Wni. U.

Maercklein, Danzig, North Dakota; Dr. W.
D Jones, Devil's Lake, North Dakota; Henry
Steers, Findlaler, Canada; John A. Consid-

inc, Marfa, Texas; Joseph Pulitzer, Jr., St.

Louis, Mo.

This meeting was perhaps the most en-

thusiastic gathering of Chesapeake Breeders on

on record. Members travelling as far as

fifteen hundred miles to attend.

SMALL MOUTH BLACK BASS PLANTED.
Hrockville, ,luly 23.-100,000 small black

bass, ranging in size from an inch and a half

to three inches in length, were turned loose

into the Hi\er St. Lawrence to-day in various

feeding places, all within two miles of Alex-

andria Hay. They were taken there by an

agent from the State Hatcheries at Ogdens-

burg, who was accompanied by F. L. Ray-

mond, one of the leaders of the .\nglcrs'

.Association of SL Lawrence Hiver.
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AT eleven, Murray Becker was the

oldest of a family of live. He was tall

for his age, slight of build, and long of

featiire. His hair, which was coarse and

shaggj-, was not unlike in color the tawny
freckles that bridged his Roman nose. Not
a lad to whom you would give more than a

passing glance, unless perchance, you caught

the glint of liis steel grey eyes from whose
wistful depths shone a light of intelligence,

much out of keeping with the boyish coun-

tenance.

But Murray had been trained in a hard

school. Ever siiice he could remember, he

had iseen nurse'-boy, chore-boy, errand-boy,

and every other boy around home. His

parents were very poor. It took all hife father

could earn, and more, to koei) the family on
just the more necessities, so, to even get

books and decent clothes for school, the lad

had to turn out lioliday times and .Saturdays

and earn what he couJd by doing odd jobs for

the neiglxborilng farmers.

One Saturday, late in the fall, Murray was
helping -Sam Crone, a neighboring farmer, to

take in his turnips. All day, a raw, damp
east wind had blown, and just when they had
finished for the day, and were going in for

tea, a heavy ram set in. Not thinking it

wise for the boy to start home through the

rain and darkness, the farmer told him he had
better stay the night, kx. first the lad de-

murred, but when he went out and encoun-

tered the driving rain, he decided he would
stay.

Drawing up an easy chair before the

spacious lire-place in which a bright roaring

blaze licked around an old pine root, the

farmer bade the boy to make himself at

home, flinging as he did so, a large packet

into the lad's lap.

"There. "said the farmer, "is Hallam's

fur price list, just came in from the mail, look

it over for a few minutes if you care to, while

I glance through the ' Globe,' and then I'll

skin you at a game of checkers."

Murray did not know what a fur price list

was, but anything in the line of reading

matter was always welcome, so, opening the

large envelope, he proceeded to e.xaniine the

contents.

Of tags, memos, etc., there was a plenty,

but the boy saw nothing of interest to him
until he opened the list of quotations.

Skunks, S2.50; S2.00 and SI. 50; was the

first item that struck him.

Wondering of what good these stinking

little wretches were, he ran his eyes on down
tlie list until he came to muskrats, for these,

Hallam was offering from fifty to eighty

cents.

Never before, did Murray know that

muskrats were worth anything. Of what
good were they anj^vay; did people eat them.
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he wondered. Why, he knew where there

were heaps of muskrals. The little creek

that came from the big marsh, and ran

along at the foot of the hill on which their

house stood, was just alive with them.

Hoping that Mr. Crone might be able to

tell him of what use muskrats were, he
waited until the farmer laid down his paper,

then he went over to where he sat and asked

him what Hallam did with muskrats, that he

would give such prices for them.

Taking off his glasses, the farmer looked

enquiringly at the boy.

"Why, my lad, don't you know what musk-
rats are used for," asked the farmer.

"No, sir, I never knew they were any good
at all until I saw this paper," replied the boy.

"Well! well! well!" exclaimed the farmer,

"I guess instead of playing checkers, I'd

better be telling you something about musk-
rats.

"Gee! I wish you would," said Murray, his

face beaming with eagernebs.

Drawing his chair up to the grate, the

farmer told the lad all he could about the

muskrat; why they were caught and killed,

and of all the fine furs that are made from

their soft, brown skins.

"And do you think I could catch any,"

enquired the boy, when the farmer had
finished.

Now in times gone by, Mr. Crone had been

a great hunter and trapper and many a fine

mink, fo.x and rat had fallen prey to his skill.

Hheunialism had come his way, however,

and so of late years he had given it up. But
the boy's eager questions, brought back to

his mind a time, long years before, when as

a boy he had been given his first trap by an

old trapper friend, who had kindly gone with

him and shown him where and how to set it,

and great, too, had been his delight when
upon going to tlie trap one morning, he had
found a muskrat in it—his first muskrat.

Now, in his turn, he would pass on to the

boy what the old trapper had p assed on to him.

They talked muskrals and trapping until

bedlinie, by which time it had been arranged

that Murray was to come over the next

.Saturday, and go with tlie farmer to the

creek for a lesson in selling traps.

The days of the following week passed

slowly lo tlie boy. lie did not say anything

to llie folks at home about Ihc plans he and
the farnicr had made for fc;ir they would
laugh at him; but all the same he clicrished

liopcs, Ihal the trapping scheme would be

successful; and visions of many things he

would like to have—things he soon would
have if he could but get a few muskrat skins

to sell—danced before him.

Saturday morning came, at last. After

doing up the chores around home and running
an errand to the village store for his mother,

he dug off, and was soon at the farmer's,

who was just in the' midst of his noon-day
chores when Murray arrived. The boy
pitched in and helped him, and by the time
Mrs. Crone called them to dinner, every-

thing was done up spick and sp&n, ready for

the afternoon's trip.

Dinner over, the farmer and the boy set

out for a small stream some two miles from

the farm. It was the same stream that ran

past the boy's home, but the farmer aimed to

hit it a mile or so farther up and work down,
setting the traps as they found suitable

places to do so.

They had scarcely reached the stream

when they heard a loud splash. Looking in

the direction from whence the sound came,

the farmer saw the wake caused by a musk-
rat swimming under water. Running as

fast as, he could for twenty yards or so,

cocking his old muzzle loader as he ran,

the farmer caught sight of the rat and let

blaze into the water, hoping to bring him up.

But the water was too deep, and by the time

the commotion in the water had cleared

away, the rat was nowhere to be seen.

"Well the rascal got away that time,"

said the farmer, "but we'll look around

and perhaps we'll be able to get him yet.

He no doubt lives around here somewhere."

They searched the banks but found no

further signs of rats until they came to an

old cedar slump, from under which the

spring freshets of many years had washed

most of the bank, leaving a roomy cavity,

guarded in front by a mesh of knarled old

roots and brush. Here, there were signs in

plenty. All about were innumerable broad

footprints, and here and there could be seen a

shallow furrow, made by a muskrat dragging

his tail through the soft mud. Further

back under the stump, was a goodly bed of

grass and cress lo which the rals gained

access from the stream by diving deeply

under Ihe barricade of roots.

"Ha! Ha!" said the farmer "here's a place

where we ought lo get one or two if we are

careful."

Sorting over the half dozen traps he had

brought with him, the farmer picked out

the one with the longest chain, explaining to

the boy as he did so, that in making a set
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under the stump it would be necessary to

stake the trap securely in order that the

rat when raught could not crawl away with

the trap, and hide up in the roots and brush.

"But why the one with the longest chain."

asked the boy.

"Oh! that's so the ral will be able to gel

where the trap will drown him. If the

chain's loo short the ral will twist it round

rtie stake until tight, and then chew off his

leg and escape," explained the farmer.

Having set the trap, the farmer placed it in

a small corner away back under the slump

where Ihe water was jusl deep enough to

cover it an inch or so.. Behind it, and far

enough back so thai the animal would have to

cross the trap to gel it, he placed a few slices

of parsnip—the bait he always used—and

then staked the trap as near the deep water as

the chain permitted.

"A likely looking set," said the farmer,

surveying his work.

A little farther down the stream was a

thick bed of water-cress, where from all

appearances the rats made a feeding place,

and through which they had made a clear

runway. Here the farmer set another trap,

bailing it as before with the parsnip, only

in this case he put the bail on the end of a

stick which he stuck in the banks suspending

the parsnip about eighteen inches above trie

jaws of the trap so thai the rat, in attempting

to get the bait, would gel caught by the hind

fool, thereby lessening the danger of the

animal chewing off its toes and gelling away.

He did not slake this one either, just made
a loop in the chain through which he drew a

good sized stick, explaining to the boy, that

on small streams such as this where there was
little danger of the water washing the trap

and stick very far, it was best to jusl fasten

the trap to a drag so that the ral could got

to deep water where it would soon drown.

Muskrats seemed plentiful along the, little

stream—at any rate good places to set traps

for them were—so by the time it was time to

get home to do the night chores, the farmet had
made six excellent sets for the bo\'.

Arrangements were made for Miirrav to

visit the tVaps the toliowing day, and on

Monday night after school, then to report to

the farmer, bringing with him the two days'

catch for a lesson in skinning.

Sunday morning Murra\- was up bright

and early, and after choking down a few

mouthfuls of breakfast was off for his usual

Sunday morning walk, which took the form

this time of a visit to the traps.

The first two sets the boy \'isite4 were just

the same as they had left them the dax

before. The third one \fhich had been set

at the foot of an old elm was nowhere to be

seen. \Vonderini» what had happened to it.

he proceeded to hunt for it along the banks.

He had not searched long however, when he

saw the slab to which the trap had been

fastened lying on the surface of the water a

few feet from the bank. Reaching out as far

as he could he grasped the end of the slab

and hauled it ashore, bringing with it the

trap with a good sized muskrat in it, which,

having been able to reach deep water, had

drowned.

Murray reset the trap in the same place as

before, and then hurried on to the others,

none of which had been molested.

Monday afternoon, as soon as school was

out, the lad was off to the traps. He found

everything as he had left il until he came to

the one set in the cress. This one was

pulled away out on the bank with a big live

ral in it, which bit and lore fiercely at the

trap, chattering all the while.

At first, Murray was a shade shy of the

furious little chap, for every lime he got

close to it, il would dive viciously at him.

snapping its teeth ready to take a piece out

of him, if by any chance it should get a hold.

Finally a w-ell directed blow between the ears

finished its activities, and Murray hastened

on to the last trap—the one under the stump

—

which was sprung, but had nothing in it.

The farmer had stretching-boards ready,

and when Murray arrived with the two rats,

he had them skinned and stretched in short

order. The pelts were prime and well

furred and much was the lad's delight when
the farmer told him they were worth at

least sixty cents apiece.

.\l home that night, Murray told his

parents all about the trapping, and how he

hoped to make a lot of money that way. At

first Ihey laughed at him a Utile, but w-hen

he showed them the two dandy pelts he had

already taken, and told them what the

farmer said they were worth they became

really interested, and encouraged the boy

to go on and do the best he could.

Murray tended his traps very faithfully,

and by the time winter set in with its deep

snow and frozen streams, he had taken

eighteen fine skins. These he sold to a

passing trader for twelve dollars.

Trapping on the streams was now im-

possible, so upon the advice of the farmer

Murray look his traps and set theni around
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the muskrat houses, of which there were

dozens in the big marsh near his home.

Here he worjced them with fair success until

the floods of early spring cleared the streams

of ice.

The spring season passed all too soon for

Murray, who was having better luck with

his traps as he gained experience in their use.

He had done very well however, and when at

the end of the season he received a cheque for

twenty dollars for his catch, he was more

than satisfied-

Summer had come and gone, and it was

trapping time again, Murray planned on

doing big things this season. Weeks before

the season opened he had gone over his terri-

tory studying the habits of the muskrat, and

spotting out all likely places to catch him.

The farmer had given him another dozen

traps too; which wth the ones he had from

last year would set a line just long enough

for him to look after nicely. Prices were

good too, and everything pointed to a very

successful season with the traps.

One evening, some three weeks after he

had set his traps, Murray was sitting by the

fire looking over the local paper, when an

item of news caught his eye, which set him
thinking. It ran somewhat as follows:

'" The Jones Hardware Co. will give a

Steven's twenty-two calibre rifle, to the

person catching and placing on exhibit in

their store, the largest ' mink. Contest to

close December the twenty-fourth."

Now, a rifle was something Murray had

wanted as long as he could remember, but

money had always been too scarce for him

even to think of getting one. Here , however,

was a chance for someone.

Mink, he knew, were quite plentiful in the

locality, but he had always heard that they

were very cunning and hard to catch, so had

never tried to trap them. Then, to set traps

for mink, would mean that he would have to

lake some traps off his muskral line, and

the> were paying so well just then that he

hated to do that. Doubtless, too. there would

be many after that prize who had trapper!

mink for many years, so it would bo utter

foolishness to risk the IcsscMiing of his catcli

of rats, on the chance of winning that rifle.

Thoughts of the rifle and mink trapping

stuck in his mind all the same, and one

night soon afterward he dreamed that he

was walking along a little creek through a

sparsely wooded lot not far from home,

known as the half-bush, when a monster

mini, iiimped out of th.e water and ran under

an old stump not far from the bank. Set-

ting a trap just outside the hole where the

mink had disappeared, he hid behind a tree

and waited. In a few minutes out came the

mink and walked right into the trap. My,
but it was a big one, and thoughts of the rifle

went dancing through his mind.

"Murray, it's breakfast tim.e," called his

mother, from the foot of the stairs, and
Murray awoke from his dream.

Rubbing the sand from his eyes the lad

hopped out of bed and looked out the window,
and, lo! before him lay a world transformed.

Snow had fallen during the night, and where

but a few hours before, the landscape lay all

brown and sere, now as far as eye could reach

all lay mantled in a shroud of white.

"Don't suppose there'll be anything in the

traps to-night" thought Murray, as he hurried

home from school that afternoon. Never-

theless, he didn't feel right until he had
visited them all.

It was getting late when he reached the

last one and turned for home, so instead of

following the creek back, as he usually did

he took a short cut across the fields. The
course he followed took him through the

half-bush of his dream of the night before

so just for curiosity he made a slight detour

to visit the old stump; and would you believe

if Just as he was about to cross the stream,

that ran between him and the stump, a

great big mink, the biggest he had ever seen,

sprang out of the water and ran under that

very stump.

For a moment the boy stood paralyzed.

Then remembering the happy linale of his

dream, he hurried over and set a trap in the

very hole that the mink went in, and then

sat down to wait.

But, alas his dream came true just so

far; and he waited, and waited, and waited,

but no mink came out.

The next night when he visited the stump,

Murray found' that the mink had been out.

Tracks were thick all around. The mink had

gone in and out under the stump at a dozen

places but at the same lime it had kept

mighty shy of the trap.

l"or two long weeks did Murray try to

catch that mink. He tried every ruse he

could think of lo lure him into a trap, but all

in vain. The mink would come out; run

around; hop over the trap if he so chose; btll

never did he take the fatal step that would

have landed his hide on a slrelcliing-board.

As day after day slipped by with no success.

Murrav saw his chances to win the much
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coveted rifle grow less and less. At last

but five days remained. Something must

be done at once.

It was then Murray resolved to put into

effect the very next night, a set he had had in

mind for some time. This he made pre-

parations to do by hunting a spade and

fitting his old fishing pole with a snare. ,

He was home the next night in double-

quick time and off with the spade and pole.

First, he went to the old sucker hole, where

after considerable hard work, he landed a

good-sized fish. Taking the fish and the

spade he hurried on to the stump, the home
of the crafty old mink.

Some little distance up from the slump, the

banks of the stream rose twelve inches or

more from the surface of the water. Here

Murray decided to make his set.

Taking the spade he dug a pocket from the

edge of the stream back some eighteen

inches. This he made about five inches

wide, and just deep enough that the water

would cover the bottom to the depth of an

inch or so. Next, he took the fish, washed it

thoroughly, and fastened it to a small stake.

The stake and fish he placed at the very

back of the pocket. Taking the trap, he set

it at the mouth of the pocket, and staked

it as far out in the stream as the chain would

permit, making sure that the trap and chain

were covered well with water. Next, he dug

up a sod with which he roofed the pocket.

The set was finished, yet just by way of

precaution against any odors sticking about,

that might put the cunning old rascal on his

guard, the lad splashed water all about where

be had been working.

Murray visited his new set each of the

three following nights, and at each visit

found il iust as he had left it the time before.

Nor did he see sny signs of the mink. It

seemed to have left the stump altogether.

December the twenty-fourth was a holiday.

Murray was up and had his chores done early,

intending to make a hurried visit to the traps

and then go to town. This was the day the

contest closed and he wanted to be on hand to

see who won.

The rat traps were nearest, so he went to

them first, and then hu'stled on to the mink

trap, with the sole intention of taking it

home, seeing the contest closed that day.

Nothing seemed disturbed around the set

and Murray was just about to pull the stake,

when something caught his eye that made
him shout for joy. There, on a knoll about

a yard from where the trap had been set,

lay the mink, caught well up on the front leg

and dead as a "nailer."

Realizing that there was still a chance to

win the prize, he graspfed mink, trap, stake

and all, and rushed off as fast as his legs

could carry him to Mr. Crone's.

The farmer was hitching up to go to town

when Murray arrived; sweat streaming down
his face and all excitement.

"Why what's the matter and where did

you get that dandy niink?"asked the farmer,

before the lad could get breath to explain.

Then Murray related the story of the

contest, and of his dream, and how after many
days af vain attempts he had at last beguiled

the sly old mink into a trap.

There was much -satisfaction in Murray's

smile that afternoon as he and the farmer

emerged from the Jones' Hardware Store

with the greatly coveted prize, which the

"Dream Mink," as Murray fondly called the

beautiful pelt had won for him, over the finest

bunch of skins the farmer had ever seen.

Fatty's Luck
Jim Blea

SUNDAY, 9 a.m., Oct. 27th, 1918, when the

Spani.sh "flu" was creating havoc in

Toronto, Charles D., James G., the writer

and his hound, "Dan," left the above men-
tioned metropolis in a (livver for Petit's Point,

Lake Scugog, with the. sole intention of mur-

dering a few wild ducks. Tlie dog was only

taken as mascot, also to make it inconvenient

for Charles D. in the back seal, who placed

one arm around him, the other restraining

five gun.s, four valises and three dunnage

bags in their respective places. However,

Charles D. manipulated this clever acrobatic

stunt with only one exception, and that was

when I turned the car on a sharp turn and

sunk on a three fool hole going at twenty

miles an hour willioul giving warning, result:

Dan was gracefully (lischargcd Irom our

midst and stood on the road giving an illus-

tration of a camel, howling "The last rose of
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summer." I was more than thankful he was
not hurt after all, not only is he a good hunter

but speaks two languages (his and mine).

We arrived at James G.'s chateau in less

than three hours, and I must say here that

James G.'s chateau has everything from a cake

of ice to a real bed. After dinner prepared by
James G., which was fit for the gods,—imag-

ine, porterhouse steak, boiled potatoes,

carrots and several of Heintz's 57, on a shoot-

ing expedition,— we then dressed up as

"bums,"—old hats, boots large enough to

accommodate five pairs of socks, and pants

discarded several years before. After carn,^-

ing three boots, two skifTs and one canoe

down a steep hill we proceeded to sort out

thirty decoys apiece, of course we knew what
kind of ducks were going to fly so naturally we
picked the wrong decoys as is often the case with

the wise ones. This done, we sat on the shore

and watched three lone divers a mile out from

shore drifting in the calm lake all afternoon,

which was not a very promising outlook for

the next morning, but w'e coaxed ourselves

into thinking that the wind might blow hard,

and the North Pole freeze harder and drive

the ducks south.

Monday a.jn., one hour before daylight,

James G. had us up. Breakfast over and the

dog locked up, we made for the boats. As
the wind was coming across the lake we chose

the far shore for shooting. Just after I got

my thirty decoys nicely spread out the rain

started. They say the rougher the weather

the better the luck, so I stuck to my guns.

Now when I left camp I had no thoughts of

rain (only ducks) and as it was cold when I

got up I put on woollen socks, two woollen

sweaters, woollen mitts, and tweed pants.

Being a large man, 256 lbs. stripped, and .')9

inches around the dining room I considered I

absorbed enough rain in four hours to make
Lake Skugog jealous. Three lone wild

geese were the only feathered passengers that

morning, and all we got from them was an
imitation of an auto (honki honk!; four hun-
dred yards away. After drying my clothes

we resolved to take Dan, the dog, to the

swamps and see if rabbit shooting was any
belter. However, not a bunny was given a

run, but Dan gave tongue jn a language I

did not understand, and as he did not get

anything going, we went back to camp and
prepared for the next morning.

'I'licsday a.m. we were away to new points

on the lake, the wind coming from a difl'erent

direction, Charlie D. and James G. shot

about a dozen ducks while all I got was the

flu (flew—English not Spanish), and judging

by their straight course, they were making
for General Villa's water resorts. After three

hours trying to keep still, and warm ;it

the same lime, three ducks were actually

making for my decoys. When about to pitch

in they changed their minds, and on looking

around I saw Dan tearing down the bill

towards my decoys, he having deserted the

camp to locate us. No duck shooting, and
Dan on the job. I decided to take him alone

to the swamps and see if he would give

tongue as he did the day before. Sure

enough he did and away he went at the rale

of a mile a minute. To follow him up with

my 256 pounds and excess baggage, I went
first into low gear then on high. Pretty

soon my cut-out started to puff. Ordinarily

fifty yards run puts me to the riiat, but there

was blood in my eye and murder in my soul

and was going to shoot that weasel or elephant

or whatever it was. I cleared the first

swamp like a rabbit. Midway throuph

the next swamp I came to a stream.

Stepping on a log to cross the miserable

thing it took exception to my weight and
refused to carry me only half way over. Dan,
by this time had gained a long lead, his voice

sounding many miles away. Picking myself

out of the stream, I just strolled or wobbled
until I came to the end of the swamp and
in climbing over a snake-fence I discovered

a nice seat right on top. There and then, I

and myself agreed that the dog should bring

this terrible creature he was chasing back to

me, if I was to be the executioner. I sal

there half an hour congratulating myself for

losing a few pounds in weight, when Dan's

voice came nearer to me. Between his

swamp and myself was a ten acre field. I

kept my eyes glued across this when— 'lump-

ing Gee Whilackers"— if a large red fox

didn't come out a head of him, he stopped and
peeked around some brush at the swamp
where Dan was, then turned and made for a

tence to my right, jumped up this and look a

few steps, down again, then for some unknown
reason came straight for me. My 16 gauge

gun had only number 6 shot shells, and I dare

not move a muscle to change them. In a

few seconds "bang" my gun went off. but it

was in the proper place, I broke a hind leg

first shot and the second shot finished hini,

Dan by this time was in the ten acre field

going the same 'direction the fpx had gone. I

hollered to him that I had shot him but he

didn't believe me, for he took no short cuts

and followed the course right to me, where
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after a good rub with his nose he allowed me
to start for camp. Next day the same time

Charlie D., James G., Dan and I tried to

locate another fox. Sure enough the hound
was off again on another run but did not get

this one so turned back to us. While going

home through the swamp we noticed in a

small pool, two green winged teal. One of

these we shot; the other soon got lost in the

trees. Ducks are not found very often in

these places. We broke camp that night.

I had the fox done up into a neck-piece for

my little girl as a Christmas present. Now
I have an order from her for the muff that

goes with it.

Pacific Coast Hunters Secure Albino Bear

THE following descriptive account of a

unique bear hunt resulting in the cap-

ture of an albino bear was kindly for-

warded to Bod and Gun in Canada by Mrs.

Manley Hedden of Seattle, who with her

husband Mr. Manley Hedden, is spending a

few months at Ocean Falls.British Columbia.

Mr. Hedden is connected with the Pacific

Paper Mills Limited which has a large mil)

at Ocean Falls.

June the twenty-fourth was a red letter

day for three hunters from the Ocean Falls

Paper Mill oi Ocean P'alls, British Columbia.

The party consisting of Fred Seivers, one of

the most successful amateur hunters of the

Ocean Falls district, accompanied by two men
Messrs Spear and Spurb, crossed Link Lake,

which is approximately half way between

Vancouver and Prince Rupert, and after a

short walk came to a large muskeg. Making
a detour of a few hundred feet they were
delighted to notice a splendid albino bear

and two cubs in a tree. The albino

was dispati;h'ed with a few well directed

shots but not before she charged for a dis-

tance of fifty feet from the base of the tree.

She died game like all members of the bear

family.

Mr. Seivers made a lassoo oi a rope and a

sapling and climbing a tree close by he suc-

ceeded in lassooing both of the cubs and
lowered them unharmed to the ground. The
mother was a beautiful golden color weighing

in the neighborhood of two hundred and
fifty pounds. Her cubs, one of which has an

almost human look as i an be seen by the

photo, were ordinary black bear cubs except

for tufts of golden hair in their ears.

It is not hard to imagine the females of the

wild life of the Pacific coast muttering, "Drug
store blonde" when her ladyship passed their

way and now that she has been gathered into

the great Forest we can imagine the relief of

the jealous housewives in the deiis of Ursus

americanus.

l''rom Darwin's time and even before that,

breetfers of animals both wild and tame have

endeavored to breed true to type. They have

met with a wondeifii! degree of success but

just when they thought that it was possible t«i

bie.d an animal true to color for time eternal.

Nature stepped in and with a playful thrust,

set at naught the work of years. It is not the

albino itself that causes the damage to the

color line breeding, as it is invariably a freak

white or golden color that could easily be

disposed of, but tlij trouble arises through the

mongrel color ol the albino's progeny.

ImI. Note
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Bird Dogs I Have Met
Thomas Hubert Hutton

NO doubt you will be surprised to learn

that one of the very best bird-dogs I ever

met was nothing more nor less than an

Airedale terrier. His name was "Blake's

Laddie" and beyond the peradventure of a

doubt he was the equal of any pointer or

setter I ever hunted with.

Possibly right here it would not be amiss to

describe the Airedale in brief. The Airedale

is the largest and hardiest terrier yet produced

owing his great and growing popularity to his

adaptability to every kind of sport. Singular

as it may seem, he is the product of mere

chance, having been evolved some sixty years

ago, in the valley of the Aire river, between

England and Scotland. In the region where

he first appeared were sturdy out-of-doors

Yorkshiremen, keen huntsmen by land and

water, whom the local gani^ wardens in all

probabilit\ branded as poachers. These

men owned all kinds of dogs including the

big and aquatic otterhound, several species

of the intelligent and aggressive terrier,

the old reliable English sheep dog, and the

indomitable bull dog. Out of this potpourri

of dogs evolved the new type which combined

the best qualities of all his motley forbears.

He got his size and strength, trailing ability

and love for water from the otterhound. He
got from the terrier quick, keen wits, a bright

alert eye and a swiftness of movement appar-

ently incompatible with his weight. His

adaptability for driving and guarding slock

was his inheritance from the old English sheep"'

dog. The bull dog gave him tenacity and

courage to the death.

Naturally the Airedale terrier as we lind

him lo-day is the most versatile, the most

accomplished, and the most daring of dogs.

He is a natural hunter, has a keen nose, and

is easily broken to gun. lie will do all the

work of a spaniel. A capital water dog and

retriever, he is a first rate workman on shore,

and when hunting along the banks of a river

there are few dogs that can e(iual him, for his

dose, wiry jacket enables him to withstand

the elTects of the wet, whilst being such a big

dog he is more than a mal<h for any sort of

vermin he may fall across. Hats he will

destroy as ([uickly as on(r can wink an eye,

being ahnosl as quick in his movements as

a mongoose.

The Airedale will hunt rabbits willi the

zeal of a beagle or foxhound, tree a coon, and

kill him when he drops; a^ for muskrats, otter

and mink, he is swift and certain death. No
hole is too deep in the water for him to follow

his quarry; for hours he will work indefati-

gably, a;id woe betide the object of his search

when found. In addition to this, he is easily

taught to retrieve ducks and geese, and on

account of his size and strength no sea is too

rough for him when in pursuit of wounded
wild fowl.

The city fancier enjoys his companionship

at home or in cross country tramps, at which

times the Airedale is always busy and ready to

find something of interest, whether chasing

rabbits, varmints, or shaking a mountain

beaver, or treeing some noisy squirrel or

grouse, or pointing a bevy of quail, all for the

fun of it. If a swim is on hand, he is first to

enjoy it and stands ready to retrieve anything

or if at the shore handles himself dexterously

in the surf, and in shoal waters an Airedale

will fish for hours at a time, running up and

down the flats, following the little darting

fin bearers with head under wat£r seemingly

as often as out.

The farmer and rancher have found in the

Airedale a dog that combines more than any

other breed everything that is useful in a dog.

He will drive cattle and sheep like a collie.

He loves to continually hunt for and exter-

minate all vermin and pests to poultry. He

is the one dog that can be depended upon

at all times to quickly sound the alarm of

molesting marauders being about, and he is a

willing assistant in driving away the howling

and mischievous coyotes and when it is

possible to corner one, will single-handed kill

it with neatness and dispatch. When the

farmer finds his place visited only loo eafly

for his slumber by 'coons in the chicken coop

or a visit from the destructive skunk, if he is

without an .\ircdale on his place, he begins to

tljnk it's about time he had one; for nothing

ever destroys bird or animal life on farm or

ranch without an Airedale knowing it and he

loses no lime in dispensing the enemy instant-

ly, and all so naturally and willingly, without

guidance or suggestion,,

Hu/itcrs and (rappers have (•ome to find

in the Airedale a dog par excellence for their

life. The slightcsl movement in an adjoining

thicket, he hears and detects instantly, or he

scents distant ga;ue long before one has any
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1. Mrs. StanK'y Blake's favorite dogs are
Airedale terriers.

2. None are cuter than Airedaie puppies.
3. Mr. Stanley Blalce is also very fond of

Airedales.

idea of its presence, leading his master still-

hunling to it, or if ajlowed his freedom, going

off with a bound and at a fiace that no other

dog can surpass, out of sight and hearing until

he has rounded up his quarry and has a bear

at bay in some recess, or cougar treed, or bob-

cat cornered, when, with unceasing and noisy

tongue, he tells the tale to the otherwise

peaceful hills and dales, that he is there to

stay hours if need<'(i, until his hunter-master

comes to put an end to the wild i)rey of his

finding. Instances are reported of Airedales

staying with big game treed for two days'

time and more before being found.

In poiul of disposition, no dog <^ould be

possessed of more qualities that would endear

him to his owner. He is far from quarrel-

some with other dogs, is inclined to shun
them at walk; but let another dog dispute his

right to advance, he is up and at it in a mom-
ent. Then his opponent must look to him-

self, however, big and strong he may be. The
Airedale's jaw, of wonderful length and
punishing power, soon does its work, and he

would sooner die than turn tail. At home he

is docile in the extreme, fond of children, and

a good guardian, also obedient to a wonderful

degree, which coupled with an intelligence

almost human makes him a most enjoyable

and trustworthy companir)n. The Airedaje,

moreover, possesses another great recommen-
dation in the eyes of many dog lovers, this

being the possession of a very hardy constitu-

tion, which causes little trouble to his owners

during the earh' stages of his career, and when
grown he can stand an unlimited amount of

rough and tear work. Altogether, he is one

of the most useful dog's living, and has a

personality all his own.

Ij,'
"Blake's Laddie," combined all the quali-

ties of the Airedale and possessed in addition

all that goes to make up a perfect bird dog,

being absolutely staunch on point, steady

to wing and shot, and a careful, slow worker.

I found this out one day last fall. Here is

the way it came about

:

Stanley Blake, the owner of "Laddie"',

invited me to accompany him on one of his

numerous hunting excursions. Of course, I

gladly accepted the invitation, as he is a

jolly fellow to be out with and a sportsman of

the first "water. Mr. Blake had frequently

told me about his bird dog "Laddie." but m>
big surprise came when I asked him whether

"Laddie" was a pointer or setter and he

slartlcd me with the declaration that he was
nothing more nor less than an ,\iredale terrier

To me, it sounded most too incredible to

ijelieve and when I voiced my skepticism

jokingly, friend Blake immediately threw down
the gauntlet and accepted the challenge to

prove his statement, to wit: That "Laddie,"

the .\ire(lale, was a sure enough thoroughl>

trained bird dog.

I lial was his impelling reason for extend-

ing the invitation to me to accompan> him

on the hunting trip, so on the morning of one

delightful autumnal day we started out,

"Laddie" and ".lingo" (one of Blake's line

string of Pointers) held firmlx- iu leash, but not

without dilTi(ult\, as "Laddie" especialh

appeared very ambitious to gel loose. At the

moment I did not attribute this quality to

any desire on his part to gel to work on quail.
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merely thinking his evident 'anxiety to be

freed was nothing but pure wildncss. and I

remarked to Mr. Blake that when "Laddie"

did get loose that would be the last we would

see of him. I never saw a dog earn,- on so

frantically in my life. He looked as though

he"d die if he wasn't liberated right then and
there. '".Jingo," aside from wagging his tail

and giving his master wistful and anxious

glances every now and then, showed no

inclination to be freed from the chain.

We were steadily tramping 'cross country

and b> this time had gotten well out of sight

of the little town from which .we had started

and soon we would come to good bird country .

It wasn't long, therefore until the eager

"Laddie" and Jingo" were set at liberty,

and as I had predicted "Laddie" made a

wild rush and was soon clear out of sight

while "Jingo" was more careful, hunting

everj' bit of the ground thoroughly that he

went over.

"Now," said I, to friend Blake, "Laddie's

actions right from the start show he's no part

of a bird dog and explode your claims com-
pletely."

"You ji^st be a little bit patient," Blake

retorted "and give the Airedale a chance.

That first little initial dash of his is just to

get his blood circulating right. He'll simmer
down in a minute and then he'll work even

slower and carefuller, than "Jingo" is workin'

now."

"Maybe you're right," said I, "but you

know I've adopted the -"show-me" attitude.

It's up to "Laddie" to redeem himself if he's

got sense enough, which I begin to seriously

doubt."

Considering this a pretty hot shot, I closed

my chops and remained silent a spell, giving

it plenty lime to soak in.

But a moment of time proved that Blake

was right and I was wrong, for "Laddie" did

simmer down and got busy in a manner that

immediately stamped him as a first-class bird

dog. He out-hunted the pointer forty ways,

and in no time at all, it seemed, was pointing

a bevy of quail, one forefoot uplifted and his

whole body held as rigid as a statue of stone.

The best "Jingo" could do was to back him,

and a pretty picture it would have made,

had a camera been handy, but that's nearly

always the way of it, one never has his kodak
ready at the right time.

When the smoke, cleared away "Laddie"
and "Jingo" retrieved the two birds Blake
shot and I saw that "Laddie" was just as

tender a retriever as any pointer or setter

dared be. My surprise melted into admira-
tion and I forthwith congratulated my friend

and assured him the smokes were on me the

moment we got back to town.

The Airedale terrier as a breed has not only

shown his sterling qualities as a sportsman's

asset, but he has also proven his worth in the

recent great European War.

Originally bred in England, in the Valley

of the .\ire river, developed with no end in

view greater than utility, he is the ideal

dog today for war duties. He has well

been called "the most self-contained dog"

—

one of his most valuable traits when he is

considered for purposes of war. He is never

unduly excited or disturbed even under the

greatest strains of terror. His sagacity,

fidelity, nose and hardiness stand him in

great stead. I was a long time realizing

that the .\iredale was something more than

a "passing fad," and "I was only convinced

when I saw "Laddie" worked alongside a

thoroughly trained and pedigreed pointer and

saw that he was even superior to the pointer

in bird dog qualities. I was just a Doubting

Thomas, as no doubt many of those who scan

this page still are, and to these I would say

all you have to do is try- one out and see for

yourself their value as an all around utility

dog, no matter what you want to use them for.

The Airedale was bred originally for a real

working terrier—and he is actually all that

has ever been expected of him, and more. By
instinct and training his senses have been

developed towards the end of value. He
is without a peer in the world of dogdom for

intelligence. No dog can boast greater game-

ness, none has a keener nose, he is supreme

in the water, and his size, being the largest

of all the terriers, stands him in good stead.

He never seeks trouble—but is always ready

for it when it comes.

The Airedale is almost universally healthy,

and his heavy, double coat enables him to

stand even the most severe climate. He
adapts himself anywhere, from the equator to

the North -Pole, and from the home to the

battle field.

I'rom the Otter II(fund the .Mrtnlale inherits

a nose as keen as any of the hound family.

This valuable nose is backed up by a .sense

of hearing that has no superior. In their

native land experiments have been mjide at

.Scotland Yard which prove that the .Mredalc

can detect sounds far away by hundreds of

y.ards for the most acnite ear. In I he longlish

army they put this lacully into prftctical use-

The .\ircdales are trained not to bark at
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strange sounds in trench warfare, especially

at night, but to give low growls—and in this

manner warning of the stealthy approach of

the enemy. By both scent and hearing the

Airedales can do this when the human ear

would not enable the soldiers to detect the

presence of danger. The degrees of the do.^'s

growl indicate the nearness of the danger in

these cases. They are trained to express

themselves just a little more positively as the

danger is greater, or otherwise. No other

brood would lend ih.clf to such subtle training.

In the ambulance service the Airedale is

also most valuable; he can tell, better than can

an>' hum"in, whcll.cr or not life is extinct.

The dogs are taught to go about the fields

of slaughter and single out those of the

wounded in whom there are yet signs of life

—

and many of these are thus saved who would

otherwise perish. A noble work for a dog,

as you will agree! But what animal has

ever done nobler work than man's greatest

friend—the dog?

The highest praise for the Airedale is given

by. those who have seen his work on the bloody

fields of battle in P^urope. He even thrives

on the battlefield by reason of his gamenesi,

quickness, and hardy constitution, fie learns

to actuallj love the sound of heavy gun hring.

He can tell the English Tommy from the

German Hun, and in many hand to hand

trench conflicts he has lent his aid and proved

himself a fearful assailant. No doubl now
the great war is over many a soldier

owes his life to the timely assistance of an

Airedale, and 1 venture the prediction that

there will be very few returning soldiers who
will not be dog enthusiasts for the remainder

of their lives. This will necessarily create

renewed interest in man's greatest friend

and assure the dog human s> mpathy for many

years to come. Here's hoping that one of the

fruits of the war will be to evolve a better

understanding on the part of the great mass of

the people as to th- value of the outdoor

world in general, and the dog in particular.

"Laddie" was not only a well-trained bird,

dog, but he had the breeding to back him up
and it woud not surprise me one whit if some
day he should slip up on the "dog world"
and capture first -prize as the greatest BIRD
DOG in America, In all probability, how-
ever, he will not do that, as the gen-

eral run of bird dog judges would likely be

somewhat prejudiced in favour of the

setter and the pointer, even though the

Airedale's work as a bird dog was superior

—

a decision in favour of the latter might be

called "a cOmic mistake," or something like

that, and work detriment to the offending

judge. The successful judge knows that

he must strive to please the majority and the

setter and pointer men would assuredly resent

having their dog bested by an Airedale

terrier. It woud submerge their pride to

such a depth that it is doubtless if they'd

ever be able to get their "periscopes'" above

the surface again. Any judge would know
that. So I guess "Laddie" has a slim chance.

But that do.^sn't keep him from deserving

the honors anyway and I'd sure Ibve to

gamble on him before an unbiased judge.

"Laddie's'" real name is "Haughty Lad of

Ashborne," 1G702.O A.K.C., by Gh. Soudan
Swiveller, ex Red Riot of Ashborne, so you see

he is well fortified in the best Airedale blood-

lines. I only wish he could get a chance to

show his equality as a bird dog at some Field

Trial event where the best setters and pointers

in the copntry were participating. He'd

sure make the wise ones sit up and take

notice.

A Vision Realized

An Amateur

' Yarrow's stream unseen, unknown.

It must, or we shall rue it.

We have a vision of our own,

A III why should we undo it."

Not being a poet, and when one's larder

provider's theme is ducks, first, last, and all

the lime, one must iijevitably ;^'earn to see

the vision rcalizerl, a vision which you will

perceive finally ciilmifiated, not like the

vision of Yarrow, which failed miserably

to measure up to the reality, but rather the

rever.se.

The afternoon we had phinncd for our

journey proved ideal. The air was clear and

just crisj) enough to be exhilarating as we
tramped along on slaiighlor beiil.

Having soon loft Iho (own far holiind, we
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took to the fields to shorten the distance. I

don't know how many we crossed, but they

included pasture, stubble and ploughed

ground, and in spite of minutes lost in seeking

means to avoid climbing the fences, we made

quick work of them, arriving at our destina-

tion in less than an hour.

Running along the west side of the north-

ern end of the marsh was a snake rail fence,

and parallel with that and quite close, was a

path, evidently worn by cattle. From this

eastward, the ground overgrown with willows

gradually sloped to a pond, at the edge of

which earlier in the season a hide had been

built.

My larder provider had been offered the

loan of a punt, with \vhich to retrieve the

ducks, This, he had been informed, was hidden

in the willows near the fence. Long after-

wards he discovered that the reference had

been to another fence stretching diagonally

across. However, after he had spent about

ten minutes in a vain endeavor to locate it,

I thought I would have a try. The ground

looked solid enough and I was anxious to

get a glimpse of a muskrat house, but before

I had proceeded far, I felt the water oozing

through my boots. Needless to say, I lost

no time in retreating and establishing a

firmer position on the fence. leaving the

boots unoccupied on the end of the top

rail, as a target for the sun.

Ultimately abandoning all hope of finding

the punt, he next decided to attempt wing-

shooting at another smaller pond farther

south where the water was shallow.

I watched him ;.s he followed along the

pcth until he came to where the fence turned

directly westward. .Southeast of this cor-

ner, a distance of perhaps forty yards, were

several uprooted pine stumps standing in a

row. This was his objective, as it was the

only cover the place afforded and the pond

lay just east of them.

He had not been there long before three

came sailing over. I saw the gun spit fire

and one drop. Then I saw him as he waded

through the long grass after it, but just at

that time my attention was directed to* the

willows, where I was sure I lieard something

moving. I climbed down from the fence

and in doing so, jarred the boots ofl' on the

opposite side. Having managed to reach one

through the rails, I tried to pull the other

nearer with a slick but it refused to come.

Meanwhile, the sound became more and more

distinct until I coulfl hear every step. Ter-

rorized, I grabbed the one boot but in turn-

ing to flee, I beheld just emerging from the

bushes, the head and shoulders of a big steer.

My fears allayed, I resumed my vigil on the

fence just in time to see the hunter, minus the

hunted, disappear behind the stumps again.

By this time the sun was on the horizon

and the tall trees scattered along the fence,

cast long, dark shadows across the marsh.

I didn't relish the idea of moving any farther

s'outh, as the walk liome would be long enough

but I eventually concluded I should, at

least, feel more secure nearer the ammunition

depot, so having slipped the fence and

crawling under berry bushes, then clinibing

back, I trudged along the path.

On comiijg to the turn I sat down and

made an effort with the inadequate aid of

a hair-pin to button them, but after repeated

exertions the buttons on the proper side

resembled hen's teeth, which they say are

few and far between.

Meanwhile away to the south I heard an

occasional shot fired and after, each one I

looked up expecting to see some ducks but

none came.

As I sat there musing, I recalled the words

of the great poet who gave as a reasoa

why men went hunting, "It's the lur^ of

little voices; It's the mandate of the wild."

Surely he didn't mean the mosquitoes, they

were the only little voices I heard and to me
they were rather more repelling than alluring.

My reverie was interrupted with "Bang!

Bang!" followed by indistinct words. I was

not sure whether he was trying to assure

those two still unscathed but frightened

ducks that all was well or whether it was a

call for more to come, but I had grave sus-'

picions that it was neither, and I resolved

then and there to listen better to the next

item.

.\s I gazed about to see if more were

coming away to the south-west,' I observed

a l)la(k line looming up which proved to be

ten ducks but just as they came within sight

of the pond, they veered to the north as

though disappointed in not seeing others

of Ihcir kind feeding there.

.\olhing followed, not even the report of

the shot-gun, and my curiosity was aroused

beyond restraint, so that after the ducks were

out of sight, I called to him to know why he

didn't shoot and after expressions of surprise

he said that they were out of range.

I called myself stupid for spoiling my
opportunity but it made no dilTercnce, for

although we lingered some time longer no

• more came and when I ventured, as we
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wended our way homeward, to ask him why
he didn't try a duck call again he said:

"That is a secret and women can't keep a

secret".. Well if I was ruffled, there were

no visible signs for it was then dark and I

instinctively knew we were approaching a

barbed wire entanglement in the shape of a

fence and without assistance I might possibly

be an unwilling picket there through the

long night watches. Within an incredibly

short period heavy black clouds had obscured

even the faint light of the stars, making the

intervening fields, before we landed on the

King's highway, seem so rough that they

suggested the thought of No Man's Land and

all that it implied and we invariably uttered

something particularly impressive about Prus-

sianism, whenever we unexpectedly fell over a

stump or bumped into a fence. Weary and

worn and sad, we reached home at last and our

one regret was "We had a vision of our own.

Ah! why did we undo it?"

A Camp Fire Reverie

W. McCardell

THERE'S a valley over the White-

Man's pass that's never been explored.

I've heard strange tales from the

Indians of things that have happened there

and I'm going to mpke it a point to visit

that valley. You cAn make it a safe bet

that there's something mighty curious in a

valley that an Indian won't explore; when

he stands longingly at the entrance to a

promising hunting ground and refuses to

enter. Nothing less than something ap-

proaching the flaming sword- at the entrance

to the Garden of Eden can prevent him

from entering. It has to be something very

mysterious."

The speaker was a bronzed bearded giant

in the centre of a parly of men gathered

about a camp fire in the hinterland of the

world. They were part of the vanguard

who are gradually extending the limit of

their exploration until it encompasses the

loneliest valleys and they are gradually

pushing the world's frontiers out to the

farthest out-posts of the unknown.

They were discussing what might be

in this valley. The bright circle of flame

lit up the quiet faces of the other men;

around them was the darkness and eerie

silence of the night. By the time each had

speculated as to what might be in the lonely

and undiscovered valley, one would have

thought that it was the place where the

Ciocl of Adventure sat on his twilight throne,

under the canopied palace of sunset. Then

I realized that the Camp-fire is a witch's

cauldron in whicn is conjured up the strange

tales of the woods.

1 knew I hey were just romancing and were

wishing for the perfect valley that only I he

explorer dreams of. I knew what sort of

scenery they required in this valley to which

one could not get until they had crossed a

rugged barrier of mountains where the lean

blizzards swept the peaks and the mist

constantly trailed across the scarred cliffs.

Over the other side of this rugged barrier to

which one was conducted by some Indian,

who was loyal enough not to show any one

else, one descended into a valley where

summer lay eternally and the creeks ran

with gold. Tnere would be a long blue lake

stretching through a deep forest and one day

the quiet dip of the paddles would be heard

over its surface and then a lovely dream girl

would quietly run her light canoe ashore,

slep out and immediately fall in love with

the daring explorer who had conquered the

barrier.

If only one Could gather all the strange

tales that are whispered in low-voiced mur-

murs over the flickering campfire

The brotherhood of the camp-fire is the

oldest institution in the world. It nad its

dim bcgiiming in those days when the cave-

men roamed the earth. The camp-fire was

the first mottier of literature. The cave-man

gazing into its profound depths was stirred

with visions that could not be expressed in

words and his bosom throbbed with dim,

eerie feelings. This was the dawn of thought

for thought was born in the crucible of a

camp-lire.

These men talking out in the depths of

night are the glorified inheritors of the cff\'C-

iiian's first vision. They too, arc just as

profoundly stirred and as they look into the

flames they are seeing visions that are

carrying the cave-man's dream farther

out into the timeless sea.

The camp-fire is the emblem of discovery
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and when through the myriad valleys of

the world, the camp-fires flare up out of the

darkness it seems like the hoisting of a

signal, spelling out the day's march into the

realm of distance.

I wonder when the day will come when
the earth will have no more undiscovered

hinterlands, when all the Eden-valle;ys that

lie in the mysterious realm of the unknown
shall be discovered. I wonder when all the

brooding silences of lonely continents \yiU

at last echo to the sound of human voice.

I know that when that day comes the

camp-fire brood will not rest and be slug-

gards.

From this they will turn to the master

exploration; and the lonely planets gleaming

out in space nill be their goal. The 'Coluni-

bus'of the world's far places will pass on

their spirit and it will live in the 'Columbus'

of space. They will fare down to the dim
regions beyond the farthest ebb of the

twilight sea; down through the moonlit

glory of the plains where .Jupiter wheels in

his stately orb with his attendant train

of seven moons to accompany him into

the stellar halls down into the far gway
depths of the blue-gulf.

These men of the out-door world arc

carrying the dream of exploration to that

day when the sea will be marked and charted

like the currents of the ocean and man will

venture down to the murky halls where
flaring comets die. These men are the

forbears of the superman whose members
will belong to the 'Earth and Martian Aero-

Graphical society.' And the wheeling plan-

ets and the lords of the outer marches of

space at the edge of night shall be their

stamping grounds.

Yes these men gathered about the camp-
fire all of them dreamers, are opening the

door for a greater and wider exploration,

where man, Mahomet Hke, rides to the

palace of creation.

The dream of the cave man is still soaring

its way into the silence and will never end

so long as there is space to conquer.

A Perfect Day
M. I. T.WLOR

"Maggie—oh. Maggie!—Maggie, do wake
up."

\l that whispered injunction I opened
my eyes lazily, just to show that I had been

awake for as long as—ten seconds—and

stared at the eye which peered through the

knot that by some oversight on the builder's

part, graced the partition between my room
and the girls' at our summer cottage. The
eye blinked back accusingly at me and the

whispered conversation continued, although

we might just as well have shouted aloud

at one another, for the nature of summer
homes is to magnify the slightest rustle into

a whole advancing army and a gentle breath

into a mcgaphonic blast.

"Well, what do you want now. Nora?" I

asked.

"It's going lo be a perfectly "scrunip-

tiousr day and ^'ee and I think it would be

just the time for our walk to the Point.

We can leave at ten, have lunch at the hotel

or picnic outside with what we can buy at ttie

stores, catch the noon boat up the Lake
again and have a perfect day. Won't you
persuade mother lo let us go'?"

The Point. I may explain, is a thriving

little hamlet at the junction of the Lakes. It

had been our ambition always to row to the

mainland and follow the road down to it, the

tramp being approximately seven miles.

.Somehow, lack of energ},- had prevented the

consummation of our plans, but to-day the

inclinations of all three coinciding, we pre-

vailed upon our fond parents to give us their

permission. Forgetful of the fact that the

a%erage temperature for the last week had

been 100 degrees F., oblivious of the head-

shakings of our advisors, and undeterred by

the fact that none of us had been really

walking for two months, we started off—and
thus began the realization of our dreams.

Of course, it was veiy hot on the water,

but that was to be expected and the cool

shady roads would soon refresh us; and, too,

walking shoes did feel rather uncon\fortal)le

after the running shoes in vogue on our

rocky island, but our feel would soon become
accustonuMi to them: and as for the smiling

looks of iiu-rcdulity among our friends at

the wharf where we landed,—why they were

nalurallx' lazy, that was all.

As we struck off along the /oad, father

called us back and gave us a little makeshift
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lunch of rookies and apples which had been

prepared for our use along the way, in case

we should , develop fai^iishing appetites. In

a rather superior fashion, we accepted the

gift with thanks, but inwardly meditated

dropping it at the first convenient place by

the roadside. Having, however, a Scotch

sense of economy, we deplored such waste,

consumed what we could of it on the spot,

and then resumed our way, leaving the

remnant amongst the grass and thus auto-

cratically ruled out one chance for future

happiness.

It was hot, and although there were "cool

and shady" spots along the road, they were

very few and far between. We could feel

the mercury creeping up and up, and our

own opinion was, that it had reached some-

where around 200 degrees before we had

gone a mile. The meteorological report of

the day belied our estimate and gave it

conservatively at ^is degrees—but as I said

before, it was hot.

For the first part of our pedestrian effort,

we found the road running through the midst

of a great raspberry patch, and inevitably we
stopped to pick the fruit. Why, I wonder,

does everyone feel it incumbent upon him
to pick wild fruit when he sees it? We knew
that the seeds of the raspberries are most

unpleasant; that the sweet acidity of the

berries would draw our mouths; and that the

fruit still left on the bushes was of a most

inferior (juality as the season was late, but

still we ate them, and regretted it immedi-

ately.

Finally we reached the spot where our

crossroads joined the main thoroughfare and

we felt sure that our objective lay just

around the bend. Others were not so opti-

mistic, as we found out, when we questioned a

kindly old gentleman, who sat under the

shade of the only tree insight, consuming

fl supplementarj- breakfast or lunch of bread

md cheese, with the all too apparent aid of

(lis pen-knife.

"How far to the Point? Is the Falls near

here?"

"Yes just three miles on."

"llm'—well it must be six miles good to the

Point, Warm lo-day isn't it!"

With which bright and original remark

the conversation closed but our informant

looki'd as if he thought it was a distinct pity

'he Point did not boast a lunatic asylum.

The raspberries now gave way to chokc-

hcrrics and cvcr>' fence-corner had its

^rrat hush-like tree literally covered with the

rich luscious, deep red, almost black fruit.

Again we illustrated the frailty of human
kind by insisting upon sampling the product

of every tree, until as a result of raspberries

chokecherries, dust and heat, we felt that

there might be something after all in the

stories of the men who were willing to trade

with Mephistopheles for a drink of cold

water. The surrounding country was fertile

farming land, but most uninteresting sceni-

cally. Thrashing operations at one estab-

lishment did something to enliven the land-

scape, but apart from that it was all equally

monotonous. We tried to beguile the time

by imagining that we were touring England,

but that recalled poignant memories of cool

green hedges and frequent villages, where

one could procure an abundance of Devon-

shire cream, fresh fruit and muffins, and we
knew, alas, from sad experience, that the

gaunt, lonesome, farmhouses around us,

would yield nothing more inviting than

skimmed milk, unpalatable green tea, or

water, the latter beverage being always

chosen by the wily traveller in self-defence.

Miles further on, another bend in the road

aroused our hopes anew. Alas! too sanguine

were we, for they were dashed to the ground

by the long, unblinking, dusty white ribbon

that stretched ahead of us, when we reached

it. Even water appealed to our no longer

fastidious taste, and we decided to petition

for some at the first farmhouse which we
passed. Curiously enough not one building

darkened the horizon, and it was not until a

mile or more had been traversed, that we
again saw the unlovely bulk of a Northern

Ontario farm liouse ahead of us. A profusion

of gaudy llowcrs cheered our drooping spirits

as did the bright little bride who drew crystal

clear and icy cold nectar for our delectation

and of it you may b^ sure we partook liberally.

At last the world looked rosy again and

thinking of the lunch awaiting us at the hotel,

we felt our pleasant anticipations re-asserting

Ihciusclves, only to have our hostess, like a

croaking raven, blight our hopes.

"Yes," she was saying, "I've had a rather

busy day, for one of the boys from town has

just left. lie's on his way to see his brother

who is dying, and, mind you, the doctor says

it's from drinking very cold water when he

was overheated.

Slie thereupon, proceeded to give us with

coniiiieiKhihle accuracy and realism, all the

syinptoriis and lurid details of the illncs,s.

and as a result, f|ueer uneasy sensations in the

region of our digestive apparatus and a futile
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effort to remember whether the hamlet ahead

of us had a resident doctor, disturbed our

equanimity considerably. Ah, well, to-mor-

row we may ourselves be "with yesterday's

seven thousand years," as our friend Omar
says, so we decided to make the most of what
yet remained to us, again thinking of the

philosophy of the Eastern poet. At this

point in our meditations we turned another

corner.

Then there faced us a high hill—-at the foot

of which, one member of the party went on

strike and insisted upon resting, so we
called a halt and discussed the mathematical

probability of our surviving the day. With a

confidence that I did not altogether feel, I

insisted that I remembered (although I had
never been along the road before) that we
could see the settlement from the top of the

hill and again we walked. This time it did

happen as I had foretold and the conscious-

ness of a successful conclusion to our trials

filled us with gleeful anticipations. There

were hotels, two of them; stores, two of

them; a park, the Lake, and best of all there

would soon be the steamer and HOME.
What more could one want"? '

We decided to see uhat the chances for a

picnic were, before we entrusted ourselves

to the tender mercies of the hotel proprietor,

and entered the general store, with the modest
request for some fresh fruit of anv kind. To
our amazement, we were told by the store-

keeper that he had none, but so patent was
our disappointment that the gentleman took

pity upon us, searched more diligently and
ultimately recovered three skinny little

oranges, which we took most thankfully.

Neither biscuits nor candies were to be had,

there, and we. were told to try the other store,

while "pop" and ice-cream were to be pro-

cured next door.

"Next door" proved to be a disreputable

looking hotel having in its windows a sign

on which had been scrawled the legend "Ice-

cream parlour." We were served in a db-
mantled sitting-room, which contained one

rusty stove, two relics of the family portrait

gallery, one oil-clothed topped table and

five chairs. A rustic Ganymede in the shape

of an ancient sailor, took our order and

reappeared, bearing three diminutive glasses

of lemon sour and cones that were even more
limp than we ourselves. As I was endeavor-

ing to prevent mine collapsing, he inquired

solicitously, "Is it leaking, lady? Here wipe

it with this," at the same time handing me an

indescribably dirty pocket handkerchief.

Fortunately our sense of the ridiculous came
to our rescue, and we retired hastily to

indulge in unrestrained merriment.

One hotel and one store still remained. A
glance into the abyss-like interior of the

former, led to its elimination and di.smissal

as a possible candidate for patronage, and we
were forced to content ourselves with some

very soft milk chocolate (sanitarily wrapped,

however) for our last hope. Oh how good

those cookies and apples would have tasted

just then. With our hunger only partly

appeased, we betook ourselves to the lock,

which was being opened for the steamer. On
board our buoyancy of the early morning

again appeared and we amused and mystified

the crew and passengers by talking very

volubly in French, a language in which we
all had some little proficiency.

On looking back over our outing, we
found that the bright spots soon flooded out

those that were gloomy, and when we
disembarked at our "ain hame," we called

out vociferously and in single voice (and we
meant every word of it,)

"We've come to tlie end of a perfect day."

A Day's Tragedies

I.VCiO

E.M'iLV th.it morning llie eagle Icft^his

male, who (lew over the ridge in search

of prey to ft'cd the luingry eaglet in thi>

eyrie on the rocky promontory,.

I''or a lime the male kept on a straight course

but finally began to circh;. l-'ar below
him lie saw the roads, mere lines at that

height, joining the ranclu-s lo the srllh'iiirnl.

One of the randies (If you could call it a

ranch) he passed over was a sandy field of

about two acres ciivired land and three more

in timber and stump land. .\t one corner of

(he cleared piece was a small log caliin and

in the centre a ruined and dried up well

which was the haunt of gophers. The laud

was planlcd in fruit Irccs and a mixture of
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thin timothy and clover was withering and
turning yellow with the heat and drought

all over the field.

Here and there was a mound of \ ellow sand
made by the gophers that infested the place

and sitting on one of these bolt upright was
the maker of it scarcely discernible against

the background. The eagle shut his wings

and dropped perhaps a thousand feet. Still

he was evidently unnoticed. He was about
to swoop down upon the gopher when some-
thing in the brush caught his eye. It was
merely acock pheasant in a little patch of soap-

berry bushes. Instantly the eagle forgot

the gopher and shut his wings. Down, down
he swooped until almost on the bird.

The pheasant had been wandering round the

bushes in search of food and at last had found
a nest of black ants and was busily engaged
gobbling them up when a sharp hissing sound
overhead took its attention and it ran under
the stump pile not two feet awa\, just ns

the eagle hit the ant nest. The eagle circled

about two or three times and then flew toward
the river. Far ofl' down the river he saw a

whitish streak plunge into the still water. It

\tas a fish hawk diving after a large lake trout.

Instantly the eagle fiew towards it. Now the
fish hawk was falling heavily with the trout

clutched securely in its talons. The eagle

took after it and soon caught up with it,

whereupon the fish hawk dropped the trout

and it went tumbling down, a gleaming shape,

into the placid river. If the trout fell fast

the eagle went faster and splashed into the

water a couple of seconds after the fish, which
uas now heading towards the deep water.

Then the balTlcd bird fiew inland abpul a

mile seeing no game. Suddenly ha .^topped,

hovered and suddenly shot downward.

The sharp crack of a twenty-two rifie split

the silence and a woodchuck toppled over and
began kicking. Tlic boy was standing with
his smoking rille at the side of a willow bush
when he heard a sharp hissing sound and like

;i Hash down came the eagle and clutched the

woodchuck and started away when again a

sharp crack split the silence and he loll with

^1 broken wing into the meadow.

i'hree more shots in (piii k succession

echoed across the clearing and the eagle was
ni> more. One of the bullets pierced its brain

lad now the bird adorns I he wall of a certain

larmhousc stufT(!d as it never was before.

The eagle's mate after fiying over the main
peak, llcw down along the hogback at a

height of perhaps a thousand feet.

She sent a piercing gaze down to earth.

taking in even a small chickadee chirping and
hopping on the bushes. Suddenly she saw
something that looked promising, so closing

her wings hurtled downward straight as an

arrow. A large brown snowshoe rabbit la>

panting in the shade of a rock that harmon-
ized with his coloring. A bunch of sage

brush screened him on the other side, ten feet

away. A brier bush grew at one side of the

rock while overhanging the rock was a smaller

slender birch tree.

But for the quick wiggling of his nose and
heaving sides nothing seemed to be there.

A slight stirring in the sage brush attracted

his attention and instantly he froze. Out
stepped a large mountain blue grouse and
strutted a few feet towards the rock then sat

quite still its plumage blending with the

ground to such an extent as to make it invis-

ible.

A long gaunt mountain wolf loped along

the slope and climbed up through the timber

and presently emerged in a fairly open place

among poplars and birches with little under-

growth. Through this he went quickly and
silently, ever alert. Higher he climbed

till he passed out of this and struck opener

ground, a rocky and desolate area except for

the mountain grouse, rabbits and small

birds that inhabited it.

Just as he reached a large brow-n rock with

brier bush growing beside it he heard a

sharp ( rack as of a twig snapping under a

heavy weight. Instantly he stiffened and
snilTing suspiciously a smell of mingled

rabbit, grouse and man smote his nostrils.

Joe, the poacher, and out of season killer

plodded wearily down the mountain after

an unsuccessful hunt for blue grouse. As he

nearcd the brown rock he stepped cautiously

for had he not shot more than one rabbit in

the shelter of it. He watched intently,

waiting for the least sign of game. A sharp

hissing sound was heard o\cr his head and
looking up he was in time Ui sec a black shape

plunging downward toward the rock. Like a

Hash he brought his shot gun up. With an
agonized squeal the rabbit sprang in great

bounds towards the sage brush, colliding

with the blue grouse just as the eagle clutched

him. The wolf sprang in upon the eagle

bearing him to the ground. There was
a loud report, and a burst of shot hit the group

one ball penetrating the eagle's neck close to

the head, and killing him instantly. Another

shot pierced the wolf's jugular vein inflicting

a slow, but mortal wound, while others

pierced his hid in various places. The
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i^tWV-

BIG GAME WAITING FOR YOU
Along the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway. From Nova Scotia to British Columbia.

Here's the catalogue—Make your choice.

Nova Scotia. Season Opens.
Caribou. Sept. 16th.

Moose Oct. 1st.

Deer. Oct. 16th.

Bear. All year.

New Brunswick.
Moose and Deer. Sept. 15th.

Bear. . All year.

Quebec.
Moose, Caribou, Deeiv Sept. 1st.

Bear. Aug. 20th.
Ontario.
Moose, Caribou, Reindeer. Oct. 1st.

in certain territory'.

Deer. Nov. oth.

Beai

.

All year.
Manitoba.

Moose, Caribou, Reindeer, Deer. Nov. 20th.
Saskatchewan.

Moose. Caribou, Deer. Nov. 15th.
Alberta.
Mountain Sheep, Mountain Goat. Sept.lst.

Moose, Caribou, Deer. Nov. 1st.

British Columbia.
Mountain Sheep, Mountain Goat, Moose, Elk (Wapiti), Caribou and Deer.

Season for big game generally opens Sept. 1st.

Bear. Oct. Isl.

Reliable guides and outfits available at various points.

Ask for^opy of folder "Open Seasons F"or Fish and Game" and full particulars
from any Canadian Pacific Agent, or A. O. Seymour, General Tourist Agent, Montreal.
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For Fun and Relaxation

Spend With Us YourWeek^s'Vacation

You've been promising yourself this trip for several

years—don't let this summer slip away without enjoying

this delightful six-day sail from Sarnia to Sault Ste. Marie,

Port Arthur, Fort William, Duluth and return. The cool,

fresh air of the north country will do you worlds of good.

The delicious meals on board, the joyous promenades, the

dancing—in fact, every feature of the daily life on ship-

board, where you spend six full days as members of one big

family—will prove of absorbing interest.
'

«

1000-Mile Saguenay Cruise
Anolhcr wo n<l'-rfiil Ho;il Trii^— throu(ih l.*'0()

Islands and St. Kawrcnc*'- Hiver Capitis ; stop-
over if desired at 'rororUo and Ni(tnlreal ; then
on to (juaTht Queiiec and the filorious Samicnay.

Writer for Booklet—"NiaKara-lo-tlie-Sea,"

Northern Navigation Company
SARNIA Limited
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S.S. NORONIC S.S. HAMONIC S.S. HURONIC
The three mighty steel liners of the Northern Navigation Company's

Inland Ocean Fleet leave Sarnia every Monday, Wednesday and Saturday.

The comfort, the service, the magnificence of the interior appoint-
ments, make of these steamers palatial floating hotels.

There are Drawing Rooms. Convention Halls, Observation and
Music Rooms, Ballrooms, Writing Rooms, Smoking Rooms and Barber
Shops.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Dancing—Music by the full ship's orchestra, every week-dav evening. Re-

freshments at its close. "Northern Navigator"—Daily paper with latest news
brought in by wireless, a merry chronicle of doings on board ship. Afternoon Tea

—

Served in the grand saloons. Concerts—Every afternoon and evening. Well-
known artists as entertainers. Ashore—At Port .\rthur. Fort William, and Dulutli.
Kakabeka Falls—Near Port .\rthur, where all the ship's Company go for a picnic.
Moonlight Chorus—After the dancing, all join in singing old-time melodies in the
open out on deck.

To Duluth and return. Ti full days, 1,600 miles, the fare,

including meals, berths and everything $56.50
THREE SAILINGS WEEKLY

S.S. Huronic, S.S. Hamonic, S.S. Xoronic leave Sarnia, every Monday, Wednesday
and Saturday, respectively at 6.10 p.m. Eastern Time.

For full information, ask any Grand Trunk Ticket Agent, the Company at Sarnia, or
your local ticket or Tourist agent.

Write F. D. Geoghegan, Eastern Passenger Agent, Sarnia. Ont., for Cruise Booklet.

Northern Navigation Company
SARNIA Limited
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grouse, unhurt, rose on thundering wings.

The rabbit, more scared than injured, disap-

peared over the rise into the woods. The
wolf sprang back over the rock, flattened to

earth, and raced for the cover of the woods.
The eagle la3' where she had fallen. The man
ran out from the trees and taking file eagle by
its legs, raised it up and pulled out all its wings
and tail feathers; then chucked it down again

and walked on. The wolf having got clear

of the man began to feel sick from loss ol

blood so circled around and at length lay down
under a stunted fir tree, not twenty feet from
the dead eagle. A steady, if small, stream was

trickling from the hole made by the B.B. shot

in his throat. Soon his eyes lost their lustre

and stretching out he kicked convulsively,

then lay rigid. The wolf was dead and high

over the hogback a raven croaked harshly.

Stick To It

"Bo"

Bad luck? No name for it! Here he'd

been ou t after partridge two whole afternoons

and not even a feather to show as a trophy.

Jim, the farmer's boy, was certainly dis-

appointed. He looked about as sad as the

honorable Billhelm will when he orders his

own /uneral. But he didn't give up, not he.

The never say die spirit was still dominant
within him. "I'll get 'em yet" he muttered
grimly and proceeded to finish the morning
chores.

Dinner finished he left the table and took

down his 20 gauge single shot shotgun, a

present from an uncle who had gone out
West. Breaking it he looked with pride down
the inside of the barrel which was clean and
shining. After putting some shells and a cou-

ple of big apples in his pocket he picked up
his gun and left the house. Bill, the hired

man, hailed him as he passed.

"Be careful you don't shoot anything"
he said with a broad grin. Jim pretended
not to hear him and strode on rapidly.

A walk of a few hundred yards brought the

expectant hunter to the brush and he entered
cautiously, picking his way to a small hill a
short distance away. Once he stopped
suddenly and looked up. He heard geese

honking and piesently saw the (lock far above
his head, coming from the north. After

watching thein for a few minutes he started

forward again, being careful not to step on
any twigs or pieces of bark that were on the

ground.

Off to the left a clii|iinunk noisily proclaim-

ed his presence but the boy did not slop

for him. His .2.") Stevens was belter for that

kind of game. Behind him lie could hoar the

cow-bells tinkling sofllv us the cows moved
about in the big p.'isliirc (iijij lichiiui the

farmhouse.

Quit! quit! quit! Jim heard the warning
note of the partridge and stood still. Again
he heard the warning repeated and moved
ahead, making not the least bit of noise.

"If I could just get to that little knoll

I'd

Whirr-rr-rrr! The partridge flew away.
Jim fumbled for a cartridge. Too late! A
much surprised and startled partridge had
disappeared among the trees.

"I'll be ready for him next time" he thought

and put the shell back in his pocket. He
went in the direction the partridge had taken

but not seeing it went another way. Still

he kept going, getting further into the bush

all the time. When he came to a small

rocky clearing, Jim sat down on a convenient

log and ate one of the apples. Heading off

to the right he went into the bush again.

Coming up to a small grove of evergreens

he thought he saw a movement and stood

still. He looked again. Yes sir! Not
twenty yaids away was a fine parti idge!

Quietly he inserted a shell in the gun, pulled

back the trigger and raised the gun to his

shoulder. The partridge strutting around

proudly stopped for a moment.

The finger on the trigger tightened. Bang!

The shot sped on its way, found its mark and

the partridge toppled over dea'd.

Jim, proud, happy and excited, ran for-

ward, picked up the bird and started for home.

His feet were wet, and he was hungry but

he minded no such trivial things. "1 should

worry" lie said to himself and hurried still

faster.

His smiling face qs he entered the door told

his story even before the partridge was no-

ticed.

And tlw partridge dinner—Viim! Yuml
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Joe We UK'S
Blue Devii
Daj-nineNeedle'

/t/loais,
is transpirent,
w3,tGrproof

&ncl Indestructible

I

Yes,

Just Like

the

Joe

Welsh
Leader

My New Blue Devil Darning Needle!

It's a Dry Fly

Trout and Bass Jump At It

You have known the Joe Welsh Leaders for years

—

now make the acquaintance of the "Blue Devil" !
_

Joe Welsh Leaders by miiil—3 ft. length for 2oc—

6

ft. length 50c—9 ft. for 75c. A "Blue Devil" and a
3-ft. Leader 75c.

Joe Welsh
Pzisadena, California

Distributor for

U. S. and Canada

SANITO SUSPENSORY
No. 50

All elastic. Self adjusting.
Anatomic fit. Will not chafe.
No buckles. The pouch is

open at rear, and thereby more
sanitary.

Perfectly comfonable; need not remove
from scrotum when seated at closet, and
can be boiled to cleanse without injury
to the rubber.

The Sanito No. 50 should be worn con-
stantly to promote health and vigor.

If yoor dealer will not furnish, send us $ i in stamps, specifying
laree, medium or small pouch and waist measurement. Satisfac*
tion euaranteed or money refunded.

The Walter F. Ware Co. Dept
.
C. Ph iln . F>a

.

Makers of the No. 44 Misp*Ii Jock

1 1 each. 3 sizes

BEFORE YOU DECIDE
on that Big Hunt for 1919

drop us a line.

We have cracking good deer hunting and
several other kinds of game very conven-
iently situated, and camps or house to suit

almost anyone, .\ddress:

LUCKY CROSS SUMMER RESORT
Box 4, MAGNETAWAN, ONT.

Vacation in the Pine Scented

Lakelands of Canada

In the "Highlands of Ontario," that
wonderful region of scenic beauty,
you can Fish, Swim, Golf, Canoe,
Camp, Hunt—spend a vacation
you will never regret or forget.

Mirror-like lakes set in the gran-
deur of forests of pine and balsam.
The purest of air, 1,000 to 2,000
feet above the sea, and hay fever

is unknown.

Famous Playgrounds for

Outdoor Men and Women
"AlgonquinPark"—"30,000 Islands
of Georgian Bay" — "Kawartha
Lakes"—"Muskoka Lakes"—
"Timagami" and the "Lake of

Bays." Modern hotels— or
"rough" it if you prefer. Any
Grand Trunk Agent will gladly
plan your trip for you.

Illustrated descriptive literature
sent free on request. Apply to

J. QUINLAN,
Bonaventure Station,

MONTREAL. QUE.

C. E. HORNING,
Union Station,

TORONTO. ONT.



Duck Shooting in Alberta

"Calgarian"

WHIR, whir, whir!—a reverberation as of

thunder, moving thunder that is full of a

thousand crashes. There is nothing like

it in the world—the sudden rise of a myriad

of ducks in the first dawn of the opening day.

At that great ^moment duck fever is liabie to

tackle the oldest and most steadfast of our

hunters in Canada. Even R. G. Robinson, the

daddy of them all,or Ben McLaren, or Big Bill

McLaren, with his .350 pounds of bone and

muscle, or the cool-eyed Alex. Martin^
anyone is liable to fire wildly when the inaug-

ural boom of mallard, grey duck, teal, widgeon,

redhead, spoonbill and pintail fairly shakes the

morning air. It is not so much that the

nerves are shattered as it is the exhilaration

of the moment.
Man, red-blooded man, is in his element,

with a gun and a dog, and with the ducks

a-flying. Keen eye, alert mind and quick

muscles co-ordinate to bring down the 90-mile

lightning express of feathers, flesh and bone

that whizzes through the air forty or fifty

yards away. That is, it is forty or fifty yards

away for the fraction of a second. The next

fraction, it is out of range.

But to get that brief shot the hunter will

stand up to his waist in water—with waders on

to be sure—for many hours. He will go
without food, without drink, without sleep,

and even without his beloved tobacco, to get

that instant's chance to measure skill with

the hurtling duck. Even if he does not dust

a feather, he counts the duck-hunting day
one of the finest of his existence, and lives

it again and again in memory.
There is no sport like it. It broadens the

mind, strengthens the muscles and gives

zest to this old world such as few other things

can give. A man in love feels pretty good,

so it is said. He looks through rose-colored

glasses, and is alleged to be, for a brieT space.

the happiest mortal under the sun. He says

so himself. But lead him to a confirmed

duck-hunter, Harry Ford or Frank Coyle, for

instance, and they will smile tolerantly, and
perhaps there will creep into their manner a

shade of superiority, for, after all, what is the

pleasure of being in love to that of hunting

the fcslive duck in his favorite marshes and

slouglis and nicking him at -10 or TjO yards with

a well-timed shot? That is the life, and
there's nothing to compare with it, say they

and so says every other devotee of the sport.

Why, here in Calgary there are many men
who look to the duck season all the rest of the

year. They do not exactly live for it, for

they are invariably the finest of our citizens

—

big-hearted chaps of the purple-blooded,

line of sportsmen who have varied big interests.

Honestly, they feel sorry for the fellows

who do not shoot, for the men who miss the

gorgeous dawns when the ducks fly low and
fast, and the twilight shadows when the big

birds come tumbling in hke black cannon
balls from the north. And then thermos of

coffee and the duck sandwiches which top
off a perfect day.

They can talk about golf and the electric

sensation of a strike by one of Larry Lar-

mour's bull trout, or walloping that old base-

ball square on the beak for a homer or a raise

in salary, but, oh man, thay are flat, stale,

tame and insipid alongside the sensation that

comes from a nifty double on a pair of mal-

lards burning the air at anything above 60

miles an hour.

"How much did you lead him?"
"Was that bird in range?"

"Dashed if I didn't strain my gun going

after that old drake. Couldn't tell till he was
250 feet above me." (Remember the clear

air of Alberta is deceiving, and leads many a

shooter to take a crack at a duck that is

nearly a quarter of a mile out of range.)

"Blamed if I was on today. Couldn't get

the range. Shooting behind 'em all day till

near night, and say, did you see me drop that

brace? Some shooting there, boy, some
shooting. I jumped my lead about two

yards, .and they just naturally walked into

the shot. Clean kills."

"Say, I remember when Charley Stone

up at Carstairs shot his gun off by the ear

of that guy in the black suit who- came
over and sat in front of his choice blind. We
certainly miss that boy."

"And believe me Col. Walker was a real

shooting guy. Never missed the opening day,

and brought them down, one-two, one-two,

like he was learning the Iwo-step."

"Tappy Frost is some artist with the guu

loo. Trouble with him is thai he holds his

little old firearm loo loose, and it's like to

kick him to pieces. lie showed me his arm

one night after bringing in a bag of 62, and

he was black and blue from his wrist to thu

back of liis neck. lie declared to goodness
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enjoyment

of

the trip

Whether
it's just a
week-end
jaunt to
where the
big fellows

hide or a real

honest %to - goodness
fishing trip take Klim
with you. You'll be a

way from cows and milkmen but
in itlim vou have the full flavor and food value
of the fre'shest and purest separated milk the
richest pastures of Canada can produce. Just
a little tin containing one pound of Klim but
that means when whipped into water, four full

quarCs of clean, pure separated milk

Klim is a drv powder thatyou use as needed
—it keeps indefinitely. Your grocer sells it.

Genuine Diamonds
$1, $2, $3, Weekly
Save money on your Diamonds
by buying from us. We are

Diamond Importers. Tarms,
$1, $2 or S3 Weekly. We
guarantee you every advantage

in Price and Quality.

Write to-day for Catalogue, it It tree.

We send Diamonds to any part of Canada '"rmspectien
at our expense. Payments may be made Weekly or

Monthly.

JACOBS BROS.
15 Toronto Arcade

Diamond Importers

Toronto, Canada

We expect a shipment of

the following rifles which
shou'd be in Montreal not
later than Sept. 30th.

BSA Martini Rifle No.
12 Model, .22 bore,
Target Pattern.

BSA Bolt Action, single
shot, No. 1 Model, .22

bore.

BSA Air Rifles, .22 and
.177 bore.

Orders should be placed

immediately.

Further information and rijle booklet
sent free on request.

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL
ARMS COMPANY, LIMITED

Canadian Bcprescntatirf—
FRASER!. COMPANY

10 Hospital St., Montreal, P. C.

KEEP YOUR GUN CLEAN!
HOPPE'S

NIT(RO POWDER SOLVENT
No. 9

{Trade Mark Registered)
A liquid not made with acids; thoroui;hIv
removes the residue of any high power
powder, including black powder—prevents
rusting in any climate—removes metal ,^^
fouling and leadini^. Nitro Powder Sol- "^riirjC'
vent has been put to the test at National EV=r::r

Hille Ranges ; used by U. S. Riflemen; ^3=^
endorsed by prominent sportsmen; never
fails to do all claimed for it Sold bv
dealers in guns and at Hardware dealers.

FRANK A. HOPPE, 2314 N. 8TH ST.,PHILAD[IPHIA, PA.
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that he never knew where that gun was going

to hit him next."

And so the reminiscing goes on while the

auto purrs homeward. It is indeed the life.

And now a word of warning. Take plenty

of ammunition. It is one of the saddest

experiences in life to run out of shells just

when the ducks are flying free.

Take your time on the bird, and get the

lead right. It is far better to be loo far

ahead than too far behind. A leading shot

may carry a few straggling pellets that will

bring down your bird, even if the main charge

is too far ahead, but when the shot is behind

there is not even this remote chance. The
best of our shots declare that their great

mistakes are in not leading enough and in

shooting too low. Give your bird a good

lead and raise a httle, and your bag will be

heavier.

Respect the other fellow's rights. If you
intend to shoot on a farmer's slough, go and
ask his permission. Alberta farmers are the

most reasonable chaps in the world, but they

want to know who is shooting on their land.

They figure that the man who shoots without

asking them is the careless chap who puts a

charge into their cattle or horses, by mistake,

of course, but the weapon is no less lethal

because an error is made.
If another fellow is shooting on the slough,

keep out of range and keep under cover.

Keep ofT the skyline, and wear a grass-

colored suit. Khaki is the best color.

Remember that the duck can see a great

deal further than you can, and keep under

cover always.

Do not be impatient. Let the other

fellow stalk from slough to slough. He will

scare up the birds for you to shoot. Patience

is 50 per cent, of duck shooting. "

Keep youT gun well oiled, and tighten up
the screws before every trip and' while you are

out. Keep a little screw driver in youi

pocket.

There's nothing to beat a thermos for the

end of the day or in the early morning.

And for advice, ask any of the men in the

,

stores that handle sporting supplies

They will give you the right information

A Rabbit Hunt

K. Lawrence

B(EFOHE starting to tell you of one of

my rabbit hunts I will descrilie what
I consider necessary to S4ucccssfully

hunt rabbits. First thing is a good ferret,

which must be trained to go in the rabbit hole

and drive the rabbit out. If it kills the

rabbits in the hole it should be muzzled.

Some hunters break the tusks of the ferret.

This is not a godd plan, however, for it hurts

the ferret's mouth.

Then a good dog is necessary. My dog is

part foxhound and part beagle. He is a very

good hunter and once he gets on the track

of a ral)bit he is almost certain to catch it or

chase it to a hole.

The last thing that is necessary is a shot-

gun. A double barreled gun is preferable

because if the first shot misses another shot

can be fired within a few seconds. A single

liarrel is also good but not so good as the

/ Oiiloul)lc barrrled weapon.
sloi On one of the most enjoyable days I ever

a Went hunting I started out early in the

thererning with my dog, ferret and gun. A
and s(t fall of snow during the night had made

' id-al day for Irackinl^j rabbits. About

a mile behind our larm is a large woods. As
soon as we got into this, Bob, my dog, started

on a track. I went a short distance into the

woods and sat down on a log. Soon I heard

Bob barking and knew he had run a rabbit in

a fcurrow. I went in the direction of his

barking and found him standing at the mouth
of a rabbit burrow. I then called him back

and placed my ferret in the hole. Soon I

heard a rumbling in the hole and a rabbit

jumped out, followed so'on after by my ferret.

I let it get aboiit twenty yards away before

firing. It was running so fast that I would

not have been surprised if I had not hit it.

But as luck would have it the first shot I fired

killed the rabbit. ^
Cutting its head off 1 put it in my game bag

and resumed my hunt. For about an hour I

tramped around the woods without seeing a

rabbit. I grew tired of hunting in this woods

and decided to try my luck in a field covered

with underbrush. Here tracks were very

numerous and it wasn't long until I saw Bob
chasing a rabbit. F'.vidently the rabbit had

not seen me as it was running straight for me.

I fired at it when it was about thirty yards
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rNORTHERN
ONTARIO

This vast new land of promise is one degree"
South of Winnipeg, and is nig enough to include
the six New England and four Middle States of
the American Union.

Aside from its immense resoarcesin timber, mineral, waterpower, fish, game and scenery, NORTHERN
ONTARIO contains millions of acres of fertile, arable land fit for mixed farmmg which may be had by
returned soldiers and sailors in 160 acre blocks free; to others, 18 years and over, 50 cents per acre.

Already there are thousands of miles of colonization roads and steam railways spreading like a spider's

web over a. huge part of that immense lorest-robed territory.

For free descriptice lUeraiure, turUe

a. A. MACDONELL, Director of Colonization, Parliament Buildings, TORONTO, CANADA
G. H. FERGUSON, Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines.

THE INTERNATIONAL

Kerosene Gas Burner
Makes Cooking a Pleasure in Your Home or Camp

No Ashes No Dirt No Wet Wood No Hunting for Fuel

Just turn a valve, light a match, and presto, you have a hot, concentrated

flame. In five minutes vou have intense heat right where you want it.

Burns ordinar>^ coal oil. So simple in operation a child can use it with

absolute safety.

Carry it in your car, boat or canoe. You set it up
in five minutes, either in your stove or

as a camp fire.

1

Write for Descriptive Matter and
Price List

National Burners, Limited
Main 1278. 114-16 Jarvis Street, TORONTO

FOR SALE KIT BAGS RAF- STORES
Slightly used, but in good condition. Made of heavy Khaki Duck, Cord and Gromnett

fastener. Size, 10 ins. diameter at bottom, 23 ins. deep, top to bottom.

SPECIAL PRICE TO CLEAR, 50c EACH

THE
EVERY SPORTSMAN CAN USE THESE

D.PIKE CO.
THE RELIABLE SPORTING GOODS SHOP

123 KING ST. E., TORONTO

LTD.
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away and missed. It then ran around

through some underbursh and managed to

make good its escape. ,

I knew where there were some rabbit holes

in the lield so I decided to try these. The
third one I put the ferret in I heard a rumb-
ling. I placed my hands over the hole and the

rabbit Jumped right into them. I grabbed

him by the neck and cut his head off.

Just as I had finished I heard a whistle. I

whistled back and soon a farmer's son whom
I knew joined me. He had a dog with him

and a ferret. We sat down for a short time

and talked. Soon we heard his dog barking

and made haste to where he was, expecting te

find him standing near a rabbit's burrow.

Great was our surprise when we found him
standing at the foot of a large tree. A large

coon was sitting on a limb far up in the tree,

but at the first shot' from my shotgun he

tumbled to the ground to be pounced upon by
the two dogs. We hunted for the rest of the

morning, my chum's dog catching one rabbit.

As it was getting near noon I decided to go

home. I skinned and stretched the coon
before dinner.

Hunting Ducks in Bygone Days

RoBT. H. MacNair, M.D.

THERE was once a famous duck bagger

named Wall, generally known among his

associates as "that fellow Wall." Wall

was quite an oddity but he brought in many
wild ducks.

On a certain dreary, drizzly December
morning I was invited to join him for a go at

the "quAckers," out toward a great flat coun-

try well stocked with feeding places for the

wild mallards, etc., and at certain intervals

there were wide pools of water fringed with

wild rice and thick growths of the buttonball.

The latter in many places afl'orded excellent

stalking covers. The ususal very effective

hunting stunt practiced by Wall was to get

in the first as a pot shot, when the ducks

were well bunched on the water and then put

in a wing shot as they arose. I had known
this great greedy beggar to slay ten or a dozen

duck with a big ten bore muzzle loader with

the two shots.

.Just as we were Hearing the ponds one

drizzly December day when it was necessan'

to keep the fowling pieces well covered about

the percussion caps, we heard the lusty

quacking of an old green head.

"Never mind, I'll be with you in a little

while," was Wall's reply to the mallard drake.

As we neared the first pond on our visiting

list (there were about .six in all)lravelling vcr>'

cautiously, a nice bunch of blue wing teal

swooped down over us in beautiful range

going straight to the pond. Involuntarily

my gun went up but only tn be stopped by

Wall.

"You'll spoil the whole <l business by

shooting now," he complained.

l had for llic nidini'nt forgotten tliiil I

was hunting with a typical "game hog" of the

old days but for my own sport had far rather

gotten in a double at the flying teal.

However, our stalking was very successful

and there just within good range sat a fine

bunch of mallards. Wall was just a little

in the lead and as he turned his head to invite

my participation in the murderous pot shot,

my chicken heart and love for sport interfered.

I motioned to the potter to shoot on the water

and that 1 would come in a wing shot. We
bagged nine ducks and 1 only succeeded in

getting a double from the wing, but to anyone

but a game hog the latter method should

have been the most enjoyable, hence I was

satisfied for that occasion. We hunted hard

throughout iHost of a typical day for duck

shooting. Our success was very good indeed

but what rather spoiled the pleasure of the

outing for me was that my friend, the G.H.,

seemed unable to get beyond the point when
he could stop saying "just a ('ouple of more

shots."

I'inally as we were nearing the last pond

on our circuit—the day was very nearly done

—down swung a handsome llock of mallards.

Wall became excited, probably from the fact

that he would not get the two more shots

—

and missed both barrels. However, the

ducks circled and lit in the far end of the

pond, alTording an excellent stalking place.

"(iolly man! i have used up every d— bit

of my wadding. I haven't even a piece of

paper and I haven't time to stop and cut

olT the end of my shirt. 1 didn't wear

socks in these boots. What a fixl"

My gun was twelve gauge, besides I wa^

nut of wadding that was ftot niinod by thi
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Have shown the greatest improvements of any collars offered to the trade since 1879. The'^slil

over the re-inforced button-hole, prevents the button pressing on the neck, and allows freedom
in adjusting tie. The Flexible Tabs prevent breaking at the front fold. Worn by sportsmen,
automobile owners, merchants, mechanics, railway employees, and in fact.by everybody. Sold
by the best dealers in everv city. MADE IN CANADA, by

THE PARSONS & PARSONS CANADIAN CO. • • • HAMILTON, CANADA

c~\^ASHINGTOK D, C
Fourteenth and L Streets

Wi^in 5 minures walk of the White House. A
hotel of distinction. The home of Senators aind

others prominent in the official life of the Capital.

Rooms from $2 per day upwards.

Excellent restaurant. Table supplied from a famous

dairy and fruit farm, the property of the owner,

FFkANK P. FENWICK

Booklet with pictures mailed

W Bfl I V
PRINCE GEORGE-

TORONTO CANADA
MagnificKDtly Parnished. Liberally Condncted
Cuuine unexcelled. Courteous and Prompt Service.
European Plan. American Plan.

SAMUEL H. THOMPSON, Proprietor

DECOy FOIOEO.

LURE DUCKS OUT OF THE SKY
by usingour Automatic or Illinois River Folding Decoys
They rtrf the finest liecoys ever invcoted and we i^utirantoe tbem

ai:ainst defect. Write (or prices, circalftrs. etc-
J. W.REYNOLDS DECOY FACTOR Y. Chicaao. U.S.A.
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constant rain. Diving thumb and index

finger into a watch pocket, Wall suddenly

exclaimed:

"Golly, I found the paper." The paper,

however, proved to be an old two dollar bill.

Without a second's hesitation the G.H. ripped

the old green in half and used it for wadding.

With that expensive charge he bagged first

four mallards that were sitting on the water

just before the roosting hour. Expensive

shot, some good sports may think. Well,

not so very when Wall could count upon sel-

ling out his bag at one dollar a pair. Besides

he had enjoyed an immense day of duck-

shooting sport and had some fifteen quackers

about his person.

Not frequently during our present era of

conservation laws I have had some amuse-
ent in recalling this episode of hunting with a

somewhat interesting character. But in

fairness to my partner I may say that these

were the days when no restrictions were

placed upon a day's bag nor the manner in

which the shooting was done. Wall at the

present day may have been a really ethical

sportsman had he lived and learned.

A Prophecy Fulfilled

Fraser River Salmon Threatened With Extinction—A Fateful

Rockslide—American Inactivity

"Conservation, Ottawa"

Although reports from British Columbia

indicate that the salmon pack last year was

the largest on record, it must not be inferred

therefrom that the salmon industry is still

the utilization of, the "pinks" and "chums,"

varieties of the salmon, for which there was
no sale until the sockeye became scarce. The
run to the Fraser during 1918, was "very

as llourisliiuK iis (;\cr. Tlie facts are, as nuicli the smallest ever known. Tlic river

reported by .1.1'. Bnbcock, Asst. C()iiunission- may be said lo be fished out of sockeye, and

er fif I''isherie» for llie province, that the lar^c the run of pink salmon, which was not used

pack is due cnllri'ly to the increase from, an<l previous lo the war, is fast disappearing."
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NEW .280 Copper Tube Ross Cartridges. .256 Newton Cartridges

GOODS We expect during the next few weeks, SAVAGE RIFLES, all calibres,

jmq NOW IN STOCK—REMINGTON RIFLES, Model 12A, .22 calibre.

**^ SEND FOR CATALOGUE
STOCK

f jjj Your Fall Shooting Provide Yourself With Pike Equipment

THE RELIABLE SPORTING GOODS SHOP

Get ready for your Hunting and Fall ShQpts. Don't wait until

you need your supplies—Order Now. •^

••^DPIKEGS
1£8 Xzi«o St. B..

••«»•,

FISHING TACKLE. SPORTING GOODS AND BOAT HARDWARE

NEWFOUNDLAND
A Country of Fish and Game. A Paradise for the Camper and Angler. Ideal Canoe Tripi

The country' traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company's system is exceedingly rich in all kinds of fijb

and game. AU along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their SAL^lON and TROUT fishing

Also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in Newfoundland say there is no other
country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can be secured and with such ease as in Newfound-
land. Information together with illustrated Booklet and Folder cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F E. PITTMAN. General Passenger Agt. Reid Newfoundland Company, ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND

FOI-OING PUNCTURE-PROOF CANVAS BOATS
Light, easy to handle, no leaks orrepairs: check as baggage, carry by hand;
safe for family: all sizes: non-sinkable; stronger than wood: used by U. S.
and Foreign Governments. Awarded First Prize at Chicago and St. Louis
World's Fairs. We fit our boats for Outboard Motors. Catalogue.
KING rOUMNG CANVAS BOAT CO. 465 Harrison St., Kalamazoo, Micb.

J

Ne\vton Rifles and Ammunition

now made and sold by

The Newton Arms Corporation '"''tr^ofl'^-

Successors to The Newton Arms Co. Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.

+.—«.—-

HAND CAST BULLETS
And hand loaded shells are almost Invariably used by expert shooters.
They f^ive more accurate results than factory loaded ammunition and
the saving in cost is considerable. Write to-day and send us the name
and caliber of your rifle or revolver.

IDEAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
264 MEADOW STREET NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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The sockeye commands a higlier price than

any other Pacific salmon and it is the salmon

that made the Fraser River fisheries famous.

The destruction of this valuable fish is exactly

in Une with a prediction made by Mr. Bab-

cock, before the Commission of Conservation

in 1917.

In the year 1913, a big rockslide, incident

to railway construction work, occurred in

Hellgate canon on the- Fraser river. This

slide was nothing short of a cJj^mity to the

sockeye salmon-fishing indust^P in British

Columbia. All familiar with the conditions

there know that a phenomenon known as the

"big run" takes place every four years.

Big runs occurred in 1905, 1909 and again in

1913, the fateful year of the big slide. In

"big run" has been wiped out and, now, all

years are lean years for sockeye, so far as that

district is concerned.

Another factor enters into the situation.

The fishery might be perpetuated and in some
degree restored if conservative fishing

were practised and if sufficient fish were

permitted to pass up to the spawning grounds.

Unfortunately, Canada cannot of herself

limit the fishing, as the sockeye, in its course

from the ocean, passes through waters under

the jurisdiction of the state of Washington.

Canada has repeatedly manifested her will-

ingness to enforce remediaf measures.

Following an investigation in 1905, by a

joint Commission representing Canada and
the state of Washington, the Dominion offered

each of these years the run of socktyc was
very much larger than in the intervening

years. The phenomenon of the "big year" is

due to the fact that the sockeye takes four

years to mature. Thus, the fish of 1913 were
abundant because of the abundant spawning
in the year 1909.

The slide above-mentioned unfortunately

occurred during a "big run" year. It so

narrowed the river (see illustration) that

the force of the water was too great for even

the sockeye to overcome and they were unable

to reach their spawning beds. The other

illustration gives a glimpse of the crowds of

fish held back by the obstacle. Although
the slide was removed before 1911, it was loo

late to allow many fish, of the 1913 run to

ascend the river, and, in consequence, most
of the sockeye of that year failed lo spawn.

It was feared, therefore, that the run in

1917 would be seriously reduced. The fear

was only too well-founded. The pack for

that year in the I'Yascr Hiver district was
only about one-lifth of that in 1913, and there

is little doubt that the pack for 1921 will be
still less, lij fad. Ilic plienoMiciiori of tht!

to suspend all sockeye fishing in the Fraser

River district during 1906 and 1908 condition-

al upon identic action by that state. The
.State Legislature refused to take the desired

action.

In 19aS. Great Britain and the United

States concluded a convention providing for

the protection, preservation and propagation

of the sockeye, but the United States Senate,

after years of delay, refused to approve the

treaty.

This year, a new treaty is awaiting action

by the United Stales Senate. It provides

for an inlernalional commission of two

Canadians and two Americans lo make in-

vestigations and lo make such recommenda-

tions governing the fishing as may appear

desirable.

It is earnestly to be hoped llial this pro-

posed treaty will go into effect and that the

recommendations will be acted upon. Other-

wise, the Fraser Hiver sockeye is simply

threatened with extermination. Canada has

done and will do all she can to preserve this

valuable food fish. Thejate of the sockeye

lies in the hands of the stale of Washington.
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Meet Me at Hallam's
/ when in TORONTO and inspect the ^

Largest Assortment of Animal
Traps in Canada

As well as Rifles, Headlights, Fish Nets, Shoepacks and
the 1001 other kinds of Sporting Goods.

VVe_ arej^distributors of the famous U. S. Cartridge Company's line of shells and
ammunition including

BLACK SHELLS
in trap and game loads. These shells are

waterproof and are unexcelled for Range,

Velocity, Penetration and killing power.

Have you tried the 22 N. R. A. rim five, long
rifle lesmok cartridge? Range 250 yards,
costs no more than other similar cartridges,
but gives longer range. We have in stock
280 Ross copper tube and metal patch
cartridges.

BRILLIANT SEARCHLIGHT
100 Candle Power, with Flat-Flame Burner
and Interchangeable Lens $8.00; with Self
Lighter, $9.00. MaiUng weight 3 pounds.
Traps, Guns, Animal Bait, Headlights,
Nets, Shoepacks, Marble's Specialties and
hundreds of other articles for the trapper
and hunter, described and priced in

HALLAM'S TRAPPERS AND SPORTS-
MEN'S SUPPLY CATALOGUE- ,

Write for your copy to-day. It is Free.
Address in full.

SAVAGE RIFLES
We have a shipment of .250-3000 and .22
High-Power Savage and the New Savage
Model 1919 N.R..4. Rifles.

WRITE FOR PRICES

Sâna
/iirtitecl

953 Hallain Building, TORONTO
THE LARGEST IN OUR LINE IN CANADA



Mr. J. WARD WINS OIL PAINTING

As intimated in our August issue we are

pleased to be able to announce a wnner
in the ROD AND GUN MECHANICS CON-
TEST. This contest, which was open to all

readers of Rod and Gun in Canada opened

in June 1918 and closed in July 1919. A
splendid oil painting was olTered to the reader

sending in the best kink for the Department.

Mr. Robert Page Lincoln, a well-known staff

correspondent and editor of the Fishing

Notes Department,was asked to act as judge>

and we publish his award as follows;

"The Kink by Mr. J.Ward in the February

Number I have selected as the winner in the

contest started in Rod and Gun in the June

1918 issue. I have selected this one for the

simple reason that there are thousands sleep-

ing out every year who do not know how
to make a balsam bough bed; or who do make
beds of boughs and sleep uncomfortably for

the reason that the branches are not arranged

right. Mr. Ward's arrangement is good and

makes for a fine, springy, comfortable bed.

Since this is a kink that will cause thousands

to enjoy healthy sleep I think it is well worth

the painting that the Publishers are donating

to the cause of kinkship.

Robert Page Lincoln."

We would ask Mr. Ward to look over the

covers of the past issues of Rod and Gun and

make a choice of one of the cover paintings

and we will be pleased to forward it to him.

USEFUL CAMP UTENSIL

Robert Hod^^son.

The birch bark lantern shown in the illus-

tration is \ery picturesque as well as serving

the purpose for which it is designed, that of

light giving. First cut the boltom out of an

inch board, boring a hole in same to hold tne

candle. Then cut the bark to fit well around

SL ITS cur IN
SIDES FOR LIGHT

SIDES

B OTTOM FOR.

BIRCH BARK
LANTERN

this bottom. W luMo the hark overlaps it

should be sewed up, the sewed part being

fastened on the boltom with tacks. Add a

handle of leather, bark or otlier materia! and

your lantern is read> for use around the camp.

NOTICE TO FRANK BICKNELL

Will Mr, Frank Bicknell, whose inquiry re

a Winchester '95 appeared in the July issue

of Rod and Gun, kindly send his address to

the ofhce of Rod and Gun in Canada, Wood-

stock, Ontario.
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About Your Own Vigor

Sent Free To Men
MR. READER:
Here is something I have to offer you absolutely for

nothing—a little private book of special information
about the legitimate uses and unnatural abuses of
manly vigor; about the preservation of manly strength
and its pobsible self-restoration; an illustrated pocket
compendium of 8,000 words 72 pages and 30 half-tone
photographs, reproductions—which I am very pleased
to send by mail, abf^olutely free of charge, in a plain,
sealed envelope, to any man, young or elderly, single or
married, who writ-»s for it

Over a million of these books have been thi's sent to
applicauts all over the world since my free offer first

appeared. Publishers are charging as much as S2 for
books on sex subjects, while my book is irce. There-
fore, reader, if you would like a great fund of inside
information relating directly to the subject of manly
vigor, all put in perfectly plain, e^sy-to-read language.
with many hints that you can surely apply to your own
self no matter bow strong you may be. or how nervous
or run-down you may be—if you want to know the facts
about this particular subject, given to you without a
single scare, then fill in the coupon below, send to me and
receive my book, sealed, by return mail. In one part
of this little publication I describe a mechanical in-
vention of my own. which I call the SANDEN Vitalizer,
something you wear at night as an aid to the restoration
of lost or waning strength; but you are not expected to
get one of these appliances unless you decide for your-
self that YOU want one. The book is complete, and
there is absolutely nothing you are required to buy or
pay. either now or in the future. Tnerefore, please
send your_ name and ^ddress to-day. SANDEN,
Author. ^

MANHOOD! The quality which rules the world to-
day. My friend, there never was a time in the history
of the human race when real, sturdy manhood, manly
vigor and manly courage counted for as much as they
do now. this \dry minute. No matter what your years,
whether you are 20 or 60. you must be either cntir'elv in
the race or entirely out of it. It is invariably the fellow
who proves up the strongest in this human strength that
forges to The front, while weaklings stand aside; it is he
also who is in most demand and most sought after by
^omen and men in his community, simply because he
radiates that marvellous magnetic influence which only
an abundant vigor and rugged manly health can radiate.
I believe any man can hope to completely develop or
restore this same vigor of manly strength, no matter
what his past follies may have been, provided he is
willing to REALLY MAKE THE EFFORT; and pro-
vided, of course, he is not weighed down by extreme
old age oris not incurably diseased. To my mind, the
road of the one who wants more vigor is perfectly plain.

Manhood Wins in All Walks of Life

but it is a road that any man MUST travel if he attains
the highest ideals in respect to his own manhood. See
information in my free book.
As to the SANDEN Vitalizer, previously mentioned,

will say it is a little mechanical appliance, weighing but
a few ounces, which you wear at night. This Vitalizer
generates and sends forth a certain soft, penetrating
force which I call VjtQlity. It apparently drives this
Vitality into your nerves, blood, muscles and organs as
you sleep. It is quieting to the nervous system—or, at
least, so users say. Men write that it lakes pain out
of the back and restores vitalily in 90 days. Remember
the general inforin:)tion of the free book is independent
of this Vitalizer. and you are not expected to get one of
these little appliances unless you want to. You can
write me later as to that if you so desire. With special
attachments, my Vitalizer is used b> women as well as
men for rheumatism, kidney, liver, stomach, bladder
disorders, etc. If you live in or near this city I should
be most pleased to have you call in person at my office,
where you may see and test the Vitalizer free of charge.
Satisfaction guaranteed in every case. Or if incon-
venient to call, do not fail to write for the free booklet,

TO GET FREE BOOK PLEASE USE COUPON
If you live too far to c?ll. or if you cannot call, please (ill in thecoupon below and send it. You will receive

free, sealfed. by return mail, our /2-page illustrated book, containing 8,000 words, a complete compendium of useful
information for men. youn? or elderly, single or married, who want the truth about the subject of vital strength.
Its preservation, its possible self-restoration and its legitimate uses and wanton abuses. You get it all free.

HdALfH III ^.^f |,i)fy
R. G. SANDEN CO., 140 Yonge St., Toronto Ont..

Dear Sirs—Please forward me your Book, as advertised, free.

sealed.

Name.

.Address....

I



Irish Rifle Association

Annua! Rifle Matches, August 4th*

J. W. Smith

THERE were over one hundred entries in

the Annual Rifle Matches held by the

Irish Rifle Association on August -Ith

at the Long Branch Ranges near Toronto,
and the event was an unqualified success.

The Match Committee, under the capable
leadership of the popular president of the

Association, Captain Dave Spence, had made
perfect arrangements for carrj-ing out the

program, and the various events were shot
off with a smoothness and precision which
elicited favorable comments from both
competitors and spectators. The weather
was bright with a light east wind which re-

mained fairly steady all day, creating ideal

conditions for good^ shooting.

During the afternoon. General Gunn and
General Mitchell watched the proceedings for

a while, and were very favorably impressed

with the manner in which the shoot was being

conducted. Colonel F.W. Brown, the founder
of the Association, was also an interested

spectator, but did not take an active part in

the matches. Several marksmen, whose
names are famous in the annals of the sport of

rifle-shooting were to be seen among the

competitors. The duties of Range ofiiecrs

were efficiently carried out by Captain A. E.
Gooderham, Captain E. H. Price, and Mr.
W. J. Kingdom, and the success of the meet
was largely due to the capable manner in which
they did their work.

The General Match Aggregate was won by
R. Storrar, a member of the 48th. Highlanders
and the I.R.A. with a score of 101, R. Will-

iams, of the Queen's Own Regiment was sec-

ond, his score at 600 yards being one point

less than that of Storrar. No less than five

men made the creditable score of 100, the

best being that of E. Edmond, who hails from
Australia, and is a member of the 12th.

York Rangers and the I.R.A. This is Mr.
Edniond's first .season in this country,/ and
]if is considered quite an acquisition to the

sport in Canada. T. W. Younger, of the
Grenadiers, and the I.R.A. was most unfor-

tunate in making the splendid score of 102,

which was ruled out by his failure to properly

challenge a shot according to the O.R..\.

vuU», under vfhcih the meet was conducted.
The Extra Series Aggregate was won by

W. A. Hawkins, member of the 48th, High-
landers and the I.R.A., and well-known as

the winner of the Iving's Prize at Bisley in

1913. J. E. Fitzgerald is one of the newer
shots, and belongs to the 110th Irish Regi-

ment and the I.R.A. G. W. Bull is also one
of the newer marksmen, and has been shooting

consistently well this season.

One of the features of the matches was the
fine form shown by marksmen who will rank
as tyros in the coming O.R..^. matches,' and
it is expected that these new men will carrj-

off many of the honors at the matches in

August. An account of this shoot would be

incomplete without mentioning the invaluable

work done by the captain of the Association,

A. Emo, ably assisted by his lieutenant, S.

Dean, and the two other members of the

Match Committee, R. W. Murray, and J.

Sharp. Credit is also due to the majority of

the members of the Association who worked
hard all day as register-teepers, and competed
in the matches at the same time. The follow-

ing shows a complete list of the prize-winners

with their scores-

—

Match 1. Extra Series.

200 yds.

J. E. Fitzgerald * 30
G. W. BuU ^
R. Edmond 50
J.Lonsdale ',_ 49
VV. A.Hawkins

. 49
W. Dymond 49
R.Williams -19

A. Lowry 49
Match 2. 200 yds.. Match.
W. Cowie M
N. McLeod r HI

T.W. Younger :! I

.1. E. Fitzgerald .11

W.A.Hawkins .il

G.Charles :}.3

A.H.Young ;5,S

Match 3. Extra Series.

.500 yds.

G. W. Bull .--,0

.1. Slatler 50

A. Emo :"i()

.I.K.Fitzgerald :>0

A. R. Humphries .^)0

R. Edmoijd M
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Babv
Crab'
08<»L

Heddon
Carter-Built Reels

Jim Heddon 2-Piece Rods
Baby Crab and Other Minnows

'Ask the Fish r'^^^r.
Jas. Heddon's Sons^

Dowagiac, Mich.

CHAMPION
DOG BISCUIT

A crisp, clean, balanced ration of
meat, wheat and cereals. In 6-lb. cartons,
also 50-lb. containers and bags for large
kennels and park animals. SEND FOR
SAMPLE, nrices and our book on how to

care for and feed your dogs.

CHIMFION ANIMAL FOOD CO., Minoc«9«lis. M iBiew*>

HOTEL

VAN RENSSELAER'
Eleventh Street, by Fifth Avenue

NEW YOKK
KNOTT MANAGEMENT

Situated in the coolest and quietest part of New
York. Directly in the Washington Square Section.

Near the terininus of the popular Fifth Ave. busses.

The town residence of prominent business and pro-
fessional men and their families.

MINIMUM P.ATES BY THE DAY:
Single Room (I person)

Double Room (2 persons)

$4.00 with meals

$2.00 without meals

$7.00 with meals

$3.50 without meals

Special weekly rates for families.

An interesting illustrated booklet sent free.

JbHN HARRIS
Manager

Read This Great Magazine

SportsAfield
The Greatest Sportsman's Magazine
published this side of the Line. Full

of life, and vim and real worth. Our
contributor.^ are true outdoor people

—

our illustrations are real sloiies of the

Out-of-Doors.

Six Months $1.00. One Year $2.00.
No additional Charge on Canadian
Subscriptions. Thirty-third Year of

Publication. Order Now.

Sports Afield PublishingCo.

542 South Dearborn St. - Chicago, 111.

Get the New S.O.S.

T>ush ^ango ^^innow
Registered Trade Mark

It's a wizard for casting. Swims on surfacf "^with
life-like motion. Can be made to wiggle under surface.
A sure killer for all kinds of game fishl

"" ^
Any of my Regular, "Junior." "Weedle.ss Midget"'

or S.O.S. Models at your dealer's or direct postpaid $1.00
1 of assorted colors and models $4.00

.\!I moil-Is n-if^nted and fiuarantecd.

J. K. RUSH
944 S. A. & K. BWg.. - Syracuse. N. Y.
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G. Lambton
W.A.Hawkins
W. Reid

Match 4.

A. R. Humphreys
R.W.Murray
G. Charles

R. Williams

W. Lennox

R. Edmond
W. Dymond
R.Clarke

Match. 5.

W. A. Hawkins

J. E. Fitzgerald

J.W.Smith
N. McLeod
J..Slatler

R. Edmond
A. R. Humphreys
R.Williams

W. Leushner

Match. 6.

J.W.Smith
J. Slatter 35

R. Edmond 35

Col. Elliott 34

A. Lowry. 34

R.Storrar 34

W.Buick 34

Match 9—Extra Series Aggregate.

200 500 600 Total

yds yds yds

50

50

50

500 yds., Match.

35

35

35

35

34

34

34

34

Extra Series.

600 yds.

50

. 49

49

49

49

49

49

49

49

600 yds. Match.

35

W. A. Hawkins 49, 50 50

50 49

149

149

149

148

147

146

J.E. Fitzgerald 50

R. Edmond 50 50 49

G.W. Bull 50 50 48

A.R.Humphreys 48 50 49

J.W.Smith 48 49 49

N. McLeod 48 49 49 146

W. Dymond ... 49 49 48 146

S. Dean , 48 4& 48 145

W.Lonsdale : 48 49 48 145

Match 10.—General Match Aggregate.

20P 500 60u Total

yds yds yds

R.Storrar 33 34 34 101

FIRE DESTROYED GAME.
Writing from Midnight Lake, P.O. Sask.

Mr. 15. W. Broatch tells of the awful damage
done during the recent holocaust. He says

In p;irt—

"Have just been over a few hundred square

miles of the (ire swept area trying to locale a

good hunting ground for this I'"all. I'"ound a

good sized tract (about 20 sections) that the

R.Williams

R. Edmond
J.W.Smith.
A. Enio

G.W. Bull

A. R. Humphreys..

A. Lowry
R.Weir
J. Slatter

33 35 33 101

31 34 35 100

32 33 35 100

31 35 34 100

33 34 33 100

33 34 33 100

32 33 34 99

33 33 33 99

32 31 35 99

101

100

100

97

96

96

590

Match 11.—Team Match.

1st.—Irish 1st. Team.
R. Storrar

J.W.Smith
A. Emo
S. Dean
W. A. Hawkins
J.E.Fitzgerald

Total

2nd.—Queen's Own Regt.

R.Williams ,.
101

G. W. Bull ;.: 100

R.Weir '.: 99

J.Sharp 98

W.Atkins 97

G.Brooks ^ 92

Total 587

3rd.—Irish 2nd. Team.
A. R. Humphreys 100

W.DjTiiond .' 98

G. Lambton -. 97

R. CaiSpbell 96

R. Oldfield 96

W.Brodie 94

Total 581

4th.—12th. York Rangers.

R. Edmond
J. Slatter..:

Col. Elliott

W. Lonsdale

J. Lonsdale

H. Carey

.100

. 98

. 97

. 95

. 94

. 88

Total «72

lire missed. Moose tracks were plentiful so

I conclude there will be some moose left in

the unburnt patches. 1 saw plenty of deer. -

,

The fire made an awful wreck of our north-

ern woods, and must have wrought terrible

havoc on the game too. One can ride for

endless miles without seeing a living thing.

Sincerely yours,

B. W. Broatch.
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HOTEL ST. JAMES
Times Square, New York City
lust off Broadway at 109-113 W*. 45th St.

3 Blocks from Grand Central Station.
Conducted by a Canadian.

Much favored
by women trav-
elling without
escort.

40 Theatres, all

principal shops
and churches,
3 to 5 minutes'
walk.

2 tninutet of
all subways, 'L'
roads, surface
cars, bus lines.

All Outside
Rooms

Hot and Cold
Running Water
in every room.

With adjoining bath . . from $1.50 up
With private bath . , . from $2.50 up
Sitting room, bedroom, bath, from $5 up

W. Johnson Quinn, Mgr,
Formerly of Hotel Webster

C. S. R. CORPORATION
140 West 34th St. New York, N. Y.

Im porters. Manufacturers and Dealers in

Everything for and About the Dog
Special United States Agents

C. S. R. DOG REMEDIES
FRENCH'S MODERN DOG REMEDIES
VETOL—The Great Invigorator.

KALFOS—The Bone Builder.

RAJAH—The Powerful Disinfectant.

Send for Catalogue and free copy Field and Fancy,
the leading weekly on Dogs.

C. S. R. CORPORATION
140 W. 34th STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

KEATiNG'SPOWDER
£^ BUGS FLFAS, FLIES,
^y MOTHS. COCKKOACHES.
^ and all insects cannot
exist in contact with Keat-
ing s Powder. KILL them

_with Keating s. ___^__^^_

"The Canadian Golfer"
(Official organ of the Royal Canadian Golf Association).

Has the highest class subscription list of any monthly magazine published
in the Dominion.

It covers an exclusive field exclusively.
Printed on 100-lb. book paper and handsomely illustrated.

BM.

The men and women who play golf are good people to know and do
business with. They are splendid spenders and any magazine that pertains

to the Royal and Ancient Game has a warm spot in their hearts and a

premier place in their homes.

High class advertising only accepted,
price $3.00 per year. Office of publication

—

Rates on application. Subscription

BRANTFORD, ONT. Ralph H. Reville, Editor and Publisher



Canadian Makes Good at Chicago
Joe Jenninfts. Second Place At Chicago.

Frank Troeh Makes World Record.

Chicago, Aug. 12-—New records for the Amercian
amateur trapshooting championship and the profession-

al championship of the Grand American Handicap
Tournament were established late to-day. when the
wmners in the respective events. Frank M. Troeh.

JOK JENNIN(;S

of Todmordeii. who finished "second to Troch In
the American tiandlcup trupahootlnft tournament
at <:hicufio. 'I'roch eBiahlltthed u new world's re-
cord by breviklng the entire two hundred targets,
while Jennlnfisr broke one .hundred and nlnety-
olliht.

Vancouver, Wash., and Bart Lewis. Auburn. Ills -broke
the entire 200 targets thrown.
Never before in competition frorn eighteen yards,had

the entire program been run without a miss. The
best previous performance at 18 yards was by Troch
here two years ago, when he won the event with I9S
-out of 200.

J. E. Jennings of Todmorden, Canada, was second to
Troeh, with 198. He ran 140. and then missed a pair.
finishing out his string without a miss. W. Henderson
of Le.xington, Ky., champion of that State, and T. L.,

Edens, Phoenix, Ariz., Arizona champion, tied for third
place with 197. Henderson won the place in three
shoot-offs. hitting all twenty targets, after each had
made 20 and 19 in the first two.
For the professionals, Charley Spencer of St. Louis.

Mo., and Fred Gilbert, Spirit Lake, Iowa, each broke
198 targets, with William Crosby, O'Fallon. Ills, next
with 197.
The squad in which Troeh shot, composed of Mark

and Nich Arie, Chas. Powers and E. V. Kirby broke
977 of 1,000 targets thrown. That was also a new
world's record for 18 yards. It also surpassed any
shooting ever done from 18 yards by a squad of five.

Other Canadians who finished in the first flight in
the South Shore Country Club event, with their scores,
are as follows:
Norman Brownlee, Ottawa, 97; W. H. Gooderham

Toronto, 94; W. H. Hamilton, Winnipeg, 91 ; Ted Kerr.
Crediton, 94; J Vance, Tillsonburg. 85.

"MODEST'' FRANK WRIGHT AMATEUR CHAM-
PION.''

Winner at St. Thomas. Won Amateur Singles
Championship.

Chicago. Aug 13.—Frank S Wright, champion of
New York, won the American amateur trap-sJipoting
single targets championship to-day after a tie at 199
out of 200 with R. D. Morgan, of Washington, cham-
pion of the District of Columbia, and John William
.\kard of Fairplay, Mo.

-> On the shoot-ofT of 25 targets Akard missed the 13th
and was eliminated. Morgan missed the first on the
second shoot-off, while Wright ran his second 25 straight
making a total of 249 out of a possible 250.
; Nick Arie, Menard. Texas, won the American
amateur championship at double targets with 91.
George Andrew Miller, a ten-year-old Brewlon. Ala .

lad, the youngest competitor, won the junior champion-
ship with 49 out of .50. and Andrew Mayer, Madison.
Wis.. 71 years old, wonthe three-score andten rhamp-
[tionshiD.

Successful Shoot at Peterboro*.

The Port Hope and Lakefield Gun Clubs paid a
visil to the local Gun Club's grounds.

There was a very high wind and it made the shooting
(iilTirnlt. but some very good scores were made.

II, Reynolds and R. S. Watson, of Port II<M>e. and
Roy Hutchinson.of the home team, were high guns with
scores of 4! each.
The Port Hope squad won the team shoot for the

cigars with Pca-rborongh two birds behind. Mr
Reynolds won the blind h;H)flican with 22 arul T. Curvin
and (Lhris. Graham were tied for second with 21.

Ilie Port Hope Club is shooting fine and sent up two
s(ina(is. Lakefield had a nice turnout of gunners auH
arc doing great work for a new club.
The execulive of the Peterborough Club were delight-

ed with the number of shooters who :iHi'ndod the even-
ing's sport, there being twenty-seven

Return visits will be made to Pttrt Hope and Lake-
field in the near future.

The Scores.
Shot At. Hit.

IL Hevnolds . .50 41
R.S. \Vatsoti 50 41
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50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

R. Hutchinsoh
C. G Graham.
J. Roper
Alf. Autram
J.Watson
A. Gordon
J. S. Coon
T. E. Curvin
W. H. Harmon
C.Gutterson..
J.Strickland 50
F. G.Jackson 50
Dr. McClennan. . ,50
C. Tanner 50
E.R.Tate 50
C.Mann 25W Spence 25
C.MUls 25
J. Hendren . 25
H. Jackman. .' 25
C. Wood 25
W. Symes 25
W. Belleghem 25
C. Moncur 25
W. Rye 25

41
38
37
36
36
35
35
35
34
31
28
27
27
25
22
19
18
18
17
16
16
16
15
13
12

Hamilton Gun Club.

The regular shoot was held at the Hamilton Gun
Club on July 9, and the cooler weather must have been
conducive to good shooting, judging by the scores made.
The main event of the afternoon was a 25-bird mer-
chandise, and the scores in each class ran very close.

In A class H. Lennox and N. Long tied for the lead
with 24, and, instead of shooting oft the tie, the coin
was flipped, H. Lennox coming out the lucky one. E.
Harris and E. Sturt were both close up with 23, while
Geo. Beattie, W. Barnes and C. Thompson all had 22
each.

J. Smith sprang a surprise in B class and put on a
25 straight, thereby winning the prize, b^t even then
only nosed out Geo. Stroud, who broke 24. A. Par-
menter and Dr. Greene each got 22.

In C class A. Smith came out the successful one with
20 out of 25, but was followed very closely by A.
Glover with 19, and J. Moyer, who had 18.

H. Lennox shot only the one event, but had the
high average with 24 out of 25. H. Barnes was in good
form and broke 118 out of 125. Third high average
honors were won easily by M. E Fletcher with 92 out
of 100, E. Harris with 46 out of 50, and N. Long, who
also had a good run of 115 out of 125.
The scores were;

Shot At. Broke.
G. Beattie
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<«^
OURTRAPPER'S FRIEND

AND GUIDE FREE
WEIL PAYS CASH for tura and remits quicker ttmn
any otber House. Fura mucb hlgber. Big money trap-
lag Only House holding ehlpments 6 d&ys without
your asking. Ow TriBpef'iGuid* la aa different from otbere
as an Auto from a Stage Coach. It'sFnt. Price list free.
Re(. your Bank. In bU3lnesa45yr3. The Square Deal
House. WEIL BROS. & CO., BOi 70 Ft.W«yneJn<l.

"Catch Fish Worth Fishingr For"

Use the TEMPTER Bait
FREE TO EVERY ANGLER
who uses it. a prize, value $4.50
WRITE For Full PARTICULARS
BAITS, 75c EACH, Any Color.

J. W. REYNOLDS DECOY FACTORY
CHICAGO, U.S.A.Patent Pending

Cktchih

South Bend-Anti-Back-Lash
.

Casting Reel thumbs itself,
elimmates back-lashes.
South Bend BASS-ORENO. Users
say "best fish getting bait made."
Twelve colors 75c each.

, FREE-THEDAYSOF
,/ REALSPORT

. A Ved blooded fishing story. Car-
toons by Briggs. Write for it.

SOUTH BEND BAIT CO.
8293 Colfax Ave, Saoth Bend, lad.

National Sportsman
is a monthly magazine, crammed full of Hunting,
Fishing, Camping and Trapping stories and pic
lures, valuable information about guns, rifles, revolvers,
fishing tackle, camp outftts, best places to go for
fish^and game, changes in fish and game laws, and a
thousand and one helpful hints for sportsmen. Na-
tional Sportsman tells you what to do when lost in the
woods, how to cook your grub, how to build camps and
blinds, how to train your nunting dog, how to preser\'e
your trophies, how to start a gun club, how to build a
rifle range.

No book oV set of books you can buy will give you
the amount of up-to-date information about life in
the open that you can get from a year's subscription
to the National Sportsman. Special information
furnished to subscribers at all times. Free of Charge

SPECIAL OFFER
The 8 beautiful outdoor sport pictures, shown above,
are reproduced on hea\'>' art paper, size 9x12. in
strikingly attractive colors, from original oil paintings
by well-known artists. They make appropriate and
pleasing decorations for the den, camp or club-room of
any man who likes to hunt or fish.

We will send you this set of pictures, and IhCNational
Sportsman Magazine, for a whole year on receipt of
SI. 50.

ORDER BLANK
NATIONAL SPORTSMAN MAGAZINE

209 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.,
Knclosed find $l..S(i (or a year's subscription to the National

Spnrttman and the set ot 8 outdoor pictures. i

Name. .

.

Address.
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this event proved to be the banner attraction of the
year. The scores made by some of the ladies certainly
set a mark for even the male members of the club to look
up to.

In the first event of 5 birds Mrs. Lennox ajid Mrs.
Harris tied with 5 straight, wnile right behind them
were Mrs, Lutz., Miss Hunter, Miss Ecker, Mrs.
Stockford and Mrs. Livingstone with 4 out of 5. In the
shoot off Mrs. Lennox afjain broke 4 straight carrying
away the first prize, while Mrs. Harrison took second
prize, having gotten 2 out of 4. In the shoot off for

third place Mrs. Lutz and Mrs. Livingstone again tied
,

with 4 out of 5. Miss Ecker and Mrs. Stockford getting
2 and Miss Hunter L By this time the e.\citement
was running high and Mrs. Lutz ended the battle by
breaking 5 straight and Mrs Livingstone got 4. Other
scores were Mrs. Choate, Miss Harris 3 out of 5 and
Mrs. Taylor, Miss Fletcher, Miss Long, Mrs. Fell.

Miss Howsego and Miss Dcvine 2 out of 5.

One of the other pleasing features of the afternoon
was a 25 bird race for the men. each lady present hav-
ing drawn a ticket of the name of one of the contestants,
two handsome prizes being ^iven to the ladies holding
ihe winning shooter's name. A surprise was sprung
in this event when W Livingstone put on a straight
score of 25 and tied with G. Beattie for the lead and
then went right back and in the shoot off scored another
straight, while G. Beattie broke 24. Mrs. Dr. Groves
held the winning ticket and Miss Ferguson received
second prize.
There was also a consolation drawing for those

ladies who had not won a prize in the other events, and
in this Mrs. Shepheid proved the lucky one.

During the afternoon dainty refreshments were
served by A.B. Crawford after which the prizes, con-
sifiting of beautiful cut glass were presented to the
winners, everyone then leaving, pronouncing the
afternoon a grand success.

The scores of the men were:
Shot at Broke.

M.Honsberger 50 39
W.Hunsberrv. . 50 46
W. Root 125 112
C.Graham ,125 107
R.E.Smithcrs 75 47
A.J.Thomson , 75 60
W.W. Livincstom- 100 92
E.Harris 100 80
Geo. Beattie 100 97
P. Friend 50 31
P. R.Dealtry 75 56
J. Moyer 50 34
A. Parmenter 50 43
H.Marshall. 75 .54

B.J.Pearcc 100 92
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YARMOUTH
NOVA SCOTIA

NO HAY FEVER
Summer temperature averages 70 de-

grees at noon; first-class hotel; good
board in town and country; boating
and bathing, salt and fresh water
fishing, hunting, golf, charming drives,

excellent roads, regular steamship ser-

vice from Boston. Write for booklet.

J. BOND GRAY, Secretary

Tourist Committee. 130 Main Street

BAKER'S HOTEL
GASPE, P.Q. NOW OPEN

Excellent salmon and trout fishing, privi-

lege of private pools, streams and lakes.

Excellent table service, private baths, hot
and cold running water. Beautiful scen-
ery, tennis, driving, riding, sea-bathing,

boating, etc.

For booklets, rates, train connections,

Apply to

—

The Jules Hone Travel Agencies,

9 St. Lawrence Boulevard,
(Corner St. James St.j MONTREAL, P.Q.

OCK
N''44

Gives yoa afeelingof real comton and
the assurance of [lerfect protection while
exercising. Opening beneath Patent
flap A. Small amount of material be-
tween thighs C Perfect poach B. Welt-
bound webblflg. Can be cleaned by
boiling without Injury to rubber. Fits

perfectly. Can't rub or chafe. Finest
Quality elastic webbing. Ask your dealer,

and if be will not supply yoa with
MIZPAH JOCK No. 44, send us >| ,n

stamps and waist measaremeal and we will send by mail.

The Walter F. Ware Co. Dept c, PhiIa.,Pa.

Makers of the Celebrated Sanito Suspensorj' No. 50

All About Airedales
By R. M. Palmer

A Book of Qenera.1 li1fbrnia.tion

Valuable ahke la dog lovers and ownefg.
breeders and fanciers. lUuslrated from
Belected photographs of noted d«g« and
rare scenes. Interesting alike lo the nov-
ice who is a fancier of other breeds than
the Airodale and of particular interest to
the Airedale fancier.

Paper Bound $1; Cloth Bound $1.50

ROB ANB GUN IN CANABA MAGAZINE
(Book Department), WOODSTOCK, OMT.

Denfs Condition Pills
A marvelous tonir for 'dogs that are all out of sorts, run down, thin and unlhrifty
with harsh staring coat, materated eyes and high colored urine. There is nothing to

equal them for distemper, mange, eczema and debilitating diseases. You will notice

the difference after a few doses. At druggists or by mail, fifty cents. The Dent
Medicine Company. Toronto. Canada and Newburgh. N.Y. A practical treatise

on dogs and there training, I60pp. fully illustrated mailed for lOc to all customers.

((Champion Shannon's Bandit"

Ch. Bajidil is the best

show beagle on the con-

tinent, having won four cham-
jjionships. He also is a won-
derful hunter and producer of

the best show and field stock

in the United States.

Stud Fee, $10.00

148 Fredrick Street, Kitchener, Ont.



Open Seasons for Game in Canada and
Newfoundland, 1919

Compiled by George A. Lawyer and Frank L. Earnshaw
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture

THE OPEN SfeASONS HERE SHOWN
ARE INCLUSIVE OF BOTH DATES.
When the season is closed for a fixed period

the date terminating the closed season is

given.

The term rabbit includes "hare;" quail,

the bird known as "partridge" in the South;

grouse includes Canada grouse, sharp-tailed

grouse, ruffed grouse (known as "partridge"

in the North and "pheasant" in the South).

and all other members of the family except

prairie chickens, ptarmigan, and sage hens;

introduced pheasant is restricted to the Old

World pheasants.

PERSONS ARE ADVISED to secure

from' Pro\ancial game commissioners full

text of game laws in Provinces where hunting

is contemplated, as provisions of minor im-

portance are omitted. ^

Deer.

Alberta—Nov. 1-Dec. 14x

British Columbia

—

*a (a)

Manitoba—No\ . 20-Dec. lOx.

New Brunswick*—Sept. 15-Nov. 30a.

Northwest Territories—Sept. l-.\pr. l.r((.

Nova Scotia—Oct. 16-Oct. 31.ra.

Ontario—Nov. 5-Nov. 20.

Quebec—^Sep.-Dec. 31a.

Saskatchewan—Nov. 15-Dec. llxa.

Yukon*—Sept. 1-Mar. 1.t.

Moose.

Alberta—Nov. 1-Dec. 14x.

British Columbia*a— (o)

Manitoba—Nov. 20-Dec. lO.r.

New Brunswick*—Sept. 1 5-Nov. iOx. .

Northwest Territories—Sept. 1-Apr. l.r«.

Nova Scotia—Oct. 1-Nov. iOxa.

Ontario—Oct. 1-Nov. 30xa.

Quebec—Sept. 1-Dec. 31.Ta.

Saskatchewan—Nov. 15-Dec. lira.

Yukon*—Sept. 1-Mar. Ix.

Newfoundland*—-No open season.

Rabbit.

Nova Scotia— Dec. 1-Feb. 1.

Ontario—^Oct. 15-Nov. 15o.

Prince I-'dward Island*—Nov. l-l''el). l.

I

Quebec—Oct. 1,^)-Jan. 31.

Newfoundland*—Sept. 20-.Iaii. 1.

Sijulrrel.

Ontario—Nov. 1-Nov. 15a.

Quail.

British Columbia*a— (a).

Manitoba—Seot. 14, 1927.

Ontario—Oct. 14, 1920.

Grouse.

Alberta—Oct. 1-Nov. 14.

British Columbia*a— (a).

Manitoba—No open season.

New Brunswick*—1921.

Northwest Territories—Sept. 1-Jan. la.

Nova Scotia—No open season.

Ontario—Oct. 15, 1920.

Prince Edward Island*—Oct. 15-Nov. 15.

Quebec—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Saskatchewan—No open season.

Yukon*—Sept. 1-Mar. 15.

Newfoundland*—Sept. 20-Jan. 1.

Prairie Chicken.

Alberta—Oct. 1-Nov. 14.

Manitoba—No open season.

Nortjiwest Territories—Sept. 1-Jan. la.

Ontario—Oct. 15, 1920.

Saskatchewan—No open season.

Yukon*—Sept. 1-Mar. 15.

Introducecl Pheasant.

. Alberta—Oct. 1, 1920.

British Columbia*a— (a).

Manitoba—Set 1. 15, 1927.

Nova Scotia—No open season.

Ontario—Oct. 14, 1920.

Quebec—Sept. 1, 1920.

Wild Turkey.

Ontario—Nov. 1-Nov. 15.

MIGRATORY GAME BIRDS.**
(The seasons here shown are the times when

migratorjr game birds may be hunted without

violating either Dominion regulations or

Provincial laws.)

Ducks, Geese, Brant, Coot, Gallinules.

Alberta—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Br. Columbia— (a).

Manitoba—Sept. 15-Nov. 30.

New Brunswick—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Northwest Tcr.—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Nova Scolia^—Sept. 1.')-Dec.31

Ontario—Sept. 1-Dcc. 14.

Pr. I':dward Isl.—Sept. 1-Dcc. 14.

Quebec -Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Saskatchewan—Sept. 15-Dec. 31.

Yukon—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Newfoundland*—Sept. 20-.lan. la.
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PREMIUMS FOR NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS
We are desirous of adding 1000 new subscriptions to our lists and in order to ac-

complish this we make the following generous offers.

For One New Subscription

A single action, raised pillar, rivetted

brass reel with click, 80 yds.; A Standard

waterproof Bass Line, 10 yds.; A Mackerel

waterproof line, 25 feet; A Kelso Pearl

Spoon Bait: A Sullivan Hook and Reel

Guard; A Finger Grip for fishing rods; A
Fish Hook for Frog Bait: Two Rubber Grips

for fishing rods.

For Two New Subscriptions

A Fountain Pen; A copy of "Radford's

Garages and How to Build Them" ; A
Vest Pocket P'lashlight ; A Stag Brand
Landing Ring ; A copy of Deadfalls and
Snares, a book of instruction for trappers

about these and other home-made traps;

A Copy of Canadian Wilds, tells about
the Hudson's Bay Co., Northern Indians

and their modes of hunting, trapping,

etc.; A Copy of Steel Traps, describes

the various makes, and tells how o use

them, also chapters on care of pelts; A
copy of Camp and Trail Methods; A copy
of Science of Fishing; A copy of Fox Trap-
ping—Tells how to trap, snare, poison and
shoot; A copv of Mink Trapping—Gives
many methods ot trapping; A copy of Wolf
and Coyote Trapping ; A copy of Scien(;e

of Trapping — Describes the Fur-bearing
animals, their nature, habits and distribu-

tion with practical methods of their

capture; A copy of Fur Farming—A book
of information on Raising Furbearing ani-

mals, telling all about enclosures, breeding,
feeding, habits, care, etc.; A Grease Gun
manufactured by Miller & Starr; An Oil

Gun manufactured by Brown Co.; A Gem
Safety Razor; An American Pedometer

—

Regulate to step and registers exact
distances; A copy of The Camper's Own
Book (cloth); A copy of "Motor Craft
Encyclopedia"; A copy of "The Culture of
Black and Silver Foxes"—Contains chap-
ters on Heredity, Origin, Breeding, Mating
and Gestation, Pens and Dens, Food and
Feeding, Food and Care, Value.

For Three New Subscriptions

A Landing Net manufactured by All-

cock, Laight & Westwood; A Line Drying
Reel, A Pair of Elliott's Ear Protectors for

Trap-Shooters and Sportsmen; Three Crow
Decoys, A New Wonder Flashlight,

manufactured by Canadian Electric No-
velty Co., Toronto. Case made of metal

covered with leatherette; One half dozen

Stag Brand Rubber Frogs or Froggies;

One of Walter's hand-made axes, handled.

Length of handle, 14 inches; A copy of

Camp Kits and Camp Life.

For Four New Subscriptions

A pipe—HBB brand; An Automatic
Razor Stropper ; A minnow trap, celluloid-

unbreakable, and collapsible, worth S3.00.

For Six New Subscriptions

A Minnow Pail manufactued by All-

cock, Laight & WeSlwood; A Thermos
Bottle.

For Seven New Subscriptions

A 10 ft. Fly Rod; A Younger Willow
Cha,ir.

For Eight New Subscriptions

A Conklin Fountain Peji.

For Thirteen New Subscriptions

A Bait Casting Rod.

For Fifteen New Subscriptions

A Marvel Petit Camera.

For Seventeen New Subscriptions

A Pair of "Witch Elk" Hunting Boots.

For Twenty-five New Subscriptions

A Handy Tent Cot, manufactured by
Cutten & Foster, Toronto; A Korona
Petit Camera, size 3j-i x 5J^; manufactur-
ed by the Gundlach-Manhattan Co.

If yoii are interested write for sub-
scription blanks, sample copies, etc.

The subscription price of ROD AND
GUN is $1.50 per annum.

Address
Subscription Dept., Rod and Gun in Canada, Woodstock, Ont.
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Black-Bellied and Golden Plovers and
Yellowlegs.

Alberta—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Br. Columbia—• (a).

Manitoba—Sept. 15-Nov. 30.

New Brunswick—Aug. 15-No-v. 30.

Northwest Ter.—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Nova Scotia—Aug. 1.5-Nov. 30.

Ontario—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Pr. Edward Isl.—Aug. 15-Nov. 30.

Quebec—Sept. 1-Dee. 14a.

Saskatchewan—Sept. 15-Dec. 31.

Yukon—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Newfoundland*—Sept. 20-Jan. 1.

Wilson Snipe or Jacksnipe.

Alberta—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Br. Columbia— (a).

Manitoba—Sept. 15-Nov. 30.

New Brunswick—Sept. 15-Nov. 30.

Northwest Ter.—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Nova Scotia—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Ontario—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Pr. Edward Isl.—Sept. 15-Nov. 30.

Quebec—Sept. 1-Dec. 14a. •

Saskatchewan—Sept. 15-Dec. 31.

Yukon—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Newfoundland*—Sept. 20-.Jan. 1.

Woodcock.
Manitoba—Sept. 15-Nov. 30.

New Brunswick—Sept. 15-Nov. 30.

Nova Scotia—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Ontario—Oct. 15-Nov. 14.

Pr. Edward Isl.—Sept. 15-Nov. 30.

Quebec—Sept. 1-Dec. 14a.

Rails.

Alberta—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Br. Columbia— (a).

Manitoba—Sept. 15-Nov. 30.

New Brunswick—Sept. 1-Dcc. 14.

Northwest Ter.—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Nova Scotia— Sept'. 15-Dec. 31.

Ontario—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Pr. Edward Isl.—Sept. 1-Dec: 14.

Quebec—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Saskatchewan—^Scpt. 15-Dec. 31.

Yukon—Sept. 1-Dec. 14.

Dove.
Manitoba— Sept. 15. 1927.

Ontarif)—No open .season.

OTHER GAME.
(Season closed in Provinces not mentioned.)

BIG GAME.
Antelope.

Manitoba—Nov. 20- Dec. lOr.

Bear.

(Unprolccled in other Provinces.

>

Quebec*—Aug. 20-June 30.

Caribou.

Alberta—Nov. 1-Dec. 14.

Br. Columbia*— (a).

Manitoba—Nov. 20-Dec. 10a:.

Northwest Ter.—Dec. l-Apr. In.

Nova Scotia^—Sept. 16-Oct. 15a:o.

Ontario—Oct. 1-Nov. 30xa.

Quebec—Sept. 1-Jan. 31.

Saskatchewan—Nov. 15-Dec. 14xa.

Yukon*—Sept. 1-Mar. Ix.

Newfoundland*—Oct. 21-Jan. 31a.

Elk.

Yukon'—Sept. 1-Mar. l.r.

Goat.

Alberta—Sept. 1-Oct. 31.

Br. Columbia*— (a).

Northwest Ter.—Sept. 1-Apr. 1.

Yukon*—Sept. 1-Mar, Ix.

Sheep.

Alberta—Sept. 1-Oct. 31x.

Br. Columbia*— (a).

Northwest Ter.—Dec. 1-Apr. la.

Yukon*—Sept. 1-Mar. Ix.

GAME BIRDS.

Ptarmigan.

Alberta—Oct. 1-Nov. 14.

]\Tanitoba—Oct. 1-Oct. 20,

Northwest Ter.—Sept. 1-Jan. 1.

Nova Scotia—Aug. 15-Nov. 30.

Quebec—Nov. 1-Jan. 31.

Yukon*—Sept. 1-Mar. 15.

Newfoundland*—Sept. 20-Jan. 1.

DAYS EXCEPTED.
All hunting prohibited on:

Sundays.—^In all Provinces east of the 105th

meridian, except Quebec.

*Laws of 1919 not received.

fLocal exceptions.

t Certain species.

X Males only.

**Under the regulations for the protection

of migratory birds the season is closed on

swans, wood duck, cranes, curlew, willet,

godwits, upland plover, and all the smaller

shore birds in the United States and Canada,

and on band-lailcd pigeons in the United

States.

aADDITIONAL PROVISIONS AND EX-
CEPTIONS.

British Columbia.—Open seasons on game
fixed annually by Ordcr-in-Coimcil which will

be avnilabic from Secretary, Game Conserva-

tion Hoard, Victoria, B. C, after August 15,

1919.

New Brunswick.

—

Deer, on Grand Manan
and C.anipobello Islands, no open season.
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l^Read This Great
Dog Story!
A TALE OF

THE NORTHERN WILDS
In the old Klondike sold rush days. Jack,
a full blooded Airedale terrier, followed his
master up from The States, to Dyea and
Skagway, to Dawson—and to Xome.
Up Back of Nome he died—to save the life
of the master he loved.

This great story, which will bring tears to
the eyes—yet gladness to the heart, is one of
the most truly realistic animal stories ever
written. Very handso-
mely and attractively
bound in cloth and ex-
tensively illustrated.

Get this Book for
70 cents or FREE
for one new sub-
scription to Rod
and Gun.

Just send us one
New Subscription
at $1.50 for a full

year, and we will
send you as a re-
ward. Absolutely
Free, a copy of
THE STORY OF JACK.

Sample copies and subscription

blanks are sent free on request.

WRITE TO

PREMIUM DEPARTMENT

Rod and Gun in Canada
W. J. Taylor, Limited

WOODSTOCK, - ONT.

{MiiiKSkuiik,''Coon,''Rabbits,eiS(
wiik

A Dime brings Illustrated Trappers

Guide. It tells how. Giving
the first time in print the treasured secrets of

the wisest old trappers in this country, it's

worth dollars to you.

TRAPPERS' SUPPLY CO.
BOXC ... OAK PARK, ILL.

OUTDOOR BOOKS
By Warren H. Miller Editor Field and Stream

The Outdoorsman's Handbook
Everything for the hunter, wing shot, fishermaA,
camper, canoeist and dog owner, condensed into
compact, handy reference form. In caavas binding.
$1.50; with a year's subscription to Rod and Gun,
J2.25.

Camp Craft
The latest and best of camping books. 282 pp..
pio{(isely illustrated. All the modern camping
equipments that you do not find in earlier works
are described in this work. Cloth, $1.50; with a
year's subscription to Rod and Gun, $2.25.

Rifles^ and Shotguns
Military rifle shooting, big game rmes, and how to
learn shooting at big game; sights, targets, rifle
mechanics, trap-shooting, wing shooting, patterns,
snap shooting, etc. A complete and authoritative
work for the big game and feathered game hunter.
Sperial chapters on the U. S. Springfield. Cloth.
$2.00; with a year's subscription to Rod and Gun.
$3.00.

^he Boys' Book of Hunting and Fishing
With ten chapters on camping for boys. How to
catch trout, bass and muscallonge. and the tackle
to get that a boy can buy. How to learn wing shoot-
ing and rifle shooting. How to make your own
camping outfit. Cloth. $1.25; with a year's sub-
scription to Rod and Gun, $2.00.

The Boys' Book of Canoeing and Sailing
*"•*""

Has also chapters on the motorboat, besides many
on canoeing, canoe cruising, how to build a decked
canvas sailing canoe; boat-building and rigging for
sail battcaux. dories, skiffs, duckboats. catboats
and knockabouts. 350 pp.. 127 illustrations. Cloth.
$1.25; with a year's subscription to Rod and Gun
$2.00

Airedale, Setter and Hound
With a chapter on the pointer and Irish setter.
All about raising and training the principal breeds
of hunting dogs. A thoroughly practical work.
160 pp.. 50 illustrations. Paper, $1 00; cloth. $1.75;
with a year's subscription to Rod and Gun, $1.75

The Medicine Man in the Woods
'A pamphlet in waterproof packsack binding, cover-
ing emergency, first aid and woods' medicine. 50
rents; with a year's subscription to Rod and Gun.
$1.60.

SEND CHECKS DIRECT TO
W. J. TAYLOR, LTD.,

Pub. Rod and Gun in Canada, Woodstock, Ont.

Mounted Moose Heads
in excellent condition

Bargain for quick sale. Box 41, Rod and
Gun. - - WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO
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Northwest Territories.—Additional season Quebec.

—

Deer, bull moose, in Labelle,

on caribou and sheep, Aug. 1-Oct. 1. Female Ottawa, Pontiac, and Temiscaming, Oct.

caribou, mountain sheep, or mountain goat with 1-Nov. 30. Black-bellied and golden plovers,

young at foot, and their young at foot, no yellowlegs, WHson snipe, woodcock, in Bona-
open seasons. Governor General in Council venture, Gaspe, Rimouski, and Saguenay
may, by regulation, alter seasons. Counties, Aug. 15-Nov. 30; in districts ad-
Nova Scot\a.-Biy game, on Cape Breton jacent to tidewater, Sept. 1-Nov. 30.

Island, no open season. Caribou (male), o „i . u n i / i
. ,,..,.„ ,. ;

' Saskatchewan.

—

Deer, moose, caribou (males
in Inverness and \ ictoria Counties only. , , .u t * u- o^ m ir t\^ . . ,, . . .. , , ,

only), north of township 34, Nov. 15-Dec.
Ontario.

—

.Vloose, reindeer, caribou (males) -ia „ »u n u- oc
^, . „ ,• T, •<- T^ ., , , 14;southof township 35, no open season,

south of Canadian Pacific Railroad, from
Mattawa to Port Arthur, Oct. 5-Nov. 20; NEWFOUNDLAND. '

north of railroad. Oct. 1-Nov. 30. Hares, Newtoundland.

—

Caribou, also Aug. 1-
also Dec. 23-Jan. 2. Sept. 30 r,Vp<;^. unprotected.

•f* Tl /^ li C Til 1 *** ^^ AN.\D.\'S leading sportsman's magazine. "Rod JL
•r I no I 1llri11*C< t\r KlQ/*lr !* \ i ^nd Gun" is being besieged by requests for in- •}•

^ A lie V/UILUIC Ul UlaCIV A ^^ formation, the result of the interest created by J,
4* the splendid articles that have appeared in recent 4"

issues. •>
To meet this demand, the publishers are issuing the <^
articles in book form, in which enthusiasts are given 4-

*f* By R. B. and L. V. valuable and hitherto unknown information about 4*
•*• Croft B A M* d" foxes, under the following heads: Introduction, *..

•{• .••. Heredity. Origin, Breeding, Mating and Gestation, 4*
•J* _^___^_ Pens and Dens, Food and Feeding, Food and Care, ^
•{• Value. A
•J* The volume is profusely illustrated with pictures 4*
•J* taken from life, and will doubtless be eagerly re- 4>

X W. J. Taylor, Ltd., Publishers t <^e|^ed by everyone interested in the profitable X
•r

..f J
7

t ^^ 4. raising of this valuable animal. ^
'> WOODSTOCK - - - ONTARIO •j- Mailed to any address upon receipt of price—60c jT "i" postpaid. T
^H'^^•H-^•H•^^^H^4~H•^H~^^^'^^^"^^^<^ ^^^^H^^^H•^^4"^^

and Silver Foxes

Add To Your Collection of

Victor Records—FREE
We are ofTering "His Master's Voice" records as premiums for new

subscriptions to ROD AND GUN Magazine.

Two new subscriptions at $1.50 each entitles you to a 90c record.

Three new subscriptions at $1.50 each entitles you to a $1.25 or a $1.50

record as desired.

Four new subscriptions at $1.50 each entitles you to a $2.00 record.

Five new subscriptions at $1.50 each entitles you to a $2.50 record, and
so on.

Send us the subscriptions and we will have the record or records you
earn sent you, all charges paid.

Sample copies and subscription blanks will be furnished on application.

DEPARTMENT Rod and Gun in Canada, Woodstock, Onl.





Have You Ever Used An

"Arctic Eiderdown"
Sleeping Ba;^?

If you haven't, half your pleasure and comfort in fall hunting
has been lost.

Booklet and full information on request

SOLE MANUFACTURERS

Woods Manufacturing Co.
OTTAWA

CLARK'S
PREPARED FOODS

Please remember Mr. Canadian Sportsman that Clark's

can give you the finest selection of Canned Foods for

Camp use and that tliey arc

MADE IN CANADA
(horned Beef, Roast Beef. Roast Mutton, Loaf Meats,

(looked Tripe, Beefsteak and Onions, Stewed Kidney,

Ox and Lunch Tongues, Potted Meals, Concentrated

Soups, Pork and Beans, Peanut Butter, Tomato Ketchup, Spaghetti

with Tomato Sauce and Cheese, Canadian Boiled Dinner, etc., etc.

PERFECTLY COOKED AND READY TO SERVE
YOUR GROCER HAS THEM INSIST ON CLARK'S

W. CLARK, LIMITED, MONTREAL
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No. 2-Canadian Natural History Photos

BONNYCASTLE DaLE

I-emale Virginia Hail entering nest. This robin-sized i)ird lias a booming note

like a greal horn as well as many low. sweet ealls. It is loo alert to be caught napping

by a shooter unless in a wind or either early or late in the day when Us flight makes it

an easy shot for gunners.
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Dredging Within the One Hundred Fathom Line
Written and Illustrated by Bonnycastle Dalc

WE were off the lonely and iso-

lated island called Forester,
due north west of the big

Queen Charlotte group in the Pacific.

T5fis is the most southerly of the
group of islands lying just north of

British Columbia. There was much
confusion hereabouts. The Alaska
Award line was being pushed north
rapidly—and too far west we all

thought for Canada's good. All the
riff raff of the beachcombers of the
Coast were flapping alpng under
tattered and mildewed canvas, in
homemade craft; of divers and weird
shapes—and we felt and knew we
would be "good picking" fer any of
these gentry—^just a naturalist and a
boy, unarmed at that. So I bought,
for specimen work—and the pot
work too, a Winchester Special, us-
ing .22 Special Long; and hung it on
the wall of the shack—we went for a
walk—so evidently did someone else
for when we returned the rifle had
walked off too. We at once tracked
and traced a passer-by and off we set
for the nearest "Il-la-hie" or "sum-
mer grounds" of a wandering fishing
tribe. One member I knew slightly
and it had been he who had passed
my shack.

"I-lost-rifle-this-morning-stolen. If

its not laid down by twelve I bring
police in." I told him. I knew they
were in great fear of the deep sea
patrol that was hunting some desper-
radoes along this coast—still he could
have popped us both over and it is a
question if our bodies would ever
have been found—still the bluff work-

ed, and he was at my shack almost as
soon as we were.
"What side you look?" I asked him

in Chinook, still pretending to find

a lost rifle.

"0-koke" ("this" he answered)
then I knew it was on the other

and started to look.

"Wake Kloshe" ("no good"), he
said after a long hunt and changed
sides. Pretty soon he grunted in

surprise and I went over; and there
was the innocent little rifle hidingthere
in the ferns. I praised him for "find-

ing" it, told him I would put a man in
Skookum House (jail) next thing I

lost. Then he slyly asked me "If I

missed an\i.hing else," "No" I told
him and off he slouched.

Laddie, Jr., a short time after, went
over to the pile of boxes of shells—too
light—all emptied and put carefully

back in place. We had bought a few
hundred, as we kill our gee^se and
brant with the rifle; and Tzum, as he
was called—had Tzumed the whole
pile.

"Here comes the Nan-itsh!" said

Laddie, Jr, and the new boat we had
hired came puffing into the wee
harbour. Translated she is "To-
Seek" —I hope she does. All the
boats we had used before seemed to

just glide from the arrival to "Pay-me-
Now," from the Jap, or Dane or

Swede skipper. I guess they had had
uncertain lessees before,as they always
looked relieved when I promptly paid
them. The Captam belonged to the
"I ban do it" tribe I think, as he
alwavs used these words. I explained
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The Dredgers

several times that we just wanted to

dredge for a few days in fifty fathoms
and he always figured

—"One day'
ban twenty-five"

—"two ban two
twenty-fives," and so on and so on.

He couldn't get far away from that
daily price of his Seeker.

So behold, Laddie and I and
"Ban" as the boy called him and
"Chew-it-all" as Laddie called the
other tobacco devouring individual.

He was actually polite, always push-
ing me carefully aside so that he
might spit to leeward.

"I ban starting!" said the Norse-
man "Ting-a-ling" goes the bell—no
start.

"Ole-le! Ole-le!" he yelled.

"You stay mit the engine." and off

we puffed.

Now it needed both the men to get
our big heavy drag-purse over, a net
bag twenty by ten; with a ten by two
iron frame open mouth. A "splash!"
down she sinks and we are at last

really dredging again. I just want lo

remark that dear as the opening day
of shooting or fishing is lo the devotee
of gun and rod, so is the first appear-
ance of the dredge above water on
oiir first day lo us.

Tiiere was a dull oily roll in from
the restless Pacific, just enough to

make one sleepy lliis bright young
summer day, the soft coal smoke blew
all about us and half drowsed us too
when "bump!" went the "gate" far

below and "OIlie" rushed up and
back. "She got stuck!" he yelled.

Away he darted like a madman, put
tip pnoinr' hnrkinn Jidninsf tlic. run

of the tide and soon the big purse
mouth rode the boulder and on we
went—at about a mile on hour gait.

"Stop!" signalled the Captain

—

and the drag rope was put on to the
winch and up came the purse—belly-

ing out behind—now the men seized
the slack and hauled out—and we fell

on our knees examining. Evidently
we had struck a mass of great polyps
and gone right through their peaceful
sea villa and scooped them all. There
was a mass of sea pumpkins as big
as toy balloons, almost transparent
and coloured as fantastically as the
lanterns about a Chinese Joss-house,
great trembling masses of green and
gold and purple and wondrous vari-
coloured jelly—with their stomachs
and interior departments plainly
in view of their neighbors. You
would wonder how they eat and
breathe. What a sight of magni-
ficence they must be in their deep
homes when I tell you that some are

illuminated by a wonderful phos-
phorescence and others— I suppose

—

use the Gen. Seabottom Electric

Light Go's radiance supplied away
down there by countless milliojis of

diatoms; each golden blue in its glow.
"Look out—bite," warned Ollie.

The lad was taking out a green and
white beauty of a well shaped fish.

"Rat-fish," again. "Lookout!" warn-
ed the Swede. I stripped the jaws
open. No wonder they called it

Rat-fish. Its teeth were fully an
inch long; and wide white cutting
chisels they were. We were long
on Ratfish, must have had a thousand
so we dumped them forthwith.

A nAt-fiil (mtv% t\%a nn
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"Keep him!" both men burst out
when I pushed many flapping Red
Rock fish into the sea.

"Sell him—Prince Rupert," they
told mc—and I guess we confirmed
their opinion of our madness when
sea bass and cod, herring and oulicans,
skate and flounder, halibut and rare

mackerel followed suit—and we both
loudly exulted over a strange thing
called a Pompino, or dollar fish and
speedily pictured the small, round
fat fish.

"Here's a devil-fish," squealed the
boy. "Oh I wish we had that fellow
who wrote about them eating men
here, we'd make him eat this, and he
lifted out of the foot deep mess of
squirming Marine Zoologj^—an oc-
topus, a nice five foot long bunch of
eight grisly arms hung down like

so much gristle from the boy's landing
net, the Nature Fakirs stretch the
arms wide out and call this a "ten-
foot-terror-of-the-seas." This one
weighed fifty pounds.

"I want him," said Ollie, appearing
with a big butcher knife, so we handed
it over and he cut off the eight tent-
acles and it appeared at dinner that
day—just a tasteless mass much
like the thicker muscles of an oyster
or clam—simply not worth eating.

Laddie Jr. burying a crab

A ninety-foot-long sea weed strong enough
to nioor a boat

"Sharks," cried the boy, a pair
evidently of little fellows, delicately

gray as Milady's gloves, all finned in

wondrous manner from gillarch to
tail, "snappy little brutes," quoth the
lad, as one neatly engulfed a too
inquisitive finger.

"Keep it in your own mouth now,"
he says I told him.

"Goot many tings!" said Ollie as

we lifted out a mass of most excellent

shrimps. I found three kinds here
and we got a true shrimp later, the
first three were prawns.

"Say! look at the live knitting
needles," called Laddie Jr., as he
picked up a group of polyps—each
one almost forty inches long—^just

like a bone needle—Yes! white ani-
mal bone; and on the top a head as
big as your finger and all luminous
at night. "I'll bet they have a
regular illuminated field of growing
wheat down there when all the knit-
ting needles are in position—and just

• think of a fish swimming through this
phosphorescent mass down there and
them all waving away as it passed.
Oh! Joy," said Laddie, "And these
are the things the Chinks eat," he
said as he pulled out a ladle net full

of sea cucumber, these long jelly-

like, grisly things were most beauti-
fully coloured—but excuse me from
eating them please—I once had "blird
nestce soup" and sea cucumber, and
pressed oily duck served in a Chinese
restaurant—^and I guess they are
there yet as I made a nice full meal
off jilain crackers. Thank you very
kindly

I guess they didn't name this one,"
said the boy as he picked up a thing
that looked like a Japanese puzzle
made out of bone—another polyp

,
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a regular beautiful little bone basket,
a real embroidery of bone.
The ooze, as you might call it of

that first drag was a thing of wonder;
we had 'animals so like sea weeds that
we could not tell them apart—and sea
weeds so like animals that no man
may discover the dividing line—each
a thing of wondrous beauty set away
down where no man's eye should see it.

—What is this scheme of things we
call Life, anyway?
Day after day, hour after hour, so

long as we could afford that "one-
day ban-twenty-five-dollar-boat" we
took of the treasures of the deep—and
re-deposited -them to the amazement
of the wondering Norsemen. We
could not have kept the perishable
eatable part had we wshed to do so.

"Throw him all out," lamented
the loquacious Ollie—as net full

after net full was carefully liberated.
We were getting into deeper water
now and odd anemone and rare sea
whips and strange jellylike masses
came in hourly—and at times dark
strange shapes devoured them as
soon as we liberated them, ground
or basking sharks and some odd fluted
tailed sharks. Yes! and the big mouth-
ed cod were not averse to filling their
stomachs with their late fellow cap-
tives.

"Whoop!" scl-eamed the boy once
as a great black shape suddenly rose
near the dragging rope of the net
astern, and a killer whale reared for a
moment to sight. Once we ran into
a stream of passing salmon with
their attendant sea lions, long dim

shapes that swam just outside the
school—and ate one every time they
got hungry enough. We took one
wolf-eel, he snapped and rolled and
displayed his terrible mouth and
crunched to fragments every mussel or
giant cockle shell which the boy
threw into his awful maw; he was
fully six feet of weird sea life. We
got tons of the rarest sea weeds, but
alas! we were not preserving, only
picturing.

We lived like lords on any and all

the know dainties of the sea, but
most carefully refused to serve any
unknown bit of horribleness. At
times, in the shallows, we took rare
abelone and moonfish. These last
were big shellfish as big as base-balls.
They can exude enough-stick-em-

tight to make any sea gl'ue

manufacturer die of envy—and they
roll up and fashion out a nest that
exactly resemble gray felt hats with
the crown cut out.

At nights when we slept in the
' man nests made by those Norsemen,
too short where they were long and
too narrow where they were wide.
I used to poke my head out for air,

and all the tragedy of the sea was
enacted in the moonlit waters down
beside me—it seemed as if each chap
ate the next smaller one with intense
energy-—and they literally smacked
their lips over it. When one big
ground shark came finning slowly
along past the little Nan-itsh, and
rolled and fixed me with its bright
green little eye I withdrew in haste

—

\ou see I hacf not lost anv sharks.

Squab Raising

In the present post war-time days,
there is, of necessity, an ever-growing
scarcity of meat, inasmuch as wc are
called upon not only to feed our own
nation, but European countries as
well. Therefore, any pursuits that
will add to the fresh meat supply
will be at once patriotic and pro-
fitable.

In view of this, squab raising should
receive new impetus. At present
most of the large squab-producing
plants of the United Slates are found

near the larger cities of the North-
eastern States and on the Pacific

coast. However, pigeons are quite
generally distributed all over the
country. Many of them are kept
on farms in the Middle West as a

sort of side issue, also in the South,
but the average value of pigeons in

these sections is only slightly in

excess of Ifj to 25 cents apiece, com-
pared to 40 to 55 cents and up,

in New York and New Jersev.

—

T.II.II.



"We caught all the law allowed"

Under Canvas With Moses

or Luring Shigan, the Fighting Bass, in the Timagami Forest Reseive

J. Livingston

WE called him "Mose" but his

name was Moses Missabi.
Mose was a full-blooded, blue-

blooded aristocrat among ^the Ojib-
ways who summered around Bear
Island and wintered on the many
lakes and rivers throughout the Tima-
gami Forest Reserve in their quest
for furs, which furnished them with
the necessities of life, but in none too
generous quantities.

Just how many summers Mose had
to his credit we did not find out for

he was ,as bashful as a maiden of

sixteen years when it came to fur-

nishing information, especially per-
sonal information. But we know that
his father, Peter Missabi, was one of

the most active guides around the
Hudson Bay post, and as further
evidence that Mose was far from
being past his usefulness, that his

grand-father, Daniel Missabi, a gray-
haired old warrior of over one hundred

"

summers, still tended to his potato
patch on Obabika lake and paddled
his own canoe to get there.

Mose was wife, guide, handy man,
bull cook, wood chopper, pack-wrang-
ler, canoe-carrier, piscatorial adviser,

center piece for our pictures, fish-

cleaner, general assistant, and all

around companion of Bert Jackson
and Mrs. Bert Jackson, who hailed

from Akron, the rubber-town of

Ohio, and myself, a humble, hard-
working member of the fourth estate.

In addition to .all this, Mose was
my bed-mate and lying under canvas,
with Wasa Te Bicon,—the northern
lights—running through the skies

like fingers of fire or again marshall-

ing in serried array like soldiers pre-

paring for the attack, we talked of

many-things, of life as observed from
the view-point of a dweller of the sil-

ent north, and under the mystic

spell of the lure of the out-doors

struck many a responsive chord.

Mose told me how Pcgigwani

—

the fish hawk—snatched his dinner

from the placid-blue waters of Lake
Timagami; how Ammck—the beaver

—built his dams and fioatcd his
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fallen trees; how Keewadin Coocoo-
coo—the great northern owl—whose
"coo-coo-coo" often boomed down
the lakes in the still of the night,

terrorized the smaller animal king-

dom; how Ma Quoit—the bear—was
enticed to his doom by log-falls;

and how Ojik—the fisher—fought to

the death even when grips of steel

were slowing pinching out life.

Grim tales of the trapping line,

when starvation and cold were fought
off at every step, when the grub was
down and the spirit was low and
every breath, burned the lungs, were
related in an unemotional vein as

lying oi>our backs under the canvas,
Mose blew out vast clouds of smoke
from a well-burned pipe and I fol-

lowed suit with "coffin nails." With-
out knowing it, Mose painted word
pictures of his world that defied the

power of the brush or pen to repro-

duce.
But it was in the canoe that Mose

icigned supreme. As he swung his

paddle—silently but powerfully

—

through the water and applied the

kick at the end of the stroke which
fairly lifted one over the surface and
left little ripphng swells for a wake,
it could be seen that he was on his

native heath. With a deft stroke

here and there, Mose guided his

little craft scientifically.

Mo.se poses for the camera

To Moses the waterTwas an open
book and as we would set out from
our camp at the foot of the south-
west arm of Lake Timagami and cross

one portage into Olier lake, where we
were in the habit of enjoying the

king of sport with Shigan—the fight-

ing bass—he would read from the

blue depths nature's stor>'. He
would point out the favorite rock-

ribbed nest of Ogogishe—the rock
bass; where Kenonja—the northern
pike—would lie in wait before hurling

himself on unsuspecting brethren of

the deep; how Oganse—the pickerel

—

preferred to wallow in a certain

swift current that tumbled into the

l-a.rger waters; and holes many hun-
dreds of feet deep in whose dark and
unknown depths Namaqus—the lake

trout—sulked during the day, but
left in the shades of the night to roll

and splash in the surface sun-beams.

The portage would be taken and
if only Bert and I were along—oc-

casionally the "Lady" would remain
behind in camp and steal a few hours
extra sleep—Mose would slip the

canoe easily on his shoulders and
iDalancing it with his right hand would
take the axe, bait pails and perhaps
an odd sweater and silently glide

away over the slip of land separating

us from our fishing beds.

In the still of the morning or the

calm of the evening, Bert and, I

carrying our beloved tackle and
cameras, would following slowly over

the well-worn portage path that

could have told us so many tales,

strange and weird, if it could have
only given tongue. It might have
taken" us back to the time of the

first Ojibway brave, as he made his

way to the Hudson Bay post, which
in the early days was back ef Timag-
gami Island, with his bale or furs;

or again to the days when painted

bucks, with their squaws left safely

behind in their wigwams, stole

Ihioiigh the woods and over the

waler's to partake of the harvest of

scalps that were reaped in the "early

Indian wars around Georgian Bay.

Coming lo more modern periods

liie portage path could have spoken
of the first surveyor, the lonely

prospector, and the latter-day green-
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horn, who insisted upon carrying
his canoe by the thwarts or dumping
the hot ashes of his pipe into the
woods and leaving behind a raging
inferno that blazed and (scorched
and killed until it died out from lack
of fodder.

In tender tongue it might have
spoken of the honeymoon couples,
who hand in hand had walked
over its stony path in the. wake of

the guide and commenced their life

of love and sacrifice under a roof of

stars and hemmed in with nature's
walls, a criterion for them to follow
through life's journey.
Once on the water and over the

fishing bed of reeds, Mose became
possessed of a pair of eyes that could
see bass where Bert and I^could only
see water.
"No bass there," he would say,

after a careful look into the blue
depths and on the canoe would go
until another reed bed was sighted.
"Good place," Mose would grunt

and when he said that, Bert and I

would brace our feet and begin to

look anxious. . It always meant fish

and big, black gamey fighting bass
at that.

Then the hooks would be carefully
baited with live minnows, during
which Mose would be dropping the
anchor, which consisted of a huge
rock tied to a piece of clothes-line
for the purpose of keeping us over
the bass bed. The canoe safely
tied, Mose would also bait his hook
and then the sport, which has no
equal in the world, would commence.

I remember vividly on one occasion
I had no sooner dropped in my hook
than a three-pound black demon
shot from out of the reeds, grabbed
the minnow and started to walk
away with it.

"You got him. You got him,"
shouted Mose, and as I jerked the
sharp barbs into the scaley mouth,
there was a zip of the line and with
a flash of spray a darn shiny body
broke the surface of the water, spun
in the air for a few seconds and then
returned to the depths, determined
to fight to the last to rid himself of
his tormentor.
'Keep him on until I get one,"

The father of the father of Mose

shouted IVfose, and while the trick

was a new one to me, I played with
my catch until Mose had also got
one on from the horde of fish that
were following my victim, for what
reason I don't know, unless it was
simply curiosity or greediness to par-

take of what the hooked one was
trying not to partake of.

Bert then threw in, and while I

endeavored to land mine, he struck
and succeeded in getting another
beauty on. As a result, the three of

us all had fish and it certainly was
pleasant, but no fun trying to land
them and only have the canoe to
work from.

Eventually the three fish were land-

ed, but Mose had his in, despite the

fact that he was second in the water,
minutes before Bert, and I. The
secret of Mosc's success was that he
scorned the use of the reel and as long
as the line- and hook held he simply
pulled, hauled and yanked until that
fish came into the boat or sailed away
with the best part of his tackle

.
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On that occasion we caught all the
law allowed and it was a memorable
two hour's fishing. Mose worked the
same tactics from reed bed to deep
rocky holes and very seldom made
a mistake on his selection of bass
nests. But no matter how big or
small the fish, Mose did not take to
the reel.

Mose was in the habit of trailing

his minnow in the water while moving
from the different holes, while Bert
and I scorned such fishing methods
and always carefuUly drew in our
lines and re-baited our hooks. It

turned out that Mose had the right

idea in attaching a trailer.

The first time a big bass broke the
water and after grabbing the minnow
was yanked into the boat so fast by
Mose that it must have got out of

breath.
"That's the way to catch them.

Make them come after you," re-

marked Mose, amid broad grins,

as he unhooked his victim.

Another time when he left his bait
overboard, Mose pulled in a bass that
run along the top of the water for

almost ten feet in its efforts to grab
the wiggling and bouncing minnow.
Despite the fact that we considered
it an unorthodox method of fishing,

Mose was more pleased than if he had
landing the biggest bass ever caught
in the Timagami Forest Reserve.
Accomplishing the unusual gave Mose
the keenest pleasure and enjoyment.

One afternoon the "Lady" and
myself were fishing in one canoe
and Bert and Mose in another. For
once, Mose was unable to locate the
fish and wandered all around the
little rock-bound Lake in an aimless
manner, while the "Lady" and my-
self were enjoying the best of sport.
We were catching them—big black
fellows—and did not go out of our
way to give Bert and IVIose the laugh
anytime they paddled by.

Finally we became separated and
after catching three under the shadow
of a steep bluff and being pestered
to death by little rock bass, which
insisted upon swallowing a bait al-

most as large as themselves, we
rounded a corner and beheld an
exhibition of bass fishing thai

The Lady, but'nof fishing

will always be remembered as long
as bass are bass.

Bert and Mose were casting along-
side of a dead tree, buried about a
yard beneath the surface of the water,
and as fast as they threw m. their

bait was eagerly and voraciously
snapped up by a huge school of
bass of all sizes that had been basking
under the log. For five minutes
there was a confusion of shouts,
splashes, ejaculations, flopping fish

in the water, on the water, and in the
canoe, hurrahs from Bert and grunts
from Mose. \yhen the smoke finally

cleared away ten fat black bass
twisted and flopped on the now scaly

and bloody floor of the canoe. Bert
was wearing a triumphant grim that

extended from ear to ear, and M ose,

his face wreathed in smiles, chuckled
and said: "Some fishing."

It was the most extraordinary bit

of bass fishing that had ever been
my good fortune to witness and that

night, while Mose and I were having
our smoke before pulling up the

blankets, I asked him what was the

reason for the bass taking the bait

so savagely, considering the fact that

it was during the hottest hours of the

afternoon.
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•'Fish mad and want to fight"

was his explanation, and I guess he
knew what he was talking about,
because I have never witnessed such
an occurrence since and as a matter of

record, never had before.

As we spent day after day with
Mose he continually turned over new
leaves from the book of nature. One
day it was a new method of baiting

and the next a novel way in which to

string our catch. He, fitted into his

surroundings without the least trou-

ble and proved a guide among guides.

Breaking camp was not as pleasant

as setting up, though a heavy rain

fell, and when we pulled away from
the rock-ribbed point where Mose

had erected our home of a few days,
it was with sincere regret. We wrap-
ped the "Lady" well up in a rubber
coat, Bert threw on a heavy sweater
and I donned the pack-sack, but
Mose scorned the rain and with his

pipe alight and bowl upside down in

order that the drops would not put
out his tobacco, sent the canoe
humming through the water at such
a rate that Bert and I had to exert

ourselves to keep in the going.

A few houFS stiff paddling against

a head wind landed our little party
at Turner's. All of us were soaked
through, but thoroughly convinced
that Mose had lived up to his reputa-
tion of being the last word in guides.

-SERPENT

,,, n.„^Og:,J3^r

Albert E. Jay

NEARLY every body of water of

any magnitude has at some
period of its existence, been

credited with harboring beneath its

calm and placid surface some species
of the denizens of the deep. Even
the Grand River, which flows so
serenely and peacefully from its source
through the beautiful agricultural
districts, cities, and towns of southern
Ontario, eventually pouring its large
volume of fresh water into the turbid
waters of Lake Erie at Port Maitland
was at one time supposed to be the

abiding place of some unnamed spe-
cies of the deep sea tribe. Just how
the gentleman had managed to navi-
gate the dam at Dunnville was not.

explained. He probably landed and
skirted the dam while the night
watchman at "slabtown" slept. Be
that as it may, there were several
reputable people who had heard from
a very reliable source that Mr. So
and So talked to a man who told

him positively he had met a fellow,

whose father knew a man, who had
seen this scaly monster rise out of
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the water anywhere from twenty to

fifty feet, snap its jaws like a clap of

thunder, survey the surface of the
river for a few seconds, and dis-

appear again beneath the water.

Once a rumor gets a real running
start a prairie fire, or a spread of

chicken pox has nothing on it for

getting around, and like an avalanche
it gathers size, and momentum equal-

ly. The big fish as some referred to

-it was reported to be anywhere from
twenty to one hundred feet in length,

and from the size of a man's thigh to

that of a sugar barrel. To be sure no
one gave tne rumor the least cre-

dence, not any at all, but certain of

the boys between the ages of short
trousers, and their first manipulation
of Dad's razor, herded in pairs or

squads, and gave the river bank a

wide berth after the twilight shadows
began to fall. The story had about
died out for lack of fuel, and the kids

were once more taking an afternoon
dip, with a sentry posted, when four
boys ranging in years from sixteen

to twenty', planned a little fishing

party to take place that night.

Notwithstanding the fact that it

was a violation of the game laws it was
not unfrequent for the boys along the
river to load up the old flat bottom
boat with pitch pine, set the light-

jack up in its socket in the front of

the boat, push off quietly and when
in the middle of the stream light up
and let her go. Game laws were
less stringent then, and fish more
filentiful, therefore some of the first

amilies' sons were fish bandits with-
out their conscience clamoring a

very violent protest. Arrangements
were about completed when Tom,
the wag of the parly, wondered aloud
if the sea serpent would be prowling
around that night. The joke did
not bring forth much hilarity, and
from the man in the tree's standpoint
it looked as if the wonderworks of

the other three boys ran about
parallel with Tom's. However, as

soon as the big world was shrouded
in darkness, there being no moon,
the boys secured their spears, paddles,

etc., and silently made their way to

the boat landing. It was the work
of a few moments for them to load

the wood, adjust the lightjack, and
with Jim, who acted as master of

ceremonies, taking his place in the
front with Bert beside him, and Tom
and George acting as propellers the
boat was pushed out into the creek
which leads out into the river proper.
Without a word, and scarcely a ripple'

the boys paddled along until the
mouth of the creek was reached.
"Whoa," said Jim, and the' paddling
ceased. There was th^ flare of a
lucifer, and shading it with his hat
Jim applied it to the fine wood in

the bottom of the jack. There was
a little flame at first which was soon
fanned into a bright blaze and in

less than no time the wood was
crackling, and a great glare of light

was thrown over the water for some
distance. This light has the effect

of either dazzling the fish, or making
them curious; in pither case it is

vety often their undoing. "I guess
we better run up to shore, and swing
around inside the island first," said
Jim, and the boat swung smoothly
to the right, and ahead. It was
scarcely under way when, zip, Jim's
spear cut the water like a knife, the
handle slipping smoothly through his
hands. With a chug, it stopped,
and a three pound pike, (up here we
call them pickerel) was brought into
the boat. A little further on Bert
shifted his body slightly, and his

spear shot out, nearly- to the edge of

the circle of light, and was retrieved
empty. A large fish went tearing
through the shallow water making a
sousing noise every time his rudder
went wrong and brought him too
near the surface.

"Wha's th' matter, loosin your
eyesight," asked Tom sarcastically.

"No he was afraid of hurtin' his

feelins' or breaking the hide," chimed
in George. "He's waitin for 'em to

jump in the boat."

Bert said nothing, These boys were
real experts with the spear and paddle
and while they got very little praise

or encouragement no matter how
many fancy shots they might make
they got plenty of roasting no matter
what kind of a difTiculL shot they
happened to miss. They were there

to get fish and results were expected of
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them, not excuses. They had been
out nearly an hour and the bottom
of the boat was rapidly covered with
various sizes and natiozialities of

fish. The party had arrived at the
eastern end of the Island, and Jim
opined it would be a grand night to

run up the other side of the Island,
and down the long mud bar. This
trip would require the replenishing
of the wood supply from a pile on the
creek shore. The boat was headed
across the stretch of intervening
water. The spearers assisting, the
craft was soon pushed through the
weeds and soft mud to the shore.

Stepping ashore Jim hooked the
spear over the edge of the bow plat-

form, and hauled the boat up far

enough to enable them tc load the
wood. Bert then climbed out and
gathering up an armful of wood was
about to retrace his steps with his

burden. Suddenly he stopped short
his eyes popping out and his jaw
sagging.
"My Gaw^d, look there," he roared,

and flinging down the wood bolted
up the hill, and was lost in the dark-
ness. Jim was just getting to his

feet with his load when he caught
sight of what had alarmed Bert and
scattering wood all over the shore
followed Bert up the bank and into
the gloaming. At Bert's yell of

alarm, Tom gave one fleeting glance
over his shoulder and yelled'"Hcly
Jumpin' Jackrabbits! It's the
snake," and cleared the woodpile in

the first bound. His intentions were
to clear the boat at the next. He
did, bu-t not exactly as expected.
When alighting from his starting leap,

his foot lit squarely on a big mullet.
"Gawk!" went the fish. Tom's feet

went up in the air. He piroueted like

a whirling dervish and landed ker-

plunk in the soft ocze at the boatside.
He landed on all fours, and probably
thinking this would be an admirable
position for the charging reptile,

gathered himself up like a measuring
worm and with a mighty heave
extricated himself from the mire. He
tarried not, but with a clatter of

cowhides disappeared in the general,

direction taken by the other two.

Poor George! He had not seen the

cause of the disturbance af^the
first look backward, but at Tom's
departure he took a second look and
saw coming straight for him two
gleaming orbits that looked as large
as the headlights on a twelve cylinder
Cadillac to his terror-stricken eyes.
There was a sort of whistling noise
coming from the direction of two
balls of lixing fire. George who was
an agile youngster, let out a war-
whoop that would have struck terror

to the heart of a dog ribbed Indian,
or a Moro headhunter. He touched
the top of the woodpile with one foot,

the deck of the boat with the other,

and the next spring landed him on
terra firma. "Wait for me boys,"
he called, and proceeded to clip

several seconds from Mel Shepherd's
best record. On came the monster,
George could hear it leaving the
water on his trail, and his cowhide
boots frisked the oat stubble until

the sparks flew like stroking a cat
the wrong way in the dark. "Jim,"
he roared, but received no answ-er.

Stepping on the human accelerator
of his system he tore along with his

pursuer gaining rapidly, and almost
upon him. On it came. Was this

moment to be his last! Would he be
swallowed whole, and never found?
He thought of all the mean tricks he
had ever played on his little sister,

and the number of times he had
disobeyed his mother, of the times
he had shirked school and gone
fishing, and other horrible crimes.

All these thoughts passed through
his terror-stricken mind like Charlie
Chaplin's best thriller. On came the
reptile, skimming ever the ground
with wonderful rapidity. It was now
upon the heels of the fleeing boy.
Why did it not seize him? Now it

was at his side. He could hear
its deep breathing as it ran. He felt

the hot froth from its jaws on his

hands. But listen. What caused
the pattering of feet when it ran?
Surely those feet were not attached
to the body of a serpent. And that
skunklike odor, was not the aroma
of a reptile. "Bow-wow," went the
snake, and at this terrifying moment
George recognized his pursuer as

Bert's old crossbred shepherd dog,
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who made il his business to patrol

the shore when the boys were fishing.

Becoming lonesome, he had swam
the creek when the boys put in for

wood, and was coming to pay his

respects and perhaps inform the

Ijoys that he had enjoyed a little mix-

up with a skunk. Had Old Bounce's
carcass stopped George's No. 8 bro-

gan, his skunk-hunting career would
have terminated then and there.

But he ducked nimbly to one side,

and George nearly dislocated his

hip joint retrieving his foo.t. The
other boys came sneaking back, and
Bounce's ancestry was slightingly

referred to, and his popularity was at

low tide for the remainderof the night.

There was no more fishing that

night, and the Sea Serpent was never

seen again.

Edward T. Martin

THE ruling has gone forth and the
treaties been signed between
Canada and the United States

protecting migratory game, and its

sale has been forbidclen, which is

good if tlie law be enforced and l)ad

if only the well disposed who wouldn't
sell game under any conditions are
affected and the pot hunters and
market shooters go on as before only
using a little more care as to cus-

tomers and ])laces of marketing their

wares.
'J'he law should go further than it

docs. It should cover certain upland
birds, prairie chickens for exam])lc, as

well as water fowl, and bay and marsh
l)irds.

Pinnated grouse uncpu^stionably
migrate. I myself have seen them

fjoing south across the Canadian
inc. And I have known of others,

presumedly birds from Canada, keep-
ing on through Dakota, Minnesota,
and Iowa in great droves until they
reached southwestern Missouri, Ar-
kansas and other states where winter
food is abundant and winter snow
largely noticeable by its absence.

This migration has been comment-
ed on by many experienced hunters
of \ipland game but was much more
talked of forty years ago than now
when the chickens are rarely seen
going south or anywhere else.

Said Colonel Bob Crockett, a nep-
hew of old Davy, to me one Novem-
ber day when in the White River
country of Arkansas we were watch-
ing thousands of i)rairie chickens work
in ahead of a coming northerly

storm, "These chickens arc not local

birds, those raised here that passed
the summer with us. They are from
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the stubbles of the grain raising

states and it would not surprise me
if some were visitors from as far

away as Canada."

Said an old time Minnesota gunner
on another November day as from
the summit of a little rise of ground
we watched great droves of grouse
flying from the north, straight south,
never slackening their speed, making
no attempt to light, "Our summer
birds have gone. The ones we are
watching are mostly "sharptails"
from Canada. Some will keep on and
some \\-ill stay in the neighborhood.
Later in the day they %\ill begin to
light. I have seen them do this

for many years."

,Il was not necessary to tell me
this. I already knew, for on at least

one other occasion I had seen a

migration from a point near the
boundary, of pinnated and sharp
tailed grouse from Canada to the
States and if any returned, I feel

certain it was not that year but the
next.

If any birds need protection it is

these same grouse. So why not help
them a little more by classing them
where they really belong—as migra-
tors, although there are so few now
that the migration is of tens and
twenties instead of in thousands.

If the non-sale of game is to be
enforced, why not include in it the
renting of fresh water ponds and

-jnarshes that by baiting are made
into shooting preserves for the gun
cIuBs? When a land owner rents his

duck pond for several times more than
the same area of good land close by is

worth to crop, what is he doing but
selling his ducks at wholesale to the
gim club men? What is it but rank
commercialism? And if game is to
be conserved,* commercialism must
first be driven out, there being no
diflerence so far as I can see, whether
it is a land owner selling by whole-
sale on the Nving, or the market gimner
tr\ing to sneak one over on the law
except that the first should be judged
as the more guilty and fined the
heavier.

If the love of money is the root
of all evil with man, the desire for a

craw full or good grain is the same
with all game.
Waterfowl in spite of constant

shooting will hang around a baited
pond for the love of the wheat, the
barley or the corn that has been
placed- to lure them there when the
common sense with which all are
endow'ed tells them, "danger! danger!'
Notwithstanding they take chances
and stay.

The mere use of the bait whether it

is grain, cull beans or tomato pulp,
cuts not nearly the figure as does the
desire to kill and keepkilling and the
mercenary feehng the renting the
ponds engenders.

Said a club member to me at the
close of the past season, "We shoot-
ers have paid old Blank something
like two dollars apiece for every duck
taken ofT his two ponds this year. He
was paid eleven hundred dollars for
the use of those, less than ten acres,
while better land near the highway
and not 300 yards distant from the
ponds, he considers well rented at
thirty dollars the acre. He does not
need the money, and he had a fifteen
year old boy pinched because he
sneaked through a hole in the fence,
killed two teal on one of the ponds and
sold them for a half a dollar. I

wondfer what he has been doing but
selling us ducks all the fall and wish
there was some way we could get
back at him."

So do I.

There are few people living who
have seen game at high water mark
and know from their own observa-
tion exactly what that mark was, and
I am one of the number. '

Taking the published records of
the top notch market shooter as a
guide, there seems to have been but
a trifle more game in the late fif-

ties and through the sixties than
there was twenty years later. Prair-
ie chickens, I am quite sure, held their
own up almost until 1880. They
might be termed. birds of civilization

following the plow, the breaking
of the prairies and the planting of
grain, doing better on their gleanings
of the stubbles than on the insects
of the prairies. All they seemed to

ask was a reasonable amount of
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food and plenty of cover in which to

hide and build their nests.

I am told that while in 1850 there

were but few grouse in the far North-
western states, then territories, and
almost none across the hne in Canada,
in the more thickly settled western
and near western states they were
very abundant and pioneers in

Minnesota, the Dakotas and Canada
have often said to me, "We got here

before the chickens."
They grew less in Kentucky, Ohio

and Illinois. They were never plen-

tiful alone the Atlantic seaboard and
as they became less in certain loca-

tions, they increased in others when
hitherto unfilled lands were cultiv-

ated and bore golden crops of grain,

there being fully as many chickens,

so I judge, in existence in 1880 as

there were in 1850, something like

fifty or sixty a day being the average
kill of a skilled market hunter in the

fifties, while I know of one shooter

who in 1880 averaged close to sixty,

and another a year later, a farmer
too and not a professional, who did

nearly as well. This, mind you, for

the season and not for isolated days.

It was like pulling a blanket from
over one's feet to keep his headwarm

—

the same amount of blanket only in a

different position, or at least such
is my idea.

All of the grouse family are pro-

lific layers and but for the attack

on them being a combined effort by
the gun, the mowing machine and
reaper as well as the plow, there is no
reason why the blanket has shrunk
until now the entire body is bare, nor
why, under improved conditions,

there cannot be a come back.
It is a good thing that a consider-

able part of the prairie chickens yet

in existence are in Canada where
game laws are enforced and they
receive all the protection that is

coming to them, but my! how much
better if the i)Owers that would be—

;

class them with rail, with plover, with
shore birds and say, "Yes, these also

are migratory. They need increased

))r()tc(iioii and are going to have it.

Don't point your guns in their

direction."

Captain Bogardus, king of market
shooters in his time, dates his activ-

ities ten years further back than my
records go. He was at least con-
sistent in what he did and said. He
insisted, "No amount of fair, shoot-

ing makes much difference to game
in a good game country" but he urged,
"leave them spots of slough grass

to nest in and there will be no de-

crease." I wonder what he would
think to come back to earth at the
present time, to see things as they
are, to hunt as I have hunted' this

past December, to spend parts of

three days in what was a good game
country only as far back as 1910, to

kill every bird within range for a

total bag of one pintail, one snipe and
eight "blue mallards." (mud hens.)

Still it must be remembered that in

the Captain's time there were no
autos to multiply the distance where
a hunter could go after game, nor
automatic pump guns and smokeless
powder to aid in its kilHng.

There is little doubt that market
shooter though he was, the Captain
would agree the time had come to

put on the brakes, to stop the renting

of ponds at prices which mean the

selling of water-fowl at wholesale,

to fine the pond owner as Avell as the

boy who sneaks through the fence.

Also to make the fine fit the crime, to

put into the migratory class every-

thing that may belong there and if^

there is a doubt, let the other fellow

prove it.

Let us be honest with ourselves and
with the game. If "dwarf domestic

duck, baked prairie owl, or broiled

snowbirds" appear on the menu of

any exclusive club or restaurant,

investigate and find what it really is,

then if every sportsfnan does his

part, it will be easier to obtain the

proper enforcement of game laws by
others but until all sportsmen show
a proper spirit in game conservation

and are willing to do their share

instead of wishing it onto someone
else, well I am sorry for the ganre.



It Often Happens
Harry M. Moore

HE was the King of Buck Moun-
tain!

His four-pronged antlers sur-

mounted a proud, defiant head; a

head that set off the thickness and
roundness of his sleek neck. (Old Bill

saw him once. Old Bill ).

He was the King of Buck Mountain.
He was the King Back of the hills,

with the speed of the wind, the
cunning of the fox, and the courage in

battle, of the lion.

Three, four, maybe five years before
he tried to steady himself on his

wobbly legs w'hile viewing Mother
Earth for the first time. That was in

the Big Park. There in that eighty-
five mile square breeding grounds, he
grew lo maturity and to wander. One
day he wandered outside the limits

defined by The Law. And—he never
went back.
By day he slept in one of the soft

beds in the big swamp back of the
river. By night he climbed the slopes
of the hills for the tender shoots of

the sumach, or to bury his antlers into
the sides of any young buck that dared
come between him and his does.

He was the King of Buck Mountain.
Ah, the king has not the gift of

prophesy. He has not the power to

say how long he shall reign.

Occasionally he crossed the hills,

descended the steppes, and drank
from the rapidly running river. Or
he would stand in the water and study
his moon-made rellection. H? was a
big deer then—a super-buck in a
super-land. Once he came to the
river, and

—

Unannounced The Kid breezed in

on the "mixed" at noon and leaned
his old .38-55 against the tent. He
poked his face into the door.

Big Brother, just back from France,
where he had bean killing Huns for
The Big Brotherhood of Man, jerked
the pan of sizzling bacon from the
hot coals, and swore.
"What the h 1 brmgs you here?"
Big Brother's brow wrinkled with

undisguised disgust. Old Bill sat on
the bed, setting the table. The

hunting season had been a rotten
failure. Neither Big Brother nor
Old Bill had carried home a liver.

And now

—

"Guess Fve as much right here as
you," The Kid pouted.
"You never saw a live deer in your

life," Big Brother stormed. "You'll
get buck fever

"

"You got it, too, the first time you
were out." The Kid drove home the
thrust.

"Let The Kid stay," butted in Old
Bill, wiping a knife. "He might
change our luck!"
"Luck.h 1!" yelled Big Brother,

turning the bacon. "Why, he's as
deaf as a mute." He jerked around
to The Kid. "You may stay, but

—

you'll never go into the bush with
me."

Old Bill grabbed the loaf of bread
and sawed off a slice as thick as a
plank.

"I'll fix it, Kid," he announced
kindly. "You'll do as I say tomorrow
morning, and we shall see what we
shall see."

In early morning The Kid sat on a
log beside the rapids. Old Bill and
Big Brother had crossecl The Dam
and were somewhere up over the
hills. Old Bill had told The Kid that
if he let a deer cross the rapids -.

The Kid raised his eyes. Some-
thing had moved in the saplings across
the water. There had been no sound,
the noisy rapids would account for
that. The Kid brought his rifle up
tremblingly and slowly. And then

—

Just then a four-pronged buck
stepped out of the saplings and stared
across the rapids. For a moment the
deer studied the other bank, and
then

—

He straightened up suddenly and
turned tail.

The Kid sprang to his feet and
played the lead on the white flag, the
while his heart beat in his throat.

The deer leaped over the first ridge
and disappeared. Cursing his luck,
The Kid jumped into the icy waters
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and plunged across. He scrambled
up the slope.

Rotten!
He had missed his first deer. And

Old Bill had told him if he let a deer

cross the rapids

—

The Kid raised himself on his toes.

On the other side of a log, a few feet

distant, a patch of grey appeared.
Along about noon, Big Brother and

Old Bin, silent-tongued, crossed The
Dam. At the rapids they stopped
to enquire for The Kid. He wasn't
there. But

—

Across on the hill, dragging a deer

by the hindquarters, apparently un-
aware that the animal's horns were
catching on log and stump and tree

was The Kid who had never seen a

live deer before.

"And he would have split that old

four-prong down the back, if I hadn't
stopped him," commented Old Bill

afterwards. "And just fancy, two
old hunters like us to be outdone by a

pup of a kid who never hunted before.

Well, don't it beat all?"

And that night, beneath the my-
riad starred November sky a daring
young buck picked his steps up the
slopes of Buck Mountain and chal-

lenged The King for combat. Put
The King—
The King hung on a white birch

down by the river.

And the daring young buck, havmg
challenged and not being taken up,

became The King by right of his

boldness. And the do3s without any
further recommendation accepted
him. For lo, the King is dead; long
live the King!

Some Fireside Yarns
As Related by Yukon Dan

E. Dalton Tipping

1HAD just returned to the City
after spending six weeks up north,

and as timber cruising in winter is

by no means an enjoyable occupation,

was more than pleased to get back.

After supper I struck a bee line

for the club knowing that I would
find my chums there. On reaching

the door, it being partly open, I

glanced in. Ed. who had recently

returned from a big game hunt, held

the floor, armed with a billard que
representing his "Winchester auto-

matic, he was showing the bunch
how he brought down his moose.
This being his first moose he was
naturally proud of his achievement.
They met mc with the same old

greetings, "Hello frontiersman, how
long since you left the blazed trails?

etc. ' After learning the latest news
of the outside world, I was called

upon to give an account of my trip,

which took me as far as the Pelician

Mountain, situated sixty miles north
of Athasbaka Landing.
On October the eighth I left V4-

monlon with Pete (my guide) and

packtrain, four in number, including
our two saddle horses.

It took us four days to make the
Landing, where we forded the Atha-
baska, it being very low.

We then followed the river, going
down stream for fifteen miles where
our trail turned due north to Calling

Lake about twenty miles from the
Athabaska.

I asked my guide if we had left

all humanity behind, as we "had been
travelling a whole day and had not

seen a soul.

He told me that we would reach

Old Yukon Dan's cabin that night,

which is located at the south end of

Calling Lake. Dan spends the winter

months trapping while the summer is

devoted to prospecting.

Just before sundown we got the

first glimpse of Calling Lake, where
the trail followed along a high ridge,

in the distance we could hear the cry

of the loon and occasionally would see

a flock of ducks testing their wings
preparatory to their long southern
flight.
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We travelled for some distance in

silence save for the incessant cries of

the waterfowl, when suddenly there
came to my ears the clear ringing
blows of an axe.

I glanced at nfy guide who just nodd-
ed and said, "Dan cutting his night's

wood."
On rounding a bend w-e came in

sight of the cabin and on seeing us
Dan dropped his axe and came to

meet us.

He gave me such a hearty welcome
and hand shake that all formality
seemed to vanish.

Leaving my guid? to attend to the
horses, Dan took me to the cabin,
w^here I met his young partner Ed.
who with his sleeves rolled up was
busy preparing their evening meal.
The cabin was built of hewn logs,

the floor of poles hewed flat on the
upper surface, at one end was a
massive stone fireplace, above which
hung a fine pair of moose antlers and
across these lay two rifles.

The walls were decorated with
the skms of birds and animals in-

cluding two large bear skins, a cin-
namon and a black. All this I took
in at a glance while Dan was helping
me off with my coat; he then pulled
up a homemade chair covered with
a wolf skin before the fireplace and
told me to make myself comfortable
while he helped Ed. prepare supper.
By the time supper was announced
Pete had got the horses picketed, and
told me under his breath he was near
starved, which (after the meal) I

was perfectly willing to vouch for,

and with perfect modesty can say I

did justice to it myself. Roast ducks
were most acceptable after several
meals of bacon and beans.

After supper we got comfortably
seated around the glowing fireplace,

enjoying our pipes.
I drew Pete's attention to the two

fine bear skms, at which Dan got up
and brought down the big cinnamon,
I then noticed that the head was
hacked and cut m long gashes pre-
sumably by a knife, after I had ex-
amined these, Dan sat down and
told his stor>'.

"I had quite a time getting the
best of that fellow. Had broken the

stock of my rifle, and Ed was out for
supplies taking his wnth him, so my
only weapon was the old Hudson's
Bay muzzle loader you see standing
in the corner there.

"Well I started out one morning
early last winter just after a fresh
fall of snow to get a little venison.

Had got down to the north end of
the lake when I came upon a fresh
bear track, of course I took after him,
he followed along the lake shore for
a short distance and then hit up
into the hills. I figured he might go to
his den so I went mighty easj'. Well
I guessed right, for on workmg around
a windfafl I came to his den and there
were the fresh tracks going right in,

he had a hole dug at the foot of an
upturned root about three feet across.

"As my old muzzle loader was only
good for one shot at a time I hitched
my big knife around on my belt
where it was handy." (At this stage of
the story Dan got up and took down
a big knife in a heavy leather sheath
that was hanging on "the wall,) "This
is my pet," he said, as he drew it out
and handed it to me, the blade was
about twelve inches long, three inches
wide and as hea\y as a small belt

axe.

As Dan replaced the knife in its

sheath he continued, "The bear had
dug himself in a good six feet, and
had there made his nest, I picked up
a chunk of rotten wood and tossed it

into the dm, and then with my gun
ready cocked, I stood a couple paces
from the entrance; presently I saw
the old fellow's nose through the
semi-darkness and then made out the
outline of his head; I took aim and
fired and at the same moment grabbed
my knife in case my shot had not
proved fatal; he went to rush out
but using a trick I had learned from
an old Cree Indian I slashed him
across the nose which caused hnn
to instantly draw back. I tried to
reload my gun and had got the
powder in when again he made the
rush, I gave him another slash which
had the desired eflect. My next
move was to reach into my pocket for

a lead bullet, moisten it in my mouth
and drop down the barrel onto the
powder.
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"At this moment I noticed a short

log laying to one side, I rolled it

against the mouth of the den just as

the bear made the third attempt. He
was bent on getting out and I slashed

with all my might till he again backed
in, I think if it had not been for the

log I had rolled into the opening, he
would have gotten the best of me.
My final task was the hardest of all,

namely, to get the cap on the nipple,

as my fingers were getting stiff with
the cold. However after droppmg
several in the snow., I managed it,

and then waited for the final rush
which was to either be the end of

Mr. Bear, or myself, as by this time,

naturally his anger was properly
aroused.

,

"I stood waiting, but not for long,

when out he came; the log obstruction
I had placed at the mouth of the
den impeded his progress long enough
for me to take good aim; I fired, and
down went the bear, so that is the
story of the big cinnamon."

I looked at Dan as he gazed into

the glowing fire, his face tanned and
wrinkled by sixty odd summers of

strenuous frontier life; presently I

asked, "Didn't you realize what
chances you were running?" He
just smiled and said. "We who fol-

low this life don't think of that, to us
it's a big game of bluff, if you can't
play your bluff why you just lose.

"While our conversation is dealing
with bear, I'll relate a little exper-
ience I had which will show you how
far o|ie can carry a bluff with a bear.

"I was prospecting up on the
Liard with a partner in the summer of
'9-1. We had an old flat bottom boat
that we were lining up the river with
our outfit.

"One evening while my partner was
getting supper ready I took the old
WinchesLer that we kept for shooting
partridge and walked over to a small
poplar and spruce grove in search of

some birds.

"I was working quietly through the
bush when presently I spied what
looked to be a porcupine in one of the
trees; on drawing nearer I discovered
it to be a little (uib l)car and on the
ground at the foot of the Iree was
another. On seeing me they made a

frightened noise, which brought the
old bear on the bound full of fear for
her offspring. At the instant she
spotted me I was endeavoring to
throw a shell inio the breech of my
rifie, but the blamed thing had got
wet somehow and had rusted, making
it useless. She hesitated a moment
and then charged right for me. I

thought and thought quickly; to

turn and run would have been fool-

hardy, to climb a tree would be just

as useless, as they were all small, even
if I had time. I remembered reading
of animal trainers cov/ering wild
animals by the steady gaze of the
eye; it was a scantv bluff but I tried

it.

"She came within ten feet of me and
reared on her hind legs, her ears flat

and her eyes blazing like fire, her
paws held in midair ready to lay me
out; her jaws snapping showing her
big white teeth.

"There we stood each holding our
ground, if she had only known how
scared I was, the game would have
been all up with me. _
"I can't say how long westood that

way, but presently the cubs started
their frightened whining again, at

this the old bear turned and ran back
to them.
"I took this opportunity and backed
away about twenty feet, when she
glanced back I stopped. On finding

that the cubs were not being molested
from that quarter, she again turned
upon me. This time she stopped
twenty feet from me, and did not
raise up, but kept snapping her jaws.
" I held my gaze steadily upon her,

I could see my bluff was working as

she seemed unabl? to stand my steady
stare. She would watch me for a

minute and then let her eyes shift for

a second, only to blaze back at me.

"She couldn't quite make up her
mind to attack, and yet was loath to

let me get away. Presently she
thought of her cubs and back she
went to the tree, by this time my legs

got the best of my nerves, I dropped
the old Winchester and headed for

camp, and the way I covered that

stretch of ground was marvellous.
My partner wanted to go right back
with our good rifles and land her, but
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I said 'No,' I fell I at least owed her
her life for sparing me mine, but I

maintain to this day it was mv bluff

that did it."

Next mornmg again found us in the

saddles on the last lapse of our
journey. While riding along in silence

I thought of Dan's bear stories, and
wondered what I would do under
similar circumstances, and sincerely

hoped that I would never have occa-
sion to plaj', what Dan called, "His
game of bluff." But a trip up in that

country would not be complete with-
out a thrill of some kind, ])ut mine
was of a nature entirelv different to

Dan's.

I was coming back to camp one
evening, keeping clear of the standing
dead timber as there was a regular
hurricane blowing and trees falling

in every direction. Presently I

heard an unearthly bellow and
squeal, then a terrific crashing just

to one side of me, the brush being

very thick prevented me from seeing
what it was. I stood perfectly still

with creepy chills running up my
spine into the vepy' roots of my hair.

Then presently out there came, not
forty yards from me, two big bull

moose, and then I witnessed a fight

I'll never forget. With hair all on
end and heads lowered they would
charge, their huge horns coming to-

gether with a clatter, then they would
turn and separate only to come
together again. As my only weapon
was a 38 cal. revolver, I felt far from
comfortable, and was greatly relieved
to see the vanquisher in rapid pursuit
of the vanquished disappearing in

the opposite direction to the one I

wished to take.

Then Ed let out a hoop, "I've got
it, next fall we'll get up a party and
go up there for a big game hunt.
I'll bet one of those fellows is a fifteen

pointer, with a sixty inch spread."
This .suggestion was followed by
hearty approval from all.

Various Species of Deer

"Reader," Saskatchewan, asks for a de-

scription of the different species of deer, in-

cluding the mule, the black and the white-

tailed. The following are quotations from

an article entitled "The Larger North
American Mammals" by E. \V. Nelson in a

formei issue of the Geographic Magazine.

Mule Deer.

Mule deer are larger than the common
white-tails, with a heavier, stockier form.

Their strongest characteristics lie in the large

doubly branching antlers, large broad ears,

and rounded whitish tail with a brushlike

black tip. Their antlers vary much in size

but in some examples are almost inter-

mediate between those of the white-tail and
the elk. .\ntlers of the mule deer and of the

black tail agree in having the tines all pronged,
in contrast with the single spikes of the white-

tails. In summer these deer have a rich

rusty red coat which is exchanged in wintei

for one of grayish brown.

Black Tailed Deer.

In general appearance the black-tails have
a close resemblance to the mule deer. They
have the same large ears, forked tines to. the

antlers and rather "stocky" body; but the

brushy all-black tail distinguishes them from
any other American deer. In color thej* have

much the same shade of brown as the Virginia

deer. They have the usual cycle of annual
changes common to most American deer

—

assuming a dull coat in fall and losing their

horns in winter, followed by the resumption
of a brighter coat in spring and thfe renewal

of their horns in summer.

Virginia or White-Tailed Deer

The aptness of the name "white-tail" for

the Virginia deer is obvious to any one who
has startled one in the forest and seen it dash
away with the tail upright and flashing vivid

white signals at every leap. The adults have
two strongly contrasted coats each year:

brownish gray in winter and rusty red in

summer. The fawns, usually two in number,
are dull rusty brown, marked with a series

of large white spots which remain until the

gray winter coat is assumed in the fall. Large
bucks sometimes attain a weight of more
than 300 pounds.

He also asks what kind are found in Sask-

atchewan. The species of deer found in

Saskatchewan are as follows: caribou, elk,

deer and moose. At the last session of the

Legislature the elk was removed from the list

of big game animals that may be hunted in

that province.



'Mt«M#
A Tale of the Prairie Foothills

H. Mortimer Batten

long since
Coy had
the rock>
Silvertrail

them out

I.

THE Love Moon was
past. Coyoteo and
reared their cubs in

fastness overlooking the
River, and now had sent
into the world, wise in the wisdom of
the trails. But with the coming ol

the first frosts a new restlessness
fell upon the jackals of the Silvertrail,

a vague desire to wander southwards
with the sun to quite a distant range,
for at this season their ancestors had
wandered southwards at the heels
of the great bufl'alo herds.

(Mly in one way did these vague
promptings have a definite effect upon
the resident jackals of the Silvertrail.

High on the skyline, at the crown of
some grasslcss butlc, Coyoteo and
Coy would sit together under the
Harvest .Moon, pointing their noses to

the sky. and howling their lone, sad
wander lust. Other jackals would
hear and trot to the skyline, over-

looking the wide valley flats, to an-
swer echo for echo, till their thin
wavering calls spread north and
south, over ever>' range for a score of

leagues, dying and fading till lonely
ranchers covered their ears and shud-
ered. Sometimes the song would
set the dogs barking at a neighboring
farm, whereupon the nearest jackals
would change th?ir tunc to a sharp
"yap-yap" of mockery and defiance,

for between the jackals and the farm
dogs there existed a deadly feud.

There was, for instance, that blun-
dering old fool of Bcthman's down
at Prairie End Ranch, part collie,

part mastiff, with ([uite a smattering
of bloodhound. Bethman spoke of

the dog as "the best prairie wolf and
fox hound along the range," but little

he knew of the night side of Monarch's
affairs.

Monarch was left loose at night

to keep the prowling wolves and coy-
otes from tiie homestead vard, and
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each quavering echo of the jackals'

Harvest song called his bellowing

roars in fierce response. Coyoteo
and Coy would listen with shining

eyes, then "yap-yap" in answer till

the big hound roared and pranced
in rage.

Then one night the two coyotes
descended from the buttes, yapping
as they came—down across the Sil-

vertrail by Bethman's log bridge,

to the very verge of the homestead,
liere on the skyline Coyoteo sat and
yapped, and the big hound, seeing

him, bounded forth in fierce pursuit,

to be led across the prairie ridges in a

panting tally-ho, down to the Sil-

vertrail again following each twist and
turn of the line of scent. Occas-
ionally he lost it, whereupon Coyoteo
would appear on a neighboring ridgQ

to yap and lead him on.

Six miles from home the little

coyote chased his tail a round or two,

then got rid of the dog by paddling
down the shallow margin of the Sil-

vertrail.

In the meantime Coy had fully

explored Bethman's ranch buildings

—

had dined sumptuously on Monarch's
untouched bowl of biscuits, and
having emptied it, had filled the

bowl with sand. This done she de-

parted, carrying in her jaws a slab

of- fat bacon Bethman had kept in an
outhouse for restoring leather goods.

II.

Never before, since the departure of

the buffalo, had the Silvertrail know^n
so many wolves and coyotes. The
wolves were the direct offspring of

the ancient buffalo-runner strain,

big husky cattle-killers, schooled in

the knowledge of the steel trap and
the poisoned bait, and on the head of

every wolf and jackal there rested a
liberal bounty. Yet there was no
professional wolver in the Silvertrail,

so this year the local ranchers put
their heads together, deciding to
supplement the Government bounty
by ten dollars per wolf and five dol-
lars per coyote. Thus Wolver Wells
appeared upon the scene, gaunt,
restless and sun-tanned—took up his

abode in the deserted survey shanty
north of Bethman's and prepared to
settle for the winter. With him he

brought only two ponies, piled high
with steel traps and baggage. This
man was a veritable wolf himself.

He could run from dawn to sunset at

a swinging lope,carrying forty pounds
in traps, pelts and his rifle—sleeping

happily where the night found him,
and off again at dawn to follow the

circuit of the huge range he habitu-
ally covered.

Coyoteo and Coy marked his coming,
knew, in that mysterious way the

wild folk have of knowing such
things, that he was a creature to

be watched, and watched him

—

peering now over a ridge to mark his

coming and his going till soon they
knew his runways and his habits

every bit as well as the- wolver knew
theirs.

One day Wells made a trip to

Prairie End Ranch, returning at

dusk with a cart load of manure,
which he led across the open plateau

to a bare place in the sage bush.

Here he emptied his load, forming a

lofty mound, and at the top of that
mound he placed four steel traps,

each exerting a Spring pressure of 200
lbs. He knew the weakness of wolves
and jackals for ascending such
mounds to howl and view the land-

scape, especially when the hillock

be of some material of distinguished

scent, and feeling well content, for

he had never known the trick to

fail, he turned home with the dusk.

But Coyoteo and Coy had watched
him through the golden haze, and
when the sun sank Ijehind the buttes

in a sea of crimson they came nearer

to investigate. This human creature

with his mysterious way kindled their

curiosity, and their very suspicions

as to his good will bade them keep
close count of his movements. The
faint breeze which fans the prairie

at dusk and dawn was in their favour,

and sniffing here from the scent of a

ridge, padding nearer, circling, sniff-

ing, they approached the unaccus-
tomed mound.
No warning scent as yet reached

them, and Coyoteo jjccame bolder,

trotting out into the open, glancing
around at Coy to back him up. He
trotted to the hillock, circled again,

then prepared to mount it.
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Beware, little Coyoteo! This is an
hour of deadly peril so beware! The
man knows your curious ways, how
you must watch and pry and inves-

tigate in your striving for a better
understanding, and sooner or later

he will profit thereby—beware!
Scarcely had he set his feet ^o

mount when Coyoteo shrank back,
bristling from head to tail, and mut-
tering a warning "girr-r" to Coy.
He began to scratch in the sand with
all fours, growling deeply in his

throat, for ^ there on the mound he
had found fhe scent of steel!

Now that the jackals knew where
the traps were their suspicions of the
place vanished, and becoming bold
and boastful Coyoteo deliberately

sprung two of the traps by scratching
earth on to the springplates, while
the other two he sprung by rolling on
them. Then in the glory of the
harvest moon he and Coy scattered
the dunghill far and wide, and left

the Wolver's instruments of war
marked with the signs of their con-
tempt and mockery.

No longer was there any shadow
of doubt left in the minds of the C03'-

otes as to the man's intentions here.

He was there to hunt them—their

deadliest foe in all the range, his wits
to theirs, their cunning for their

lives. Hitherto they had moved in

unrestrained freedom about the range,
hunting in daylight, viewing the
broad panoramas of the Silvertrail

from the skyline ridges but now all

.
that was changed. Never did Wolv-

^ er Wells see the strings of coyotes on
the hilltops, as he had been told he
would see them, though sometimes
when he crossed a ridge, he found
freshly made tracks leading up the
other side and down again, and he
knew that, a minute ago, a coyote
had watched him approach from this

very spot—as it was watching him
now from the ridge over yonder!
Sometimes he caught a lleeting

glimpse of two i)ointed ears peering
above some near by buttress, but
always, if he turned his eyes that
way, the points would vanish and he
would sec no more.

Coyoteo and Coy became creatures
of the shadows, kcc|)ing always to the

hollows and crossing the skyline only
where the sage grew dense. Other
mysterious habits they developed, such
as making long trips to a neighboring
spring where a strong and sickly
species of cactus grew. Here they
would roll and wallow in the sickly

scent, till their coats became impreg-
nated with it, killing the scent of

coyote till no dog would have fol-

lowed their trails with any degree of

certainty. Similarly thej' rolled in

filthy carrion till their body scent

was overwhelmed, and though they
had no knowledge as to why they did

these things it was all part of their

campaign of self defence against the

human hunter. Not that they feared

him—^0 no!—for each night when
Wells was at home they yapped
derision from a near-by ridge, mock-
ing the man and his cabin and above
aU the streak of foreign white smoke
that rose straight upwards from his

chimney pipe.

One morning Bethman and the

trapper met on the range. "You
want to keep that dog of yours
chained at night time, Mr. Bethman,"
said Wells. "I ain't using poisoned

baits, but I've got a heap of steel

traps down, and if he falls foul of a

bunch—

"

"Mv dog never leaves the pro-

perty," replied Bethman' shortly,

turning on his heel.

"That so." drawled Wells. "Then
I'm mistaken, I fancied I saw his

tracks eight miles up the creek, and
it seemed to me the coyotes was
calling him out every night to make
fun of him. But perhaps you know!"

Bethman turned angrily in his

saddle. "That dog knows what he's

aljout." he said. "There ain't no
coyote along this range will fool him,
so you get around with your trapping
and leave the dog to me."

In the glaring heat of that after-

noon Wells sel out to lay a long scent

trail across the wind away up the

foothills i)lateau, and Coyoteo, peer-

ing over the ridge, saw a sight which
stirred his curiosity as never before.

It consisted of a horseman, riding a

small pony whose hoofs were smeared
with wolf muck to kill all suspicious

scent, and behind the pony drawn bv
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a long rope, there followed a grotesque,

sprawling something that bumped
across the hollows in ever-changing
postures. Coyoteo stared and star-

ed, and then he went for Coy to come
.and look and together they watched
and sniffed and wondered. Down
wind there came a potent and seduc-
tive w^hiff—a whiff of dead calf in just

that stage of advance every dog,
whether wild or tame, delights in.

Far across the wolf infested region

Wells laid his scent trail, so that any
prowling wolf or coyote, lumting up
wind, would inevitably strike the
line, then on a high point he left the
carcass, placing around it a wide and
scattered line of traps. Each trap
was steeped in fat or smeared with
musk, and Wells himself wore gloves
so impregnated with savory scents
that they left no tell-tale sign. Fin-
ally, walking backwards, he brushed
out his tracks around the bait with
the tail of a fresly 'killed wolf, and
rode home b^'- a different route.

No jackal could have resisted fol-

lowing that scent trail, and when the
twinkling stars came out Coyoteo
took it boldly at a run, while Coy
ranged wide, watching him from the
shadows. Up to the naked ridge

it led them,and there, full in the open,
diffusing its enticing invitation on the
night wind as it lay with legs aspiring
stiffly sk^-Avards, was the calf!

The jackals hung back, circHng,
sniffing, crossing and criss crossing

on the windward side, but slowly
drawing in. Each foot of land they
quartered with their nostrils, but
there was no scent of steel. Coyoteo
bellied down and beran to creep,
eyes shinini , licking his v hops.
Somethii'g whispered "Keep way!
Keep away!" But a stronier voice
urged

—"Come on! Come on! It is

all for you!"

Then across the plateau, following
the very trail they themselves had
followed, there came the sound of

heavy breathing, of clumsy foot-
steps in the sand and pebbles. A
figure showed on the skyline and
disappeared—a heavy body crashed
through the sage bush, bounding
fearlessly towards them. No wolf
this, for a wolf comes like a covote.

zig-zagging up wind, or if there is no
wind he comes in ever-narrowing
circles.

The coyotes slunk away, then full

into the starlight there plunged,
red-eyed, saliva dripping from his

massive jaws — Bethman's hound.
He roared at the coyotes and plunged
on, eager to claim undivided posses-

sion of the feast, when—ping! The
steel jaws of a trap closed upon his

foreleg, throwing him heavily. With
a roar of rage and pain he turned, his

yellow fangs slashing at the trap,

when—ping! A vice-like grip closed

upon one of his hind legs, pinning
him down in a helpless attitude, and
there sounded the whine of a dog in

fear and despair.

'Yap-yap! Yap-yap-yap!" Coy-
oteo and Coy came out from the sage
bush, wagging their tails and parad-
ing round in a wide circle. The
hound bounded in their direction,

but now there was a new note in his

bellowing roars. The jackals pointed
their muzzles to the stars and yapped,
but slowly the yaps became longer,

less sharp, till they merged into the

long ringing cadences of the rally call.

But across the eerie quietude there
came another sound, a deep, base,
"boo-ooo," palpitating and fierce, but
tailing off into a murmur. If filled

the hills with multitudinous voices,

swelling upwards to the buttes, echo-
ing and re-echoing across the valley
indescribably sinister and sad. The
hound grovelled down with a shudder
of fear, Coyoteo and Coy, with a
final mocking "yap," slunk into the

sage, then full into the starlight

across the plateau there surged a

crowd of timber wolves!

It was a large pack for the time
of the year, five in number, and they
too broke up, circled and zig-zagged,

scratching with all fours and peer-

ing with cold yellow eyes at the
grovelling, trembling hound. Like
ghosts of death they came and went—

•

dim grey figures and glowing points

of fight, but rapidly the circle nar-
rowed, narrowed, then closed in.

For a moment there was a bristling,

devilish heap, a confusion of ghastly
sounds, then silence fell once more,
lo lie broken siiddenlv hv the "van-
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yap" of a coyote at the crown of a
distant ridge.

When Wells came up with the
first grey glimmering of dawn he
found two wolves fast in his sets.

Two other traps had been sprung,
but the only indication as to what
had sprung them were a few scattered
remnants of what had once evidently
been a dog.

III.

The great silence of the Snow moon
came, bringing its biting frosts and
its dead clear, hungry nights. Vague
and vast lay the plateaux of the
Silvertrail under their first fall of
snow, tinted each dawn and sunrise
with colours beautiful beyond belief.

But the awful loneliness of the place
was crushing in its magnitude. There
was no sound, save the short, sharp
croak of the ravens. The laughing
Silvertrail was frozen from bank to
bank, from surface to bed, and like-

wise the thousand laughing creeks
that fed it. The very buttes were
festooned and pillared with ice, flash-
ing in prism colors, and it seemed to
Wells that he was the one lone, living
thing amidst the abandonment.
Yet there was life, and when Wells

came to take the census of the range
he saw that a rich harvest was yet
in store for him. His hunting now
took on a different form, he became
even more alert and watchful, and
always, now, he carried a rifle.

One day, as he trudged alone
through the silence, the trapper
caught a momentary glimpse of
pointed ears protruding above a
neighboring ridge. He did not turn
and look that way, but presently
he stopped, drew the silk shelter from
his pack, and erected it roughly in the
centre of the plateau. This done he
grovelled a hole in the ground with his
hand pick, laid something inside it,

scratched back the dust, and lit a

small fire over the spot. Soon he
had coffee boiling, while the savory
scent of frizzling bacon filled the air,

then, as he sat over his pipe and the
fire burnt low, he carelessly tossed a
few scraps of fat bacon into the red
embers.

Within an hour Wells had broken
camp and was under way again, and

no sooner was he out of sight then
Coyoteo and Coy came trotting over
the ridge, to explore the old camping
ground and see what the man had
done—incidentally to nose to its

origin that delightful sniff of bacon.
There are but two things can hide
the scent of steel, fire and water, and
when the two jackals came trotting
up the embers were cold—cold but
seductive with the scent of friz-

zling bacon. Such dainties were for
Coy, and seated on his haunches
Coyoteo watched her scratching am-
ong the ashes for the tempting
morsels. But suddenly there was a'

thud, and a little cloud of ashes rose
into the air. Coy started back than
grovelled down, whining, frightened,
for she was a prisoner in the wolver's
trap!

Yes, now at the time when they
had least suspected danger—for had
they not, hitherto, exploring the
camping grounds of every traveller
in these hills?—their curiosity had
proved their undoing, and Coy, firm-
ly held by a forepaw, knew that the
dreaded hour had come at last. She
rose, and backed away, dragging the
trap from am.ong the ashes, but to it

was attached, by a length of chain,
a heavy log of wood.

Coyoteo bristled as he watched,
then he fell upon the trap in a fury
of rage and fear, gnawing at the jaws,
tearing at the springs, but still Coy
remained a prisoner. He trotted off

a few paces,whining to her to follow,
and dragging the trap with her she
limped a few paces till the heavy log
hitched up in the sage bush, then she
crouched and sobbed—long, pitiful

moaning sobs that shook her whole
slim body.

Again Coyoteo was at her side,

rubbing his flank to hers, showering
his kisses upon her muzzle, then he
fell and attacked the log, holding it,

between his forepaws and gnawing
it in a frenzy of hate. But the log

was of well seasoned ash, and soon
the splinters were stained with blood
from the coyote's jaws, yet he had
taught that log a lesson, taught it

not to interfere, and triumphantly
now he trotted off, looking back,
and whining for Coy to follow.
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Again she tried, but again the
hateful log jerked her Ijack, and
she sank whimpering in the sno\v

Goyoteo J^ellied up to her, grovell-

ing, entreating, soothing her heated
muzzle with his soft, warm tongue,

"

peering up into her face, seeming
to say to her

—"Come away with me
come! leave this hateful thing
behind!"
But he did not understand—he did

not understand! Diligently now he
began to scratch beside the log, but
the ground was ice hard and he made
no progress. He attacked the sage
scrub, tearing at the roots and twigs,

scattering the ground with them,
then he scooped up roots and twigs,

swept up little mounds of snow on and
about the log, trying to bury it,

trampling it in, then scooping more
and more till the hateful thing was
covered. Full of confidence now,
assured that the chief hindrance
was effectively done away with, he
whined for Co^^ to follow, but as she
did so the log was jerked from its

covering and she sank trembling in

the snow again.

"Coy — Coy, what can I do for
you'? I know only that some great
misfortune has befallen us, but I

know not how to contend with it! I

do not understand— I cannot under-
stand!" He lay panting at her side,

at times caressing her, snapping at
the trap, the chain, the log, covering
one then the other with snow, hiding
them with infinite care, trampling
them in, but always, when she rose
to follow, the hateful things were
there.

Over the brow and across the
plateau there came a "tramp
tramp— tramp." Wells, looking
back from a distant ridge, had seen
the two coyotes, one fast in the trap,
and so was returning home. As he
drew near Coy lay very still, watch-
ing, watching, but Coyoteo fell in a
frenzy upon the trap, the chain, the
log. tearing at one then the other,
while across the stillness rang the
sound of nis frenzied yaps and whines.

Only two hundred yards separated
them now, and Weils dropped to one
knee and fired. The bullet cast up a
cloud of stinging snow at Coyoteo's

very muzzle, he stole back into the

scrub, whining—calling, calling, for

Coy to follow, but she did not answer.

She loo.ked up into the man's face

with great, pleading, sorrowful eyes,

while Coyoteo circled round watching—^dreading—waiting.

IV.

Wells did not kill the little vixen,

for he knew that he now possessed

a certain bait whereby he could bring

about the fall of Coyoteo, and that

night found the little jackal chained

by a heavy chain under the wall of his

dn,'ing-out shed. She knew she

was a hopeless captive, and having
learnt the extent of her liberty she

crouched in the snow, and made no
further attempt to break away.

Long after darkness, when there

was no sound in all the frosty land,

there came a soft "gurr-woff" from
among the boulders near. Coy an-

swered it by a little soft note of

similar kind,' then full into the star-

light opposite her, whining as he came,
appeared Coyoteo. He carried some-
thing in his jaws, but for a long time
he circled and sniffed, testing every
foot of ground ahead, till at length,

gaining her side, he dropped a dead
bird at her feet and licked her muzzle.
With little soft love sounds they
nosed each other, Coyoteo licked and
caressed her wounded paw, but he
did not try to lead her away, for he
knew now that it could not be so.

He came everj^ night after that,

appearing like a ghost from among
the shadows with little cautious
sounds of greeting, braving the man
with his traps and guns, trespassing

on his very threshold. Each night
he brought her food, a storm-stayed
bird or something picked up on a

distant ranch, while he himself be-

came gaunt and thin, for food was
scarce. Little Coy ate nothing from
the man's hand; Coyoteo supplied
her needs, faithfully, lovingly, yet
as he knew in mortal peril of his life.

And so Wells allowed the coyote
to grow used to coming to and fro

quite undisturbed, and then one
evening he surrounded the little

vixen with an impassable barrier

of buried traps.
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Coyoteo came as before, but he did
not fall. Perhaps some warning from
his little captive mate, perhaps his

own quick senses, conveyed the hint,

for at midnight the frapper heard
the pitter-pat of paws across his very
roof, then over the roof of the dry-
ing shed to a point directly above
the imprisoned vixen. Here Coyoteo
dropped to earth, and an hour later

Wells heard the returning pitter-pat
of paws.

Next day Wells extended his bar-
rier of traps around the building,
then betook himself to his trapping
line.

It was a dull day and windy, and it

happened that towards noon Beth-
man, passing that way. bethought
himself to call on Wolver Wells.
The disappearance of his dog had
caused him much speculation, and
though he had scorned the condes-
cension of making a special errand
of enquiry from the trapper special

errand of enquiry from the trapper
whose pointed warning he had
ignored, this seemed a favour-
able opportunity of gleaning, per-
haps, a little information.

But ;he found the door closed and
the outlook bleak and lonelv. so

spurring his cayuse he jturned across
the ridge.

Wait! Was that a coyote playing
'possum under the ver\- wall of the
outhouse? Without turning his head
Bethman drew his rifle from his

stirrup, swimg round and fired at the
crouching form.
The bullet grazed Coy's neck, cut

the hair in a clean line down her
flank, and she leapt and darted aside.

As she did so the choking collar

fell from her neck, cleanly severed

by the bullet. She leapt again, but
the chain did not jerk her back.
Hesitating, uncertain, unable to be-
heve, she leapt again—into and over
the hne of traps, then fleet as a deer
among the boulders! In vain Beth-
man strove to bring the sights to

bear, but his cawse, started by the
first shot would rot stand, and Coy
was free!

Away over the ridge and through
the sage scrub, on three legs now but
lighter than ever before, loped Coy,
and by the frozen creek Co\roteo
awaited her. Gaily he chased his

tail, eagerly he licked her muzzle, then
over the river flats and through
the birch grove, heading now for

quite a distant range, they ran flank

to flank as in their honevmoon davs.

English Partridges in British Columbia

Ed. S. Shrapnel, R.C.A.

These fine game birds were imported into

this Island several years ago and have in-

creased very rapidly, the climate being very

similar to that of England. They were

placed on several districts of Vancouver
Island. Last year for the lirst time sports-

men were allowed to shoot at them for the

last two days of the season, in the District

of North Saanach. Having experienced splen-

did sport at these birds over half a century

ago, both in England and Ireland I was
anxious to Ijave another few shots at them.

But it so happened that the days appointed

so ver>' late in the season turned out very

wet, in fact, raining heavily all of both days,

making trudging through the muddy fields

and rotten stubble, anything but pleasant.

The birds under such circumstances were very

wild, making it almost impossible to approach

near enough to take a shot, large coveys

gathered together and when started put" a

good mile between themselves and danger

before settling again, greatly to the disgust

of sportsmen generally, whose energy and

enthusiasm was completely ruined. The
opening of the shooting season for nearly

all the species of wing game on thus Island

is far too late, as the weather is generally

very wet in October which turns an outing

for a few days with a gun, into wet mi.sery

and naughty cu.ss words at the framers of the

game laws. The English game laws for all

game would suit this Island perfectly in my
opinion, and I have hunted here without

missing a season for over twenty-eight years.

There is a great necessity for really sensible

and reasonable game laws for B. C. to be

enacted in the writer's opinion.



The Kejimikijuk Monster

Phil. H. Moore

AS fafiijack as 1902, stories began
to drift into the settlement
about him. Some fishermen

claimed to have seen him and several

claimed they had hooked him, and lost

their fly or leader as a result. Some
wise old fishermen on their first trip

had the temerity to infer that it

wasn't a tpout at all but a mud-
turtle or an enormous eel. For the
next few years stories about him were
consistently sprinkled through a great
number of narratives told by various

peregrinating fishermen from all parts
of the world. Since all true lovers
of the rod and reel, sooner or later,

drop their fly in Nova Scotia trout
streams, tales of the monster were
naturally spread from coast to coast.

Talking one day in Vancouver with
the editor of a sporting magazine
published in Chicago, I heard again
the yarn with expected variations.

This was in the winter of 1908. I

remember the date well as it was the
year our camp was built near the
mouth of the Kejimikijuk River, on
Lake Rossignol. The Chicago edi-

tor's story so impressed me, that
I resolved to make some careful

inquiries of the Indians and guides
in the Rossignol district, as soon as
we could get out to camp for the
spnng fishing.

Upon my arrival in Caledonia, I

asked Old Joe and Darce, Frank,
Tom; and others what they knew
about it. They had all had experi-

ences with him, or had guided "sports"
who had either hooked or raised him.
Although generally speaking guides
are notorious fabulists these men
seemed to be perfectly sincere in

their belief that there was a monster
trout in the lower waters of the
Kejimikijuk River, ranging between
Arthur's Ledges and the mouth.
From their accounts there was a
perfectly reasonable inference to be
drawn that there might be a number
of/'him.*^

There was a peculiar similarity
about the ending of all these fish

stories. It seems that although the

fish had been authentically hooked
a number of times, and played for

some minutes, he would never come
out of water but only show his

enormous black back or broad square
tail, at the time he took the fly;

but after that would keep well sub-
merged in the deep pools. No city

fisherman had yet been equipped
with sufficiently strong tackle to

pull or "pump" the fish enough to

take in any line after the first down-
stream rush of this powerful outlaw.
He took line sometimes with a rush
and sometimes with slow, persistent

tugging jerks; then he would go into

a deep hole, sound and sulk. Failing
in his attempt to dislodge him, the
angler, finding himself hooked to the
trout instead of vice versa, would
have the canoe dropped down stream
so he could take in line and prepare
for another rush. After navigating
as close to the chosen lair of the big

scrapper as was thought prudent
the fisherman would increase the
strain on his tackle to the limit, with
the object of starting the fish. Find-
ing no response to these manoeuvers,
he'd try jerking and pulling and end
by breaking his leader and losing it,

or would give up the fight, slack his

line, paddle right into the pool, pull-

ing in the line hand over hand, only
to find it securely wound around a

submerged log or a wind-fall. Al-

most every story ended with the
leader fast to a sunken log.

Ma-tee-o, an old Micmac Indian
was sitting in front of his tent making
pack-baskets when we arrived at our
new camp at Lowes Landing, on
Lake Rossignol, in the memorable
spring of 1908. After partially get-

ting our house in order, we wandered
over, after supper, tc sitwith Ma-tee-o
in front cf his little Indian fire.

I asked him what he knew about the
big fish. In the usual contempla-
tive Indian way, he said:

"Him there."
"Just where, Ma-tee-o," I ventured.
"Sometime big eddy Trout

Rock. Sometime Boom Rock, where
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waters get mad." (He meant where
the waters divide and run in separate

streams to the mouth of the river.)

"Mostly first big eddy dark side

below Arthur's Ledges."

"Do you think there is more than
one big fish in this part of the rivej?"

I asked.
"Not like him," he replied quickly.

"Did you ever see him?" again I

questioned.
"Three foiii time," said Ma-

tee-r

.

"Did you ever try to catch him?"
I persisted.

Old Ma-tee-o's eyes twinkled.
"Me spear him once."
"You speared him!" We both

exclaimed together, "How'd he get
away?"
Before answering Ma-tee-o knocked

the ashes out of his old pipe, and
indicating a lack of both matches and
tobacco by feeling in all his ragged
pockets for them, he exercised the
prerogative of the Indian race in its

dealings with the intrusive white man
and accepted my tender cf both as his

just duB. Ceremonicusly filling his

pipe and tossing a pinch of tobacco
over his shoulder to his friend the

Wind, he lit up and courteously
handed back my pouch. After a
few quiet puffs he gravely proffered

the pipe to the lady burdened with a
portion of my (up to this time) good
name. Outside of a humorous twin-
kle in his eyes, one would have thought
his surprise at her confused refusal

was genuine. Patiently waiting for

Ma-tee-o to take up the thread of the
talc of his experience with the big

trout, I smoked and did not urge
him.

"Wigumi," he muttered as to him-
self. Then "Adookse."

"II was this way. Camp-builder. I

was young man trapping on Kejim-
ikijuic Kiver and Big Lake. Big
and strong, then. (At this time
Ma-tcc-o was seventy odd years old,

small and wizened.) "Plenty moose-
mgal, new squaw, t^o three

pai)oosc, wigA\'am on tenting ground
at Trout Rock. New ice come quick.

Had many steel traps set 'long the
river. Had to chop 'em out. Fcund
nuish-rat in* trap big eddy Ar-

thur's Ledges, I tole you 'bout. Ice
just strong enough bear me up, and
clear like house-glass. Mush-rat was
drowned, but big fish under water
smelling 'em,—maybe trjin' bite 'em.
Made smash at fish with ax through
ice. Missed him. By time get back
to wickiup with hides and traps, tired

but still think 'bout big fish. After
dark take bark torch and fish-spear

in kwedun and pole up river in swift

water, and land on thin ice in pool
where big trout live. The hole made
to chop out trap had thin skin over
it. So make li'l hole, tie piece moose-
meat on fish line with sinker, put it

down through ice. Then stick torch
right long side on bank. It make
big blaze. Wait with fish-spear to

stick 'em. Wait maybe long time.
By'm by, he come nosing 'long, easy,

caretul, like fox. He meskek fish.

When he close to moose-meat-near-
'nough-Wiskoodaga! Hard! So." He
indicated his spearing motion by a
sharp downward thrust of the arm.

"Matee-o paused. We wailed
breathlessly. His pipe had gone out,

so he "borrowed" another match and
lit it. The old Indian's dramatic
sense was acute. He had been en-
grossed in his tale. His sombre old

eyes glowed, and as he sat there puff-

ing his pipe, he was evidently pictur-

ing to himself again the wonderful
moment when his spear struck true

and fair the back of his monster
trout. We knew it was best not to

hurry the old fellow into what was
to us, the important climax of the

tale.. Finally, exasperated at his sil-

ence, we impatiently urged:

"Did you get him, Ma-tee-o?"'
"Spear him alright. Camp-builder.

When try pull him out of hole in ice,

couldn't lift hiih. Too big."

Again he paused.
"Did he break your spear?" "Did

he wiggle much?" "Did he get away?"
"What did you do then?" were the

alternate exclamatory questions- ,of

his auditors. But Ma-tcc-o couldn't

be hurried. After pulling some more,
cxaspcratingly, and poking his fire,

he closed the matter up as folbws:

"Pulled and pulled on spear.fj It

won't come 'way; so take ax,fand
chop big hole in ice. Then build
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nice bright lire on bank, so could see

plain." He repealed the perform-
ance of pausing and teasing us at this

particular place.

"Well?"
"Well?"
"Found spear sticking up over

barbs in oak log.".

We breathed again.

"How did you happen to miss
him?" we asked, after we had digested

this last bit of puzzling information.

"No miss 'um," replied Ma-tee-o.
"Kespeadooksit."

And that was all we could get out
of the old fellow about the big trout.

As we sauntered back through the
moonlight to the new log-house, we
decided to make a serious attempt
to have an adventure with this mys-
terious and rapidly-getting-famous
fish. I made up my mind if I hook-
ed a fish that had the power of turning
himself at will into a windfall, I

would at least pull it out of water and
burn it in the new fire-place and get
a great deal of satisfaction out of

giving the old rascal a brand new
experience.

Next day, we made ready for the
tournament with the crafty and
legendary Salvelinus Fontinalis Mas-
todonus. I put together my five

and one-half ounce, nine foot rod,

and rigged it with a salmon reel,

salmon line and leader. We took
with us a split-ash pack-basket hav-
ing a canvas cover, as a creel, and a
book of salmon files. Paddling across
the overfiowed meadows to the mouth
of the Kejimikijuk River, a distance
of half a mile, we assiduously fished

all the pools in which this monster
trout had been reported. We caught
a number of big fish. As I was using
a fly something over two inches long
with a silver tinsel body, decorated
with a pheasant and jungle-cock
wing, (which I had tied myself) only
a big trout could get the lure in his

mouth. After sundown, we gave
it up and paddled back to camp.

That evening I wandered over to

discuss the subject once more with
old Ma-tcc-o. He was taciturn and
moody, but finally volunteered this

cryptic prophecy:

"No man catch 'um and kill 'um
till all white men go 'way."
"Where will they go, Ma-tee-o?"

I amusedly asked.
"Back to Boston," he grunted.
That ended the interview.

For four days following we tried

each of the pools in turn. It was
fine fun, fine weather and great fishing,

but no monster trout showed up. On
the fifth day the sun was so hot by
ten o'clock that we quit fishing and,
the black-fiies not being yet much in

evidence, we went ashore with our
lunch basket at the old tenting
ground below Arthur's Ledges. We
lazed around till lunch time in such
shade as the budding birches meagre-
ly tendered.

As I idly lay on the moss, my eye
caught a slight movement among
the leaves near the lunch basket,
and in a second or two a little kan-
garoo mouse hopped curiously toward
it. I cautiously reached for the dip-
net which was leaning against a

nearby tree, and the next instant had
Mr. Mouse all tangled up in it. A
few seconds more and he was wiggling
alluringly with the big hook of my
salmon fly under his backbone. Play-
ing our hunch for all it was worth,
we stepped into the canoe, pushed
out into the stream just aljove the
big eddy and dropped the kelick

and the wiggling, squeaking bait

almost simultaneously into the water.

With fifteen feet of line hardly
straightened- out in the current, there
was a splash, a tug at the line, a
glimpse of an enormous square tail,

and the reel sang "Home, Sweet
Home." We had him! He ran
straight down with the current mak-
ing for the middle of the river. With
150 yards of real salmon line, a
leader of the best gut, and a hook
made for handling a twenty pound
Nova Scotia winter salmon, I wasnt
worrying much about that fish getting

away, providing I could keep him
from snagging the line. With seven-
ty live yards of line out, I put on the

brake. In ten minutes I had him
quiet and gaping within reach of my
dip-net. In another instant he was
in the canoe, apparently drowned.
Pie was a monster. The mouse \\as
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gone. My hook was driven com-
pletely through the hard cartilege

of his upper jaw. Two other small
but much worn trout flies stuck bell-,

igerently from either side of his

cavernous mouth, like Prussian mus-
tachios. Many a ragged scar decor-

ated his lips. Holding him up with a

grin of glee to my canoe-mate who
had greatly assisted with much advice
whilst I was landing the historic

warrior, she took his picture with the
kodak set at a six foot focus, and the
fine light of high noon at her back.
Then I weighed him. Six and
three-quarter pounds! I laid the now
limp and quiet fish along the after

thwart of the canoe and he just

reached from rail to rail. By doubl-
ing him up in a half circle I put him in

the pack-basket creel, ostensibly his

last resting place—but one. Reeling
up my slack line and making my
tackle snug, I took hold of the
kelick rope which passed through
a pulley on the bow of the canoe and
aft to a cleet on the thwart just

ahead of the stern seat, and tried to
pull it up, so that we could go aslvore

and have our delayed lunch. The
kelick, which was a five prong grab-
hook, was snagged and would not
come up. After trying to dislodge
it by all conservative and traditional

methods, my partner, in this plot
against our finny antagonist, made
the fatal error, (I regret to say at my
direction), of moving up into the bow
of the canoe to take the anchor rope in

her hands. The current was very
swift. This action of hers made the
canpo bow heavy, and it immedi-
ateh' lu'gan to switch back and forth
with darts of increasing length, while
siic was tugging frantically at the
obstinate hook. I did my best to

hold the craft steady and pointed up
stream. Tlic next instant it gave a
lurch and we both leaned to the high

THE MUCH RENOWNED TURKEY
The North American wild turkey

is the original species of the Eastern

United Slates, known scicnti(i( ally as

Meleagris Ameiicana, wiiosc cdlors

are black, beautifully shaded with a

rich bronze, the breast plumage being

side. Immediately this was the low
side, so low that the .water poured
over the gunwale. We swamped
and tipped over. Assuring my
breathless and spouting partner that
there was no danger, a few strokes
brought us both to shallow water.
With the lady safe and some of the
water out of our eyes, we spotted the
creel floating downstream half sub-
merged but upright.
"The fish!" we both exclaimed,

horror-struck.
Unsheathing my hunting knife I

made for the canoe. Cutting the
entangled anchor rope and towing
it ashore was the work of a moment.
Rod and dip-net, and one of the
paddles were caught under the
thwarts. The camera was gone. I

had dumped the water out of the
craft, j-umped in and was paddling
frantically after the big creel, almost
in one continuous motion. When
within a few feet of it, and perhaps
100 yards below the scene of the
accident, the basket gave a lurch and
tipped on its side. The cover floated

partly open, and as I shot alongside
and made a desperate lunge for it,

our big fish, with others, floated out
on his side. He quivered, gave a
sluggish wriggle, righted himself, and
with a disdainful flap of the big tail

darted into an eddy behind a big rock.

Perhaps Old Ma-tee-o was right.

But the big fish is still there ready
to break a lance, (or bamboo), with
an3' doughty knight of the rod that
comes along.

Key to Micmac words:

Wigumi—"I am fond of smoking."
Adookse,

—
"I will tell a story."

Meskek—"Great, enormous."
Wiskoodaga—"I stab him."
Kwedun—"Canoe."
Kespeadooksit

—"The slorv is end-
ed.

dark bronze, illuminated with a

lustrous finish of cojjpery gold. This
finish of bronze and gold emblazons
the entire plumage tiiroughoiil as if

burnished into brightness. In the
rays of the sun it shows a most
beautiful combination of bronze,

black, co])per, and gold.—^T.II.H.



[In Two Parts]

Part I.

Robert Page Lincoln

^^to-^

THE bow is a weapon with rather a

brilliant history. Perhaps it found

birth with the stone age gentlemen and
. gentle women, for stories of those hunts of

yore, in quest of the giant mammoth have

been foupd carved on the walls of known
caves. The bow played a prominent part in

wars that have decided the fate of nations.

The long bow and the cross bow were used by
the English in actual service as late as 1585

when they participated in the freeing of the

Netherlands. The bow, no doubt was a

dangerous weapon when in the hands of a

strong man: and some of the deeds of the

early archers still go the rounds: though the

majority of these are fairj' tales pure and

simple. Figures in history such as Robin

Hood and William Tell stand out promi-

nent, of course and will always be remem-
bered for their exploits; but their deeds

have now, properly taken their place

among the narrations of mythology. In

savage countries today we find the natives

using the bow and arrow- with deadly

effect. The bow is to these natives not only

a weapon of defense against their enemies but

is a means of providing them with their daily

meat. Travellers into the interior of South

-America often fall under poisoned arrows.

The method of poisoning these arrow tips is

explained thus : The liver of some large animal

is suspended to the end of a stick. A rattle-

snake is then hunted out and is made angry,

when properly incensed the liver is thrust

at him. He sinks his fangs into the liver and
exudes his deadly poison into it. The native

carries this liver about, allowing three or four

snakes to thus exude their poison into the

bait and then it is taken away. After the

poison has thoroughly soaked into every por-

tion of the liver the arrow tips are thrust

into It—thus covered with the vicious liquid

and when dried they are ready to be used.

Needless to state the arrow thus becomes a

menace of the worst stripe: sure death to'the

one hit with it in a vital spot!

No doubt in the early days there were men
so proficient in the art of archery that, were

they living today, our wonder would be arous-

ed. However a veil has fallen upon the past

and we have no detailed accounts coming up

through history to direct us right on this score.

The Cossacks of Russia were brought up to

be horsemen from their very youth: and nat-

urally they have been the most daring and

efficient horsemen and cavalryman in the

world. In the early days in England men
were reared and taught archery from the cra-

dle, one might say: the ultimate goal of every

archer trained being his position on the battle-

field. The bows of the early archers in Eng-

land were made of the famous yew: but so

persistent was the demand for this w-ood, and

so Uttle was it grown, or cultured that today

it is hard to obtain, if it is obtainable at all.

No doubt the yew--wood makes for the best

wood obtainable, when it is dressed into a

bow-stick.

There are societies of Scottish, archers who
occasionally shoot at marks set up 220 yards

away: but the bow used is the war-bow, or

the bow of the chase. The mark at 220

yards is sometimes hit—most of the time not.

Flight shooting with the bow is not practiced

to any great extent in our day: although

flight shots up to 300 yards and over have

been made with the ordinary wooden bow.

However with the Turkish composite bow
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greater flight shots have been made. This

coinbiaation bow is made of sinew or raw-hide

wood and horn. In the year 1795 the

secretary of the Turkish Embassy in London
shot an arrow 482 yards, so the story goes.

Some years ago at a meeting of archers at the

Sdcietie des "Sports du Touquet, in France, one

Ingo Simon, with a bow of 80-lb. pull, shot an

arrow 459 yards, 8 inches. The distance was
latef ineasured by a professional surveyor

and one Mr. Neshani, a leading English archer.

In the United States the leading archers

have always had their meets: and tourna-

ments have been staged. Edward Weston
and Will Thompson have been the high

lights in this unique sport and through their

efforts, and through the efforts of other en-

thusiasts, archery has taken a fairly prominent

place among the ouldoormen: although it is

doubtful if it will ever get beyond the minority

it now has to its credit. In more recent years

a great deal of interest has been added to the

sport by the fact that a number of archers

have gone on hunting trips and have not

only killed small game, but also deer and
bear. Last year, I believe Arthur Young and
Saxton Pope of California attained to the

record height as archers in this country by
killing a bear: but I understand that they

fairly riddled the animal. These two gentle-

men, by reason of their hunting experiences

are worthy of special attention. To kill bear

and deer with a hunting bow is indeed some-

thing that is far and beyond out of the ordin-

ary. Let me quote from Saxton Pope, for

what he says is singularly interesting:

"For the past three years," says Pope,

"W. J. Complon, Arthur Young and myself

have been hunting with the long bow. We
make our own weapons of Oregon yew. They
are the height of a man and pull fifty to eighty

pounds. The string is made of Irish linen,

one strand of Barbours, No. 12 for every pound
of pull. This is well waxed and twisted.

The arrows used for hunting arc made of

birch dowels fivc-sixleenths or three-eights ot

an inch in diameter and twenty-eight inches

long. Some arrows for shooting small game
an; bluiil-pointi'd. They arc made by insert-

ing a round-headed screw in the shaft and

binding the end with fmc wire. Arrows for

killing large game have a steel head, shaped in

llii-classir triangle, an inch and a half long and
one inch broad. These are kej)t very sharp

by filing thcni. We carry about three dozen

on a hunting liip and shoot some many times.

Wc have hunted all sorts of game, bagging
SI ores of quail, rabbits and squirrels. I-'oxcs,

coons, skunks, and other predatory varmints

have been taken into camp. These have been

shot at distances ranging from ten to fifty

yards. In one afternoon Arthur Young
killed seventeen ground squirrels with the

bow. The last five of these animals he killed

with five successive arrows. In the line of

big game in the last three years we have killed

half a dozen deer. Two years ago Compton
shot a rujnning bufck at 75 yards and drove an

arrow through his shoulder, up to the feather.

This deer dropped after plunging down the

canyon a couple of hundred yards. One
season Young got a three pointer at sixty

yards by a shot in the flank. The deer

jumped a ravine and sought shelter in a

bunch of bay trees. Young landed a second

arrow through the breast and pXit him out

of commission. On the same trip I, myself,

shot a forked horn at 65 yards, driving an

arrow clean through him, the arrow Jlying

twenty yards beyond. The deer ran some
thirty more yards, staggered and was killed

by a shot through the heart. He dropped

without a struggle."

The shooting of an arrow through a deer at

65 yards, the arrow going clear through the

deer and twenty yards beyond surely points to

one thing—the man that pulled the bow that

sent that arrow on its mission of death is a

pbwerful man operating a powerful bow.

Step off 65 yards and then you will know what

a feat such as this means and you will know
that shooting with the long bow is far from

child's play. It is an art that should appeal

to black-smiths on vacation.

When Young and Pope killed the bear

previously spoken of, they were using bows
with a pull of 70 pounds; that is to say one is

forced to pull 70 pounds to bring the 28-inch

arrow back to the head before it is released.

Now I have operated smaller bows up to

forty pounds plill and I know therefore what
one pulling to 70 pounds is capable of, and
I know it takes a man with strength to do it

and I know that he must be a perfect bow-man
to make a successful hit with a bow of that

( alibre. Therefore one marvels when Saxton

Pope tells of shooting a deer at 65 yards, the

arrow going through the deer and 20 yards

beyond. And furthermore I believe every

word of it as true, for I do know what power

there is in the right kind of a bow when you

bring the arrow back to the head and let it go.

A recent writer in commenting upon the

above bow-work of Young and Pope, says:

"The best living archer in America or Eng-

land would probably hit a target four feel in
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diameter with about two-thirds of his shots

at 100 yards. In a long string of shots it is

barely possible that he might hit such a

target with ten shots in succession. His

chance of hitting a man at 100 yards would

probably not ^e better than one in two. A
man who is a good "shot but not a champion
would consider that he did excellent work if

he hit the four-foot target with half his shots.

Of course either man might hit a blackbird at

that range at the first shot, but the chances of

doing so are very small. At CO yards our

champiort archer would seldom miss the

four-foot target and the great majority of

his shots would hit the size of a man. Our
good archer, not a champion, would occasion-

ally miss the four-foot target at 60 yards, but

would frequently hit it with thirty or more
shots in succession. The champion might
hit a duck or a prairie chicken %\ith one shot

in three or four at this range, while the or-

dinary good archer would do well to hit it with

one shot in ten. At 40 yards the champion
archer by great good luck and much' skill

might hit a ten-inch circle with ten successive

shots and in the same manner he might hit a

four-inch circle with ten successive shots at

20 yards. The ordinary good man at ar-

chery may perhaps shoot a lifetime without

hitting the 9.6 inch bullseye of the target

with five successive shots at 40 yards. Only
the slightest comparison of these records with

those mitde c\ery day with the revolver is

necessary to show how immensely difTicult

archery is as compared to the work of any
firearm. I am a fairly proficient rifleman, but
it is my dehberate opinion that at least twenty
limes more practice is required to make a

good archer than is required to make a good
ritleman."

[f one is able to purchase a yew-wood bow
oi make one of that wood he is fortunate, for,

no doubt that is one of the best materials to

1)1' had in the world outside, of course, the

composite bow which is made of a combination
of materials as before stated. Yew wood is

of the species of Taxus, a genus of conifers.

Here is some data I have picked up:

"The yew is distributed throughout the

northern temperate regions. The most no-

ticeable peculiarity of the genus is the develop-

ment of a fleshy (usually scarlet) cup (aril),

about the naked seed, making the fruit look

like an open berry. The common yew of

Kurope (T. baccala), very often cultivated,

especially in cemeteries, is a tree of sombre as-

pect. Veneratioli and superstition have long

clung about it. It lives to a great age in the

Old World. The America (T. Canadensis)

is a more or less prostrate form, which is

especially abundant northward; a stunted

shrub with very tough wood."

It is no doubt of this American yew that

Saxton, Young and Pope make their strong

bow; they mention "Oregon yew" I see.

Lemonwood is said to make for a fine bow.

I have never laid eyes on one and have never

tried one. I have, off and on from youth

up, made bows of various materials—and have

had good success with the ironwood. Other

woods that may be tried out are young oak,

birch, hickory and ash, all of which are more
or less easily obtainable, depending of course

what part of the world you, happen to be in.

As stated, when selecting a piece of bow-wood
the idea is to get a stick that is as free of

knots as possible. Second growth wood is

by far the best as it is of the toughest fiber.

Try to get a piece that is five inches through,

if possible. Y'ou may have to search a while

but it will pay you. Obviously a bow of green

wood is useless as it has little or no force;

at least it is not powerful enough to send an

arrow any distance, and when it dries out

it is liable to acquire a "set" that spoils

it all. Many young fellows who have always

wanted to make a good bow, (but have al-

ways failed from start to finish) will read

these directions with care and then tr>' again.

The piece of bow-wood, in the crude is

shaped down with a draw-shave, knife and

large plane; when the bow is to be finished off

a small block plane is used and after that

some medium or fine sandpaper. However
now that you have the piece squared down in

the crude form the next thing that must be

done before it is seasoned is to harden it.

This is done by boihng the wood in a strong

solution of salt water; a regular brine. Thus
after the piece has been thoroughly boiled it

is taken out and while it is seasoning either

up in the attic, in the hayloft, or by subdued

stove-heat (though not too close to the heat)

it is whipped into shape by bending it often

and it is examined for cracks and splinters.

If the piece cracks throughout (as is often the

case if you have allowed it to be in the sun or

if you have had it too close to the stove)

it is useless. The piece should be without

splintei's and cracks. When it is well seasoned,

work is begun on it by shaving it down.

Some have the piece cut down very close to

the thickness of the bow before boiling it in

the salt water but as between the two methods
I cannot say that one is belter than the other,

although I do know that the seasoning of the
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Shows how to draw the bow cord by means of the finder tips-

Shows the fioaers on the cord; looking at them from m back.
One of the limbs of a bow, a shape at two vital points.

The bow cord at the upper notch on the bow. same being readily slipped off

The cord in the lower notch, tied across to dull the "twang" or vibration.

piece is the main thing to use care about.

As you work the piece down to the bow size

whip it into shape by bending it often and

working it back and forth. By so doing you

will note if there are any defects in the curva-

ture in either of the limbs. The limbs, as we
call them, are the two sections one on either

side of the given centre. The centre of the

bow it should be remembered is not drawn

upon for the greater energy; but the limbs, one

and one half to two feet back from either end

of the bow contains the power, the spring;

this is a point that should be remembered in

the construction of the bow. When you draw

the bow back, held as it is at arm's length,

the string under the chin, the two Iftnbs must

answer perfectly—a perfect sweep, one hmb
not out of curs'e, while the other is perfect in

curve. If one is out of cur\e, it must be tiim-

med a little to remedy the condition. As you

work the piece and test it by drawing it back

have someone study the curves of the limbs

or, better yet, have someone draw the bow-

back from at arm's length and you, yourself

study the curves. This is the best wSy.

A short bow I find •ssill have a sharp force

to it; while the longer bow will give a more

uniff^rml^force, and, as a rule is the mere

powerful. Nevertheless, the Indians had

bows as short as four feet reinforced with

sinew that, having a pull of forty pounds to

them were certainly dangerous weapons. It

will be remembered that the Indians would

ride in amongst a herd of buffaloes and drive

their arrows very nearly through these gi-

gantic animals. But of course they were

"right on top of them" when delivering the

barbed shot. In the short bow there is

produced an uncomfortable "twang" when the

string is let go that produces a vibration that

I for my part have never been able to remedy,

even by reinforcing the ends with cord and

by whipping the bow-string to stay at the

lower end of the bow. You will have more
or less failure with the small bow so talk of it

is dropped.

The average bow in use is the height of a

man; thus bows of five and one half to six

feet are the most common. This bow when
finished should have a perfect balance; that

is to say when you place the bow across your

fore-finger to balance it, at the centre, it

should balance even. If one limb out-weighs

the other there is something wrong in its

construction.

(Concluded in November.)



^Valuable Insect Foods for Pond Fishes and How Obtained

Robert Page Lincolx

THE feeding of fishes reared in ponds is,

often as not, a troublesome matter \nth

many amateur culturists and entails a
vast amount of labor, not to say expense. It

can surely be said that a food supply for

fishes during the summer and autumn is

easily obtainable if one is but put on the right

track and by a little care he wll be able to

feed vast numbers of pond fishes at little or

no expense. Xo doubt pond culturists look

upon the feeding of the fishes as one of the

great stumblkpg blocks in such enjoyable and
profitable enterprises, for the fishes must be

fed regular, and of a food that is nourishing

and at the same time eagerly taken by the

fish without wasting it in the water. In early

feeding thaf fish before they have attained to a

fingerling or approaching fingerling stage,

liver is used which is grated through a wire

netting and is fed in that manner or is mixed
with cereals thus forming a very desirable

material. In a like manner rough fish are

killed and the fiesh grated or rubbed through

a wire netting, the same being fed to the

trout ,or the bass. But as the fishes grow
they become all the more ravenousi and they

must be fed in proportion to their increasing

growth. Therefore such flesh, liver and
chopped fish that is fed into the pond must be
hacked into small bits instead of grated. In

the case of the basses; carp minnows, chubs
and shiners arc released alive in the ponds
and these the basses, etc., chase down and
feed upon. It will be noted that in all writ-

ings on fish culture it is mentioned that

releasing minnows alive i^i the ponds is a good
thing to do, in that the fish get a great deal of

energy in chasing and hunting these minnows
down. Minnows, on the other hand are hard

to obtain. There are just certain times while

the rough fish and others of the minnow
family are breeding and produce and during

such times these minnows may be netted and
used. In cases where a fish pond is big, or

where the establishment is run on a large

scale of many ponds in connection then it is

a good idea to spawn out carp in ponds es-

pecially to obtain the myriads of minnows
that are thus produced for feeding purposes.

But as I have said before one should be very

careful not to feed in too many of these

minnows but so that it is certain that the fish

in the pond obtain them all. Chubs are

known to be able to hide away from the

basses and when this happens they do a great

deal of havoc in killing young bass minnows.
Carp fingerlings also take to feeding on bass

fry if they are able to escape the basses in

Shallow water which is always the case where
such fry is released into a pond in undue
numbers.

Naturally rough fish as a food for pond
fishes are the easiest to obtain,—but of course

this entirely depends upon the section of the

continent you happen to be in. In some
places rough fish are not obtainable; in other

places they are found in extreme abundance.

Where rough fish for food is not readily ob-
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tainable other fare, imluding cereals.miist be

fed to the fishes. Yet, in the main some of the

best foods to be had arc over-looked, or are

near to hand but cannot be taken principally

through lack of kno^ving how this is done.

Insect lite of the earth and the air form a

means to a food supply for pond fishes that is

usually passed by but which should be intro-

duced ever>•^vhere. I perEonally know of no

fare for pond fishes so very desirable and so

cheap to obtain as that afforded by the grass-

hoppers, that, through the summer and
autumn teem in the fields and the pastures;

and the flies which are such a nuisance about

the barns and the house.

We have seen that the pond fishes, whether

basses or trout, desire, most of all the insect

fare that is offered them. This is natural.

They rise to the surface to take it. In a

native life, or primitive state in the wild

waters they live almost entirely upon \\inged

food coming to the water—especially is this

true about the trout. In the case of the trout

ponds it has been a rule to hang up parts of

the entrails or carcass of an animal over points

frequented by the trout. The flies lay their

eggs on this carcass and the resulting maggots
fall to water and are seized by the trout.

Personally I think that this could well be

discarded if the flies themselves could be

captured and fed to the fish.

Whatever may be said about the house fly

a trout would tell you if he could speak that

that same house fly has a generous amount
of protein stored up in his body that goes all

the way to construct a square meal. All the

trout desires is to obtain.a few of these and he

will consider it a full meal, even as, in a wild

state he considers the few Hies that he catches

sulTicient for the meal he makes two or three

times each summer day.

I-'ly traps have now been in use for many

years, but it is highly doubtful if one person

out of a hundred knows how to make one for

himself to catch, practically all the flies on
the place. Yet the fact remains: fly-traps

are easily made and the style I am going to

mention further on is so simple and so very

effective that it becomes an ''instrument"

that should be in every barn and in, or on the

porch of every home. At the same time such

flies as are taken can be utilized as food for

fish ponds in a very unique manner. J^et

me mention an incident. The town of

Pomona, California is liberally set with fly

traps. Naturally the fly population live

long enough to enter the traps on one corner

of the town or another and so cease to function

as disease-carriers. This year a large fish-

rearing establishment in the neighborhood

has contracted for the entire fly harvest, the

flies to be collected once every two days or so.

These flies are then fed to the trout, the result

being a wonderful food supply hardly to be

equalled. When you consider that a handful

of flies will go a long way in feeding a young
trout you will realize that a fly trap or two
around the house will help out a great deal.

Throughout the summer and autumn seeming

millions of flies may be harvested in and made
use of in a profitable manner as can be seen.

In Figure 1, we show a simple type of a fly

trap that is easily made by anyone who has

an hour to spare and the material with which

same is constructed. What I call the re-

gulation size is exactly one foot square as to

bottom and top, and eighteen inches high.

You can obtain the material for this top

and bottom out of the ends of bo.\es to fit you
out to a T. Having two ends cut one foot

square, the next thing to do is to cut holes in

the centre of eaeh six inches in diameter.

This is done by making a pencil-ring, then

boring a hole at the edge of the line and then

riG.i
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FiG.ir

OPENING THROUGH WHICH GRASSHOPPERS \o
t NTER BOX.

cutting out the same by means of a key-hole

saw. In (A) of Figure 1, we give an idea of

this. When you have completed this you
next turn to your screen material; and this

screen should beof the while sort as this is

much better than the dark porch wire netting.

You now take a part of this screen and roll a

cone out of it, fastening the sides of the screen

together carefully but leaving a hole at the

top of this cone about the size of a pencil.

The bottom of this cone should answer

exactly with the hole you have cut in the

bottom; and when this is fitted in it is tacked

around the edges. When the cone with its

pencil-like hole at the top is fitted in place

it will look about like (B) of Figure 1. This

cone stands seven or eight inches high. It

is in the centre of the circle.

In (C) we show the fly-trap completed.

The up-rights, one on each corner are of one

inch material and should be eighteen inches

high. These up-rights are nailed to the

bottom having the cone of vvlie; then the top

is nailed on in the same manner. You now
have the whole ready to be screened in. This

is very simply done, care being taken to get

the screen tight over all. As stated the top

has a round hole to it too. In (D) of Figure

1 we show a door made of screen, in a square

style that can be fastened to the top with

small hinges, same to open at ease to be

hooked again tight when the Hies have been

taken out. Little bits of wood, three eighths

of an inch thick are now nailed to the botloVn

of the cage, one on each corner as shown in

the drawings—and Ihe trap is ready to be

used.

The bait is sugar water mixed up with bran,

a new portion being filled in as needed. In

hot weather it rapidly evaporates, and what
wilh the amount sipped up by the flies it goes

fast. Place the trap in a doorway of the barn

for instance, sweeping the floor clear all

arouhd. Take the cover of a small baking

powder can and place the sugar water and

bran in that and place the whole on the floor

in the centre of the cone, the cone thus being

directly above it. Sprinkle a few drops of

sugar water on the floor around and the trap

is ready. The flies in going in to the pan on

the floor creep under the trap by means of the

space offered by reason of the three eighths

inch blocks of w'ood on the four corners. In-

stead of creeping out by the way it came in it

is in the nature of a fly to go for the light, so it

rises and a-lights inside the cone, and then

travelling up the side of the cone it passes

through the pencil-like hole at the top and
into the interior of the trap. The result is

imprisonment. In hot weather quarts of

flies may be taken out of these traps, and

through the season millions of flies are speed-

ily eliminated thus preventing a spread of

disease and in the case of the fish culturist

aiding him in producing food for his fishes.

After a day in the trap these flies are dialled

aud creep around ou the bottom. They may
then be taken out by hand and thrown to the

water where the fish will take them.

We have now pointed out how a fly-trap

may be made. Now we will give an idea on
how grass-hoppers may be harvested in in the

infested fields and pastures and so brought to

use. Everyone is cognizant of the fact that

grasshoppers are exceedingly high in protein.

Many Indians in the West trap grasshoppers

in ditches, dry them and then grind them up
for bread. Men who have eaten of grass-

hopper bread state that it is of a fine flavor

and very nourishing.

On the other hand there is nothing a

thriving bass colony loves so much as a feast

once a day of grasshoppers. Fact lO tell they

can live on a few grasshoppers alone, such is

the high value of the jumpers as a food.

During grasshopper time in Minnesota the

lakes along the shores are crowded with these

jumpers and the bass glut themselves; they
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are then hard to connect with via the hook and

line. At the same time the bass are then in

their choicest condition. Amateur fish cul-

turists often dig holes in the fields and so

catch the hoppers, for sooner or later they find

their way into the hole. However, there is a

more efficient - manner of catching them
wholesale and the trap to do it with is illus-

trated in Figure II. This affair (see A) is

sixteen feet in length though it may cf course

be made shorter to suit your needs. If you

are in the real grasshopper infested country

a trap of sixteen feet is what you want, the

same to be drawn by two horses, one hitched

to either end. Note that the trap sits on four

sled-like runners. Along the whole front of

this trap extends a curved piece of tin; and

this tin drops down into an opening some-

thing like two inches in width as shown in

(A) and more clearly in (B). Now when
this trap is drawn through the fields or short

grass where the earth seems fairly alive with

the jumpers they hop up and in doing so they

strike the side ol the curve of tin, as shown in

(A). When the hopper hits the tin he sUdes

down and falls into the gutter, thus striking

the bottom. He then goes through the open-

ing into the cage and is there imprisoned.

The sides of this trap are covered with screen

and there is a place in the centre where there

is a door, at the top, and through this door the

hoppers are shovelled out and fed to the fish

alive. In the case of chickens the hoppers

are often dried in sacks and mixed up with

common feed. This makes one of the most

nutritious foods that one could possibly offer

to fowl, and, as a rule all this supply of in-

sects goes to waste by reason -of man not

utilizing what he has at his very back door

one might say. Of course the grasshopper

trap may be made in a large style to be pulled

by horses or it may be made in a smaller

style to be drawn by hand. A few turns of

an infested piece of land will yield a vast

supply of food for the chickens or the fish in

your ponds. Grasshoppers and flies are

trapped all through the summer and into the

fall. Usually when a hopper trap is drawn

around a field the outer turns are made first,

thus working toward a common centre. In

this manner a field is pretty well covered.

Man should always look around him and

make use of what Nature sows with such a

prodigal hand to right and left. There are

foods that generally go to waste that other-

wnse will make man a profitable entn,'. As
you walk out among the oak groves in the

autumn and you see the ground fairly littered

with acorns did it ever occur to you that this

contains a food for chickens that is beyond

equal. When I say that I know it to be the

truth. Gather up all the acorns you can lay

hands on, grind them up and mix this wth
some other chicken feed and you will be sur-

prised what benefit will come of the ex-

periment. After all this is merely making

use of what we find at our very door. The
food value of an acorn may be well under-

stood when one* understands that each holds a

potential oak tree within itself.

'- iT. »
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Methods Used in Testing Shotgun Powders for Pressure

C. S. Landis

RIFLE and revolver cartridges'have three
principal variables: the bullet, the pow-
der, and the primer. Shotgun shells have

four: the primer, the shot charge, the pow-
der and the wads. At least four wads,
usually all different in thickness, hardness,
and strength, are required and yet many
men consider the loading of shotgun ammuni-
tion a very easy matter. I suppose that this
idea is brought afiout by the fact that shot-
gun pressures are comparatively low and the
lack of accidents resulting from mistakes in
loading is likely to convey the impression
that the loading of shotgun shells is not a
very important matter.

The shot and primers are generally over-
looked by the sportsman who considers the
asual variables as the wads and the powder.
The wads are usually selected for their dur-
ability and cheapness. This leaves us the
powder,'which is the life of the cartridge.

How Powder is Made and Tested.
Smokeless shotgun powder is usually manu-

factured in ten thousand-pound lots. Each
of these lots is blended until every portion of it

is identical. While the lot of powder is

being packed into containers, a one-pound
sample is taken from it at intervals until
fifty samples are secured. The gravimetric
density of each of these samples is determined,
to show whether the lot throughout is uni-
form.

From each of these fifty samples, a quan-
tity Ls taken and subjected to complete and
exact physical, chemical, and balUstic tests.
After the powder passes these tests, the canis-
ters or drums are scaled for shipment.
The two general classes of shotgun powders

are bulk powders, which measure bulk for
bulk with black powder, and dense powders,
which require a smaller charge to produce the
same ballistic results.

.The Pressure Gun.
The pressure gun for testing shotgun pow-

ders has a barrel drilled out in one or more
places for the insertion of plungers. The
plungers fit the holes very closely to prevent
gas leakage. Large screws are provided
opposite these holes, so that the lead pressure
gauges may be held in place during the
explosion. When the shells are loaded, they
are first drilled as shown in the photographs
and then the drilled holes are pasted over by
paper stickers to prevent the powder from
being spilled after loading.

When the shells are loaded, a lead crusher
is inserted between the plunger and the
screw. The screw is turned down onto the
plunger until the lead pressure gauge is firmly
held in place. The loaded shell is then inser-
ted into the chamber of the pressure gun and
the charge is fired.

The explosion drives the plunger against
the end of the lead crusher, which naturally
compresses it. This lead slug is then meas-
ured and the new measurement gives the
amount of compression. These measure-
ments when compared with the table for
that set of crushers give the pressure per
square inch. The pressure gun is usually
known as the V.P. (velocity pressure) gun,, as
the velocity and pressure can both be deter-
mined from it by the use of a chronograph.

Types of Pressure Guns.
There are two general types of pressure

suns in use in this roiintrv Onp is the
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The Webley V. P. Gun

Webley gun, a photograph of which is repro-

duced herewith, which .weighs fifty pounds.

The other is the Baker pressure gun.

Both types are suspended on wires as

shown in the photographs. With them,

pressure can be taken at two or more

places in the barrel, the points at which

the barrels are drilled. The time necessary

for any load to travel the length of the barrel

of the gun can be determined, as well as that

which elapses between the blow of the hammer
and the time the shot emerges from the

muzzle. This gives the degree of quickness of

different powder loads, and the chronograph

also meastires the velocity (average velocity)

over any given range. In addition, the pat-

terning sheet will give the

pattern and the evenness of

a shot charge at any neces-

sary range. ^

a 3-dram load in a shell of the

same length. I have seen this

actually tried out on an indoor

forty-yard range.

Shotgun powders are made
to burn at lower pressures

than rifle powders, and there-

fore lead crushers are used to

test these pressures, while

copper crushers are used to

test the rifle powders that

burn under higher pressure.

When any set of pressiB-es is

taken to test a powder or a

given load of any lot of pow-

der, a series of ten or more
shots is fired and the results

compared to determine the

maximum and mean pressures

developed, which show whether
the lot under te^t is satisfac-

tory from the standpoint of

pressure. Testing for pattern and also for

velocity, as well as for pressure, is always

done before any lot of powder is passed' as

suitable for the market.

The ideal that the ballistic engineer or

chemist who designs the powders, works

for is low, even pressures, dense, even patterns,

and iven velocities.

The chronograph gives the velocities exact-

ly over any given range or any number of

ranges, the pressure gun gives the pressure at

any point in the barrel that it may be designed

to obtain, and the pattern sheet tells its own
story at any given range; therefore the ballis-

tic engineer can determine exactly what

results he has secured. He can tell by

One of the things a pattern

sheet will show is that a gun

with a Ihree-inch chamber

that will pattern 70 to 75 per

cent, with three-inch shells will

sometimes average about 55

to ()() per cent, with 2 5-8

inch shells. So, therefore, the

shooter who has his gun cham-

bered for any length of shells

should stick to this length

unless he finds by actual tests

his gun handles others equally

well. Oddly enough, a long

chambered gun will frequently

shoot a 3' J dram load in a

.^n M.
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previous chemical tests whether the powder

in use will satisfactorily withstand climatic

and temperature changes. All pow-ders are

tested for excess of moisture and for durability.

Bulk powders and dense powders are both

tested in exactly the same manner as, also,

are all gauges of shells from 10 gauge to 410

gauge. The ballistic engineers employed

by the large powder companies and by the

cartridge loading companies test and re-test

each combination of powder, shot, primers

and wads in so many pressure guns and

chronographs and under so many conditions

that their results have naturally averaged

themselves, so that the standard loads for

the different calibers have been developed.

Whenever some experimenter comes out

with a new combination of powder, shot, and

shells that he claims gives results that are

from 50 to 100 per cent, better than those

secured from the so-called standard loads,

it is well to take these statenients with a

certain degree of reserve, because if they were
tested in a velocity pressure gun, they would
likely show some striking results regarding

pressures and velocities of which the experi-

menter had very little knowledge. There
is nothing dark or mysterious about testing

powders or ammunition. Each combination
will tell its own story if given the opportunity.

The photographs reproduced herewith wert;

taken at the Ballistic Station of the Hercules

Powder Company, the manufacturers of

InfaUible shotgun powder, and will show the

kind of equipment that is used by the large

concerns in testing their products for Ameri-
can sportsmen.

A New Job for the Lead Bullet

J. R. Mattern

AGUN-LESS or at least a rifle-less or

shoot-less country is not exactly the

average man's ideal of a desirable con-

dition to wake up some morning and find

North America in, but for the hunter that is

what the war almost brought. The trouble

was principally with ammunition. It was
getting scarce last year ^yhen the war ended.

How scarce it was—how completely the fac-

tories had been turned from hunting and
target stuff to war materials by their owners

and by the Government—few realize, and only

another year or two of war would have shown
to shooters in general.

Now it may be urged that in war time

hunting and target shooting by the stay-at-

homes is not exactly in good taste, like dance

music at a funeral. Birt modern fighting has

peculiar ways of calling up this man and leav-

ing that one behind without much regard to

their knowledge of shooting, and there are

little matters of training the oncoming youth
in shooting, of recreation for the workers, and
of game as an addition to the food supply,

that make weighty arguments in favor of

some home shooting being a graceful and
handy thing after all.

Every genuine rifleman knows that he needs

his shooting during an emergency just as

much as during the piping and balmy times

of peace, even if certain good but thin-blooded

individuals think otherwise. And yet there

was a time when the needs of the Government
cut down the cartridge and shell supply almost
to the vanishing point. Perhaps the desire

of the thin-blooded pacifists above mentioned
to disarm all private citizens,hclped too^a little.

There are many who would like to see us all

living under Sullivan laws that applied to

rifles and shotguns as well as to short guns.

Maybe scarcity of metals and other materials

contributed, along with limited factory cap-

acity and a lack of enough skilled cartridge

makers. The sum of the matter is that in-

dividual shooting would have been almost
impossible within a few months, and the par-

ticular point to be emphasized is that it was
through our dependence on factory ammuni-
tion that the calamity almost happened.

Until the nineties or a few years later the

annual factory output had no such strangle-

hold on the activities of shooters, for the rifles

of those days handled bullets of lead that

could be cast at home. Most owners of rifles

also owned reloading tools and knew how to

use them so well that the factory product had
hardly an even break with the home-made.
Twenty years of progress in the shooting

world has changed all that. The .303, the

.30-40 and the .30-30 arrived, and then in

succession all that brood of higlifpowers that

shoot hard and straight and flat, and that re-

quire their lead encased in a skin of nickel

or cxjpper. Throughout Canada and the
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Uaited States it is the very, very exceptional

man who appears on the range or in the woods

with a lead bullet rifle any more. There are

such, of course, but there are ten who use

metal-cased bullets to every one of him.

To go back for a minute to the war condit-

ion, it has been proved that any one of sev-

eral influence can choke off the flow ot ammun-
ition from the factories for a number of years

at least. It would appear, then, that the man
with the rifle that used only metal cased

bullets is depending on a spring that may go

dr>'. Suppose another war happens along.

Suppose there are scarcities of metals, or

powders. Suppose there are strikes. Or

suppose some fanatical politician, unable to

achieve his dream of a gunless countrj' by

direct means, should succeed for a time in

throwing so many restrictions round the

sale of ammunition as practically to make
new cartridges inaccessible. It is easy to

see how any of these four causes, or of a
dozen others not named, might again produce

the same condition that the war nearly

brought about last year.

With these possibilities in mind, therefore,

a good many riflemen are backing up their

modern shooting equipment with one or

more smokesticks that are more independent

of the modern factory for seed. These re-

serves may not be used every month or even

every year, but they are on the job. Rifles

Five lO.'i-gru^ sluMS from u 'l.'j-70 li^fhl weifflit Winchester passed
this wa\ duririK .'JO seronds

—

(liHliincc 40 yards. The conl-burncrs
have "a black eye" on fienenil nrinciplos, Ijul um: overlooks their
HhortcoininAs in fuvor of their elTectivene.ss in the woods. It is rc-
freshinR to sec so niiieh dayh^ht throiifth n hiiMet iude tifter lookinf^
at (he pin-pricks innde hy tiie li2s and 2^m so nmcli of inle y«?fir8.

of .250 and the 30-1906 caliber, to take two
of the best examples of the newer cattridges,

have advantages over any strictly lead bullet

rifles, big advantages that make them worth

the preference of every hunter and target

shooter. And yet a 45-70 or a 38-40 provided

with cartridges beats the best Savage or

Model '95 Winchester that ever came out

when it is without ammunition. It is the

metal cased bullet that chiefly causes the

trouble. Powder, primers, empty shells

and lead can be stocked at home or can be

obtained from many sources even during

emergencies, but to keep on hand several

year's supply of metal cased bullets would
require a mint of money, and to get them
after the clouds gather is impossible.

One old hunter who has used a .30-06

Winchester carbine for years has lately

bought himself a .38-55 Winchester to keep

in reserve for this reason. Another fellow

who has a flock of high power rifles keeps a

.45-70 Light weight Winchester and a .32-20

Marlin back in a corner of the cabinet. A
third man owns and shoots a .22 High Power,

but has a .38-40 back at home that

could be useful in an emergency. Even the

Editor of the Gun and Ammunition Depart-

ment hangs on to his old .25-21. Still others

adapt a plan that will be mentioned farther

along. It is an idea in preparedness worth

keeping in mind. The crank is using it joy-

fully as an excuse to add a couple

more guns to his collection without

blushing. The one-gun man, with

his.30-30 carbine or his automatic,

is grimacing a little over the new
tax, but is wisely coming across in

numbers. He usually is the very

individual who should be in a

position to shoot at alt times,

and who would give up his cjiurch

or his vole as soon as his shooting.

Although many of the lead bullet

rifles are old fashioned coal-burners,

or were originally, it has been so

long since their chief points have

been discussed freely or compared

ith the high power rifles that

pays to take another look over

their score card. They are by no

means as dead or obsolete as much
of the talk in the magazines dur

ing late years would have us be-

lieve. In average accuracy a lead

bullet will not compare with a

jacketed bullet, especially at long

range, and yet the scores that may
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be cracked out at 100, 200, and 500

yards with ammunition largely put together

over the kitchen stove and table when
necessary, are astonishing. In the woods
it is a frank toss-up, from the efficiency

standpoint, between the old and the nCw
types of cartridges and rifles, though the

newer rifles have other advantages that make
them better as a whole so long as

they are available.

Take kilhng power. Whelen,

in his wonderful book, "The
American Rifle," has this to say:

(Page 366) "sportsmen

gradually came of the opinion

that such rifles, and particularly

the .30-40, exceeded in killing

power and of the larger calibers,

even the .45-70-500. I cannot

say that I personally share this

opinion. I have killed many
head of game in late years

with the small caliber, high velo-

city arms, and have never gotten

the large proportion of clean kills

that I used to get with the heavy
black powder rifles. With these

latter rifles the game has dropped

so quickly to the shot that I did

not see it go down on account of

the \iew being momentarily
blotted out by the recoil. In this

opinion I am backed up by quite

a few sportsmen of extended ex-

perience, and particularly by ^Ir.

James N. Kidder of the Boone
and Crockett Club, the first

sportsman to hunt Alaska brown
bear extensively. On these bear

Mr. Kidder used both a .30-40

Winchester Model 1895 rifle and

a 45-70-405 Winchester Model
1886 rifle. Mr. Kidder's exper-

ience was so extensive and so

fortunately comparative as to

leave no doubt whatever that

on large bear the 45-70-405 with

a muzzle energy' of 1560 fool

pounds was a much more killing

cartridge than the .30-40 which

has a muzzle energy of 1950 foot

pounds."

Each of the other lead bullet

rifles shares this ability of the

.45-70 to drop its proper game.

One of the features that helps to

make them deadly is that they are

what is often termed "easy to shoot" which

means that theirbalance and hang and confor-

mation make it easy to place their bullets well

and do it quickly. The targets printed here

show three five-shot groups fired in 30 seconds

each. None of them are remarkable for the

actual size of the groups, and yet they re-

present the deadliest kind of woods accuracy.

J

The old black powder repeaters arc easy t« shoot' Made with a
32-20 Marlin. Two groups on this target, one made with the sight
a notch above the adjustment for the other. Almost any of the bullets
would have hit the head of a squirrel, while each group as a whole,
represents a kill on anything the string might be fired at. Each group
of five shots was fired in 30 seconds at 30 yards.
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On game any of the three groups would have

meant clean kills. Other advantages are

that these bullets are not easily deflected by

brush, they usually pass right through the

animals hit, and leave blood trails from both

sides, they penetrate into the chest cavities

and the vitals of heavy animals,and they hog

up less meat than high velocity bullets.

Altogether the lead bullet rifle is a reserve

that no one should scorn to fall back on,

though it does lack many of the advantages

of the wonderful weapons we are privileged

to use when the Germans or the Bolsheviki

are not 1roul)ling us. If you see some fellow

going out after game with a lead bullet rifle,

it is safer to avoid betting against him getting

what he goes after. Your high power might

iniprovehis chances, and yet—well it is wisest

to pave any pity for some hunter with a

returning tale of woes about a fancy gun.

The best of the coal-burners are the .15-70

the .;58-55, the .32-40, and the .44-40, .38-40

and .32-20. In addition, for special refer-

ences, the .25-20, 25-21, .38-56, .40-72 may
be chosen occasionally, though the latter two
of these rifles will have to be bought second

hand. Factories have stopped making them.

Some fine light weight repeaters are available

for the first seven cartridges named, as well

as the regular weights. For instance the

.4.')-70 light weight Winchester Model of

1880 weighs only six and a quarter pounds,

and carries on your shoulder all day like a toy,

though it shoots about as well as the heavy
gun, especially in the brush. The Savage
.38-55 and .32-40 featherweight also is another

rifle easy to carry. Winchesters or Reming-
tons for the .44-40, 38-40, .32-20 can be

secured as light as five or six pounds—thor-

oughly efficient rifles, too, built for business.

In case the shooting will be mainly small

game, birds and target, a heavy single shot

rifle may be more satisfactory than a repeater.

Tnat is the shape the .25-21 should be pur-

chased in.

Certain of the high powfer rifles intended
for nothing but metal cased bullets can be

reloaded with powerful lead bullet ammuni-
tion that will give clean kills and good accur-

acy. For instance the 35 Remington, the

35 Winchester, the 33 Winchester, the 405
Winchester and a few others work well even
with black powder. The bullet molds to

buy are tlio.se for bullets without copper gas

check cups, although if second molds can be
liiiiight for each caliber, they should be the

<ni< s for bullets designed to use the gas checks.

One wants to be independent of the gas check

cup makers, though in a position to take

advantage of their benefits so long as they

may be available. The 35 Remington can
be loaded with a lead bullet in a way that

makes it fully as powerful as the .38-55,

and the 405 WinchJester can be made to about

duplicate the .45-70. If a man really must
confine his arsenal to one rifle, it had better

be one of this class.

It is a mistake to buy too light a cartridge.

The .25-20, for instance, is mighty fine for

squirrel shiiDting and for the trap line, but it is

out of place whenever one works on turkeys

or the medium and large game animals. A
lot of men go after deer with .32-20s that

should be ashamed of themselves, as they

wound and waste more game than they bring,

to camp. In this connection it is well to

remember that the.hbavier calibers can be

loaded with reduced charges that are very

accurate and serviceable. Much has been

done of late years- in developing reduced

charges for high power rifles, and almost

as much forgotten about reduced charges

formerly perfected for the coal-burners.

There is, for instance, the 210 grain bullet for

the .45-70, and even the 144 grain collar button

bullet for the same rifle, the real worth of

which will surprise anyone who has never

shot them. It is one thing to use a big caliber

rifle whose only voice is a tremendous bellow

and that kicks like a steer, and another to have

the big noise for the time when it is needed,

but at other times to make use of a rather

soft "plop" that slings a half-inch section

of lead about to where you want it with, a

recoil that is a mere throb.

To be properly independent of the cartridge

factories, one should have several hundred

empties on hand, which are kept free froTU

corrosion. A couple of thousand of primers

should be kept, which all should be of the

smokeless type. These will ignite black

powder and smokeless both, while black

powder primers will not ignite smokeless unless

one loads a good-sized pinch of black powder

between the primer and the smokeless. Lead
usually is available and cheap at any time.

It can be kept on hand or not, as desired. Tin

fpr hardening the bullets (or metal antimony

if used) should be kept without fail. Two or

three pounds usually is enough for use in

several years' supply of bullets.

The powder supply will offer no difficulties.

Some black rille powder should be on hand,

but it seldom will be needed. Smokeless

powders have been designed of late years for

the coal-burners and lead bullets that are
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superior, and they should be used in prefer-

ence to l)lack as long as they can be secured.

In most places there is no great amount of

trouble getting all one wants of them if he

goes about it right. The manufacturers of

the powder will help to make its purchase and

transportation easy in case local dealers do

not have it on hand. The standard smoke-

less for .25-20, .32-20. .38-40 and . U-40, and

for .45-70 lead has been considered Hercules

Sharpshooter, and for .32-40. .38-55, the 35

and 403 lead Hercules Lightning. These are

absolutely reliable and a can of either goes a

long way, though by some they are

considered a little hard on the barrels. Du
Pont No. 1 and Scheutzen are excellent,

though must be kept verv dry and will deteri-

ittc quicker than Sharpshooter and Lightning.

Du Pont No. 80 is excellent for light and

medium loads, but swells the heads of the

ishells and is otherwise not satisfactory for

full power ammunition, in spite of recom-

mendations to the contrary. DuPont No. 18

Is used by some in full loads for the larger

calibers. Other brands may be on the market
before long which will be better than any
named. Smokeless ammunition is particu-

larly of advantage over black in the woods
on foggy days and during morning and even-

ing, and it is the proper use of smokeless po-

der that makes a reduced load in big rifle

as good as a full power load in a smaller rifle.

The details of loading are given in the

handbooks and catalogs better than this

article could hope to describe them. Here
it is only desirable to mention maximum lead

bullet velocity and proper temper or alloy.

Soft pure lead makes the most killing missile,

every time, yet a little of the softness must be

:sacrificed to make the lead flow into the

molds better and to make it cling to the lands

of the rifles stronger, (^ne part tin to thirty

of lead is soft enough. If one part tin to

twenty of lead is used, or any harder alloy,

the bullet will not deform much even when
going through bones. The smokeless pow-
der' is capable of increasing the speed of the

bullets a great deal over black pbwder, yet

the load of it should be kept down to give

about the same velocity as black powder
gives, or the bullets may fly wild and may
strip and lead the barrel. A velocity of 1200

ito 1400 feet is very serviceable with a lead

bullet; a velocity of 1600 feet is not. This
statement applies to the coal-burners and to

the high powers mentioned when loaded with
lead.

These suggestions would not be complete
without reference to a feature of the 30'caliber,

which perhaps are the most numerous of the

strictly metal cased bullet rifles. The man
who knows how to load them need not lay

them away entirely in times of scarcity of the

jacketed bullets, so long as Lightning, No. 75

or No. 80 or some better smokeless powder
can be secured. One man with a .30-40 rifle

regularly uses a reduced load made up of a

soft lead bullet (about 1 in 25) weighing about

200 grains and about 11 or 12 grains of No. 75

powder. It is almost a duplicate of the .32-40

black powder cartridge in power, range' and
accuracy, hence in an emergency is an excell-

ent turkey and small-game load, and is. not

to be sneezed at for deer and bear. Black

powder can not be used with any satisfaction

whatever in 30 and 303 caliber high power
rifles.

Ease and speed in reloading depend on hav-

ing the materials and the tools handy. One
should have the regular tool with adjustable

chamber, and should not overlook proper re-

' sizing dies for shells and bullets, shell identers

and the odds and ends of equipment. Their

cost is money well spent. The tools and
materials should be kept handy, in a box or

boxes, as a carpenter keeps his tools. Every
few months a batch of bullets can be made.
It is then no trick to open the box and to

load a dozen or a hundred shells whenever
they are needed, while they will be sure

to fit into the rifle and to shoot accurately

if the tools are used with care.

One can get a lot of shooting for a little

bit of money with these rifles. Even the

big cartridges cost only a small amount.
For instance, 25-20s can be loaded for what
22 long rifle factory ammunition now costs,

and the 45-70s, and 38-55s and 405s total

only a couple of cents each at the outside.

Anyone can afford all he needs of such am-
munition. There is solid satisfaction in

knowing one has the means under his own
roof of shooting for years to come though

almost all sources of supply beyond his own
sky-line were to fail.
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An American Division's Experience With a British Rifle

Alfred B. Geikie
(Formerly Editor of Guns and Ammunition Department)

BACK in the good old U. S. A. once more
with an honorable discharge from Uncle

Sam's army in my pocket, the writer,

who has been in 0. D. for three years with the

exception of a few months' breathing spell in

"civvies" is able to turn his thoughts along

old grooves and in my case very pleasant

grooves they are. As I explaikied in a previous

article, written while I was at Camp Wads-
worth, Spartanburg, South Carolina,with the

108th Infantry, the outbreak of hostilities

found us with an entirely inadequate supply

of Springfield rifles on our hands and the out-

put even under pressure of war needs equally

insufficient for the huge army to be raised.

Therefore the majority of the doughboys
who left overseas were supplied with the

hybrid Enfield, not the true British arm but
as I have intimated a "hybrid" no more and
no less. A description of the arm is hardly

necessary. Most of Rod and Gun's readers

have seen cuts of the rifle in Mr. E. C. Cross-

man's excellent article in a former number of

Outers Book, I believe it was, and my article

covered the matter pretty well. Suffice it

that the arm had a one-piece stock, one point

of excellence over the Lee-Enfield's two-piece

stock, Springfield Magazine, Lee-Enfield pistol

grip (so-called) and fair rear peep sight not

graduated for windage.

The entire 27th New York Division turned

in their Springfields and were issued these

make-shift military rifles. I remember well

the feeling of regret with which I gave my own
1903 up to the supply sergeant. It was a new
rifle with a bore shining like a diamond and

I had tended to it as though it had been a

baby. We were then lined up and issued the

Enficlds, said rifles were coated with cosmoline

and we used up considerable gasoline cleaning

them. We drilled with these heavy arms the

rest of our slay in Spartanburg and when the

division sailed from Newport News,Virginia,

in the spring of 1918 the hybrids went with us.

After twelve days comparatively smooth
sailing and I might add two encounters with

subs, and one case of Boche intrigue on board

to make things interesting, we arrived at

Brest, France.

To make a long story short, we were finally

brigaded with the Fourth British Army,
Second American Army Corps and again

turned in our rides and were issued the Short

.M)^ Lee-Enfield used l)y the (•iitire Brilisn

forces. The readers are so familiar with this

rifle that I will not attempt to describe it.

This is simply a lone doughboy's opinion of

this rifle as he found it. My rifle was a brand
new one. The barrel, after I had removed the

heavy grease from the bore, was shiny and
beautiful to gaze upon. The slock was open
to criticism as to grain and I have already in-

timated that the misfit pistol grip of the U. S.

Enfield did not appeal to me. However, the

little arm was all to the velvet when it came
to the manual of arms. The little piece

snapped up to the right shoulder to "port"

and from "port" to the "left shoulder" with

a pep that was pleasant. As I remarked in my
previous article we carry our rifle when
marching at attention with the piece carried

at the right and left shoulder, with the arm
resting squarely upon the shoulder, not tilted

as is the custom in the British forces. The
magazine protruding as it does after the

fashion of the Remington Auto-Loader and
Winchester Model 1895 and also the Self

Loaders, gives the arm a rather undesirably

insecure feeling when carried "a la doughboy"
but with usage this tendency of the rifle to

flop over to the British slope became less

marked and we began to r«ther admire the

little arm for its lightness, handiness in per-

forming the manual aild ea^b of removing the

bolt for cleaning.

On the range the arm showed fine accuracy

though haiidicapped by inferior sights. In

rapid fire, I was usually out of the runriing as

my rifle must have had Mr.Crossmanl's"Jinx"

along as it jammed devilishly usually on the

fourth or fifth sViell from the magazine. In

fairness I may say that this trouble was not

so apparent when using but one clip of five

shells, it was when using the two clips with

one cartridge in the chamber that the trouble

was greatest. The recoil of this rifle was not

in the least troublesome as we still retained

our old slings in preference to the web sling

issued with the British rifle. In rapid fire I

usually "borrowed" a rifle l)clonging to one of

our cooks. The tendency of this rifle to jam
was not so marked though it too would "show
off" occasionally. This jamming lendenc^y

is not present with either our Springfield or

Enfield, froivl now on to avoid confusion I will

refer to the later arm as the Model 1917.

In Ihc lines I found sand or dirt a source of

annoyance as Ihe action would jam if the
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action were not kept absolutely free from

Flanders mud and I leave it to you fellows who
have been in the Hnes before Mount Kemmel
whether it was an easy job to always do this.

At the Hindenburg Line, September 29th, just

before going over the top which we did behind

tanks, I was knocked down by the wind of a

shell which burst close by on the opposite side

of the trench. My rifle of course fell from my
hand and though I did not at the time notice

it some dirt managed to work its way into the

action. A few minutes more we went over

and it seemed as though every machine gunner

and artilleryman in the German army were

trj-ing to anihilate L Company of the 108th

though of course other companies on our right

and left were catching it as badly. German
planes flew overhead bonibing us and being

engaged by allied planes. A squad of Yankee
doughboys actually brought a Boche machine
down with the rifle. We steadily advanced,

rifles slung over our shoulders, bayonets fixed.

The fire became so hot, the advancing line

was forced to flop in the old Yankee way on

the belly for a respite from the scathing fire.

It was not far from the Hindenburg line after

hitting the dirt and placing our Lewis gun
that a macJiine gun bullet caught me through

the ioot as a result of which I limp today.

Here where I had a chance to use my ri/le the

all-cussed Uttle brute refused to operate and
there out in Xo Man's Land, I swore off any-

thing but fool-proof, dirt-proof, rust-proof

and doughboy-proof rifles. To make a long

stoiy short, the Division gained its objective

at heavy cost. For the benefit of overseas

men who saw the country with the C. E. F. I

would say our objective was mid-way between
Cambrai and St. Quentin.

These rifles of course were chambered for

the regular .303 British ammunition. The
fact that the 29th New York Division was
with the British and not in close contact with

the American troops holding their own fronts

made it necessary for us to use this rifle and
ammunition. On the American sector proper

the Springfields and Model 1917 rifles were

used with excellent results. The Springfield

made good on all occasions and the only

complaint regarding the 1917 was its weight

which seems exc?ssive for a military arm.

The short Lee-Enfield would make an ideal

cavalry arm as regards weight aifli length.

The magazine system as it stands today from
my somewhat limited experience with the

piece I would say is decidedly inferior to the

Springfield system while this rifle's lightweight

and shortness makes it popular with the

doughboy who must needs carr>- it for many a

weary kilometer in all kinds of weather.

Those days I am thankful to say are a thing

of the past, not that I regret the experience

nor the fact that at the time of my country's

need I volunteered, but any returned soldier

who reads this will agree with me when I say

it is not the bullets and shrapnel music which

is always the hardest to bear. The cold, the

exposure, the hikes, all these tend to make
war what Sherman justly called it, and our

Sherman was never in the trenches at Albert,

East Poperinghe or Dickebush where we spent

days and nights of hell.

The old 27th Division is now only a memorj-
mustered out of the United States service but

if praise from such men as Pershing. Haig,

Rawlinson, Gellibrand, etc., carry any weight,

it is a fact that the record of this division on
Service was an enviable one.

Rifle and Revolver Dope

J. E. Henry

1
notice that some of the readers of this

department are interested in the use of

"Spitzer" (pointed) bullets in the .30-30

class of cartridges, and especially in the

Model 99 Savage rifle, as they can be used in

the magazine of this gun. Therefore the

writer believes it would not be amiss to state

what can be done -nith "Sjitzers" and other

"lighter than standard" bullets in these, as

well as some of the more powerful cartridges.

In the .25-35 Savage the 87 gr. Spitzer

bullet (as used in the .250 Savage) can be

loaded to a muzzle velocity of 2850 f.s.. which
far out-classes the .22 High Power, and as a

killer is about equal to the .250 Savage. This

is on account of the bullet not flying to pieces

so readily but penetrating much deeper, which
is due to the lower velocity. The small

amount of drift to the right will not be

noticed at deer shooting ranges, and for target

shooting it can be corrected by the wind gauge.

The 86 gr. metal cased bullets (as used in

the .25-20 Cartridge) can be used in the .25-35

and .25-36 at a muzzle velocity of 2575 f .s.
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That is about the limit for these bullets as the

jackets are not strong enough for higher

velocities.

Now here is a little warning. Maybe the

reader has noticed that the Editor of another

magazine has been freely recommending

a charge of 25 grs. Hercules Lightning Powder

with the 86 gr. M. C. bullet for the use in the

.25-3.'> cartridge. The writer had the Her-

cules Powder Company test this charge, w-ith

the result that pressures went high, yes,

55,000 lbs. per sq. inch for the first shot.

Needless to say the charge was reduced right

there to 22 grs. which gave an average pres-

sure on 10 shots of 37,910 lbs. with a maximum
individual pressure of 43,200 lbs. with an

average velocity for 10 shots at 53 feet from

the muzzle of 2524 f. s.

Now for constant use it is not advisable to

use a pressure much above 39,000 lbs. in the

Model '94 Winchester and the Model '93

Marlin. Therefore if the reader happens to

be using this 25 gr. Lightning charge, it is

advisable to drop it to 22 grs. or he can use

28 grs. Dupont Improved Military Rifle

Powder No. 16, which will give you 2575 f. s.

with a pressure of 37,540 lbs. per sq. inch.

These same 86 gr. soft point bullets are fine for

reloading your fired shells. Fill the shell with

Dupont No. 1 Rifie or 17 grs. Sporting Rifle

No. 80. YeS), if you can- shoot at all, these

reloads will stop that mowitch very nicely.

There has been much interest displayed in

having the .25 Remington Auto Loader

chambered for the .250 Savage cartridge.

This means considerable expense, and does not

alter that 10 inch twist, and the .250 Savage

cartridge develops a pressure of .50,000 lbs.

for which the Auto Loader was never intended.

The simplest way to get that coveted .250

.\utomatic is to use the 87 gr. Savage bullet

in the .25 Remington shell and speed it up to

.3000 f. s. Yes, it can be done.

I am not giving these extreme velocity

charges, as it may lead to a case of "shrapnel

in the dome" of some of the inexperienced who
may attempt to load them.

'J'he .250 Savage can be speeded up to

32.50 f. s., and the .280 Ross to 3,300 f. s.

The 7MM 1 13 gr. expanding Spitzer can be

pushed very close to 3,000 f. s.

'i'he .30-30 and .303 Savage can be loaded

with the 150 gr. expanding Spitzer to 2500
f. s. and they will work llirougli the Savage
magazine, but be careful, don't monkey here,

as th(^se charges were [)ritnarily intended by
the Dul'ont People for single shot purposes.

.30-30's can fa'c carried in the chamber for

the first shot followed by the- standard 170 gr.

bullet at 2275 f. s.

The writer personally considers the .32

Special as the best game killing cartridge in the

.30-30 class, and when that flat nose 170 gr.

bullet is speeded up to 2275 f. s., it does

fearful execution, but when loaded to 2400 f.

s. it is one of the very best cartridges for

"short range in the woods" that we have
to-day bar none.

There is a 140 gr. expanding Spitzer for the

6.5 MM Mannlicher, which can be pushed
along at 2700 f. s. In speaking of the .30-40

and Springfield cartridges, did the question

ever rise in your mind as to why the American
Government went to the trouble of designing

the Springfield cartridges when the same
ballistifs were obtainable in the .30-40 or

Krag cartridge with much lower pressures,

with the same brand of powder, and about

4 Yi, grains less of it, which means considerable

powder economy when millions of cartridges

are loaded in war time.

The difference in weight of powder charge,

and in the Krag and Springfield cases are

factors to be considered when cartridges by
the hundreds of thousands are to be trjyis-

ported over rough roads at the front. Maybe
some of the American Military men could

throw some light on this question.

The .30-40 will handle the 150 gr. Spit2er

up to 2825 f. s. and the 175 gr. Newton bullet

at 2500 f. s. The .30-1906 will push the 150

gr. bullet up to 3000 f s. and the Newton
bullet at 2730 f. s. There are some special

bullets which can Tie used in some cases ia

the 8 and 9 M M which far exceed the factory

loading in velocity. There is a 175 gr. soft

point Spitzer that can be used in the .303

British, and when loaded to the same velocity

as the Mark VII ammunition makes a nice

hunting load. In the .303 Ross this same

bullet can be speeded close to 2600 f. s. The
195 soft nose bullet (as used in the .303 Savage)

<:an b.) loaded in the .303 Ross to 2580 f. s.

Of course, the crimp groove is some distance

out of the shell, and is mil very pleasing to the

eye, but it is powerful medicine, and one pill

is sulTicient for that (iliarging bull moose.

There is a 200 gr. copper jacket bullet that

can be used in the .35 Ross and Winchester.

Model 95,tlie charge has not yet been clirono-

graphcd, but llie velocity exceeds 2500 f. s.

The ..33 Winchester can be speeded up to

23.50 f. s. and the .35 Remington to 2225 f. s.

Now I suppose somebody will want to speed
Ar. i\i\ 'jf\n
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f. s and it shoots fine in the 20 inch twist of

the "95 Marlin, but if it "must" be an '86

Winchester then buy the .45-70 and have it

chambered for the .45-90 cartridge and you

get the 20 inch twist, with the more powerful

cartridge, and accuracy equal to the .45-70.

Did I hear somebody say .405? Nothing

doing! Better get a 12 inch Naval gun,

weight 53 tons, length 44.5 feet, bullet Spitzer,

42 inches long, 870 lbs. powder, 310 lbs.

(No, it's not "Bulls Eye" or "Pistol No. 3")

muzzle velocity 2700 f. s. If this is not power

enough ask Newton to build you something

special.

By the way, we are going to have some new
Boh Actions soon, of Winchester, Savage,

and Remington make. The Savage People

wUl discontinue their model 1899 rifle in

.25-35, .32-40 and 38-55 calibers. The Win-
chester Company will drop the Single Shot

falling block model and also the '86 Model in

all calibers but .33. Mr. Charles Ne'W'ton is

going to give us some new guns, one of which"

^

is a .22 caliber repeating pistol,which uses a

70 gr. bullet at 2,000 f. s. that should be

"some gun."

Guess there are some users of the revolver

who are interested in speed too. Well, there

is not much doing with the ordinary' revolver,

but that "Single Action Army" and "Bisley

Model" Colt in .32-20 and .38 Special calibers

are vastly different than the ordinary six

shooter. Using the regular 100 gr. M. C.

bullet in the .32-20 and the 130 gr. M. C.

bullet (38 Auto Colt) in the .38 Special they

can be speeded close to 1400 f. s. which mtII

give striking energj' equal to the .38-40,

.44-40 and .45 Colt factory Cartridges, and

with about half their recoil. You have the

advantage of the flatter trajectory, and the

higher velocity gives more shock to animal

tissue, consequently they equal the big

calibers in killing power. Nuff Sed!

Another .22 Bolt Action

Frank Elwell

(Reprinted from The Arms and The Man)

A RECENT issue of The Arms and The
Man commented editorially on the .22

caliber bolt action, and made the state-

ment that the time was ripe for the develop-

ment of such an arm.
^

A couple of years ago the writer conceived

the idea of remodeling a Springfield 1903 by
putting on a barrel chambered for 22-15-60

center-fire Stevens ammunition. We are

giving you a photograph of this gun, the story

of which is about like this

—

^

A model 1903 Springfield was purchased

from a neighbor boy for $1.00. The gun had

gone through the Dayton flood of 1913 and

as a useful gun, it looked like a total wreck-

The object in buying the gun was to cut down
the stock, which was badly warped and split,

to get patterns from which to remodel the

stock of my military Springfield to a sporting

stock. After some of the rust was removed
and the mud sandpapered off it developed

that the gun had considerable possibilities

yet, and the more it was manicured the more
enthusiastic the manicurist became.

Finally it was decided that on account of

the history of the gun, it having survived the

flood, it would be a good proposition as a

souvenir. This necessitated fixing up the
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stock by putting in a plug here and a Dutch-

man there to stop the cracks, and a block of

wood back of the trigger guard to be cut

down as a pistol grip, the comb to be built up

and various other wood surgery stunts, such

as checking, to be accomplisned. This was
done quite to the owner's satisfaction.

Then the action of the gun was cleaned up,

polished and reblued and found to be in

excellent working condition. The next thing

wa3 the barrel. We have two local gun sharks,

who bore out barrels, put in a tube and re-

rifle them, and strange to relate each of them
modestly admits that the other is the better

workman of the two. One of said sharks put

in a nickel steel tube in my barrel, rebored it

for .22 with a twist of 1 in 12 and chambered /

the breach for 22-15-60.

Then came the ammunition. The factory

ammunition did not group its shots quite as

well as an ordinary sling shot. If we had not

had quite as much confidence in the gunsmith

we would have been inclined to blame the

barrel, but decided to stay with it a while

before doing so at least. Bullet moulds and

re-loading equipment were secured. A num-
ber of bullet swages were made for sizing and
swaging the bullets, and we started out with

a program as follows:

Bullets would be made of pure lead, of 30

lead to 1 of tin, 20 to 1, and 10 to 1. Then
of each mixture some bullets would be used

as cast, some sized to .228, some to .227, also,

two diameter bullets (a la Dr. Mann) and bore

diameter bullets. Each of these mixtures

and sizes would be tried out with King's semi-

smokeless powder. Du Pont No. 80, No. 1,

No. 18 and No. 21 and 75, Schutzen and

several others. The program as mapped out

was not followed entirely but wherever a

promising lead appeared it was followed to

the bitter end.

.\t first, charges of powder recommended
by the manufacturers were used, careful

measuring done with the [lowdcr measure,

and in some cases the cliarges were weighed.

Groups obtained averaged anywhere from 2

to 10 inches in diameter, at 100 yards, some
of (vhich were encouraging and some were not.

We have now found a load which will give

2-inch groups at 100 yards. We have even
gotten one or two lucky IJ^inch groups.

The best bullet mixture seemed to be 10 to 1

and we are sizing our bullets all to .22.

This test shooting was done with muzzle

and elbow rest and telescope sight to eliminate

the personal equation as far as possible. We
have about completed our experimental work
with the gun and believe we have worked up a

gun and load which will be fine as a semi-

sporting rifle to knock over crows and ground
hogs at unknown distances up to 100 yards.

Some difficulties have developed in making
the gun a repeater. At present it is working

as a single shot. We have some patterns

made up and believe we will be able to cut

down the magazine so that the gun will func-

tion properly and repeat for at least two or

three shots. If any company manufacturing

reloading tools gets into shape to take care of

the trade, we hope to continue some ex-

periments with a barrel on a Springfield action

chambered for Savage 250-3000 shell. It

appears that this ammunition will function

in the Springfield action without alterations

and this gives opportunity for unlimited

experimenting because of range of weights

and types of .25 calibre bullet available from
25-30 up to 25-35 in lead, gas check and metal

patched.

We understand that one or two of the big

gun manufacturers are going to bring out bolt

action rifles and one is already taking orders

for a .22-bolt action which looks good. We
do believe that to be a success as a targat

gun as well as an outside gun, tne .22 as well

as any^other calibre must be a real gun in

weight and strength, with a heavy barrel

nearly straight instead of tapered to small

diameter at the end.

If any of the other cranks have had any

similar experiences we would like to hear their

discussion.

Queries and Answers

The .25-20 Winchester

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dt'/)/.

I would like a little information regarding

the reloading of shells for the .2.5-20 model

1893 Winchester rifle.

Where can I get black powder primers and

Would 17 grains of F. F. G. black powder

be a satisfactory load for this cartridge and

where can I get this powder?
WhaLis the proper portions of lead and tin

for the .25-20 bullet? Why is a pure lead

bullet not used? (Because it is too soft. Ed.)
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have asked the publishers but they have no

more in stock.

One more question and I will close. Is

there any difference between the shooting

qualities of the 6 and 8 inch type Stevens

pistol?

A Reader.

Brantford, Ont.

Reply—For the loading of the .25-20

Winchester cartridge in U. M. C. shells use

the No. 1 U. M. C. Primer. Your load of

17 grains F. F. G. black powder would be

perfectly satisfactory for use in this cartridge.

Either the Sales Department of the Hercules

Powder Company, Wilmington, Delaware or

the Rifle Smokeless Division of the E. I.

Du Pont De Nemours Company, Wilmington,

Delaware can supply you with F. F. G. black

rifle powder. For the .25-20 using black

powder, cast your bullets about one part tin

to 30 or 40 parts of lead.

I do not know where you could secure a

copy of the Ideal Hand-book; if you cannot

secure one from the Ideal Manufacturing

Company.
In regard to the difference between shooting

qualities of the Stevens pistol with 6 and 8

inch barrels, the 8 inch barrel will prove the

more accurate.—Editor.

Reply.—I would select the .35 Remington
or the .256 Newton for Moose and the .2.50-

3000 or .256 for deer out of those you have

named.
I would prefer a .22 S. & W. pistol or a .22

Colt .\uto to the .32 Colt .\uto for a trap live

sidearm.—Editor.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

WTiat rifles are the best to have, for small

and large game shooting?

In January J3sue, W. A. Mason stated that

small bore, high power rifles were not suitable

for large game, having stated that many
hunters have followed the blood trails for

days, and not getting their game.

What would you suggest as a proper rifle?

I would prefer a Savage .250 for deer, .35

Remington Automatic for moose and a .256

Newton also for moose.

Hoping you will pick the most suitable, all

round ritle for Moose, Bear, Deer, out of the

following and if yours is not included, please

let me know as soon as there is room in your

valuable magazine.

.22 H. Power Savage.

.250-3000 H. Power Savage.

.303 Savage.

.30-30 Winchester or Rem.

.35 Remington Auto.

.256 Newton.
What do you think about .32 Colt Auto for

belt gun when on trap line?

Thanking you in advance, I remain,

Ycurs,

W. J. V.

Toronto.

The Shotgun on Woodchucks.
Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

My May copy arrived today, and I looked

it over tonight. I read the article on "Wood-
chucks" first, as these are animals everj'one

around here are very familiar with. Some
farms are alive with these little animals and,

no doubt, the proprietors would give quite a

lot to get rid of them. However, if they

would spend a few evenings in May or June
shooting them, they would soon clear them
out. I shot sixty-five last summer on my own
place with sixty-five shots and only one was
able to get in his burrow-. The whole thing

is to have a Uttle patience, a good gun, and
ammunition. My gun is a full choke Model
10 A Remington Pump Gun, 12 gauge, and
the best load I have found for woodchucks is

25 grs. Ballistite, IM oz. of 7yi chilled shot.

At 30 yards with this outfit, it's a poor shooter

that allows any groundhog to escape.

If the groundhog has its burrow around the

face of a hill, any kind of a hunter can get

within 30 yards before the groundjiog will

discover him, and I have on diiTerent occasions

got within 10 feet before Mr. Woodchuck
saw me. If you happen to strike a wise old

woodchuck out in a big open field where he

can see you coming, take off your hat, put

the gun to your shoulder, and covering the

groundhog advance tUI you are within range.

If the groundhog has never been shot at, he

will very seldom retreat below ground till you
are twenty yards from him. However, if he

does walk up near his burrow, sit down, and
covering the mouth of the burrow you will

only have to wait a few minutes till he \wll

appear. Of cour.se, you want to sit still and
continually watch the hole, or he may show

his head and seeing you, get back before you
know he has seen you.

I have a neighbor near me who has a 20

acre sand field on his place, and I think on

that 20 acre field there were 200 woodchucks.

We had been shooting at them with a .303

Savage Carbine, but didn't hurt them much.

Then he tried a shotgun loaded with buckshot

with not much luck. He laughed at nle when
I told him to use 7 1 > shot. So to prove to him

one day at noon we went back, I look my gun

and I walked across 40 rods and back, and
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with 18 shots I killed 17 right where they stood

and the other one was hit hard, as we could

hear him gasping for breath in the hole. I

got twelve oh my place this year, and I am
glad to say I have not noticed any more
around for three weeks. Though my neigh-

bors have so many, I expect an odd one along

now and then.

Perhaps this letter will help some other

farmer to get rid of these chaps who do so

much damage to our crops, and at the same
time afford them a fine evening's sport.

C. V. B. McRitchie.

Muirkirk, Ontario. '

A Few Hours Crow Shooting.

So much has been written about crow

shooting in your magazine, that f hope you
will permit me to relate some experiences I

had with this kind of sport.

During the month of October 1915 I was
domiciled on a farm about 3 miles from the

St. Lawrence river.

I had plenty of time on my hands for the

first 3 or 4 days, until I secured my favorite

companion, my double barreled hammerless
shot gun, and a good supply of shells loaded

with No. 4 and 5 shot.

There were large numbers of crows in this

vicinity, but they were very wild. Perhaps

you have seen the autumn flight of crows,

which usually starts about 10 o'clock each day
and continues until dusk. They all seem to

travel in "the same direction and it is my
opinion that they congregate in some large

swamp where it would be warm' during the

night. It seemed to me a pity not to be able

to have any sport, when there were so many
of them around, but they would be out of

range when flying over fields or cleared land.

So I thought of another plan for securing good

.shooting.

Selecting a small thickly-wooded mai)le

ijrove right in the line of flight, I walked into

the grove about 100 yards and found an
opening about '20 yards in diameter, where I

could plainly .see them Hying over. I had not

waited long when a large one flew over and a

quick shot brought it down with a broken

wing. This bird was immediately retrieved

and I tied a stone to his leg to act as an anchor.

Crows do not like to see one of their number
in distress and when I placed this one in the

o|)cn field at the edge of the grove, 1 waited

for them. When they came over the edge I

li;iti plenty of .shooting.

As soon as Ihcy sighted the dcroy tliey

would call and receiving no answer, they

would circle back over my head and I will say

that I had some splendid sport.

When the time arrived for me to leave for

the house, for early supper, I counted 19

crows that would never pull up any more
farmer's corn, nor kill any more beautiful

song birds, nor rob any more nests.

The next afternoon I killed eight more.

My reason for telling this is that it may-help

some shot gun enthusiast to rid us of a few

more of these nuisances as well as provide a

means of securing some splendid wing shooting.

A Scatter Gun Enthusiast.

Information on the .303 Savage.

Editor, Guns & Ammunilion Depl.

I would like some information on the ..303

Savage. Is this rille heavy enough for

moose?
Is there any difference in the accuracy and

speed of the feather weight model and the

regular rifle?

Would you kindly give me the trajectory

and velocity of this cartridge?

A Reader.

Detroit, Mich.

Reply.—You will find the .303 Savage a

very satisfactory big game rifle. Mr. W. G.

C. Manson, Lillooet, B. C. used this rifle for

many years for big game hunting arid u^jon

one occasion he was reported to have killed

18 head of large game with 20 cartridges.

This included two grizzlies.

The muzzle velocity of this cartridge is

1950 ft. per second, and the muzzle energy

is 1650 foot pounds. The 200 yard trajectory

height is 6 inches and the 300 yard trajectory

height is 16 inches. —Editor.

The .303 Ross Rifle.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dcpl.

Would you mind giving me a few tips on the

.303 Ross rifle? What I wish to know is;

1. Will it use the .303 British cartridge, as

I have heard that the rifle is chambered only

for their make of .303 Ross cartridges? Can
you tell me positively whether it does or not?

2. Will the magazine feed properly? A
couple of years ago, I owned one Army Ross

rifle and the magazine of same would not

function properly, about one shell would come
up, out of ten.

3. Do they put out dilTerent grades of .303

rifles, and if so, which is the best model, I

mean which will stand the tearand wear best?

I use a .30-1906 and use only the 'i'20 grain

bullet, in it which gives 2198 V. S. and that is

plenty good enough for mc.

P.S.—I read once in Rod and Gun, I believe.
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an article about the reloading of the .30-1906.

The party in question was complaining that

the shells could not be made to fit again, on

account of stretching, after being fired in a

Winchester rifle. I have never reloaded one

myself. Is this true? Have you ever seen

or used a bullet like this:

METAL CASE

LEAD
I did in the old country.' I think they do

more damage than a soft point. If they

strike a bone or any hard substance the

steel point keeps driving, but the lead

part of the bullet deforms and mushrooms

itself something awful.' I have seen deer shot

with it. through and through, and believe

me. where the bullet came out, it made a hole

bigger than your two fists. The rifle using

those was a Mau.ser straight pull 7.50 m.m.

If you have any facility in making bullets,

do try some, you would be surprised at the

result. These bullets are like those of the

220 gr. ,30-1906 cartridge.

E. B. Cornaz,

Glenora Park.

Brockville. Out.

Reply.— In reply to your request, the .303

Hoss l^ille uses the .303 British Cartridge.

The Winchester Repeating Arms Company,
the Dominion Cartridge Company, and the

various other Cartridges Companies make this

ammunition.

In answer to your second question, I have

not heard of any trouble in regard to the pro-

per feeding of the cartridges from magazine to

Ihe barrel.

In answer to your third question, the Ross

Ride Company put out several grades of .303

Rifles, the best one of which had a checkered

stock with full pistol grip, but I do not re-

member what the model number was, and do
not have the Ross Rifle catalog at hand as

this letter is being answered.

In regard to the difliculty of reloading

shells, that were shot in the model 189.5,

.30-1906 Rifle catching in the chamber. This

is due to the fact that the action of this rifle

is such that the shells stretch sufficiently in

firing to cause this difficulty. This trouble

is found in the Lever Action Rifles, that use

high intensity cartridges. It is not found in

Bolt Action Rifles,

t
I have not used the type cf bullet that you

speak of, but I do not see how this bullet

could be used satisfactorily in the high power

rifles, for a full charge load, as apparently the

base of the bullet is lead, which precludes the

use of this bullet at velocities in excess c»f

about 1550 foot seconds, due to gas cutting.

I suppose that the bullet you mention was

used in the large caliber low velocity rifles.

—

Editor.

Cleaning a .30-30.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

I own a .30-30 Winchester Carbine, model

1894; and if I clean it I will have to clean it

from the muzzle, or, I will have to remove the

breach-block. Is it easily removed? I have

a Marble's brass rod and would it be safe to

clean the rifle from the muzzle with it?

Does a pull-through clean a rifle as well as a

cleaning rod? When cleaning a rifle, is it all

right to use the wire brush? Is it all right to

use ammonia when cleaning a .30-30 Win-
chester Carbine?

Thanking- you for your information.

Yours truly,

Vivian Bartram, Jr.,

10 Lonsdale Road, Toronto, Canada.

Reply.—In reply to your request, you will

have no trouble in cleaning your rifle from the

muzzle, if you use a brass rod.

.\ pull-through does not clean a rifle as well

as a regular cleaning rod. You will not in-

jure the rifle by using a brass cleaning brush.

To use ammonia in cleaning your rifle you

will need to use a steel rod instead of a brass

rod.

You can secure ver>- good results in clean-

ing the .30-30 rifles by using "lioppe's number
9" Marble's N'itro Solvent Oil, "Winchester

Crystal Cleaner," or some other similar

preparation.

I would not recommend that you would

try to remove the breech-block from your

rille. In cleaning rifles of this type, these

Xitro cleaning fluids will do practically as

.good work as ammonia. However, you will

need to dean the rifle fortwo or three days in

succession to keep it in perfect condition.

Editor.

The Hill Revolver.

Editor, Guns & Amnuinilion Dept.

Is the Hill Revolver an (English made
weapon) with a three inch barrel, an accurate

fire arm?
Donald Laing.

Reply.— I have never heard any reports

concerning this weapon.—Editor.
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The 7.65 M. M. Mauser.
Editor, Guns & Ammunition Depl.

I appreciated the answers you gave me
sometime ago in regard to the .250-3000

Savage, so I thought I would ask your opinion

about the 7.65 M. M. Mauser Rifle.

I desire to know the weight of the bullet,

the trajectory height, the velocity, and the

striking energy of this cartridge, and its recoil

as it compares to the .35 caliber Remington.
What is the weight of the rifle, where,can it

be purchased, and what would it cost and
what is your opinion of it as a big game rifle?

I do quite a lot of coyote shooting, and have
been using a .30-30 Winchester, but the tra-'

jectory is too high for shooting over unknown
ranges. Then I tried the .250-3000, but for

some reason it does not always shoot to the

same place. Sometimes it shoots higher than
it does at others, and that rather destroys a

man's confidence, when one tries for two
hours to get a shot at a coyote, and then puts

the bullet over him, when it should have gone
through him. To say the least it is hard to

look pleasant for a couple of days thereafter.

E. S. Meiklejohn,

Wilkie, Sask.

Reply.—In reply to your inquiry the 7.65

M. M. Mauser is loaded in several ways. It

is loaded with a 154 grain metal cased Spitzer

bullet, that gives a muzzle velocity of 2790
foot seconds and a muzzle energy of 2660 foot

pounds. The 200 yard trajectory height is

2J^ inches and the 500 yard trajectory is 21

inches, which is less than Springfield. This

cartridge is also loaded with a soft point round
nose bullet weighing 210 grains which has a

muzzle velocity of 1980 foot seconds, and a

muzzle energy of 1877 foot pounds. It has a

200 yard trajectory height of 5% inches and a

500 yard trajectory height of 53 inches.

Both of these cartridges are more powerful

than the .35 Remington, and the longer the

range, the greater the difference becomes.

To oljlain the 7.05 M. M. Mauser, I would
suggest that you try Schoverling, Daly &
Gales, Broadway, New York City, and
Abercrombie & Fitch, New York City, who
may be able to supply this rifle. This weapon
with the Spitzer load will certainly take care

of your coyote shooting. The reason that

your Savage does not shoot consistently is

mostly bnniufie it is a lake down rifle and
taking it ajjart and jjulling it together, would
naturally change the sighting somewhat.

Any^rifle will show a daily variation in

elevation, hut the high power rifles will show
less than the low power ones.

If you screw it up tightly and don't take it

apart in cleaning, you will find that your
elevations will remain more constant.—Editor.

.22 Caliber Center Fire Rifles.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

In beginning my letter to you, I wish to

express my appreciation of your excellent

magazine. It certainly contains more for

the man who loves his rifle than any other

publication that I have seen.

Will you kindly give me some information

on the .22 Caliber center fire low power
cartridges'? How do they compare in accuracy

to rim fire .22's at ranges under 125 yards,

and to the .25-20 and the .25-21 at ranges over

125 yards. Would a Maxim silencer affect

their accuracy? Are they hard to re-load?

I hope you will advertise any books you
have for sale. I buy any books I can on

shooting.

James Askew,
Georgetown, Ky.

Reply.—The two rifles that you refer to are

the .22-13-45 Winchester, single shot, and the

.22-15-60 Stevens. These cartridges are

slightly harder to re-load than the .25 calibers,

as the bullets are harder to make exactly

round, as they are smaller. They are not

generally considered to be as accurate as the

.22 rim fire rifles, but possibly this is due to the

fact that very little attention has been paid

to these two calibers in late years, since the

later smokeless powders have been developed.

They are both splendid small game cartridges,

and are better for small game shooting, than

any of the rim fire cartridges, due to their

flatter trajectory and greater striking energy.

The Maxim silencer would not affect the

accuracy of the rifle if it was put on correctly

and kept clean, but it would not entirely

eliminate the noise of the discharge, as the

bullet leaves the barrel at greater velocity

than the velocity of sound.

The American Ride, by Lieut. Col. Town-
send Whelen. is the best book on rifle shooting

that is pul)lished. It is for sale by W. J.

Taylor, Ltd. Woodstock, Ontario, (publishers

of this magazine) at the price of $5.00.

—

Editor.

Various Answers.

Editor, Guns & Amnmnilinn Dept.

I have a Marlin Model 1893, .38-55 Cal.

Rifle with a Special Smokeless Steel Barrel,

26 inches long. Could this barrel be cut off

to 23 or 24 inches in Icnglli, and who could

do this for me in Ontario?

I low would a sight be attached to this cut-
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off barrel? Would a band sight like the

Newton be put on or would a slot be filed?

Could a regular steel sight be inserted? Could

this work be done by someone who is not a

gunsmith?

Would this rifle with Lyman peep and
Vickers Maxim front sight be satisfactory?

Is this rifle powerful enough for moose if it

is shot with high power cartridges?

How could a Ross Military Rifle be re-

modeled to a sporting rifle? Would these

military sights be satisfactory for hunting?

How could this rifle be cleaned of nickle

fouling?

Is Camp Perry Rifle Paste that is adver-

tised by P. J. O'Hare, 33 Bruce St., Newark,
N. J. as good to remove nickel fouling as is

ammonia? If not what would I use to re-

move nickel fouling?

Is it safe to use the .303 Savage Cartridge

in a rifle chambered for the .303 British?

When they shoot, they burst around the neck.

Is the resulting accuracy good?

What is the .35 Ross Rifle like in power?
I have seen it mentioned in an old number
of Rod and Gun.

Where and at what price may Col. Whelen's

Book "The -\merican Rifle" be purchased?

Are the U. S. Cartridge Company's, "N. R.

A. Cartridges" accurate up to 250 yards?

J. L. K.

Reply.—You could have this rifle cut olT to

22 or 24 inches but I would not advise you to

trj' it as you wll spoil the balance of the

rifle. Mr. James Brock, London, Ont. can

do this work for you. He would very likely

attach the front sight by filing a slot in the

barrel and attaching the sight the same way
as the present sight is attached.

Lyman peep and Vickers Maxim front

sights would make a very good set of hunting

and target sights.

This rifle is powerful enough for moose at

short range.

I have never seen a remodeled Ross Mili-

tary Rifle but do not see why it cannot be

remodeled. You would require a new front

sight and you should also have a new rear

sight. For removal of nickel fouling from

a high power rifle, the best method is the use

of the ammonia metal fouling solution. To
do this take a fired shell, plug the mouth of

the shell with a rubber cork. Place the shell

in the^ chamber and close the breech. Place

two or three inches of rubber hose over the

muzzle. Let the steel cleaning rod down the

barrel on to the cork. Then pour your barrel

full of ammonia fouling solution. .Mlow it to

stand in the barrel about 20 minutes and then

pour it our and dry the barrel and oil it. This
will remove the nickel fouling. You can also

remove most of it by scrubbmg the barrel with

Camp Perry Rifle Paste or Motte's Paste or

with Hoppe's No. 9 and a brass brush.

It is not satisfactory to use a .303 Savage

Cartridge in a rifle chambered for a .303

British Cartridge.

The .35 Cal. Ross Rifle shoots the .35-250

Cal. Cartridge that is used in the Model
1895 Winchester Rifle.

Col. Whelen's Book may be secured from

Mr. W. J. Taylor, Ltd., Woodstock, Ont. at

the price of $5.00.

U. S. Cartridge Company's N. R. A. .22

Cal. long rifle cartridges are fairly accurate

at 250 yards if there is no wind blowing and
if they are shot out of a very accurate rijQe.

This is also true of the mire accurate batches

of .22 Cal. long rifle Cal. Cartridges, manu-
factured by the other concerns.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

Comparisons.

Editor Guns <k Ammunition Dept.

I note in several issues of Rod and Gun that

you recommend the .33 Winchester as being

a ver>' good moose and deer rifle, and I would
Uke to ask a few questions about this rifle.

Could Ammunition be readily obtained for

it?

Is the recoil as heaw or heavier, than the

.32 Special or the .303 Savage, and how does

it compare in accuracy with these two ..cart-

ridges?

Which sights would be the best for use on

the .32 Special for hunting?

J. Broult.

Reply.—The .33 Winchester has slightly

more recoil than the other two rilles. How-
ever, it handles better than either one of the

others. I consider that it has the best action

placed on the lever action rifles. It balances

perfectly and the trigger pull is splendid.

Of the other cartridges, I would consider the

.303 Savage as beitig slightly more accurate

than the other two but there is very little

difference. The three are very fine rifles.

My choice of sights for the .32 Special

would be a No. lA Lyman peep sight and a

medium sized gold bead front.—Editor.



F. V. Williams

THE first frosts had come and
with them the glorious tints

of autumn. Everywhere the

l)laze of color was a picture that held

the eye of even the pleasure satiated

party up at the old camp. No taste

had I hey for the long trail and the

scattered shots that were to be had
at the few partridge about this season.

The man of the party plainly

told the guide—much to that chap's

disgust—that he had at least expected

to get his full number, all the law

allowed—when he went out after

ruffled grouse.

To break even, the guide had
remarked that he surely ought to gel

all that came within sight, judging

from the size of the artillery the

gentleman carried, referring to the

big twelve gauge automatic that the

man from the city was using.

A walk of five miles over the trail

with but three shots at partridge
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settled the question as far as the

man was concerned. He would
take no more tramps like that. The
place had been misrepresented to

him. He didn't believe there ever

had been birds in that particular

section and when the guide had re-

spectfully suggested that they try

for some of the big muskinonge or

bass, he met with a grouchy refusal.

As the gentleman said, the fishing

was probably as bad as the hunting
and he gave it up without a trial and
for the "next few days this man sat

around camp pooh-poohing eveiy-

thing connected with it, varying this

form of amusement by sitting on
the veranda of the dining house
smoking black cigars and dreaming
of the gay cabarets and midnight
carousals that he had left behind in

town. The others in the camp notic-

ing his state of mind gradually left

him to himself so much that he
finally decided on getting even with
the 'whole outfit' and the next morn-
ing after making this decision he
struck out after breakfast and walked
seven miles over a much worse road
than he had hunted over, to a place
where they kept 'loggers whisky.'

Now this gentleman was accustom-
ed to good whisky, also various other
forms of 'joy water,'and in the city

you could not have paid him to drink
a glass of this stuff that had been
made to jolt the sensibilities of the
husky loggers, when they came to

town for their monthly spree. How-
ever, this was all there was to be
had and he purchased two pint

llasks and departed. Even the pro-

prietor smiled to himself as he saw the
gentleman "legging it" back to-

ward camp without so much as tak-
ing a drink at the bar, and wondered
what the game was.

Not a drop did the gentleman
touch that day. He arrived at

camp late in the afternoon, sat around
as usual and scowled at everybody
that came near him. The ladies of

his party went away for the afternoon,
with some others from a nearljy camp
oa a little canoeing excursion and
when they came back the grouchy
one had gone to bed.
The dawn of another day saw him

flying about with an energ>' that made
the early risers about the camp
wonder what had come ever him.

Now in his loafing about the camp
he had heard of 'The Big Drummer'
the wise old partridge that had fooled

the dog and his master last season,

that you read of in Rod and Gun
1918?"

Now he, the man with more money
than any of these other fellows in

camp, more money than any two of

them, yes, any three of them put
together, why he could buy out the

whole place, and this sentimental

bunch of wood lovers who came up
here season after season "just to be in

the woods." He grinned to himself

as he took in the landscape from the

front of the little log cabin he occu-

pied with his party.

There was the lake, and yes, there

was lots of trees with yellow and red

leaves on them. There was also

some green trees "Christmas Trees"

as he had heard one oT his witty lady

friends remark one time in looking

at a famous painting that was attract-

ing more attention than herself at an

art exhibit. How astonished some
of the people looked as they heard

the remark, and how this "splendid

girl" had turned to him and asked

so innocently "Are all the trees up in

Canada Christmas Trees, like those

in the painting?" Really, it was the

smartest thing he had heard at the

exhibit. If she were only here now!
Well things would be different, they'd

just takelhe first train back to town
and let this, camping business go

hang and they'd have a 'real time.'

Bah! that mist rising off the lake dis-

gusted him. What people could see

in this sort of stuff to admire was
beyond him and he wanted none of

it. He came up here with the full

intention of carrying back some forty

or fifty partridge and as he could not,

he would fool the crazy molly-coddle

of a nature lover that he had heard
talking about the "Big Drummer."
He had refused to drink with him,

and he'd fix it so that "guy" would
not get the "Big Drummer" or his

name was spelled differently than he

thought.

He knew the trail the other would
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take that very morning, and he also

knew a shorter one that crossed the
other before coming to the range that
was said to be "pre-emptied" by the

big partridge and his families.

He turned and re-entered the cosy
little log-cabin and going to his

bed he fumbled beneath his pillow

and drew forth one of the flasks he
had purchased the day before. Draw-
ing the cork he took a long "pull"
at the bottle and accustomed as he
was to "powerful medicijie" it half

strangled him. He made a wry face

and remarked as he replaced the
bottle in its hiding place, that it was
wonderful what these loggers could
stand in the way of drink. "Well,
it has the 'kick' anyhow, and that's

the first real 'live' stuff I've seen up
here," and as the whisky warmed him
up he began to actually feel full of

'pep.'

The early ones at the breakfast
table were astonished to have him
greet them with a smile and he even
forgot his dignity so far as to joke
with the waitress, and she became so

excited that this great man should
notice her, that she spilled part of a

cup of hot coffee in his lap and he
roared with laughter at an accident,

that the day before would have sent

him off into a towering rage.

Half way through this morning
meal he saw the young fellow who
was out after "The Big Drummer"
finish his breakfast and hustle off to

his cabin to get ready for his start,

and as he watched he saw the fellow

and his wife both with their guns pass

the window on the way to the woods.
They were evidently off for the day as

they had a camera and a light knap-
sack along with them.

It came pretty nearly spoiling the

effects of his "eye-opener" that sight

of man and his wife starting out on a

shooting trip together, his wife stayed
at home when he went on a trip.

Why shouldn't all women, and he
even started to ridicule the parties

that had just left, but the flat silence

that followed this attempt warned
him that he was on the wrong track

and he changed the subject.

Finishing the last of his breakfast

in a hurry he rushed to his cabin,

filled his shell vest with ammunition,
donned his velvet shooting coat and
with both bottles of his medicine in

the side pockets of his coat he started

out. For the first half mile or so he
travelled at an ordinary walk, from
that time on until he reached the

cross roads he fairly ran, and after

arriving here and satisfying himself

that no one had passed that way
ahead of him he took a couple of

good drinks from one of the bottles

of "Courage" and looking to sec that

his automatic was full of shells he
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proceeded to hunt as he had not
hunted before in his life. Every
brush heap and fallen log was care-

fully gone over for the possible sight

of a partridge, or sign of partridge,

and at the end of an hour's hunt he
came to a place where a small stream
wound through moss covered banks
toward a big swamp some miles below.

Xow it had been a w-et spring,

dozens of young partridge chicks had
died and then there were others taken
by "wild domestic" cats that had a

"hang out" in a nearby thicket.

Altogether it had been a rough season
for ruffed grouse.
The Old Drummer as usual had

chosen well, his harem of some three
or four females had located their

nests on a high ridge along the swamp
and as a result the chicks had had a
fighting chance and they had pulled
through the wet weather, avoided,
t'nanks to the old hen partridges'
cunning, the cats. Now there were
three conveys of from five to eight
plump birds feeding and gaining their

full growth on the banks of the little

stream.

The Old Drummer himself was on
guard as the fat man with the auto-
matic shotgun in the velvet hunting
suit turned the bend in the little

woodland trail perhaps thirty feet
away. He had been walking as
noiselessly as any cat, thanks not to

his condition, which was bordering
on drunk,—as one of the flasks was
nearly empty now,— but the roadway
here was a mess of moss and damp
leaves, making ideal stalking for the
still hunter, even in the condition of

our friend.

Up went the barrel of the auto-
matic, but the flash that followed
was not quite quick enough to catch
the old sentinel, splintered twigs
scattered as the charge of Xo. S shot
struck the brush below where the big
fellow had been perched, and then
followed a regular circus of excite-

ment as twelve partridge, one after
the other, burst from surrounding
cover and tore away in as many diff-

erent directions. The automatic was
a good gun, but in the hands of this
fellow crazed now with the logger's
whisky that he had been absorbing

all morning, it was merely an instru-

ment to make a noise with, one
grouse going straight away, a dead
easy shot even for an ordinary marks-
man—and he of the velvet suit

did not consider himself ordinary in

anything, was he not a "crack"
at the traps? Why this was easy
and as he tried to line up on this

living catapult he felt sure of him.
Three times in as many seconds he
pressed the trigger and at the third

shot his gun was empty and he saw
the partridge make a^ whirl to the
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right a hundred and fifty yards
away among the tall timber and
disappear.

With a curse he shoved in six more
shells and forgetting to put the
safety on, he pulled the gun off

accidently and at the seventh report
of this big twelve gauge a young
grouse that had been lying close dur-
ing the fusilade got up and made a
break for cover, two more shots from
the "sportsman" greeted him as he
hurried away, two more misses and
then the man with the gun sat down
on a log, shoved the 'safety' on his
weapon onto safe with trembling
fingers. Then weakly cursing his
owji shooting, the gun, the Big
Drummer, and everything in sight, he
reached for his second flash. He got
the cork out, took a drink, tried to
replace the cork, dropped it, and in
reaching for it fell backward over the
log he was sitting on, and after a few
feeble attempts to regain his seat
he lay still.

***

The man and his wife had had bad
luck. Not one shot had they had
all forenoon. They ate their lunch,
took a few pictures and in the after-
noon, decided to return by way of
the big swamp.. They had heard the
volley of shots over there in the fore-
noon but never guessed they were
fired by anyone from their' camp.
Thinking that perhaps it was some
new camping party out trying out a
new gun, judging from the speed the
shots were delivered at, they could
not be shooting at partridge.

The little lady had the lead and
was going slowly, watching both sides
of the trail, and of a sudden about
forty yards away silling on a log
in the shadows she could discern
the shadowy form of a huge partridge
evidently walciiing her. Slowly, as
she had been coached to do when
drawing a bead on standing game, she
swung around and the slim barrels of
the little twenty gauge lined up on
the shadowy fowl under the branches
of the old cedar. There was a Hash,
and the shadow fell off the log, and
rushing through the brush as (|ui<kly
as possible the lady with the lillle

twenty gun picked up the most

wonderful wild grouse she had ever
beheld. Truly he was a beauty,
and as she regained the trail her
husband came up and together they
sat down and admired in detail the
proportions and plumage of the most
lieautiful partridge they had ever
seen.

A half mile further on the man
emptied three shells of his sixteen
gauge at two partridges that got up
in front of him and bagged them both,
but thfh was all thay saw to shoot at.

Other "birds" got up but they seemed
extra w^ary and wild and kept out of

range, unlike the old cock that the
twenty gauge had dropped when he
sat presumalDly thinking he was hid-
den in the shadows. There was no
other birds close enough to tr>" a
shot at.

The two "pals" crossed the little

stream on a fallen log, a natural foot-

bridge, and the man in the lead
ascended a little rise in the bank and
topping a log a short distance away
was what the hunter mistook at

first glance to be an animal. With
gun all ready he watched for it to

move and then the things gradually
took shape. It surely, or they surely
did look like a man's feet encased in

heavy laced boots. With dread
clutching at his heart the man ran
forward. He remembered the shots
of the morning, surely, surely it

couldn't have l:)een an accident, and
as the man and woman lifted the
head of the man by the log and saw
and heard his heavy breathing and
discovered the empty flask they
both were relieved to find it was more
comedy than tragedy. The man
of millions, drunk, lying in his velvet
suit drunk, fallen over a log with his

three hundred dollar gun beside him
and a cheap whiskey flask.

Rouse him they could not, so they
took off his coat, made a pillow for

him and hurried back to camp.
Three hours later the guides brought
in the "drunken grouch" and put
him to bed as his party were out on a

three day trip to another lake.

Two da>s later, waiting for the

train at llu- little station the man and
his wife were approached by the

"gentleman" who with a snarl on his
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fate informed the' husband that if it

hadn't been for the d—d loggers
whisky he'd never have gotten so

much as a look at that "Big Drum-
mer."

Well their waj-s parted in the big
city. The millionaire is having a

real time now and he is getting hor-
ribly fat, but that's his affair. What
we >vant to say is that two lovers of

the 'big. outdoors often sit and look
at a wonderful big partridge mounted
on a natural birch branch that cost

them quite a bit to have mounted,
but is always with them as a reminder

of one wonderful day in October, the
"color" month in the big North
Woods.
And in those same woods over by

the J:)ig swamp you'll find the off-

spring of the "Big Drummer" to this

day. The finest game bird of the

woods. Yes and we'll go so far as to

say he's away ahead of any importa-
tions from Europe or anywhere else.

He gives you fine sport, is great

eating and has got tricks up his

sleeve that makes others look cheap.

Let's protect him a bit and keep him
with us. He's sure a grand bird, hey?

Prince Will Use Grand Trunk Lines in Ontario

His Royal Highness Will Be .Accompanied by Mr. H. R. Charlton Represent-

ing the Railway

The Prince of ^Vales on his visits to the

principal Ontario cities will use the lines of the

Grand Trunk Railway System. His Royal

1



Shooting Upland and Yellow Leg Plover

Reginald Gourlay

THE pursuit of these birds (es-

pecially the former) though
not a dangerous sport, has its

moments of excitement, and requires
better shooting often than the com-
paratively tame sport of duck shoot-
ing over decoys.

Let us take the case of the upland
plover first. He is a bird of the wide
open spaces, not nece ssarily nea
water. On the contrary he is often
found on downs, and high fallow
pastures and uplands, hence his name
Upland plover.

It is remarkable that this bird,

though common in the Central and
Western prairie states, has only, like

the Arizona dove, made his appear-
ance in Ontario within the past few
years. He comes in late April and
departs in the middle of September,
which limits the time during which
he can be shot to a few days. He is

a fine bird, very good to eat and
generally very hard to catch: being
for the most part, as cunning and wary
as a wild goose, while on some rare
occasions he displays an imbecility
almost as great as a country "know
it all." Though hard, almost im-
possible to stalk, on the barren
pastures where it is chiefly found,
I have known an upland plover to
come sailing up, and calmly perch
himself on the toj) of a tree, a barn
or telegraph pole within easy range
of me, looking as satisfied with him-
self as a new made knight or bride.
He is the onlj' species of plover as
far as I am aware that does this stunt.
His cry is loud and peculiar, rising
to crescendo and then gradulaly dim-
inishing. It sounds like, "VVidder,
Widder. widdcr" as if the bird like

some men, had been deceived by
that proverbially fickle and uncertain
|)ortion of the fair (and unfair) sex.

This frec|iieutly gives him away, as
it does in the case of a man similarly
adlirted.

i'lie best way to hunt I plaiid

plover on fool is as follows:— I might
cx|)hiin that I am writing of inuUing

in Ontario and not the prairies where
they go out with buckboards.

Suppose two men go out and sight
a flock of Upland plover on one of

those large open spaces which they
frequent. A dog trained and accus-
tomed to plover hunting is most
valuable. An untrained dog is worse
than useless. A young friend and
myself along with a good dog hunted
plover after this fashion. We found
a flock of plover, so we separated and
went on the opposite sides of the flock
and then sent our dog who was well
trained to hunt them up. As we
had taken good cover we were sure
that one of us would get a shot,
sometimes we both managed it.

Then we followed up another flock

and went through the same process.

If we had followed the usual way and
had tried to stalk them we might have
taken from then to the day of Judg-
ment to get a shot at them. My
Irish Spaniel Rex, (now deceased)
was the dog we used for this game.
Rex was a very versatile and talented
dog, and was at his best, intellectually

speaking, at this unusual kind of

hunting. When hunting partridge,

woodcock,or snipe, Rex displayed the
usual points of a well-brolcen, steady
Irish, water spaniel, hunting close to

the gun, quartering carefully and
retrieving beautifully. When after

Upland plover, he employed diflerent

means altogether, which clearly show-
ed that he possessed brains. Quarter-
ing carefully, sometimes almost
crawling like a cat, sometimes gallop-

ing wildly. Rex would gradually
shepherd a flock of i)lover till he
brought it within range, and sent it

over or past either my friend or

myself in such a way as to give us

easy shots.

riie Yellow Leg or Yellow Legged
Plover, larger and smaller is found, in

rai)idly decreasing numbers I fear,

all over Ontario wherever there arc

lakes, marshes or even ponds, lie

must always be near water, in which
respect he dilTprs from the Ui)land
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the rifle you asked (dr —
The New .22 Savage N. R. A. Rifle

WE take pleasure in presenting to our
friends tne latest product of the Savage

Arms Corporation. Utica Works—the new
Model 1919 Bolt Action Rine.

This rifle is the result of years of experi-
mental work, guided and checked by the
ablest military and civilian experts.

It is the most serious instrument of pre-
cision that has ever been manufactured to

shoot .22 rim-fire ammunition. Designed
especially to lill the exacting requirements
of National Rifle Association small bore
match shooting.

The .22 Savage N.R.A. is a genuine mini-
ature military rillc. It is a bolt-action,
five-shot repeater, with full length military
pistol-grip stock and swivels for sling. It

can be used in everj' position, with every
time-limit and for every kind of fire that the
-BO Ser%'ice rille can. The only match con-
dition that need be changed is length of
range. And it will beat the Service rifle

at 100 yards.

A new rifling system makes the barrel more
accurate than other .22 caliber models used
in this work—and Savage reputation for
accuracy made the experts select us to build
this rifle.

A new firing-mechanism—lightened mov-
ing parts withless than half-inch travel, long,
husky mainspring and two-point firing-pin^
make ignition instantaneous.

The Marine Corps type Iront sight'defines
clearly in any light, and the simple, strong
aperture rear sight has click adjustment for
elevation and windage—one click moves
shot one-quarter inch on target at 25 yards.

25-inch round barrel, full military stock,
oil finish, pistol grip, sling swivels. Marine
Corps type front, and wind-gauge aperture,
rear sights 5-shot detachable box magazine.
Chambered for .22 Long Rifle cartridge onlv.
Supplied in .22 Short on special order only.

And remember—it's as good for small
game shooting as for target work.

25 Yards— 10 Shots, 'A-in.
bull, by Marine Gunner J.
L. Renew, U.S.M.C.

SiWABEAMMS COIRPOMATION
Executive OfSices:

50 Church Street.iNew Vork
UTICA. N. Y, Sharon. Pa. Detroit, Mich-

Philadelphia, Pa.
50 Yards—9 Shots, 1 inch
bull, by MarineGunner J.
L. Renew, V. S. M. C.

25 Yards-lO Shnis. <.i

inch bull, hy Gunner

u

Sergeant Peter Lund,
V S. M. C.

50 lards—10 Shots. 1

inch bull, by Marint
Gunner John J. An-
rirms, U. S. M. C.

The New .22 Sbvaae
N. R. A. Rifle, Model
1919.
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Mr. Reginald GourJay, Picton, Ont.

plover. He will also decoy, whereas
the Upland plover will see you to a

place where sleigh bells never jingle,

first.

The larger variety of the Yellow-

Leg is about the size of the Upland
plover, but has much longer legs and
is as good tasting. He has a beau-
tiful resonant note, which some people
can imitate. I can't so I naturally call

the people who employ it to get the
birds within range—beastly poachers.
He is not nearly as wild as the upland
plover, though of course hard to

approach in places where he has been
much hunted. I will give an in-

stance of how tame the yellow leg

plover can be at times. One day
last fall I had been snipe shooting
with pretty poor success until about
three in the afternoon. I was about
to turn homewards when my eagle

eye caught a gleam of water in the
middle distance, through a belt of

poplar and willows. "I directed my
steps thither" as the novelists say
and found a fairly large pond of clear

water surrounded by shallow marsh
and just the place for plover. It

turned out to be so, for I had not gone
far into it when I came on a row of

seven yellow legs standing up as stilT

as ten pins, and just as motionless.
I had to walk up right up to them
before they would fly. There were
over forty of them in that little

marsh and they all acted as tired and
dopey as a food controller when he is

asked to do something for the con-
sumer. Not being a game butcher I

only -shot six. When I came a day
or two later with a friend there was not
a bird in^l^the marsh. The birds I

had encountered had evidently be-
longed to a tired flight migrating
that had stopped at the view of what
looked like a suitable feeding place.

Both of these species are fine birds
and have the advantage of being on
hand early in the game season, the
Upland plover a good deal too early
as he leaves Ontario about the fif-

teenth of September.

In speaking of the Upland plover
and the Yellow Leg, I am sorry that
Mr. Gourlay did not tell us how to

protect the few remaining, instead of

how to shoot them.

Mr. Gourlay states that the Upland
plover, like the Arizona Dove, has
only made its appearance in Ontario
within the last few years. As a
matter of fact that Upland plover or

better known as the Bartramian
Sandpiper, was fairly common all

over westeni Ontario forty years ago,

but foi"»the last twenty years is seldom
seen. I suppose Mr. Gourlay has
reference to the common mourning
dove when he makes mention of the

Arizona dove. There are. at least

four different species of dove found
in Arizona. The mourning dove is

the only one found in Ontario and it

has always been here although never
in large numbers. Fifty years ago
it was much more numerous than

W. D. Hobson.
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Daylo would have prevented this!"
—"if only you'd used a Daylo to bunt down
that trouble under tbe bood, this wouldn't
have happened." »
Of all the foolish uses of matches—and

they are legion—none is quite so dangerous
as around your automobile.
On the road or in the garage, whenever

light is required around the engine or in-

side the tonneau — when tires mast be
changed, side curtains fixed, or a signpost

read in the dark, Daylo is the absolutely safe

light. You can safely bunt even a gasoline

leak with a Daylo.
Stop taking risks with your car; get a

Daylo now — you will want it with you
wherever you go.

Look for 4j>e Daylo
"Safely First" medal
design in the dealer's

window; he will hare

the right Daylo for

you.

CANADI.AX N.ATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
LIMITED

TORONTO, ONT.ARIO

Accept no substUute

for the genuine
Eceready Daylo or the

tong-liced brighter-

burning Tungsten
Battery.



October Days
Robert Page Lincoln

FOR the man who loves angling the

autumnal season has witcheries and

pleasures galore. Nature in this season

is arrayed in her most lovely garments: every

bu'Sh and tree seeming to rival its mate in

displaying a coloration that is as diversified

as it is splendid. Let not the waters, lakes

and streams be forgotten in the month of

October. Not every person ie able to take

two or three weeks off in the autumn; yet

one could wsh for no better time in which

to camp at some secluded lake and enjoy

not only a peaceful sojourn into the heart of

Nature, but one can. obtain the best of fishing

under admirable conditions. The days of

October are never too warm,nor yet too cool.

They are just right, agreeable, "appetizing

to the brain" as my friend, the doctor has

said. There are many who combine a hunting

trip with fishing during these days. If one

has a motor craft and has a series of water-

ways and lakes "at one's finger-tips," he

surely can attain to some ideal spoit. Infetead

of arranging a temporary camp he can shift

from place to place as fancy decides, enjoying

good fishing, and also a chance to drop a few

ducks. The true sportsman and angler is

always content with the small bag. A few

ducks, a few fish, and the feasting of the mind
upon natural surroundings—all these things

go to make the October autumnal days the

sweetest in the year. Above all I love the

autumnal days for the reason that to the

angler, at least, they are days of contempla-

tion. The sweat and enterprise is out of the

air. The wilted collars are no more: the

beads of perspiration aie things of the past.

One views his surroundings with a mind
that is content to take things as they come.

Peace—that is it. The fretfulness, is for a

time at least, faded into tlic beyond.

Sadly, not all arc able to make prolonged

trips into the f|uipl places, in the autumn
least of all. One should not lose track of

nearby lakes. In fact in lakes where in the

summer .season little or no luck has been the

result, the autumn sees a change in things

—

usually for the belter. This is especially

true in lakes near l(>,or within the confines of

civilization. During all the summer season

the waters may have biM'n littcTcd with boats

and canoes: and all the so-called gay trowds.

littering inaninities, and the "pomp and

glory" that goes with a cheap civilization.

Sincere anglers and othen^ase have fished the

waters but have had little or no success. The
reason may be plain as the nose on your face.

The fish have steered shy of the ciowds and
have kept themselves in the places in the

lake where some quiet at least reigned. I

know of just such a lake. In late August the

crowds begin to melt away. In September tiie

lake is quite left to itself—no one seems to

care to go out and fish, because, they believe,

the fishing being poor in the summer it cer-

tainly cannot be any better (and can «nly be

worse) in the autumn. I went to this lake i^st

autumn in the early part of October, and there

was not a boat on the lake. By practicing

all the angling craft that I have garnered

through years of study of the fishing game
and especially of fisning in waters witliin

civilization, I was able to garner in ail the

fish I could make use of. It seems that as the

crowds leave the lakes the fish gradually

become more active, for the sensation of peace

again upon the waters is a strange one to them,

as we may suspect. Lakes that are abundant-

ly fished need to be fished in the autumn even

as slyly as at any time. In this lake in ques-

tion, in early days we were wont to go out

off of a certain s3lid-bar and catch any number
of large copper-bellied sun-fishes, fully as

large as two hands, fistiing in twenty or thirty

feet oLwater. But in late years, in the summer
this has proven impossible. The reason?

The gay crowds have done it for off of that

same sand-bar, in the summer one might fish

a week and not have a nibble, though the

fish are there. I have seen them on clear

days down there by the thousands.

True to my expectations I fished off of that

same sand-bar in the early morning and in the

early evening and had good luck. I also found-

that the fisli would strike well around the shore.

I used a fly-rod and for bait used grasshop-

pers attached to the hook by means of a small

druggist snap wjiich is an unfailing method

of connecting a lure to a hook. No doubt

my success off of the bars may be laid to (me

thing in special. I used a nine foot leader,

which, being practically invisible in the water

no doubt served to foil the fish. If I would

have had the same success with just the or-

dinary twelve pound test soft-braided silk

line I do not know, but I am forced to admit

that the fish in this lake had seemed to have

acquired a 'pretty good notion as to what a.
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line was. It does seem queer too. Here

were common fishes, sunfishes, and one must

needs fish for them as craftily as for some trout.

I often get letters from anglers stating that

they have trouble in still-fishing by making

no catches. If still-fishermen \\i\\ use an

invisible leader of six or nine feet to the line

they may be surprised at some of the catches

they will make.

Still-fishing has a strange fascination,

though in any_ other month than October or

late September the true angler may pass it

by. Still-fishing, using a light bamboo rod,

a reel and light tackle has all the ear-marks of

the sportsmanlike. To play a large croppie,

rock bass or sun-fish up from a twenty or

thirty foot depth is a sensation comparable

with the best the angling pastime has to offer.

The October angler who comes home with ten

or fifteen sun-fishes in hie basket, or perhaps

a bass or two. is certainly lucky. This will

appear as a poor showing to the man who is

not content unless he garners in enough to

fertilize his garden with, but the sane angler

knows that a few are enough and plenty.

October is a month of many surprises to

the angler. I have known autumnal days

when the fish have seemed utterly to have

left the lake, and then on another day they

will strike with all the avidity they have

displayed in June. On one October day I

caught fifteen bass, allowing the certain set

number have their freedom. The sun-fishes,

too, were striking good as the catch of my
partner showed. In the case of the bass they

took practically any bait that was offered

them. Something had seemed on that day

to have planted, in all the finny life of the

lake, a feverish energy. The angler instinct-

ively knows when these days occur: years

of knowledge, of study of the game is sure to

bring about this condition. . Q
Nevertheless caution is a demand in au-

tumnal fishing: caution and a great deal of it.

Wild Life Sanctuaries

J. B. Harkin

Commissioner of Dominion Parks

IT
is assumed that the subject of wild life

sanctuaries was assigned to the Dominion
Parks Hranch because the Dominion

Parks in the West, which aggrefialc about

10,(XX) s<|unrc miles in area, are maintained as

game sanctuaries. They have been main-

tained as such for a period of about ten years

and if an exceedingly great increase in wild

life is the test of their success then there ran

be no pt)ssil)ilily of doubt that sanctuaries

properly and fearlessly administered would

inevitably result, not only in the preserva-

tion, but in the very great increase of all

forms of wild life.

In the Parks to-day, the casual visitor does

not need to be told that wildlife is abundant.

He constantly has the best evidence of this

fact because wherever he goes his own eyes

show him that this is a fact.

Perhaps the greatest results have been
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obtained in Rocky Mountains Park, of which

Banff is the centre. Even in the town evi-

dence of the results can be seen from day to

day. At the most unexpected moments

walking along the streets and paths of the

town a person will meet deer. It is a common
practice among residents to have deer eat

bread and other articles of food from their

hands. In fact, the deer have become so

plentiful that last year some of the residents

actually started in circulation a petition to

the government protesting against the depre-

dations of the deer in flower gardens and

back yards and demanding a remedy. I may
say that this petition for some reason or

other was dropped, but no better evidence

could be submitted of the success of the

Rocky Mountains Park as a sanctuan.-.

Ten years ago in all the districts within

easy access of the railway big game had prac-

tically disappeared. Although there had

been regulations forbidding the taldng, killing

or wounding of any wild bird or animal since

1890, it was not until about 1909 that an

effective warden service was established. At

that time, deer were rarely seen near Banff and

sheep and goats were to be met with only

in the outlying portions of the park.

To-day a person can sit on the piazzas of

the Canadian Pacific Hotel at Banff and with

a pair of glasses pick out mountain goat

along the slopes of Mt. Rundle, the jagged

saw-tooth mountain that lies directly oppo-

site the hotel.

I have seen people at the golf links repeat-

edly stop in their play and watch mountain

goat on this mountain. The golf links lie

immediately at its base.

The black bear has become so plentiful

that from time to time a good many of them

have to be shot-by the wardens because they

have developed a liking for the larders of the

citizens. In fact, only a few days ago a

letter came in from the Alpine Club slating

that, unless some special means of protection

of their properly against black bear was

provided, it was considered that the club

could not open its club house for guests.

If a person will w;ilk or ride, along the main

automobile, road west of HanIT for a few miles,

he is surc! to see mountain sheep. He may
sec a few or he may see a couple of hundred.

Oflen when an automobile proceeds up Uiis

roadway il has to slow up in order to let the

sheep walk oil the road. .
Photographs of

mountain sheep, which as you all know, is

ordinarily one of the shyest of animals, can

be taken from the seat of an aulomoliile.

The conditions which I have recited with

respect to wild life in the \icinity of Banff

prevail throughout the Park.

In this connection, I beg to draw your

attention to a few extracts from diaries of

the game wardens. These extracts have

been picked at random and cover all our

Alberta Parks

:

'Sawback District, saw about 150 sheep;

Government Ranch and Panther River,

counted 35 deer; Ranch to James River, saw

about 70 deer in my day"s travel; Banff from

Lake Louise, saw about 40 deer, 60 sheep and

14 goats; N. End Park Hay River, there are

quite a lot of moose along the north end of

Park and caribou is plentiful north of Hay
river."

The facts which have been given you

demonstrate, I think, clearly that a game
sanctuary efficiently protected invariably

delivers the goods.

One of the main reasons of the success of

sanctuaries is the fact that wildlife very

ciuickly learn that they need have no fear of

molestation by man. The deer on the

streets of Banff, the mountain sheep in the

immediate vicinity of Banff bear this out.

The fad that animals very quickly learn

that a sanctuary is a sanctuary was forcefully

brought to the attention of the Department a

few years ago by conditions that developed at

Buffalo Park at NVainwright .The development

came in the form of a protest front the resi-

dents in the vicinity of the Park that the Park

was becoming a sanctuary for coyotes. As

you know, at ceilain periods of the year, a

good many of the farmers in the West go out

coyote hunting for the specific purpose of

reducing the numbers of this predatory

animal. The farmers in the vicinity of Buff-

alo Park came to the Dcpartijient with a

complaint that as soon as they started coyote

hunting all the coyotes made a "bee" line

for the Park where they evidently knew they

were safe. There was no doubt about the

tads of the case and the result was the De-

partment itself had to go into coyote hunting

wilM dogs and traps within the Park.

The eastern portion of Jasper Park and the

contiguous country outside the Park has a

large wild life population. Wardens who

patrol that area report that as soon as the

hunting season arrives all the wild life which

Ihey see is inevitably headeoin one direction

and that direction is towards the Park.

These facts arc recited to emphasize one of

the fundamental justifications for wild life

prolcdion by sancluaries, namely that wild
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life very readily realizes where the areas

are, that they are free from molestation, and

as such invariably do take advantage of Ihem.

There is another matter in connection with

sanctuaries which experience in connection

with the Park sanctuaries has brought out

and that is the public are very readily edu-

cated as to the sanctity of the Parks from

the wild life standpoint. Of course a pre-

liminary and necessity in connection with

this education is administration with a firm

hand. Despite the huge area of the Parks

there is very little poaching. I think that the

great majority of people after a very few years

become thoroughly sympathetic with the

efforts of the administration to protect the

sanctuary and have no desire to go out to kiU.

The small element who fail to develop such

sjinpathj', on the other hand develop a

wholesome respect for the strong arm of the

law.

Indians have a bad reputation in the eyes

of most of the pubhc in regard to the matter

of game slaughter but even the Indians

appear \o have been educated to at least

respect Park boundaries. We practically.

have no trouble whatever with the Indians in

the matter of the protection of wild life in the

Parks.

A few years ago there was an incident which

illustrates how completely even the Indians

have accepted the idea that there must be no

game slaughtered within Parks Boundaries.

A prominent provincial game warden had

just completed a patrol through a large moun-
tain area not within a park and found that the

Indians had been through some time previ-

ous and had carried on the most reckless

slaughter. He travelled for several days

without seeing fur or feather. The previous

year he had patrolled the same area and knew
that at that time the district contained a

fair proportion of wild life. As he proceeded

homeward with this lesson fresh in his mind
he came onto a camp of Indians clo.se to the

boundaries of one of the parks. There had

been a suggestion that this Park should be

reduced in area and the portion along which

the Indians were camping should be thrown

open. The first quc^slion these Indians asked

the warden was as to the dale when this area

was to be thrown open because they desired

on that dale lo begin a big hunt. The war-

den was so imjiressed with what he had seen

in the devastated area and what he saw would

happen in the other area, thai, though he

himself had expressed himself favourable lo

the reduction of the area of this Park, he

promptly went to a long distance telephone

and reached me at Edmonton where I happen-

ed to be, to urge that under no consideration

should this Park be reduced in area. It is

scarcely necessary to add that the reduction

did not take place. It seems to me that this

incident when it shows that even the Indians

have a wholesome lespeet for Park boundaries,

that there is every reason to believe that

white men who may be inclined to slaughter

wild life can all the more readUy be educated

to the fact that a game sanctuary must be

respected.

In connection with the protection of the

game sanctuaries, the first essential is a

policy of absolute unrelentless pursuit of all

offenders and this policy has probably been

one of the main reasons for the success of our

sanctuaries.

Game wardens are born not made. They
must have above all things a very strong

natural love for wild life. With such officers

the rest is simple. \ few years ago in one of

our parks we had a case where a game officer

prosecuted his own brother.

When the public. Indian or white, recog-

nizes that an offence will be followed up no

matter what the cost or what the effort they

evidently make up their minds that any hunt-

ing they do shall be done elsewhere than in

a sanctuary.

With respect to regulations, one of the most
important is- that there shall be an offence

for a person to have an unsealed firearm in

his possession. Under the regulations the

moment a firearm is brought into a Park it

must be presented to the warden for sealing

and il must remain scaled so long as it is

within the Park.

Another important regulation is that any

parties which outfit Within a Park for hunting

purposes outside a Park or W'hich go out on

trail trips with guides must be registered.

The failure to do so constitutes an offence.

With registration the chief warden knows at

all times how many parties are out on the

trail and the routes they are following and

with a system of criss-cross trails it is com-

paratively easy for the wardens to keep in

touch with such parlies. Of course the

telephone system in use in connection with

fire protection is also a great aid in this con-

nection. Under the system which 1 have

descril)cd it is comparatively easy for a small

body of wardens to efficiently patrol and pro-

tect the large area.

Our wardens look after both fire and game
prot'Tiion and yet in Ho('ky Mountains Park
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our warden force consists of only eleven, in

Jasper Park the warden staff is fourteen, in

Waterton Lakes Park the warden staff is six.

This is a very small force when you consider

the large areas to be protected, Rocky Moun-

tains Park covers approximately 3,000 square

miles. Waterton Lakes park, almost 300

and Jasper Park nearly 5,000 square miles.

You will notice that the points I have

endeavoured to make are in the first place,

that ^^nctuaries do result in a very great in-

crease in wild life and that these results arc?'

obtained primarily through the following

causes;— that the animals themselves readi-

ly recognize and take advantage of sanctu-

aries: that the public, including Indians, can

be very readily educated as to the sanctity of

sanctuaries and that energetic, fearless and
unrelenting pursuit of offenders, together with

intelligent patrol work and the insistence of the

seahng of firearms practically eliminates any
destruction of wild life within sanctuaries

by man.
Results in the Dominion Parks sanctuaries

have been so successful that it seems to me
it would be good policy for a careful survey

to be made in each province of the Dominion,
before it is too late, with a view to the setting

aside of areas for sanctuary purposes in order

that there may be an absolute assurance that

for all time there shall be no danger of the

disappearance of the characteristic wild life of

the Dominion.

Points on Migratory Game
Editor, Rod and Gun in Canada.

One of the topics among sportsmen at the

present time appears to be "How can the

shooting of game be extended, and all share

on an equal basis, in a fair quantity, for years

to come?"
This may be answered intelligently and

positively in a few words,—-Stop the killing of

it. Just so long as these inviting opportuni-

ties are nursed by the law, and the wanton
game killers respected,—that period, long or

short, will give lean returns, dwindling into

insignificance.

The apparent cause of game scarcity un-

doubtedly may be charged to the enemies of

wild life, of which there are many, and

naturally these must be eliminated or curbed

so strongly, that they exist in the minority.

We are now confronting a future for gain

or loss, and the former demands drastic laws,

regardless of whom it may bar against the

ethics that conform for more game, and the

over use of the shot gun.

I wish to speak mainly in reference to our

migratory water fowl, in which the "Federal

Law" plays the big hand universally in the

game.

Over the line in Canada, the great hive of

the ducks and geese, there is much to be con-

sidered, for it is there that four-fifths of these

migrants colonize, grouped within the re-

cuperating zone that Nature has designed

especially for the deep feeders, including the

envied "Carevas Back."

The ducks may never increase again to the

numbers of the days whcm the muzzle load-

ers were used, but if enumerated today, the

census will total numbers upholding the

Migratory Bird Law, to which every sports-

man, American or Canadian, may well pay
his tribute.

From my viewpoint, considering the im-

pediments along the lines of the breeding

areas in the zone, and as well the vast increase

yearly in the number of gunners, naturally

forbids, the long open seasons, the over

liberal bag limits, and in many states the use

of the floating battery, machine guns and

dummy environments, assisted by wholesale

grain Iceding, depleted wild rice areas, that

are being neglected, all are among the agen-

cies that are suppressing our wild fowl

colony.
*

If every gunner that wages a day, and as

well the open season's bag limit, kills his

allowance, how then can the game increase,

all else being considered? As it is may hund-

reds of sportsmen are beirti; disappointed, not

bagging a bird in the entire day, while those

in the battery and baited feeding beds and

envied shooting points, kill the day's allow-

ance and that of the open season as well.

Tell me why at the present time any gunner

should kill inore than fifteen ducks per day,

or more than one hundred lor the open season?

He should shoot for his family only, and not

for his neighbors as well. I have known men
who have shot for sport mainly, artd have

given away their ducks to unappreciative

people,—then shielding their disgraceful

ethics, complain ol not having a sufficiency

for the larder.

They may also complain of having one day
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only in the open season, and not getting more

than fifteen birds, when the opportunity was

ripe for twenty-live or forty, and this is right

where the shoe pinches on the game hog who
is killing the goose that lay? the golden egg.

He will ask a farmer for an apple from th«

inviting fruit burdened tree, and in response

fill his pockets and blouse and tote the balance

to a cache like a red squirrel.

These are among the big links in the chain

of destruction that is rounding up our water-

fowl, and if it were not for a few of the ducks

that escape the full day's bag limit and that

of the open season as well, we would have

only mounted specimens to gaze upon.

Already there are far too many pursuers

of the envied game birds, who should devote

a period in the open season to the extermina-

tion of their enemies, both for sport and bene-

ficial results throughout, and restraint from

the pounds of meat.

The time is coming soon, to fish or cut bait

in one universal closed season in .\merira.

In fact, I would personally forgo the pleasure

of one season's outing lor the realization of

fifty years ago. Sportsmen's organizations in

the Province of Ontario, Canada, are con-

templating the daily bag limit of fifteen ducks,

and the open season limit of one hundred.

providing that corresponding restrictions be

assured in the United States.

Hundreds of duck nests and their contents

of eggs were destroyed this season in the north

an4 in southern Canada, by ovei normal rain-

fall, and the ambitious gunner this season

may not be gratified with too full a realization,

It should be the ambition of every sports-

man and conservationist to seek laws that

will suppress the destruction of our wild game,

from tha ice-bound shores of Cape Nome to

the tropics of the South, and that hot-bed of

slaughter, Mexico.

There is only one straight and narrow way
to save migration,—i.e., stop killing it to

excess. Take a light toll,—do your duty

manfully,—stand by the Migratory Bird

Treaty,—and let the rest go.

F. H. Conover,

Honourable Superintendent,

Point Pelee Dominion Park.

Leamington, Ontario, August 14, 1919.

The above timely letter appears simul-

taneously in the American Field of Chicago

and Rod and Gun in Canada. It is noticed

that Mr. Conover mentions Battery shooting.

This mode of killing is forbidden in Canada.—Editor, Rod and Gun.

The Passing of the Prairie Chicken

Editor, Hod and Gun.

I have read with gr«at interest the various

letters of the readers of Rod and Gun on the

subject of ganie conservation; of ho\v the

different species are disappearing especially

the prairie chickens of the west. Then the

many agencies that are to blame in Hie estim-

tion of the writers, such as crows, game hogs,

magpies, coyotes and etc., but 1 think there

is still another (hat is more destructive and

far reaching than any of the ones mentioned.

It strikes at the foundation of the species so

to speak, as it destroys the birds that have

pa.ssed through the hardships of winter and

are about lo take up the home duties of

spring. The killing of a pair of these birds

means the passing of an entire Mock at the

beginning of the hunting season.

The agency I have in mind is the various

poisons set for the gopher, or more strictly

speaking, the lax methods of its use.

Since roming to the west I have seen the

passing of the numbers; and the lew that now
remain will frdlow unless the haiidleis of dan-

gerous poisons are brought to a full under-

standing of the destrucliveness of the mixtures

they handle.

I have in mind three instances of farmers

putting out poison with a spoon from a pail,

and none of the three took the trouble to

stoop down and put it in the gopher's hole

out of the reach of the birds: but just stood

up and threw it at the rodents doorway and

passed out to the next sometimes without

stopping to see where it landed.

Having occasion to visit a drug store in one

of the larger towns of the Province of Sas-

'

katchevvan I noticed a poster announcing the

advent of "Our own Gophercide." Being

interested I asked the man in charge if it

would do all that was claimed for it and he

said "Yes it will, for I h^vc a farm and put

out some for gophers and' they arc scarce

down there now: I also found a crow that had

passed in his number. I expect he got some

too." I asked liim about the chances of our

other birds and he seemed surprised at my
question. I believe most of us can recall

the poisoning of valuable farm stock as
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FINE PURE WOOL
For the Man Who Is Out of Doors

Anyone, who is much out of doors

—

the soldier, the sportsman, the lumber-

man, the engineer, the prospector, the

miner—will find Jaeger Pure Wool Gar-

ments wonderfully comfortable and dur-

able for outdoor life.

Here are some useful garments:—Sleeping

bags, blankets, travelling rugs, sleeping caps,

colic bands, chest protectors, underwear, hosiery,

shirts, pyjamas, stockings, sweaters, cardigans,

spencers, knitted waistcoats, ulsters, caps, gloves,

etc.

DR. JAEGER ''"1".!!r"'°co. limitedA FULLY ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE WILL BE UR.JAtUtR Syitera

SENT FREE ON APFUCA- Toronto Montreal Winnipeg

TiON. Britbh "founded 1883".

Hardy's The Great British Speciahsts

In "Palakona" Regd. Split Bamboo Fishing Rods

lianufaotur*r« to

Hl« MAJESTY
KING CEORCE V.

TUB ORE A T
ENGLISH FIELD
savs. " We must
never forget that it

is to HARDY
Bros, of Alnwick we
owe the supremacv
we have acMeted as
Rod makers.

THE "DE LUXE" ROD, made of Steel-hard "PALAKONA" is Hardy's latest

design in single-handed rods for wet or dry fly fishing.

IT is the product of the largest, and best equipped factory, supervised by the

champion Professional Fly Casters and Anglers in Europe, "Hardy's." Don't
forget that as wages in Great Britain are 75% less than in America we can

give greater value in nigh class hand work. .\11 our rods are hand made by ex-

perts whose lives have been spent at this work, for which 50 GOLD MEDALS
have been awarded. Length 9-ft., weight 5J4 ozs.; 9-ft. 6-ins., weight 5^ ozs.;

10-ft., weight 6 ozs. AH fitted with Hardy's patent screw grip reel fittings.

DRY FLIES—As made by us for the late F. M. Halford
Esq., for whom we also made rods, etc.

GUT CASTS—The Anglo-American tapered mist color
No. 1 medium. No. 2 fine, as made for Mr. Halford.

Stout to 4X Ditto, Ditto to 3X, Stout Lake to fine. Ditto
to medium. Ex-stout to MEDIUM, Ex-stout to stout, 6 ft.

We will be pleased to quote prices on receipt of inquiry.

Hardy Bros., Manufactory Alnwick, England
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reported by the papers, due to careless handl-

ing of such agents of destruction.

As to a remedy I suggest that our different

game protective societies take up with speak-

ers at the meetings of the U.F.A. and the

instructors at Better Farming Schools held

each year by the Provincial Governments,

the necessity of a proper method of handling

poisons: and they could do a great work

in the educating of good but careless citizens.

Medicine Hat,'Alta. M. S. Tracy.

More About the Skunk
Editor, Rod and Gun in Canada.

In your August number I read an article

about the value of a skunk. Now I can tell

you a different story, in the spring of 1918

I was working for a farmer about a mile from

Waterloo, who kept some geese and he set

two of them with 15 eggs a piece. When they

had been -setting about two weeks one of

them would not go on her nest. About two

days later the other goose would not go on

her nest and the farmer looked and there

was not an egg to be found. He came to me
and said;

"Somebody stole our two nests of goose

eggs."

We had been missing about 15 hens and he

was quite put out about it, and as we knew
we had rats in the barn I thought of rats or

skunks, so I set a trap at a hole, under a log,

that I thought was a big rat hole. I live in

town and about two days afterwards I met

the boss and he said;

"Well, Ted, I caught the thief."

I said "Did you?" And at the same time

took a step back from the buggy and said, "I
can smell him." He said;

"He was in the trap under the log in the

barn and I set another trap about 50 feet

from the barn and I caught a big black male,

the first was a female. While scuffling pota-

toes I happened to lead the horse into some
berry bushes near the hen house and a hen
(lev, out and there was a nest with about

12 eggs and in about three days not an egg

was left."

That same fall I caught four more skunks
within 200 yards from the barn.

Now I think some of those biologists don't

know how our Canadian skunks act. Now
if this letter is not too big for you Mr. Editor

I will tell you a story later about a snake.

P.S.—After I had caught those skunks our

hens came down to their proper place to roost;

before they would perch on the highest-

place they could find.

Waterloo. Theo. Sackenbauer.

Editor.—Send along the snake story.

Notes of An Old Trapper

p. (). Reiixv

A.S
an interesting comparison with the

high prices being paid today for all

kinds of law furs the following are some
of the prices I ol)tain('<i in days gone by. In

the fall of 1802 mink, No. 1. were worth S5.,

.\(). 2, SI., beaver SI.')() a pound, red fox 75

cents to .$1 .25., l,ynx from S2. to $2.50., marten
from $1. to $1.25.. otter $5. ;md $6., (isher

.?'!..50 to $f..OO.

From fall of 1862 and winle> of im.i 1 did

not trap any more till 187() as 1 was buying
fur on speculation. Since 187() I have worked
in lumber camps and trapped on Sundays,

as that was all the si)are lime I had. The
winter of 1886 I poisoned 7ii red fox for which

I received from SI.25 to SI.75 a skin. That

same winter 1 sold beaver for $'1.;50 a pound,

marten $1., otter .S8.00 to $12,00, fisher $9.(»0,

mink SI. 00, one lynx .S2.50.

I he winli'r of 1888 I was at Lake of the
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An All-Around Giant
in Jaw-height, Spring

Action and Power
A new and different Victor Trap—

a

Giant in name, size and strength. A
modern trap that catches and holds far

up on the (animal's leg. Especially

adapted to trapping skunks, muskrats

and mink.

'Trappers, here is your chance to secure

this modern Game Trap at an unusual

low price. We are sending samples to

all parts of Canada. If you wish one of

them, cut out the coupon at the bottom

of this page and mail to us with 31c."

Please send mc as per your advertisement in
the Rod and Gun a sample of your new Victor
No. I Giant, for which I am enclosing 31c.

Name
Street
Town Province

Jaws Catch Far Up
On the Animal's Leg
—Spring Rises High

Right here is where giant size counts, as

the spring and other parts of the trap

are built proportionately larger to take

care of the additional height of jaw.

The pan and dog are wider and heavier,

the chain is larger and the s'pring faster.

The trap is also equipped with an im-
proved swivel at the point where the
chain connects mth the spring, and
possesses all of the regular Victor im-
provements, such as non-frecze, non-
dog, "humped cross" and direct pan
fastening.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, L-»ed

NIAGARA FALLS, ONT.
Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of Game Traps

in the World
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Woods and caught or rather poisoned three

silver foxes. For two of them I got $65.00

each and for the other I received $75.00, also

a cross fox for which I got S25.00. Had I

known the proper value of the silver foxes

I should have received §300 each for them as

I saw one sold in Seattle for SSOO, not nearly

as good as mine, two years ago. During all

my time trapping I never got .S3.00 for marten,

S2.00 was the outside limit, and .S9.00 for

fisher. The highest 1 received for otter was

$16.00, they being very large and dark.

In poisoning I use strychnine for either

foxes or wolves. I will give you my plan of the

way which I used to set it out,and if not taken

would lift it every morning. In the first

place I had a bait set out such as a cow's head

or oiTal from cattle killed at the lumber depot,

farm or camp. These I had scattered round

the fields, or if near a Ipke had them taken to

the lake when frozen, then the ravens would

tackle it and then the foxes would after the

ravens had first tried it, as a fox or wolf does

not like to touch anything until some other

animal begins first.

I then made myself a wooden knife of map) e,

also a small skewer of the same wood and liad

these two boiled in the lard I was going to

use as a pill and had the lard rendered into

a bowl. Then with the wooden knife I

would cut a piece of lard about the size of a

thimble or a hazel nut. In this I would in-

sert the skewer or fork, lift out the lard and

turn back a slice of lard with the knife, drop

in my strychnine and cover it with the lard

I had pared back. In the evenings when
the ravens had gone off I would take my pill

oflard on the point of this skewer and go to

where my bait was in the fields or on the lake.

I would always have a rock or end of a log say

two or three feet away from the b;iit where I

could lay'my pill and I would do this with a

long rod like a fish pole, about eight or ten

feet long so as to drop my pill on the log or

stone then my tracks would not be near either

the bait or pill. I would go straight on.

never turning back, and would take a wide

circle back to home or camp. Never handle

or leave any scent of your hands on anything

around. Should you not happen to have

enough strychnine in the pill to kill the animal

he will never touch lard again. This hap-

pclicd once with me with one fox, but I fooled

him liy rolling the lard in honey and got Mr.

I'ox next morning. He was the last I saw, or

raUicr the last and only track I saw of a fox

for two years— I cleaned them alt out.

In trapping foxes your trap should be

soaked in warm dog fish oil, not too hot or it

will take the temper out of the springs.

With lynx the easiest way of getting them
is to snare them. Use copper wre set on a

trail used by rabbits with loop big enough for

the rabbit to get through or high enough to

go under. The snare should be fixed to a

pole about six feet long with the limbs cut

off to about six inches long from the body of

the pole so as to make a drag. I have snaKd
three lynx in one night in a cedar swamp by
this method.

The cross fox has a dark stripe running

from the root of the tail to the head with

another one over the shoulders which forms a

cross. The tail is usually very dark, with a

white tip, of course. Legs black or very

dark brown. I have poisoned two cross

foxes and four silvers. The first silver was
perfectly black with two yellow spots, one in

each flank, about the size of a big old fashioned

penny which my fur buyer said spoilt its

value. I only received $30.00 for it and it

was really worth $200.00 at that time, but 1

did not know its real value. I also got two

at Ignace on the C. P. R., for one I got $75,

for the other $65, also a cross for which I

received S20.00. I poisoned another in

Algonquin Park but the ravens tore it pretty

badly, however I skinned it and sewed it up

to look almost perfect but only got ten dollars

for the tail. I was told afterwards that the

Hudson's Bay agent paid $300, for the same

skin.

The silver fox is generally larger than the

red and some are very black on the back,

while others are mixed with white and black

hairs on tip of hairs 300 per cent, more black

Iban white hairs. The under part of the hair

is usually black and the belly black or almost

so. Legs black, ears black and tail black

with a white tip. The larger the white tip

the better the value.

There is a man working in this camp who
says he caught a white skunk with a dark

cream colored stripe up the back and down

the centre of the tail. I le tells me he got ten

dollars for it from a fur buyer, more as a

curiosity than the value of it. There are a

few men doing very well trapping on this

island, (north B.C. coast). I hear one has

caught 21 mink, 44 beaver, 26 coons, 14

marten and one cougar. I fancy he caught

his mink and marten too early to be of much
value as they were caught in November

which is too early in t>e season for the coast.

Now I guess I had better close or you will

tire of my foolish letter, but you will have lo

excuse an old man in his eightieth year.
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NORTHERN
ONTARIO

This vast new laud of promise is.one degree
|

Soufh of WiDnipeR. and is big enougli to include [^ ;
:- ..

the six New England and four Middle States of
the American Union.

Aside from its immense resources in timber, mineral, waterpower, fish, game and scenery, NORTHERN
ONTARIO contains millions of acres of fertile, arable land fit for mixed farming which may be had by
returned soldiers and sailors in 160 acre blocks free; to others. 18 years and over, 50 cents per'acre.

Already there are thousands of miles of colonization roads and steam railways spreading like a spider's
web over a huge part of that immense forest-robed territory.

For free descriptite literature, write

H. A. MACDONELL. Director of Colonization, Parliament Buildings, TORONTO. CANADA
G. H. FEROT^StON. MinlPter of Lands. Forests and Mines.

50 YEARS' STUDY
Price $2.00

What wouldn't you give if you could have the knowledge-gained by fifty years' experienceon the trap

line? Supposing you had trapped from Alaska to the middle States and from Labrador to British Columbia
and this for fifty years, wouldn't you consider you had sufficient trapping experience to be a success, and
one of the best authorities on the ways and means of trapping? And w^ould you not give a good deal of
money for the knowledge so gained?

Trapping, you know, is very much a matter of what you use to attract the animals. All fur-bearing

animals are very sensitive to certain odors, especially in the running season and if you have good decoys
and a little knowledge of trapping you can make the capture of any animal almost sure.

Never-Fail Decoys are the culmination of years of work and study by Indian and White trappers from
all parts of North America. They arc compounded according to natural laws and not on^ ingredient is

used in their composition that is foreign to Nature's products. By using these formulae you can increase

your catch beyond your fondest expectations.

Never-Fail Decoys
are the old formulae of professional Indian and white trappers, brought to their highest state of perfection;

as perfect as human ingenuity can suggest.

Certain odors are very attractive to people; likewise certain odors are very attractive to fur-bearing

animals, but to a much more noticeable extent. The difficulty in making decoy is this: all fur-bearing

animals arc attracted by the odor of grain musk. This musk is very scarce; its price prohibitive; and
it is therefore out of the question to use it. But there arc certain ingredients, easily and cheaply secured,

having identically the same attractive power, that can be used. It is only thro' the combined life study of

many trappers do we find these out; and few know them. Again two ingredients, when separate, may be

attractive; yet when combined they lose their appeal and are worthless. Decoys, to be successful, must
appeal to the animals' food and hunger instincts; the ingredients must be Nature's own and perfectly blend-

ed. They must be frceze-proof and proof against deterioration. This is the basic principle of Never-Fail

Decoys. You can secure them with detailed instructions for all animals, the ingredients for which are

easily secured and readily compounded, for only $2.00.

Absolutely Guaranteed

If they fail to increase your catch your money will be refunded. If you wish to increase your catch,

cut out this ad., write your name and address plainly along the margin, pin a $2 bill to add. and putting il

in an envelope, address

ROBERT G. HODGSON, R^glan, Ontario
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The Demand and Supply of Furs

George Robert Hunt

BASED on the London fur sales the

increase in the price of pelts during

the last twenty years has been general,

averaging about 25 per cent for the staple

fur bearers of Canada. All pelts excepting

those of skunks have decreased in numbers
during the past ten years. An increase in

numbers of skins secured was recorded fifteen

years ago, but this was caused by keener

hunting and more competition, this being

inspired by rising values. Pelts considered

«f little value twenty years ago are now
being hunted and trapped to the verge of

extinction, i.e. mink, marten, lynx, fisher,

cross fox; and even muskrat the most pro-

lific fur bearer we have shows signs of failing.

In general it might be stated that this is due

to less fur being produced and more is being

used than ever before and this, aided by sever-

al other causes is rapidly decreasing our sup-

ply. The population of the country is grow-

ing and as it grows the number ot wealthy

people increases. Dame Fashion, whose
inHuence is predominant everywhere, is

responsible for a very heavy demand for

certain kinds and only the best and scarcest.

-therefore the highest priced are in favour

with her. The growing number of auto-

mobiles and other means of travel also in-

.creases the demand for furs.

Strange as it may seem the catch of furs

today is greater and more valuable than when
the country was a wilderness, and while the

professional trapper has to a great extent ca-

gaged in other and more valuable pursuits,

the most of the furs captured in this age are

by farmers and their sons. The ever-expand-

ing area of human settlement has caused

some kinds of fur bearers to retreat further

into the woods. The clearing away of the

forests and the grazing of the natural covers

by domestic animals have destroyed the fur

bearer's haunts and exposed them, to their

enemies; while the draining of swampy areas

has destroyed the homes of the beaver and
the muskrat. The fisher and the marten
never seem to remain long near the territory

inhabited by man, and even the fox, which

icems to increase near human settlements,

will decrease if the forests are wholly burnt

or removed.

If conditions remain as they are with high

prices for fur and the utilization of eyerywea-
pon of destruction to ensure the animnl's

capture some species of animals must soon be

exterminated. The usual method employed

to prevent the complete extinction of a certain

species is to establish a close season, and fav-

ourable results have been attained as in the

case of the beaver, but we still have much
opportunity for improving our game laws for

there are still certain fur bearers that can be

la^\'fully killed at any time—provided you
have a license.

Confronted with this condition of a de-

creasing supply and an increasing demand,
the fur trade has sought to prevent high

prices by making popular the use of furs

which formerly were considered of slight

value. A large part of this work now devolves

on the fur dressers and dyers who can render

stiff pelts more supple and change the colour .

01 the fur to resemble that of more valuable

animals. Ponies, kids, lambs and even pups

are killed in large numbers to supply the

increasing demand for furs. The great vogue

of Russian lamb skins, of which about three

million are used annually, emphasizes the

importance of achieving production of fur

from domestic animals. If the marten and

the mink had been domesticated a score or

more of years ago they might now be supplying

fur in the same way as the karakule sheep and

with the modern addition of the fox, would

have served as a counterpoise in Canada to the

monopoly enjoyed by Russia in the produc-

tion of domestic furs.

Mink from its lower rank as a coat lining at

fifty cents a skin has been adopted into the

select family of valuable furs, closely preceded

by marten and latterly followed by fisher

and cross fox. To take the place of mink as a

coal lining, muskrat was chosen, sharing this

promotion with some less valuable European

furs. To supply the demand for a medium
priced black fur of beauty, the skunk has been

chosen and named .Maskan sable. The black

domestic cat is also utilized to meet the

demand for black furs, while Northern hares

are extensively utilized as "Baltic fox","White

fox", "Black lynx" or 'electric seal."

And so all this brings us down to present

day conditions and fur farming. As far as

I can see the editors of the financial weeklies

and dailies have always been anything but

favourable to fur farming. Whether this

is because they really believe fur farming is

not safe, or for some other reason, I amnot
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Morale
MORALE (Mo-ran n. 'F. See Moral, a) the

moral condition, or the condition in other respects, so

far as it is aJfeCted by, or dependent upon, moral con-
siderations, such as zeal, spirit, hope and confidence ;

mental state, as of a body of men, an arm)^, and litfe.

HAT is Dr. Webster's definition. Many
of us know the word only in its

war-time application.

Webster dwells firstly upon the usage of the
word "morale" as applied to the common-place

happenings of every-day life. His allusion to its

reference to an army comes later. And Webster is

corre<!l—meticulously so.

It was their private-life morale that made such
splendid soldiers of our boys when the time came

for them to don the khaki. It was that, and that alone,
that made them take the first ^ep, and it was that which
carried them through to victory. If their every-day
morale had been neglected, the Army could have done
httle with them and success would not have crowned
their efforts.

It is the many little incidents of your daily routine that make up
your morale—the morning shave, your clean linen, polished shoes,
brushed clothes. Webster speaks of zeal, spirit, hope and confi-
dence. It- is by attention to the small details of your personal
appearance that these may be attained.

The Gillette Safety Razor enters as much into the morale of every,
day life as it did into that of the trenches. It helped our soldiers to
maintain their confidence and bearing. It will do the same for you.
The Gillette Safety Razor makes the dail^ shave come easy—there
is no pulling or scrapirg—no honing, or stropping—just five minutes
of perfedl shaving comfort. And, afterwards, a chin that tells of
morale and self-respect.

Sold at most stores catering to men 's needs.

^^Uette>
KNOWN THE WORLD OVER
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The Gillette Safety Razor Co. of Canada, Limited, Montreal, Que.
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prepared to say, but believe in most cases it is

the former. Very few people understand the

fur business and trapping, and everyone who

does. I will venture to say, believes fur farm-

ing when properly conducted will make money
for those w'ho undertake it. The author of

this article has hunted and trapped as well

as bought and sold furs for years and I really

believe the fur farming business in Canada

will in the near future develop into a large and

profitable industry. We must understand,

to begin with, the habits, likes and dislikes

and in fact the general characteristics of the

animals which are not yet thoroughly under-

stood except by old trappers. Moreover

much of the stock is wild and it must be

semi-domesticated before results begin to

show, or if not this, produce on a large scale

along natural lines and not have the animals

domesticated at all. In the beginning of the

fur farming era, thousands of dollars were

made as well as lost, but these were the days-

of exorbitant prices and speculation and now
having passed, the industry is on a firmer

foundation.

Any enterprise that can pass through a

tr\'ing time such as this war has caused and

remain on its feet shows signs of a rosy future.

I know several fur farms that are not only on
their feet, so to speak, but have paid good
sound dividends as well.

Editor's Note—In connection with the

demand for furs it is interesting to note that

while beaver was the principal fur first export-

ed, yet bear, otter, wolf, marten, lynx, fox,

mink, raccoon and muskrat were all used in

considerable quantities as early as 1750. The
South American chinchilla and the domestic

house cat were added to the list around 1843,

and oppossum and fur seal in 1849. Skunk
were not exported until 1858. Even then the

supply of the other and more valuable furs

was beginning to diminish and at the present

time every animal with any fur value at all

is being used. Rabbits, ferrets and brown
weasels with a small value are all marketed

in huge quantities. Groundhogs and the

American squirrel are not fur bearers, growing

hair only, but The chances are that there will

be a demand for them also within a lew years.

With no new species to draw upon and the

most inaccessible portions of North America

being rapidly penetrated fur farming offers

the only solution of the problem of supplying

the ever growing demand.—11. C. H.

A Winter in New Ontario

Fred A. Clarke

Al'TF.R twenty-two months spent in a

military hospital I left London, Ontario,

on the twenty-eighth of September

last, arriving at Savoff, New Ont., on the

second of October, and as there was no one

there to show me my duties of running the

ga.soline engine that pumps water into the

railroad tank, I took a good look around to

see if there were any signs of game or fur

bearers. There were, I found, a few tracks ot

fox, fisher and lynx, but of muskrat, beaver.

otter, skunk, coon and mink there was never

a sign.

Moos(t seemed to be fairly plentiful accord-

ing to the trails and fresh tracks I saw every

time I went out. However as I had only a

Baker shotgun, moose meat was out of the

question, .\bout the end of October I heard

that game and fur were plentiful at English

River, so I asked to be moved to Ogahalla

some three miles from it.

Arriving there I lound that I had jumped
out of the frying pan into the fire as there was

not a sign of any fur at all, though moose were

in fair numbers. However, MacDonald, a

trapper well-known around these parts, had

made some very good catches so I had hopes

of pinching some stragglers. The snowshoc

rabbit is sure a scarce article. It is claimed

that some kind of a mite eats into their ears

annoying the rabbits so much that they soon

die.

In looking the place over I found that all

around the bush had been wiped out by a

bush fire, however, there w-as a ravine some

three hundred yards back of the station that

had odd trees here and there that were still

green. This ravine connected two fairly

large strips of timber some distance each side

of the station so I planted a dozen number one

and a half Victors for any animal thai might

use the ravine.

Having set and baited on llic fifteenth I

did not catch anything until the twenty-fifth.

That morning I found two mink and two

weasels handculTed and patiently waiting. 1
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The three Avords that
tell the whole ^ory of
a perfedl cup of coffee,

from plantation to
breakfa^ table

"Seal Brand" Coffee.
tn yi, 1 and 2 pound tins. Whole—ground—pulverized—also

fine ground for Percolators. Never sold in bulk. i87

CHASE & SANBORN. MONTREAL.

NEW SANITO
SUSPENSORY

Will not chafe.

All elastic.

Anatomic fit.

Patented fea-
tures in under-
straps makes
open rear.

May be boiled
to cleanse with-

out injury to rubber.

For sale by Druggists and Sport-
ing Goods dealers, or we will mail
on receipt of price.

No. 60, Silk Pouch and Extra
Heavy Belt .... $1.25

No. 50, Thread Pouch and
Heavy Belt .... $1.00
Three sizes— large, medium, small

Walter f. Ware Co., Dept. C. Pliila.,Pa.

Makers of the Mizpah Jock

SatiifacHon GaaraDteed
/r Money Refuntled

ITHACA
WINS

Lieutenant Commander
^ F. P. Williams, Pay-

master of the United

i/j StatesNavy, won the

championship of the

*;^U. S. Navy for the

third consecutive

year with an Ithaca

gun.

Any man can break

more targets with

an Ithaca.

Single barrel trap sunt,
$64.34 and up.

Double suns, $41.00
and up.
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sjso learned that I was up against a fox that

knew what a trap was. but as he would take

bait things looked hopeful. Some three days

later I caught a fair sized red fox, but it proved

not to be the ^rap robber.

After trying every set that I had ever tried

before or ever read about I finally went after

him this way. Taking up one of my other

traps I placed it about two feet back and to

the left of the hole I had dug in the bank, then

placing a number Victor tight to the other

side of the hole in plain view I tossed a fish

back in and awaited results.

Two days later I had the fox. He had gone

in and secured the bait, but was caught

by a hind loot as he backed out. This was on
the fifteenth of December and catching noth-

ing but the so-called whisky-jacks, the re-

mainder of the month I sort of lost interest.

On N'ew Year's Day not having any pump-
ing to do I took a stroll out to the trap line

and found that two fur animals had gone west

through the ravine, but the traps were too

deep under the snow for a catch. Having
no bait but canned salmon I used a can of it,

then on the sixth of the month in going the

rounds I came to the last trap and there

dangling on the end of the,balance pole was a

marten. Marten look as though they might

be tamed, and if so it would certainly be very

interesting trying. About ten days later I

came around the side hill to this trap and was
trying to think how many cursed whisky-

jacks I had caught when 1 noticed that there

was something doing. There was a fisher

caught by the hind foot and as the pole wasn't

hea\y enrfugh to lift him up it kept him going

around wheel-barrow lashion. This animal

was just the opposite from the marten and

I don't think the devil himself could tame a

fisher. The pen was flat and some farmer will

have about ten square teet of cleared land to

start on. He often bit at his front feet while

he was moving around. I stretched him on

the lox board and he was fifty-five from tip

to tip, thirty-eight in the hide, seven and a

half at the hips and six and a half at the

shoulders. I shipped to Shubert and received

S45. for it. S2.3, for the marten, .S21. lor the

large fox and the rest were bought by a travel-

ler for S.36. I received\'s90. per month on the

tank job so my winter in the north for the

good of my health proved profitable in other

ways as well.

Perhaps the editor will put this contribution

in the waste paper basket, but we trappers

have to take chances.

(Perhaps he won't!—H. C. II.)

Queries and Answers

Query—I want a complete trapper's guide
in book form, showng a variety of methods
of sett,ing traps, also deadfalls, snares and
general information in regard to trapping.

Will you please let me know if you have such

a book and also the price.

C. A. L.

Toronto, Ont.

Answer—I think either Science of Trapping
or Steel Traps would suit you, or both, ii

you can manage it. You can secure them
from the offices of ftod and Gun, Woodstock
Ont., price -SI. each.

H. C. H.

Query—Please tell me of some kind of scent

to use to draw coyotes to bait where I have
my traps set. They will come within ton

feet of the traps, but no closer.

r. F. J.

Juanit.-i, Sask.

Anxwe.r—Frankly I do not think there is

any scent that will do this. If there is I

have never met it, and I have tried Ihotn

nearly all.

Without realising it you have discovered the

chief characteristic of the coyote, namely the
intense wariness that is the great drawback to

successful trapping. Let us examine the
query again. The coyotes come within ten
feet of the trap, but no closer. Now, believe

me, that is all that any scent could be expected
to do. It we are to believe tiie advertisements
of some of the scent manufacturers their

lures will cause the animals to lose all their

natural cunning and to throw discretion to the

winds by going crazy over the scent. As
any man will tell you who has given the

matter a thorough trying out, this is absolutely

niislc;iding. In very cold weather when the

bail is frozen it gives off very little smell, and
at such a time an animal can pass by without
finding it. Under such circumstances a

non-evaporating, non-freezing scetU will help

attract the animal's attention to the bait.

Clenerally speakiug that is all that a scent is

expected to do. In a few cases a scent can
be used u'illiDiil bait in such a way that the

animal gets caught while trying to locate the

scent.
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What Every Sportsman Should
Know About Canvas

Every man who enjoys outdoor life—camping,
huntmg, fishing, etc., should know about the

greater protection and increased service that

may be had by using PRESER\'0-trcalcd
canvas. For experience has shown that un-
treated canvas does not provide economical
weather protection because it is not water-
proof against any but the slightest rains.

Moreover, untreated canvas is short lived,

moisture soaks into the fabric, milde\y forms,

causing decay and rapid disenlcgralion.

PRESERVO is a scicntiric, soft linish water-
proofing of unsurpassed preservative guali-

ties. Canvas treated with PRE.SER\ O at

once becomes waterproof, mildew-proof and
rot-proof, and, best of all, will wear at least

twice as long as untreated canvas.

In fact, PRESERVO has given such universal

satisfaction that it is recognized as the
standard soft finish waterproofing foi canvas.

PRESERVO is inexpensive and easily applied

to new canvas or old canvas. You can be
assured of satisfaction by having your tents,

ground covers, bed-rolls, pack-saddles, canvas
wearing apparel, diilTle bags, supplv covers,

etc., RlAKSERVO-lreated' Add new life

to your old canvas by treating it with
PRESERVO. Almost any canvas goods
dealer can supply you with PRESERVO-
treated canvas or with the liciuitl PRl'^SERN'O.

Insist on PRESERVO
While there are other methods of water-
proofing canvas, there !•< only one PRESERVO.
You can insure maximum service and economy
by insisting on the genuine. .

Write us about your canvas needs and let us
tell you about the saving you can make by
using PRESEHVO-lrealed canvas. Ask for

our special book for campers and sportsmen.

ROBESON PRESERVO CO.MPANY
419 White Block, I'ort Huron. Mich.

Eastern Brunch: 357 Western Ave.. Boston, Mass.
Canadian Branch: Sarnia. Ont.

The Hunter-Johnson Co., 209 California St., San Francisco, Cal.

Distributors for the Pacific Coast

Waterproofs
and Preyervey Canvas
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If the coyotes come within ten feet of the

trap it is obvious that they have already

discovered the bait, and we are then faced with

two alternatives. Either they are not hungry

or else, which is more likely, they are suspi-

cious 01 the set. If this is the case scent will

not help matters.

Bait should be used very sparingly in coyote

trapping. While they are always on the

lookout for odd scraps, yet a chunk of skinned

meat will always arouse their suspicions and
it is then an easy matter for them to locate

the traps.

Try setting your traps twenty or fifteen

feet from the bait, if possible between two
clumps of grass so that the coyote has to

cross them to reach the bait. If you jexamine

their tracks you will find that they will

circle the bait several times before approach-

ing it, and a trap some distance from the

bait is jammed close up against the bait, which

is just where the coyote is looking for it to

be.

The most successful way of trapping them
is at a carcass, but be sure that they have
started to feed there for a night or two before

setting your traps. Around such a carcass

there are always trails that they use and
these furnish good places to set traps. Also

you will find tufts of grass, a rock or bone or

something similar where they leave their

body scent in the same way a dog does, and
here again a trap will usually make a catch.

Sets like these are blind, that is set without

bait and carefully concealed.

Where you have no carcass and can find

no trails that the animals are using it becomes
necessary to use bait and at once the animal's

suspicions are aroused. Try setting your
traps in the form of a square about six to

ten feet each way. Bed them down solidly,

putting a little piece of wool under the pan,

;ind cover lightly with the natural surround-

ings. Then go away for a week before putting

the bait in the centre of the square. If you
ran ride up to the spot on horseback and
drop the bait on the required spot without

dismounting you increase your chances of

success. Coyotes arc not impossible to trap

'

if you can eliminate the human scent and
sign.

"

^

When using bait avoid having one too big.

A few feathers, a chii-ken wing buried in the

cirlh with the tip protruding ari^ more potent

ii.s lures as they arouse the animal's curiosity

without awakening its suspicions.

There are a number of scents more or less

attractive. One is to chop up half a pound of

beef during warm weather and place it in a

sealer until it has become thoroughly decayed

and the odor as offensive as possible. When , j
this has taken place add a quart of some liquid

animal oil. half an ounce of asafoetida dis-

solved in alcohol and one ounce ol tincture of

Siberian musk. If you cannot get this the

common musk used for perfume can be sub-

stituted, or an ounce of beaver castor. Mix
thoroughly and bottle securely.

This scent was introduced into Michigan

by the U.S. government, and has been very

successful.
_,

If you can shoot a coyote or catch one al- '

ways save the urine. A few drops of this on

a tuft of grass in the centre of a square of

traps will often prove more deadly than a

meat bait.

H. C. H.

Quenj—As I am a reader of Rod and Gun I

wish to ask a favour ot you, as to whether or

not the Hudson Bay Co., hires men to trap

f OP- them, and will, if you guarantee to give

\our furs to them, furnish the traps and pay

you a good day's wage (please state the

wages). As an old trapper told me this, I

wish to find out if it is true or not. I have

done some trapping here but fur is very

scarce and as I am a lover of the wild I wisli

you could help me out. Have been discharged

from service and wish to start good on the

old game.
A. L. N.

Leominster, Mass.

Answer—lam afraid that the old trapper

that told you this has been "putting one over

you." I have never heard of the conditions

of which you speak. . Actually what the

Hudson Bay Company does in the north with

the- Indians is to advance them an outfit

—

food, traps, ammunition, clothes, etc., up

to a -certain amount. This is called the

Indian's "debt" and he is given so much,

depending on his reliability, skill aiTd so on.

He is bound to bring his furs to the post thai

outfitted him, else the Company blacklists

him. Whatever furs he catches of course arc

credited to him ;it the usual rates and after

he has paid olT his debt the balance of his

credit can be used in any manner he likes.

Stewart Edward White, the .\merican novelist

wrote a very interi'sting book ."The Silent

Places" that ili-all with an Indian that jumped

his debt and the lengths that the Company
went to catch him.

As far as I know the only trapping thatiis

done on a day-wages basis is on some of the

muskral marshes of the Eastern States. Here
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Hunt This Fall in

Real Haunts of Red Deer

+

+

The Highlands of Ontario

Maganetawan River, French River, Muskoka, Georgian Bay,

Lake of Bays and Other Famous Regions.
+
a

*

Write to any Agent, Grand Trunk System, for 'Playgrounds"

Booklet, giving Game Laws, etc., or to

J. Quinlan
Bonaventure Station

Montreal

C. E. Horning
Union Station

Toronto

+
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Sportsmen

Prospectors

Surveyors
You want a canoe that will stand any

strain—easy to handle—light on the por-

tage, yet can carry big loads— Over the

rapids is where you test a canoe.

Chestnut Canoes
are built for strength' and beauty.—Thev are finely shaped, built of the best and strongest New
Brunswick Cedarandcoveredwithaseamless, absolutely waterproof and non-destructible canvas.

The Chestnut Pleasure, Sponson, and Cruiser Canoes, are comfortable, roomy, clean,
safe and handsomely finished. They are the most suitable craft for the purposes for which
they were designed.

Chestnut Canoe Co. Limited, box 445, Fredericton, N. B.
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some of the owners ot the marshes will some-

times hire men to trap the rats which are

very numerous and strictly presers'ed against

trespassers. The trapping game is more ol a

gamble than a cinch at the best of times, and

to offer a man wages for all the fur he could

catch would be a very risky proposition.

Fur is getting scarce all over now compared
to a few years ago, but there are still some
good vacant districts if a man is rustler enough

to get out and look for them. There is no

other way of finding them.—H. C. H.

Champion Cadet Corps Team Wins Dominion Championship

(Dominion Marksmen's Review)

THE New Glasgow Cadet Corps led all 6th Quebec, Westmount Boy Scouts.: 2.31'.i

other teams in the Dominion Cham- Ontario defaulted,

pionship with the magnificent score of Dominion Marksman have certainly proved

2729 out of a possible 2800, or a team average by their records in the Provincial and Doniin-

of 97.4 per cent. During the match 12 ion Championship matches that they can hold

possibles were made. Ernest Williams wa'^ their own with anyone with a .22 rifle at 20 or

responsible for three of these, only dropping 25 yards. Better scores have been made
two points out of 280,or 99.2 per cent. Five with telescopic sights, but we firmly believe

members of the team shot over 98 per cent. that the New Glasgow Cadets have estab-

and eight over 97 per cent. Calgary, as lished a record for boys of their age under the

usual, shot very well—their total being only conditions of these matches,

two points below that made in the Provincial Next year it is hoped that the Champion-

Match and 56 points behind New Glasgow. ship of Dominion Marksmen will more truly

But evidently the New Glasgow boys were represent the championship of Canada. We
determined that the team winning the Dom- believe it does now, but there are surely a lot

inion championship would have to set a of Cadet Corps and Rifle Clubs in Canada
higher standard, and the record they have that should be .shooting with Dominion Marks-

established in this match is likely to stand men. Do your best to interest your friends

for some time. in this organization. Every boy has the

As was e-xpected, nearly all the teams showed desire to shoot, but some have not had Dom-

a general improvement in their scores—possi- '"'on Marksman explained to them. We want

bly the shorter range made it easier for some a hundred new clubs next year. Canada is

—but undoubtedly good, hard practice and the hunting ground of this continent, and if we

less nervousness had a great deal to do with it. are to enjoy the woods, lakes and mountains

A letter was received from Eraser MacDonald that nature gave us to hunt in we should learn

of New Glasgow, a few weeks before the the game young. Tf every Canadian boy took

match, stating that his boys were working advantage of the opportunities that he has to

hard and intimating that they would give hunt we would be a belter nation, physicall-

the teams from the other provinces a good run "nd morally.

for the championship; but truthfully speaking,
^^^ SHANNON BANDIT A.K.C. 163108.

we did not think they would better Cal.gary's
Attention is drawn to the advertisement

previous record.
^,. -^^^^ j^^j^ Kennels ol Kitchener, Ont. in

These championship matches have been a ^vhich they announce that Ch. Shannon
decided success, and have been the meujis of i^andit the beautiful "combination" beagle
creating a much wider interest in our marks- j^ offered at stud. This dog is one of the most
men scheme. successful on the circuit and breeders arc

Jt is unfortunate that Ontario was not fortunate in being able to secure his services,

represented in this competition on account ijred irom the greatest producing families
of so many oflhc London team being away. on both sides of the house Bandit is bound
1st Nova Scotia, New Glasgow Cadet to produce that strain that delights the

Corps 2729 beagle fan. He stands fourteen inches, has

2nd Alberta, (Calgary High .School C.C. . 267;i a rich tan head and possesses the good quali-

3rd Saskatchewan, Megina Coll. Inst 2G57 tics of a beagle of the tamous Johnson blood.

-llh New Brunswick, Holhcsay Cadet Bandit connnenccd his career as an eight

Corps 2604 months puppy and completed his champion-
'itli British Columbia, Victoria High ship at fourteen months. He was whelped

School 2."j;U .lanuary 8. 1912.
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BIG GAME WAITING FOR YOU
Along the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway. From Nova Scotia to British Columbia.

Here's the catalogue—Make your choice.

Nova Scotia. Season Opens.
Caribou. Sept. 16th.
Moose Oct. 1st.

Deer. Oct. 16th.
Bear. AH year.

^'ew Brunswick.
Moose and Deer. ' Sept. 15th.

Bear. All year.
Quebec.
Moose, Caribou, Deer. Sept. 1st.

Bear. Aug. 20th.
Ontario.
Moose, Caribou, Reindeer. Oct. 1st.

in certain territorv.
Deer. Nov. .')th.

Beat. All year.
Manitoba.
Moose, Caribou, Reindeer, Deer. Nov. 20th.

Saskatchewan.
Moose, Caribou, Deer. Nov. 15th.

Alberta.
Mountain Sheep, Mountain Goat. Sept. 1st.

Moose, Caribou, Deer. Nov. 1st.
British Columbia.
Mountain Sheep. Mountain Goat, Moose, Elk (Wapiti), Caribou and Deer.

Season for big game generally operis Sept. 1st.

Bear. Oct.;lst.
Reliable guides and outfits available at various points.

Ask for copy of folder "Open Seasons For Fish and Game" and full particulars
from any Canadian Pacific .\gent,.or A. O. Seymour, General Tourist .\genl, Montreal.
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The fading year hath reached a gloried prime,

Declinina davs bow down its massive head;

The hardv fruit more luscious gleaming nme.

Bears sweet recall of summer hours now fled.

The vellow pumpkins dot the sleeping field,

Telling the riches ol the long-run vine

The shocks of corn tell too a bounteous %aeld.

Upon the brace stalks heavily recline.

Hushed in a thicket breathes a newer note,

Hdf whispering, half trembling steals abroad.

And shy conversings from the dry reeds float.

Upward, away, across the ^Vfhered sod

\ raucous crv comes from a wildfowl throat

.

A raucous^cry^co^.^^
^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^,^ ^^^^^^ ^„d

His-storehouse'fashioned in the gnarled oak

The frisking squirrel now loads to o^ erlloxs

,

Divining winter with his jeweled cloAk

Descending in a silence charged with woe.

The thornapples have s-^'eUed in full matunl>

,

And dusted black-haw globes are hanging

near, ,

As if in wait for one to set them iree.

With eager hands, the soul of autumn s cheer.

In tangled brakes the pregnant hazel shells

Await the picker's welcome "ng^ng shout.

And to a noisy tread "?«?""§» 'n barren de Is.

On thunderous wings the banded quail in roui

,

And any who would wander by the tells,

Might hear the partridge drummmg autumn

out!
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IMPORTED GOODS ARE NOT ALWAYS
BEST. For Instance YOU Cannot Buy

Better Underwear Anywhere Than

"CEETEE"
ALL PURE WOOL - GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE

UNDERCLOTHING
"CEETEE" is manufactured from only the

very finest Australian Merino Wool, scoured

and combed over and over again until every

particle of foreign matter is taken out and every

strand is as clean as it is possible to be made.

It is then carefully manufactured on expen-

sive and exclusive machinery, very different

from the ordinary style of underwear machin-

ery fashioning each garment to fit the human
form. It has all the salvage edges, therefore

cannot come unravelled: every join is knitted

together, not sewnas with ordinary underwear.

People wear "CEETEE" Underclothing

because they know it to be perfect.

CANADIAN MADE FROM START TO FINISH AND

ALL BRITISH MATERIAL

Made in All Si:es for Mrn,\\'onicn and Children

The C. Turnbull Co. of Gait, Limited

GALT, ONTARIO 1*75

Worn
by the

Best People

Sold
by the

Best Dealers

Look for the

SHEEP
on every Garment
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HOW TO MAKE A TOBACCO JAR
Get a small pumpkin with a very hard skin.

Cut off the top and scoop out the inside,

taking care, however, to leave it about^"

22 CALIBRE CARTRIDGES
12. GUAGE SHELL AS A KNOB ^

:-.WOOD PLUG INSIDE
'cartridge-

thick as it will shrink a lot. Leave it to dry

for at least a month.

I'^or the legs use empty cartridges, I used

three .110.

Cut them so that they fit the sides and glue

a piece of wood inside each, then .screw them
into place, as shown in the illustration. Next
get a tin or a jam carton (as I did) that fits

inside and wilt come flush with the top, then

shave the top of the pumpkin until there is

room between the tin and the outside skin to

squeeze .22 cartridge cases in all round. The
lid can be made of a piece of tin cut to fit the

rim of the jam tin, with the brass end of a 12

bore cartridge soldered on fc a knob.

A HANDY PACKSACK
The first sketch shows a snowshoe with

arm loops attached. The second drawing

shows a back view with gunny sack attached.

This handy pack sack is made out of an

old snowshoe and a gunny sack. It is a

handy pack for the trap line, as when taken

olT, the heel of the snowshoe can be stuck

in the snow and it will remain upright.
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TheWhy? /AnotherVictory Loan
The answer to the question "Why

does Canada need another Victory-

Loan? divides itself into two parts.

(a) To finish paying the expenses of

demobihzatjon, and the obligations
we still owe to our soldiers.

(b) To provide national working capi-

tal.

Obligations T^e obligations to sol-

4-rx <^7AA'tn,vc- diers include:
TO OOiaierS That already incurred
cost of bringing home troops from
overseas.

The payment of all soldiers still

undemobilized. This includes more
than 20,000 sick and wounded who
are still in hospital.

The upkeep of hospitals, and their

medical and nursing staffs, until the
need for them is ended.

These three items alone will use
up at least $200,000,000 of the
Victory Loan 1919.

Gratuities ^he gratuity to assist

soldiers to tide over
the period between

discharge and their re-adjustment to
civil life, calls for §61,000.000 in

addition to the $59,000,000 already
paid for this purpose out of the
proceeds of the Victory Loan 1918.

Land Soldiers who desire to

Q^fflom^nf become farmers may,
settlement under the Soldiers'

Land Settlement Act, be loaned
money by Canada with which to
purchase land, stock and implements.
The money so advanced will be
paid back; meantime each loan is

secured by a first mortgage. Up to

August 15th, 29,495 soldiers had
applied for land under the terms of
this Act; and 22,281 applications had
been investigated, and the qualifica-

tions of the applicant approved.

Vocational ^or this work ^yhich

'T'».^;«:^.rc "^''th the Vocational
liraining Training and Soldiers'

Service Departments, embraces the

major activities of the Department
of Soldiers' Civil Re-establishment,
an appropriation of $57,000,000 is

necessary.

\r:»fir»«r»l Canada needs national

iiT 1 . working capital, so

Working that she mav be able

Capital to sell on credit to
'^

Great Britain and our
Allies the products of our factories,

farms, forests, fisheries and mines.

The magnitude of these orders and
the amount of employment thus

created, will depend upon the suc-

cess of the Victory Loan 1919. •

The "Why" Farmers and manu-
f r^

rl'f
facturers (and that in-

01 Creult eludes the workers on

Loans these orders, must
be paid cash for

their products. Therefore, Canada
must borrow money from her citizens

to give credit, temporarily, to Great
Britain and our Allies. Actually, no
money will pass out of Canada.

// Canada does not give credit,

other coimtries will; and they will get

the trade, and have the employment
that should be ours,to distribute

amongst their workers.

For trans- Money must also be
, ,. available to carrv on

portatlOn the nation's shipbuild-

ing programme, and other transpor-

tation development work.
For loans to Provincial Housing

Commissions who are building mod-
erate priced houses.

These, then, are some of the

things for which Canada needs na-

tional working capital She is in

the position of a great trading com-
pany, and her citizens who buy
Victory Bonds are the shareholders.

Those who give thought to our outstanding obligations to soldiers, and to our need for

national working capital, cannot fail to be be impressed with the absolute necessitg for the

VICTORY LOAN 1919
-EVERY DOLLAR SPEKT IN CANADA''

Issued by (.'anada's Victory Loan Committee in co-operation with the Minister of Finance of the Iioojinion of '"anada



Ontario Rifle Association Matches, 1919

J. W. Smith

AFTER a lapse of four years, the Ontario

Rifle Association resumed their Annual
Matches with a four-day meet commenc-

ing on August 19th and ending on August 22nd.

The decision to hold the meet this year was

not made without some misgiving, the Exe-

cutive Council realizing the difficulties which

would be encountered owing to the complete

change of conditions caused by the war.

The Long Branch Ranges near Toronto had

been practically in disuse lor a period of five

years, and needed a thorough overhauling,

the railways refused their usual concessions

in the way of reduced fares to outside com-

petitors, register-keepers and markers were

hard to get, and numerous other obstacles

presented themselves ,wluch would^have to

be overcome. Xothing daunted, however,

the officials of the Association, having made
the decision, set to work, and the opening

day found everything in readiness with over

200 entries, as compared with about 350 Jn
pre-war meets. The satisfactory accom-
plishment of these preparations was due to

the tireless energy of individual members of

the Executive Conmiittee, particularly Lieut.-

Col. S.J. Huggins, who carried out his ardu-

ous duties as Secretary in a very capable

manner. Whilst the register-keeping and

marking undoubtedly left much to be desired,

and the rules and regulations were not so

strictly adhered to as might have been, the

concensus ot opinion was that the shoot was a

decided success, and would pave the way for a

banner meet next year.

The weather conditions during the shoot

were not favorable for good marksmanship.

The first day was showery with a variable

wind, and a heavy thunderstorm interrupted

proceedings for an hour. The second day was
fine, and the best of the four. The third day
opened dull and threatening, and a rising

wind soon brought a driving rain with it

which made conditions extremely dilTicult.

The closing day was line, but wind and light

were tricky, and needed very close watching.

The writer himself,, after placing six conse-

cutive bulls at 000 yards in the Tait-13rasscy

Match finished up with a magpie owing to an
unnoticed lull in the wind, and many other

marksmen of more experience were caught

in the same way.

I'liose competitors who came from long

distances to take part in the Matches under
heavy expense to themselves are to be heartily

commended on their enthusiasm, as their

presence assisted materially in making the

meet representative of the best shooting

talent in the Province. Strong contingents

arrived from Ottawa, Kingston, Hamilton,

London, Guelph, and St. Thomas, with

smaller ones from Woodstock, Brantford,

Port Hope, Grimsby, and Bowinanville.

They were accomodated with marquees,

tents and bedding on the Ranges at a nominal
charge. A number of returned veterans

from the convalescent hospitals in Toronto
also took part in the matches, and their suc-

cess was a source of satisfaction to all con-

cerned. Among these was Sergt. K. S. McCoy,
a one-legged hero of the 19th Battalion, who
was wounded on November 10th, 1918, the

day before the Armistice. Sergt. McCoy
hails from Hamilton, and won the Duke ot

Cornwall and York Match with the possible

score ot 70 points, after a shoot off with two

other competitors. The Vt'est was represented

by Lieut. J. Macklem, of the 29th Sask-

atchewan Light Infantry, and Mr. Frank

Morris, of the Dominion Cartridge Com-
pany, Edmonton, Alta., a marksman of

note who has been to Bisley six times. Other

famous riflemen noted on the Ranges during

the meet were Sergt. Galvln Russell and

Sergt. W. A. Smith, both of Ottawa, the three

Barrett brothers of Kingston, Capt. C. R.

Crowe of Guelph, Maj. W. C. King of Bow-
manville and Capt. A. Pain of Hamilton.

Toronto riflemen includetl Sergt. W. A. Haw-
kins, winner of the King's Prize in 1913,

I-ieut. N\'. L. Dymond of the Canadian School

of Musketry, Lieut.-Col. A. Elliott, Q.M.S.

W. Davidson, S. S. H. Kerr, and Sergt. T.

Rayles.

At the general meeting of the O.R..\. held

at the Ranges on the evening of August 20th,

several interesting points were discussed.

The prosi)ects of a free Lssue of rides and

ammunition to properly organized and

gazetted civilian rille associations was re-

ferred to, and the apathy of the Federal

Government in this respect was deplored.

IHs understood, however, that civilian asso-

ciations will receive recognition as soon as

the militia regiments hav(^ been rc-orgauized

and ride clubs exervwhcre in Canada are
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only waiting for this event to resume their

pre-war activities. Strong hints were made
that the Ross rifle was slated for discard in

the near future as the Canadian military

small arm, and a rifle of British manufacture

was destined to take its place. It was stated

that this rifle would possess the qualities

which would place it in the categor>' of a

first-class target weapon, and, at the same
time, its construction and mechanism would

be such as to stand the rigors and hard usage

of actual warfare. The adoption of a stand-

ardized rifle of British make would do away
vciih the discrimination experienced by the

Canadians at Bisley in previous years wth
their Ross rifles, and would place all com-

petitors on an equal footing. The general

feeling of those present at the meeting to-

wards the conditions which prevailed at

Bisley this year was unmistakably one of

derision. It was felt that shooting with a

battle rifle and under battle conditions was

no true test of marksmanship, and that this

form of musketry should be confined to

regimental practice. In other words, national

and other big rifle meets should be conducted

on lines involving the use of slow fire with

a high class rifle and sights, at a well-defined

mark, whilst rapid fire contests at figure tar-

gets with battle rifles and sights should be

confined to the purely military class of rifle-

shooting. The first brings into play the very

highest standard of scientific skill and judg-

ment in marksmanship, but the element

of luck enters largely into the second style,

and a sharp dividing line should be drawn
between the two. Any man who is an aver-

age shot at slow fire can soon be train d to

the same degree of marksmanship on rapid

fire at an indistinct mark without windgauge,

besides which, the former class of shooting has

a greater fascination,and will tend to attract

more recruits and devotees of the sport to

the ranges. Opinion will, undoubtedly, vary

on this point, and the writer is merely report-

ing the almost unanimous view of those prcs-

sent at this meeting

Practically nothing was heard of the Irish

Hide Association in the newspaper reports ol

the .Matches, and it is only fair to this well-

known organization to record its activities

and achievements in the shoot. Earlier in

the season, such members of the I.R.A., who
were not already identified with some militia

regiment, proct^cded to take this step in

order to quality lliemsclvcs for the military

i\ents and the Militia Aggregate. Conse-

quently, the members were scattered through-

out the various Toronto regiments, and com-
peted with their respective units. No fewer

then 55 members of the I.R.A. took part in

the matches, and made an excellent showing,

the following appearing at least once among
the first ten competitors:— W. L. Dymond,
A. J. Slatter, W. A. Hawkins, J. E. Fitzgerald,

J. \V. Smith, J. Lonsdale, S. Dean, J. Umpher-
son, T. G. Beatty, R. G. Freeborn, W. Reid,

G. Xambton. R. J. Reesor, W. A. Brodie,

Col. A. Elliott, H. Carey, A. Emo, R. Storrar,

G. W. Bull, A. R. Humphreys, R. Edmond,
and T. G. Margetts. In addition to this,

thC; I.R.A., carried off nine out of the first

thirteen places in the City of Hamilton Tyro
Match including the first four, and captured

eight places out of the first twenty in the

Ottawa Aggregate. The 110th Irish Regi-

mental Team which won the Presidents'

Match for Tyro Teams by the handsome
margin of 64 points were all I.R.A., men.

Space does not permit of a detailed des-

cription of eachm atch, but a few exceptional

scores deserve special mention. Possibly

those of Lieut Marks and Sergt. Russell in

the Tait-Brassey Match were the most
remarkable considering the weather con-

ditions under which the match was shot. Both
are Ottawa men and returned ^veterans.

The possible of 50 points scored by Lieut.

S. \V. Graham of the 48th Highlanders,

Toronto, in the Bankers" Match was also

a notable performance. Lieut. Graham
served Ai4 years in France with the "Ladies

from Hell," winning the Meritorious Service

Medal. Sergt. J., Steele, who won the

Lieutenant-Governor's Match, hails from

Guelph, and Private G. Weir of the Q.O.R.

who won the Gold Medal in the resultant

shoot ofi', is manager of the London Ciuaran-

tee and Accident Company in Toronto.

Private W. Gault of Ottawa, winner of the

four Aggregates, is conceded to be perhaps

the best shot in Canada to-day, and his

shooting was all the more remarkable in

that he ranked as a tyro for the meet.

Another feat worthy of mention was that

of Sergt. W. A. Smith of Ottawa, the well-

known Bisley Marksman, in scoring two

possibles in the lixtra Series on the diflic«lt

range of 300 yards at a six-inch bull's-eye.

Only three possibles were recorded at this

range, the third being that of Pte. R. Ed-

mond, a marksman recently arrived from

.\ustralia, and now with the 12th York
Regiment and I.R.A. of Toronto.

The largels used for the 200 and .300 yard

ranges were fmii feci square, black bull's
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eye (on white background) 6" in diameter,

with "inner " and "magpie" rings 15" and
24" in diameter respectively, the remainder

of the target constituting the "outer."

Targets of similar description were used for

the 500 and 600 yard ranges, the dimensions

being 20" bull's eye, 32" "inner", 48"

"magpie," and six feet square. The one

exception was the Macdonald Rapid Fire

Match at 500 yards, when a figure target was

used, the figure being khaki-colored on a

green and white background. The Ross

rifle was in use presumably without excep-

tion, the writer did not see or hear of any

other. Ammunition issued was the 1915

Mark VH. pointexl Service Ammunition, and

no complaints were heard regarding its

accuracy. Slings not exceeding 54" in

length were permitted, but fixed or artificial

rests were barred, and the minimum pull

for the trigger was 5 lbs. The following lists

show the leading scores, but are not complete

owing to lack of space. The Ottawa Aggre-

gate has no prizes attached, but was com-

piled for the D.R.A., at Ottawa, and it is

understood that the first 40 or so competitors

will be asked to shoot for a place on the

Bisley Team next year.

City of Hamilton Match Open to Tyros

only. 7 shots at 500 yards, deliberate.

Possible Score 35 points.

1. B.S.-M. G. E. Kent, 110th Irish, 35

O.R.A. Silver Medal.

2. Pte. R. Oldfield, 110th Irish, 35.

3. Pte. S. Dean, 110th Irish, 34.

4. C. S.-M. E. J. Greenway, 110th Irish

34.

5. Sgt. H. Baker, C.A.P.C, 34.

6. Pte. T. W. Younger, 10th R. G., 34.

7. Sgt. T. Macdonald, 48th H., 34.

8. C.S.-M. .J. Shaipe, Q.O.R., 34.

9. Sgt. J. Osborne, R.M.C., 34.

10. Pte. W. J. Irvine, G.G.F.G., 34.

11. Sgt. H. Carey, 12th York. 24.

12. Sgt. N. S. McLeod, Q.O.R., 34.

13. Corpl. J. W. Smith, 110th Irish, 34.

City of Toronto Match Open to members.

1st stage, 7 shots, 500 yards, 7 shots 600

yards, deliberate. 2nd Stage, 10 shots 600

yards, deliberate. Possible score 120

points.

1. Mr. F. H. Morris, O.R.A., 1)0, Gold

Medal.

2. Pte. G. Weir, Q.O.R , 116.

3. Lieut. W. L. Dymond, C.S. of M. 1 16.

4. Sgt. W. Browning, 43rd Regt., 116.

5. Q.M.S.I., A. Emo, llOth Irish, 115.

6. Pie. W. .J. Ir\nic. G.fi.I-.Ci., IIJL

7. Pte. R.Storrar, 48th H., 115.

8. Lieut. H. Patterson, 43rd Regt. 115.

9. Mr. R. J. Reesor, I.R.A., 115.

10. S.-M. A. J. Slatter, 12th York, 115.

11. Pte. T. W. Younger, 10th R.G., 115.

12. .Sgt. M. H. Lee, 7th Regt. 115.

13. Sgt. T. Macdonald, 48th H., 111.

14. Bugler R> Williams, Q.O.R. , 113.

15. S.-M., Creighton, Q.O.R., 113.

16. Sgt. E. S. McCoy, 19th Batt., 113.

17. Corpl. J. W. Smith, 110th Irish, 112.

18. Capt. W. E. Swaine, 14th Regt. 112.

19. Pte. W. Gault, 43rd Regt. 112.

20. Mr. J. A. Morgan, Hg. R.A., 112.

Macdonald Match. Open to members. 7

shots, 500 yards, on Figure targets. Time
exposure, 5, seconds each—5 seconds between

each exposure. Magazines not allowed to

be used. Possible Score 35 points.

1. Sgt. J. Steele, 30th Regt. 34.

2. Sgt. W. A. Hawkins, 48th H., 33.

3. Lt.-Col., A. Elliott, 12th York, 33.

4. Pte. .1. Borland, 48th H. 33.

5. Gnr. J. J. Barrett, R.F.A., 32.

6. Sgt. G. \V. Russell, G.G.F.G., 32.

7. Pte. G. Weir, Q.O.R.,32.

8. Pte. W. Kelly, 10th R. G., 32.

9. Maj. T. Morrison, C.A.MtC., 32.

10. Corpl. J. W. Smith, 110th Irish, 32.

11. Lieut. J. Macklem, 29th Sask. L.I.,

32.

12. Capt. T. Murphy, 7th Regt. 32.

13. Pte. G. Dudley, 10th R. G. 32.

14. Lieut. Rowe, lOth R.G., 32.

15. Sgt. D.Stewart, CM.S.C, 32.

16. C.S.-M. Kirkman,. 12th York, 32.

Duke of Cornwall and York Match. Open
to Members. 7 shots, 500 yards; 7 shots

600 yards, deliberate. Possible score, 70

points.

1. Sgt. E. S. McCoy, 19th Ball., 70.

Silver Medallion.

2. Sgt. H. Carey, 12th York, 70.

3. Bugler R. Williams, Q.O.R., 70.

4. C.S.-.M. .1. E. Fitzgerald, 110th Irish.

69.

5. Pte. G. R. Gardiner, Q.O.R., 69:

6. Pte. W. Kelly, 10th R.G., 69.

7. Pte. W. A. Brodie, 12th York, 69.

8. Sgt. W. Rooke, Q.O.R., 69.

9. Pte. S. Dean, llOtli Irish, 69.

10. Pte. W. C;ault, 43rd Regt. 09.

11. Mr. E. L. Page, O.R.A., 68.

12. Sgt. A. Middleton, R.M.C., 68.

13. Pte. G. Weir, Q.O.R.. 68.

14. S.-M. .1. II. Coldham, RM '•
,
is.

15. Sgt. J.Buick, 48thll.,08.
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16. S.-M. A. J. Slatter, 12th York, 68.

17. Pte. T. W. Younger, 10th R.G., 68.

Bankers' Match. Open to Members. 10

shots, 600 yards, deliberate. Possible

score, 50 points.

1. Lieut. S. W. Graham, 48th H., 50.

2. S.-M. F. COldham, R.M.C., 49.

3. Q.M.S. Davidson, 48th H , 49.

4. Mr. F. Morris, O.R.A., 49.

5. Lt.-Col. A. Elliott, 12th York, 49.

6. C.S.-M. Kirkman. 12th York, 48.

7. Pte. W. Cowie, 48th H., 48,

8. Capt. W. E. Swaine, 14th Regt.. 48.

9. Pte. R. Doherty, Q.O.R., 48.

10. Corpl. J. \V. Smith, 110th Irish, 48.

11. Pte. J. Mulligan, Q.O.R.. 48.

12. Lieut. W. L. Dymond, C.S. of M., 48.

13. S.-M. A. J. Slatter, 12th York, 48.-

14. Corpl. J. H. Barret, 5th Batt., 48.

15. S.-M., T. Young, 48th H., 48

16. Sgt. D. Stewart, C.M.S.C, 48.

17. Sgt. W. Parks, C.A.C., 48.

18. Sgt. H. Rostrum. 18th H., 48.

19. Maj. E. Barrett, 5th Batt., 48.

20. Pte. W. McQuade, 43rd Regt. 48.

Tait-Brassey Match. Military Event. 7

shots at 200, 500 and 600 yards, deliberate.

Possible score, 105 points.

1. Lieut. E. Marks, C.E.F., 104.

2. Sgt. G. \V. Russell, G.G.F.G., 104.

3. Pte. W. A. Brodie, 12th York, 102.

4. Sgt. M. H. Lee, 7th Regt. 102.

5. Sgt. W. A. Hawkins, 48th H., 101.

6. Lieut. W. L. Dymond. C.S.of M. 101.

7. Bugler, R. Williams, Q.O.R., 101.

8. Sgt. H. Whitehorn, 10th R.G., 101.

9. Q.M.S. Davidson, 48th H. 101.

10. Sgt. W. Rooke, Q.O.R., 100.

11. Sgt. W. Cook, Q.O.R.. 100.

12. Pte.G. W. Bull, Q.O.R., 100.

13. Capt. W. E. Swaine, 14th Regl., 100.

14. C.S.-M. J. E. Fitzgerald, llOth Irish,

100.

15. Pte. W. Gault. 43rd Regt., 100.

16. Mr. R. .1. Recsor, I.R.A., 100.

The Lieutenant-Governor's Match. Open

to Member.". 1st Stage 7 shots, .500 yards;

7 shots 600 yards, deliberate. 2nd Stage

10 shots, ()()() yards, deliberate. Possible

score, 120 points.

1. Sgt. .1. Steele, 30th Regt. 117.

2. Pte. G. Weir, Q.O.R., 117.

3. Pte. II. Lowry. 30th Regt. llC.

4. Pie. J. Lon.sdale, 12th York, 116.

:>. Pic. G. Lanibton, 12lh York, 115.

(). Lieut. W. L. Dymond, C.S. of M. 115.

7. Q.M.S. Davidson, 48th II., 115.

8. Ml. F. Morris. O.R.A.. 114.

9. Capt. C. Gibson, 13th Regt. 114.

10. Capt. C. R. Crowe, 30th Regt. 114

11. Mr. R. .1. Ressor, I.R.A., 113.

12. Mai. E. Barrett, 5th Batt., 113.

13. Mr. S. LePage, O.R.A., 113.

14. Pte. W. Gault, 43rd Regt. 113.

15. Pte. A. Robertson, 10th R.G., 112.

16. Sgt.M. H. Lee, 7th Regt., 112.

17. Corpl. Barclay, 10th R.G., 112.

18. Sgt. G. W. Russell, G.G.F.G., 112.

19. Pte. R\ W. Campbell, 48th H., 112.

20. Lieut. M. Patterson. 43rd Regt. 112

Mackenzie Match. Military Event. 7

shots at 600 yards, delibeiate. Possible

score, 35 points.

1. Pte. T. G.Beatty, 110th Irish, 35.

2. C.S.-M. Kirkman, 12th York, 35.

3. Pte. G. Weir, Q.O.R. , 35. -

4. Corpl. R. G. Freeborn, 110th Irish, 34.

5. Pte. W. Reid, 10th R.G., 34.

6. Sgt. W. A. Smith, G.G.B.G., 34.

7. Pte. W. Gault. 43rd Regt., 34.

8. Pte. G. Lambton, 12th York, 34.

9. Sgt. H. Ashling. 48th H., 34.

10. S.-M. ,1. Il^Cottrell, C.A.P.C. 34.

11. Q.M.S. I., A. Emo, 110th Irish, 34.

12. Capt. C. Gibson, 13th Regt., 34.

13. Sgt. H. Whitehorn, 10th R.G.. 34.

14. Sgt. W. Rooke, Q.O.R., 34.

15. Q.M.S., Reed, Q.O.R., 34.

16. Sgt. G. W. Russell, G.G.F.G., 34.

17. Sgt. G. Rrooks, Q.O.R., 34.

18 Sgt. S. Steele, 30th Regt. 34.

19. Pte. W. R. Campbell, 48th H.. 34.

-The Osier Match Open to Members. 10

shots, 600 yards, deliberate. Possible

score 50 points.

1. Pte. W. Gault, 13rd Regt. 49.

2. Pte. S. Dean, 110th Irish, 49.

3. Pte. W. Kelly, 10th R.G., 49.

4. Sgt. W. Rooke, Q.O.R., 48.

5. Lieut. J. A. Steele, C.A.S.C, 48.

6. Mr. J. Umpherson, I.R.A., 48.

7. Pte. J. Mulligan, Q.O.R., 47.

8. Sgt.G. W.Francis, Q.O.R., 47.

9. Lieut. Rowe, 10th R.G., 47.

10. Lieut. .1. Macklem, 29th Sask. L.I., 47

11. Capt. C. R. Crowe. 30th Regt., 47.

12. C.S.-M. S. Sharpe. Q.O.R., 47.

13. Sgt. G. W. Ru.ssell. G.G.F.G., 47.

14. Sgt. H. Rostrum. 18th IL, 47.

All Comers' Aggregate Match. Open to

Members. Highest Aggregate in City of

Toronto (1st Stage only), Duke of Corn-

wall, York, Bankers', Lieutenant-Govern-

or's, (1st Stage only), and Osier Matches.

Possible score 310 points.

1. Pte. W. Gault, 43rd Regl. 300, O.R.A.

Silver Medal.
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Something new. Get all the facts about

Abraham Smoke Pump. You will want
one of these pumps. Greatest smoker
ever invented. Makes most smoke.
Drives 'em out from longest logs or deep-^f
est dens. Just say you are interested and
we will have something to say to you.
Don't miss this.

ETOpp Fur Facts and Trap-
' '^^'^ pers' Supply Catalog
You mu3t have this new book "Fur Facts." C'^n-

tain6 good trapping stories by Geo. J. Theissen and
others and valuable information. You Ret our new
catalog: free also. Best hunters' and trappers' guide
published. Not a penny to pay-for it. Gives you
lowe«t prices on supplies—Traps. Guns, Knives.
Hunting Coats. Heavy Coats, Suits for all weather.
Fox Horns, Turkey and Duck Calls—everything you
want for trapping.

Weekly Reports—Also Free
We will put your name on our mailing: list for

Abraham's Weekly Reports. They keep you posted
—right up-to-date on prices, etc.

Just a post card—that's all you need to get all this
—FREE—Fur Facts, the Catalog and the Weekly Re-
ports. And don't forget the Pump. Ask for otTei on
that. Now. get your post card into the mail—quick.

JJbrahnm Rir ^xx

IF YOU
like thousands of other men, wear,

for comfort or appearance sake, a

TOUPEE, you owe it to j'ourself

and your friends to wear one scien-

tifically made. It should fit perfect-

ly, and blend naturally with the

hair you still have left. Above all,

it should be becoming, and in every

respect suited to your type and

expression. The Pember will fill

these requirements. Write:

W.T. PEMBER
129 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

Boys, Young and Old

Look out for the

CANUCK
The "ACE" of

22 Calibre Rifles

On the Market in October

I)

Made in Canada

by the

H.W. Gooey Machine&Arms Go.

Toronto, Canada
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9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23,

24.

Mr. F. Morris. O.R..\., 297.

Lieut. W. L. Dymond, C.S. of M. 296.

C.S.-M. A. J. Siatter, 12th York, 295.

Pte. G. Weir, Q.O.R., 293.

Sgt. W. E. Browning, 43rd Regt. 293.

Pte. G. Mulligan, Q.O.R., 292.

Lieut. .I..A. Steele, C.A.S.C., 291.

Sgt. A. Middleton, R.M.C.. 291.

Pte. J. Lonsdale, 12th York, 290.

Lieut. H. W. Patterson. 43rd Regt. 289

Pte. S. Dean, 110th Irish, 289.

Q.M.S., Davidson, 48th H., 288.

Sgt. M. H. Lee, 7th Regt. 288.

Capt. C. R. Crowe, 30th Regt., 288.

Sgt. \V. A. Hawkins, 48th H., 288.

Sgt. W. Rooke. Q.O.R.. 288.

Sgt. .J.Buick, 48thH.,287.
Corpl. J. H., Barrett, C.F.A., 287.

C.S.-M. J. E. Fitzgerald, 110th Irish,

287.

Corpl. J. W. Smith, llOlh Irish, 287.

Pte. T. W. Youngest, 10th R.G., 287.

C.S.-M. Kirkman, 12th Yorks, 287.

Sgt. H. Whitehorn. 10th R.G., 287.

23. Pte. W. Kelly, 10th R.G., 351.

24.

26.

27.

28.

The Militia Aggregate Military Event.

Highest Aggregate in City of Toronto,

(1st Stage only), (Cornwall and York
Bankers, Tait-Brassey, MacKenzie, and.

Osier Matches. Possible score, 380 points.

1. Pte. W. Gault, 43rd Regt., 367, N.R.A.
Silver Medal and Badge and Cup.

2. Lieut. W. L. Dymond, C.S.of M., 362,

G.G. Silver Medal and Badge.

3. Sgt. W. .1. Rooke, Q.O.R., 359, G.G.
Bronze Medal and Badge.

1. C.S.-M. A. .). Slattcr, 12th York, 357.

D.R.A., Silver Medal.

5. Sgt. W. K. Browning, 43rd Regt., 357,

D RA. Bronze Medal.

Pte. G. Weir, Q.O.R., 357, O.R.A.

Silver Medal.

Sgt. \V. A. Hawkins, 48th H., 357.

Igt. A., Middleton, R.M.C., 356.

Sgt. H. Whitehorn, 10th R.G., 356.

Capt. W. K. Swaine, 14th Regt. 355.

6.

7.

S.

9.

10.

11. Bugler It. WiHiams, Q.0.1^, 3.55.

12. Corpl. .). W. Smith, llOth Irish, 354.

1.3. Pte. G. Milligan, Q.O.R., 3.53.

14. C.S.-M. Kirkman, llJlh York. 353.

15. C.S.-M. J. K. Fitzgerald, 110th Irish,

3.53.

16. Lieut. E. Marks, 43rd Regt. 353.

17. Pte. G. W. Bull, Q.O.R., 3,52.

18. g.M.S., Davidson. I8lh 11., 3.52.

19. Pte. S. Dean.'llOth Irish. 3.52.

20. Lt.-Coi. A. Ivlliott, 12th York, 3.52.

21. Sgt. M. II. Lee, 7th Uegl. 3,52.

22. Ticket No. 66, 3.52.

Sgt. G. W. Russell, G.G.F.G.. 351.

Sgt. E. S. McCoy, 19th Batt., 3.51.

Sgt. J. Buick, 48th H., 350.

Sgt. T. Macdonald, 48th H., 350.

Pte. H. Lowry, 30th Regt., 350.

Ottawa Aggregate. Open to -Members.

Highest -Aggregate of all scores on 200, 500,

and 600 yards in the Regular Matches,
omitting the 2nd Stages of the City of

Toronto and Lieutenant-Governor's Matches
and the Macdonald Match. Possible score

4,50 points.

1

.

Pte. W. Gault. 43rd Regt. 434.

2. Lieut. W. L. D>-mond, C.S. of M., 430.

3. Pte. G. Weir, Q.O.R., 427.

4. Sgt. W. E. Browning, 43rd Regt. 424.

5. S.-M. A. .1. Siatter, 12th York. 423.

6. Sgt. W. Rooke, Q.O.R. 422.

7. Sgt. H. \\'hitehorn, 10th R.G., 422.

8. Sgt. A. Middleton, R.M.C., 421.

9. Pte. G. Milligan, Q.O.R., 421.

10. Q.M.S., Davidson , 48th H., 421.

11. Sgt. W. A. Hawkins, 48th H.. 421.

12. C.S.-M. kirkman, 12th York, 419.

13. C.S.-M. J. E. Fitzgerald, 110th Irish.

419.

10. Corpl. J. W. Smith, 110th Irish. 418.

15. Bugler, R. Williams, Q.O.R., 418.

16. Pte. G. W. Bull, Q.O.R., 417.

17. Pte. J. Lonsdale, 12th York, 417.

18. Pte. H. Lowry.iSOth Regt. 417.

19. .Sgt. M. H. Lee, '7th Regt. 417.

20. Lieut. E. Marks. 43rd Regt.. 417.

President's Match Open to Tyro Teams of

4 members. Challenge Cup, value $450.00

presented by the President, Sir Edmund
Osier. Possible Score 1660 points.

1. 110th Irish Regiment, Toronto:

Corpl. .1. W. Smith, 388; Pte. S. Dean, 386;

C.S.-M. J. E. Fitzgerald, 385; C.S.-M. E. J.

Greenway, 359; Total 1518.

2. R. M. C, Kingston, 1454.

Tyro Aggregate OpenJ to Tyros only.

Highest Aggregate in same matches as the

Militia Aggregate witli the addition of City

of Hamilton Match. Possible score, 415

points.

1. Pte. W. Gault, 43rd Regt. 4W, L.-F.

Silver Medal.

2. Sgt. A. Middleton, R.M.C., 388, L.-G.

Bronze Medal.

3. Corpl. J. W. Smith, 110th Irish 388.

Extra Series Aggregate 200, 300, ,5(K> and

600 yards. Po.ssible score 2(K1 points.

1. Pte. G. W. Bull, Q.O.R., 196., Silver

Cup.

2. Lieul. \V. L. Dymond, C.S.of M., 195.
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GUNS, RIFLES, REVOLVERS
Ammunition, Lyman Sights

Marble's Sights and Specialties

We carry in stock the largest line of the above goods in Canada

andour PRICES ARE RIGHT.

We also specialize in

Game Traps, Hunting Knives
Razors, Axes and Compasses

Our Immense Tf ¥ pi p C has nothing to compare
Stock of IXir JLiJLjO with it in the Dominion

Your favorite rifle is almost sure to be here—although there is a general

scarcity in these goods and they are selling quickly.

Write or call and you will receive pleasant and courteous

attention and an absolutely square deal.

LION SPORTING GOODS CO.
429 Yonge St. and 1 & 3 Ann St.

6517 TORONTO, ONT.Phone
Main

J. A. VARLEY, Proprietor
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3. Lieut. A. R. Humphreys, R.A.M.C.,195.

4. Pte. W. A. Brodie, 12th York, 194.

5. Pte. R. Edniond, 12th York, 194.

6. Pte. G. Weir, Q.O.R., 193.

7. Pte. J. Lonsdale, 12th York, 193.

8. S.M. T. Young, 48th H., 193.

9. Sgt.R.Storrar, 48th H., 192.

10. Capt. C. Crowe. 30th Regt. 190.

11. Mr. .J. Barrett, O.R.A., 190.

12. C. S.-M. J. E. Fitzgerald, 110th Irish,

188.

13. Pte. VV. Lonsdale. 12th York, 188.

14. Q.M.S.L, A. Emo, 110th Irish, 188.

l.'^. Pte. J. W. Smith, 24th Regt. 187.

16. Lieut. R. Marks, 43rd Regt., 187.

17. Pte. J. Davidson, G.G.F.G., 187.

18. Lieut. F. Spalding, 43rd Regt., 187.

19. Sgt., W. A. Smith, G.G.F.G., 187.

20. Corpl. J. \V. Smith, 110th Irish, 187.

Revolver Match Open to Members. 12

shots at 25 yards, deliberate. Possible

score 120 points.

1. Capt. T. G. Margetts, R.L., 91.

2. Pte. R. Storrar, 48thH.,91.

3. Capt. R. G. Leushner, 23rd Regt. 87.

4. Mr. F. H. Morris, O.R.A., 86.

5. Sgt.J.P. White, Q.O.R., 84.

6. Sgt. White, 77.

7. Sgt. R. Clarke, 10th R.G., 70.

8. Pte. W. J. Irvine, H.Q.R.A., 52.

Sgt. W. Cook, Q.O.R., 50.

Capt. W. G. Gibson, 13th Regt. 47.

Mr. A. M. Spittal, H.Q.R.A., 37.

Lt.-Col. S. J. Huggins, O.R.A., 32.

Revolver Match. Open to Members. 24

shots at 25 yards, figure target-rapid fire.

Posible score 120 points.

1. Mr. F. H. Morris O.R.A., 101.

Capt. T. G. Margetts R.L., 99.

Mr.A.J. Knox, b.R.A.,92.

Sgt. J. P. White, Q.O.R., 84.

Sgt. W. Cook, Q.O.R.,83.

Pte. R. Storrar, 48th II., 82.

Sgt. R. Clarke, 10th R.G.. 81.

Revolver Aggregate Match. Open to

Members.
Capt. T. G. Margetts, R.L., 190. D.R.A.

Medal.

9.

10.

11.

12.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

The Airedale as a Pal and a Worker

M. U. Bates, Melagama, Onl.

BUT a very few years ago when the out-

of-doors man went in to any extent

for variety shooting and hunting, it

was accessary for him to maintain a sort of

young Tjcio to contain what was then, as it is

to-day, one of the most essential parts of his

outfits, his hunting dogs. If he hunted ducks

he'd have to have his Cocker, his l<etrievcr,

hi* Chesapeake Bay or some iA\wx sort of bird

dog. When he went out in the "open places"

for a week to try his luck at a deer or moose,

he had to change oif to his fox or

dcerhounds; and if it were very bitter

weather, and he were far back, he'd have to

lake along a husky or two to haul out his

game and move his tents and other cami)

equipn\ent. If it were earlier fall, and in a

bear country, he'd also have to move around
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a small army of noisy fox terriers; and if

there were a possibility of a coon or two about,'

and he wanted to take in all the fun there was

going, he'd also have to have along one of

those "coon" dogs, whose pictures we used

to see, when we were young, in the National

Sportsman.

When the winter came, if he followed the

trap-line any, he"d have to express all the

other varieties away to a boarding-school for

the winter, and call on his huskies again, and

in addition (if he went in for a little surrep-

titious sport at times), another little cross-

bred, known as a "beaver dog."

To the sportsman of means, all these vari-

ous chances meant no small amount of incon-

venience and annoyance; to the one ot ordin-

ary means, it was practically an impossibility;

and except those times when his "wife's

brother" came out from the city for his annual

hunt, there certainly wasn't very much ease

in it for him.

The advent of the Biggest and Best,, how-
ever—the sporting Airedale Terrier—thanks

to the discernment and untiring efforts of the

pioneer fanciers of the breed in this country,

has effected a marked change in these con-

ditions. He might, indeed, appropriately be

called "The Twelve (or Twenty) in One,"

for the adaptibility of this remarkable breed

seems almost limitless, and is unbelievable

by those who have nofhad the opportunity,

or inclination, to study him closely. His

prowess in the big game fields, working on

deer, moose, or bear; his peculiar fitness for

any kind of land and water retrieving; the

sinsileness of his alTeciion as a pal, and his

efficiency as a guard, either of person or

property, has been commented on so often of

late ill our sporting magazines that it needs no

further mention from me here.

The writer, who has had several year's

experience in the big game fields and on the

trap-lino, has had unusual opportdnity to

observe and study the character and develop-

ment i)f this breed under dilTcrent conditions;

and what he has found most striking in them
is llic almost liuinan intelligence they quickly

develop when restricted for a time to the com-
panionship of only one master.

Taking for example one big, biack-backed

sixty-pounder which I have in my kennels

here. This dog has hunted moose and deer

with me, has worked on ducks and geese

during the fall, and in the winter has hauled

my sleigh and led my other dogs ten times

better than any husky I have ever seen.

During the fall, when the "porkics" and other

"varmints" were moving around, he got into

the habit of sleeping with his nose to the door

of the tent, and it is his invariable custom now,

either in tent or camp, to sleep this way, and
woe betide the four, or two-legged creature

who would approach in the night unannounc-'

ed.

Another acquirement of his is to find the

way back to camp at night when either darkness

or stomi has wiped out all trace of trail and

landmark. I have seen him looking back

every few yards to see if I were coming; do

this when the snowshoe trail made in the

morning was buried under two feet of snow;

and have seen him, while hauling a heavy

load, work out a bush trail over which he had
travelled only once, three weeks before—this,

too, after several hea\'>' snowfalls had effect-

ively blotted out all visible trace of it.

More than once, in this way, he has saved

me an unpleasant night in the bush, when my
enthusiasm during the clear, cold days of

early winter had led me, travelling without

snowshoes and following the fresh trail of fox,

fisher or lynx, many miles farther back from

my regular routes than I should, properly,

have undertaken.

An old Ilucjpon Bay Indian, seeing one of

these hunting bitches working at a trapped

fisher one day, declared after watching her

for .some time, that he could take two such

dogs and make a good winter's catch on
lynx, (isher and beaver, without so much as a

single trap—the dogs treeing the lynx and
fisher and "trenching" the beaver, where they

sooft fall an easy victim to the deft hand of the

trapper.

The Pointer

TIIICl'ilC are reasons for believing that the

pointer has descended from the hound,

or, at any rale that it has hound blood in

it. It has been saiii by old writers to be a

fiixhoiind searching for game by scent,

i<pres.sing his cry of joy when he finds his

game, and assuming an attitude of "point."

In the present day the resemblance of the

pointer to a fox-hound is small compared to

that of eighty or one hundred years ago.

About eiglity years ago most of the poiutcrs

are said to have been while or varied with

liver-colored spots.

A breed belonging to the Duke of Kingston
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were black aad these were supposed to be

endowed with an exquisite degree of scenting

powers. The black pointers of the present

day are, in all probability, descendants of

this famous strain.

Spanish, Portugese. French and Russian

pointers have been referred to by the early

writers. The Spanish pointer is described as

a big heavj- built dog with large ears and a

badly formed body. He had large feet and

was too slow, though it is said, he had acute

scenting.

The present breed ol pointers have been

derived largely irom the Spanish dog of

this breed.

However, it is not within the scope of this

small work to enter into an account relating

to the history of the pointer, it being sufficient

herein to indicate the principal points indica-

tive of a typical or fairly typical speciman of

the present up to date pointer.

First of all, as regards color, this is more a

matter of individual taste, though the writer

thinks that most judges are inclined to favor

a white dog with liver colored markings,

nicely distributed. This even distribution of

markings lends additional quality to the

otherwise good dog but it must be understood

that such is neither essential or of jnuch signi-

ficance.

Lemon and white is esteemed but black

pointers appear on the show bench, although

there does not seem to be much inclination

towards favoring this color. Brick red and

while are not uncommon. A perfectly white

body with symmetrical working? on the head

and ears looks very handsome, many points

are "ticked."

A medium sized dog is preferred by judges

to one either two large, or undersized. A
typical speciman should show one A.l. quality

all round.

The eyes to be of medium size,the ears small

thin and covered by fine soft hairs, and carried

clo.se to the side of head, nose, broad and full

with widely dilated nostrils favoring scenting

power. Lips, thin but jaws must not be under-

shot or the lips pendulous.

The skull should be of medium width across

the occiput, wide from eye to eye, and of good

length troni thc^ hnci of the eye to the nose.

The whole facial expression should neilbw

be one ol heaviness nor yet of snippiness.

Many pointers are niiic-h too heavy in head.

To the fore and hind limbs, cnrriage and

action of the pointer, judges pay particular

attention.

The chest must not be broad, otherwise it

destroys freedom and pace of movement in

front, oblique muscular-though not loaded

—

shoulders, and long, clean, big-boned, thin-

skinned, bare-footed limbs are points of excel-

lence.

Big feet, straight shoulders and lightness

in bone constitute defective points. Well-

sprung ribs and great depth of girth are "sine

qua non."

Tail tapering, covered with thin skin and

fine hair. , It must not show any tendency

towards the hound carriage but must be

carried on the same plane as the back.

Hocks strong and straight neither turned in or

out (both are faults) elbows close to side.

To be typical, a pointer should display well

developed muscles, elasticity of step and

plenty of action in all his movements.

Lad—A Dog
Albert Payson Terhune, the author ot

"Lad: A Dog," has combined twelve stories

which -originally appeared in different maga-

zines into a charming, continuous story of

the adventures of his thoroughbred collie,

Sunnybank Lad. That the author both loves

and understands dogs is plainly evidenced in

these interesting stories. The wonderful

intelligence, beauty, and courage of Lad will

appeal to every dog lover, and these stories

cannot fail to make those who do not own
dogs realize the companionship and devotion a

"real" dog brings. "Lad" is a thoroughbred

and his every adventure as related by Mr.

Terhune shows this, also what training can

accomplish.One story deals with the unerring

instinct which carries a lost dog home from

a distant city, and that after varied and trying

experiences at a dog show—the bugbear of a

thoroughbred's life. Another story deals

with his experience with a copperhead snake.

He was missed from his accustomed haunts

and it was thought that he had crawled away

to die in the woods, but after three days he

re-appeared—thin, caked with mud, and

utterly disreputable looking—but cured. He
had buried himself in mud in the marshes

and had trusted to this healing element to

draw the poison from his wound. Each of

the other stories will be found equally inter-

esting. A copy of this book can be secured

through W. .1. Taylor Ltd. Publisher, Wood-

stock, Ont., the price being $1.75.
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Then you can eat
a real meal

Leg weary from stumbling over logs

and rocks, cramped and stiff from
lying»in wait for him. Then, sud-
denly, there he is. Bang! Got him!
Now for a nice juicy steak with

gravy thickened with Klim. delicious

flapjacks made richer by Klim, a
piping hot'cup of Klim-cocoa. Man,
oh man. what a meal! The Chateau
Laurier could otTeryou nothing like it.

l< hm is the greatest little food im-
prover you e\er knew. Fresh separ-
ated milk reduced to powder so it

takes up little space. Always fresh,

just whip into water. Get a tin from
your grocer.
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Record Number of Shooters at Toronto Exhibition

Squad Shooting Big Feature of Tournament-

Wilh the magnificent attendance of 103 shooters

I he Canadian National Exhibition Tournament held

at Toronto on July 26, 27, 28 and 29 proved to be the

he.;t Canadian tournament held this yean The

sDlendid arrangements thereby shooters were d.y.ded

f?to lour classes and with the additional good feature

of ha\°ngthfmonies guaranteed, the shoot attracted

?he leading shooters from Canada and the tnited

State! American shooters came all the w'ay from

Slew Orleans in the South to Los Angeles m the Last

while Canadians from as far west as Edmonton were

present.
, ,.jters were on hand and the

The ereanyfl^tn^s were treated to some real sport
interfM?.. squad of top-notchers cotnposed of Jennings.
Wright. Husempn. Pendergast and S. G. Vance went
from trap to trap breaking everrthing without a miss.
Altogether they broke .500 targets straight which is a
record for Canada if not for the United States.
Frank Wright of Bujialo, shooting consistently

throughout the whole tournament was successful in
carrying off the honours in the Canadian National
Lxhibition Handicap, the Doubles and was also the
high gun for the entire shoot with the remarkable score
of CCi; out of 07.5. In addition he also took the Class
A, Silycr Trophy.

Six professionals were present for the shoot. They
were J. S. Boa of Chicago; F. Morris of Edmonton.
G. Dunk, Toronto. F. Huseman, Rochester, F. A.
Wadsworth and L. Squire.

A well known Toronto shooter Mr. C. N. Candee had
the honor of having the best score on the morning of
the first day breaking 99 out of 100. Mr Candee is in
his 60th year. He was heartily congratulated on his
wonderful score. In the afternoon of the first day.
Woodward of Texas, Wright of Buffalo and Pendergast
of Phoenix each. succeeded in breaking 99.

In the doubles championship Frank Wright broke
18 out of .'JO. The coolest shooter in anv of the squads
was W. H. Singer of St. Catharines who went to the
trans each time sm<iking his pipe. George J. Tuckctt
of I^s Angeles, a former Haniilto>i shooter made a hit
with the" spectators with his ea.sv manner of breaking
the birds.
The weather was very good for the entire shoot and

would have been ideal had it not been for the constant
winil olT-shore.

H. Pendergast of Phoenix, N.Y. was high man on
the morning of the second day of the tournament
breaking 74 out of 7.'i The third day of the shoot
brought forth some wonderful exhibitions of skill
with .1. I). Clay of Houston, Texas, breaking a perfect
7,'i and tin others tied for second place at 7-1 outof 7.'>.

Frank Wright of DufTalo broke his former long run
recoril wilh the wonderful run of .i.t.'!. His share of
the money was $.tl7.0().

Fred Kerr of f;rediton who did such good shooting at
<:hicago showed up remarkably well in the C.N.E.
Handicap only missing one bird, and that at the last

'

lr.li>, nt 17 yards. In this event fifty-one shot niiictv
or better. Frank Troeh and Nicali were tied for second
r)lacewithFre'! Kerr.

C. N Candee M Toronto won the Class H. trophy.
S I< Newton of Sherbrooke the Class C. and R. Stall-
ord of Helleville the Class D trophy,

'flic cf»mrniltee in charge are to be congratulntcd on
the eiceljcnl orogramme provided and the splendid
MlfinntT in wliicti the tournament wa.s c-onducted,
Messrs W. H. (iooderhnm nnrl George Cnshniore
arle<l in their usual efTicient manner, Mr Gooderhnm
as manager and Mr. Cashmorc as Secrcliirv-Treasurer
ImDAY. CIniuiA.

_ , , ,
Morn. Afln.

,1 F. Uoilds. I,<is Angeles , 9,1 9.)
tf. Nicnit, KnnsiiH f^itv

*

04 96
.?. S. Day, New Orleiins 97 97
F. M. Troch, Vancouver, Wash 96 99

B.

N. Boylston, Leesburg, FI.

E F Woodward, Houston,.

J. W. Hart. Dresden ,.

JE Jennings, Todmoraen.
F. S.Wright, Buffalo..

H. Pendergast, Phoenix

S G Vance, Tillsonbnrg

\ H Aber. Dravosbury, Pa,

Rav Spangle, Pendleton, pre.
- Class

C. G. Handley. Pine Bluff

G J Tuckett, Los Angeles

F. Remmv, Syracuse, 'nd

J D. Clay, Houston
L-^jtl-irtej Rochester. .

.

W. H. cVoderuff-Joronto.
A. F. Healy, WindsU
H. W. Cooey. Toronto. .-

R.Day, London
C.N. Candee. Toronto "

.'

M. E. Fletcher, Hamilton
;••••

D. K. Dickinson, Kansas City. . . tL'

'

E. Harris. Hamilton
W. H. Singer, St. Catharines.
W. Barnes, Hamilton. .

.

E. Sturt. Hamilton
G. Beattie. Hamilton.

.

W.J. Marshall. Gait
F. Fox, Toronto
E. F. Salisbury, Toronto

Class C,
S. L. Dodds. Clarksdale, Mo
.1. A. Kimble, Che>enne
T. D. McGaw, Toronto
H. W. Burke. Markham
F. E. Healy, Toronto
G. L. Vivian, Toronto
J. E. McCurdy, Sydney. .

.

W. Peters, Turnersville. ...

J. Vance, TilKsonburg
A. A. Thompson, Windsor. . .

.

W. Hodges, Simcoe
W. ID>-Beers, New Britain
W. R. Fenton, Toronto
I-. N. Smith, Albany, N.Y..

.

M, E. Goodalc, Hamilton
J. Hunter. Hamilton
S. G. Newton, Sherbrooke. . .

L. R. Newton. Sherbrooke
H. W. Huiisberrv, Jordan
P. H. Willev. Danville. NY
H. L. Braddnck, Straflordvilh'
J. F. Balbirnie. Muskegim
C. Gammage. Ridgetown
J. G. S. Day. .New Orleans. . . .

G. W. Parker, Youngstown. .

,

J, McCausland, London
G. W. Parker. Youngstown .

.

.1 McCausland .London
F.DoIson, Chatham
W. H. Joselin, BirchclilTc
J. R. Serson, Nlimico „
H. I-cnnox. Hamilton ; ;.,,...,„

C. Thomson, Hamilton
J. Summcrhaycs, Weston
J. B. Fontaine. Philadelphia.
H. Ncwiands, Gait
J. NL Gompli. Hamilton

Clan D.
J, H.Cox, Detroit
I,. K. Dinsmore, St. Mary's, We»l, V«,
B. Clarke, Montreal
W. S. McCpll, Simcoe
H. F„Schorfield,()nkvillc
F. P. Fitzgerald. Clarksdale
G. L. Howder, West I'Jirabctli
W. W. Livingstone. Carlisle
A. S. Glov4'r, 1 lamilton
T. II Hnker, London

96 ,
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=ZryS

This most cos-

mopolitan of all

ducks provides
the keenest of sports
for the Canadian hunter.

Plentiful in the North West, but

not so common in the East, it is a

strong swimmer and hardy, often

remaining all winter near the swift un-

frozen streams of the north.

The Mallard, like most river ducks, is a

surface feeder, but is also a quick diver.

It comes well to deco\s, particularh- if

one or two noisy birds are tethered with

the "blocks."'* Overhead pass shooting of

Mallards will put the sportsman to the

extreme test.

To enjoy your trip after Mallards go

well prepared against wet weather.

u=:
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W.J. McCancc St. Thomas
R Stafford, Belleville

W. Hughes. Toronto
E P. Wrisht.Gananofiue.
W. J. Corby. Falls View.

E Stewart, Falls View
F.'Stewart. Falls View,

E Corby. Falls View
C.C.Syer, Bartonville

W H. Bradfield. Straffordville.

G. R. Marlatt. Straffordville,

D. McMackon. Ansus.
J M. Lisson, Hamilton
W. W. Kennedy, Fulton
.J. Watt. Toronto
iND. DAY
H. Pendergast
N.Bovlston
F.Wright

.,

F.J. Fox
W.H. Singer.
E.H.Willey
S. G. Newton.

.

H Cooey
S.G.Vance
F. C.Healey
J. S Day
E.F. Woodland,
H. W. Burke
F. Huseman
.\. F. Hcaley,
W. Hodges
L.N. Smith
C. N. Candee
H. Newlands. .

,

W.Fletcher
J.D.Clay
F. M. Troeh
N.Peters
W. Beers :

W.Burke
D.R.Dickinson..
G.Grey ,„

.J. M. McCausland-
[ F. Dodds
y. Henry
W.H.Gooderham
A.H.Abes
F. Kerr
E. Harris
I Summerhaycs
N. Root
E.P.Wright
L. R.Newton
W.J.Marshall
.1. D. McGraw.
A.Thompson
G Dunk
J. McCardy, .

F. Morris
H. Braddock.

.

,1 S.Boa
J.Ebbetts
H Hunsberry.
O Barnes
J G.S.Day. ...

J B. Balbirnie.

.

G Gammagc. .

.

K.Miller
G. Anstere
J, K. Symes
W T.Edwards.
L D. Slade
S I-. Dodds
C.Hanley
I.. K. Diiicsmorc.
R.Day
J Fontaine
•IRD. DAY.
J. D. Clay, Houston.

.

CN.flandcl, Toronto
J.F Dodds, r.os Angeles

N. Boylston. I-eesburg. Fla

H . W . Burke. Preston
J. E. Jenning.H. Todniorden
F.S.Wright. IJulTnlo

H Pcn(lergast. Phoenix. N.^
W Barnes, Hamilton
II. W. Cooey, Toronto.
I" M. Troeh, Vuniouvcr, Wash..

• G Nir.ola. Kansas City
!•.. J. Woodward. Houston.
W Benny. Svraiusc. Ind

G Gray. Philadelphin

J McCausland. London
W. H. Singer. St. Catlilinms

S G Vance. TillsonbUrg

84
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Here is the Light
for Sportsmen

Fastens to cap, leaving both hands free. Can be switched
on or off instantly. Gives a powerful, penetrating light which
wind and rain will not extinguish. Guaranteed to give the
usual splendid EVEREADY service. Handsomely finished
and strongly made.

Price with 5 cell battery - $7.25
Price with 3 cell battery - $6.40

EVERM
BAYLDJ

OBDER ONE TODAY

SPIELMAN AGENCIES REG'D
' 5 St. Alexander St.

MONTREAL
Fiftv other modeb

from $1.00 to $10.00
Send for catalog S?

TELLS HOW FAR YOU WALK

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER
ReffulataG to Step and Reg^istere Exact Dis-

tances ; Simple. Accurate, Durable.

Indispensable to every Jov
er of outdoor sport and es-
pecially to those who love
WALKING. Instructive be-
caude of value in determining
distances, a neressao' ad-
junct to compass and as use-
ful to SPORTSMEN. It fur-
nishes the true solution of
many a disputed question of
how far it is to or from vari-

ious points. Best of
all it is a wonder-
ful health promoter
because its interest-
ing notations eCTord
real incentive for
WALKING. Whe-
ther you walk for
health, business or

I
pleasure—anywhere,

f
everywhere. the
AMERICAN Pedo-
meter tells the whole
story of just how
far you have trav-
elled.

FULLY
GUARANTEED

One Hundred Mile
Pedometer. $225

Sold by alt Dealers or Direct

AMERICAN PEDOMETER COMPANY
902 Chapel St., New Haven, Conn.

E. & A. GUNTHER CO. - Toronto. Canada
Agents for the Dominion of Canada

CHAMPION
DOG BISCUIT

crisp, clean, balanced ration of
»«^t, wheat and cereals. In 6-Ib, cartonB,
also DO-lb. containers and bags for large
kennels and park animalB. SEND FOR
SAMPLE, prices and our book on how to
care for and feed your dogs.

CtMMPION INIMAL FOOD CO., Mimk

Fishermen
and

. frice25Cft$.jitf!iii(

lUNAfiD'SLlNIMEHTCai—LIMITED—
fESORSTo C.CJJICHARDSiM.

Campers

Quick Relief

From the many
minor accidents
and bruises you
receive on your
vacation is afford-

ed by

Minard's

Liniment

Put a Bottle In
Your Outfit

KEATING SPOWDER

>^
V^COCKRO.XCHES? UTiere e

^7 the KEATING S? Every
'cockroach that comes into

~ proper contact with Keating fi

Powder DIF.S Sold in cartODs
l,Vc. ^'•c and 4i'c-

Dent's Condition Pills
A marvelous tonic for dogs that are all out of sorts, run down, thin and unthrifty
with harsh staring coat, materated eyes and high colored urine. There is nothing to

equal them for distemper, mange, eczema and debilitating diseases. You will notice

the difference after a few doses. At druggists or by mail, fifty cents. The Dent
Medldne Company, Toronto, Canada and Newburgh, N.Y. .\ practical treatise

on dogs and there training, 160pp. fully illustrated mailed for 10c to all customers.
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W. Hodges. Simcoe
W. E. Beers, New Britain
S. Q. Newton. Sherbrooke
S. R. Newton, Sherbrookc. .

.

P. H Willv, Danville, NY
H, L. Braddock, Straffordvillc
J. G. Dey. Syracuse, N.Y
.J. McCausIand, London,.

,

J. B. Fontaine, Philadelphia.

,

H.Newlands. Gait
John Ebberts, Buffalo,
B. Pearce, Toronto
W. Fenton, Toronto. .

.

C. A^. Lewis, Gait
D. McNeil, Brantford
P. Mather, Brantford
H. Lennox, Hamilton

Class D,—75 Bird.-^

K. Miller, Canton, Ohio
R.T. Watt, Toronto
J. H,Co.'C, Detroit
B. Clarke, Montreal
H. E. Scholfield, Oakville
\V. J. McCance, St. Thomas.
E. P. Wright, Gananoque
D. Smith, Chatham
W.H. Roper, Port Hopc-
N. S. Braden, Hamilton.

, .

R. "Stafford, Belleville
Professionals—75 Birds.

J. S. BoarChicago
Geo. Dunk, Toronto
E A'. Wadsworth. Wolcott. N.Y
F. Morris Edmonton
F. Huseman, Rochester

CN.E. Handicap—$500 Guaranteed.
Shot at 100 birds. H'dicap.

W. H. Gooderham, Toronto, . .

.

J.F Dodds, Los Angeles
J. G. Dev, Svracuse,"N.Y .

W.J.Marshall, Gait
E. Harris, Hamilton. .

.

T. D. McGaw, Toronto
F. Remmy, Syracuse, Ind
H. W. Cooey, Toronto
G. J Tuckett, Los Angeles
D. R. Dickenson, Kansas City
F, Kerr, Crediton

"

S. R. Newton, Sherbrookc. .

.

J D. Clay, Houston
11. Newlands, Gait
W. E, Burke, Preston
W Beers, New Britain, Conn..
W. H. Singer, St. Catharines
K. Sturt, Hamilton
E. F. Woodward, Houston
F. S. Wright, Buffalo
H. Pentlcrgast. Phoenix
X. Boylston, Leesburg, Fla..

.

F. M.Troeh. Vancouver. Wash
W. P. Thomson. Hamillon
Col. Page. Brantford
W. Fenton. Toronto
N. R. Gooderham, Toronln. . . .

xW. Morris. lOdmonlon
G. Nirali, Kansas City.
S. G. Vance, Tillsonburg
C. N. Candee, Toronto
Geo. Gray. Philadelphia
J. E. Jennings, Todmorden, ,

J. McCausland. London
W . Hodges, Simcoe
J, D. Knnkle. Cheyenne,
F, E. Healy, ioronto.
,\, Thompson. Winrlsor
S.L. Dodds, Clarksdale
C.C.Handlev. Pine Bluff .

D. McNeil, Brantford
H.E.S.hoHifld, Oakville...
R.Slaffnrd, Belleville
» Clarke, Montreal
,(. H.Cox, Detroit
.1. McCanre, St. Thoma.H
H. I. Uraildock. Mount Pleasant, Pa 18
N. S. Braden. Hamilton
P, .Mather, Brantford
B, Pearre, Tnrfjrito
D. Smith. Cli.ilham
F. P. Fitzgerald. Clarksdalc, Mo,.
H, P.Walt. Toronto
W.H Ropir. Port Hope
K. Miller Canton, Ohio
C. Syer. Hamilton
,1 Vance. 'I'llNonbiirg
W. H. Il.'irmon, Port I lope. . . ,

P. M, Holnian. IJuller. Pa

67
73 <

72
69
72
72
70
68
71
71
72
65
.72

65
63
69
57
69
64
69
66
52
70
69

69
69

Yards.
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National Sportsman
is a monthly magazine, crammed full of Hunting,
Fishing. Camping and Trapping stories and pic-
tures, valuable informalion about guns, rifles, revolvers,
fishing tackle, camp outfits, best places to go for
fish and game, changes in fish and game laws, and a
thousand and one helpful hints for sportsmen. Na-
tional Sportsman tells you what to do when lost in the
woods, how to cook your grub, how to build camps and
blinds, how to train your hunting dog. how to preserve
your trophies, how to start a gun club, how to build a
rifie range.

i

No book or set of books you can buy will give you
the amount of up-to-date information about life in

the open that you can get from a year's subscription
to the National Sportsman. Special information
furnished to subscribers at all times. Free of Charge.

SPECIAL OFFER
The 8 beautiful outdoor sport pictures, shown above.
are reproduced on heavy art paper, size 9x12. in
strikingly attractive colors, from original oil paintings
by well-known artists. They make appropriate and
pleasing decorations for the den. camp or club-room of
any man who likes to hunt or fish.

\Ve will send Vou this set of pictures, and the National
Sportsman Magazine, for a whole vear on receipt of
$1.50.

ORDER BLANK
NATIONAL SPORTSMAN MAGAZINE

209 Columbus Ave.. Boston, Mass..
Knclosed find Sl.&o tor a year's subscription to the Natiooal

Spnrtaman and the set of t< outdoor pictorea.

Name
Address

Ka-Wig-A-Wog Lodge

offers to the business and profes-

sional man comfortable quarters in

the best deer hunting territoiy in

province of Ontario.
Reached by C.P.R. — Lumber

Line S: Motor Boat—-a new district.

Our Lodge has successfully enter-

tained a number of prominent men
during the fishing season. Refer-
ence and -full information upon
request.

Address

C. C. Courtney, N. S.

Pittsburgh, Pa., Oct. 1 to 15

After the above date, Pakesley, Ont.

T. J. MURPHY & SON

n

^1

Fur Dealers

Eslablisficd IS73

Lewiston, Me., U.S.A.

Send for Price £,(>/
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1st Day.
Shot at Broke

R.G.Robinson 160 149
H.W.Simpson 160 146
W.B. McLaren 160 147
A.W.Lea 160 131
P. G. Schwager 160 152
A.L.Allen 160 1.36

W. M. Van Valkenburg 160 112
O.ASempf 160 133
F. Knight 160 105
Wade Owens 160 115

. M.E. Rouch 160 147
H. H.Mead 160 127
E.D. Alguire 160 117.
John MacRac 160 142
Geoffrey Mayhew 160 136
Sydney Inch 100 71
Chas. A. Burke , 160 138
C.O.Wilson 160 132
H.L.Huyck 160 116
James Duncan McKav 160 117
Edward Wellman 160 105
Ernest Dodds 160 121
William C.Kyle 120 74
W.A.Houghton.. 120 104W S.Walker. . 60 45
Dean D. Stair 60 37
E.G.Watson 60 36
A.W.Chapin 160 143
G.Ernest Holmes. 160 138
Harry Crablree 160 152
M.Shoron 160 140
D. McGregor 160 138
J Harcourt 160 12.')

2nd Dav
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"Feeling Fit'

after a good night's sleep in a

"Woods Arctic Eiderdown Robe"

Makes Your Fall Hunt a Success

Arctic Robes are Light—Warm—Sanitary—Easy to Pack

Last a Lifetime

SOLE MANUFACTURERS

Woods Manufacturing Co.
OTTAWA

BOOKLETS ON REQUEST

BELL TENTS
MILITARY TYPE

14 ft. Diameter 12 oz Army Duck

Complete with jointed pole and pegs,

used, but in good condition

each$18.50

The D. PIKE CO. Limited

Nfe^^XX% ^IMir /'VAf

TORONTO

TakeKlim
with you
Oil your ncxl trip, wiu'-

tlier it's for a dav or a

nidntli, be sure to include Klim with

>oiH' supplies. KUni will add little to

the size or weitjlit of your er|uipineut,

but it will look biy wheunieal lime
c-omcK round 'llu' iniirsl niiil freshest 6

sei>araU-d iiulk in eonvenient powder
form. Ilns the fresh nidk tnste. ;ind

you ran use it wllereviT milk is

iieeded. Ouickly nuide into

ii(|ui<l liy Nvliipping into water,

,\sk your Broi:er.
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J.

Jean Stevinson

CHAPTER I.

I hear a story

LARSON, by all that's holy!"
screamed a little wiry man
jumping to his feet, "Just back

from Alaska?"
"Sure thing, and on the Silvery

Slocan once more."
They gripped hands, and I huddled

into my greatcoat, for Larson had
come in from the deck like a breath
from the heaving north, and the
drowsiness which had been stealing
over me left with the whiff of icy
wind which came from the port side
of the steamer as the door swung to.

The Slocan ploughed the green waters
of the ice-cold lake, and with my hat
pulled over my eyes I pretended to
watch the timber along the moun-
tainsides as we cut through the

curving length of the beautiful lake.

I knew of Larson, for who did not in

our glorious west? Could I call him
by his right name you would know
him, too, you who live in Vancouver,
in Edmonton, in Winnipeg, for he is

a big man in the west, and known
wherever mines are boomed. '

"Where are you off to now?"
queried Larson as the two sat down
behind me.

"Up into the mountains, Nakusp-
Kaslo line, to look at some prospects
there. And now tell me what you
think you've been doing in that
God-forsaken country'. You don't
know anything about mining yourself
do you? Oh, no. Seen any pretty
squaws up north this trip?"

"Sure thing." The big man looked
shrewdly at the other. "Jim," he
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asked suddenly, "have you got a
woman yet?"

"No."
"Time you had. You get up into

the north where you'll not see a
white woman the year round, and
you'll wish you hadn't wasted all

these years."
"What's a woman got to do with

mining?"
"Nothing, she's dead against the

business, so I'm going to settle down
in my cabin in the mountains and
let mining alone. I'm not going up
to Alas_ka again, 'but if you've no
mind to try the settling-down business
you can go up on Snake River and
find Chief Kicking Horse, only he's
called Jackson now. He knows where
the greatest gold deposits in the
north are Ij'ing, but he's as tight as a
vise. I could never get' it out of
him."
"Then how could I?"
"Oh, you might be present at his

deathbed or something like that, and
do a few rites over him so he'd confess
to you."
"How do you know there's gold?"
"Jackson showed it to me—lumps

of it, beautiful solid lumps that
would send some men crazy. 'Heaps
big pile,' he said to me, 'him mine,
him Hummingbird.'

" 'The Hummingbird mine?' " I

asked. 'What a lovely name, Jack-
son! Where is it?'

"

" 'Anah,' he exclaimed, which is

always the Indian's expression of
displeasure, 'Hyas Tyee go no more.
Hyas Tyee hear him Skookum, hear
him Diaub.'

" 'No, no, Jackson,' I remonstrated,
' there are no spooks in Alaska; there

' is no devil.'
" 'Tamahnous!' he exclaimed, pa-

gan fear starling from his eyes.
" 'There is no witchcraft either,

Jackson,' I said.
" 'Anah!' he exclaimed again, more

displeased than ever, 'kopet wauwau,
stop talking, white man. Hyas Tyee
go no more.'

"Nothing I could say would move
him. He had told the story to two
Boston men many nioons before,

two while men who came from the
east, where gold would buy every-
thing but happiness, and they had

plied him with hootch until he had
told them all he knew. But winter,
the great white spirit, was reigning
over the land, and when he came to
himself Jackson said they must not
go. They insisted.

" 'No, no,' commanded Jackson,
'Great white spirit kill, slay. Win-
apie, wait. When grass is green and
water runs then tnaybe Hyas Yyee
go too.'

"They offered him money if he
would take them, but he stubbornly
refused. The hair seemed to move
on his scalp and he muttered 'Skook-
um, diaub.'

"

"The men, however, were in a
fever to be off, and nothing could
hold them. They got together pans,
blankets, skin shoes, muckamuck, and
started. Months afterward, while
the winter still held the north in its

rigid fingers, word came from an
Indian runner that the two men
had been found frozen to death.
They were lost, and tracks in the
snow showed how one had wandered
around in a circle one, two, three
times, in his endeavor to find his way
back to the camp, and had frozen
stiff standing up, his mouth open and
his face tipped up as though listening,

and calling 'Hello.' The wolves were
gnawing at the other as he sat hunched
up on his gun, frozen in an attitude of
despair.

"Gosh!" roared Jim Gates, jumping
to his feet, "and that's the place you
want me to go to! No, thanks. Go
and tell that to the marines!"

CHAPTER II.

I go to Alaska.

I had listened grimly to Larson's
story, and now, ;u5 the days passed,
the question came insistently: What
was to hinder mi; going to Alaska?
True, the story had not been told

to me; I had not been asked; but it

was often the davk horse that won the

race. Larson had said he would
not return to Alaska, and Gates had
turned down the proposition flat.

Only the Indian Jackson knew about
that wonderful deposit of gold, and
he was so scared of some fool phantom
that he wouldn't go near the place.

Nigh I and day I saw the sparkle of
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nuggets, and devised plan after plan

to make old Jackson give up his

secret to me. Never once, however,
did I dream of the wayJ would get it.

Even before I told myself I was
really going into the north I was
gathering up my old prospecting kit,

getting prices on beans, bacon, evap-
orated potatoes and apples, tea by the
hundred pounds, and llour. I owned
a good L. C. Smith shotgun and a
high-power Ross rifle, guns I was not
ashamed to show any man, and these
of course I cleaned again and got
ready. Beside the firearms I packed
some fishing tackle and several pairs

of smoked glasses, the last because
I had heard of men going snow-blind
in Alaska, and knew wearing smoked
spectacles was the simplest way to
dvoid the misfortune.
The way now seemed perfectly

dear. Yet even as I said this a
shadow of foreboding came like a
phantom and flitted by, giving me an
empty feeling in the pit of the stom-
ach. I laughed. "Well," I jollied

myself, "I've heard of cold feet, but
a cold solar plexiis is a new dodge."
Then I went on with'my packmg.
It was now the middle of May.

The earth was waking to summer
beauty, and only here and there was a
patch of snow to be seen on the moun-
tain sides. The pines and cedars
seemed never more beautiful, though
they had clothed the rounded Sel-
kirks with green the winter through.
The ice would soon be gone from the
rivers in Alaska, and I decided to

leave in a few weeks, as soon as I

could get my afl'airs in the valley
settled. My best route, I decided,
was the C.P.R. to Vancouver, where
I would get my supplies. From
tliere I would take a steamer to

Alaska, and on my arrival there would
get Indian guides and strike off

toward Snake River.

With my interests in various mines
in the Selkirks disposed of, I boarded
the C.P.R. one fine morning in June
and threw all my past cares to the
winds. I was free—free to roam the
wide world at will. What were the
joys of home, I asked, compared to

freedom, to the^life I was to live

with the pot of gold at the end?
Of the trip to Vancouver from

Revelstoke I need not enlarge, for

many have gone that way before and
since. Suffice it to say, I had leisure

to see everything owing to my
apparent bibulous tendencies. The
passengers left me alone, and I

enjoyed to the full those glorious

mountains and the great sweeps of

black spruce wherever the eye could

reach.
At Vancouver, though the great

war was still going on, I had no
trouble getting what I wanted pro-

viding I paid the price, and after

a few days spent whipping Jthings

into shape I was on the Princess

Sophia ploughing up the coast, a

flock of sea-gulls darting in our

wake. As I was latg booking my
passage I was unable to have a room
to myself, but had to share with a

man "named Samuel Hill. He was a

trapper, and told me many interesting

things about forest life. He was then

on his way up north, he said, to trap

during the fall and winter. He looked

as hard as nails, and I felt that he

would be valuable to me in many
ways, though his eyes were set too

close together to let me repose

utter confidence in him. I broached
the plan of our hitting off together

and he fell in with the plan readily,

though he said nothing about pony-
ing up for his share of the grubstake.

Perhaps he thought I was a sucker.

"Got your grubstake?" I asked
casually.

"Why no," he answered. "I was
going to see to my stuff later."

"Better wire back to Vancouver
then," I advised, "you'll get it

cheaper there than you will further

north. The Princess Alice leaves

next week, and we can meet her at

Skagway. We'll have to put in a

few days at port anyway, hiring

Indians and perhaps dogs, and we
can wait until "Alice" arrives with
your cargo. It's good-bye to half

of our stuff anyway if we're not there

to look after it ourselves."
"All right," said Sam, "just as you

say."
We wired from Prince Rupert, and

then settled down to enjoy the trip.

We had two more days on board, and
I meant to lose none of the pleasure

I might take from the glories )f
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creations along our route. The
Sophia took the inside passage through
the sheltered fiords of the British

Columbia coast, and past rugged,
spruce-laden islands, some of them
given over to different tribes of

Indians who labelled their reserva-

tions, homemade cedar; canoes and
gargoyle totem poles.

"Look," I cried to Sam the last

night on board. We had passed
glaciers like rivers of ice, snow-clad
peaks and volcanic mountains, and
were now ploughing through Lynn
Canal, where the Sophia was fated
later to pile up on the treacherous
reefs and then to go down with all on
board. But now nothing was fur-

ther from our thoughts.
"Look," I cried again, pointing to

the north. Gigantic fingers of crack-
ling light were streaking upjto the
dome of heaven.
"The northern lights!" I breathed,

awed by the great beauty and majes-
ty of the phenomenon, "I shall wait
until they die away."
Sam went off to the stateroom,

saying he was tired and would turn
in for the night. I sat for awhile
entranced by the beautiful play of

light, then suddenly thought I would
see if I could get a snap of the panor-
ama, and went to get my camera.
The throbbing of the engine beat like

a great pulse through the ship, and
on the soft carpets my footfall made
no sound. As I quietly opened the
stateroom door what was my con-
sternation to see Hill, his back
toward me, kneeling on the floor

feeling carefully around in my steam-
er trunk. I closed the door softly

and turned away, satisfied that there
was no money there. But was he
after money? If not, what?

CHAPTER III.

Snake River at last.

Snake River at last! Many weeks
had passed since Hill and I had begun
the trek with fifteen Indian runners
and seventeen hundred pounds of

stuff to carry. Not for nothing
had I picked Sam Ilill for my pard,

either, though I had not forgotten the

picture of hia guilty back as he

rummaged through my trunk that

lovely night in June. He shouldered
his hundred pounds without a grunt,
and many were the succulent rabbits
snared on the way by his cunning
hand, and many a sheep and deer
we got together, for with fifteen

Indians to feed beside ourselves, we
had to get fresh meat on the way or
curtail our sojourn on Snake river
to an alarmingly short period. We
also had to cache stuff along the way
for the return trip of our Indians,
though they would make much better
time going back empty handed. And
Hill could work! The glitter of gold
had him as it had me, and every once
in awhile, when we had stopped for a
little placer mining at the mouth of a
creek, the look of greed in his eye
seemed to lend tireless energy to his

body. I suppose he saw the same
thing in me, but I did not think
of that then.
We had kept moving, however,

for I was anxious to strike Snake
River and get a look at Chief Kicking
Horse, or Chief Jackson, as he was
now called.

We pitched our tent in a ravine
with rocky cliffs on one side and a
steep, spruce-covered slope on the
other, and then went to work. It

was after sundown when we stopped
to get supper, for we did not want to
lose a minute of the daylight.

Late at night, I was sitting on a
pile of blankets in the tent, unpacking
some of the stuff, and feeling at peace
with the world after the good meal
Sam had cooked. At the moment I

had taken out my fishing tackle and
the smoked glasses, which had come
through a violent journey intact,

thanks to my careful packing. With
a short laugh at myself for bringing
the glasses, I put a pair on my nose,

and as I did so I became conscious of

somebody watching. It wasn't Sam,
for he was busy fixing a fly, a Royal
Coachman, onto a piece of gut for

the next day's fishing. Not a foot-

fall had sounded in the stillness of

the night, not a twig had snapped
but instinctively I raised my eyes

to the door of the tent, and there was
the face of a red Indian.

"Klahowya, tilicum." He spoke

the gutleral word with dignity, yet

the superstition of the dark ages
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seemed to emanate from his smoul-
dering eyes as he stood silently

awaiting my reply.

"Klahowya, " I saluted in return

a slight knowledge of the Chinook
jargon enabling me to understarid
that he came as a friend. "Chief
Jackson?"

"Nawitka, yes," he replied majes-
tically.

"Chief Jackson," I made answer
rising, "I make you welcome. Come
m.

I still wore the smoked glasses
on my nose, and seeing that the big
chief looked greedily and curiously
at them, I took them off and handed
them to him.

"Cultus potlatch," said I, "a gift."

Had I presented him with
million dollars he could not have
been more pleased. He was like

a child with a glittering toy.
"Him good," he pronounced, and

solemnly shook me by the hand.
He sat on the blankets for awhile,
alternately putting on the glasses and
taking them off, then studied me
awhile and asked:

]|Boston man?"
"King George man," said I.

He grunted in approval. "King
George man—good. Hunt, fish."

He made a comprehensive sweep with
his arm, giving me permission to
do as I would in the country.
"Hyas tyee skookum," said I,

"Big chief good. Thanks."
He rose solemnly and left the tent.

Indeed, so silent was his going, that I

looked out expecting to see him
waiting at the door, but he had
disappeared into the night.
A week later Sam and I were

getting breakfast over the campfire.
The bannocks were done brown and
the bacon was sizzling in the pan,
when Sam looked up at me quizzically

:

"Say, pard," he drawled, "seems
to me it's time for a moose hunt.

feel like two cents if I go without
fresh meat for a week. I think-

• there should be moose in that heavy
clump of woods on the mountain
yonder. Let's make a day of it."

"All right," said I, "you're the
boss."

In half an hour, our tent fastened
down, our pockets bulging with car-

tridges and cold bannocks made
into sandwiches, and our rifles slung
over our shoulders, we were off. We
needed limbering up after a week
of bending over pans and paydirt,
and the tramp did us good. We
had gone five miles and had done
some tall climbing, when Sam said
he smelled a moose. He had a nose
on him like a fox, and I had learned
to trust that nose where game was
concerned.
"Down on your belly," he hissed,

and I dropped. He slid along till

he got behind a big boulder at the
top of a rise, then looked stealthily
down into the valley beyond. I

knew by his face that he saw his
quarry, and did not need the warning
finger to make me lie low. I could
trust Sam there. He was not only
an excellent prophet regarding game,
but he was a dead shot when 'he
came up with it. This is to show that
Sam, even though he could not be
trusted in all things, had his good
points, and mighty good ones they
were, too, when you were camping as
far away from civilization as we were.
A sharp shot rang, out, then another
and another, and I sat up suddenly.
I knew one could take no chances
with a moose. A wounded , brute
would rush you before you could
say "Jack Robinson," and an un-
wounded one would do likewise.
But two shots from Sam had always
been enough, so I judged there was
more than one kill. He rose and
went over the rise, so I did the same
and_ there, lying huddled together,
was a young cow moose and her calf,
stone dead.
"They were the lovingest couple

ever," Sam said, "the calf was bunt-
ing away at its mother, and she was
actually smiling at it and lickiflg

its darn sides. The old one got the
first shot and swung around to protect
the calf. I had to shoot her down to
get the heifer. How much are we
going to take back?"

"All of the calf and the best parts
of the moose," said I, "We'll string
the forequarters of the moose up to

a tree until we have a chance to come
back for it."

We set to work sticking, skinning
and quartering the animals. A feel-
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ing of pity came over me as the

picture of the mother's protective

love swam before my eyes. I do not
think I could have shot her had I

seen it, but Sam had no such com-
punctions. Perhaps, after all, his

was the iron that would pay in the end.

When all was finished we shouldered
nearly a hundred pounds each, and
began the trudge homeward. "Near-
ly as bad as the portage in to Snake
River," said Sam, but went on steadily

with his load. "I'd like to see the
dirty carcajoux tonight," he muttered
grimly. The carcajou, or wolverine,
was the worst pest we had to deal

with in that northern country, for

what it could not eat it soiled in so

filthy a way that neither man nor
beast, though starving, could stomach
a bite, and we knew that darkness
would not fall ere the animals would
be at the mass of entrails we had left

on the ground, and would later try to

reach the good moose meat strung
high on the limb o^a spruce.

It was nearly sundown when we
reached camp, and the first things

I saw were footprints, myriads of
them, in the bank along the river.

"Whatever do you make out of
this?" I asked Sam.

"Moccasins," he replied, "Indian
bucks, klootchmen,. papooses and
dogs. What's goigg on, I wonder?"

"Gets me," I replied.

We had not long to wait. That
night we were sitting on boxes of

soap and candles oiling our guns,
when once more I became conscious
of eyes watching me. Glancing up,
I beheld the face of Jackson again
peering through the door of the tent.

"kiahow>^a,"'lie"^aluted,""bur tliis

time ignored my partner and spoke
only to me, He wore the smoked
glasses, though goodness knows how-

he found his way, for it was now dark
and raining. That he was my friend

I knew, and I felt that he was going
to honor me in his own way for the
gift of the glasses, from which he
was never parted, so I rose and offered

him my seat.

(Concluded in December issue)

A Nova Scotia Moose Hunt About 1840 and

Another In 1918
T. S. Scott

WHEN I was about eleven or
twelve years old, I used to read
among other delightful and

truly Canadian stories in Campbell's
Readers, one headed with the title

"Moose hunting in Nova Scotia."

To a boy in an Ontario village where
there had been no game bigger than
^n occasional hare for at least a

generation, that story had a wonderful
appeal. Our fathers told us that
when they were boys they had seen
doer and heard wolves howl as they

ran in the cedar swamps, and occas-

ionally we ourselves would be a]\

agog with a rumor that "a wild cat

had been seen." But even our
fathers and grandfathers never
claimed to have seen that vast and
mysterious animal called the Moose
which had not been in the Countrj'
bordering Lakes Ontario and Erie

in their days. R. M. Ballantyne's
stories of Hudson's Bay had the true

ring for a boy and even if we realized

that Ihc chaj:acters were partly ficti-
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lious we still knew that the buffalo

and bears, the wolves and the moose
did really roam the plains and the
forests, and that some boys were
fortunate enough to even Jive in such
favored districts of the Dominion.

The very name of that famous
Compam-, old when Ballantyne wrote
sixty years ago, still stirs one's
imagination as the most romantic in

the annals of Commerce, "Gentle-
men adventurers of England Trading
into Hudson's Bay." Present school
books might contain more extracts
from those old tales of Canada and
do no harm. However, the storj^ I

quote complete was not from Ballan-
tyne's Hudson Bay yarns but an
authentic account written by Lieut.
Hardy, which speaks for itself, and
I have no compunction in askmg
Rod and Gun to reprint it, for it will

remind manj' an Ontario "boj-" of

from 45 to 65, of the long ago, and it

will be the sincerest compliment to
Lieut. Hardy to give the narrative
another peep of daylight. By the
way, Campbell's series was published
by Wm. Warwick (opposite the
market), Woodstock 1867, not far I

suppose from where Rod and Gun
itself now sees the light of day.
Here is Lieut. Hardy's yarn:

—

"About three hours before sun-
down we all left the camp; my com-
panion, with old Paul, going down the
lake in a canoe, whilst the two young
Indians accompanied me through the
woods to "Still Water," a stagnant,
muddy stream, flowing into the lake
through swampy fir-wood. The
"dark valley" through which it passed
was thickly carpeted b>' wet moss, the
numero.us impressions on which show-
ed that it was a favorite resort for
moose. As there was still an hour's
daylight, we commenced to "creep."
Presently Joe, stooping down and
examining a track with unusual
earnestness, beckoned to his comrade.

"Quite fresh track, two bull and
cow; they gone-Joy just ten minutes,"
pronounced Joe. "See here," said
he, bending down a young maple
shoot bitten off at about ten feet
from the ground, "see where he make
the fresh bite."

It was evidently cropt quite re-

cently, for, on breaking it off, an inch
lower down, no difference in color
could be perceived between the frac-

ture and where the moose had bitten
it.

"I think you put or cap now," said'

the Indian, "no tellin' when we see
um moose now."

Now begins the creeping in earnest,
Jim taking the lead and we following,
noiseless as snakes, in Indian file.

Suddenly, a distant sound strikes our
ears, and we stand listening in our
tracks! It is repeated—a wild roar

—

and appears to come over the hill to
our left.

"The moose!" said Jim, and, clear-

ing the swamp, we dash up the hill-

side, the energetic waving of Jim's
,"hand, as we arrive at the summit,
warning us to exercise our utmost
caution. Yes! he^s right. The
brutes are in the valley beneath, and
the forest echoes with the deep
guttural bellowings of the antlered
monster, and the plaintive answers of

his consort, yet we in no way relaxed
our former caution. We could not
depend for any mistake on our bemg
concealed by the tremendous uproar
of the moose, and our course must
still be shaped with due observation of

the wind. We descend the hill ob-
liquely to the edge of the "Still

Water," across which the moose had
just swum. We, too, cross the water
on a dead trunk that has fallen from
bank to bank, and, tightly grasping
our guns, crouch down and endeavor
to penetrate the thickets ahead for a
sight of the game. Suddenly and
unexpectedly we leave the dense un-
derwood, and stand on the edge of a
little open valley. Jim, as I emerge
from the thicket immediately after
him, bounds on one side, his arm
extending and pointing. There is an
enormous black mass standing be-
hind a group of young maples at the,
further end of the valley. It is the
bull. In a second the sight of the
rifle bears upon him, and uttering an
appalling roar, the huge brute sinks
plunging into the laurels.

With a shout we rush on.' To our
astonishment, however, he rises with
another fearful roar, and, before I

have time to check my speed and
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level the rifle once more, he has dis-

appeared through the thicket.

"Come on," shouts Jim, "we sure

to get him—he hadly hit.^" There
is no tracking now; the crashing
btanches and the roar of the enraged
animal direct us, and we dash through
swamps, and bound over fallen trees

with desperate energy. But it is of

no use; the pace was too good to last,

and presently, torn and exhausted,

we flung ourselves at full length on
the moss, and for a while listened to

our own deep breathings, and to the
hoarse bellowing of the rapidly re-

treating moose, momentarily growing
fainter. Joe, the youngest Indian, a

lad of extraordinary endurance, had
taken my rifle and renewed the chase

by himself.

After a while, however, Joe was
seen returning, and without saying a

word flung himself down by the side

of his companions, quite done up.

They did not ask him what luck he
had, there it was, plain enough—

a

piece of moose-meat tied to the barrel

of his gun. The particulars of the

chase did not come out till the day's

sport was over, and master and men
reclined at their ease in camp.
"When I leave you," exclaimed Joe,

"I run very hard for 'bout a mile;

moose make great noise—I know he
very sick; and soon when I come up
on little barreti I see um standing on
other side. Oh, my sakes! He got
such a bad cough! He not able to

hold up his head. Then I shoot, and
he run little piece further and drop. ,

You want to know where you hit

um? Well, I tell you, you hit um in

the neck—make him cough shocking."
Now you old Ontario codgers,

doesn't that take you back from 35 to

50 years? It does in my case and my
sub-conscious memory always has
registered Nova Scotia and moose to-

gether. In 1918, I was transferred
from Kingston to Halifax, but had
little expectation of being there dur-
ing the shooting season, so left the
old rifle in Kingston. However, time
wore along toward fall and prospects
of getting overseas looked not very
immediate, so about the 1st of

Seplc.nil)cr I sent for the rifle.

Away down in my mind where
hunches grow, something seemed to

say that now I was in the old school
book land of dreams where that fellow
shot the moose, and that if I went out
I'd get mine.

I was abis to get leave most easily
in September which was convenient
as that month and early October are
said to comprise the calling season,
and I wished to witness that system
of hunting, which there is little doubt
has had its greatest development in
the Province of Nova Scotia. I did
"still hunt moose" late one Fall in

Temagami, Northern Ontario, but
got no shooting, seeing only one cow.

This time limit resulted finally in

putting me in the class of the big
game hunters. None of the other
friends of the owners of the hunting
lodge to which I had an invitation
could get away, so I was out on my
own and felt as independent as
Selous or Pritchard or our own
lovable American hunter Teddy
Roosevelt.
My old hunting friend "Matt"

who prowled the Valdez Islands,

B. C. after black tail deer many a
fine November day with me was
urged to come but much to his regret

he couldn't make it. He was no
further off than New Hampshire and
I had hopes, but business prevented.
We had a lot of rain in September

but when the 20th came round I

hoped for a good streak

I didn't have much to take as the
camp was said to be well equipped as
to bedding so my old B. C. pack sack
was only part full. I took only my
rough clothes, a touch of usquebagh
"in case I got my feet wet" and a few
pounds of breakfast bacon. I was
advised that there were two good
country stores at the jumping off

place where I could get necessaries.

My railroad trip was short, only
about 45 miles along a recently built

road, starting from Dartmouth across
the harbour from Halifax. This road
runs cast and along the shore and
then north-east into the Musquo-
doboit valley to the present terminus
called Steward after the proprietor

of the very good hotel.

Before breakfast next morning I

got my list of groceries in the hands
of the storekeeper. Mr. Stewart
provided me with a horse and buggy
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and a driver in the person of one of

his sons, home on a short leave from
Aldershot. After breakfast we picked
up the groceries^-enough for the
guide and myself for a week. It was
necessary to take plenty because
there is a close season on grouse,

which had been almost killed out in

Nova Scotia. Anyway it's not good
practice to shoot much round camp
and expect to get moose.
Away we went on a 16 mile drive

along the stage road toward Sheet
Harbour. The road is no worse than
other Nova Scotia roads, about what
the trafTic warrants, but could be
improved by keeping the side ditches
open. We had a big powerful horse
and a light load so got to camp before
noon to find smoke—wood smoke

—

cheerfully rising from the chimney.
Con Richards the guide, had walked
from his little farm 4 miles beyond,
an hour or two earlier to get the
wooden shutters off and the fire

going.
This is a cosy little two room lodge.

I confess that I am fond of a com-
fortable camp and it's no sign of a
tender-foot. Let those rough it who
like it, and nine times out of ten it's

only a bluiT when they say they do.

I've roughed it when I had to, but
not by preference. Con and I got a
little acquainted over a good dinner
after which Corpl. Stewart headed
home and Con and I struck out about
one o'clock to look things over. No
doubt too the guide wanted to look
me over to see if it was hopeless or

not to think of getting me through the
woods and swamps within range of a
moose.
Truth to tell I'm not as light as I

was 25 years ago by 40 pounds and
then I weighed 165. However, Con
though slim, is older than I am and I

believe his little extra load of years
just about balanced my excess avoir-
dupois for we mouched along for the
next five days with ever growing
satisfaction and esteem.
We w-ore shanty rubbers with

fairly flexible soles and two pair of
heavy woollen socks. This foot gear
is pretty quiet and more satisfactory
in wet ground than moccasins. I

soon decided this was the easiest
forest country to travel that I had

ever tried. Of course Richards knows
all the trails but in some forest

country there are almost no trails to

know, while here the place is cob-
webbed with old logging roads and
no windfalls as we know them in the
West where you just have to go
round them.
We were encouraged by seeing a

fairly fresh track on a tote road along
which we went about 2 miles. We
found out next day from a prospector
that this was made by a full grown
cow moose which had fallen into a
deserted mine excavation some miles
north on the same road. He and his

partner discovered her. They broke
down the side of the bank with pick
and shovel while she waited peacably
within a few feet of them standing in

about five feet of water. As soon as
the slope was ready the tv^o men
stood aside and she climbed out.

The prospector told me, and it was
the part of the story that he em-
phasized most, that when she got
well out and a few steps awa>- she
stopped and looked back to\\ard
them in a kind of friendly, thankful
way and then went off slowly as if

exhausted. He thought she had been
there a day or two and had struggled
desperately.

It was the look she gave them that
impressed him. He said he had seen
her track off and on as he came along
all the way from the mine. However,
this first afternoon we struck last a
bit along a narrower trail and saw
nothing except a most independent
porcupine round some deserted lum-
ber camps. Richards called but with
no result. The countrj' is ideal

moose countrj', a succession of hard-
wood ridges and spruce bottoms in-

terspersed with "barrens" of from
a quarter of an acre to a hundred
acres, beautiful clear streams and
still swamps. The camp is between
the stage road and a river which we
had crossed by a wooden bridge. In
regard to moose calling, of course one
has to be in the proper setting to
appreciate it. The birch bark horn
is really a makeshift megaphone.
The imitation of a cow moose call is

not altogether unlike the call of the
domestic cow. You will note I say
the "imitation" as I never heard^a
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cow moose call, and I have of course
heard many a domestic cow calling

for a mate, when the call is different

from the ordinary lowing. I did hear
a moose, said to be a bull, call, one
night in Northern Manitoba but it

was distant and again not unlike a
domestic bull heard in a wooded river

valley as I have heard it.

The call as rendered by Richards
had a certain indescribable wildness
which made it different from that of

the dom'estic cow which it still ae-
sembled and was sufficiently true to

nature to quite deceive an experienced
moose hunter on a following day who
was patiently stalking us for a while.

This first afternoon was inclined

to be showery and the wind got up.

The forest is no place to be, in a high
wind, but though we heard some
crashes and saw several down trees

on our way to camp we arrived before
dark only a little wet. There is a lot

of difference of opinion as to calling.

Some say you can't successfully call

on windy days or in the day time.

Truth is no doubt, that an art like
•^ this was unlikely to be recorded.
The best exponents often could not
read or write and the few living

successful moose callers don't bother
to set down the facts and all the
circumstances.

Richards is like Harry Lauder who
says "Man you should have heard
me sing when I could sing." Con
says he doesn't call as well as he did
and told me moreover of verj' success-

ful rival moose hunters in his younger
days who couldn't or wouldn't call

at all but who ranged the ground like

wolves covering mile upon mile.

You hjive to be in special condition
to enjoy that or even to stand it. I

found it a wonderfully pleasant sy-

stem after exhausting the possi-

bilities of one swamp or barren and
walking quietly a mile or so to the
next, creeping the last portion quietly,

to sit down restfully and hear Con's
call rise, varying from a mellow
quality sometimes to a certain hoarse-
ness and die down with a queer little

coughing grunt. Then sit absolutely
still and listen, just listen with ail

one's mind as well as sense.

The .second day Con packed his

knapsack with somf linuli. We

didn't start before daylight at all, as
there had been a heavy rain during
the night and the woods were soaking.
We turned off the tote road sooner
and hunted in some bottoms, trailing

what Con said was a cow and calf.

We saw some "works, "that is brush
with bark scrubbed off but it was old.

It was here, in calling, that Richards
fooled the other fellow.

The third day we crossed the stage
road and hunted south of it. This
was a scrumptious day to be in the
woods. Cold to start but just right

about 8.30. It was glorious to sit

at the edge of a barren and listen to

the call. It wa§ very bright and still,

the hardwood ridges showed lovely

coloring of russets and yellows but
with less bright reds than the Ontario
woods. I heard what I thought was
an answer once when we called from
a beech and maple ridge near lake
Alma. We waited quite a-^ile and
finally went on down to the lake for

lunch. We saw several loons and
decided they had made the noise.

After lunch we picked up a rather

small but very fresh track and
trailed it back quite close to where
we had called^ and Con was sure his

seductive voice had been responsible

and that we should have waited
longer.

Working back toward camp we
found a veiy fresh track of a cow
which Con undertook to show me but
finally gave it up after creeping a

while. The swamps were pretty full

and it was getting toward dark.

The fourth day the guide was on
his mettle, I told him I wouldn't
break my heart if I didn't get a

moose. The weather was fine and I

just like to hunt. We had covered
the ground although so comfortably
yet mighty thoroughly. Richards
seemed to know every little trail and
to go from one likely spot to another
with the least travel, and quite

reasonably he should as he had
lumbered and trapped the ground boy
and man for forty years and still ho
just likes to hunt and to show you
game.

We went along the stage road a
couple of miles and then struck north
toward the river. We "called" at
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the edge of a big barren with no
response.

Finally we crossed it and picked
up a fresh track which we followed a

while. It was really fresh, the water
was still in the moss turned back from
the hoof prints and besides we saw
some "works." We "crept" the whole
circuit of that barren and Richards
was as cautious and warj^ as a pointer

dog but without result. He stopped
once and pointed to a rough boulder
beside which he had once killed a big

bull. This circuit was mostly in a
dark and pretty wet spruce swamp.

After that w-e hunted over some
hardwood ridges and came out to the
stage road for lunch.

I had sat down when I heard an
automobile but as they are commoner
than moose I didn't bother to get up
and walk round a few scrub bushes
to see it. Con was on the road going
for water for the tea and Mr. Lewis,
whose auto it was, knew him and
stopped. I could hear what they said
and I not onty cocked my ears but
used my legs and went right there.

It appeared that Mr. Lewis coming
from Sheet Harbour had seen a fine

moose with a good head on the road
about half a mile back, "looked about
like a four year old buck, was facing
us then turned and went ahead a
little and finally turned off into the
bush on the south side," was the
report.

This was most likely the one whose
track we had been on in the early
forenoon. We had lunch, then went
along the road and sure enough there
was the whole story.

W'e found where he had stepped
over a five foot pile of brush as he
came out of the woods on the north
side, walked along the stage road,
then retraced his steps, climbed a
little bank and headed South. How
far south was the question. W^e
started right for a swamp the guide
thought he was heading for. We
picked up a track, a good big one,
very like the one on the stage road,
and did some mighty quiet creeping,
if I do say it, who shouldn't. Finally,
and I was a pretty warm and in-
tensely interested hunter. Con whis-
pered "there he is." I couldn't see
him to save my life, but slipped the

safety ofT my Ross .303, and stared
into that sombre swamp. I looked
where the guide pointed and finally

made out the black chest and a little

of the legs. We had made a beautiful
stalk so i had time to take deliberate
aim. I knelt to avoid some branches
right in front of me and was slowly
bringing my foresight on to that big
black chest when Richards said

"hist!" it's a cow." She had been
holding her head against some dry
branches and now brought it down
leaving the fake antlers up there.

She moved slowly off and we didn't

alarm her but no cow ever more
nearly lost her life and got a fellow

into trouble than she did.

Richards felt a little foolish but it

was a natural mistake. She was a

very big cow and those wooden
antlers and the gloom of the swamp
combined to deceive us.

We worked carefully the rest of the
afternoon but finally decided the big

buck had kept on going and as it

threatened a heavy rain and we w-ere

about five miles from camp we headed
home. We got a proper soaking and
had to plow through more than two
miles of deep mud on the stage road
where loam had been ca,st by the
road machine.

In our good camp it was no trouble
to dry our things before bed time and
we had the right medicine for wet
feet as well. That evening as we
neared camp Con expressed himself
to the effect that I wasn't a bad
walker. As this was unsolicited m
the midst of a deluge and I was
setting the pace, I considered it.

sincere and gratifying withal.
The next day was the fifth day of

steady and careful hunting. Natur-
ally we went back to where we had
quit the afternoon before, but ap-
proached the vicinity from a little

different direction. Con called at the
end of the lake—I thought I heard
something but after waiting a long
time we crossed the end of "the lak-^

toward the swamp where we saw the
big cow. Here we had an experience
like that of our third day. We
picked up a trail and followed it on a
circle where it led back, to a point
just opposite where we had called.
He probably inspected us, or if we
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had waited longer he might have
showed but it was a smaller track
than the big one we wanted.

Following a track into a close

swamp we put up a big cow and calf.

Thej^ were alarmed and went off at a
crashing trot. They looked very
grey, much greyer the guide said than
usual and certainly not the very black
one we saw the day before in the
same swamp. We now headed over
some little ridges to see if we could
intercept the big bull which we hoped
might be hanging round where there
were two cows instead of having gone
away South as we had feared.
We crept up a little ridge and I was

walking right in Con's footsteps.
When he got to the top he stopped.
I looked round past him and there I

saw the moose, a big buck walking
slowly in his old, old forest. Nothing
but an elephant can look so primeval
as a moose. He wasn't more than 75
yards away. He was below us a little

and was crossing in front of us headed
to our right. There wasn't a second
to spare—he knew we were there

—

I think he saw Con before I stepped
from behind. There was only time
for a snap shot at his shoulder. At
that distance one couldn't miss such
a mark but there was no time for a

second shot. He disappeared in the
thick swamp and I wondered "is he
hit after all?" We watched a minute
to see if he showed, and Con grunted
hke a rival bull. Then we went to-

ward where he was when he turned.
There was some blood^all right. We
followed up and heard a cough. We
came in about a hundred yards or less

to a stump covered with froth and
blood—that settled it— "a lung
shot." Within twenty feet turning a
big boulder Con said "Well! there's
your moose."

Poor fallen giant—there he was

—

down. He was facing us and if he
had been less badly wounded might
have been dangerous as we were
almost on him. He was right against
the big rock so I shot him through the
brain for fear he would damage his
antlers which we saw at once wire
very fine. He would have died in a
minute or two, but one never knows.

It was about 11 o'clock, that is

10 o'clock by the sun. Off came our

coats—mine was a coat sweater. I

had discarded my khaki canvas shoot-
ing coat the first day as Con thought
it might make too much noise against
the brush. Though it is a seven
year old friend, and valued on
account of pocket accommodation, I

took the guide's advice and wore the
wool. This resulted in having no
camera for I hate the thing dangling
on a strap.

As to dressing a moose it is to be
remembered that a well grown moose
is as big as a horse and one must be a
rather expert butcher to do. a good
job. Con was all that and I was
enough of a country boy to be a good
helper and we got a good deal done
before noon when we stopped for

lunch. It is really not a job I'd like

to tackle alone.

You take a ten or twelve hundred
pound animal in an awkward hole
and what can one man do? After
lunch Con got the neck very neatly
skinned out to the antlers. I asked
for lots of length of neck so the mount
would not be too short. We didn't
quarter him as we thought it wiser to

bring better tools than our hunting
knives. Con used a good deal of

moss to sop up the blood and some
more cold damp moss he left in the
carcass to keep the inside cool and
free of flies. We carried the head by
turns setting the palms upside down
on our shoulders, the head of the
moose pointing skyward, the neck
skin making a pad for one's shoulders.
I should say it weighed about 70
pounds and was fairly awkward to

carry on account of the very respect-
able spread which turned out to be
46 inches.

We gladly set down our moose head
at the stage road and went to Rich-
ard's house for a light waggon. We
brought cross cut saw and axes and
did some "swamping" and finished

the dressing of the carcass.

In the morning Richards who
stayed at home that night as it was
closer, met me at the woods road with
his sled, which in Ontario we would
call a "jumper," with a kind of

"travoise" added to it. For the
uninitiated this is better described
as the front end of a "bob" sleigh

without iron runners to which arc
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attached two poles one on each side,

their ends trailing on the ground.
This contrivance carries a light box
like a waggon box and it is warranted
to go over almost any ground where
you can persuade a horse to go.

Con's seventeen year old son was
there to help.

We finished swamping our road to

within 20 yards of the carcass and
carried the quarters that far. The
hind quarters weighed on the scales

135 pounds and the fore quarters
160 pounds. We got out to the stage
road at noon, transferred to the light

waggon and went to Richard's house
for dinner. Here we had moose
liver, which is very tender and quite
different from any meat I know.
The moose was very fat. I brought

home some beautiful tat such as you
would take out of a stalled ox. The
guide thought from his condition
that the mating season had barely
started. That's about all my story.

After dinner we fixed the quarters
up for shipping and completed skin-

ning out the head using plenty of

salt round the eyes, etc., as the
weather might still be warm.

I got to Dartmouth at noon next
day and called up the Musquodo
meat market where I had located
Mr. Purcel, a local taxidermist.
My trip cost in outlay about $50

of which $15 was the cost of getting
the moose out and delivered at Dart-
mouth. Many a big game hunt has
cost $1,000 or $1,200. My old boy-
hood dream became a reality and I

had had my moose hunt in Nova
Scotia.

Mr. Purcell, a local taxidermist,
turned out a very natural looking
head for a surprisingly low price,

not of course included in above. He
is a taxidermist who has seen the
animal in his native "habitat" and
does not get the ears in the wrong

place as some high priced "artists"

have been known to do.

If any fellow lovers of the rifle

and the woods think of a trip in Nova
Scotia in the Musquodoboit District

I am sure Con. Richards could give
them an enjoyable trip. He has his

own camp which is quite as well situ-

ated for hunting purposes as that of

my friends.

Don't consider that you are sure
to get a good head or even to get a
moose at all. They are not as thick

as all that. I rather think too, that
with the recent protection, there are

so many cows in proportion to the
bulls that the latter don't come very
readily to a call—they don't have
to.

At present it is thought that the
moose are on the increase in most
districts,so while not sure to get one,
it is at least likely provided you can
count on a week or more actual hunt-
ing.

Red deer, which had been exterm-
inated, were, I understand, brought
in and are given protection all year,

so that there are now a few. This
year a 10 day's open season from Oct.

21st to 31st. was granted.

While on my trip we saw one or two
tracks but that was all and the guide
said there were very few about,
though in some districts they are

getting more common.
I hope I have not been too long

winded but have tried to tell what
I like to know myself. Besides when
I read a hunting story I don't like it

to get done too soon. "Brevity is

the soul of wit" but not of a hunting
story.

Well here's hoping that I get a

mountain sheep some day to yarn
about. I went after goats once in

B.C. but had no luck on account of

bad weather conditions.



No. 3—Canadian Natural History Photos

BONNYCASTLE DaLE

You have before you—as the showman says— the monster devil fish, the

octopus of the seas; its diet being plain, raw man.—The harmless squids are

taken alive by Coast fndian lads armed with a little cedar pole and galT hook.

Quite harmless! I was just about to investigate inside this one when the

camera went bang. -
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Deception Pass

approach—an old man, white bearded
to the waist, a patriarch's beard, long
and snowy

—

"Good day," I said, as he paddled
up.
"Where you goin'?" he asked me.
"Up the creek to photograph wild

fowl," I assured him.
"Well look out for Grimshaw, he's

an old thief," and he gave us the
history of the other canoeist—and I

am sorry to say—his daughter too.

Neither of them could be trusted with
anything they could lift—according
to his story. Tired of his string of

abuse, we bade him good-bye and
paddled on; hearing as we turned the
bend, "You just better watch that
old thief, Grimshaw."
A martin in a tree now held our

attention and, while I was trying to
picture it "tump"—"tump" along
came the other old log canoe; and a
second white bearded old^man paused

-^ beside iis. His beard
too was long and snowy.

"Where goin'?" he
asked.—I told him our
quest.

"Well, you'd better
keep an eye on your
things, there's an old
thief lives in that east
hut, old Brayley, steal

anything you got, stole

a mus-rat out of my
trap, he did, by gosh.'*

And he gave us the life

history of his neighbor
and of his boy. "Sayf
I'll fill young Skinny full

of number fours if he
comes a-nosing around
my Mary— you just
keep your eyes peeled

—

they're full bad," and
off he paddled.

"We seem to be
getting the life history
of this countryside, eh
Laddie?" I said as we
paddled on. After a
hard morning's work
we were returning down
stream and saw both
of the old men seated
on their doorsteps; evi':;^

dently watching one an.-

other. We went ashore at Brayley's
first and met the boy John, otherwise
"Skinny", a well set up young chap of
about twenty. Not a word had he
to say against his neighbors but the
old man still satng his troubled song.
He showed me the telescope he used
to watch his neighbors with—he had
been an old sea captain, trading up
the "Inside Passage" to Alaska.
"Say that old skunk"—and he

pointed towards the quietly smoking
Grimshaw across the creek, "used to

steal ail my customers, he had a

rotten old tub with a mildewed sheet,

he traded up there too."
We stopped in at Grimshaw's

met pretty, shy Mary, heard about a

yard of the old man's abuse of his

neighbor and paddled back to our
tent laughing.
Morning after morning, when we

were up the hills behind the creek,

trying for bear and deer pictures we
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An ancient beach comber

saw the comedy of the two old

beachcombers. Both at times pad-
dled down and searched their ocean
shores for tide swept flotsam, never
speaking as they tugged and towed
past one another.
There was a great flock of widgeon

resting on Puget Sound, far out, each
day, and we determined^ to try Tor

pictures. We were carefylly warned
to keep away from Deception Pass:
and of course we went there.' Here
was a channel through the solid

metamorphosed limestones, about a

hundred feet wide. Through it pour-
ed the rushing waters of the Straits

of Georgia w'hich fed the enclosed
Puget Sound. We were wise enough
not to try this trip in our canoe,
we hired a muddy little gasoline
launch with a five horse engine in her,

and slopped over the big swells and
entered the bay below the Pass with
the tide.

We were treated to a wonderful
sight. The owner of the launch had a
big black retriever with him. as we
grated ashore a wounded surf duck
splashed olY and in went the dog;
despite the master's calls. The re-

triever was all right as long as he
kept in the shore current, once the
duck entered the swift waters of the
Pass both dog and duck were swept
along at a terrific pace. We ran

along the beach calling, but, although
the dog tried to turn and breast the
current he found it impossible to do
so. Out "put-putted" the man in

the launch; the engine did not seem
to even increase his great speed when
he entered the eddying, boiling, out-
going Avaters of the Pass. We hur-
riedly climbed the rocks for a full

view. The dog was an hundred yards
ahead and was suddenly swept about
towards us. Then we saw the won-
derful j)Ower of the tide in the Pass

—

without any slack water, the tide
changed and swept the dog, and then
the launch, back before it—both
made the bay in safety. We lay
on the sloping hot rock and watched
entranced, the mighty forces of the
inpouring water, no boat of any
power, hereabouts, had ever made
the Pass against full high tide. We
saw a "pile," a seventy foot log, come
whirling along, instantly it was suck-
ed down until only the top revolved
above the water and it passed us
with a sickening, seemingly beckon-
ing motion. By now the water in

the centre of the Pass- was fulh' six

feet higher than at the sides. We
wandered back, full of respect for
the mighty forces of Deception Pass
and did our work silently and re-

turned to camp.
John was there to meet us, he often

came down, once he brought Mary,
but an awful row resulted and John
confided that he was going to leave
home.
About midnight as I was sleeplessly

watching the shadows of some bats
sweeping over the moonlit canvas
I saw a head, then the shoulders;
of a man rise up, seemingly out of the
ground, on to the tent

—

"Hullo," I called.

"It's me—John," answered a voice.
"Can I speak to you?" Soon I was
dressed and outside.

"I'm going away sir, and wanted
to say good-bye to you. If dad comes
down tell him I hid one canoe in

Winchell's slough, we're taking the
other.-—Yes, Sir

—

"

"Mary!" he called and another
figure stepped forward in the moon-
light. "We're going across to Port
Townsend to catch the boat. We'll

get married and write to dad."
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"You're not going lo

risk the Pass tonight, are

you?" I asked.
"Yes, Sir, I've been

through it many times,

the last of the flood will

be going through when
we get there and its calm
on the Straits to-night.

Don't worry about us.

Mary and I swim like

fishes."

Nevertheless it was
with a heavy heart I saw
them paddle out into the

sparkling waters and it

was daj'light before I

sank into uneasy slumber.
"Say! Get up! Will you? I

heard two voices exclaim. I scram-
l)led out and there were the tw'o old

men, enemies no longer, both tremb-
ling with excitement.

"John left me a note, sayin" he
was going up to Fir to take the train

for Seattle, goin' to marry Mary as

soon as he gits thar. "He took both
canoes an' we want to borry yours
and paddle up and see if he did go."

It took me an hour to get them both
seated down to a cup of coffee and to

get them to promise not to interfere

with the marriage. I then paddled
as fast as I could to the Forks and

A typical Pacific Coast river mouth

ran up to Fir and got long distance to

Vancouver and got Port Townsend
finally. Yes! the license had been
taken out, ^o no doubt the two were
married. I simply rejoiced that they
had got through that boiling current
safely.

Sixteen months later, when we were
shooting and photographing on the

flats of the Skagit we saw a canoe
arrive and out stepped John and
Mary—with a wee bit kiddie. Lad-
die Jr. and I paddled them up home
and to see those two old whitebeards
cuddle that baby one would never
believe that a cross word had ever

passed between them.

Days of Real Sport in Algoma
T. J. C.

IT was a fine warm day in mid
September in the year 1908 that
we Started out to the woods for

a day's partridge hunting. After
an unsuccessful forenoon we met,
the four of us, at our appointed
place to have lunch, and while wait-
ing for the water to boil for tea
some one proposed that we go for a
couple of weeks' partridge and duck
hunting at Rocky Lake, which was
about twenty miles from town and
isolated by about ten miles of solid

wilderness from the nearest habita-
tion, but which could be reached by
wagon trail which solved the problem
of transportation.

By the time we had our meager
meal finished we had decided to

leave the. following morning and had
our plans all made. We then hurried-

ly dispersed in the direction of home
to carry them out.

Getting ready was no new thing to

us, having done it many times before.

It consisted of getting together our
outfits and grub, also of hiring a
team and wagon to take us out. Nor
was the trip expected to be anything
out of the ordinary, as we had made
it several limes before, at least three

of us had and were therefore well

acquainted with the lake and the
country surrounding it, which helped
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a good deal to make the trip more
enjoyable, especially for myself.

It was four rather sleepy looking
young gents who met at the stables of

one Jim Delaney the following morn-
ing, and the fact that it was raining

a little didn't help to liven us up any.
Jim Delaney was the man we had

hired to transport us to Rocky Lake
and who had agreed to do it in about
six hours for a fair sum, adding
the stipulation that we were to walk
up hills and over all rough places
which we knew from past experiences
meant considerable walking through
mud as well as climbing hills. Jim
seemed to find it more profitable to

serve us than to peddle wood around
town, though he wouldn't admit it,

for he could always be had whenever
we wanted him.
We hadn't figured on it raining of

course, one never does when going
hunting or fishing, so we took advan-
tage of the chance to secure a couple
of rolls of tarred-paper which Jim
had on hand in case our shack should
need some repair, also to keep eat-
ables and blankets dry on the way
out.

We left about six A.M. and arrived
at "the landing" at Rocky Lake
about six hours later without any
other mishap than when Bill Jones
turned a somersault off the front seat
into a mud hole that happened to be
handy as we turned ofT the main
road into the trail. Bill being some-
what of a cripple and also an excellent
cook, we were all obliged to get out
into the mud and help him out
if we expected any dinner that day.
We had to make the final stage of

our journey to our shack at the head
of the lake by boat, and as luck would
have it, a hea\^, cold rain had now
set in, soaking our blankets and some
of the grub and ourselves, but thanks
to the tar-paper we managed to keep
the flour and matches dry. At camp
we found some dry wood and soon
had a roaring hot fire going, dried
ourselves out and got on the outside
of a good hot meal which we appreci-
ated as only those in our position
could.
By dark that night tve had our blank-

ets dried out and two very comfort-
able bunks made up on either side of a

stove, and after giving our guns a
general cleaning we "turned in"
and were soon dead to the world in

dreamless slumber.
Our first morning in camp found

us up before daylight and breakfast
over when the first faint streaks of

light showed in the east. Then the
wind came up and with it came a

heavy sleet which later turned to a
heavy rain. We gave up all notion
of hunting for that day and spent
our time cooking a batch of bread
and pies and in getting in a good
supply of wood. The evening was
spent at "King Pedro" and other
amusements.
The second morning was a big im-

provement on the first, being cold
and somewhat misty, and made
ideal duck shooting weather, for
during a mist, ducks on these small
lakes and "sloughs" will not rise

unless hard pressed and are easy
marks for either rifle or shot gun.
On each small lake, of which there

are thousands in Northern Ontario,
there are from one to three pairs of

ducks make their nests and each raise

a brood of from ten to twenty young.
These are about full grown in Sep-
tember and start to work their way
South in twos and threes, although
there are sometimes, but seldom, as
many as a dozen. They seem to
gather together again when they
reach the Great Lakes as they are
found in large flocks, especially on
the North shore. Ducks in Ontario
are scarce when compared with the
prairie Provinces of Western Canada.
We set out as early as we could, two

men to a boat, and managed to make
our way into one "slough" before the
fog lifted and were just in time too,
for we had just got into well screened
positions when the fog began to
rise revealing two large "canvas
backs.' I took the head off the nearest
one with my rifle. The other one
rose and disappeared in the mist but
came circling back again and fell to
a shot from Ted's twelve gauge shot-
gun, Ted and Bill being the occu-
pants of the other boat.
We made the rounds of one or

two more "sloughs" and a small
marsh but without success so re-

turned to camp in time for a late
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dinner. We gave up our hunting
for that day having enough meat on
hand to last a couple of days and none
of us were "game hogs," as wanton
killers of game are known in this

part of the country.
We spent the next two days in the

bush after partridge and were lucky
enough to secure a few, also a few
rabbits, which all went to keep Bill

busy cooking. We lived pretty high
for a few days.
Sunday turned out fine and warm.

We put in our time doing the

necessary chores around camp and in

a little exploring trip down the lake,

and on our way back to camp we
noticed a flock of Mallards light in a

small bay. It was getting dark so it

was a safe bet that they intended
resuming their Southward flight. If

they didn't leave then it meant that

we were in for some more bad weather,

so we accordingly made plans to be in

advanta>geous, positions before day»
light next morning.
We set out in good time next morn-

ing a^nd took up positions which
would force the ducks when they rose

to circle over our heads in order to

reach the open lake, or to rise above
the trees on shore. Bill and Ted were
in our small boat bjth armed with
shot guns. Fred, who was with me,
had an excellent shot gun but no
experience in using it. I had the
trusty 38-55 Winchester rifle and
for that reason was to take the first

shot, so we took up a position to the
left of the others and waited.
We had not long to wait however,

for with the light came a slight

breeze which seemed to lift the fog
enough for us to see clearly, and re-

vealed several ducks swimming back
and forth. As quiet as we had been
they heard us and, like ourselves,

were waiting for dawn. I lost no
time in starting the music. I took
a shot at the nearest one and motioned
to Fred to shoot into the flock at the
same time, but he wasn't wise enough
at the game to know what I meant
and calmly wailed for them to rise.

My shot just grazed one on the back
and he had to be stopped with a shot
from Ted's gun.
The low-hanging fog seemed to

bewilder them for they flew low over

the water and close to shore and
circled two or three times before mak-
ing a break for the open lajce. They
simply refused to rise through the
fog. Fred winged one and Ted two.
Bill was waiting for Ted to open up as
he had decided to follow his lead. He
shot all right but whether he hit

anything or not we never found out.

All we heard were two distinct

reports and to our surprise we saw
Bill's gun with the end split wide
open flying in the air, and Bill him-
self turning a backward somersault
and lighting in the water almost
headfist. He came up and grabbed
the side of the boat and tried to get
into it that way. His teeth were
chattering from the cold shock. He
was an expert swimmer but very
excitable. Ted had troubles all his

own in trying to keep the boat right

side up and to persuade Bill to hang
on until he got the boat over to a log

near shore, which he succeeded in

doing after a long three minutes.
With the assistance of the log Bill

managed to get back into the boat
without spilling Ted into the water
too.

Ted, and Bill who was chilled to

the bone by his early morning plunge,
set out for camp as fast as they could
go, while we gathered up the game
and by tying some trolling lines

together, weighting them with sink-

ers and attaching several fish hooks
of various sizes, endeavored to drag
for the lost gun. But try as we
would we could not get enough
line to reach bottom at that spot. I

had often heard it said that there was
no bottom to Rocky Lake and caught
myself almost believing it.

When we got back to camp we
found Bill rolled up in blankets
loudly discussing, and "cussing" the

accident over a red-hot stove with
Ted. He didn't know what had
happened except that he had aimed
at the ducks and pulled one trigger

and felt an enormous kick, then the

cold shock as he struck the ice cold

water. The way we reasoned it out
was that, ift his excitement while

waiting he had unconsciously pulled

back both hammers, (it being a

double-barrelled, twelve gauge shot-

gun,) and probably dipped the end
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of the barrels in the water which
would cause one barrel to split

and the recoil and shock had jarred
the other hammer hard enough to

release it, causing the other charge
to explode. This seemed to be the
only reasonable solution and the one
Bill thought the most likely for we
had heard two distinct explosions.
Bill had made up his mind to go
back to the scene of the accident that
afternoon and dive for the lost gun,
but when we told of our efforts at
dragging for it he soon changed
his mind.
Our surprises were not over yet

for that day. We had a visitor in

the person of one Joe Lafave, a breed
Indian, who accepted our invitation
to have dinner with us with evident
pleasure, and, much to our amuse-
ment and to Bill's disgust, made
.noticeable inroads on our stock of

Sies. It turned out that Joe's busi-
ess at Rocky Lake that day was to

find a birch bark canoe which he
claimed was his. I knew the canoe
of which he spoke but did not know
that it was still on the lake. We
weren't just sure as to Joe being the
rightful owner of that canoe. My
reason for doubt was based on the
fact that I had seen it several times
and in charge of a different person
each time, each one declaring that
its former possessor had stolen it.

But as Joe told me his story of having
it stolen from him near the Indian
Reserve I was inclined to believe
him.

In return for the good dinner
Joe invited us to "lend him a hand"
at locating his canoe, which we did,
and you imagine my surprise when
I saw him pull it out of the same hid-
ing place where I had last seen it

taken from. I had never .dreamed
that that particular "birch bark"
would be hidden in the same place
twice or I would certainly have made
use of it. "^

iwf

We accompanied Joe to the mouth
of the river and watched him skill-

fully guide it over the apron of the
dam into the slower water below on
his way to the "Reserve." He
waved a good-bye as he disappeared
around the first bend, which was the
last we saw of Joe Lafave. We

started back for camp only to meet
with still another surprise that day.
We had just come in sight of the

,

"Landing" and it was a verj' busy
scene that greeted our eyes and on a
closer but unobstructive investiga-
tion we saw that we were to have
company on the lake. There were
four men and four women besides the
two teamsters, who were hurriedlj'
unloading a canoe and a row-boat
from one waggon, and tents, bedding
and eatables from the second one.
We noticed that the new-comers

had taken possession of the skiff, or
"white boat" as it was known to us,

that was left at the landing for any-

chance sportsman who happened
along. Just where they intended to
camp we couldn't give a guess for
they were loading their stuff into the
boats and we were still more mysti-
fied when we saw them start down the
lake, as we knew of no place on all

that shore where tents could be put
up without clearing away a few
trees. There was an old shack on
that end of the lake but it would be
impossible for them to get to it with
the boats that night as it was
getting dark then, ft was hard to get
to it in daylight and there was no
trail. We gave it up for that day
and went back to camp to find a
good supper awaiting us. W^e had
decided to look up our new neighbors
next day and get acquainted if the
opportunity presented itself, so we
promptly forgot them, cleared away
the supper dishes and got busy at the
cards.

We took our time about starting
next morning, waiting until the wind,
which was from the West, had come
up fairly strong,. This took us down
two miles of open water-way in a
short time while all the paddling we
had to do was just enough to steer by.
It didn't take us long to locate our
new neighbors. They were camped
in the most unlooked-for place on the
whole lake, namely, a small rock
island about five hundred yards from
the nearest shore. The island was
about twenty yards wide by thirty

yards long. On its south side there
was a small landing beach about
fifty feet long and running back
about twenty feet to a shoulder of
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rock about ten feet high and per-
pendicular on that side. This was
where they kept their boats.
The tents were set up on the north

side, the guy ropes being fastened to a
timber on each side, These in turn
were weighted with stones. They
must have worked all night for the
stones would have to be brought
from the mainland as did all their
wood. As soon as we had come in

sight of their camp we headed our
boats north-east intending to spend
the day on a creek that ran in to the
lake at that point. This would give
us reason to pass close to their camp
without going out of our way. As
we came closer to the island a man
came down to the boats and sat
down on the bow of one. He carried
a rifle, this he laid across his knees,
folded his arms and waited to see
what we were after.

We kept about twenty feet out,
ceased paddling and greeted the
stranger with a hearty "good-day."
He never answered except to unfold
his arms, fondle his rifle and carelessly
point it our way, which all meant
that we were to keep on going. We
naturally felt quite peeved to find
that our only neighbors were enemies
instead of friends.

We continued on to the creek
and spent the day hunting through
the marshes for duck but without
success. Our bad luck was soon
forgotten when a fine big bull moose
ambled out of the bush and calmly
eyed us for a full five minutes, then
went off the way he had come. It

was hard to keep from taking a shot
at him but it was still six weeks till

open season for big game and we
could not have used one quarter of
the meat. He had a fair spread of
horns, which I would like to have had
in another month's time. They were
hardly full size yet.

The next two days were spent in
the woods mostly. After a look
around for ducks in the early morn-
ing we loaned our "little green boat"
which was as good as a canoe, to an
old man and his son, who had come
out for a day's fishing. They prom-
ised to leave it at our camp that
evening but failed to do so. We
looked around our end of the lake.

but could see no sign of it or those to
whom we had loaned it. We then
had supper, did the usual evening
chores, then turned in for the night,
giving the lost boat no further
thought expecting it to turn up in the
morning.
When morning came three of us

started out just before daylight for a
small "slough" where We had seen a
couple of ducks light at dusk the
night before. There was a natural
screen of beaver grass across the
opening to this slough, which made
it easy for us to look it over without
being seen, for the earlj^ morning
mist had already lifted. We found
three canvasbacks peacefully feeding
and as they were moving about too
swiitly for me to risk a shot with the
rifle, I left all the fun to Ted and
Fred. They got one each, the third

one making good his escape.
We then took a turn around the

lower end of the lake intending to

return to camp by the north side of

Burnt Island, hoping to come across
more ducks in some of the small
bays or inlets off that narrow channel.
When we came in full view of our
enemies' camp we observed our lost

green boat pulled up amongst theirs.

This meant one of two things to us,

namely; that the ones we had loaned
it to had stayed here over night,

or that these people had taken poss-

ession of the boat when the others
were through with it the day before.

Anyhow, we meant to find out as

quickly as possible, so I headed for

their camp. As we came close we
saw our "particular friend" with the
gun strolling down to greet us, pre-

sumably in the same manner as on
our former visit. We lost no time
in making inquiries and were curtly
informed that they were using the
boat themselves. We attempted an
explanation and then argument, but
neither was of any use as he sat there
with a queer smile on his lips and
menaced us with that infernal rifle. I

didn't takfe long to find out what
made him so cocksure of himself, for

on taking a glance over the rock I

discovered another rifle trained on us.

It was plain that they had this "drop"
on us, but we felt sure that they
would not shoot unless we started
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something, and that they would shoot
if we did make any attempt to recover
our boat. It was also easy to see

that this one man was not a resident

of this part of the country, and we
felt the same about one other of the
party. It was evident that they were
a couple of hired rowdies; therefore
the display of firearms.

We stayed around a little longer
and I purposely made two rounds of
the island to see if there were any
more guns in sight, especially shot-
guns, but they apparently had not
one shot-gun among them. This
rather pleased me for I was already
hatching up plans for recapturing our
boat.

When Ted spied the second gun
trained on us he grew wrathful and
showed symptoms of taking a shot
at them. Ted was somewhat of a
wild one anyway and skilled in the
use of firearms of every sort. He
had a police record for dare-devil
pranks, but no convictions against
him.

It was only by manoeuvering the
boat the wrong way until we were
out of range and thereby spoiling
his chance of shooting at them that we
kept Ted from carrying out his
intentions. It made him simply rave
at me, but he saw the wisdom of my
move after his rage cooled down.
It was only the fact that we had
left without breakfast that morning
and the feel of an empty stomach that
kept him from going back right away.
So we made haste for camp and got a
raking-over from Bill for keeping
breakfast waiting so long. • However,
when we told him the cause of the
delay his anger shifted to the other
parties.

We had company that day for
dinner and they stayed until the next
afternoon. Two young fellows from
town whom we knew well were out
for a couple of days duck hunting.
To our surprise they went looking
for a birch bark canoe they had hidden
on their last visit and didn't seem to
worry any when we told them what
had become of it. They were mad
though, when we told them where the
rest of the boats were.
That afternoon we decided to stay

around camp and do some very ur-

gent camp chores, such as cutting
another supply of wood, help with
the cooking and so forth. So we
loaned our one remaining boat to

our visitors.

That' evening over a late supper
we discussed plans for a hunt the
following morning for some ducks
our friends had seen light on the lake
that evening, but when the question
of boats came up we all looked at
one another rather foolishly for we
had entirely forgotten that we had
only one boat and it would not carry
the six of us. There was a heavy
square-nosed punt which was badly
water-logged and partly sunk near
our camp, but for hunting duck it

was impossible. I had had my mind
made up to steal our little green boat
back from our enemies, so I volun-
teered at once to go right then. I

felt that I knew the lake well enough
to guide our boat to that island, take
the lost one and get back without
being seen or heard, providing that
two of the boys would come with me
and do the rowing until we reached
the lower end of Burnt Island.

Ted and Fred were both eager to

accompany me. It was nine o'clock

then, so we set out at once, the other
two rowing while I handled the
steering paddle. It was a very dark
night, so dark that I had to steer by
compass and had to wait twee fer

the moon to show through a rift in

the clouds so that I could get my
exact bearings.
When we neared the end of Burnt

Island I had the boys quit rowing and
keep their oars on their knees ready
for instant use, so that they wouldn't
make any noise with them, for the
least sound carries a long way on
water, more so on a still night. We
found the island without any mishap-.

Their big camp fire guided us as

soon as we got where we could see it.

I was well used to handling a paddle
and had no trouble in getting right

up to their boats without making any
noise, and was very busy working the
bow of our lost boat loose, bit here
"Cupid" spoiled all our well-laid

plans. We had evidently butted in

on a love scene, or better still, "love
in the dark." We were simply frozen

stiiT by the curt inquiry of "who's
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there?" When the moon showed
through a rift in the clouds we made
out the forms of a lady and gentleman
also the glitter of a rifle barrel point-
ing our way. The man made a
move towards us and at tfie same
time I noticed that Ted had hold of
the boat we 'were after so I gave a
push on the one we were in with the
paddle against the rock, but our
friend, the enemy, was too quick for
us. He jumped and grabbed the
rope attached to the bow of the other
boat, pulhng it well up on shore. Ted
had let go his hold when he saw that
the fellow had got hold of the rope.
This let us ghde out into the darkness
again where we couldn't be seen.
Then we wearily pulled for camp.

I imagine we looked rather foolish
when we tried to explain our failure
to the other boys on arriving back
without the boat we had gone for.

They jeered us unmercifully and made
me a special mark for their bantering
remarks. They tormented me so
niuch that I determined to try again
if Ted and one other would come with
me. He readily agreed as also did
Fred.

So we set out again after playing
cards for a couple of hours to give
our neighbors time to get over their
scare and get to bed. "This time we
changed our tactics somewhat, Ted
doing the steering while I took the
forward oar. I also took an extra
paddle along.

We went down on the north side of
Burnt Island, this way being longer
as it was narrow and winding, and
hard to find our way in the darkness,
but it afforded us a view of their
camp without getting anyway near
it. Everything looked peaceful.
The fire had burned low and there was
no sign of anyone stirring, though we
watched for some time. The boats
were on the south side and we couldn't
see them for the shadow cast over
them by the shoulder of rock, which
was in our favor. It wasn't likely
that they would have a guard over
them or he would have been around
the fire, especially when it got low.
Our plan this lime was for Ted to

paddle the boat quietly up to the
west point of their island. I was to

step out and shove it off again, make

my way to the green Jjoat, jump in and
and push off; while the others went
around to the north side and kept
watch on the camp. If anyone ap-
peared they were to take their re-

volvers and shoot into the air and
shout to attract their attention that
way until I made my get-a-way,
and if I got away safely we were to
go ba^cik and give them a little scare
before going back to camp.

I took off my boots as I was afraid
they would make too much noise on
the rock, took my paddle in my hand,
and was all ready to step ashore
Then Ted paddled up gently. I put
my one foot out to keep the bow from
striking, stepped ashore and shoved
them off. I crept along in the shadow,
found our boat tied to something back
on the rock. Taking my knife I cut
the rope, lifted up the bow and slid it

back gently into the water and
climbed in. It was a good thing
that I had thought to bring a paddle
with me as there were none in the
boat.

I had just sat down in the stern and
was shoving off when I was startled

by three quick shots. In spite of

the fact that I expected them they
startled me so much that I forgot
myself and let the bow of my boat hit

one of the others. This made quite
a loud noise. I heard a scramole
iipon the rocks so I got busy and
paddled backwards as hard as I

possibly could. This took me out
quite a way. When I was far enough
out, as I thought, I turned the boat
west and headed for the shadow of

Burnt Island.

Despite the racket the other boys
were making some one in the camp
had heard the bumping of the boats,

for a rilie shot rang out just as I was
gelling underway, and a bullet hit

the water ahead of me. It was followed

by another one that went througn
the bow of my boat above the water-
line. I Delieved he was just shoot-
ing at the noise for I don't think
it was possible for him to see me.
Anyhow I paddled more quietly

and no more shots came.
When I had got well out of range

I stopped and looked back to ' see

what was going on. Their fire was
burning up brightly now and I could
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see people running here and there,

and hear them shouting. Evidently
our little escapade had caused some
excitement. I could hear nothing
of Ted and Fred, but now sa\v them
passing between me and thfe fire,

going east. I took my revolver and
emptied it into the air. Ted led

out a joyous whoop. This caused
more excitement among our enemies
for Jhere was more shouting and
pointing.

As it was almost impossible for

two to row and ' steer through the
darkness I tied the recaptured boat to

the back of the other one; then I

climbed into the back seat and did

the steering while the other two
rowed.

It was three o'clock when we got
back to camp. We weren't laughed
at this time. In fact the others
looked quite grave and talked fight

when I told them I had been shot at,

but we all decided that it was better
for us to not say anything about it

unless the other parties did, and
that was the last we ever heard about
it.

We crawled into our bunks for we
were too tired to get in any other
way, and, giving the others a warn-
ing not to waken us when they got
up, were soon sound asleep.

The others got up and went for

their hunt, and came back at noon
with one duck. They also informed
us that our enemies had broken camp
and left the lake that morning. They
had evidently intended to leave that
day for they had everytning moved
up to the landing when the wagons
arrived at ten A.M. to take them
back to town. I met one of the men
different times on the street in town.
He didn't speak but looked at me
with a foolish grin on his face.

Our supplies were running low by
this time. We had some flour, sugar,
salt and canned milk left, and counted
on killing enough game to keep us
going until Jim came for us about
the middle of the following week.
But as luck would have it a north-
west gale set in that ver>' afternoon
accompanied by rain, hail and sleet.

This storm lasted two days and made

hunting of any kind impossible, one
duck being all that we could get and
that was due simply to sheer good
luck and the quick acting of Ted.

It happened that we were all sitting

around the stove about half dressed.

We had been out that morning and
got pretty wet and were just getting
dried out. Bill was busy washing our
dinner dishes and, on opening the
door to throw the dish-water out,

saw a duck light on the water just

across the bay. He pointed it out
to Ted. All the clothing Ted had on
was a light jersey sweater and a pair
of trousers, but that made no differ-

ence to him when there was a good
supper in sight. He grabbed his

shot-gun, which happened to be
loaded, and ran down to the lake;

pushed off the nearest boat and
paddled hard towards the duck, but
the wind was too strong for him and
was blowing him further away. He
took a shot at the -diick then but
missed. The duck rose and flew

down the lake before the wind. Ted
raised our improvised sail and man-
aged to keep pace with the bird.

Then for some reason the duck
turned south. This brought it with-
in easy range. Ted made good with
his one remaining shot, and the duck
fell just a little bit ahead of the
boat, making it easy for him to

pick up.

He was unable to get back to camp
against the strong wind alone. Know-
ing this, Fred and I took the small
boat and went down after him. We
found him stranded on a small point
and preparing to walk around the
shore to camp. We left the one
boat pulled up to a safe distance on
the point and the three of us returned
in the one. It was all we could do
to get back to camp through the
^yind and hail, but the reward was
worth it so we didn't complain.

On Monday we had one shce of

bread each and decided to walk
to town next morning. So when
morning did come we made a kind
of pan-cake out of the remaining
bit of flour, and made syrup out of

what sugar was left. This we forced

down us, then taking our blankets
and guns set out for home, arriving
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that afternoon weary and hungry.
Thus ended our duck hunting for

that season. We were sorry too as

we had enjoyed every minute of it.

But then, that was only one of our
many trips.

A Caribou Hunt in the Restigouche Country
Henry Duncan Chisholm

A camp fire by the Restigouche;
A star hung patch of sky;

The night wind croons its deep-woods
song,

The hunter's lullaby.

The rapids laugh from pool to pool
Where deep the salrhbn lie.

ALTHOUGH several years have
passed since we took the trip

the memory of it is still fresh as

it was one df the most enjoyable of

many hunting trips. Frank and I

went on the invitation of Jack, a
prince of good fellows and one of the
most experienced woodsmen and hunt-
ers in Northern New Brunswick.
Our battery consisted of a .303

British, Winchester, model 1895 car-

ried by Frank, and a .35 Winchester
packed by myself. Jack carried a
heavy Mauser pistol as we were
expected to do the heavy work.
Jack christened my gun "the cannon**
and it was some cannon all right with
a roar and a bit of a jar to it, but the
thirty-five will bring home the bacon
if held right. I found it the most
satisfactory rifle I ever used, and I

have used most all of them. Of
course it is heavier than is .necessary
for caribou, but is a fine all around
gun for a big game. One advantage
of the Ihirty-five is that it is the only
rifle in which I have found an auxili-

ary chamber work successfully. My
chamber used the .38 Smith & Wesson
cartridges and they were extremely
accurate up to say fifty yards, drop-
ping quickly at longer ranges owing
to the light powder charge. Of
course the .38 bullet is slightly larger
than the bore of the .35 and that
makes it accurate with a light load.
The soft lead bullet would strip with
a heavier charge of powder. 1 have
found the chamber of little ust. with
the .32 Special, .303 and .22 High

Power, as the bullet strips through
the rifling, particularly the .22 H. P.
But I must get back to that caribou
hunt. When I get talking rifle I

do not know when to stop.

We met Jack in Campbellton and
took the train there for Matapedia.
Most of you have heard of Matapedia
with its famous "Meeting of the
Waters." There is located the head-
quarters of the Restigouche Salmon
Club looking just like a big white farm
house surrounded by well kept lawns
set in this beautiful valley among the
green hills of Restigouche. This is

said to be the wealthiest sporting
club in America. ''They have a large

part of. the fishing rights on the
Restigouche leased from the New
Brunswick government and private
parties. We left Matapedia next
morning before daylight and joined
the scow for up river at Deeside.

It was near the last of October and
this was the last scow to go up before

winter set in. Most of the supplies

for the Restigouche lumber camps
are taken up in the summer and fall

on these river scows towed by teams.
Besides the scow, which was loaded
with potatoes, turnips and hay, we
had two "dugout" canoes. There
were ten of us all told including two
hunters who were going up to look
after W. K. Vanderbilt Jr.'s game
preserve somewhere up the Patape-
dia in Quebec, and the boys who
handled the scow bound for "Big
Jim's" camp on the Patapedia. While
the men were preparing for the start

,

Frank and I tried out our new
auxiliary chamDfers along the beach.
We found as I have said the .32 in

the .303 very unreliable but the .38

S. &. W. m the .35 surprisingly

accurate.
At last we were off. The scowing

was new to me and is a very pleasant
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way of travelling in fine weather.
The river winds away among the
tree-clad hills without a fall or a
dangerous rapid in its whole length.

It was hard pulling for the team in

the rapids, but we helped them out
with the poles, and in the long
pools we moved along easily. 1 here

are some wonderful pools and long
reaches, notably the long straight

reach called by the Indians "Long
Lookum." Another place known to

every Restigouche Voyageur is Cross
Point where the river makes a great
sweep around a high narrow neck of

cliff. On its top is or was a cross

erected by some pious padre of the
long ago. The scowmen of course
know every pool and rapid. The
teamster rides one of the horses and
tows along the beaches, the team
being taken on the scow and ferried

from beach to beach across the deep
pools.

Rain came on just before noon
making it rather unpleasant. In the
afternoon we had a rather exciting
time. We came to a place where the
river drops- a few feet over a ledge
on one side only. It can be avoided
by poling across the pool, but" when
the water is low scows are towed
over it without any trouble. At,
this time the water was fairly high
but Jack thought she would make
the grade all right. The men grabbed
their poles and Jack stood over the
tow line with an axe. - Frank rather
expected her to swamp and had our
rifles and duffle bags in one of the
"dugouts." Instead of rising to the
fall under she went just as Jack cut
the line and our gallant craft was
swept from stem to vstern. She of
course did not sink, but filled to

gunwales and was swept far down
the pool before the boys could get
her grounded. A lot of the light

junk was carried overboard, and
Frank and I were busy salvaging
tin pails, dippers, plates and various
packages, while the rest of the crew
baled out the scow* and got her
going again.
On taking stock we found that we

liad lost most of the sugar, salt and
bread as well as some other small
junk. However, we had tea, salt

pork and plenty of potatoes and tur-

nips and so would not starve. Van-
derbilt's men kindly shared some of

their supplies with us. Their stuff

had escaped a wetting, being in their

canoe towing alongside. We were
still about three days from camp
as the scow Jlws.

It had been raining steadily all

afternoon, so that by the time we
reached our camping place we were
all pretty well soaked, between the
rain and the wreck. We had expec-
ted to pass the night in an old camp,
but found that someone had taken
the stove, so we had to camp cut in

the rain under a couple of tarps with
wet boughs for a bed. We soon
had a big fire going and after a dipper
of hot tea and a feed of salt-pork-

potato-turnip Mulligan (I always
spell Mulligan with a capital since)

we felt a lot better. Soon the boys
were dropping off to sleep, lulled by
the gentle murmur of old Restigouche
swishing past, and the not so gentle

patter of the rain on the leaky tarps

and on ten pairs of wet sock feet

all in a row as near the fire as was safe.

Someone was brave enough to get

up through the night several times
to replenish the fire.

Most all next day it rained, cold,

W'Ct October rain. Nothing very
exciting happened excepting Mulli-
gan at regular intervals. We saw
our first Ijig game that day, a fine

buck deer, when our rifles were safely

stowed away under cover. Just as

we were passing the mouth of a
small brook, Frank, and I happened to

look up the little stream, and there

stepping easily across in the misty
green distance was a handsome buck
with a wonderful head. It was just

a glimpse as the scow was moving
and the brook was narrow. It re-

minded me of a wonderful dim old

painting of a deer crossing a brook
which I saw when a youngster in an
old Restigouche farm house. We
got a couple of partridges along the
bank that day but it was too wet
to travel through the woods. We
camped again on the main river that
night and next day turned up the

Patapedia. Its current is more rapid

than that of the main river and it is

also shallower. This made our pro-

gress slower, and, as the weather was
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now fine, Frank and I had plenty of
time to hunt birds, and we picked up
quite a number along the flats.

That night we had a gopd dry camp
on a nice flat, and Jack made a royal
jNIulligan with ten partridges, salt

pork, potatoes and turnips. He is

certainly some cook, and the appetiz-
ing smell from that big Dutch oven of
partridge stew would have stirred
a wooden image to action. A moving
picture of the ten of us in action
seated on a big windfall would have
beaten Charlie Chaphn out of sight.

Next morning we passed a large
beaver dam at the, mouth of a small
creek. It was newly built and must
have been quite a colony as trees
had been cut for quite a distance up
the river. I have heard it said that a
beaver never lodged a tree, but here
we had evidence that they did once
in a while as we noticed several
that were lodged.

That afternoon we made the depot
camp where the scow was to be laid

up for the winter, and walked up the
gulch two or three miles to Big Jim's
camp. As we came out into the
clearing around the camp, the stars
were coming out above the black
rim of the surrounding hills, and the
men and teams were coming in to

camp in the gathering dusk. The
cheery bustle was good to hear, every
sound echoing back from the hills

and resounding through the deep
woods, the calls of the men, the bang-
ing of the camp doors, the neighing
of the horses and the clank of chains
and harness. The bright lights from
the windows and the cloud of smoke
from the cook's camp were a very
welcome sight after camping out in

the rain for a few nights. This
camp had been used for a number of
years and was well built and comfort-
able. It was built in the style of
most Restigouche camps, consisting
of two big camps, cook's camp and
sleeping camp, joined by a partly
open shed where supplies were kept.
The foreman. Big Jim, who is one of
the best known woodsmen in all the
North country, gave us the glad hand,
and we had a big talk that night as
we had brought all the latest news
from home. He very kindly gave

Frank and me his* comfortable bunk
in the cook's camp.
The cook and the cookee had

Erobably been busy for a couple of
ours before we were awakened by

the customary yell to the boys to
"Roll Out." After a hearty camp
breakfast including an installment of
the traditional pork and beans, we
started out on our first day of real
hunting. We walked down the gulch
to the river and went up a short
distance in the canoe until we found
a good camping place and then took
to the woods. The ground was
frozen and a light snow had fallen on
the hills a few days before. These
hills were burned over many years
ago and there are many open places
where there is an abundance of the
moss on which the caribou feed.
We crossed many old tracks until

at last we came upon the fresh trail

of three caribou. After following
them for some time, Jack cautioned us
that we were very close, and sure
enough in -a few minutes we saw a
small open space before us and two
spike horns about fifty yards away.
We were disappointed at not seeing
a good head but we wanted meat and
dropped both of them where they
stood. It took us the rest of the
day to get the meat down to the
canoe.

After fixing up a temporary shelter

we soon had a fire going and what
a feed we had that night. Jack had
brought a Dutch oven in the canoe
and he proceeded to cover the bottom
with thick slices of caribou steak along
with a few slices of salt pork. I

want to repeat that Jack is some
cook. Never was tenderer, juicier

steak than came out of that old
Dutch oven. How we slept that
night on the springy spruce boughs
under the warm grey blankets "Down
by the riverside." Surely there is no
lullaby for the tired hunter like

"The music of many waters."
Next day we travelled a good

many miles over the hills but saw no
caribou though we ran across many
tracks. We had good sport with the

spruce partridge and shot a few.

Jack got most of them with his

big pistol. Frank and I used our
chambers. These spruce partridge
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are found only in the deep woods
away from all settlements, and are
very handsome bird with their dark
feathers and bright comb. We came
to an old -hunter's camp just about
dusk. There was a stove and plenty
of dry wood around so we passed
a fairly comfortable night though we
had no blankets. In the morning
we noticed that the camp was built

near an old beaver dam on a small
brook.
We were off again at daylight.

The snow by this time was nearly
all gone as the days were fine and
bright, making it almost impossible
to follow any fresh tracks. We
simply travelled from one open place
to another expecting to see caribou
in every glade. After travelling for

a couple of hours we came to a
stretch of barren about fifty acres in

extent, carpeted with moss and brok-
en by a few low clumps of bushes.
We stopped at the edge of the woods
and looked ai-ound. As we looked
a young buck came out from behind
a clump of bushes feeding quietly
about seventy-five yards away, but
we were looking for a good head and
did not want him. We walked
through a neck of woods and came
to the edge of a still larger barren.
On looking carefully around we spied
the head and shoulders- of a magni-
ficent buck feeding behind a clump
of bushes. Wishing to make sure
of him Frank and I both fired and he
simply collapsed on the spot. He was
a splendid buck. One of the finest

caribou heads I have ever seen. I

have it here as I write, having had it

mounted at Fredericton, N.B. On
examining him we found that the .35
had gone through the heart and the
.303 through the neck. It was no
wonder he collapsed. As we fired

quite a herd of caribou dashed into
the woods from where they had been
feeding behind various clumps of
bushes, but we did not notice a good
head among them. We were a con-
siderable distance from the river, and
it took us all the rest of the day to

get the head, skin and part of the
meat out. Jack took the head on
his back with a horn over each shoul-
der, and his rate of travel in that
rough country with such an awk-

ward pack was amazing. That night
we got back to Big Jim's camp tired,

hungry and satisfied.

We had just one more day so
Frank and I went out next morning
with the idea of picking up a few
partridges and possibly running across
a deer. It was a glorious day of
bright sun, and a little snow had
fallen in the night. We were soon
on the ridge and had some good sport
with the partridge. We followed
some fresh deer tracks for some time
but led away from the river and we
gave them up. In the afternoon we
struck the trail of three bears, evi-

dently the mother and two cubs.
Apparently they were looking for a
winter den, and had been eating
the frozen blueberries which were
abundant. The hill had been burned
over long before and was dotted with
big hollow pine stubs and more or
less grown up with scrub. It Seemed
as though that old bear had climbed
nearly every big pine stub on the hill.

At last we came to a very large stub
about ten feet high, with a Mountain
ash growing close alongside. There
were many claw marks on the stub
and we felt sure that our bears were
inside. Frank leaned his rifle against
the foot of the stub and started up
the mountain ash. I stood a few
yards off with the .35 and it was
rather exciting as Frank got near
the top where he could look in. If

they were there he would . have to

come down in a hurry. But sad to

relate they were not there. We took
up the trail again, but there was such
a maze of tracks crossing and recross-

ing that we gave it up and sat down
on a windfall and had a good laugh
at that old bear. She was too much
for us.

I think we enjoyed that day as

much as any day of the hunt. It was
such a glorious day, and the travelling

on the ridge was good, the woods
being open and there was just enough
snow for tracking. We "boiled the
kettle" in a hollow by a clear little

brook with the warm sun slanting
down on the new snow. Jack told

us that bears will do some amazing
stunts to throw hunters off their

trail when they are looking for a den.
He had known one that he was
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following to climb a leaning stub and
jump into a patch of brush to break
the trail.

Next morning we said "so long" to

the boys at the camp and got under
way at daylight. There were four

of us, Jack, Frank and I and a chap
going out from the camp. The old

dugout was well loaded with caribou
meat, skins and heads and a bunch
of partridge. We expected to make
the run out about sixty miles,

in the day and that meant an early
start and hard paddling. The cur-

rent probably averages three or four
miles an hour. Three of us paddled
all the time and we made good speed.

Passing a sandy beach a few miles

below our starting point I happened
to look ashore and there was a fine

buck deer drinking. The water was

rapid and our rifles under cover
and he was in the" woods in two
bounds after taking a good look at us
as we shot past about ten yards
away. Both parties got quite a
surprise but the buck recovered his

wits first.

We made just, one stop for lunch on
the main river opposite the mouth of

the Patapedia. We made the old
dugout shoot the rapids and fly down
the long pools, and arrived at Deeside
about eight o'clock, walked to Pata-
pedia through the mud, and caught
the express for home. Our game
and other junk followed us next
morning. We arrived very dirty,

and very tired, but well satisfied with
our trip on that wonderful old river

that sings its way down through the
green Eastern hills.

A Mystery Solved

John B. Smith

ONE fine day last spring, just about noon,

as I came in from the field I happened

to pass the granary and noticed some
chickens which had their heads poked
through the rocks in the foundation of the

granary. They seemed to be very busy at

something and while I paid no attention to

them at the time after my horse had been fed

I thought it better to take a look and see what
was the matter with the chickens as they then

appeared to be so very still. To my surprise

I found that they were dead, some of tliem

having llieir heads chewed off while some liatl

the blood sucked out of Ihem. There was a

.small crack in the floor of the granary wliich

just let out a little grain at a time and it was

this that the chickens had been after. This

granary was built on a slanting piece of

ground, one side resting on the ground and

the other on rocks about a foot high. Now,
I wondered what miglit be under the granary

that had killed the chickens, which numbered
eight. I called to my brother and told hiui

about it and we soon got busy. We pulled

some of the rocks out of the way and then got

a long stick and poked it under the granary.

Nothing was gained by these tactics so we
th(nighl of the cat which was soon lied to the

end of the pole we were using and we then

poked the pole under the granary. Suddenly

we heard an awful commotion. The cat was
trying to get away from something which

we could not see, but which she could and
which she evidently refused to tackle. She

succeeded however, in scaring the animal,

whic,h proved to be a mink, out of its hiding

place and my brother with his shotgun fired

at it but instead of hitting the mink shot a

hole through the granary floor and in con-

sequence the grain began to leak out. We
paid no attention to that or to the cat, which

happened to gel caught on a bent nail that

was protruding under the floor, ^and my
brother finally got another sihot at the mink,

evidently with telling ell'ect. There was not,

however, enough room for either one of us to

crawl under the granary to release the cat

so we had to tie a knife to the end of another

stick and push that under to cut the rope

that held the cat. The cat free, we went to

our dinner, ^fter eating we went out after

the mink, thinking of course that it was dead

but to our great surprise we found three more

chickens dead and the mink very much alive.

We then dug a hole under the granary on the

side that rested on the ground and my brother

crawled in with his gun and killed the mink

which was hidden in one corner thus prevent-

ing any further trouble Irom that ([uarter.
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came from across the water, it

did, and it stood in a show-case
with a half dozen of the same

manufacturer. Row on row there
were of shining new barrels in the
glass covered show-case back of the
counter. There were lever action,

forearm or slide action, a few auto-
matics and bolt action galore—every-
thing in guns.

"Yessir, what can I do for you sir?

Like to look at some guns'? Oh! ..yes

we've got a vejry good assortment,"
and as the cijawmer stopped in front
of the counter the young clerk shoved
back the sliding door of the gun case
and looked expectantly at the two
people standing opposite. One, a
man of perhaps fifty, tall, broad-
shouldered and with no spare flesh

on his frame. He looked as if he
might be a bit of an athlete for all

his gray hair. The other perhaps
ten years his junior, was an entirely
different type. Sportsman he pro-
bably w^as, but comfort of the eat-and-
grow-fat-kind was written all over
him. One did not need a character
reading to tell what personal comfort
came first, last, and all the time with
him.
The ilorid face, large waistline and

fat llabby cheeks and the "take it

easy" air of the man all went to pro-
claim the gentleman just what he was,
one of the fortunate ones of earth,
who are never interested in anything
save their own comfort.
"My friend here is looking for a

high power rifle. Have you got some-
thing preety good in that line?"

queried the older man of the two,
with a smile, and the salesman in

less time than it takes to tell had laid
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before him four of the latest models.
Detailed information regarding vel-

ocity, range, etc., were gone into on
each of the different models, the older
man endeavouring to induce the
younger to buy a large calibre wea-
pon that carried a heavy ball, while
the younger insisted on the lighter

weapon with the extreme high-power
cartridges. After a half hour of

talk they seemed no nearer a purchase
than when they came in, the older
of the two was plainly growing im-
patient and the young salesmah fear-

ful lest liis customer—who seemed
to be worth while, should slip away
leaving him with a half hoUr of wasted
time to make up, made one last

desperate effort to land a sale. Turn-
ing from the older man he smiled in-

dulgently at him of the large waist
and remarked, "If these guns are not
long enough range, why not invest in
one of these, they will shoot a mile,"
laying hife hand on one of the seven
weapons mentioned. "These are an
imported weapon and are guaranteed
to have the longest range of any of
the high power rifles, bolt action as
you see," he remarked," and extremely
light weight." Suiting the action to
the word he threw the rifle to his
shoulder, aimed at an imaginary
object, threw back the bolt as if

ejecting an exploded shell and closing
the action passed it over to the
i'^ounger customer with the remark
"As light as they can be made" and,
he made the sale. Yessir! he sure
did, he had guessed right. It was
the light weight and the lon^ range
that appealed to him. His friend at
his side grumbled something about
a "pop-gun" at which the stout man
and the salesman laughed, and as
he went down in his pocket for the
necessary "iron men" to pay for
his ride, he turned to the other and
remarked "I'U bet you fifty dollars

I can kill a moo.se as far with that
"pop-gun" as you can with the
"cannon" you carry." "Possibly,
possibly" returned the other, "if

you hit him in the right spot" and as

he saw the other was about to con-
tinue the argument he walked away
and began examining dog-collars till

the other had completed his purchase.

The moose season l)ad o|)cned,

also the deer season. Hunters there

were in the woods aplenty, but in the
section where our friends had lo-

cated for a hunt there were perhaps
a half dozen hunters in a territory

one hundred miles square, at least

that was the estimate made by the
guide, and the country was sure
one grand game preserve. Deer there
were and moose. The rnan with the
gun had remarked that he did not
intend shooting a buck until he
could get a good head and in the first

week he let several good chances
slip by to secure a deer. One the
guide shot for camp use. The hunter
with the "gun that would shoot a
mile" was out with his friend one
afternoon and after tramping for

some hours through a very promising
piece of timber and bush country,
they had about decided to give it

up for the day. Scarcely a half mile
from camp they broke through a
fringe of brush, the younger man in
the lead—and they stumbled onto
a much worn trail used for a portage
to the lake beyond the log cabin
where they were stopping. Around
the bend in the trail they went, the
younger still in the lead, and as he
made the turn the older man saw
him "freeze" and slowly raise his

rifle. He got a glance through the
brush in the direction the other's

rifle was pointing and there, not
sixty yards away, stood a splendid
three point buck. He noted all

this in perhaps three seconds. When
the sharp report of the other's rifle

broke the big silence of the wood and
the buck crumpled up like a pin-

pricked balloon and sank in- his

tracks. "Some gun!" remarked the

one who had fired the shot, glancing-

back over his shoulder at the other,-.

who came rushing up to sec the prize,

"Why that deer never knew what hit

him." He ejected the exploded shell

and shoved a new one into place.

The deeV was certainly a beauty
and tiic one shot had been amply suf-

ficient, breaking the neck close to the

shoulder and causing inslanl death.

Not to nuir ills friend's happiness the

older man did not say wliat he could

have, lie had seen large deer killed

just as ([uickly and cleanly with the

old 14 cal., and black powder, over
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distances greater than this shot.
But why spoil a friend's happiness
over his successful shot by making
unnecessary comparisons. They cut
a pole and tj'ing the deer's feet to-

gether they ran the pole between his
legs and marched triumphantly into
camp. The very fact that thej' were
so close to camp pleased the owner
of the deer immenseh', for physical
exertion was a thing he detested.

Followed three days of stormy,
rainy, disagreeable weather in which
they ventured forth but little. The
one who had shot the deer during
this "spell" of weather developed a
habit that made the guide exceedingly
"wroth" every time he practiced it.

He would sit outside under the shelter
of an old lean-to roof and test his
high-power rifle for penetration on
sundry piles of wood and old logs,
trunks of trees, etc., and for this
purpose he had brought along some
steel jacketed bullets. It sure was
marvellous, the penetration of those
steel coated 'pills' through wood, but
it made the guide 'sore.' "Why man,"
he remarked on the third dav, "you've
fired about a hundred rounds of
ammunition now. You and your
partner are the bosses to be sure, but
all the deer and moose in the countrv
will travel night and day to get awav
from a racket like that. I would
like to see you both get your full
allowance of game." To all of this
the other simply grinned and said
"Don't you worry, I've been on these
trips before and we will get our full
complement and have a little target
shooting too, see?"
The next day was fine fortunately

and the hunters started out again.
The guide and the older man taking
the canoe and going across to the
lake mentioned where he left him and
came back to get the other fellow
for a try for moose. In two hours
the hunter was tired of hiking, and
wanted the guide to post him on a
run-way somewhere and make a
circle about and see if he could not
put up" something. Now there
were two reasons and good ones why
the guide did not wax enthusiastic
about this scheme, one was that he
was afraid his hunter might go to
sleep and the other was that he might

stay awake and shoot at him by
mistake, taking any moving object
in the brush for a. deer or moose.
Finally the guide compromised. "If
you will go about two miles further
along this ridge we will come to a
bit of country full of small swamp
a few miles from the mountains and
I can place you there where I think
you can get a shot." As there
seemed to be no other way out the
hunter consented and an nour later
he was posted beside a weather
beaten old spruce on a bit of a rise

that gave him as good a view of the
surrounding country as one could
hope to find, in timber country.
On his left the ground sloped away

to a big swamp. On his right was a
deep ravine with precipitous sides
that would necessitate the travelling
of miles in a roundabout way to
reach the other side, tho' in a direct
line the distance to the largest open
space was probably anywhere from
six to eight hundred' yards, and it was
in this ridge that the guide informed
him he would most likely get a shot.
"Too bad" he added "that you won't
travel round to the other side. It's
only a matter of three miles and you'd
be much closer for a shot." But the
hunter was obstinate, "No," he'd
walked far enough. If anything in
the shape of moose came into the
open on that ridge they were "his
meat."
The guide, a good shot himself,

measured the distance with his eye
and remarked, "Well mebby you can,
but if you kill a moose atthat distance
and knock him dead enough to find,

you'll shore have to hit him in the
right spot" and with this parting
advice he slipped away back down the
ridge. *****
A faint breeze crept through the

hardwood growth at the edge of a
little pond, and the message that it

carried roused a big bull moose from
his noonday siesta. That scent, the
man smell, was too close for safety,
and he rose to his feet and drifted out
of that thicket as noiselessly as a
woodmouse. The guide coming in
on the far side could easily have had
a shot had he cared to have worked up
wind, but he was being paid to help
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his hunters ' and purposely he had
worked up to windward to start the

moo^ that he knew or at least felt

pretty sure was lying down some
where on the^sunny side of the little

rise that led up from the swamp.
The big moose headed directly

for the lake where the first hunfer
had been left earlier in the day, and
half way there two sharp reports of a
rifle had turned him back. Thus it

was that the younger of our two
friends seated beside his big stump
about two hours after the guide had
left, happened to glance across the
ravine on his right. There in an
open space nibbling off the lower
branches of a tree stood a larger bull
moose than he had ever seen before.
He raised his rifle then realized that
the distance was very great, but he
also remembered that the salesman
had said, "The gun would shoot a
mile." He remembered the great
penetration of the logs and trees he
had tried with the steel jacketed
bullets. Of course he was using
soft nose bullets now, but he believed
he could knock that moose down in
his tracks even at tliat distance. He
slipped back behind the stump, took
a good rest for his rifle and' aiming
carefully for the shoulder he pressed
the trigger.

The big moose head up, was reach-
ing for brouse among the branches of
a small tree when something struck
him a terrific blow back of the
shoulder. It staggered and bewilder-
ed him and the ne-xt instant a handful
of bark from a branch in front of

his face struck him across the eyes
and then there was the vicious whistle
of a high power bullet that sped like

a bolt of lightning across his shoulders,
sending down another shower of

twigs. Then the sharp crack! crack!

cra<'k! of the ri/le across the ravine
reached his ears. Half blinded by
the twigs and bark that had struck
him across the eyes, he turned and
raced madly for c'over. As he wheel-
ed on his back track another bullet

cut tiirough tiie air where he would
have been had he taken one step

ahead.
'I'hcre was no caution about his

travelling now, he ran i)lindly, through
thickets, swamps and over ridges.

and ever making for the high ground
and the wildest, most remote part
of the region that he knew of. He
was in no pain, this big fellow, but
he grew strangely weak, he who had
travelled for twenty-four hours with-
out turning a hair, growing weak and
he had trouble with his breathing,his
clumsy gallop slowed down to a
steady trot, a bloody foam formed
about his nose and mouth, and drip-

ped as he travelled, an hour of this

and he stopped at a small stream to

drink and as he lifted his head the
skulking form of a wolf drifted out of

sight a bit to one side. It was really

too early in the season to be alarmed
at wolves, he could hold his own
anywhere on solid ground, even with
a half dozen of them, but there was
something about this particular wolf's

actions that made him nervous, and
he resunled his distance killing trot.

In another hour the trot slowed down
to a fast walk, and he had to rest

occasionally. The bloody foam still

dripped from his muzzle, and twice
in the last half hour he had heard
a wolf howl, once quite close and the
last time some distance away, evid-
ently an answer to the first, and now
forty yards behind as he glanced over
his shoulder he could see the two
gray forms in the shadow of the tim-
ber following, always following. He
was panic stricken, but he was also

weak, and growing weaker, at times
he staggered and at last as he came
to the "snow line" he lay dowif,
facing outward from a small thicket,

of evergreens and tangled windfalls,

gradually the great antlered head
sank until it rested on the snow
stretched out in front of him and the
bolder of the two wolves, with a

snap, reached for his nose. The big

fellow struggled to his knees, but
sank back, and the smaller wolf

raised its nose toward the heavens
and emitted the long "Come to the

feast" howl of the timber wolf.

The big bull did not care, his life

IukI gone out, shot through the lungs

by a steel encased bullet that the

careless hunter had left in the cham-
ber of his rille from the target shoot-

ing of the day before. He had
travelled over miles of rough ground
to finish his career as a feast for the
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"But I spent the whole forenoon, after I found his position, manoeuverine about before
1 cut loose at him."
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wolves away up on the mountain
side.

And the guide, say! he witnessed
that whole performance from the
top of an upturned giant of the forest

some few rods down the side of the
ravine. "More careful hunting and
fewer long distance bombardments
would get some of you fellows more
moose" was all he would say. What
he wanted to say we won't print.

And at camp that night the fellow
that had gone over to the lake told
how he had got a fine head, fired two
shots "And what distance did you
have to shoot?" asked the guide.

"Oh, as near as I could judge, the

old boy was about eighty or ninety
yards away when I fired the first

shot, but I spent the whole forenoon
manoeuvering round after I found
his position befor« I let loose at him."
It was a successful shoot anyhow.
Thej^ had a good time, the both of
them will tell you that, but the lazy
one sold the "Gun that would shoot
a mile" to a second hand store for
one-third what he gave -ior it, one
week aJter his arrival home, giving

as a reason that the ammunition
was too expensive and was not

obtainable in the best hunting reg-

ions.

Opening Day at Lake Scugog

John Townson

Agreater number of would-be duck
hunters look forward to the open-
ing day of the shooting season than

people who are not interested in the
sport have any idea of; and when the
first day of the open season happens to
fall on a holiday, as was the case last

year, the number of shooters is

greatly increased.

There is no part of Ontario, that I

know of, where the same conditions
prevail in regard to duck-shooting
as those in vogue at the south end
of Lake Scugog, consequently some
explanation is necessary. Looking
at Lake Scugog on the map the
impression is given that the lake is of

oval shape with a large island in the
centre. The fact is that a large

wild rice marsh and bog occupy the
space between the island and the
mainland on the south. Across this

marsh on earth embankment, with
a roadway on top, has been construct-
ed, which afTords communication be-
tween Scugog Island (on which there
is an Indian reserve) and the Town-
ship of Cartwright on the mainland to

the south. The ducks, which have
their feedi'ng ground on the marsh
and roosting ground on the lake fly

back and forward over this highway.
Duck hunting differs from other
forms of shooting, owing to the fact

that the gun is only part of the equip-
ment that is necessary to the success-
ful following of the sport. Some
kind of boat or canoe and a few
decoys, either alive or inanimate, are
essential to meet with success in

capturing wildfowl. On the Cart-
wright road a gun and an automo-
bile seems to be the combination most
in use. On Sunday afternoon the
shooters began to arrive in their cars,

and at daylight next morning the
gunners were strung along the road
at intervals of 30 or 40 yards for a

mile or more. The passing overhead
of the first flock of black ducks was
the signal for the fusilade to begin,

and then for an hour or two the bom-
bardment was continuous. It is

indeed strange what an idea some
people have cf the range of a shot-

gun. It did not make a bit of dilTer-

encc how high the ducks flew, the
guns were emptied just the same. In
fact, some of the fowl were so high
that they were apparently oblivious

of the fact that the guns were
pointed in their direction, and kept
on flying serenely along. On stormy
days the ducks fly at a lower altitude

and sometimes a few are brought
down, but on a calm day, such as

the first day of the season was this

year, it was only occasionally that a
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duck was brought down by using No.
1 shot or a larger shot. A returned
soldier, who was on the Cartwright
road firing line, made the remark
that it took a ton of lead to kill a

soldier, and by the same token it

would take a hundredweight of shot

to bring down a black duck in that
locality. It was gratifying to see

that the number of black ducks is

above the average this fall, and it

might be added that thte number will

not be diminished by the quantity
that is killed in crossing the Cart-
wright road. The wary black duck
is entirely capable of taking care of

himself, and I wish the same could be
written about some of the smaller

varieties like the teal, bufile heads,

etc. Every good sportsman ought

to let them pass on when they come
within range, otherwise they will

go the way of the passenger pigeon.

On Net Making

Article I.

—

Percy G. Peerless

I
LEARNT net making from my grand-

father who was 80 years old, I well re-

member he kept saying: "Dammy, mate!

one eighth of an inch thick and cut one out
with a fret-saw. The next thing is what
grandfather called a mesh stick and is just

ledium

STR\N6 IS WOUND ON L1KE(AND )S SIM PLY HITCHED

ROUND Z EVERY TlMB NOT THREADED THROUGH.

my old lingers be so stilT." Well lirst of all

you want a shuttle, (see Fig. 6). If you can't

buy one get a piece of very thin ash about

a flat piece of wood one eighth of an inch

thick with parallel edges to get the size of the

mesh regular. For landing nets use a fairly
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fine string. Of course it you're going in tor

making hammocks you will want a bigger

shuttle and a bigger mesh stick. You ifcill

notice in the sketches that the net is worked

TIEMSSH-STICK

^NDCORDIIKE
THIS

net (Fig. 1) get a decent length of blind cord

and tie the ends, and hitch it on a nail or a

chairback. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 do not need any
explaining if followed carefully. '-

on a cord. \\'hen the net is completed (if

for a landing net) the cord is pushed out and the pull shuttle through w,th the right hand
net ring pushed in instead. Once you can catch hold 0F3trinc b with fingers of left

'

make a net it is easy to expand it or make it
"°''^'' '^^° release string a.

BRING ROUND BACK OF MESH yiCK AND HOLD
UNDER THUMB. Now then, continuing, follow the drawing.

(Fig. 3) very carefully as this makes the knot.

Pull the shuttle through with the right hand.

,,inaller by simply picking up two stitches otT

c loop, or for making smaller take two

ops at a time instead of one, To start a

calcii hold of string marked (B) with the left

hand and release string (A). PuU shuttle

through until all slack string is pulled up ex-
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cept the loop (B). or rather the loop formed by

PICK UP NEXT
LOOP FROM HERE.

Ti^r

(H) when the shick is pulled up. Now pull

the shuttle towards you, at the same time

working the loop (B) with the fingers until

it pulls up tight on the cord. If this is done

correctly the position should be as in Fig. I,

except that you have another loop on the

mesh stick. Repeat this along the cord until

you have as many loops as you require then

pull the stick out and continue as in Fig. 4.

Now this time instead of passing the shuttle

under the cord every time as in (Fig. 3) you

pick up a loop (Fig. 4). AMien making land-

ing nets I start as usual and cast on the cord

as many loops as I shall want. Then pull the

mesh stick out of all the loops except about

half a dozen, and simply continue as in (Fig.

5). This way nets are made without a seam

up one side. (Fig. 6) is 5H" in length while

the shuttle I use is 7" long.

Article II.

—

Charles Johnson

TT is now some 50 years since I saw the

•*-last net being knitted. At that time the Bay
Oi Fundy fishermanhad to depend upon their

women folks for their nets and it surely took

all their spare time to keep up the supply.

For many years the nets have been factory

made and it is ver>' doubtful if anyone in

our country under 50 years of age ever saw a

To "load it" take the twine over the point oi

the tongue of the needle, then, around the

other end and up and over the tongue again

and back again until it is tilled as full as it

can be worked. No. 2 is the block. This

block is about 4 or 5 inches long, oval in

shape, and half the size of the mesh. When
in use the sharp edge is held up;)er.iiost.

D

J

In 1. NEb"DLE

net being hand made. The grand-daughtere

of the last net knitters are now riding in their

cars and coming to town tliree or four times

a week to the movies, as our fishermen are the

most prosperous and best off class of people

-- in the community.

Xo. li lb a piece of slout wire the ends bent

over to fasten to the window sill or table when
the light is good. Have some twine heavier

than your net, or double the net twine and

knot it to the end of your needle twine, place

your block parallel to the wire and last mi a

NO 1 . BLOCK

I have made a few rough sketches from

memory that may help our neighbour catch

on to the idea.

No. 1 is the needle as it was called in the

old times. It is made of tough hard wood or

preferably of bamboo when it could be got.

piece ot twine around the right hand end, leav-

ing it its own width from the wire. Now take

the block in the left hand, holding it between

the finger and thumb, sharp edge up. Take
the needle around the wire and under the

block until the knot joining the twine is flush
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with the upper edge of the block; then over

the block, down the back, and up the side.

Next you take the bight of the double twne
to it, at the upper edge of the block, holding

the knot firmly between the thumb and finger

until it is hauled tight and so on to the next.

Probably it would be a good plan for the

beginner to have a partner to hold the double

back to right, under its own part. Now pull

this tight, always remembering to hold the

knot tightly between the thumb and middle

of first-finger until it is pulled tight. To
make No. 6, bring the needle around as before,

and down through the loop of the mesh
above hauling it close up against the' block

between the thumb and finger, then around

twine while he makes the knot until he

gets the hang of it. Now continue on until

you have meshes enough for the depth of

your net, then turn the block and work back,

always working from the left to the right,

and dropping the meshes off the left hand

end of the block.

NO ^

The next tiling is llic knot. There are

two ways. One is a simple hitch that makes
a square knot. To make No. 5 bring the

needle up around the block and up through

the loop of the mesh above it, then around

under the mesh from right to left, and

from left to right and up through the loop

and haul this tight.

Next comes the roping, or "seaming in."

Stretch the rope between two stakes or some-
thing to hold it tight. Spread the net until

the meshes are about square, fasten your twine

to the left hand side to the rope and make a

NO 5 N 6 .

gauge the length you want the meshes apart

then make a hitch; to do this take the needle

through the mesh from back to front or to-

wards you and take a half knot over its own
part hauling it tight on the back of the rope;

then take another hitch around the rope and
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mesh for strength. Remember that a net

takes up about one-third in roping. A net

stretching 30 feet in Ihe web will be about 20
when roped. To repair a net tn.- and lay it

5EAMIN G TWINE -,

tW ^^^
12

until you reach the good work. Then go
back and knit again until the space is filled,

fastening the last row of meshes to the ones
under them. It would be a good plan for a

SEAMING ROPE- —

down and spread it out on an even surface;

cut out the torn piece as square as possible

leaving the knots on the meshes. Start from,

the left hand upper corner and knit across

beginner to practice on making the knot be-

fore starting a nel;the main thing in this is to

hold the knot firmly between thumb and
finger until it is pulled tight.

Comments—Robert Page Lincoln

The two above articles came to hand

after we had asked our readers to supply

some ideas on how to make nets. \Ve are

sure that by following these directions our

readers are put on the right track. The
description in both is very clear and easily

grasped and the drawings aid in making the

text more perfectly understood. Says Mr.

Johnson: "The inquiry asking about how to

make nets sent me back to my boyhood days

when the herring fishery on the Bay of Fundy

was flourishing, and there was nearly always

a net under way at the kitchen window in

every fisherman's house. That was before

I went to sea (in 1865). I have never seen

a net being knitted since but the memory of

it is in my mind as il it were yesterday."

We are always glad to have our readers

send in writings, short or long about things

of the wild, how to make useful articles and

so forth.

Sawdust and Pollution of Streams

ON this subject the Canadian Fisheries

report for 1891 speaks in the following

terms:

The habit of discharging the refuse from

sa\\Tnills into public waters is a very serious

evil, especially when it prevails on streams

frequented by fish or on navigable waters,

to the detriment of navigation.

It is sometimes exceedingly difficult to

deal effectually with opposition from a power-

ful interest. Still, it is an undeniable fact

that the damage caused to the fresh water

fisheries and navigation by polluting and
obstructing the waters with refuse from

s.iw-raills and manufactories is increasing.

The question of devising means to obviate

such extensive injuries is one of expense. A
moderate and judicious outlay, representing

but a trifling percentage of the profits of mill-

owners, would in most causes, provide elTec-

tually against the injurious consequences of

past and present neglect.

The baneful elTci-ts of sawdust as one of the

most destructive agents for polluting streams,

and otherwise causing injury to fish life, has

called forth the elTorts of different countries

to stay its progress, ^^^lerever mill-dams

have been built across streams, and where
sawdust, mill rubbish and other deleterious

substances have been thrown into the waters

from saw-mills and manufactories, fish life

and vegetation of all kinds have invariably

been lessened, and in many instances wholly

destroyed. This is particularly noticeable

among the higher order of fishes, especially

the salmon, which is a migratory fish, ascend-

ing rivers and streams for breeding purpose.

These waters are invariably of the purest,

coldest and most limpid, and, therefore, best

adapted for the propagation of this species.
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The salmon, at the time of the first settlement

of New Brunswick and Maine, was found

frequenting almost every river and stream

emptying into the sea. But as mill-dams and

saw-mills increased in number, with greater

capacity for their work, they formed impass-

able barriers to the ascent of salmon and other

fishes to their natural spawning grounds above,

and then the hurtful and pernicious effects

from the sawdust and mill rubbish being

constantly cast in the streams poisoned the

spawning beds below, and stayed the growth

of all vegetation in streams, thus doing away
with insect life, which is the principal susten-

ance for fish in their younger stages of exist-

ence.

As this improvident work of the mills

increased in magnitude, so did the yield of all

kinds of fish decrease in the streams, until

it had been found in some cases that after

stripping the neighborhpod of all lumbering

fish life these' mills have gone into ruin and

decay.

By a strict and impartial application of

laws for regulating mill-dams for the easy

ascent of salmon, shad and alewives to their

proper spawning grounds; by the enforcement

of statutes for bidding the drifting or throwing

of sawdust, mill rubbish and other deleterious

substances into the rivers; by the due observ-

ance of proper close season; and with the

supplementary aid to be derived ffom arti-

ficial fish culture, it is believed that only a

few years would pass before an increase in the

yield of salmon, shad, alewives and other

fishes would be noticed in the whole extent of

the waters between New Brunswick and

Maine. AH authorities agree upon these

points, that the surest mode of effecting per-

manency of the fisheries is to preserve the

natural condition of the spawning beds; to

allow the fish free access thereto, and to pre-

vent their molestation while engaged in

reproducing their species. None of these

conditions can be carried out ii the waters

are polluted.

The question of the injurious effect resulting

from the deposit ot sawdust and mill rubbish

upon the salmon fishing in the river St.

John, and especially in the headwaters ot this

river, has engaged the attention of the Fish-

eries Department. In a memorial from the

o^ner^ of sauTiiills on this river and its

tributaries, praying for exemption from the

statutes relative to sawdust and mill rubbish,

it was set forth that no law existed in the

State of Maine on this subject, and that on
that portion of the river St. John which formed

the boundary between the United States and
Canada, there were at least eight or ten mills

on the United States side to one on the Cana-

dian side of the river, and that as all the saw-

dust irom the mills on the Maine side was
permitted to be carried into the river, without

restriction, any benefit %vhich could possibly

result from a stringent enforcement of the

law in New Brunswick would be very trifling,

and outweighed many times by the injury to

the milling business in that province.

In consequence of such representations, the

government of the State of Maine was
requested to consider the question in order

that united action might be adopted by both

the Canadian and State Governments; and .a

promise was made that it would engage the

attention of the legislature of that state.

Comment of Angling Editor —We commend
the vigorous work done by the anglers and

officials in the past when destructive tenden-

cies amounted to the favorite outdoor sport.

Let the newer generation take counsel from

those who fought bravely for the good of the

wild in those past days; to see too that they do

as well in the present day, when, in places

wild life of forest and stream seems to be

tottering on its last legs.

R.P.L.

On Fish Culture

DnHIN(j the past year we have received

a great number of letters asking full

derails about fish culture and especially

about the rullun; and propagation of the

brook trout. 'I'o (hose of our readers who
arc interested in fish ctiltiirc, and the propaga-

tion of the speckled trout we arc glad to say

that we have just edited an article by Mr.

John W. Tilcomb, I'"ish Culturist of the

State of New York, one of the foremost au-

thorities in that line on this continent. Mr.
Titcomb's article will be read and understood

bylhoseiuteresled. Most articles on fish culture

are filled with a technical verbiage so dense

as to make the task hopeless of mastery to the

average reader. Mr. Titcomb writes in a

matter of fact, simple and concise manner,

getting the facts before the reader in a brief

way without losing anything in the telling

of it. Mr. Titcomb in this article proves
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that one can go about propagating ihe

speckled Irout at a very small rate of expendi-

ture, and gives accurage details of the mater-

ials you need and how to make the things

necessary for the work at hand.

Mr. Tilcomb was formerly Fish and Game
Commissioner of the State of Vermont, a

position he held with credit and notable

accomplishment for over eighteen years.

NVhen he look the job N'ermont was almost

fish barren through the devastating tendencies

of the people and the avaricious and unscrup-

ulous fishermen. In the present day the

value of the annual catch of fish in Vermont
totals close to $250,000.

Following are a number of fagts in regard

to the life of this active man:
"He was born in P'armington, New Hamp-

shire. He graduated from the Phillips-

Exeter Academy, and entered the employ
of the Howe Scale works, at Rutland,Vermont,

where he continued for thirteen years, becom-
ing assistant superintendent. Perhaps there,

where the infinitesimal balance of justice is

determined by a hair, (actual fact), the prin-

'•iples of his life guidance became fastened

upon him. Next, as superintendent of the

States Bureau of Fisheries he came to St.

Johnsbury and had charge of the construction

of the hatcheries there. He was State Fish

and Game Commissioner from 1891 to 1902

and was then appointed Chief of the Division

of Fish. Culture at Washington, D.C., ser\ing

there seven years. During the year 1903-4

Mr. Tilcomb was placed at the disposal of

the Argentine government, explored the

waters of that country, built the first fish

hatchery in South America and introduced

trout species from the United Slates. In 1909

he became secretary for Theodore N. Vail.

In recent years he has distinguished himself

as Fish Culturist of the State of New York,

being Secretary of the Conservation Com-
mission of that State.

In Mr. Tilcomb we have a fish culturist

who has done perhaps more through his writ-

ings and official work than any other man
in a like capacity.

The first part of Mr. Titcomb's article will

appear in the December number of Rod and

Gun, the second part in the January number.

R.P.L.

Robert Page Lincoln

AN English sparrow had picked up a dis-

carded kite siring which it had noticed

on the street and decided thai it would
make excellent material for the construction

of its nest up under the eaves. It descended
to earth, seized upon the end ol the string and
flew away with it. All went well until he

came to a sudden hall, for the other end of the

string was caught up under a lump of earth.

The sparrow Hew down, pulled the string

from under the lump of earth, and so liaving

released it, picked up the string and carried

it, unhindered, to the eaves. This is offered

as example of reasoning as found in birds.
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. Actuated entirely by instinct, the corres-

pondent holds, the bird would have abandoned

the string when it found it caught up, but, as

a matter of fact, the bird reasoned that some-

thing held it; it discovered what held it, pulled

the string from under the obstruction and

went upon its way. And to this we remark,

"interesting if true."

William J. Long the nature writer, years ago

brought down the world upon his head by
writing nature stories he claimed to be the

whole and nothing but the truth; facts, wit-

nessed by his own eyes. The late Theodore
Roosevelt hustled out the words "nature fakir"

and implied that Dr. Long was one of them.

The story that called down the jeers of other

men upon him was one in regard to a shore

bird, the possessor of stilt-like legs. During

a tour of observation in the woods Dr. Long
had noticed such a bird with a broken leg in

the act of. surgically treating itself. First

the bird applied some mud to the injured

member. Then it straightened the leg by
placing a portion of stick on each side of it,

much as a surgeon would do under like

circumstances in bringing first aid to the

injured. Next the thoughtful bird, already

supplied with fihers stripped from a tree,

wound the leg about with these and in the

end the job was just as rationally complete

asjcould be expected. It was not stated if

the bird tied knots in finishing up the winding

process but it would take a no greater leap

of the imagination to conceive of that as to

conceive of the rest of these spectacular

doings. In due justice to Dr. Long I will

say that I am stating the substance of his

story from memory, but what I have set

down is surely not exaggerating the circum-

stances of the case. It served to bring out

the "nature faking" controversy which raged

for years in America, lit up as it was by the

fiery lllashes of that famous outdoorsnian,

Theodore Hooscvelt. Dr. Long stuck to his guns

to the end and still holds to his story I believe.

It was during a trip in Canada that he witnessed

this remarkable bird doing these remarkable

things. Unfortunately, he states only one

other person was present at the time who
likewise witnessed the deed; that was his

Indian guide. I believe Dr. Long made a

trip especially to resurrect this Indian guide

to bear out his story but the red-man had
disappeared, and so Dr. Long and his story

must be taken on llicir "face value," You
are liable to pass this by without much atten-

tion being directed to it. The truth of the

nialtcr is that if it could be proven that a

bird did these things, much as Dr. Long

detailed it in print it would stand out as one

of the greatest scientific discoveries of all

time; as proving that animals and birds have

intelligence much as we have intelligence; that

they are not actuated entirely by instinct, as

many are given to believe (in unconsciously

doing things for their own good) but study

out, also, what is what, and why this is so,

and those hundred and one things our minds
are constantly alive with.

If we have cut our hand or arm we at once

begin to study out what to do to keep our-

selves out of harm's way. The thing we
would do would be to stay the flow of blood

by dabbing a rag or cloth to it, after first

having bathed it in water. We reason that

if the blood becomes sticky and mats then
the wound will close up, harden, and will

finally heal—and this is almost always the

case. But if I should say that that is an
unnatural process, and far from intelligent

you are liable to wrinkle your brow in wonder-

ment. Let us see. A dog has cut its leg on

a scythe. It is an ugly wound. The first

thing the dog does is to hunt out a place in

the shade and for the next hour or two he is

occupied in licking that wound until the

. skin about it is pure white and the depth of

the wound itself is but raw flesh and no par-

ticle of blood appearing. The dog cures

himself by instinct. He unconsciously feels

that he must lick the wound and he licks it.

Nature supplies the greatest healer in the

world in the form of saliva; the saliva kills

all the germs; and the wound heals clean and

strong. We learn from this that the first

thing we would do upon being wounded is to

lick our wounds, if need be by the hour for

if the saliva from your mouth will not affect

a cure it is doubtful if any doctor can supply

a better remedy. The animal licks out its

wound and does not spit the bllood away but

swallows it. Thus if we have cut oucsclf with

a rusty knife the licking of that cut and the

swallowing of the blood resulting is the surest

method of counteracting blood poison.

The part that instinct plays in our lives is

one of which we are hardly cognizant. We may
be partially conscious of its presence and yet

it manifests only as a joint c()llaborator with

intelligence; and intelligence appears to

smother it out as an active force, at least

in oUr comprehension. On the other hand

we depend upon instinct to safeguard our

lives. A man may have what we call a "pre-

monition" of danger that lies before him and

comports himself therefore, in such a fashion

that he is led away from danger, though at

the timc^hcrc was no evidence of any harm
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lying before him. Intelligeace could sift

none of the elements of that portending

danger.

At first glance the above will seem but

pure foolishness. How often we have heard

the expression: "If I hadn't jumped just

when I did that brick would have hit

me," or "I don't know what caused me
to look up, but I did, and just then I

saw the wall giviiig way; I was just in time

to save my life." We pass this by and call

it "good luck" but the cold, practical fact

of the matter was that inslinci, the very

backbone of our existence is always on the

alert, and in some unknown manner, by an

immeasurably swift and mystical calculation

guides the human right in avoiding destruc-

tion.

A few days ago we were given an exhibition

of instinct playing its part in human life that

is worthy of expression herein. A mother
was crossing a city street carrying a child

in her arms. An automobile appeared so

suddenly right in her path that she did not

have time to jump out of the way. Yet in

the flash of an eye-lid, (the mother-instinct

of preserving the young standing out domin-
ant over all), she tossed the child into the

automobile and leaping herself for safety, was
knocked down, though not killed,happy to

relate. Here we have an amazing instance

of instinct at work. A fraction of a second

and yet in that fraction instinct had wisely

directed her to throw her infant into the

machine to save its life even though she lost

her own. Really is it not marvellous. These
instances occur by the hundreds of thousands
daily throughout the world. Instinct, not

intelligence saves us from destruction. In-

stinct is our invisible guardian angel.

Intelligence oftens needs time to study out

things, and if relied upon wholly we would
find ourselves unfitted to meet the exigencies

of life. Instinct on the other hand can al-

ways be relied upon. So minute a thing as a

gnat speeding toward one, giving every evi-

dence of "landing in the soup" in the middle

of one's eye is blocked in its blind career by
the closing of the lids over the eye. All of

this was what we would say, "done uncon-
sciously,"—a thousandth part of a second;

the gnat was visioned; the lids closed. Is

it not marvellous? In understanding in a

larger sense what instinct really means we
must come into an understanding and appre-

ciation of these apparently insignificant facts.

We spend years of our life in attempting to

master theories of mountain-like proportions,

when the whole solution of life lies in the

minute details of existence;—those usually

hid within the winding sheet of a leaf.

Generally instinct and intelligence work
in harmony and the former is lost in the

shadow of the latter. To believe that intelli-

gence can "go it alone," however, is quite

another matter. Boiled down it amounts
to this: a practical impossibility. Man
still remains an animal, though the greater

animal by reason of his intelligence; by
reason too of physical aids such as the ability

to talk, waUf and use his hands in a fashion

possessed of no other creature. Man, stripped

of the comforts of civilization and its innumer-
able utilities drops down to the animal stage
again and becomes more than ever the
instinct-governed. The life of civilized man
is one thing; the law of first principles is

quite another. Back of man's finery and
puritanical code of ethics abides the law and
instinct of the brute. Civilization corrodes
and degenerates: the wild state, through
selection by ruthlessness, never!

To understand the difference between
reason and instinct we may point out examples
of both; and here are two instances that

should court no further illustration.

There had been shipped on a Mississippi

River steamboat a box with a glass cover,

containing a ver>' active rattlesnake. When-
ever anyone approached the box the serpent
would strike the cover. The owner of the
reptile challenged any one to hold his finger on
the glass and let the rattler str\ke at it. There
was no danger, and it seemed an easy thing
to do. First one and then another tried it,

but when the snake gave its vicious spring
the finger was invariably drawn back with
a jerk. Instinct was stronger than reason
and human will power combined.

Again: A young man in Paris had lost

his last sou "at the gambling table, which
included a large sum belonging to his employer.
He started for the Seine to drown himself.

On the way there was a great commotion,
caused by the escape of a lion from a strolling

menagerie. People fled in all directions.

Instantly the man who was seeking death

climbed a lamp-post and clung to the top

of it, trembling in every limb. When the

animal was captured and the danger was over

he proceeded to the river and plunged in and
was drowned.

One would think that the young man,
craving death and at that very time approach-

ing his watery grave would have steeled him-

self to look any death-dealing danger in the

face with a cold, grim, reckless smile upon his

lips. But somewhere in his makeup abided
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the fear of wild animals coming up to him
from the days when his ancestors made for

the nearest tree at the first hint of a wild

creature's approach, and clung amid the

branches, fear-stricken, apprehensive of what
might happen. The evolution that eradi-

cated our tails and made our front-legs into

arms, and the paws into hands has not suc-

ceeded in eliminating the instinctive fears

that are preservatives of our every action.

In self-preservation instinct plays its strongest

card. What experience taught the ape-like

ancestors of ours millions of years ago we
have imbedded in our very bones, part and
parcel of our very nature. On brute instinct

we rely. By brute instinct and not intelli-

gence we survive. Life will forever be a mad
struggle for existence, a survival of the fittest.

It is possible that we undervalue the brain-

power of an animal. However, if we- ascribe

a reasoning capacity to one animal it devolves

that we must ascribe some degree of reasoning

ability to all, both great and small. That
includes the lesser life, the tiniest elements,

the ants for instance. There can be no doubt
that Ihote animals constantly in contact with

man and the methods and ways of intelli-

gence take upon their brain cells man's
differentiating, distinguishing faculty. Gen-
eration after generation of dogs, always in

contact with man, constantly under the

teachership of man produces animals of which

we must expect much;—and when I mention
the dog I must say that its degree of intelli-

gence, if intelligence you can call it, is an

example of the highest you may expect in a

civilized state. But how does the civiliza-

tion-engendered dog compare with the fox

and llie wolf, forced to daily struggle for their

existence by the use of every instinct implanted

in it. The comparison is a good one and
all must admit that the animals in the wild

stale may be looked for as possessing a greater

degree of reasoning ability than ever possible

of any domestic animal. The domestic

animal of course is rarely thrown upon his

own resources, but is fed and cared lor by
man therefore has no need to u.se cither its

instinct nor its possible intelligence so far as

that goes. In a wild state, of the demand
involving constant watchfulness in the in-

terest of survival, the wild animal certainly

ncds not only instinct but reasoning power

in large quantities. .Vnd this is the more
true the closer the animal abides to civiliza-

tion.

AiMoiig the. wild animals of this continent

till' heaver has certainly won its host of

adiiincrs. The beaver has been studied from

the very earliest times up into the present.

No doubt were all the wiitings about the life

of the beaver collected they would fill a small-

sized library. A few of these books are

Worth while,—A. Radclyffe Dugmore's "Life

of the Beaver," is one of these. It aims to

tell the truth about theljeaver as seen through
the eyes of a modern, his vision undimmed
by fairy stories; his sole object the pursuit of

the truth. Certainly in the beaver we find

evidence of a reasoning capacity of no small

order; intelligence if you wish; unless we are

permitted to designate a heightened degree

of instinct as being analogous to our divine

gift. The fact that so many thousand fairy

tales have been told about the beaver, and his

marvelous supposed doings, has served to

brand almost everything said about the

creature as a fake, pure and simple. All

that is left for us to do is to go to the author-

itative naturalist, and Dugmore is one of

these. His book can' be taken as substant-

ially reliable.

Whatever will lead an otherwise truthful

man to fake wierd tales about nature and the

animals found therein is more than I can
understand. A well known sportsman once

made a farce of himself by writing these

supposed observations on the life of the beaver

They are too good to miss so I quote:

"The stream at this point was a series of

little lakes, and about two hundred yards

below I could hear the trip-hammer and pile-

driver thumping away as each beaver's tail

came down on the new construction. I was
soon near the dam, but could get no satis-

factory point of observation. A few yards

ahead of me stood a box-holder tree and I

began to crawl toward this as caretully as if

I were stalking a band of deer. The bushes

and willows covered my approach and pres-

ently I was among the branches. Carefully

I peered out from the green foliage and what a

sight met my gaze. Seventy or eighty

beavers were working in broad daylight. I

was eager to give my entire attention to what

I had sought after, but never had had the

pleasure of seeing until now. The dam was

nearly one hundred yards long, about six

feel wide al the bottom and narrowed to two

leel at the top. It comprised stones, logs and

willow branches packed together so firmly

that it was impossible to dislodge any portion

of the structure. I first sought to divide

the workmen according to their respective

duties. The most prominent figure was

that of an old beaver, gray with age and of

enormous size, whose function seemed to

be that of a general supervisor, for he sat
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apart on the sand-bar. My attention was

next attracted to some very large, strong

beavers which placed in position material

brought forward by others. I was curious

to know how these carriers, who came forward

with their tails loaded down with mortar ob-

tained their load. The master mechanics

with their tails beat this mortar into position.

I peered a little further oyer the boughs and

saw that down below the dam close to the

original creek bank where some water was

creeping forth was the mortar trough. Some
beavers were engaged in mixing this sticky

clay and placing it on other beaver's tails

who, in turn, went straight to the dam with

it. I could scarcely remain silent when I saw

this proceeding, for how this mud was moved
had always been a mystery to me as it takes

tons of it to make a dam. I beheld with

delight even the youngest beaVers coming
with long willow twigs in their mouths to

lay beside the masters. These in turn took

them, cut them in pieces and stuck them down
by rearing upon their hind legs, holding the

twigs fast in their teeth while pushing them
firmly into the dam. As soon as the mortar

was taken Irom the hod carriers it was stamped

solidly into position by the tails of thework-

ers. Such precision and orderly work I have
seen carried out except by the bees and the

red ants of the plains. I noticed two or three

times that the youngsters had a disposition

to play between loads. The masters would
then thrust out their necks and show their

teeth. This would cause them to scamper
back to work."'

It this "observer" had said that the sup-

erintendent beaver wore "Never-Crack"
overalls, smoked a corn-cob pipe; if he had
stated that when the twelve o'clock whistle

blew, all the hod carriers "downed tools" and
brought forth their dinner pails; if he had
stated that the mortar mixers chewed tobacco

he would not have deceived his readers who
would then haveknown beyond a doubt that

the whole narrative was a commendable bit

of satire.

There is no doubt but that, combined with

industriousness the beaver is a master-builder

among the animals, and surely if there be

reasoning ability represented in the wild

estate then the beaver takes the foremost

place. Nevertheless painstaking naturalists,

given to correct and therefore invaluable ob-

servation, discounting all fashionable stories,

have placed before the public evidence that

the beaver often makes mistakes or falls far

short of his professed ability. One of these

incidents recounted by a well-known pro-
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fessor will go to prove how sadly a beaver

misses intelligent action.

Desiring to fell some trees across a pond a

beaver went to work along the shore. But
instead of felling the trees close to the brink,

first, dropping them toward the pond, that

beaver went inland and started gnawing off

trees. He severed the first one; it sagged to

fall and got caught up in the branches of the

trees that lined the pond and remained in

that position at a slant of well over forty five

degrees. Unable to get the tree to ground

the beaver went to work on another: gnawed
that through. That three fell and also got

caught up. The beaver was again non-pluss-

ed; he could see no-way of getting those trees

down. In this manner he gnawed off some

ten, fifteen trees, all of them caught up in the

trees bordering the pond. In despair the

beaver gave up and compromised with fail-

ure by gnawing off saplings and sticks that

could be cut in short pieces and conveyed by
mouth to the pond. If he had had any de-

gree of intelligence that beaver would have

gnawed off the trees alSng the brink of the

pond that held up the severed trees. By
doing this he could have dropped easily enough

the trees hung up behind.

Lewis H. Morgan, a famous sociologist

publislied a book on the beaver in the year

1867; "The American Beaver and His works."

"The final chapter in this," writes Dr.

Charles A. Dewey, "gives Mr. Morgan's

views on the mental equipment of animals.

Their faculty of memory, reason or judgment,

imagination, the will, he contends, are similar

to those possessed by man, differing not in

kind but in development, strength and per-

sistency. The term 'instinct' invented to

explain the intelligent acts of animals and to

maintain a fundamental distinction between

their mental principle and that of the human
species should be abandoned^, as being wholly

incapable of interpreting the phenomena of

animal intelligence. These conclusions do
not tend to lower the personal dignity of

man. but on the contrary they rather serve

to distinguish his position. His great sup-

eriority is abundantly assured by the bestow-

ment of the highest structural organization,

of the fullest menial endowments and by the

possession of articular speech."

Thyt is true and vei-y clearly put. Never-

theless the high grade of reasoning ability we
are the natural possessors of, so far surpasses

any degree of reason that an animal may
possess that there is no comparison. We may
say that some of the actions of animals give

evidence of reasoning having been made use

of, and in saying that we assuredly are saying

a great deal.

In depending upon his intelligence to put

him on the right track to safetj' and efTiciency,

if you will, man has less and less need of

certain of the senses, which senses never for-

sake the wild animal constantly -on a look-

out for its safety . We have little or no use

for the sense of smell; some people are able

to smell only pungent fumes and decayed

matter; the finer scents they rarely know.
Will time and evolution take from us the

sense of smell, since it is hardly neded any
more? Perhaps. On the other hand the

sense of smell with the animal amounts to

one of the wonders in this world ; a true wonder,

though we are rarely given to speculate upon
it. The faintest scented trail in the grass may
be followed unerringly by the extremely

sensitive animal nose. Through that organ

he is given to understand if the maker of the

trail is his friend or his enemy. Perhaps as

he stuffs long and deep in the grass his mind
is busy, intelligently deciding what the trail

leads him to believe is true. Who shall say?

The fo.x lifts his head and the scent from' your

body is carried to his nose across a half mile

or even a mile of space. A few whiffs and

he can tell whether or not he is in danger;

and he knows the animal body scent from the

human body smell. Is not all this wonderful?

The above is merely a trifling glimpse into

a comparison of one of our senses with the

same sense as identified in the animal.

Likewise is the eyesight of the human
being very inferior to that of the animal.

There are a great number of people who are

unable to tell one color from another: this is

known generally as color-blindness. To some,

ol the color-blind there are but two colois.

one, black, and the other white. "Some can

tell three colors at a glance, some four, some
five and some can instantly tell any color and

shade of a color at a glance. The number of

the latter are certainly as one in twenty.

Keen eyesight is a demand with animals.

The more harassed an animal the keener his

vision. Thus in a wild stale the use of the

eyes all the time, as a means to self-preserva-

tion is a demand. The Indians and Indian

.scouts in the early days had trained their

eyesight from infancy. They could follow

a trail through the grass and over the sod that

perhaps not one person out of one hundred

lliousau<l of our city people of to-day could

even partially distinguish, "peel" their eyes

as they may. The eyesight of a fish for

instance, and especially that of the brook

trout, is the very highest point possible of
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attainment in a wild state. The fact that-

Irout have bafTled the most shrewd and

scientific of anglers employing all the arts and

crafts assured through intelligence is enough

to prove that at least, when driven to it in

the name of self-preservation (the first law of

life) creatures of the wild, of land and water,

stand in liability of attaining to a degree of

intelligence probably not far below our own
though dilTering in many respects as regards

environment and inequalities mentally and

physically.

The most active opponent of the theory

that animals reason, that is, possess intelli-

gence not far unlike our own, is the man who
has studied nature, the animals and birds

al close range; on the other hand the most
fervently sincere believer in the possibility of

animals posses.sing intelligence is the trapper.

If you would ever enjoy an evening some time

take up the subject with a veteran of the

trap-line and then pop the question of: In-

stinct vs Reason; as witnessed in animals.

Vour average person is of the belief that all

a trapper has to do is to set a trap flat in a

trail and something will step in it. The

truth of the matter is that the trapper who
actually makes his salt at trapping must daily

exert his intelligence in a manner that often

surprises himself. Often he is driven to his

wits end in devising schemes for making a

fox step in his trap or overcoming the desires

of an old dog mink who chooses to be free

and has not lived twelve, fifteen years for

nothing, without learning a great deal. If I

were to say that a trapper to be successful in his

pursuit near to civilization must possess an
inventive genius and close reasoning equal

to that of some of our brainiest mechanical

sharps I am not saying much out of the way.

I have known in my faded and gone trapping

days an old timer to take out twenty mink in a

season to my five along a stretch of stream,

four miles in length. Now I do not wish to

lower my own dignity in the least, but I am
stating a calm fact. The mink along that

stream could reason or use their instind in

a manner that was beyond me. They either

reasoned against me or else their sense of

smell and sight was such as to leave no room

nor wish for anything further in that line!!!
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[In Two Parts]

Part II.

Robert Page Lincoln

How to connect the cord to the bow-ends,

will be asked. Some have notches in both

ends and slip the loose loop into the notch

everj' time they string up. and then when they

are through bend the bow and slip the loop's

out of the notches. However as I have
already mentioned that with both loops loose

in both notches there is obtained a vibration

and jar that is hard to explain, but which is

easily found out when one has done a little

shooting. To remedy this condition the loop

at the lower end of the bow may be slipped into

its notch and then fastened there with a cord

wrapped around it, merely, it should be

remembered, so that it will not leap out of the

notch. Again as I have said there are many
who believe in wrapping the lower end of the

bow limb, some three or four inches up from
the notch very tightly with cord. The idea

is that the vibration will loose itself in this

end and that the wound end better absorbs

it. Any way you look at it the loop at the

lower limb should be firmly fastened to the

notch, while you can slip the top loop off or

on at ease by merely bending the bow. .\gain

about four inches of each end of the bow-cord

down from its loop should be reinforced with

cord plaited over it. This will also help as a

dcadener of the sharp twang. The whole
vibration dies down in the ends and it seems
the lower end receives fully two-thirds ol

this vibration.

Arrows that arc used may be from twenty-

eight to thirty inches in length. An arrow

is never shot slr.iiglit at a mark. There are

many who have never given any thought to

the matter who believe this to be the case.

,.,hc arrow, as a rule, must be shot from an

angle of about forty-five degrees elevation,

all depending of course how fai you are away
from the object you are shooting at. Thus
we have it that when the arrow has reached

the apex of its flight it will be half-way be-

tween you and the target as a matter of course.

From that height it drops just as it rose, and
will, if your shot is correct, strike the target

irr the centre. Now then placing the arrow

across the bow in position to shoot, the

head of the arrow ^s elevated to the desired

height. Therefore the head of the arrow will

be in your diiect line ot vision, while the

notched end of the arrow, drawn back will

be under your chin or even with the jaw,

many preferring the latter, as the vision is

the more readily controlled and ascertained.

Experiment shots will tell you how far each

individual pull will send your arrow and a

shot desired farther than the previous ones

will be judged from the distance they attained.

Also by experiment shots toward your target

you will be able to judge the elevation and

strength of the pull to bring the arrow to the

desired place. If you are keen on calculation

the rudimentary principles of the game will

quickly be passed over and the real work will

find its expression. A good arrow is shaped

with care. It should be perfect, smooth and

round and of a hardwood. The weight of

the arrow must answer to the bow: a heavy

arrow answers to a heavy bow and vice versa.

Therefore a heavy arrow, of, say, 400 grains,

meant for a heavy bow, if shot from a light

bow means no more, no less than inaccuracy

from the start.

When you stand in position to shoot you
should be perfectly firm and erect, head
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thrown back and

mind alive to the

situation. The
length of the pull

and the gauging

before the string

is released is short.

• M y uv v/w therefore the cal-

"^fli ^'^^y^,SSi\ T'/^^W " culation must be

swift ora^certained

beforehand. The
whole power of

your body is direc-

ted to your arms,

the left one espec-

ially, which bears

the full strain,

since the bow must

be held perfectly

firm at the grip

and must not turn

and twist. This is

often rather hard

on a person's wrist

;

the use of a lea-

ther wrist protec-

tor will not only

add considerable

strength to that

part of the arm,

but will brace it

and add firmness

to your power to

grip. In shooting

the arrow the

mind is equally

divided between the ''point of aim" and

the left arm; the communication that

everything is all right for the release is shifted

to the fingers. Vou have your target well

lined up we will say; it being a four foot target

at thirty yards. As the arrow is drawn back

the head of it is lined up with some object

in the background- back of the target. Thus
the head of your arrow just like a bead on a

gun is lined up, but where the gun is directed

more or less straight, in the case of the bow
and the arrow it is lined up as to aim, to some

FIG
In position, ready to slioot.

Study this drawing.

object above the target. In F"igure III is

given an idea how to anange your shot at the

target; the target being designated by the

letter Z. Up above the target is a lump of

rock which is designated by the letter V.

Now note the figure with the bow. He has

drawn the arrow back to the head and has

lined it up with the target yet aiming directly

at the lump of rock above the target. The
line Y is the line of aim. But instead oi

reaching the lump of rock, V, the arrow

falters at the apex of its career and slopes

down and hits the target instead of the point

aimed at. This is the essential thing to

understarid in archery. Find some point to

draw your aim at, above the object you wish to

hit. and if your point of aim is not too high the

target should be hit. If the point of aim

is below the correct point the arrow will

fall below the target. Thus in Figure III if

the aim is lined up with the point marked X
the arrow will fall below the target instead

of hitting it in the given centre.

It is very important in archery that \ou

know how to draw back the arrow. The
amateur will seize hold of the string on the

notched arrow and draw it back by the aid of

the thumb and the fore-fmger in what ma\- be

termed a pinch. This is wrong. The fore-

fmger and the long-finger hook onto the

bow-cord with the arrow-end between

them as shown in A of Figure I. W^hen your

aim has become as near perfect as you can

get it you slowly straighten out the finger

allowing the cord to slip olT, pausing one final

moment, with the cord lying on the two

finger tips. Often the fingers that release

the string and the arrow do not slip olT at the

same time; that is to say one finger tip slips

away before the other. The result will

like as not be a poor shot. This is a point to

guard against. The finger-tips should slip

off at the same time. With a little practice

you will soon contrive to do this in a success-

ful fashion. The amateur will complain

that his finger-tips seem to get blood-slung

in drawing the arrow, but this will pass as the

tips grow calloused; in time you will discover

•~ii-e&^'"---- FIG in .?^^s^a^^^se*j:
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that you have what is known as archery

fingers. Gloves are often used in archery;

at least it is a good idea to cut the fingers off

of an old pair of gloves and use these on the

fingers that do the pulling of the cord.

While in hunting small game the blunt-

headed arrows are all that are necessary, for

large game the arrows must be tipped with

sharp triangles of tempered steel, often an

inch and a half long and one inch broad.

These are held in place at the tip by inserting

them in a slit made with a knife, and then

the end below the triangle is very closely and

tightly bound with steel wire.

The amateur inevitably makes the mistake

of creating for himself arrows of soft wood,

like pine, for instance. These are practically

useless. Another thing; do not start to prac-

tice up on arrow shooting until you have

perfect arrows. The large sporting goods

establishments handle ready-made arrows and

the amateur who is desirous of obtaining

some examples to fashion after should obtain

a few of these. Birch dowels are excellent

material for arrows, and the wood should

be from a straight-grained piece. It is care-

fully trimmed down with a block-place, and

then sand-papered. These arrows should be

three eighths of an inch in diameter and
twenty-eight inches in length. Arrows used

on small game are made blunt in the end and

round-headed screws are inserted. Then
they afe tightly bound with a fine grade of

wire.

Personally I am a crank about the feather-

ing of arrows and I can see only one way and

that is the method taught by an Indian in my
youth. In the first place never try to feather

an arrow with feathers whose filaments are

upstanding, or outstanding—and stiff. If

these filaments are stilT when the arrow passes

over your finger going out, the stiff filaments

do not yield and in consequence the arrow

is thrown up and out of place. What is an
idea of a slifl', outstanding feather? That of

an old turkey for instance. What is an
example of a soft, smooth, easy—giving

feather? Try that of the goose.

Wd.
11

\f

'FIG IV

1. Showin;^ one side of a

feather Kcvered, with a por-
tion of the trunk.

2. A Hunkcn Hlit In the
arrotv to receive the feather
which Is ftliled Into the slit.

.?. The completed arrow

In l'"ig. IV I show the i roccss of feathering

an arrow. Note in (1) we have one side of a

feather with its filaments. This is cut down
so as to leave part of the trunk of the feather

adhering to the filaments. In (2) is shown the

end of the arrow with its notch. Now down
the end a matter of an inch from the notch

a thin slit is made to receive the feather with

its portion of trunk. This is made deep
enough so that when the trunk portion is

pressed down into the slit it will lay even

with the wood. (That is to say the outer

surface on which the filaments. are attached

will lie even with the wood.) Now the arrow
is reversed and a slit is made on the other

side like this one. When this is done the

inner portion of the trunk of each feather is

coated with glue and is pressed into each

slit. Note the nicks at the end of each slit

ditched in from the side of the arrow. When
the feathers are in place, and glued down they

are also bound in with slik thread into these

slits or nicks cut into the arrow so that when
completed the thread lies even with the outer

wood. You then have an arrow as shown in

(3) of Fig. IV. Mistakes are generally made
when tying on the feathers to allow the

thread to stand out over the surface of the

wood. This produces a ridge and when the

arrow is shot over the finger the ridge throws

the arrow up. Therefore the necessity of

cutting the nicks so as to sink the threads

into the wood; leaving them smooth with the

surface of same. When the arrow is com-
pleted it is oiled and varnished and is then

ready for active service.

It will be noticed in (c)-flf Fig. I, one of the

limbs of a bow from one end to the centre.

One foot down from the centre it will be noted

that the other edge of the bow presents a

wider surface than on its inner edge, as

shown more fully in the example underneath,

indicated with an arrow pointing up. This

gradually dwindles until toward the end the

limb is more or less round as shown below

the limb; indicated also with an arrow.

.Judge this very carefully. The idea of having

the wood wider on the outer surface down from

the centre on either limb is to give the bow
more strength. A light bow of strong snappy

wood may be only one inch through at the

centre. Stronger bows up to six feet should

be nearly one and one half inches through at

the centre.

To aid you in getting a firm hold on the

centre of the how see to it that it is wound at

that centre with wircmen's or electrician's

tape; a matter of six or seven inches at the

direct centre will be pl(!iity.

In beginning your target practice erect a
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target about four feet in diameter and set it

up on a slant instead of perpendicular since

the drrow falls at a slant. Make a bulls-eye

to it and two other rings. Regulation tar-

gets may be made of oil-cloth with a wood
backing. However for the beginner all that

is needed is the tar-paper target painted

white, with black rings out from the bulls-eye.

In the amateur target. the arrows used have

no sharp barb or point, consequently they do

not lodge in the target but go right through,

since it is tar-paper wthout a wooden back-

ing. Start shooting at about twenty or

twenty-five yards and true yourself so that

you understand distinctly the puzzle of the

"point of aim^' past referred to.

One of the first things that the amateur

has to overcome in the^ame of arrow shooting

is the flinching that is bound at first to be;

the releasing of the arrow before time; for

if the arrow is "let" before time 'the result

will be a poor shot. Instead of thinking too

much on what your hands are doing concen-

trate your attention on the head of the

arrow and the point of aim. When the time

comes let the bow-cord slip off of the finger tips

easily, both finger tips slipping at the same

time. Your left arm holding out the bow
should be perfectly rigid. You assume the

position as shown in Fig. II; which will tell

you more about the "how" of drawing the

cord than any amount of words can. There

are a few points to be recognized in archery,

and when these are recognized and gotten

hold of mentally, the rest will follow as a

matter of course.

You call archerj-; the use of the bow; child's

play. You are very much mistaken. If you

want to try out your skill in a manner that

no rifle or revolver can possibly prove just

get you a good bow and see what you can do

toward placing an arrow through a target,

(through its centre), a matter of thirty or

forty yards away. Archery is certainly no

child's play, but it is a clean sport that every

growing lad should master. For boys from

ten to eighteen, and from eighteen to ninety

there can hardly be found an equal to this

as a concentration ri\-iter—in fact a vcn,-

builder of keenness.

AiaOHG im im> me
EDITED BY

H. C. HADDON

The Fur Markets

THE indications all point towards this

coming fur season being as profitable as

last year's. The demand for furs contin-

ue strong, the supply insufficient. There is a

vast new class of people both in Europe and

America who now possess more money than

ever before, and most of these are demanding
furs. A promising feature is that the demand
is equally strong both for high-priced furs

and also for the cheaper grades, and this

demand looks likely to continue for some time

at least. At the same time the market will

be^ subject to fluctuations, and a hard winter,

with bad times in the labor market may see

values closing at a lower figure than they

opened at.

The reports of the fur markets of America
and London by Funsten Bros., and A. &. W.

Nesbitt that follow will give a good idea o'

present conditions.

Funsten Bros. Report

Since the opening days of the recent world

war, customers in a good many lines have
undergone marked changes. In no direction

has this been more noticeable than in furs.

Througli custom, furs were only worn in the

late fall and winter months, and their use in

this way made the fur business a seasonable

one of relatively short duration. With the

beginning, however» a few years ago of our

present prosperous times in America, Dame
Fashion interfered with custom in calling for

the use of furs in the last spring and summer
months, and this summer use of furs increased

in popularity until it has reached startling
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proportions this year—tlie volume of opera-

tions being surprising. It has placed furs

all the world over in the list of all year com-
modities, with every indication of the custom

remaining permanently.

The heavy comsumption of furs so far the

present summer has kept manufacturers

extremely busy and created such a big de-

mand for goods that stocks of raw furs in all

parts of the world have shrunk decidedly, and
\'isible supplies in the face of the world's

enlarged demand are unusually small. The
result of such acti\aty has found expression

in increased prices for most kinds of furs

since our spring sale. With the entrance also

of Central Europe (after an absence of four

years) into the fur market, of which they

were formerly one of the largest consumers, a

further advance of prices on practically all

furs can be confidently looked for. Big

movements of holdings have been made
recently in ail markets. The demand is not

confined to only a few- articles, but all kinds

are wanted. The staples, such as skunk,

oppossum, mink, coon, etc., are apparently

the strongest, with heavy enquiries also for

practically all northern goods. Foxes, good
quality wolves, lynx, fisher and the like

recently have been enjoying much fa\or at

advanced prices and gi\e promise of command-
ing even more attention for the balance of

the season. Foreign furs of all kinds, arrivals

of which in this countrj' have not been as

hea\-y as expected, are likewise very much in

demand. In fact, no article is neglected.

All classes of skins, from the short haired to

the long haired kinds are meeting with ready

sale now..

St. Louis, .lulv, 1919.

London Report—A. & W. Nesbitt, Ltd.

The London fur market is verv steady

with a rising tendency, and a good demand
for all articles, with the possible exception of

fisher.

Muskrat—Completely sold out. Good de-

mand for skins suitable lor Seal Dye, also

Natural, with some enquiries for southern

skins.

Skunk—Excellent demand at prices 10 per

cent to 15 per cent, higher than MSiy. Long
Stripe and White particularly wanted. This

article will sell well in October, as stacks are

small.

Raccoon—No stocks on hand. Good de-

mand for Centrals, Northern and Eastern.

Otter.—Good demand both for Natural and
Plurldng. Should sell well at May values.

Wolverine—Excellent demand, and we
strongly advise consignments of this article.

\A'hite Fox—Selling well at May prices.

Blue Fox—Good demand; will sell at very

high prices.

Silver Fox—Strong demand. Best Silvers

will advance on last prices.

Cross Fox.—Strong demand. Will sell

well. -

Mink—Excellent demand for very best

skins of which there are no supplies; medium
and low grades fairly good supplies with

rather dull market.

Lynx—Strong demand for best goods.

Advise consignments.

Ermine—Excellent demand for large white

skins; medium and small demand not quite so

good.

Bear—Excellent demand for black and

brown bear. Will sell well.

The following articles are not in very good

demand: Mink, Central and Southwestern,

Badger, Fisher, Grey Fox and Southern

Muskrat.

A Talk from New Ontario

Fred A. Clarke

H.WING been requested by the editor

of Along the Trap Line to give some of

my experiences in this part of the north-

ern wilds I will say what 1 have to say not as

a story but as a talk about this trappers',

hunters' and general sixirtsmcn'S' paradise.

At least that is what it would be if it wasn't

for the billions of blackllics andmosquitosin
June, .July and August, and the forty, fifty

and sixty below in December, January and
I'"ebruary.

However last winter was the mildest they

have had yet, so the trappers claim, with only

about one third of the usual snowfall. This

was easily proven by slumps sticking up

above the snow that had been cut by trappers

and teamsters seasons before.

I miglit say that last w'inter was a'poor one

for the trapper as there was too much water

without enough severe weather, also the snow-

shoe rabbits the last couple of seasons have

died off in millions. If one coiild locale a
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district where rabbits arc plentiful there one

would find rich pocliets of fur bearers.

Some trappers don't bother cutting a trail

especially the ones that haven't a dog team:

they just trim the branches off as they go

along, but later nearly every trip they have-to

keep cutting as the snow raises them up.

I. consider a trap line along any of the num-
erous rivers to l)e the best as it is nearly im-

possible to pack overland especially when there

is no snow or frozen ground. One could cut

trails into the dense forest after the freeze-up

but one wants to be in and ready at that time.

However a few hundred yards in from each

side of the river every mile or so would be

plenty. Follow the river down stream north

until it empties into some other large rivers.

Here make your main cabin, with cabins every

eight or ten miles in from the railsidc. You
can explore this other river back upstream to

the railside and you will find that you are

ten to forty miles from your original starting

point by rail. /

Or else from the main cabin you can have

three large circles with a line of traps back

to the railside. Anothei" plan that northern

trappers use is to make a line on a line or

chain of lakes, setting traps on the portages

and narrows. The river with the least port-

ages can be used to get your outfit in by
canoe. A canoe is certainly needed unless

you want to stick close to the railside and
lake chances of getting no fur.

.\ real trapper would go in about the first

of September, get his cabins built,his outfit in,

wood cut and piled, cubby houses made,
lynx, fisher and marten pens made and baited

if possible.

Lazy trappers and^Indians have traps all

along the railroad, also some trappers that

are afraid of the timber wolf.

The wolves are certainly getting more
numerous and there certainly should be a

larger reward offered for them. At present

the trapper has to give up the skin to get the

S20. bounty. From the railroad in a few

miles, trappers have been known to make
from one hundred to five hundred dollacK with

a dozen or so traps.

I might say the muskegs are very danger-

ous and in numerous large tracts inpassable,

as they are full of holes covered over with

moss. (Enough said.)

A large canoe is better than a small one;

the best size is about seventeen feet at least,

either wood or canvas.

I find that the furbearers are easier to trap

up liere than in old Ontario. Even the fox

is not so foxy betore the snow falls. However

ver>' tew are caught after a foot of snow has

fallen as they don't seem to have a regular

route after that.

As for eats the main thing is to take up
plenty of lard and tea also a heavy list of

bacon. Luxuries such as prunes, figs, dates

and raisins should also be taken, at least a

couple of pounds of each.

Most northern trappers come out for mail

and ship 'their fur on hand every month so it

would be an easy matter to get more provisions

in. However, it would pay to get in all the

hea\'y stuff before the freeze-up.

Woollen clothing of the heaviest kind, with

Mackinaw coat and breeches is indispensable.

For cold days a leather or wind proof vest

would also be good, such as the Comfort Auto
Robe Co. make. For your feet you want
wool socks, and plenty of them. For cold

freezing weather one wants moccasins, and

oil tanned moccasins or shoepacks for \\*'et

weather, without the extra sole or heel, how-

ever. The pack with the extra sole would be

good, but harder on the snowshoes.

The snowshoes for this country- should be

a shoe V^ to 60 inches in length, twelve inches

wide at the centre, tapered to sharp ends at

both toe and heel. The front end of the shoe

to be turned up from four to five inches.

The facton,- made shoe with the round bent

forepart make^ walking very difl'icult and tire-

some, and one has not gone far until it seems

as if one were lifting up fifty pounds at

each step taken.

The warmest moccasin to my notion is the

cowhide topped ones with moosehide bot-

toms. That is if you get a pair about five or

more sizes too large, then soak them in rain

water and dry at the stove, then repeat and

repeat this until they are the size required, but

never put on any thing that is tight or even

snug or you'll get that part frozen.

Hang your moccasins outside to dry in the

zero weather, and always keep them clean.

Rubbers in any shape or form of shoe or

boot should not be worn except before the

freeze-up and in the spring.

V One will not have any dilTiculty in getting

the winter's meat as moose and fish are very

plentiful. Most streams are just teeming

with the speckled beauties, that is trout, but

they are out of season when the trapper goes

in.

Different calibres and makes of rilles are

used but there are more 30-30s and 32 specials

used than all the rest put together. (Yes.

it generally takes from two to five shots

to get your moose with them, but still they

are the favorites.)
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If you happen to be a moneyed man and

you are after that moose with a fifty seven

inch spread better take along a .30-06, .33

or a .303 British with soft nose bullets. The
longer the barrel the better as all shots will

be fired from the guide's canoe. If interested

write to the Canadian National Railways

Sportsman's Guide, Cochrane, asking them
for their booklet Out of Doors. I will say,

if you don't get your moose just blame the

guide, or say that your rifle is bent and shot

around him.

There seems to be a dilTerence in opinion

as regards the size of traps used for each ani-

mal, such as the No. 1 for fox, fisher and lynx.

Having lost fox and fisher out of No. I's

last winter I say never again.

The No. 1 ' 2 is the all-around trap as beaver

and otter are out of season for five more years,

though they are plentiful enough to warrant

the usual permit of ten to my way of thinking.

Trappers take in as many as two hundred
traps, but considerably less are sufficient, as

deadfalls can always be made if more traps

are needed. The lynx are hardly ever trapped

as snares are cheaper, easier set and lighter to

carry.

There are numbers of black bear, but on
figuring things up they come something like

this. The No. 5 bear trap weighs about forty

pounds. Fasten this to a pole ten or fifteen

feet long and weighing from forty to fifty

pounds, carry, pull or shove this to the

setting point, build your pen or swing your
bait up so that Bruin will have to dance to

get it, and now suppose the bear has been
caught and has made olT through all windfalls,

swamps and briars. You finally come face

to face witli his bcarship while doing a hand
and knee stunt going through some tangle,

and if he doesn't get you, you get him. Fol-

lows a nice half day skinning him, then you
have the trap, clog and bcarekin to take back
to the setting point. Well, if you are still

iiilrrestcd in bear trapping I will say you arc

not lazy. Better only take along one trap

the first season.

Locating

From Cochrane to Hearst there is a vast

amount of timbered land that has been burnt

over, but good trapping can be had from five

to twenty miles back from the railroad.

Beaver, muskrat, fox, mink, otter, fisher and

marten with a few bear and skunk, with

moose very plentiful around and back in

from Hearst.

Hearst to Grant the same, except ver>' few

muskrats, no skunk, and black bear and moose
in larger numbers. , The first thirty miles

from Hearst west is pretty well trapped out,

but in north should be good.

Grant to Armstrong. This division has its

share of rivers and lakes wth game and fur

plentiful, but trapped by the Indians near

the railroad. However, in north on any
river would be good. There are the most

wonderful canoe and motor boat routes up

through these parts, with all kinds of fur

and game.

Now Brother Trappers the average station

is two miles from the rivers all along the line,

but one can get the National to stop and put

one's outfit off at the rivers by arrangement.

I might say that the most of these parts have

been surveyed and a six foot line has been

chopped out. This is to divide the forest into

townships. Some lines are six miles square,

others are nine miles square. These trails

are good for dog teams after deep snow has

fallen. We also have on this division the

famous Nagogami River which is only about

—half a mile from the Skunk and a mile from

White River. Thcso^re all fine trout streams

and are ideal for the moneyed man and semi-

poor man alike.

If there is any question that is not fully

touched on just ask the luiitor, but do not

ask any trapper up here for sets. This seems

to be an unwritten law.

The Use of Scent

H. C. Haddon

nPO many beginners in the trapping game
the advertisements ot some of the manu-

facturers of scent for the dilTorent fur bearing

animals read like the prospectus of a promised
land. According to some of these modest
claims a few drops of this wonderful scent

sprinkled on a bush or twig with a trap set

underneath will catch the most cunning fur

bearer. Most of the largei- fur houses now
carry their own line of scents, alll equally

wonderful in their drawing powers.

Confronted with the opportunity of spend-

ing one dollar and cleaning up every fur

bearer in his section the amateur will usually
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"come across"—and invariably, judging by

his results, he makes up his mind that he

has been stung.

To the trapper in a small way who sets out

perhaps a dozen or two traps in the fall and

who quits when the snow comes, scent is not a

necessity. On the other hand the man who
runs a long line in the depth of ^\inter and

who has to contend with frozen bait finds

that scent is indispensable. Equally, too,

the two men follow entirely differentmethods

of trapping. In the more settled districts,

with large areas under cultivation it becomes

necessary to rely more and more on finding

the regular feeding grounds of the animals

required, and even their dens. In the wlder-

ness a trap is but rarely set for one individual

animal. Certain essentials are necessary, as

water, limber, altitude or open country.

Given these and tracks or other indications

of fur bearers and the trapper gets to work.

The traps are set out in the most suitable

places, and usually remain in the same loca-

tion all winter. One trap for instance might
catch three foxes during the season, with the

probability that each of these foxes had
travelled anj'thing from fifty to a hundred
miles from some other direction before they
found the trap.

The boy on the farm sets his traps for one
special mink or skunk that he knows is there,

and having caught it often pulls up his traps

until he finds tracks or signs of another fur

bearer. Between these two examples is all

thejwide range of trapping in all its varia-

tions. Both amateur and professional are

deadly anxious to get the best results from
their labors, and both are usually willing to try

any new scheme or scent that will increase

their catch.

The many wild claims made for advertising

purposes by some of the less reputable scent

manufacturers have had the result of dis-

crediting the manufactured scents in the eyes

of many trappers. In attempting to estimate

the value of scents as a whole it is important
firstly to get a clear idea of what scent is for.

So potent, so appealing to the animal's

appetite or sexual instincts that no bait is

needed? Except in a few isolated instances

I refuse to believe it. Coyotes, foxes, all the

members of the dog family will leave their

body scent on a rock or stump or post or

similar place. Find such a place where a coyote

ha.s,travelled and notice the interest your dog
takes in it. Here you have an example of

what can be done with scent. _ Bait would
merely arouse suspicion. A little wolf or

coyote urine used as scent without bait would

make a catch. Substitute some other scent

and a catch would be accidental.

Except in a few cases like this scent is not

intended to be used without bait. In verj'

cold weather when the bait is frozen it gives

off very little odor and an animal can pass it

by ^^^thin a few feet without noticing it.

It was to remedy this that scents were intro-

duced. Their real purpose should be to

give to the bait the attraction that it lost by
being frozen. When asked to do this, scent

will be found a tremendous help to the trapper.

Simply to sprinkle a little scent on a rock or

bush and expect to draw an animal for several

miles is to waste your time and money.
With many of the manufactured lures the

trouble is that the scent is not lasting. It

evaporates too quickly, and while good

results might be obtained if it could be re-

newed every two or three days yet this is not

of much help to a man that only gets around

this line every week or ten da>-s.

Undoubtedly many furbearers are caught

every year with the aid of scent and it would

make an interesting argument to know how
many would have been caught at the same

sets if the scent had not been used. Where
the weather is mild and the bait unfrozen

I venture to think that the scent would not

justify itself as an investment.

To the professional trapper in many cases

the manufactured lure is looked on as fit onTj'

for the amateur. He has his own recipe for

medicine and will back it against any of your

fancy dope. The quaint thing is that often

and often the same ingredients constitute

the two scents, yours at a dollar per small

bottle, his at one third the price.

Personally I always use some sort of scent

myself, and in very cold weather with frozen

bait I admit that it is of very considerable

benefit. At other times, with plenty of

fresh bait I am af/aid that I use it more

out of superstition than for any other reason.

One never knows and it might easily be the

means of catching an extra piece of fur.

Will some of the readers express their

opinions on the value of scent as they have

found it? The discussion should add to our

knowledge on the subject.

In making his own scent at home the

trapper has two choices. The one is the good

old fashioned "stinkum." rotted mice, fish

oil, decayed salmon, or something similar,

and the other is the chtmical dope that is

supposed to be infallible.

Looking at the matter from an impartial

viewpoint it should stand to reason that the

base on which you build your scent should
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consist of something to appeal to the animal's

appetite. With many of the manufactured

scents the chief ingredients arc alcohol or

alcoholic extracts used to carry the other

ingredients in solution. After being exposed

to the air the alcohol evaporates, and that,

in my opinion is one of the chief reasons why
these scents fail to be as successful as they

should be. On the other hand a good old

mixture consisting mainly of fish oil or some

odoriferous invention will taint up the sur-

rounding atmosphere for several days,and even

after the added chemical spell binders have

disappeared the old reliable fish oil will still

be on the job.

Beaver castor is about the most attractive

scent for lynx—in fact it is attractive to most

animals, and a small percentage of it figures

in most of the manufactured lures. Oil of

rhodium is used principallj' for otter. Catnip,

as is well known, has a strong attraction for

cats. Aniseed is perhaps best for marten,

though it is also more or less attractive to

mink and weasels. Sweet fennell is often

used for muskrats. A good cheap scent that

can be made at home is the following. This

is the scent that I use myself, and I have
had just as good results with it as with any
of the manufactured scents.

Beaver Castor, 1 ounce.

Assafoetida }2 ounce.

Three in One gun oil, a fifteen cent bottle.

Aniseed, naif quantity of Three in One.

Dissolve the assafoetida in alcohol, add
the beaver castor and mix thoroughly. Then
add the aniseed and gun oil, and fish oil up
to double the quantity of the mixture. This

makes a cheap scent, and you can use plenty.

In using it a piece of gunny sack, moss or

anything spongy that will hold the scent is

better than sloping it on the bark of a tree or

pouring it on the ground.

Put the scent as close to the bait as possible.

^^'hile some of the odor will leave within a

few days yet the smell of the beaver castor

is wonderfully lasting, and if you get any
on your hands or clothes, especially the

latter, you '.vill notice it for weeks.

On Tanning Furs

"Buckskin"

BEING a regular reader of Rod and Gun
for the last five years I have noticed

from time to time that several brother

sports wsb to know how to tan rabbits,

woodchucks, deer and other hides, also wish

to know how to make buckskin. Now while

these questions have been answered by one or

the other to the best, I have no doubt, of their

knowledge, yet I have never thought much
of the recipes given, having noticed that the

most of them contain either alum or salt-

petre, and sometimes both. Now there is no

need of either ot these minerals being used at

-all, in fact alum is only used as a last resort,

in a case where the hair comes o(T easily, or in

other uords has started to slip. Alum will

contriict or thicken up the hide so it will

help to hold the fur or hair. I'^ither of these

niincTids will harden up a hide or pelt so that

it will lake the heart out of a man trying to

make a soft job of a fairly thick hide, who is

doing the job at home, and po.ssibly his first

attempt as well, so I thought I would give

the boys the best that I have on the subject.

I have tried at least ten methods. Now the

first is a tan suitable for any piece of fur you
might wish to make up to wear, or any

hide you might like to make into a robe or

mat.

No.. 1—Salt, two pounds, soft water one

gallon, sulphuric acid two ounces. First take

a wooden pail or tub (not metal) and put in

the water and salt, then pour in the acid very

slowly. Now take some bran or sawdust

—

bran is best—and stir in as much as w:ill make
a thick paste. Then lay your skin or hide

flat on the floor and with a flat stick, lay on

the paste, about half an inch thick and leave

in a warm place for thirty six hours. Be
sure to get every part of the hide well covered

with the paste. The next operation is to

wash the hide well in clean water having a

handful of sal soda (washing soda) in it to kill

any acid that may be left in the skin. Then
hang up and when nearly dry give a good

scraping with a steel scraper to break the

fibres and finish off with some coarse sand-

paper.

~'J"his will make a firet class job, and this

quantity is enough for any hide up to the size

of a deer skin, or will do as many other skins

as the paste will cover. All fat must be

removed from the skin previous to tanning,

and if the hide or skin is hard, soak till soft

before applying the paste.

No. 2.— This is the white man's way of

making l)uckskin and I find it much easier than

the Indian niclliod. I'irst take the hide and
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put it in a tub with enough water to cover,

then put in a shovel full of wood ashes or a

chunk of lime the size of your fist. Leave

hide in this f6r several days to loosen the

hair, which takes from three to five days as a

rule. Keep tr\'ing it, and when loose take

the hide out, throw over a log and scrape off

the hair. Xext dissolve about two pounds of

common soap in two gallons of water (warm

water) put in the hide and work same as if

you were washing out your socks and keep

pulling and wTinging, then leave in to soak

for two days, after which pull and work till

dry. Xext give it a coat of grease. I use lard,

but almost any oil as coon, bear or

ground hog oil vaW do, or even butter. Leave

this on for twenty-four hours, then warm up

the soap suds again, adding a pound more

soap, and put hide in for another two days,

then pull and stretch well till dry, and finally

smoke with punky hardwood till you get a

nice colour.

This will make first class buckskin which

can be used for any purpose. Now boys

this is not given by a regular tanner, but by

a trapper who has spent many a winter in

the north. I don't need to tell you I am no

writer, but I may come again and tell you

how I caught twenty-three ermine in one

night, and how I get my mink when it is

•10 below, and a foot or so of ice on the creeks

and more on the lakes, and not a track to be

seen all winter, also how I can catch beaver

and fox, a few ways that you never, or very

seldom see in print, ways known only to the

old trappers of the north. They don't carry

^the line of dope that I often see mentioned

in the sporting magazines, and don't pay out

their hard earned cash to the druggist thinking

they will double their catch.

Well boys, I don't know it all, so in closing

will ask a question. I h:ive :i notion of g 'tting

an autoloading rifle. Having heard the 35

calibre are a little weak I fancy the 351 . Xow
I would like to hear from a few who have

used them, how they perform on bear and

moose, also have the opinion of the editor

on this gun, which make you prefer. I have a

notion for the Winchester myself. I have

used a 303 Savage for about sixteen years and

find it good for anjlhing, but there have

been times when I have wished I did not have

to stop and pump. This is the reason for

wanting an autoloading, but I will always

retain the 303 Savage, "^'ou can't make a

mistake, boys, if you are looking for a deer

gun in getting a 303. I am no gun crank.

You never heard of a gun crank using the

same gun for sixteen years. He would have

had sixteen rifles—am I right? I am out of

the trapping game this winter, but will be

right there next year.

Edit. XoU'—The following reply has been

furnished to your by C. S. Landis, editor of

the Gun and Ammunition department.

"In reply to the query of Buckskin I would

suggest that he tr>' nothing LESS powerful

than the .351 Winchester and that it would

better be either the .35 Remington Auto or

the .401 Winchester auto.

The two latter having 25 to 40 per cent more

energ\- at 100 yards than the .351. The .401

being the most powerful of the three. .\ny of

the three, the .351, the .35 Remington or the

.101 should be good killers on moose and bear

at not over 150 to 200 yards. Some years ago

two western sportsmen killed 5 Kadiak bears

in about as many seconds, almost, with a pair

of .35 Remington autos.

Undoubtedly Buckskin is no gun crank if

he used any gun for sixteen years,even a 303,but

I am willing to wager that he would be bad

m jdicin ' with thai gui aft.'r using it that long.

Queries and Answers

Query.—I take Rod and Gun and find it

very interesting and I always look at the

Queries and Answers, but I cannot seem to

strike on a good recipe for tanning rabbit skins

and also squirrel skins. I have a nice number
of squirrel skins and have them in a lot of

salt but on looking them over I find it is not

doing them any good.

As I am new at the tanning game I am
asking you if you can help me, and I will

certainly be obliged if you can help me out.

London, Ont. G. A.

A/hSiwr.T-Generally speaking unless you

can tan a skin as soon as removed from the

animal it is^ better to stretch it and dry it

than to keep it in salt. In these pages you
will find a very interesting article on tanning

by "Buckskin" and the first recipe should

solve your problem.

Sulphuric acid (H2S04) must not be allowed

to come in contact with metal, so be sure

your pail and the stick you apply the paste

with are made of wood.

Also watch that you do not get any on
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your hands,

success. '

Trusting you will meet with

H.C.H.

Qiierij.— I am using sweet apple and parsnip

for bait and have been reading a lot of sets

for muskrats, but do not seem to have any
luck at all. The other day I was on the

other side of the creek and was keeping my
eyes open for muskrat holes and I happened
to see one.and as was to be expected I placed

a trap there in the very entrance. The next

morning I went round my traps and when
I came to this set I had a tnink instead of a

muskrat. It was only a young one, but ' I

got $2.50 for it. Not bad for a start I thought,

but I haven't got a single thing since then.

I am placing a trap now and then on a log

where there is signs of a rat but I don't seem
to get anything at all. If there is anything

you could tell me to help me I woul^ be very

much obliged.

London, Ont. G. A.

Answer.—You do not say what kind of

banks the stream has. If they are fairly

high above the water the rat holes are liable

to be below water level. Where the rats live

in tfie banks they are bound to have holes,

and at the entrance of these holes is the

easiest and best place to make a catch. •

They never seem to take very well to bait,

especially where the natural food is plentiful.

You oiight try changing from a vegetable to a

meat bait.say a chunk of rabbit or squirrel,

though after you have caught a rat this makes
the best bait^ especially if you open the musk
sacks at the root of the tail. Dig out a little

pocket in the bank on a level with the water

making it about six or eight inches deep, put

the meat at the back and set your trap at the

entrance to this liltlc liinnel. Hats usually

do not eat meat, but they will often go up to

it and smell it and this is all that is needed.

This set is also good for mink. Then if the

bank is flat and level with the water look,

carefully and see if you can find the trails

that the rats use in going ashore. They are

not easy to describe as in some cases there is

very little to guide you, but often in a little

bay the rats will come ashore to feed and

after a time or two they will make a regular

trail. Set the trap in the water where they

climb out onto the bank.

Then, too, if there are weed patches in the

stream the rats will go there to feed and a

trap set among the weeds will make a catch.

The log set is usually good, but be sure

that it isn't a hollow log. The rats may be

inside the log, you know, especially if th'e

hollow end is in the water.

If the creek is only a small one and fairly

shallow try putting a barricade across it,

sticking in sticks close enough together so

that the rats cannot pass between them, and

then in shallow water leave openings for the

rats to go through and set your traps there

in about two inches of water. This takes

a little time, but if you pick out a good place

and make a good job of it every mink or rat

that passes up and down the creek will have

to go through your openings.

Another set that can be tried is some kind

of a floating platform.and moor it out where

the rats feed, as near a patch of weeds. Set

your trap on this and the rat will get caught

when it comes and sits on the platform.

They make use of floating logs and similar

which they use as a kind of a feed tabic where

they bring roots and grass to eat. Trusting

that this will help you.

H.C.H.



The U. S. National Matches

C. S. Landis

'T'HE National Matches were held during

August on the Xa\'y Rifle Range at

Caldwell, New Jersey. This range is situate

on a strip of river bottom land almost entirely

encircled by the Passaic River.

This section was badly flooded a week or

so before the Matches began and the whole

range was under from two to seven feet of

water. The flood stopped construction for

quite sometime and caused an almost un-

bearable number of mosquitoes to breed all

over that section so that the first week on the

range consisted of an almost continual battle

with the Jersey brand of "skeeters."

The application of oil eliminated this

nuisance somewhat so that by the end of the

second week, conditions had become more
comfortable, and the contestants were gf tting

more sleep at night than was possible earlier

in the week.

Toward the end of this series of the N.R.A.
Matches, (the Individual Matches) as high as

1,500 men were entered in a single match
which will give our readers an idea of the

scope and size of rifle match shooting as it

now exists in the United Stales.

Due to the lack of space in this magazine,

I am only able to give a somewhat brief outline

of the principal matches that w^re held during

this series of individual and team matches
that were classed under the general head of

'"The National Matches."

The Leech Cup Match

The Individual Matches opened with the

Order Name Organization
1. Richard, \V. H., W.R.A. Co
2. Faraghcr, 2d Lt U.S.M.C
3. P'awcett.M.A Iowa City. Team
4. Costello, I. F. Capt Phil. Scouts

shooting of the historic Leech Cup Match.

This Match was started in a fog so dense that

the 800 yard targets were almost indistin-

guishable to those who shot in the first and

second squads.

The 800 yard stage was held the first day,

the 900 the second and the 1000 yard stage

the third day.

This match lasted for three days, the 800
yard stage on the second day and the 1000

yard stage on the third day.

During the first day the contestants en-

countered a dense fog and a drizzling rain.

The second day w.is clear and fairly calm

while the third day, a gusty wind swept over

the 1000 yard range and made shooting con-

ditions very difficult so that contestants in

this match encountered practically every

kind of weather conditions. The conditions

they encountered depended to a very large

extent upon the squad in which they were

entered and which had quite a bearing upon
the final result of the scores, as the conditions

were constantly changing particularly so

upon the first and third days.

The inatch was won by W. II. Richard of

the Winchester Repeating Arms Company
with a perfect score of lOf). The conditions

of the match were two sighting shots and seven

shots for record at each of 800, 900, and 1000

yards, any military rifle, any ammunition
allowed. Captain Richard used the new
Winchester Match ammunition loaded with a

200 grain Spitzer bullet. The high scores are

as follows

:

800
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The N. R. A. Individual Pistol Match

This match opeued the series of N.R.A.

Matches. Any revolver or automatic pistol

firing a .38 Cal. or larger cartridge was per-

mitted. The course consisted of ten shots

slow fire, two strings of five shots each in

twenty seconds and two strings of five shoft

Order Name Organization

1. A.P.Lane Nor\valk Rifle Club
2. Bayles.H. A. Conn. Civ. Team
3. LeBoutellier, T Unattached
4. Wade, .J. A Wyo. Civ. Team
5. Bailey, J. S Texas Civ. Team
6. I^amee.P Phil. Scouts

The Members' Match

The Members' Match consisted of two

sighting shots and 10 shots for record at 600

yards. Any rifle, any sights including the

Order Name Organization

1. Kennedy, C.P Cpl.,U.S.M.C
2. Hession.J. W N.Y.A.C
3. McGarity, R.H D.C. Civ. Team
4. Wierzbrowski, J. S U. S. Navy
5. Spooner, L. T 1st. Lt., A.E.F. Team.

The Marine Corps Match

This match drew 500 competitors. The

course consisted of two sighting shots and

20 shots for record at 600 and at 1000 yards.

Any military rifle equipped with military

Order Name Organization

1. Thompson, C. D. Sgt. U.S.M.C
2. Zimmerman, J. L., 1st Lt., U.S.M.C
3. Thomp.son, G. F., Sgt.U.S.M.C .'..

4. Faragher, J. J., 2nd. Lt., U.S.M.C .-

5. Durham, M. W. Sgt. ..U.S.M.C

each in ten second's time at twenty-five yards

on the L target.

The winner, Mr. Alfred P. Lane, used a .45

Cal. Colt automatic pistol and shot it against

the best target revolvers. His score being

seven points higher than the second highest

score.

The high scores are as follows:

Slow R.F. R.F.
ire
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harder to than
Charles Cottafs \\^^\^^i..^sr''
/-I .

J. u1^ H*s temper is bad, his skin is Inches thick,

^llTDriSG O.L LflP 3"*^ ^^ weighs close to a ton. He charges on^^ /r #~1~1 Ij*^ sifiht, and he will hunt a man as a terrier does

^COU^OUUU ^QVQQG Mr. cotter has killed a number of charging
rhino with his little .250-3000 Savage rifle.

He has learned to expect it to kill them.
But when he killed one that ran away—killed it with one shot—striking

in the ham and ranging clear forward through the lungs—at 175 yards—he was
really surprised. He didn't think any rifle could do that.

Mr. Cottar has been killing leopard, lion, rhino, hippo and elephant with
the .250-3000 Sava(ie for four or five years. He has found it the most generally
useful rifle for African hunting.

It is a six-shot, seven pound. lever action take-down repeater, with checked
extra-full pistol-grip stock and fore-arm and corrugated steel shot-gun butt-
plate and trigger. It has the lines, beauty and feel of an expensive shot-gun.
And it shoots a vicious little 87 grain Spitzer point bullet 3000 feet a second,
straight enough to make possibles on the 300 yard target and hard enough to
penetrate ?§ inch boiler-plate—or Mr. Cottar's rhino.

Look at it—and later on buy it—at your dealer's and write us for a detailed
description.

^Savage Arms Corporation

Philadelphia, Pa.

jUTIGA, N.V.
Sharon, Pa. Detroit, Micb.

Ezeculite andExporl OJJlccs . i^^
50 Church Street, New Hork City. j^

Manufacturers of Hi-Power and Smaii Calibre
Sporlinii Rifles. Automalic Pistols and Ammunition

.250-3000 Satage Rifle, take down model. 22-inch
tapered round barrel u-ith integral sight base.

Checked erira full pistol gripand forearm, checked
trigger. Corrugated steel shot gun biittplale Com-
mercial silrer bend front and flat-topped wind-
gauge sporting rear sights. Weight about 7 lbs.
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Sixteen possible scores of 100 points were
made in this match which ended up in an
exciting shoot-off, the match l>eing finally-

won by Corporal R. O. Coulter with an
unfinished run of 70 consecutive bulls' eyes.

Scores are as follows;

The Rapid Fire Match.

This match called for ten shots kneeling

and ten shots sitting, each in one minute, at

the "B" target having a 20 inch bull, firing

at 200 yards.

Order Name Organization Score Bulls
1. Coulter, R.O..Cpl.,.U.S.M.C 100 plus 50
2. Moore, R.,Pvt.... US.M.C .•; 100 plus 49
3. Gettys, C. M., Civ. Wyoming Civilian Team 100 plus 39
4. Spooner.L.S., 1st. Lt.A.E.F. Infantry 100 plus 19
5. Parsons.,G. A., 1st. Lt. U.S. Cavalry 100 plus 9
6. Tupper,J.L., 1st. Lt. U.S. Infantry 100 plus 9

The Wimbledon Cup Match.
This historic match consisted of two sight-

ing shots and twenty shots for record at 1000

yards. Any rifle, any sights and any ammuni-
tion were allowed. The shooting was' from

the prone position with sling.

This is the most important individual long

range match held in America, being generally

considered the long range championship.

This match was won by Mr. John W. Hession

of the Remington Arms U.M.C. Corporation,

shooting a Springfield rifle equipped with a

special .30 inch barrel made by H. M. Pope,

the famous barrel maker. This rifle was
sighted with a 5-A Winchester telescope

sight. The comb of the stock was fitted with

a wooden insert to raise the comb and allow

Order Name Organization
1. '" " -- -•

2.

3.

the stock to fit the face of the shooter when
using the telescope sight.

Mr. Hession used Remington U. M. C. 180

grain match ammunition loaded with Hercules

Hi. Vel. powder in winning this match. Mr.
Hession placed both sighting shots in the

bull and stayed in until the tenth shot

which was a four. He then scored ten

additional bull's eyes for a total of 99, getting

twenty-one bulls and a close four out of

twenty-two shots at 1000 yards, a most
remarkable performance.

Rifle, sights, ammunition and shooter

must all be practically perfect to do such

shooting.

High scores are as follows:

Score
Hession, J. W New York Athletic Club 99
Arnetl, Roscoe, Capt. U.S.M.C 98
Stewart, R. R., Com...U. S. Navy .' 98

4. Durham, N. W., Sgt...U.S.M.C 97
5. Raymond, P Conn. Rifle Team 97

The Presidents' Match. yard range, a feature that made the Caldwell

President's Match consisted of 20 1,000 yard range famous, made this any-

body's match until the last shot was fired at

1,000 yards. The weapons used were Spiing-

fields with regular sights' and Frankford

Arsenal ammunition.

The scores are as follows:

The
shots, rapid fire, at 200 Yards, 20 shots slow

fire at 500 yards —10 prone, 5 kneeling,

and 5 sitting, and 20 shots prone at 1,000

yards.

The tricky wind that played over the 1,000

Order Name Organization
1.

2.

3.

4.

Rhine, J. B., .Sgt U.S.M.C. .

Phillips, K., Sea U.S.N
Newcomb, E. M., Civ D. C. Civ..

Dyer, O. L., Sgt 13th. Inf

200
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Howywill you make up that hour?

Do you need it for work ?

Do you want it for play ?

THE answer to the ever-pressing need

for more hours in a crowded day is

Daylo—the light that makes daylight sav-

ing a year 'round actuality.

All leading har d -

zv are , sporting
go o d s , and drug
stores can supply
you. Ahvays ask for
the long - lived,
bright - bur n i n g
Eveready Tungsten

Get ioo% value out of your precious hours of

pleasure and profit. Daylo makes you master of

the clock by making night as safe and light as day.

If you have an idle "flashlight" put it on the job

now with a new Eveready Tungsten Battery—
there's one for every Daylo or flashlight.

Battery

CANADIAN NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
LIMITED

Toronto, Ontario

633

3661 2637 2657 i;C.l!t
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The right end of the 1000 yard filing line at Caldwell during the shooting at that stage of the
* National team match

National Team Match
The National Team Match was THE

MATCH of the whole series. It was the

match for which the 7^ teams had made the

long trip to the Caldwell range coming from

as far west as California and Washington,
and as far south as from Florida, Texas and
Arizona and other tar distant points all over

the United States.

This match was won by the United States

Marine Corps. The conditions of the match
called for 20 shots rapid fire at 200 yards,20

shots slow fire at 500 yards, 10 of which were
from the prone position, .5 kneeling and 5 sitt-

ing and 20 shots prone per man at 1,000 yards.

Each team consisted of 12 shooting members
all of whom shot through this course. The team
totals of the high teams are as follows:

200 .')00 1,000 Agg.
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DuPont

Smokeless Po^vders
for low-power Sporting and Target Rifles

Sporting Rifle Powder No. 80
No. 1 Rifle Smokeless

Schuetzen

For proper loads and other data write

Rifle Smokeless Division

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company
WILMINGTON, DEL.

U. S. A.

589 STRAIGHT RUN 589

Fred Gilbert and The Parker Single Barrel Trap Gun
Make the World's Record in Competition

589 WITHOUT A MISS 589
Eventually you will shoot the PARKLER. Why not now ?

Send for catalogue and free booklet about 20^bore guns.

PARKER BROS., "^Mlte^s"" Meriden, Conn., U.S.A.
New York Salesrooms 25 Murray St.

11 A. W. duBray, Pacific Coast Agent, P. O. Box 102, San Francisco
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dian rillemen to the advisability ol an organ-

iztion being perfected and put in operation

in Canada for the holding of a series of Nation-

al Matches, the possibilities of which cannot

be over-estimated. This year's meeting diew

possibly 2,000 contestants or three times the

entrance of the Grand American Handicap,

which will give riflemen an idea of the scope

and magnitude which has now been attained

by the so called National Matches in the

United States.

General Observations Concerning the Nat-

ional Matches

The most interesting things that I noticed

at the National Matches this year were the

exhibits of Ordnance and the sham battles

held almost every night. These sham battles

consisted of machine gun, tank and infantry

attacks and also in protective barrages put

down by one-pounders, machine guns, Stokes,

trench mortars and by rifle and hand grenades.

Practically every device used in trench war-

fare was used. The display of verey lights,

sky rockets, phosphorus bombs and illumin-

ating bombs of various kinds were very inter-

esting and also very beautiful.

These sham battles were staged in a very

realistic manner and as the ground on which
they were held was covered with a mass of

tree stumps and water puddles, the whole

setting blended together to make a very

realistic counteneit of the real thing. Sniping

ranges for both the .22 and for the .30 Spring-

field were provided and well patronized after

the contestants discovered that they were in

use. Snipers' posts were built and various

figures were worked from protected abut-

ments.

I enjoyed this feature of the National

40 consecutive Hhots at 1000 yiirds by C .S.

Landia, 8/9-8/il-l<> at Caldwi-ll, N.J. SprlnftHeld
rifle and 150 ftraln Krankfurd Arsenal ammunition.

15 consecutive shots st 500 yards by C. S. Lanjis,
8/15/19, at Caldwell, N. J. Springfield rifle and
150 grain Frankford Arsenal ammunition.

Matches more than any other, in fact as

much as all of the others combined, and was
so fortunate as to make fifth high score on

the Sniping range, making 44 hits outj, oi

50 shots on "head" targets exposed at diff-

erent positions for intervals of three seconds

each at a range of 100 yards. One rifleman

connected with the range missed but one head

in 50 shots.

The Pennsylvania Team with which I was
connected had quite a few hunters on it and

we pulled down 2nd, 3rd and 5th places on

the Sniping range. The 200 and 250 yard

sniping ranges were considerably more diffi-

cult. The main trouble was to get the Spring-

field rifles which were equipped with teles-

copic sights sighted in correctly. The editor

had one run ol 5 hits out of 6 shots at head

figures at 200 yards but had his usual share

oi misses also.

The rifle and pistol anununition furnished

the shooters was of splendid quality. Several

targets arc reproduced herewith that will give

an idea of its excellence. The ammunition

troubles of last year were conspicuous ^y
their absence which was very, very foitunale

and appreciated. We had all the ammunition

wc could use furnished gratis apd it was all

fiisl ([uality 150 grain slufl' after the matches

had started. If you speak of anununition

to any one of the contestants of this year's

matches, he is likely to close one eye and

smile quite contentedly. There is a reason.

The great drawbacks to a perfectly success-

ful shoot this year were the almost continuoug

rains and fogs that lasted for the first three

weeks in August and to the abundance of

mo.squitoes.
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DIAMOND
Pick out one of the glorious, radiant Gophir Gems,
set in solid 14-kt. gold, and get it on a 5 days' free
trial. Wear it to the ball—to the opera—on the
street—to work—ever\'where for 5 full days, then
decide whether you wish to buy or not. If you ai-e not
fascinated hy its radiance—if you consider its splendor
one trifie less than that of a mined diamond -send it back
at our expense. You don't pay us a penny for the trial.

If you decide to keep it. pay the rocU-bottom price (I.30th

as much as a diamond costs) as you can afford. Terms as
tow as 3tc- a day (Sl.OO a month), without interest. No
red tape. Your credit is good with the Gophir Diamond
Co- Send coupon for new jewelry book.

MARVFXLOUS NEW DISCOVERY
A problem of the ages has been solved. Science has at
last produced a gem of dazzling brilliance. They are
called Gophir Gems, and resemble mined diamonds so
closely that many people of wealth are preferrinii them.
Gophir Gems stand fire and acid tests and cut glass. Get
one on trial today. Wear it before you decide to buy.

SET IN SOLID 14-kt. GOLD—Gophir Gems
Are Not Imitations.

These precious gems are the master products of science —
the realization of the dreams of centuries They are never
set in anything but solid 14-kt. gold. Write for the new
catalogue and see the esquisite new settings for yourself.

SEND THE COUPON For New Jewelry Book.
Put your name and address in the coupon on a letter or a
post card and send to us at once for the big new book of
exquisite Gophir Gems. Read the fascinating story of
how at last Science has conquered Nature and has pro-
duced a glorious, radiant gem. whose dazzlinjj brilliance
is actually a mar\-e! to behold. They cost but l-30th as
much as diamonds, and wear forever. Do not delay an
instant. Put your name and address in the coupon now—
get the free book immediately while this great offer lasts.

THE GOPHIK DIAMOND 00.. OF CANADA
.Dept, \'i

. HO Yonge St.. Toronto.

Gentlemen—Send me your new .lewelry Pook and full

particulacs of your Free Trial, easy payment plan.

NAME

ADDRESS .

^POHSMA]^ FRIEN^
Odorless, colorless, clean to use,
unaffected by climatic changes,
Nyoil positively keeps riist
away from firearms and fish-
ing tackle and makes itseU so
generally useful as to become
indispensable to the outdoor man.
The steady growth of its popularity
emong sportsmen is due to the
satisfaction obtained from Its
use. Ask your dealer. Large handy
ran, .'i.'jc. ntJ^^lp^i'l- 'I'nal bottle I5c.
Wm. F. Nye, New Bedford, Mass.

/
7".^^

Join the Parade
Start now and ship every skin you handle

this season to the greatest fur house in the

greatest fur market in the world, Abraham
Fur Co. , St. Louis.
You are about to start the greatest fur

season in the history of the fur trade— you
will receive the highest prices for your furs

ever known and if you want every dollar

coming to you for your shipments, send them
to the Abraham Fur Co. We have cleaned

out all of our old supply, lock, stock and
barrel, and have nothing on hand but money
— millions to pay for furs.

Write today and get in line with the

most successful fur institution in the

world. Our tremendously large busi-

ness was built on a policy of Fair Grading
and Highest Prices to the Trapper, and to-

day we are in a better position than ever to

carry out this "winning" policy.

Don't ship a single skin to any other fur
house before you have carefully investigated

the Abraham Fur Co. of St. Louis.

Order an Abraham Smoke Pump. Holds
the world's record for long distance smoking
and is a sure winner.

Price Postpaid, $2 Each
t^rC FUR FACTS AND TRAP-
r Ifbt PERS' SUPPLY CATALOG
Greatest trappers' guide ever published,

most complete catalog of trappers' supplies.

Send for a copy today— find out all about our

new line of traps. 'You can't do without
them. 'They have many new features which
no other traps have. Our catalog tells you
all about them. Not the cheapest, but the

best. Write today— a one cent post card
brings you one dollar's worth of fur information. Don't
delay— Write today.

Jlbrabam far^u
213-215 N. Main St. Dept. 207

"Ship your furs to Abraham"
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Approximately eighty teams of 17 men
each in addition to hundreds of individual

shooters and thousands of visitors spent from

one day to a month on the range. The com-

petition was the keenest I have ever witnessed

and with the exception of occasional trouble

from poor marking service was carried off

very satisfactorily. The National team

match being a hard fought aflair from start

to finish, a very few points separating a

dozen teams in many instances, the principal

dilTerence being among the first dozen teams

and the last dozen or so.

Commercial Row was quite an interesting

place and was visited by most of the shooters

during the evenings. The Winchester Repeat-

ing Arms Company, P. J. O'Hare, The Savage

Arms Company, the United States Cartridge

Company, The Western Cartridge Company,
The Peters Cartridge Company, Colt's, the

Remington Arms—U.M.C. Company and the

Hercules Powder Company all having ex-

hibits on Commercial Row, Among the

new goods of interest to riflemen on exhibition

and for sale on the grounds were the new
Winchester and Savage .22 Cal. bolt action

rifles, the B.S.A. Model 12 single shot .22

Cal. match rifles, the new Hercules No. 300
and 308 military rifle powders, the new Win-

chester match ammunition loaded with 200
grain bullets. The special 180 grain match
ammunition put out by the U.S. Cartridge

Company and the Remington Arms U.M.C.
Co. and the National Match edition of their

score book and their .22 Cal. cartridge holders

were much in evidence.

Among the sporting writers I met on the

grounds were Mr. C. G. Williams, Editor of

the Guns & Ammunition Department of

Outdoor Life; Mr. Kendrick Scofield, Editor,

Arms and the Man; Mr. Edward Cave for-

merly editor of Recreation; Mr. Henry
Walter Fry of Australia, Mr. E. Newitt, New
York, Mr. J. R. Mat tern of Pennsylvania,

Lieut. Col. Townsend Whelen, Mr. Van Allen

Lyman of Panama Canal Zone and many
others.

The gun crank who attended the National

Matches and who did not have a good time

in spite of the various discomforts with all

that there was to be seen and do and with all

the other gun cranks that were there to meet
and talk to, was, I am afraid, a rather hard

person to please.

Here's hoping that we may meet at the

National Matches next year, that we have
good ammunition and that it doesn't rain.

Changing the Tune of the 35 Rimless

J. R." Mattebn

WHEN the war put the kibosh on the

making of ammunition for hunting and
target purposes, we were using 3.5

Remington rifles of the slide-action denomin-

ation, and Marble adapters with 380 pistol

ammunition for short range. It was a handy
combination, accurate and powerful, but more
than a little expensive, especially when a

fellow would lose one or two of the adapters

through a hole in his pocket, as he did every

now and then. It was decided to get reload-

ing tools and make short-range ammunition.

To get the tools, however, proved to be
impossible. We were located off in a neck

of the woods where shooting supplies were
scarce, though were fortunate in having on
hand some No. 80 powder and some Lightn-

ing, and plenty of primers. It was necessary

to devise a 35 caliber load out of materials

and with tools available, and the latter con-

sisted of sizes for 30-40, 4,5-70 and 38 S & W.
Special.

The 38 revolver bullet was scleclcd. 1 1 had

a sharp front shoulder and weighed 150 grains.

Since the twist of this rifle is one turn in 16

inches it was thought the bullet did not need

to be very hard, therefore it was cast about

one part tin to twenty parts lead. The
Ideal handbook lists the gas check bullet for

the 35 Rimless as .358 in diameter, but the

factory cartridges with metal cased bullets

show. 359 diameter, consequently it was
judged best to resize the revolver bullet at

least .360. One or two thousands larger

probably would have been better.

The load was tried with various charges

of powder. In general the stiller ones gave

the greater accuracy—some of it very line, as

the targets accompanying this will show.

Sixteen to 18 grains of Lightning or 15 grains

of No. 80 seemed to be the charge that worked

best. When the ride was held to the spot

these loads could be depended on to drift that

blunt shouldered bullet right there.

One five-shot group at 25 yards measures

an inch and an eighth. One group at .50
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yards measures an inch. The

elevation of the sight required

by these loads was the same

for 25 and 50 yards, and at

that same adjustment the full

power factory ammunition

shot right at 100 yards.

making an ideal combination.

The load seemed to have a

lot of speed and power, as

shown in the elevation and in

the penetration. The bullet

plowed through thrte inches

of dry red-oak and seven

inches of pine.

The shells fired with full

power loads always were ex-

panded in the necks too much
to hold these .360 bullets fric-

tion tight. Eventually we made
a muzzle or neck sizing die

with the help of a reamer, but

before that was finished we
depended on crimping the

shells into the forward groove

of the bullet with the .30

caliber double adj ustablc rh am-
ber of the Ideal tool. When
this chamber was set just so

the neck encountered the

mouth of the 35 Himless shell

it would turn in the lips of

said shell properly, though il

would not leave much of the

bullet project. After getting

the resizer into operation, all

bullets were seated friction

tight, just deep enough to

cover all grease grooves.

The reduced load makes a

fine squirrel and turkey medi-

cine. It is a killer. Itecjuals

the black powder 32-10 in

power, or nearly so, and it is

accurate, clean, pleasant and

cheap. It adds to the use

fulness of the 35 Rimless cali-

ber and ride.

25 yards, .35 Rem. Reduced load. 15 gr. 80-8. Bullet .360.
July 7, 1919. J. R. M.

50 y.irds, 35 Rem. Rcduiod loud. .1. R. Miittern. July 7. 1919.

15 ftr. No. 080 and lluUet .3<)0

The Alberta Provincial Rifle Meeting

R. H. Davidson

Till') foiirtcerith AnnunI prize meeting of

the Alberta Provindal Rifle Association

held August 5, 6, 7 and 8th. was brought

to a surccssful close I'Vidav cvi'iiing August

8tli. A down pour of rain two days previous

to the opening day gave all a feeling that the

meet was to be a rubber boot and rubber

sheet session. However the morning of the
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Its FREE iS'pi. Send Foi-This

Great Book
Ifs just what you've been

looking for. THE ART OF
TRAPPING" is the best and
most complete Trapper's
Guideever published—prepared
at great expense—by experts. It

gives a complete and accurate de-
scription, pictures and tracksof the
different Fur-bearers of North Am-
erica; it tells when and where to

trap; the best and most successful

trapping methods; the right kind of baits and
scents; the sizes of trans to use; the correct way
of skinning and handling the different pelts to

make them worth the most money; the trapping
laws of every province

"SHUBERT"
win send this great book FREE to any one interested

In trapping or collecting Fur-bearers. Just sign and
mail the coupon today.
•'THE ART OF TRAPPING" is NOT a supply cata-

log but a real Trapper's Guide containing information

of inestimable value to any trapper. It will guide and
help the experienced trapper and teach the beginner the

art of successfully trapping the North American Fur-bear-

ers. No trapper or Fur collector can afford to be without
this great book. Sendfor your copy at once.

j^.m. SHUBERjr,^rr>
mf LARGEST HOUSE IN THE V/OfiLD DEAUNC EXCLUSIVELY IN

NORTH AMERICAN RAW FURS
324 DONALD ST., WINNIPEG, CANADA

SIGN AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
WITHOUT OBLIGATION SEND ME
"THE ART OF TRAPPING"

THE BEST AND MOST COMPLETE TRAPPERS GUIDE EVER PUBLISHED

and keep me posied on Raw^ Fur Market- lOS

Conditions during the Fur Season of 1919 -1920

,fc.'-^^l
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5th broke clear and sunny and the remaining

three days could only be described as "ideal."

At no time during the meet was the weather

squally and the wind although tricky and

fishtail at times and never in the same direc-

tion morning and afternoon never exceeded

fifteen miles per hour. The attendance was

not up to the standard of previous meetings

owing to getting back to a peace basis and

some of the regular attenders not yet home
from overseas. The entrj- for all matches

being about sixty. All members are grate-

ful for the untiring efforts of Lt. Col. Arm-

strong to make the meet a success and also

for the way range officers Major Ferguson

and Mr. McKenzie handled the matches on

the range. Shooting is done in an easterly

direction. A low range of hills borders on

the left or north side about 800 yards away

and extends directly behind the targets used

as a back stop. On the right is the Bow
River about 400 yards away with a nice

growth of Cottonwood trees lying between it

and the range. The range might be termed

open as there is little influence by these

surroundings. Twelve targets of the double

revolving type makes marking very rapid

and squadding three men on a target ac-

comodates thirty six men at a time. The
meeting opens uith the Nursery match at 200

and 500 yards, 7 shots and sighter each range

open to tyros only and closes with the "Twa
Freens" match at 1000 yards shot by a team

of two friends who maj' coach each other,

5 shots each, no sighter. Aggregate score of

the two to count. Space will not permit

giving the Extra Series results only to say this

aggregate was won by Ll. Alex Martin with a

score of 121. Grand Aggregate comprises

following matches No.'s 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9.

The Ottawa aggregate comprises matches

2 to 8 inclusive, except the 800 and 900

yard stage of No. 4 only is counted. Grand

Aggregate H.P.S. 465. Ottawa Aggregate

II.P.S. 485. The McDonald Rapid lire

match open to Veterans only proved very

interesting. Following are matches by num-

ber and name and the winners in each

—

Nursery Match

1. Forbes, J. Sgl., 103 rd., 68, Doyle Cup and

Cash SHAH).

2. Davidson, R. II., Lelhbridge, 67, cash

$7.00.

3. Wright, M, 1 1.. iMlmonton, 66, cash $6.00.

4. Townscnd, Insp., lidinonlon, 66, cash

$5.00.

5. Snell, A. E. Fie., 103 rd., 65, cash $5.00.

6. Morrill, C. R. Ll., 103rd., 65, cash $4.00.

Alberta Match
1. A. D. Miles, Pte., 103rd., 68. cash .$12.00.

2. M. H. \\ right, Mr., Edmonton R. C, 68,

cash $10.00.

3. Brown, S. S., Edmonton R. C, 68, cash

$8.00.

4. Forbes, J. Sgt., 103rd., 68, cash $6.00.

5. S. A. Annand. Lt., 103rd., 67, cash $4.00.

6. F. W. Fairn, Capt.. 103rd., 66, cash $4.00.

7. R. Moffatt, Pte., 103rd., 66, cash S4.00.

8. W. Brankley, Insp., Calgary R. C, 66,

cash $4.00.

9. C. C. Jackson, Pte., 103rd., 66, cash $3.00.

10. Townsend, Insp., Edmonton R. C, 65,

cash $3.00.

1st stage—City of Calgary

1. Annand, S. A. Lt., 103rd., 101

2. Sinclair, Pte., 103rd., 9'.'

3. Lunn, P. Sergt., 103rd 99

4. Brankley, W. Insp., C. R. C 98

5. Bowen, P. E. Lt.-Col., Edmonton 98

6. Downie, R. Capt., 103rd 98

7. Forbes^J. Sergt., 103rd 96

8. A. D. Miles, Pte., 103rd 96

9. Noel, C. F. Pte., 103rd., 96

10. Martin, A. Lt., 10.3rd., 96

2nd stage—City of Calgary

1. Lunn, P. Sgt., 195, Gold Medal $25.<X)

2. Martin, A. Lt., 195. Silver Medal. .. 20.00

3. Sinclair, J. H. Pte., 192, Bronze Med. 15.00

4. Carmichael, A. R. Sgt., 192, 90.00

5. Forbes, J., Sgt., 192, 10.00

6. Annand, Lt., 192, 10.00

7. Moffatt, R., Sgt., 192. 10.00

8. Downie, R. Capt., 192, 8.00

9. Wright, M. H. Pte., Edmonton, 191 8.00

8. Downie, R. Capt., 192, 8.00

10. Bowen, P. E., Lt., Edmonton, 191 8.00

Stokes Match

1. Lunn, P. Sgt., 103rd 50 $9.0()

2. Downie, R. Capt.* 103rd 50 9.00

Tic shot off, won by Lunn.

3. Jackson, C. C, 103rd., 49 5.50

4. Annand, S. A. Lt., 103rd 49 5.50

5. Noel, C. F. Pie., 103rd 48 5.0O

6. Wright, M. IL, Edmonton .48 5.00

7. Sinclair, Pte., 103rd., 48 4.00

8. Martin, A. Ll., 103rd 48 4.00

9. .Scotl, F. Pie., 10,3rd 48 4.00

10. Angear, T. Mr., Cal. Rif. Club 48 4.00

Payzant Match

1. Wright, M. 1 1. Mr., Edmonton, 49. Rogers

Cup and $12.00.

2. Freeze, L S. Sgt., 103rd 47 10.00

3. Annand. S.A.LI., I03nl. 46 8.00
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4. Herring, F. W. Capt., Cal.R.Club. 46 6.00

5. Noel, C. F. Pte., 103rd 45 6.00

6. Forbes, J. Sgt., 103rd 45 5.00

7. Martin, A. Lt., I03rd., 44 5.00

8. Fairn, C. W. Capt., 103rd 44 5.00

9. Angear, T. Mr., Cal. Rif. Club 44 4.00

10. Hill, A. Pte., 103rd '14 4.00

Calgary Brewery Match

1. Hill, A. Pte., 103rd 69 $10.00

2. Bowen, P. E. Lt.-Col. , Edmon. 69 8.00

3. Miles, A., 103rd., 68 7.00

4. McNaughton, Didsbury 66 6.00

5. Lunn, P. Sgt., 103rd..-. 66 6.00

6. Hughes, S. J., C. R. C 66 5.00

7. Sinclair, Pte., 103rd 66 5.00

8. Moffat, E. Pte., 103rd 65 4.00

9. Chamberlain, R. W. Sgt., 103rd. 65 4.00

10. Brankley, Insp., Calgary 65 4.00

City of Edmonton Match

Cash
1. Davidson, R.H.,Lethbridge... .66 .$15.00

2. Bowen, P. E. Lt.-Col., Edmon. 65 12.00

3. Martin, A. Lt., 103rd 64 10.00

4. Angear, T., C.R.C 64 8.00

5. McCrae, R. Sgt., 103rd 64 8.00

6. Fairn, C. W. Capt., 103rd 64 6.00

7. Freeze, E. S. Sgt., 103rd 63 6.00

8. Chamberlain, R. W. Sgt., 103rd. 63 6.00

9. MacDonald, J.A. Sgt., Maj.

C. R. C 62 5.00

10. Lunn, P. Sgt., C. R. C 62 5.00

Rutherford Match

1. Martin. Lt., 103rd., Lt.-Col. May Chal-

lenge Trophy and cash .$10.00.

2. Sinclair, J. 11. Pte., 103rd 48 8.00

3. Esdale, M. Mr., Edmonton 46 6.00

4. Herring, F. W. Capt., C.R.C. ..45 6.00

5. Downic, R. Capt., 103rd 45 5.00

6. Bal<er, W. E. Lt., C.R.C 45 5.00

7. Forbes. ,J. Sgt., 103rd 45 4.00

8 Miles, A. D. Pte., 103rd 44 4.00

9. Annand, S. A. Lt., 10,3rd 44 3.00

10. Bowen, Lt.-Col., I'ldmonlon .44 3.00

Grand Aggregate

1; Annand, S. A. Lt., 103rd., 429, A.R.A.

Gold Medal and cash .flO.OO.

2. Bowen, P. E., Ll.-Coi., ]<;dmonton, 427,

A.R.A. Silver Medal and cash $9.00.

3. Miles, A. D. Pte., lO.ird., 426, A.R.A.

Bronze Medal and cash $8.00.

4. Lunn, P. .Sgt., 103rd., 425, cash $8.00

5. Sinclair. J. C. .Sgt., 103rd., 424, cash 7.00

0. Forbes, . I. .Sgt., 103rd., 423, cash 7.00

7. Downic, R. Capt., 103rd., 421 cash.. 6.00

8. Martin, A. LI., l()3rd., 417, cash 6.00

9. Brankley, W. Insp., C.R.C, 417, cash 5.00

10. Noel, C.F. Pte., 103rd., 416, cash .. 5,00

Highest Twenty Competitors in the
Ottawa Aggregate

1. Gowen, P. E. Lt.-Col., Edmonton 451

2. Annand, S. A. Lt., 103rd ?.... 451

3. Lunn, P. Sgt., 103rd 448
4. Wright, M. H. Lt., Edmonton 446

5. Forbes, J. Sgt., 103rd 443

6. Mi^s, A. D. Pte., 103rd 442

7. Brankley, W. Insp., Cal. R. Club 440

8. Noel, C. F. Pte., 103rd L 440

9. Downie, H. Capt., 103rd 439

10. Sinclair,!. H. Pte., 103rd 439

The above form the provincial Team for

Ottawa.

Waiting Men
11. Martin, A. Lt., 103rd 138

12. Fairn, C. W. Capt., 103rd 43.S

13. Moffat, R. Pte., 103rd 437

14. Herring, F. W. Capt., Cal. R. Club .. 432
15. McNaughton, A., Didsbury 431

16. Brown, S. S. Sgt.. Edmonton 430
17. Davidson, R. R.,Lethbridge 420

18. Freeze, I. S. Sgt., 103rd 42'J

19. Chamberlain, R.W. Sgt., 103rd 42S

20. Carmichael, A. R. Sgt., 103rd 427

Twa' Freens Match

1st

A. McNaughton, Didsbury 22 Trophy
Davidson, R. H., Lethbridge....23

45. Two gold

medals.

Macdonald Match—^Veterans Only

1. Angus M. Sgt., 31st. Batt., hits 7, Mac-
Donald Trophy and cash $8.00.

2. Downie, R. Capt., 31st. Batt., hits 6, cash

$6.00.

3. Cooper, F. B. Oapt., 56th. Batt., hits 5.-

cash $5.00.

4. Wright, M. H., Pte., 202nd. Batt., hits

5, cash $5.00. '

Walker Trophy

1st 103rd Team
Fairn, C W. Capt

Martin, A. Lt

Sinclair, Pie

Chamberlain, R. Sgt.

Walker Trophy and cash $7.20.

2nd Cal|i>ary RiHc Club

Herring, 1'. W. Capl..

Baker, W.I'.Ll.

93

96

99

91

382

9(i

91
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FREE TO MEN
Manly Vigor—Something New

Here is a little free pocket compendium in book form,

illustrated with 40 half-tone photo reproductions, and contain-

ing 8.000 words of easy advice on private matters which 1

gladly send to anv man anywhere in the world absolutely free

of charge, and enclosed in a perfectly plain, sealed envelope, so

it is received bv vou like an ordinary private letter. I take all

this special precaution in sending my free book because, where

the health is concerned, and especially with reference to de-

bility and nerve weaknesses, people everywhere prefer to keep
the matter entirely to themselves. For this reason I seal the

envelope and prepay full letter postage. 1 have thus mailed

over a million of the books to men all over the world who
requested them.

You, reader, will like this little book immensely, and can
grasu the full meaning of its special advice from one or two
csreful readings. It contains a great deal of heretofore un
publish«d information of interest to all men, young or elderly,

single or married, and may easily be of value to you throughout
your entire lifetime.

In one part of the book I describe my little mechanical
VITALIZER, which was invented by me to assist men to

regain lost vigor. However, you are not to think of .getting

this VIT.\LIZER at the present time, but first send for the

advice book and read up on the subject of self-preservation

without drugs.
Please use the coupon below and the book will come to you

free, sealed, by return mail.
S.\NDEN, Publisher.

Reader, did you ever stop to consider that it is not looks
which make the real man? Nor is it necessarily a large man
who wields the most power in his community. However,
whether big or small, young or elderly, we invaxiably
find that vigorous, manly manhood stands behind all

of the world's greatest achievements and successes.
In this respect, I give it as my honest opinion, based
upon over 30 years' experience, that no man need lose

hope of himself restoring his full manly power, if he
but be willing to make a fair, square effort, and will

lead a decent, manl.v life, free from excesses and free

from dissipations. My free book gives you all the
desired information. According to my^ belief, lost

manly strength is no real organic disease in itself, and,
for that reason, should easily respond to any mode of
treatment which puts new vital force into the weakened
nerves and blood.
The little V1T.\LIZER mentioned above was de-

signed by mc to render natural aid to the man who
really WANTS to get strong, and who is willing to
make a reasonable enort to regain his manly vigor. To
the man who persists in living an unnatural life of
excess and dissipation, no hope can be offered, but for
the other kind there is every hope and encouragement,
because in regulating his habits he has taken the first

grand and necessary step, which prepares the way for
the action of any natural treatment which may resupply
his body with the FORCE which it has been drained of.

Manly Men Are Always in the Game.

With respect to my VITALIZER, you simply buckle
it on your body when you go to bed. Tnus, while
you sleep, it sends a great, mysterious power (which I

call VIGOR) into your blood, nerves, organs and
muscles while you sleep. Men have said it takes pain
or weakness out of the back from oae application;

that 60 to 90 day's use is sufficient to restore normal,
manly strength.

With special attachments, which carry the FORCE
to any parts of the body, my VITALIZER is used by
women as well as men, for rheumatism, kidney, liver,

stomach, bladder disorders, etc., and I have had some
most remarkable testimony in respect to its almost
miraculous effects in individual cases, where every
known treatment had failed.

Therefore, first get the free book of general advice
to men, which also describes my VITALIZER. Then
if in the future you feel you would like to use one of

these little appliances in "your own rase. I will make
some special proposition whereby you may haveone
to wear. If you happen to live in or near this city,

I

would be pleased to have you call. Otherwise, just

use the coupon and get the free book by return mail.

OITice hours. 9 to 6.

BOOK, 8,000 WORDS FREE
Remember ,1 will send you. as stated above, my little book or pocket compendium, containing 40 illustrations

and 8.000 words of private advice free, sealed, by mail.
. , ,, , ,j . j i.

This book is meant to point out to men certain errors which are being committed all over the world to-day by

those who do not realize the harm resulting. It gives, in a condensed form, and in easy language, the truths that

I have learned from years upon years of experience. It deals with vigor and manly power as against weakness and

debility. One part of the book describes my little VITALIZER so all information is complete in this one volume.

Please write or call to-day. Satisfaction guaranteed in every case.

R. G. SANDEN CO., 140 Yonge St., Toronto Ont.

Dear Sirs—Please forward me your Book, as advertised, free,

sealed.

Name.

Address.
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MacDonald, J. A. Sgt.-Maj 95

Brankley, W. Insp 98

380

Cash $4.00

3rd 19th Dragoons 372

Calgary Brewery Team Match

I03rd Regiment Team

Miles, A. D. Pte 68
'

Liinn, P. Sergt 66

Downie, R. Capt 65

Forbes, J. Sergt 63

Total 262

Trophy and cash $3.00

2nd '

19th Dragoons. Edmonton

Bowen, P. E. Lt.-Col 63

Brown, S. S. Sergt 69

Wright, W. H. Mr 61

Saidler, J. Pte :.. 60

Total 253

Cash $2.00.

3 Calgary Rifle Club 246

4 103rd Team 241

City of Edmonton Team Match

1st 103rd Team
Noel, C.F. Pte 58

Martin, A. Lt 64

Freeze, I. S. Sgt 63

Chamberlain, R. W. Sgt 63

248

Reid Trophy.

2nd 103rd Team 242

3rd 103rd D. Coy 236

4th 19th Dragoons Edmonton 235

5th Capt Fairn's Team 232

Fifth Regiment Match

1st 19th Dragoons Edmonton
Dowen, P. E. Lt.-Col 91

Wright, H. Pte 91

Saidler, J. Pte 92

Brown, S. S. Sgt 90

364

Trophy, Martin Cups and $24.00l^

2nd Fairn Team (103rd )

Fairn, C. W. Capt 89

Martin, A. Lt 95

Lunn,P. Sgt 89

Annand, S. A. Lt 87

360

Cash $16.00

3rd 103rd Team 353

4th Calgary Rifle Club 353

5th 103rd Team 335

Cash $12.00.

Cash $10.00

Cash $8.00.

An Accurate Method of Adjusting Smith & Wesson Target

Revolver Sights

E. G. Brewer

(Reprinted from Arms and the Man)

HOW often have you heard a beginner

in the revolver'-shooting game ask how
much he should move the wind gauge

or elevation screw to bring his group in the

vicinity of the bull? Nearly all shooters

guess and try for another group. Perhaps

they have guessed correctly, more likely not.

A belter and more accurate way is to use

the scrt^ws as micrometers by determining

the number ol threads to the inch, and then

by a simple calculation the distance the point

of impact is moved, by one turn or a fraction of

a turn, at any range, is ea,sily found.

The tabic lliat follows is calculated on a

basis of 12 threads lo the incli for the elevation

.screw, and 48 threads to the im li for I lie wind-

gauge screws of Smith & Wesson revolvers

having sight radius of 7 and 8 inches.

As an example of how this table can be used

to advantage:

We will suppose you have been using your

revolver at 20 yards all winter, but now want

to shoot at 50 yards outside, perhaps with

heavier charges. You choose a calm day

with good light and shoot for a group, holding

carefully and calling each shot. Let us assume

that the center of the point of impact of your

group is 4 inches low and 4 inches right (or

left.) Now consult the table and you find

that, if the gun you are using has an 8-inch

sight radius, that three-quarters of a turn of

the elevation screw (turned in the proper
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FINE PURE WOOL
For the Man Who Is Out of Doors

Anyone who is much out of doors

—

the soldier, the sportsman, the lumber-
man, the engineer, the prospector, the

miner—will fmd Jaeger Pure Wool Gar-
ments wonderfully comfortable and dur-

able for outdoor life.

Here are some useful garments!—Sleeping

bags, blankets, travelling rugs, sleeping caps,

colic bands, chest protectors, underw-ear, hosier>',

shirts, pyjamas, stockings, sweaters, cardigans,

spencers, knitted waistcoats, ulsters, caps, gloves,

etc.

DR.JAEGER '""i;^.rr""co. limited
A FOLLY ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE WILL BE UK.JAtUtK Sritem

SENT FREE ON APPLICA- Toronto Montreal Winnii>eg

Ti»N. British "founded 1883".

+'^ -^^'^ JU^-P^ -rys.|.i^y ^^an- ^^^IPS-^ S^pl- Sa'V =!Bi*

Hunt This Fall in

Real Haunts of Red Deer

The "Highlands of Ontario"

Maganetawan River, French River, Muskoka, Georgian Bay,

Lake of Bays, Timagami, Northern Ontaio

• and Other Famous Regions.

Write to any Agent, Grand Trunk System, for "Playgrounds"
Booklet, giving Game Laws, etc., or to

=
J. Quinlan

Bonaventure Station
Montreal

C. E. Horning
Union Station

Toronto

=3S+
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direction to elevate the back sight) will give

you exactly 4 inches elevation at 50 yards.

[ The wind-gauge sciews are each moved one
complete turn, which gives you 4.7 inches,

or near enough to the 4J^ inches wanted.

Your gun is now accurately sighted for 50

yards without firing another shot, which is a

consideration these days of high prices.

The greatest value these tables have,
however, is the confidence it gives you when
making sight changes, as they entirely elim-

inate all guess work.

S. & W. TARGET SIGHT ADJUSTMENT
Sight Distance point of impact movedfor
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Maaufattursn to

HIS MAJESTY
UNO CESISI V.

Hardy's The Great British SpeciaHsts
In "Palakona" Regd. Split Bamboo Fishing Rods

THE O RE A T
ENGLISH FIELD
Ml/j, " We must
nmer forget Oiat it

U to HARDY
Bros, of Alnwick we
ewe the supreTnacti
tee hate acnieted as
Bod makers.

THE "DE LUXE" ROD. made of Steel hard "PALAKQNA" is Hardy's latest
design in single-handed rods for wet or dry fly fishing.

IT is the product of the largest, and best equipped factory, supervised by the
champion Professional Fly Casters and Anglers in Europe, "Hardy's." Don't
forget that as wages in Great Britain are 75% less than in America we can

give greater value in nigh class hand work. All our rods are hand made by ex-

Eerts whose lives have been spent at this work, for which 50 GOLD MEDALS
ave been awarded. Length 9-ft., weight 514 ozs.; 9-ft. 6-ins., weight 5*/i ozs.;

10-ft., weight 6 ozs. All fitted with Hardy's patent screw grip reel fittings.

DRY FLIES—As made by us for the late F. M. Halford
Esq., for whom we also made rods, etc.

GUT CASTS—The Anglo-American tapered mist color
No. 1 medium. No. 2 fine, as made for Mr. Halford.

Stout to 4X Ditto, Ditto to 3X, Stout Lake to fine. Ditto-
to medium, Ex-stout to MEDIUM, Ex-stout to stout. 6 ft.

We will be pleased to quote prices on receipt of inquiry.

Hardy Bros., Manufactory Alnwick, England

NORTHERN
ONTARIO

This vast new land of promise is one degree
South of Winnipep. and is big enough to include
the six New England and four Middle States of
the American Union.

Aside from its immense resources in timber, mineral, waterpower. fish, game and scenery, NOFiTHIvRN
ONTARIO contains millions of acres of fertile, arable land fit for mixed farming which may be had by
returned soldiers and sailors in 160 acre blocks free; to others, 18 years and over, 50 cents per acre-

Already there are thousands of miles of colonizatioo roads and steam railways spreading like a spider's
web over a huge part of that immense forest-robed territory.

For free descripHce Hierature. icrile

H. A. MACDONELL, Director of Colonization, Parliament Bulldlnfta. TORONTO, CANAPA
G. H. FERGUSON, Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines.

KEEP YOUR GUN CLEAN!
HOPPE'S

NITRO POWDER SOLVENT
No. 9

C Trade Mark Rtglslertd)
A liquid not made with acids; thoroughly
removes the residue of any high power
powder, including black powder—prevents
rusting in any climate—removes metal
fouling and leading. Nitro Powder Sol-
vent has been put to the test at National
Hiile Ranges; used by U. S. Riflemen;
endorsed by prominent sportsmen; never
fails to do all claimed for it Sold bv
dealers in guns and at Hardware dealers.

FRANK A. HOPPE, 2314 N. 8TH ST.. PHIUDELPHIA, PA.

Genuin* Diamonds
$1, $2,93, Weekly
Save money on your Diamonds
by buying from us. We are

Diamond Importers. Terms.
SI, $2 or $3 Weakly. Wt
guarantee you every advantage
in I^ce and Quality.

Write to-day for Cataloflue, it Is fraa.

We send Diamonds to any part of Canada (orins <ection
at ear expense. Payments may be made Weekly oi
Menlhly.

JACOBS BROS.. Diamond Importers

15 Toronto Arcade - - Toronto, Canada
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15 grains ol black powder or the same bullet

and 5 grains of Hercules Unique or 7 grains

of DuPont Schuelzen.

You should clean your rifle with a good

nitro cleaning fluid when using smokeless

powder.

It is perfectly safe to use the .25-20 Win-

chester high vloccity cartridge in the Model

1892 Carbine.

|k You can secure reloading tools for your

.25-20 Winchester from the Ideal Manu-
facturing Company, New Haven. Conn.

You could obtain information concerning

the guns that you own from the catalogues of

the firms that manufacture these weapons.

Editor.

Fitting the .303 Barrel

Editor Guns and Ammunition Depl.

I am looking for a new gun and want to

know a few things before buying. The

cartridge I would like to have is a .303 British

if I can get a rifle to suit me as I have 1,000

empty shells which I want to load.

I was wondering if I could get a good

barrel made to fit a Springfield action. Do
you know where I could obtain one? I wrote

Mr. Neider but he could not supply it so I

thought perhaps you could.

What do you think of a Ross action as

used in the militia?

I intend making a stock myself as I cannot

buy one to suit me and can do the trick my-

self. What size bullet moulds would you

get for shooting at 50
"ft. and 50 to 100 yds?

[y. Which would be the best reloading tool

Newton or Ideal?

It you were getting a Springfield made what

would you use for a rear sight, a Lyman No.

48 or one to go on the end of the bolt?

Does the No. 18 look quite clumsy when

mounted?
Where could I get a Springfield action?

Neider will make a barrel for S20. How
should it be chambered when one expects

to reload and possibly use dilTerent makes of

ammunition?
What is the price of primers for the .30-

1906?

H Which would you buy a Newton powder

scale or an Ideal Powder measure?

It What extras would I need for the Ideal

tool for the .303 using two or three dilTerent

bullets"

Can one ease the trigger pull of Die Spring-

field to suit him and how is it done?

I realize that I have asked you a lot of

questions but I want a real gun but don't

want to pay more than about .S55 or $60 for

the barrel and sights anlion.dac

Granite Hill,

Lower Southampton, R.P'.D. 2.

New Brunswick, R. T. Morrison.

Reply — I hardly know how to answer your

inquiry concerning the .303 Ross barrel.

The Winchester Repeating Arms Company
make barrels for the .303 British cartridge

but whether Niedner could fit one to a Spring-

field action is more than I can answer.

I would prefer the Newton Scales to the

Ideal Powder Measure for reloading full

charges.

A. W. Peterson, DenVer, Colorado, would
probably be able to fit a .303 barrel to a

Springfield action but the express charges

from your home would be considerable.

Your main trouble would very likely be in

secunng a Springfield action.

The No. 48 Lyman rear sight does not look

clumsy on the Springfield rifle and I like it

very much.

In securing a new barrel for a Springfield

action you should have it chambered for the

150 grain bullet and then you can use any ot

them in it.

Primers for the .30-1906 will cost you about

$3 per thousand. You can secure a Newton
scale or an Ideal powder measure from any of

the dealers who advertise in our magazine.

To seat bullets in the .303 cartridge you

will need an extra bullet seating chamber for

each one of the styles of bullets.

You can ease up the trigger pull of a Spring-

field rifle by grinding off the lower edge of the

cocking piece that is attached to the bolt.

You can do this with an oil stone. It is a

very simple operation.

If I wxre you I would use the .30-1906

catridge unless you can secure bullets for

the .303 very cheaply.

Editor.

The .303 Ross

Editor, Guns and Amnuinilion Depl.

I have a .303 Ross Special match rifle sup-

posed to give about 2800 f.s. velocity, while

the sporting model is only rated at 1800 to

2000.

Will the regular Ueniington loads work in

either rifle and would the quicker twist of

the match rifle cause it to shoot harder than

the other using the same amminulion or

woifld it require heavier loads for better

results.

. Very truly yours,

Athabasca, Alia, I. M. Hanley.
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What PRESERVO-treated Canvas
Will Give You

ir you spend much time in the open, hunt-
ing, fishing, and camping you undoubtedly
use canvas a number of ways.

Primarily you are interested in the weather
protection that you get from the canvas you
use, yet economy and wearing qualities are
also essential considerations.

PRESERVO-treated canvas will give you
tents that really shed every drop of water;
ground covers that will not absorb moisture and
that are waterproof and vermin-proof; pack-
saddles that keep soft and pliable; canvas
wearing apparel that is warm, comfortable
and actually waterproof; duffle bags that wear
twice as long as those of plain canvas and
supply covers that provide real weather pro-
tections.

For PRESERVO-treated canvas is really
waterproof, mildew-proof and rot-proof.
Moreover, PRESERVO keeps the fabric soft
and pliable. Canvas so treated will wear at
least twice as long as plain canvas. Best of
all, PRESERVO is inexpensive and easily
applied to new or old canvas.

Insist on PRESERVO
While there are other methods of

proofing canvas, there is only one
SERVO. In fact, PRESERVO has
such universal satisfaction that it is

nized as the standard soft finish waterproofing
for canvas. -Mmosl any canvas goods dealer
can supplv you with PRESER\'0-treated
canvas or with the liquid PRESERVO. Write
for our special book for campers and sports-
men.

water-
PRE-
given
recog-

ROBESON PRESERVO COMPANY
419 White Block, Port Huron, Mich.

Eastern Branch: 357 Western Ave., Boston, Mass.
Canadian Branch: Sarnia, Ont.

The Hunter-Johnson Co., 209 California St., San Francisco, Cal.
Dislribulors for the Pacific Coast

PRESERVO is furnished in
one gallon and five-gallon
cans. Also in .S5-gallon steel
agitator drums.

Waterproofs
and Pieserves Comas
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Rcplu—In reply to your inquiry you can

use either of the .303 British cartridges in

your .303 Ross.

Your rifle will require different sightings

for e:irh load.

The Spitzcr bullet cartridge will naturally

shoot higher at long range and have a flatter

trajectory.

Very truly yours,

Editor.

Reloading Information

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Depl.

I am seeking a little information concerning

reloading. I wrote the Ideal Manufacturing

Company asking them for their hand book

and mentioned .303 and .32 Remington
reloading tools. They are out of their hand-

books but hope to be able to send me one soon.

I have never done any reloading so would

ask you to advise me as to the outfit I will

require for both calibers mentioned.

What kind of powder and how to keep it

in small quantities as I would not require a

great deal?

What composition of material for bullets

and about the jacketing of them"?

How often is it safe to i-eload a cartridge.

if for hunting? A broken shell in the cham-
ber at a critical moment is not desirable, to

say the least.

The following is a list of tools mentioned

by the Ideal Manufactuiing Company.
No. 10 tool with double adjustable

chamber ..32 Rem .S4.00

.Separate bullet mould .32 Rem . 2.00

Gas checks 1.6.5

No. 6 tool with mould attached .303

Savage 4.00

No. 3 tool without mould attached,

double adjustable chamber, .303

Savai^'e 4.00

Separate bullet mould .303 Savage 2.00

Muzzle sizer for any one caliber 6.5

Shell resizing tool for any one caliber 2.65

Dipper .05

Meltingpot 65

Melting pot holder 65

.^..,Hoping that you can advise me about the

above, I am,

McVittie via Sudbury, .J. S. McVittie.

Ontario.

/ie[>li)~ln reply to your inquiry of .July

llh, I would suggest that you use the Ideal

bullet .'.08292 for the .303 Savage and 22

grains of Hercules Lightning Powder or Du
I'ont No. 21. I'or the Remington Auto use

Ideal bullet ,321317 and 21 grains of Hercules

Mglilniag Powder or DuPoi'.l No? 21. Yod

should have the following tools for proper

reloading: an Ideal melting pot, dipper and
stove lid, and Ideal powder measure No. 5

with a .30 Cal. drop tube. You will need a

bullet resizing chamber for each of these bullets.

This is the most important thing about

the whole tool as each bullet must be resized or

it is not likely to prove accurate. You will

need the proper reloading tool with double

adjustable chamber for each cartridge. Or-

der each tool for the proper bullet that I

mention.

The Ideal gas checks are small cups that

fit onto the bases of the bullets. These

enable you to use slightly higher velocities

than would otherwise be practicable. Cast

your bullets of nine parts lead and one part

tin. .\fter casting the bullets each bullet is

dipped into melted lubricant and a copper

gas check fitted onto it's base and then it is

forced through the bullet resizing chamber
which resizes the bullet to its proper size

and removes the surplus grease.

Always resize the bullets base. first so that

all irregularities are left at the nosfe of the

bullet.

Your powder will come in one pound
canisters which you can keep as easily as you
would keep any other commodity. The full

length shell resizing tool is quite an advantage.

You can reload your shells until they crack

at thg neck. I have reloaded thousands of

roilnds of ammunition and never had a shell

to break off at the neck, and I would not

expect that you would have this trouble if

you do not attempt to reload any shells thai

have been cracked at the neck. A great deal

of this supposed trouble about shells breaking

olT in the rille chamber is purely imagination

on the part of some people who have never

reloaded animunition.

There is only one "safety first" rule in

using- reloaded ammunition and that Is,

"never use a heavier powder charge than is

recommended." He very careful not to

load any cartiidges that you have forgotten

to fill with the proper powder charge.

—

Editor.

The .303 Lee-Enfield

Editor, duns and Arfinninition Dept.

What has happened to the Rod & Gun
Mechanics Depin-lment? .lust lately I had

a chance to look over my back copies and I

notice that that department is conspicuous

by its absence.

I would be very sorry to hear that you have

dropped it because I think it would be one

of the best parts of the magazine, with the
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The three \vords that

tell the whole ^ory of

a perfedl cup of coffee,

from plantation to
breakfa^ table

"Seal Brand" Coffee.
la yi, 1 and 2 pound tins. Whole—ground—pulverized—also

fine ground for Percolators. Never sold in bulk. i87

CHASE & SANBORN. MONTREAL.

OCK
N'44

Gives yoa a (celine of real comfort and
the assurance of perfect protection while

exercisine. Opening beneath Patent

flap A. Small amount of material be-

tween thighs C. PerfectpouchB. Welt-
bound webbine. Can be cleaned by
boiling without injury to rubber. Fits

perfectly. Can't rub or chafe. Finest

quality elastic webbing. Ask your dealer,

and if he will not supply you with

MIZPAH JOCK No. 44, send us $1.25
stamps and waist measurement and we will send by mail.

The Walter F, Ware Co. Dept C, Phila., Pa.

Makers of the Celebrated Sanito Suspensory No. 50

DECOYS

THAT

REALLY

DECOY.
"PKEMIKR" MILLIRD. K««. 0. S. PaMnt Ofllc*

On your hunting trip take along Mason'i Dacoy*

—

iierfect in shape and coloring. They bring down the
^ame everytime.

ASK FOR MASON'S AND GET MASON'S.
We manufacture all species—Crow, Duck, Swan,
Snipe and Geese—in several grades.

Write for Illuttratetl Catalogut—It'M Fru.

Mason's Decoy Factory
S«« MIKord and P. M. R. R. Detroit. MIcb.

ITHACA
WINS

J. B. FLOYD,
born in Ken-

t u c ky, f cl-

ow e d the
Stars and
Stripes to the

Orient and
won the
champion-
ship of the

Philippine
Islands with
a borrowed
ITHACA.
A,ny man can
break more targets

with an ITHACA
single.

Sinile barrel trap suna
$64.34 and up.

Double sum, $41.00
and up.

Catalog FREE.
Address Box 13
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exception of the Guns & Annnunition Depart-

ment.

I suppose, it being July already, the conn-

petition for the best collection of kinks has

closed. I would be very glad to hear who the

winner of that splendid prize is.

Now for the Questions:

1. What effect, if any, would the shorten-

ing of the stock of a shotgun have on the

shooting?

2. I have a .303 Lee-Enfield service

model, I think, with a sporting stock. I

would like to get as much information about

it as possible, as to shooting, sights, reloading,

etc.

3. What is the best cartridge to use in

connection with a Maxim Silencer, .22 Win-
chester 1906.

Toronto, Ont. David A. Schemnitz.

Reply—The Mechanics Department was
re-opened in September issue. The winner

of the oil painting w^s Mr. J. Ward, whose
kink appeared in February issue.

Shortening the stock of a shot gun would
probably cause it to shoot lower. If it did

not cause it to shoot lower, it would not have

any effect upon its shooting. This difference,

if any, would be most noticeable with a gun
that was unusually long in the stock, and

which was later shortened to the normal

length.

I have not personally used the .303 Lee-

Enfield. There is an article concerning this

rifle in the October issue. This article is

written by Mr. Alfred B. Geikie, formerly

editor of this department, who used this rifle

in France. From what I have heard from

other experienced riflemen, I should judge

that this rifle was a good war rifle, but nothing

extra as a target rifle.

The .303 cartridge is a very good cartridge

to reload and I believe you would have very

good success in reloading for the .303 Lee-

Enfield.

I fired approximately 500 shots from the

U. S. model 1917, which is sort of a hybrid

between thr Lec-Enlield and the Springfield,

and which does not reflect very much credit

upon cither of them.

You will secure the most accurate results by
using the .22 caliber long rifle cartridge in

the model 1900 Winchester when it is equip-

ped with a Maxim Silencer, but you will

hear a very slight report. In using the

short cartridge you do not hear any report,

but it is not as accurate as the other except

in a rifle chambered especially for it.

I'Milor.

Selecting a Rifle for Moose
Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.

I shall be greatly obliged if you will en-

lighten me on a few points regarding rifles.

I want the best possible rifle for moose
hunting solely, not an "aU round" rifle. I

have used several rifles of .45 calibre shooting

heavy bullets at moderate velocities, and at

present have a 9 m.m. Mauser shooting a 280
grain bullet. I am quite satisfied with these

rifles so far as ability to kill quickly and hum-
anly is concerned, but the trajectories leave

much to be desired. I have come to the

conclusion, after having done considerable

moose - hunting, that a rifle is rehable and
efficient just so far as one may shoot without

elevating the sights, or in other words, to the

limit of the "point blank" range, owing to the

difficulty of correctly judging distances in the

woods, the waste of time, and the fact that

one's attention is given to the rifle at a time

when the eyes should not be removed from
the game. ' My ideal would be a rifle capable

of keei ing the group within an 8 inch circle

shooting at ranges varying from 50 to 200
yards, without sight adjustment. Are any
of the cartridges of the 3,000 feet {.er second

class capable of doing this, and if so, are they

in your opinion as thoroughly reliable for

this class of game as the larger though slower

cartridges of the .405 class?

Have always regarded these light weight

.25 to .30 calibre rifles of extraordinarily high

velocity as the carrying of a lad to extremes,

sacrificing everything to flatness of trajectory.

I consider the type of rifle of which the .318

Westley Richards shooting a 250 grain copper

capped bullet at about 2,500 ft. sec, is a good

example, as about the most powerful and

efficient arm of medium weight, all things

considered. Do you think I can improve

upon it, for the sport mentioned, by any

other selection?

N. S. Subscriber.

Reply— In reply to you inquiry, your best

rifle for moose shooting would probably

be a .30-1906 loaded with the 180 grain Spitzer

soft point bullet.. If you could obtain a

Springfield rifle and re-model it to a Sporting

rifle and use this load, it would suit your

purpose admirably. Your best choice of a

commercial rifle, would be either a Newton
chambered for the .30-1906 cartridge, and

using the same load or the 172 grain buUet,

or the model 1895 Winchester, using a similar

load. I would not care to use any of the 3000

F. S. cartridges for moose shooting, as I

would prefer one of the slightly lower

velocity cartridges, using a good heavy bullet.
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A Woodsman's Canoe
LIGHT, capacious yet compact. Strong, durable, capable of carrying big loads

—

That is the kind of canoe a Forester wants—and that is a description of a

CHESTNUT CANOE
Indeed it is the ideal craft for everyone—The woodwork is of the toughest cedar

—

It is covered T\ith a seamless canvas, in turn covered with an absolutely water-proofing
preparation—It is leak-proof and weather-proof.

The pleasures of camping, hunting and fishing are more complete when your
equipment includes a Chestnut Pleasure, Sponson, or Cruiser, Canoe. You get every
kind of service and pleasure out of a Chestnut Canoe including every comfort and
safety.

CHESTNUT CANOE CO., Limited, Box 445, Fredericton, N. B.

We furnish Knock-
Down and in

various stages of

completion,

Launches,

Cruisers,

Auxiliary
Yachts,

Work -Boats,

and Hulls for

Outboard Motors.

Have ready for shipment finished hulls from

16 ft. to 28 ft., also some launches complete

with engine installed ready to run.

Robertson Bros. Foot of
Bay St. Hamilton
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The .318 Westley Richards should be the

most satisfactory rifle that you can obtain

from the standpoint of power and clean

killing qualities. Its disadvantages being

that it is extremely difficult to secure cart-

ridges for this rifle, but if you can overcome
that difficulty, it would prove more effective

than a .30-1906. It would not be as com-
fortable a rifle to use, due to its considerably

heavier recoil. Editor.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Depl.

I am a reader of your delightful magazine.
Hod and Gun. I wish it were a weekly instead

of a monthly magazine. I have read the

many questions and answers in your magazine
and have seen the many satisfactory answers,

so have decided to take up a little of your time

by asking a few questions.

Recently 1 bought a Stevens Marksman
.22 Cal. long rifle which 1 find to be a perfect

rifle. The front sight on this rifle is a very
fine one. In fact it is too fine fcir my eyes.

Could you suggest a sight or set of sights

for this rifle which would show up against

any back ground, where I could get them and
the cost of them.

I also have a .32 Cal. Hopkins and Allen

rifle. Do you think this rifle accurate enough
for crows?

Orangeville, Ont. N R.F.

Reply—In reply to your inquiry, 1 would
suggest that you purchase a medium size

gold bead Iront sight which can be pur-

chased from the Marble Arms and Manu-
facturing Co., Ciladstone, Michigan, or the

Lyman Gun Sight Corporation. Middlcfield,

Connecticut. The D. Pike Company, 123

King St. E.; Hallam's, Hallam Building, or

Lion Sporting Goods Company, 429 Yonge St.

all of Toronto, will be glad to secure your
order for these sights.

The Hopkins and Allen .32 Cal. rifle ought to

be sufficiently accurate to kill crows at short

range but it is not as accurate as some of the

other Calibers of small bore rifles.—Editor.

The 7 M M Mauser
Editor Guns and Ammunition Depl.

I have a 7 mm German Mauser Sporting

Rifle and have not used it much, but found
it to be good for the lime it was used. What
is your opinion of this type of a rifle? What
is the largest game one would be .safe in

killing with this gun?
This rifle is in fine condition. Do you

know what they would approximately be

worth at the present time.

I appreciate the work being carried on in

this department as I am a constant reader of

Rod anctGun.

Vancouver, B.C. K. A. Ross.

Reply—In reply to your inquiry, I would
consider that the 7 mm Mauser is sufficiently

powerful to be used on any American game
with the probable exception of the Kadiak
bear, but it is rather light for moose. This is

quite a loi^ range rifle and has a good reputa-

tion as a clean killing weapon.

I cannot tell you how much this rifle is

worth as it depends upon its condition and

upon the grade of the rifle. There were
several grades of 7 mm rifles manu-
factured, ranging irom the perfectly plain

military rifle to the fancy sporting rifle.

Editor.

REMEMBER THESE RULES

The New Mexico Game Protective As-

sociation has six rules which all sportsmen in

all sections should read and folio*. They are

printed below and each one is worthy of care-

ful thought:

1

.

Boa Real Sportsman. There is more
honor in giving the game a square deal than

in getting the limil.

2. Make Sure It's a Buck. If you can't

.sec his horns—she hasn't any.

' 3. Help ICnforce the Ciamc Law. (lame
and fish are public propiTly and only a game-
hog will take more than his fair and legal

share. Violations should be reported to the

nearest Deputy Warden, Forest Ranger, or

Game Protective Association.

4. Respect the Ranchman's Property.

He regards the man who leaves his gales open,

cuts his fences, chases his livestock or shoots

near dwellings, as an outlaw. Put yourself

in his place. |

5. Be careful with Your Campfire and

Matches. One tree will niake a million

matches; one match can burn a million trees.

0. Leave a Clean Camp and a Clean

Record. Unburied garbage, crippled game,

and broken laws are poor monuments for a

sportsman to leave behind him.
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Newton Arms and Ammunition
,

I^ow Made and Sold bp

THE NEWTON ARMS CORPORATION
WOOLWORTH BUILDING, NEW YORK

Successors to THE NEWTON ARMS COMPANY, inc. BUFFALO, N. Y.
I

NEWFOUNDLAND
A Country of Fish and Game. A ParadUe for the Camper and Anftler. Ideal Canoe Trlpi

The country traversed by the Reid NewfoundlaDd Company's system is exceedingly rich in all kinds of fiah

and game. AUatong the route of the Railway are streams famous for their SALMON and TROUT fishing.

Also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in Newfoundland say there is no other
country in the worid in which so good fishing and hunting can be secured and with such ease as in Newfound-
land. Information together with illustrated Booklet and Folder cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F E.PITTMAN, General Passenger Agt. Reid Newfoundland Company. ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND

HAND CAST BULLETS
And hand loaded shells are almost invariably used by expert shooters.
They give more accurate results than factory loaded ammunition and
the saving in cost is considerable. Write to-day and send us the name
and caliber of your rifle or revolver.

IDEAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
264 MEADOW STREET NEW HAVEN, CONN.

TKLL8 HOW PAW YOU WALK

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER
Aeffulat«8 t« Stftp and Regristers Exact Die-

tanoes ; SImpla. AoMirate, BuraM*.

Indispensable to every lov"
er of outdoor sport and es-
pecially to those who love
WALKING. Instructive be
cau^ie of value in determining
distances: a necessary ad-
junct to compass and as use-
ful to SPORTSMEN. It fur-
nishes the true solution of

many a disputed question of

how far it is to or from vari-
ious points. Best of
all it is a wonder-
ful health promotor
because its interest-
ing notations afford
real incentive for
WALKING. Whe-
ther you walk for
health, business or
pleasure^anywhere,
everywhere. the
AMERICAN Pedo-
meter tells the whole
storj' of just how
far you have trav-
elled.
* FULLY
GUARANTEED

One Hundred Mile
Pedometer. $2.25

Sold by alPDealera or Direct

AMERICAN PEDOMETER COMPANY
902 Chapel St.. New Haven. Conn.

E. & A. GUNTHER CO. - Toronto. Canada
Agents for the Dominion of Canada

&ice25cts.jie[1iom

MMMD'SLlNIMENTCa
,

- —LIMITED
SKtssonsTo CCRICHARDSSClj

lQUTH.iLS-

Fishermen

Campers

Quick Relief

From the many
minor accidents
and bruises you
receive on your
vacation is afford-

ed by

Minard's
'

Liniment

Put a Bottle In
Your Outfit



Relation of Indians to Wild Life Conservation

Duncan Campbell Scott

(Deputy Superintendent General of Indian Affairs)

Address delivered before the Wild Life Conference, Ottawa

MR. Chairman and Gentlemen: It would
take a good deal of time to deal fully

jw'ith all branches of the subject which
you have allotted to me; therefore, I will only

ssry something of what the Department of

Indian Affairs is actually doing to conser\'e

wild life by endeavouring to induce the

Indians to obey the laws.

We should have a good deal of sympathy
for the Indian. He is the original fur hunter

of the countrj', and, when he was alone in that

industry, he had everything his own way.
When the fur traders came, everything was
changed, and, looking back over the old days,

and reading the records of that lime, one
cannot help wonderiig that any Indians now
remain to hunt or to be subject to restrictive

regulations, considering the stormy period

they went through in their first relations with

the while man. The Indians were then
debauched by liquor supplied lo Ihem by
Government employees, military oHiccrs and
fur traders, until the middle of the last

century— 1850 or thereabouts—when laws

were enacted, providing that no more liquor

should be given to Indians. Then a halcyon
period for llie Indian set in, when he could not

get whiskey in trade, and when Ihe fur trade

was in the hands of one or two great com-
panies. The fur-bearing animals were care-

fully conserved by the companies and by the

Indians themselves in their own interests.

Till' number of skins to be taken was limited,

and the trade was very carefully regulated.

'i"hese condilions prevailctl until the independ-

ent fur-trader made his appearance upon the

scene. Now the trade is so divided and
parcelled out between hunters, who are not

Indians, and many companies and individu-

als, who are engaged in buying furs,

that the Indian fmds it, year by year,

increasingly dilTicult to support himself

and make way midst competition and the

restrictive regulations which he is expected to

recognize and obey.

The Provincial Governments are attempt-

ing to deal with the fur trade by enacting

restrictive legislation, and the Department
of Indian AtTairs endeavours to induce the

Indians to obey the Provincial laws. That

is the fixed policy of the Department. As •

you are all well aware, we have what we call

Treaties with the Indians. These Treaties

are really cessions of land, surrenders of large

areas of Indian lands over which the Indians

had usufructuary title. It has been British

policy ever since the year 17(>3 to require a

surrender of these titles before the country

was thrown open for settlement. In most of

the Treaties, the question of hunting and

fishing was mentioned. I will read the

clause which is inserted in these Treaties:

—

"Her M.ajesly further agrees with her

said Indians' that they, the said Indians

shall liaxc right to pursue their avocations

of hunting and (ishing throughout the tract

surrendered as hereinbefore described, sub-

ject to such regulations as may from time

to tin)e be made by Her Government ot

Her Dominion of Canada, and saving and
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Trappers
We witfsencfuouy

AND

prices
shipyour

SAMPLF'f
0al]aitfsPaste^ ,^

^malBait ^ ^

This is an entirely new and much im-
proved form of.Animal bait—it is made
in a paste form and put up in tubes (like
toothpaste.)
While possessing all the excellent quali-

ties of the liquid bait it lasts longer and is
unexcelled for attracting all flesh eatina
animals, such as Mink, Fox, Wolf Lvnx
ikunk, etc.

It is easy to carrj-, economical and handv
to use, (simply squeeze out enough for
your set each time)—not affected by snow
or rain.

You can have a FREE sample for the
asking (enough for 2 or 3 sets).

' \Ve will also send you Hallam's Trappers' andSportsmen's Suppiv Catalogue, 48 pages (in Eno
li.sh and French) showing traps of all kinds, cuns
rifles, ammunition, fish nets, shoepacks etc., at vcrV i

moderate prices.
.oivnj

Hallam's Raw Fur News contains latest in-formation on Raw Fur prices and market conditionssent free on request.

WRITE TO-DAY SURE
Address in full as below

$AIT
""•'I

341 flailam B-uildLingr.TORONTO,
TKE tWRCEST IN OUW CINE IN CANADA

Hallam's Fur Fashion Book Hi'iQ
hdilion Illustrating .-500 beautiful
fur garments in latest styles free
on request.

Have shown the greatest improvements of any collar!, ouered to the trade sinct l^/H The" slit
over the re-inforced button-hole, prevents the button pressing on the neck, and allow-, freedom
in adjusting tie. The Flexible Tabs prevent breaking at the front fold. Worn by -portsmen,
automobile owners, merchants, mechanics, railway employees, and in fact.by everyhodv Sold
by the best dealers in every city. MADE IN CANADA, by

THE PARSONS & PARSONS CANADIAN CO. - • - HilMILTON. CANADA
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excepting such tracts as may from time to

time be required or taken up for settle-

ment, mining, lumbering or other pur-

poses, by Her said Government of the

Dominion ol Canada, or by any of the

subjects thereof duly authorized therefore

by the said Government."
While allowing the Indians this privilege,

these Treaties, for the most part, contained

the general provision that the Indians shall

be loyal subjects of His Majesty and obey the

laws passed from time to time by His Maj-
esty's Government.
The Indian Act contains no specific legisla-

tion on the subject of hunting and fishing,

but contains the following clause, which

controls the application to Indians of Pro-

vincial laws in Manitoba, Saskatchewan.

Alberta and the Northwest Territories:

—

'The Superintendent General may, trom
time to time, by public notice, declare that,

on and after a day therein named, the laws

respecting game in force in the province of

Manitoba, Saskatchewan or Alberta, or

the Territories, or respecting such game as

is specified in such notice, shall apply to

Indians within the said province or Terri-

tories, as the case may be, or to Indians

in such parts thereof as to him seems

expedient."

From time to time, by proclamation we
have brought Indians under the provisions

of the Provincial Game laws, and, through

correspondence with our agents, and, through

the exercise of all the influence we can bring

to bear on the Indians themselves, we are

endeavouring to get them consistently to

obey these laws.

We have not had much trouble with the

Provincial Governments on the question of

Indian hunting. Of course, we sometimes

get exaggerated reports that the Indians are

killing all the moose in certain districts, but,

when we investigate them, we usually find

that there is little foundation lor the reports.

On the whole, it may be said that the In"

dian obeys the hunting and fishing regulations

equally as well as the white man. The Indian

who has to maintain himself on his hunting

grounds by killing animals for food is entitled

to a measure of spnpalhy, and we have found

that the Provincial governments are willing

to recognize his exceptional position in this

regard. The Indians who are difficult to

deal with are those who are remote from

civilization, living in aboriginal conditions and

not open to the influences of civilization, but

this class is fast disappearing.

I repeat, Mr. Chairman, that, so far as the

Department of Indian Alfairs is concerned,

our fixed policy is to endeavour to induce the

Indians to obey the laws passed by the

Provincial authorities tor the conservation

of wild life and the preservation of game,

and to endeavour also to mitigate the laws

to meet any special conditions that surround

the present mode of life of the natives.

Migratory Bird Law Prosecutions

THE following is a list of cases that have

been brought to court by olTicers of the

Dominion Parks Branch of the Depart-

ment of the Interior. It is intended to

publish thedclails of all prosecutions instiUiled

by llic Department for violations of this

Act As many similar cases may be

brought to court, by private individuals,

bird protection societies and others, it is

requested that any person knowing ol

such prosecutions, will report Itiein to the

Doininion Parks Branch for record purposes.

ST. JOHN, NEW BRUNSWICK.
Before His Honour, .J. G. Hichie, Police

Magistrate and County Court .liidge: —
A company was charged with having in its

possession, contrary to law, gull parts, namely

47 portions of breasts of Herring and Great

Black Backed Gulls. These wore to be used

for millinery purposes. They had been sold

to the company by an Indian trom the Stale

of Maine who probably acted as agfent for the

Indian plumage hunters in his vicinity.

The company entered a plea of guilty, and

a line ol ten dollars (.SID.OO) was imposed.

DIGBV, NOVA SCOTIA.

Before Magistrate Taylor:

-

The defendant was charged with buying,

selling and having in her possession, the wings

and breasts of several species of gulls. There

were twenty-nine portions in all. The
defendant pleaded guilty, and a fine of ten

dollars and costs, amounting in all, to thirteen

dollars and twenty-three cents {S\^.23) was

imposed.

The bird plumage was shipped to Nova
Scotia from the State of Maine, and the

defendant was the agent for a resident of

New York Stale. The plumage was being

. sold to tourists for millinery purposes. The
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Gillette
Safety Razor

A Shaving Service for Everyman—Everywhere

Take a Gillette Kit Set (No. 20)

With You—
There is much comfort in small space in the Gillette

Kit Set No. 20. Do not deny yourself the certain

luxury of a Gillette shave, when you can stow away
the necessary equipment in so small a space.

Whether you go away for two or three days' hunting or as

many weeks, you will appreciate the daily five minutes with

the keenest of keen edges.

$5.00 is the price and to-day's the day to buy.

MADE IN -^r- CANADA

Gillett-e>
KNOWN THE WORLD OVER

The Gillette Safety Razor Co. of Canada, Limited

Montreal, Canada
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United States authorities are co-operating

by investigating alleged offences, against the

United States Migratory Bird Treaty Act,

arising out of this case.

SUMMERSIDE P.E.I.

Before Magistrate J. E. Wyatt, K.C.:

—

The defendant, was charged with buying,

selling, and ha\'ing Brant in her possession

during the closed season. The birds were

purchased from St. Elinor's, P.E.I. Some
were served on the hotel table during June

and others were shipped by express.

The defendant entered a plea of guilty, and
was fined ten dollars and costs.

ST ELINOR'S. P.E.I.

This defendant sold the brant mentioned
in the above case to Summerside defendant.

As the sale was made during .June, which
is the close season, action was taken against

him; he pleaded guilty and was fined ten

dollars and costs. The magistrate, who
heard this case, was J. E. Wyatt, K.C.

Conservation of Wild Life

THAT Canada, which once was nothing

but a vast happy hunting ground for

the Indian and teeming with game and

fur-bearing animals, has now become a country

where stringent restrictions are often necessary

to preserve the wild life from actual extinction,

is a fact of which the seriousness is not gener-

ally appreciated. The condition is casually

dismissed as being due to the spread of settle-

ment and (ivilization and as therefore in-

evitable, even if regrettable from certain

aspects.

It is not necessary, however, that our wild

life be exterminated and there are many
reasons that precautions should be taken to

prevent this. Let us remember that, in this

respect, we are trustees for posterity in a very

special sense, since the injury we may do will

be irreparable. We ought also to recognize

that our wild life constitutes a natural re-

source of great present and future value.

Game is still a necessity for food purposes

in certain frontier districts and for thousands

of Indians. The fur-bearing animals con-

stitute a resource which, in the last fiscal year

before the outbreak of the war, provided

exports valued at §5,509,476, while even in

1916 the exports amounted to $1,778,337.

In addition to the furs exported, large quan-

tities are used in Canada and the severity

of our winters makes it certain that tills home
demand will be permanent. Further, it will

naturally increase with the growth of our

population.

Mankind has other needs also than food to

eat and clothes to wear. People need re-

creation. There is no healthier form of

recreation than that which is carried on with

rod or gun or camera along ll)C streams, in the

woods, across the plains or among the mighty
mountain ranges. The attraction of game,

big and Uttle, is one of the most powerful lures

that leads men into these healthful surround-

ings. Canada is famous as a sportsman's

paradise. She must not lose that pre-

eminence. Her splendid stretches of un-

spoiled nature, still within easy reach of her

largest cities, are perhaps the greatest ad-

vantage she possesses over older lands.

The biggest difficulty in the way of wild

life conservation is wholesale indiscriminate

killing for commercial purposes or even, in

soipe cases, from pure wanton lust of slaughter.

Much complaint has been made that certain

tribes of Indians are the greatest sinners in

this respect, but white men are not free from

blame. If this ignorant waste is stopped in

time by well-enforced close seasons, the wild

life can be preserved and there will still be

enough for legitimate taking. New Bruns-

wick is an example of a province where this

has been done and where the number and

value of the game has actually greatly in-

creased in recent years. But in the North-

west the big-horn sheep and the wapiti and

some other animals are as much in danger of

extermination as the buffalo and beaver. It

has, therefore, been found necessary to pro-

hibit altogether, for an indelinile period, the

killing of ccitaia species.

One of the most effective methods of pre-

serving at least a nucleus of the game and

other wild creatures is to provide sanctuaries

within which they shall never be molested.

This has already been done in the Rocky
Mountains, Watcrtoa Lakes and Jasper parks

and the inrroase of wild life has been as-

tonishing.

—

Conservation, Ottawa.
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TRAPPERS
The 1919 Edition of

HALLAM'S Trappers and
Sportsman' s Supply

Catalogue
is just out—48 pages illustrated, larger and better

than ever—showing traps, animal bait, rifles, shells,

cartridges, nets, headlights and 1001 other articles

of interest to the trapper and sportsman—

WRITE FOR YOUR COPY TO-DAY

IT'S FREE

Soak some in water
this is a test to apply to

Hallam's Paste and Scents
squeeze out a small quantity into

water, allow it to remain a couple

of days and it will still retain its

alluring oder.—
No Liquid Bait can stand this test.

This test shows exclusively that

Hallam's Paste Baits and Scent are

not affected by rain or snow

—

They are unsurpassed for drawing
animals to your traps-

Si.00 a tube or 6 tubes for S5.00
postpaid by us

—

Hallam's' Liquid Bait if desired,

same price

—

TRAPS
for all animals from a house rat to a

grizzly bear

—

We carpy' in stock the largest

assortment of animal traps in Can-
ada

—

BLACK SHELLS
are carried in stock both in game and
trap loads—also metallic ammunition
in all standard calibers

—

RIFLES
The hunting season is near-order

your rifle and ammunition ai once

—

there is a shortage and some will be
disappointed.

Address in full as below

(JoWpalkm 955 Hallam Building, TORONTO



Fireside Reveries
Robert Page Lincoln

I. —THE SUMMER NOON.

High noon. ... no murmur. . . . quietude!

All Nature hushed—-e'en in the thicket,

Silenced the piping of the sleepy cricket.

From mid-day's tomb dry gusts drop down to brood

Upon the turf—and still more hotly nude,

The great sun basks deep in the heaven's blue.

And faint at first yet gathering life anew,

A choir in the grass essays an interlude. , . .

The moments wear away. Again that stillness falls,

And then to break my dreams so lightly come,

A heat-crazed gad-fly circles o'er my head.

Then whirrs away with a decreasing hum. . »

As the long hour wanes the shadows lie as dead,-^

Only one bird within the woodland calls.

n.—IN THE ORCHARD.

Prone on the shadowed sod I now have lain.

Full a long hour and no sound

Has risen from the still and voiceless ground

—

Still are the trees, the grasses, and the plain.

Barely a breeie has life. All things disdain,

To waken and to stir—and yet around

My passive form small whispering sprites abound;

Faintly the cricket chirrs his musing strain. . . .

Through leafy covert bathed in the sun's flood,

Where red-ripe fruit be-gem the bended limbs,

I mark a hawk's swift flight across the skies:

Then as he veers away my vision dims

—

I softly close my half reluctant eyes. . . .

Seeming to hear an apple's falling thud.
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Which
are you

going to have

$45 or $82-''

TF you have $100 in the Savings
* Bank it will pay you 3 per cent,

interest, or in fifteen years, $45.00.

TF you take that money out of the
' Savings Bank and invest it in

Victory Bonds, Canada will pay you

53^ per cent, interest on it, or in the

same time, $82.50

BUY

Victory Bonds
and get more interest

Issued by Canada's Victory Loan Committee in co-operation
with the Minister o( Finance of the Dominion of Canada

SEE OFFICIAL PROSPECTUS ON ANOTHER PAGE



A RELOADER
"Chipmunk"

September, 1918, Rod and Gun contained

my kink about an auxiliary barrel for a

shotgun. The following is a complete

reloading outfit for same. Anyone who
wishes to find out any more about the chamber
or reloading tools etc., can write me.

For cutting wads a piece of 3-8 inch gas

pipe will do. It should be provided with a

cap for hammering and should be plugged up

WADCUTTER tor 32-^0 OR 3Z-SS

leaving about 1 inch space so that wads won't

go up too far. The edge should be ground to

a cutting eilge. For wads I use old felt hat.

About three wads should be used above

powder and two above shot.

The powder load should never be tlie full

load of the cartridge. I'or a 32-40 I use from

l.'j-25 grains of black, or Sohultzc smokeless.

For a 38-.'').'') I use from 20-35 grains. 25

grains in 32-40, and .35 in 38-55 will give a

load that will surprise you, as to power.

l'"or powder measures I have several old

shells which I have calibrated to hold 15 to

35 grains of powder, five grains at a lime i.e.

15-20-25 etc.

As to shot, I never weigh it out; I put in

just enough, so that when I put the two wads

over it. it will be l)Oul ).( itich from lop cif

shell, which helps to keep load from falling

out. For a shot measure I also use an old

shell (32 long R. F. about enough for average

load.)

For a de-capper I use the following piece

of brass turned down to fit inside of shelU

tightly. It is composed of two parts, which

screw together, drawn separately to prevent

confusion.

With this tool if the pin, which is a common
steel nail, or better still a harder piece of

steel, gets bent or blunt, jt easily can be

renewed, just unscrew end and insert new

/\UXILIARY CHAMBER WITH SHEIL
INSFRTED, ORDINARY DECAPPER.

pin. Also if pin is taken out it is used as a

rammer to ram down the wads, and also to

shove out tight fired shells.

I'"or'a'rc-cappcr I use an ordinary 12 (t)r 16)

gauge re- appcr, ' with which everybody is

familiar (price is 10c). I insert the auxiliary

rhanibcr in it, and then put the shell in it

and insert primer and then use rccappcr as

I would£f()r a 12 gauge shell.

SHOULD 8E ABOUT 1" LONGER THAN AUXILIARY CHAMBEI^ ']mm
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200 ONLY

GILL NETS
33 ft. Long

Complete with Floats and Sinkers,

4}^ inch mesh, 2834 cord, each

$2.50 delivered

The D. PIKE CO, Limited

TORONTO

HOTEL ST. JAMES
Times Square, New York City
Just off Broadway at 109-113 \V. 45th St.

Blocks from Grand Central Station.
Conducted by a Canadian.

Much favored
by women trav-

.« elliiig without
^"^ escort.

40 Theatres, all

principal shops
and churches,
3 to 5 minutes*
walk.

2 m i n u t e • of
all subways, 't,'

roads, surface
cars, bus lines.

All Outaide
Room*

Hot and Cold
Running Water
in every room.
. from $1.50 up

from p2.^ up
With ad^oininpbath
With pnvnte bath . , .

Sitting room, bedroom, bjilh, from $5 up
W. Johnson Quisn. Mgr.
Formerly of Hotel Webster

"A Kermatb
Always Runs

"America's Standard
Four Cycle Engine"
The Man Who Chooses a Kermath
Engine Selects the Motor Used by
More Than Sixty Per Cent of the

World's Boat Builders.

There is a moral here worth consider-
ing by any man who is thinking of buying
a marine engine.

The fact that the Kermath Engine
is standard equipment with more than
sixty percent of the boat builders of all

the world is a significant commentary
on its real value, on its ser\-ice.

When you come right down to facts. Ser\'icc is what you
want from a Marine Engine—steady, dependable service
that takes the clement of chanoc out of a day's work or
pleasure boating.

Whether for work boats or pleasure—there is a Kermath
lliat will exactly fit your need 10-12; 16-18; and 20-25
Ilorsc-powcr—all 4 cylinders.

Use only about half the fuet usuallu required.

Positive starting equipment; Perfect throttling—insur-
ing definite control.

No vibration-—no undue wear on the engine—insures
long life and freedom from repair bills

These may be little things in themselves—but they all

add to the siim total or value and increase the satisfaction
you get from your engine.

The boat builder or dealer who features the Kermath is

a man worth knowing. You'll find him an expert in his
line and you'll find he has an expert's knowledge of Marine
.Motors, and their relalire value.

Prices S380 to S.iSO—varying according to equipment.

Write for our very interesting circular. It gives Marine
Engine farts that :ire worth knowing.

i>£Tmo3<r

OS<K>

Heddon
Carter-Built Reels

Jim Heddon 2-Piece Rods
Baby Crab and Other Minnows

'AsH the Fish!"
Jas. Heddon's Sons

Dowagiac, Mich.
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Enlist Now
THERE are thousands ol fine young men in this Dominion of ours who feel as though

they will never cease regretting their inability to have been "Over There."

There is another fight on right now "Over Here" and it is just as earnest and just

as fierce a conflict as the one waged in Flanders' Fields.

Victory Loan 1919 is marching through our land and we either have to conquer

it with our dollars or it will surely overwhelm us with its strength, leaving in its trail

wounded soldiers who can never be restored to health for lack of funds, and great fin-

ancial embarrassment from which it will take the country years to recuperate.

Young men who wanted to be "Over There" show your zeal and your earnestness

by flinging yourself into this fight "Over Here" with all your might and main. Win
out for Victory Loan 1919!

Irish Rifle Association

J. W. Smith

WITH the exception of a few matches

scheduled for October, the outdoor

season of the Irish Rifle Association was
concluded with the last Saturday's shoot in

September. The usual competition extending

throughout the summer months was run

by the Association, and proved to be a con-

siderable factor in attracting new members,

and keeping up the attendance to a record

mark. Each competitor's ten best scores of

the available sixteen Saturdays during the

four months were taken to decide the winners

of the competition, and valuable prizes were

donated by Toronto business firms and citi-

zens who realize the importance of training

civilians to shoot.

This year's winner, S. Dean, has shown
remarkable proficiency in marksmanship,

twice making the fine score of 103 points, and

scoring a century or over six times. He
lakes the Lowndes Co. prize of a suit of clothes

valued at sixty dollars. The second place,

which carries with it the Controller Maguire

donation, was won by \V. A. Hawkins, the

well-known rifleman, who has shot consistently

well throughout the season, with six scores of

100 points or over, and a high score of 102

points on September 20lh. He was very

closely pressed by G. W. Bull, whose ten

scores included seven centuries, best of

which was 102 on July 26th. Mr. Hull

captures the B. 'W. Essery prize of a gold

watch. Lieut.-Col. C. A. Elliott, of Bislcy

fame, secured the fourth place, winning the

Manning Cold Storage donation. R. Ed-

mond hails from Australia, and did reniarka-

ably well to work up to fifth place after

making a late entry iiilo llic (onipi'lili'in.

and having only two scores to throw out.

Mr. Edmond gets the gold watch presented

by Lieut. Col. Elliott. The prize donated

by Capt. J. Phillips goes to R. W. Campbell

whose steady scoring during the season put

him in the sixth place.

Scores were as follows: the possible being

1050 points, ranges 200, 500 and 600 yards,

with one sighting shot at each range.

1. S. Dean 1005

2. W.A.Hawkins 999

3. G.W.Bull 998

4. Lt.-Col. Elliott 988

5. R. Edmond 982

6. R.W.Campbell '. 981

7. J.W.Smith 979

8. R. Clarke 979

9. J. Lonsdale..^...' 979

10. W. Reid ~. 976

11. A.Emo 976

12. T.W. Younger 976

13. A.R.Humphreys 974

14. R. Oldfield 971

15. R. Storrar 970

16. G.Lambton 962

It is only fair to mention that many of the

As.soriation's best marksmen arc not included

in the above scores, having failed to register

the necessary ten scores. For instance

W. L. Dymond put in eight scores,

totalling 807 points, with seven centuries. The
highest score of the season was made by

G. G. Brooks on Sept. 20th when he dropped

one point at 200 yards, made the possible

at 500 and 600 yards, with a total of 104

points. Tliere are also .several other first-

class riflemen, who are members of the Asso-

ciation and shoot with them fairly regularly.
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A HOCKEY

P

knows Good
SKATES

You can rely on a Hockey player's judgment.
Watch him with his STARR skates swing off

down the ice.

See him swoop down on the puck, stop with a

i'erk—he's ofT with it. running down on his toes

—

le swerves, he dips, he /lashes in front of the goal.

Zip!—he's scored. STARR skates deser%'e part
of the credit.

He has perfect confidence in ST.\RR SK.\TES; he
chose them because they are exceptionally light, made
of finely tempered and tested steel and need very little

sharpening.
He knows that no matter to what strain he puts

them, STARR skates wont break.
His ST-\RR hockey skates are extra strong because

of the STARR secret process of tempering and quality
of steel used in the runners, which consequently hold
their cutting edge longer.

It does not matter whether it's natural
or artificial ice, STAf^R SKATES are best.

YER

Best for hockey—Best for fun.

Ask tjour dealer lo show you STAHR
SKATES.J

Write to-day for our 1919 Illustrated
Catalogue.

STARR MFG. CO. ^^^m. ed

DART.MOL'TH. NOVA SCOTIA
Toronto Branch: 122 Wellineton St. West

Alt STARR SKATES
are uncondilionatly

guaranteed — ij they
break, take them back

and gel a new pair

free.
\
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Although shooting was not up to the usual

mark during the early part of the season, a

great improvement was shown at the closing

shoots. Many new shots have shown the

benefit of their training with the I.R.A.

High scoring was the feature of the annual

closed shoot on Sept. 20th, and there was a

long list of centuries on the following Satur-

day, Sept. 27th. The scores on these two

days were:

Sept. 20th, Aggregate Match, 200, 500 and
600 yards.

200 WO 600 Total

G.Brooks, 34 35 35 104

R.Williams 34 34 35 103

W. L. Dj-mond... 33 34 35 102

W.A.Hawkins 35 34 33- 102

W. Oldfield 32 35 34 101

S. Dean 33 34 34 101

A...Emo 33 35 33 101

R.Clarke 33

R.Edmond 33

W.Reid 34

J. W. Smith 31

A. R. Humphrey's 33

J.Sharp 33
R.W.Campbell 33

R. Oldfield 34

Sept. 27th.

A. R. Humphreys 35

R.W.Murray 34

R.Hutchinson 33

W.Reid . 35

R.Edmond 35

W. J. Graham 31

'R. Storrar 33

W.N.Lonsdale 32

W. L. DjTiiond 32'

J. E. Kennedy 33

G.W.Bull. ,"

33

35
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NEW .280 Copper Tube Ross Cartridges. .256 Newton Cartridges

GOODS We expect during the next few weeks, SAVAGE RIFLES, al! calibres.

IN
STOCK

NOW IN STOCK—REMINGTON RIFLES, Model 12A. .22 calibre.
Remincton Riflei, Model 14a, 30 Calibre Remington Ridei. Model 10a

Remington Pump Guns, 12 Gauge

For Your Fall Shooting Provide Yourself With Pike Equipment

THE RELIABLE SPORTING GOODS SHOP

Get ready for your Hunting and Fall^Shoots. Don't wait until
you need your supplies—Order Now.

••-DPIKEGS
128 KiHO St. B.«

TO»OirTO.

FISHING TACKLE, SPORTING GOODS AND BOAT HARDWARE
-<v*.

HOTEL

VAN RENSSELAER'
Eleventh Street, by Fifth Avenue

NEW YOKK
KNOTT MANAGEMENT

Situated in the coolest and quietest part of New
York. Directly in the Washington Square Section.

Near the terminus of the popular Fifth Ave. busses.

The town residence of prominent business and pro-
fessional men and their families.

MINIMUM KATES BY THE DAY:
Single Room (I pe^n) - , J4.00 wi.h meal,

n ., D ,„ , '
' $2.00 wrihout meals

Double Room (2 persons) - - J7.00 w,.h meals

J3. 50 wiihoul meals

Special weekly rales for families.

An inieresling illustrated booklet sent free.

JOHN HARRIS
Manager

Dent's Condition Pills
A marvelous Ionic for doRs that are all out of sorts, run down, thin and unthrifty
with harsh slarinH f'<>al. ntateratcd eyes and high coloced urine. There is nothinR to
equal Ihcm for distcriipcr. mange, er/^ma and debilitating diseases. You will notice
the difference after a few doses. At druggists or hv mail, fifty cents. The Dent
Medicine Company. Toronto. Canada and Newburt^h. N.Y. A practical treatise
on dogs and there training. 160pp. fully illustrated mailed for lOc to all customers.
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game, placing them among the decoys with a

forked stick under the head of each,—for a

real duck is always the best decoy.

"Look yonder! they're coming!"

And tumbhng into the pit we had barely

time to fill our magazines before they were
within range, and coming straight to the

decoys, fully a hundred of them and every

one a mallard; our 'pumps" began to speak and
this time eight cartridges accounted for

nine birds,—my second shot bringing down
two unfortunates that happened to be simul-

taneously in line with the sights on my gun.

"Down," said Dick, "there's one coming
straight at uf, he's going over, watch me drop

him in your hands."

The trigger was pressed at the opportune

moment and down tumbled Mr. Greenhead.

"Good judgment," said I.

"Nicely caught," said Dick, and taking the

bird from my hands remarked, "Such a

beauty, he weighs 5 pounds if he weighs

an ounce."

Then we decided to gather up our birds,

since at least a couple of them were far too

lively. After this, for ten minutes there

was not a duck in sight, and while scanning

the horizon for any sort of winged movement
we obsers'ed, two miles to the south-east, a

flock of geese; soon we heard their "honk!"

"honk!" and seeing our decoys they came
straight toward us; when within 200 yards

they veered off slightly to the south and
passed us at 75 or 80 yards, "bang, bang,

bang," and one big fellow came to earth;

it was a long shot and had they been twenty-

five yards nearer, at least three or four more
would have been spared the long southward
flight a few weeks later.

Then came a quiet half-hour,—four fellows

with black oven-oat.s, that might be seen for

miles by even a half-blind duck, located

between us and the lake;lhey shot at every-

thing within 150 yards getting

nothing but succeeded in frightening hundreds
of birds that consequently refused to respond

to decoys and calls. One Hock came within

doubtful range and we each wasted three or

four shells trying to reach Iheni. At four

o'clock however, our blaclai'oatcd sports (?)

.

left, us for Yorklon, in response to the per-

sislenl horn tooting of their chaulTeur.

For the next hour tlicre was not a dull

moment; some limes they came in pairs, but
more frequently si.x or eight were lured by our
decoys lo the fatal spot. Our cleanest shoot-

ing however, was, after the wind had risen

lo almost a gale, when seven came In upon
us. nyj;ig low and against the wind; we opened

fire at about 40 yards and not aiiird escaped.

Just at this moment we heard a "quack,"
"quack," and looking around, discovered

that one of the ducks that I had dropped
near the pit, had recovered sufficiently to

attempt a "get away." Automatically my
gun went up, and five shots rang out in quick

succession, but nothing could stop the determ-

ination of that bird to go South.

"What's the matter," said Dick.

"Blank cartridges," said I, but he con-

tinued to rubjt in by remarking that he

really expected the bird to succumb any
moment from "shell shock."

It was already dusk as we filled in our pit;

Dick brought the car while I took up the

decoys and collected the game, in all thirty-

nine mallards and one goose. After every-

thing was loaded we sat down in the shelter of

the car and while eatmg our lunch accounted

for most of the misses of the afternoon and
even modesty did not prevent frequent boast-

ing of long and difficult shots. As we speeded

homeward the purring of our engine seemed
to spell o\it one word "satisfaction," and
truly it was a great afternoon, but only one
of many that we enjoyed while the stubble

shooting lasted in the fall of 1919.

A. B. SHUBERT, LTD. are pleased to

announce the opening of their Winnipeg Fur
House at 321 Donald Street, Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Canada. "SHUBERT" requires
no introduction to the CANADIAN FUR
SHIPPER, having been in the field for over
thirty-six ydars. This connection in CANA-
DA is for the sole purpose of a more mutual
relationship betwen the "CANADIAN FUR
SHIPPER" and "SHUBERT" and CANA-
DIAN FUR SHIPPERS are kindly requested
to address all inquiries or communications
to A. B. SHUBERT, LTD.—324 Donald
Street, Winnipeg, Canada.

ROD AND CREEL IN BRITISH COLUMBIA
Willi the. above title, Mr. A. Bryan Wil-

liams Ex Provincial Game Warden of Bri-

tish Columbia has written the most instruct-

ive book dealing with the activities of rod and

creel in any one Ptoviuco in Canada. Beau-

tifully illustrated and priutcci.tlie publishers,

the Progress Pul)Iisliiuf,' ('.onipany. Limited,

of VaiU'ouver, have spared uo elTorl in making
the book not only useful but interesting to

the lislicrman and the lover of the out-of-

doors.

None of the details of the .\rl ininiortalized

by Walton are neglected by the author, who
in his official position has travelled the

Province from North to South and from East
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IF YOU
like thousands of other men, wear,

for comfort or appearance sake, a

TOUPEE, you owe it to yourself

and your friends to wear one scien-

tifically made. It should fit perfect-

ly, and blend naturally with the

hair you still have left. Above all,

it should be becoming, and in ever^'

respect suited to your type and

expression. The Pember Toupee will

fill these requirements. Write:

W.T. PEMBER
129 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

Marbles JOINTED
RIFLE ROD

The clean gun is the sure gun—the gun that
lasts for years.

Marble's Jointed Rifle Rod made of brass with
slcel joints—can't wobble, bend ot break. Strong-
er than a one-piece rod. Swivel in end section
prevents joints unscrewing—gives whirling move-
ment that cleans thorou^hK*. Complete with
cloth bag, SI. 10. State calibre.

Solid Rods in brass and steel 85 cents.

MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO.
581 Delta Ave.. Gladstone. Mich.

J

OPERATIONS
UNNECESSARY
HEPATOLA removes Call .Stones, cor-
rects Appendicitis in 24 hours without pain.
Hegislered under Pure Food and Drue Act.
.«;6.00

SOLE MANUFACTURER

Mrs. Geo. S. Almas
230 4th Ave. S. Saskatoon. Sask.

Box 1073

The B.S.A.

MARTINI

RIFLE
No. 12 Model 22 Bore

Super Accurate Target
Pattern. Take-Down

Fitted with No. 8 Peep Back-
sight and No. 19 Combination
Foresight. Has a world-wide
reputation among short range
match riflemen. Available from
Montreal stock.
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to West, fishing in all of the famous streams

and lakes for which the coast is noted. He
not only describes all species of the finny

tribe but also tells where they are to be fourld

and the approved method of angling for thena.

The value of the book to the amateur
fisherman is summed up in the closing chapter

of the Introduction which reads:

"If you do not know where to go, or how-

to fish or what rods and tackle to get, this

book will give you an indication; but remem-"

her that from a book alone you can only learn

the general rules. When it comes to the

actual fishing itself, 'Your hands alone the

work can do.' It is only practice combined
with perserverance that will enable you to

return home with a well-filled creel."

ROD AND CREEL IN BRITISH COLUM-
BIA should be in the hands of everj' angler

in Canada or the United States who wishes to

keep infofmed of the latest activities of the

Canadian angling world.

Canada's Job a Sinecure in Comparison With
That of France

IT
was a brighti sunny afternoon, the little

railway station in St. Pol in the Pas De
Calais, France, was crowded with a merry

crowd of Imperial .and Canadian soldiers

going on leave to Paris. Here and there a

blue uniformed poilu could be seen lowering

his pack on to the benches in front of the

station. The presence of a lone war plane

buzzing in the cloudless sky was the oxily

sign of war. although the grim monster was
raising its sinister head but a few score

kilometres distant. Everyone was happy

—

in a few moments the squth bound train

would disgorge its passengers and those

waiting at the station would climb aboard

bound for Amiens and Paris.

A train rattled into the station, the

crowd cheered; but suddenly as the passengers

began to crowd out of the coaches the voices

were hushed. Ambulance men were leading

out ill clad civilians with their faces swathed
in' bandages—mostly old men and women
with a sprinkling of liny childien—but all

bound in bandages of nondescript sorts. A
whisper ran through the hushed throng.

"It's the first evacuation of the mustard gas

cases from Armentieres." Xgain the Hun
had gotten in his dirty work. He had rained

mustard gas shells on to the ruins oflf the fine

city of Armentieres until everything was
soaked with it. It was a new gas at that time,

in 1917, and the medical men did not know

how to deal with it. The Amiens Express

pulled into the station and the sorrow stricken

gas-blinded civilians were loaded into the

coaches, the subdued soldiers followed and the

train started on its journey of mercy.

That was in 1917, long before the Angel of

Peace was sighted but now the survivors of

the war go back to their own city of Armen-
tieres. They are maimed and crippled but

still have faith in their country and its ideals.

They have visions of a new city rising in the

ruins of the old; they see the new I-Yance

washed in the blood of Sacrifice uniting to-

gether to aid each of the war stricken cities

and towns and the citizens have fond hopes

of a speedy realization of their dreams. And
Armentieres is only one of hundreds.

Surely if a nation, that has suflercd as

France has suffered, can carry on with a

united effort, then Canada which has been

spared the horrors of usage as a battlefield

can at least do likewise. A little unity at

the present time on the part of all loyal

citizens will soon see us on the grand highway

of success. The country needs financial aid

at the present lime and who is there that

will not put his best effort forward at this hour

of need. 'The best assistance can be rendered

at th^ present lime by supporting the 1919

Victory Loan. The success of the country

depends upon the success of llie Loan.
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[VEREADY]

QAYLDJ
Here is the Light
for Sportsmen

Fastens to cap, leaving both hands free. Can be switched

on or off instantly. Gives a powerful, penetrating light which
wind and rain will not extinguish. Guaranteed to give the

usual splendid EVEREADY service. Handsomely finished

and strongly made.

Price witli 5 cell battery - $7.25
Price with 3 cell battery - $6.40

ORDER ONE TODAY
fiVEREADY,

[OAYLP) SPIELMAN AGENCIES REG'D
45 St. Alexander St.

MONTREAL
Fifty other models

from $1.00 to $10.00
Send for catalog

Preserve Your Outing
In an Oil
Painting

W^^



Condition Your Hunting Dogs

See they are in shape before season opens; Special attention should
be paid to the feet; Food also calls for particular care.

See they are in shape before season opens;

Special attention should be paid to the feet;

Food also calls for particular care.

Care should be given the hunting dog, and
thpse who shoot over dogs will benefit by
reading what follows on the subject:

Perhaps he has not been hunted before this

season; it may be that he is just off the chain,

and not in what one would pronounce field

trail condition. His muscles are flabby, his

flesh is soft and long continued work will not

tire him for the day, but will be quite apt to

incapacitate him for the nei(^ day.

Unless old and steady his spirits will be

exuberant, as well as those of his master, and

on this account he will be deserving of quite

as much forbearance and patience on his

master's part as his master will require of his

own conscience.

A short preparatory' run where there is no

game will often tone down a dog under such

conditions and fit him for work.

If one be away from home on a hunting

expedition, the first care should be to see

that the dog has proper quarters for the night;

and the care of him should not be delegated

to the hotel ser\'ant, but the moster should by
personal inspection assure himself of the

comfort and prop(-r feeding of his dog.

l"or hunting a dog should be fed very

sparingly in the morning. Give hinv a bile

or two of your luncli at noon, and let the full

meal be given at niglil after the day's work is

finished, A dog will not hunt well on a full

stomach, nor will his food digest while he is

working In the field.

If you have a brace of dogs work them

alternately; let one do the hunting while the

other is resting at heel. Do not permit a dog
to lie in water for any length of time while

afield; though an occasional plunge will do

no harm.

The first care upon returning at night

should be to examine your dog to see if any

harm has befallen him. A slight hand rub-

bing all over will discover if he has met with

any accident from thorns or briers; if any of

these are found they cannot be removed too

quickly.

Special attention should be given to the

feet. If these are inflamed and have the

appearance of being made tender by his work,

they should be bathed in beef brine, which

can be procured from any butcher. If the

skin be much worn, or the foot wounded,

vaseline should be applied; and if very badly

off, the dog should be laid up until in con-

dition again.

Here, as elsewhere, an ounce of prevention

is worth a pound of cure. Slight attention

paid to these matters will insure a dog's good

condition while neglect will often cost dear.

So much for the physical well-being of our

faithful companions. It might be added thai

Iheir cITiciency and good performance will

be increased if they have a good example in

(heir masters. N'olhing is more conducive lo

a dog's unsteadiness and fiightiness than in-

attention and careless hunting of the human
being who is handling him.

No man who cannot control himself should

attempt lo control a dog.
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COOEY RIFLES
22 CAL. CANUCK MODEL

The "ACE" of 22 Calibre Rifles

MADE IN CANADA BY the
H. W. COOEY MACHINE & ARMS CO., TORONTO, CAN.

nmrrni;
The name SUHHERFIELD
assures you of
A SQUARE DEAL
47 years of square dealing has
earned us the confidence of

trappers all over America, Canada
and Alaska.

WE CHARGE NO COMMISSION
If fair, honest rradmsr, prompt returns,
and top market price are what you want,
then you will make no mistake in shippiDS
to the old reliable house of Summerfield.

Write now for our reliable prices, supply
catalog and shipping ta^s.

Simon SummerfiGld frCo.
lftj:n:mFvmjiu!Mim

ST. LOUIS. Ha

TRAPPING PROOF
Here it is:

"ITiose decoys are "Jake" and I am more than
satisfied with the results. Anyone who understands
animals or trapping can see directly they buy the
formulae, they've got to make good; they're com-
pounded perfectly." (Name on request.)

That s what they all say and what you'll say after
you try them.

Never Fail Decoys '^

are nature's own lures for fur-bearing animals. They
arc the result of Indian and white trapper's experience
and research, and as such have been used exclusively
by Ihem. The set of formulae covers all animals;
absolutely guaranteed to increase your catch when
instructions are followed: and cost but $2. Why
hesitate?

If you want to increase your catch write your name
plainly on this ad., place it with a $2 bil! in an envelope
and address

Robt. G. Hodgson Raglan, Ontario

TRAPPERS
"Sure death" capsules will kill foxes, mink, skunks.

etc.. almost instantly. Write for full information. E. T
Sherman, Dept. 15.

Whitman, Mass.

WE WANT ALL KINDS OF FURS

FOX,BEAR,BEAVER,LYNX,

^ MUSKRAT,
MARTEN.MINK,El'

'WEIL PAYS THE MOST

REMITS QUICKEST. PAYS CASH. Holds ship-
ments 5 days. FURS ARE HIGH. Catch all you
can. Send for FREE ILLUSTRATED TRAPPER'S
GUIDE. Make big money. Frequent PRICE LISTS
keep you posted. TR.\PS AND BAIT the kind that
increase your catch at wholesale prices. In business
half a century. Ask any bank about us. Originated
sending Price-lists to trappers. Cash for Beef Hides.
Let us quote. Known wherever furs are trapped
as the Old Square Deal House. Valuable PIPE FREE
with each fur shipment.

weiU BROS- & CO. Everybody Intersstad Writ*
"The Old Square Deal House"

Box 72. Fort Wayne. Ind., U.S.A.
Capital $1,000,000. Faid.^

A^awt Mi»»nei

aEANING
PfiESCPViM

LUBRICATING

LVOL
The New Powder Sol-

went and Cleaning OM

Adopted by the United Statoe GoTern-
ment and the leading raanufactarers of
high power rifles and machine gons.
Removes the residnam of smokeless and
black powders from all fire arms. The
greatest rust eradlcator ever offered to
the ahootiDg public. An ideal lubricant
tor sensitive meohaniams. Threeounce
size, i'Vc . Postage lOc, extra. Direct by
mail it roar dealer hasn t it.

Manufactured by

Capt. Basil Middleton

Culver, Indiana, U.S.A.

Indoor Toilet
Convenient ^ Sanitary
"TheOcmfoTt CK>iel for TToin.-^,

CODti?lil . : ^. i ._ ;;

iDBtalk-d. Cv-iivonK-'ut'tuniovo, U-ii-
t«nt3 disposed o( easily as KArha^o.
Prevent* By breed Inipnnil wai.>r
contain instiOD Providoa saniljtry.

odorlc«s toi let in home protected fnin
cold and stormy weather. Onlyclosot
with porcelitin cootaicer. Easily
cleaned. Approved bv U. S, Health
Bureau. 30days' Free Trial. Aff«ntH mnke$60 to 91
weekly. Exclusiva territory, Aek for bxiklet — FREE.
ComfortClientict1Clo««tCo.. n:iFacloriflsBldg..Toltdo.O.J
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Before using hounds in the hunting season

they should be given plenty of exercise and

runs over countrj' roads previous to the season.

Never take a hound to the woods, for the real

hunting, without first seeing that his feet are

in good shape, long nails clipped and filed

down.
Whether hound or spaniel, dogs used in the

severe weather of late fall, the most important

thing and one that is often neglected or over-

looked after a hard day in rough weather, is

proper kenneling of the dog for the night.

Such a faithful servant, one without whom you

could not enjoy the full benefit of the days'

sport, should have first consideration. Give

him a snug corner in the cabin or tent or if at

a permanent hunting lodge make him a dry,

warm kennel outside where he can be chained

up.

Ch. Lynnfield Salex, (Wire-haired fox

terrier) owned by Daniel E. Lynn of Port

Huron, Mich., often exhibited in Toronto,

London, Montreal and other Canadian shows,

died last week.

Lynnfield Stormey, smooth fox terrier

bitch that went from puppies to reserve

winners at Canadian National Exhibition

Dog show at Toronto last September, has

been sold by Daniel E. Lynn to E. H. Ingwer-

sen of Chicago, who owns one of the best

strings of smooths in the U. S. Stormey also

took winners at London, after the Toronto

show.

Mr. Lynn also sold Lynnfield Sector, wire-

haired fox terrier that took second in the

puppies classes at Toronto last September.

One of the largest puppies classes of year.

Purchased is Mr. Vance of South Bend.

i
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JIuto-Strop
Razors

JSlilitary Pattern

In waterproof khaki canvas case,

complete with 12 blades and mirror

postpaid

$3.75

The D. PIKE CO. Limited

123 King St. E. TORONTO

WE ARE IN THE MARKET AND WILL
PAY HIGHEST PRICES FOR

DEER SKINS
WRITE FOR PRICES.
OUR PRICE LIST OF

RAW FURS
WILL BE FORWARDED TO YOU FREE ON
REQUEST, ALSO CATALOG OF TRAPPERS-
SUPPLIES.

E.T. CARTER & CO.
93 FRONT ST. E. TORONTO, CAN.

Champion
Dog Biscuit

Feed your do^ a balanced ration of meat,
wheat and cereais, Yox healthxhet^trongest
condition jn hot or cold weather. 5 or 50 lb.

containers— aJso in baps for kennels or park
animals. Send for Free sample, prices and
book—how to care for and feed yoor dogs,

CHAMPION AHIMAL FOOD CO MIMCAIDUS. MmR,
r>ept. HU

PRINCE GEORGE-
TORONTO CANADA
Ma^mficiently Furnished. Liberally Condncted.
Coisine unexcelled. Courteous and Prompt Service,

European Plan. American Plan.

SAMUEL H. THOMPSON, Proprietor

The Camper's Own Book

This is that BIG little book of the open—America's new
outdoor manual. It comes to you bound as you see here, it is

"woodsy" from cover to cover—stirred by lake-breezes and
redolent of pine. It is endorsed by outdoor men everywhere.

Authors of country-wide repute have, with their enthusiasm

and familiar knowledge, aided its making. Dan Beard, Emlyn
M, Gill, Captain Kenealy, Oliver Kemp, Dr. El. H. Forbrush

—

these and others join this camp fire council. They say iheir

aay about a hundred little practical details that hold close interest for you; and they
ipm a yarn or two by the way.

"The Camper's Own Book" measures 8x55^8 inches over all. It is a goodly gener-
ous volume with over 200 pages and 21 of the finest illustrations you've ever seen.
Everybody should have a copy who believes that a day under the free sky makes the
pomp of emperors ridiculous. And you're one—you know you are.

PRICE PER VOLUME
In the appropriate green T-cloth *>

Paat-paid

$1.00

W. J. TAYLOR, Limited, Publisher Woodstock, Ont.



PORT HOPE SHOOT _^
Port Hope. Sept 18.—A most successful clay bird

shoot was held here yesterday afternoon, 43 entrants
from Toronto, Oshawa, Cobourg, Belleville, Peter-
boro* and Port Hope participating.
Mr. C. N. Candee of Toronto made the highest score,

99 out of a possible 100, and made a straight run oVS'i.

He won the hound pup, Georse Dunk, presented by
Mr. Robert C. Smith: also the silver flower stand
presented by Senator MulhoUand. T. D. McGaw of

-j-oronto had a score of 72 out of a possible of 75.

VVni. Hamilton, UimiipeR

Champiun Wtsltm Canada

C. N. Candee, Toronto

JORDAN SHOOT

•lordan Station. Sept. 11.—The Jordan Gun Club
held its twelfth annual fruit shoot yesterday, and not-

witlislandins the inclement wenther. the larRcst

crowd of .shooters that ha.s ever been at Jordan was
iiresenl. Shooters from Toronlo. Ilamdlon, 'I illson-

l)urK, Brnntford. Gall. Dunnville. Niagara I'alls and
manv oIIht points wire on hand and all went liiimc

with 11 liberal supply "f luscious peaches lor which the

Jordan district is famous.
Nelson l.onr. of Hamilton, the well-known pro-

fcssiiMiul. was high over all with 'M out of 100. .W.J.
Marshall, the Gall crack, was high aninlcnr, with 90

out of 100. and won the beautiful trophy dmiateil by
the American TruiishootiiiR association, with which
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The

All Canada is the natural home of the "King"

of Canada's big game, but New Brunswick,

Quebec, Ontario and Manitoba afford the best

moose hunting.

There are two methods followed in moose

hunting
—

"calling" and "still hunting." During

the rutting season the first method is the one

usually followed, but there is more satisfaction

in tracking. Absolute silence is the one great

essential in still hunting and stalking must be

done "up wind."

The tracks of a bull moose can be readily

distinguished from those of the cow. The

former are rounded and blunt—the cow's long

and pointed.

During the winter, moose gather on the hard-

wood ridges between cedar and spruce swamps,

through which they make beaten lanes. A "yard"

sometimes contains twenty to forty animals.

Opinions differ as to

the most suitable cart-

ridge for moose hunting.

Choose one with shock-

ing power back of it and
be sure the big "D"
trade-mark is on the bo.\.
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the Jordan club is affiliated. M- F1etcher,of Hamilton
and H. Ncwlands. of Gait, tied for second high, with
94 ODt of 100. G. Runchev, of Niagara Falls; D.

1—F. M. Troeh. Vancouver. Wash. 2—John Ebbetts. Buffalo;
W. H. Serger, St. tZatherines. i—S. C Vance. Tillsonburfi;
F. Hoseman. Rochester; H. Pendegast. Phoenii. .V, Y.; F.
WrifXht. Buffalo; J Jennings, Toronto-

Konkle, of Beamsville: J. Murphy, of Weston. andlR
Choate, of Brampton, tied with 93 out of 100 for third
high. The scores were as follows:

fe Shot at. Broke
E.Corby 100 88
O.J.Pearson 100 65
G. Runchev 100 93
George Robbins. . . 100 81
N. Long, Hamilton 100 97
W. Root 100 86
A.J.Thomson 100 84
W.Frankland. 100 66
N.Gillop l(X) 71
P. Dealtry 100 67
H.Burke 100 59
G. M. Dunk (pro.) 100 85
M.E.Fletcher, Hamilton lOO 94
M.E.Goodale, Hamilton 100 89
A. Glover, Hamilton 1 00 86
D.J.Munro 100 67
Dr. Ward 100 7^
R. Smithers 100 61
J. Crumb 100 82
J. St wart _ 100 63
S.Vidako\-ic 100 73
P. Mather 100 87
J.Dennis 100 77
E.Stewart 100 79
W.W. Livingstone 100 81
W. Elliott 100 89
,\.Notman 100 78
G. Clatterbuck. _ 100 70
W . Ashbur\' 100 58
R.Watt 100 86
F.Blackwell ; 100 90
F. Edie 100 84
F.Thatcher 100 75
W.Dvnes 100 87
H.Schofield 100 83
W.Marshall 100 96
H.Newlands _ 100 94
.\. C. Newlands „ 100 81
C..\. Lewis 100 90
J. Murphv 109 93
G. Beattie. Hamilton 100 89
J. Lisson. Hamilton 100 70
P. Friend, Hamilton 100 70
F.Watson. Hamilton 100 83
J. Gomph. Hamilton 100 92
H. Cooev - 100 90
A.J.Oliver 100 77
A.R.Oliver 100 83
F. Palmer 100 86
D Konkle. HamUton 100 93
W.Pow 100 76
J.Vance 100 92
W.Gaetz 100 69
J. Hunter. Hamilton 100 88
C Choate. HamUton 100 92
M.Lucv 100 66
A.H.Schnick 100 88
R. Choate „ 100 93
G.Stroud. Himilton 100 82
E Harris. Hamilton 100 89
E. Sturl. Hamilton 100 91

T. Gardiner. Hamilton 100 8/

A McGhie 60 51

J. Hazell ,_;.. 40 22
W.C. Pretty 60 52
F. Watson, jun.. Hamilton 20 16

Hunting Rabbits With a Ferret

Albert E. Johnson

IN
the creation of animals by the supreme

ruler of the universe we mar\-el at the great

\kisdom displayed in furnishing the weaker
animals with a means of protection against the

stronger ones. Nature has supplied every

single living creature some means of defense

against its enemies. If such were not the case,

many species of tite smaller birds, and

animals would have long ago become extinct.

Unique indeed are some of the weapons fur-

nished. The elephant is supplied with

"enormous strength, in order to combat the

more active animals, even this does not

wholly protect it against some of the larger

species of the cat tribe. The wild boar, with

all its fierceness, falls a prey to the combined
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FOR SALE KITT BAGS RA.F. STORES
Slightly used, but in good condition. Made of heavy Khaki Duck, Cord and Gromnett

fastener. Size, 10 ins. diameter at bottom, 23 ins. deep, top to bottom.

SPECIAL PRICE TO CLEAR, 50c EACH
EVERY SPORTSMA.N CAN USE THESE

THE D.PIKE CO.
THE RELIABLE SPORTING GOODS SHOP

123 KING ST. E., TORONTO

LTD.

"The Canadian Golfer"
(OflBcial organ of the Royal Canadian Golf Association).

Has the highest class subscription list of any monthly magazine published
in the Dominion.

It covers an exclusive field exclusively.
Printed on 100-lb. book paper and handsomely illustrated.

The men and women who play golf are good people to know and do
business with. They are splendid spenders and any magazine that pertains

to the Royal and Ancient Game has a warm spot in their hearts and a

premier place in their homes.

High class advertising only accepted,
price $3.00 per year. OflCice of publication

—

BRANTFORD, ONT.

Rates on application. Subscription

Ralph H. Reville, Editor and Publisher

Automobile Troubles and How to Remedy Them
By CHARLES P. ROOT

CONTENTS—Back firing. Blow-back of gas into carburetor. Popping noises. Buzz in
coil (other tlian contact breaker buzz), clatter and grind in gear box. Compression, faulty.
Compression, none. Explosions. Irregular or uncertain runnjpg. Metallic or pulling noises.
Misfires Resistance slight when operating starting handle. Start, failure to. Steering er-

atic. Stoppage of engine. Water escapes. Air lock, Batterie.^, Bearings. Bent axle, Brakes,
Carburation, Change Speed gear. Clutch. Coil, Connecting rod or crank shaft broken.
Contact breaker (High tension magneto). Contact maker. Knock in bearings generally or
in Transmission system. Leaks: Loss of power. Gear, Governor, Hunting, Ignition. 4-ub-
rication. Misfires^ Muffler troubles. Noise, Overheating. Pipes burst out or fractured.
Piston troubles. Popping in carburetor. Pressure leaking (in case of pressure feed) Pre-
ignition. Short circuits. Spark plug. Steam bound or air lock. Steering, Supply pipe
choked, Tining, Tires, Valves, Valve springs, Water circulation. Wheels.

Prices- Flexible Leather $1.75 Cloth Binding $1.25

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED, PUBLISHER, WOODSTOCK, ONT.
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numbers of the jackals, hyenas, and wild

dogs. The deer,antelope,eland,and zebras must

depend upon their speed and cunning for

their verj^ existence. The opossum plays

dead, the porcupine rolls itself into a ball and

with bristling quills, gives the laugh to its

enemies. The hare and rabbit, neither being

carnivorous, or insectivorous but almost

purelj' vegetarians, are supplied with a rich,

tender flesh, making them the real delicacy

oi the larger, or even the smallest of animals,

or birds of prey. I have no doubt of the

ability of a field mouse, or an English sparrow

"

to put a full grown rabbit to flight, and but

for their prolific breeding propensities the

hares and rabbits would have become extinct

years ago. The only means of escaping from

its enerriies afforded these animals is flight,

and they certainly are well suppHed in this

particular. Not that they really fly, but they

come pretty close to it. They have not even

cunning, as in the case of being pursued by a

fisher or mink, they have been known to take

stage fright, and simply quit cold. But, not-

withstanding their timidity, there is no animal

in the world that furnishes sport to so many
people as the hare, or the rabbit. They have

almost a boundless range, from the Behring

Sea to Capetown and from the Statue of

Liberty to thc^Golden Gate, they are to be

found in some specie of snow-shoe, sago brush

Jack, or cottontail. In Africa they have the

coney, parkas, or calhng hares. These are

not of the speed type though.

\Miile neither the hare nor the rabbit is a

fighter, yet we must admit he is a dead game
sport as a rule, giving the hound and hunts-

man a run for his money. Jump one, does he

leg it for his holt? He does not, if he is a full

grown animal, he feels pretty certain he can

show a clean pair of heels to any dog, and is no

wise averse to doing so. In a long sweeping

circle he skims over the surface of the earth,

like a grey shadow, if not too hard pressed he

side-jumps, buck-jumps, in apparent glee,

lie almost laughs at the elTorts of the hounds

to overtake him. Coming back to where he

started from, he swings off in another direction

if not cut down by a shot from the hunter's

gun, and is away in another dash. Unless

closely pressed, he usually begins to manoeuvre
to throw his pursuers off the scent. He will

slop, sit erect, and listen, and if safe will back

track a few jumps, skip nimbly to one side,

and allow the dogs to go tearing past. Then
he leisurely gallops off, and conceals himself

under some cover to await developments.

If the chase is too long, or should he become
wounded, he will slip into a hole, his only

refuge, and with sides almost bursting with

fear listen for signs of his enemies. Now my
fi lends, I leave it to you, is he not entitled to

his freedom? He has given you your sport,

will you not be as good a sportsman, as he, or

will you steal up to the hole, and drop in a

ferret one of those stealthy sneaking beasts

that ought to be exterminated, and you
crouch over the mouth of the hole, with a sacli.

Is this the attitude of a true sportsman?

Perhaps you feel that if you don't get him
someone else will. That is wrong, give him
his chance. Remember these bunnies that

escape the hounds are usually the wise old

ones that are the parents of our next season's

supplj'.

There is no vaUd excuse for hunting with a

ferret. If game is plentiful, any hunter can

get all he ought to bag uith dog, and gun.

If it is scarce then in the name of common
sense preserve it. Have a little patience and
give the game half a chance, and it will soon

be more plentiful. Where is the sport in

ferret hunting? It's just about as sports-

manlike as seining for black bass. I for one

am opposed to it. I have never used one, I

own a hound, and enjoy hunting with htm.

But no man or men will ever shoot over a

dog of mine with a ferret in the party, nor

will any conveyance of mine ever carry one

of them to the woods. Not if I know it.

Hunt, be a sportsman. Take out your dogs,

enjoy the crisp balmy air. Listen to the

rustle of the dead leaves underfoot. Let the

scream of the bluejay mingle with the music

of the hounds. Get close to nature, be a

boy again, enjoy yourself to the limit, make
your hunting day .a holiday. Get a respect-

able bag of game if you can do it as a sports-

man. And when you gather around the

festive board, and regale your wife, and little

ones, about your prowess as a nimrod, see if

you won't feel better in telling them truth-

fully how you picked him olT when he was

going a mile a minute or less, than you would

telling them how you crouched down at the

hole, with thx; burlap sack, for the ferret to

chase the rabbit into, and then whacked him

against a tree several times to kill it. The
game will taste better to them, and your wife

will feel that she has picked a regular fellow

for a husband, and the kiddies will be proud

of their daddy. Think it over.
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No long detailed argument is necessary to
prove the attractiveness of Victory Bonds
paying 5^%-
You know this is a good rate of interest. You
know it is nearly double the rate paid by
banks on savings.

Victory Bonds pay 5^^% and— -it is what
Victory Bonds paj) IN ADDITION to 53^% that
you should keep in mind.

—to the Manufacturer, "AND" means continued
industrial activity.

—to the Farmer, "AND" means a continued good
market.

—to the Merchant, "AND" means continued good
business.

—to the Mechanic , "AND" means a continued
demand for labour at good wages.

—to theClerk,"AND"means continued employment.
—to every Citizen, "AND" means prosperity.

Victory Bonds Yield 5^2% and Prosperity
Issued by Canada's Victory Loan Committee in co-operation
with the Minister of Finance of the Dominion of Canada.

Sec Official Prospectas
on another page.
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GOOD ADVICE TO AMATEURS.

The follo^\•ing timely extract is from a letter

written by a well-known woodsman to his son

who is going into the New Brunswick woods

afte. moose for the first time. It is advice

that ever^'onc ^\•ould do well to follow.

Sept.JSth, 1919.

"The following are precautiohs I wish you

would take:— 1st,—Buy a compass, and

do not go anywhere, no matter if it is vfiih

a guide or an experienced woodsman, unless

you personally know, the direction you are

going by the compass so that at any time you

wish to return, or had to return, you could

do so by using your compass. For instance,

if you were going north-west, and wanted to

get back to camp again you would go, of

course, south-east; or, if there are any lakes

in the vicinity, or any rivers, get to know
whether they are north, south, east or west

from where you are going and you can always

get back to that particular point- by using a

compass.

"It is generally supposed that the moss

always grows on the north side of the tree,

't is correct that it does but, as it grows a

.utle all round the tree as well, unless you are

an experienced woodsman, you may not notice

the difference in the thickness of the moss od

the north side, but there is a difference if you

are a keen observer; but your compass is the

best guide although if there is mineral in the

woods sometimes it will put your compass out.

Mr. Mulchings told me that some weeks ago

he got lost and had to go by the moss, as his

compass did not work properly on account

of minerals. If the man who is with you

understands the woods, and knows how to

get in and out, tliere is always a danger of his

breaking a leg or spraining an ankle and not

being able Lo get out; therefore it will be

necessary for a green horn to know how to

get out and bring in help.

"If a man gets lost and knows he is lost it

is very much better for him to sit down right

where he is, or get some fairly high point and

light a lire. Make quite sure it is a place

where it cannot spread. Gather up sufficient

wood so that there will be piles for all night,

in case wolves should come around, but -if

they actually do come around be close to a

tree that you i-an climb and have the ride up

the tree and then you will have some good fun

shooting them and be in safely. Stay in

one place and some of the guides or people in

the party will know where you are supposed

lo be. .'iikI lliev will go to that point to look

for you. If you are only a mile or two away,

or half a mile away, they could easily hear a

gun shot or see a smoke on a high hill and

locate you.

"Carry a full box of matches in a water

proof box so that if you happen to get dipped

in the water , when you get out the matches

will light. Very often a man gets dipped

in thfr water when he is hunting and he will

freeze in a short time if he cannot get his

matches to go.

"Another precaution is never to go out with-

out at least 20 cartridges. In shooting you

may shoot off ten and you will have ten in

reserve. Unless youjire with someone else

or positively know your way home and there

is no danger of getting lost never let yourself

run below ten cartridges. If you do ge't lost

you would give a thousand dollars to have a

few cartridges in order to make it known by

an occasional shot where you ar*; or get some

game, in case you see any, for food purposes.

All the things I have told you are sensible and

reasonable precautions and a wise man will

take them. It \«11 cost him nothing to

follow these instructions and it may save a

good man3' regrets."

CONDITIONS IN ALGONQUIN PARK

In an interesting letter from Algonquin

Park, Mark Robinson, Park Ranger, reports

that the game conditions in the Park are very

good.

"The number of tourists visiting the Park this

year almost doubled those of former years,

the increase being largely in young ladies and

elderly people. I do not think there was much
increase in the number of sportsmen after big

speckled trout.

"Some very line trout were taken this

season, one speckled beauty weighing ^H
pounds was caught by a Mr. Houston of

Cleveland. A number of four pounders were

also caught. Sahnon trout weighing 20 to 27

pounds were caught in Merchants Lake while

20 and 23 pound salmon were taken in While

Trout Lake.

"Deer are very plentiliiLand are in extra

fine condition but the wolves arc also very

plentiful and they are taking their toll, killing

many line bucks. Ranger Audrey Hoy

shot a couple of wolves recently, that were

runuing deer.

"Ruffled grouse have had an extra good

season. Black ducks do not appear to have

done very well this season, however."
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•'Afttr a hit the hia white ckmon il,u,.^u up to a
lear by stub and sat there and watched."
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"Feeling Fit'

after a good night's sleep in a

"Woods Arctic Eiderdown Robe"

Makes Your Fall Hunt a Success

Arctic Robes are Light—Warm—Sanitary—Easy to Pack

Last a Lifetime

SOLE MANUFACTURERS

Woods Manufacturing Co.
OTTAWA

BOOKLETS ON REQUEST

Be a Canadian by

indulging in the

truly Canadian sport

of Tobogganing with a

DEAM
"CAMADIAN MAID^' TOBOGGAN

Made from first grade materials-3 half round runners.

Prices- 8 ft. $8.00—sizes 6 ft. to 14 ft. $1.00 per foot.

Special steel runners $4.00 extra. We pay all delivery

charges. Special children's "Canadian Maid " toboggan.

5 ft. $3.30. Write or phone.

WALTER DEAN CANOE & BOAT CO.
Adel. 1614

DEALERS -Allrsclive propoiilion offrrcd lo deolcr..

C-. f Y U S, Adel. 1614 Toronto
Ft. of York ot.
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A Naturalist's Christmas Day

BONNYCASTLE DaLE

IF
any of mv readers in Ontario,

to whom I wish A MERRY
CHRISTMAS, -expect to find ice

and snow in my story they \\ill have
to look out of their own windows for
it, and in other writer's yarns in
Rod and Gun, for there is not enough
here to make one wee snowball.
There was a heaw tide running up

the Gulf of Georgia this Christmas
morning as Laddie Jr. and I pushed
the bow of our Rice Lake canoe out
into the seething current. There had
been wild winds off the Pacific for
three days, the last gust a l)it more
vigorous than the other had blown
some eighty miles per hour, and the
giant Douglass firs lay like matches
in a row. One loggers camp up the
outside coast caught a great three
hundred foot tree fair along the ridge-
pole, the seven foot body, twenty feet
up the trunk; buried the long "table

and contents neatly and jumped the
men out of the side bunks like peas in
a pan—all uninjured. All the rushing
tides were logburdencd from broken
open rafts—and many a dory and
sloop did we see afloat—.\Ias! some,
were fathoms down, crews and all

—

Still the glad Christmas sun shone as
if made only for the pleasure of us
two lonely ones in this great green
scene—the only snow was on the
tops of the far off coast range and the
distant Olympics to the south.

\Ve paddled hard—^watching mean-
while a cruiser gasoline boat coming
down from Alaska—we were in
sheltered waters, she far out in the
gulf. She was painted white above
with a red bottom.

"Say! I can see as much red as
white—can't you!" bawled the boy.

It was a wild glorious ride they
were having, the waves were long
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whiter rested rollers, fifteen feet to

their creamy tops and fully two

hundred feet long—she bucked these

as a horse runs away up a hill, and

dashed down them as one of our

tobo£?£janists takes a shute—just here

we met a "run out"—swift and deep,

and it took all our skill to force

through it and the lean, arching,

hungry waves of the "tide np which

followed.

"Creak—crush—scratch" went our

glad bow ashore on the long sandpit

where the piglike wallows showed

where the harbour seals had basked

and played yesterday. With a rush

the boy headed off a youngster—a

late fall pup, while I frantically made

motions with the camera, some of

which were right. We have been

deeply interested to meet these iish

eaters at night in the dark, the pup

is alwavs extra incpiisitive and both

it and 'the mother drift along the

tide runnels close behind the canoe-
looking for all the world in the

moon's glare like a wrinkled old man
and a baby—suddenly

there comes a miglity

"whack" and the big

hind flippers and tail

hit the water a sounding

blo\^—and the two have
disappeared.
"And that's a good

blanket too,"said the lad,

as we passed beneath the

brandies of a huge hem-

lock used forbidding the

carved mortuary box of

some dead Coast Indian,

it was roped and swath-

ed in niitive method, and

was a silent reminder in

all this riot of wild green

luxuriant— summer-like

growth that we do

pass

We were "kitchen-

'midden" hunting. The
only relics of some of

the long lost peoples who
lived and died on this

coast are the shells of

the shellfish they have

eaten, left in piles called

Kitchenmiddens, and the

very few bone or iron or

copper tools they have left.

"Looks like a river of shells?" said

Laddie Jr. as we walked along the

long embankment of shells that edged

a field for fully a quarter of a mile.

For stretches ot fully a hundred

yards piles of shells, twice the lad^s

height, formed the outer bank of the

field, along the beach, and these were

deep intolhe earth too. I pictured a

place ten feet high and many feet

deep of clam and mussel, cockle and

giant clam. Laddie'Jr. dug into these

until streams of clattering shells

descended many feet wide. The

greatest number were clam shells; but

as we dug into the shifting mass long

stratas of sea urchin shells were ex-

posed, these dissolved into so much

dust, then came layers of salnion

bones, the whole bone perfect—the

boy lifted a long piece by slidmg his

hand under it; and on a hmt from me
blew on it; the entire section fled

away before his breath like frost

before the sun; ages old no doubt.

We wondered this bright warm
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Christmas day, while your christian

children were playing with civilized

toys, what manner of wee kiddies

played with the rudely carved deer
bones we found far down in the pile?

or what Indian woman fashioned
what kind of clothes with the rude
bone needle we picked up?

You know it did not seem a bit

like Christmas to us. this delving into

an unknown past, but we were camp-
ing in a lonely spot and therejseemcd
to be no use staying in\the damp
tent to cslebrate the day of His

[ birth. In fact we were mighty short

of all that makes to remind one of

the glad day—when we feed much
more than we worship.

'Oh! hurrah! for the Pin Cushion!"
shouted the happy boy as he grabbed
a huge Sea Urchin from the lowering
tide line, "Nice soft juicy thing for an
Indian boy's Christmas dinner eh!

T oh!" he laughed. It was a big limey
shell all covered with "long move-
able spines, like a thousand spears on
a round water fort, why this animal
wears its skeleton outside and only
uses its spearlike spines to wave a

bit is beyond us all. Its feeding
mouth has five long teeth protruding
and many a fishing tentacle—and the
whole thing beautifully colored green
or brown or reddish or purple, one
of the widely scattered wonders of

the seashore.

There had been heavy frosts all

over these great sea beaches lately

and some weird results were there.

We think we are most fortunate in ar-

riving at just the rightmoment to see

just how a colony of clams lives under

j
the sand. We are all interested in

clam broth or clam bakes and the
dull looking shellfish does not usually
make us sit up and wonder about it

—

Yet I have known them beat Laddie
Jr. digging down into the sand, time
after time—they would hear his

none too small feet coming by the
vibrations cast ahead in the sand, and
the suction foot would get to work
drawing them down faster than a
boy could dig. A raccoon can usually
scratch a few up out of many, as

they live upon lliem all along this

coast, you can see the big flat palm
of the hind feet of the coon pressed

into the wet sands everywhere. "Oh
Joy!" squealed the boy "Come here

—come a running."
I ambled over—you can hardly

call my best a run now-a-days, and
a sight of wonder met my eyes; such
as a naturalist has seldom gazed
upon. The very heavy frost of last

night had frdzen the exposed tidal

sands down for a distance of fully a

foot. In that chilled space all the

shellfish perished. Then along came
the good old sun and melted the
frost, the tide ran in and washed
away the melted sand and lo! ten
thousand clams were exposed—killed

insitu, dead in the actual positions

of their everyday life. As far as the
e>e could reach, the sands were
dotted with dead colonies of shell-

fish, some were in digging positions,

others had been feeding, some neigh-

bors had evidently been holding a

Christmas Eve gossip and got it

hard. In many the abductor muscle,

which hold the shells tight together,

had relaxed, and these were true

dead shellfish with their shells gaping
i)ut the colonies as a whole looked
like live clams.
We sat down to our frugal Christ-

mas luncheon, a couple of cold boiled

crabs with bread and a nice wee bit

of shortbread a dear old Scotch lady
had sent me—Laddie assures me it

was sent to him, but possession is

nine points of the law and I opened
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the package the moment the Indian
handed me my mail. I can - smell
goodies through many covers.

"Someone's tslegraphed!" said the
boy between mouthfulls—truly the
news of the great Christmas day feed
had spread, and hoarse black ravens
were flapping down onto the sSnds
near us in numbers, great flocks of
crows were coming from every direc-
tion. A private message^had evid-
ently gone to the gulls—as a perfect
snowstorm of Glacous winged gulls
were speeding towards the" luscious
feast. A lone fish hawk sailed in on
great pinions, and two eagles came
along—telling all and sundry by sharp
whistles to leave lots of roonj for

them—and they took It the moment
they landed too.

"Look at that fool!" laughed the
boy—a raven had gone below the
frost line and snatched a big live

cockle up—up flew the bird and down
fell the cockle on the sand—evidently
this agreed with it for the raven
gave it another air flight and dropped
it again ; as it was used to doing on the
rocks elsewhere. This only fresh-
ened up the shellfish and sixteen times
more the foolish bird sought to-break
open that firm shell on tlie soft wel

yielding sand—then it gave it up

—

with a foolish side hop or two, thea
an eagle tried its hand, no better
results after a few more return trips;
and at last reports the cockle was
snuggling down in the sand waiting
for the next tide.

A tremendous, black cloud brought
over a flood of rain and we hid under
the canoe, then rat-tat-tat beat the
hail down upon us—far out in the
bay we could hear the great flock
of feeding wild ducks rise with a
noise like thunder as the big hail
stones struck them—away off to the-
east, over the Gulf, the storm sped
and the big pale sun over Vancouver
Island made a bow in the clouds, a
rainbow of promise and we remem-
bered the words—as we peeped out
from beneath the canoe

—"While the
earth remaineth, seed time and har-
vest, summer and winter, day and
night, cold and heat shall not cease,"
and we took the gleaming arch for a
renewal of the promise—even though
the world rocked beneath the horrors
of war—To add to the beauty of the
scene the great black weaving flock

of wild ducks flew off over the Gulf
right through the shining glories of

the wondrous bow that rested with
both feet on the heaving waters of
the Gulf.

We arrived back at the little tent
on the sandspil tired and hungry—
The arrow-pointed hoof niarks of a

deer showed where a blacktail had
nibbled up the fragments of salt and
bread from our last meal near the
door.

"Let's order turkey and plum-
pudding; and say! a bit of candy,"
suggested the boy in mournful tones
(I had filled his stocking with a few
small things that morning but they had
all disappeared down that great food
gulph of his) I stumbled over some
hard things as I reached into the tent

to light the lantern "Murray and
Hurrah," bawled the big boy in my
ear "the mail's come and all our
packages." How we blessed that
Indian, even if he was paid to get

our stuff up he need not do it on
Christmas—then we remembered he
did not know of the good day—His
manilou was a big Killer Whale that
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lived in the Gulf, so we rejoiced that
we were of a civilized nation and that
this day was almost universally held—

^I delivered quite a lecture to
Laddie about it^vhile I was^ heating
the good things for the evening
dinner—Yes! and I continued the

lecture while we were seated around
the low table—a perfectly good lec-

ture too—until I discovered that the
boy was getting at least two thirds
of all the goodies our friends had sent
up—^^then I fell to—so Merry Christ-
mas is all I have time for now.

No. 4—Canadian Natural History Photos

B0NN\'CASTLE DaLE

Laddie Jr. on natural history studies intent. The horrid H
looking fish beside him i§ the wolf eel. As it has a mouth literally m
filled with teeth—roof and tongue a solid mass of crushers, it must m
he an unpleasant neighbor for a soft shelled crab. B
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(Part II.—Concluded)

"Klahowya," I responded genially

as he stalked majestically into the

tent. Perhaps I should have been
awed by his greatness, for he was
really a great chief, and had won his

greatness by a very cruel custom
which, I am glad to say, is now done
away with. In Jackson's youth if a

tribesman died and left children
unprovided for, his klootchman went
back to her people. If the tribe did
not put up money for their support,
the children, if boys, became slaves,

and four of these innocents were
blindfolded, their hands tied behind
their backs, and they were made to

kneel on the four corners of the place
of worship. The chief then stuck
them in the back, between the
shoulders, and let the blood run down
onlothc four corners of the building.
When he did this, if the chief were
opulent, he was allowed to take a

while man's name. Chief Kicking
Horse had killed his four boy slaves,

so lie took the name of Jackson.
This honor, however, was now sur-

passed by the intelleclual status lie

received tlirough wearing the white
man's glasses on his nose.

I le now solemnly informed me
that lie was ready to give a great pol-
lat('h. His Indians were scouring
the country for miles to gather in the

scattered tribes, and they were gather-
ing along the river, camping with
their papooses and dogs until the
first great day arrived. The pot-
latch would begin in three suns and
four moons. He was a hyas tyee,

a great chief, and it would be a
hyas potlatch. There would be hyiu
tilicum, many people, and hyiu muck-
amuck, plenty to eat-. His heart
would be glad if his friend, the
King George man, would come and
dance and eat.

"Hyas Tyee," said^I, "I thank you.
I will be there."

He then stalked majestically out,
without further speech. My partner,
Sam, he noticed not at all. I think
he felt that all the time Sam was
laughing at him.

"Farewell, old top," Sam flung
after him, and though the tone was
soUo voce, I think Jackson, with the
trained ears of the Indian hunter,
heard and laid it up against him.
Sam, I knew, suspected a secret in

me, but had he known that that
secret lay in the breast of the red man,
and not in mine, he would have turned
himself inside out to gel into the
graces of the old Indian chief, and,,

nol have bothered looking through
my tirunk and Ijclongings to find

some chart or secret map, for this.
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I felt, was what he was after when,
on different occasions, I found him
rummaging through my tilings. As
he never stole anything, however, I

let well enough alone, and we worked
along very well together.

CHAPTER IV.

Hummingbird.

The next day Sam and I went
back to our washing, our meat hung
from a convenient tree where we
could slice it at Avill and it would
be safe from marauding wolves.
About ten o'clock we were startled

by the sound of dogs barking in the

trees across the ravine, and suddenly
a pack of starved Indian curs dashed
across and made for our tent, drawn,
I suppose, by the smell of moosemeat
around the camp. Sam and I started
for our guns, but the snarling beasts
made to spring as we moved. Their
ugly lips were drawn back over their

yellow tusks, and we kept them at

bay only as we stood perfectly still

and looked them in the eyes. We
noticed to our chagrin that we had
left a box on which we washed right

under the hind quarters of moose
meat, and the dogs by springing onto
the box could easily tear the meat
from the limb of the tree. We dared
not move, and there we stood, para-
lyzed to all appearances, and holding
our pans of paydirt with the gold
dust sifted here and there. For
some minutes we stood there, waging
a mute tug of war against those
mangy curs, but the minutes seemed
more like hours. Af last, in spite of

our attitude, the dogs began to

creep stealthily forward, like slinking
wolves, snarling down in their ugly
throats.

"Down!" I commanded, but my
strange tones seemed to infuriate
them.

The hideous snarls, which I can
only connect with hell-dogs, rasped
from their ragged throats, and I

began to feel their fangs in my creep-
ing ilesb, and to wonder how long
before they would be on me, when a'
movement at the edge of the wood
caught my eye and held it.

"Agh! klatawa! off with you," came

the command as a rawhide whip
cracked in the air. The dogs crouch-
ed, though still snarling, and a girl of
eighteen summers came running like

a hare across the ravine. Slie was
brown and straight as a willow, and
her face seemed to be cast more in the
mould of an Egj^ptian princess than
in the mould of the dull faces on the
klootchmen I had seen. Her eyes,
large, brown, sombre were glorious,
and the Egyptian effect was enhanced
by a broad band of finely-wrought
beadwork around her forehead, which
held in place two long plaits of raven
hair. The two braids fell over her
shoulders as she ran, and I noticed
that the ends were caught with two
broad circles of beadwork.

"Anah," she exclaimed as she
neared the dogs. "Klatawa! Away
with you! Be off!"

She advanced to the leader of the
pack, an old mangy brute with half
an ear gone, and a cross between
a mongrel and a wolf, and fearlessly
she brought the whip down on his
cringing back.

"Mahkh!" she commanded again,
"be off!" and the dogs slunk whim-
pering back to cover.

The girl, stood looking shj'ly at us
and the meat slung from the bough.
I think she was really hungry. She
was, I gathered, one of a visiting
tribe camping in the woods until
the great potlatch began. The foot-
prints along the river, which we had
noticed on our return from the moose-
hunt, doubtless were made by this

tribe.

"Fair damsel." said Sam, glancing
at the round brown legs which
showed bare from her short buck-
skin skirt to the tops of her laced
moccasins, "will you accept a haunch
of meat with our heart-felt gratitude'?'

He prostrated himself in a Louis
Quatorze bow as he awaited her
answer.

"Anah," she exclaimed angrily.

'

She did not understand Sam's remark,
but she knew he was mocking her.

She had really done us a great ser-

vice, so I said kindly to her; "Winapie
wait. King George man make pot-

latch." I cut olT a great chunk
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"The girl stood looking shyly at us and at the meat slung from the bough.''

of Ihe moosemeat and ofTercd it to
h.er, and she took it eagerly.

"Nawitka, yes," she said, showing
her white teeth.

I was entranced. Who was she?
I would have rartcd the meat to her
lodge, but I feared the dogs. Also
I knew she, being an Indian girl,

would not expect to be waited on by a
man. Nor did she, for at once she
raised her voice in a throaty call—
"Yakwa, chitisu -this way."
An old woman the color of parch-

ment, came at tiic call, and together

they carried the meat I had dressed
back to the wood.

"I am Hummingbird," the girl

said in Chinook as she passed, "I
thank you. King George man."

CHAPTER V.

The Great Potlatch.

The great day at last arrived.

Bucks and klootchmen, in their

gorgeous blankets, streamed in from
every direction. The first three days
were to be given over to the ex-
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change of presgnts, and after that

the real thing was to commence. I

went in and out as I wished during
the three days, but for the most part
stuck to my work. I began to feel

that I must make things pay, for I

despaired of ever approaching Jack-
son in regard to the Hummingbird
mine. Though he was my friend, he
WHS ensconced behind an unsur-
mountable barrier of reserve and
dignity. I did not know how to

approach the subject.

The fourth night of the potlatch
came. There was to be dancing,
eating of muckamuck, and great
speeches by Chief Jackson.

Now Jackson had lived beside
Snake River for a long time, and he
had a cabin with a window in it,

also a stove, and a fat klootchmari
named Ponoka for a wife. As the
bucks and klootchmen entered he
watched the doorway. Suddenly I

caught my breath. The young bucks
with heads lifted like wild animals
scenting prey, were watching the
doorway, and as we all looked a
beautiful young klootchman, her
lissom body covered with a rich, red'
blanket, entered the doorway. She
was accompanied by a bent old hag,
her grandmother. It was Humming-
bird, resplendent in necklace of bears'
claws, chains of gold nuggets and
bracelets of elks' teeth, her buckskin
dress caught in at the waist with a
fine bead belt from which hung a
Sioux scalplock won by her father
in days gone by. She was a bar-
barian, yet with all her barbarism
I would have given at that moment
all I possessed to call her mine.
Then I glanced at Jackson. His
eyes were on Hummingbird, and the
greed and triumph of possession
pictured there showed me his game.
The potlatch was to get rid of Ponoka
so he could marry Hummingbird.
He was in a frenzy over her, though
she could have been his granddaugh-
ter, but according to the law of his

tribe he could not take her to wife
unless he got another brave to marry
his first wife, and he had invited
a great horde of Siwashes so he would
stand a good chance of getting
Ponoka off his hands. He meant to

be good to Ponoka, and not allow her
second husband to beat her, for,

unlike the white man's laws, an
Indian could not beat his wife without
the consent of his chief.

"Klahowya, klahowya," he wel-
comed right and left as he ladled
out the hootch. He was drinking
hootch, the bucks were drinking
hootch, and when they finished their
dippers, they stuck them into the
keg and ladled out more hootch
which they seemed to swallow at a
gulp. It was an awful mixture

—

alcohol, ginger ale, axle grease and
everything else you could think of.

It had been mixed together and left

standing for a week, and believe me
it was some drink. One gulp of it

nearly killed me.

But there was more than hootch.
There was hyiu "muckamuck," as
Jackson said. Two caribou , three deer,

a bear and all of fifty rabbits and
beavers were hung around in con-
venient places, and with their hunt-
ing knives the Indians cut strips off^

the meat as they wanted them.
With one end of a strip in his mouth
a solemn buck would give a slash
with his knife and cut off the bi+e

.

right under his nose. The klootch-
men did the same, and all the jumps
I made that night, expecting to see
noses fly off, nearly sent me into
nervous prostration. Truth to tell,

though, there was not so much as a
scratch made from all the slashing,

but as they ate their eyes grew
greedier and greedier, and I knew
when the potlatch was over there
would be little or no meat left. As for
me, the sight of it turned me sick at

the stomach, but I gnawed doggedly at

a strip of dried cariboo when Jackson
gave it to me. What were fly-blows
to me, I asked myself at each gnaw,
so long as I could be one of the bunch?

Jackson was about to make a speech
he informed us, so he drank some more
hootch and began:

"Hyiu tilicum, braves and klootch-
men, and King George man, I, your
hyas tyee, make you welcome.
Drink of my hootch, eat of my
muckamuck. The Saghalie Tyee has
told me to marry Hummingbird, for

over her I have the sick heart. Pon-
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oka is the good klootchman. Her
back is strong, she is skookum

—

mamook tesick, mamook illahie

—

she is good to paddle, good to dig.

How many skins, oh braves, do you
. give for Ponoka?"

There was no response.

Jackson passed the hootch around
again, and again he dilated on Pon-
oka's good points^—how many rats

she could skin in a day, what big

loads she could carry on her back.

It made no impression on the Indians.

One got up, took a look at Ponoka,
then went back and sat down without
a bid.

Again Jackson passed the hootch,

and "the Indians danced around, beat
their tom-toms and chanted their

weird songs.
Hummingbird sat quiet, pale, be-

side the' old chitish, who mumbled
now and then through her toothless

gums.
Jackson made another speech. He

turned Ponoka round, showed the

cords in her legs, the strength of her
neck, the muscles on her arms.

Still there v/as nobid.
More hootch was passed.

By this time the Indians were
pretty jolly. There was more sing-

ing, more dancing, more tom-tom
playing, more hootch, but still no
bid for Ponoka.

Again Jackson got up. He ex-

plained how many red foxes, how
many silver foxes, how many black
foxes, and how many rat skins,

would go with Ponoka.
Still no one bid.

He passed the hootch again, and
the dance grew wilder. The tom-
toms beat faster, and the singing
was terrifying in its wildness.
Then Jackson jumped up again.

He would give chickamin, his cabin,

his window, his stove, his chair

—

all would go with Ponoka.

A JKick got up. A great scar ran
up from his chin to his ear, cutting
his month wider on one side than on
the other, but Ponoka had no voice
in the matter. He looked at her,

"^examined her good points, then took
her o(T to one side.

Jackson grabbed Hummingbird.
He made her kneel before him, then

took his hunting knife and placed it

between her shoulders to show that
he exacted submission. She was very
pale, but said not a word.
As Jackson placed his knife be-

tween Hummingbird's shoulders the
young bucks began to grunt, and the
grunting grew into growling. They
all wanted Hummingbird, and for

that reason no one had bid on Ponoka.
The growls increased, and several
bucks began to edge toward Jackson.
I grew scared and backed out, for

I felt sure there was going to be
bloodshed. I went to my tent and
soon fell asleep, as I was tired after

listening to the brawling and watching
the weird motions of the dance.
When the revelers went to their

tepees, now grouped all around Jack-
son's cabin, I could not tell, but in

the morning when I looked out,

in the direction of the tepee village,

not a tent was in sight. Even
Jackson's cabin had been lifted bodily
and carted into oblivion, and I

stared into empty space.

^

CHAPTER VI.

The Secret.

Sam and I went on with our placer
mining, for I w-as in earnest now.
At times I wondered how the trouble
at the pow-wow had been settled,

but in a few da^'s it dropped out of

my mind.
Three weeks went by, and one

morning I got up feeling punk. The
gold wasn't panning out very well,

and I wondered if the game were
worth the candle. A strong cup of/-

tea, I thought, would do me good,
and as I went to the door to throw
out the old lea leaves I nearly fell

over something that lay in the door-
way of the tent. It was Jackson.
He sat up as I bent over him, but he
was dull and heavy. I wondered
if he were drunk.

"Jackson," I asked in alarm, "what
is the matter?" I saw that he was not
intoxicated, but the life had gone out
of his eye.

He told me. He had been down
with yellow fever. It had broken
out among the Indians since the pot-

latch. An Indian who was dancing
had brought it to the pow-wow,
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and all the others had taken it. It

spread like wildfire, and many had
died. Indeed, there was only a
handful left of the brave village that
had clustered around him at the pot-
latch.

I asked about Hummingbird.
"Humph!" he said, "you know

Hummingbird—him dead. You know
Ponoka—him dead."

I said "That's too bad, Jackson."
He said "Him good. Him bucks,

him steal Hummingbird. Me call

on Great Spirit, Saghalie Tyee, kill

him Ponoka, kill him Hummingbird,
and Great Spirit answer me."

I said -again "That's too bad,
Jackson."
He said "Me stay here."

I got him a strong cup of tea as

soon as I had the kettle boiling,

but did not waken Sam, who seemed
to be sleeping heavily.
Then Jackson showed me some-

thing which did more to jerk me up
than a hundred teams of horses
could have done. It was gold

—

gold such as I had never seen before,
chunks and chunks of it.

"Heaps big pile," Jackson grunted.
Where, Jackson?" I asked excit-

edly.

"Three moons, two suns, in boat,"
he answered, "three moons, three
suns, on land."

"Will you show me, Jackson?"
I sskcd
"Humph," he said, "get ready."

He drank cup after cup of tea, and
with each cup he seemed to feel better,

and finally reached down inside his

shirt and pulled out his glasses, one
eye gone, but the other intact. He
put them on his nose, and with all

the sadness of him I had all I could
do to keep from choking to death with
laughter. I was thankful tha^ he
really thought I was choking on my
tea. Finally I regained control of

myself.

"Him bad Indian," he told me,
"him try steal glass, me kill."

This only added fuel to my sense
of humor. He had let Humming-
bird go, he had let Ponoka go, he had
let his cabin, his window, his stove,
his chair, and fox skins by the hundred
go, but he had hung onto the worth-

less smoked glasses with his life.

One eye was out, broken past recall,

but the remains were still dear to
him. One dark glass would have
given me the razzle-dazzles, and I

knew it could do him no good, so I

went to my chest and got a good
pair, which I gave him. He was
solemnly grateful, and put them on,
handing me back the broken pair. I

have it yet, and shall keep it as a
souvenir of a true friend.

All day we were getting ready.
Sam worked like a trojan without
asking any questions beyond "Mov-
ing again, eh?" and I had a hunch
that he had not been so fast asleep
that morning as he had seemed.
Far into the night we plodded on,
back and forth from the canoe to
the tent, packing, strapping, whipping
things into shape. Whe'h all was
ready the canoe was piled high with
pans, tents, blankets and provisions—so high that there was room at the
stern for only one man and in the bow
room for one more. Where Sam was
to go I could not make out. We
snatched a couple of hour's sleep, ate
a hurried breakfast, and then I

jumped into the stern of the canoe.
Jackson was already in the bow,
paddle in hand, and I knew he wanted
to slip ofT without Sam. But even
as he made to shove ofl—we were in
deep water, and had been tied to a
strong stake—Sam came running out
and jumped straddle-legs right onto

' the middle of the load.

The next thing I remember Jack-
son was standing over me rubbing
my hands and pouring some concoc-
tion down my throat. The canoe,
at the impact of Sam's body, had
turned turtle and spilled everything.
Our outfit was gone. The heavy
things had sunk and the lighter

things had been swept away by the
strong current. The current had
taken the upturned canoe three miles
down the river, and I had gone along,
unconscious from a blow on the head
as we all went over. Lp some mir-
aculous way Jackson had saved him-
self, the canoe and me. Sam he had
left to himself, and he had come
through without a scratch.
Jackson still bent over me, and
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when I opened my eyes I thought
I saw a glad flicker in his. He was
my true friend, I knew.

I gulped a bit when I realized that
all our trappings were gone, for there

were things in the outfit that had
become dear to me, my- Navajo
blankets, my Ross rifle, and my old

silk tent. Still, I was thankful that

my hurt was only temporary, for I

found in a few minutes that I could
sit up, and walk a bit too. We set

off for camp, and by the time we
reached the big tent I seemed to

be all right, and eager for a good cup
of tea. We soon had a fire going and
were refreshed by a good meal, and
then decided to rest up for the re-

mainder of the day. Jackson, I

suppose, felt that I had got quite a
shock.
The next day we got together

another outfit, a parody on the first.

"Throe moons, two Buna, In boat,** he an-
•wvrcd, "three moons, throu suns on^lund.'*

but Jackson refused flatly to take
my partner, Sam Hill.

"Anah," he spit orit, angrier than
I had ever seen him, "Him go, hyas
tyee stay. Him go, hyas tyee, go,
hyas tyee kill, slay."

This was flat. Sam heard.
"What will he do?" I asked Jack-

son.
"Klak, klak," said he shortly,

"him gc back Boston."

There was nothing else for it, Sam
must shift for himself. Nothing
could move Jackson. I must go
alone or take Indians. Finally Sam
said he would go back to the coast.

He knew he was down and out as far

as the gold strike was concerned.
There was no use trying to sneak in

on the strike. Jackson was too
wise a bird to be caught like that.

So it was settled.

We got together nine Indians and
once more started off up the river.

The strength of the Indians' lithe

bodies drew expressions of admiration
from me again and again. There was
no tipping of the canoes on this trip.

Though there were ten Indians and
myself, we had only two canoes,
as our outfit this time was so light

it needed little room. Most of our
load consisted of provisions, as we
courtted on getting little fresh meat
along the way. Jackson took charge
of everything, and all went along
smoothly in the cano.^s. When we
finished the water trip and were about
to portage, I was for taking ail our
stuff along with us, but he would not
have it.

"No," said he, "we go one sun,
make camp, make cache, Indians go
back, get more muckamuck. W^e go
one more sun, make him more cache,
Indians go back. We go more sun,
make him camp. Na?" He ap-
pealed to his Indians and they nodded
solemnly.

"Nawitka," they assented.

So this was what had to be done.
We started to relay, taking in the pro-
visions. We travelled for one day
and made a camp, caching part of

the provisions we were carrying.

Three Indians then returned to the
canoe for more food. Then we trav-

elled another day, made camp and
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another cache, and three ;nore In-

,
dians went back to the first cache to

\ get the stiilT we had left there.

They would bring it on to the second
cache as the stuff was removed from
there to the third, and the Indians
who went back to the canoe would
bring a fresh load to deposit in the

first cache, which would then be
empty. So it would go, back and
forth from one cache to another, and

.' things usually went like clockwork in

this manner, though a white man
would prefer to stagger under a big

load and make only one trip. The
Indians, however, seemed to prefer

being on the run with a lighter load.

The third day we camped, we cached
nearly all the provisions we had left,

while the third relay of Indians went
back for the second cache to bring
on what was left there.

The last day, by Ihis method,
left Jackson and me travelling alone,

and we carried only enough food to

last us until we arrived at the Hum-
mingbird mine, and one additional

day, as the last relay of runners
"should be up with us by the time we
needed more food.

That last day of our journey, with
only the silent .Jackson beside me,
I shall never forget. It seemed
sacrilege to think of food amid the

vastness of those far-llung mountain
tops. I was awed ihto silence by
the magnitude of nature's form and
coloring, for that day the pinks and
inauves and purples seemed to wave
and scintillate on the ice-crowned
mountain tops, and the dark blue

\ shadows w^ere like velvet in their
*" lovely contrast to the higher lights

\ that played on ridges and mammoth
beds of snow.

"Nanitsh yahwa, look," said Jack-
son, pointing into a crevice where a

creek came down from the mountain
snows. We turned into the ravine.

The water flowed crystal clear in

its mad plunge down the slope, and in

the light of tile setting sun I saw what
made me think I was mad. Gold!
1 had never seen its equal. The
pebbles of the mountain stream were
full of it, and the lumps shone and
sparkled like a dream of "the prom-
ised land."

"It seemed sacrilege to think of food amid the

vastness of these far-flung mountain tops."

We had carried our pans for wash-
ing gold all the way from Snake
River, though what washing this

gold would need I could not see, for

it was beautiful enough as it was to

string in rows around my lady's

white neck.
We washed away till long after

sunset, however, and were so hungry
that we ate the food we had left,

and turned in. The next morning,
we said, the Indians should be there.

We awoke with keen appetites, but
there was no food and there were no
Indians. We drank water from the

icy stream, and began again to wash,
piles of nuggets knee-high rising up
by noon. Still no Indians came,
and again we drank all the water we
could take down. There were no
fish in the stream, but we said our
men woulS be up with us at night.
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Night came, and they did not come.
We rolled up in our blankets and weyt
to sleep. In the morning the In-

dians had not come, though the se-

cond relay could have been there by
that time. What was wrong? We
were growing weak for want of food.

Jackson in days past had been able

to fast for three days, and then, with-
out food, to go on a bear hunt, but
now he was growing old, and had been
recently ill with yellow fever, so he
seemed less able to stand the hard-
ship than I.

"What can be wrong, Jackson?"
I asked.
"Humph!" he grunted, "bad spirit,

Diaub, follow us. We go back last

cache."

All day long we travelled, dragging
our tired feet along the rough way,
and at night, weary, footsore and
famished, we arrived at ' the last

cache.

There were tracks of the Indian
runners around the cache, but there
were other tracks too—tracks which
drove despair into our tortured souls

^tracks of the Indian devil, the
wolverine. They had been there
before us all. No wonder our run-
ners had not come with empty arms
and empty stomachs, wasting time
to tell us there was nothing there.

Everything was destroyed. There
was not a morsel that we could eat.

W'e would have to go back to the
second cache, but it was now nearly
dark, and we must have rest. We
found a mountain spring, took an-
other drink of water, and lay down to

troubled sleep. The next morning
we drank again and stumbled on.

All day we limped along, and at
night, so slow had been our travel,

that we were still some miles from
the second cache. We dare not
spend the time in sleep, for fear that
the morning would find us too weak
to move, so wc dragged ourselves on
by the light of the stars. It was
hard going, and several times Jack-
son fell, for he was very weak. I

do not think he had fed himself
properly nor cared for himself since
he lost Ilnminingbird, and he was in

no wi.se fitted to stand llic Icrrible trip

wc were making.

At midnight we reached the second
cache, and found it, too, rifled and
befouled by the devil wolverines.
We could go no further. Jackson

had been grunting and talking to

himself nearly all day, and I now
became alarmed, for I, too, was in

a very weak condition. We .knew
without being told that even if we
had strength to make the -distance

back to the first cache we would
find it like the second and third,

for the devil wolverines had jfollowed

us from the river, and had destroyed
each cache in turn. As each relay
of Indians had gone back for food
they had found only stench and
refuse, and had gone back still fur-

ther.

We had now been three suns and
three moons without food, and as we
sat weakly by our fire at two o'clock

in the morning I heard some person -

in the distance holler what I thought
was "Hello." Thinking it was one
of our Indians with provisions I

grabbed a torch from the fire and ran
stumbling in the direction of the
sound, waving my torch and hollering

as I ran "Hello."'

Again, away to the left, I heard
someone call "Hello."

Again I ran in that direction, wav-
ing my torch to and fro and calling as

I ran "Hello."
Yet the answer came from the

right, away in the distance, "Hello-o."
I felt the hair on my head rising,

for I knew now that the sound was
from no human lips. I began to

wonder if I were going mad.
Again I heard the call "Hello-o"

from the opposite direction, and with
icy chills chasing down my back, and
my knees knocking together, I made
my wa> back to the tent.

.lackson was sitting in the corner
mumbling away to himself with his

hands and arms crossed over his

breast. I went up to him and shook
him.
"For God's sake, man, tell me what

it is ," I whispered hoarsely.

He said "Sit down."
As I sank down beside him he

whisjiered "(ircat White Spirit. Lis-

ten. Many moons gone by, white
men come this way. No fear him ""
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Great \A'iiite Spirit, and find this

place. One man, feet freeze, can
go no more. Friend, him stay too.

No leave. Two suns, three moons,
maybe, one man him die. Friend
trj' go back. Go one sun, and moon
find him back by dead partner. Next
day him start again, travel one sun,
when moon look down him by dead
man once more. Friend try next
daj-, go half sun, freeze where him
stand. Him skookum. White Spir-
it yell "Hello" ever since. Great
White Spirit call you, call me. Hyas
Tyee and King George man no more
see sun. When sun look down me
see Hummingbird, me see Ponoka."

I could get nothing more out of him.
He sat mumbling and gnawing his

fingers. Then I seemed to sink into
oblivion.

I remember nothing more until the
sun was shining in my face the next
day. Two Indians were standing
over me pouring something down mj''

throat, and I thought at first I was

back on the river bank with Jackson
bending over me. Where was Jack-
son?
The Indians who had come back

from one starting point at the river
just in time to save my life, pointed
mutely to something under a blanket.
Hummingbird and Ponoka had

beckoned Jackson to the Happy-
Hunting Grounds—The Hyas Tyee
was dead.

(Note.—The narrator of this story
said there was no question about his
hearing the word "Hello." He had
made enquiries as to the explanation,
and concluded thai the sound came
from glaciers and mountam peaks
not far away. As the glaciers moved
a bil they scraped and echoed, and the
sound was like the word "Hello."
Jackson's story of the two white men
was authentic. They had been found
as stated, and footprints in the snow
showed that the one had travelled in
circles trj-ing to find his way back to
camp.)

Indian Blankets
Robert G. Hodgson

IN
the North Country a rabbit skin

blanket is the magic woid among
Indians and white men, for worth

and comfort. Although formerly
used extensively- by trappers of the
north to-day, woollen blankets and
sleeping bags are taking their place,
even if they are inferior in every
way.

These blankets are made of rabbit
skins, by squaws, (I Aever knew a
white man to make one, as the pro-
cess, like many Indian processes,
seems to be known only to the
Indians) and the method of making
is a very laborious one. The rabbit
skins are first of all dried, then cut
into the right sized pieces, wet, frozen
and worked aUernately. This pro-
cedure is continued for an indefinite
period, until the skins are properly
ready to be made into blankets. When
complete they are the warmest and
lightest apparel that has ever been
made. Their lightness was of great
value where a man had to limit his

pack down to the barest necessities
and they are so warm, man can sleep
comfortably in them even in the cold
arctic regions where, if a woollen blan-
ket of the same weight were used, he
would be apt to freeze. White men
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who trap or follow other similar

activities in the cold north will pay

fabulous prices to secure one, almost

any price an Indian cares to ask and

even then he considers himself very

fortunate in having secured it.

The reason of their scarcity is

due to the rapid decrease of both

rabbits and the Indians. In the

north a plague strikes the rabbits

every seven years and they die

off so fast and in such large numbers

that where they were formerly very

numerous, bv spring there is scarcely

one to be found, seldom even a dead

one. By the next season, when this

disease is over and rabbits are again

in evidence they are in such sniall

numbers as to make it impossible for

the Indians to secure many for their

blanket making, it taking a large

number for one blanket. Although

they continue to increase they have

only begun to assume normal pro-

portions when the plague again over-

takes them causing their numbers to

be much depleted at all times. The
cause of this is not known but it has

been noticed that at each season

when this disease becomes rampant
the Ivnx, which practically lives on

rabbits, also decrease in numbers and
whether they also die or only migrate

is not known.

There is not the slightest doubt

of the value of these blankets nor

of the Indians' appreciation of them
for in as much as Indians are very

fond of money it is a rare thing

nowadays for them to part with one.

The one shown in the photo was
owned bv an Indian and he refused

absolutely to sell it although he

knew he could secure "for it any

sum within reason.

II K II The I'lincc of Wales, K.C. fwith duckl. Sir Codficy Thomas linrt.. private secretary.

Lord Claud llamillon. D.S.O.. and a party of
'"^iii;^,«^';^!;;=\,f|,<:,:;^l^:i'^„l;;!!^:i „„,.„,.



F. V. Williams

IT
was Christmas morn. Five

miles away down at the little

settlement, the old and young
kiddies were all smiles and gladness.
The happiest day of the whole year
had arrived and the weather was
perfect. Even up here on the hills

the wood folk seemed to be enjoying
themselves, for here and there you
would see where some red squirrel
had scampered across an open place

—

Oh yes! there were still a few of them
about,these red rascals.—It had really
been very mild up to a few days
before Christmas when there had
been three days of real winter; first

the creek had almost frozen over,
then there was a two days' snow-
storm and now to-day it was just
fine and frosty with a clear sky.
Weather conditions to the North,

twenty or thirty miles away had been

cjuite different, and the snow that
had fallen on the hills back of the
village was merely the tail end of

what one could rightly call a blizzard,

and with the tail end of this blizzard
had drifted into this neighborhood
a white teiTor of the air, more feared
than the storm itself by the little

folks of the woods, and this same
terror had settled comfortably down
in a fir thicket, not two hundred yards
from the little bit of open water that
still rcmamcd of the creek.

It was a fine cock partridge that
discovered the white one first, said

partridge strutted out from under a
bit of cover where he had spent the
night. We are wrong in tliis: he had
spent not one but several nights in

this cover, and, as he had not been
disturbed he felt cjuite sure of himself
and his surroundings, as he emerged
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into the open to look for his breakfast.

Five minutes before this, another

had decided he would look for a bite

of something to eat himself, and had

sailed suddenly and swiftly to the

top of an old stub that overlooked the

open places there about. Now it was
unfortunate for the big snowy owl
that he had to drift—drift,we say
because there was no sound, no rustle

of wings, that should accompany
the flight of any honest bird, but
DOES'' NOT accompany the flight

of owls.—As was mentioned it was
unfortunate Jie should have drifted

down past the dark branches of some
evergreens. The dark back ground
gave him away and the partridge with
a rush and whirring of wings was
away before the owl's rush, leaving
him a goodly lead to make sure of his-

escape from a pair of talons, that once
they are set are sure death to the
luckless one that happens to be in

their grip.

The big owl wheeled in the air

without tiie least attempt at pursuit
of the partridge and returned to his

stub. He had sat there for an hour
and the sun mounting above the tree

tops was Hooding the whole landscape
with his winter warmth. The big
owl was actualh' beginning to feel

the need of his daylight sleep; for

although he hunts in the day time
as well as the night, this big snowy
one, a day like this, was far too
brilliant to make for the success of

any hunter. At his back was the
thicket of evergreens that we have
mentioned before, and dropi)ing from
his perch, he sailed silently over these
and dropped to a secreted little nook
liuit he occupied a part of the night
before. The gloom under the snow-
laden firs was far more to his liking

than the blazing sunlight on the^Snow,
and he seltlcti himself comlorlably
on a low branch of an ancient wind-
fall. In the midst of making his

morning's toilet he snapped his head
about and gazed directly back of

liini into a pair of blazing eyes some
twenty feet away. The eyes were
set in the balllc scarred face of a
he-cat; now this was not a pretty
picture to have forced on one's priv-

acy, to say the least, and evidently
this he-cat was looking for trouble,
and he got it.

For the space of perhaps five min-
utes, the big white wild domestic
cat and the big white pirate from the
North mixed in a way fearful to
behold. A blue jay, inquisitive as
all his family, who came to see what
all the racket was about, was scared
into a silent witness, as feathers and
fur mixed in a light, such as even the
oldest fir tree thereabouts had never
seen. The big Tom suddenly dis-

covered he was fighting something
that was not easily hurt. Those
great blazing yellow eyes showed no
signs of fear and met his own devilish

glare with a look that was ominous to

say the least, fighting on his back and
using all four feet as well as his teeth,

he began to feel something as near
fear as he had ever experienced. The
owl got a grip with one powerful
claw in the cat's shoulder and the
cat twisting around with lightning-

like quickness wrenched himself free

and crawled under a nearby log,

crawled 'way under, so far indeed
that he was two feet beyond the
reach of any possible attempt of his

enemy to reach him; and the owl?

—

Oh! he sat on the ground at first,

the snow-covered ground that was
now plentifully spattered with red
blotches, white feathers and tufts

of white fur.—Yes indeed it looked
like a real battle ground, did this

little open space amongst the firs.

After a bit the big white demon
floated up to a nearby stub and sat

there and watched. But he watched
in vain. That cat had had enough,
no more owls for him, and he stayed
right where he was, safe till well into

the night when he crept forth and
sneaked back to the little settlement
from whence he came, and a nice old

lady who thinlvS him the most won-
derful pet in the world, will tell you
to this day how her big white cat

had been nearly killed by "dogs,"
but this fact remains that that
"wild'* domestic "Tom" does not
venture into that piece of fir woodland
looking for game that he should by
reason of his well fed existence leave

alone.
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•After a bit the big while demon floated up to a nearby stub and saf there and watched."
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And Christmas night while the

badly whipped cat was crawling
away to his home in civilization,

a big white owl sat right out in the

open, and ate his Christmas dinner
consisting of a big mink that he
caught near the open water of the

little stream; and looking at, him
sitting there in the moonlight you

might perhaps had you been a natur-

alist, or one who has studied birds a

heap, have discovered a few feathers

missing here and there, but to the

ordinary observer, you would never

have dreamed that this bird had
whipped the biggest white he-cat
in four counties.

George Gilbert

MONSIEUR will regard that the

daughter of Jean Lachine is

my "betrothed," remonstrated
Pierre Lagrange to Paul Clavier, who
was up in the Lac a Jim region for

:m autumn's shooting. Pierre was
Clavier's guide.

Clavier's fresh, clean face sparkled
into smiles; his white teeth shone,

eyes of blue twinkled. His six feet

nothing, of good flesh and bone and
nerve stretched itself out the more
luxuriously before the camp lire on the

dry pine needles in the little grove
beside the brawling Petit Brule.

With Clavier was his friend, John
Armstrong and Armstrong's guide.

pict-

It was early afternoon and they were
almost ready to break camp for home,
their game license limit filled and no
more to do in the way of big game
hunting.

"All right, Pierre," Clavier said,

lazily offering new incense to Lady
Nicotine, "I meant nothing by flirt-

ing with Marie Lachine when she

came in with the buckboard and
brought out our supplies from Mel-
choir. Fact is, Pierre, women have
rather spoiled me; but I don't want
your swc'et little girl, even for a forest

flirtation. I'm sorry I spoke lightly

of and to her
"

'Clavier's powerful hand went careless-
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ly out to Jean. He did not even do
the offended one the honor to stand
when making the amende. Jean,
as if he did not see the peacefully
offered palm, a thunder cloud in his

brow that seemed low because the
curly black hair of the French Cana-
dian habitant swept so far down over
it, turned, his eye-corners puckered
into an intense scowl. He strode
toward the spring. Armstrong's
guide, old Anton Poulet, sturdy,
grizzled, followed the offended man.

Gorgeously-colored leaves, chatter
of squirrels, the distant drumming of

grouse, an occasional gusty sigh from
the wind, told of the seasonal change
soon to come over the Nescopern.

* * * *

'I don't think you managed that
very well. Clavier." Armstrong scold-
ed, stepping around the fire to where
his companion was lolling; "j'ou are
too devilia,h noncholant about this

girl fad of yours. Your waj^ of offer-

ing your hand to Pierre was in itself

an insult."

Clavier forced himself up onto his

haunches and sat gazing moodily
at the fire for a moment, then drawl-
ed:

"I meant him no harm—nor the
girl."

"But you take such matters too
easily."

"Just what you said last year when
I told you that I meant nothing by
paying attention to Ethel Whitcomb
back home—

"

Armstrong's face went white; his
black eyes snapped. But his fea-
tures softened again at once, yet his

voice held a tinge of bitterness as he
interposed:

"Let's not discuss her. I could
have had her—but for you."

Clavier glanced quickly at the
other, who went on:

"When she refused me she ititim-

ated at the end of our talk that she
thought well of you "

Clavier snapped erect and inter-

rupted:

—

"She is the only girl that really
ever interested me, John, but I got
out of your way with her because we
have been friends for vears and I

wanted you to have the first chance
with her."
Clavier turned shortly, started up the

little path leading up the slope from
the brawling stream. At the top
of the little rise he called back:

—

"When Pierre comes back, tell him
I've gone up into the glen to pick
some wintergreen berries. I'll make
a birch-bark basket to carry them in.

There are heaps of big ones up there.

Have him come and fetch my rifle.

I'll pretend to shoot at a mark when
he comes. But really I want to get
him apart and apologize to him in

due and ancient form. And I'll

add, John, that after what you've
told me about Ethel, and as she's

refused you definitely', I think I'll

try my luck with her when we get
back home. "I know I can win-
now."
With a crisp "All right!" Armstrong

turned his face toward the fire again.
* * * *

"Pierre," urged sturdy old Anton
Poulet, leaning his broad back against

a silver birch beside the spring and
gazing down on the jealous man who
was sitting there, dappled over with
golden sunlight and umber leaf shad-
ows, "it is not well to quarrel with the
good people we guide. Monsieur has
made the amende honorable, perhaps
not graciously, but of a sufficiency.

Soon he is home and, pouf, your
Marie sees him no more. What
say you? Shall I go ask him to

shake the hand again, in true sin-

cerity, all anger aside?"

"If you think best," Pierre grunted,
still stubborn, but yielding to the
moral force of the older man.

Old Anton went swiftly, joyfully,

glad to hav? the squall pass so. His
mocassined feet made no sound.

Armstrong, fumoling at the poek-
et of Clavier's shooting coat that hung
at the tent-entrance, started back
hastily as Poulet calle^i to him asking
where Clavier was. Anton saw some-
thing that Armstrong had taken from
Clavier's jacket fall. With the true

courtesy of the good guide, the older

man stooped quickly, found it amidst
the pine needles. It was a cartridge

for a rifle. He handed it to Arm-
strong, who thanked him. For one to
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borrow of another like that was
usual, in the outer spaces, so Anton
made no remark, on that point, but
instead gladly announced:

—

"Pierre, he is sorry he was so anger-
ed with the Monsieur Clavier, and so

is ready to shake the hand in all sin-

cerity with him."

"It falls out luckily, then," Arm-
strong eagerly cut in, "as Mr. Clavier
asked me to send Pierre after him up
to the berry patch and to have Pierre
take his rifle to him, as he may wish
to shoobat a mark and when they are

alone up there they will be the more
easily reconciled."

"Indeed, it falls out very well,"

old Anton agreed hastening to inform
Pierre.

***

"Anton," Armstrong said an hour
later, "there goes the rifle again.

Clavier seems to be enjoying himself
shooting at the mark. No doubt he
and Pierre are reconciled, eh? Well,
I shall take my 24-gauge shot gun and
go down the Brule to the dead pine
and see if I can shoot the big osprey
that roosts there at times when he is

watching for fish."

"Oui, Mo'sieu, that so light a gun
of yours is a beauty and with poudaire
smokeless makes almost the crack
of the rifle, nonT' and Anton smoked
lazily as the ottier strode off, gun
under crooked arm.

***

An hour later Anton flicked to his

feet as Pierre came running into camp,
calling:

"Anton; Monsieur Armstrong!
Monsieur Clavier is shot, is shot!"

"Bad?" snarled old Anton, spring-
ing into action.

"Vair bad, I fear. Take his friend

and get him to camp. I in the canoe
will speed to Mclchoir for the doclaire.

Me lies on the path, near the berry
patch—you know where. He said

for me to come then he fainted

—

•'"

Casting down Clavier's rifle, Pierre
sprang into the canoe and was gone.

Old Anton, before starting for the
place where Clavier lay, |)laced his

right palm Ihoughtl'iilly on the barrel

of the gun. It was still warm.
Then he called 'for Armstrong, who

answered from down the little |Brule.

He came in, panting.
***

Armstrong and Anton laid the
limp body on the pine needles before
the tent. Anton, stooping over, fum-
bled in the pocket of Clavier's shirt,

over his heart. His hand showed
blood when he withdrew it, clasped
about something.
"He shot him close to the heart

like a dog, did Pierre," Armstrong
snarled; "he seems near to death,
^ierre shot him—like a dog."
"Some one did," Anton said.

Clavier stirred, sighed, even essay-
ed weakly to sit erect.

"Not so," Anton prevented, his

brawny hand on the injured one's
breast in kindly restraint; "lie prone,
easy, till the doctaire he is here.

Luckily we are at the edge of the
settlements again. He may come
in time."

Breathing heavily, as a man will

after running up hill, Clavier fought
for his life against the deadening
shock of the bullet wound over his

powerful heart. Doctor Verlaire, for-

tunately found within three miles,

having been called into the woods to

dress a hunter's broken leg, encourag-
ed the patient with stimulants, stir-

ring words, the while listening to

Anton and Armstrong debate, while

Pierre sat apart, grim, dumb.
"He must have done it," Armstrong

was insisting, over again.

"Why must?" Anton queried, his

lips to a white line.

"Pierre was with him; no one else.

He was shot with a rifle bullet.

Pierre had the rifle when he came in.

The barrel was still warm, you admit,
before he bolted after the doctor."

"True, so far, but if Pierre falsely

attacked Clavier, why did he go for

the doctaire.. Eh, so?"
"It was a blind, to quench sus-

picion
—

"

"But one thing more, please, Mo'-
sieur John; why did not the bullet

from so strong a rifle kill, at once?"

Perhaps the ball hit something in

Clavier's pocket and was turned
aside."
"Ah so? What think you of this I

found in liis pocket?" showing a fat.
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flat little memorandum book, In it

was a hole, slightly oblong, not clean-

cut, but smashed through the layers

of paper."
Armstrong made as if to take it,

but Anton kept it.

"Regard," he said, "the hole!

How strange that at such a short

range the bullet from the high-

power rifle should key-hole, go and
over end, wild, instead of spinning
and -cutting clean. How odd that

the bullet should keyhole, instead

of going true, when Pierre at best

was but 50 feet from Clavier. Ex-
plain me that, Mo'sieu."

"Well, " and Armstrong's lips drew
back in a snarl.

"Well, it is so. Where are the

cartridges I saw you take from
Mo'sieu's jacket? You had two then,

can you show both? No; you lost

one? Eh so? I myself have put
a heavy bullet, taken from the end
of a rifle cartridge, into a shot gun
when short of ball cartridges, to Kill

a bear when out of rifle ammunition
and in the deep woods on a winter
trap line. And in such a case, regard,
Mo'sieu, the bullet is vair apt to

keyhole, to go end over end, as this

one did, not true as from a rifled

barrel——

"

"You go too far, Anton," Arm-
strong bellowed; "this matter must
abide the decision of the coroner when
we get out of the woods."

"Oui, Mo'sieu. But you—and
Pierre—must remain here."

The long road that Clavier labored
up steepened; the sun dipped, the
wind rustled the golden leaves, the
crows cawed, the squirrels chattered
and the sudden night came to make
the camp fire leap into its true posi-

tion as the centre of the scene about
which the doctor, Pierre, Anton a'nd

Armstrong went oh, so quietly about
whatever tasks came to their hands.
And the little Brule talked and whis-
pered the night away.

***

"Where is Armstrong?" asked Clav-
ier, as he came to full consciousness
next day. The shadows, far-slanted,

told of afternoon's Iclose.

"He was called home suddenly by a

telegram he said a runner brought
in," said Doctor YerlQine,"and has

left you with us to get well before you
go back, too."

Overhead a woodpecker drummed.
A trout, rising in the pool below,

splashed the tingling water delicious-

ly. Afar they heard voices. Anton
and Pierre came up the river path

together.

Anton glanced inquiringly at the

doctor, holding up a paper.

"He is strong enough now," the

physician said, taking the sheet.

"Then read it to him; let him know
the truth," Pierre said eagerly. The
surgeon read:

" T shot Paul Clavier with my
shot gun, using a shot gun shell, from
which the shot has been extracted by
me and a rifle bullet inserted, in

place of the shot. I hate him for

coming in between me and a woman
he knows of. I thought to slay him
and lay the blame onto Pierre La-
grange."

Clavier glanced up at Pierre, reach-

ed up to him weakly and shook th?

young guide's hand.
"I knew it wasn't you, Pierre,"

he said, then queried: "did you
turn him loose—or take him in to

Melchoir for trial?"

"We let him go; we thought you
would like it best so. Was it for the

best?"
"Yes; for the best," assented Clavi-

er, his head falling wearilyback onto

the friendly mound of coats the

doctor had ready for him; "I'll

rest now and get up strength enough
for the return trip to Melchoir in the

canoe and then—home as straight as

I may go."
***

"Paul," Clavier's wife said to him
a few days after he had changed her

named from Whitcomb to his own,
"how odd that John Armstrong should

liave disappeared so ciueerly up there

iri the woods? His business affairs

are in good shape. Can you imagine
why he went?"
"Why no Ethel," he puffed lazily

atjhis pipe, "I can't."



In the Basin

H. C. Haddon

IT
is in tlie late summer that th-?

Basin is at its best. In the
background stands the Sphinx,

grim, majestic, eternal, a monstrous
upheaval of rock. No tree breaks
the harshness of its appearance, no
vegetation softens the hardness of its

outlines. Rock, sheer rock, vast and
Ijarbaric, gray and weatherbeaten
with the snows of the forgotten years,

its slopes sprawl out in tumbled con-
fusion.

On the north side, where the sun
holds no empery, in the sombre
shadow of the frowning peaks is

eternal snow-^and the glacier. The
Basijfi itself lies on the south west side.

Here, where the elements have
obtained some slight footing is -4lie

chaotic confusion of the rock slide

brought down from those grim peaks
by snow^and rain.

;»Every once^in so often comes the
clatter oi falling debris as some portion
disintegrated by the action of the
elements breaks off and adds its

mite to the vast accumulation at
the head of the Basin.

, Presently when the wound in the
silence is healed and the echoes have
died away a big marmot sits up
among the boulders and whistles with
monotonous regularity. A golden
eagle comes gliding through the pass,

and after it half a dozen whisky jacks,

bold and fearless in their numbers,
tumbling and diving and doing their

best to confuse the big bird, and pro-
faning the silence with theiriraucous
cries.

Big balsams dot the Basin, singly

and in groups, their thick branches
growing right down to the ground,
though the lower ones arc killed and
broken with the weight and depth
of the winter snows. Over towards
the pass, along the ridge of rocks
that form the rim of the Basin, a
few stunted tamaracks struggle for an
existence, their trunks crooked and
bent, their knotty branches twisted
into fantastic designs. Iwcrywhcrc
on the drier ground is the matted

turf of the heath, with its pink, bell-

like flowers. Among the trees, free

from underbrush and parklike in

their perfection, the open glades are

rich with flowers, white and pink and
yellow; asters in all shades fronrblue
to purple, sa.xifrage, speedwell, slender

ferns, tiny stout flowering rushes,

false Solomon's Seal with their berries

already ripening—and everywhere the
nodding, clancing feathery seed heads
of the wind flowers. Gradually the
nights grow longer, and the chill

winds of autumn whisper of the snows.

The marmot and the grizzly have
heeded the warning and are sleeping

till the spring —the wonderful new-
young spring—shall call them out

again."*- The frosts have touched the

flowers, so that now they hang brown
and discoloured, their life work fin-

ished.

And then, gray and leaden, the

clouds collect around the Sphinx.

The wind goes sighing down the

valley, ancl Winter, in her robes holds

her court again!
* * * *

Relentlessly, unceasingly, day after

day, week after week the pitiless snow
fell deeper and deeper. Dry and
powdery, at first it imposed no great

obstacles in the way of travelling or

finding feed, but with each day's

added quota the total mounted up
rapidlyas December ebbed and waned.
And all through the weeks of the new
year the same monotonous regularity

of the fall continued. Down below
in the valleys came occasional spells

of rain that reduced the depth of

snow, but up on the summits with

their rarer atmosphere and greater

altitude the cold prevented any thaw.
Almost the first big fall of the winter
wiped out all irregularities from the

outlines of the hillsides. The boul-

ders, the big granite boulders that

were scattered so lavishly through
the mountains appeared at first gs

only.a mound in the snow. As the

weeks dragged by these disappeared

and the face of the snow took on the
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level,unbroken appearance that con-
cealed all the character of the ground.
Here a terrible half mile of vockslide
appears as smooth and even as the
treeless slopes that lie on either side

of it, where in the summer the wild
mountain flowers form a little garden
in the wilderness, and where the big
grizzly likes to come in the late

afternoons to drowse in the sunshine.
The fallen trees that littered the

hillside and that in summer form
such a drawback to travel in the
mountains lost their terror, buried
under the heavj' blanket that oblit-

erated all traces of their outlines.

Even the tangle of "down timber"
that proves so effectual a barrier when
the ground is bare was covered up,
and travel became possible now where
before was no highway.

In the Basin the great balsams
struggled unceasingly with the never
ending snow. Down below in the
valley the thaw that usually follows
each snowfall would enable the trees
to shake off much of their burden of
snow, but up here on the summit,
and with the constant fresh falls, the
trees were loaded down almost to
the breaking point. Now and again
a wind would strip off part of tlieir

burden, but always the fresh snow
was adding to it, so that the branches
were dragged and weighed down out
of all semblance to their shape.
No glades now, a-riot with their

flowers—only the bleakness of the
snow-hound mountains, the gray hope-
lessness, the utter lorfeiine.ss of the
silent places!

*****

Then with February the clouds
drifted away and the weather cleared
up. The sun came out, but brought
no warmth, and the white moon
that ruled the night rode pitilessly
across the frozen sky. With the
tremendous depth of -the snowfall
and now the weeks-long length of the
cold spell came a time of terror and
hardships to the peoi)le of the hills.

To the smaller carnivora even the
rigours of an exceptionally hard
winter seem to impose no added
strain. Only now the snow remained
unbroken by the tracks of marten
and weasel. They did not run,~cov-

ering the snow with the records of

their wandering miles as they had
done earlier in the winter.

Instead, secure under the great
white blanket that kept the earth
loose and unfrozen, they lived in a
world of their own. Among the
tangle of fallen trees that are every-
where in the mountains they hunted
and kept warm in the subterran-
ean tunn^s and runways that the
snow^ and the logs had made for thsm.
Here the mice burrowed and slept,

and here, where there was feed aplenty
came the smaller hunters, living and
keeping in good condition and making
their kills in a grotesque world of

snow caverns and snow tunnels,

safe from the prowling eyes that
watched the hopeless snows in search
of them.
But from the others, the larger

meat eaters, denied this world be-

neath the snow by reason of their

size, the severeness of the winter
demanded its remorseless toll. The
yielding cold (cold so bitter, so in-

tense, so pitilessly penetrating that
one wondered if ever the world could
be warm again) and the depth of the
snow could only be overcome at the
cost of the vitality that it was so

easy to lose, and so hard now to

replace.

The winter trails, the grim winter
trails are an epic in themselves. To
each, to hunter and to hunted comes
this stern annual test that decides
if they are to go on through the
halcyon summer and reproduce their

kind or whether they are to die,

unnoted and unremembered in some
corner of the lonely mountains,
unable to overcome the conditions
that have pi'oved them unfitted.

An off year with the rabbits, now
hardh' a track upon the snow betray-
ed the presence of one that had come
through the sickness of the summer,
to go skipping through the thickets,
ghost-like, tantalising, elusive, a red-
blooded, firm fleshed morsel that
could be tossed as a sop for a few
short hours to the insatiable gods of

hunger.

Around the evergreen thickets or
lifeless, leafless alder swales, or
through the shadows of the timber
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now and again a big lynx would
pa,tiently patrol his hopeless route.
The wandering erratic tracks are
pitifully eloquent of the patience with
which the big cat has hunted in all

likely and unlikely places, covering
the miles with the same steady
determination that is usually so
successful. Pity for the big cat one
must feel, and admiration for his

dogged hopefulness, with nothing in
his stomach except a little acid pine
needles to help stay that awful end-
less hunger. One can imagine him
growing thinner and weaker as the
days pass, each with their miles

—

but never the bloodstained snow to
tell of the game surprised and the
hurriedly bolted meal, crouching in

the snow and growling, savage-eyed,
at the shadows.

Warned in advance in some occult
manner the caribou had deserted
their usual range, drifting south-
wards before the storms, grayish
white, shadow-like, surrounded by
the steam from their breath and
bodies; and the trail that they had
broken was long since filled up with
fresh snow.

Down below in the valley, shel-
tered in the side hill benches, the
white tailed deer were forced to
yard up and here, confined in a
prison of their own making they
suffered terribly from the big cougars
that hunger and cold and the snow
had sent slouching down from the
uplands.

****

Late one afternoon a huge doc
wolf emerged from the timber that
fringes the Big Slide. It was over
a week since he had tasted food more
satisfying than an occasional mouse,
and now, gaunt and lean and raven-
ously hungry he started to follow up
the course of the slide. Below the
Twin Dogs' Teeth, where the wind
wails and sobs through from the
valley on the other side he lifted up
his voice in the mournful eerie wolf
call that is the rallying cry of the
pack. From afar down the hillside
he received an answer, and later
was joined by a female wolf, his
mate of the season before. At odd
intervals the big dog sent his terrible

blood-curdling summons echoing
through the silent hills, the invitation
for the pack 'to assemble. During
the night the four cubs of the spring
heard the call and answered it, each
one from their own barren trails that
had led to nothing but starvation.
Two other wolves, ranging over from
their usual hunting grounds driven
far afield by their terrible necessity
also responded, and morning found
the wolf pack assembled and miles
away from their rallying point.
Never as abundant as is believed,

y,et by their very potency, the deadly
accuracy of their killing, their insati-

able blood lust when the occasion
offers, their strength and endurance,
the wolves of the mountains command
respect and attention.

All spring and summer and fall

their trails are as harmless as the
bear's, for small game is abundant
and Life demands no heavy payment
for any favours that she may give.

Grubs and beetles, mice, birds, goph-
ers, rabbits, the small fare of the
mountains all play their part in the
wolf diet. Even the wild berries are
eaten eagerly, especially the red haws
of the wild rose.

But with mid-winter, with its snow
and hunger, the trails that have run
singly unite into the pack that
becomes strong enough to tackle the
larger game, even the caribou bands
with their great legs and splendid
horns. This latter is usually only as a

last resort, though, and is only adopt-
ed when other means fail.

With the big dog that had assembl-
ed them in the lead the pack travelled

southwards all that night, apparently
as tireless as though they were full

fed and rested.

For a few hours in the morning
they snatched what little sleep the
cold and their hunger would allow
them, and then, in the gray bitterness

of the late afternoon they continued
on their way. So, till they struck
the end of the range that radiated
like the points of a star with the
Sphinx as the centre. Here, at the
end of the arm the pack dropped down
inlo Ihc valley, meeting with no
success nor finding, for that matter
any tangible signs of the game that
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they were after. Among the willows

and alders that fringed the creek
they broke their formation, each
hunting on their own account to try

and snap up a rabbit, assembling
again as the dusk deepened. One or

two had managed to stay their

hunger for a brief hour or so, but the

countrs' had proved hopelessly empty
of life.'

So they worked back towards their

starting point, ascending the hillside

and following the ridge on the oppo-
site side of "the valley. Once they
crossed the trail of an old bull caribou
travelling by himself, but the tracks

were so old, so filled with snow that it

seemed hopeless to follow them.

Tov.ards morning it grew w-armer.
The sky clouded up and then it

began to snow again. With the

coming of the daylight the pack
continued on their way, for food now
was of more importance than sleep.

And -then, a few short miles of valley

separating them from their starting

point the pack ran onto the tracks

that they had covered so many miles

to find.

Some time before the snow had
started a bunch of black tailed deer,

some fourteen or fifteen strong had
come up out of the valley into the

range, and now were headed towards
theSphinx. The great scar through
the snow that marked their passing

was already drifting full with the

flurn,-ing fiakes of the new fall, but
the pack took up the trail with newr
born eagerness. Somewhere at the

other end of the trail were the deer

that had broken it, unaware of their

peril, perhaps still travelling, perhaps
resting up till the snow should have
ceased—the snow that could not
come fast enough now to blot out

the record of their passage, to save

them from the danger, avidly eager,

white toothed, blood crazy, that eat

up the miles between them.

An hour passed, an hour of grim
pursuit with the game not yet in

sight, nor their trail any fresher.

Only the silence of the forest, the

unending snow of valley and hollow
and ridge, with ever the great trees,

moss grown, snow burdened, march-
ing on endlessly up hill and down

again—and eight gray silent shapes

that slipped noiselessly among the

tree trunks with heaving sides and
red tongues protruding, slaves to the

master-hunger.

The miles slipped by before their

flving feet, a mile, another mile, and
then" suddenly the gaunt leader put

his nose down to the snow—and then,

terrible, eerie, ghastly, the hunting

crv of the pack echoed and re-echoed

among the silent hills. A bare hun-

dred vards and they came to the

beds that the deer had used for a

few hours and then vacated, their

trail fresh now, new-broken, elo-

quent of firm flesh and red blood

steaming hot!

Another hundred yards and the

timber broke up abruptly into scat-

tered clumps of trees that dotted the

open hillside below the summit.

Oh, big buck at the head of the

band, vou rested too long in the tim-

ber, dallving till the storm passed

when vou "should have travelled

with aU speed that the snow that the

gray North wind is bringing might

have wiped out the record of your

passing! Too late now, the snow,

even though vou seek shelter from

the wind "among the trees of the

Basin!
The sheer gap of the pass loomed

ahead, opened up, passed behind the

speeding pack. The ground sloped

awav un'der th?ir feet as they dj^gcend-

ed into the Basin, the fresh newly

broken meat trail pointing straight as

an arrow.
A sudden cloud of breath-steam,-

of snow sent llurrving by flying bodies

and the blacktad band broke cover

from among the tress. And like a

cyclone the wolf pack was in their

niidst, merciless, pitiless, driven mad
with the lust of blood and slaughter.

Here, both his hamstrings cut,

the big buck that had led the way into

the Basin sunk onto his haunches, to

roll over with a great sighing sob

as the leader of the pack found his

heart with one great snap, snap of

those terrible white teeth. There a

yearling doe, big-eyed, frightened,

separated from the rest of the band

set up a wild snorting of fear and

surprise at the gray forms that sud-
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de.nly surrounded her, to go slither-

ing down into the snow as a slim
male wolf, his eyes alight with mad-
ness leapt in and out again and left

her lying there, all her throat torn
out in that one second's space.
Here a single deer slipping away

unseen, here another, a big buck,
making a vain attempt to beat off

the attack, rearing up on his hind
legs, snorting with the lust of battle

and trying to beat his attackers into

the snow with his fore feet; there a
couple of wolves madly tearing great

chunks of cjuivering meat from a

crippled animal that still lived and
that struggled unavailingly to rise

to its feet

—

a scene of slaughter, of

carnage, of excitement indescribable.
*****

The fresh snow will covej: the blood
stained trampled killing ground. The
Chinook wind and the rain will usher
in the spring—and the sun and the
summer will bring back the flowers
that riot through the glades among
the trees.

M.R.I I. The I'rince of Wales at Cameron's I'alls. The end of hi.s canoe trip on the Nipigon.

—Courtesy of (Uiiiuclian Nulional Hallways.



SOME said that he had a splash
of white on his stomach—others
said it was snow gathered in his

fur—also, some said he had a strain
of grizzly blood in him, and that
was where he got his great size.

But every hunter, trapper or lum-
berjack in the Marbleau countrs' who
had seen him agreed that he was
mostly cinnamon and mean as his

hair was brown; and the dash of
super-meanness that put the silver
nose on him and gave him his name
was the worst kind of blood that
could have been mixed. In half-

breeds the bad qualities are usually
predoniinant, and Silver Tip was no
exception. The bear was known
from Windy Lac to the Nipigon's
headwaters, and he had committed
every crime on the bear calendar
fronfi purloining bacon in unguarded
cabins to stealing sheep from an
embryo rancher down at Gargam-
mon. His taste for mutton had sent
the would-be sheep raiser back to
the Stales in disgust and had whetted
popular desire for his hide. He was
probably the most hated and at the

same time the most feared bear in
the Canadian woods. He came down
to the Marbleau country in the winter
and in the summer he disappeared,
where, no one knew. Some said he
had got matters mixed in his bear
mind and hibernated during the
wrong season of the year, at any and
all events it was strange that he
should persist in roaming abroad
during the bitter winter months when
other bears slept.

The best bear hunters and trappers
in the whole Marbleau country had
trailed, chased, and still hunted and
been baffled in turn by the wily bear,
to say nothing of an army of sports-
men from Ottawa to the Gtili who
had come equipped with high power
.30 calibre rillcs fitted with telescopic
sights, and relumed still possessing
them but no bear hide—at least not
the hide they wanted. And not a
few there had been who had had
narrow escapes from the bear.

So when Pierre Bapiste swore to

trail Silver Tip down, he did so with
a full realization of what he was
swearing to do. But the fiery blood
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that ran in Pierre's veins when arous-

ed knew no cooling till justice was
done. For Pierre was no bad man,
he was a stickler for justice and the

trait had often seen him in tight

places. Once he had decided that
when a certain prowling cougar had
stolen into his camp and chewed up
a quarter of moose, justice demanded
that he rush out in the darkness and
shoot the animal, and its screams
had dropped a mate from a tree onto
Pierre's shoulders. The work the

big cat had done with its teeth and
claws before Pierre's knife found its

throat was responsible for his peculiar

twist when shouldering a gun. There
were other things, which do not con-
cern our tale. Therefore we come
to the winter when Pierre was trap-
ping in the upper Marbleau country
on the very edge of the barren lands.

For several mornings Pierre had
found the catches in. his traps mutil-
ated and torn. Often there would be
only the leg of an animal left in a

trap where some marauder had feasted

on a marten or fox worth many dollars

to Pierre. The robber would follow
the line of traps unerringly and as

its appetite became satisfied would
content with merely killing and maul-
ing the trapped animals. There had
been a blustering wind for several

days that had kept the snow fields

moving in ever changing drifts, and
Pierre had found the robber's tracks
obliterated each morning. Then one
night the wind had died and Pierre

set forth in the early dawn to run his

line.

It was as before, the first traps were
robbed of their catch for the maraud-
er's breakfast, the others held mutili-

ated remains. But what sent the
hot blood coursing through Pierre's

veins were the tracks that followed
his line, plainly visible in the un-
d rifted snow. Bear tracks, they were
—huge lumbering tracks such as only
one bear in the Marbleau country
made!

.So it was that standing by a trap
which flaunted a mass of torn fur

that had once been a silky marten
and almost brought tears to Pierre's

eyes, the outraged trapper swore to

avenge all the crimes of Silver Tip,
he would trail the marauder down.

Pierre stood in the snow staring at

the trail that switched off the trap
line and twisted away toward the
north. He was already on the edge
of the barren lands, and the bear's
trail led up into those desolate snow
fields where few men venture and
from whence fewer return. But
Pierre Bapiste knew not fear. And
so with his lips set firmly and a light

of determination burning in his eyes
he took up the trail of Silver Tip

—

the sworn Nemesis of that outlaw
of the north.

Two hours later Pierre stopped.
The last blur of the timber line had
irielted away behind him and to the
north and on all sides stretched
interminable snow. Pierre was sweat-
ing from his super-exertion and during
the momentary rest his clothes froze
to board-like stiffness. His legs were
dog-weary and even the weight of

his rifle seemed tons. But still tb.e

bear's trail led on and on into those
God-forsaken regions. The trail

Pierre's practised eyes read, was new,
he must be not far behind the bear.

"Mon Dieu!" muttered Pierre.

"Why mus' he come up here so far?"
And a strange uneasiness began to

take possession of Pierre. But there
still burned in his eyes that same
light..

"There ees surely a reeson for

heem goin' so far," muttered Pierre
again, then added determinedly, "but,
eet mus be one of us." Ha gritted

his teeth and pushed on, a great

mystery in his mind.

After a while Pierre began to lose

sense of time. He just plodded
doggedly ahead, his eyes glued to the
bear's trail. Uneven contours of the
snow fields and ice ridges stuck a
finger of frosty warning at him. He
knew he was getting far, far into the
arctic regions. That a bear should
wander so far—again he marvelled?

Then Pierre came to an ice hum-
mock which the trail led u|) and over.

On the ridge Pierre halted, then
dropped to his knees and stared at

something.
Hairs, he saw, that the jagged

edge of the ice had pulled from the
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bear as he clambered over—but they
were white!—white as the snow itself!

And there came to Pierre's mind
the stories of the splash of white on
Silver Tip's stomach—which some
had thought to be snow; but now,
Pierre knew that he was following a
bear with a strain of polar in him

—

those white monsters whose home are
the regions where no men live but
the brown skinned esquimaux. That
was where Silver Tip went in the
summer, when the south grew too
warm for him!

He, Pierre Baptiste, was trailing

a bear that knew no boundary of
snow and ice—a chill wind began to
creep over the snow wastes and
Pierre's snowshoes seemed to be
tugging to dfag him down. But
had he not sworn to trail down Silver

Tip? True, only the snow and the
wind had been witnesses to his

swearing, but it could not have been
more binding had he sworn before

Father Lestel down at Gargammon.
Therefore it was that Pierre stumbled
on following that never ending gos-
samer thread that spun a streak of

despair over the snow wastes into the
dim distance.

It was an hour later and miles
farther that Pierre stopped before a
huge ice hummock in an uneven
stretch of country that he knew must
not be far from the great ice sheet of

Hudson's Bay. Some instinct

prompted Pierre to loosen the mitten
on his right hand and gently try the
action of his rifle to make sure the
cold had not gummed the oil. Then
he worked up the ice ridge.

On the top Pierre halted. At first

he saw nothing, then, less than an
eighth of a mile away, he saw some-
thing moving, a lumbering figure

plodding over the snow, a figure -

brown haired and with a Silver
Nose—and a splash of white on the
belly as though snow-dragged. A
smile of grim satisfaction cracked
Pierre's frosted features as he slipped
off his mitten and raised his rifle to
his shoulder.

As Pierre pressed his cheek against
the stock of his rifle he thought he
saw something out the corner of his

eye that made him turn. He lowered
his rifle and scanned the snow fields

on all sides. But far as eyes could
reach there stretched only the white
barrens. The only living thing be-
sides himself was that lumbering
ball of brown. Again Pierre raised
his rifle. But as his finger touched
the trigger he lowered the gun once
more. Something, the barest flit

of a glimpse, had drawn his attention.
But he saw no moving thing other
than the bear.

"Eet ees so ver' funny!" muttered
Pierre, and prepared to raise his
rifle determinedly. Then, on a ridge,
and the color of the ice it moved
against, Pierre saw something move.
One moment Pierre stared, and his
keen eyes distinguished the silver
fox from its icy background!
With steel-like steadiness Pierre

raised his rifle and sighted. A spurt
of flame cracked the frosty air and
shattered the white silence into a
million echoes. The next moment
Pierre was stumbling madly across
the snow to where a growing red
blotch showed clearer than the fox.

The trapper fell to his knees by
the dead animal and examined it

almost reverently. Fortune of for-

tunes! There wa s not even a blemish

,

the bullet had passed into the brain
through the eye. Pierre ran his
fingers through the silky fur with the
tenderness of a connoisseur.
"Worth two t'ousan' dollaire eef

eet ees worth two cents!" cried
Pierre almost tearfully.

Then suddenly Pierre sprang to
his feet and gazed out across the
snow. Silver Tip, alarmed by the
shot, was fast lumbering out of rang3.
Pierre raised his rifle and sighted.
The bead hovered over the bear's
back a moment, then dropped to a

spot just back of the huge fore
shoulders and steadied.

Then, very deliberately, Pierre
lowered the rifle and watched the
bear clamber from sight over a snow
ridge. He, Pierre Baptiste, had sworn
to trail the bear down, and he had,
and—Pierre was glad he had not
sworn to kill the bear.

The trapper looked at the ball of

silver lying at his feet, the fur which
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every trapi)er of the far north sees

in his elaysian dreams.
"So," Pierre spoke after the re-

treated bear. "Thees ees the reeson

you cum so far, to pay your debt!"

Then Pierre looked away toward
the south. He no longer felt tired,

how could he, with—he dropped to

his knees beside the fox.

"All night," he said, "we^ will

travel, by morning we be home!"

Then Pierre's white teeth flashed

in a smile as he again looked in the

direction in which- Silver Tip had

disappeared.

"Seelver Teep," he said, "you pay,

weeth eenterst!"

The Propagation of the Brook Trout

John W. Titcomb

Fish Culturist, New York State

FI.SH culture in the usual sense consists in

the conservation of fish eggs which

would otherwise be wasted and it is

made possible by the knowledge that

the process in nature tenned fertilization can

be improved upon by manipulation. The

fertilisation of fish eggs may be compared

to that of flowers. The eggs are to the fish

what seeds are to the plants The seed of

the plant is not complete until it has been

united with the pollen. Bees and other

insects when in search of honey shake off

the pollen and carry it thus from one flower to

the other thus l)rin;^ing it into contact with

the seed: or the wind may be the agent. The

milt of the fish corresjjonds to the pollc n ofthe

flowers and it is carried lo the eggs through

the agency of the water after both eggs and

milt have been expelled by the parent fish.

Th6 fish culturist takes atlvanlage of the know-

ledge by bringing the eggs and milt into

direct contact, this effecting almost perfect

f&rtilization before water is applied.

Generally speaking, fish cultural operations

may be divided into two classes; First,

artificial propagation: sccnnti, pond culture.

The discovery that fish eggs could be artifici-

ally impregnated by "stripping" both the

eggs and the milt from the jiarcnl fish was first

made in Germany in the year 1758. It is

interesting to note that the author of a treatise

published in 1851 referring to the discovery,

writes; ".So occupied were the people of

luirope in the art and science of cutting one

another's throats that it was lost sight of and

was re-discovcrcd in 1840, in a more valuable

form by two poor, illiterate I'rench fishermen."

Seth Green, is accredited with being the

first man in America to take advantage of

aitificial propagation, and from this fact he is
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generally known as the "father of fish culture"

in this country. In the early days of fish

culture the eggs were expelled into a span of

water and the milt was then added. Under
present-day methods the two elements are

brought into contact before the water is added,

and as a result a very high percentage of

fertilization is achieved. The eggs may be

taken from fish caught by commercial fish-

ermen, which are destined for market, or

they may be taken from fish caught expressly

for the purpose of obtaining their eggs. In

the latter case the fish may, after the opera-

tion, be returned uninjured to the water.

After impregnation the eggs are protected by
providing the most favorable conditions for

hatching, and then, with the trouts and the

salmons the various stages of fish rearing

follow which we are accustomed to see at

different seasons of the year. .
Owing to the

cannibalistic nature of other species arti-

ficially propagated and the enormous numbers

produced, it is customary to plant them as'

fry.

Among the fish which have hitherto yielded

the most satisfactory results by the methods of

artificial propagation are mentioned the

various members of the trout family, salmon,

whitefish, pike-perch, muscallonge and a

number of other fish and also salt water

species. On the other hand, small-mouth

and large-mouth black bass, talico bass,

crappie, bream, catfish and other fishes of

similar habits do not submit to the "stripping"

process. These species thrive best in warmer
water than the trout family, and are ordin-

arily handled by the so-called pond culture

methods. It is in connection with the in-

creased propagation of these varieties that so

many amateurs are concerned. .\s the warm
water fishes do not yield to the artificial

methods described in the foregoing para-

graphs it is fortunate that a very large per-

centage of the eggs of these species are fertil-

ized when spawnirf^ occurs naturally. Add-
itional advantage is gained by the habit of

the parent fish in caring for and protecting

their young until they are free swimmers.

The cultivation of these fishes, therefore,

consists in providing ponds which shall give

to the maximum number of breeding fish and
their young all the essential conditions of a

natural environment, while at the same time

protecting them from their enemies and
holding them under control. The breeding

of fish in artificial ponds, dates back to the

luxurious days of ancient Rome. China for

many centuries has propagated fish in ponds

and as far back as 1611 shipped goldfish to

Europe. Many improvements have been

made over the methods of pond culture con-

ducted in those days when the ponds were

stocked by the transfer of eggs from other

waters, or perhaps by the transfer of fishes.

It is important to state that the young of the

black bass and other nest building fishes

cannot be confined in the troughs or small

ponds used for trout rearing and will not

accept artificial food. They depend for sus-

tenance upon minute forms of animal life and

upon one another. At a very tender age they

develop cannibalistic tendencies and when
larger numbers are confined in artificial

ponds even where there is an abundance of

natural food, they may reduce their own
nurnbers 60 to 80 per cent within a month or

six weeks from the time of hatching. Not
even with a judicious selection of a profuse

growth of aquatic vegetation, which, besides

providing a refuge from one another, pro-

duces directly or indirctly the small crus-

taceans and other minute forms of animal life

upon which the young bass feed, is the fish

culturisl able to prevent a large loss by canni-

balism.)

There are some variations in the methods

of spawn-taking according to species but in

general the operation consists in expelling

the eggs by a gentle pressure of the thumb
and forefinger along the walls of the abdomen,

the strokes being continued until all the ripe

eggs have been secured. The fish is usually

grasped near the head and to hold it firmly

may be pressed against the body of the

spawnlaker. The receptacle into which the

eggs are expelled is usually a 6-quart milk-

pan which has been dipped into the water and

then emptied,, thus leaving it slightly moist.

The milt is obtained by the same process as

the eggs and applied to the latter in the pan

used to receive them from the fish.

Ilcaw eggs, such as those of the trout, are

incubated in wire-bottom trays set in troughs

of running water. The mesh of the wire is

of a size to suit the size of egg and to permit

the young fish, as they hatch, to drop through

into the trough. The troughs are usually

plain open boxes varj'ing in length from 12

to 16 feet and in depth from 4 to 12 inches, to

suit conditions, .^n arbitrary width ef 14

inches, inside measure, has been adopted,

uniformity in width being desirable for

economy in interior equipment. For brook

trout eggs (Salvclinus fonlinalis) one often

depends upon commercial trout raisers, eyed

eggs being obtained from them at lower cost
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than it is possible to collect from wild fish at

most places or from brood fish maintained

only for their eggs. The eggs are annually

purchased from four to six dealers. For

the purpose of making a just comparison as to

quality and final cost of lish produced from

each purchased lot of eggs received from such,

each dealer is accounted for until their pro-

duct is ready foi distribution. Eggs also are

obtained from trout inhabiting natural lakes

or artificial lakes on private preserves. Dur-

ing September and October, principally, and

continuing into November, the fish ascend

the streams in large schools on each rise of

water. The fish culturist has only to provide

suitable racks and traps in anticipation of the

period of migration, constructing them in

the streams that have been dammed to make
the lakes. The fish are dipped from the

trap into adjacent pens above the rack, the

pens being kept covered to guard against the

escape of the fish in case of a possible flood. A
field station of this character is sometimes

managed by one man, who constructs the

trap, rack, and pens, cares for and strips the

fish, and then cares for the eggs, which are

incubated until "eyed," then are packed and
shipped to the ceTitral station. After the

fish have been manipulated for their eggs and
milt they are returned to the water with but a

trivial loss, if any at all. Thus some clubs and
individuals annually replenish their stock of

fish by the maintenance of hatcheries in con-

nection with their ponds.

The scope of this article is to show how
individuals may comply with the law and
stock their waters at a minimum expense by
procuring the eggs of trout which can be

bought at a low figure, and hatching them on

their own premises. It is hoped also that

some may be interested in stocking public

waters and to all such ' Fish Commissions
should furnish eggs free of charge. Fry
delivered in the months of April and May
in small lots cost at the rate of .$2.50 to $.3.00

per thousand at commercial hatcheries. The
fish are either shipped by express in patent

cans or sent in ordinary cans accompanied

'by a messenger. Thus ten thousand (10,000)

fry at three dollars per thousand will amount
to thirty dollars. Add the cxpressage to this

and you have something like five dollars.

Added up this is an expense to you of thirty-

five dollars. If a messenger accompanies the

fish (which is the customary method), add
•12.50 per day for his services; add his car-fare

and subsistence rn route and the bill will be at

least twelve dollars more. The cost of the

fry will then amount to from thirty-five to

fifty dollars delivered at the railroad station.

In the above we give an instance. As to

whether you pay more or less depends wholly

upon what part of the country you happen to

be in.

Eggs can be bought for fifty cents per

thousand and expressage. Estimating the

expressage at .SI.50 and the total cost of

$10,000 eggs is .?6.50. In large lots, eggs sold

as low as thirty five cents per thousand one

season. In the case of the United States

Fish Commission it is possible to obtain the

eggs free of cost, in which case the only

expense would be the expressage. At the

lowest estimate on the cost of 10,000 fry and

the highest estimate on eggs, there is a balance

of twenty-three dollars and fifty cents in

favor of the eggs. The eggs must now be

hatched which means that you must equip

yourself with a miniature hatchery and then

give the eggs care and attention a short

time daily for two or three months. Two
advantages of purchasing eggs, aside from the

financial question are that the product can be

planted at your leisure, a few at a time and

the fish will be fresh and strong. The cost

of fingerlings is so much greater than that of

fry that I have not brought them into m\
comparison with fry and eggs, although the

results obtained by planting them are most

satisfactory.

In this article I shall only give the details

for procuring and hatching trout eggs, receiv-

ing the eggs in the form of "eyed ova" and are

ready to be fed or to be planted.

The subject of rearing to fingerlings belongs

to another chapter, when the fish require

more water, more critical care and at a season

when farm work demands more attention.

It will be touched upon only in brief.

II.

THE WATER SUPPLY.

This is the most important question to be

considered both as to quantity and quality.

If a hatchery is to be constructed the water

supply is the first consideration and the loca-

tion of the hatchery is dependent upon it.

As this article contemplates the necessity

for only a small floor space to hatch enough

fish to stock one stream or a portion ol' it,

room for the hatchery may be found in the

barn, barn cellar,ccllar of house or some othei

available sr.ace protected from the inclem-

ency of the weather. Assuming that there is

floor space somewhere about your buildings

can you run your present water' supply into it

and have you sulTicicnt flow of water to

spare some of it for fish cuIIui'.tI purposes'' A
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iinsideralion of the lollowing lequisites v\i!l

enable you to decide: First, the supply may
be irom a spring, a brook, a pond or a lake.

Fish cullurists differ as to which is preferable,

but conditions V5ir\' in different localities and

climates. In Vcimont, very few brooks

aie free from sediment at all seasons. Springs,

if tapped at their sources are practically free

from sediment. That is, it must not become
roily during the frequent thaws in winter or

the hea\'y rains of springtime. Second, it

should be of an even temperature throughout

the period of incubation. This last is not

essential, but preferable. In New England

the normal temperature of spring water at

the sources of springs is 40 to 18 degrees and

does not vary from that amount summer
or winter more than five degrees. If allowed

to flow along the surface until it forms into a

brook, the temperature will of course be

reduced in winter and raised in summer, but
vill be comparatively even. Trout eggs

an be hatched in any temperature of spring

water or in a temperature varj-ing from 33 to

50 degrees Fahrenheit. I prefer a tempera-

ture of from 33 to 44 degrees during the

period of incubation, rising to 60 or 65 de-

grees for the little fishes as warm weather

I

approaches. Ordinarily the water supply
S for a house and stable is suitable for this work

If a sufficient volume of it can be spared to

flow steadily 24 hours a day for every day the

hatchery is in operation. A city water supply

'•an usually be regarded as suitable. Trout

annot be hatched successfully unless the

eggs have a constant flow of water. It

t cannot be diverted temporarily for creamery_

or domestic purposes without danger of

weakening or smothering the eggs. The
quantity of water depends upon the number
of eggs to be hatched or the number of hatch-

ing troughs to be used. The minhnum
amount of water allowable for one trough

whether to contain 10,000 eggs or double

that number should not be less than two
gallons per minute. The simplest way of

ascertaining whether there is a sulTicient flow

of water is to catch the flow in a pail of known
measure and see how long it takes to fill the

pail. If you have a spring of unknown vol-

ume put in a temporary, spout with earth

packed around the intake end long enough to

conduct the water to a point where it can be

caught and measured. Do not attempt to

run the smallest hatchery on less than two
Mllons of water per minute.

It may be best to construct a small building

for a hatchery near the source of supply and

save piping the water. For an isolated

building, spring water has several advantages

in that it is not liable to freeze either at the

intake or in the hatchery and that artificial

heat for the hatchery is unnecessary except

for personal comfort in 'working over the

troughs. There is one disadvantage in using

spring water;the iry may develop so rapidly

that they will be ready for distribution before

the waters to be stocked are free from freshets.

Brook water, a considerable distance from the

springs which are its source may give trouble

by freezing at the intake or still more in the

troughs unless the hatchery is artificially

heated. Water from lakes and ponds if

taken several feet below the surface gives an

even and favorable temperature for hatching

eggs slowly. Do not take water from a bog

or stagnant pond. Eggs and fry need air

which is taken through the medium of clear,

sparkling water.

The water may be conducted in pipes of

lead, iron or wood, the same as used in con-

ducting water to your house for domestic

purposes. It is preferable to use pipe two or

three times larger than is absolutely necessary

to give the requisite volume of water and the

following statement may be used as a guide

as to the size of pipe required:
—"A straight

cylindrical pipe, one inch in diameter, inclined

one foot in ten will convey about eleven

gallons of water per minute. The same

pipe with an inclination of one foot in twenty

will convey eight gallons per minute; with an

inclination of one in fifty, five gallons per

minute; with an inclination of one in one

thousand one gallon per minute. A two

inch pipe will convey about five and one half

times as much w-ater as a one-inch pipe; a

three-inch pipe nearly fifteen times as much."

.Vngles or bends in the pipe will materially

reduce the capacity. A square conduit made
of boards or planks well jointedTlCC5"as well as

anything else to conduct water, and if spring

water it maybe laid on the surface of the

ground, reducing the temperature slightly to

its advantage. A perforated zinc or copper

strainer with much more surface than the size

of the conduit is preferable for the intake but

an ordinary packing box perforated with

small holes and connected with the conduit

will do. .\ny spring should be thoroughly

cleaned before each hatching season. It

should be covered sulTiciently to exclude

falling leaves and debris of any kind. The
intake should be examined occasionally to

guard against its becoming clogged.

While not essential it is desirable to have
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the hatching room well lighted to avoid the

necessity of using artificial light, in working

over the eggs or fry. No artificial heat is

necessary in a hatchery supplied v. ilh spring

water but if the water gets beFow 36 degrees

in temperature artificial heat may be necessary

one additional trough against the walls on

each side.

Figure I shows the arrangement of troughs

in pairs side by side. Figure 2 shows how the

troughs could be arranged so that the second

trough would utilize the same water as

to prevent its freezing over the surface in the

troughs. There is no objection to artificial

heat so far as the eggs are concerned.

In selecting a site for a hatcher\-, place it

far enough from the intake to secure a fall

of five or more feet to the floor of the building.

The object of this is to raise the troughs about

two feet from the floor for convenience in

working over them. Bear in mind the

heavy snows of winter and high waters, that

tlie building may not be inundated.

III.

THE HATCHERY BUILDING.

A simple house may be built at small

expense with a plain shed roof. Use rough

boards and cover Joints with 3 inch by 1 inch

battens. A suitable building paper will of

course make it less susceptible to changes of

the weathei. The roof should be made water

tight. There should be a drain underneath

the building to conduct the water from the

waste pipes. The outside should be well

drained around the bottom. A building 16

ft. by 9 ft. will accommodate a pair of troughs

12 ft. long placed side by side in (he center and

Figure 1. A A, Hatching
troughs. B, Supply trough.

C, Spigot, a. Tail screen, b,

Aerating screen. c. Water
gate. d. Supply pipe. e.

Surplus water overflow. f.

Waste pipe water trough,

g g, Waste pipe to hatching

troughs, h. Slash board.

Figure 2. Sections
troughs, A A, set tandem.

Figure 3. Water gate.

pine. The man who is experimenting with a

home made plant can use matched spruce and

naU the bottom of the trough cross wi.se. It

will not make so smooth a working surface

inside but it will serve the purpose if a water

tight box is secured.

I'iy.

riff.

At the prevailing prices for good pine or

cypress lumber, he who would buy his troughs-

or have them mutle may find it economy to go

to a inanuf;icturcr of maple sugar evapnratorg
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and sap tanks and order galvanized sheet

iron troughs of dimensions herein specified.

One great advantage of these is that they

are sure to be water-tight, an important con-

sideration if to be set up where it is desirable

to keep the floor dry. If sheet iron troughs

are adopted, ears of the same material may be

soldered to sides where saw kerfs or cleats

have been suggested for the wooden trough.

Make two screens like Figure 8, thirteen

and three-fourths inches by the depth of the

trough inside. If the trough is 8 inches deep

inside, make the frames of the screens 8

Figure 6. Section of hatch-

ing trough, showing method
of wedging a hatching tray

and tail scrgen in place.

the alevins under the screen. If you
wedge the screen on the back side as

shown in Figure 6, at AA, pressing it firmly

down at the same time, you will ensure

secure a tight fit in the trough. The object

of the aerating screen is to spread and aerate

the water and break its fall on to the fish in

the trough. It also acts as a cover for that

portion of the trough where it is placed.

Make the hatching trays. Figure 7, thirteen

and one-half inches wide and 18 inches long,

outside measure. (The length of the trays

may be governed by the length of the troughs

Figure 7. Hatching tray.

Figure 8.

fcreens.

Tail and aerating

Fig. 8.

ililliiiil

inches by thiiteen and three-fourths inches

outside measure. For the upright pieces of

flames, use 1 inch square stock and for the

top and bottom pieces use five eighths inch

by one inch stock, nailing the thin sides of the

top and bottom pieces to the end pieces as

shown in Figure 8. Cover the frames with

No. 9 zinc, perforated with holes, 324 to the

square inch., 033 diameter. A frame thir-

teen and three-fourths by 8 inches requires a

piece of perforated zinc seven and one-half

inches by twelve and three-fourths inches.

While the perforated metal is more expensive

than wire cloth it is far more durable and is

more easily cleaned. If, on account of ex-

pense, wire cloth is to be used for these two

screens get material described as "24 by 24,

number 24 galvanized wire cloth."

For equipping a large hatchery it would

be best to obtain for the aeration screens a

metal with coarser perforations than for the

tail screen, but in fitting up only a few troughs

it will be cheaper to make the two screens

alike. To the one used as a tail screen, tack

two thicknesses of flannel or several thick--

nesses of cotton cloth on the edge which

omes in contact with' the bottom of the

trough. This assures against the escape of

and with a view to economy in space.) "' Use

for the sides, seven eighths inch by seven

eighths inch and for ends, five eighths inch

by seven eighths inch. Mortise together as

shown in Figure 7. Cover with "galvanized

wire cloth, 2x9 mesh. No. 24-23 double

warp." For a tray thirteen and one half by

18, cut the cloth 13 by seventeen and one

half.

The whe cloth may be purchased through

your local hardware dealer. He will be glad

to secure prices for you from various sources.

In ordering perforated metal, give the size

of pieces required, in order that the stock sent

you can be cut economically. Use three oz.

copper tacks to fasten perforated metal or

wire cloth on to the frames. If not easily

obtainable use three oz. tinned carpet tacks.

Most all of the stock required in making

trays and other equipment can be gotten out

of the waste lumber from the troughs.

Paint troughs inside and all trays and other

equipment which comes in contact with the

water with two coats of turpentine asphaltum

paint. The outsides of the troughs may be

painted with turpentine asphaltum or with

lead paint.

Having equipped a hatchery with a con-
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stunt ami suitable water supply you arc

ready for the eggs but there arc some hatchery

tools which will be convenient, most of which

you can make yourself. p-igures 9 and 10

show two forms of egg pickers with which to

pick out dead eggs. Figure 9 is made by

taking a piece of galvanized sheet iron about

22 gauge and cutting it into a strip about 12

inches long, one to one and one half inches wide'

at the centre and tapering to about one-eighth

inch wide at each end. Bring the two ends

together as shown in the figure. Figure 10

is a more elaborate forni^of a^picker mode by

Ftp. 9.
JF'iff.JO.

45 to ".V per yard, 54 inches wide. The side

of the wire fraine opposite the handle should

first be covered with some coarse materia!

to which the bobbinet can be fastened. This

is because the bobbinet would wear out too

quickly if sewed directly to the bottom ol the

frame. The triangular net, Figure 12, is

much smaller than the other and does not

require so heavy a wire frame, either 4 or 5

inches to a side is a good dimension to follow.'^

Otherwise it is made by the same method as

the larger one. It is well to paint the wire

before covering it^to prevent rusting. Figtire

Figures 9 and 10, Egg
Pickers.

JFi^.Jjy^

Fiff.JG.

J^£ff^3.

^iff.J^O'. J^iff-^S.

J^t^.ir.

F'igures

Nets.

11 and 12, Scarf

Figure 1.3, Feather Brush.

Figure 14, Side view of

Spigot.

Figure 15, End
Spigot.

of

I-'igure 16,

Spigot.

Tin Hood for

Figure 17, Wedge.

cutting the tweezers out of a solid piece of

clear pine about six inches or seven inches

long and attaching to them some fine wires

with rings at the ends about one eighth of an

inch in diameter. A more simple picker can be

cut out by trimming down a clothes pin or

cutting plain wooden tweezers out of a pi^ce

of pine. Nearly every fish cult'lirist makes a

picker to suit himself.

Figures 11 and 12 are .scarf nets used for

picking up eggs or fry and for cleaning troughs,

etc. The rectangular net should be about

10 inches wide by 9 or 10 inches deep. It

is made by bending a wire into the fonu

shown fastening the wire to a light handle and

covering with mosquito netting or bobbinet.

The bobbinet is preferable and costs from

13 shows a feather brush made by slitting the

end of a piece of wood with a fine saw, in-

serting tail feathers of a crow. A rectangular

pan 14 in. by 20 in. and four inches deep,

bound at the edge with wire is a very handy

implement in transferring eggs from packing

trays to hatching trays and in many other

ways. The sides aiul one end of the pan are

to be perpendicular to the bottom the other

end (hires like the side of an ordinary milk-

pan. The ordinary No. 2 bench brush, more

commonly called in the kitchen a dust brush,

and a palmetto scrub brush arc convenient

tools which can be |)urchased at the stores.

The spigot, I-'igures II, l.") and IC, is made as

follows. Make a round I'lug of clear pine,

and two and one-half inches in diameter at
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oue end and tapering to one and three-fourths

inches at the other, six inches long. Bore

an inch hole through it horizontally. Notch
as shown in Figure 14. Cut a piece of tin

into the form shown in Figure 16. the upper

portion to fit the end of the spigot as notched,

the lower edge about four inches wide. The
tin is tacked to the end of the plug, pro-

ducing the effect shown at C, Figure 1. The
tin hood can be bent forward or back to direct

the flow of the w-ater on to the centre of the

I ''ration screen. A wooden cider spigot

ith an inch hole would serve the same
purpose. If one is willing to go to a little

more expense, a one-inch molasse^ spigot is

an improvement over the homemade wooden
one herein specified. If troughs are made
of galvanized iron, metal spigots in the

supply trough would be almost a necessity.

Figure 17 shows a wedge. Make it out

of one half inch square stock or dimensions

approaching that size and from 4 to .^ inches

long. You will need two wedges for the tail

screen, two for the slash board and two for

the hatching tray. The method of wedging the

hatching tray so as to hold it in place above
the bottom of the trough is shown in Figure

6, A. By this method the tray can be sus-

pended at any height in the trough and is

used most frequently where roily water is

encountered. As water has been selected

which is not going to be roily, I will describe

another method of setting the hatching trays

in the trough. Drive two 4d wire finish

nails into the opposite corners of one end of

the tray and two 6d nails into the opposite

corners at the other end. Drive them in

just enough to be firm and so that all four

legs thus made will rest firmly on the bottom
of the trough. When the tray is set in the

trough, put the shorter legs towards the head

of it and wedge the tray firmly into place on

one or both sides. All these preparations

should be made before the eggs are received

.

I have written quite a detail to prepare you
for the reception of the eggs for it is these

details which must be looked after in fish

hatching and much more might, of course,

be said.

(Concluded in January number.)

Emma Brown, twelve years old, and her
two hour catch at Penantan Lake, near
Kamlocps, B. C.

Fish culture in its broadest sense consists

not only in the arl of (ish breeding but includes

(I) the preservation of rivers, lakes, harb»rs,

estuaries and shore waters in a normally pure

condition; (2) the prohibition of methods and

seasons of fishing which have proved too de-

structive or clearly would prove to be so; and
and (3.) the destruction of such creatures as

prey upon food fishes, and the encouragement

and growth of plants and animals which serve

them for food. The first of these aids to fish

culture has as yet scarcely been attempted.

Every town befouls the neighboring stream

with sewerage and with the refuse products of

manufactories.—^W. X. Lockinaton.

.\ river may be quickly emptied of the fish

which visit it periodically such as salmon and

shad by overfishing in the spawning season as

well as by dams which cut ofl' the fish from

their spawning grounds and by the sawdust

and refuse from mills; numerous rivers in

.\merica and Europe might be named in

which this has occurred. But it is now
equally as well known that such destruction

of valuable property can easily be prevented,

first by wisely restraining the capture ot the

fish, and their destruction by refuse in the

water, and second by cultivation and the

placing of fishways in the streams.
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Viscount Grey

Robert Page Lincoln

THE appointment of Viscount Grey as

the temporarv' representative of Great

Britain to the United States while an

ambassador is being selected is bound to

awaken some interest amongst the anglers of

this continent mainly through the fact that

this notable Briton is a true Waltonian and

ranks very high as an exponent of the gentle

art of angling. The present writer does not

care to judge a man in this instance by his

political affiliations nor by his state record,

but rather to esteem the man for what angling

has meant to him and what cfTect it has had

upon his character. We are wont to align the

most honorable of men with anglers of the

woild and we rarely find a man in those ranks

who has not some pure ideal which actuates

his best thought and impels him to give his

worthiest to the cause of humanity. There

are always mistakes made it is true,—but

then life is at best a muss of complications:

we have to make the best of circumstances

and conditions as they are. It is well for

the true Waltonian to keep a-breast of the

times and not to reject a plan of life without

sound reasoning and deliberation. I believe

that Viscount Giey is ti^ thinking man: one in

whom a certain trust is reposed. But, as I

say, I judge the man not in the very least by

anything he has ever done politically: what

positions he has held. I thiust all that aside

and judge him as an angler. What a man
says as an angler amounts to what a man is

worth in this world.

And so we judge Grey as an angler. He is

known to fishermen who othervvisc have not

heard of the man's political record extending

over so many years. His book "Fly I-'ishing"

tells you all about trout and salmon fishing,

it is finely illustrated by Rackham, has colored

plates of the most desirable of files to use and

is said to have gone through four editions. In

the foreword to this book he says;

"I cherish a belief that I am entitled to rank

high amongst those whose reputation as

anglers is measured, not by skill but by their

devotion to angling, and by the d(?light that

they have in it. A chief object of this little

book will be to express some of this pleasure,

lo.exiil.'iin some of its qualities and virtues,

and to say how it is that we who arc anglers

congratulate ourselves upon having one of the

best and most wonderful recreations that have
ever been known to man."

Grey looks upon Walton as the Supreme

High Apostle of the Brotherhood of Anglers.

He delights m Walton and has tried to fashion

his life after him. He has obtained from

him comfort and broadmindedness. "With

the exception of Gilbert White's 'Selborne',"

writes Grey, "I know of no book in which it is

so easy for a tired mind to find refuge and

repose as in the 'Complete Angler.'
"

Grey is a devoted admirer of Charles

Kingsley, the novelist, who was also a de-

voted angler. He writes;

.- "There is an onset of enthusiasm in such

a piece as 'Chalk Stream Studies," which

must stimulate the keenness of any angler,

and Kingsley has a good store of knowledge

of plants, weeds, birds, and all the life about

a river. Who would not have kindled at the

thought of a day's fishing with Kingsley?

Who would not have been the better for it?

Walton feels that all he has to tell us is visibly

leading to some new discovery which any

man with a good will may hope to make in a

lifetime. In Kingsley's time, and still more

now this delicious sense of impending dis-

covery is gone, fish and flies are classified

and indexed. We may still argue some

points such as the number of different species

of salmonidae or whether fish have a keen

sense of color, but we know enough to be

dogmatic and to make even things which are

still uncertain appear not to be open ques-

tions."

The later-day school of anglers do not

believe in the above to the extent that all

angling lures and flies have been thought out

and are now a common thing. The field,

as Charles Van Horn tells me quite frankly,

has scarcely been touched. Wc shall in the

future give some ideas along that line that

will prove this conclusively.

The joys and gains afforded through ang-

ling. Grey holds are many and one should

approach the recreation in a right mood. He
says:

"If wc arc to enter into the moods of

Nature we must bring with us some vigor and .

elasticity of spirit. A feeble mind looking

upon fair scenes with a languid eye will not

feel the joy of them, and it is with Nature as

w ilh friendship—wc cannot take all and l)ring

nothing. On the other hand, work, if it be

of an interesting sort and not crushing in

amount is a (uu^ preparation for the country.
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Such work is stimulating and when we make
our escape we do it with faculties erect and

active, with every sense alert and eager for

sights and sounds and all joys, which are not

to be met with in cities. These we bring

with us such an uprising of the spirit that we
seem to be fit companions for Nature even in

her finest and best days in spring."

Viscount Grey is a world-wide known
statesman and has been highly spoken of by
some of the most brilliant of men. Perhaps

the greatest compliment paid him was that

spoken by Gladstone when he said of Grey:

"I never knew in any man such aptitude for

political life and such disinclination for it."

When Gladstone said that Grey was yet a

young man and was making ready for his

career. Viscount Grey has never gone in

search of positions. They have come to him
and he has filled them with marked merit.

Grey has never shown out on the platform as

an orator: he is quiet and unassuming. When
the European world was at the biink of war-

fare and hostilities gave evidence of brewing

Viscount Grey was at the head of the British

foreign office. The thought of war-fare, of

the world plunged into a mad whirlpool of

blood and carnage was something from which

he turned in dread. His had been the ways
of peace. Like all anglers he had learned the

futility of warfare, and modern warfare least

of all as a means to any end worthy of sanc-

tion. He knew that wars meant the com-
plete overturning of Nature's laws, for in

modern wars the pick of the lands are mar-

shalled out to be shot and murdered while the

unfit are left at home to propagate. This

fact he had learned by the study of Nature.

He knew that it is Nature's law that the weak
and unfit fall first and the strong survive for

the betterment of the race. When the world

was torn with cries for early war and the

patrioteers were busy Grey, kept a cool head

and with all his might and main sought to

bring about a peaceful settlement. But sach

a condition was impossible. Europe was
boiling. The mad were set on making the

world abide by their dictates. Says a con-

temporary:

"No man clothed \vith official responsibility

ever labored harder to avert war thaa did

Viscount Grey. But Geniiany's mad am-
bition was settled, unreasoning and arrogant

in the extreme. Full preparations for the

conquest of Belgium and France had been

most deliberately planned in- all its details,

and that was but an initial step in the German
scheme of conquest. No German official or

militarist of note questioned her ability to

put the program through and they were not

to be denied the glorious day they had so

long planned. Viscount Grey did his best

and failed. The war had been decreed at

Potsdam, and the war came. To read the

record of those few days of struggle to avert

a world disaster is to form a very high estimate

of the moral integrity as Avell as high patriot-

ism of the man who comes to Washington to

begin the responsible work of representing one

of the very greatest world powers in the labor

of international reconstruction. No man
could possibly have been chosen whose genius

for cementing the .international sentiment

which just now seems to mean so much to the

world could inspire greater confidence on

both sides of the ocean."

A Pernicious Practice

A clipping from a Hamilton, Ontario, paper reads as follows:

wOULD you believe that it is possible

for a man to woo, fondle and caress

a fish in its native haunts?

No!
Well, if the afiidavil of Frank Wall, 148

Park street north, is to be respected, don't

make a bet that this is beyond the scope of

man's winning ways.

Listen to Frank's tale:

"When one of the Duckworth brothers

who are members of the Bay Shore clan, told

me he could go up in the marsh and catch

pike without the aid of a spear, of course, I

laughed at him, but he afterwards convinced

me that he can catch this species of fish with

his two naked hands.

"At this season of the year the female of

the species is selecting her spawning place,

and the jack pike is always near as a protec-

tor. Duckworth,' in his flat-bottomed boat,

poddies slowly and quietly into the spawning
quarters. usually in shallow water, and seeing

a pike lying lazily in the water, he puts his

hand cautiously down, and, with a tickling

movement of the fingers, commencing at the

tail, plays along the back of the fish with his

hand until he reaches the gills, when he takes

hold of the fish and lifts it out of the water,jj
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"Yes, I laughed, too, when I was told that

this man could catch a fish in the marsh with

his hands, but I ceased to laugh when I had

the feat demonstrated to me over and over

again.

"The Duckworth boys have been around

the bay all their lives, and it may be that

they are on more friendly terms with the fish

than the rest of us. You can tell the world

that there is no fiction about their being able

to catch pike with the naked hand. And they

know much more than most of us about the

nature and habits of the furbparing animals

and feathered creatures to be found on the

bay and in the^ inlets."

Catching fish by the Sickling method is one

of the oldest gags in the gentle art. ft is

immortalized in Shakespeare's line:

"Here comes the trout that must be caught

with tickling."

To which a true sportsman replied in the

same paper as follows:

To the Editor.

r notice in your issue of even date, a man
priding himself in taking pike by hand in the

bay during spawning season. This is easy

for anyone to accomplish.

f would like to know what kind of sports-

man he is who would do things like that?

He is not only destroying unclean fish, which

arfe not fit for food (as pike are not fit for food

during spawning season), but, on the other

hand, he is destroying thousands of other fish

by not allowing them to spawn.

In England it is agairist the law to kill fish

during spawning season, and I think the same

law should apply here.

However, . no true sportsman would be

guilty of such unsportsmanlike conduct. At

least there is the opinion of yours very truly.

CEO. H.HILL.

Angling Editor's Comment:—The reply is

a good one, and well put. The practice of

indiscriminately harvesting in spawning fishes

by any method or system that will make the

wholesale performance a complete success is

one that should be put a stop to. 01 course

we rcalize*that the pike as a game fish is as

nothing in coniparison with the trout, and we
are liable to class it too freely with the rough

fishes, hence kill the specie without any

Ihouglil for its future. That the pike are

assailo<l during the spawtiing season in what-

c'.cr pnrt of llie continent they happen to be

found is only too true. In some places they

have decreased to such an extent that

measures are being taken to re.slore them to

somewhat near past numbers It is always

true that the large fishes suffer during the

spawning season being hunted out with shot-

guns and spears in the hands of thoughtless

men and boys. Usually the fish is shot as it

lies in the water and then as it turns up,

stunned for a moment, it is speared. As the

correspondent to the above Ontario papei

states, fish taken during the spawning season

are of little or no value as a food, and this is

especially true of the pikes and the rough

fishes, also the trouts. Fish when in the

state of milting and casting eggs are truly in

an "unclean condition" the same as the sal-

mon. Not knowing -of this fact thousands of

people consume fish taken in the spawning
season, when the flesh is certainly at its worst

.

and ,with probably little or no food value to

it at all. Because fish are easy to obtain

during the spawning season when the hordes

are easily speared any number of the populace

wUl go forth to reap the harvest. They
spear fish at this season of the year, then

hang them up and have pictures taken of

them. Usually these photos will be shown
around later, and of course those who look

upon these photos are told that they were

caught on rod and reel. It is always instinct

with these clumsy butchers to do this, and
place rods and reels and creels around the

speared fish so that their pseudo-prowess

might be caroled later on.

No man with one-eighth of an ounce of

sportsmanship in him will spear and murder
wholesale the spawning fishes. Be a man out

of Nature at least. Let the fishes spawn and

so replenish the water before you kill the

parents. Abide by the natural laws of

Nature, please]

MAN'S CONTROL OVER NATURE
Both the jay-hawk and the man eat chick-

ens but the more jaw-hawks the fewer chickens,

while the more men the more chickens. Both

the seal and the man eat salmon, but when a

seal tak^s a salmon there is a salmon less,

and were seals to increase past a certain point

salmon must diminish; while by placing the

spawn of salmon under certain conditions

man can so increase the number of salmon as

to more than make up for all he may lake, and

thus, no matter how much men may increase,

their increase need never outrun the supply

of salmon.—Henry Ccorge.

Food springs not from Agriculture alone

and non vegetable food may be multiplied

almost without limit by the free agency of

man.—Henry George.
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Robert Page Lincoln

THERK is that in the pleasure of angling

that is not easily understood. Perhaps

this is so because fishing and all that

pertains to the art affords such happiness that

defies comparison, and whether one be young
or whether one be past his prime incapa-

citated it matters not. The charm of anrling

is in the blood and will not out. I hope I will

be forgiven what some may believe is a mental

failing. It is that I look upon all anglers as

the chosen of the Lord, if I m.ay make so bold

as to say so. This failing has grown with the

years. We will say we are given to the law of

selection and elimination. We put men
through the hopper of our estimation. Some
remain true to our calculations, and those we
set aside. It may be that we are prejudiced

and slip by every angler when no one is

looking, and of course one may be forgiven

for that, considering the possibilities stored

up in everj' NValtonian.

So long as a man fishes there is hope. He
has good nature and a kindly outlook upon

life. Financially and intellectually he niay

be at a shallow margin and nevertheless be

wealthy and mentally the possessor of juit

that knowledge that men, othcr^vise bent,

have spent their whole lives hunting for in the

Great Grist A'ill and yet have not discovered.

Suddenly as one sits anrling one day the

whole purpose of life vill reveal itself in one

flash. Of course we who anilc know just

what that something hapjicns to be, but we
refuse to part with our information. And
yet anyone who will lay a line to water and

will spend a certain number of hours every

year in courting chance upon the good waters

will sooner or later discover the very essence

of life.

Once a man has angled he will always ahgle

and he will always live in hopes of some sup-

erior attainment toward which he is forever in-

stinctively reaching out. I suppose you have

all heard the story about the man who grew

young while busy at the art of angling. He
entered the ranks rather late in life as one

would say—commercially; that is, on the

walks of trade he had long died the death

of the dead whose souls are eaten out

in the lust for gain. But he was not too

old to angle. And when he was to die he still

refused to expire until he had tried out a bit

of water which he just knew held the big one-

he had been after. It is obvious that he.was-

stubborn. He refused to leave us. He
ordered his tackle laid out all around him and

he had a rod placed in his hand so that he

would be rc;i?iy to start fishing at the word go.

He died but has been fishing right along.

Men will tell that up there at the Big Pool

they can hear him come wading up the

shallows and they can sec the invisible (lies

fall to water and they can hear an inarticulate

chuckle of delight as he turns up a good one

under that submerged bank at the "Twist."

It amounts to this; That angler kiww per-

haps that extreme caution was necessary to

obtain any luck along that stream so what was

to stop him from becoming invisible so he

could better fool the wily ones. Notliing that

I can see. Anything, (no matter what you

can think of) is possible with one who angles.
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The closing assertion in the paragraph

above set down I have quite often made use

of. I am the originator of il: the sole possessor

and founder of it. IV'lon f;om far and near

realize that I have made an original assertion

and have been quick to come to me for

advice. I have risen on all occasions with

a-Jacrity and have guided my disciples right.

They have been able to fish even though
handicapped. 1 feel at times though that

I am strained for the right answer. I will

prove that a man who undertakes to be

guardian and adviser to the goodly clan must
needs have qualifications out of ihe ordinary.

I was opening my mail one day when the

letter arrived. I opened it. The writer went
on to state that she was the sister of a soldier

who had returned from over-seas and while

in conflict he had incurred total blindness.

He had always been a lover of fishing and
now wanted me to explain to him how it

would be possible to fish now that he was
blind. I at once sat down and wrote him a

courteous letter therein I endeavored to

i nform him that blindness was rather an aid

lo Tshing than a stumbling block. I pointed

out thill whereas he had been deprived of one

of his senses, that being the sense of sight, it

w as one of Nature's wise provisions that- the

other senses, as a direct result, become the

more active and therefore Jhe more useful.

Thus I pointed out that if a man lost one arm
the other aiTn becomes as possessed of the

strength of two. Thus if a man were de-

prived of his eye-sight his sense of touch makes
ujj for what his eyes are incapable of detailing

to his mind. Thus being blind and sins

eye-sight a man's hearing, too, is at the

height of its usefulness. Guided over good

waters a blind man can cast all day long,

thumb the reel better than ever since the

tense of touch is now so heightened: and in

cver>' way comport himself so as to absolutely

deceive the onlooker. At still fishing the

blind man is of course in his element. As we
all know the bobber to the line is a hindrance

rather than an aid. The catch is made two
thirds ol the time while the fish is nibbling at

the lure. The blind man with his intensified

sense of touch learns to judge the nibbles so

accurately that he ran^ly pulls up without

hooking the fish. U is for that reason I

continued that we list amongst the successfid

anglers of the world a great number of blind

men.

"So many anglers," I wrote, "waste their

time in aindessly looking around without

paying attention to the matter to hand. The

blind angler however pays strict attention ko

his fishing, and being in the darkness as re-

gards the .sight he is mentally in the broadest

daylight and discovers speedily the tricks so

many anglers, possessing all the senses, rarely

come to understand. I hardly need to state

that angling and success arc as one with the

blind man. He has his hour's off that the

,man possessing his eye-sight can rarely make
use of. A bhnd man is at once the friend of

every man. A blind angler is the friena of

every man—and wjman'"

I dispatched the letter and quite forgot it

all but the incident returned again with a rush

upon receiving a letter one day. First of all

out dropped a photograph. It W3s signed:

"Morris S. Earl, the blind angler, and a

32-ib. muscallonge caught by him." The
letter stated that he was having good success

and had beaten all the anglers in his territory

and could "pound the pads" without making a

hook-up in them once. He stated that before

the season was over he expected to land a

iO-pounder 'longe. He said he w5s growing

tired telling angling visitants where to go for

this sort of fish or that. He said he made his

jvvn Hies now, and his own spoons, and that

he enjoyed catching the common fishes in the

shalljws with his lly-rod.

I put the above down as a unique case and

I wished Mr. Earl the best of luck. No doubt

he will be one of the best guides in that part

of the country in a couple of years.

BuL to continue.

I was going through my mail one day when
I came across an epistle that I read twice

before I laid it aside. The writer of the

letter stated that he had been on a visit to

France and that it was more than a pleasure

jaunt to gay Paree. In trying to break the

back of the Hindcnburg line he had met up
with about twenty bullets and a consignment

of shrapnel, the result being the loss of two
legs aid his lult arm. But he stated in the

letter (hat he was feeling in fine fettle and had

decided to spend the rest of his days fishing

and wanted to know just how he should go

aoout this in the most efficient manner.

I at once uncovered my typewriter and I

wrote a singularly courteous letter in which I

stated quite emphatically that whereas most

anglers find their legs useful in fishing, still,

legs arc, in the sense of the word, luxuries.

It follows that legs may be dispensed with and

one may still be a successful angler. I

pointed out that legless anglers have been some

of the most industrious students of Walton

and Ihcmost criicient contemi)latively speak-
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ug. I went on to declare most emphatically

Uiat legs are often the worst detriment to the

average angler. It is often as not a race from

morning till night. A few casts in this pool

and then up and away to the next pool, never

trying out any one spot before its up and

hurry on to another locality. Legs, I pointed

out, were, therefore, one point scored against

the efficiency of the average angler. For 50

long as the average angler has legs he will use

them. Without legs an angler speedily

becomes a progressive Waltonian. I further

went on to state that evolution is doing

away with many needless appliances found

in our bodies such as the tonsils and the

appendix. No doubt, I averred, the legs will

be the next to pass into the beyond, since we
are given to riding over wheels most of the

time, and therefore will have no use for those

implements. I stated that whereas he had

lost his legs he had merely come in on the

ground floor neck to neck with evolution.

I slated that whereas he had. lost his left

arm that was fortunate. So long as it was

not the right arm it did not necessarily impair

his fishing ability. Most of the angling

people rarely use the left hand save as guiding

the line on the reel and pretending that it is a

useful member which is not always true.

Again one does not have to use a casting rod

and reel to be a successful angler. Far from

it. It is with the cane pole that some of the

lustiest fish swimming the lakes are caught.

The one armed angler resting the butt'of the

pole against his body and using the lever-

age system is able to bring the fish out of the

briny deep with such remarkable finish, that,

if seen by other still fishermen possessing

three arms they will at once discard two and

use only one since that is the method pro-

claimed far and wide as the one best bet.

The fact that a one-anned man has the

strength of two arms in oncmakpsit possible

to derrick up a fifteen pound^musky with

such finish that he can say: "Never mind the

gafl, me lad; it is my good right arm that is

doing it."

I had a few more things to say in the line of

encouragement. Mr. Perry wrote me a letter

telling me that he had found life much rosier

by reason of my comforting words, and that

he can use a cane pole in such a successful

manner that he mar\els he ever had use for a

left arm. The other,day he tells me he played

a large bass for fifteen minutes and brought

him to the boat, picked him up and un-

hooked him without moving much, if any, in

his seat. He tells me that he displayed a

string of fine bass and pike to five or six non-

successful anglers the other day who had cast

over three lakes all morning without any
luck and were using the best outfits money
can buy. He tells me that he likes the small

Number 3 spinners with trailers of red fiannel

attached to the hooks; he works these in the

pot-holes and along the weed banks and in

amongst the deadheads with a great deal of

success. He says:

"One bit of advice I have to give to anglers

having legs and two arms and that is, do not

try to cover a whole lake in the morning. Pay
strict attention to what you are doing. Fish

carefully, wilh caution. Most fishermen here-

abouts cast over a nook in a bay but two or

three times and then they move on. It is

far better to cast a couple of times at one place,

then cast over in another end of a nook.

After a while come back to the first place and
like as not you will find a bass waiting that

was only stirred up and interested during the

first casts. I always manage to pick out some
fine ones in that manner. I find small bails

far better than large baits. The one trouble

I have to find with large baits that are cast

with the rod with a reel attached is that it

falls to water with a crash that is likely to

frighten a fish more than interest it. Select

the smaller baits, whether live or artificial and
you will be doing the riiikt thing. Then see

that you place them to water without it

sounding like you had dropped in a cobble

stone. That is one reason I like the long cane

pole. I just hold the butt against the pit of

my stomach, then I move tho tip of the pole

forward at the same time releasing my bait

and it swings out and drops without any
sound Vy water. Then I move the bait with

little jerks through the water and it is not

long before I have some elegant bass or pike

in my boat. I know now since I have lost

both my legs and my arm the value of study

and concentration about one's fishing. I

actually think it took a world war to make a

good fisherman out of me!"

I can find no faults with the above. On the

other hand I find that it contains many hints

about fishing that bear careful study and a

following up by those who have all their limbs

and yet complain about the poor fishing.

ADDENDUM
I must stop writing at this point as I have

some letters that must be answered, one of

them being from a soldier, Arthur Gwyn,
who has had both arms amputated through

frightful injuries sustained in the fearful

battles in Flanders when the German cotu-
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mand was hurling its grey masses through

the gap behveen Bclhune and gas-drenched

Armentieres. He expects to be on the hikes

again this autumn and would like to know a

few good lures to be u.^ed for fishing for the

Sreat northern pike

How Much Does Your Bullet Fall?

John Lynn

TTHE . following contains little that will

be new to the seasoned rifleman and

hunter, but it is a new assemblage of data

that perhaps never before has all been pre-

sented together. In an effort to put a finger

on reliable figures as to fall of bullets, all

published information was found to be badly

scattered, and much of it dealt only indirectly

with fall. The handbooks and catalogs we
are all familiar with contain tables of tra-

jectory, but no satisfactory statement of the

ratio between trajectory and fall. A few

writers have touched on the fall of bullets in

discussions of other points, notably Col.

'I'ownsend Whden, but no one seems to have

made a si>ccial point of the matter.

Ever since I w as a small boy believing that

a bullet carried "fiat" and superintclligently

found its mark, however, this subject of fall

has forced itself on me whenever I tramp over

the mountains and through the woods. It

is a very practical question. Why did I

not figure it out and be satisfied? The fall of

bullets is easily calculated, it is said. The
liailistic sharp can fifjure it by means of various

mystic fonrula that arc preserved deep in

liooks on ordnance and physics. Hut as a

ballistic sharp 1 have never been put through

promotions and advancements to the point

where this thirty-second degree knowledge

has been imparted to me for everyday use.

On this subject, therefore, and particularly

for the purposes of this article, I stand with

thousands of other hunters and ask: "How
much fall have I got to hold over for or raise

the sights for, on any particular shot?"

All these years manufacturers of rifieshave

been telling how much their bullets rise while

passing over various ranges. Those facts

are of the greatest value to manufacturers

themselves in determining the height of sights

to put on and to hunters in adjusting the

sights before going into the woods. But the

tables of trajectories do not answer the,

question that flashes up in the mind of the.

fellow who gets a shot on game at a range,

beyond his point-blank adjustment. They
do, however, bear a certain relation to the

amount of fall, which is useful when known,

but the popular catalogs and hand-books are

silent on what this relation is.

Once in a while a magazine article has spec-

ulated on the point, sometimes with reason-

able accuracy; sometimes in an absurd way.

For instance, it has been printed that the

fall for any distance is three times the Ira-

jectorj- height at the halfway point to that

distance: and again the fall is stated as four

limes. A veiy old idea is that the fall is

just double the midway trajectory height.

At this point the ballistic sharp will interrupt

•with scorn in his eye, and say that the matter

is absolutely simple. You simply square the

trajectory, or Ihc velocity, or S(mic other
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data figure (I've heard which, but the detail

has slipped my memor>-) and multiply by the

number of scratches on the stock of your ride

or by some other easily obtained number.

Again, Urey Maines says he can tell in

advance of shooting exactly how much his

32-20 bullet falls by sighting over an ordinary

match stick held at arm's length. If falls

just the space hidden from the eye. .\nd Cal

Holt, who has a 32-40, knows that his bullet

falls precisely two inches at 300 yards, for

one fine day he fired at a knot in a board that

distance away and the bullet struck two

inches under it. .\ 41-tO carries up as well

as a 30-30, in the opinion of another fellow,

because he saw a deer wounded with one at a

.

long range while another hunter with a 30-30

was plowing up the leaves this side the deer.

In other words, the woods are full of poor

guesses, and something better is needed.

Before discussing the shooting that was

done in this investigation, it is well to glance

over the scraps and odds of dope in the books

which may be made to give light on bullet fall.

• Perhaps of most importance, because most
complete, are the tables giving the "Angle of

departure (of bullet) for every 25 yards from

100 to 2,000 of the 30-06, the 30-10, the 45-70,

and other military cartridges. These tables

are all to be found in Col. Townsend Whelen's

"The American Rifle," and separately in

different ordance pamphlets, in the old

Newton catalog, and in some foreign publica-

tions. The LjTiian sight people also issue a

leaflet which carries something of a similar

nature under the title "Elevation table."

The angle of departure or the number of

minutes of angle to which the bore of the

rifle is elevated above the line of sight readily

can be translated into inches of bullet fall,

since one minute of angle equals one inch for

each hundred yards of range. The new
Springfield rifle and the 30-06 cartridge, for

instance, must be given about 2.4 minutes of

elevation for 100 yards range. Therefore

this bullet falls 2.4 inches at 100 yards. At
200 yards range the necessarj- angle is 5.1,

and the iall, therefore, is 10.2 inches, though
here enters several other factors that will be

discussed in separate paragraphs. At 300
yards the angle is about 8.3, with consequent

fall of 21.9 inches; at 400 yards the angle is

about 12 and the fall 48 inches, and at 500
yards the angle is about 15, the fall 80 inches.

For the 30-40 cartridge the angles of depart-

ure and fall are as follows, small decimals

being eliminated: 100 yards, 4.5 minutes,

1.5 inches fall: 200 yards, 10 minutes. 20

inches fall; 300 yards, 16 minutes, 48 inches

fall; 400 yards, 23 minutes, 92 inches fall, 500
yards 31.6 minutes, 158 inches fall.

The outstanding , fact about these figures

is their size. To a hunter they seemed ab-

surdly big. Few will believe that the Krag
bullet falls 20 inches at 200 yards, oi the 30-06

ten inches. And if these high power bullet.<:

fall so much, what in the world must the low

powers do, such as the 38-55 and 32-20?

The tables of trajectory give the 200 yard
halfway height of the 30-06 as about 2^9

inches, and of the 30-40 as about 5.5 inches.

The actual fall, therefore,in these instances is

three and a half to four times the trajectory

height. The 200 yard halfway trajectory of

the 38-55 is about 13 inches—is then its fall at

200 yards upwards of four times. 13 inches or

about 50 inches"?

Every user of a 38-55 knows that he does
not hold over or adjust his elevation for 50
inches at 200 yards in order to hit, and every
30-40 man knows he allows for no 20 iijches.

Evidently ther^ is something the matter with
figures of absolute fall so far as woods use is

concerned. They may be correct, but they
do not fit conditions. No tables giving angles

of departure of bullets are available for other

than the three or four military cartridges,

anyhow.

A little further examination shows wheie
several errors can creep into the calculations.

There is the matter of barrel flip. A rifle

may fling a bullet higher than the bore is

pointed. This is a thing that can not be

calculated. It must be found through actual

firing, and it must be allowed for, lower or

higher, in the setting of the sights. Also,

there is a matter of the4imit of vision, and of

fight on sights. A person may think the tip

of a bead was in exact line with a certain spot

on a paper or animal's hide or bird's feathers,

but it reality a little space was betweea. II

there had not been, the spot would have
been hidden. For this reason rifles nearly

always are sighted to shoot above the exact

point at which aim is taken. The eye may
not distinguish the fact when the setting is

close, but the fact is there just the same.

.\nd this leads directly to a third error that

interferes with the usefulness of figures of

absolute fall. The "point-blank" adjust-

ment of a rifle's sights may be anything the

owner wishes. It consists of enough eleva-

tion to make the bullet rise to the line of

sight, which means the half inch to full inch

or more of distaijce between bore and lip

of front sight, plus the allowance for limit of
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vision mentioned, and plus whatever distance

the bullet falls in travelling to the object

aimed at. If the point blank adjustment is

for short range, as for squirrel shooting at

10 to 50 yards, the setting necessary on some

rifles may be higher than is needed for 50

yards or more, and fully high enough for 100

yards and more. Thus Col. Whelen describes

a 25-35 rifle he owns which requires exactly

the same elevation for 50 yards as for 100

yards. The reason is that when the bullet

climbs up to the line of sight abruptly, it

gets an upward slant that is not overcome by
its fall (that of course starts as soon as it

leaves tlie muzzle) for many yards.

Figures of fall that are to be useful, there-

fore, must give the part of the absolute fall

that remains after the lift and range of the

point-blank adjustment is deducted. In a

very few instances such figures may be found

in print. Original Ross literature gave them

for the 280, for instance, as something like 3

inches at 200 yards, 7 inches at 300 yards,

15 inches at 400 yards and 35 inches at 500

yards. Col. Whelen gives a table for the 30-

40 cartridge on page 248 of his book, "The
American Rifle," which tells exactly what

hunters want to know. It gives the fall

remaining at 100, 200, 300 and 400 yards,

when the sights are set to strike the point of

Fall of Bullets as Determined

Cartridge. 25 yards 75 yards

30-06 J^-inch rise Net on center

Ji-inch group 1 J^-inch group

35 Rem. 1-inch rise

3-incl> group

38-55

45-70

1 J^-inch rise

2-inch group

1-inch rise

1 J^-inch group

2)^-inchesfall

4 J^-inch group

3 inches fall

6-inch group

4 inches fall

7-inch group

aim or just above it at 50 yards, 100 yards,

1 50 yards, 200 yards. 250 yards and 300 yards.

With the 200-yard setting, as an example, the

bullet falls about 8 inches at 250 yards, about a

fool and a half at 300 yards and more than 4

feet at 300 yards. It is a wonder that rillc-

makers have not presented similar infoniia-

tioti for all the hunting cartridges they desire to

push. The tabic mentioned could hardly

be bettered as a model.

The relation of 2.5-yard sighting or 100-

yard sighting or whatever the point-blank

may be, to longer ranges up to 500 yards or so

is the information that is needed. .\s a means
of getting it in the cases of four rifles that

happened to be standing behind the door of

the author, they were taken out and fired just

as sighted for shooting in the woods. All of

them have been used to kill game. The 35

Remington was the only one with the fac-

tory sight adjustment for point-blank un-

changed—actual distance unknown, as the

catalog does not say. The Springfield was
set for 150 yards, the 38-55 and 35-70 for 30

to 40 yards, I should estimate.

The target in each case was a 9-inch bulls-

eye with a strip of paper about30 inches wide

behind it and hanging down far enough to

catch the bullets, and it was fired on from 25

yards. 75 yards, 150 yards, 200 yards and 300
yards. Firing was first done at 25 yards,

the aiming point being a square of white

paper the size of a postage stamp. Aim
being as near as the eye could deter-

mine on the center of this white spot. The
small paper was pasted in the upper half

of the bull at a point where the 25 yard aim

would be held as nearly as could be estimated

to the point that the aim at the longer range

would fall normally when sighting at the

whole bull.

The result of the firing is summarized in

the following table.

by Shooting, With OlHer Data

150 yards 200 yards 300 yards

5 inches fall 15 inches fall

5 J^-inch group 8-inch group

(3-inch traj
. ) (7 >^-inch traj ;

5 inches fall 1 1 inches fall

2J^-inch group 14-inch group
(5}^-inch traj.)

16 inches fall 34 inches fall

8-inch group 9-inch group

(13-inch traj.)

18 inches fall 35 inches fall

14-inch group 20-inch group

(13-inch traj.)

Observe that at 25 yards all bullets struck

above the point of aim with a setting of

sights that was dictated by experience in the

woods. All these rifles had been used for

shooting game such as deer and bear, and

rabbits, groundhogs, weasels and other small

stulT, and had delivered the goods when
called in. The number of shots at each

range, three, is hardly enough to swear by,

yet the results preserve a certain relation to

other known fads, a fact that helps to justify

conclusions. With the 30-06 the fall- is

about one and a half times the trajectory at
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hunting ranges; with the 35 Remington it is

twice; and with the other rifles it is two and a

half times.

Here we have the figures which connect the

ballistic data \\'ith ordinary shooting experi-

ence, and make the catalog facts of some use

in the field. From the trajectorj' tables one

i can learn the midrange height of the curve of

any hunting bullet for 100, 200 and 300 yards,

and often for 500 yards. With the rifle

[ sighted as usual, the fall for any longer range

within hunting distances can be learned rough-

ly by multiplying the trajectory height by
one and a half, two. or two and a half, depend-

ing on whether the rifle is of the 2700 to 3000

foot velocity class, the 2000 fool class, or the

black pov.der class. Some shooting then

should be done to check up these figures. It

is unfortunate that the article can not be

completed with a list of figures for a large

number of hunting rifles, but such a project

is too expensive for an individual to under-

take, besides being something that each rifle

owner can settle for himself.

Once the amount of fall is knowa for each

range, the rifle owner should proceed to mark

his sight for correcting it accurately on short

notice. Each division on the stem of the

peep sight, if one is used, or each step on the

elevator of the open sight such as the rifle

factories furnish, will correct a certain num-

ber of inches of fall for each hundred yards.

How much each division or step corrects can be

figured accurately by counting the number

of them in a half inch or an eighth inch.

Peep sight divisions usually measure about

.04 or .05 inch, though some are as small as

.02 inch, while the scale on one or two peep

sights has the marks farther apart the higher the

elevation is. Open sight elevators usually
''- have a range of about 3-32 of an inch from

bottom to top, and within this space three,

four or five notches, which makes each

notch measure, quite often, about .025. To
learn the correction that a division or a step

will give at 100 yards, divide the number on

inches between front and rear sights into the

" number of inches in 100 yards, (whic h is

3,600) and multiply by the decimal measure-

ment of the division or notch. Almost always

this correction will be found to be between 3

and 6 inches, and mosth about 4 or 5 inches.

The next step is to mark down somewhere
on the gun the figures of fall and the figures

of sight correction. Thus if one notch of

I'levation equals 5 inches, put down 1-5 and

follow- with the inches of fall thus, for illus-

tration:

100 yards. 150 yards. ^ 200 yards.

7 inch fall 16-in. fall * 34 in. fall

The figures may be put on the wood of the

stock by pressing them into it with the point

of a nail or other blunt tool, or even with a

hard pencil point, and finishing with an indel-

ible pencil. Or they may be lightly carved.

.Another way. still better, is to stamp thera

on a nickel or silver plate which can be screwed

lightly to the side of the stock.

The influence of different ammunition must
never be overlooked when making allowance

for bullet fall. Some cartridges shoot higher

than others. Light bullets, particularly if

pointed, commonly fly higher than blunt-

nosed bullets. The fall of the bullet is

always less when the gun is pointed downhill.

It is also less when the shooting is done up-

hill at the same distance as on the level, a

fact that is not undeistood by many hunters.

Therefore uphill and downhill shooting take

less holding over or less sight elevation than

shooting on the level.

For holding over, it is invaluable to learn

the appearance of the front sight against

objects commonly seen in the field, including

the game to be shot. The ordinary front

bead is 1-16 of an inch in diameter, and on

the usual rifle seems to hide about 6 inches

of space for each 100 yards of distance, though

in theory it should hide 8 inches or more.

When the United States Government equipped

its soldiers with its model 1917 rifle, it supplied

score books and charts showing the exact

appearance of the front sight for different

wind holds, and the^ width of the blade was
the basis for all calculations. On a hunting

rifle it is easy enough to hold over for 12

inches of tall at 200 yards, for instanci, when
it is known that the bead just covers that

space.

With a bolt rifle the number of inches of

absolute fall can easily be determined with

fair accuracy by sighting the rifle in bv

shooting, then sighting the boic accurately

on the target and without moving the gun
noting how far below the center of the target

the line of sight strikes. And yet this result

will be almost valueless just as most ballistic

computations of fall arc.

One ol these days some sight maker,

ammunition maker or rifle maker is going

to wake up to what figures hunters can use,

and immortalize itself by publishing them,

complete lor all the good hunting cartridges

and rifles, in a catalogue or handbook.
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International Small Bore Match

C. S. Landis

THE Internationa, Small Bore Match was

one of the most important features

of the National Matches this year.

Due to a lack of space in the November issue,

I could not incorporate the results of this

match in that issue anri as a match of this

type is of great interest to nearly all riflemen

who are interested in the .22 cal. rifle, I am
giving an account in this issue and separating

it from the regular military rifle and pistol

matches, the account of ' which featured

the November issue.

The English team was picked from the

various small bore riflemen of England and

was assembled at one place in Great Britain

where they fired their scores and the results

were forwarded to the statistical ofTicer

of the matches at Caldwell.

The Ameiican Team shot their scores on

Sunday, August 21th. The match began

at 8.30 in the morning and was completed

about 1 P.M. The match consisted of twenty

men per team, one team from Great Britain

and one from the United .States, Each man
fired twenty shots slow fire at 50 yards upon a

target whose inner scoring circle was one

inch in diameter and also twenty shots slow

fire per man at 100 yards upon a target whose

inner scoring circle was two inches in diameter.

The scores were as follows:

International Team, llnited States of America

Individual

Name ' Total

Wotkyns. C; . 391 -

Morgan, A 388

Richard, \V. H. .386

Stokes, W. P, 386

Hart, A. E. 385
Rajmond, P 385
Miller, .1. E .384

Preussner, D 382

Rice, E .382

Lee.W.A.. 382
Andrews, W 382

Renew, J 379

Cheslcy, G 379
Stewart, R. 377
Grossman, Mrs. 1-;. ('. 377

Denny, H 376
I.audensack, A 375
Boles, .J 371

Schncering, .1 371

Wade, .J. 373

International Team, Great,Britain

Individual

Name Total

Mcintosh, H..!. 384

Tyerman, A - 383

Bayley, A.J. 383

Samways, \\" 383
Harper, R... 381

Cole,H. L. 380
N. S. Stuart. 380
Ridler, A , 379

Oakey, D.S. 379

Butt, A 376

Deeley, G. P. 376

May,J.H. 375

Huck,F 375

English, H 374

Willcox, G. C. M 373

Scott, W.R .373

Rickarby, A. G. 371

Norton, W.T 369

Keir, A.D 367

Richardson, F 362

As will be noticed, the American Team
won by quite a substantial margin, and I

am r.ather inclined to believe that both coijn-

tries could turn out a team who would defeat

both of these teams. The American Team
as will be. noticed, is composed largely of

expert military rifle shots, very few of whom
have given the time to the small bore shooting

that has been done by-many other riflemen

throughout the United States. There are

many small bore riflemen of splendid reputa-

tion in the United States who would have been

almost certain to have made this team but

who were not at Caldwell as the National

Matches are generally considered a series of

military rifle matches and the teams that

represent the states at the National Matches
are picked from men who arc likely to make a

good showing with the military rifle. F»r that

reason, I believe that a team that was picked

from individuals who were sent to the Nation-

al Matches for the one purpose of competing

upon a small bore team would be likely to

turn out higher scores than any team that

could be picked from an exaggeration of

expert military riflemen.

I suppose that it is ,ilso true that the rifle-

men in Great Britain have suflcred very much
more severely from the war than those in the

States, which may account in large measure
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for the difference in the scores. However,

the fact remains that the American Team
turned out a remarkable set of scores consid-

ering circumstances and considering also

the fact that many of Ihem \vere just as busy

on the military range during the early part

of the matches as they were later on at the

small bore range.

The writer hopes to see the time arrive

when a National Small Bore Match will be

held each year for the purpose of holding an

International Match between Great Britain,

Canada and the United Stales where men

will be sent, for their proficiency with the

small bore and where each country will send

the best they possess in this particular line.

If this is done and if tho small bore internat-

ional match is made the ultimate goal of the

series of matches instead of being an incid-

ental attraction at the National Matches,

I believe it will do much to boom the sport

of small bore ride shooting throughout these

countries.

More Hunting Experiences With Various Arms

W. L. Decker

ly^R. Ashley A. Haines' article in August
Rod and Gun is responsible for this

attempt to break into print. I am
unable to agree with Mr. Haines on a couple

of points. I. am aware that I am "bumping
into something" when I attempt to dispute a

man ot his cahber but I am unable to under-

stand how a man with his experience can
recommend the .30-30 class of rifles for deer,

in preference to the later rifles.

I have hunted deer for 16 successive seasons

and some years ago used to hunt them out of

season as w-el! as in season, whenever I wanted
meat,, I do not know^ how many deer I have
shot but I have shot deer every season and
one season shot 15 deer when I was acting as

guide for a party and we were allowed two
deer per man. The last few years my count

has gone as low as one deer to the season,

but two or three is my usual number.
Living as I do in a big game country and

always hunting with a parly I have had a

good chance to observe the effects of the

various cartridges on deer.

My first three deer were killed with a single

shot each from a. .32- 10 lilack powder rifle

but who will say that the .32-40 black pow-
der is a good deer cartridge? Not I! (Pos-

sibly it- might suit Mr. Haines because it

doesn't spoil much meal.) This good start

was followed -liy.a long "string of wounded deer

escaping and a few shot full of holes before

Ijing down for good, so I finally changed to

the 2. (KM) ft. sec. rifles and for a long time

Ihouglit that they couldn't be beaten hut

since then "I've had my eyes opened."
If Mr. Haines finds that the .30-30 class of

rifles suits him, all well and good. That is

the rifle for him to use but I do not think

he should make an attempt to prove that

they are ideal deer rifles, for the fact that he

and others have killed many deer with a single

shot from such rifles is no proof that they will

always do so. I have proven to my own
satisfaction that even a properly placedbuilet

will not always stop them at once and it is

not always possible to place your bullets

where you want them, especially on a running

deer.

In this part of the country there is so much
underbrush that if you wait lo make the first

shot count you might almost as well stay at

home although I agree with Mr. Haines
that it is best to do so whenever possible.

I hunted for several seasons with a man who
always made the first shot count but he only

shot three deer in that time and one of the

three was not found until the next day several

hundred yards from where it was shot and
the bullet just missed the heart. The rifle

used was a .303 Savage. He was always the

first man lo leave camp because he didn't

get enough sport.

Personally, I hunt for sport as well as meat
and I agree with Mr Haines' brother Jay
that "it is no sport lo shoot a standing deer."

The faster they go and the more sliots I

have lo fire, the more sport it is for me and
the rille thai will kill with the first fair hit is

the rifle I want, providing it is light enough
to carry on an all day hunt, has a quick action

and light recoil.

My experience with the .30-30 class of

rifles is that the deer usually have more holes

than a pepper duster before they do go down
for good and often they get away wounded
especially if the user is not good on quick

repeat shots on running deer. My experi-
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ence is that even a shoulder shot does not save

them from being shot up for they will often

go far enough to have several other bullets

tear through them, for who will not keep

firing at a wounded deer that is making a

get away?"

One bullet from a 3000 ft. sec. rifle is usually

enough and although they do spoil some
meat, still one such bullet will not spoil as

much meat as several .30-30 bullets. I do

not claim that the 3000 ft. sec. rifles will

always stop a deer with one shot but they

will do so with much greater regularity than

the .30-30.

Some years ago old hunters would not

use even the .30-30 because they said it

spoiled loo much meat and for a time stuck

to the old black powder rifles but they gradu-

ally came to it. Now we have more improved

cartridges and again a bunch "from Missouri."

One would think that Mr. Haines' experi-

ences on "shooting them up" would have

been sufficient to convince him that the .30-30

is not the best to be had for deer. Let me
quote from his own article. "The shooting

however, was under a bit more . favorable

conditions, the first shot, broadside, being

a standing one, the next two as she slowly

walked along beside a fallen tree but she

did not fall until the third bullet struck her.

These three shots were easily covered with

one hand and were grouped right where they

should have been just behind the front

shoulder. .Ml told that deer was hit ten

times." What was wrong with the .30-30?

He will not admit that the rifle was at fault

but I can think of no other explanation.

About seven years ago, I used a .22 H.P.

Savage and sighted a deer, about 100 yds.

away. All I could see was the hind parts,

from the paunch back, past ra pine tree, f

was on a small rock and could nol move and
if that deer moved he was completely out ol

sight. I fired one shot, so as to barely miss

the tree and hit it in the paunch. That
deer did not go 30 leet and there was no meat
spoiled. This is only one of several I got

with a single paunch shot from the Imp.

Mr. Haines' deer as above related had one
paunch shot but "it was a long ways from
there before that deer was finally killed."

About 10 years ago, a club of twelve of us

hunted at an old lumber camp. An old camp
foreman, who knew the ground perfectly, was
the leader ol the party. He placed us along

an old log road, on the edge ol a hardwood
and then set out the dog. The dog look a

fawn past almost the entire crew and things

happened fast and kept happening -for some
minutes. I do not pretend to remember
how many shots were fired but each man
fired several shots. There were .30-30,

.32 Spl, .38-55 and .45-70 rifies barking^ The
last man in the line, seeing that the deer was
hard hit, quit shooting and watched the deer

stand for several minutes before it finally

fell dead. I do not know how many bullets

found the mark but almost every part ol that

deer, from head to tad, was shot up. All

the meat, that was fit for use, could be put in

your hat. This was the worst case I ever saw
of "shooting them up" but was only one of

many I have seen.

One day, I was walking along an old road

and saw a deer standing about 30 feet to one
side of the road. I was using a .32-40 H. P.

Savage and fired for the shoulder but that deer

sure went some and although several other

bullets went after him, he kept going. I

trailed him a long distance, getting an occas-

ional shot and finally finished it. There
were six bullets through that deer, two of

th(sn clear through endways and the one
through the shoulder, from my first shot.

The other three were poorly placed shots.

Another case was a big buck, standing in a

small clearing about 50 feet away. I fired

at his shoulder but he started for the tall

timber. I fired several other shots before he

disappeared. Then I ran along an old road,

about 200 yards and headed him off at the

end of a ravine, two more shots, at about 25

feet and he quit. He was hit five times,

three of them shoulder shots and one just

forward of the hips and ranging forward and
out just back of the front shoulder, the other

one was only a flesh wound.

A few days later I was standing on a small

rock overlooking a small ravine and had
three deer run past me within 20 feet. I

fired four shots at Ihem and had one dead

detr. The other two got away wounded.
A couple of hours later I found one of the

wounded deer, by chance, about a quarter of

a mile away. The one killed at once had one
paunch shot and one end shot and the other

had two shoulder shots.

The rifle used in the last two cases was a

.303 Savage. I didn't get one clean kill,

thai lall, with that rifle although the fall

before I had five clean kills in a string. I

cannot account for this as I had the poorest

chances the fall I got the clean kills. I have

often noticed that one often has a run of

clean kills even when using rifles of inferior
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killing powei and then a long string of badly

shot uj. deer or wounded deer gelling away.

I could go on and give many olher cases of

"shooting them up" but I think that those

given should be sufl'icient.

The fad that a deer is killed with a single

shot proves nothing. I have known of three

deer being killed with a single shot each from a

.22 rim fire but is the .22 R. F. a deer rifle?

Well, I guess not. I once knew a big

buck to be killed with a .32 Spl.

and all that bullet did was to knock oiT a

piece- of hide and flesh about the size of a

silver dollar just back of the front legs below

the heart. Perhaps that is the proper place

to hit them. I don't know but anyway it got

that one.

The last seven years I have been using .22

H. P. Savage and .250-3000 rifles mostly.

My, experience with the .22 H. P. is that,

while it is a wicked little pill and although

it gives a tremendous shock, it has not got

quite enough punch to make it a clean killer

at all times, although I never shot up a deer

as badly with it as with the .30-30 class of

rifles and f shot a lot of deer with it. It gave

a majority of clean kUls and I would certainly

choose the .22 H. P. in preference to the .SO-

SO. My biggest objection to it was that the

bullets seldom went dear through and left

no trail of blood to follow if the deer got out

of sight and besides was not good in thick

brush.

I have used a .250-3000 Savage for the last

four seasons and while I have not shot very

many deer with it, I have had no cases of

"shooting up." A couple of years ago, out

of about 20 deer shot by members of our

hunt club with .250-3000 rifles, there were

only about four deer that required a second

shot and as near as I can remember only one

that required a third shot. My experience

is that, while it makes a dirty mess to clean

up, a paunch shot, Irom a .22 H. P. or a

.250-3000 rifle is as sure a kill as any and

spoils little or no meat, while a paunch shot

with a 2,000 It. sec. rifle is a worse than use-

less shot.

The above are my own conclusions arrived

at from my own experiences with the various

calibers. The experiences of others may
differ from mine, due to different hunting

conditions in different sections of the coun-

try and to the individualities of the user.

What one may find best for his o\\n may
not be best for another but I believe, however,

that most deer hunters, who have given all

the different rifles a lair trial, will agree with

me.

It is a well recognized fact that even a .22

rim fire, will kill a deer with a single properly

placed bullet, on rare occasions, while the

powerful mgdern rifles will unaccountably

lall down sometimes. Any single incident,

or even shoit series of incidents, do not prove

the killing power of a cartridge, but, it is by

comparing the results of many such incid-

ents, that the facts in regard to the kiUing

power of the various cartridges can be arrived

at.

Personally, I prefer to "shoot them up"

once in a while, rather than take a chance of

Msing a rifle which may let them get. away to

lie in the bush.

Mr. Haines' advice to withhold the first

shot, until sure what you are shooting at,

cannot be too strongly impressed on shooters

in general, for, while we have never had a

shooting accident in any of the hunt clubs

I have hunted with, still, I could fill Rod and

Gun with accounts of close calls and of the

many times they were avoided by taking

time to make sure it was a deer. Many
deer have escaped for this reason but I do

not regret it, "better no deer than a dead

comrade." Therelore, first, be certain it's

a deer then blaze away.

In conclusion, let me say that I have always

enjoyed and expect to continue to enjoy Mr.

Haines" writings and this is the first occasion

I have ever felt justified in criticizing any-

thing in his writings and I am not looking

for a quarrel now and trust I may be par-

doned for expressing views, differing from

those of a man of his experience and ability.

Queries and Answers

A Cure For Flinching

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.

The writer has been a lover of fiight shoot-

ing for many years, but two years ago un-

consciously developed the habit of closing his

eyes at the moment of pulling the trigger.

The result is generally satisfactory to the

bird. Can you suggest how this habit can

be o\ercome'?

Yorkton. Sask. W. N. K.
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Replij—^The best way 1 know ol to cure your

habit of gun shyness would be to use a heavy
weight shotgun fitted Vith a rubber recoil pad

and practice shooting at tin cans thrown into

the air until you are able to control your

nerves. The habit of flinching is the most
distressing one that can be developed by a

sportsman, but as far as I know there is no

absolutely certain cure for it.—Editor.

The isfewton Rifle

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.

I "have been a reader of your magazine for

sometime amd enjoy reading the discussions

on guns. 1 would like to read more about

the Newton rifle. In my opinion, this is one

of the best rifles on the market due to the

high velocity and consequent flat trajectory

developed by them and to the lact that they

retain a higher striking energy at 300 yard>

and over, then any other rifles manufactured

in this country.

I would like to have your opinion of the .30

Newton as to its qualities, and defects, if any.

Would you choose the .256 Newton, the

.30-1906 Winchester or the .405 Winchester

for use on big game in Canada?
Would you select a solid frame or a take-

down model if you were purchasing a Model
1895 Winchester?

There has been quite a controversy in

some of our magazines here regarding the

Lever action and Bolt action rifles, ft has

always appeared to me that the superior

ballistic qualities possessed by the Newton
rifles as compared to other types, would
offset the speed obtained with a Lever action

rifle. My reasons for believing so are due

to the greater energy of the Newton bullet^

at impact which is where the game is when it

is hit. I would like to have your opinion

ol the above and a comparison of the ballis-

tics of the Newton and other leading big game
rifles.

Chicago, 111. G. D. Marsh.

/ieplij— I recently had the opportunity of

thoroughly testing a .30-1906 Cal. Newton
rifle on the Navy Hide Range at Caldwell,

N..I. (luring the National Matches. This

rifle was ('([uipf-cd with a gold bend front sight,

and a Lyman peep sight was mounted on the

cocking piece.

This was a Newton sporting rifle mamifac;-

tured by The Newton Arms Company at

Buffalo, N.Y. and which had been purchased

and sold by the re-organizcd Newton (nmcern

located in the Woolworfli KIdg. New York.

City. .-I found by trial that the ride shot 2i^

feel to Llie left at 500 yards. As there was
no wind gauge on this ride, we drove the front

sight over by the aid of a tack hammer until

the rifle was sighted correctly. Fifteen

shots were then fired on the 20 inch bull at

500 yards, usiug Frankford Arsenal ammuni-
tion loaded with full metal cased bullets.

These 15 shots scored 71 points out of 75,

there being 11 bull's eyes and 4 shots out for

wind, the last 12 shots being in a group app-

proximately 15 inches in diameter. This

is the most accurate shooting that I have been

able to do with a sporting ride. Two of us

tried it out at rapid fire at 200 yards and we
both had trouble with the gun jamming in

rapid fire. This was caused by the rifle not

loading well from the clip. The greatest

number of shots that either of us could get

off in one minute was eight, although I have

no trouble whatever to shoot 10 shots from

a Springfield in 45 seconds with sufl'iciently

good aun to score well at 200 yards.

Whether to select a .256 Newton , a .30-1906

Newton, a .30 Newton or a .35 Newton
depends altogether upon your ammunition

supply more than any other one thing. I

would suggest Lhat yousele.ct a ride chambered

for the .30-1906 cartridge as it is the most

accurate one of the lot and the easiest to

obtain ammunition for. This cartridge load-

ed with the new 200 grain Winchester bullet

is more powerlul than the .405. Whether to

select a Newton or a Winchester ride is

entirely a matter of personal taste.

I would prefer a solid frame rifie to a

take-down, unless it would be nece.ssary to

pack the ride in a very small space. The
.30-1906 Winchester is ballistically equal to

the .30-1906 Cal. Newton and the others com-

pare in proportion 'to the ballistic qualities

of the cartridges they shoot. For shooting

big game in brushy country, I would prefer

the .405 to any of the others, and for shooting

big game at long range, I would prefer a

.30-1906 Newton when loaded with the 180

grain bullet to any of the others.

, I'lditor.

Various Inquiries.

Fdilor, Gtiiis and Ammunition Dept.

Which is the best caliber for shooting moose

and deer?

What is the extreme killing range oi it?

Whore can I get waterproof balloon silk

to make a lent or something like it?

Yours truly,

Port Arthur, Out. S. Sanfonl.

Rcplil—In reply to your inquiry, the best
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ralibers for shooting moose and deer are

entirely a matter of personal preference.

For use in brushy country I would prefer a

weapon like the .35, the .40.5, cal., Model
1S95 Winchester or .35 Remington .\utoniatic

or the .303 Savage. For a rifle to be used in

localities where occasionally one would score

long range shots, I would prefer a Bolt Action

.30 Cal. rifle shooting the .30-1900 cartridge

loaded with the 180 grain bullet.

The extreme killing range of any of these

cartridges for all practical purposes is as

far as you can hit your game in a vital spot.

Under ordinary circumstances that would

be 300 yards, the number of actual hits be-

yond that range being so small on running

game as to be hardly worth considering.

To obtain water-proof balloon silk, I would

suggest that you write to Abercrombie &
Fitch Company, New York City, or Schover-

ling, Daly & Gales, also of New York City.

Probably Hallam's, the D. Pike Company
or the Lion Sporting Goods Company , all

Canadian firms who advertise in this maga-
zine could also obtain it for you.—Editor.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.

Would you kindly answer the following

questions:

1. I have a .280 Ross and I would like to

get a peep sight lor it. If possible I would
like to get the one which fits just over the

bolt such as the Ross Factory puts out. Is

there any other peep sight that could be

fitted to this rifle?

2. I would like to get a white ivory bead
for this gun too. Is there any firm that

makes a bead that would fit this rifle?

3. Is the Ross Factory completely shut

down, or is it possible to get spare parts, etc.

for gutLs at present?

4. I have a .303 Ross Mark II target rifle

which I am altering myself into a sporting

rifle. I have made a very good job so far,

but would like to know where I could have

a piece cut oft' the barrel. It is now 30 inches

long. How much should I have cut off,

lour or six inches! Do you think it will be a

good sporting rifle? What sights would you
recommend for the above rifle and how could

they be attached?

5. My collection_of guns up to the pres-

ent are: .280 Ross, .22 High Power Savage,

.303 Ross. No. 1 Grade 12 gauge Remington
Repeating shotgun, which I had made to

order, all engraved, and a matted rib down
the banel. What do you think of this

shotgun, its shooting qualities, etc?

t). Is there any other arm that you would

recommend to make my collection more
complete?

Yours very truly,

Ottawa, Canada. A. G. Hamilton.

Reply—In reply to your inquiry, the Ly-

man Gun Sight Corporation, Middlefield,

Connecticut, can supply you with both

front and rear sight for your .280 Ross

rifle.

In regard to your inquiry in reference to

the Ross Factory being completely closed

down, I wiU be unable to answer this ques-

tion definitely until a month or so after the

reply to this inquiry as at present writing it is

not definitely decided whether they will

resume operations or not.

In regard to cutting ofT the barre4 of your

.303 Ross rifle I would not advise you to do

so as it will materially change the balance of

the rifle. However, this can be done for you

by A. O. Niedner, 1 Beacon St., Maiden.

Massachusetts or by A. W. Peterson, Denver,

Colo.

Your Remington shotgun is undoubtedly as

good a repeating shotgun as you can secure

and is thoroughly reliable. To make your

collection of arms more coniplete, I would

suggest that you secure a good .22 Cal. target

rifle which will give you more real sport than

any of the others, .\mong the rifles which

are properly adapted to this work are the

B.S.A. No. 12, the Stevens No. 404 and 414

the Winchester single shot musket, the new

"Winchester bolt action. .22 Cal. rifle (as

soon as it is retailed) and you might also like

one of the lighter weight repeating rifles like

the Savage bolt action, the Remington No. 12,

C, the'Marlin Model 1897, or the Winchester

Model 1890. However, I would suggest a

good heavy single shot target rifle equipped

with the finest sights or a telescope. This

latter would complete your very satisfactory

outfit.—Editor.

A Remarkable Shot.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept,

I use a .30 U.S. rifle with Lynnan receiver

sight on the rear and a gold bead on the front.

This rifle was lost in the While River for

about one year but is still effective and does

good business.

On one occasion my collie dog ran a lynx

out on a small lake that was frozen over and

had about one inch of snow on the ice. The
lynx was 30f) feet ahead of the dog and was

travelling fast, making long high jumps.

The dog was running low witli his tail straight
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out and was gaining on the lynx. I broke

the back of the lynx with the first shot a.1 a

distance of 800 feet. This distance was

correctly measured.

Is this considered good shooting?

Matoniska, Alaska. Geo. S. Moshier.

Reply—This certainly was a most extra-

ordinary shot and undoubtedly is one that

you will remember for many years as one

seldom makes a shot of this nature.—Editor.

Notes on Reloading.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.

Will you be good enough to advise me what

the best reloading tool on the market for a

.38 New Army Colt's Revolver would be. I

don't want to^iake any mistake in buying

this.

Will you also give me the address of someone
in your part ol the country who would be

liable to stock the above, as it is impossible

to obtain same here.

I should like to know if there is a book

published on the subject of "Reloading" and

where same might be ordered.

Yours sincerely,

Calgary, Alta. Sergt Mat Park.

Reply—The tool you want is the Ideal No.

3 with double adjustable chamber and a

separate bullet mould. A good bullet to

use would be the Ideal bullet 360271 with

3 grains of Bull's Eye. In addition to-

the loading tool you would need to order a

bullet mould for bullet, No. 360271 and a

bullet resizing chamber to fit the No. 3 tool

for the same bullet. Another good bullet to

use would be Ideal bullet 358311 and 3 grains

of Bull's Eye. Use the Ideal tool for this

bullet also.

Ideal tools arc sold by P. .1. O'Hare, 33

Bruce St., Newark, N.J. by the Abercrombie

& Fitch Company, New York City, by Ilal-

lam's, the Lion .Sporting Goods Company and

by the D. Pike Co., all of which are Canadian

firms that advertise in Rod and Gun. All

of these firms wilj be glad to receive your

order.

The only book published upon reloading is

the Ideal Handbook which is now out of

print.

Very truly yours,

Editor.

Talks on the .22 Caliber Rifle.

Having noted with much iulerest the Guns
aiid Anununilion talks in Rod and Gun I

thought I would give my experiences with tlie

common .22 Caliber rides made in the U.S.

to-day.

Any man has a large assortment of rifles

to choose from and also a variety of cartridges

after he has chosen the rifle which, to his

way of thinking, is the best ever. I have

tried the different single shot rifles but at last

I have taken to the repeaters. The gun
which may suit my requirements may not

suit another person. Thep there are the

different makes which are all good, but

that is not saying that they could not im-

prove a lot on their products.

Having used and liked the cheap Stevens

rifles, I thought I v.'ould try the visible loader

they had on the market some years ago. I

purchased it and was well pleased with

the shooting qualities of same. But that

was the only good point, the worst being its

short barrel, poor extractors and also its

loosening up in the miction after shooting a

good deal.

The next rifle was a Remington target

grade. This gun was a good shooter, but one

day a friend of mine and I were out hunting.

My friend was shooting and I was standing a

little to one side, when "bang" and the

extractor whizzed by my head and as far as I

know it is flying yet. That finished the

Remington for I sold it the following week.

About this time, I met a friend who was using

a nice pump action Winchester. It was
built nice, the action worked right, but still

the gun could have been improved.

I had my mind set on one particular gun

and one day I came across a fellow using one.

It was the Marlin Model 1897.

Boys, if you want a reliable, accurate, strong

and nicely (inished gun, get the 1897. I have

shot mine thousands upon thousands of times

and I have yet to have a shell stick so that

the extractors won't pull it out. For the

trapper, it ought to be the best ever, as he can"

load it up in the morning and the chances ant

that one loading will be enough for the day.

For the hunter or gun crank, its nicely finished

stock and lines ought to appeal to him the

minute he lays his eyes on it. Anybody
having the above gun certainly must be some

tough customer if he is not satisfied with it.

I know there will be some who will say that

there are lots of rides just as good. Maybe
there are, but I wish to state that there are

lots of rides being made that are worse.

Trusting to see somebody else write about

the most used of all calibers the .22.

A .22 For Target Shooting.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Di'pt.

Would a Remington U.M.C. Model 12 C,
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N.H.A.. target grade rille make a good target

ritle, if not what other make should I select?

(This is a new grade in 1918-19 catalogue?)

Would you advise sights listed on rifle per

catalogue or what others?

Would you kindly tell me how our laws

govern firearms particularly revolvers in

this province, or could I get some book or

copy of them, and how and where.

Poronto, Ont. F. J. Benham.

Reply—In reply to your inquiry, the

Hemington 12C., N.R.A. target repeater

would be as good a .22 repeater of light weight

as you could secure for target shooting.

However, it is not as accurate nor as easy

to hold fof very fine work in target shooting

as one ol the heavier single shot rides. It is a

splendid rifle lor hunting and for light target

shooting, shooting at tin cans and things of

that nature, but for shooting at a 2 inch mark
at 100 yards, or its equivalent, it is not as

good as a heavier v.eapon.

The sights that are lurnished on this rifie

are quite satisfactory.

I cannot give you any information concern-

ing the laws governing fire-arms in Ontario.

It will be necessary for you to inquire of your
local authorities to obtain this information.

Editor.

The .32-20 for Wolves and Deer.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dcpl.

Will you kindly answer this question in

one of your issues? I have a .32-20 Win-
chester model 1892 repeater. Is it a good
rifle for game such as deer, coyotes, or wolves?

I have found it fair for ground hogs and other

small game. I am thinking of taking up
deer hunting this fall. Would I need a

more powerful rifle?

Orangeville, Ont. Norman I. Phillips.

Reply— In reply to your inquiry in re"

gard to using a .32-20 Winchester for deer-

coyotes, and wolves, I would suggest that

this rille lacks both range and power for

anything but close range shooting.

I would suggest a rifle like the .250-3000

Savage, a .30-1906 Springfield, Winchester or

Newton or some similar rifle that has both
long range and a flat trajectory, both of which
are. necessary in successlul shooting at coy-

otes and wolves. Amost any rifle from the
.30-30 to the .-405 Winchester will do good
shooting'at deer in the usual brushy country.

You will undoubtedly be able to kill deer

occasionally with a .32-20, but you arc far

more^likely to lose wounded game than if

you used a more powerful weapon.—Editor.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.

Will you kindly let me have your opinion

in Vour magazine as to a suitable rifle to

purchase for a sixteen year old boy for use

upon game ia the district of Parry Sound.

At present I am considering a .32 Winchester

Special with a short barrel and a .30 Rem-
ington. Do you think the mechanism of the

latter will stand up as well as that of the

Winchester? How do their respective ranges

compare? Do you consider the advantages
of a take-down style of rifle e.xceed its disad-

vantages?

Toronto, Ont. A. A. Jackson.

Reply—In reply to your inquiry, in regard

to the comparison between a .32 Winchester

Special and a .30 Remington, these two
cartridges are almost exactly equal in power
and range and also in accuracy, so the ques-

tion resolves itself into a choice between the

two types of rifles.

If you use open sights exclusively, I do

not think that a take-down rifle is any par-

ticular disadvantage in regard to changing

the sighting, but if you use a tang peep sight,

your sighting will be continually changing

whenever you take the rifle apart and put it

together again. This change will riot be

very great with a new rifle, but it will exist

in spite of information to the contrary.

Either of these two rifles wouUl be well

adapted to the use of a young man of 16 and
I would suggest that you let him handle both

of them if possible and then have him use the

one he seems to like the feel of the better.

He should have cither rifle sighted with a

medium sized gold or ivoi-y bead front sight

and a rear sight similar to the No. 6 Lyman
or King rear sights or l.\ Lyman tang peep

sight or the corresponding type of marble

sights.—Editor.

The Question of Snapping Firearms

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Depl.

Much confusion and many different opin-

ions exist as to the advisability of snapping

empty pistols, rifles and revolvers. Some
claim much injury is done thereby, others that

snapping practice may be indulged in with

impunity, while still others claim pistols and

rifles with firing pins should never be snapped

but that those equipped with firing pin and

hammer may be, without harm to the arm.

The writer was much interested in Mr.
.Tames ^Vhyle's letter on page 110. Septem-

ber, 1919 issue of your most excellent magazine

and especially where he stales he may write a

short article on snapping prmlice. It is
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sincerely to be trusted that he, or some other

expert, will do this.

Like many other ardent lovers of firearms,

the writer possesses quite a collection of the

very finest pistols and revolvers put out by
the famous Smith & Wesson and Colt's fac-

toiies and it is felt an article under the sub-

ject of snapping empty hand guns would bo

appreciated by all such owners. Such an

article would be particularly valuable, if

written by s9mebody in an authoritivc man-
ner and with sufficient expert knowledge of

the mechanism of hand guns to expound
logically the reasons for or against the snap-

ping of empty guns. Such an article, it is

felt, would be more than welcome and would

certainly assist in putting the writer's mind
at rest as to whether or not snapping may be

indulged in without damage or whether it

can be done with certain guns.

Advantage is taken of this opportnuity to

express admiration of the method in which
your entire magazine is conducted, especially

interesting and valuable are the many articles

contributed by your editor and others on the

subjects of fishing, guns in general and am-
munition.

Kansas City, Mo. S. Harris.

Reply—My peisonal opinion has always

been that it was perfectly allowable and not

injurious to the weapon to snap any bolt

action rifle as often as desired, but that this

should never be done with any weapon that

uses a rim-fire cartridge. I have never seen

anyone actually break a revolvei by snapping

it, but I notice that very few target shots seem

to care to have their pet weapons snapped

unnecessarily.—Editor.

A Rifle for Moose, Deer and Bear.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Depl.

I have been thinking of gelling a rifle for

hunting moose, deer, bear and so forth, but

I cannot decide which would be a good gun
for them.

I have had in ijiind a ..T2 Special Winchester

or a ..'50-.'50 Winchester. I would like some-

thing like the above mentioned. Are they

strong enough for above mentioned game?
If so, will you please tcllme which would

be the best of the two?

Winnipeg, Man. B. Moleccy.

lieplij— In reply to your request, there is

very little diflerencc belwcen the ..32 S|)ecial

and the .30-HO, the .32 Si)ccial being more
powerful.

Either of these would be a good selection

for deer and siiiall l>(^'lr, liu1 fur heavy bear

and moose, I would prefer something a little

heavieY. For instance, the .30-1906 cartridge,

shooting the 180 grain bullet; a .35 Remington
Automatic, the .35 or .405 model 1895 Win-
chester and 8 m.m. or 9 m.m. Mayser or

some other weapon of similar power.

The two rifles that you mention will both
be quite satisfactory for the majority of your
shooting, but occasionally you will hit one

(00 far back and lose a cripple that you would
hold if you were using a more powerful cart-

ridge.—Editor.

Another Moose and Bear Rifle.

L'ditor, Guns and Ammunition Dent.

I take much pleasure in reading your
publication. I would like to know your
opinion of the Winchester Automatic .351

for big game, moose, bear, etc.

Switt Creek, B.C. F. B. Ells.

Reply—Replying to your request, the .351

Winchester Automatic is a good weapon for

the game that you suggest, but I would prefer

a rifle that shoots a more powerful cartridge

like the .30-1906, using the 180 grain bullet,

the 8 rft.m. Mauser, the .35 or .405 model
1895 Winchester. I would prefer the .401

Winchester Automatic to the .351 as it is more
powerful.

I would rather have a rifle using a more
powerful cartridge than is used in any of the

automatic rifles. —Editor.

Editor, Guns and Amnwnition, Depl.

Does it harm a .22 long rifle by shooting .22

short ammunition in it? If so does it harm
the rifle by shooting .22 long ammunition in

it?

Could a person shoot as accurately from the

left shoulder as from the right?

NeNMiiarket, Ont. Geo. Cave.

Reply—-I would suggest that you use

nothing but .22 long rifle cartridges in any
rifle chambered for them. ^,

The continued shooting of short and long

cartridges will naturally result in gas cutting

and the roughening up ol the chamber ol the

rifle, which eventually destroys the accuracy

and causes the rifle to fail to extract the

fired cartridges.

It is possible to shoot us accurately from

the left shoulder as from the right. Some of

the best shots I know shoot from the left

shoulder.

A person who shoots Ironi the left shoulder

will nearly always recpiirc a different siglil

selling than orui who shools irom the right

shoul(l<T dut' to lh(' (lilTerence in Ihe way Itic
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recoil is taken. This is particularly notice-

able with a military ride or any other high

power rifle. Those who shoot from the Icit

shoulder are usually at a disadvantage when
sheeting rapid fire with a bolt action rifle

or when shooting a rifle that ejects to the

right side. Whenever po.ssible, those who
shoot from the left shoulder should choose an
automatic or lever action rifle that, ejects

from the top or from the bottom of the re-

<('iver.—Editor.

A Special B.S.A. Single Shot Rifle.

Editor, Guns and Amnnintlion, Dcpl.

I would like your advice concerning a FJ.S.A.

Martini single shot which I intend to have

built lor the .25-20 single shot cartridge. I

wish to use it lor target and crow shooting and
to havi. a 28 or 30 inch barrel.

What charges would you recommend in

both black and smokeless and what is the

longest range at which such a gun would be

most accurate. I have used a rifle of this

make before and for accuracy would ask for

nothing better.

Yours very truly,

Lewrisville, George Huntingford.

Moncton, X.B.

Reply—In reply to your inquiry, the Special

B.S..\. .25-20 single shot rifle that you mention
would make a most excellent rifle for the pur-

pose for which you intend to use it. Your
best charges would probably be about one

grain ol bulk smokeless powder like Scheut-

zen, DuPont or "E.G." smokeless shotgun

powder in the bottom of the shell and the

balance of the shell full of F.F.G, L & R
'range Extra black powder on top and an
li grain 25720 Ideal bullet cast about 1 to

11 and the usual black powder primer. One
yrain F.F.G. black powder in the bottom of

the shcTl and the balance of the shell full

f DuPont Scheutzen bulk smokeless and an
leal bullet 23720 cast 1 to 15, tin and lead

Iso makes a splendid combination.

Seat these loads with two bands of the

bullet projecting from the shell and do not

I imp the shell upon the bullet to any appreri-

il)le extent. In using the Scheutzen load

it will be necessary for you to clean your
rifle with stron/er ammonia to be absolutely

sure that you will not ha\e any pitting ol the

barrel. Either of these loads are extremely
iccurate.

I suppose that this rille will be made with

in ordinary soft steel barrel in which case it

will not be possible for you to use a metal-
ased bullet, but if vou arc able to obtain it

with a special smokeless steel barrel the Sti

grain full metal cased bullet and from 10 to

12 grains of Hercules Lightning powder will

make a very fast and extremely accurate load.

This will be a much belter load for crow

shooting than either of the previous ones

mentioned as it w^ill do ver\- good service

up to 125 yards and occasionally you will be

able to get one at longer range. This lifle

would be accurate at 100 yards but it would

not be of much account for crow shooting over

125 yards due to the fact that the caitridgehas

too high a trajectory.

If you have this rifle equipped with a

telescopic sight and a special smokeless steel

barrel, you will have a splendid rifle for all

small game shooting. I would- suggest that

you clean the barrel with stronger ammonia

(26%), in which case your rifle would last

for a liie time and will retain its extreme

accuracy.

Editor.

A Rifle for the Trap -Line.

Editor, Guns and Anvnuni'ion, Dept.

Is a .22 Cal. rifle adapted to use on the trap

line by a 14 year old boy?

A Reader.

Reply—In reply to your inquiry a repealing

rifle chambered for the long rifle cartridge

would be the most generally satisfactory rifle

that you could use for this purpose. If you

can secure the cartridges loaded with hollow

point bullets they will prove somewhat belter

than the regular ones supplied with solid

bullets.

You will find the .22 rifle to be the best

weapon for securing bait for your traps and

you will have the added advantage of being

able to carry a large supply of ammunition

in a very small stace.—Editor.

The .351 Winchester for Moose and Mountain
Sheep.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.

Will you please tell me what you think of a

.351 Winchester Automatic for big game
hunting such as moose, mountain sheep and

bear. I an'^ just a young man and do not

know very much about rifles and would like

someone who has more experience to tell me
what they think, so that I will not select the

wTong weapon.

Thanking you, I am,
Galgary, Alta. C. M.

Reply—The .351 Winchester Automatic
would be a good rifle for moose and bear in

the brush and at ranges not over about 1.50
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yards but the cartridge does not have a suffic-

iently flat trajectory to be satisfactory for

shooting mountain sheep where the shots are

quite often at long range. For such work I

would prefer the Winchester rifle shooting a

cartridge like the .30-1900 or .303 Biitish or

some other long range cartridge of this type.

These cartridges when loaded with a good

heavy bullet are also just as well adapted to

use in shooting moose and bear at any range

that you are likely to encounter.—Editor.

Ammunition for an Old Spencer.

I have an old Spencer Carbine. It takes

a rim fire cartiidge. Do you know where I

could secure ammunition for it? What
Caliber is this rifle?

Have you any idea what range it is good

for? Would this rifle be suitable for bear and

moose hunting and if not what kind of hunting

is it adapted to?

Detroit, Mich. Edward Ross.

Replij—In reply to your inquiry, you could

secure ammunition for this Spencer Carbine

from the Remington Arms U.M.C. Corp.,

Broadway, New York City. This old Spen-

cer might be either a .56-50 or a .56-56 Cal.

if it is a Carbine, but if it is a Spencer rifle

it is a ,56-52 Cal.

If you could secure an old cartridge or a

buUet, this matter could easily be determined.

This rifle would not be of very much use for

hunting over about 150 yards as the velocity

of the bullet is too low at longer ranges and

you would have trouble from under and over

shooting. This riile was one of the first

attempts at designing a magazine rifle.

You could, of course, use this rille for either

bear or moose shooting but I would suggest

that you secure a more powerful weapon

unless your shooting is at very close range in

the brush.—Editor.

Watchinji the "Running De^r" target at the Nova Scotia Guides' Tournament,, Yarmouth,

August 26th, 1919



Wild Life Protection

W. T. HORNADAY

Address Delivered Before the Wild Life Conference, Ottawa, February 18th, 1919

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen :-

To me this is really a thrilling moment; it

means a very great deal to me. During the

past four years the boundary line betw een the

United States and Canada has become more
than ever an imaginary line. It is 3,000

Tiiles long, but it is not defended by a single

jun or a single soldier, or even by a canoe of

A'ar. It rests on something far stronger—

a

gentleman's agreement.

During the past four years we have lived

:o witness many great events. I am proud

ind thankful that I have lived to witness two
things, the triumph of the treaty for the pro-

ection of 1.022 species of migratory birds of

^orth America, and the complete defeat and
imashing of Germany on land and sea.

Canada has participated in both those

^eat undertakings and shares in the glory

)f both those achievements. I invite you to

)ause a moment and join me in gloating a

ew gloats over the triumph of the migratory

)ird treaty; such an opportunity comes
us but once in a lifetime. Events have

)een moving so rapidly during the past four

'ears that the people of the United States

nd possibly the people of Canada also, have
carcely had time as yet to take full cog-

lizance of the meaning of the triumph of that

ntcrnational treaty. I know very well in-

leed that there was a time during the pro-

iress of the great war when it seemed not

aly useless but almost cruel to call upon
ilanada to pay any attention to that treaty

hat was pending. In view of the tremendous

efforts that Canada was making to carry on

her share of the great war it seemed almost

wrong to talk to Canadian statesmen and

Canadian naturalists about the protection

of birds. But the bird protectors of the

continent agreed in their hearts that Canada

and the United States were great enough to

protect their wild life and forests and conduct

a great war at the same time. And so Canada,

in spite of the tremendous efforts that she was
putting forth in mobilizing men and sending

them across, took hold of the matter and

promptly and effectively performed her full

part in the ratification of the treaty. That

left United States nothing to do but play a

good second.

Now, when we came to the ratification or

the enabling act of congress to carry the

treaty into effect, our congress was busy with

war measures, and did not want to hearken.

So we said: "Look here; see what Canada
did during the throes of her great struggle.

Can we do less?" Of course, the answer was:

"No, we can do no less."

Now, the wonderful thing about that

Migratory Bird Treaty is that it covers about

four-fifths of the whole of the continent of

North America—isn't that magnificent—and

it protects 1,022 species of migratory birds.

Just previous to that the Llnitcd States and

Canada had enacted laws prohibiting for all

coming time importation of wild birds'

plumage for millinery purposes, and so far

as this continent was concerned north of

Mexico, we protected the birds of the world
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against the millinery trade. It is no wonder
that our colleagues in London have said and
printed openly and even joyously that we are

to be envied the success that we have
achieved in these lines.

- What is the wonderful thing about t)ie

operation of the migratory bird law? I will

try to tell you in a very few words.

In the first place, ia the United States there

have been during all these years of bird pro-

tection certain recalcitrant and incorrigible

States. There were certain States that were
bad, just as bad boys are bad; there were cer-

tain States unethical and ungentlemanly

,
toward their wild life and toward the wild

life of the continent at large. The majority of

our States did what was right by the birds of

North America, migratory and all others,

without any international treaty, but there

are others, like Texas, South Carolina, and
North Carolina, and others that I could

name if there were time, that were absolutely

incorrigible. That migratory bnrd treaty

did this: it enabled the United States Gov-
ernment, in the first place, to stop all spring

shooting in all these recalcitrant States. It

enabled the United States government to fix

bag limits in all the States where no bag
limits had previously existed. It enabled the

United States government to declare long

close seasons for all migratory birds that were
threatened with extermination. Finally, and
perhaps most important of all, it enabled the

United States government absolutely to

prohibit the sale of game so far as the migra-

tory birds were concerned. Four great

things wrapped up in the folds of that magni-
ficent treaty—and Canada has done precisely

the same. Think what that means from the

international boundary between the United
States and Mexico to the North Pole. Is

not that something so much worth while that

we should feel thankful that we have lived

to see its accomplishment?

But with all this there are flies in the

ointment. The Migratory Bird Treaty docs

not touch the non-migratory birds. Now,
I do not like adjectives that express negation

so I am going to call these non-migratory
birds the stationarj- birds. The stationan,'

birds aro the birds which do not migrate, of

course, and they include all the upland game
birds as they are called by naturalists—the
grouse, the quail, the ptarmigan, and all their

likes. There arc a great many of them, and
they depend for their existence to-day, to-

morrow, and the day after upon local State

or Provincial legislation. It is a gn-al pity,

ladies and gentlemen, that the international

bird treaty could not protect the upland
game birds as well as the migratory birds of

;!i kirifK, but it did not, it could not, and so

we see this unfortunate state of affairs.

In the first place, there aie fifty limes too

many guns for the uplana game. Anybody
and everybody can go out and hunt upland

game birds, if there are any. In the United

States, perhaps 5,000,000 men and boys went
hunting every year previous to the war,

though not so many during the war. Well,

the upland game cannot stand that awful

strain particularly when we add to that

-

fearful handicap the further handicap of

automatic and pump shot guns, the awful

decrease of cover and natural food supplies,

the exposure to the attacks of their natural

enemies both on the ground and in the air,

and the absence of cover that leads to extra

exposure and starvation in the winter. A
great many handicaps press heavily upon the

upland game birds. They appeal to a

greater number of sportsmen, men and boys,

than the migratory water fowl or the shore

birds, because they are more widely diffused

over the land.

Now, I believe in legitimate sport. I am
interested in the protection of wild life partly

because I wish to help protect the rights ol

posterity in our heritage of game, and also

because I do not wish to see the legitimate

sport of hunting with the gun become nn
extinct pastime. I am not a complete and
thorough-going sentimentalist. I think that

when game is sufficiently plentiful and the

taking of a portion of it does not spell exterm-

ination, it is right to take a toll of the wilds:

therefore I have been exceedingly interested in

endeavoring to promote measures that would
preserve the quail and the sage grouse and the

sharp-tailed grouse and the pinnated grause

from the extermination with wliich they have
been threatened. I do not wish to see sport

with these birds become an extinct pastime.

.\s I have said, the future of these birds

depends on local legislation; it is for the states

of the United States and the provinces of

Canada to say whether these birds shall be

protected on an adequate basis or not. We
have before us certain object lessons that

every American and every Canadian should

lay to heart.

The enormous increase in the population of

United States and Canada and the enormous
increase in guns and gunners must not for

one moment be forgotten by the friends of

wild life. In the stale of New York 37,000
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TTze 5/Gfe Partner You Can Trust-

THE SAVAGE AUTOMATIC

It's small, light, unobtrusive.

You don't notice it in the pocket or

on the belt.

But when the diamond-back rat-

tler buzzes or the copper-head
squirms—when there's a bear in the

trap or a bob-cat in the tree—when
the rare chance of human violence

threatens in the wilderness—or when
the stinging «ind on the North
shore of Superior brings the blood

chilling yell of the man-hunting
wolf-pack nearer and nearer—the

little Savage proves the closest, truest

friend.

Its barrel—length and locked
breech gives more power and ac-

curacy than other pistols of the
calibre—its ten shots and one-hand

reloading permit faster and more
continuous fire—and the lines of

its celebrated grip make you point

it and shoot it straight in an emer-
gency—as straight and as instinc-

tively as you point your finger. Its

monkey-WTench simplicity makes it

always ready and always sure-fire,

because like the best military pistols,

you can cock and uncockiitiWilh
your thumb.

.32 calibre 3%" barrel, 19 [ounces,

11 shots, $22.50.

.380 calibre, 4 M" barrel, 21 ounces,

10 shots. $23.50.

Your dealer -will showjyou—can
supply you. For complete descrip-

tion, write us.

Corporation^
Sharon, Pa. ."UTICA, N. Y Detroil.'Wich.

Executive and Export Offices:
50 Church Street, New York City",
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men go deer hunting every year. There aie,

in round numbers, abput 50,000 deer in the

state of New York, and about 10,000 are killed

annually. Strange to say, the balance of

deer life in the state of New York is to-day

fairly well preserved, but we have had the

fight of our lives in placing, upon our statute

books a law forbidding the killing of female

deer in the state of New York. Ever since

that law was put on our statute book it has

been attacked in the Legislature regularly by

the deer hunters of the Adirondacks, except

last winter. In the state of New Jersey,

thanks to the excellent foresight of the people

of that state and its Conservation Commis-

sion, there nre more deer to-day. I believe,

than theie nre in the state of New Mexico.

New Mexico should have 10,000 deer, and

New Jersey, by rights, should have none

because of its enormous population and the

large number of men who go deer hunting.

But, with all that, deer are so plentiful in the

little state of New Jersey to-day that 365 were

legally and properly killed in that state last

year.

I have spoken of recalcitrant states, of

incorrigible states. I am going to sKctch

another picture. In order that I may not

be accused of partiality, I will generously and
kindly go outside the state of New York and
invite you to consider for a moment the virtues

of the state of Pennsylvania. Really the

history ef game protection in the state of

Pennsylvania is something of which all

Pennsylvanians may well be proud.

Briefly, this is what Pennsylvania has done.
Pennsylvania has created nineteen state game
sanctuaries, small ones, to be sure, but each
situated in a five-acre tract of state forest.

Whenever a Pennsylvania deer is shot at,

if he is not killed he immediately makes a bee
line for the heart of that five-acre forest where
he knows he has a sanctuary in which he
will find protection; once he goes under the

breast-high wire which surrounds that sanc-

tuary, he know.s that he is safe and that no
hunter dares follow him there. In Penn-
sylvania automatic guns are prohibited and
the u.se of guns by aliens Ls prohibited. More
than that, the ownership of dogs by aliens

is prohibited. That leads to this interesting

observation. Sometimes when I and my
colleagues over there in wild life protection
have, metaphorically speaking, been fightmg
for our lives against powerful enemies, lor

their encouragement and for mine I have
said: Gentlemen, remember that in this

cause, righteous as it is, the boldest policy

is the best policy. Now, New York, is a good

game protecting state; in some respects I

consider that it stands higher than all others.

But we never have dared to pass a law similar

to that Pennsylvania law prohibiting the

ownership of guns, and even the ownership

of dogs, by aliens. But Pennsylvania was

goaded into the Alien Gun Act by the murder

of her wardens by alien hunters, and so

they shut their fists and^ut their teeth and
said : "we will stop this killing of our wardens

by aliens who are hunting." They enacted

that law, and of course the aliens fought it.

Remember, there is a large, ignorant alien

population in Pennsylvania, on account of

Pennsylvania's coal mines. The law was
immediately challenged as to constitutional-

ity and they fought it clear through to the

Supreme Court of the United States and won
out 01^ its constitutionality. The same
thing happened in regard to the automatic

gun; that was carried to the Supreme Court,

and the state authorities won out on that.

Just one more word with regard to Penn-

sylvania. Pennsylvania is now very active

in the introduction of wild game. They have

sufficient funds and their Conservatiyn Com-
mission are introducing deer, wild quail

brought all the way from Mexico—pheasants,

rabbits, squirrels. And besides, they are

trapping an immense number of animals

that are destructive to wild game, ground

game especially, which are classed irt one

word, as vermin. On these they pay boun
tie.s.

That shows what a state can accomplish

in wild life protection when she puts her mind
to it and diligently follows a definite plan.

Here is one interesting fact. The hunters

of Pennsylvania killed more bear last year than

were killed in any other state of the United

States—about 300—and they h^ve been

so successful in the introduction of white-

tailed deer that in many portions of the

state they now have excellent deer hunting.

They have even gone to the Yellowstone Park

and imported elk from that region and turned

them loose in Pennsylvania that they might

become numerous there; but I regret to report

that orchards and farms are so very numerous

throughout the state, even in the forested

regions, that the elk have made themselves

too much at home; they have thrived too

well. They immediately began to destroy

valuable orchards and crops generally; so the

elk experiment in that state must be discon-

tinued. As an animal to introduce in an

agricultural country the elk is impossible.
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because he is too large, too courageous, loo

voracious and too destructive.

There is one matter of which I must speak

in this connection, and that is, public senti-

ment; it relates to the ethics of shooting.

The sportsmen at large of the United States

have yet much to learn and much to remem-
ber in regard to the ethics of hunting and
game protection. I mean that there are in

the United States an immense number of

sportsmen and hunters out of the four or five

million men who hunt who entertain the

curious idea that it is entirely right and

proper and desirable to kill every wild thing

that the law permits them to kill; that is to

say, in hunters' parlance, to "kill up to the

bag limit." Now, a more deadly idea never

found lodgement in the minds of sportsmen.

The conscientious, educated, sensitive sports-

man who sincerely desires to do his part in

the preservation of our stock of wild game for

posterity is impelled to stop when he sees

that the species that he is pursuing is threat-

ened with extermination—even if the law

permits him to go on. But there are men
who will go out and cheerfully kill the last

quail, the last ruffed grouse, the last sage

grouse, the last wild duck and the last any-

thing, if the law permits them to do it. Is

it not strange that the ethical idea should be

absent from the minds of so many intelligent

men?
At times I have been positively disgusted

by the attitude of some of the quail hunters of

Long Island. Men have talked to me about

the sufferings of Long Island quail in the

severe winter weather and have told me with

moisture in theii' eyes, almost with the tears

coursing down their cheeks, of how the quail

were slaughtered last winter by sleet, snow
and starvation. And when I turn to such a

man and say; Will you refrain next fall

when the hunting season opens from going out

quail hunting, what do you suppose his

answer is? Every single time that I have

talked to a confirmed Long Island quail

hunter in that strain, he has said; Well,

it is not the hunters who have exterminated

the quail: it is the cold and hard winters.

Why should we leave them for the winters to

kill? We might just as well have them for

ourselves. Now, is that not enough to dis-

gust anyone?

That reminds mc of another thing in regard

to local control. Beware of the danger of

local control in certain cases. We will say

that in nine cases out of ten it is all right, it

is save and may be trusted, hut look out for

the tenth case. Take Long Island as an

illustration. 1 have known for a long time

that the quail of Long Island were on the

point of extermination. A few quail have

existed on the grounds of a number of hunting

clubs where they are well protected except

during the hunting season, but elsewhere in

the open, where Thomas, Richard and Henry
may go out with their licenses and shoot them,

they have almost disappeared. Long Island

men have told me this—men in a position to

know—and that is why I state it as a fact.

Long Island men have asked me to help

them to give the long close season to the

quail of Long Island that six years ago the

rest of New York extended to the quail of the

whole state. I have said; Yes, but the

impulse must come from within; let the men
of Long Island show that they are intereste^l

in protecting the quail of Long Island from

extinction, and I wilLcome forward and help.

That challenge was accepted once. Some
gentlemen whom I know, only two or three

of them all told, made a strong, well-organized

and determined effort to convince the state

Conser\'ation Commission that the quail of

Long Island needed the exercise of the dis-

cretionarj' power of that Commission in the

way of a long close season for these quail.

This is what happened. A hearing was held

in New York,attended by the representatives

of shooting clubs to the total number of

seventeen; just five people were there to

speak on behalf of the quail. So those

seventeen men who came for the purpose of

assuring the Conservation Commission that

everj-thing was lovely and that the quail were

on a continuing basis on Long Island and

that the proposed close season was entirely

unnecessary— why, they talked the rest of us

down. We made a very poor showing, the

five of us against the seventeen. The same

thing was repeated at River Head, only to a

worse extent. Only three people were there

to talk for the quail, and judging by the

weight of evidence that was presented at

those hearings, our Conservation Commission

was bound to conclude that the contentions

of the majority were right. So the quail of

Long Island did not get their long close sea-

son, and I bnde them then a long farewell.

If the people of Long Island are indifferent t«

their fate, 1 can afford to be. I will never

hunt any of them; I can stand the extermin-

ation of the quail of Long Island if they can.

I was at a Long Island club not long ago on v

the opening day of the quail season. Four /
very able sportsmen, aided by four dogs, went
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PARKER BROS. gu^^i^II^ers Meriden, Conn., U. S. A.
New York Salesrooms. 25 Murray Street.

A. W. DuBray, Pacific Coast Agenl, P. O. Box 102 San Francisco.
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out and hunted all day in the best covers they

have, and they came back at night with one

poor, little hen quail.

There is something to be said with regard

to the big game situation. The subject

is so large that it is impossible to cover

even one-tenth of the ground, but I will try

to give you a brief sketch of it.

The big game situation is very peculiar

in the United States; in no two states is it

exactly the same, because of the different

manner in which different states handle their

game. We have seen moose disappear to

the point that only three groups of moose
now exist in the United States, in Maine, in

Afinnesota and in northwestern Wyoming.
The moose, as an animal to be hunted in the

United States, has almost gone forever.

According to law, there is no longer any
hunting of antelope an>'\\-here in United

States and, worse than that, the antelope are

disappearing in spite of that universal pro-

tection. As you know, the antelope is a

peculiar creature, very delicate, very sensi-

tive to evil conditions; and under adverse

circumstances it has no more stamina than a

pet monkey, and is easily snufl'ed out. We
noted with extreme interest and delight the

action of Alberta in establishing a great,

special antelope reser\-e a short distance

southwest of Medicine Hat. That experi-

ment is now a success; the herd that was orig-

inally impounded there has increased by thirty

head and now contains seventy-four head.

It looks like what business men call a going

concern. The antelope are living in their

own country and arc eating their own food;

there is no reason why they should not sur-

vive and thrive.

We have endeavored to acclimatize the

antelope in some of our bison ranges in the

United States. In two of these bison ranges

the experiment promises to succeed, and wc
hope that eventually the species can be

perpetuated in the eight national bison

ranges that we now have.

The mountain sheep is not so badly placed.

No hunting of mountain sheep is done any-

where in the United States now except in

Wyoming and the state of Washington.

Something like twenty-eight years ago Color-

ado became a great mountain sheep preserve.

At the beginning, it was estimated that about

two hundred mountain sheep were left; now
there are considerably over seven thousand,

and the number is continually increasing.

There was a case where all the people of

Colorado in thc^rcgions inhabited by the

mountain sheep elected to observe not only

the letter but the spirit of the law to protect

these wonderful animals.

A curious thing happened at Ouray not

long ago. The people of Ouray regard the

mountain sheep that surround their town as

you and I regard our pet dogs and cats; they

are just as sacred to them. A time came
when the state of Colorado wished wbout six

specimens of mountain sheep from the stock

at Ouray to use in the park ai Denver for

breeding and exhibition purposes, so they sent

a man to Ouray to capture some living speci-

mens. Of course, everything of that kind had

to be done openly and above-board, and the

people of Ouray became cognizant of what

was proposed. To the astonishment of the

state authorities the people of Ouray rdfc

as one man and said: Not by any means;

these sheep are ours; they are inviolate;

death to the man who touches one of our sheep

—etc., etc.. Well, it took considerable per-

suasion to bring the people of Ouray around

to the point of believing that ethically and

sentimentally and every other way it would

be all right and perfectly proper to catch some
of these sheep and transport them to the city

of Denver to exhibit theni and to breed them

in captivity. That is why Colorado has to-

day over seven thousand living moKntain

sheep. The mountain sheep has responded to

protection.

The grizzly bear, as an animal to be hunted

by sportsmen, has almost disappeared from

the United States. There are a few regions

in Wyoming in which it is possible for a

sportsman, if he has an extra skilful guide,

to find and shoot a grizzly bear, but the locali-

ties in which that can be done can be counted,

I think, on the fingers of one hand. The griz-

zly bear is just that near to extinction in our

country.

The black bear approaches the status of the

white-tailed deer; it politely but firmly re-

fuses to be exterminated, so that many states

—almost an absurd number of slates, one

may say—in our countrj' contain some black

bears. Give the black bear species half a

chance—aye, even quarter of a chance—and

he will not only survive, he will actually

increase. Vi'e have black bears in the Adiron-

dacks and in the Catskills in the state of

New York. As I have said, Pennsylvania

sportsmen killed .WO two years ago. I think

that about sixty were killed in New York state

during the past year. Wc hope, therefore,

that the black bear will remain with us: 1

should bo sorry indeed to see any species of
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North American bear exterminated. Those

of you who are sportsmen know that one

single bear on foot and in a healthy frame of

mind can cast a glamour of romance over a

thousand square miles of wild country.

The white-tailed deer is in many respects

the most valuable animal that we have,

because he also refuses to be exterminated.

Give the white-tailed deer one-tenth of a

chance and it will survive. I think it is safe

to predict that when the last inhabitant of

North America kills the last hoofed animal,

that animal will be the white tailed deer. The

white-tailed deer carries his head low: he

skulks. When you start him in the timber, in

the brush, or anywhere he rarely stops to

turn around and look at you and see what

kind of clothes you aie wearing: all that he

is anxious to do is to put .pate between

himself and you. The mule deer is a much

finer aninial to look at, much more .statues-

que. He carries his head high, and nearly

every time when you start him, before he

runs out of gun shot he stops and turns

around and takes a good look at you: and that

is the moment for which the hunter waits and

vihich is so often fatal to the splendid mule

deer. The mule deer, is, 1 am afraid, doomed

to disappear, but the white-tailed deer le-

mains. It exists in our country in a very

i,reat number of states. It is the hoofed

animal of all others that responds most quickly

and most thoroughly to protection. If you

have in Canada an area or territory that is

at all suitable to the existence of the white-

tailed deer, .nil you need do in order to havf

the while-tailed deer inhabit that countryistc

purchase a dozen specimens at from $25 to

S50 each, take them there in the spring and

turn them loose, and they will do the rest.

The state of Vermont once had completely

exterminated her white-tailed deer. They
put in thirteen head, and in twenty-two

years they opened deer hunting and were

killing all the way from one thousand to two

thousand deer. So it pays to protect and

propagate and colonize that particular species

Dr. Hornaday then showed forty-three

lantern slides, illustrating the slaughter of

wild life in the United States, Canada and

elsewhere on the North American continent,

the species that have been exterminated, the

influence of protection on wild life, and game

in preserves.

My First Deer Hunt
W. H. W.

VERY interesting events stay fresh in a

person's memor>' after a considerable

lapse of time and so the details of the

following hunting trip still remains a pleasant

recollection.

Four years ago last autumn, a friend of

mine, who had been in the habit of making his

holidays coincide with a deer hunting trip,

asked me how- a similar trip would suit me.

About as quickly as I could say, "Nothing

better," arrangements were made. On ac-

count of our respective business tics, no exact

date for our departure could be agreed upon

and I had begun to think that the trip had

fallen through, when one evening about H.'M)

a telephone message infonncd me that the

rest of the parly were making final preparations

and owing to faulty Iclophonc ser\'icc, they

had not been able to gel in touch with me
until llic last half hour. However, that

thirty minutes was enough for me lo get

logcllier a few essentials including blankcls,

watcrproof.change of clothing and of course a

few eal.'i' and a rifle and ammunition. A
few summers in a military training camp had

given me an idea of how to travel "light."

Well, in brief we arrived at our local station

and were soon on our way to Toronto and

thence, viaC.P.R., to our destination in""

Parry Sound, where we arrived at eight'

o'clock.

Packing our dulTle about forty rods to

a convenient sheltered spot, we decided

on a makeshift camp for the night. After

getting a bite to eat we spread the tent out

on the ground, or I should say rock, for that

is aljoul all that you walk on in that section,

tile Ijlankcts spread on top and we undertook

lo keep beneath them. Well, the frost got a

little sharp, the wind a little unruly, and the

unfortunate tenderfoot, either by chance or

purpose, was allotlcd the centre where the

blankets met. Yes, they met alright and]

even overlapped for awhile, but the overlap
i

grew less and less until a space appeared^and '

that space grew and grew until thcjcdgesjof
j
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the blankets absolutely refused to meet. It

took a whole blanket to reach around the

"Doc", so every half turn meant half a

blanket gone. Fortunately I had no reason

to be afraid of night prowlers, for as soon as

"Doc" got to sleep he breathed defmance over

a large area, in a very sonorous, guttural.

Lesson 1. Don'l get where i/nu have to depend

on someone else for b!ankels.

There were five of us in camp at first.

"Doc" was cook, general supervisor and "first

aid to the injured." Before we left Toronto
he was swinging along with a circular bundle

in a bag, sometimes over his back, sometimes

in one hand, often changing hands but
always in his own hands, and once I fancied

I heard it gurgle. Then there was Sile, who
has probably accounted for more coons than

any other man in this country. Bert, who
could eat more toast than any other man in

camp. Jim, who always fired a shot once a

week whether he needed to or not and always

tumbled his deer "end over end," and then

the song again, "slipped around a rock and
got away," and always "the biggess buck you
ever seen." Lastly the writer who was out

to see and learn. The sixth member, the

"undertaker," blew in about three days later.

fie was minus a thumb and finger, which

made his gun handling look suspicious.

The first day was taken up setting up tents

and laying in a supply of firewood. We
selected a sheltered wood lot, dry and with

enough earth to enable us to stake the tents,

and near to a dear stream of water.

All was in readiness for a hunt tlie next

day. "Doc." always took care of camp or

hunted near by, his build not adapting him,

to much rock climbing or marsh wading.

We "still hunted" and got under way in fair

time and working up the wind or across it.

Sile advised me to keep in touch with him for

the first day, not being acquainted with this

style of country, and this, by the aid of a

whistle, I endeavored to do. We had been

working along for about an hour when Site's

little ride began to talk. He used a Marlin
2.")-20 and usually got the most and best deer.

I had heard that he could shoot, but that

sounded more like an automatic to me. If a

rifie could "sputter" that one could. The
deer was at a distance and only visible at

times, and he managed to get away. About
noon I heard three shots from the same little

ride and in answer to Sile's whistle I helped

him hang up a splendid buck, with a fine set

of antlers. He weighed over ^(K) pounds at

our local station. The 2.'>-20 did it and ycl

there are some who use a .280 Ross or high

power Newton to do the same trick. We
used three Marlin 25-20's, a Marlin 32-40,

a Remington 30-30 and a 303 Savage.

We had been working west and now worked
north for several miles and found that we were
at the head of an angling, rough-coasted

lake that forced us to make a detour of several

miles over the roughest country that I have
ever travelled, up one rock ridge and down
another, through a marsh and then a timber-

strewn stretch that would tax our ingenuity

to traverse it at all. I believe that if I had
carried a pedometer that day that it would
have started to repeat. We got back to

camp. Bert reported a buck to his credit,

but Jim "never saw a flag." The boys had
told me that tramping in the north country
was a great appetizer, but Oh, Boys! just

see those fellows eat, of course I was .pretty

busy myself, but side glances revealed won-
ders, whole platefuls just disappearing. After

the eating, had subsided "Doc** commanded
"All hands to the dishwashing," but they
simply couldn't, and just rolled onto the

bunk.

We were pretty stiff the next morning, but
has some luck and brought home a small

deer to help out the meat rations at camp. .

The next day Sam the undertaker, came.
He was supposed to be a seasoned bushman.
You couldn't lose him, no sir, you couldn't

gel far enough away from him. He was a

great trailer.

We had a lively time, oiie morning when
Sile and Sam were working a small swamp,
yours truly on the right bank on high rock.

A snap in the bushes put me on my guard and
then things began to happen. The other

two opened fire for a few seconds, then I got

a few shots using a 32-40. The deer was
running through a thick growth, only being

visible for a few seconds each time, and at

times the three rifles working on him. Then
all was still. I said the deer was still there;

the others said he wasn't.- Rut Mr. Deer
settlgd the question by jumping out then

and another shot or two slopped him. That
deer was jusl seen by (lashes. He had ten

wounds on him, some from front sides, rear

and top. Bert and Jim claim that they
heard over twenty shots.

Another deer was shot on a runway. Sam
at least shot at him and claimed him for his

own but when told that he was blind he was
not quite so enthusiastic.

Sile's .2i)-20 accounted for another large

buck with a splendid head, which we, Sam.,
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Sile, Bert and myselfr-by turns carried part

way to camp, but before we got to a familiar

section, darkness overtook us. We hung up
the buck and made a hne as near as possible

for camp. Sile was guide and he never used

a compass, but we had been consulting it

now and then to try and keep our bearings.

After tumbling over rocks and trees and falling

into holes for an hour or two, Sile said,

"Where's your compass? I'm done."

I might say the moon began to rise and then

all blackened over, ^^'e were certainly

"balled up" and "could not recognize any of

our surroundings. We had been travelling

east by the compass for some time without

making much headway, when Sile reached

for my rifle and fired a shot in the air. A
shout from Jim, who had started for camp an

hour before us, answered from a march in

front of us. You would hear :i limb crack,

then a splash accompanied by a few adjectives

and finally Jim floundered out with

"Gee I'm glad to find you fellows."

He had got so near camp, just at dark that

he heard the dog bark, but on working his

way out through a swamp, he had put the

rising moon behind him, instead of the setting

sun and the sky having clouded over he had

been travelling west until he met us. We
got to camp, but oh! what a trampl We had

carried a small deer out with us and still

carried it in case of forced camp on the rock.

Some of us were "all in" and that small deer

seemed to weigh about 200 lbs. Lesson No. 2

7/ in a strange bush country, get to camp by

dark.

The others were getting their count pretty

easily and I was getting uneasy about mine.

The deer took advantage of my ignorance and
started out^of, apparently the most unlikely

places and always managed to beat a safe

retreat. However, one day a fool deer

stopped running and just left about three

inches of the top of his head showing over a

rock about fifty yards away, and in about

two seconds that deer's brain-box was empty
and I had shot my first deer.

Our twelve days were about up, so we

brought in our deer, got loaded on the train

and were soon on our way to our respective

homes, well satisfied with our outing.

My 1918 Deer Hunt
Melville W. Robinson

IT
was just ten years since I enjoyed a deer

hunt, and this year in particular,—owing
to the World's war, and scarcity of meat,-

the Government was allowing two deer in

number for a license of three dollars.

Fully making up my mind, the license

bought (it suic looked like old times to see it)

I started preparations.

The tinge of youth seemed to run through

my whole frame. It hardly seemed true I was
going to one of Canada's solitudes in quest

of deer, away from the noise for a rest, and
an outing. I felt jubilant at having intact

my hunting outfit, (which had been carefully

packed for a month previous), and which
included my 30,3 Savage rifie light weight

takedown, packed in the outfit with one

hundred and twenty rounds of soft nosed

cartridges.

I have always taken such pride in my
hunting outfit, and no man on the Continent
has a finer oiu:. It is all that is needed,

our I,
everything for lightness and water-proofing.

md has been figured from years of experience

1 the woods, and on the marsh.

Now for deer hounds, being a breeder of

Irish Water Spaniels, English Pointers, and
Fox Hounds (the intervening ten years having

been devoted to grouse and duck shooting,

and fox in winter), I have some of the finest

fox hounds that ever put a nose to the track,

and stayers, but they hfid nevei yet smelled

deer. An invitation had been extended to

me from three paities. all good fellows, and 1

was at a loss to know which one to take.

Then, at the last minute the one which had
boon decided on, two of the four members did

not tliink they could get away. My partner

and I then decided to get a duck hunt on

Mile Lake, ninety miles north of Kingston,

where ducks were in thousands, and deer also

came when hounded. Willi this now in view,

decoys and boats packed, as well as a case of

five hundred twelve gauge No. 5 shells, a fish

net was also packed, as fish were known to be

plentiful in this lake.

Our hunt seemed to be upset, but we weiq

goiiii; somewhere at any rate, then near the

time to go we arranged with George Mc-
Intyre of Douglas, Ont., Hobt McLaren of
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Renfrew and Harry McGonigal of Flower

Station, all three who had hunted near where

we were going, and considered good hunters

and shots, which proved to be true. Mc-
Gonigal was to act as guide and dog man,

the writer and Robl. Duncan—my partner

—

having never been in this place before.

Duncan had two fine hounds which had

been hunted on deer the past six falls, and

Mclntyre brought in as fine a deer hound as

one would wish to own. Potter, Engineer on

the C. P. R. let us have his two, and Michael

Amodeo, one of Kingston's Wholesale Fruit

Dealers, his one, they not being able to get

away theniselves, so we were wonderfully

equipped for good dogs, which I consider

seventy-five percent, of one's success hunting,

and when one feeds and cares for them a whole

year for a tew week's hunting, they surely

ought to be appreciated. We planned to

leave on Oct. 29th C. P. R. noon train for

Flower Station—two and a half days before

the season opened. Some thought it early,

but there was camp to get ready, wood to cut,

and a host of things to do, so as not to take

up the valuable hunting time of fifteen days,

—

and possibly a week or so of bad weather.

Dozens of others on the same quest were on

the same train, and at nearly every station

hunters and dogs got aboard,—in fact it

seemed a hunter's traib. Hounds had to be

brought into the passenger coaches, so great

was the baggage and number of dogs on the

train going North.

As hunters need no introduction, there were

scores of deer hunts swapped, talks of hunting

grounds, great dogs, men who were crack

shots, etc. We had one hour's delay at

Tichbournc Junction, and also at Sharbol

Lake to make connections with trains going

east and west, which gave us ample time for

dinner. Wo arrived at Flower Station about

six o'clock where our guide, McGonigal, met

us. Wc got some extra stove pipes, and the

wagon was loaded early the next morning,

with all our duffle. Mclntyre came in on the

morning train from Renfrew, and the start

was made to what was one time Gray's

Lumber Camp, in the days of the pine,

—

which lies about straight west fiom the

Station, eight miles over the most dreadful

trail one would wi.sh to take horses, the wheels

at times dropping into the ruts where the

axle barely cjean'd, and some holes filled with

water, where the hounds, which were tied

behind to a long pole, had to swim -to follow.

Some hills the horses would have to rest two

or three limes, wliile we put stones behind the

wheels before making the tops, and from the

top of these hills one could see for miles and'

miles. It was some sight for a lover of nature?

We stopped on the way in at a settlers, Mr.
Close, to feed horses, and where his pretty

daughter, Margaret,—a girl of about sixteen

summers,—cooked- us a most appetizing

dinner. While there we were advised that a

wagon had gone in about an hour ahead of us

with four hunters heading for the same place,

they having no dogs,—whicii was quite a

surprise, and made it look bad for our camp
site, but first come first served—^we were soon

off again. On the way in we raised about a

dozen grouse, and as it was a closed season,

had to leave behind my pointers "Frontenac"

and "Myssie N." My choice of hunting is

shooting over good biid dogs, watcning their

wonderful work, and coming, to a point, but

some other fall will find us there, all going well,

on these birds.

On reaching camp we found it occupied as

advised. We had not bothered with tents,

as we were assjured possession of the camp.

The buildings which lay in a hollow between

the hills, consisting of the main camp (which

had been idle for years, over half the roof

having fallen in, but walls and bunks the men
used—eight in number—still remained) the

tool and harness shack, a building about

twelve by sixteen all fixed up. This was the

one occupied and contained the stove and
the stables and grainery where oats and grain

were kept fot the horses. All buildings were

built of logs,and the roofs were in bad order. It

no doubt was a typical Canadian lumber

camp at one time. There was nothing left

to do but send out for tents, or get busy, and

fix up the building. Taking possession of the

best half of the big building, we rushecj a new
roof on,—Earl Close and Harry going out for

a roll or two of tar paper, and more pipes and

two elbows, which made another trip over

that awful trail for horses. We put in two
miserable nights without fire, it raining hard

the first night, but we had sufficient board

cover to keep the wet out, and the back was

almost boarded in. This sure was loughing

it. Sugar baf;s which our bread came in were

tacked over the windows where glass was
gone, and a lot of novel ideas were eniployci

It was not the first time the writer h;

roughed it out, and by Thursday night

camp not only surprised the other hunters,

but amazeii ourselves. About 4 p.m. Ihirry

arrived back with the stove with more duffli

.

and to our suiprise Aith him were Potter and

Ainodco, who were able to get away at the

ivas.
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last minute. Our original plan was now
complete, seven in all, all old timers, and not

one tenderfoot in the party. The stove up, a

wood fire soon had it home-like and dried out,

and the tar paper roof was soon in place, and

ready for any weather. Amodeo proved a

tireless worker, and a good cook. Every-

thing was got ready for an early breakfast,

rifle racks up. rifles oiled and ready for Friday

a.m. Nov. 1st., the first day of the hunt.

During the evening another wagon had come

in with four hunters, who put up two tents,

and had things rather nice in a few hours,

they having hunted there for the past seven

years, and who were greatly taken up with

the completeness of our camp, which was later

the hangout for all in the evenings. Everyone

was up early, and we could heai voices

"Hurrah for the Cattle Trail." Some headed

out hours before day break, most of them
being familiar with the country, and could go

the trails in the dark, in fact, some of the older

men used to work in the camps. Duncan and

Mclntyre having looked over the ground

Thursday p.m , we were soon at our stands,

—

which looked rather, doubtful for a runway.

The morning broke clear and chilly, with

hardly a breath of wind. My, such peace

and quietness in this country, where the

woodman's axe had cleared out the pine and

other timber years ago, and still traces of

forest fire which had come through, but now
thickly covered with underbrush, poplar,

some cedar and birch, while some stately old

pines, fire swept, were still standing amid the

peace and quietness of it all, the air so whole-

some and refreshing. There was no honk

of the automobile horn, no clang of street

cars,or thump of horse's feet and dray wagons.

It was part of Canada's Great Hunting

Ground, now where deer, moose, bear and

wolf eked out a living. The .Indians who
trapped the beaver and other, animals were

also gone. I stood there looking over the

great hills, and ravines below for over an

hour. It was a sight worth all the hard work
in and at the camp, and to come miles to see

alone.

I could sec Potter on another hill east of

me, and Amodeo and his red hat to the south

on the side of another hill with a man, whiih

proved to be a stranger on the same stand.

It seemed about time our dog man had

started something, but all was still. I would

have been quite content to have sat there all

day looking the wonderful sight over hour

after hour, the work of Nature—it needed no

painter's brush or color—This was the real

thing, but the white man is ever restless and

must he adoing. I could see some dark

object on the side of a distant hill moving
along, apparently a young bear. What's this

I see? It's antlers coming, a deer's head, and
crossing on the hill between Amodeo and

myself was a monster buck,—Yes all I could

see was its head and horns still coming walking

fast. Don't hear any dogs. When he gets,

opposite I open fire,—one shot, still walking,^

two shots, he stops,—three shots, he jumps
and runs. Two more shots and he's gone.

Not over two hundred yards across there, and

a clean miss for five shots,—such a fine

specimen of deer and not a big haul to camp,

Amodeo and the stranger watched me shoot

instead of helping, then I see Potter level his

rifle, and he also misses two shots. Amodeo.

and the stranger came across, and claimed 1;

hit him the third shot, but we found no trace

of blood, and I felt hurt at missing such :.

beauty. I even wondered if the lifle was
shooting true, as I was too busy at tamp to

test it out. Other years 1 had fired twenty to

twenty five shots to get the hang of it before

going out. The shots had echoed through

the hills, but it was quiet once more as though

nothing had happened, and I consoled myself

that his head was a small mark and the brush

a little thick for shooting. Where are the

hounds? not a sound yet,—yes, at the last

are a pair longuing. They have lifted their

deer and are going, but not ours. To the.

south I hear more, and a little while later

dozens of dogs are tonguing, and to the west

are more. The dog men are busy, and it

needs no telling that the white man has in-

vaded this solitude. I hear the crack, crack

crack of rifles, and in some cases dogs stop,

which means a kill,—otheis go on, which is

generally a miss, and it is hounds all over,

and hunters where one would little expect tc

find them. But where are our dogs? I can

hear one old bugler of a hound about two miles

to the south,—n\y such tongue,—clear as a

bell, and above all the others, such music

—

I had owned hounds with such tongue years

ago, but the present day hounds do not have

it.

The great tongue dog stops, and Harry says

that's at Middle Branch Lake, the deer taking

the water, and no doubt they have it. Seven-

teen deer wcrt! put in that lake by hounds tin;

first day last fall, and it is infested with

hunters over there. "Things look blue for

us Harry eh?" "Oh no,—the deer are

bunched,—they arc not fully scattcreil yet.

.lust then the "King" Dog and myy"MiM
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G. H. FERGUSON. Minister of Lands. Forests and Mines.
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15 Toronto Arcade - - Toronto, Canada
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KlczzGi 'come rushing to us, havihg back
traf'k" J from the Mada^^aska tiX-Br, aiid the

'^''.d is put on them, and in about art hour I

'shot a big doe that tried to run dvet me with

King and Mezzo on its very heels. About the

same time Duncan scores on another big deer,

and also wounds anothei-. They are cleaned

out, poled, carried to the wagon trail, iiVt'ng

up in the shade, and covered with t'edais.

I always carri' a sash cord and pullev to make
work easy, so one can work alofte it necessary.

A Marble axe is also a great thing to carry,

wnd don't forget a compass, a liberal lunch,

and some matches. (Sometime one may get

lost like I did some years ago, and put one

awful night in the woods alone without

blankets or matches). That ended our first

day, two deer.

Wood was got and the camp put in better

shaipe still. Shelter made for dogs in other end

of carrip iuilding, with good marsh hay beds.

We all 'had a good night's rest, and knew our

dogs had good quarters too. Some hunters

claim dogs w-ork better half stars'ed, but I

li'ftow I don't, and neither do the dogs, but

don't overfeed. We had one hundred lbs.

horse meat, lots of bread and biscuits, and

many strange hounds came to our camp half

starved, these were fed and put eut the next

morning (two staying with us two days, and

another four and a half days, the latter about

all in, foot sore, and could not move out next

day. He apparently would have eaten the

camp out in one meal). Some dogs had the

initials cut in their hair, while others were

painted or dyed.

Saturday the second we were out early,

and got some chases which went to the

Madawaska River, and Prince,—one of our

best dogs,—failed to come back. Sunday, the

third, wc took a hike and studied the country

more. No deer were seen, although we were

not hunting. Wc saw more hunters moving

into a place called Baldwin Depot, another

abandoned lumber camp about two miles

from us. Later wc called on them and had a

conversation. Potter went to another camp
five miles away in quest of Prince.

Monday the fninth it was raining and

snowing. Wi5 slid our two deer into camp and

hung out after our doiin failed to gel a start.

Wc alsop.issed some men in a camp getting out

pulp wood.

Tuesday Nov. (ifth we jumped three deer

on our way to the new ground wc had looked

over Sunday whi(!li wc missed, not reaching

our runways in time, the dogs ahead of us,

being let go too soon. King had a buck ahead

oi him, and I\iig§ Mezzo a doe and a fawn
going to High JFalls. We heard the crack of

rifles and hei- stop, and two deer that should

have been ours were gone. Then King stops

after ii\ rifle crack, and someone got the buck
also. We could see both races for fully fivfe

minutes in full view of the six of lis, who were

cursing the dog man for not giving us more

time. Harry coniing through jumps a deeri

and took shots but tailed to score a hit.

During the afternoon I also watched a cha86

ahead with the Baldwin Depot party dog {or

fully ten minutes. Our Rex dog joined in,

and failed to come back, and while we were

debating just what to do, the King dog put

a small buck, which almost ran over us all,

and Mclntyre shot it. Amodeo got a snap

shot of a deer but failed to score. Mezzo
failed to come back, but got in during the •-

night.

Wednesday, Nov. 6th we were out of bed

at four thirty, starting out at day break in a

heavy frost and fog, which made it difficult

to get to our runways. Potter scored on a

young buck ahead of Caillie and Sport dov's.

Harry widens on a buck at two hundred

yards for six shots, whigh rang up the valley

for miles but failed to score. We were on new
ground to the north of our camp, and I could

hear four dogs to our east and two others

further north from us, but deer run out of our

Country. On our way into camp the dogs got

mixed up with a porcupine while bringing in

Pottei's deer, and we had some job for one

pair of pliers on the mouths of five dogs. We
also found Rex dog lost day before. Another

wagon load of goods and bunch of hunters

arrived with two hounds and a collie, which

looked more like a wolf than a dog. This

outfit made a total of twenty seven men in all

in camps adjoining.

November 7th, in a light rain, we got an

early start for our runways. King dog

started a large buck, which ran along the side

of a hill from us. McLaren opened fire at one

hundred yards, and claimed two hits in eight

shots. Wc failed to find blood, lost out on the

track, and King was soon back to us. We were

unable to locate the buck. It rained hard and

•we reached camp at twelve noon, .\fter

dinner we all had some practice on a stump in

a small lake, and nearly all were scoring hits

at two hundred yards. After, we went south,

and got a buck started and it ran from us to

the Madawaska river, we all getting back to

camp after dark.

November 8th we all left camp at daybreak

with prospects of a good day. We were
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getting better acquainted with the country.

Mclntyre scores on a young buck for three

shots, and McLaren drops a monster buck

ahead of Mezzo and Cailiie with one shot

from a thirty-thirty, breaking its back. We
failed to get another start. We met another

party of Kingston hunters who were camped

at Mile Mountain, which is about seven

miles from our camp,—telling us one of our

lost dogs had come to them. One of the

camps across from us brought in two deei".

another a doe and a buck. It rained hard at

seven thirty that evening, so all shaved and

wrote letters. One man was leaving for home

'

the next day, and would take out the mail.

|e' All our dogs came back to camp, and we got

word that our Piince dog was at another

camp with "E" brand some unscrupulous

hunter had put on him.

Saturday Nov. 9th we were up at 4.30. It

had rained all night, but cleared very well by

seven, so we decided on a tryout, and used

two dog men. A strange dog was in one of the

stalls. He was fed and put out with the

others. We failed to get a start at all. It

rained hard again at three, so all headed foi

camp just in time to avoid a heavy down

pour. On our way in we saw some good bear

signs. Dogs again got mixed up with a

porcupine, making an hour's delay. I had

two pair of pliers with me this time (all

hunters should carry a good pair,—also a

lead I will describe to anyone interested,

which will keep a dog's mouth open so you

can safely work, and is the best thing in a

lead I ever saw. They arc generally for show

ring purposes but every hunter should carry

One, which does away with the dog's collar,

put on and off in an instant. Any workei of

leather can make them.) All dogs got to

camp, weic fixed up for the night, and fed.

One of the other camps had got a small buck.

On our hikes we made good use of the

winLergreen, which grew everywhere, and

in;i(le delightlul chewing.

Sunday Nov. 10th we took a walk through

the hills, and saw more bear signs. Also

fresh tracks. Wc wanted to get the dogs and

put on Die beais, but Harry said goodness

knows where liny would t.ike us and the dogs,

and no snow to follow, possibly someone else

would get tlu; bear, so did not think it worth

the trouble. A few deer tracks were seen, but

no deei in sight. Potter left for the camp to

get our Prince dog wni(;h had been located.

A heavy west wind blew at limes during the

afternoon. We could hear an odd shot, but

apparently no one was hunting. Wc jumped

several grouse on our way, arriving^in camp
at four.

Monday Nov. 11th we left camp at day

break, and other camps had also left. We
reached our lunways in good time, and in a

short while I could hear four dogs tonguing

near "Middle Branch Lake." At eight a.m.

the dogs put a buck near my stand. I opened

fire—one shot, "he's hit,"—two shots, "he's

down." Mclntyre winged another, which we

had to chase to a lake, and McLaren waded

in the icy waters, and dragged it out. All our

shooting was done on runways, as we had

no boats. The deer were poled, and brought

to camp, which was some job. All our dogs

got home safely. Our neighbois reported one

of their dogs missing. We again got some

firewood, and Potter got in with our lost

Prince dog, which had been gone over a week.

All being tired, we retired early. About nine

forty five we heard a shot fired, and everyone

was up, fearing there was a man lost, but the

camps adjoining reported all in. We fired

two shots out of the shot gun, and got no

answer. Men were ready to take the trail

with lanterns, but everything being still, we
figured all was O.K.

Tuesday Nov. I'ith proved to be a fine

frosty morning, and somewhat chilly, till the

sun peeped over the hills. I was on another

new runway this day, and chose the top of a ^
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morning, but we started out, and it had cleared

away about nine. A deer' was started and

made a good run, but we failed to get it. We
got nearly as far as the O'Brien farm, having

a venison dinner at a camp situated on a small

lake with some more hunters,—which was

about four miles from our own camp. "We

covered a lot of country this day, and on our

way in brought in the spike horn buck shot

two days before, a carry of three miles from

our own camp, through rough qountry, and

again just getting in out of a heavy down pour

of rain. Two oi our dogs failed to return.

Thursday Nov. 14th we left camp at seven

in a strong west wind, and were soon on our

runways. Everyone was jumping grouse on

the way in. They were apparently on the

ground this morning. One old dog and

Caillie got away on a fox, which are plentiful

in this locality, and no doubt accounting for

the scarcity of grouse which were here, in

thousands a few years ago, and hardly a sign

oi fox then, the old hunteis tell me. Prince

got away on a deer wliich went to Madawaska
river. King got on a deer which went east,

none of our members getting a shot. Three

of the deer which had been hung up were

carried to near the waggon road in leadiness

for moving out Saturday, and I hated the

thoughts of going so soon, but the majority

ruled. We met two waggons coming in for

some of the other camps next to us, and it

required some effort to get the horses past the

deer. They, no doubt have a nose as well as

hounds. Two dogs again failed to return.

Miss Mezzo and King being always such

great dogs to return made us somewhat anx-

ious at moving out time. They, however,

got in during the evening. Piince also failed

to return.

We decided to hunt Friday morning, get-

ting in about one or two o'clock, and start

packing up, and all take the same ^tand we

had just two weeks previoiis the opening day.

Two of the men could hardly drag themselves

out of bed,so Amodeo introduced some snow

under the blankets, which was well rubbed in,

and they wen; soon up and doing, but we
were all somewhiit late in getting out. An\odco

on going to his stand saw three deer on the

opposite hill, in almost the same place the

buck was fired at the first day, and he opens

fire, Duncan and myself not within three

hundred yards of our stand, but could sec

nothing. Wc could plainly hear the rifle

reloaded. Shooting was slow—Dimcan
whispers, '"I'hat's long range," and we were

somewhat afraid to move on. However, we

crept slowly along, and we saw a big buck

badly crippled up on the hill, also a crippled

fawn. We rushed to our places to get in on

the shooting. I crept out on a shelf of rock

just as the big buck was passing out of view,

and raised my rifle to fire. Another buck

jumped from beneath me with a snort, but

the brush was too thick for me to get a shot

at him. I could just see his flag now and

then. Amodeo was on the opposite fiill, and

he opened on it with what he had left in his

Savage Automatic Revolver for one shot. He
was not over sixty yards behind the crippled

buck at the time, but says he could not see it.

Duncan shoots, and I hear him yell, "He's

hit," and Mclntyre from the hill back of me
made a wonderful shot at over three hundred

yards, dropping the one buck dead. I felt

they could look after that one, so got to

Amodeo, who was out of ammuniton, having

only taken ten for the rifle, as he did not think

there would be much doing that morning, and

I gave him ten more. We tried to trail the

buck, but lost out. Told Amodeo to rush to

camp and get a dog, but Harry was on the

way, and soon the dogs were gone. Mezzo,

King and Sport, and we staited in pursuit.

I figured the deer as headed for Middle Branch

Lake, and we tried hard to cut it off. By the

sun I was running about due south. I felt

for my compass, and being assured it was with

me, went on. I could hear the deei blatling

and the dogs were worrying it. Soon I was

in sight of it, and it was leaping with Mezzo

and King at its throat, and Sport at its back.

I tried to shoot, but too much dog. I was

about all in, but gradually got nearer, and

leaning against a tree took a shot while it

leaped to rid the dogs, and all was over.

Amodeo, Duncan and Mclntyre were soon

in, and we were surprised to see each other.

They thought some other hunter got it. This

gave us a three mile carry back to camp, but

proved to be the best day of the hunt aud most

exciting. Amodeo told the others all about it.

The fawn was somewhere, the doc having

got away clean. Duncan too came away with

six shots, and was short, so had to hand out a

loan again. Luckily they carried a .303 like

myself. By the time we got out the dogs were

quite satisfied, and wc could not locate the

fawn.

Time was short, and having a raft ol work

to do yet, we returned to camp. Poller, on

opening his trunk, discovered a bag of bread

which had been put away,as we had so n^uch

at first did not know where to keep it all,

making a useless trip oul for [Ur boy. One
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of the otner camps going out a few days before

left us the balance of theiis also, and we could '

have made out for half a week longer. ^ That
night two wagons came for us, we having a

hea\'y stove and ten big deer to take out, one
wagon could not do it all. We were up at

four, and were packed, stove and all, wailing

for daybreak. The camp was left with the

writer singing "Good-bye."
We followed the wagons with their creaking

wheels headed for Flowei Station. We soon
had a few accidents.—on? horse fell down,
but was going again in a few minutes, then a

whiffle tree broke, and some fence wire

quickly had it repaired. About half way in

the lead wagon broke the draw rod in the

wagon tongue, and the rod in tail board of

number two had to be substituted. Two
other hunters walking out from Middle
Branch Lake had a laugh, and said we would
have a job making the train. We then ar-

ranged to have the goods shipped Monday,
and bidding Harry McGonigal, Mclntyre and
McLaren goodbye, good luck and a Merry.
Christmas, we pushed on ahead of the wagons

to get the Kingston train. The train was
forty minutes late, and our wagons made it.

The baggage was loaded, and all aboard going

south. Potter forgot his rifle, and left it

leaning against the station, but later it was
expressed to him.

It was a heavier train than going North.

Hundreds of deer were put on, and one would
wonder that any deer were left in the countrj'.

Also a number ot bear, including one she bear,

and her three cubs. The largest was shot not

three miles from our camp, the owner told

us, and which must have been the one we saw
the sign of so often.

We arrived home about five p.m. The 1918

deer hunt was over all going well, we hope
1919 will see us all at our camp, as well as the

other fellows in other camps.
Our old Piince dog was on the train, having

been at another camp, a valuable asset to

them, as three deer were shot ahead of him
for them, and two for another party. JHe was
to have been advertised for an owner. Prince

has had over fifty deer shot ahead of him in

his day, and has seen nis last deer hunt.

His Master or His Master's Bread
A. M. C.

THERE'S a scar on the third linger of my
hand that rests on the paper as I write.

It's just a half-incTi mark, that ditches

through those thread-like lines that arch

about the cushion of my finger tip.

Around that s(^r the memory lingers of a

puppy, and a young mischievous boy—a boy,

who teasing his small canine friend at supper,

and unheeding puppy's warning growl, kept
teasing, and was bitten.

"We II kill the pup," the boy's father said

—

the fear of rabies on his mind.

Bui no; boy ruled, and saved his little

friend.

In days that followed, puppy grew and
answered to the name of Prince. Boy
romped with him and roamed about the

farm—close friends that romping made.
Prince learned to love his youthful master,

and Prince, in turn, was treasured by his

master.

When boy was half way through his teens,

he left the farm for a favored vocation in the

city; and Prince was left to fret his master's

absence.

It was, perhaps, three years later when

Prince met his former chum again. At the

farm yard gate he faced the visitor to growl a

stranger's greeting, then stopping to snifl the

intruder'^ presence, his hostile manner
changed. A tender light flooded his eyes,

and wa.gging his rope-like tail he sprang into

his former master's arms, whining coaxingly

and barking recognition.

That was a joyful home-coming for Prince,

and for days he followed his old chum about

the farm. And when his companion would

stop to view familiar scenes. Prince would

stop and sit—his presence unobstrusively

inviting the gentle pat or pleasant word that

his longing heart so yearned. *
,

The same, old puppy-love remained there

still.

Again that vocation in the city parted

faitnful dog and master.

When they met again, two years later.

Prince was a bruised and bleeding sight,

huddled on a rag door mat placed in the shade

iichind the woodshed.

Prince always resented the passing of autoi

on the road before the house, and in running

out to bark his dislike at one he had been
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caught in its wheels, just a short while prior to

my arrival.

Poor Prince was past all help, and lay in

pain, oblivious of the veterinarian and the

others bending over him.

"It's best to kill him and end his suffering."

said the veterinarian, arising from his knees.

Twice I had heard that remark—once long

ago, and now—but this time I knew its ful-

filment to be a kindness.

Falling to my knees, I said

:

"Poor Prince," and stroked his side.

His eyes opened, and he lifted one ear the

least little bit. Then weakly raising his head

he gazed into my face with a pitiful, small

whine, and tried to thump his tail.

"Look!—He knows Laurie," said my
brother in a half whisper.

Our sex is stern, but tears filled my eyes as

I gazed at Prince, his injuries all too patently

substantiating the veterinarian's verdict

Two little whines, that were welcome laden

with pain, and Prince lowered his head with a

pitiful moan.

Gripped with a feeling stronger than pity I

arose from my knees, and left Prince to the

veterinarian and his duty. I could not wit-

ness this last act. I was about to lose a faith-

ful friend.

Somewhere there is a saying, somewhat like

this:

"Whether does the dog love—his master

or his master's bread?"

I have one answer only—his master.

Good Plan For Boiling Anything In Camp.
I "Fishing Bill"

Take a stick as shown in Fig L and run it

in the ground and then take another. Fig. \\.

and then take a third one as long as you desire —\,

How To Make Matches Waterproof.

"Fishing Bill"

Mild lAy it across the crutch of the second slick

:ind push it under the 1st. stick (Fig. 1.) as

l>iT illustration and it will be ready for use.

Take a candle and light it. and then let

the candle grease fall on the tip of your match

until it is completely covered.

nnnnn
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Future Public Sport With the Shot Gun in

Ontario and Elsewhere

E. R. Kerr

MANY years ago when Canada was in

her infancy and beginning to grow as

a nation of the world, industry slow in

development, immigration selective, gradual

and careful increase in population and con-

sequential cautious demands for increased

agricultural areas and activities, marshlands
well stocked with wild rice and other migra-

tory water-fowl foods were abundant and as

a result Migratory water fowl planned, had
the choice of and maintained a spread of

flight lanes throughout North America.

Not so many years ago well-thinking and
well-meaning and enthusiastic devotees of the

, sport of duck shooting prevailed upon just

as well-meaning and well-thinking legislators

to lease to them valuable public ducking
grounds that they might confine the killing

to a very tew guns. The maintenance and
protection of vast acreages such as this

entailed a considerable private expenditure

and, in the majority of cases, the care-taker

of the lands was granted the trapping rights

as compensation for service^ rendered in

other ways and it is quite possible that the

wisdom displayed on those occasions is re-

sponsible for the degeneration of marshlands
to a point necessitating the use of Indian

corn, wheat, barley, peas, beans and other

domestic grains to maintain a limited number
of breeders to these lands. The number of

domestic fed ponds has tremendously in-

creased throughout North America; a goodly

number of marshlands no longer hold out

attractions or inducements to migration and
as a consequence while the flight lanes of

former years may seem maintained in some
cases, if we consider carefully the results ol

past wisdom on the part of some "sportsmen"
we will clearly observe liiat while (light

lanes are maintained they are maintained only

in the (lirc('tion of the ponds fed by tons

upon tons of domestic grains.

This medicine may not agree with some
stomachs but as true sportsmen and wild life

conservationists we must not ignore the cold

truth and in behalf of clearing up a murky
atmosphere and with a \ lew to enlightening

our people and officials in answer to some of

their questions, we are honor bound and
duty bound to exploit the wisdom and re-

sulting depredations of men who (|uite

innocently and conscientiously term them-
selves "true sportsmen."

In September number the writer dealt

with "The Muskrat and Ducking Grounds,"
and doubtless many people are studying the

contents of that article as it promulgated a

policy foreign to the preachings of numerous
naturalists and ornithologists throughout the

width and breadth of our flight lanes who
have enjoyed years of public patience 'to

prove any merit contained in their views or

contentions. The proof of the pudding is in

the eating of it.

Only a ve'ry few years ago the marshlands
of Point Pelee and their migratory water-

fowl foods were rushing pell-mell into oblivion.

Those interested and sorry to observe such
a splendid acreage degenerating to a point

where the visits of migration were ^)nly per-

iodical, and exasperated at the necessity for

continually, year after year, attempting to

interest men in power and authority to put

on the brakes and stop the leaks turned their

eyes and hopes to the only apparent source ot

relief, the Advisory Board on Wild Life

Protection, an interdepartmental organization

of the Federal government the biggest champ-
ion the wild life of this nation can have.

The membership of this Board are men
qualified and not so case-hardened in their

opinions that they will not listen to reason.

Dr. C. Gordon Hewitt and the Commissioner
of Dominion Parks Branch, Mr. J. B. Harkin,

made it their personal business and duty to

visit the old landmark and llie result of their

investigations was cp-operalive with the

views of the Essex County Wild Life Con-

servation Association and the ban was put on.

One year has ehipsed since historic Point

Pelee passed into protective being as a Do-
minion Park and Bird Sanctuary and under

the watchful eye of the Superintendent.

Mr. F. H. Conover, and his able and elficient

assistant, Warden Finlaysou. the muskrats

are multiplying, noxious growth disappearing

and wild rice roots, which for the past few

years have been lying dormant and thought

(l(^ad, are reviving from air and water and

:igain jtprouting into growth. The higher

water level this year is assisting this regenera-

tion ol the ok! roots and the wiiole marsh is

taking on new life. Whore approximately 300
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ducks visited this area last year, over 2,000

now are inhabiting this marsh and this is

previous to arrival of the northern flight.

May I be permitted to ask a question?

"How many public ducking grounds remain
in Ontario? Will some sportsman or other

inform me? It is true there yet remains the

public domains leased/ to private ducking
clubs and probably it is a blessing that they
were leased years ago and thus saved from
passing to tht interests of agriculture.

For the past fifteen or twenty years num
erous sportsmen of Ontario have been con-
tending for "game protection" and "more
game." The answer of the legislatures has
been "Provide a public policy." If we are

true to ourselves and to those who come after

us and equally true to the policy we pro-

mulgate and utterance we make about "game
protection" and "future sport with a gun"
the time is rapidly approaching for the pass-

age back into the hands of capable official

men the lands leased years ago to private

interests.

If I, a sportsman and citizen interested in

future sport with a gun in which all law-abid-

ing citizens might participate, could carefully

read and ignore the appeal set forth by the

American Game Protective Association on
page 423-421 of September number of this

enthusiastic magazine I would indeed be a

most callous individual. Doubtless our

friends who compose the membership of that

splendid American organization are well

aware of the truths contained in the foregoing

but desire a "Canadian" to strike the key-

note to a new era in wild life conservation

that they, later, may enlarge the scope of

discussion by sportsmen and men in official

life on a factor of mutual and international

importance to public education, and mainten-

ance' and perpetuation of North American
uild life resources and haunts in the interests

of the people as a whole and future conserva-

tion and proper utilization of our food supply.

It is regrettable that the Point Pelee marshes
are of an acreage insufficient to entertain all

the sportsmen of Ontario and we hope that

the foregoing and the matter contained in

previous issues will influence immediate action

in behalf of more game in Canada'for Canad-
ians on more Canadian haunts in the interests

of future public sport with the shot-gun,

through which we cultivate a spread in flight

lanes.

SHOOTS BEAR WITH .42 REVOLVER

The following interesting bear story is

reprinted from the Telegraph of St. John,
N.B.,

A. St. John man had a unique experience

in the woods of Albert County a few weeks
ago. He was sitting on the bank of a stream
with a companion about 5 o'clock one morning
fishing, when his companion thought that he
would try his luck at another part of the brook

and went down stream. Not long after a

whistling soimd was heard, but thinking that

it was his companion returning the man paid

no attention to the sound. Suddenly there

was a crash and :i grunt and turning quickly

he saw two lively bear cubs tumbling over

each other down the slope. Directly behind
the cubs was a large black b^ar standing
upright and coming toward the man. He
(|uickly pulled out his 42 revolver and shot

the old bear in the neck, the bullet making a

nasty wound. This only aggravated the

bear and with a savage growl she made a

lunge forward. When the bear was only a

few feet away he succeeded in firing three

more shots aU of which struck her in the head
or shoulders. In her fall forward she knocked

the man into the water. Hearing the first

shot fired his companion ran through the

woods and came upon the scene just as-he was
gelling out of the wates^ The bear getting

up at the approach of his companion afforded

an opportunity to the intrepid sportsman who
fired a third time, the bullet striking her in

the head and taking efi'ei't.

With many scrat( hes and much hard work,

they succeeded in seeming l^e two cubs which

they brought with them to the city. The
cubs are now doing well at a farm near the

city and are as bright and playful as they

were in their native haunts. A farmer near

the
f,
lace where the bears were found said

that the bear had killed one of his heifers,

had destroyed several bcc-hivcs and other

property about the place and had been

making hcrseli a general nuisance. The old

bear weighed about (lOO pounds aod was over

si.x feel tall when standing upright—a rather

formidable assailant lo comlial single-handed

with nothing but a revoKer to defend one.vlf

with.
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—that is what the new Dominion

30-30 means to the sportsman. The
component used in these cartridges

— a progressive burning powder

that gives a flatter trajectory, greater ^
penetration and by far tht greatest

shocking power known in a 30-30.

The new Dominion 30-30 insures to a

greater degree the accuracy that has

always characterized Dominion Ammu-
nition, and possesf€s the usual nitro

cellulose qualities of uniformity and sta-

bility under all climatic conditions.

Look for the yellow label on the back of

the 30-30 box. It guarantees greater

speed, accuracy and penetration.

should be your selection

for deer and other big game.

Let the label be >our guide.

Do;Tiinion Cartridge Co.
Limited

Montreal, Canada

^4?



Plans and Specifications for a Deer Hunt

ALBERT E. Johnson

JOSH \\'ise, Goodenwise, or some other

Wise remarked. "A little knowledge is

a dangerous thing." ^^'e do not, however
believe this applies to the amateur sportsman

planning a trip in search of the Argus eyed,

keen smelling, nimble footed creatures, the

pride of .Sportsman—^The Deer. Deer are

to be found quite plentifully in every Cana-
dian Province, and in many of the United

States. .\ successful deer hunt cannot be

rushed into unprepared like njeasles or

matrimony. It requires more than a rifle,

a box of shells, a bottle of hooch, and a raik

road ticket. The big woods are teeming with

untouched knowledge, and the novice will

make several trips before he even scratches

the surface of this lore. He can, however,

obtain from those who have been through

the mill that which will stand him well in

hand when he -is face to fane w ith the pro-

blems.

Contemplating a trip to the deer country,

the first thought should be of the general

make-up of the party. The party should be

made up of even numbers if possible to avoid

anyone being left out in the [)airing off,

which will happen as sure as grass grows.

There may be luck in odd numbers, but it

rarely shows itself in hunting parties. Four
make a nice party. The camp work will, be

liglit if c^'only divided, and etich does his

I)art. This is another problem, will they do
it'? Vou never really know a man, not even

your nearest neighbor, your best friend, or

even your brother, until you have camped
with him for a week or so. You unearth

real treasures of men unexpectedly in camp,

men who are ready and willing to do their

share, or miTrc, and then again you find plenty

who are willing to sit, and smoke, and watch

tllemdo it. These arc th(! boys to shun, as

you would smallpox or vermin in camp. A
lazy man is usually a .s(;l(ish one, who would

liot offer the, loan of a pair of dry sox for fear

he might need them himself. 1 recall one

in.stance where a pampered .son came into

o[»fiip, and neatly slacked his high priced

dunnage in a corner, and vocally labelled it

"Hands Off." It wasn't quite so "purly"

when he went away with it, but he was a

wiser youth. Of necessity you must have a

leader, who is recognized as such. It must
III' the man who knows, and not tli<' one lli.il

thinks he knows. Then comes the selection

of camp, and equipment. To my mind, a

tent of the army wall type is a nice cosy little

affair. One of this type, twelve by sixteen,

will very comfortably house four or even six

men if properly arranged. A small sheet iron

stove can be made without a bottom that

will fit nicely in a trunk, and packed full of

kitchen utensils. The number of culinary

articles should be cut as low as possible,

in fact everything should be. It should be

remembered the bath and parlor have been
left at home. Two skillets, two galvanized

iron pails, one water bucket, six knives, forks

and spoons, six tin or aluminum plates, and'
cups, two large meat plates, and two or three

stewpans, should fix you out fairly well.

Oh yes don't forget the flapjack griddle, and
turner. Tea, coffee, and rice should be packed
in tin cans with tight covers, -salt and sugar in

non-rustable containers of any kind. Take
plenty of wholesome provisions, good bacon,

bacfln, and then more bacon, plenty of

beans (dry), wheat and buckwheat flour,

dried fruit, and canned" goods. Buckwheit
flour can be substituted with some patent

article, which is nearly as good, and more
easily and quickly prepared. Royal or Aunt
Jemimah, or abnost any of the many brands.

For drinks between meals good pure sparkling

water: each member of the parly should carry

a half pint flask of some good brand, if he can .

get it, and should bring it home intact. It is

good in case of accident, and the absence of

any large ([uantily of it is an excv-llent pre-

vention of the same. As for firearms, there

are so many practic^ally faultlAs rifles on the

market it is not so much the selection of the

arm as it is in becoming well acquainted with

the mechanical workings of the gun. Know
your gun, and know yourself. - Take it out.

and shoot it. A box or two of shells used may
save you the loss of a deer.- Many times

w-hen a rifle jams, or slicks it's not the fault

of the gun, but the inexperience of the user.

In either Case the result is the same, lost

opportunity, and strong language. The ol<I

timers all swear by their own particular nil''

so why disturb them.

In the matter of clothing, good warm light

woollens for the inside, plenty of dry warm

SOX, and heavy strong material for the outer

garments, but no dirty yellow or fawn color,
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Songs of Forest

and Stream
—By C. T. EASTON

A Fine Little Collection oj Poems
for the Nature Lover and Sports-

man, Including the Following :

The Troi4 Stream; Lines on a Mayflow-
er; The Fisherman's Dream; A ^Io^n-

ing's Walk: Winter; The Sanctuary;
The Last of the BufTaloes; A Nimrod;
Hunting the Moose; A Summer Morn-
ing; In Arcady; Wanderlust; The Full-

ness of Joy; Halcyon Days; Plovers;

The Death of Summer; A Flower of

the Wild; Pontiac's Speech.

Neatly bound and moderately priced

at 15c a copy. Orders received and
given prompt attention by the publish-

W. j: TAYLOR, LIMITED
Woodstock, Ont.

BELL TENTS
MILITARY TYPE

14 ft. Diameter 12 oz. Army Duck

Complete with jointed pole and pegs,

used, but in good condition

each$18.50

The D. PIKE CO. Limited

TORONTO

"The Canadian Golfer"
(Official organ of the Royal Canadian Golf Association).

Has the highest class subscription list of any monthly magazine published
in the Dominion.

It covers an exclusive field exclusively.
Printed on 100-lb. book paper and handsomely illustrated.

B/U ^

The men and women who play golf are good people to know and do

business with. They are splendid spenders and any magazine that pertains

to the Royal and Ancient Game has a warm spot in their hearts and a

premier place in their homes.

High class advertising only accepted. Rates on application. Subscription
price $3.00 per year. Office of publication

—

BRANTFORD, ONT. Ralph H. Reville, Editor and Publisher
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it's too easily mistaken for m deer. A bright

lolored mackiiiaw if the weather is cold, and
strong -leather shoes if the weather is dry.

rf wet and sloppy get the rubber bottomed
boots with leather tops, and soak the tops in

neatsfoot oil. The hunting sox should be
well dried, and aired at night, and if hard
should be \f ell rubbed to soften them. There
is no pleasure in sore-footed hunting. As to

the selection of a hunting ground, consult
someone who has been there, and brought
home the bacon. Upon arriving at your
destination care must be used in the selection

of a camp site. Under no circumstances use
one that has ever been used before. Our
whole party were laid up with malaria once
from this cause. Avoid large timber on
:i(count of falling limbs, or trees in the even
of high wind. .Select a nicely sheltered spot
on the bank, or near a clear swiftly running
stream, among the small pine spruce or

balsam, where there is plenty of fuel at hand,
• IS the carrying of wood will be one of your
prolilems. Dry pine or hemlock for kindling,

and for heal, and holding fire.hickory, hard
maple, or ironwood. Either of these can be
l)urned in their green state. Your twelve by
sixteen tent should be divided into two
sections, one seven by twelve for sleeping

quarters, and the other nine by twelve for

kitchen, dining room, etc. The tent .should be
kept clean, well aired, and sanitary. A well
kept lent is a joy to live in while a slovenly
place spoils the whole trip. The dividing
line should be a twelve foot log with the top
hewn flat. This will afford ringside seats for

the bunch. It can be elevated by blocking
up each end. The bunk space should bo
tilled to a depth of eight or ten inches with
finely cut balsam boughs. This nu>ans some
«ork but it is well worth while. The wall
•anvas of the lent should be turned imdcr to

prevent draft. A small tabic can be easily

':on.strueted that can be set aside when not
in use. Pipes and tobacco should be kept
in their place, and not around the grub pile.

I here may be non-users who object to to-

bacco flavouring in their eats. No one

should (ixpectorate inside; the tent any niore

than he would on the parlor rug at home, with

his wife's eye on hin>. These are small items

but they an; important. The firsX day ought

to suffice in getting things in order, iin<l an

early start made in the morning. In fact

I he_ leader should skirmish around and get

the lay of the land if he has never been there

before. If you have no guide it is a good

policy to keep together. I mean within

hailing distance, and not attempt to hunt
all over the country the first day. Remember
you are nearly as liable to get a shot within

half a mile of camp as you are three miles

away, and not half so apt to get lost. Along
this line, every man in the party should have
a good reliable compass, a large jack or

hunting knife, and plenty of matches in a

waterproof' safe. Then you are prepared for

such emergencies as getting lost or following

a wounded deer so far you cannot make
camp at night. In case you get lost, don't

get rattled and lose your head. Sit quietly

down and think it over. Remeniber there is

no real or immediate danger. It's all up to

you. Remember youi forefathers have been

in worse places many times, with wild

animals, and wild men around them, and only

a hatchet or single barrel muzzle loader.

IYou have your gun, your matches, and a

knife to build a fire. You can't starve, you

can shoot a porky or something, and roast it.

It won't be a feast, neither will it be famine

When you have rested, and feel composed,

take your bearings carefully. There should

be at the beginning of your hunt the usual

signal arrangements, three shots in quick

succession fired at intervals. If you receive

no reply, consult your compass, and go in "a -i

straight line. You will come out some- "

where. If you have no compass get three i

trees in a line, and follow the line. When you

come to the first one sight by another farther

on. Follow this course, and you will come

to some landmark or guiding, which you can

follow. Keep cool, don't loose your hi ad

and jun loco, or you will travel in circles, and

only wear yourself out. If you shoot a deer,

don't rush up to it. I'irst reload, and cock

your gun, then advance very slowly, and

carefully. Never take your eyes off it for an

instant, it may be only stunned, keep your

gun ready, a wounded buck is an ugly
j

customer, and moves very quickly: many a j

hunter being able to testify to the fierceness '.

of their attacks. If you wound a deer badly

and it runs away leaving a plain tr;iil, just .

sit down and smoke for an hour or so, if

early in the day, before following it. or if

laic in the afternoon mark well the location,

and let it go until morning. If liadly hurl the

ganu; will go only a short distance, and be-

coming si(;k lie .'own. and will not get up

unless disturbed, but if they (ind they ai

followed, they will go as long as their heaii

beats, and be lost to you. Many a deer has

been lost by following too closely.

If vou kill a (I'eer, don't half sever Ihi;
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The $5.00 Gift

for Men
Let your experience with the Gillette Safety Razor

guide you in your selection of Christmas Gifts for your

men friends!

They would appreciate as keenly as you do the easy

comfort of Gillette shaving—the saving of precious

minutes each morning—the freedom from stropping and

honing—the renewing of the sharpest edges in a moment.

And $5.00 is just the right price to pay!

Gillette
Safety Razor
MADE IN CANADA

--©iH^tte:->
"Known the WORLD OVER

The Gillette Safety Razor Co. of Canada, Limited
Montreal, Canada
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head, but simply penetrate the jugular with

your knife, slit it down, and remove the

entrails, and hang it up. If you feel like

toting it into camp don't tote it, unless your

worldly affairs are in prime condition. If

theie is any snow, take a strong piece of cord,

another thing you should carry, and slipping

a noose over the front feet draw it up to the

nose, and take a hitch around the nose, then

hook j'ourself on to it and see how easy it is

to slip it along. But never tr\' to carry it,

and never lay down to drink at a stream and

get up without making plenty of noise. If

you do you may not know when you get up.

If you are hunting where the shooting of

does is permissable bear in mind, the doe will

always return if you shoot the buck, but if

the doe is killed the gallant buck will light

out for parts unknown and forget the ad-

dress of his lady love.

The favorite method of hunting deer by

the men who know how, (the native sons)

is to walk very slowly, and noiselessly through

the woods. This is called still hunting and

takes patience. In this manner of hunting

not more than a mile may be covered in a

day, the hunter depending on the deer

coming to him, rather than he going to them.

But in this distance not a thing has escaped

his eye. Another way is to station some of

your party in favorable spots for shooting,

and others beat through the brush toward

them driving the game to them. But us-

ually the amateurs prefer to roaming around,

walking themselves to death, getting lost,

and yelling their heads off, sc;3ring the game
all out of the country.

One point to bear in mind is, a running

deer will almost run over you if you don't

move, but the least move will be seen and
acted upon promptly. So if you stand still,

and he is coming toward you, you are sure of

a shot. Unless he has seen or winded you, a

sharp whistle will stop him, but it will not be

a lunih stop, and you must act quickly or

he will be away again like the wind. In

following a deer's trail never expect them to

lie near it. They will circle back either to

right or left, and lie down where they can

observe their own trail, and be prepared for

a quiet get-away if followed. 'I'heir feeding

time is early morning, and after about four

o'clock in the afternoon. During the day
they lay concealed in a thicket with a look-

out opening. They are very wise, and also

very stupid creatures. You may fire several

shots at one, and if he docs not wind, or

sec you he will not move but when you arc

discovered a (lash of lightning has very

little on their movements. If they know
they are being trailed they are smart as a

weasel and will elude you with ease knowing
all the time exactly where you are and
keeping just out of your sight. Deer hunting

is a very fascinating game of patience many
timgs with empty results. But when the

hunter has been successful and stands

beside his first real trophy there is a feeling

in a class all by itself. Proud? Well that's

not the word. It fails to describe your feel-

ings. You are literally all shot to blazes

with your own importance. Boone, Crockett,

Buffalo Bill and all others are mere amateurs

compared to the way you feel about yourself.

I recall my first, lie "was a fine three year old

spike horn and whpn my companion who was
more -i^tional than I at that particular

moment, wondered how we would get him
out to the road. I handed him my rifle and

grasping the buck by the horn raced down the

hill like a wild man. I felt I could balance

that buck on my finger on the tip of his nose.

The only thing necessary to make happiness

complete is a good attentive audience and

an opportunity to tell how it all happened.

Here are a few resolutions you will make,
and break, also. You will come in atjnight

all tired out, after a hard fruitless day, throw

yourself on the bunk, and swear you for

home on the first train, and never again.

Breakfast over in the morning, you will

not be able to restrain yourself. The fever

has returned, the call of the silent places and

you head the line down the path across the

ravine into the deep woods.

You will resolve to go back every xjiir

but you won't, something will probably

prevent, but you will feel the call as soon as

the season opens. Your blood will tingle,

and when you see some other lucky brother

with his dunnage headed for the depot, you

will almost weep with longing for the big

silence where the very air is tonic and the

exercise, youth restorer. It is certainly a

great treat to those with red blood in llicir

veins and lovers of nature.

In the deep wild wor)ds there are thousands

of undiscovered nooks, deep gorges, falls and

rivulets, where the song of the birds and

brooks are nature's music, where the cry of

the wolf and the hoot of the owl lull you into

slumber.

l"re(! from llie husllc and bustle, the noise

of street, and motor cars. Here you will

condemn nature for hiding away into these

vast solitudes this blissful peace, but nature

is a peculiar jade, and caters mostly I" iIh'

whims of her forest children.
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Animal
Traps

Also all articles of interest to

the trapper and sportsman, all

ciescribed and priced in Hallam's

Trappei-s and Sportsman's Supply

Catalog. If you have not re-

(•eive<i your copy write for it

lo-dav. It is free.

Animal Bait

Pneumatic Smokers
Fur Stretchers

Rubber Coats
Rubber Boots

Snow Shoes
Pack Sacks
Moccasins
Flashlights

Thermometers

Gill Nets

Hoop Nets

Trammel Nets

Fyke Nets

Dip Nets

Rifles

Ammunition
Shot Gun Shells

Gun Cases

Sights

Duck Decoys
Duxback Clothing
Headlights

Hunting Knives
Compasses

Hunting Axes
Shoepacks
Storm Glasses

Camp Lamps
Fishing Tackle

Every trapper should use Hallam's Paste Animal Bait

advertised on another page of this issue. This bait is not

affected by rain or snow and is unsurpassed for attracting

flesh eating animals. $1.00 a tube or six tubes for $5.00

Rifl
We have in stock at the present

time 250-3000, 22 high power, 303

and 30-30, 26 inch solid frame, 303

and 30-30 saddle guns, 303 feather

weight, and 22N.R.A. Savage Rifles,

14A Remington 32 Calibre, as well

as a large number of other rifles in

the various models and calibres, of

which you wUl find a full description

and prices in Hallam's Trappers and

Sportsmen's Supply Catalog.

We also have a few Marlin Model
1893 30-30 and 32 W. S. calibres, 26

inch round-barrel rifles, and grade B,

32-10 26 inch round-barrel rifles,

some take down, others with pistol

grip. As long as they last, Marlin

Rifles for S33.()0 each.

Black Shells
The Climax Brand Waterproof

Black Shells, loaded with DuPont
smokeless powder, meet the unquali-

fied approval of the Canadian Sports-

men and Trap Shooters. The large

double flesh passage primer secures

unexcefled ignition, resulting in in-

creased penetration and velocity.

When you use Black SheUs you use

the best.

We have them in stock in 12 gauge

loaded with DuPont powder and
No. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, IVi or B.B.

Shot, 16 gauge No. 6 and B.B. Shot,

20 guage No. 6 and B. B. Shot

10 gauge No. 5, 6, and B.B. Shot,

also in 12, 16, 20 gauge solid balls.

We also carry Nitro Club Shells

in game and traploads.

When you want trapping and sporting supplies write to

«p-^ ^-T"-^ •» TS~-. .-invited
956 nailam B-uilding,TORONTO.

THE LARGEST IN OUR LINE IN CANADA
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The Amateur Trapper on the Trap Line

C. A. Lashomb

JUST to mention trapping to the red-blooded

boy or amateur trapper is to set his blood

a-tingling. The thought that Ihc trapping

season is at hand fills him with joy, and he

counts the days until he will see himself on the

trapping grounds, traps in working order,

bait prepared, traps clean and rust removed,
new traps buried in themanure pile or boiled

in a tea made of the bark of the trees that

grow in the greatest quantity in the neigh-

borhood of the trap line, grub list all ready,

plenty of warm clothing on hand, Indians

mocassins packed, rifle cleaned, plenty of

ammunition, sharp huntiag knife as well as a

sharp hunting axe, the lantern complete and
in good trim, tobacco galore—and a few-

good books to read.

In the very beginning I want to have it

understood distinctly that I am not going

to give, or try to give the experienced trapper

points or hints on trapping. My aim is to

give the amateur trapper a mechanic-like

start on the trap line. I know from exper-

ienee that a lot of discouragement could be
done away with and the lives of many valuable

fur bearers .saved if all traps could be set so

that once the animal is caught it cannot
escape, and will die as soon as possible before

the fur can be injured. The fur trade of

Cimada runs up into millions of dollars every
year. Roes this not mean something to the

prosperity of the country, something that is

worth looking into and eliminating every
possible source of waste?

Unprime skins are worse than useless, in

fact ah unprime skin is a dead loss. Small

it is in many cases, yet it means a certain

loss to llic industry. When you consider the

lount of unprime skins taken every year in
Ihe;^;

Canada alone, I feel that if every skin could
'.0 accounted for the total would amount to

" '!laggering figures—and at whose door are wc
lo lay this lo.ss? I claim the aniatinir, the

small boy trapper and the fur hog. While the

amateur and the small boy can be excused
there is no excuse for the fur hog—and I

know that he exists, unfortunately. The
amateur and the small boy do not know the

difference, and in their eagerness to make a

big catch they start too early in the season,

before the skins are prime. How are we to

know when skins are prime? some amateur
may well ask. Well, for those who are not

in possession of this knowledge let mc give

you a valuable guide as to the time. I find,

in my experience, that it is safe to start a

week or so after the season has been declared
,

open by the Department ot Game and Fisher-

ies, or whatever department of the govern-
ment in your province looks after the pro-

tection of fur bearing animals. In many-
districts I have vjioticed that the small boy
Irajjpers set their own open seasons, and as

I said before they are the cause of Ihe enor-

mous annual loss through unprime furs.

Two weeks after the .season opens, and
stop a week before it closes in the spring, pro-

viding, of course, that the season is one of

months. If the season is only a short one of a

few weeks one has to be goveriu'd accordingly.

1 have seeti unprune skins (luuskrats) sold

for live cents a skin while tho.se taken

in the open season brought as high as forty-

five cents. Had the young trai)per Waited a

week or two he would have received sevoi>

or eight limes as inucli for his fur. Unpriuu

skins and poor stretching is the cause of a

terrible annual loss in the fur markets of the

world. This enormous loss must be stopped,

or a check put to it. I low are we going f o do
it? Hy simply asking all lovers of the trap

line (inil fur ilcitlcrx to appeal to the govcrn-

UK^nt to put a stoj) to all this indiscriminad-

trapping by young boys and girls. Yos

young girls too. I know of several gills who
set traps, for pin money, an-.! I amNalisfiod
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that pin money is all they got. Trapping

should not Ije pennilted by boys and girls

under eighteen. The fur bearing animals are

part of the wealth of the country, and while

we have some Un\s protecting them, yet there

is still a very heavy loss each year.

So it is up to the trapping fraternity to take

the matter in hand at once by educating' the

amateur trapper and the promising girl and

boy trapper in a big-brotherly way. Show
them where they are wrong in trapping out

of season. Explain about the loss in impro-

perly stretched skins. Show them how to set

traps correctly for the different fur bearing

animals.

Show him that you mean well by him.

'how hina how to set a twig under the pan

of the trap so as to stop smaller animals set-

ting off a trap intended for larger animals,

this point is little known to amateur trappers,

and, I am sure would be appreciated by

them. If 'possible take him over your trap

line and let him see how you set your traps.

Make him feel the honor and responsibility of

the profession. Tell him quietly and in

earnest what the loss of unprime skins in one

season means to the industry, and the dif-

ference in value between prime and unprime

skins.

The shop owner will not take on an amateur

and let him go into the shop and go ahead

and build up a machine without having any

knowledge of machinerj', nor will the builder

let the amateur go ahead and build a house

without any knowledge of building. So with

the trapping profession. The trapper should

have some knowledge of trapping, so as to get

his animal, and not a leg, leaving the animal

to crawl away and die slowly. We must
look at the matter from a humane standpoint.

We must educate the young trappers along

lines pertaining to the profession.

I lave you ever noticed the way the amateur

looks up to the old-timer? Iq his eyes the

old-timer is a sort of hero, and he would talk

'trap' all day long, he is so eager to learn.

And how often he hesitates to ask the ques-

tions he is burning to know for fear of offend-

ing the experienced one! These very quest-

ions answered would be of great value to

the fralcrnily in general: he is keen for in-

formation on trapping, on making sets, snares,

deadfalls—can't you read it in his eyes—in

his very face?

Me a sport! Hrcak Ihc silence! There is a

wliolf. lot in doing anyone a good turn, even
il Ihey forget it afterwards. If they practice

your good advice the fraternity will get the

benefit directly or indirectly, and the fact

that you have done someone a good turn is a

reward in itself. Teach the honor of the trap

line. Teach him also to respect the right of

deadfalls. You will readily understand the

reason why he does go nosing round. In nine

cases out of ten i} is because he does not

understand how to do the work himself, and
is so passionately anxious to learn. So he

takes a look round. Chances are that he

upsets your set or disturbs Lhc surroundings

much to your trouble and annoyance.

Teach him to go about his own business,

hands olT other trappers' work, and never to

interfere with an animal in someone else's

trap unless the animal is likely to get away.

Then, and then only to kill the animal, as a

matter of trapper's interest, being careful not

to do more damage to the fur than is absolute-

ly necessary. Show him how to leave the

animal close to where the trap is set, or near

the trapper's trail; how to kill the different

fur bearers, to do it in a humane way, with the

least damage to skin and fur. I have seen

amateurs almost pound the animal's head into

a pulp in order to kill it. This is not only

cruel, but quite unnecessary. What would

the amateur appreciate more than to have the

experienced trapper show him how to lay out

his trap line as the experienced trapper does

himself, how -to blaze his trail, how to mark
where he sets his trap, the traps hidden from

view to defeat .lohnny Sneakum, and yet

able to be found when a heavy fall of snow-

covers evei-ything, how to indicate how many
traps are set in a cluster. I myself have dis-

covered that all trappers do not use the same

methods of keeping tab on their sets, and 1

for one use a method that I think is original,

and that has never failed me as yet. Kvery

trapper has his own way, so I leave it to the

professional to teach the amateur any prac-

tical method that will answer equally as well.

Another point that I want to bring up in the

amateur's favor is this. Teach him where to

find the different animals—-what furbe.arers

are taken on the highlands, what are found on

the lowlands. This is one point that the

amateur usually knows nothing about, and

any iuformalion would be certain to be ap-

preciated by hini.

Of all the trapping guides that I have read

I failed to lind the above much-ucedcd in-

formation. In .some states there is very

little snow, in other parts the fall is very

heavy, so that rules that work in one locality

<lo not work in others, so that each trapper is
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Musson Books B^^
Holiday Gifts |

this Northern Clime are able to enjoy the
ional Christmas more perhaps than the

dwellers of any other country. A Canadian fireside
is the centre of a thousand charms, a spot where
good cheer and fellowship abound—and doubly so

^^^^ _ there are a few good books around. So in what
K^i. ^ - .

^ ^ better way can we remember our friends this year
that by giving books for Christmas. Any one of the books in this list will give more
genuine pleasure than any other article at three or four times its cost—and the whole
family can read it. Each one is a suitable gift for someone, and some of them are
suitable gifts for everyone.

The^Heart of Cherry McBain
By Douglas Durkin
Here is one of the greatest romances that has ever

rome out of the Canadian West. It is a story of the
Xalion's frontiers of where men and women meet and
work and nurse new hopes in virgin valleys and fertile

plains. A story of big men and big emotions and the
big out of doors, with scarcely half an hour under cover.

Cloth, $1.50

Rider of the King Log
By Holman Day
A tense story of love and loyalty, treachery and in-

trigue, set against the background of the great woods.
The tang of the pines is in its pages, the zest of the
keen forest air. the lure of danger, and for the heroine
we have one of the most lovable girls in recent fiction.

Cloth. $1.75

The Lion's Mouse
C.N.ScA.M. Williamson
Here, at last, is the real thing in myster>' story. The

kind that keeps the reader tense until the end. It tells

of the amazmg adventures that bcfel Roger Sand
following his marriage after a day's acquaintance
with the beautiful woman of mystery. Cloth, $1.60.

The Builders
By Ellen Glasgow
A powerful novel of one of those strong men who

build for to-morrow and submit to the misunderstand-
ings of to-day, and the most subtly feminine character
Ellen Glasgow has yet drawn. It is a book worth
reading and worth giving. Cloth, $1.60.

Unbroken Lines
By Harriet T. Comstock
"Unbroken Lines'*—the lives that cannot meet,

the unhappy marriages. How one woman's life diverg-
ed and joined the life of her real mate is the theme of
this absorbing story, with the Rocky Mountains
and a New England town for the background.

Cloth. $1.60.

Musson's Wonder Book of Mother
Goose

With over 100 illustrations in color and black

and white.

By Florence Choate and Elizabeth Curtis

Mother Goose never goes out of fashion. Her
rhymes are the invariable starting point of the child's
library. Asi^edition such as this, notable alike for its

careful editing, its distinctive color illustrations and
its reasonable price, is a veritable nursery treasure,
fully measuring up to the standard of its companion
volumes. "Musson's Wonder Book of Fairy Tales**
and "Musson's Wonder Book of the Bible."

Cloth. $3.00.

Ludendorff's Own Story
By General Ludendorff
Newspaper articles on the front pages of leading

dailies, editorials and letters to the press testify to the
wide interest in this amazing book. Xo publishing
event in years has so excited the public mind. It is an
amazing, human document—a revelation of the work-
ings of the Teutonic military mind. From the storm-
ing of Liege to the armistice it stands a complete record
of the achievements and opinions of the man who is

credited with being, above all others, the brains of
the German army. It will be the most discussed book
of the vear. Two volumes.

Illustrated; cloth, $7.50 set.

The Broken Soldier and the Maid of
France
By Henry Van Dyke
Out of the beautiful myth that the soldiers of France

have often been lead and inspired on the battlefield
by the vision of Joan of Arc. Dr. Van Dyke has woven
a tale of rare spiritual quality—of one poor Poilu who
saw the maid of France as in a dream, and with her
help went on gloriously with the fight he had been
about to give up.

Pocket edition, illustrated, cloth, 60c.

Large edition, illus. in colors, cloth. $1.25

The Desert of Wheat
ByZaneGrey
A vivid, gripping story, woven around the heart of

the wheat country. A story of grit and cowardice, of
patriotism and treachery. Human nature remains
uncurbed—violent—in the large, open spaces along
the Western trails. Illustrated; cloth $1.75.

Birds of Peasemarsh
ByE.L. Marsh
The steadily increasing interest in the lives and

habits of our native birds is one of the most encouraging
indications of our gradually widening education. This
entirely Canadian work, just published, gives a well-
written and well-illustrated description of the sur-
prisingly interesting variety of the "Birds of Pease-
marsh," a Canadianbird sanctuary.

Illustrated: cloth. $1.50.

Bob and Bill See Canada
By Alfred E. Uren
All children love both pictures and stories, and in

this connection they will find the greatest pleasure and
delight in this new Canadian travel story for little

boys and girls. In smoothingly fiowing verse it tells

of the leading features, the growing cities, industries,
and vast natural resources, the unequalled charms,
wonders of mountains and prairies, forests and rivers,
islands and lakes, of our great Dominion.

Illustrated: cloth, $1.25.

At all Booksellers at these prices. When ordering direct

from the piiblisJiers add 10 per cent for carriage charges

THE MUSSON BOOK CO., LIMITED, Publishers, TORONTO.
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governed by the prevailing conditions in his

locality.

Snow sets are seldom touched upon in the

trappers' guides. This matter could be cover-

ed much more fully tor the benefit of the

amateur.

Yes, teach him the honor of the profession,

and tell him that you expect him to live up to

it. Make him feel that he is one of the big

men that form the trapper's fraternity. Talk

to him slowly and sincerely, giving him time to

absorb every bit of advice that you give him.

I would rather be pointed out as an instructor

in the profession than be spoken of as a man
too measly to show anyone a few practical

pointers that would help him a long, even if it

conflicted with my own business. How often

do we hear our fathers talk of Mr. So-and-so,

the man I learned my trade with. Why not

the same with trapping, Mr. So-and-so, the

trapper, who taught me all I know—some

person who is a master of the profession.

I feel satisfied that the men in the trapping

game are big enough to tackle this amateur

problem, and to make a big advance in the

quality of the furs taken, also doing away with

a lot of unnecessary suffering to the fur bear-

ing animals, and, at the,same time, saving the

industry from the appalling loss from un-

prime and poorly stretched skins.

Just one word in closing. Teach the ama-

teur how to shoot. How many accidents

we read of where someone has been killetl

by amateurs who fired at any moving object

tiiinking it ,a bear or SOMETHING, only to

lind it was a human b^ing after the fatal shot

was fired. Teach him how lo get out of the

habit ot shooting at anything he may sei-

moving in the grass or brush. He should be

taught never to point a gun, loaded or un-

loaded, in a person's direction, nor in the di-

rection of any moving or stationary object

until he fully sees and fully understands what

he is shooting at. It is far better that the

animal should gel away rather than someone

should be killed. That someone might easily

be yourself, lor you spend much of your time

in the woods, wJiere other people besides your-

self have the privilege of shooting. I draw

these lines to your attention as a matter of

protection of human life.

Give the amateur an idea of the different

calibres. 1 lind that some states call for

different powered ammunitions. In some

districts big game is not often found. In other

districts we find all the general run of game

from weasels to grizzly bear, in other places

from the weasel lo nothing higger than the

coyote.

Notes From a Northern Trapper

L. A. Dickson

1HAVE been a reader of Hod and Gun for

several years, and I always read it from

cover lo cover with the greatest of interest,

but the part that I always look at in particular

is ALONG THE TRAP LINE. I have

been a trapper for a number of years, and I

have trapped hundreds of foxes I am send-

ing you a picture of part of the fur that I

caught in the winter of 1917 in northern

Alberta. If you look carefully you can sec

that there is one silver and two cross fox also

two lynx and sixteen brush wolves.

(Unfortunately the photo was not clear

enough for reproduction.—M.C.I I.)

I have been in the army for over a year,

but am discharged now. and believe me I

am hilling back lo the trap line as soon as

possible. I wilt give you a little idea of how
I trap as it may be of interest to some other

trappers I always start for the trap line in

September as in the country where I trap we

have to pack our supplies from one to two

hundred miles from a railroad. I cut :i

narrow trail ' through the scrub for aboul

twenty miles, as that is what we consider a

fair trap line. I use Victor No. 2 traps for

foxes, of which 1 have about one hundred and

fifty. While blazing out my line and building

my cabins I always carry a sack full of small

fish which I spatter along my trail. Fish art-

very plentiful in the far north. Then when
I get ready lo start trapping I have all of

my places picked out where I wish

to make my sets. I always set my
traps on an anl hill or small knoll if onc^is

handy, if not I make one by scraping the sncw

up into a pile with a sjtruce branch, leaving a

narrow piece of snow between my trail and

the hill which I do not touch, then I set my
trap on this little neck of snow, being very
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care[ul not Lo touch the snow. I ptace a

little piece of grass or butter paper under the

trap, placing it just level with the snow then

I cut up some grass into pieces just long

enough to reach from the pan to the jaws and

these I place carefully on the trap. Then I

use a paddle or a shingle if I can get one and

shoving it under the loose snow I pick it up

without disturbing the snow on the paddle

then I hold it over the trap and with a quick

jerk let the snow fall on the trap the same as if

it had fallen there naturally. Now a fox will

not go up on the sides where I was scraping on,

but he will go on the little strip that looks as

if it was not disturbed. I mostly use fish for

bait. Place some on top of the mound,

covering with snow and grass, then I use

some prepared fish for scent. Now when 1

catch a fox in a set 1 am almost sure to catch

another in the same place, f never change

my set after each catch. I always kill a fox

by hitting him on the nose with a little hand

axe I always carry, then when he is bleeding .

freely I take him up by the hind legs and

shake the blood all around over my set. Now
how many book trappers claim not to leave

any blood signs around when you kill a fox?

I have caught as m.any as four foxes in one

set, and I always do as I stated above.

I always use snowshoes when going over

my trap line, and I treat these with a trail

scent that I use myself with the result that

the animals always follow my trail. When
I step off my snowshoes to set a trap or to

take ou\an animal I always cover my tracks

up carefully. I mostly catch about a dozen »

coyijtes in my traps each winter, but I do not

trap them much as by sticking to fox I havj;

a bhancc to catch a black or silver. I always

get from three .to five hundred muskrats

every spring as I do not trap for fox after the

middle of February as they get rubbed then

and are not worth much. I wish you every

success with the best hunter's book in Canada.

Hints on Trapping the Lynx

"Cap."

TIIK lyn.K is a far less suspicious ^animal

than the fox and the coyote. Added to

this they have a considerable amoun
of "satiable curiosity" like Kipling's Ele-

phant's Child, so that where they abound they

are not hard to trap, especially if the trapper

takes a little trouble to acquaint himself with

their habits. They apparently travel where

rabbits arc plentiful, and when the rabbits

die off they leave that locality for the time,

an odd track now and again at long intervals

being all that is seen of them.

Where they are present they are methodical

in their habits. They appear to have at

special route over which they travel about

every nine days, so that when the track of

one has been discovered a trap set somewhere
along the line of travel will usually get the

atiiiual, especially if it is in the neighborhood

of a rabbit nm, where he is sure lo prowl

around in search of his natural food.

Lynx are not nearly as keen of scent as

the fox and coyote, nor does their sense of

hearinji appear lo be especially strong, but

llicy arc very sharp sighted, and their natural

curiosity leads them to examine anything

thai seems strange or unusual. Where a

trap is set in, or beside any open space a

small red flag or other conspicuous object

placed a few feet away will attract their

attention, and they will invariably go lo find

out what it is. By this means they are lured

sufficiently near to see the bait which would

naturally be rabbit or partridge or something

akin, or lo smell the strong scent which is

often used with, or instead of bait. Another

method of attracting the animal's attention is

lo scatter some colored feathers around close

to the entrance lo the trap.

The best set for lynx is a kind of cage made
of sticks and boughs and roofed with ever-

greens to prevent the snow from burying it

loo deeply. The trap and bait are placed

inside, and two crossed sticks arc put at the

lower part of the entrance, forming a slight bar

which makes it necessary for tHe animal lo

step high in entering the pen, and, incidentally,

put his foot into the jaws of the tra^. Be-

sides the cross slicks little sharp pointed

twigs are placed, point upwards in the snow

around the trap, and outside the jaws. A
lynx will not step on anylliing sharp, so he

sets his fool on the apparently smooth space

in the centre. After the set is made all

rose bush, or other shm-p stubs that may be
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around outside the pen should be cut down,

and loose snow kicked over the whole, leaving

everything as smooth as possible.

CAGE,

DRAG

A lynx only eats cold meal when driven to

it by hunger, consequently when liis natural

food is plentiful the carcass of an animal that

has been killed for some time has little or no

attraction for him, and then the scent bait

is far more efficacious. The scent should be

placed on a stick from fourteen to eighteen

inchesTiigh. and dri\en into the ground about

twelve or fourteen inches behind the trap.

The stick is split, and the scent is put in the

division, or it can be pl3c«d in moss or grass

and wedged in. This stake is known as the

rubbing post, and if the trap should fail to

spring the animal will rub that stake until it

leaves great wads of hair sticking to it.

E<erybody who has been a cat rubbing the

side of its head against the leg of a table, will

know just what perfom.ance the lynx will

go through with that stick.

F"our years ago the lynx came in great

numbers into the district north-west of Lake

Winnipegosis. through which the Overflowing

River runs. I followed the method above,

using no meat baits, and cauglit se\enty. thus

accounting for almost every track that 1

saw along my line. That year the rabbits

began to die ofl', and by the following winter

there were very few, while a year later still

there was not a sign of one. Consequently

there have been no more lynx in the neigh-

borhood.

The Larger Cats and Dead Bait

H. c. H.

IN
an interesting article in tliis department

"Cap" gives his method of trapping lynx,

a method, with which he has met with

considerable success. In correspondence with

the writer ^'Cap" states that he has only

known of lynx eating dead bait on two occa-

sions, and this fact is' so interesting that xe
are asking those of our readers who have had

experience with these big cats to give us the

benefit of Ihcir observations.

"Cap" says: "I do not know if I suffici-

ently emphasized the fact that curiosity is a

great factor in trapping this animal. Green

brush piled up, a red (lag, or anything likely

aniltra<t his attention as being something

of ual entices him to the cage, and the scent

aro'C rubbing post lures him inside. A lynx,

ii cat, likes to roll in certain substances

I an odor that meets with his approval.
th

II

i

a house cat will rub first one side of his

J, then the other in catnip, and then roll

' if it can, so will a lynx rub ileslf against

,^l with the right kind of .scent on it. I lave

you ever known a lynx to eat dead (cold) bait

unless starved to it? I have trapped in the

Alleghanics, Catskills. several of the North-

Kastern States, New Ontario and Manitoba,

and have only known of them doing so twice.

Once a lynx caught in a trap staked solid by
the hind quarter of a moose ate a large

part of it before he was found. Another time

one took poisoned bait put out for coyotes. I

have never trapped in the Hockies or B.C.

and know nothing about the cougar. I do

not at all mind any criticism or the expression

of an opinion disagreeing with mine. It is

by argument that one learns. Possibly

locality may influence to some extent the

habits of animals of the same kind."

This is so directly in cdndicl with my own
experience that short letters on the subject will

be welcome.

Lynx I caught last winter were full fed and

fat, and never failed to clean up whatever

bait was in the pen.

The same remarks also apply to the cougar.
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THE DUNNE TUBE SKATE
For Racing, Hockey and Pleasure Skating

I
The Lightest and Strongest Skate Made—Outlasts All Others.

SOLD BY ALL DEALERS

W. H. DUNNE, 1492 Queen St. W., Toronto. Ont.

Established 1896

WEE; alpen: JNOCULAR,
strong, light, compact. Copper alloyed,

alumiDuni frame cast in one piece. Fine
BOle.leattaer case with each pair.

So powerful they bring the object to witliin apparently one-

eighth of the actual distance. Invaluable for hunters, yachtsmen,
tourists, foresters, range-finders, mounted police, cattlemen,
army officers.

"The Telephone of Sight"
WEISS .M.PINE BINOCUL.\RS have the following features of superi-

ority: Larger Field of View; Greater Illumination, a .yreat advantage in

hunting in timljcr or in looking into hrush at dusk or dawn ; Greater Magni-
fying Power in proportion to size; Increased Stereoscopic Effect, adding
to the relief of far-distant objects; Portability.

WRITE FOR CATALOG

Type used by U.S. .Signal C'orp.
WEISS INSTRUMENT CO. 1729 Arapahoe Street

Denver. Colo.. U. S. A.

A CHRISTMAS PRESENT
TRAPPERS—Why not make yourself a Christmas

present of a big catch of furs ?
AM it costs is $2.00; for which you receive the com-

plete set of formulae, with simple instructions for
making NEVER-FAIL DECOYS. These decoys
arc nature's own. lures for fur -bearing animals. Orig-
inally compounded by Indians and white trappers of
great experience and used by them exclusively, they
arc guaranteed to increase your catch when made
according to instructions.

If you want to make a record \\ inter and spring
catch start now to realize It bv writing your name
plainly on this ad., pinning n $2 bill to it, and pu'.ting
It in an envelope, address

ROBT. G. HODGSON, RAGLAN, ONT.
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Kreps, an authority on trapping, says cougars

are rarely caught in steel traps. I know of

half a dozen caught in No. 3 Victors last

winter at lynx sets, the largest of which

measured when stretched eight feet six

-inches from tip to tip. It was a particularly

open winter, too. In fact cougar, that are

supposed not to touch dead bait will often

follow up a marten line for miles, cleaning

up all the baits and trapped animals.

My own experience, and that of other trap-

pers with whom I am'acquainted warrants me
in saying that given a large enough trap, in

working order and free from snow, an attrac*

live bait and cougar are trapped as easily as

any other animal.

The lynx always seemed to me a particularly

asy animal to trap. They are so methodical

m their habits that one alwaj'S knows where to

find them—in fact there are- certain places

where lynx always go. Even strange animals

coming into the district from outside seem to

make for these places, using the same trails

and passes. I have never had any trouble

myself over their refusing to take dead bait.

The greatest drawback in the mountains is the

perpetual snow, and if the trapper can only

keep his traps in working order lynx Sre easy

to trap.

'"Cap" asks me a direct question, and to this

I can give him a direct answer. Yes, I do
know of lynx taking dead bait, not once or

twice, but in dozens of cases—both at sets

made specially for them or in stealing bait

at sets for smaller animals.

These big cats are not as well known as

they should be. Their eyesight is proverbial,

and their curiosity is well known to every

trapper who has had much to do with them.

Their powers of scent, though, in my opinion

are belittled without sulTicient justification.

That they have not the same sharp scent as

fox or coyote is granted, but their nose is far

from useless.

If some of you old timers could be per-

suaded to pr>' yourselves loose from a few

thoughts* on the subject the fraternity in

general might be able to gain a little new
knowledge on the relative attracting powers

of scent and dead bait.

The Mail Bag

PROTECTION OF FUR BEARERS

tditor, Along the Trap Line—
Can you find space in Rod and Gun in

Canada to publish this letter, which I

think some might make good use of. It is

regarding the protection of wild game and

furbearing animals. There are many asso-

ciations that are devoting themselves to

inducing the government to protect all fur-

bearing animals, but they do not seem to

have the knowledge of what is best to do.

The present law in Ontario is that you can

trap Heaver and Olter until the last of March;

Marten and Mink until the last of .April and

Muskrals until the 2Ist of May. ff we
want to protect our fur bearers nothing should

be caught after the l!Hh of February. After

that dale it is the breeding season for every

animal. Some are later or earlier than

others, but after Keiiruary l.'jth all -trappers

should stop trapping.

I am (ifly-lhree years old and I have spent

nearly all my life in the woods, tnipping and

hunting, so tliat my ('xperience is long enough

to know soniclliing about it. 1 have caught

Heaver in March that a few days later would

have had five little ones. Fisher al have

llieir little ones during the month of .vlarch.

Two years ago I caught four Fisher that had

had their young, which, no doubt were all

too young to leave their mother. I have

also seen Mink running along a stream with

her young ones before the last of April.

The trapping season should be from Nov-
ember 1st until February ISth. If the

trapping .season would close al the same dale

for all fur bearing animals it would be much
easier for Ihe game warden to sec that the law

is obser\^d. 1 low can two or three men watch
over two or three thousand men who have the

right to trap in May? Well, if the close

season woulcl close for all fur bearing animals

there would be no reason for traps to be set

after that date and the law could be enforced.

There is another thing that seems suffici-

ently important to be mentioned here. It is

Ihe way our government acts regarding

trappers' licenses. The trapper pays $5.00

for his license and .S.5.0() for ten Heaver cou-

pons for which he is not allowed to catch

more than ten Heaver; but he can catch any

amount of other fur bearing animals. The

government is gelling only Sl'I.OO per trapper.

VN'liy not have the law as it is in Quebec?

Charge a good royalty on all kinds of furs,

and lei the trapper (rap from November Isl

to l-'ebruary l.'ith, and let him trap all that he
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may be able to trap. Make the dealer pay

the royalty; the trapper may also pay a small

fee for license. In this way the government

will gel a big revenue out of this natural

resource. Have an early closed season for

everything and that is the only way to pro-

tect our fur bearing animals. The law of

to-day will never protect this resource.

This last winter many were lined for break-

ing the laws. Can we expect a poor man with

a big family to support to stay in the woods
with all the hardships and not be templed lo

trap more than teii Beaver where there are

thousands, and especially when he knows that

some buyer will furnish him with coupons?

The government, as I understand, has made
good out of many trappers and buyers, but

,at does not protect our fur bearing animals.

i"he revenue from this source should be paid

by the manufacturer; it always comes out of

the consumer. Anyway, whoeAer wants to

wear expensive furs can well afford to pay for

it. The consumption of fur last winter at

the high prices was just as much as it was 10

or 15 years ago when fur was only one-quarter

of the value it is to-day.

The only way to protect our furbearing

animals is to have a short open season; have

the manufacturers or dealers pay the royalty,

and let the trapper alone during the open

season. The trapper is the man to protect

the fur bearing animals. If justice is given

to him we can depend upon him as it is in his

own interest to protect the game; it is his

life, and if he is getting his rights we can

rely upon him for protection.

Never in the world will our fur bearers be

protected with such laws. Our government

must get other ways; we must get the trapper

with us; give them their rights; it is the only

way. It is up to some people to explain the

matter properly, and to ask the government

lo lake it under consideration.

Sudbury, Onl. G. O.

Edil. Comment—Undoubtedly as it stands

at present the Ontario law allows for loo long

an open season. .\t the outside the end of

March should see the close of all trapping

except for inuskral and bear, and the liflcenlli

of Marih would be better still. Apart Irom

the ((ueslion of breeding, as spring approaches

the skins of most animals deteriorate, and

though the hide may be prime, ycUthe fur is

rub|)ed and sheddy.

I somcthiies doubt if an amicable agree-

,incnt will ever be reached on this subject of

close seasons, l-'or instance Michigan did,

or attempted to, curtail spring trapping, with

the result that every trapper was up in^arms

at once. Their argument (and it was un-

answerable) was that freeze-up came so early

in the fall that spring was the only time when
"they could make a catch of muskrats. Un-
doubtedly the same conditions exist in many
parts of Ontario. If only muskrats would be

caught the law would not be too45ad—but as

you know it is impossible to trap muskrats to

any extent without catching a certain amount
of other fur bearers such as mink— and mink
will usually be shedding and fading by March
at the latest.

It is a question that the trappers of the

province should talk over together. The day
of the fur hog is passing. Most intelligent

men realize now that if this greatest of out-

door games is to continue protection and close

seasons must be encouraged.

I do not think I agree with you on the

license question. Iri my opinion a still

license is the greatest asset that the trapper

has. In my jwovince (B.C.) we pay SIO.OO

a year, and for this we are given protection

—

no one is allowed to touch our traps—or even

carry traps without a license—nor are other

trappers allowed to trap on ground already

occupied. There is tdb much indiscriminate

trapping—boys with six traps, and men loo

lazy to go into the game properly.

You will always find that at the bottom all

governments are anxious to have the natural

resources exploited. Only this exploitation

must go into reliable hands. The fur of

the province belongs to the people. It should

not be made a source of revenue lo the gov-

ernment except in the matter of licenses which

pay, or should pay the cost of protection.

To turn every bush-homesteader loose lo

catch all the fur he can on a royally basis

would do more to decimate the stock than to

license a certain number of men and let

them catch all they can of certain species. If

other species are in need of preservation by

all means limit the number that each trapper

shall catch. I have trapped under both

conditions myself, and" know that 1 should

champion the cause of the licease every

time.

Of course it is tough on the man wintering

in the woods with a big family, t have lived

the life myself, from the day when I made my
first slashing to the proud and happy present

when I have a typewriter and a cigarette

holder and a second shirt for Sundays. As

far as I can see cverylliing is tough at lirsl for

the pioneer. Hut this stage pas.ses, and a

man comes to realize that if il wasn't for the
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N. W. Siihool of Taxidermy 10 M Cltfood Bld^ Omaha. Neb.

Every man should carry one. Made of

nirkle-plated seamless brass with watcr-tisht

cover. Size of a 10-gaugc shell—just right for

the pocket. Holdsgoodsupply of matches fp
und keeps them absolutely dry. Price DDC*

Marbles Handy COMPASSES

Brass box with agate bearings. Guar-
anteed, accurate.

,
Stationary dial pock-

et compass
Revolving dial $1.40 $1.10

SAFETY COAT COMPASS—F.nstcn^.
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MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO.
581 Delta Ave. Gladstone, Mich.
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DO YOU WANT ALL THE LATEST
ACCURATE, RELIABLE DOPE OW

THE RIFLE?
You can find it in Arms and The Man,

the Rifleman's Newspaper.

starting December 1, a new poUcs* will be inaugur-
ated The shooting dope of the Government and the
munitions companies" laboratories, and of the foreniost
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Arms and The Man
Woodward Buiiding, Washington, D. C.

CHAMPION
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TORONTO CANADA
Magnificiently Furnished. Liberally Conducted,
v^.uisine unexcelled. Courteous and Prompt Service.

European Plan. American Plan

SAMUEL H. THOMPSON, Proprietor
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license he pays, a lot of his fur would be

caught by small boys and casual trappers.

It seems to me from your letter that the

government coupon system must be beneficial

to the beaver. You talk of the settler being

templed to take more than ten
—

" where

there are thousands,"' and this sounds dis-

linclly encouraging. Perhaps in a year

or so better conditions will prevail. Person-

ally I agree with you in the matter of seasons,

iind I think something should be done to stop

all this late trapping. April is too late for

marten and mink, and it would make an

interesting piece of information to know what

percentage of skins caught during this month
would grade No. 1. Perhaps you could

supply some figures on this matter yourself?

One other remark of yours calls for comment
"The trapper is the man to protect the fur

bearing animals." Yes, he is. But the

pity of it is that he never does, unless he knows

that he, and he only will trap the same piece

of land year after year.

A license should guarantee him this privi-

lege. Take away the qualification of the

license, let every man who can set a trap

loot the woods on a royalty basis and you will

Iind that the two words "trapper" and "pro-

tection" are not on speaking terms.

H. C. H.

Query—Can you kindly tell me through

Rod and Gun if an early fall or late spi-ing will

cause the fur of skunk, coon, mink, etc., to

remain prime for a longer period, or not.

Toronto, Onl. A. O.

Answer—An early fall will certainly cause

fur to prime up earlier, in the same way a late

fall will delay the process. Theoretically

a late spring will keep fur prime longer,

though in actual fact owihg to rubbing,

shedding and fading colors the skins deterior-

ate after March. Fox are one of the first

to show signs of rubbing.

II.C.II.

Query—Which would be the best place for

an amateur to go for the winter. Northern

Ontario or H.C.?

In what month should one get there to pre-

pare for the winter, as I know nothing about

I he country. I low much money would one have

to have after h*^ got there for traps, sup-

plies, etc., providing he had the guns?

I have an Army Moss, uukIcI 190.'), it has a

M) inch barrel. I have it ef|ui|>ped with Ly-

man 18 receiver sight and No. '.i ivory bead

front sight. It weighs about nine pounds.

Do you consider this a good rifle to take willi

me, don't you think it too clumsy? I have a

Savage 22 model 1914 which I understand is a

good rifle for a trapper. Would you take a

shot gun along? Wouldn't it be best (if one

could) to get in with some other trapper

who knows more about it?

Would telescope sights be better on a big

rifle than peep sights?

Broderick, Sask. R. D.

Answer—Personally I think Northern On-

tario. In either'case you will have to buck
conditions that will appear pretty tough to an

amateur, and while the right men make big

money in B.C., you would be more likely to

make a little money in Ontario than you would

in B.C. You have a greater choice of fur

in Ontario, too, as there are only certain

districts in B.C. where there are any foxes

The inland valleys chiefly produce marten,

ermine and lynx. Of course, there are other

furs, but^these are the staples. To make a

big catch of either ermine or marten you havo

to get up pretty high, and have to fight against J

the ever increasing snowfall. This, and the '

hilly nature of the country has discouraged a

good many men. In last month's TRAP
LINE there was aji article by Fred Clark

that gives a good idea of Northern Ontario.

If you go into a new valley (which you al-

most have to do now to make real money)
you would have to cut and blaze a trail,

build cabins, pick out your lines and get '

your supplies up. In a case like this a man '

would almost need to start work in July— '

it all depends on how far away you arc going, I

but in any case you want to get things in

shape by October. You would need enougli

money for license, purchase of traps, si\

months grub, etc., three or four hundred

dollars anyway, and you wouldn't have much
left then, believe me. •

If you like the Ross, and can shoot with it.

and pack it round, and it suits you I would

lake it with you. If you don't like it I should

get some other gun. There is no set rule, you

know. A man just picks out the gun he

likes—and then spends the rest of his life

defending it against the attacks of his friends.

In B.C. you would find there were very few

days when you would want to pack aiiytliiii.t;

bigger than a 22 for a bait gun. Leave the

shotgun at home. It would certainly be

far and away the best thing you could ilo

to get in with a partner. A man has no moral

or earthly right to spend a winter in tin

mountains by himself. I am no amateur, and

1 wouldn't do it. It's alright from a distance
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but familiarity with solitude on the summits

doesn't breed contempt. It's more likely to

drive a fellow 'bugs.' Don't consider doin.^

it. This is the most serious advice I ( an

give you. A little ad. in Pod and Gun might

put you in touch with some one who is looking

for a partner.

Personally I prefer open sights to either

peep or telescope, though for a long shot

at game on an open sidehill where the brush

doesn't worry you the telescope sights are the

thing. However, in a thick-bush country

where game is always seen at close quarters,

and where all shooting has to be done quickly

I prefer an open sight.

Trusting this will help you.

H. C. H.

Canadian Dog Shows, 1919

George Goodwin

Now thai the war is over people are

gelling around again with increased

euthusiasn to their hobbies and sports.

(Complete and liiorbughly organized shows

were held at Vancouver, Vicloria, and Nan-
aiino, B.(;.; Kibuonlon and Calgg-y, Alta.;

Kcgina and Moose.Jaw, Sask.; Winnipeg,

.Man.: Toronto, Ottawa, London, Hrantlord

and Cornwall, Onl.; Montreal, .Sherbrooke

and Trois I'.ivieres, Que.; and St. .John, N.B.

In the larger centers like Toronto and Mon-
treal several all breed shows as well as many
evening shows are held each year. The most

uoticeable feature of the shows this year was

the increased attendance and gate receipts,

'i'his is an indication thai the sport and busi-

iK^ss in dogs is one of the most popular, which

with the right promotion will become one of

the leading sporting events surpassing poultry

shows and equalling horse shows. And why
not? Is not the dog the lirst doniesticat('d

aninuil of man and has been closer, more

biddable and put to a more varied use by

man than any other animal?

Another indication thai more - interest is

now being taken in dogs, this applies to sport-

ing dogs, is the fact that advertisers of such

dogs in Rod and Gun find a ready market for

their stock. W'c know of siu;h advertisers'

selling dogs all over Canada froih Nova
Scotia lo British Columbia and not being able

lo lill all orders. No doubt those breeding

other varieties of dogs, but reaching their

customers through other advertising mediums,

enjoy this same increase of business.

The Western provinces show more I'-nglish

sellers and retrievers (water spaniels and

Chesapeakes) than here in the I'-ast, but the

Mast is to the fore in Irish setters. There

are some very line retrieviMs in the West

where there is such good use for them. We
would like lo give our readers more particu-

lars of these Western dogs and in future will

endeavor todo'so.

l'"ox hounds and beagles are used more here

in the Isast, though of course we have setters

and retrievers. The latter are bred smaller

here, lo meet our (U)nditi()ns, than those in
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:
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the West. The cocker spaniel is not being

used as much as it should be as a bird dog, for

partridges and upland shooting. When built

in the right shape and trained for this use

there is no better dog than the cocker. How-

ever, the show bench proper of late jiears is

too long in body, not enough on the legs

to properly undertake the work for which it

is intended. There are one or two breeders,

though, here in Ontario, who are special-

izing in a cross of cocker and setter and are

producing a most efficient dog.

A few importations have been made of

Welsh springers, a dog sfrnilar to the cross

just mentioned, a bit larger and higher on

the leg than the present cockers. These

should make very useful dogs in this coun--

try but we have not heard of them being used

much. Perhaps, because of late years we
have had very few partridge and upland birds.

For water work the Irish water spaniel is

still the favorite, although we have heard

and known of airedales being equally ste good

and in some instances better. The airedale

is a hunting dog and a water dog and was

originally bred for this purpose. If you can

get one with this instinct paramount and

train him for the work, you will have a water

retriever that can't be fceaten, thick marsh or

ice won't stop him.

The Canadian National Exhibition Dog
Show, Toronto, was the big event for all dog

fanciers of Canada, for here are gathered

together the finest s'pecimens of all the well

known breeds from all over Canada and the

I'nited Stales. Some eight hundred dogs

are usually shown. We are pleased to note

that beagles, which were quite plentiful

years ago in this country, are again becoming

quite popular and some very interesting

field trials for these dogs arc' held each year

ill l-'ssex County.

THE MANITOBA FIELD TRIALS

The Manitoba I'icid Trial Club is one of tlie

oldest organizations of its kind on the con-

tinent, for years ago that part of Canada had

nianysport.smen interested in the welfare of

the bird dog, who did nmch to bring him to a

high standard of perfection. With llic

addition of new members, and now that the

war is over, this clul) is again going ahead

with increased cntliusiasm. A Very success-

ful meeting was held this year during the

week of August 2r)th around Storbuck,

Iwenly-fivc miles out from Winnipeg. '\'\u'.

first event was the all age stake, in which

twenty started, the winner being the Llew-

ellyn setter, .Jersey Prince, owned by Frank
Reily of Philadelphia, who always found

birds properly with very stylish pointing,

running and negotiating the country. Mary_
Montrose, the famous Field and Bench win-

• ner, owned by Wm. Ziegler, was second.

Equally as good or even superior in class,

in this event she did not prove as good as

Prince in finding and handling. The judges

gave her second on class alone. There were'

two other dogs in this even. Shore's Ruby
P6arl; and Royal Flush, which found and

handled the game even better than Mary, and

for this alone they might well have been

placed above her.

There were twenty-one puppies started

in the Derby, some very high class ones, the

winner being a lemon and white pointer bitch.

Great Island Diminutive, Kid's Girl Daughter

of Ch. Kid was second, C. E. DulTield, owner.

This bitch did much winning in Ohio and In-

diana last spring. She is quick at finding

birdy places, and does excellent work on

chickens, but has not the range and speed

of the winner. Bob Armstrong brought out

Rainbow, a liver and white pointer bitch,

which got third. She is fast and good action

and with more finish on game will make a re,al

good dog. Annstrong also ran a setter bitch f
Sufl'ragisl by Candy Kid, whom many
thought equally as good as Rainbow. Judg-

ing from the class of puppies that appeared

in this stake we are pleased to note that the

standard of bird dogs has not fallen behind

during the years of the war.

The, championship, the last and more im-

portant stake o-n' the program, had but six

quarters, but they we're all seasoned veterans

that put up a nice performance for the coveted

title of Manitoba Chicken Champion. In

this stake Mary Montrose ran in her cham-

pionship style, and put up a performance

that was a delight and a wonder to the

Field Trial experts present. She is always

great on covering ground and in the history

of field trial has had very few equals. Her

sire, Comanche Frank, was noted for great

range and speed, and Momoncy was also such

a dog.

The first brace out in this event were Com-

anche Rop, owned by Wm. Ziegler (Crane,

handler) and Shore's Ben, owned by Dr. Stone

of Bay City (Matrin, Handler). Both dogs

found birds and made several points doing nice

work, but Rop was considered the more

consistent of the two. The next pair down

was Royal I'"lush and .Jersey Prince. Neither 3
ran as well as in the all age slake, owing per- 9
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haps to the hoi sun £jl this time of the day.

Prime's work ia this heat was not equal to

that of Comanche I-iop in his. The final

brace was Mary Montrose and Shore's Ruby
Pi^ari. The hot sun appeared also to affect

Pearl's going, but Mary, hardened dog as

she is, kept on going, working the course

thoroughly and truly for over a half hour,

until the spectators began to wonder if class

was again only going to cany her through.

Neither dog had yet found birds. Finally,

Mary, as if to prove her championship calibre,

was seen in a clear set point,/ away out on the

sky line of the virgin prairie where the .summer

flowers of red and yellow mingled with the

purple qf the Canadian asters, where the pink

.if a late prairie rose lifted its modest head

out of the grasses. As the men and horses

came up the birds evidently moved on for

• Mary was seen to move on, and then point

again. Her handler, Tomlinson, coming up
and after Mary had moved a couple niore

points, finally flushed a bevy over Mary
who stood steady and true. Continuing her

work, she again found birds, and with the

rays of the evening sun playing all about her

as if to glorify the picture she made with her

Ijcautiful work, she stood perfectly steady to

the rise of the birds.

~ This finished tlie stake and Mary had nosed

her fourth championship in the fourth year

she had been out.

We would like our deer hunters to send us in

some accounts describing the work of their

dogs on the hunts of the past season. We
would also like to hear from the duck shooters.

I I.K.I i. The Prime of Wales, K.C, arrivinj; at Cameron lalls al Ihc end ol his 30 mile

canoe trip. Andro l.cxy, the chief NipiM"" (Juide. al the slern.
— C.uiiiti'sv Uuiliuliun N:ili(iii;il Mnilways
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William MacAIillan

IT
was the coming of deep winter

when the fierce winds of Decem-
ber gave way to the clear cold

days of January, when the frightful

cold pierced to the very heart of

things.

The day of the great Over-The-
Mountain Race was nigh when every
little gaily painted cabin would
spew forth its assorted collection of

Mackinawed giants, muffled women
and roily, poly children, the latter
in "steps and stairs." The excite-
ment of this wonderful day fairly
eclipsed even the revelry of Le Jour
de L'An.
To this quaint little village of Les

Rapids nestling in a tiny depression
in half a hundred might^mountains,
would come with their neatly- packed
furs, the staid and sober men of Lac
Aux Salmons; the short, thick set

brothers Gros Louis from L' Isabel,

twenty miles to the north; while
from down the ice-fettered Jacques
Cartier swarmed the riotous youth
of Lac les Pierres. The silent Red
Men numbering" close on to two
hundred, silently plodding behind
their hard bitten and rang}' dogs
would draw up without a flourish and
pitch their tattered tents of flour

bags. Truly the day of the big race
brought a strange and curiously
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assorted crowd and the sturdy women
of the village mingling with these

would work their fingers to the bone
in an effort to do the occasion justice.

While the Over-The-Mountain
Race took but one day to run its

fearful heart-breaking course, the
opportunity was seized upon to trade
and barter numerous pelts and many
a lot of furs would change hands on
that eventful day and in the bluff

and bully of the trade it was an
established fact that the silent In-

dians never came off second best.

Quick to scent business there came
up about that time from Quebec a

score or more of sharp fur buyers.
To them Indian and white were
alike and a skin was a skin, be the
owner rich or poor they sought to

withhold the last cent considering
little the labor, the cold, the bitter

distress often experienced by the
trapper.

Never even in *he memory, of old

Pere Leblanc who had seen the melt-
ing of some ninety snows, had there
been such excitement tempered
though it was by a certain feeling of

thoughtfulness for had not Le Cure
interceded successfully with the
Bonne St. Anne to purge the village

of the terrible la grippe which had
added so many little head stones to

the tiny cemetery on the mountain
side.

A tense expectancy was in the
air for none knew just who would
enter a team for the fearful race

which held as a prize for its winning
five hundred dollars in good notes of

La Banque National. And in the
twelve monT^s passage of time be-
tween races none could tell but that
some day there would run a long-

lookcd-for team of Super Dogs.
They had thought that team had
come on the day of the last race for

had not the arrogant Le Noir ap-
peared from the upper reaches of

the St. Maurice with seven hellish

wolf dogs that fairly flew over the
course leaving his nearest rival hope-
lessly out-classed. The dislike of

Le Noir by the simple villagers was
great and it was openly prayed that

the next twelve monllis would bring

""""ne chasseur willi I he hctlcr Icinn.

Two days before the Day, Le
Noir, huge, red eyed and bronzed
from a lifetime of wind and storm,

a giant in a land of giants, turned
from the winding banks of the
Wagamac and "geed" his dogs on to

the broad, well-beaten trails that led

to Les Rapids. From every direction

the trails crowded one another and
all apparently had Les Rapids as

the ultimate objective. A sardonic
grin lit up the face of the half breed
as he thought there would be many
people to see his second triumph for

with jealous care he had worked hard
and long with his dogs improving
them even over their condition of

last year. "Allez mes chiens" and
he flicked the leader with a dexterous
twirl of his whip, in answer the mon-
ster beasts quickened their pace a

hair's speed.

Nearing the village, Le Noir did
not proceed to the trading post as

most of the travellers are expected
to do, instead, slowing up at every
shack he announced himself with
great crackings of his cleverly manip-
ulated whip. Being scorned by the
simple villagers by virtue of the fact

that last year he had accepted the
prize of five hundred dollars and
failed to deposit with the Cure a

portion thereof whereby to save the

souls of the departed. Indeed of

much more interest to them than the
man, were his dogs and he grinned
when without exception every house-
hold darted to the window to catch
a glimpse of the manner of dogs that
he iiad brought.

Arriving at the far end of the

village he drew up with a flourish and
following Ihe custom of the land, the
onlookers made as if they would
help him unharness his dogs but the

savage growls of the untamed wolf

dogs made them draw back. "Com-
ment ca avez vous pcur?" and the

driver sprang at them and soon cuf-

fed them all into snarling submission.

The laughter and fun that had pre-

vailed a moment before died away
into silence. Half a dozen dog men
gave the Breed a hand in tying the

beasts in the Dog House while the

passing women averted their eyes
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though not without a covert glance of

admiration at the graceful giant. '

A quarter of an hour later Le Noir,

one of two hundred others.was com-
fortably seated in the reeking bar
room of Francois MacDonald's
Maison de Pension. Le Noir was a
dominating personality in the room,
a giant among giants he far outshone
the others in the matter of grace and
pohteness. Hidden power and brute
doggedness lay in that broad back so

well carried, while the husky Chas-
seures in their clumsy powerfulness
bore a semblance to the bear that
prowled across their trails. Le Noir
with his quick and unexpected move-
ments, the perfectly controlled swing
of the body at the waist, the narrow
hips all bespoke of the sweeping
strength of the lynx, while men had
learned to their cost that he even
surpassed that cunning animal in the
deceit of his wa^^s. In short Le Noir
as Trapper, Hunter and Wooer of
Women had a reputation and without
doubt he excelled particularly in the
last this without detracting in any
way from the perfection of his other
attainments.
"Ho, Tardif, how goes the dogs?,"

the question directed at a hulking
young fellow at the end of the bar
nearest the Breed, brought a glance
from everj^ eye and as if it was the
signal for open discussion the air

quickly thickened with argument for
and against the known runners of
the morrow and as befitting a big
man and the winner of last year's
great race LeNoir's opinion was much
in demand. "He had come in with
nine dogs, which ones would ho. run?"
"Did hestillhave L'Eloile the black
bitch that was so much admired last

year?" Did he expect to win the race
again tomorrow?" "Yes by gar I

will win the Race by a day. You
people of Les Rapids cannot grow
the dogs that will beat Le Noir,"
and strange, to say there was none to
contradict the insulting boast.
The well-worn, hand besmudged

swing door behind the counter swung
open and a fair haired girl of some
twenty summers leaned gracefully
against it and said something to
MacDonald. Le Noir caught his
breath and the girl as she backed

through the door cast her clear eyes
over the crowd of men; catching her

glance the Breed immediately rose

from his seat and removed his cap
with a bow and flourish. Before he
could straighten up the creaking door
had closed with a bang. The smile

that had transiigured his face turned
to a scowl and lie elbowed his way
roughly to the outer door.

r.Many times that long afternoon
Virginie MacDonald, the beautiful

daughter of the half Scotch hotel-

keeper, swept the approaching trails

with longing eyes. At last when
night was about to sweep her mantle
of darkness over the world she gave
a happy cry, "Here he is, Mon Brave"
and she tore open the door and
dashed wildly down the little street

and threw herself into the arms of

a muffled figure who strode at the
head of his trail weary dogs. "Whoa
there little girl, have a^heart?" and
a great roar of laughter was smothered
as the golden head was buried in his

mackinaw. "Now chase into the
house while I fix up the dogs," and
with another hug she darted to the
door just as MacDonald feeling the

draught pattered to shut it. "Rex is

here father, and my but he is big
and brave," and snatching a towel
from the nail she furiously bent to

the task of drying the million dishes

that old Mannette was washing; at the
same time there floated through the old

wind slapped, clapboarded Maison de
Pension the love notes of one who has
found her mate, so that in the ad-
joining room many a drink was held
part way to its destination. "Sacre
but that gal can sing."

As the tall figure of tha new arrival

turned the corner to the Dog House in

an unfamiliar way, a man stepped
out from . a shadow, "So that's the
way the wind blows, who is this fine

cock that would play .with Le Noir?'»

Late that night while Virginie
MacDonald and the tall young Eng-
lishman were sitting around the
fire in the little room off the Bar,
speaking in that tongue that makes
no sound, a bad tempered Half Breed
was learning from his co-drinkers
who the young fellow was. With
joyful maliciousness his informants
told him that this must be the man
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from Bale St. Paul, of whom Mac-
Donald and his daughter had often

spoken. A son of one of Mac-
Donald's Scotch friends he had come
to the North Country to trade.

Strong, fast and with the heart of a
lion he sped great distances from
place to place, though this was the
first time that he had actually come
to Les Rapids. Virginie had met
him at various Posts on the lower
Jacques Cartier. Not even thanking
his informers Le Noir slammed out
of the room and went stamping out
into the darkness. Half an hour
later he was closeted in the Scotch-

man's little office and the latter with
face lined with worry was listening to

the low tones of Le Noir. "I have to

buy me big lots of furs my friend,

so I must ask you for that money,
race day has come again and you
recall it was till then that I lent you."
'Yes I know Le Noir, but give me a

chance, I sent a lot of five hundred
foxes into Quebec a week ago. In
another three weeks I will give you
back your four hundred dollars, any-
way aren't you going to win the race

again tomorrow?' "Ah yes of course

but you see," and an insolent grin

spread over his dark face, "I have
promised the prize to La Bonne St.

Anne. Either let me have the money
tomorrow after the race or

"

"Or what?" and a gleam of hope shone
through MacDonald's worry. "Give
me your gal.'- "Sacre Tonneur no"
but the Breed had slipped out of the

door before he had the words fairly

out of his mouth.

In the adjoining room Virginie

•and her man, silent but for the loud
thumping of their hearts, heard the

voices from beginning to end. "Holy
mackerel, what do you know about
that" was the characteristic comment
of the young fellow as he gathered the

girl in his arms. "Say little one of

course we won't let that dime novel

hero get you but just the same I

wish to heaven I had the four hun-
dred bucks that your father seems
to owe the villain."

"And where will father ever get

the money if he doesn't sell the foxes?"

Why except for the five hundred
dollar prize money which Cure

Pouliot has collected for the race

there isn't that much money in all

Les Rapids, so unless we could win
the race." "Say why not? I have
the finest team of dogs this side of

the Labrador, true they have travel-

led fifty miles in the last two days
but what of that? Sixty miles more
tomorrow won't kill them. I'll tell

you what I'll do Vigie girl, I will bring

home the four hundred dollars to the

Ole Man I mean your father and
we'll shoot up the river right after

and get married, what do you say?"
The wide eyes of the girl filled with
tears of pride at the brave words of

her hero. "But Boy, Le Noir has
the most wonderful Dogs, everybody
says that the other men won't have
'a chance." "Just you watch me
tomorrow."

The village of Les Rapids slept

that night with a restless excitement
that was anticipatory of the morrow.
With the lift of dawn came the first

sounds of a riotious day.The-long-to-be
remembered day for the Big Race,
Le Cource des Chiens, had come at

last and at an hour when most of

civilization was turning over for a

last nap, scores of men and boys were
excitedly speeding hither and thither,

some on foot but for the most part in

small two dog sleighs, and soon the

word went out hke wildfire that the

tall English stranger who had come
last night was going to compete.
When he heard of.it, Le Noir laughed
them to scorn, "Bah, one more for

Le Noir to beat."

Two hours later the population of

Les Rapids-swollen by hundreds.was
in a perfect swirl of excitement.

Being alone with his dogs for the

greater part of the preceeding twelve

months the exhilaration of rubbing
elbows with scores of his fellow men
made the average man hysterical,

and simple fellow that he was he

enjoyed himself like a child. The
-trowd pushed here and there till

there wasn't a yard of untrampled
snow in the whole village.

At length as if drawn by an invisible

hand the crowd of Mackinawed giants

surged to the open end of the narrow
street, here already assembled were

six of the eight teams to run.
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Representing as he did some par-

ticular section of the far flung North
each participant was surrounded by a

group of advice giving admirers.

Tightening a buckle here, loosening

a band there, now raising a foot for a

close scrutiny, now patting a friendly

muzzle, each man went carefully and
unhurriedly over the vital things
upon which the R§ce might be won
or lost, unheeding good naturedly
the friendly chaff from opposite
groups. Satisfied, that everything
was shipshape for the gruelling sixty

mile dash, each man in turn gave the
signal in different ways that instantly

caused his dogs to sink to their bellies

in the snow.

No rules governed this wonderful
Race, each runner used what he con-
sidered best. It was noticed that
Raoul Turgeon the mail carrier from
Up River had a line of eight light

dogs before his sleigh. Four others
had teams of six each with the same
general outline of sleigh, but Baptiste
Grenier the grizzled veteran of the
trapline and trail boasted only of

five Huskies that looked particularly

big and strong, and fastened to the
handle of his sleigh by a long slender
thong of caribou was Susette which
Grenier swore was the grandest dog
in all the Country.

Sleek, fresh and perfectly condition-
ed they seeixied anxious to be off on
the trail. Unused to the present
turmoil and bustle they were uneasy
and at a particularly loud shout they
bared their fangs in a half snarl.

Everybody pulls for a winner. Just
as the sweating thousands packed
in the stands of a race course cheer
the oft returned favorite so these
simple folk who hated the man for

what he was gave a shout of welcome
as they heard him in the distance
with the roar of "En roulant ma
boule" on his lips. The mass
of men gave way for Le Noir and
his team who with a great dash drew
up beside Baptiste Grenier. Cunning
rascal that he was Le Noir knew full

well what a strain to man and beast
would prove the long wait. Keen
eyes watched every move of each
dog in the team. Skilled to note- at a
glanc©* the fine points of a racing

husky they"^did not fail to see that
except for Grenier's the other men
appeared to have small chance against
the gigantic dogs of the Half Breed.

No sooner had Le Noir's leader
come abreast of Grenier's than he
snapped viciously, the Black snapped
back and instantly some forty-three
dogs rent the wintry air with their

short, sharp snarls, mouthings that
brought every driver to their heads,
whip in hand. The aggressive in-

solence of the Breed seemed to have
pervaded his dogs and every other
canine took umbrage.
"But what about the English fel-

low?" and the question that was
carrying from lip to lip found its

answer in the appearance of the stran-

ger trotting calmly up the street
towards them.
Out guessing the Half Breed, Mon-

teith had purposely held back till

he had seen his opponent shoot past
him. A good natured cheer greeted
him as he drew his dogs abreast of

Le Noir's and halted them in their

tracks at a gentle command . In a
second the main portion of the crowd
had fought and pushed its mocassion-
ed way to the two and the noise of

the excited dogs was drowned in the
chatter and tumult of a new sensation.
Here side by side it was easy to

compare the merits of the two teams.

Glancing unconcernedly to his right
Monteith saw that Le Noir's dogs
were in perfect condition. Cruel and
wicked in his dealings with men the
Half Breed loved his dogs with a
passion that had oftimes caused him
to give up his last ration to them.
Dog for dog, and each had six, his

rival's were pounds heavier than his,

but their monstrous size was offset
or balanced by the long, powerful
frames of the beasts that crouched
before him.

\Yhile Le Noir's toboggan was of

the regulation type with half the
slats knocked out, Monteith had a
sleigh of his own devising, merely a
skeleton of some six pieces, they
rested on two long, broad aluminum
runners.

The Englishmen's glance travelling
from the dogs to the man he had to

beat was met by a hateful scowl and
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turning to the group of Red Men
about him Le Noir said something
that brought a throathy laugh. Mon-
teith's face flushed but he said no-
thing.

Le Noir mounting his toboggan
shouted to the crowd, "Bets, any
bets?" No answer coming he, reached
under the blanket on the toboggan
and pulled out a gorgeous silver

fox skin, and shaking the pelt aloft his

voice boomed out, "Le Noir bets
this than none can beat him this day.
What, do you admit it? Bah, you,
brave Runners, have you nothing?"
and he shook the Fox tauntingly in

their faces.

"Here," and Le Noir's face flamed
red as he turned to the voice, "Make
the bet worth while, I will bet two
silvers that I will lick you. Mac-
Donald here will tell you of the two
fine skins that he is holding for me at

the House!" The crowd held its

breath, here was something good,
an absolute stranger betting that he
could lick Le Noir? Dieu, history
was being made today.

"Good," snarled the Breed as he
pulled another fox from his blanket
and tossed it into the arms of the
surprised priest, "Ask the Jew Trader
how much he will give me for four
silver Fox skins."

The excitement was intense, the
very air seemed charged with hate and
for all his confidence Rex Monteith
felt his heart thumping against his

ribs.

Sacre this was to be a race to be
talked about, such bets, ma Foi.

Cure Pouliot still laden with the
two fox skins whose tails fiapped
grotesquely against his begowned
legs in the gentle breeze made his

way to I he front of the line. Stand-
ing beside the man on the end farth-
est from Monteith he bade the
eight be ready. A hush fell on the
onlookers, then with "Allez mia
enfants," the long cfuel whips crack-
ed and curled oyer the backs of the
dogs and they were off ou llial I^ace
IIkiI men speak off to this day. Did
I say tiiey were off? all except Le
Noir and Monteith. The nearest
was fully twenty yards away before
the Half Breed without a hand to his

whip shot his dogs onto the trail not
before however turning on his op-
ponent a look of surprise as much
as hate. With a soft "Zeep" the
Englishman sped his dogs on the tail

of the other's team. Before round-
ing the clump of bush that would hide
the runners from view, Le Noir
jumped to his feft on the toboggan
and waved his cap in confident adieu.
Rex Monteith for his part glanced
towards the dirty clapboarded
Maison de Pension and his heart gave
a jump at sight of a white handker-
chief flutteiing from a window and he
turned his face to the trail and the
deadly struggle he felt sure lay
ahead.

Two o'clock that afternoon a crowd
of men, boys, women and children,
surged around a huge fire in the
middle of the street. On two great
spits of green wood sizzled the car-
cass of a giant moose. The crowd as
crowds have done from time im-
memorial whether it be in the heart
of a great city or in the weather
bitten street of a village on the edge
of a vast forest, were pushing from
one speaker to another who were
holding forth o'n how quickly Le
Noir would appear. In another
hour the runners would be due to
arrive by the opposite end of the
street and there seemed little doubt
to their minds that the first to come
panting to the fire would be the great
wolf dogs of Le Noir.

That same hour and at that iden-
tical moment Rex Monteith was
mushing by as he had mushed by six

others, the spent and broken tean)
of Baptiste Grenier. Two of his dogs
were coughing a splotch of crimson
around them while the white grand
leader, tiie pride and joy of tlie

owner's heart, lay stiff and still.

Whitefaced and motionless the
old man waved an encouragement to

the stranger, "He is five miniiles
ahead." Rex nodded and spoke to

his laboring team, ".less," and the

long, low luing leader lengthened
her clocklike stride, instantly the
others followed suit.

Not once had the long whip been
used, not once had the gallant beasts
been urged to do more than their
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willing best, this tall stranger knew
his dogs and better still they had
confidence in him.

The soft, loose snow of the plains

now gave way to a hard, windswept
surface that was but a prelude to the
deadly, heartbreaking climb of the
mountain that towered above him.
Not many minutjes later they struck
the first gentle rise and following a
carefully thought out plan Rex leaped
from the sleigh and darted to the
head of the team. Striking into the
trail ahead of Jess he patted her head
as he passed, 'Come on Old Girl.'

From all calculations the moun-
tain was where they should have
lost speed but lightened by one
hundred and eighty pounds and
strengthened by the lead of their

master the plucky dogs dug their

toes into the trail and sped up. Far
up on the mountain side ahead the
Englishman discerned a liny black
string that marked the climbing
Le Noir.

"Stick to it Jess, come on Soot,"
and the poor brutes stuck to it. Red
eyed, sweating, lolling tongues that
almost swept the snow, feet blistered
and bleeding, now caked with frozen
ice, now touching the raw, quivering
flesh, they put their great hearts
into the pull and Rex noted with
panting satisfaction that the dark
spot ahead was slowly growing bigger.
Suddenly to his astonishment a puff
of white burst from the back of the
train and a bullet hummed wickedly
overhead. For a step Rex faltered
in his stride then setting his mouth in

a grim line he caught up his lope and
pressed on. 'Two can play at that
game my fine fellow' but just the
same he racked his brain for some
way to overcome the vile treachery
of the Half Breed. A flash, a crack,
and another leaden messenger follow-
ed the first. The dogs shook their

heads as it whined past, but kept on.

Half an hour later Monteith breast-
ed the top of the mountain and far
down in the little valley below lay
the village they had started from

—

and the end of the race. Even
from that distance he thought he
could see the scurrj-ing of figures
through the street, for hundreds of

sharp eyes would be trained on the
top of the mountain for the first

appearance of the runners and half

way down, half way home, galloped
Le Noir's team. Alonteith's heart
sank and a cold chill ran up his

sweating back as he saw that he
hardly had a chance, the race was as

good as lost, might as well stop .and
save his team. Suddenly he caught
his breath and almost stopped for the
team ahead had halted with a jerk,

the Breed sprang out and Monteith
could see the rise and fall of his arm as
he cut at the traces of a fallen dog.
'God the race wasn't lost.' A wolf
dog had burnt out his great chest.
Hardly daring to trust his bloodshot
eye^, he felt his chance had come and
he prayed his dogs would be equal
to it. Pausing in his stride he let

the team pass him snatching at his

whip as they slid by. The long lash
curled over the furry backs and
cracked over Jess' head; she faltered

in astonishment then as the second
lick flicked a tuft of hair from her
back she lowered her head in a panic
and galloped as she had never done
before. Each dog in turn was lashed
into surprised pain and they fairly

flew down the trail, "God what hearts"
breathed the runner as with scorched
throat and bursting lungs he goaded
them on. Tearing over the spot that
Le Noir had halted at a few minutes
previously Monteith merely glanced
at the steaming body of the broken
dog and he breathed a prayer that
none of his would do the same.

Five miles, four miles, three miles,

and he was on the tail of Le Noir's

wobbling toboggan. Over the head
of the man in front he could see the
excitement in the village. With red
rimmed eyes and swollen tongue
stuck to the roof of his mouth Rex
couldn't even swear as he saw the
Half Breed raise his rifle and fire

point blank. He shut his eyes. A
snarl from Jess showed where the
bullet had struck, he caught his

breath as he pulled the team up in

their own length. The, bullet had
torn a great piece from tiie shoulder
of the gallant beast. Lashing the
others with a great show of fury lest

they sink to the snow and mix their
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traces, the runner cut her leads and a

second later he whipped the others to

their speed, so quick had he been that

he had barely lost a minute and
fifteen minutes later not five yards
separated the two as they entered
the narrow street. With diabolical

cleverness I^e Noir swung his toboggan
from side to side in oVder to stop the
other from breasting him and it was
thus they passed the little crowd at

the door of the Maison de Pension.

Weary nigh onto death Rex caught
sight of a white, unsmiling face.

Fresh strength came to his leaden

limbs. Casting his whip to the snow
he drew ahead of the failing dogs and
entreated them as only a woodsman
can. Men held their breath as they
staggered up the street. Inch by
inch the stranger drew ahead, now
he was abreast; not a whisper came
from the breatholding onlookers

The smell of burning meat came to

the laboring nostrils of the racers

and they could hear the crackle of

the fire above the scrunch of the
runners. A hundred yards more and
Le Noir with shout and lash sought
desperately to pass this devil of a

stranger, in vain, Monteith gasped
at his glorious team and a second
later he dashed blindly into the
outstretched arms of the priest,a good
teams length ahead of the Half Breed.
Bedlam broke loose, " Hail a new Hero'

'

"Hadn't they- known from the very
first that the stranger would win, such
dogs, such heart." And with shouts
of joy they shouldered the weary
winner, a stranger no longer and
paraded him around and around the

fire.

Not nvany hours later MacDonald
absent mindedly stepping into the

living room,caught sight of two figures

before the fire. The flickering sha-

dows showed the big one with his arms
about the other who seemed to have
her head—sacre where was her head
anyway? And as he tiptoed out he
overheard her say, "And you will

love me for ever and ever?"

The Legend of the Buried Rum
A Tale of Temagami

C. B. MOHR

WHEN old Massobie, crack guide

of all the tourist regions, steep-

ed in story and legend of the

northern lakelands, unfolded to me
this talc of the ruined trading station

within the Temagami Forest Reserve,

h.', little fanci !d that I should attempt
a repetition. Yet the reproduction,

while lacking the sign language and
gesture of the original, is almost
entire, shftrn only of its residual

roughness by filtering through the

nickering (lames of the campfire and
the haze of smoke from innumerable
smudges, for as we sat by the lake

sIkjtc in the calm .July twilight the

mosquitoes ceased not from troubling

nor were the sandflies at rest.
* * * *

In the days of the storied past,

many years ago, there was no trading

post in the whole Temagami region,

for the pathfinders of the fur trade,

whether working northward from the

French settlements or as servants of

the Company of Adventurers Trading
into Hudson Bay, had but slightly

grasped the possibilities of the in-

terior. Hence the Indians who lived

in this illimitable area of lake and
forest, trapping the beaver, the mink
and the otter, were obliged to go

eastward to barter their pelts with

the Great Company on the shores of

the Ottawa, or, crossing the height

of land, make the long journey of

more than three hundred miles to the

posts on .lames Bay. Thus it con-

tinued 'ill one spring. Indians from

the country of the Nipissing brought

word that a fort was being built

at the head waters of the Temagami
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River, a tributary of the Sturgeon,
by men who were not in the employ
of the Great Company. Of course
these Indians did not then know that
a new concern, the North-West, had
been organized at Montreal, which,
recruiting its personnel—woods run-
ners, post keepers and voyageurs

—

from amongst the adventurous Free
Traders of the West, had set out to

cut off as much of the Hudson Bay
trade as possible bj' building forts
in regions and on trade routes then
but poorly served; a condition, it

may be stated, due to the early policy
of the Hudson Bay Company, which
for some seventy years after its

founding was content with fallowing
up lines of 'trade radiating from the
Bay to the interior.

As the first trading station in the
Temagami area this effort of the
North-West Company fully justified

their foresight. It was manned by
daring men, themselves the original

explorers of vast stretches to the
westward, who, thus possessed of
primary information &•= to tribes and
canoe routes, were en-iblcd !> locate
trade feeders and winter pests to

the best advantage. Inured to the
uncertainties that ever favcd the Free
Trader, they brought to the new
enterprise all the individual skill and
initiative so developed. This, linked
with well directed co-operative effort,

enable'd them to devise new, varied
and possibly questionable methods of

augmenting the peltry traffic. True,
thf^ir exchange values, in such or-

dinary- commodities of commerce as
the hunter must necessarily procure
for his furs, were as fair as those of

other traders. But such legitimate
barter failed to appease the mammon,
so we find a great Canadian enter-
prise whose intrepid explorers were
dazzling Europe whith reports of

untapped reservoirs of wealth in the
New World, unhesitatingly intro-

ducing to the sons of the wilderness
the white man's 'lire water' whereat,
idleness and viciousness, ever pre-
valent, were multiplied tenfold and
violence and riot flowed free.

That the scouts of the Honourable
the Hudson Bay Company followed
every move of the Montreal concern

was evident several seasons later.

Early in the spring of that year a
south bound brigade was despatched
from Moose Factory with orders to
make a reconnaissance of the Temag-
gami country, and, if favoured by
fortune in the discovery of somi
likely location, erect a fort and meet
the competition. The progress of
the brigade was necessarily slow for
the hardy voyageurs had chosen the
Abitibi route poling, "tracking," fre-

quently wading against its swift
currents, packing across many leagues
of precipitous and vegetation choked
portages. But turbulent waters or
dense forests, the tug of the tump-
line, the monotony of the paddle,
the annoyance f insects, the silent

potential forces of nature, these things
might impede and delay but could not
discourage such indomitable spirits:

not blindly or unobservantly but
intelligently with dogged patience
and determination they broke through
the opposing wilderness. In clue

time the treadmill of forest and lake
had an ending: the height of land is

crossed and the waters of the south
flowing Ottawa successfully navigat-
ed to the juncture of the Montreal;
battling the currents of the latter
stream, duplicating their labours on
the none too placid Mattawapika
which they followed to its source, the
travellers at length traversed the
winding expanses of Lady Evelyn
Lake to the countrij of deep waters.
(Temagami). Rapidly such compe-
tent woodsmen would explore the
topography of the great lake and its

drainage areas: for their new post
must have a peerless situation and
they must bring all their cunning and
ingenuity into play to offset the
initial advantage of their rivals.

At the head of the lake the brigade

leader pitched a main camp as a

central rendezvous. From there he
sent forth canoe parties to reconnoitre
even to the territory of their antagon-
ists to 'spyout the land.' Two of the
canoemen left Temagami Lake in
a northwesterly direction by way of
Obabika Bay; another party, skirting
farther down the shore line, took the
Gull Lake route unknowingly to con-
verge with the preceeding at Devil's
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Lake on the road to the Sturgeon; a

third, force was sent to explore

the recesses of the Northeast Arm;
while a number of others winding a

sinuoug course between the sombre-
coated islands, sought the southern
outlet through Cross Lake and the

interv^ening creeks and channels.

Woodsmen by profession their itiner-

ary required that they examine first

the established lines of travel. But
it must not be supposed that the
more prominent features of the three

thousand miles of shore-line or the

larger of the sixteen hundred islands

escaped their keen survey. The ex-

periences of a life long environment
had attuned the very fibres of their

being to vibrate in unison with the
wilderness. On trail and trap-line

they were cognizant of the faintest

indications of man or animal. From
Ihe main camps and temporary tepees

of the trappers they read the signs

which told the quantities of fur.

The extent of usage- of a portage
ascertained from the character of its

path, its fire places and camp sites,

gave the degree and direction of

mgvement across it, for the travellers

invariably camped by the water on
which they would next day embark.
Thus they had an index of the volume
of trade that naturally gravitated
toward Temagami.

Before the expiration of a week, all

the explorers 4iad returned to the

main camp on Deer Island. To their

chief each party gave a simple report

of the routes traversed with an opin-

ion of their respective trade possibili-

ties. By fitting together such in-

formation the leader had an accurate

though invisible map of the country
etched into his mind. On this he
concentrated his thoughts, mentally
threading the maze of waterways
and trails; and it were well to deliber-

ate; for weeks of past hardship and
years of future trade focusscd on the

wisdom of his choice.

It appeared that at the narrows of

the lake the trail from the Sturgeon
River watershed after traversing the

length of Manitou-pee-paugee, Em-
erald and Obabika Lakes converged
with the route from Temaganii's
Nf)rll) I^ast Arm. A post in such an

ideal position would divert the trade
from the head waters of the Sturgeon
and so snatch a new fur country from
the former Free Traders. True the
island at this juncture was said to be
small but partially timbered and
rough; but comfort or convenience
was not to be anticipated; location,

as a guarantee of trade was the
determining factor.

The chief had decided and in keep-

ing with that decision the little caval-

cade moved down the lake to the
'swish click' of many paddles, almost
feeling their way to the new post site,

for they moved camp early, these
forest vikings, and the summer sun
had not yet gained sufficient altitude

to vapourize the thick hanging mists.

Of a surety Rabbit Island was their

destination and for ten days thereafter

it re-echoed to the sounds familiar to

early ^ logging operations. Under-
brush was cleared and trees felled;

the log lengths were hewed to square-
ness and carried to the scene of

building operations where those most
skilled in the art of carpentry had
charge. Their conversation, as is

the manner of men of action, was
limited; yet from the fragments of

speech could be detected a knowledge
of three tongues; the long lisping and
hissing syllables of Ojibway, the more
animated conversation of the French,
blended with the burl of an unmis-
takable Scotch accent. Rapidly, yet
orderly the work proceeded for these

were picked men and this was not
their first undertaking of a similar

character. Nevertheless it was no
mean feat that in the aforementioned
space of time the industrious woods-
runners should erect, stock, and open
for trade a compact set of buildings

dignified with the name of fort. The
group consisted of logstore and store-

house, a landing wharf with a small

shed thereon, and scattered about
the edges of the clearing a couple of

still smaller cabins. Nor did they
forget the inevitable flagstaff from
whose pennanted top that trio of

letters long known to the wilderness
proclaimed this as an estahlislunent

of the oldest mercantile house in

America.
To slate that the Hudson Bay peo-
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pie would more readity cliampion
prohibitory measures than their com-
petitors, would perhaps stretch a
point, nevertheless it is stated on
good authority that the Montreal
traders were much the greater of-

fenders in dealing out liquor to the
Indians. Appetites were not easily

changed and the rum soaked redman
was as unreasoning as his similarly

afflicted white brother. The old con-
cern claimed that to abolish the rum
traffic would only result in the Xorth-
West ^^inning over the tribes and
their trade. The French-Canadian
company reversed the argument to

justify their dealings. As a result

the oaken kegs, savouring of Jamica
and Captain Kidd, became an^-thing
but rare about the northern posts.

After 1742 the Hudson Bay Com-
pany definitely embarked on a policy

of interior trading, a move which

brought forth bitter enmity between
the companies. The employees of

the North-West paid on a profit shar-
ing basis exhibited tireless energy in

collecting pelts. At times the traders
of one concern \iolently took furs

from the other; the open violation of

law and order at length causing the
Imperial Government to exert sharp
pressure on the chief executives.
The old voyageurs told of how the
summer supply parties, if following
the same course, would put obstacles
in one another's way; the leading
canoemen of one concern when shoot-
ing a shallow rapid would even clear
a way for themselves replacing the
stones and boulders to hinder and
delay their opponents. Thus, with
considerable fierceness waged the
era of conflict between the fur com-
panies for over half a century-. The
H. B. C. did not intend to be throt-
tled; in invading the interior it launch-
ed an offensive for aggressive and

, rapid conquest of trade. So it

followed that through fat years and
lean, subject to the ups and downs
of competition both Temagami forts

. continued to operate till the merger
of the two concerns in the early
years of eighteen hundred. With
the consummation of this amalgam-
ation and the elimination of

ruthless competition, the English

concern, perpetuated in name and
charter, became once more predom-
inant, the undisputed monopolist of

the fur trade. Though the southern
fort was abandoned its owners had
been by no means vanquished. A
purely Canadian enterprise, organized
over one hundred years after the
establishment of the Hudson Bay
Company, it had become so strong
that it was enabled to plant forts all

through the West to the Pacific, to
absorb the X. Y. and smaller con-
cerns, to put John Jacob Astor and
his Pacific Fur Co. out of business
on the Columbia River and for nearly
forty years to \\athstand the most
persistent and relentless attacks of *
rival having the unlimited backing of

the London money markets, forcing,

in the end, recognition and the offer

of union, a move decidedly in the
interest of profits. Lastly be it

remembered that the inherent
strength so unexpectedly developed
was due in no small measiire to the
system of sharing profits wth those
who performed its labor and did
its bidding.

To the trade war we may charge

the introduction of liquor to the

aborigines but the cessation of the

former did not lead to the aboHtion
of the latter. The experiment had
become a habit, the habit a custom.
The bucks seized on the periods of

leisure and trade to gratify their

appetites; then their first exchanges
called for rum that they might cele-

brate vociferously, hilariously, the
results of a successful hunt; that the
fires of spring and the la\"ishness of

summer might efface from their

memories all thoughts of the awfiil

price which the north had exacted for

sustenance during the season of snow.
On the legion of causes occasioning
such debauches it were idle to specu-
late, but this much we know, that
the reunion of the Wolf, the Bear,
the Beaver, and all the other totems
marked the beginning of weeks of

sleeping and gossiping, carousal and
loafing, during which liquor llowed
freely, fights and even murders being
not uncommon; occasions when in

the olden days of tribal customs the
medicine-man would have been much
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in evidence, his charms and enchant-
ments and contortions seeming big
medicine, a stimulate to those who

. must needs go out to the realm of

the wild.

"When the family larder is full, when
edibles abound,- the Indian does not
move camp. It is part of his native
philosophy that with subsistence as-

sured there is no other incentive to

exertion. So, like a great fair, passed
the annual gatherings at the wilder-

ness posts. The savages lived light-

hearted, indifferent to the hurrying
days. Not until the advent of the aut-
umn frosts brought vivid memories
of the frozen trails did the hunter rouse
himself to prepare for the season of

labor and adventure and strife when
Ihe horn of plenty would be almost
empty. What though his furs were
all bartered and his cache empty; he
might still obtain new credits from
the company and set out for his as-

signed hunting histrict, to take up
once more the wild life which a brief

season of dissipation had interrupted;

to prepare in the brief spell of Indian
summer for the first snow and the
six months' of cold.

Thus the trade seasons revolved,
credits were given, and the debts so

incurred were paid in great bales of

prime green furs. The northward
journey of the supply flotillas carried

these to the company's ships on
the Inland Sea for the trans-Atlantic
voyage to the London market. But

' commercial expansion was having
its innings at the expense of the
natives. Lower and lower sank their

moral level ; for the rum interests were
then as now utterly lawless, utterly

heartless. Now it is a well known
-. fact that even a band of thieves must

recognize honor within Ihcir ranks,

else they do not hold togcliier. But
unfortunately for unscrupulous men
the society in which they move is

not basicly coherent, it lacks stability,

has a tendency to disintegrate. Some-
times this scattering movement pr-

iginatcs by differences within the

band, more often the element of

law, o|)crating from without, hastens

the same result. The class to whi('h

wc refer was spared the trouble of

such dcvcloiimcnts, other and varied

factors were at work stirring up public
sentiment against them. The Mes-
sengers of the Word labored under an
insurmountable handicap. Ta bring
Christianty and neutralize its effects

profited nothing. For the enthus-
iastically drunken redskin, rubbing
off his religious veneer, became again
barbaric, primitively savage. The
missionaries drew vivid pictures of

the devitalizing influences at work
among the Indians by the illegal and
debasing trade tactics employed:
they spoke of the 'infinity of disorder

which the infamous traffic had spread
universally among the Indians,' and
ceased not to protest to the authori-

ties of Church and State.

It may have been due to govern-
mental pressure or perchance the
company governors, in conclave as-

sembled, anticipating such a move
wished to avert it. The immediate
cause unknown, action was sure and
certain, for the spring of 18—^\vit-

nessed the setting out of the supply
flotillas, from the Factory on the
Great Bay complete with all the
customary merchantise except the
familiar casks of rum. Nor did that
radical change suffice. In addition
specific orders to the factors forbade
them to dispose of any more liquor to

the tribesmen.

As chance would have it the warmth
of early summer was augmenting the
interminable green of Temagami's
hills and islands ere these instructions

reached the Rabbit Island factor.

The trading season was already undec
way. Wigwams and tepees of the
woods folk were clustered about the
bank or scattered irregularly at the
edge of the clearing. Near the hu-
man habitations were racks and
scaffolds holding quantities of dry
smoked meat. This, with delicious

Tcmagami lake trout, blueberries,

blackberries and curr"&nts from the

rocky slopes, meant no lack of food.

Ojibway and Crce and half-breed,

Indian cur and husk^ were all ab-
sorbed in continuous carnival; for the

beasts like their masters grew fat

and lazy when the law of the con-

servation of energy was thus rigidly

observed. Newcomers, whose hunt-
ing districts were more distant, were
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constantly arriving, to pay their

debts, to have their spree, to take
the rest cure. The factor was laced
with the dead opposition of circum-
stance. He must act quickly yet
tactfully; for with the trading season
but half finished and with a consider-
able quantity of rum in his storehouse
where effective concealment was im-
possible, he was virtually asked to

defy a mob of partially drink-crazed
natives.

Now at that early date the politico

^commercial power of a fur company
was a thing by itself. In a word it

was absolute; to be feared and to be
obeyed, for to incur its displeasure
would be to remove one's means of

livelihood within an area bounded
by two seas. To acquaint the In-

dians with the new conditions of
trade, to dispose, in secret, of his

surplus stock: these two problems
confronted the factor, to the former
of which he first addressed himself.

Thus you must picture a motley
crowd, such as can invariably be
found about a northern trading settle-

ment; post men, trade Indians,
freighters and an infinite number of

hangers-on, clinging while they may,
to the atmosphere of man^ who,
summoned by messenger, gather
about the, log store from which the
factor emerges and speaks. "You
are the Company's people and your
interests are the Company's interests.

The Company has decided at the
request of the Great King to trade no
more in the white man's 'firewater,'

This because it is wrong to be drunken
and also because a drunken man is

bofli sick and unhappy. He acts as
if possessed with an evil spirit. He
is always in debt as he will not work.
He becomes meaner and more to be
despised than the sneaking wolf.
The good fathers at the mission have-
spoken often to you of the evils of
drink. Work that you may have
warmer clothes to wear and more
meat to eat. Take heed to the wishes
of the Great Company."

The Indians listened, stolid, expres-
sionless, silent and when the speaker
ha4 ceased, withdrew to their tepees.
But an uneasiness like that of the
blood lust w^as upon them. "No

more firewater? That could not be!"
Their murmurings grew louder and
louder till the old men, sensing
trouble, sought a safe outlet for the
young bucks' surplus energy. With
the coming of darkness an ancient
fetish custom was revived in spirit.

Arrayed in their grand ceremonial
robes of deerskin, enhvened with
dashes of trade plaids and silks which
but added to the barbaric gorgeous-
ness of the occasion, the elders of the
tribe forthwth organized not a "scalp
dance of victory" called by the his-
toran the "real spirit of the north,"
but a "rum dance of protest." Then
placing an empty rum keg on a pole
within a circle of fire which silhouetted
their bodies against the intense black-
ness of the spruce-pine forest, they
gave vent to their feelings by dances
and wails and weird incantations
which continued till midnight. Then
indeed did the physical man rebel
and as enthusiasm waned, little by
little the group dwindled. The few
that Hngered squatted on their
haunches by the fire to smoke and
chat. When pipes were finished and
the blaze had died to embers and
these in turn became white powdery
ash they too sought their blankets.
The camp was asleep.

At two the factor arose. The
moon had risen and its soft radiance

illumined the promontories and shore

line of the island and rendered visible
the wooded slopes across the lake.
Truly the weather gods were with him.
He listened expectantly for the sound
of human voices coming from the
direction of the midnight revelry.
The pecuhar noises produced by
myriads of night haunting insects and
birds smote his ear. "Occasionally
these lesser sounds were drowned by
the spasmodic wolf-like wail of the
Indian curs, voicing to all creatures
of the wild the immemorial wrongs-
which the domination of mankind
had \\TOught. To such natural and
nightly recurring phenomena he gave
no heed. Undoubtedly all was satis-

factory; a slumbering camp augured
well for the successful culmination
of his plans. The factor carried his

largest canoe to the water's edge,
once more making certain that no
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one was astir. He returned to the
storehouse from which in a moment
he reappeared bearing a keg under
each arm. These he laid on the
shore beside his craft. Three times
he repeated this journey being care-

ful to keep, as completely as possible,

within the shadows of the buildings
and forest. Before quitting the place
on his last trip he put the empty kegs
in order and brought out an axe and
spade. Smoothly he turned the
canoe over, slid it into the shallow
water, piled his cargo amidships and
shoved off. Paddling noiselessly he
skirted the shore-line. At the north-
ern end of the island was a little

sandy hillock thickly crowned with
Jack pine and sloping to an excellent

landing cove. Thither the factor
directed his canoe.

Though beyond danger of im-
mediate detection, one, in such a
position, must, hke the expert Indian
trailer utilize his knowledge of wood-
craft to avoid disturbing the natural
order. It thus takes the factor longer
than in loading to scale the slope and
convey his goods to the high land.

Here definiteness ends and the legend
is vague and hazy: but somewhere,
states tradition, within this oblong
natural clearing on the flat-topped
hillock, flanked wth evergreens, the
white sands covered his cargo, while
skill and nature effaced all indications
of the deed.

For almost a generation the an-
cient custom of tribal celebrations
had given way to those forms of

amusement and debauchery intro-

duced by the white man. Totem pole,

medicine man and potlach had sur-

rendered their vested rights to the
traders' rum. Thus it is but natural
that being so suddenly faced with
changed conditions the Indians should
Jiavc no further desire to linger.

Trading became more rapid; debts
were paid, credits arranged and sup-
plies obtained. The redskins grew
impatient for the hunt and left for

the wilds ere the first tang of frost

was felt, better prepared for the
chase; wth more time to mend
snowshoes and moccasins, traps and
deadfalls, work necessarily prececd-
ing a successful trapping season.

. One day late that fall, when icy
needles began to close on narrows
and dead water and bank upon bank
of low gray clouds betokened an
early fall of snow, two canoemen
beached their craft below the log
buildings of the post. The couriers
hailed from Moose Factory and bore
a special message for the Temagami
factor. It appeared that an old and
trusted servant of the Company,
who had been in command of an
important and strategically located
post on the Ottawa, had suddenly
died. It was a fort necessarily fully

manned as a great quantity of val-
uable supplies were from there dis-

tributed throughout the Valley.

Thither by command the Rabbit
.
Island factor must proceed. He real-

ized that but a few days remained
before the relentless fingers of the
frost grip would sheath lake and river

with an icy film rendering canoe travel

impossible. Then he would be oblig-

ed to wait till the ice strengthened,
till the coming of the Big Snow, a
veritable deluge on the wings of the
Northwest wind, ushered in a new
winter and in the transformed wilder-
ness to prepare another means of

travel. Such a condition of things
would entail extra work in the pre-
paration of equipment for man and
dogs; the transition period would
mean indefinite delay. But the or-

ders of the Great Company were
specific, they brooked of no delay.

Forced accordingly to travel light

and fast the post guardian gathers
his own personal effects and sets out
foi'thwith, determined to ground his

bark on the Ottawa ere the inter-

vening waters were imprisoned by
the frost. And with the egress of this

commercial pioneer of Temagami
there remained no definite word or.

living witness of his interdictoiy dee
in all that illimitable domain save
the fringe of silent stoical pines
guarding, the sandy plateau, and
these would forever hold their secret.

The days of the trade war long
since past, the considerations which
dominated the founders of the little

Hudson Bay fort in their selcction'of

a site no longer prevailed. Thus it is

not surprising that, when a few years

is
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later, the old post must needs be
rebuilt, another island more congenial
to the haunts of man should be
snatched from amongst the innumer-
able brood that the giant octopus
had formed by thrusting arms and
legs and feelers in every direction
into the wonderland of granitic hills

and pine-covered vastnesses beyond.
So Rabbit Island with its legends and
associations forever ceased to be the
social and financial centre of Tem-
agami. With the passing decades,
an ancient ruin, redolent of memories
of the past, conjuring up to your
mind, deeds of unchronicled heroism
performed in the vast Canadian
hinderland, now blending admirably
with the primeval forest of the re-

ser\^ation, is the meager vestige, the
sole remnant of a once busy mart of
trade.

* * * *

Such in essence is the legend of the
buried rum as it came to me slowly
in broken language and gesture from
one who had heard the oft-told tale

of fruitless expeditions in the Ojib-

way lodges of the north. And of the
pale face also he spoke from whith I

gathered that since the results of the
energetic and long suffering labours
of our temperance organizers are
becoming apparent in the prohibitory
ordinances of the land, it was whisper-
ed among the tribesmen that fat
sleek men of the south, marked
devotees of Bacchus, with a look as of
a great thirst acquired by trodding
the pavements of some now dry city,

go north each spring to join in spirit

with the shades of the departed
aborigines in their dance on the
secret ground beneath which lies the
rum barrels—for spirits know all

things—and to sup with them the
"swish liquor" as it seeps from out the
bung holes of the oaken casks. So
for an era, from times remote, this
"fiery fluid" as one Ingersoll has said,
' 'all golden with imprisoned light,

capable of driving the skeleton from
the feast or of painting landscapes
on the brain of man" has lain latent
within the sturdy staves of oak
"somewhere in Temagami."

Sled Dogs
Robert G. Hodgson

THE Northern dogs used for all

purposes but most generally for
drawing the toboggans of the

hunters and trappers in the winter,
are generallj^ termed "husky" dogs.
This term is often a mistake as
huskies are a breed of dog whereas
all kinds of dogs are found in the
north.

The husky proper, is a cross
between a dog and a wolf; this cross
may be a half breed wolf or it may
be only a slight trace of wolf. They
usually have a good deal the appear-
ance of a wolf even if nearly all dog.
Their weight and color varies accord-
ing to the breed of dog introduced:
the usual color is gray, from a white
to a dark gray; the weight of an
ordinary- sled dog is seventy to eighty

pounds when in working order. Their
hair is short and thick.

When working the>- are fed once

a day, usually at night. After their
meal they are given a dry place to
lie and they are contented and ready
for the next daj's' work. The allow-
ance for one dog a day is one pound
of corn meal and one-quarter pound
of tallow made into a mush though
they are often fed on fish. This is

the case during the summer months.
The husky seems to have a mean,
slinky disposition, the owners being
much to blame for this. Large num-
bers of these dogs are kept by the
Indians and trappers in the North;
during the summer they are kicked
around and generally abused, causing
them to have a bad nature. The
most of those we saw were fairly good,
but they will steal anything that is

not tied down or rather up. They
will steal it anyway if it is within
reach. We have seen them hit over
the head with a large club with only
a small provocation; barking- when
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someone was trying to talk or a trifle

like that.

The Malamute, another dog of the

Northern country, is one of the best.

They come from the McKenzie River
district and are like the other huskies

in many respects being part wolf.

Then comes the dogs of various
^

descriptions, colors and breeds. So^'

long as they are strong and willing they
answer the trapper's purpose so that
generally speaking, they are not
particular of the breed. Long-haired
collies, short-haired bear hounds and
various caosses are all used in sled

service. Then again wolves are quite

Mr. Gale With Dogs

frequently used as dogs and are
broken and loaded the same as them.
They arc the Limber wolves,and are

taken when young and (.amed. In-

dians up around the Northwest ter-

ritories use them considerably. Not
long ago a trapper from over two
hundred miles north of Fort William,
wrote me asking if I wanted to buy
four wolf-pups, two of which had
hocn broken in. Try to imagine if

you can the consternation they would
cause in a civilized and thickly
populated neighbourhood, or our sur-

prise some morning to go out and
find that one of the wolves had eaten
Fido as an appetizer for breakfast

and was then contemplating the
neighbours' prize pug. I appreciated
the offer but had to refuse.

The photo of my friend with the
two dogs, was taken in Algoma.
They belonged to a trapper. He
paid fifty dollars apiece for them when
^they were pups and considered them
cheap, they having developed into

good dogs. Dogs of superior qualities

bring fabulous prices and often money
will not bivy them. An old ex-Huci-
son Bay Factor was telling us of

being offered five hundred dollars

for a team he had and his reply was:
"Twice that price won't buy those
dogs; they're not for sale."

Dogs in the north, though used
exclusively for the purpose of hauling
sleds during the winter months are
used during the summer for much the
same purposes as horses are in rural

parts of Ontario. As witness of

this the photo shows dogs plowing.
The plow shown is not a miniature or a

special one in any way; it is the
regular, one-horse farm plow. When
we first went into this place we saw
land under cultivation and were
surprised for we supposed they must
have horses. Naturally we wondered
how they would transport horses
and use them in such a place. Usual-
ly six dogs were hitched to the plow
and once they started, they had very
little difficulty in plowing, especially

when we were there. The hardest
part was in breaking the sod in the
first place; any one acquainted with
soil and soil conditions will know what
a proposition this would be. A dog
team must have a leader, most gen-
erally acknowledged to be born and
not made for without a leader a team
would be useless. These leaders
must be leaders in every way: they
lead the team, must be always ready
to go and must lick the other, unruly
dogs into submission when occasion
arises for so doing. Leaders, are of

course, only dogs and quite apt to

make mistakes and have bad habits^

but they are better trained than the
others and have more brains or

knowledge.

It is a fact fairly well-known that

a great deal of swearing is used in

driving dog-teams, While I have
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heard this for years, until I actually
saw the dogs in operation I thought
the most of it was "buncombe."
However I now admit that the aver-
age sled dog driver has a very large
vocabulary and uses it often and
plentifully. In fact -dogs will not
drive without it. This roiiH easily

and quickh' be remedied if it was
desired to do so. The hunter, trapper
or other inhabitant of the remote
parts usually expresses himself in

strong language when he is angry,
it is natural that he should do so when
his dogs do not go right. The dog
knowing he is angry and uses certain

language, probably receiving a thrash-
ing besides, naturally connects this

language the next time it hears it

w'ith the former thrashing it received,
and consec[uenfly does it best so that
the dog driver thereafter is of the
opinion dogs cannot be driven without
swearing. Were it not for the circum-
stances as related and were the dogs
used to firm language, but not swear-

ing when threshed, scolded or even
being trained, it would be an entirely

different matter and they would
drive as well without swearing as

they do at present with it.

immjujumaa

Cyril G. Wates

DO you believe in Fate?" asked
the Hunter, just to make con-
versation and he hitched him-

self a little nearer to the fire. The
Mountaineer, to whom the question
was addressed, did not reply at once
but leaned over and fished out a
burning twig. Having lighted up
to his satisfaction, he drew a blanket
around his shoulders to keep out the
cold night breeze and puffed in
thoughtful silence for a few seconds.
The blazing logs mads lanes of
flickering light among the poplar

trees. The leaves which carpeted
the ground and still clung to some of
the branches, were visible as a fitful

picture in monochrome, giving no-
hint of the blaze of gold and crimson
which had glorified the woods at
sunset. The only sounds were the
ripple of the brook, the sighing of a
light wind among the trees, the stir-

ring of some wild creature in the dry
leaves and the cheerful crackle of the
camp fire. At last the Mountaineer
spoke.
"Do I believe in Fate? Well that
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depends a good deal on what you
mean by Fate. People often ask

that question pretty carelessly, with-

out stopping to think what they do
mean. Then again, some people talk

of Fate when they mean the power
that governs the universe—what we
should call God, you know. I don't

think you mean that, either, because

if you" did you wouldn't have asked

the question. No one who has spent

much time in the open, especially

in the mountains, can be an atheist.

Up among the rocks and glaciers

where you can actually see Him at

work building up or tearing down
whole mountain ranges, a fellow

would have to be either blind or a fool

not to realize the existence of God.

"No. I don't think you mean
that when you say 'Fate.' I think

you mean something that is the

opposite of 'Free-will.' Something
that makes us do things, often to

our injury, which we might not
otherwise have done. !• guess it

was that kind of Fate which invented

the hoodoo of Friday and thirteen

and step-ladders and new moons and
all the other superstitious rot. It's

what the old Classics used to call

Nemesis.. Well, as to that kind of

Fate, I beg permission to reserve a

definite opinion, but I will say this

much, that I don't disbelieve in Fate.

There certainly are some curious

things happen—but excuse me, fel-

lows! I'm afraid I am getting prosy.

Us rather a habit of mine, you know."
"Now, see here." said the Hunter.

"We know quite well that you have a

story up your sleeve, so you might
as well start in and get it off your
system," and the rest of us adding
our solicitations to his, the Moun-
taineer yielded and tald us the story

which I have here recorded. The
events occurred exactly as described

except that, for obvious reasons, I

have changed the names of both
persons and places.

"When a man has an accident he
probably regards it as such." began
the Mountaineer. "When he has a

second accident of the same nature
and on the same date he perhaps
thinks of it as a coincidence. But
when he has a third accident also

on the same date it begins to look

like Fate and you would hardly blame
that man for ticketing that particular

date as unlucky—at least for him.
The first of these accidents I am going

to describe occurred on one of my early

trips into the Canadian Rockies. A
partyof eight of us had gone into a

newly opened district and although a

few people had travelled through these

valleys before, very little information
was available and many of our trips

partook of the nature of explorations.

"One of the party was a young fel-

low named Jack Blake. He was tall
.

and active, brimming over with fun '-

and good-nature and always in the ;

front if anything difficult was on
foot. We were absolute greenhorns
in mountain craft and we enjoyed
ourselves in the free, irresponsible

.

way that such parties of greenhorns
usually do; climbing 8000 foot ridges

and calling it mountaineering, fording

streams knee-deep and thinking we
had accomplished wonders, tramping
ten miles and marvelling at ourpowers
of endurance.

"About eighteen miles from our
camp was a body of water called

Icy Lake, which derived its name from
the large pieces of ice always floating

on its surface. As this was reputed
to be one of the most interesting

places in the district Ave all felt that

it would be a great mistake to miss
seeing it. Accordingly, one day when
the end of our holiday was fast ap-

proaching, we started from our camp
at noon and camped for the night

about half way to Icy Lake. I am
not going to attempt to describe all

the marvels of the scenery along our
route. Suffice it to say, that the

following morning we began to climb
a steep winding trail into a magni-
licent' valley, bounded by terraces of

huge black cliffs. At the head of

the valley was a snow-clad mountain
with a great glacier on its flank.

From this mass of ice flowed a small

stream which was reinforced in its

course by many waterfalls, spouting

from the cliffs on cither hand, so

that when it crossed our path it had
assumed (luite respectable dimensions.

Directly ahead of us, on the farther

side of this little stream, was a magni-
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ficent cascade, formed by the waters

of Icy Lake discharging over the

- cliffs into the valley where, joined

.'by the stream' from glacier, they

continued their mad rush as a raging

torrent fully sixty feet in width,
. curving around the precipitous base

of a great ice-capped mountain.

"Such a majestic scene gave us

pause and we wasted a good deal of

time feasting our eyes upon its details.

I say 'wasted' advisedly for we still

had the stream to cross and seven
miles of unknown trail to cover.

Distant thunder warned us that the

glorious weather we had been enjoy-
ing was about to break and we hasten-

ed to find a suitable place to ford the

stream. As we had ladies in the

party we wasted more valuable time
looking for a shallow spot. At last

we found a place where the stream
was divided by a gravel spit and with
the aid of a small log we all safely

reached this little island. As we were
preparing to swing the log across the
other branch of the stream, the clouds
burst in torrents on the cliffs and
along their edges the cascades, which
five minutes previously had been

I

mere feathery plumes, shot with
> rainbows, became raging spouts of
• mingled Water, mud and boulders,

making a continuous roar like the
rattle of artillery. Already the
stream was rising rapidly and we

: hastened to drop the log into place

I
but it was now too short to bridge

' the gap and to our dismay we saw
it carried away by the rushing water
and disappear into the tossing foam
of the main stream.

"Luckily, the stream was not yet
loo deep for wading or our position
in mid-current might have been very
serious. We men seized the ladies
of the party without ceremony and
transported them to safety. Jack
Hlake had done his share of this duty
hen someone discovered that a
amera had been left on the island.

Jack volunteered to go for it. He
reached the island without mishap,
lit in returning through the now

t;reatly swollen torrent he had dif-

ficulty in keeping his footing on the
shifting gravel. When within a yard
of the shore his feet went out from

**A place where the stream was flivided by a
gravel spit.*'

under him, there was a violent
scramble, a whirl of arms and legs,

a hurried helping hand and Jack and
the camera were safe on shore, the
former being the richer by a rather
badly sprained ankle."
"And that was the end of Jack's

first accident."
The Mountaineer rolled over to

reach a log to replenish the fire and
having lit another cigarette and drawn
his blanket around his shoulders once
more, he continued his story.

"The following summer when I

began to make my plans for a^trip
to the mountains my thoughts 'nat-

urally turned to those who had
helped to make the previous year's
holiday so enjoyable. To my regret
I found that few, if any of them,
could come. The great war had been
raging for nearly a year and this

made it doubly difficult for them to

get away. Jack Blake had enlisted

and was now in training at a distant
camp.
"However I found no difficulty

in organizing a party as the time
drew near, one by one the gallant

eieht found that Ihev could not
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resist the call of the great hills and
when the day of departure arrived,

Jack Blake was the only one missing.
And then, at the last moment, came
a letter to say that he had b^en grant-
ed a week's leave and would be with
us for the latter part of our holiday.

Great was the rejoicing at the news
for his cheery face would have been
greatly missed from among us.

"Again we visited our haunts of

the previous year and the first week
was largely spent in repeating all

our former escapades for the benefit

of the newcomers. When Jack ar-

rived on the scene we planned to

repeat our trip to Icy Lake and, as

before, we camped at the foot of

the great valley of which I spoke.
The following day was the anniver-
sary of Jack's little mishap. Imagine
our dismay when we arrived at the
glacial stream, to find that hot weath-
er had swollen it to so great an extent
that it was impossible to ford. The
little torrent rushed down irresistibly

between its steep-cut gravel banks
and we were warned of a greater

danger still by the continuous, weird
rumble of great boulders grinding

riie drift loK broke In t»o, in the inhldle.*

against each other as they were
carried down by the muddy mill-

race."
"What to do? That was the

question. 'Build a bridge' cried Jack
and so it was decided. That after-

noon we felled a small tree in the
nearby forest and, with infinite labor,

dragged it across the gravel flats to

the side of the stream. Heavy labor
perhaps, but how our city-bred mus-
cles thrilled to the joy of the unac-
customed exertion and how our lungs
expanded in the glorious mountain
air!

"Who would not work amid such
surroundings? The unbroken blue
of the sky, the white foam of the
waterfalls, the deep greens of the
forests, the greys and blacks of the
precipitous rocks—but I must stick

to my book.

"One end of the tree we loaded
with rocks against which it could
pivot. To the other end we fastened
a rope and then swung it out into

the stream. The current rapidly
carried it into position and soon our
tree was securely wedged from bank
to bank, with the water foaming over
it as though in anger at having been
overcome.

"Now it was a considerable dis-

tance to the forest and there were no
other logs available on this side. On
the other side, however, there were
plenty of large drift logs and so Jack
and I crossed the tree and obtained
one of these logs which was easily

swung into place beside the other.

Having piled more stones around the
ends of the logs we announced our
labors completed and prepared, to

return. I crossed first and opened
my camera to take Jack's picture oH;
tlie bridge.

"Hardly had I pressed the bulj

when there was a sharp crack,

cry of 'Take carel' and the dn
log broke cleanly in two in the middle
dropping Jack into the raging torrent.

As no fell he managed to get hold of

the sound tree trunk. Being on
the upper side of the tree, the current

forced his -chest against it and carried

his legs underneath. So great was
the suction that his body was grad-
uallydragged down until his neck was
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pressing against the tree, cutting off

his supply of air.

"Two courses were open to him.
He could remain clinging to the log

uirtil the life was choked out of him
«Dr he could let go and be washed
under the tree in the hopes of gaining
the shore before he was crushed by
the grinding boulders, knowing that
if he were not successful he would
be carried into the main torrent and
over the cataracts we had so much
admired that morning. Jack made
his choice in the fraction of a second
and let go.

"Of course j'ou will realize that
all this took place in a much shorter

, time than I can tell it and that we
were helpless to assist him in the*

brief space while he was clinging to

the log as it was all a man could do
to balance himself on such a narrow
bridge and in case of a slip there would
have been two to rescue, instead of

- one.

"The next instant Jack was under
the log and whirling down stream
unable to reach the surface. But
Joe Winslow, who had started down

the bank, with admirable fore-

thought, as soon as the log broke,
rushed into the water and grabbed
at Jack's outstretched hand. We,
in turn, seized his other arm and
formed a human chain. A moment
later Jack was lying on the shore
gasping, his body bruised and cat
and his lungs half full of muddy water,
but otherwise unhurt.

"And that was the end of Jack's
second accident."

There was a long pause during
which the Mountaineer seemed to
be making up his mind what to say
next. Finally the Hunter reminded
him:

—

"What about the third accident?"

The Mountaineer scrambled to
his feet, shook the dry leaves from
his blanket and folded it methodically
before he answered. Then he stared
at the dying embers of the fire and
said quietly:—

-

"A year from that day Jack went
into the trenches for the first time
and two hours later he was killed

by a piece of shrapnel."

Mother's Moose Kill

Ella Vic.kers

CHARLES the second and ^
had been in the habit for sev-
al years of spending a month

on the shores of Ahmic Lake, where
we found the rest, and quiet which
our souls craved. There was not
an abundance of game, but Charles
.could, as a rule, get his deer while I

was content to trail around shooting
a few birds and rabbits, until one
year I found that I had a great desire

for larger things. One morning I

had been left behind, while our host
Danny, Charles, and one or two
kindred spirits, had gone on an early
hunt, and I was given a shot gun load-
ed with ball-cartridges and told to
stay on the wharf and watch, as
once upon a time a deer had been
known to swim across the back Bay,
and ^I might (?) see something.

To my amazement, this morning a

deer did swim across the Bay, having
eluded the keen eye of the hunters,
and I decided then and there that in

future a rifle I must have. So behold
me, the next fall with a fine new
thirty-two Winchester special. One
fine afternoon our party of five with
Wallace the guide and the hounds
made our way across the Lake to the
district beyond, as Danny had been
told that two deer had been seen that
morning. I was stationed on a huge
rock which pushed itself into the line

of the bush road causing it to semi-
circle about its base,and after receiv-

ing the usual instructions, about
keeping quiet, etc, etc., was left to

meditate on the wonderfully thrilling

experience that Doc. had once had
on that spot. I watched and scarcely
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Mother's Moose Kill

winked a lasli, my heart Fpounding
when I heard the dogs, and how I

realized the fearful responsibility, for
I fell that these wonderful men never
missed a deer, and what a disgrace
if something did come along and I

should fail, for well I knew I would •

never hear the end of it.

In about twenty minutes the still-

ness was suddenly broken by a sound
behind me like that of a trotting horse.
I wheeled, and there coming straight
towards me through the avenue" of
trees, was a large iron-grey animal
longlegged and long-nosed, "wdth two
short sj)ike horns. I had never seen
a moose in the woods and had not
heard of one being .seen in that section
of the country for vcars but like a
Hash f thought "Moose!" "I have
to kill it," for just a quarter mile
beyond, Danny and .Jim stood watch-
ing and would get him if I failed.

I fired, and immediately
he stood still. Evidently-
I had missed. Then some-
thing flashed through my
mind. I had heard m>
friend the Doctor say, that
a startled moose would*
stop and listen, if not hit,

so, taking my time, I fired

again, and this time he
fell, kicking four feet in

the air, and in a few
seconds lay quiet.

When I came to, I heard
myself say "What next?"
then I thought of Charles,
who was about a mile fur-

ther on, and I started to

run up the road towards
him, when, didn't, those
two blessed deer that we
had hoped to see, dart into

the bush, just'aheadof cie.

Being somewhat excited,

and out of breath I stood
and watched them dis-

appear without a thought
of shooting at them.
When I had gone some

distance, I beheld Charles
hurrjing toward me. He
had heard the shots and
was fearful lest I had seen

somethinglU He said,

"Did you shoot?"
I nodded.
"Yes?- -- What?"
"Something," I panted, "Come and

s^e."

We raced back, and I tell you, it was
a supreme moment for me, when he
saw my prize lying dead at the foot
of a huge black birch.

"Why Mother," he said, "It's a.
moose, and "Say ! vou have made a'
good shot!"- for the bullet had hit!

him jusl in front of the ear. ranging
backward, and breaking the spine,
close to his head.

We stood in the road and most I

solemnly shook hands. Slipping off

his coat and rolling up his sleeves,
(Charles mac^e ready to disembowel
the animal, in which unpleasant,
though necessary duly I must per-
force assist for I felt that I "must
play the game."
That done, we decided with much
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yiggling that we would not let Danny
mid the others know of our success,

it we could avoid telling, until we got
liome to supper, so being determined
to go the whole way, I left Charles
on guard and walked three miles to
the landing at the Lake to ask Bert
to bring his team and draw the moose
in. I found him ploughing, and he
immediately forsook the plough and
hitching his horses to the waggon
drove me back to the now famous
rock in the middle of the road, where,
in the language of the settler, "The
woman killed the moose."
On getting to the Lake, we left

the game on the shore and rowed
across the water to the house where
we found the rest of the party
solemnly smoking and asking the
usual questions, and of course, "Who
fired those two shots at 4.19?"

I escaped questioning at first and
then Danny said,

"Mother, did you see those two
deer?"

"Yes," I said,

"Then you missed them," said he.
"No I did not even draw a bead on

them, I shot something bigger, for I

killed a moose."
At once, the derisive laughter and

chorus of "Yes, you did!" and "Where
is it?" etc., etc., but when Charles

helped me to convince them, I

received a ringing cheer, and at least

felt that I was not on sufferance
any longer, but a real hunter.

After supper, we jnade a party of
the entire household and all went in
the big scow, towed by the motor
boat, and with much fun and many
jokes the moose was brought in state
and hung between two trees.

The next day I received great
attention and much respect from the
men of the party, Danny offering to
carry my coat and Charles was afraid
my gun was too heavy, but I tried to
keep my head, because I was not
quite sure just how I had done it,

and when someone asked,
"Where did you aim?"
I meekly repHed "At the moose."
Danny told me confidentially that

he would have given a good deal
to have had that shot, but as he did
not, he would rather have me do so
than any one else, and woman-like
I believed him.
The moose was a yearling bull and

weighed 378 pounds and had evident-
ly strayed westward on an exploring
expedition from the confines of Al-
gonquin Park for we learned after-
wards that he had been seen crossing
the river above the Lake some days
before.

George Roberts Hunt

THE wild cat is an animal that
is much heard about but little

seen and very little seems to
be known about them aside from
descriptions given in hair-raising
literature. It is a common belief

that they hide themselves in trees

and then after awaiting the approach
of man or any other prey, spring on
them from an overhanging limb.
The truth of the matter is the wild
cat is very cowardly rarelj^ attacking
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anything larger than a young pig
or lamb and often visiting a near
rancher's hen roost.

They are a species of the lynx, but
not so large as the lynx, and only
weigh around twenty pounds. They
are about thirty inches long with a
tail of about six inches. The general
colour above and on the sides is of a
reddish brown overlaid with grayish
hairs. The coat is surrounded with
a collar of long hair. The inner
surface of the ear is black with a
white patch, having a pencilling
of dark hairs in winter. The tail

is marked with a small black patch
above at the end and with half rings
on its upper surface. Their legs

are long and have not the snowshoe
principle of the lynx while the soles
of their feet are naked.

They are fond of dark and lonesome
cedar swamps and here they spend
the most of their time. They are
very strong and when pursued, cor-
nered or hard pressed will exhibit
aidaring and ferocity that is remark-
able.

The European wild cat, unlike the
native of North America is no relation
to the bay lynx. From these our
domestic pussy is supposed to' have
originated. It is very interesting
to note the many suggestions and
facts put forth by different natura-
lists. Chief among them is the re-

lation of our domesticated cat to the
wild cat.

It is generally well-known that

when America when first discovered,
these animals either tame or wild
were not found here and so all our
cats whether tame or wild are de-
scendents of the ones first brought
here by the Europeans. Some au-
thors claim that the wild cat is a

distinct species from the domestic
cat because the tail of the former is

shorter and bushier than that of the
later, but this claim proves nothing
for much greater differences are found
in dogs which acknowledged are to

be of the same race. The wild cats

of the European continent are either

the descendants of the original races

that have continued untamed from
the beginning or are descended from
domesticated cats that have wandered
from their homes, and living apart
from man have relapsed into bar-

barism. It is said that the wild and
tame cats sometimes meet in their

wanderings and when they do, the
females of the tame breed are well

treated by the savage cats while the

tame males are sometimes torn to

pieces. When wild and tame cats

breed together a strain is produced
known as the tig§r cats.

That wild cats are descendants
from the domestic cat that have
entered into barbarism is quite pro-

bable for cats have a great habit
of leaving their homes and wandering
in the woods, until in time they no
doubt become wild. The author has
repeatedly caught them in steel traps

that were set for other animals in

some of the heaviest parts of timber.

Fishing Through the Ice

E. J. McVeigh

IF
someone should ask me the

question, "How old must a man
be before he quits being a fool."

I would liavc to give the old answer
"You will have to ask an older man
than I."

> Fishing through the ice has never
been projxnly defined, so that I

cannot say whether it is sport, hard
work, or just blankety-blank foolish-

ness. I expect it depends on many
things— first, who you arc,—second,

who are the other fellows—how long
you have been shut up in the city,

and what kind of a bunch of nuts you
consort with anyway.
The world looks diiTcrent from up a

tree, so also it looks different up in the

mountains from wliat it does in the

city along in March, when some bug
drops in to your office and says
"Don't you think the fish would re-

spond if we made a hole in the ice

and dropped them a line," and of
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course, being a bug yourself, you have

visions at once. Gee those visions,

the smooth expanse of white covering

the ice about three inches; six, eight,

or ten holes with line and tip-up,

nice fire on shore to keep you "comfy"
and the wild runs out to the holes

where you pull up the four, six or

eight pound trout, and yell like an
Indian—Oh, sure, that's just the
way it looks from the office chair,

and who doesn't want to "make his

dreams come true?" Lives there a

(fisher) man with soul so dead who
never to himself hath said I got
whopped last time, but this time itwill

be different?

So we went, three of us.t. The snow
was not bad in the city. It seldom
is where many, thousands of dollars

are spent keeping it down. You may
have noticed that. I may also say,

as information, that the same care
is not taken of it in the mountains
"where all of nature is sensible and
only man the fool."

'

I noticed from the car window that
the snow got deeper as we got
further into the hills, but what of it,

we were on our way. When we went
to bed the weather promised snow,
more snow. Would that all my
friends would keep their promise as

the weather did that night. There
was about eight inches of fresh snow
in the morning and more coming,
but who's afraid, or discouraged, on
the way to fish. It may be different

coming home, but not going, oh no.

The lake was two miles away, one
mile by the road and one through
bush and open fields where the snow
lay as nature placed it, and in some
parts of Canada, nature is not at all

stingy with snow, this was one of the
"parts."
We had one pair of snow shoes.

The idea was that the owner of the
shoes would go ahead and the others
follow in his tracks. I know it sounds

J
foolish, but the sound is nothing
compared with the cold facts. The
owner had on oil tanned moccasins
and the snow shoes, with slippery
hide strings, would not stay on his
feet. I had rubber boots to do the
following act with, but when the
other fellow couldn't use the shoes,

I put them on—No one who has

used rubber boots and snow shoes

at one and the same time need be

told how thev work. Those .who

haven't may try it for themselves,

but mind you, I don't recommend it,

HOt-ior steady use anyway. As a

test of leg muscles, it is grand. I

don't think that Flanders mud has

an\'thing on it in that respect.

How long is a mile? Don't you
think it "depends" considerably?

Did you ever go home from prayer-

meeting with somebody and note

how short a mile is? Oh well, if

you never went to prayer-meeting,

vou may have gone over short miles

other places, but take it from me,

there are miles and miles. That
mile to the lake was one of the latter

kind. We made it in two hours, at

least I did, the other fellows came in

twenty minutes later. I went down
ten inches with the snow shoes, the

other bugs went down am-where from

three to four feet. The ground

stopped them from going further.

Personally, I was all in, the other

two didn't say so, but they didn't

have to. We started a fire after con-

siderable trouble and ate something.

I was not sure that I could do that

mile again, but I thought I could

follow back in my own tracks

—

Nothing doing, the two coming behind

had destroyed my trail and it was
much worse than the unbroken snow,

and I simply could not handle that

combination of rubber boots and snow
shoes, so we carried the "shoes" and
came out single file, me in the rear.

No we didn't get any fish, but as

one of the three remarked
—"Well

thank God we have done something
we didn't think we could do, and
that's something."

One of the chaps wrote an account
of the trip to "Dod" Neilson, and I

saw his reply. He said something
about wishing that he had been along,

but that he was a little "shaky" after

an attack of the "flue."

The "flue" must be an awful thmg
to make a voung fellow like that

"shaky." He was only 84 when I

found him in the shack on Aylen
Lake with a broken leg, so he can't

be more than 88 now.



Robert E. Hewes

IT
was a rainy day in llie timber

countrjr. Intermittent showers
soaked the woods and sent rivu-

lets coursing down the trails. The
sky was leaden with driving clouds
and a chill wind whined through the
trees.

"Its a deal of a note to be marooned
in camp this a-way." growled Joe
kicking a boot out of his way and
looking out the shack window.
"Can't hunt, played cards till the
deck's worn out, nothin' to do but
sit 'round like a doggone tenderfoot."
"Huh!" At the snort of disgust all

turned to old Hy, veteran woodsman,
who sat on a box beside the sheet
iron stove.

"Tenderfoot;" repeated Hy. "huh,
don't say tenderfoot to me."
"Why what's the matter with

tenderfcet?" queried Joe.
"That's jcs' it, they ain't nothin'

the matter o' 'cm, it's all the matter
o' us whats calls ourselves old timers.
Tenderfoot, luih. No, indeed, they
can't be trusted.

"Did one mistake you for a deer
sometime?" asked Joe.
"Naw, like I said, that's jes' it. I

mean they can't be trusted to live

up to their reputation."
We scented a story, and a story by

old Hy on a day such as this, what a
Godsend. We all drew around the
stoye and Joe offered Hy his tobacco.
Hy filled his pipe and fired up. Then
he rubbed his hands on his knees
and gazed toward the ceiling, a sure'
sign he was in a reminiscent mood.
"That statement you just made,"

said Joe, "don't sound logical." He
knew that if you wanted Hy to talk
you had but to question his logic.

Hy took, the bait.

"

"It don't huh, well I guess you
never heard o' Sir Percy?"

"Sir Percy, who was he?"
"I'm a comin' to that, but right

now let me say he was a tenderfoot;
Leastways that's what they told us
when he came to this part of the
country.
Hy smoked in silence for a few

minutes. We waited, knowing his

speech would gain momentum as his

pipe gained lieadwuy.
"You See," began Hy, "it was like

this. It was one fall, jes' the winter
'fore the big snow back in Ihe eighties,

I
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that I was guidin' a hunting party

up the range. They was city fellers,

but all old hands in the woods.
There wasn't no tenderfeet among 'em.

t,"Well, we camped 'bout two miles

from the station and things went all

right for a week. Then one night
after one of the fellers had been over
to get the mail he comes to me an
says.

" 'Hy' ", says he, "they's a party
comin' out from the city to stay with
us an' you can go over an' meet him
in the morning. He's some high
flyer that's been recommended by our
club in town and we must show him a
good time. But really, he's an'

awful duffer, I guess, ain't been in

America long, so we must be consid-
erate of him. Remember, Hy, he's

a tenderfoot, jes' remember.
"Well I promised I'd remember, the

word was enough, a tenderfoot and an'
infant baby, they's one an' the same
to an old shellback like me. So I

fixed up a bunk extra soft to save the
growls most tenderfeet I'd knew had
made when they first hit a bough
beji,_and made other preparations.

"The next morningJie arrived, the
tenderfoot, I mean. I goes over to
the station early and I left my gun and
hunting traps behind so's the tender-
foot wouldn't think I was a desperado
and jump back on the caboose when
he seen me. Well, as I says, I went
oyer to the station to meet Sir—say
did I tell you his name? Percy, that
was it, Si-r-r Percy. Well, I thought
I was halter broke to tenderfeet,
but this Sir Percy had me beat.
When he got off the train I jes' leaned
up against the station weak like and
looked.

"Sir Percy was dressed in one o'

them things they call ridin' britches,
which made htm look like a balloon
contemplating flyin' off anj^ minnit.
An' then he wore yellow leather
leggin's, he called them put— some-
thing, and he had on a hat that was
tipped up on side and down on the
other, it was green and had a feather
stuck in it. He carried a canoe, too,
and that wasn't all. I didn't get time
to observe no more. He was looking
'round as though in search for some-
-one and so I goes up to him. I

noticed also that he wore specs, only
one glass was missing. We intro-

duced ourselves and I thought it

was polite and proper to sympathize
with him, tenderfeet are usually

strong for that.

"Too bad," I says, "that you lost

your other glass, how did you do it?"
" 'What say' "? He screwed that

one glass down into his eye and
drilled me with a look that I felt

penetrating like b'ar grease. Then
I seen t'was meant to be that way.

"I'nr ready," I says, "to take you
to camp."

" 'Ah, yes, and my baggage, you
will see to that I presume'."
"Then I took a look at that which

had kept the train waiting five min-
utes while the conductor sweated
getting it off.

"Baggage? Out- here we call the

things a feller carries along duille.

If baggage means duffle ten times

over it was the right word for Sir

Percy's outfit. He had enough duffle

piled up on that platform to stake

ten men.
"Thi-ee gun cases, two suitcases, a

couple bags, and a few odds and ends.
" 'I jes' brought along the bare

necessities of life! explains Sir Percy.

"Well, I wrestled till I got beneath
the luggage, heaved up and we started

for camp, each carryin' our share.

Sir Percy's share was his cane.

That trip is one o' the memories that

I'll caiT^^ out onto the long trail with

me. When we hit the top of the

hill where we could see the camp I

solemnly swore that when we got

there, if I was still alive, I'd paint'

'Home, Sweet Home' on a sign a

foot high and hang it up.
"The first thing Sir Percy did when

we got to camp was to open one of

his bags and get out his shoe polishing

outfit, then he shined his leggin's."

" 'These forest bushes, y'know he
says, are deucedly hard on a luster.'

"Well, that first act give us the
key, as they say, to Sir Percy's char-

acter; We called a solemn consulta-

tion.
" 'It's like this,' explains one o'

the fellers, 'he arrived at our club

in the city and expressed a wish to

come out to the hunting lodge and see
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some American sport. He's an im-
portant fellow, it seems, well known,
and we must be careful o' him.

"So it was decided, we would take
tender and delicate care of Sir Percy.
"And we did. We seen to it that

he had warm water every morning
for his bath, an' kept his breakfast
hot for him, an' did all the other
things that a tenderfoot usually
expects and doesn't get but which Sir
Percy got because he was a- rare egg
which had to be handled with care.

"The first time Sir Percy went out
hunting he took a little twenty-two
repeating rifle ' which had nickle-
plated rnountings. He said it was
plenty big enough for American squir-
rel which he had seen in Central Park.
I didn't ask him where that place
was, but I didn't want to hurt his
feelin's by tellin' him that out here he

was a lot inore c^ont to run up against
a grizzly than a squ.r.:.,^.]. so when
he took his little pop gun out on.. .^ of
the others of us would take a forty-
tour and slip along behind him as
perteckion. Sir Percy had another
gun, too, that he was fond of carryin'.
It was a twenty-gauge shotgun, a
toulin piece' he called it, from
which I took that he meant it was a
hummin' bird gun.

was a real weapon so far as bore was
concerned, it would of swallowed a
forty-four twice over. But he had it

all cluttered up with what he called
telescopic sights, which was like

puttin' a hill on top of a mountain.
There.was enough machinery about
that contraption to of made an
engine. Also, Sir Percy had a pair
of binoculars "that slammed the
skyline, which should be off where
the sun sets, right up against your
eyes.

"Then came up the big question,
what to do with Sir Percy. We
couldn't lead him through the woods
on that moose chase, that would have
been criminal. But he was deter-
mined to be in on that hunt. So we
finally settled the question by taking
him down to a slope near the camp
and settin' him on a stump, and we
assured him that perhaps the moose
would browse along that way and
he'd get a shot at him. Then us old

timers went off after the bull^

i-VThat moose hunt is history. We
pitted ul -^ur lifetimes of experience and
knowledge agaii.^>.st thet old moose.
It was our amfcitiofi.^" and determina-
tion to get him. \^e''' trailed, we
called, we used strength an">". d we used
strategy. We combed the „^ country,''Q- r) ,^ ,

•
.

siraiegy. we combed- the "'^country,
^5ir i^ercy s huntin' always used we wore the soles off our be • ""Ots and
oe connned nrpttv munh tn cUt;»,' tho d-;^ ^n ^ r>..^ ^isiu^ „,;„„to be confined pretty much to sittin

<^n, a stump and smokin', he was a
still hunter I guess. We was too
tenderhearted to tell him that the
game we had in this country hadn't
been eddicated to come an sit up on
•It s hind feet to be shot.

"Well, not long after Sir Percy
arrived we planned a big moose hunt.
1 hey was a mighty old bull there-
abouts, that had a reputation five
years long and half a country wide, and
that week he was roamin' the woods
round our camp. Nobody had ever
been wise enough to fool that moose,
he could laugh at the best hunters in
the country, and it was agreed that
the man who brought him down was
sure some hunter.

"So, as I says, we planned this
moose himt. An' Sir Percy planned
to be nghL in on il. He dolled all up,
leggin's an' feathered hat an' all, an'
.got out another gun. This time it

you

the skin off our eyes. But t/^ ^he wise
old bird of a moose fooled us!!- But
we was too game to give up.^^ We
hunted by daylight as long f'/;is it

lasted, then we hunted by moonliti ^h*„
Then we had to admit it, 'twould ta/ rr
a greater hunter than any of us to ge ^lu
that moose. We vowed that the
man who killed the old scamp was the
greatest hunter in the world.

"Then we started home. We wa-^
worried about Sir Percy whom we''
plum forgotten. It was long pasiight
his bedtime and there was no tellin,ooi;
what might happen him. So w<d us
straggled into camp. We looked il the
Sir Percy's bunk, but he wasn'
there, he wasn't nowhere in camp few
Then we got excited and jrushec his
down to the slope where we'd lef^ his
him that morhing. \

"Well, there sat Sir Percy, leaning
against the stump an' smokin' an
looking chirper than ever."

t

\
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" 'Hello, boys' he says, 'I say, y'

look rather fagged, y'know. What
luck?'

"

"Rotten," we says, sighin' with
rehef, "an how's yours. Sir Percy?"
*" 'Not so worse' he saj-s' 'not so

worse, I bagged a rather good speci-

men, I fawncy.'
"

"We looked around but didn't
see no rabbit laying nearby."
"What was it,' a bird?"
Sir Percy pointed to a mountain

about a mile distant.
" 'It's over there,' he says, 'what

with you boys beatin' th' woods,
y'know, I fawncied the bally animal
would sooner or later cross the trail I

located over there with my binocu-
lars. An' 'e did, the bloomin' bluster,

'e did.."

"An' what did you do, Sir Percy?"
we asks tryin' hard to be serious.

" 'I adjusted my telescopic sights,

took scientific aim, and fired, with
the inevitable result under such cir-

cumstances.'
"

"Meanin", we saj^s, that you killed

the moose.
" 'Just that,' says Sir Percy, yawn-

ing, " 'just that. An' I've been
sittin' here to keep a bloomin' eye
on 'im for fear the jackals might
pounce upon the carcass, for I knew
you boys are fond of the meat of the
iially animal. But now, if you don't
care I'll retire, b'jove.'

"

Old Hy paused and regarded his

pipe which was drawing weak.

^ "Well?" we chorused.

"Well," resumed Hy, "we took a

peep through Sir Percy's binoculars

jes' to please him, and danged if they
wasn't somethin' layin' on the moun-
tain side over there. So we tramped
over to see what prospector's mule
we was doomeito pay for."

Hv paused agin.

"Well, was it a mule?"
"It was," replied Hy, "the moose."

Hy knocked the ashes from his pipe
and arose. He walked over to the
window and looked out.

"Still raining." he observed.
"But?" said Joe.

" "But what?"
"Sir Percy, what about him?"

"Oh, him, we found out later that
he was one of the best big game
hunters that ever rode around Africa

in a cushioned seat on an elephan t's

back and shot lions at long range.

Yup, he was some hunter, was Sir

Percy."

"And so you don't think a tender-

foot always
—

"

"Tenderfoot!" snorted Hy, "huh,
don't mention the name to mel"

He looked out the window again.

"Yup." he said, "this drizzle looks

good for another day."

I

b-

;
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Zero Ice and Then Some
Alberta Duck Shooting Experiences

Arnold Rea

SOMEWHERE in, (not the one
we, have heard of so often for

^Y
the last four years,) but some-

where in Western Canada: a lake
j.xists that hath its charms for two
jucorrigibles; not children or criminals
.jut two -plain ordinary professional
.nen dyed in the woo!, crazy in the
^iead hunters or sportsmen or what-
ever you choose to call such beings,

fmen of the outdoors.
Many a Tin Lizzie, "A Shove All

Day" 'an antiquated made over
"schooner going west" car and many
a graceful Mclvaughlin and other

moderns have turned their expectant
prows in the early fall in the direction

of this, lake of Bird Elysian fame.
Most have returned with a load of

nothing save the returning disgrunt-
led fair-weather hunters and pro-

bably a few Irish Mallards; the kind
with^ a shovel bill that delighteth
the heart of the sportsman, I don't
think.
What has this to do with zero,

ice and then some? Answer: Ever^'
dog has his day and fair weather and
warm-day hunters go their way.
No^longer is^there the balmy breeze
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wafting its way across those unlimit-
able prairies, nor the gentle lapping
of wavelets on the shore, or the mid-
day siesta of the hunter of prowess (?)

on the brown, sere and sun-warmed
lake shore. But a change comes
over the landscape. A tang is in the
air: a zero tang. A spitting nor'-

wester is heralding the real approach
of old Avinter with his blanket of

white. The lake has settled down
for the siege and protected herself

with an armor of ice. A smooth
glassy surface with an occasional
small patch of snow greets the eye
of the rather late yet anxious ramrod
or rather nimrod as he scans its

surface from a standing position on
the seat of his Lizzie and exclaims:
"hanged if she isn't all frozen over
and not a darned duck in sight!"

and back he turns in a disconsolate
mood, bemoaning his luck for not being
out last week before the freeze up.

Then, there are those who are
waiting for this advent of' ice, zero
and storm with their dux-back cloth-

ing, heavy overshoes and mittens
and ear protecting caps: real hunters,
got the bug and red blood. Such are

the writer and the other member of

the duet mentioned before. Quite
ordinary modest fellows, average good
shots (?) but with that desire for the
outdoors and the savvy. They too scan
the shimmering sheet, no longer water.

But what is that dark spot away
out there, a mile, two, three or even
more? The binoculars may tell. Yes
with binoculars we see. They are

moving. "Get down, for heaven's
sake, they are coming this way."
But they with chestnut breasts and
greenheads swing out of danger's
way and proceed en masse to some
grain field, there to gorge themselves
to full and overflowing. Flock after

flock repeat and the stage is set and
we have zero, ice and then some:
mallards coming from a hole in the
ice in the middle of the lake.

We have been prepared for this.

Wiiitc coats, sheets and caps make a

complete camouflage and soon every-
thing needed is moved from the
six cylinder and placed on a hand-
sleigh which has been brought for

the purpose.

With one hauling the handsleigh
containing the guns, ammunition
and sheets and the other leading and
testing the strength of the ice with
an axe carried for that purpose, a
start is made across the glassy sur-
face and we soon arrive at the hole
we first discerned from the shore.
On our near approach the remaining
rnallards flare into the air and swing-
ing around us are gone to join their

companions in the fields; there to

satisfy their gastronomical wants and
gluttonous desires.

More testing of the ice and we
locate with our white sheets over us,

around or beside the open water so

that our birds will fall on the ice.

But the birds are all gone, and when
do we shoot? Yes but they will come
back to roost. "Now James you
will have to do better than that.

Only one dead duck out of that
salvo and none to your credit."

Away goes the flock out of sight and
we settle down again.

Soon a cloud appears in the north,
not of vapor, but of mallards.
James' double speaks twice with a

zip and my Winchester rips out four
in quick succession. "That's bet-

ter," five mallards and four of them
greenheads and so the sport continues.

Forty-five are picked up and thgn
the nerve-raking journey back to

shore with the old lake booming,
cracking and moaning from the on-
slaught of old Jack Frost, which is

most befittingly described in Cole-
ridge's verse.

"The ice was here, the ice was there

The ice was all around:
It cracked and growled and roared
and howled.

Like noises in a swound."

The shore is reached safely. The
six cylinder is located and lunch and
the thermos are dug up. A hasty
"bite to eat" is partaken of on the
lee side of the car and very soon we
are on our fifty mile trip home.
Home to the din and the glare of the
pavements and city life but lo the

consolation of wi£» and kiddie.

Now who wouldn't be a crazy-in-

tbe-head, dyed-in-the-wool hunter?
Think of it: forty-five mallards, real

big northern mallards in zero weather.



F. V. Williams

EVER get lost? No! Of course
you didn't. You are too good
a woodsman for that; but .let

us tell you something. There .are
very few woodsmen or coastwise or
deep sea sailors who have followed
their calling for years but will tell

you of at least one experience
they have had when they did not
know exacthi where theywere, for a
time at least.

Way down East one time the
writer and a friend went about five.
miles inland,—following a frozen
stream the greater part of the way
as it was much better travelling than
through the woods. A small lake,
the source of the stream, was reached
about two o'clock on a winter's after-
loon, an hours' fishing through the
|ce brought a fine bunch of fish and
re turned our faces homewards.
_for a half hour we followed the
lutlet, going back the same waj' we
lad come in and then believing we
pould make a much shorter journey
)y cutting across country we left the
^tream and followed a logging road,

road strewn with windfalls and
prown half fiiU of blackberry bushes,
id undergrowth which finally came

Jo an abrupt end in a terrible tangle of
Ider bushes, on the edge of a frozen
(Nvamp,—that logging road was not
the one we had been told of as we
learned afterward

—

However, there was two things we
could do, one was to retrace our
steps, which meant we would get
home away after dark, and we did
not relish the idea of travelling at

night without a light, so we took the
other course which was to put on in

the direction we thought the village

lay.

An bourn's travelling showed we
were hopelessly 'strayed' or lost

perhaps you might call it. We had
our fish, and matches, and a good
axe, so we decided to build a big
fire, knock up a lean-to and stay
where we were 'till daylight. Now,
we were right on the edge of a regular
jungle of alders about seven or eight
feet high and as there was a cold
North West wind blowing, we decided
to push through this thicket and make
our camp right in the edge of a big
spruce wood some two hundred yards
in front of us, beyond the thicket.
Taking the axe my partner being a
much better woodsman than myself,
left me to look after the two strings
of fish while he slashed a way througfi
the thicket. Half way through—^he

was in the lead by perhaps twenty
feet when I suddenly saw him step
out into a little open place, and turn-
ing around facing me, he began to
grin and pointed away to his right
and then to the left. Hastening up
to see what had amused him so, I
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stepped directly into a well travelled
wood I cad. That, I recognized at
once ^ as a location not two miles
from our destination in the village,

where we arrived in time for supper
and for weeks afterward we never
spoke of our "gittin' lost."

While we had been travelling prac-
tically in the right direction after

leaving the lake, we were off the
regular route and had been going
through the most difficult places
imagiuable and would most likely

have spent the night outside had it

not been for the notion we took
regarding that spruce wood.

* * * *

A large hay rack—the bottom of

which was filled with straw—stopped ;

opposite an old trail that led up
through the heavy timber into the
old 'burnt-land,' that was now over-
grown with raspberry bushes.
A jolly party it was, several grown-

ups and as many children, all after

the raspberries with which the bushes
were loaded. The day was spent
industriously filling pails and baskets
with the splendid fruit and late in
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the afternoon some of the party
wandered slowly back to where the
wagon was to meet them again at
five o'clock.

Now it so happened that a neigh-
bour of some of the berry-pickers,
chancing by that way at about four
o'clock found half of the party
waiting with full loads of berries, for
their teams, and as ihey were going
his way he took them in the back of
his heavy wagon and they arrived
home a long time ahead of the others.
One mother who had' missed her

little thirteen year-old daughter, upon
making inquiry, was informed of
the other team taking a lot of the
children along with them, and think-
ing she had returned with the others,

gave her no further thought until

her arrival home and found her
missing. Thinking she had stopped
at one of the neighbors, she started
out to find her and as darkness
settled down she at last realized that
h-er"little girl had been left behind.
The men of the village at once

started to organize a searching party,

but before they could get started,

.^^
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there came up a heavy rain-storm
which delayed their starting, and
they did not arrive at the grounds to

be searched until daylight the next
morning.
The distracted mother could not

stay at home so she accompanied
her husband, and with a party of

some fifty men and boys they searched
all day and at night built large bon-
fires to attract the attention of the
little one if possible. All the next
day and the next night this was kept
up. The fact that there was a dense
fog over ever^^thing made searching
almost an impossibility, but urged
on by the distracted relatives of the
little one, the searchers kept doggedly
at their task, and on th'e morning of

the third day an old lumberman of

the party—after calling as he had
done dozens of times that morning^
and in the past few days,—imagined
he had heard an answer to his call,

and proceeding to where the sound
came from he discovered the young-
ster seated on the ground under a

mass of tangled foliage. Her little

dress was hanging on a near-by bush
in the sun, "drying-out" she said,

—as she had got wet before finding
her shelter,— "You know I heard
your horns and guns and tried to

make you hear me, but the bushes
were so thick that by the tirrte I

would get started to where you were
you would be somewhere else, and I

finally just sat down and waited,
'cause I knew somebody would be
sure to find me if I just stayed in one
spot and yelled loud enough. And
say I am hungry! Have youj^got
anything to eat?"

And as luck would have it the old

man had a few crackers and some
cheftse in his pocket which the young
lady immediately 'put away,' while
her rescuer shouted the good news
to his nearest companions a few
yards distant.

Just plain common sense; "she stay-

ed in one place and yelled" had she
been travelling about until she be-

came exhausted, she would probably
have died of exposure.

* * * •

And then there was a man—a man
well up in years, along far enough

to have a cool head,—a prosperous
business man, and he always took
his outings in the North. Yea, verily,

it sure is the most health' producing
of all tonics,—the health of the
North woods,—Ye Gods! what an
appetite a fellow can work up, in a

few days outside in the woods, just

tramping around. Well to resume,
—this man left the others of his

party, all hunters, and a short time
thereafter struck the trail of a moose.

Now besides the good North woods
air he had some tonic in a bottle, good
thing to have at times, but this time
perhaps, he took just about 'half a

drop' too much, at any rate "he
pretty soon, bimeby found himself

lost", and lay. down to die, but before

he had time to die a miner chanced
to run across him and getting him to

his cabin, he applied what simple
restoratives he had, and saved his

life. He was not only starving but
exhausted mentally and physically

when he was found by the miner.

He carried two sandwiches when he
separated from his party and this was
the only food he had had in five days,

except a few frozen cranberries and
some raw deer liver he found in a

hunter's abandoned lodge. In his

pocket was found the remaining bit

of the gnawed liver. He had thrown
ever5,'thing else away. He dropped
his gun and other hunting equipment
to lighten his burden. Even his

mittens were gone.

After he recovered sufficiently to

talk and describe his experience, he
said that he had become panic strick-

en when he discovered he was really

lost, and in his frantic efforts to

attract attention he shot away every
cartridge for his rifle, throwing away
his last chance of bringing down any
food. He built a big fire but his

signal was not seen. In his dazed
condition he disputed his compass,
which is a common error made by lost

men, and then followed a day of

wild circles in the wilderness. Night
came again and again, and the howls
of wolves terrorized him. He at last

arrived al a lake and the next

morning he changed his course of

travel, and from that time on his

mind seemed to have been a blank.
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For two days more he wandered
South and would have "come out"
if exhaustion had not overtaken him.

On the day he was found near
death in the underbrush, he remern-

bers having seen a cabin, and said

he had found food and brandy, but
this the miner said, was only his

imagination as there had been nothing
touched in the place and heliad found
the hunter about two miles out where
he had evidently been walking in

circles, and fallen exhausted.

Jt was a hard thing for the hunter
to believe that he had made such a

mess of his location and he ruefully

added, that several times after he had

fired away his last cartridge, he saw

deer and could easily have gotten

one had he had his rifle and just one

cartridge.

Moral: You may get lost but try

to save a few cartridges and a few
matches; with these you will last a

long time barring accidents in a game
country. And with your belt axe

spot a tree here and there, when you're

not sure of your location, a blazed

trail is a big help.

"Laddie" on the Atlantic Coast

Written and illustrated by Bonnycastle Dale
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g Laddie and I Wish to All the Readers of "Rod and Gun" §

A Happy New Year
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ONCE more "Laddie" and I have
packed up our camp and chang-
ed headquarters. Now we are

in the ocean girt Province of Nova
Scotia, and pencil and notebook,
cameras and rifle, and rod and gun
will be used for our readers' benefit.

To all of you in midcontinent this

heavily forested land would come as a

surprise. True—all the good farming
portions are cleared and tilled, but
the great Province is still a green
waving mass, its shores all cut up
into inlets and harbours, its outer

frfnges great sand beaches and tide

and wind and storm-smoothed is-

lands and rocks. Every well sheltered

tiny harbour the home of some in-

dustrious fisherman—truly these men
who go out on to the great waters
after "shorefish" earn their living.

The climate is mild if damp; but none
of the extremes of Ontario are felt

here. It is in this excellent scene
that Laddie— (this is"Laddie Jr.,"

—

but as "Laddie Sr." is now taking up
his re-education after the cruel war,
I think it will be more appropriate to
call the boy just "Laddie"—No! I

cannot go back to the pre-war name of

"Fritz". I for one will forgive and
forget—when I see true repentance.)

"Say! Look at that rock—bet I

can tumble it over." Laddie was
pointing to "Egg Rock" a well

poised mass of glacial deposited rock,

tilting on the reef. From a distance

it is delicately poised, but Laddie
found he could not tumble it so

easily.

All of this long Province is littered

\vith the deposits of rock melted
through the ice cap of the glacial

period. This is one of them. How
it withstands the fierce assaults of the

daily surf, and the wild buffeting of

the winds, surprises us. All the steps

up to it are literally covered by huge
masses of niussels, one of the more
common shellfishes of this coast.

It was a great half circle of sand we
were on—a mile long seabeach. One
of the first we had met where no
rumour of buried gold hung in the

air. On one island, off a beach to the

north, many spasmodic attempts
have been made to unearth the buried

treasures of the pirates—the Mor-
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Note the thousands of mussels on the low-tide
rocks.
Egg Rock on the Atlantic coast of Nova Scotia.

gans and Kidds of this well believed
romance. No! this beach we were on
had nothing more valuable beneath
our feet than razorshell clams, etc.

Whist!—There is a wee rumour that
the good people of this seaside Pro-
vince eat so many clams that they
are affected by the tides—all false

—

every bit of it. But there is one false

idea I can clear up also. In all clams
you will find a semi-transparent
thing about two inches long. It is

easily pulled out of the body of the
clam, and has been called a worm or
parasite, making tender appetites
shrink from eating it. This is really

the "style" the "crystalline style,"

acting as a sort of muscle of grisly

bone to keep the "Innards" or Mr.
Clam in good shape. So eat of the
clam joyfully. It is truly the poor
man's friend.

All this great white glistening sandy
beach is in itself an ocean terror.

The sand, beaten and hurled by the
strong Atlantic- winds, overwhelms
everything it encounters—forest or
clearing, field or farm. Look care-

fully into the picture of Laddie
walking with head well bent forward
•—he had to, the sand was flying just

like hail. You. can see it in rivers

passing over the sands at his feet. I

had thought to fool my readers and
publish this, and the one of him
making the lunch fire on the sand
hill, -as snow scenes. Arc they not
excellent ones? Look at the wind
lorn and distorted trees in the next

picture. Look closely and you will

see "Lgg Hock" too in the distance
on the ocean's edge. I low rnan\

miles that old "Billy" we are making
tea in has travelled? Thousands,
surely. I often think, when we are
eating our humble meal in some
lonely spot, that it would be well if

all the world had as little gossipy
interest in its neighbours' afTairs as
we naturalists have—Yes! I know

—

the world could not be made up of

naturalists—but there is much keen
sorrow in the cruel gossips of the
settlements.

All this wild coast seemed un-
tenanted save for the Yellowlegs and
semipalmated Plover. A few quar-
relling gulls and an odd great blue
Heron. (This big bird lives all over
this Canada of ours—in the lower
degrees). "Let's move" suggested
Laddie. "I've got sand inmy pockets,
in my eyes, in my mouth; most
everywhere! Say! What's that
motor boat up to? Guess he's in

trouble?"

About a mile to the north a semi-
speed launch, about twenty feet

long; was ofTf power and tossing
dangerously close to the breakers.
We hurried along over the sands, and
over the slippery ledges that lay be-
yond, until we arrived off the surf
ridden rocks where tossed the motor
boat. It was just such a launch as

we had often seen in Ontario Lakes,
to us it looked very much out of

place on this wild coast, but they
use many such along here. (Look
closely in the photograph and you
will see a tiny boat just off the big

rock in mid-scene). The men calmly
let it drift it until it was just outside

the great surf that broke tremen-
dously on the rocks. To us it was a

scene of danger, to him—why as soon
as the launch got just at the poinf of

dashing itself to pieces on the rocks-

A speeding river of dry snnd. l.addic in the sand
Lslorm. See Ihc drifting masses.
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he rowed it off—usually with one
oar; then he worked steadily trying
to get the engine to work.

"Shall I go for help" bawled the
boy. Evidently the man understood
the call as an offer of help, as he
shook his head. For an hour he
battled with the stubborn engine and
the great dead swell, and finally he
got a few sputtering kicks out of her,

then hoisted his sail and clawed off.

Now while this seemed to this hardy
fisherman all in the days work, there
was risk all the same. Since we have
lived in the century old home we
occupy, three gasoline boats have
been lost with gear and fish cargo:
usually because the owners bank too
heavily on the gasoline engine. One
large fishing boat this very week went
"olT power." The men tried all they
knew to get a kick out of her. Drift-
ing off shore all the while, finally

they were beyond their anchorage,
or if they did get their anchor down
it "chafed off", so they had to get
into their dory and abandon the big
boat. I am saying this all in praise
of these seagoing men. For we in-

tensely admire their courage. In
fact they do not seem to know what
the meaning of danger is. Thej^ will

come ahead of a heavy blow straight
for their shore "skids"—a long slant-

ing runway of poles from hightide
line to a few feet below low^ water

—

up this they slide at full speed on
their foot wide keels clear out—^high

and dry, most times to stand up,
but I have seen them topple over on
the side and throw the crew end-
ways. Fog to them is a time to put
out, by the "put put" of the engines
on a thick day—still I am glad to

Surf scene. See the' disabled motor boat.-
speck beside the big Rock.

-just a

No I its not snow. This is a drifting sand beach
on Nova Scotian shores. /

say, although they may lose a boat,
they seldom lose a man.
We saw two other motor boats

change their course and stop beside
the one limping out—there is a
wonderful freemasonry among sea-
men.
Now, no doubt you will expect us

to speedily see all the wonders?
No! Although many moose have

been killed hereabouts, two within a
short distance of our old new head-
quarters, we have not seen one. But
this is written in the third week of
moose hunting and we "'ave 'opes.'

Seriously—this is the Province to
come to after moose. Every man in

a large party last week, a few miles
north of here, got his moose.

I have a moose "call", we are going
to try out some day. We have
been warned that our calling is so
fierce that one cannot tell what
animal may come up ; so we had better
be pretty careful about coming out.

These old woods and the second
growths are crisscrossed by human
and animal trails. There are quite
a few deer too. It is only a few years
since they feared they were almost
extinct, but now the law is off them
again and for two weeks you can get
your deer—if you can find it.

Bear are not so numerous that you
have to dodge them on the trails, by
all accounts they are not hunted
much; so we cannot tell their nttm-
bers. Wildcat and porcupine are
here in fair numbers. Mink we see
fishing along the sea shores. They
bring their fish up and eat them on a
big rock close to shore, but we have
not molested them. Muskiats are

to be found around fresh water lakes
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Coming ashore full speed and" to slide up on the
skids—rude landing for motor boals-

and streams, but in no great numbers.
Black ducks are here in thousands.

They breed from here— Queens
County—to far up in the Labrador
Peninsula. We see them in numbers
daily but they sit in the protected
waters—protected for tiie wild geese

which arrive in November—so they
are only killed when they approach
the shores, especially after the freeze

up; when they have to go to the
shore creeks to drink. I have seen
Teal and Pintails, Scooters and Sea
Ducks—but it is the geese we are

waiting for. They come here (Port
Joli) in hundreds of thousands. A
few are killed along the shores but
the greatest shooting is from the

hilltops where they cross over to

neighboring rivers for water.

. The new law says no shooting after

January first, and its after that date

that most of the geese have been
killed. We intend to try the pictur-

ing of them in December.
1 find the same class of sportsmen

here asXclsewhere. Many there are.

who want you to share in the sport

—

remember fellowsportsmen, it's only
when the other fellow is getting some
that you have a chance—don't think
the game comes just for you—they
will be winging along just the same
when you are -in your last narrow
bed.

There, are a good many grouse

—

protected. Numbers of shore birds
in August, and some plover in Sept-
ember and October.

It's when you come to fish that we
say "quantities," No! not for the
rod alone. True you get salmon in

the larger streams, and brook trout
in limited quantities everywhere; but^
it's out in the sea, the prodigal sea,

that the food fishes lie algng the
shore. Cod and halibut, cusk and
pollock, herring and bait fishes. To
the man who wants to see handline
fishing in its prime^—hire a coast
fisherman and go out on the "grounds"
—if yoff want to see fish hauled in

fast. Not as we make it—full of

struggles and thrills—No! just fish

after fish. And the harbours are full

of lobsters and rock crabs. Tommy
cod and Scunners, eels and Golden
Shiners and Kyack on their way to

the creeks to spawn. It is a delight-

ful land. I will try to tell you, and
to show you each month, just what
it does contain of fin and fur and
feather.

I have a plan, for days, when it's

too cold for the old fellow, of pouring
a wee bit of water on one of the

ledges, carefully seating "Laddie"
thereon with a camera in his hand

—

and not melting him off until he gets

you and me a good set of pictures.

^^*^7,.>v



Through the Ice

Robert Page Lincoln

FISHING through the ice in the snow-

bound winter months has a charm to it

that has of course the charm and im-

pelling purpose of all fishing although of

course it is strictly a matter of fishing with

any lure but of the artificial fly. It is not

the poetry of fishing and it is not necessarily

needing of any pronounced skillful manipu-

lation of tackle on the part of the devotee

to fulfill all the requirements of a successful

ice fisher. But this does not mean that every

man is able to go out, cut a hole through the

ice, drop down his hook and catch fish. In

fact where there is actually one successful ice-

fisher there are nine who go home practically

Ashless, proving that a little native shrewd-

ness and a knowledge of the movements of

the fish in winter is not out of place. The
fishes most generally coming the way of the

ice-fisher is the perch, the pickerel, bass, pike,

crappie and the sunfish it all depending upon
what part of the country you happen to be in

and what fish are distributed within your

jurisdiction—if I may be allowed to say so.

And, too, it should not be forgotten that

during the winter in the north some of the

finest lake trout are caught through the ice.

Algonquin National Park region has a record

ofjts own in this respect.

Winter fishing daes not appeal to all ang-

lers.

The man who cleaves in true purist fashion

to the glory of fly fishing will have nothing to

do with ice fishing, which to him is not fishing

at all but merely a market garnering per-

formance. But while he is content to stay

at home and wait for the blessed June days

to come around, not so a great majority of the

brotherhood of Walton. There are those who
look forward to the winter fishing through

the ice almost with as keen an anticipation

as the fly-fisher awaits the coming of the

blessed summer season. When the world

seems to be cracking to pieces with frost and
the thermometer is registering sometimes 30

below the zero line the underwater kingdom is

still posssible to communicate with via the

hook and the line. It is true that the fish are

somewhat in a more sluggish mood but be

assured that if you can strike into their

habitation they are ready to take your lure.

Cut a hole in the ice and peer down into the

depths below. It is much the same as again

returning to some glorious June day; a mys-
tery of mysteries, truly; always welcoming a

meed of thought and anticipation. No mat-
ter how thick a sheet of ice shuts in depths

. and even though three feet of snow lies upon
that same ice above, still if you throw a

blanket over your head and look down you
will be able to make out the bottom as easy

now as when the summer sun gleams in the

azure skies of June.

Men who look forward to ice fishing in the

winter often lay in a stock of the active min-
nows in the autumn; in this manner they can

get the best out of the streams and along the

lake shores, such as chubs and shiners. These
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minnows are brought home and are kept in a

barrel or tub in the basement, the water beins;

changed occasionally by means of a pail.

Better yet if one is able to so arrange it that

Showing the net with which the'minnows are tai^en.

the water from a tub above drops into the

.

minnow barrel or tub below for thus the Biin-

nows will be kept perfectly well, alive, alert

and healthy in properly aerated water. It

should so be arranged that a tub of water

will dribble into Ihe barrel below in a space of

time covering one day. To assure this

make the aperture of the toptub just big

enough so as to let down a tiny stream. In

feeding the minnows the best material that

one can obtain is lake-moss, or any of the

weeds that can be taken up from the bottom
of a lake, or along the shore. This moss, or

any weeds that you may thus garner, is full

of in.sects, minute crustacea upon which the

minnows amply keep alive. It is possible for

minnows to keep alive for a long time on just

no food at all, but they will gradually get

thin and weak and are poor lures for the lake

'ishes. The healthy, active, well, fed chubs
and shiners are the ones that interest the big

fellows. A few handfuls of cracker crumbs
well crushed sprinkled into the minnow tub

will provide some extra food beside what they

may garner off of the lake or stream mosses
and weeds and thus keep them in fine condi-

tion.

As stated the best minnows to be had for

use in lake fishing arc the shiners and the

chubs. These should range in size from two,

two and one half to three and even four

inches. If you take ice fishing sufficiently to

heart you will want large minnows for the

pikes, pickerel and bass, and smaller min-
nows for the crappies, etc., Therefore it

,is a wise thing to have one barrel for

thejiirge minnows and another "tank"
for the smaller minnows. The minnow most
always used for crappie (and even bass fishing

in the winter) is one that is two inches to two
inches and one half in length. The larger

minnows you should feed once in a while a

finely gro'u'nd fish flesh or liver. Grind this

up fine in a meat grinder and add some oat-

meal thus making a paste. Feed this to

them and yoti will be a hundredfold repaid

by a minnow with so much life and kick

to him that he will like to jump out of the

"tank." As I stated the more active the

minnow the more sure you will be of a cap-
ture. And, again, a healthy minnow will

live twice as long as a weak minnow.
Perhaps one of the easiest of all the min-

nows to obtain is the swamp-minnow, or the

stickle-back as he is familiarly known
throughout the piscatorial world. He is

recognized by needle-like spines in his dorsal

fin. The fish recognize this too therefore

they are rather chary about courting it via

the hook. The swamp-minnow never proves

very satisfactory as a lure and is therefore

never recommended.
If you have failed to lay in a store of min-

! m
Showing the minnow tul> and how Ihc water is

kept aerated by the water drippins down from the
tun ai)ov('. _

nows you will have to obtain them in the

winter when the ice is upon the lake and the

stream. Minnows are wont to congregate

around the mouths of streams entering a
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lake, also around the outlets. A spacious

aperture cut IhrouglLthe ice will be the open

door of opportunity. Deep holes in creeks

also prove to be hibernating places for the

minnow schools; and under bridges; in the

lakes you will find them up around the boat-

houses that stand out in the water and under

or up close to docks. There a hole cut

through the ice will serve to bring in a desir-

able quantity of the precious bait which often

as not cost thirty cents a dozen when you
buy them in the dead of winter in the sporting

goods stores.

Naturally the minnows thus discovered in

their schooling places are obtained by means
of a net affair. The netting used may be

bobbinet, or the ordinary mosquito-bar. Be
sure that it is white because when you drop it

down in the water, even at five feet down,

you can see all the mihnows that come in over

it. The net structure consists of a rather

stiff wire that is bent into a hoop; this hoop

being three or three and one half feet in

diameter. The mosquito bar is attached to

this, not level across but to have a beUy to it

in the centre hanging down. At four points

on this hoop suitable cords are attached so

that the hoop perfectly balances. These

four cords meet and are all attached to a

main cord. This main cord may either be

grasped in the hand or may be attached to a

pole with which it may be pulled up when a

sufficient number of minnows are over it.

Having made this net and the school of min-

nows being discovered the net is let down,
four or five feet or even less, as the case may be.

Finely crushed cracker-crumbs are now let

down over the net. The minnows are lured

in by these sinking crumbs and come in over

:. the net. Allow a great number to congregate

over the net before you lift it, then with a,

speedy motion bring it to the surface. Have
a minnow pail ready with water in it and
dump the minnows in this after which repeat

the process of luring in more.

It may be said of the outfit of the ice

fisher that it is simple, but in its very simplic-

ity lies its secret. Not any old line that

comes along and that you can lay hold ol is

the ice fishing line that you want. The aver-

age line in use is of course a green, linen, "sun-

fish" line, but one soon discards it. Many
use a strong twelve pound test bass, bait-

casting line of the black checks on white and
this turns out favorable, but the line that I

have found nicely suited for most of the fishes

you may catch through the ice up to four to

five pounds weight is the so-called tournament

casting line; which is fine in caliber; very

strong; and black. I have heard it said that

the fish see the line in the water and it does

not make any difference the size of the line

they will not be frightened away by that. Do
not befooledl A fine calibered line stands you
well instead, and if you want something that

will be particularly invisible in the water use

a six or nine foot leader to the end of your line

of the Medium Trout, mist-hued sort. With
this you can surely say that you are blotting

out all evidence of your line in the water.

The line is connected to a piece of wood that

has been cut tc hold the line which is wound
upon it and which is used as a fishing stick

when the line is let down. .\ glance at the

illustration will show you how this- stick is

made. \Mien you have reached the depth you
wish to fish at, throw- a hitch over the end of

it so that it wUl stay put and then by holding

in the other end you have a "pole" thrown in

for good measure. .\ small cork is ver\'

useful in ice-fishing, for this being attached

to the line and lying on the water you are

able to tell when you have a fish biting. The
cork should so be attached to the line that

it may be moxed back and forth at ease. As
for the hooks to be used that all depends of

course upon the fish you are after though it is

hard to tell when a pickerel or pike will come
along and take your crappie hook and bolt

with it. However if you are out for pickerel

the ordinary sized pickerel hook may be what
you want while for smaller sized fishes the

Number 3 to 6 will be about right. The hook
Number 6 that is used for sunfish, crappies,

perch and even bass should not have a short

shank. Let the shank of the hook be of the

inch and one fourth length.

There are at least fifty ways of hooking

on a minnow the wrong way whether you are

fishing through the ice in the winter or whe-
ther you are fishing off the bars in the summer.
In the illustration that we are using with this

article you will get an idea as to the right

way of hooking on the minnow so that it

wiy be the least banned and at the same time

can move around. The hook is inserted back
of the dorsal fin, though not down so far that

it will touch the spine. Most fishermen

just slip the hook under the skin, but of course

after pulling up a few- times the skin tears and
the minnow is lost. If the minnow is hooked
through the spine, or through the stomach it

will soon be a dead one.

To be a successful ice fisher you must have a

knowledge of the lay of the lakc-fioor, so to

speak. You must know- where the sandbars
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are, where the deep holes are, and what bays

are most likely to be hunted out by the

fishes especially in the winter. Of course

after a person has fished a lake through the

ice for a season he will know it like a book and
will proceed ever thereafter accoMing to the

knowledge he has acquired. Fish in the win-

ter are sensitive to atmospheric changes.

Thus when there are storms on they will

retreat into the deep waters and cannot

be reached, but when the weather is half

mild or there are no storms in action the fish

will be moving. And, too, the schools are

known to move around from one end of the

lake to the other. But in the secluded bays

there you are liable as not to find them and
there is where you should seek. There are

some places of course, in favored bays where

all kinds of fishes seem to hold out and there

you may expect anything. OfT sandbars in

the lakes, if these can be found, you will

like as not find them. If you are after pickerel

or the like you will find that they have regular

"fish-ways" off peninsulas that jutt out into

lakes, and also you will find them in and

around islands; again it is always a good

thing to fish in the water entering into a bay,

especially if it is not very far from shore to

shore. If you are fishing off a peninsula do

so in from twenty to thirty feet of water. If

you are trying out a small, secluded bay off a

big lake start in about the centre of the

bay; test the depth and try it out. If you
have no luck move toward one of the shores

and try it out in about twenty or thirty feet

of water. If there are three or four fishing

move around the bay in this manner, as shown
in the illustration. Finally, if there are any
fish there you will strike them. If one

should strike into a school he at once shouts

his announcement to the rest of the fishers

wlio come over there and at once make holes

around the place where the happy find has

been made. In this manner the school

does not get away before it can again be
located. To tell the truth about it: It

should not be thought that these schools lie

in one place and stay there. The fact is they

are slowly swimming on their way. If your
lure happens to be amongst them at the

time it is taken, you may get the limit be-

fore the school passes, but you have to be

able to manipulate the line with due speed.

There may be anywhere from one hundred

to one thousand crappies in a school. If

you know in the general direction the school

is going you can follow it up and so get all
•

you possibly would desire. If you miss the

general course of the school you will lose it,

and have no results. But rememlsw^-the
school does not stop; it keeps right on going.

If you can catch twelve or fifteen, while it is

moving by, you are fortunate. But, while

the fish are moving in the day-time, in the

night hours they are lying more or less still

and are generally to be found in the bays,

depending of course upon the state of the weather.

If one is new at ice-fishing and has had no

previous instruction in the business he will

often marvel at the fact that he does not get

even a nibble. He will perhaps after a great

long time realize that fish run at different

levels in the water. Now it is a fact that if

your lure does not reach the level of the fish

you are after they wUl not go down for it

neither will they swim upward to take it.

From this we gather that they are never very

starved, or it may be that their line of vision

is more given to forward looking than up or

down. It therefore behooves one to test out

the water at various levels. He first sounds
with his line and gets the bottom. Then by
making a mark on his line telling the depth

he draws the line up to five or six feet off of

bottom and fishes at that level. After a time

of no fish and a suitable wait, the line is

drawn up some more and so on. Usually

you will find the fish from three to ten feet

from the bottom. You can take that as very

nearly a rule. Perch are perhaps the slickest

and most obdurate fellows in the fish-world.

They are so nimble-mouthed and crafty that

they are able to fleece and pickpocket a hook
in a twinkling and often you leave the place

in dismay. But if you are wise you will

catch a few of these three or four inch perch

and then by changing to a pike hook send

them down to do their duty. For where
there are perch you can feel very sure there

you will find the pike and pickerel also, for

it is a known fact that the perch is the main
feature on the lake-pike's daily bill of fare.

He has perch for breakfast, dinner and supper.

Therefore when your perch lure is swimming
around it may be that you will suddenly
think that the whole world has split in two
when a big fellow hits it. Generally however,

it is best to fish for the pikes, at one time, and
for the smaller fishes at another. By this

1 mean thai you should not use the light line

for your pickerel rfr pike fishing, but rather

have a strong, durable fifteen or twenty pound

test bait line for the work on hand. When a

large pike hits your lure you know about it.

Therefore you should be prepared. Never

hold the line wound around your bare hand
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for reasons I need not state. Arrange it so

that you can set the hook in the pike's jaw

when you feel the strike and then have the

line arranged so that you can let it out. for

you must play and tire the fish out or he will

get away from you. He will make a headlong

rush of from twent\' to thirty feet and then

you will feel that he will slow up. Now you
begin to bring him in by slow and even pulls

of the line. When you have him coming up
toward the hole he will become frightened and
will make another run.

Do not get a notion in your head to pull

him in by main force for if you do you will,

lose out. Rather let him run until he weakens

and then again urge him toward you. After

three or four or even five or si.x runs of this

sort he will gradually tire and will soon

come up to the surface of the hole. A gaff is

then a very good thing to have along, but

a gun will be better yet. Just how badly this

will be needed will be realized when you
consider that you stand liable to become
connected up with a thirty pound musky or a

pike of fifteen or twenty pounds.

Never make the hole in the ice that, you are

going to fish through in such a manner that

the edges of the bottom sides are thrust out.

for when you play the fish the line inevitably

wears back and forth along this sharp ice

the result generally being a line that will be

cut. A glimpse at the illustration will show
how to and how not to make a hole in tho

ice through which to fish. Some prefer to

have the hole long and narrow and others want
the hole more in the shape of a circle. The
amateur will inevitably use an axe or a

hatchet with which to make this hole through

the ice, but the veteran ice-fisher always pro-

vides himself with what is known as an

ice-prong, or ice-chisel. Any blacksmith

will make one of these for you, if you furnish

the chisel. This may be an old, worn-out

carpenter's wood chisel say two inches wide.

An iron rod or a length of pipe is fitted into

this chisel and welded fast to it; a job which
the smithy will take care of. When com-
pleted you have a chisel that will speedily

make the hole when you bring it into use.

Some try to connect the chisel to a wooden
pole but the heft of the iron rod puts weight

behind it and is far superior to the wooden
affair.

When you are at last busy fishing; when you
have the line and minnow down doing duty
the cork is watched for the first nibble. This
cork should not be of the vinegar jug size but
rather about one inch in diameter and one
inch thick. The moment vou note a nibble

and the actions of the cork are suspicious lift

the line with the cork off of the water andth en

hold it there. You \\ill feel when a fish has

taken it for the mere nibble is distinguished

from the true bite by a steady downward

P 1 G lU
(A) shows (he stick on which is turned the line:

(B) shows the chisel welded to the iron rod to be used
as an ice-chisel for making holes. (C) shows hi.w to
hook on a minnow, just back of the dorsal fin. (D)
shows how not to cut a hole in the ice. (E) shows the
right way, all sharp edges cut away.

pull and dead weight to the line. The
moment you feel this dead weight pull up.
At that a great number of fish are taken whde
yet the fish is nibbling at the lure or may be
mouthing it.

Black bass and their cousins the small

mouthed bass are to be found in the winter
hibernating in the rocky ledges found in so

many northern lakes. They like to keep
themselves in the holes in these rocks and if

you let down a minnow there in the dead of

winter you can be sure they will be eager to

sample it. At this season of the year few of

the bass are not full of eggs; in fact none of the

fishes winter caught, (if the laws permit of

winter fishing in your locality) are found to

be heavy with eggs if any trace of eggs can
be found.

It is during the nights in winter that some
of the most enjoyable times may be had at,
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ice-fishing. If you will then seek out the

sheltered bays or the places where you know

the fish to be keeping themselves you will

have the time ot your life. Usually a fishing

party is made up and a large fire is made on the

ice around where you are fishing, the wood

being pulled out from the woods onto the

ice. A large piece of sheet iron or tin makes

an elegant thing on which to build the fire

but right on the ice will do. Around and out

from this fire the holes are cut through the

ice and the minnows are let down. It will

not lake long before there will be a pull at

the line and the first one is biting. The fish

are attracted in by the light from great dis-

tances and the result is all that you possibly

need, at the same time having a good time.

In the absence of a fire on the ice to light up

the surroundings, a lantern set at the edge of

the fishing hole to shine down into the depths

will attract in the fish. The ghostly glow in

the water will arouse all of their native

inquisitiveness.

One of the handiest things that the ice

fisher has in his possession for active use^is an

ice-skimmer. An ordinary wire-netted strain-

er used in the home goes fine; it should be one

at least four inches in diameter. You can

Fie j5f

(A) .Sliows the crude tv.i-up made of a stick.

(H) Shows the l)Lttcr type spoken ot in the loxl.

make one very easily out of a piece of porch

screen. With this you can skim olT the ice-

particles that occur on the surface of the hole,

especially after you liavo cut through the hole

which will be filled with llie.se particles. It

may seem an insignificant thing, but the water

in the hole should be perfectly clear of ice-

particles before you begin to fish. In the

absence of a screen or strainer of this sort one

has to clean out the hole with his hands

and that can certainly be listed amongst

the hardships one experiences in this world

I know this to be a fact !!!

When you are fishing on the lake with a

light or beside a fire at night you may be

inclined to make the mistake of fishing deep

down, same as you do in the day time You
will find that you will have few captures

The light, it should be remembered, draws the

fishes to the surface, up to within five, or ten

feet of the top. I have taken large crappies

as close to the surface as five feet. Remember
this point. And remember to keep your hooks

filed needle-sharp.

Fish houses are often operated in the winter

season and these are simply made of boards,

same to be a portable affair that may be

hauled out to the fishing grounds by means of

a toboggan or sled. In a shack of this sort

one may keep warm no matter how cold it is;

and a tiny oil stove will heat it up. A strong-

burning lantern will do the work. The lan-

tern at the same time furnishes light and

fomis an attraction to the fish, calling them
up from the depths. Crude shelters are made
out of balsam brush, which are piled onto a

framework made out oi sticks set up teepee

or shelter fashion. These shelters are merely

to keep the wind off. The large fishes, such

as the pikes, are often speared in the fish

houses by the natives. This is very simply

done. The house is located over a place

where the fisherman knows the fish have :

their run-way, such as off a peninsula for

instance. Within the fish-house everything,
j

is kept dark. And yet as one looks down into '

the water he is able to sec, often in a startling

manner everything that goes on down below.

The native fisherman carves minnows out of

wood, which, weighed so as to sink he con- ,

nccts to a cord and pulls up and down in the ,

water. The minnows are made attractive ^

by painting them. (An artificial minnow '

with hooks taken off is better yet.) The
j

fish, seeing the minnow is coaxed in, and as it 'j

curiously follows the minnow it is drawn
j

up and up toward the siirface of the hole. )

Still more curious the fish follows even up
;

to the very surface for while you are able to '

sec him the fish is absolutely unaware of

your presence. A spear, with needle-like

prongs, is held poised, and as the fish nears '

the top the spear is let down with deadly

acciirncv. 'i'hal is how the native does it.
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Where it is liol against the law one can
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bring one to the net of these ignorant fellows,

therefore when they have them at their

mercy in the spring they will dj'namite them,

either with the real thing or with the sunken

lime bottle which is equally as deadly as the

dynamite. The fish so stunned and killed

never come up at the spot where the bottle

or stick of dynamite was lowered, but often

as not float away under water only to appear

at the surface a block or two dow n the stream.

Often in the spring people living around rivers

tell of hearing detonations and the next day
find the streams lined with dead trout.

There we have an idea of the deadliness of

brutal, unenlightened, wholly unthinking

men, who are a menace to humanity; they

are below the savages for it is a well known
fact that savages kill only what they need for

food and I have just read where a tribe

recently found in the heart of South America
have it as a rule to follow, that only enough

shall be killed as will suffice to fill the needs

of the tribe and make it a severe punish-

ment if more is killed than can be used.

The men killing animals and fishes in

the WTetched manner above depicted are be-

low most animals for animals generally only

kill to suit their needs when hunger demands
that they seek sustenance. There is only

one animal they can be compared with, as

being equal to, and that is the weasel, for

the weasel, it will be admitted, kills for the

joy of killing.

I started out to tell that when
a fisherman goes to a lake to fish he has the

fish in that lake more or less at his mercy.

By the use of his intelligence he may catch

some of the finest in that body of water. If

he is wnscrupulous he may take the same fish

from the lake. Thus we have those who fish

over the spawning beds of the fishes in the

spring and do away with thousands of the

parent fish. If they will not seize the worm
or minnow dangled in front of their noses by
the fisherman he will lower down the bare

hooks and hook the fish.

We have had all sorts of artificial minnows
and much late-lamented junk on the market
to aid us in our fishing. We had "battle-

ship" and "drcadnaught" minnows on which
were attached no less than fifteen oi twenty
hooks. One was not able to see the wood of

the minnow for the hooks that were in the

way. It is true that the fishermen used these,

but even the most unscrupulous began to see

that so many hooks allowed the fish no
chance if it were caught,or they hooked up in

so many weeds that all Ihcy did was to clean

the various lakes of weeds. Later on the

hooks began to come off and so we have come
around to the present day with minnows that

have few- hooks and are sane in every way.
An drtifici^l minnow ndth one hook on it

has proven just as deadly as ever and that

if that hook is placed in the right place it

will never fail to get the fish that strikes it.

We live in a day of invention and there is

always something put forth to "aid" one in

doing this or doing that. And there is always

someone who starts something which will

help one in "his fishing. These inventions last

about fifteen minulos and then they pass on

into the beyond. Only the most ignorant of

the fishing gentry, (if that is possible), will

buy this junk for it usually turns out to be of

no valiie whatsoever. Just to give our

readers an idea of what I mean I will intro-

duce you to the Submarine Minnow. With
this minnow we are told it is possible "to go

down after the bass." Well of course we want
to go down after them if we can't get a couple

of them for supper along the shallows using

small spoons, flies or so forth. This sub-

marine minnow 4oes it all we are told. Says

the advertisement;

"Here is the newest wrinkle in lively baitst

A minnow that really swims! Two of them
in fact." Then in true ballyhoo style the

advertisement cries

:

"The Sub-mar-ine Min-now, the one and

on-lee me-chanical bait on the mar-ket!"

Says the advertisement: "This is an ii

genious contrivance that will make your next

fishing trip a bigger success than ever. The
tiny clock-work motor in the float runs

continuously for about twenty minutes

without re-winding. The artificial minnows
forming part of the device travel in race-

course fashion and positively can't be told

from live minnows. More fish and larger

can be caught witlr the Submarine Minnow
because it covers more water space and is

always in swimming motion. Never dies.

You can fish shallow or deep. Can be used

with single arm and minnow for brush fishing.

Use any bait you please. When worms or

other bait are used the constant motion of the

Submarine Minnow prevents fish, craw-fish

and turtles from stealing the bait."

You are told that this affair complete with

three minnows will strip something like four

dollars off your roll. The manufacturer of

this device tells you that he is the "Inventor

and Sole Manufacturer." We have had our

artist draw you a picture of this submarine
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minnow so you can see the thing busy. And
now to give my idea of it:

You are told in the advertisement that

"the artificial minnows forming part of the

device travel in race-course fashion and

positively cannot be told from live minnows."
It being no uncommon thing (?) to see live

n\innows travelling around in race-course

fashion in a circle you are struck with the

originality (?) of the idea. The fish that is

to be seen in the drawing has a smile on his

face as he says, "why here are some minnows
swimming around in race-course fashion. How
true to life. I must sample them for dinner."

Hence the smile from ear to ear. And then

as he seizes one he suddenly begins to go

around too,—but of course this is thrown in

for his amusement.

We are told that the artificial minnow on
tlie Submarine "never dies." How perfectly

exciting. But then we have been cruel to our

wooden minnows. We should not be that.

And we are told that "when worms or other

bait are used, the constant motion of the

Submarine Minnow prevent fish, crawfish and
turtles from stealing the bait." There you
have our whole trouble summed up. Fish

steal the bait so that the humming-birds have
no chance to get at it. The manufacturer
wisely foresaw all this and filled your needs

by putting forth an affair that would stop the
fish from biting and stealing the bait and thus

allowing the humming birds the fullest of

liberty in getting at the minnows as they go by
in the race-course. The secret of the success

of the Submarine Minnow we are told is that

'it covers more water space." That is im-
possible. The average bass fisherman is not

content unless he covers' four lakes in a
morning and casts from one block to two to a
cast. The mere covering of water space won't
do iti

All we can say in regard to such a "minnow"
as the Submanne is that it leaves much to be
desired. If it had been a merry-go-round
Minnow with a steam-caliope wheezing out
'Silver Threads Amongst the Gold" there

might have been hope, but there being no
musical attachment to this Submarine Minnow,
inot even a mouth organ), there is no hope.
Music, it is known, will charm the fishes.

If you had a miniature meery-go-round to let

down and then had some music (a village

band would go nice) the fish from far and near
would come to listen to the band and would be
dazed by this display of local talent; in this

condition they would totter and fall down the
shoot and so be conveyed on the endless belt

to the kitchen where they would at once be
made into kippered herring; but of course
this invention remains to be invented there-

fore we will have to wait that glorious day.

The Submarine Minnow is an idea of what

The Ridiculous Submarine Minnow

men will do to "advance a cause." Probably
the inventor of this minnow spent five years
of his life lying awake at night "thinking up"
this device. We know of a man who went
crazy working over a device to make a

Christmas tree turn around, and then when
he couldn't find any sympathy anywhere he
got into more practical things so he "in-

vented" a fish scaler. That took about two
years of hard labor and when he thought he
had one ready for sale he was looking in a

catalogue one day and found that the very
device he was working on, the same idea, had
been on the market ever since the Flood.

No doubt the inventor of this Submarine
Minnow feels proud to think that some day he
will take his place beside Edison, Newton,
Fulton, etc., and is looking for a financial

reward of such huge proportions that he will

have to start his own bank. He is doomed to

early disappointment. There are some
suckers left who will bite on these gun-cracks

but they are not amongst the men who have
learned the difference between a piece of

lemon-pie and a hoe-handle. Any man com-
ing to the lakes with a device of this sort in his

possession would at once become the laughing

stock of every boy, girl, adult man and
woman. Of course the inventor did not

realize this because probably he never fished

outside of a bath-tub where most of these

artificial minnow producers "test out" their

wares. This is not to disparage the true and
valuable minnows, by the reliable producers,

for we know that experts have constructed

them.
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If fishing were no more no less than to guess

up devices to inveigle fish on to destruction by

fair means or foul there are any one of a

hundred methods for doing this. 1, by a

moderate display of my scientific knowledge

and years of study of the fishing game,

could create ten, fifteen devices off-hand, any

one of which would be workable and would be

seized upon by manufacturers to exploit

amongst the fishermen; I could make a barrel

of money so far as that goej; but I cherish too

high a regard for angling (or fishing, if you will)

to prostitute ray talent by lowering my
dignity by vending out catch-penny stuff that

can only cause unhappiness in the hearts of

the fishermen.

The words I have to offer to anglers and

fishermen are: Fish clean, use your judgment,

don't bite at every device that comes along for

if you do you will be the unhappier for it.

There is sane, clean, worthy tackle to be had.

The old stand-bys never fail you I

Trout Fishing on the Montmorency River

W. S. M.

ONE warm summer day in 1916 my
brother-in-law came liome with a nice

string of trout, placed them on the table,

then sinking into a chair he said: "Gee, I'm

tired and hungiy, but I had a dandy time.

Aren't they beauties, mother?" "They are,

Luther," she said, "enough for a couple of

meals. You must take Will next time." I

was standing in the doorway, sizing them up

and picturing the fight possible in each fish

at the time of capture, thinking of the stream,

etc. Seeing how eager I was to go fishing,

Luther volunteered to take me that week-
,

end. Oh, the joyful feelings I had those

four days till Saturday. I was fishing at my
work and fishing in my sleep. At last we
were ready. Our grub having been packed

and our outfit completed we boarded the

street car for the downtown section of

Quebec City; from there on the electric to

Montmorency I'alls. How slow that car

.seemed to travel. There must have been a

dozen others on board bouiTd for the same

sport as ourselves and the main topic dis-

coursed on was "fish."

Arriving at Montmorency Falls the first

thing to greet us-at the platform of the little

station was a couple of men with about four

dozen of the largest trout I ever saw—that

week. The sight of these beauties fired us

to greater enthusiasm to gel to our fisliing

grounds and off we started at a Longboat pace

to cover the four miles up the river above the

famous Falls. Over fences, fields and through

thistles, through swamps, bush and cow pas-

tures we tripped—and often stumbled, till

at last we came to within JK'aring distance of

our destination—Tiiree l'"alls, so named by

the fact that there are three successive falls,

cac-h a few yards apart.

One of the prettiest natural scenes met my
eyes on arrival at the falls and to one who has

never seen this river before I was surprised at

the number of likely looking spots where I

just knew a large trout was waiting to sample

the bait or fly cast to it. There were deep,

still pools and swift shallow water all within

100 yards of the falls. Hustling to get my
fly ready I was about to start operations whcu
my companion said we had to wade across

the river at this point. , Oil came our boots

and socks, up went our pant legs and over we
went, sometimes leaning at an angle of 45

degrees (I swore afterwards it must have been

90) to buck the swift current. Once across

we commenced our preparations of rod, line

and fly. I walked out to the edge of the rock

directly below and at the side of the falls,

and anxiously made my first cast, allowing the

current to take the fly down some distance.

Cast number one brought no results, nor did

the twenty-fifth. Taken back somewhat by
my efforts to land a beauty in this length of

time I glanced around expecting to see m>
wjmpanion tossing one into his creel at the

finish of each cast. But, behold youl ho

was doing the same as I had been doing a few

minutes before, and still no fish. I musi

have watolied him fully ten minutes eagerly

Wailing the result of each cast when I was
awakened out of my dream by the fact that

he might get one before 1 did. I siiiftcd my
place to the fool of falls Number Two. I

won't express my feelings t'hcn because ho

may read this but you all know how you have

fell when you get to the place that the railway

describes as "teeming with lish," only to find

water and then some more water. You
understand what I mean of course. Well,

that's how I felt.
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And now to add to our piscatorial delights

a storm was coming up. We stopped fishing

and gathered enough wood .to last us through

the night. (I forgot to say thai after a con-

sultation over our creels we unanimously

decided to spend the night in the open and

catch a few more (ish in the morning.) \\'e.

must have enough to go around for dinner

next day.

What a night!

We crawled into a cave which we were

lucky to find in the rocks nearby and tried

to sleep the hours away. Except for the

roar of the falls, the thunder, lightning and

finally the water dripping down on us we
passed a very comfortable night. I remember
well the pillow I had—a square piece of

rock with my coat over same. A sort of

resemblance to Moses in the wilderness, what?

The number of minutes we slept could easily

be counted on the fingers of the hands.

But daylight had to come sometime and so

did more rain, but we came for trout and they

must be out there getting wet. So again we
went forth and cast and cast, and then did

some more casting. I looked at my compan-
ion and he looked at me but still we fished.

At noon we called a halt. We had had

plenty -^ fishing. If it had been this summer
I would have said the trout were out on strike.

But simply the trout would not rise for us

although we tried at least a half a dozen

dilTercnt kinds of flies.

Into the creel went oilr outfits, and over

the river we waded; then over the fields and
through the swamps to the car. I left part

of my shirt on a wire fence, and snagged

part of my pants olT in squeezing between two
trees. I never had such a time in all my life.

I will never forget it. Half way 'over we met
a couple of fishermen who inquired where

Three Falls was and if trout could be found
there. Directing them and lifting our creels

to show how heavy they were (of fishing

tackle, etc., etc.,) we marched on. And to

make it more pleasant we had to run the last

quarter of a mile to catch our car.

Did we march proudly into the house on
arriving at our home? Oh yes, on our toes

through the back door, and placing our

creels on the kitchen table we stole into our

beds to sleep—boots and all.

Of course there are fish^at Three Falls, lots

of them (so I have been told,) but you need a

diver's suit to go down and get them!

Uc^ertain Lake Fishing

L. B. BOTSFORD, M.D.

BEING a native born Canadian and a

resident of Canada, (New Brunswick to

be exact) for some thirty years I in-

dugled in many fishing and hunting trips with

the Micmac Indians—a few of which tribe arc

still to be found in this part of Canada. On
these trips I became somewhat familiar with

the traits of these Indians and found that

among their accomplishments, lying stood out

sufi'iciently well marked to attract more than

a passing notice. However there are excep-

tions to every rule and I found Pete Nocote,

my fishing and hunting guide, generally re-

liable and on this trip of which I am now
u. writing his statements were proved to be true

and he made good.

In .luly 1875, Pete came to my office in S

—

and informed me that he had found a lake

a few months ago while trapping for otter,

eight or ten miles from his camp and that

there were, "Heap plenty dam big trout"

there. This interested me at once and I

drove to Pete's camp two days later and

found him ready to start for the lake. After

a tramp of three hours through rough woods
and a good sized swamp we reached what
proved to be a small mountain, which we
climbed and found the lake at the summit, a

beautiful sheet of water about one mile in

length and somewhat less in width, surrounded

by a thick growth of maple, beech and birch;

and having, too, a white sandy beach. The
water was shallo\V for a distance of seventy-

five yards from the shore when it dropped

abruptly to a depth of thirty to forty feci.

It was very cold and evidently fed by springs

as there was no apparent inlet or outlet.

In order to do any fishing, (there being no

boat or canoe) we were compelled to make a

raft and after putting a good supply of bouglis

on the top and cutting two thirty foot sap-

lings we pushed out to the centre of the lake

and allowed the raft to drift. Being a firm

devotee of the fiy fishing form of angling of

course I tried this method in preference to any
other but after casting for one hour and using
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all kinds of nondescript and orthodox flies

without success I came to the conclusion

that they must be bottom feeders or else Pete

was a liar. When I told him I doubted his

ability to prove to my satisfaction that there

were any trout in the lake he declared that

he found one the previous autumn 14 inches

long lying on the newly formed ice while

trapping. How this fish got there seemed a

mystery, but Pete swore it was the truth, and

also declared that he would prove to me before

we broke camp that there were "Heap dam
big trout" there. We camped on the lake

shore that night and after supper Pete insisted

that we walk up the beach for some distance

to which I demurred as I had had quite suf-

ficient exercise for one day, but finally con-

sented. We had gone a few hundred yards

when I noticed a commotion in the shallow

water some thirty or forty yards ahead and

thought it was caused by muskrats or some

small game animal. Pet^'shook his head and

said, "Him no muskrat. Him dam brg trout

ketch minnows," and minnows seemed to be

in thousands in the shallow water. The next

splash was nearer to us and I had a glimpse

of a large trout as he showed part of his body

whUe leaping. This proved beyond the

vestige of a doubt that the trout were there

and Pete was vindicated. It also convinced

me that the only possible way to get any of

these trout was by deep fishing using live

minnows. We secured a good supply and
next morning at daybreak we again pushed
out into the lake. I fastened two strong

salmon gut leaders to the line about three feet

apart, both hooks (Number 6) baited with live

' minnows, the bottom leader being about one

foot above the sinker which was heavy enough
to keep the line perpendicular as we drifted.

I fished for two hours and was about to give

up in despair when I felt a strong tug and

struck moderately hard and from the bend
in the rod and the rate the line was running

through the guides I was sure I had hooked a

large trout. He gave me some fight for

fifteen minutes when I brought him near

enough to the raft for Pete to lift him out

with the improvised net made of a large

Indian basket with a handle attached, for I

had forgotten to bring a landing net. This

was a typical brook trout beautifully marked
and weighing four and a half pounds. But,

strange as it may seem, this is the only one I

succeeded in taking from that lake. We saw
the same performance in the shallow water

morning and evening while we remained in

camp. These trout were evidently gorged

with food and difficult to take at any time by
any means. How did they get there into that

lake there being no inlet or outlet? At any
rate I had an enjoyable trip and my friend

Pete was completely vindicated.

At Christie Lake, Ontario

H. C. Taylor

You may be interested in the inclosed

snap-shots of a few catches taken during

a three week fishing trip at Christie

Lake, Ontario. The four groups are all one

early morning's catch each, all small mouth
ba.ss with the exception of one or two pickerel

which you will notice. The picture showing

the 21 black bass were taken on four rods and

the others on two rods. In each case we
used live minnows, live angle worms and

Dowagiac wobblers. We rose at 4.45 a.m.

daily, had a light breakfast, and a two mile

row arriving at the fishing grounds around

sunrise at six o'clock. Our average morn-
ing's catch would run about eight to ten

small mouths averaging two and three pounds,

very few smaller than one pound. One
morning when the wind was just right we
took 21, in addition to returning to the water

several which, although well inside legal

limits, were smaller than the smallest we
kept and it seemed a shame to take them as

we had sufficient for the table. I might

remark that our families, as well as wife and

family of my oldest brother were with our

parly making a total of 14 all told, so you
will readily understand that the table re-

quired considerable attention.

One particularly noticeable feature about

the bass in this lake is that when taking the

lure there is no vicious jerk, merely a gentle

tightening of the line as the fish takes the

bait and swims away with it. It is absolutely

necessary that they be allowed to run with

it without the least pressure on the spool

the reel for at least twenty or thirty feet,

when they will slop for a few seconds whili

the fish is swallowing the bait when they wi

th
'

I
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Taken at Christie Lake, Ontario

immediately start away with it again. This

is the time to set the hook. Then how they

tear around. They arc valiant fighters every

single last one_ of them and just when you
think you have them tired out and you are

trying to bring them around to the net they

will bore to the bottom and sulk, followed by
another deep plunge. They all break water

and jump into the air four or five times before

they are landed. ^'\

The picture showing the pickerel with

tape measured 24 and one half inches and

weighed seven and one half pounds. We
took on an average of three and four pickerel

each evening trolling and casting, using

Dowagiac wobblers and minnows, which I

found to be the most successful killers. These

fish run four to five pounds, very few smaller

ones being taken on troll or casting and

although they do not put up the fight the

bass do, still they are in every sense of the

word a game fish. Siiialler pickerel, two to

three pounds, with an occasional four pounder,

were taken on live minnows and green^frogs.

The bass do not usually bite after 8:30

or 9.00 a.m. when the sun begins to get hot,

and then not again until about 6.00 p.m. al-

though, of course we sometimes picked up a

few around the shady side of rocky ledges

during the day.

.\lthough the main object of the trip was

fishing, we had a splendid time all around.

There is a good bathing beach, and between

this and the excellent fishing we spent an

enjoyable three weeks.
Cau&lit at

perch of
Chris
seven

tie Lake,
and one

Ontario
half poun

Wall-eyed
ds weight
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On this trip wc used entii%ly "Kingfisher"

braided silk casting lines, Dowagiac wobblers

and minnows, finished out with the famous

old Takapart reel. That is what I claim to be

an ideal combination. The one "Kingfisher"

line f used entirely for three weeks hard

fishing and hard usage, and there is not the

slightest sign of wear and tear to it yet. After

sampling out lures we got down to the

Dowagiacs—and then we didn't use any other

makes during our stay.

About our trip I will say that it was a real

trip, witli real fishing. Just what you look

forward to and hope to get but very seldom

find. *****
Angling Editor's Commenl —Most of the

pictures you sent in were of fish strung up,

one of these pictures containing 24 black bass

the result of a morning's catch. These

photos, above and beyond being a record of

how many fish were taken, have no particular

value. This is not to be unduly critical, but

merely to point out a common failing amongst

the brothers of the angle. We would have

liked to have seen a photograph of Brother

Taylor busy reeling in one of the big fellows,

with a picturesque piece of the lake and

shore for a background. All these little

things go so well in a photo;—then, too, a

photo where you are really busy reeling or

playing a fish, or where you are netting a

lusty fellow, helps in future days to make you

remember the trip.

The fish in the picture \Yith the tape-

measure attached to it is not a pickerel but

a wall eyed perch {Silizosledion vilreum)

a very near relative of the yellow or banded

perch which is the other member of the

family of Perca. I have often pointed out the

dirterence between the^wall-eyed perch and
the pikes in Bod and Gun. You can easily

tell them apart. The wall-eyed perch has

no slime upon his body," while the pikes

-are often as slippery as eels. The body of the

wall-eyed perch is hard, and the scales tough

as you run your hand over them. The wall-

eyed perch has two well-defined dorsal fins,

as you will note in the photo. Again you
can easily tell the wall-eyed perch from any
other fish by the fact that after capture its

eyes will turn white, as transparent while as

though stone-frozen. (Note in the photo,

which, though dim you will yet see the white

eyes.)' It is from this fact that the wall-eyed

perch gets its designation "wall-eyed." Again

in the other photo where the three of you are

holding up the fish note the wall-eyed perch

on the extreme right hand end of the string.

Note how the eyes stand out from the head.

This is another characteristic of the wall-

eyed perch.

WTiat you did do, and quite unawares you
almost caught a prize-winning wall-eyed

perch, because a wall-eyed perch of seven and
one half pounds is quite a fish, although I have

known of some up to fifteen pounds. In late

years, however, there has been a noticeable

falling oil and wall-eyed perch up to ten

pounds are holding down the prizes.

You mention about catching three or four

of these "pickerel" every evening and al-

though "they do,not put up the fight that the

bass do, still they are in every sense of the

word a game fish." Well I should say they

are. The wall-eyed perch (and that is what
you meant), are certainly game fish. When
they are taken out of chilled water, with a

"kick" to it, they put up a fight that is well

worthy of the name!

Re A Large Brook Trout

Robert Page Lincoln

Agentleman by the name of E. E. Rossiter

recently caught a brook trout near

Stratford, Ontario, that weighed four

and three quarter pounds and just lacked

one inch in being two feet in length; it being

twenty three inches to the good. I have

been asked if I think that "this catch con-

stitutes a record for this variety of fish."

For certain parts of Capada a brook, (or

speckled) trout close on five pounds weight

would not nc.ccssarilv create a furore since

there have been speckled trout (Salnelinus

fnnlinali.'!) taken in the Nipigon and Steel

River districts that have gone well over ten

pounds weight and some very much more I

understand it to be said but as to the truth

of this statement I know nothing. There is

always a great deal of exaggeration about

the speckled trout of the Nipigon and Steel

River districts although we do know that

very large brook trout are annually taken

there, four and five pound specimens being

I
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no oddity. On the 22nd day of July,

1915. Dr. J. W. Cook of Fort William,

Ontario, caught a fourteen and one half

pound brook trout at the foot of the Mc-
Donald rapids. It was weighed at both

streams, known to be the haunts of this specie,

than in American streams. Even in the

streams of Wisconsin and Michigan I know
from experience a one or two pound trout to

create talk, but five and even six pound brook

Speckled Trout, caught by Ernest E. Rossiter. July 29. J919. Weight *% lbs., length 23 ins.

Nipigon and Fort William. Alexander Fin-

layson, an inspector of the fish hatcheries of

the Dominion, pronounced the fish a fine speci-

men of Salvelinus fontinalis, the brook trout.

One is of course more liable to run across

large specimens of the brook trout in Canadian

trout have been taken from the waters of

these states.

For Canadian waters a brook trout close

onto five pounds weight would not be exactly

startling though I promise you the incident

is worth recording!

Would Like a Good Telescope

Editor, Rod and Gun.

Have been a regular news-stand subscriber

to your interesting magazine for years and
wish you would publish this letter so some
"been there" hunter can help me out.

I have always thought I needed some kind

of a telescope or field glass for out deer hunt-

ing. Many times I have noticed some deer-

like objects in the woods and often wasted
time on them, though sometimes they turn

into a sure enough deer. I make it a prac-

tise to investigate all these unfamiliar objects,

and they could be immediately made out
with a glass. This year I lo^t a shot at a

peach of a deer that I thought was nothing

but a slump, but I got my two deer though.

Last year I lost the best shot that I would
ever get, a great big buck standing broadside

on a hillside^cross a valley. I was climbing

another hill and noticed it for five whole
minutes, not thinking it was a deer until I

saw it move, then only had a parting shot at

it as it faded away, and of course missed.

My experience tells me the deer often stop

watching you without you noticing them to

be a deer.

Now are there any hunters who make it a

practice to carry some kind of glasses along

while deer hunting? I am sure they are very

useful and I hate to think of the game I

missed getting without one. I think a small

powerful telescope is best, and would only

want it to investigate objects with and not

to sweep over the whole bush. A small

telescope would fit the hip pocket and be no
tr5uble to carry, while I think a pair of field

glasses are too bulky and clumsy to use.

Will some reader please tell me what kind of

a glass to get, which power is best,, etc., and
where they can be bought.

Yours truly,

H. C. Knapp.
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THE large mink rose out of the debris at

the side of the stream and pausing for

a moment like a shadow attached to

the greater ones around him, peered out upon
the world of light and movement, his beadlike

black eyes twinkling, his fine and sensitive

nostrils quivering as he read what the waves of

atmosphere wafted toward hhn. The stream

below slipped along over the smooth-washed

stones in the same whispering and tinkling

as it did yesterday and the day before and in

the past, now sinking low as thfe half dark

waters dipped roundly into a pool and then

flashing out again to curl around the bend

in the round-about journey to the ocean.

The mink, scenting no outward disturbance,

retreated into the iriass of driftwood and old

leaves and soon thereafter came out into the

sunshine only to dart in a peculiar, sinuous

manner into some heavy grasses; then once

more he disappeared from view. The stream

still chattered on aimlessly, lifting the same
old tune as it always had. Shortly after

the passing out of sight of the mink, one with

a keen pair of eyes might have seen a small

dot upon the water that stirred ever so

little; a dot that barely rose over the surface

of the stream. If you would have watched
the water carefully you would have made it

out, and you would have known its owner.

Suddenly the're was a motion: two lines of

Water flowed backward and widened from the

dot; presently the dot grew larger and then

lliere rose wiiat appeared to be a head which

gradually assumed such shape that_ the

watcher could have told it for that belonging

to a musk-rat. The stream rat now getting

into motion swam upstream in a swift motion

that took him to another shadow. There

he paused and sank till only what appeared

to be a blotch dotted the surface. Somewhere
in among the reeds the mink was peering out;

his nostrils dilated; his eyes were never so

evil. His fur glistened—a most beautiful

coat to look upon. The tail with its haiis

standing almost straight out was dark also

and pointing to a prime condition.

The Indian Summer sun hung in the skies;

hid in among gray clouds now, with occasional

darts of light playing through the breaks

in those shifting banks. Blackbirds were

flying over the cornfields uttering their

staccato notes. Several crows winging by
suddenly uttered raucous calls and rose

higher in the air as^ though alarmed. A
yellow hammer darted by. A flock of robins

flew overhead on their journey southward.

Along the stream all was silent.

Presently in among the trees that lined the

bank a figure became prominent. The eyes

of the mink appraised it and grew more dark

than ever as the nostrils caught the fearsome

and detested human odor. The musk-rat had

heard the sound of a broken branch and slowly

the dot disappeared entirely from the view.

The figure came out —a set of traps swinging

from his shoulder, giving up a metallic sound

as they clashed together 'aiW the chains

rubbed. He stopped for a moment, his small

ride resting lightly on his ami, his finger upon
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the hammer—ready to throw it to shoulder

the moment he detected any disturbance.

It had jnelded him many furs, had this

method of stealing up on a quiet scene; for

animals, caught una'«ares,were easily garner-

ed in by the unfailing rifle.

Catching sight of no wild creature the

young fellow went down to the stream and
searched along the mud edge for signs. He
noted the muskrat trail close to the water;

and his eyes were quick to mark the tracks

that had been made but shortly before. Sel-

ecting a trap in a most methodical manner he
spread the jaws, set it and placed it down in

the water near the bank, in such an manner
that something like a half-inch of water
covered it; then he took from his pocket a

bit of apple, and, impaling it on the stick,

thrust the other end of it in the bank so that

the ^egetable hung directly over the trap.

He now brought-out a thin copper wire which
he connected to the trap ring, tj-ing the other

end of it to the root of a tree that curled

grotesquely out near the water edge. The
mink had watched these movements care-

fully; but as the trapper rose from his set he
disappeared without a sound in amongst the

driftwood, passed down under the over-hang-

ing bank and was lost to \iew.

The keen eyes of the young trapper had
noted the tracks near the driftwood—on the

other side of the stream. Pausing but a

moment he entered the water which was not of

such a depth as to flow over the tops of the

boots. He waded in the water near the shore

not stepping out on the land. His eyes

travelled along that bank path knowingly
as he selected a peculiarly smoked trap used

for such occasions, and. still walking in the

water searched the trail eagerly. He whistled

softly on noting where a stick lay some four

inches up from the ground,, across the trail.

Every mink coming along the trail leapt over

it. See! here was where the pads of their

feet had touched each time, ^^"here the worn
spot was the young trapper carefully removed
some of the dirt so that the trap lay even
vith the surface; under the pan of the trap

he tucked in a bit of cotton to prevent any-
thing from getting under it. A leaf was now
placed over the trap, a dank, partly decayed
leaf that lay limp on the jaws yet would
not prevent the trap from closing shut with-

out trouble. The set completed the trapper

connected the trap-ring to a wire, and then,

still standing in the water bent down a -willow

and connected the wire to that. The willow

was then lightly fastened to another tree in

such a manner that when it was stirred in its

place it would jump up into its original

place. This was something on the order of a

spring hole.

That night the large mink came out from
his retreat to see if he could learn more about
the muskrat that happened to make that

locality his stamping ground. Perhaps, who
could tell, the muskrat may have had a bank
den with an underwater passage to it. The
beautiful slender little animal poised m the

moonlight. His sinuous body was the picture

of suppleness and energ>'; his eyes were bead-
like and menacing as ever. Like a shadow he
attached himself to the greater gloom and
skipped down his old familiar trail. He knew
every turn in it by heart one might say, but
of Course this was natural for he was born
right in that vicinity; why shouldn't he know
the trail. Here was the turn at the willow

tree; here was the sunken place where a little

water stood ; and here, sure enough, here was
the stick across the trail which he always
liked to leap over and which he always man-
aged to hit on the same identical place with

his feet. In fact there was an indentation on
each side of the stick made by the feet when
they landed. And now as he had always
done he leapt that stick and landed just

e.xactfy where that indentation should have
been.

There was a cold metallic Snap', and a

faint clanking of steel. Both fore-feet of

the mink had landed where the indentation

should have been, but where now had rested

the pan of the trap. The mink leapt wildly

backward and,tore around. Of a sudden the

w=ilIow branch was displaced and the branch

shot on high to a normal position.

The muskrat, swimming up-stream along

the shore wondered sometime later what could

have made that brushing sound in among the

willows. He lay half in the gloom and half

where the moon silvered the surface of the

water, listening intently. The mink hung
swaying on the top of the willow spring-pole.

The muskrat kept to the shadows, but a

moment thereafter scented something that

turned him instinctively shoreward. His

were no great deductions; no superior intelli-

gence. He smelled the delicious carrot.

Floundering throu8;h the shallow water he

reached up under the bit of vegetable to

take it down. ^Vhen he dropped to his fore-

feet for a moment ere he again sought to gel

at the morsel he stepped fair and square into

the trap; and the two jaws closed tight.

Wildly the muskrat turned waterward.
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Instinct had always told him to dive when The stream moved on as musically as ever.

danger appeared. He dived. The ugly ma-
chine of destruction clung to him like death.

He sank—strove to rise; sank. Stray bubbles

rcse to the surface; burst one by one and

finally dwindled into a siring of small ones.

The moon suddenly went under the clouds,

while the small shadows weakened, melted

and merged into the greater gloom. Then

all was silent.'

The woods lay silent—deep, endless silence

such as is found only in the winter woods.

The stillness was so intense that it seemed to

border on monotony. There were the huge
trees on all sides, and on the branches there

yet remained evidence of the great snowstorm
that had sheeted the old snow anew some
nights previous. I could see through

the trees the snow-mantled fields outspread

before me in their spotless grandeur. Here
and there tufts of dead grass jutted through

the ermine and softly rustled when a crisp

breeze wafted down ^nri was lost among'the
shadows in the wood. I stood motionless

with alert senses beside the giant white oak.

Though the day was cold I felt not the chill

for I, was clad in woollens and the turning of

the toes in the mocassins kept them
wann. My bare hands were now warm

—

a vigorous swinging at them having sent the

blood down to the blue finger nails. A
drowsiness possessed me, but it was only

that keen exhilaration that comes after

trudging knee deep through the snow for

many miles. .Suddenly a black-capped chica-

dee darted down through the air seemingly

appearing from the utler unknown and alight-

ing on a dry liinlj .sent forth his che(Ty notes

to wake the silence that cnwrapt the scene.

As my eyes swept the surroundings I look
in all its details. Over there near the bank
was a trail that had been made the previous

night by none other than a prowliiig weasel

who.se erratic wandering demanded that he

investigate into every nook and cranny in his

•quest for prey.

Somehow I could notjjwell tell why I felt

that something was about to occur and I

stood in inquisitive silence to see what Nature
would have to unfold. There is always that

sense of expectation when you are standing in

the middle of a winter woods. Anyt:hing may
happten. Half turning in my tracks I was
next to discern a fluffy brown creature that was
making its way through the snow. What was
this? I looked closer. Of all things it was
none other than a muskrat making his way
through the snow. But what was the reason

of it; why was this little amphibious creature

braving the winter snow-drifts so far from its

environment. This impressed me as a mys-
tery that I would like to unravel. And then

my woods knowledge began to make itself

felt. It was a stream rat and not a swamp
rat I told myself; it had a darker fur than the

swamp habitant and the fur a glossier shade.

For some reason or another he had left the

den in the bank of the stream and was making

it overland. Well where to? It was hard

to tell. Was it merely a journey of discovery?

More difficult to tell. I stood as rigid as a

statue and watched the progress of the ani-

mal. His beautiful coat was something to

marvel at. The long guard hairs were tipped

with black while the rest was the very deepest

nut-brown. The eyes of the creature were

like beads and Hashed as the head was turned

inquisitively from side to side yet which ncverl

seemed to rise much over its forward stoopedf

iwsition.

Now as I stood there watching I became}

aware of the fact that a foreign sound had
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eatered upon my sense of hearing. Quite

far off, well to the other end of the woods a

beagle hound sent up his war-cry into the

still air. Some rabbit I figured was soon to

be on the run. Cautiously turning my head

I viewed my surroundings. But presently

as I watched I heard a barely perceptible

murmur among the brush to one side and turn-

ing I saw a rabbit come into view with easy

leaps, apparently effortless and without con-

cern. The muskrat in his blundering trail

had risen on his haunches with a quickness

that was admirable and now as the rabbit

neared him he swayed from side to side and
showed his long yellow teeth in a most men-
acing manner. The rabbit halted as he

came in sight of the muskrat and was perhaps

as surprised as I had been to see this little

amphibious creature §o far from his native

haunts. The rabbit perhaps would have
kept right on, but for some reason or another

he paused by a bush and the two regarded

each other in silence, the muskrat half lower-

ing himself and rising and showing his teeth.

Keeping his eyes covertly appraising the

muskrat the rabbit meantime nibbled at the

bark on a bush. The rabbit was in complete
possession of his faculties I was sure. He was
listening wth those ears of his judging every

long drawn-out bay of the beagle. But now
for a moment the war-cry had been stilled;

and when it arose on the silent air again it was
verj' much closer. This ser\-ed to arouse

the apparently unconcerned grey fellow with

the powder-puff adornment. He suddenly

left the bush at which he had been gnawing
and disappeared into the woods off to the

right-hand side.

The muskrat now kept on his way, his stiff

black tail marking a course after him in the

snow, the unfailing sign of the muskrat trail

on the snow. He was now crossing the rab-

bit's trail, when, without the least warning
the beagle appeared upon the scene utterly,

absofutely oblivous to everything save that

fresh trail he was following. The muskrat
' was now about one and one half feet away

from the trail. A prolonged bay issued from
'. the throat of the silently oncoming beagle.

His nose held to the snow. The muskrat had
risen to his haunches and had swung facing

the trail. As the beagle neared him on the

trail the muskrat leaped at the hound with

the most frightful baring of teeth even known
in the history of desperate creatures. Al-

though the muskrat was so close to the beagle

that a turn of the hound's head would have
brought the two in contact the beagle forged

right on as though for all the world there

had been no such creature in his way as a

muskrat. A smile sent the corners of my
lip's to the ear on either side. There, I

remarked to myself, is self-possession and

wits settled down to grimly assaying cold facts.

The beagle disappeared and the muskrat, non-

plussed, frightened and disgruntled, turning

once in a while to show his teeth made his

way on. He was rattled and concerned over

something. Something had happened that

had sent hiln away from the stream from

which 1 was quite sure he had come. Yield-

ing to the notion that I would like to know-

more about what the great snow-book would

tell me as to what had happened on the

musk-rat's back trail I set out, following the

zig-zag route as it lay printed on the soft

enveloping mantle of ermine. I saw that the

rat had wandered in hopeless circles before he

had started out in a straight line for the woods.

And then as I neared the creek, slowly and

silently I crept, half-crouching, through the

snow. Over a frosty bank I peered holding

to a bush that I had cautiously tested for

strength. The creek lay below me, the open
water showing black and forbidding agamst

the hea\y. snow that was massed along the

edges. In one long sweeping glance I took

in all the details of the scene. At first I

could detect no movement whatsoever and

then my eye rested upon the black water

that flowed below me without even one

tinkle in the open place in the ice.

As my eye took in all details about that

open place of dark ,water I noted off to the

right that a trail led away from this hole.

It was the broad trail of an animal whose

body had come close to the ground, and there

was plainly shown on the white blanket of

snow that mark made by a muskrat's tail

dragging through the snow. From this hole

in the ice my friend the muskrat had come.

Thai settled the point'.

It must have been some fifteen minutes

thereafter that a ripple appeared upon the

surface of the black water and as it receded it

was followed by another and then a little

black head appeared the owner of which was

a mink. Impaled by his teeth a frog of

medium size was endeavoring to free itself

from the deadly, vice-like clutch but its

efforts were fruitless. The mink reached

the edge of the ice and laid its victim dowTi

watching it with savage intentness. The
frog, bitten through the head, made an effort

to escape by pushing along the ice with its

feet but the mink pounced upon it once more
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and bit it viciously, causing the frog to quiver

and stiffen out. I then noticed a number of

other dead or half-dead frogs lying at intei>

vals in the snow at the edge of the drum ice.

I think that it was the mink that had
frightened the muskrat from the scene.

This seemed all the mbre true when a moment
later the mink took up the rat's trail at the

edge of the ice and followed it for some ways
when he returned apparently satisfied. Per-

haps he meant to say: "I have you at my
mercy. I know you will never get^anywhere

on land. To-night I'll pick up your trail,

follow you up, and kill you at my leisure.''

As suddenly as the mink had appeared upon
the scene he disappeared under a bank where

no doubt there was a spacious run-way. For
the moment all was silent. The brook flowed

tranquilly on, the frogs stirred ever so faintly

and miserably on the ice and over all brooded

that mystery we never can solve.

As I rose and brushed the snow from my
clothes and prepared to go somewhere

off in the jar end oj the great woods a shotgun

rang out, shattering the silencel

i$im 40

THE SOUTHBOUND DUCKS
A en; in the duskl

A legion a-wing

In the shadows that spring

Across the dim fields. High up above

A tumult oJ forms all hurrying

Scurrying,

Clan upon clan

In the gloom Jar above—
A cry in the duskl

But a cry in the night.

In the still, mystic night.

Creeps down and enwraps me.

And softly I Jeel,

That one lonesome cry thtit parted

To die.

In the gloom to the right—
Oj a life I would steal—

But one deadened cry, that faded to die.

In the night—but harkl

All is slim

- —R. P. L.

It is midnight. The ijreat clock in the

next room is tickinf! stcidily and the fire is

crackling and sputtering omonp the crumbling

red logs in the fireplace. The lamp is burning
low— sending out its feeble flare in an easily

defined circle. My pipe grows cold and I

lay it aside. On the carpet the water spaniels

lie dozing with their noses resting on the hearth-

sto.nes. Suddenly one growls and half rises

to sniff my leg and then again sinks to sleep

with a long sigh.

Silenci'l

The clock beats the hour of three and star-

tles me out of my reverie. Tick-tick-lick,

again it resumes its steady throb. Itfis

morning. Harkl a rooster is sending forth

his clarion call. It is time. Noiselessly, and
in subdued excitement I don the hunting coat

and button it up close to my throat. The
hip boots slide on-neatly!

'The dogs have risen and are whining

eagerly, knowingly. In the back room I

take down the shotgun from the nail and
generously fill my pockets with ammunition.
Ah, the breath of morning. I breathe deeply

of the still cold air and the blood quickens

as it flows like a flame ol life through the veins.

In the gray dusk the trees rise about rne on
every side, solitary as lone sentinels on the

death watch. The vision is but momentary
and each in turn fades into the deep and heavy
gloom. I lightly hum a tune for my heart

is full of expectancy and I am rejoicing.

The spaniels dash about me and seem to have

caught the spirit of the occasion. I reward
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them with a pat each on the head and a cheery

word.

And soon we leave the road and skirt the

swamp. Already I have slipped in two shells

and the gun is held at ready. Out on the

swamp a muskrat flops in with a slap of his

tail and the world is beginning to awaken.

The daybreak winds spring up; I button the

coat close up around my throat. Hark\ To
the right a whirr of wings causes me to stop

still in my tracks with every faculty on the

alert. From out of the shifting- and moving

mists, dimly-outlined, speeds a set of mallards.

Bangl bangl speaks the gun and the scattered

band disappears with startled quacks. The
spaniels retrieve the one that has fallen. As

it is brought m dripping wet I thrill. What
was that! I mark out another bunch and I

am ready for them. Another one falls to my
two barrels, and again the spaniels retrieve, one

one of them bringing in another dripping body.

The spirit of the hunt is in me; I am human;
yet possessed of some'of those'passions coming

up from the primitive man, who, ages ago,

stood upon the reedy shore of a jungle lake

and beheld with a joyful beating of his heart

the giant mammoth he had slain.

I fondle with care the bodies, so beautifully

colored. Why should I heed the call of the

wild and go forth to slay these fowl? Would
it not be better indeed that I leave them to

their ways in peace? For a moment a pang

of regret comes to my heart. Harki what

was that?

I am down on my hands and knees.

A moment before the larger spaniel licked

me in the face and did not awake me to the

present. Now, however, I am crouching

there behind the natural blind furnished by
the tall marsh grasses, with my heart wildly

beating agamst my ribs. All thoughts of

regret and pity are thrust aside in the smash-

ing onrush of events.

I grasp the gun and peer out with teeth -set

and eyes never so alert. Here they cornel

The flight is onl

The Late Alonzo Wiltse

Tyeth Bounsall
An Old Country Angler

THE world is alfthe poorer Lo-day through

the death of Alonzo ("Lon") Wiltse;

a well-known figure on the Lakes of East-

ern Ontario, > who made his headquarters

,

at Delta, where he had a large connection

amongst fishermen visiting the Beverley

and other lakes on the Rideau chain.

I took a greab fancy to him from the first

day I spent in his company on the Lower
Beverley Lake and my liking for him in-

creased every time I saw him.

A genuine lover of sport for sport's sake

he was also a thoughtful man of considerable

independence of character; possessing those

innate good manners and consideration for

others which are often erroneously supposed
to be the sole attributes of birth and educa-
tion. I shall never forget his kindness and
care for my comfort, well-being, and enjoy-

ment when I was partially crippled with
acute rheumatism and hardly fit to be in a

boat. !

Wiltse's appearance was rather a striking

one; tall and spare, with aquiline features,

sunburnt face, gray hair and moustache, he
Would have made an excellent portrayal of

Thackeray's hero. Colonel Newcome; who
indeed,^ he somewhat resembled in the simp-
licity and integrity of his character!

He attended me when I visited Delta at

the opening of the Black-Bass season in June

last and we had a most successful and pleasant

week together: making many plans as to

various lakes we were to visit later in the

summer. On returning at the end of July

I was horrorstruck to learn that poor old

"Lon" had just been removed to the S. Vincent

de Paul Hospital at Brockville to be operated

upon. 1 went down to see him the day before

the operation, finding him greatly broken in

health and appearance; as might have been

expected, the operation was unsuccessful:

and,aftermany weeks of intense pain, death

came as a merciful release on October 16th

last.

Wiltse was 6fi years of age at his dgmise and

had spent most of his life in the Rideau Dis-

trict. He was policeman for the little town of

Delta: I do not know whether he was a "terror

to evil-doers in that capacity: but I do know
that he was always ready to speak in "praise

of them that do well!" During a recent visit

to Delta I was more than pleaseU to find

how greatly the good old fellow was loved and
respected by his neighbors and friends i»cvery-

one had a good word for him; thcie were few

who could not recall some kindly action on

his part! He will be greatly missed, and by
no one more than the writer of this little

tribute to his meniorv.
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Indian Specimens from Brant County
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GUNS &,AMMUNITIO
Testing a .22 Stevens Pistol at 100 Yards

Henry Walter Fry

FOR a considerable time I had been

familiar with the appearance and con-

struction of the various British and

American single shot target pistols, the

Webley with its round barrel and big heavy
handle, the Remington with its rolling block

action and fine solid grip also no longer on

the market, the Lord Model Stevens, the

heaviest of them all; the Gould, Conlin and
Diamond Models, and the latest at that time

from the Stevens factorj' the OfT-hand Target

pistol. There was also the latest production

from England, the Webley & Scott semi-

automatic target pistol which automatically

ejected the fired shell at every shot but had
no magazine.

The otie which took my fancy the most of

all was the Diamond Model Stevens with

its ten inch barrel and when one day I saw
one on sale in a gunsmith's window in the

Edgeware Road, London, I made up my
mind to get it. The price was nine dollars

and in those days that was something of a

consideration.

For some weeks I haunted that shop wind-
ow, not being quite able to summon up the

necessary courage. But I have always held

that though money is a thing that should be

carefully economized as a general rule that

it is a good thing for every man, once in a

while,, to treat himself to something that he

really cannot in a general way afford and that

it does him no harm to treat himself to a little

bit of extravagance now and then practising

strict economy in the long intervals in be-

tween them. So one day I determined to

put my rule into practice, went into the
shop, paid my money and walked away
with my newly acquired treasure.

The first thing to do before attempting to

shoot it was to fit on a new handle, the one

sent out by the factory being, for what
reason I never could make out, made about

large enough for the hand of a five-year-old

child. To remove the two factory made
wood grips and to cut out and fit on others

and shape them up to a handle of the proper

size and shape was not a very difficult matter

and the pistol, now equipped with a firm and
comfortable grip, was now ready for use. It

certainly was an attractive little arm, very

light and portable, not much more than 12

ounces in weight. It could be carried without

inconvenience in an inside coat pocket as a

companion on a country walk.

The next thing was to try it out at the

target. Being made by the Stevens Company
was a sure guarantee that it would be accur-

ate and on page 104 of Mr. A. C. Gould's

"Modern American Pistols and Revolvers"

are shown two groups of ten shots fired with

one of these pistols at fifty yards, and in each

group only one shot out of the ten has missed

the 3/8 inch ten ring in the 8 inch black bulls

eye of Standard American Target, using .22

calibre long-rifle cartridges. Now that is a

standard of marksmanship that very few

men could hope to attain to, even with pistols

much heavier and more suited to fine target

work than the Diamond Model is and I never

succeeded in making any such groups as

those. I did manage to capture second

prize in the annual pistol competiton of the

Ham and Petersham Rifle Club, England,

just before leaving the old country nearly

eight years ago. The distance was twenty
yards at a two inch bulls eye, seven shots at

each target, six targets to be shot at, each targ-
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et to be signed by the range keeper before

being put up.

It was the last day of the competition, a

dull Sunday afternoon in January. I had

not entered but being persuaded by a fellow

member, agreed to do so though the light

was none too good and fading fast. So I got

my six signed targets from the range keeper,

put them all up, took my six shots at each,

handed them in and thought no more of the

matter till a week or two later when I was
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told that I had captured the second prize, a

set of plated egg cups and spoons on a hand-
some plated stand, which I still have.

After leaving the old country for Australia

wherie pistol shooting at targets is practically

unknown, there was no further chancp of any
more competitions so I kept the pistol for use

in the country, practising at tin cans or

bottles with now and then a shot at a rabbit

or a bird. I can well remember the pleasure

and astonishment of one of my Australian

friends with whom I had gone on a country

excursion when with this little pistol he found

he had bowled over two rabbits at distances

from thirty to fifty yards. He would very

much like to hava-bought one but none were

to be had in the country.

Having become pretty well acquainted

with what I could do with this little weapon
off hand, I was curious to know what it would

do under more favorable conditions and with

aiming appliances superior to the rather crude

open sights with which it was furnished at the

factory. Kcmoving the large bead front

sight I substituted for it a Lyman No. 5, a

combination of pinhead and ivory bciid.

For a rear sight the only one that could be

depended upon to give consistent and accur-

ate aim was an aperture of some sort.

The Stevens factory made what they called

the Reliable Pocket Rifle which was simply

the ten inch Diamond Model pistol with a

peep sight on the barrel in place of the ordin-

ary open sight and a skeleton shoulder stock

fitting into a slot in the butt plate of the

handle. I wanted the peep sight to be a

folding one and with a longer sight radius

than one on the barrel would give. So at a

hardware store I procured a pair of brass

desk hinges, with leaves 1}4 inches long by

14 inch wide. Taking one of

the hinges I cut a slot in one of

the leaves about M inch wide

and H inch long, Then taking

a piece of thin sheet brass about

14 inch wide I bent it length-

wise around the slotted leaf of

the hinge in such a way that

the bent edges just came to the

edge of the slot on either side

and made a tightly fitting slide

which could be moved up and

down the leaf of the hinge.

A hole about 1-20 inch in

diameter was drilled in the

centre and the slide was com-

plete. The next thing was to

rivet on the outer face of the

slotted leaf at the lower end

a piece of flat brass of the same width and
with one end projecting in such a way as to

form a stop when the hinge was opened a

certain distance. This completed the folding

part of the sight. All that remained was to

cut short the other leaf of the hinge drill

another screw hole about H inch from the

existing one and attach the whole sight to

the wood of the stock just in rear of the

hammer. ««

The pistol was now fitted with a folding

peep sight with a 12 inch sight radius in place

of the open sights with only a 9 J^ inch radius.

A home-made shoulder stock was improvised

from a piece of 5-16 inch iron rod filed to :i

flat taper at one end and with the other end

round to fit against the shoulder. A socket

into which the tapered end of the stock

fitted was made by hammering a piece of

sheet brass to the right shape and attaching

it with four screws to the under side of the

butt of the pistol. The combination pistol

and pocket rifie was now completed.

^ It was nothint; very much to boast about so

far as finished workmanship was concerned

but was perfectly efficient as a shooting iron.

With the stock inserted in the socket the

peep sight raised and the pinhead of the front
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589 STRAIGHT RUN 589

Fred Gilbert and The Parker Single Barrel Trap Gun
Make the World's Record in Competition

589 WITHOUT A MISS 589
Eventually you will shoot the PARKER. Why not now ?

Send for catalogue and free booklet about 20 bore guns.

PARKER BROS, cu^^falers Meriden, Conn., U.S.A.
NewJYork Salesrooms: 25 Murray St.

A. W. duBray, Pacific|Coast Agent, P. O. Box 102, San Francisco

No Trouble to Prepare

/3on{e4i4
Reindeer Coffee

or

Reindeer Cocoa
Just Add Boiling Water

Handy for home use, at picnics,
hunting, fisliing or camping.

BORDEN MILK CO.
MONTREAL

J^ Contain
''' both

Milk

and
Sugar

TTJ-J
The name SUHHERFIELD
assures you of
A SQUARE DEAL
47 years of square dealing has
earned us the confidence of

trappers all over America, Canada
and Alaska.

WE CHARGE NO COMMISSION
If fair, honeat frradinf. prompt returns,
and top market price are what you want,
then you will make no mistake in ahippinff
to the old reliable house of Summerfield.

Write now for our reliable pricea, eupply
cataloff and abippins tagra,

Simon Summerfield fif'Co.

D«pt. X78 5T. LOUIS. MO.

g^^A.^t^ t:i» _,». EoU, Mink. Muskrats and
.S|¥I^I1 m\ l^tl other far-bearin>? animals^^•**^** * mfc^mij

in larpo number?, with tbo
Now. Fnldinp, Galvani?.»-d Steel Wire Trap. It
cntches them like atly-trnp catohes tlif-?. Made in
all 9i7,e3. Write for descriyttive pri<'e list, ami free
booklet on best t»ait known foranractinK- ail kinds
of tlsh. J.F.Gregory, Dept«208» Lebanon,Mo.
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Stevens .22 Calibre Diamond Model Target Pistol
converted to a pocket rifle with home made peep sight
and detachable shoulder stock; cotton reel slipped on
end of stock to give firmer bearing against the
shoulder,

sight in the upright position, the com-
bination could be put to the shoulder and
used as a small rifle, while with the rear peep
sight folded back the open rear sight on the

barrel could be used off hand in combination
with the ivory bead of the front sight for a

quick snap shot at small game at short range.

All the sights having been correctly lined

up by a few shots on a target at short range,

the next thing was to try it out at 50 yards.

A twelve inch square card with 2)4 inch bull

was set up, a telescope trained on to it and
the pistol with the peep sight and detachable

stock fitted on was fired from the prone
position. Using .22 long-rifle Lesmok am-
munition and with consistent holding it

would, on an average, group its shots into a

2 J^ inch circle. I have now and
then made smaller groups, put-

ting ten shots into a 2}^ inch

by 13^ inch rectangle but on
the average I found that a 2}^
inch circle was about what it

could be depended upon to

do, though what it would do
if fitted with the 10 inch tele-

scope which the Stevens Com-
pany used to make for this

little arm, or if it were tried out

on the six point rest I would
not undertake to say.

On one occasion I gave it a

careful trial with three different

kinds of ammunition, 22 long-

rifle wth solid bullet, 22 long-

rifle with hollow point bullet

nd .22 long with a solid bullcl,

all loaded with Lesmok powder.
The closest group was made
with the first, then the hollow

point bullets with a group

slightly larger, but the astonish-

ing part of it was the close

group made by the .22 T^ong

cartridges which made a group
almost as good as that made by

the hollow point long-rifle ammunition. I

had not thought that the .22 long was capable
of sugh accuracy at 50 yards.

As a game getter this little arm acquitted
itself well. I paid a visit to a country house
in Tasmania where the garden was infested

by a swarm of parrots among whom it did a
good deal of execution and accounted for

two or three dozen of them during my stay.

It was my constant companion in long
tramps through the woods, the pistol being
carried in one -pocket and the stock in another
^\^th a box of 50 cartridges completing the
outfit.

Fifty yards was the longest distance at

which I had tried its capabilities until visiting

the small bore range at the National Rifle

Matches at Caldwell in August. The sight

of a good, well lighted hundred yards range,

a comfortable firing point and a good supply
of targets was a temptation not to be re-

sisted and after a few shots to determine the

proper elevation I set to work to make as

good a group as possible, firing twenty shots

to each group. Careful aim and very steady

and consistent holding were necessary and
even then it was well nigh impossible to keep
three or four of the shots from straying out-

side of about the five inch circle into which
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DAYLO Helps Keep Trucks Running
T^VERY minute one of your trucks is idle adds to your operating
'--' expense and to your delivery troubles.

The government borrowed from the wisdom of the biggest truck
users in the country when it ordered every truck to come equipped
with a "flashlight"—which the truck makers promptly and very
properl3^ translated into "DAYLO."

Equip Each Truck With a DAYLO
Then there will always be a brilliant ray of light handy to inspect

trouble under the hood, in the transmission, around the chassis

—

wherever there is a dark spot.

DAYLO saves time on the road, too. Every driver should have
one. There is a DAYLO to solve your difficulties—one of the many
different styles of light that points the way to efficiency. All leading
electrical, hardware, drug, sporting goods and auto-accessory jobbers
and dealers carry DAYLO. Or write us.

CANADIAN NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY
Limited

/k W^^ ^ —

1

TORONTO, ONT.

£639
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Home made pocket'i rifle with peep sight folded
back; used for off-l.andishooting with open sights.

the others would be grouped. The best

group of all was made with .22 long-rifle

ammunition, U. S. Go's make N. R. A.

brand which is guaranteed to accurate

shooting in a rifle up to 250 yards. The
whole twenty shots can be contained in a 6

inch by 4 inch rectangle and 17 of the shots

are in a space 3M inches square which cer-

tainly is most remarkable shooting for so

light an arm and with only a ten inch barrel.

There is quite a noticeable amount of recoil

with every shot which as I said before makes
it absolutely necessary that a steady and
consistent hold be maintained with every

shot if anything like a group is desired, and
to my mind it is this that makes target work
vdih this little weapon so interesting quite

as much so as with the longer, heavier, and

more accurate smallbore rifle of three times

its length and ten tim^s its weight. It is

this that gives such fascination to shooting

with the pistol or revolver and makes many
men prefer the single hand arm to the full

length shoulder weapon.

Besides the ten inch Diamond Model
pistol that I have described the Stevens Co.

made the same model with a six inch barrel,

and weighing only ten ounces chambered,
like the longer pistol, for the .22 long-rifle

ammunition. It is a very light, handy and

accurate little pistol, more suitable for the

pocket than the ten inch model and though
as might be expected, not as accurate, yet

will do astonishingly good shooting if fitted

with a stock suited to the shooter's hand. It

is just the thing for an angler to carry in his

pocket on the chance of a shot at birds or

small game by lake or river side or for amuse-
ment when in camp, shooting at tin cans,

bottles or other casual targets. There is even

more recoil to be noticed than with the ten

inch model with which a careful aim and hold

is necessary to obtain the best results, but

given these the little weapon will certainly hit

what it is aimed at to about thirty yards and
sometimes at even longer ranges. It is a pity

that the Diamond Model pistols are not now
manufactured but I trust that extra hght

model pistols somewhat similar in design will

before long be put at our disposal by some
enterprising manufacturer.

New Goods for Sportsmen

THE year 1919 has seen the production

of a rather surprising number of new
arms or new types of arms that are of

interest to sportsmen. For the benefit of

our readers we list the more important of

these additions so that those who live far

from the city gun «tores may become ac-

quainted with the latest productions that are

being or about to be offered for sale to Ameri-

can and Canadian sportsmen.

THE REMINGTON U.M.C. AUTOMATIC
PISTOL

The latest automatic pistol on the market
is the Model .51 Remington U.M.C. Automatic
pistol which is being made in .380 Caliber.

The general specifications are as follows;

Caliber .380: takes the .380 rimless standard

metal-cased or soft-pointed automatic pistol

cartridges, obtainable anywhere. Capacity

of magazine, 7 cartridges: an additional cart-

ridge can be carried in the chamber ready to

fire instantly when the safety lever is foi-ward.

This is two more cartridges that can be carried

in any revolver of similar caliber. Length

is 65^ ins.: width or thickness, ?„ in.: weight

unloaded, 21 ozs.: finish, browned (durable

dull black) : stocks, hard rubber.

Each time the trigger is pulled, the pistol

fires one shot, automatically ejects the empty
shell, and reloads ready to fire. The breech

remains positively locked until the bullet has

left the muzzle, the action not being of the

blow-back type. This prevents shell head

blowouts and breech escape of powder gas.

The action is "hammerlcss," the hammer
being completely enclosed in a solid breech,

insuring safety; ejection is at the side, another

safety feature. An automatic grip safety

prevents firing unless handle is grasped and

trigger pulled: this permits cari-ying the pistol

fully cocked with entire safety. A thumb-

operated safety lever on the left side adds

additional safety when the pistol is carried

or is laid away: also serves as an indicator,

the safety lever and the grip safety both
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Trappers

Hunters
Forhighest
prices
shipyour

W^ wi/fsencfuotL^

a FREE
SAMPLF'f

BallanesPaste^
imal Bait

direct

This is an entirely new and much im-
proved form of Animal bait—it is made
in a paste form and put up in tubes (like
tooth paste.)
While possessing all the excellent quali-

ties of the liquid bait it lasts longer and is
unexcelled for attracting all flesh eatin"
animals, such as Mink, Fox, Wolf, Lynx''
Skunk, etc.

It is easy to carry, economical and handy
to use, (simply squeeze out enough for
your set each time)—not affected by snow
or rain.

You can have a FREE sample for the
asking (enough for 2 or 3 sets).

We will also send you Hallam's Trappers' aod
.Sportsmen's Supply Catalogue, 4S pages, (in Ene-
iish and French) showing traps of all kinds, guns
rifles, ammunition, fish nets, shoepacks etc., at very
moderate prices. >j^

Hallam's Raw Fur News contains latest in-
formation on Raw Fur prices and market conditions
sent free on request.

WRITE TO-DAY SURE

''.
,,

''""111 udii' •" '

'"".,',','""""""""'"

'.,','"""'.1... ...I'"'".'

•"i^

Address^in full as below

341 BallamBuildLmg-.TORONTQ,
TKE tAHCEST IN OUS CINE IN CANADA

Hallam's Fur Fashion Book 1920
Edition Illustrating 300 beautiful
fur garments in latest stylet, free
on request.

NORTHERN
ONTARIO

This vast new land of promise is one degree
South of Winnipeg, and is big enough to include
the six N'cw England and four Middle States of
the American Union.

Aside from its immense resources in timber, mineral, waterpower. fish, game and scenery. NORTHERN
ONT.\RIO contains millions of acres of fertile, arable land fit for mixed farming which may be had by re-
turned soldiers and sailors in 1 60 acre blocks free; toothers. 18 years and over, 50 cents per acre.

Already there are thousands of miles of colonization roads and steam railways spreading like a spider's
web over a huge part of that immense forest-robed territory.

For free descriptive literature, xcrile

H. A. MACDONELL. Director of Colonization, Parliament Buildings, TORONTO, CANADA
BENI.VH BOWMAN, Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines.
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showing whether or not the hammer is cocked:

If the safety lever is in the forward position

and cannot be raised, the hammer is down,

butifit can be raised the hammer is cocked;

if the grip safet> is depressed, the hammer is

down, but if it is out in its rearward position

the hammer is cocked.

Thus the position of the

hammer can instantly be

determined by sight or

sense of touch.

Taking out the magazine automatically

locks the sear, so that if a live cartridge has

been left in the chamber it cannot possibly

be fired. This feature is valuable on account

of added safety.

Advantages of great importance are the flat

sighting rib and low sights of best design

for accurate shooting under all conditions,

lower thrust of recoil and more room to grasp

the handle than in some other automatic

pistols, due to action spring being located

around the barrel (instead of below it), and

superior balance and fit of the pistol in

the shooter's hand. Great attention

given to securing perfection of balance

together with exactly the right shape of

handle (by making a great rhany handgrasp

impressions in wax), pitched at the right

angle with relation to the line of the barrel

and natural position of the hand and wrist

when aiming correctly.

The new Remington should meet >vith

popular favor, due to its high standard of

material and workmanship.

THE NEW WINCHESTER .22 CAL. BOLT
ACTION RIFLE

This new rifle was first introduced to

small bore riflemen by twelve sample

rifles that were shown at the National Matches

at Caldwell, New Jersey. These rifles were

given a thorough try-out on the smalt bore

range and seemed to give splendid satisfaction.

General specifications; This rifle is fitted

with a good heavy, round, slightly tapered

28 inch barrel. This Inirrcl is as it should

be, the most carefully designed part of the

whole rifle. It is of exactly the right length,

shape, taper and weight for use on an accui-

ale repealing target rifle.

The rear sight is a folding leaf type of aper-

ture peep which is mounted on the receiver.

It has double micrometer mountings for both

elevatiod and windage, both adjustable to

"half-minutes" of angle, (ie.,one click or unitof

elevation eauals one-half inch at 100 yards).

Some of the rifles shown at Caldwell had the

flat top bar militarjf type of front sight which

is to be the standard: others were fitted with

the hooded type of aperture. The rifle can

be mounted with Winchester oi other makes

of telescopic sights.

The butt stock is of the militarj' type with

pistol grip. The face of the triggei is check-

ed to give good contact and the trigger pull is

similar to that of the best military rifles

with a smooth, uniform release.

Its weight is exactly that of the Sprinigfield

service rifle (SH lbs.) Its length of pull

and distance from butt to sling ring are

identical.

In action also this rifle resembles its mili-

tary "big brother." Thus it offers opportuni-

ty for splendid practice under similar con-

ditions to the army weapon and at a ver^'

substantial reduction in the cost of ammuni-

tion. • "

The magazine holds five cartridges. A
ten shot magazine is supplied for this gun if

desired, which is an important advantage es-

pecially in the rapid fire events. After the

first five shots a fresh magazine can be inserted

in the same manner as a clip of high power

ser\-ice cartridges if the five cartridge maga-

zine is used.

This rifle can be had either for the .22

short or .22 long rifle cartridge.

The magazine is inserted from the bottom

of the receiver, and it is automatically ejected

downwards by pressing a button on the right

side of the gun.

The action of this rifle is strong, simple and

exceptionally smooth. The first upward

motion of the bolt handle retracts the firing

pin. In no possible way can the firing pin

touch a cartridge, or the gun be fired, until

the handle is' returned to its locked position.

The empty shells are withdrawn by a double

extractor which grips both sides of the rim.

The upward movoment of the bolt handle

withdraws the shell with a smooth, powerful

leverage. The empty shells are ejected to

the right of the receiver and in a forward

direction. The entire movement of ll\p bolt

to, the rear is about 1 J^^ inches. The gun is

cocked by I lie forward movement of the bolt.

The safety lock is similar to that of the

Springfield and is located slightly to the left
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He's
Chorging-

StopHim!

HERE he comes—six ^jjndred pounds of wounded, raving, fighting

grizzly! Wicked, feinted head stretched out — evil little pig

eyes glaring hate—long yellow tusks snapping in bloody foam—high

shoulders rocking with effort as they drive the ten -inch hooked
chisels of claws rippling through the moss—smash through the witch-

hopples

—

here he comes!

Easy does it — take your time! The little .250-3000 Savage rises

easily, smoothly, into line. Squeezing the pistol -grip- face frozen

against the stock—seeing both sights—following that slavering chin

with the bead—holding your breath and shutting down steadily with

your trigger-hnger. Bang!

Fingers racing, before the echo of the shot you're reloaded and

ready again. But he's down. Crumpled end over end in his stride.

That vicious little .S7 grain pointed bullet, traveling 3,000 feet per

second, smashed through his jaw, shivered his neck vertebrae to

splinters, and splashed them through his lungs. Never .knew what
struck him—dead when he hit the ground!

Only seven pounds of rifle — the .250-3000 Savage. Six shots—
in two seconds, if you need them that fast—and each of them with

a gilt-edge target accuracy that would hit the 800 yard military

bullseye, and punch enough to slam through half-inch steel boiler-

plate at a hundred yards. Solid b'reech hammerless, with checked

extra-full pistol-grip and forearm and corrrugatcd steel shotgun butt-

plate and trigger. See it at your dealer's— he can supply it. For

complete llescription, write us.

The Rifle

'SAVA.GEAKMS C0RP0RAT10T»r
SHARON. PA. UTICA. N. Y. DETROIT, MICH.

e Executive and Export Olfices. 50 Church Street, N. Y. C.

.Zio-smn Saragr Rifle, lake doum model, tt-iticli tapered round barrel wtth

inlfftrat nol^l bnjic. Cheeked ixtra-fuH ptstol-grip and forearm, checked
trigger. Corruyaled nteel shotgun buttplate. Commercial eilver bead front

and fiat-topped windgauge sporting rear eights. Weight about 7 Ibe.
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of the bolt. When the safety is on all ten-

sion is removed from the sear and the bolt

and firing pin are locked. When the safety

is thrown olT the sear re-engages in such a way
that an accidental discharge is impossible.

The bolt is dismounted for cleaning by an

ingenious and simple method. When the

action is open a strong pull on the trigger

draws the sear below the surface of the bolt

runway allowing the bolt to be withdrawn.

The receiver is cut away, giving plenty of

finger room, so that the cartridge can be easily

inserted when using the rifle as a single loader.

This avoids jamming of the cartridges.

About the only possible criticism of the

rifle seems to be that in designing the stock,

more attention should have been paid to

appearance. A well designed .finely checker-

ed, full pistol grip, like that furnished on the

.250 Savage, without the shad belly of the

Savage stock, would have been quite an

improvement in appearance. It would also

have made the rifle cost more and the rifle

is so well made at the present time that it

will be rather expensive without any more

additions.

This new rifle is designed for the use of the

expert small bore tafget and game shot who
is willing to pay the price of a good, heavy,

extremely accurate weapon, and should not

be confused with the cheap single shot bolt

action rifles that have been made for years

by the same firm.

THE .22 LONG RIFLE MODEL 1890

WINCHESTER.
This old reliable and well known popular

model of gallery rille can now be obtained in

.22 long rifle calibre, fitted with a 24 inch

octagon barrel and regular open or special

target sights can be used on it.

This will undoubtedly prove a very popular

type of light repeating rifle for those who like

a pump action, top ejecting hammer action

type of weapon.

THE MODEL 1912 WINCHESTER 12

GAUGE TRAP SHOTGUN WITH VEN-
TILATED RAISED RIB.

The Model 1912 Winchester I^epeating

shotgun is about to be put out in a special

trap grade equipped with raised ventilated

matted rib. This addition will add one of

the most important refinements of the single

barrel trap gun to this well-known repeater.

THE NEW SAVAGE .22 BOLT ACTION
REPEATER.

The Savage .22 P>epeater has been on the

market for about six months and no doubt
many who will read this have already used

it.

The general specifications are as follows:

It is made with a 25 inch round tapered barrel

fitted with a very broad flat top front sight

which is one-tenth inch wide at the top. The
rear sight is of the aperture type and is

mounted on the receiver. By an ingenious

arrangement, the rear sight may be taken

olT and screwed onto the barrel in front of the

receiver for use when the rifle is used for

target work in matches where the sight must
be located in front of the firing pin. This

sight is adjustable to minutes of angle (which

equals one-inch at 100 yards).

The barrel is made with unusually wide

lands. A feature that is claimed to result

in greater accuracy.

The rifle is fitted with a full length milit-ary

type stock. The stock is oil finished and is

fitted with full sized sling swivels.

The adjustable box magazine holds five

cartridges.

The bolt carries a double striker so that the

cartridge is struck at two places on the rim

at one time which reduces the chance of

misfires.

The rifle weighs about seven pounds. It

balances well and sells at the very reasonable

price of about $23.00 in Canada. This is

the same price that is asked for the 5M pound
repeating .22 Calibre rifles. It is the only

bolt action .22 Calibre rifle made in America

that sells at that price. This rifle bridges

the gap between the 5H lb. repeaters and the

9 to 10 lb. heavy single shot target rifles.

It is not a boy's size rifle but is intended

for serious work.

The principle disadvantages of the rifle

as they appear from practical use of it are

that it is a little bit light for the very finest tar-

get shooting. For this purpose the rear sight

should be adjustable to half minutes of angle

which, however, is not required for hunting.

The New Savage .22
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FREE TO MEN
Would You Like To Be a Strong, Husky,

Manly Fellow Once More ?

New Method Without Drugs
The attached coupon entitles you to one illustrated copv of my

pocket compendium and guide for the self-restoration of lost strength.
(See description below.) Upon hearing from you. this valuable little
book of private information for men will be sent by return mail in
plain, sealed envelope. Please call or write to-day.
There is anew and marvellous method for restoring lost man by

strength, for renewing vigor, which ev'ery man should know of, a
self-restorerwhich operates without the use of drugs or medicines, a
new way to treat yourself for your ills and weaknesses. See descrip-
tion below.

Please remember that a man is not one day older than he actually
feels and therefore no matter what your age, if you are young or
oldtrK m-^rricd or single, large or small, if I can show you. reader,
how \ou \ourseIf, may actually add to your system, nerves and blood
the \er\ nerve force or vigor which may have been drained away, and

which is necessary to make you strong, vigorous
and capable again, then I have shown you the
real secret of perpetual strength, and how you
can again be filled with vigor, and again be just
as powerful in your influence, and just as thor-
oughly manly in your capacity as the biggest.
fullest-blooded, most successful fellow of your
acquaintance.
The new self-treatment for the restoration of

manlv strength, to which I refer above, is a
iittle light-weight VITALIZING Appliance of
my invention, which is now meeting with a
tremendous demand, and being used by men
everywhere all over the world. This little

VITALIZER, weighing only several ounces, is

comfortably buckled on the body and worn aU
COURAGE NEVER FORSAKES THE MANLY MAN

marvellous FORCE into your blood, organs and nerves while you sleep. All vou have to do is to lead a decent,manly man s life free from excesses and dissipation, then use the VITALIZER; nothing more. If this is followed
out and the VI 1 ALIZER does for you what these others sav it does for them, then all the pain or weakness will
aisappear from the small of your back—possibly from the Qrst ni«ht*s use—and you will be restored to a strong,
vigorous, nuaniy, ('apable man. without a single ache, pain or weakness. Please remember. I am not asking you
to buy one of these VITALIZERS. but merely request you to first send for the free book described below, a section
of which IS devoted loan explanation of this VITALIZER. and gives you its whole wonderful story, so that youmay know what intelligent young and elderly men everiTvher** are saying about it.

I This Is the Book^You Get Free
whirl^ »V^ ,?k„^r^ifj.^^ .'^1

booklet (pocket size) was compiled by me to a wer fully and correctly those questions
m»ni. tn/t!^,!,'^ 'T ^^- 1"^ """ needins new strength and who seeks personal advice pertaining to the aii-

Snrh f h^? » .1n^r„ '"r,,''* ^i'*'^''
to overcome. Th« book, fully illustrated, with photo reproduction, contains

^c^^ „ */" ^ "'^ °^ married man should know. Jt also fully describes mv VIT.\UZER and tells how vou mav
fr^,?[ni^l.i), .^ LJ".^^""";

*"'"
"Itk '''""•''^ ''"" ^^"'^^ y°" """t to "sc one. Remember, the book is sent aBsolutclvfree mlplam sealed envelope. Why not write for a copy to-day? Satisfaction guaranteed in every case.

R. G. SANDEN CO., UO Yonge St., Toronto, Ont.

Dear Sirs—Please forward me your Book, as advertised, free,

sealed.

Name.

Address.
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Also the front sight should bq made one-half

its present width which I believe the manu-
facturers intend to do in the future. The
rifle is a little unhandy to use as a single

loader due to the closed-in receiver. The
rifle ejects to the right side. The bolt may
be removed from the receiver for cleaning the

barrel from the breech by holding back on the

trigger and then pulling the bolt straight back

and out of the receiver. This rille is evidently

intended to fill the demand for a Bolt Action

.22 Cal. repeating rifle that must sell at a

reasonable price.

THE STEVENS .22 CALIBER TARGET
PISTOL.

The latest Stevens is the No. 10 pistol.

The handle or grip of this weapon is shaped

like that of an automatic pistol, for instance

like the shape of the .22 Colt Automatic.

The barrel is of the tip-up. style and is

eight inches long. The sights are a bead

front sight and an open rear sight that is

Stevens

.22 Calibre Pistol

made with a scjuare notch. They are adjust-

able for both elevation and windage. The
inter-sight distance is 9^ inches. |^
The frame is blued and the stocks are of

hard rubber. The new weapon weighs 2}4
lbs. and sells for about S20.00. The Stevens

Co. have not made any pistols for several

years and this latest addition of their well

known line will fill a long delayed want.

The new pistol is a beautiful, well-finished,

little weapon.

THE ITHACA VICTORY TRAP GUN
This latest Ithaca product is a single barrel

trap gim designed to produce a single barrel

gun of quality at the lowest po.ssible price.

General specifications: Length of barrel.

of pull is 14}^ inches,. The drop at comb is

If-i inches and IJ^ inches at the heel. No
variations from these figures. The stock

is fitted with a rubber recoil pad. The frarnc.

lop lever, trigger plate and fore end iron are

line engraved. This gun is made with the

usual Ithaca beaver tail type of fore end, and
is bolted in the usual Ithaca manner. It is

priced at about S65.

THE .22 CALIBRE "CANUCK" MODEL
COOEY.

The .22 Calibre "Canuck" model, is manu-
factured by the H. W. Cooey Machine &
Arms Co., Toronto, Can. It is single shot,

chambered to take B.B. .22 short, long or

long rifle. Turn bolt action, take down model,

special safety de%'ice prevents accidental

discharge when loading or from rough handling

afterwards. Special eight grooved rifling

which gives moT'e driving force to bullet,

less trajectory, greater penetration.

Butt plate pressed steel. Nicely finished

one piece stock with full pistol grip that just

fits. Hea\'y steel trigger guard. Assembling

screw fitted for sling. Barrel gracefully

tapered, made from the best procurable

barrel steel which has been approved and
tested by the Canadian Department of Mil-

itia and Defence.

Bolt can be instantly removed for cleaning

which gives an absolutely clear vision through

the barrel with no obstructions which is of the

utmost importance on a .22 calibre rifle.

The entire rifle is machined from the solid

steel, no castings of any description are used.

Military straight tang sight on front. Mili-

tary V cut into aperture on rear. Length
of barrel and receiver 22J-2 inches, length

between sights 17 inches, length of assembled

rifle 31 inches, weight 3% lbs.

A durable cleaning rod is supplied with each

rifle. The parts arc all mar.hincd, interchang-

able, browned and hardened by methods that

will meet the most exacting of critics.

These rifles have been shot with and againsi

test rifles of international fame and more than

proved their success as a rifle thai will make
the name "Canuck" stand up to the reputa-

tion it has been making these last few vears.

Ithaca Victory Trap Gun

31 inches, 12 gauge only. T'aeTbarrel is

furnisheti with front and rear brass sights.

The gun is a non ejector. The stock is made in

straighl grip style, checkered. The length
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Tk

All Canada is the natural home of the "King"
of Canada's big game, but New Brunswick,

Quebec, Ontario and Manitoba afford the best

moose hunting.

There are two methods followed in moose
hunting

—
"calling" and "still hunting." During

the rutting season the first method is the one

usually followed, but there is more satisfaction

in tracking. Absolute silence is the one great

essential in still hunting and stalking must be

done "up wind."

The tracks of a bull moose can be readily

distinguished from those of the cow. The
former are rounded and blunt—the cow's long

and pointed.

During the winter, moose gather on the hard-

wood ridges between cedar and spruce swamps,
through which they rriake beaten lanes. A "yard"

sometimes contains twenty to forty animals.

Opinions differ as to

the most suitable cart-

ridge for moose hunting.

Cfioose one witfi shock-

ing power back of it and
be sure the big "D"
trade-mark is ou the bo.x.

is always dependable for moose and other big game.
Users of 30-30 rifles should look for the yellow label on
the back of the box—it insures more speed, flatter

trajectory and greater shocking power.

Dominion Cartridge Co.
Limited

Montreal, Canada
25
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NEW HERCULES POWDERS
The Hercules Powder Company has pro-

duced the only new powders marketed daring

the last year by American manufacturers.

These are two military rifle powders known
as Hercules No. 300 and Hercules No. 308.

Hercules No. 300 is the latest progressive

burning high power rifle powder. It is

designed to produce less muzzle flash and
blast than are developed by earlier types of

progressive burning powders. It is non-

erosive, clean burning, accurate and produces

very high velocities with low chamber pres-

sures.

This powder is adapted to use in the various

high power Winchester, Remington U.M.C.,
Savage, Marlin, Stevens and Ross Sporting

rifles and to Ross, Springfield and Krag
military rifles. The low pressures developed

by it add considerably to its value for reload-

ing as the absence of high pressures means
that there will be very little trouble from
sticking cartridges.

Hercules No. 308 is the latest development

of the uncoated type of nitro-cellulose powders.

This powder is especially adapted to fine

target shooting in military rifles like the .303

British and the .30-1906 and is also used in

many of the sporting cartridges.

Leaflets giving the ballistics and charges

for the different loads are being furnished

by the manufacturer. The photograph re-

produced herewith shows the type of canisters

in which these powders are being retailed.

These new powders were first advertised

at the National Matches where they attracted

considerable attention.

Among the new goods that the writer hopes

to see in 1920 are .250-130-2800, and .276-

150-3000 bolt action sporting rifles weighing

eight pounds and fitted with 25 or 26 inch

barrels, and ' a new micrometer peep sight

adjustable for both elevation and windage

mounted on the striker.

Near Accidents in Deer Shooting and How to Avoid Them

W. L. Decker

EVERY hunting season we hear or read

of many shooting accidents. Some
men shoot at what they thought was a

deer, others were careless in handling fire-

arms, .some didn't know it was loaded while

a few shot at a deer but did not think where

tlie buUcl was going to land eventually.

During the many years I have hunted deer,

with dilTcrcnt parties, we have never had an

accident but have had many close calls and

many times they were avoided by using a

little judgnacnt and by not being loo quick.

There is nothing more regrettable than to

have one of a parly ac/Ridcnlally shot by a

hunting companion and as often hajjpens he is

shot by a very close friend. Many a hunt-

ing party has been broken up by just such

accidents. II can never be repaired and the

one who fires the shot scldon; gels entirely

over it. He usually gives up hunting al-

together and frequently ends his days in a

lunatic asylum. Do you wish it to happen to

you? No! of course not. Well, read on. I

am going to relate some of my experiences

and some of the experiences of others, all of

which have come under my notice, in the

hope that you, seeing our mistakes, or near

mistakes, may profit thereby and so avoid one

of those awful calamities, a shooting accident.

Some years ago, two of the boys, great

friends and companions on many a hunt, were

setting the dogs in what we call "the big

bush." They had started in at different

points, each taking a couple of dogs. One
of them started a deer which disappeared over

a small ridge. He lan to the top of the ridge

to get a shot and, seeing what he thought

was the deer in the thicket he fired. Imagine

his surprise and fright when he heard his

chum call "WTiat the hang are you shooting

at'.'" He told him he was shooting at a deer-,

and to prove it he pointed out the fresh tracks.
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FINE PURE WOOL
For the Man Who Is Out of Doors

Anyone who is much out of doors^-

the soldier, the sportsman, the lumber-

man, the engineer, the prospector, the

miner—will find Jaeger Pure Wool Gar-

ments wonderfully comfortable and dur-

able for outdoor life.

Here are some useful garments :—Sleeping

bags, blankets, travelling rugs, sleeping caps,

colic bands, chest protectors, underwear, hosiery,

shirts, pyjamas, stockings, sweaters, cardigans,

spencers, knitted waistcoats, ulsters, caps, gloves,

etc.

A FULLY ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE WILL BE
SENT FREE ON APPLICA-
TION.

DR. JAEGER '-"l7Jr""'«^0- "^"^
ToroDio Monlreal Wfainipea

British "founded 1883".

(tanufaetursre to

HIS MAJESTY
KING CEORCE V.

Hardy's The Great British Speciahsts

In "Palakona" Regd. Split Bamboo Fishing Rods

THE "DE LUXE" ROD, made of Steel-hard "PALAKONA" is Hardy's latest

design in single-handed rods for wel or dry fly fishing.

IT
is the product of the largest, and best equipped factory, supervised by the

champion Professional Fly Casters and Anglers in Europe, "Hardy's." Don t

forget that as wages in Great Britain are 75% less than in America we can
give greater value in high class hand work. All our rods are hand made by ex-

perts whose lives have been spent at this work, for which 50 GOLD MEDALS
nave been awarded. Length 9-ft., weight b}4 ozs.; 9-ft. 6-ins., weight 5^ ozs.;

10-ft., weight 6 ozs. All fitted with Hardy's patent screw grip reel fittings.

DRY FLIES—.\s made by us for the late F. M. Halford
Esq., for whOm we also made rods, etc.

THE ORB A T
BNGLISH FIELD
Mi/s, " We m u .«:

neter forgel thai it

i» to HARDY
Bros, of A Inmick iff

owt the supremarp
let hare achieved as
Rod makers.

GUT CASTS—The Anglo-American tapered mist color
No. 1 medium. No. 2 fine, as made for Mr. Halford.

Stout to 4X Ditto, Ditto to 3X, Stout Lake to fine. Ditto-

„_„ . to medium, Ex-stout to MEX)IUM, Ex-stout to stout, 6 ft.

We will be pleased to quote prices on receipt of inquiry.

Hardy Bros., Manufactory Alnwick, England
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It was a lon£, time afterwards before he told

his chum the truth. Aftei his chum left he

went back to see where his bullet had hit and

found it lodged in a tree, just beyond where

his chum had stood and although it missed

it must have been by inches only. Remem-
ber there are other things than deer in the

bush so always be sure, never fire at a sup- V

posed deer. Be certain it's a deer, then burn

powder as fast as you like.

I placed the men on their stands one day
and then went on fui ther for a still hunt and to

try and head off anything that happened to

l;ireak through the lines. I knew where all

the boys were and thought that I was the

only hunter in that "neck of the_ woods."

I was going along an old trail and started a

deer which immediately disappeared down
the trail but apparently stopped just out of

sight. I walked along cautiously, when all

at once, I heard what I thought was a deer,

snort and start towards me from just off the

trail. I could see the bushes move and could

distinguish something brown but could see

no head, but all at once up it went into plain

view. It was a man. He was not looking

in my direction, so I lowered my rifle and

spoke to him. He doesn't know to this day
how near he can\e to "going west." He
wore a brown hunting coat and the snort

I heard was when he "blew his nose." That

is once it paid me to make sure. Never wear

a brown hunting coat or anything that re-

sembles a deer in color. I would recommend
a bright red because it is a color which cannot

be mistaken foi game and I have found by
experience that deer, especially the big ones,

are not afraid of it. It seems to make a big

buck angry and they will snort and paw
around before they run and often give the

hunter a chance for a good shot.

One day II was silting on his runway
with a brown duck coal on for warmth. One
01 the dog setters E came through the

bush. II heard the brush crack and saw

something move. He swung around and

levelled his lifle. E noticed the brown
object move and also raised his ride but

neither (ired but worked aiound to get a

better^ view, when each discovered he was
looking into the luii/./h; of the other fellow's

gun. I lad cither of llicm been too quick there

would have been a different story to tell as

both men were good shots.

I was standing on a high rock overlooking

a small lake when I noticed a deer swimniing

the lake and started to shoot. E who
wa« standing on a low rotk on the opposite

side of the lake, also started to shoot. We
had each fired several shots when all at once

one of E——'s bullets struck a rock beside

me. It had glanced off the water.

Again one of the boys, coming into camp,
started a deer in the edge of the clearing and
immediately fired at it. He missed the deer but
hit the camp. Luckily no one happened to be

in the path of the bullet.

Always be careful and never fire in the

direction or nearly in the direction of any
person or of any building. Even a small

twig will cause a bullet to glance "you don't

know where." Another thing to be careful

of is when you want to "sight in" your rifle

around camp. Shoot into a hill if possible.

More than once I have had to "hit for a

thicker bunch of timber" when bullets fired,

at a target were coming too close to be healthy.

Sometimes men are shot for bear. An
instance of this happened some years ago in

a hunting party who were camped not far

from us. One of the men had shot a bear ^
few days previously, so when he heard the

brush crack in a thick tangle of alders and

saw a black object move he fired. It was
his chum. His aim was good but luckily the

bullet only grazed the scalp and beyond
leaving a scar and a bald spot, no permanent
injury resulted. His chum was wearing a

black mackinaw coat. Black is a poor color,

so be careful.

Carelessness in handling fireamis is re-

sponsible for many accidents. One of the

boys after shooting a deer leaned his Win-
chester against a tree while he and others

proceeded to hang him up. The ride was

knocked down and discharged. No damage
resulted. He had apparently either left

his rifle cocked or had let the hammer down
tight on the firing pin. I am inclined to

think it was the latter for I have known of

other similar cases.

Three men were walking along a trail.

The head man was carrying his Winchester

under his arm pointing forward. He stumb-

led and the hammer hit a tree and the bullet

lore up the ground ahead. He had let the

hammer down light on the 'firing pin. If

your gun is a hammer gun always carry it with

the hammer at half cock.

Never point your gun at even a dog unless

you want to kill him. A chum of mine shot

his own dog that way. The -flog was running

across a field some distance away. He said.

"Wouldn't that make a peach of a shot?"

lie levelled his rifle and "bang." He had a

dead dog. lie had a hammciiess rifle and
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50YEARS EXPERIENCE IN SKME MAKING IN CANADA
ISTHE REASON FOR THE POPULARITY AND SUPREMACY OF-

^'V.'--*''

'St ,•

'•r

Speed

!

That's another reason for the tremendous popularity of "Starr" Skates.

Consequently the exjjert Hockey players and racers demand them.
»

For Hockey playing, fancy skating or racing, skates are required to

"play the game" as well as the skater. '"Starr" Skates are designed to meet
the constant strain of the sharp turns and swings that are demanded of them.

Over fifty years of experience in their making assures the highest standard

in material, construction, design and finish.

The main feature of "Starr" Skates though, is that even,- pair is temper-

ed by the "Stair" secret process, which enables them to hold their edge for

the longest time possible.
/

There are "Starr" Skates for Everyone—many styles to choose from

and the prices are right.

Ask your dealer to show you the "Starr" line.

Made only by

Starr Manufacturing Co.
Limited

Dartmouth, N.S.

Toronto Branch:
122 Wellington St. West

GUARANTEE
All "Starr" Skates are guaran-

teed to be of the highest quality.

If they prove defective within

one year your dealer will ex-

change them for a new pair

FREF. OF CHARGE.
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thought the "safety was on," Never depend

on the so-called "safety."

A man was showing his new hammerless

rifle to some friends. He put a cartridge in

the chamber, shoved in the safety and said

"now it is safe." He pulled the trigger and

the thing "went off." He sold his new rifle

and bought a hammer gun.

The camp was without lights due to the

carelessness of another man. He came into

camp early after the hunt and after pumping

the shells out ol his Winchester and pumping

several times extra to make sure, he then

levelled his rifle on an oil can, which one of

the boys, coming from town, had set down
while he went to look for birds. He pulled

the trigger and the oil was lost. A shell had

stuck in the magazine but came up when he

closed the action the last time. I have

known this to happen more than once.

One of the boys asked me to look at his rifle

to see why the action worked so hard. I

took it down and pumped the action several

times when all at once out came a loaded

cartridge. Be careful even with an empty
rifle.

Always be careful where you point your

rifle when loading, unloading, cocking or

letting down the hammer or even when carry-

ing your rifle. It is always the unexpected

that happens. Your thumb may slip off

the hammer or you may accidentally touch

the trigger.

Never bring a loaded rifle into camp. You
may forget it is loaded or another man may
pick it up thinking it is his own which he

knows he did unload and often with disas-

trous results. Some visitor may get curious

to see how it works. It may be discharged

when you go to unload it or clean it.

A loaded revolver is also a dangerous thing

in a camp. There w-as one which hung on a

nail, by the trigger guard, at the head of one

of the bunks, for most of one season, in one

of our camps. A couple of the boys started

to scuffle when one of them backed against

the revolver on the wall and it was discharged.

The bullet almost went through the upright

post of the bunk behind which was a man's

head. The revolver was removed and kept

unloaded thereafter.

Always be careful with .firearms, loaded or

unloaded, in working order or not in working

order. You have heard the saying that:

"A gun is dangerous without either lock, stock,

or barrel." It must be so for I once heard of

a youngster who blew his head off by biting

a cartridge.

!

A German Luger

I noted the article concerning a German
Luger by P. G. Peerless, Esq., in the August

issue.

In his article he stated thai he thought

that the square shaped looiv- marked figure

four in his drawing, is for a lanyard. He also

mentioned that some people thought that this

loop was for attaching a stock. As you can

see by the photograph herewith shown, the

stock fits into a groove on the end of the

butt and when not in use is strapped on the

side of the black leather holster by means
of the straps hanging onto the stock, which

you can see in the picture.

The stock is a very cheaply made alTair

being made from some kind of hardwood.

I have heard it said that this pistol may be

used as a machine gun by having a belt of

cartridges ran up through the pistol grip.

Queries and Answers

Removing Rust from Inside of Rifle Barrel

Etiilor, (inns and Aninianilioii, Dt-pl.

C.nn you tell mc how I could remedy my
.22 ri(l(^? The barrel of it is rusted and the

shells w'ill not eject. It is necessary lo drive

them out with a cleaning rod.

Chaiiibcry, Sask. Kred Bloom.

Rcpli;—In reply to your inquiry, either

coal oil or Winchester Rust Hemovcr pre as
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The three Avords that

tell the ^vhole ^ory of
a perfedt cup of coffee,

from plantation to
breakfa^ table—
"Seal Brand" Coffee.
In ^, 1 and 2 pound tins. Whole—ground—pulverized—aUo

fine ground for Percolators. Never sold La bulk. is?

CHASE & SANBORN, MONTREAL.

A Woodsman's Canoe

LIGHT, capacious yet compact. Strong, durable, capable of carrying big loads—
That is the kind of canoe a Forester wants—and that is a description of a

CHESTNUT CANOE
Indeed it is the ideal craft for everyone—The woodwork is of the toughest cedar

—

It is covered with a seatnless canvas, in turn covered with an absolutely water-proofing
preparation—It is leak-proof and weather-proof.

The pleasures of camping, hunting and fishing are more complete when your
equipment includes a Chestnut Pleasure, Sponson, or Cruiser, Canoe. You get every
kind of service and pleasure out of a Chestnut Canoe including every comfort and
safety.

CHESTNUT CANOE CO., Limited, Box 445, Fredericton, N. B.
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good as anything that I know to remove rust

from the inside of the rifle barrel. I usually

use the Winchester Rust Remover and give

the barrel a thorough scrubbing. Then I

clean the barrel thoroughly with stronger

ammonia torenioveany exce^ residue in the

barrel that might cause rust. Then I dry

out the barrel thoroughly and give it a heavy

coat of Winchester Gun Grease or Vaseline

and set the rifle away.

If your barrel is either very badly rusted or

if the chahiber has been badly burned by

shooting shorts in the long rifle chamber, it is

practically impossible to put it in good con-

dition and in that case it would be necessary

to purchase a new barrel.

Editor.

Prices of the Remington U. M. C. Rifles.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.

Will you kindly give me the prices of the

Remington U. M. C. .22 Auto-loader and

also of the Remington Single Shot Rifles.

G. W.
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

Reply—The Canadian prices for Remington

U. M. C. rifles are as follows:

Model 16A $32.75 Auto Loader.

Modell2A 18.20 Repeater.

Model 1 11.00 Single Shot.

Model 6 7.G0 Single Shot.

These rifles can be obtained from any of

Ihe large Canadian dealers such as John

llallam's, D. Pike, Lion Sporting Goods

Company and other dealers of this type.
' Editor.

Various Rifles Discussed.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, iMpl.

I like to read of the duck hunting expedi-

tions and the deer hunting. Our club, was

out for a two day's shoot and camping. We
killed forty-nine between four of us. We
expect to go out deer hunting in November.

I have a .;50-30 Winchesler. Do you

think this is strong enough for deer?

Which do you think the best all-round gun

for coyote and deer? Which do you think

the fjest .22 calibre, namely, Marlin, Savage,

Winchester or Remington (repeaters.)

Very truly yours,

I larvey 'ITierriaull,

Leduc, Alia.

In reply to your inc|uiry, the .30-30 Win-

chesler would be very satisfactory for deer

shooting. It would also make a very good

coyote gun, but would not be as good for this

purpose as a rifle having a flatter trajectory.

like the .250-3000 Savage, the .30-1906

Springfield or Winchester, or the .303 British

when used with the Spitzer ammunition.

There is no appreciable difference between

the Winchester, Savage, Marlin and the

Remington Repeating .22 Cal. rifles, as all of

them are very good.

Of the various makes and models, I would

recommend the Savage Model 1914, the

Marlin Model 1897, the Remington Model
12C, or the Winchester Model 1890 chambered

for the long rifle cartridge as being the model

best suited to your purpose.

Editor

Various Inquiries.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.

As a reader of your most interesting depart-

ment, I would thank you to answer the fol-

lowing questions:

1. I have heard that a repeater is less,

accurate, but have never been able to find

out the reason. Is this so and if so what is

the reason for it? Do any rifle clubs or as-

sociations bar a repeater from competition?

2. I have been contemplating purchasing

a B.S.A. special .22 Cal. target rifle, which is

now made in take down style. Does this

feature cause the rifle to be less accurate than

the solid frame, and if so why?
3. Is there any advantage in using hoflow

pointed bullets of .22 cal. for small game

shooting? It would seem that these cartridges

would be less accurate due to being less con-

sistent in their passage in the air than the

solid bullets. The greased variety of hollow^

pointed bullets usually have their noses filled

with grease. Would this give them greater

accuracy than the ungreased?

1. In ballistics given for .22 cartridges,

I note that the long lias the same amount of

powder as the long rifle, yet they both have

the same weight of bullet. \\'ould not the

bullet from the long cartridge travel faster,

have a flatter trajectory and more energy and

also greater accuracy than the bullet in the

long rille? 1 know from experience that this

is not so, but why is it not so?

5. Why are open sights preferred to peep

sights for hunting? Why are peep sights

given preference for target work? Is it

because they are slower to manipulate?

6. The trombone action is said to be

faulty in accuracy because of the continually

changing of the balance of the rifle. Does

this have any ellecl on .22's and shotguns?

7. Do you know where 1 c-ould secure a

.22 Boss rifle in cillier sporting or cadet model?
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THE DOUBLE TRACK ROUTE

WINTER TOURS
TO

CALIFORNIA
Or to some other Pacific Coast Point or to

+
Alabama
Arizona
Bermuda
Cuba

Florida
Georgia
Louisiana
Mississippi

New Jersey
New Mexico
North Carolinal

South Carolina
Texas
West Indies

Golfing, Tennis, Polo, Bathing, Fishing, etc., or just^rest.

Tickets on Sale Now Stop-over Privileges Allowed

Apply to any Agent of the Company who will be pleased to furnish you
with complete information as to fares, routes, etc.

+
G. T. Bell

Passenger Traffic Manager
Montreal

VV. S. Cookson
General Passenger Agent

Montreal

*

—5n»g> j^.fpr>— =!S+- =:^«i*^^ ==+

Trappers

Prime Raw Furs

Well Handled

Mink, $18.00 to $7.00, no less than $7.00.
Coon, $12 00 to SS .50. no less than S.3 50.
Otter, $40 00 to $12 GO, no less than $12.00
Fisher, $120.00 to StO.OO, no less than S40.00
Beaver. $40 00 to $12.00, no less than $12.00
Weasel. $3.00 to 75 cents, no less than 75 cents.
Marten. $7.=i.00 to $10 00. no less than $10.00
Red Fox. $40.00 to $15.00, no less than $15.00
Muskrats, Western and Eastern, $350 to $1.00.
Wolf. S2.">.00 to S8.00. no less than S8 00.
Cross Fox. $125.00 to $45.00. no less than $15.00
Lynx. $35.OO to $15.00. no less than $15.00.

Trappers, ship while the price is high, prices
subject to change without notice

S. ROBERTS
531 Manning Ave., Toronto.

PRINCE GEORGE-
TORONTO CANADA
Magnificiently Furnished. Liberally Conducted

.

Cuisine unexcelled. Courteous and Prompt Service.
European Plan. American Plan.

' SAIMUEL H. THOMPSON, Proprietor

ITHACA
Thi s is the
Editor of " Rod
and Gun in

Canada" with

his ITHACA
gun. Most
editors of
shooting
magazines
choose an
ITHACA for

their personal

use and they
do know guns.

Catalog FREE.
Single barrel trap

guns, $64.34 and
up.

Double guns,
$41.00 and up.
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8. Do you consider the new 12 gauge

B.S.A. shotgun satisfactory?

W. N. Watson,

Calgary, Alberta.

Reply—^The principle reason that a .22

repeater is usually less accurate than the single

shot is because they are always chambered

more loosely, this being necessary to pre-

vent jams. Some of the later models of

repeaters are chambered verj' closely and

show splendid accuracy. I have heard that

some of the English Rifle Associations do bar

repeaters on the ground of the greater safety

of the single shots, but I cannot give any

instances from i)crsonal observation of where

this was done. However, the user of the

average .22 repeater would be foolish to

compete with it against the more accurate

and hea\'y target sighted single shots. The
B.S.A. Martini No. 12 model is a thoroughly

reliable target rifle and is just about the finest

looking single shot that I have seen. This

rifle was used by Capt. G. L. Watkyns in

winning high individual average in the

International Small Bore Match between

England and United States, his aggregate

score being higher than that of any other

competitor on either the English or the

United States team. I prefer a rifle that is

not a take down, but the difference in ac-

curacy becomes more noticeable after several

years of use and is much less in a .22 rifle than

it is in a high power rifle.

.22 cartridges loaded with hollow pointed

buUets are about 100 per cent, more efl'icient

for small game shooting than those loaded with

solid bullets. I have done as good average

shooting with some makes that were loaded

with greased hollow pointed bullets as with

any other type of ammunition. .22 cart-

ridges that have the bullets greased are al-

ways more accurate than those that are not

greased.

The bullet from the .22 long cartridge has

a flatter trajectory at short range than that

from the .22 long rifle but it also loses velocity

faster. It is always less accurate than the

.22 long rifle. The cartridge that has the

greatest accuracy is not always the one with

the highest velocity nor the greatest amount
of energy.

Open sights arc usually preferred for woods
shooting because they can usually be gotten

into action quicker than the peep sights, but

they are never as accurate and are usually not

as satisfactory for any kind of work as the

Lyman type of tang peep sight.

I have not noticed any difference in ac-

curacy or grouping with either .22 repeaters

or shotguns due to a change in the balance of

the weapon due to having a difi^erent number
of cartridges in the magazine, but I suppose

there is a slight difference.

I do not know where you could secure a

.22 Cal. Ross rifle, but you could do so through

an advertisement inserted in Rod and Gun
I have not as yet seen one of the 12 gauge

B.S.A. shotguns, but suppose they will be

made with the same care that is used in

making the other products turned out by this

company.
Editor.

.

Cartridge for the .303 British.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Depi.

In the August number of Rod and Gun, I

notice where you refer to cartridges

for the .303 British loaded with the 174 grain

soft point Spitzer bullet.

You will oblige me very much by informing

me where I can obtain some.

Yours truly,

J. J. Murray
Barrys Bay, Ontario.

Reply—In reply to your inquiry, if you can

refer to the August issue of Rod and Gun you
will notice that I spoke of the 174 grain Spitzer

bullet loaded in the .303 British Cartridge

but did not refer to a 174 grain soft point

Spitzer buUet.

The only way to make a dum-dum bullet

out of this cartridge would be to file off the

extreme point of the buUet until the lead just

shows. This wUl make a very satisfactory

game killing missile. It will not be neces-

sary to do very much filing to expose the

lead and do not overdo the matter.

Just as soon as possible, I intend to try

this out to see how much it affects the accur-

acy but do not believe it will alTect it enough

to amount to anything for game shooting.

At any rate, many sportsmen use this method

of making soft point bullets out of full metal

cased ones and they produce quite sulliciently

deadly wounds on the game that they hit.

You can obtain these cartridges loaded with

174 grain bullets from either the Dominion

Cartridge Company, the Remington Arms
U. M. C. Company, or the Winchester

Repeating Arms Company,
Editor.

A Rifle For The Oba Lake District.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.

The only fault that I find with Rod andGun
is that it doesn't come often enough. I wish
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CLARK'S
PREPARED FOODS

Please remember Mr. Canadian Sportsman that Clark's

can give you the finest selection of Canned Foods for

Camp use and that they are

MADE IN CANADA
Corned Beef, Roast Beef, Roast Mutton, Loaf Meats,
Cooked Tripe, Beefsteak and Onions, Stewed Kidney,
Ox and Lunch Tongues, Potted Meats, Concentrated

Soups, Pork and Beans, Peanut Butter, Tomato Ketchup,- Spaghetti
with Tomato Sauce and Cheese, Canadian Boiled Dinner, etc., etc.

PERFECTLY COOKED AND READY TO SERVE
YOUR GROCER HAS THEM INSIST ON CLARK'S

W. CLARK, LIMITED, MONTREAL

We furnish Knock-
Down and in

various stages of

completion,

Launches,

Cruisers,

Auxiliary
Yachts,

Work -Boats,

and Hulls for

Outboard Motors.

Have ready for shipment finished hulls from
16 ft. to 28 ft., also some launches complete
with engine installed ready to run.

Robertson Bros. Foot of
Bay St. Hamilton
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it would come every week. I can't tell you

anything about hunting or fishing from here

as we have no game to talk about. They say

we have a few rabbits but I have seen none
for a month. I hope that things will run

along as they are now and I will be back in

the North this winter.

Will a .30-30 Winchester be large enough for

the game around Oba Lake, Ontario, Canada.

If not what caliber would you advise.

Yours truly,

R. L. Hagen,

Texarkana, Texas.

Reply—In reply to your inquiry, concern-

ing a suitable rifle for use in the Oba Lake
District, I would suggest that you try a

Winchester or Ross rifle that uses the .303

British cartridge as this cartridge would be

about the type that you would require for

game in this district and you could obtain

the ammunition for it up there without any
difficulty.

Your .30-30 would be a good rifle for use in

this locality but I would suggest that you
use something more powerful as you will be

likely to find moose and bear in that locality.

Editor.

The .351 Winchester Automatic.

Editor. Guns and Amiinition, Depl.

^^'ill ypu please give me a few particulars

about the .351 Winchester Automatic? Is

this a good rifle for deer in a country where

there is a lot of brush and small timber?

I have read your Guns and Ammunition
column for several months but have never

seen very much about this rifle.

Yours truly,

C. W. J.

Gravenhurst, Ont.

Reply—In reply to your inquiry, the .351

Winchester Automatic would be a splendid

rifle for your purpose and would be about

as good an automatic weapon as you could

secure for your use. The cartridge is well

adapted to killing deer in the brush, but as

you undoubtedly know is not adapted to

long range shooting. As you will require a

rifle that is a good killer and will deliver a

large number of shots in a small space of time,

1 would recommend that you try this rifle for

your purpose.

Editor.

Canada, can I import one from the United

States by paying a duty?

\Miere can I obtain a .405 Calibre model
1895 Winchester in Canada?

D. Goldring,

Toronto, Ont.

Reply—Replying to your communication,

I would suggest that you try the D. Pike

Company, 123 King St. East, Toronto, or

John Hallam, Ltd., 953 Hallam Bldg., Tor-

onto, who either have these goods on hand or

will be glad to obtain them for you. If you

cannot obtain them in Canada, I can see no
reason why you could not import them from
the States, in which case I would suggest that

you try one of the New York City concerns,

like Schoverling, Daly & Gales or Aber-

combie and Fitch Company. .

Editor.

Editor, Citma and Ammunition, Dcpt.

Where can I obtain a Smith & Wesson or

Colt revolver in Canada?
If I cannot obtain the model I want in

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.

Where > can*? 1 purchase the .250-3000

Savage .87 grain Spitzer bullets?

Can they be bought in full metal cased or

only in soft point style.

^ Is it necessary to get a special re-loading

kit or will the regular .25-35 Ideal re-loading

tools handle the pointed bullets?

Can Hercules Lightning Powder be bought

in cans in Canada, and if so where?

Can the empty .25-35 cartridges be bought

in Canada and where?

What is the velocity of the 33 Winchester

trajectory at 200 yards and 300 yards?

What is the muzzle energy in foot pounds?

W. M. Lyman,
Fassett, Quebec.

Reply—In reply to your request of October

5th, I do not know where you can obtain the

87 grain Spitzer bullets to reload cartridges

for the .250-3000 Savage. You might be

able to obtain some swaged bullets of this

type from A. O. Niedner, 1 Beacon St.,

Maiden, Mass.

As far as I know these bullets can only be

purchased in soft point style. You cannot

reload the 250-3000 Savage in the .25-35

Ideal tool but you will require a special tool

for the 250-3000 cartridge

Hercules Lightning powder can be obtained

from T. W. Boyd & Son, Montreal. Light-

ning can be used in reloading the 25-35 or

the .250-300. In the latter cartridge it is

better adapted to use as a mid-range load

than as a full cliarge.

You could very likely buy empty .25-35

cartridges from T. W. Boyd_& Son or from
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the D. Pik« Company, Hallam's, or the Lion

Sporting Goods Company.
The .33 Winchester cartridge has a stand-

ard muzzle velocity of 2056 F. S. with a

muzzle energy of 1877 f. lbs. The 200 yard

trajectory is approxhnately 6 inches, the

300 yard trajectory 16 inches. This cart-

ridge can be loaded to obtain slightly higher

velocities with increased energies by using

progressive burning powders like Hercules

No. 300 or Du Pont No. 16.

Editor.

Reboring a Ballard

Editor, Guns and Animunilion Dept.

I have a Ballard Single Shot rifle fitted with
both rim and center fire firing pins all in one.

It weighs about 8J^ pounds and has a very
thick octagon barrel with falling breech block

like a Winchester. It has a Rocky Mountain
Back Sight and a very fine front sight which
was fitted by a local gunsmith. Now this

rifle shoots high when I have the back sight

lowered as much as possible. How can I

remedy this defect? Someone told me to

raise the front sight.

It is pitted near the chamber and there-

fore I don't believe it would pay to fit it

with good sights. Could I have it bored to

.32-30, .32-40 or .38 W. C. F. cartridges?

Who would do this work and what would it

cost? What sights would you then recom-

mend for target, crow, hawk and chuck
shooting?

I can purchase a .38 Rim Fire Ballard for

$1.50. The barrel is in good condition.

The extractor is a push button located under
the barrel. It is a Ballard make. Is it worth
thisjprice? How much is a double barrel

Parker muzzle loader worth?
What do you^think of the new 410 Win-

chester single barrel shotgun, price $6.00 for

use on crows, rats, squirrels and so forth?

I have a .22 Marlin Model 29 and it surely

is some rifle for accuracy. I will send you
t'lrgets sometime.

.James H. Middleton,

liuffalo, N. Y.

RepUi— You can correct the sight setting

of your Ballard rifle either by using a higher

front sight or a lower rear sight. I would
suggest that you use a Lyman or Marble
tang peep sight. You did not say what
caliber your Ballard rifle is, btrt I can see no
reason why it cannot be rebored to a larger

calibre. Mr. A.W. Peterson, Denver, Color-

.iHo, could do this work for you. Mr. C. A.

Diller, Dayton, Ohio, could rebore this rifle

or he could fit a rifled steel tube in the present

barrel. His price for doing the work would
be approximately five or six dollars.

For crow, hawk, and wood chuck shooting,

I would recommend as first choice a good
telescope sight equipped with the double

micrometer Winchester mounting and as

second choice I would suggest a small size

gold bead front sight and a Lyman tang peep
sight, preferably a double micrometer. The
rifle should certainly be equipped with a

wind gauge. Any Ballard rifle is worth $1.50

just as a relic if for no other purpose, but I

do not think, much of the .38 rim fire carl-

ridge for small game shooting. This rifle

could be relined and "changed to a different

calibre.

I have never seen a Parker muzzle loader

and do not know what it would be worth.

The new 410 ga^ge Winchester shotgun is a

nice little shotgun for the purpose that you
speak of provided you do not expect to kill

your game farther than about 25 yards. I

think you will find that this shotgun sells

for about .S25.00 instead of S6.00.

Wants a More Powerful Winchester.

Editor, Quiis and Ammuntiion, Dept.

I have been a constant reader of your
interesting book for sometime and find, it

very instructive for the man that likes. the

outdoors. "

I have just returned from a hunting trip

from Northern Quebec and would like to ask

your advice on a rifle. The one I have is a

.35 Winchester Automatic, but I would like

a rifle with a higher power. Could I have
my gun bored so as to take the .351 high

power cartridge?

- R. Spruce,

St. Henry, Montreal.

Reply—In reply to your inquiry in which

you desire a more powerful rifle than the .35

Winchester Automatic, it would not be pos-

sible for you to rebore this rifle for the 351

cartridge. Your best plan would be to sell

the rille and purchase either a .351 or a .401

calibre Winchester Automatic, either of which

are considerably more powerful and both I

believe will answer your purpose very well.

In case you want a more powerful rifle than

either of these, I would suggest a .35 or a .405

calibre model 1895 Winchester which will

amply take care of your big game hunting so

far as power is concerned.

Editor.
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OCK
N''44

Gives you a feelingof real comfort and
the assurance of perfect proleciioD while
exercising. Opening beneath Patent

flap A. Small amount of material be-

tween thighs C. Perfect pouch B. Welt-
bound webbing. Can be cleaned by
boiling without injury to rubber. Fits

perfectly. Can't rub or chafe. Finest

Qual ity el astlc webbing. Ask your dealer,

and if he will not supply yo'^ ^^^^

f^IZPAH JOCK No. 44, send Qe$1.25
ftamps aad waist measoremeai and we will send by mail.

The Walter F. Ware Co. Dept C, Phila., Pa.

Makers of the Celebrated Sanito SuspensoiT No. 50

DECOYS

THAT

REAUY

DECOY
PKFMIER" MALUIKD. Beg. U. S. Patent Office

Oa your hunting trip take along Mason's Decoys

—

perfect in shape and coloring. They bring down the
game everytimc.

ASK FOR MASON'S AND GET MASON'S.
We manufacture all species—Crow, Duck, Swan, Snipp
and Geese—in several grades.

Write for Illustrated Calaloguc-lV$ Free

Mason's Decoy Factory
590 Milford and P.M.R.R. Detroit. Mich.
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Planning

this year's outing?
Some evening soon you will get out
your tackle and that little old rod
that landed the "big fellow" last

Summer, and live over again your
last fishing trip. You will call

to mind the meals yo/had and no
doubt you will resolve to make them
even better this year.

If.you do not know the value of Klim on a
fisliing trip, or any outing for that matter,
find out now in your own home. Ask your
wife to order a tin from the grocer ana try
it. Klim has the natural flavor and good-
ness of purest separated milk. You will

find it a valuable addition to both house-
hold and outing supplies.

Get that tin to-day.
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COOEY RIFLES
"CANUCK",

H. W.

22 CAL. V/i^l '^ W-r r\ MODEL
The "ACE" of 22 Calibre pmes

MADE IN CANADA BY THE
COOEY MACHINE & ARMS CO., TORONTO, CAN.
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Have shown the greatest improvements of any collars offered to the trade since 1879. The sLl

over the re-inforced button-hole, prevents the button pressing on the neck, and allows freedom
in adjusting tie. The Flexible Tabs prevent breaking at the front fold. Worn by sportsmen,

automobile owners, merchants,.mechanics, railway employees, and in fact.by everybody. Sold

by the besf^ealers in every* city. MADE IN CANADA, by

THE PARSONS & PARSONS CANADIAN CO. - - HAMILTON, CANADA



Artificial Feed Beds and Migratory Birds Conventions Act

E. R. Kerr

Secretary Essex County \Vild Life Conservation Association (Affiliated with

American Game Protective Association)

YEARS ago when ducking lands were

plentiful, hunters and trappers few,

wild rice flourishing everywhere, leasing

and purchase of marshlands by private

interests and heavy artificial feeding unknown
and unthought of, migratory wild fowl air

or flight lanes were exceedingly well defined

and established throughout North America,

and all law-abiding citizens partook of their

untarnished heritage in a moderate and
conscientious bag due to the splendid and
equalized spread in flight at the terminals off

the main routes.

As years rolled by, certain interests gradu-

ally acquired ownership and control of many
of the most important and ideal haunts of

migratory wild fowl and fur-bearing animals;

political influence, patronage and factional

enterprise leased and sold out at a pittance

the wild fowl, fur-bearing animal retreats and
shooting grounds belonging to the people.

The protection of these acquired lands from

trespass Ijy ordinary men and plain citizens,

out on the lap of nature for a legitimate day
of recreation and sport with the gun, was an
exceptionally expensive undertaking and in

lieu of other adequate revenues to reward

services rendered by care-takers and political

game wardens, the fur resources of a common-
wealth were exploited and sacrificed to sel-

fishness and greed. So-called "sportsmen,

controlling lands, who seemingly knew little

or nothing about the habits and retiuiremcnts

of various fonns of wild life and their h.'iunts

and cared little or nothing about their careful

conservation for posterity, periodically in-

vited to their special hunting lodges the

political avenues of favor and special priv-

ilege after first telegraphing ahead to their

slaves to hasten and slaughter two tO three

hundred ducks for that memorable feast and
occasion and, thus, reduce to a minimum the

fiocks of migratory wild foW'l.

Steadily and surely an increased, and

increasing, population and real-estate activi-

ties, designing speculators and profiteers de-

manded of the innocent legislators more lands

upon which to serve the humanitarian purpose

of increased foods and other agricultural

needs of the hour which, in the n\ajority

of cases, resulted in sour and mucky soils

unfit for any economic purposes, with the net

resXilt that numerous public ducking grounds

and valuable wild fowl haunts succumbed to

drainage and point of the plow.

During the past few years, a universal slum-

bering period, a steady cannonading, devas-

tating and unlimited bag ushered in a panic

in the form of serious depletion of all forms of

migratory wild fowl and as a consequence

conservationists, game protectors, natural-

ists, ornithologists zoologists, photographers

and millions of sportsmen from near and far

protested the serious decrease taking place

in Canada and the I'nited States, traceable

to those demoralizing influences, "spring

shooting," too liberal bag, non-enforcement of

tlu" laws, automobile and pump gun and
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WEH, ALPINE BENOCULAR,
strong, light, compact. Copper alloyed,

aluminum frame cast in one piece. Fine
ole-leather case with each pair.

So powerful they bring the object to within apparently one-
eighth of the actual distance. Invaluable for hunters, yachtsmen,
tourists, foresters, range-finders, mounted police, cattlemen,
army officers.

"The Telephone of Sight"
WEISS ALPINE BINOCULARS have the following features of superi-

ority: Larger Field of View; Greater Illumination, a great advantage in
hunting in timber or in looking into brush at dusk or dawn; Greater Magni-
fying Power in proportion to size; Increased Stereoscopic Effect, adding
to the relief of far-distant objects; Portability.

WRITE FOR CATALOG

Type used by U.S. Siftnal Corp.
WEISS INSTRUMENT CO. 1729 Arapahoe Street

Denver, Colo., U. S. A.

HONEST INJUN MOTORS
Equip your boat with a motor that will not

only do the work, but will also stand the work.

We can supply on short notice 3, 5, 7, 10, 15
h.p. sizes at attractive prices—^no profiteering.

fo"power. Simplicity If you Want cugiue satisfaction try "Honest Injun.
and Reliability

Write for catalogue and prices

THE BYERS LIMITED, TORONTO, ONT.

TRAPPERS!

RAW FURS A Trial Shipment Will

Prove It To You
We pay the best

prices for

We pay your mail and express charges. Write for our Free Price List and Shipping Tags

—

NOW

rpTjr? J T^ArTXT T7TT1? f^C% ^^2 king street east
1 rlrL L/H/ V IIN rUlv v>(vy. oept. g, Toronto, ont.

FASTEST CiROWING RAW FUR HOUSE IN CANADA

FAIR GRADING—HIGH PRICES—PROMPT PAYMENT—IS OUR MOTTO

KEEP YOUR GUN CLEAN!
HOPPE'S

NITRO POWDER SOLVENT
No. 9

( Trade Mark R0gistered)

A liquid not made with acids; thoroughly
removes the residue of any high power
powder, including black powder—prevents
rusting in any climate—removes metal
fouling and leading. Nltro Powder Sol-
vent Has been put to flie test at National
Rille Ranges; used by U. S. Riflemen;
endorsed by prominent sportsmen; never
fails to do all claimed tor it Sold by
dealers in guns and at Hardware dealers.

FRANK A. HOPPE, 2314 N. 8TH ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Genuine Diamonds
$1, $2, $3, Weekly
Save money on your Diamonds
by buying from us. We are

Diamond Importers. Terms,
$1. $2. or $3 Weekly. We
guarantee you every at'vantage

in Phce and Quality.

Write to-day for Catalogue, it is free
Wc send Diamonds to any part of Canada for inspec-
tion al our expense. Payments may be made Weekly
or Monthly.

JACOBS BROS., Diamond Importers

15 Toronto Arcade - - Toronto, Canada
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continuous slaughter on artificial feed beds of

private interests.

Two or three years ago a number of thought-

ful persons, well-meaning and broad-minded
citizens of Canada and the United States

formulated the Migratory Birds Conventions

Act and since adoption by the two countries

of the treaty all agree that it has done much
to save on a continuing basis the remnant
of migratory wild fowl and actually increase

the flocks but, to where? On the lands

hunted and shot over bj' ordinary' men and
plain citizens, dependent upon a just and
open policy, on which no domestic grains

were utilized to attract the flocks, no marked
increase is notable but a substantial increase

is evident and admitted on all the aitificial

feed beds of private interests who, seemingly

ignore the ethics of sportsmanship and have
"hushed up" reports for publication. These
privileged men are little interested in public

ducking grounds and less concerned in wide
life conservation and more game for the

people. Has the treaty done anything to

increase migratory wild fowl over a wild

area in behalf of the populace as a whole?
Has the treaty attempted to curtail the tre-

mendous toll on private lands or reduce the

enormous waste in corn, wheat, barley,

oats, peas, beans and other domestic grains

now so sorely needed to combat the rising

cost of living? We can, witb6ut fear of

contradiction, answer these questions with
an emphatic "No."

It is mutually admitted and agreed that air

or (light lanes from the southern United States,

through the northern United States breeding

and rearing grounds on to Canadian haunts
are not altered to any serious extent but when
we look carefully over the branches off the

main routes we observe an extraordinary

decrease in the number of branches or spreads

and trace the remaining ones to the marsh-
lands and artificial feed beds controlled and
cautiously guarded by "private interests."

The Migratory Birds Conventions Act,

it is universally presumed and believed, is

aimed to increase the flocks of migratory

wild fowl and conserve the remaining haunts
in btfhalf of the populace as a whole and with a

view to accurately determining increase and
decrease over a wide and extensive area.

At the present juncture the Act, wdl-
inlcntioned though it may be, can serve

"private interests" only.

Constant and over-trapping of inuskrats

on public and private lands has lesultcd in a

steady incroiKP nn (l.'ii;. hliu'-joint. bull-rushes

and many injurious grasses which have stag-

nated and suffocated and, in numerous well

known cases, actually killed-out the yellow

grain "wild rice." Private interests with

bulging purses conceived the utilization of

domestic grains to decoy and retain to their

ponds and beds a substantial flight of migra-

tory wild fowl. The constantly increasing

value of muskrat skins will exterminate this

natural fur resource, public asset and utility

and utterly degenerate and destroy wild fowl

haunts unless the governments of Canada
and the United States jointly and immedi-
ately assume control over them by acquiring

or re-claiming by amicable means or expro-

priation proceedings all marshlands now in

private lands, protect for a period of two years,

where deemed necessary, the remaining fur-

bearing animals and eventually establish,

here and there, migratory wild fowl retreats

and public ducking grounds. ^Yhen trappings

are deemed advisable to curtail depredations

Or over-flow to agricultural or other lands

these should be conducted officially, the skins

sold at public auction and the proceeds go

into the public coffers in the interests of agri-

culture and future sport with the gun. In

this way only can the governments of Canada
and the United States cautiouslj' and essen-

tially conserve for the present and future

generations and limit the destruction of

valuable economic resources, reduce and ex-

terminate noxious growth on marshlands and

increase, by air and water to the rootings

of, and thus regenerate, wild rice on public

ducking grounds and sanctuary areas for

migratory wild fowl. Caution to see that

there are adequate adjoining lands to which

the birds will migrate to natural environments

and requirements in behalf of open sport

with the gun should be taken previous to the

declaration of an specified area as an "abso-

lute" wild fowl sanctuary. Where National

Parks or game and bird sanctuaries for in-

sectivorous and game birds, game and fur-

bearing animals are set aside adjoining lands

unattractive to migratory wild fowl, limited

duck shooting under special permit to all

law-abiding citizens should be provided.

There seemingly is immediate need foi

incorporation in the Migratory Birds Conven-

tions Act of certain beneficial and essential

clauses. There evidently is need for a new-

system and policy of distribution by widely

sweeping measures. Canada and the United

Slates should immediately and jointly incor-

.

porate in the treaty a bag limit of fifteen per

day and adjust to one hundred to each per.
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Newton Arms and Ammunition
THE NEWTON ARMS CORPORATION

WOOLWORTH BUILDING, NEW YORK

I

NEWFOUNDLAND
A_Country of Fish and Game. A Paradise (or the Camper and Anfler. Ideal Cano« Trip*

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company's system is exceedingly rich in all kinds of fish
and game. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their SALMON and TROUT fishing.
Also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and Irunting in Newfoundland say there is no other
country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can be secured and with such ease as in Newfound-
land. Information together with illustrated Booklet and Folder cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F B. PITTMAN, General Passenger Agt. Reld Newfoundland Company, ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND

HAND CAST BULLETS
And hand loaded shells are almost Invariably used by expert shooters.
They give more accurate results than factory loaded ammunition and
the saving In cost is considerable. Write to-day and send us the name
and caliber of your rifle or revolver.

IDEAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
264 MEADOW STREET NEW HAVEN, CONN.

fc:

TELLS HOW FAR YOU WALK

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER
ll«ffulat«8 to Stop and Regrieters Exact Oi8-

tanoos ; Simple, Aoourate* Ourabto.

Indispensable to every lov-
er of outdoor sport and ea-
peciaUy lo those who love
WALKING. lastrucUve be
cause of value io determiaing
distances, a necessary ad-
junct to compa:$s and as use-
ful to SPORTSMEN. It fur-
nishes the true soiutioa of
many a disputed question of
how far it is to or from vari-

ious points. Best of
all it is a wonder-
ful health promotoi
because its interest-
ing notations afford
real incentive for
WALKING. Whe-
ther you walk for

i health, business or

I
pleasure^anywherc,

f
evervwhere. the
AMEHICAN Pedo-
meter tells the whole
story of just how
far you have trav-
elled.

FULLY
GUARANTEED

One Hundred Mile
Pedometer. $2.25

Sold by alf'Dealers or Direct

AMERICAN PEDOMETER COMPANY
902 Chapel St.. New Haven. Conn.

. & A. GUNTHER CO. - Toronto, Canada
Agents for the Dominion of Canada

Rp:
Fishermen

and

^rice25cts.^erW|

iMlNARD'SLlNIMEHTCr
.^, —LIMITED.—
iir-'CESSORSToC.C.RICHARDSSGO.

YARMOUTH. N.S.

Campers

Quick Relief

From the many
minor accidents
and bruises you
receive on your
vacation is afford-

ed by

Minard's

Liniment

Put a Bottle In
Your Outfit
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son an international seasonal kill of ducks:

stipulate four shooting days each week during

the open season (Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday and Saturday): prohibit artificial

feeding and proceed to acquire by amicable
means oi expropriation proceedings all marsh-
lands and ponds now in private hands in

behalf of essential sanctuary areas and public

ducking grounds. Canada being the breed-

ing grounds for four-fifths of migration north

readily realizes her responsibilities and oblig-

ations and will not hesitate, and all Canadian
sportsmen have implicit faith in their brother

American sportsmen to co-operate in a sys-

tem and policy of wild life and public benefit

whichji through enforcement by Federal

"sportsmen" officers, will add strength and
provide wholesome teeth to the treaty in the

interests of an inevitable substantial increase

in migration over a wide area equal, we trust,

to that of the days of fifty years ago.

Canada has not been slow to grasp this

'

perilous situation. The muskrats on Point

Pelee which, under the old system of licensing

the trapping rights, became nearly extinct

and as a result the area itself seriously degen-

erated, now a Dominion Park and Bivd Sanc-

tuary under the jurisdiction of the Dominion
Parks Branch of the Department of the In-

terior, and superintendency and wardenship

of Mr. F. H. Conover, President of the Essex

Country Wild Life Conservation Association,

and Mr. Garfield Finlayson, respectively

expert game-propagators and trappers, have
been accorded one of the two years unmoles-

ted breeding provided by the Federal govern-

ment and, as a result of this splendid protec-

tion, noxious growth is rapidly disappearing

and wild rico roofings, long thought dead.

are again sprouting into renewed growth and
beginning to flourish. It is most unlikely that

official trappings will begin previous to March
1921 when the surplus stock of furs will be

harvested by the officials of the Park and, it

is conservatively estimated, $1000,000 to

$150,000 in revenues will be realized from this

3,500 acres of marshlands, which adjoins the

Park proper, without in any way seriously

depleting or reducing the seed stocks or im-

periling other needs.

Rondeau Provincial Park, Rondeau Bay,

adjoining Lake Erie, is undergoing similar

treatment by experts under the jurisdiction of

the Department of Game and Fisheries of the

Province of Ontario. Rondeau Park marsh-

lands and ponds represent an acreage of ap-

proximately three times that of Point Pelee.

Recommendations to the Canadian govern-

ments by this association for the taking

over of other important areas now in private

hands have been made and are being seriously

considered.

Twenty-one sportsmen of Essex County
recently were summoned to accept the bur-

dens and responsibilities of law enforcement

in Essex County and have responded by mak-
ing application to the Civil Service Commis-
sion for appointment as Honorary Game
Wardens.

Concerted, interested and energetic action

by the sportsmen in co-operation with the

governments of Canada and the United States

and resolute enforcement of stringent regu-

lations accompanied by heavy penalties for

violations alone will adequately conserve

wild life and their interesting haunts and

prove the enormous international value of the

Migratory Birds Conventions Act.

The Prairie Ciiicken of Canada West

Athelney Evans

ANY laws concerning limit of bag when
closure of season against prairie chicken

is removed, that is unless heavy penally

for infringement is provided, will be diflicult

to enforce. Of course this will not apply to

true sportsmen, who respect not only law but

the rights of others as well as themselves."

The above remarks were recently uttered

by a Winnipeg gentleman. He has dwelt

in Manitoba many years, and during that

period has studied the prairie chicken ques-

tion from all standpoints.

The fact remains that travel wherever

you wish in Manitoba and Saskatchewan

few chicken arc to be seen. Yet it is claimed

by sport "authorities" snugly ensconsed in

comfortable offices, that the birds are dis-

playing signs of increase. It is indeed pleasing

to learn such is the case; it does not, however,

,

require a Philadelphia lawyer to realize the

reported progress savours largely of a fairy

tale type, at least so declares a Winnipeg com-

mercial traveller, who has during the last

few months covered thousands of miles by
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automobile, and claims no sign of increase

is visible an>T.vhere. From the neighboring

States of North Dakota and Minnesota, em-

anate statements to the effect that the chicken

has nearly attained a rara avis distinction.

However, it is a dark cloud without some tinge

of silver lining, and sundry specimens of the

bird may be obsenxd in taxidermist shop

windows of Winnipeg and no doubt are found

in Minneai-olis and St. Paul.

A closure of season for prairie chicken,

should have been placed upon the statute

books of Manitoba and Saskatchewan a

decade since. The remedial measure to-

ward future preservation is far too late in

the day. unless the present law extends over

a lengthy term of years. Under existing

enactment the ban is lifted in 1920, and more
farcial procedure was never concei\ed by
the legislative bodies in Winnipeg and Regina.

Opinions obtained from leading sportsmen

scattered over the prairie provinces concerning

the almost complete disappearance of prairit

chicken, declare' a variety of causes as res-

ponsible factor. A few of the reasons are

appended below.

1. Selfish sportsmen.

2. Inclement weather conditions at period

of nesting.

3. Destruction of eggs through various

causes.

4. Killing of birds out of season.

5. Young chicken destroyed by weasels,

cats and carnivorous birds.

The first cause is apparently indigenous to

all countries. Jklanitoba and Saskatchewan
have suffered this malady to greater extent

than is generally supposed, and evidence of

such can be gathered from the following

episode.

A "sport" from Winnipeg was spending a

week some years ago in Southern Manitoba.
One morning he entered a piece of scrub

with a well-trained dog, returning to the main
road two hours later with thirty-eight birds!

During that same day. lie secured upwards of

one hundred chickens! Indeed, this class of

murderous onslaught is not of solitary in-

stance, as other alleged "sportsmen" have to

the absolute knowledge of people, returned

into Winnipeg with upwards of three hundred
birds obtained for purposes of sale and con-

signment to cold storage plants.

Another method and of frequent occurrence
likewise, was to visit a stubble field with a

waggon and rack, the latter covered with a

few forkfuls of straw. Here was provided
ambush for a trio, perhaps a quartette of

men to play havoc among the birds, which

remained feeding on the field and thus per-

mitted the guns to attain close range. The
result of such action may well be imagined.

Yet another species of humanity masquerad-

ing as "s{)ortsmen," sought secretion within

a strawstack to "pot" chicken feeding upon
grain scattered roundabouts. During more
recent years, the automobile has figured

upon the programme, but as the birds since

'cars came into usage' were commencing to

become of the scarcity class, results of this

manoeuvre were not based upon profitable

lines as formerlj'. The population of Mani-

toba and Saskatchewan twenty years ago,

when prairie chicken abounded, was less than

one half census figures could quote in 1919.

This statement evokes little comment save

that were birds plentiful at the present time,

would such feature possibly continue?

Cause number 2, figures excessive rain

fall and cold during period of raising young

prairie chickens. This reason undoubtedly

affords a most destructive agency for which

remedy cannot be forthcoming, but is not of

annual occurrence.

The destruction of eggs as enumerated in

cause number 3, also plays a part In the

drama. The following strange feature

of egg demolition may appear as incredulous,

nevertheless is matter of fact in support of

which evidence can be produced. The rob-

bery of nests is not confined to rodent or

bird thief: human hands are its manipulating

force! This trouble for the greater part is

confined to localities within few miles of the

large centres of population.

The shooting of birds before or after close

season, has largely decreased during recent

years. Further comment is not necessary.

The Indian inhabitant is not without guilt

in certain respects. He is, however, not to

be blamed. It must be borne in mind the

benevolent attitude of his guardians, the

Dominion Government, permits no relation-

ship of the Neche to statutes governing game
laws, except exterior of the land reservations.

In order that prairie chicken or any game
should be preserved, the Indian as with other

classes of mankind should be compelled to

respect any enactment provided by the legis-

latures.

The remedy to furnish for prescr\-ation of

prairie chicken is .difficult to determine. The
present ban against the taking of these birds,

will as previously slated, be lifted in the

autumn of 1921. This proceeding cannot

prove but of the greatest detriment toward
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propagation of a bird now of practical extinc-

tion within many localities of the prauie

provinces.

WAS AWARE THAT FLOATING BATTERY
IS ILLEGAL IN CANADA.

In hi.s article "Points On Migratory Game"
th at appeared in October issue of ROD A ND
GUN, F. H. Conover, Supt. of Point Pelee

Dominion Park mentioned the use of the

floating battery. As his article was origin-

ally intended for publication in the U. S.

this reference was correct. The footnote

calling attention to the illegality of this mode
of shooting in Canada appeared as if Mr.

Conover was not aware of this law. This is

not the case as he was aware that this device

was prohibited by law in Canada.

Toronto Indoor Civilian Rifle League
J. W. Smith

WITH seven rifle associations and nme
teams in the Toronto Indoor Civilian

Rifle League, indications are that

competition for the city championship will

be keen this winter. .The Irish Rifle Associa-

tion, who are the present holders of the

Walker House Trophy, will again enter two

teams although considerably weakened by
half their members shooting with the new
civilian associations which have been formed

in connection with the city regiments. How-
ever, the Irishmen, under the captaincy of

A. Emo, are expected to put up a strong fight

to'retain the championship.

North Toronto, the champions of two

years ago, will be under the guidance^ of

A. H. Gilmore, and it has been stated that

they will shoot the .22 rifle exclusively. The
return from overseas of some of their members
has given them a wider range of selection for

the composition of their team, and they will

certainly take a leading part m the com-

petition. The Exhibition R. C. will also shoot

the .22 rifle exclusively, and will be looked

after by Lieut. W. L. Dymond of the Cana-

dian School of Musketry. They will put a

strong team in the field, and can be relied on

to give a good account of themselves.
[

Of the new associations, the St. Lawrence
R. A., captained by J. E. Fitzgerald, will

enter two teams in the League, and will un-'

doubtcdiy be strong enough to make the

competition interesting. The York R. A.,

with Lieut.-Col. A. IClliott at the helm,- the

Queen City R. A., under G. Urooks, and the

"Grens" R. A. under Capt. A. E. Gooder-

ham, are all strongly organized, and have

plenty of material to make up first class

teams.

At the annual meeting of the League, in

November, the following ofl'icers were elected

for the approaching season:—Patrons, Sir

Edmund Osier and Mr. George Wright;

President, Lieut.-Col. F. W. Macqueen,
Vice-President, Mr. A. H. Gilmore; Treasurer.

Lieut.-Col. A. ElUott; Secretary, Mr. A. H.
Sharp, 106 Woodside Ave.; and an E.xecutive

Committee of two members from each

association affiliated with the League. It

was decided to conduct the matches, which

will commence in the first week of January,

under the same conditions as last winter,

with the exception that no practice is to be'

allowed on the range by members of either

competing teams before the match com-

mences The range will be 25 yards, with

one convertible sighting shot, seven scoring

shots, and the target will have an aiming

point of 1 /^ inches diameter, with a 14 inch

bull, 1/^ inch "inner," and 3 inch "magpie."

To sum up the situation, it appears certain

that there will be an exceptionally inteiesting

struggle for the city championship this

winter. Seven of the nine teams are about

evenly matched, and the two second teams

are strong enough to give trouble, and per-

haps, turn the tables on one of the senior

teams. The partial break-up of the powerful

Irish R. A. for the indoor seaspn will un-

questionably tend to liven up the competi-

tion, as they would otherwise have had five

or six teams in the field, and only two asso-

ciations agriinst them. Great dilTiculty was

experienced in getting suitable ranges in the

city and il is believed that this was the cause

of the collapse of the St. .James K. G., who
were the runncrs-up for the Walker House

Trophy last winter. The associations have

all been practising hard during November
and December, and the various teams will all

be tuned up to a high state of efficiency by

the time llic matches commence in .January.



The Fur Trade

George Roberts Hunt i

IT
is surely a long cry from the year 1670

when the Hudson Bay Company was
incorporated, to the present day, and there

is much to dwell on in regard to one of Cana-

da's assets in the fur trade. The Hudson
Bay Company, it might here be stated,

received its charter from Charles the Second,

as a body of "Gentlemen adventurers trading

into Hudson Bay" making it to-day the oldest

united companj- in the world.

The fur trade of Canada has always been

one of her greatest industries if it can be called

this and even in the earliest periods of history

we read chiefly of the fur trade.

At the beginning the Hudson Bay Company
established forts at the mouths of the princi-

pal rivers and these forts have been gradually

extended until they are now all over the

North West territories. The flag or pennant
used by them which marked their posts con-

sisted of a blood red background with the

letters H.B.C. in white block letters in

the centre, and I have heard several odd
meanings for these letters as "Here before

Columbus," "Hungry Belly Company," Hun-
dred British Crows," "Half Breed's Curse"

and others. It is interesting to~note the man-
ner of currency or exchange used in those

days and it shows what a common article the

beaver, now so rare, was then as their coinage

was termed in "Made Beaver," abbreviated

to M.B.
In time several Scotch merchants in Mon-

treal seeing things progressing so well with

the company formed one of their own under

the name of the Northwest Company sending

out ti»eir agents and "Couriers des Bois"

into the Indian country to collect furs. And
then there was the free trader who traded on,

his own hook. Needless to say among the

three groups, but especially between the two
former there was much strife, and, as with the

former Kaiser, might was rigiit and which*"

ever was the stronger party had possession

for th^ time being at least. Many a man has

forfeited his life for a few paltry dollars' worth
of furs. As the Hudson Bay Company was
always an English concern, and moreover

because of the excellent markets England
afforded, the furs were shipped three times a

year, in January, March and October, to

be sold at the London fur sales, which were
attended from all over Europe. Before the

war the largest percentage of the world's fur

was sold there but now Canadians and Ameri-

cans, having to fall back on their own resources,

are rapidly proving themselves capable of

both selling and wearing North American
furs.

For many years only the very crudest im-

plements were used in capturing animals,

and it remained for Sewell Newhouse to

invent an article that has always been recog-

nized as the trapper's chief aid in conquering

the wilderness. Newhouse's grandfather who
was an English soldier, having been taken

prisoner by the iVmericans at the battle of

Bunker Hill, afterwards made this country

his home and in 1820 when Sewell Newhouse
was fourteen years old emigrated to Onedia
County, N.Y. With a strong constitution

and a taste (or the w-ild, Newhouse recog-

nized the need of a means of capture of fur

bearing animals and at seventeen years of

age he turned out his first steel, traps. The
iron parts of fifty or thereabouts were some-

what crudely fashioned in a blacksmith's

shop and for the steel springs the worn out

blades of axes were made to serve as material,

a mechanip of chance acquaintance showing

the young artisan how to temper the springs.

The traps thus made were crude, no doubt,

but they would catch and what they caught

they held. After a seasons' use they were

sold to neighboring Indians for sixty two cents

apiece and the making of a new supply was
entered into. These in turn were sold and

replaced and thus the manufacture of the now
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world famous Newhouse traps was launched.

During the next twenty years Mr. Newhouse

worked on trap making, sometimes alone

and sometimes with a partner or hired help

until in 1848 the "Oneida Community"

established itself near Oneida, N.Y., and Mr.

Newhouse and family entering it as members,

the trap making business was given up for

several years. Then in 1855 this Communi-

ty under the direction of Sewell Newhouse

and several other mechanics began making

traps on a larger scale, gradually adding

machinery to do the work formerly done by
hand, until' to-day the whole process from

fomiing the spring to chain making is all in

the grasp of machinery.

The first invaders of the wilderness must
have other resources for immediate support

than are offered by the cultivation of the soil.

These are present in the valuable pelts of

fur bearing animals which are occupants

of the soil in advance of man. Hence the

trap for securing them precedes the axe that

opens up the way for the iron-clad civiliza-

tion that pushes back barbaric solitude, caus-

ing the bear and the beaver to give place to

the wheat field, the library and the piano.

The reputation of the Newhouse traps is

world wide. They are supplied to ninety-

two per cent of the trappers of the world

and have never been equalled as the trappers'

sure and reliable weapons.

The misnaming of furs has caused the

London Chamber of Commerce to give notice

that misleading temis are not to be used and

that offenders are liable to prosecution under

the Merchandise Marks Act. But if laws of

this kind were iiece.ssary twenty-five years ago

, to protect the public from frauds, what must
be the necessity at the present time, when
two hares raised by the same mother may
pose on the same counter as "white fox"

and "black lynx" respectively? Or again

several muskrats of the same litter could

pose on the same counter as mink, sable,

seal, electric seal, Hed River seal or Hudson
Hay seal. The manufacturing of fur goods

has surely been reduced to a line art.

The secrets and mysteries of chemistry

have been brought to light through years and
years of patient study and experiment to

produce beautiful and wonderful effects in

dyed and blended furs lor the adornment ol

milady. Trained experts take the greasy,

repulsive raw skins and by careful process

dress and tan them into soft, sanitary and
pliable leather.

Dyeing is used to conceal defects or to

imitate a more beautiful or more fashionable

fur. Fox or wolf of irregular, faded, natural

colours are fancy furs when dyed black; and
while pale mink would not make up nicely,

yet when blended—retouched by combing
dye into the hair—they give the appearance

of the finest of dark British Columbia skins.

Horse hides as well as cow hides of odd col-

ours make beautiful garments when dyed
black, besides giving extra good service. It

must be remembered that a skin can only be

dyed darker than its natural colour. Very
few skins are perfect. Cuts, shots, scratches,

and scars from fighting other animals are all

blemishes, and these defects of many kinds the

furrier removes by cutting out in dart shaped

slits which are then sewed up on a fur sewing

machine. Skins are carefully assorted and
matched according to colour and length of

fur, so that when made up the garment looks

as though it had been made from a single-

large skin.

From the fur side no seams are apparent

but when you see the leather side the many
seams might lead you to think itwas a patch-

work job if you did not know something of

the furrier's art ia rutting, matching, joining,

blacking, dyeing and so on. /

In furs such as mink and muskrat where it is

desired to preserve the natural dark stripe of

the fur to the full length of the finished gar-

ment, the skins are "dropped" by making

dozens of criss cross slits in the skin so that it

will stratch to twice its former length but

only half its fonner width. The slits are

then carefully sewed up and the fur side

has exactly the same appearance as before,

except for shape as it is now twice its original

length.

Talks on Trapping

ROBEKT E. HkWKS

MIKIU-: are certain fuiidameutal rules hire<l man across the way.Xan give the youth-

aboul trapping which most everybody ful beginner his first lessons. Hut after one

know.s. If one docs not any of the vari- masters the first rules there is always more to

us guides that arc free for the asking, or the learn. I learn new things every year, the old
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trappers have told me that they never expect

to reach the point where they know it all.

In these little talks I shall take it for granted

that you, like so many others, have read and

re-read all the old cut and dried methods and

•want to learn something different. I am
going to tell some of the things I learned the

past winter, sticking to facts and leaving

the theories to be proven.

YOUR TRAPS.
The first and important rule which is

nothing ver>' new, is to look well to your

traps. You do not want a gun which hangs

fire, likewise you do not want a trap which

does not always work. The one time it

fails to spring may be.the very time an animal

wearing a ten dollar coat of fur steps on it

for the first time in winter.- See that your

traps work well before starting. Traps are

usually hung in the wood shed during the

summer and are likely to collect rust and
dirt and become unsure in action. The time

spent in cleaning them up and examining them
will be well spent. Another thing I would
like to mention here is the matter of killing

traps, that is, traps which kill animals as -

soon as caught. I have tried these and un-

hesitatingly reconimend them. They pre-

v«ut animals escaping and do away with

unnecessary suffering.

THE SKUNK.
Mister skunk with his unsavory reputation

is^probably the best known of our furbearers.

It is an exceptional farm which cannot boast

of a skunk den or two. Civilization may
drive the larger denizens of the wilds afar,

but the skunk readily adapts himself to new
conditions and becomes domesticated to the

extent that he is nothing loth to lake up his

abode under the barn lloor or to burrow into

a straw stack. While it is true that this ani-

mal is a friend of the farmers in one wise,

destroying harmful insects and mice, yet he

has a black mark against him by virtue of

his relish for chicken. He is a troublesome

roost robber.

In closely settled neighborhoods Mister

skunk will often advertise his presence by
odoriferous means, and by depleted chicken

flocks, yet trappers tramp the hills over and

fail to find his dens, especially if he has been

much trapped. In this case you will very

likely find him holding forth in some old

building, under a stone pile, or around the

roots of a tree. When you find his den

set your trap (Xo. IJ-2) digging a shallow

trench in the ground so that the trap sets

level with it, then fasten the chain to a stake

and drive it down level with the ground. Too
often trappers make the mistake of leaving a

stake sticking up above the ground, something

animals know is unnatural. After this cover

your trap with straw freely mixed with

chicken feathers. Then scatter a few grains

of corn about. You will find this one of the

best sets tor skunks, and one that will be used

anywhere. When you catch a skunk, do

not muss up the surroundings too much.

Skunks often den up ten or more in one hole

and therefore if things are not too much

disturbed one set may prove very profitable.

Mice make good bait for skunks. If you can

find where a skunk visits a chicken coop set

a trap alongside of the building and cover it

with chicken feathers. The skunk will be

sure to investigate this. Road culverts are a

favorite prowling place for skunks and a trap

set at either end of one will likely produce

results.

As anyone who has tried it knows, catching

a skunk is only part of the job. Next, and

some hold most important, comes the killing

and skinning of him. The best way to kill

a skunk is to shoot him in the center of the

back of the neck with a .22 caliber rifle, using

a short cartridge. This will paralyze him and

kill him instantly. If you have no gun,

break his back with a long l?ole, which will

have the same effect. Be sure the pole is

long.

Lots of people, especially boys, who skin

a skunk advertise the fact for days afterwards.

• However, it is quite possible to do the job

in such a manner that half an hour later you

need not be a total outcast ol society. The

secret lies in first greasing the hands well, then,

use a sharp knife, and be careful to cut only

skin deep when peeling the carcass. Un-

happy experiences are nearly always the

result of cutting too deep. Stand on the

"up wind"" side of your animal, and when you

'have finished, wash your hands well in kero-

sene (coal oil;, and the scent will come oil

with the grease. If you get any scent on

your clothes, fresh air and time are the best

deodorizers, althoujgh smoking in cedar

smoke will aid some.

THE FOX
Br'er Fox has shown an alarming increase

in numbers during the past two years in

many sections. He has npt become domes-

ticated like the skunk, but when building his

dens seeks the wildest and deepest parts of the

woods in each locality. He is a sly and wary

animal and a tough proposition to trap, as
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many a farmer's boy knows. He is a hard

nut for the professional trapper to crack,

and while I wish that I could advance some
simple and easy method for capturing him, I

cannot. One must use his wits to catch

Br'er fox.

Setting a trap in his den is a ticklish busi-

ness. He will quickly notice anything un-

usual and care must be taken not to disturb

anything. It is best to set several traps at

one place (use No. 2) and while Br'er fox,

is tip-toeing about with his attention centered

on one or two he will likely step into another.

It is hard to watch four feet at once. Your
traps should be set in little holes, level with

the ground and covered with fine earth.

Place a piece of moss or some dry leaves under
the pan to prevent the dirt clogging it.

Some use cotton; however I have found that

the fox often smells this. He can smell the

iron scent of the trap for that matter, and
therefore before using them it is important to

dip them in blood or to cover them with

melted beeswax to kill the iron smell. Always
wear gloves which have been well rubbed with

earth. Never touch anything about the set

with your bare hands. It is unwise to use

bait at a den. Br'er Fox knows it has no
business there and is suspicious accordingly.

The fox usually travels well-beaten paths

and you can easily find his trails in the woods
or across fields. You may fasten a piece of

rabbit or a mouse on a tree near such a

path, about two feet high, set a trap under
it about ten inches from the tree.

In attempting to get the bait he will instead

be caught. In the case of a particularly

old and wise fox it is often well to set several

traps around the same tree ten or

more feet away from it. In circling

about the tree which caution tells him not

to approach too close the fax will usually

sooner or later step into one of these traps. If

you can find where the fox crawls under a

fence there is a good place to set a trap.

Not directly under the fence, mind you,

but a foot or so either side of it. In all cases

never slake your chain near the trap. Fasten

the chain to a piece of wire about ten feel

long and stake the end of this wire or fasten

it to a tree, stone, etc. These hints are just

about all that experience teaches me can be

put down on paper for the guidance of fox

trappers. The rest is up to you. There

will come up peculiar circumstianres in difl-

crcnt cases which will demand individual

thought on the part of the trapper. But do

not become discouraged if you fiiil to caliph a

fox the first few weeks. Follow these rules

and sooner or later you will be rewarded, if

you are c«reful and conscientious in making
your sets. I tried a long, long while before I

caught my first fox, but I have made up for my
work since then.

Br'er fox, it might be mentioned, has been

declared an all around enemy of the fanner,

the few mice he eats does not offset the

chickens he kills.

THE MINK.
Brother Mink is the fox's smaller brother

when it comes to wariness. He is exceedingly

sly, and possesses a cunning that is almost

human. Usually an elaborate set of rules are

laid down for trapping the mink. I have

found that the same method^ used for foxes

are equally good in the case of the mink.

Both are equally sly, possess similar habits

and appetites, and I think you will find, as

have I and many other frappers, that the

methods good for one are good for the other.

The main difference is that the mink not only

is found in the woods but is also fond of

following streams. Along creeks and rivers

a fine set for him is to place a piece of fish or

rabbit on a stick about eight inches above

water and a few inches from shore and set a

trap between the shore and the stick, about

three inches under water and covering it

with water-soaked leaves. Fasten your trap-

chain to a piece of wire and weigh this in

deep water so that your mink will drown.

The mink is a blood-thirsty animal, being

an inveterate poultry thief, and if he has any

good qualities he succeeds remarkably well

in concealing them.

OPPOSSUM 5

The 'possum is not at all a bright animal.

He wU likely as not blunder into an uncover-

ed trap. But I have found it well to set a

trap intended for him very carefully, and th\is

not only make doubly sure of catching him

but having a chance of catching any old

possum with a streak of unusual intelligence

in his make up, and also of catching any

more endowed animal that happens along.

The 'possum's strongest characteristic is his

liking for musty, strong smelling food. Use

this for bait and you will catch him. He
usually dens up in hollow trees, logs and so

forth . A No. 1 trap is big enough for himjj

fir RACCOON.
P Though a 'coon is not so wise as a fox or

mink, his is no fool by any means. He is

wary, but has, I have found, certain peculiar-'

itics which if taken advantage of will prove his-

undoing, lie likes to walk in narrow places.
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Last winter I took many a one by setting

traps on a ledge a few inches wide that ran

along a bluff, Again, he has a bump of cur-

iosity which often boosts him along on the

way toward becoming muffs or boas. He will

invariably investigate anything bright. He
likes to wander along creeks in search of

crawfish and other tidbits, and a trap set in

the water, a few inches deep, with a small

mirror or a piece of bright un tied to the pan,

with the rest of the trap covered with wet
leaves, attracts him with unfailing fascination

and invokes an inquiring poke from his paw.

If you use a number 1 Yi trap he is your pro-

perty. A bright moon aids this device

greatly. This is my best 'coon recipe and
I hope that everyone who reads this will try

it.

THE CARE OF FURS.
However successful one is in trapping one

will not reap a full reward unless one under-

stands the propercare and preparation of one's

furs for market. If my pelts sometimes

bring higher prices than those for neighbors

which were just as good skins in the beginning

it is because I have taken the proper care of

my furs after they were skinned. Of course a

pelt should be scraped of all fat and super-

fluous flesh, but be careful not to scrape so

hard as to cut the fibre of the skin, as this

will materially lessen the value. Stretch a

skin as soon as it is skinned. But do not

stretch it too tightly, as this will spread the

fur and make it appear thin and scrawny;

Hang your pelts to dry in a shady, sheltered

place, inside, not out in the weather. If

you ship them do not do so until they are

thoroughly dry. Green pelts will grow
mouldy causing the fur to drop out. Above
all, do not trap too early. The latter part

of November is about the right time to start.

Unprime pelts have little value. Also, do

not trap too late. Spring caught pelts are

almost worthless. The only exception to

this rule is the muskrat, which becomes prim.e

in the spring months. "

Practical Vermin Trapping for Sportsmen

U. S. Department of Agriculture

\ STEEL jump trap, mounted on the end
"^^ of a pole, is one of the most effective

methods of combatting hawks, owls and
crows in their wholesale destruction of

wild life, the game species particularly.

Every sportsman's club should see that a

large number of these traps are maintained

on every high cleared place in the best game
cover in the surrounding country. Farmers
on whose lands these traps are placed would
undoubtedly be grateful to those who put
them there, as they suffer heavily from the

depredations of these creatures on their poul-

try.

It is useless to place these traps anywhere
except on high cleared places, as it is only to

such spots that these species of vermin resort,

in order to make a sur\'ey of the country .

preparatory to descending upon their prey.

The pole should not be less than five feet

in height. Eight feet is better. Attach the

trap to the top of the pole with a piece of

common stove pipe wire, using a pair of

pliers in fashioning the wire into a staple. It

is not necessary to point the ends,as these will

go readily into the wood without sharpening.

The wedge at the end of the chain should be
driven into the pole so far down that the

victim will be unable to get back to the top

when he is caught. His struggles will free the

trap from the grip of the staple, as soon as he
is caught, and he will hang head down-frora

the trap thereafter.

To poles more than five feet high cleats

should be attached, so that they can readily

be reached for the placing of the traps.

A common error among those using traps

in this way is to neglect them. This is

almost as bad as not using them at all. Fre-

quent inspection should be~,made, and the

traps should be kept well oiled to prevent

deterioration.

Experience seems to have shown that the

No. IJ^ jump trap is the proper size to use

for this work, as the feet of certain species of

haw^s are too large to make the No. 1 abso-

lutely certain in action.

In lising these traps sportsmen are urged to

wrap the jaws with felt, so that any harmless

birds taken in them may be released unhurt.

Coopers and sharp-shinned hawks aie the

most destructive species known, and they

are not protected anywhere. The great

horned owl is a serious menace to most fea-

thered wild life, and in many states it is not

protei ted. Anyone setting out traps, how-
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ever, should consult the game laws, or the

local game warden before doing this, to be

sure that no violation of the law is involved in

his action. Less vermin means more game
and the vermin will not be made less unless

the sportsmen of the country attack the prob-

lem in an organized way.

Every sportsman's club should have a

standing committee on vermin, and the first

work of the committee should be the acquis-

tion of not less than one hundred jump
traps and their location on the best game
covers in the community. It will not do
simply to locate them—they must be con-

stantly tended and relocated, when experi-

ence shows such action to be necessary.

(fidit. Note.—The above gives a good prac-

tical method of getting rid of hawks and owls

and there is no doubt that if it was rigidly

followed out it would result in considerable

saving of game. There are a good many

trappers who can make this practise pay them
well, as the writer has done. The best tiine

to set the traps is in the late summer when
the young birds of that season's hatch have
left the nest. When caught and killed, hang
up the hawks by their legs under some tree

where the sun can reach them. In a few

days they will dry up so that they are prac-

tically feathers and bones. In this state they

make a most attractive bait that can be used

later on in the season for the larger fur bearers.

A little fish oil drenched on the feathers wilF

make them an attractive lure for fox, coyotes

or lynx. Hung by the legs in a brush pen

they stand out well against the white of the

snow and attract the attention of the lynx

for a considerable distance. And if you
figure the thing out you will find that you

can make some sets that will- outwit the

coyote who is always nosing round for hand-

outs like hawks that have been shot and have

crawled into the bush to die.—H.C.H.)

The Mail Bag
Editor, Along Ihe Trap Line:

I have been a reader of Rod and Gun for

the past two years, but owing to the difTiculty

of getting it here I got a subscription last

February. I have trapped through this

country for the last four years. My catch

this year (1918-1919) has not been so great

as other years as the high price of fur is

bringing the trappers out, and when I started

there was not much left to trap. My catch

this year was 3 mink, <S2 muskrats and one

skunk.

I just want to say a word about the traps

I have used. At present I have two dozen
Triple Clutch, three dozen Hooper .lump

traps, and two dozen each of No. 1 and No. 1 J2

Victor traps. I have had many rats pull

clean out of the Triple Clutch traps. If the

rats have anything at all to brace themselves

against they would pull right out, leaving a

tocnaiLlo tell the tale. I soon fixed this fault

by filing down the grippcrs underneath the

jaws, and making the distances between each
grippcr a little larger. This soon made a

verj- fine trap. I have caught rats by the

very tip of their tail, and held them, where they
could easily have pulled out in any other

make of trap.

The jump traps I consider unsatisfactory

for rats.

The No. 1 Victor is a very fine trap. It

certainly hits thciii hard.^but has not the

holding power, and does not catch them high

enough up to prevent them chewing their

foot off. The No. l}-2 is, I think, about the

best size for rats. It is about the right

weight, and catches them high on the leg

where it is sure to hold.

Ontario. J. T. Hamilton.

Edit. Comment—^Yours is the first com-

plaint I have heard re the holding power of

the Triple Clutch. However, you seem to

have solved the problem in a satisfactory

manner, and we are passing your tip on to

any other trappers who have experienced

the same difficulty.

H. C. H.

Queru— I intend to do ''some trapping for

fox and mink in March and April. Will you
kindly tell me how long (at the very latest)

fox and mink stay prime. I do not want to

take unprimc skins under any conditions, but

I want to trdp as late into the spring as

possible. And how long do muskrats and

coon stay prime.

Fitzroy Harbor, Ont. H. F.

Answer—The length of time skins slay

piime in the spring, as well as the carliness

with which they prime up in the fall depends

entirely on the season. An early cold fall

will make skins^ prime by November 1st,

while a late, warm fall will find animals still

unprimc when the trapping season opens.
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Spring, is, if anything, harder on furs than

the fall. Fox, for instance may still be prime

by the end of March, but usually the skins will

be so badly rubbed and shed that they are of

very little value. Quite a few trappers quit

on fox after the middle of February, and several

provinces close the season on fox a fortnight

earlier than on other fur bearers. Mink will

stay prime much longer, owing to them spend-

ing so much of their time in cold water, but

the increasing strength of the sun fades their

color very quickly. In most seasons the

trapper is able to trap until the end of the

season with the certainty that most' furs

taken will still be prime, though it stands to

reas6n that after the wear and tear of the

winter the fur will show some signs of deter-

ioration. Muskrats are prime till the end of

April anyway, but the end of March will

often find the females pregnant, while the

skins of many of the males will be cut and

damaged by fights.

If there is any choice of the two evils it

were better to start trapping too early in the

fall than to continue too late in the spring.

For this latter there is no set guide except the

weather and the season. The condition of

the skins you take will soon show you whether

you are entitled to continue.

H. C H.

Query— 1 Where can I find a good trap-

ping district where there are large and small

furbearers, also fish and deer in Southern

Ontario.?

2. Name the place and county?

3. What price would the government

ask for land?

4. Docs a resident of Ontario need a

trapping license?

5. Do you consider a 25.20 Winchester
'

a good gun for game to deer and bear?

6. If not, what rifle would be mare suitable?

7. Do you consider "animal bait" put

up by fur companies any good.?

8. Where can I obtain good animal bait?

A Reader of Rod and Gun.

South Oshawa, Ont.

Answer— 1, 2 and 3. Now then, some of

you Southern Ontario readers!

4. Yes, you need a $5.00 license.

5 and 6. Mr. C. S. Landis ansvvens this

query for nie. He says "I consider the .2.'J-20

Winchester a most excellent rifle for this-,

purpose, provided it did not include deer and

bdar, but included everything smaller. If

deer and bear are intended to be shot I

would suggest a 25-35 Winchester or Savage,

.25 Rimless Winchester or .25-36 Marlin as.

being much more suitable."

7 and 8. Personally I have very little faith

in the manufactured lures, and I- have tried

most of them. If your bait is fresh and un-

frozen you do not need a scent. If everything

is frozen up the most of the manufactured

lures do not seem to help very much. All

the same, they have at times made all the

difference between success and failure, and

because of this, many trappers would not be

without them. I gave the recipe I use my-
self, a couple of months ago, and I have as

much faith in this as in the dollar bottle of

chemicals. Usually the composition of scents

for each individual animal is based on one
predominating scent that attracts that par-

ticular animal, as beaver castor for the cats,

aniseed for the weasels and so on. If the fur-

bearers are not in a piece of country I refuse

to believe that any manufactured lure or

homemade scent will draw them there. If

they^re there, and the bait to attract them is

frozen some sort of scent will often help them
locate your bait, but that is about all you can

expect. Where the animals are present, but

have difficulty in finding your bait, a good

drag, as bloody and strong smelling as possible

will often help matters.

Ordinary Three in One gun oil has quite a

little attraction in itself, so has asafoetida

when mixed with some other ingredients. It

is useless by itself. Beaver castor appeals

to most animals, and to the flesh eaters or-

dinary "stinkum" fish oil takes a place very

close to any of them. If you are wedded to

the idea of manufactured lures either Hal-

lam's or Burbank's are, in my experience,

about as good as any.

H. C. H.

Query—Wanted information on trapping

ermine, muskrats and rabbits, mostly prairie

land: a small river with brush along the

banks, with muskrats and beaver in it.

Would there likely be any cotton tails around?

Alta. D M. Cowley.

Answer—l'"or"weasels find their tracks and

get an idea of where they arc running. You
will probably find tracks in brush along river,

in gullcys, around fences, slonepiles, etc., any

place wiicrc there are mice. Build little

cubby sets out of rock, wood, etc., and place

your bait—squirrel, rabbit heads, chicken

intestines, etc.—in the back of the cubby, and

the trap—either No. or 1 at the entrance.

The trap must spring very lightly, as the

weasel is not a heavy animal. Put on a good
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big roof to keep ofl' the snow. You need

not be afraid of human signs, as weasels are

not cunning. If there are any old stacks

where weasels come to look for mice scuffle

out a trench in the snow, put a little hay in

the bottom, set your trap on this and cover

the top of the trench with hay or straw,

leaving a kind of a roofed tunnel. There is no

need to use bait or cover the trap, as any
weasel will make it a personal matter to go

through your tunnel. This is an old Indian

method of catching weasel.

For rabbits in the brush you can build little

pens and bait with an apple. If they have

runways set a trap there, or use a wire snare.

For muskrats, if they have holes in the bank,

set traps in the entrance, staking out into

deep water, or find the places they leave or

enter the water, or their paths along the

banks, or their feeding beds. Always stake

trap out into the water so the rat will drown
else they W'ill twist their foot off. I do not

think you will find cottontails so far west.

H. C. H.

Editor, Along the Trap Line:

I am a subscriber to Rod and Gun and like

it very much. I have been trapping for three

years, and like it fine.

I have just started to trap for this season

last week, and have caught eight skunk, one

fox and two coon. I think this is pretty good

for a start.

I use many different sets for th^ various

fur bearers, and am enclosing a drawing of

one. This is my best set for fox and skunk.

I always use fish heads for bait, and find it

the best thing I have struck yet.

Kemfle, Ont. E.G.

The Extermination of the English Sparrow

Editor, }iod and Gun in Canada'

I have just read a short article by T. 11.11.

in the August number on the English sparrow,

and note that he recommends a systematic

dcslriiclion oi this pest. I agree with T.I 1.1 1,

that something should be done, but the .shoot-

ing of sparrows, while fairly good sport, is not

very effective in reducing their number, and

I would suggest a supflomenlary campaign

carried on in the following manner._

During the winter months \yhen the food ot

the sparrow is not so plentiful as durmg the

smiuiier, the sparrovt^'an be very success-

fully poisoned by using common-sense rat-

poison, on bread or bread crumbs The spar-

row is a great nuisance in large shops during

winter, and I have cleaned out a place of this

kind in forty-eight hours with two slices of

bread, and about a tnble-spooiiful of con>mon-

sense rat poison. It is quite an easy matter

to place this poison in reach of the sparrow

and out of reach of chickens and other 'crea-

tures w^c do not wish destroyed, and in the

winter time we can feed poison to the sparrow

without fear of destroying other birds.

E..I. McVeigh.
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NEW .280 Copper Tube Ross Cartridges. .256 Newton Cartridges

GOODS We expect during the next few weeks, SAVAGE RIFLES, all calibres,mNOW IN STOCK—REMINGTON RIFLES, Model I2A, .22 calibre.
ReminEton Rifles, Model 14a, 30 Calibre Remington Riflea. Model 10a

^^PM^^^Vwv Remington Pump Guns, 1 2 Gauge

^<^4^^t^ P®'' Your Shooting Provide Vourself With Pike Equipment

THE RELIABLE SPORTING GOODSISHOP

Get ready for your 1920^hunting and shooting. Don't wait until
you need your requirements, even your tents—Order Now.

"^DPJKECS
123 KzKO St. B.«

"^'<>.

FISHING TACKLE, SPORTING GOODS AND BOAT HARDWARE

Denfs Condition Pills
A marvelous tonic for dogs that are all out of sorts, run down, thin and unthrifty
with harsh staring coat, materated eyes and high colored urine. There is nothing to
equal them for distemper, mange, eczema and debilitating diseases. You will notice
the difference after a few doses. At druggists or by mail, fifty cents. The Dent
Medicine Company, Toronto, Canada and Newburgh, N. Y. A practical treatise
on dogs and there training, 160pp. fully Illustrated mailed for lOc to all customers.
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We Buy Only

SILVER FOX
When you have skins to ofifer, get in

touch with us at once as we buy any
quantity and can pay you more than
you can obtain elsewhere or we will
sell on consignment for you. If you
will have Silver Fox pelts to offer this
season, write now for our grading list.

FARMERS, TRAPPERS!
HUNTERS and INVESTORS

Should get our book. "Guide to Fur
Farmers" and learn how we start you
raising Silver Fox and contract for all
the pelts your foxes raise. It is free
for the asking.

Write Dept. R.

J. P. DUFFUS
Diamond Quality, SilverFox Store
21 W. SOth St. NEW YORK CiTy

MOUNT BIRDS
ANIMALS, GAME HEADS AND ALL TROPHIES

The wonderful art of taxidermy which has long been kept a secret
can note be easily, quickly learned byninil In vourhonie in a few
wefks By an entirely iu-ip method you can now learn thlt, monev-
maklne profession duniigyourspaie time. Success gHtirantee'd,

lOU Cdn "laKemOneyi Men, women and bnvgskilledinthisart
re m eroat dtmand. This is tho tiino to Icjtni. Tn-phics aro soiit hiin<l-
redsof miles f.r tho b.v^t Tnxi.iormists te mount. A fikiiledTaxiaermio*,
like a skilled ductor, Ci»n cbar^-o as much aa ho pleasea.

BEAUTIFUL TROPHIES FOR TOOR OWN HOME
^uu can deccrate your own ln'iiie and den wilh y.nr rfire ami boautiful
specimens. Hunters, trrvpporsand iiiitari»Iists loam in a very short time.
Py our method tti- prof^ssioo is simple. Success guarantoed or no tuition

Great Book FREE—"//oip to Leamto Mount Birds an,1 Animalti.'"
This heautifully illustrated book, a copy of TaarttUrniu Maijaiine and
hundreds of Iptters from cradnates seut free if you writoat once. M.iko
yourself iodepeudent by learainp ii)»ipccfe>^ion. U'KiU/orfrre b^ok,

N. W. Snhool of Taxidermy 10 M ClWoed Bld^M Omaha. Nab.



A BIRCH BARK BASIN from knots. Fold the corners and pin with

four straddle pins, one at" each corner. You
can make your pins out of branches of

saplings.

A GOOD KINK FOR A WORK BOX

THF
FINISHED

BOX.

Cut a piece of bark the same shape as

the diagram and whatever size you wish,

taking care to get a good piece of bark free

NO 1.1
. ^^
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PREMIUMS FOR NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS
We are desirous of adding 1000 new subscriptions to our lists and in order to ac-

complish this we make the following generous offers.

For One New Subscription

A single action, raised pillar, rivetted

brass reel with click, 80 yds.; A Standard

waterproof Bass Line, 10 yds.; A Mackerel

waterprool line, 25 feet; A Kelso Pearl

Spoon Bait; A Sullivan Hook and Reel

Guard; A Finger Grip^for fishing rods; A
Fish Hook for Frog Bait: Two Rubber Grips

for fishing rods.

For Two New Subscriptions

A Fountain Pen; A~copy of "Radford's

Garages and How to"* Build Them" ; A
Vest Pocket Flashlight ; A Stag Brand
Landing Ring ; A copy of Deadfalls and
Snares, a book of instruction for trappers

about these and other home-made traps;

A Copy of Canadian Wilds, tells about

the Hudson's Bay Co., Northern Indians

and their modes of hunting, trapping,

etc.: A Copj- of Steel Traps, describes

the various makes, and tells hev o use

them, also chapters on care of pelts; A
copy of Camp and Trail Methods; A copy
of Science of Fishing; A copy of Fox Trap-
ping—Tells how to trap, snare, poison and
shoot; A copv of Mink Trapping—Gives

many methods ol trapping; A copy of Wolf
and Coyote Trapping ; A copy of Science

of Trapping — Describes the Fur-bearing

animals, their nature, habits and distribu-

tion with practical methods of their

capture; A copy of Fur Farming—-A book
of information on raising Furbgaring ani-

mals, telling all ^bout enclosures, breeding,

feeding, habits, care, etc.; A Grease Gun
manufactured by Miller & Starr; An Oil

Gun manufactured by Brown Co.; A Gem
Safety Razor; A copy of The Camper's Own
Book (Cloth); A copy of "Motor Craft

Encyclopedia"; A copy of "The Culture of

Black and Silver Foxes"—Contains chap-

ters on Heredity, Origin, Breyeding, Mating
and Gestation, Pens and Dens, Food and
Feeding, Food and Care, Value.

For Three New Subscriptions

A Landing Net manufactured by All-

cock, Laight & Westwood; A Line Drjing
Reel, A Pair of Elliott's Ear Protectors for

Trap-Shooters and Sportsmen; Three Crow
Decoys, A New Wonder Flashlight,

manufactured by Canadian Electric No-
velty Co., Toronto. Case made of metal

covered with leatherette: One half dozen

Stag Brand Rubber Frogs or Froggies;

One of Walter's hand-made axes, handled.

Length of handle, 14 inches; A copy of

Camp Kits and Camp Life.

For Four New Subscriptions

An American Pedometer—Regulates to
step and registers esact distances.

A pipe—HBB brand; An Automatic
Razor Stropper ; A minnow trap, celluloid-

unbreakable, and collapsible, worth S3.00.

For Six New Subscriptions

A Minnow Pail manufactued by All-
cock, Laight & Westwood; A Thermos
Bottle.

For Seven New Subscriptions

A 10 ft. Fly Rod; A Younger WUlow
Ch^r.

For Eight New Subscriptions

A Conklin Fountain Pen.

For Thirteen New Subscriptions

A Bait Casting Rod.

For Fifteen New Subscriptions

A Mar\'el Petit Camera.

For Seventeen New Subscriptions

A Pair of "Witch Elk" Hunting Boots.

For Twenty-five New Subscriptions

A Handy Tent Cot, manufactured by
Cutten & Foster, Toronto; A Korona
Petit Camera, size 31^;^ x 5J^; manufactur-
ed by the Gundlach-Manhattan Co.

If you are interested write for sub-
scription blanks, sample copies, etc.

The subscription price of ROD AND
GUN is $1.50 per annum.

Address
Subscription Dept., Rod and Gun in Canada, Woodstock, Ont.
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saw three shut up in a cage thirty feet square.

Dr. William Hornaday advises me that a

quiet acre with grass and a creek should

induce them to breed. I could give them as

much as five acres of the most ideal surround-

ings.

Strange to Say I came across a blue gander

in a small chicken pen just outside of Toronto.

This is one of the rarest of wild geese, having

a head like a bald eagle and a dark blue body.

A gentleman at Maple, Ont., wrote me that he

had a pair of unidentified wild geese that had
joined a flock of tame fowl at Guelph. He
stated that the gander had a bluish body
and a white head while the goose was white

with black pinions. I at once spotted them
as a white and a snow. I found them unpin-

ioned and quite tame. Now I can gratify

my desire of hearing the sharp musical cry of

the blue goose which although not as hand-
some in appearance as the European variety

has a voice that recalls the old hunting days
when they were numerous.
There is a farmer in Manitoba who has

promised to send me some wild duck eggs as

he states that he ploughs up thousands of,

nests yearly. lie states that although he
carefully replaces the eggs in the ploughed
ground that their exposure to the crows causes

their destruction. In my opinion if the

Governments of the prairie provinces would
place a bounty on crow's eggs, the vandal who
is responsible for the destruction of so many
eggs of the wild duck and prairie hen would
decrease in number to the tremendous advan-
tage of North Americans and wild bird life.

W. C. Baldwin, of Ottawa, Judges American Show
An incident of note, more especially to

American Foxhound breeders on this side of

the line 'and to all Canadian dog men in

general, was the combined bench show and
field trials of the Brunswick I'oxhound Clul)

''of^Massachusctts.

This is the oldest Foxhound Club in Amer-
ica, having been founded in 1888, and the

only one whose show and field trials are re-

cognized by the A. K. C, this being their

twenty-ninth annual event and was held at

BaiTC, Ma.ss., during the week of Oct. l.'Hh

to 18lh.

Mr. W. C. Baldwin, of Ottawa, was the

first and only Canadian that has ever at-

tended one of these meets, and also the only

Canadian that ever judged American .Fox-

hounds in the United .Stales. He officiated

as bench show judge and also was one of the

field trial judges at this meeting.

The bench show classes were Derby dogs,

Derby bitches, all age dogs, all aj,e bitches,

couples of hounds.

In the field trials there were two stakes in

the Derby, one for dogs and bitches eighteen

months and under, and the all age.

Mr. Baldwin states that they were the

finest lot ot American Foxhounds that he has

ever had the pleasure of sccin,i! togelher, and

wcie.altogcther, all round extra good standard

type. Of the hospitality shown hiin, our

friend Baldwin cannot speak too highly of it,

as he says it was of the finest, and one

of the best bunch of fellows he ever met.

In passing comment we do not know whe-

ther our national war activities are drawing
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M^BLE'S
AVaterproof
Match. Box

Every man should carrj' one. Made of

nickle-plated seamless brass with water-tight

cover. Size of a 10-gauge shell—just right for

the pockou Holds good supply of matches m p
auu .^eop:, them absolutely dry. Price Di)C>

M^BLFS Handy COMPASSES
Brass box with agate bearings. Guar-

aate.;d accurate. Stationary dial pock-
et compats *1 -tn
devolving dial $1 .40 .p 1 . 1

U

$1.40

SAFETY COAT COMPASS—Fastens
securely to coat, vest or belt—can't get
lost. In plain view at all times. Stat-
ionary dial, price
Revolving dial $1.65.

So'd by Dealers Everywhere. Write
for Complete Catalog of Sports-
men's Specialties.

MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO.
581 Delta Ave. Gladstone, Mich.

V^T

CATARRH
I STOPPED IT

OVER NIGHT
I GLADLY TELL

YOU HOW-FREE
Without Apparatus, Inhalers, Salves,

lotions, Sprays, Electricity,
Smoke or Harmful Drugs

TRY IT AT MY RISK
I*..'i_^

"** WAV- It 19 something AB80-
'•"J5*-Xu9'."=''"'*T. Something delightful
and haalthful, tomethlngr Instantly auooeastul.
You do not have to wait and linger and pay ou»a lot of money. YOU CAN STOP IT OVEKNIQHT,—and I will gladly loll you how FREB.
I am not a doctor, and this Is not a so-called
dootcr'8 prescription,—J»ut i am cured and my
friends are oured and you can be cured. Your
?"/r/'ii''° 8T0P8 AT ONCE like maglo.
I AM FREE-YOU CAN BE FREE
ly Oatarrti was filthy end loathsome. It medame Ml. It dulled my mird. It undermined m»
health. The hawking:, coughing, spitting madsm* obnojIouB to all, and my toul breath and
disgusting habits mads sven my loved onesavoid me-seoretly. Day and night It was slowl*
yet surely sapping my vitality. BUT I FOUNDA CURE, and I am ready to tell you about IIFREE. Just writ* like this: "I want ta try
ilan-O-Sun, Addrssi,

JAN-O-SUN
t» at. P«t«r St., Dspt 149 Montreal, Qu«.

I
No. 1A, $4.50

In Range
At Last
—after tracking

him all day. Now
for a quick, ac-

curate shot and
a handsome pelt.

LYMAN
SIGHTS
make hard shots easy.
Combination Rear Sight

No. lA centers eve on front sight: does
not hide ganie. Locks llrmlv in posi-
tion; cannot shake loose. Xo. 3, No.
26, Ivory Bead Front Sights show up
distinctly against any object. No. 6 is
a desirable auxiliary siglit, replacing
factory sight. Send for

'

FREE BOOK
of sights for everj' purpose and everj'
gun; hints on shooting, care of guns. etc.

Lyman Gun Sight
Corporation
(35 West Street

, MiddlVfield. Conn., U.S.A.

No. 3, $1.10

No. 26, $1.00

No. 6 Crotch and Bar Folding Leaf Sight,
$1.75 (for Remington Model No. 8, $2.25)
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our two countneS closer m fnendly ties and

recognition, but we do say that the above is

a great compliment to Mr. Baldwin, and

Canada, aftei his many years of successful

breeding of winning Ameiican Foxhounds.

The following clipping is taken fiom a

Boston paper;

Good Scoring in Second Day of the Derby
Stake at Bane.

Barre, Oct 14.—The second day of the

Brunswick Foxhound Club Derby trials to-

day was one of the best in the history oi the

club. The hounds were cast off on the

Rogers farm in the west part of Barre at 6.30

o'clock this morning.

Although the hounds ran for several hours,

the judges were unable to finish the trials

to-day, but will conclude them this week.

A fox vas started shortly after the pack

was cast off and the chase led out to the

northwest with eight hounds in hot pursuit.

They barely got out of hearing when another

fox jumped by the remainder of the pack and

the chase led oil towards Ruggles hill, where

the fox was played lor more than two hours,

giving the judges ample opportunities for a

good scoring.

Spectators at the trials to-day witnessed

some of the finest running ever seen in the

Derby trials. One party -seated on a side

hill saw three foxes within 15 minutes.

The race kept the judges on the jump, and
Otis Daniels, president of the club, who was
acting as judge, proved to the satisfact'on of

all that there was no Derby hound fast enough
to get away from him. He made three

pastures, hedges and four stone walls in no
tkne |pr a record.

Judge \V. C. Baldwin, who left his business

in Ottawa, Canada, to act^s judge, proved
that he could jump a creek as^ well as the

Derby hounds, when he made one crossing

in two jumps.

Another race in which there was five or

six hounds, was at the Steps. This hunt was
followed by Judge Bradford S. Turpin, who
obtained good scoring.

The fox, driven by the main pack, found it

impossible to shake about 12 dashing Derby
youngsters, and, finding that about every

turn they were getting closer on his heels, took

refuge in an old drain, which evidently is

used by the foxes in that vicinity in just such

an emergency, as earlier in the morning an-

ther fox, finding he could not match his

wits and speed against a pack of thorough-

breds, took refuge in the same retreat.

Master of Hounds Starks called off the

hunt at 11.45 o'clock, and hunters returned

to Hotel Barre, satisfied with the day's trials.

Some Shooting Oogs

The Beagle trials during October were as

successful as ever, and there was no scarcity

of rabbits. There has been an abnormal call

for the smallest of the hound family, and the

supply nothing near like the demand. The
quality of beagles in America, especially in

the Fast, is something above the average,

and in this we will take in the world's owner-

ship. They are as useful as good looking.

.\s for their beauty, as we see them at our

leading exhibitions, it can at once be written

that they are numerically better than at

any other general bench show and certainly

as good if not superior in points to any other

aggregation to be seen in the judging rings

elsewhere. As the demand for beagles is

enormous, breeders have no cause for com-

plaint over their initial outlay in securing the

best stock they have purchased here or abroad.

To shoot over a brace of steady dogs, or a

single, especially in cover or wood land, is a

never ending joy and delight. It makes a

man—the man worn out by the duties of

the day and the chain of the counting house

—

feel young, buoyant and refreshed even as a

giant. The exercise that one takes is not

noticed. On and on he goes, watching every

movement of his dog, hunting here and feath-

ering there. There's not always game; but

'tis the excitement, the expectancy that keeps

the gunner young. If the bird is not there;

well, it's sure to be over the way! And thus

do man and dog plod along enjoying the

self-same sport, -the sell-same excitement,

the self-same lunch, the self-same dreams of

the sport of the morrow and the self-same

sleep.

What is known as "a shooting dog" is the

dog in which all sportsmen must ever rejoice.

Wc often hear of the terrific pace and wide-

ranging of certain field trial pointers and set-

ters, but there are some who declare that a

good deal of such work is more of the "flash"

kind and not of the sort that one would expect,

if one wanted to kill game. Therefore the

so-called "shooting" pointer or setter need
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GREENER GUNS

NEW SHIPMENTS NOW ARRIVING

Start THE NEW YEAR Right with Absolutely THE BEST GUN MADE

Make yourself a PRESENT of one now. You will eventually have to. Why delay?

A GREENER GUN is a faithful servant and friend for life.

GREENER GUNS—best for game, long range and wildfowling. Single and doubles for

trap work.

Order through your dealer or direct

—

W. W. GREENER, Show Rooms, 101—153 Peel St., Montreal, P.O*
(Canadian Branch)

"GARAGES AND HOW TO
BUILD THEM"

Every Auto owner is vitally interested in

The vmost convenient place is on your
arcbitecture of which is in keeping with

This large ISS-page book u the only one of its

kind and shows a standard collection of New,
Qrigina] and Artistic deaigns for up-to-date Priv-

ate and F>ublic Garages adapted to Frame.
Brick. Stone, Cement. Stucco, or Concrete Con-
struction, together with Estimates of Cost.

55 DESIGNS OF GARAGES are shown by per-

spective views and floor plans giving dimensions,

etc. Also remarks on Garai^e Constructloii,
explaining the advantages oi each form of con-
struction and givmg details about the manner of

erection, selection of materials, hints on snper-

visron, etc.

the subject of where to keep his machine,

own property in a private garage, the

your house.

There is also an extensive chapter on Garafta

Equipment and Accessories in which is des-

cribed the construction and operation of turn

tables; gasoUne storage and pumping; oil cabin-

ets; constructing a repair bench and tool cabin-

ets; lockers; rules to prevent freezing of water

in cylinders, radiators, etc.; washing apparatus;

lighting apparatus; etc.

It is just the book to give you important points

and ideas if you are about to build a garage. Its

information will save you money.

A Brand New Book, Elaborately Illustrated, Artist-

ically Bound, Price $1.00, Postpaid. Address:

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED, WOODTOCK, ONTARIO
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not be despised; indeed, on the other hand,

we shcUld looli up to him and encourage the

sportsman's dog in every way, rather than

rave about the questionable dog that might

flush as much as he will stand, far, far away
and out of sight, as he is, on many important

occasions. The gunner's dog will always

remain the real bird dog whilst so-called

"races" remain a hobby of the few.

WTien the woodcock, rabbit and grouse

seasons approach, it is with regret that it is

noted that one of the most useful of all gun

dogs is practically without a supporter in

all this land! I refer to the spaniel—the real

sporting spaniel—of the Springer kind. It

is true there are a few Clumber spaniels in

the^ast and some of these are shot over,

A well-broken team of springers will find any

game there is to be found. They wiW search

or hunt thick cover and flush or move any-

thing in it that is alive. They are merr>-,

quick and smart workers and will drop to

wing and shot with any pointer or setter.

They also retrieve from land and water.

There are coverts and bluffs that we wot of in

the U. S. and Canada that hold game which

remains undisturbed because of the objection

that the larger bird dogs have in facing the

undoubted rough places—masses of thorns

and briars. Here is the true spaniel's work;

and if the Spaniel Clubs would only recognize

this fact and hold field trials for spaniels, then

would our stay-at-home sportsmen discover

they are missing the services of the best all-

round sporting dog af all, and one, moreover,

that is recognized as such by leading sports-

men—shooting men—across the seas.

The general rough and tumble dog nowa-

days, is generally conceded to be the Airedale.

Some call him a "terrier," but he is undoubted-
ly too bi.g and heavy to be properly styled as.

such. Still the Airedale appears to be every-

one's choice who is out for game—often big

and dangerous game—that requires a dog to
more or less stick to that quarry, or put up
some sort of a semblance of a battle to delay
or fluster the wild creature. North America
now stands forth as, perhaps, the greatest

Airedale holding part of the universe. And»
what is more, she has bred thousands of young
stock from the best of imported dogs and
bitches, the progeny, and its descendants,

having, for the first time in the whole history-

of the breed or family, been used for hunting
the larger of the felines, bear and other harm-
ful animals. As the everyday hunting hound,,

the American foxhound still remains the

favorite, because of his splendid nose, his

endurance and his far-reaching voice.

Coming to the retrieving dogs, it appears a

pity that the quaint and useful Irish water
spaniel appears to be less numerous than

formerly. A handsome, faithful, willing

creature is the puce-colored and curly-coated

water spaniel of Erin! He is as good temper-

ed as a big poodle and can stand rough water
and the coldest spells. As for the Lab-
rador or Lesser Newfoundland dog—although

a North American dog, he is practically un-

known in the LTnited States, although he is

designated as supreme among sportsmen who-

keep retrievers for retrieving only, in other

places where game is very plentiful and point-

ers and setters are not asked to retrieve that

which has been shot over them

RENEWING HIS YOUTH
Editor, Hod And Gun.

My recollections of Bod and Gun date back
to many years ago when my old Dad had to

literally (ear me away from its pages at 12

p.m., and chase me off to bed just as I was

devouring to my heart's content thestorj-

of how "Bill" or "Bob" or ".lack" had the

most interesting time of their hves in the

haunts of the whistler, blucbill or red-head,

—

my eyes like saucers as I read of the wonderful

bags of the feathered tribe that they brought
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sesc XXX XXXTRAPS KKX }BCX »BB<;

X

for all animals from a housed rat to a

grizzly- bear.

We carry in stock the largest assort-

ment of animal traps in Canada.

RIFLES
We carry in stock Rilles of the

popular makes and calibers.

Savage Rifles have all advanced in

price. The factory raised their prices

and we had to also.

HALLAM'S PASTE BAITS g
and SCENTS

|
are unsurpassed for drawing animals x
to your traps.

$1.00 a tube or 6 tubes for $5.00— 8
postpaid by us. S

Hallam's Liquid Bait, if desired, at

the same price. f|

(©AMMUNITIONMetaUic Cartridges The Black Shells

SNOW SHOES
in various sizes and styles at lowest prices.

GENUINE MOOSEHIDE MOCCASINS BLACK SHELLS
In Ordering Give Size Desired

No. 73M, 6 inch Moose Hide Moccasins, 4 eye-

lets, sizes 8 to 12. Price, per pair $2.10
No. 74M, 10 inch Moose Hide Moccasins, 7 eye-

lets, sizes 8 to 12. Price, per pair $2.45

THE ACETYLENE

BRILLIANT SEARCHLIGHT,
100 candle power, for camping, hunting,

canoeing.

are carried in stock both in game
and trap loads—also metallic am-
munition in all standard calibers.

We have in stock

—

280 Ross cartridges \\-ilh copper

tube bullets.

22 long rifle Lesmok N. R. A. 250

yard cartridges, in solid ball and

hollow point bullets.

Shoe Packs, Camp Stoves, Auto-

mobile Skates, Flashlights, Nets,

Netting and 1001 articles of interest

to the trapper and sportsman, all

described and priced in Hallam's

Sportsman's and Trappers' Supply

Catalogue, which is mailed free for

the asking. Address^ in full:

L
958

r -r^ — M -limited
tail am. Building,TORONTO.

THE LARGEST IN OUR LINE IN CANADA
xxK JseaoecvjeeKxxx kksckxx xsbcjsw »e«xxx xxxxxx xxx Jf
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home from the mirrored lake or marshy creek.

I have just returned from a more or less

lengthy sojourn in "a certain part of Europe
where bluebills and whistlers were seldom

if ever, heard of, the attraction being much
bigger game with uniforms of gray, for the

time being."

Now that there has been a "close season"

for the latter type of "bird," our (or more
especially my) thoughts turn once again to

the best of all sports and I am hoping this year

to be able to begin again where I left off.

Please place my name on your mailing list

for one year's subscription. Send me your

bill and you shall have my cheque by return

mail.

Toronto. "E. E. McC."

1919 TRAPSHOOTING AVERAGES

QUERIES RE TRENT VALLEY CANAL

1. Is the Trent Valley Canal completed

from the Bay of Quinte to Georgian Bay?

No. It is completed from the Bay of

Quinte to Lake Couchiching. From Lake
Couchiching to Georgian Bay it is under

construction.

2. What are the regulations governing the

taking of motor boats into Canada from the

United States?

As nearly as can be ascertained, none except

Customs regulations.

'^ 3. Where may charts be obtained covered-

ing waterways in Canada?

From the Department of Naval Service,

Ottawa, or probably from Map Specialty

Company, 79 E. Adelaide St., Toronto, or

Grand & Toy, 10 Wellington St., Toronto.

This applies to main water-route charts only,

there are no charts issued for most of the

minor water routes.

The American Trapshooting Association

has compiled the averages for 1919 of all

American and Canadian shooters^ Sam
Vance, the Tillsonburg, Ontario, wonder leads

the Canadian squad with the magnificent

average of .9562.

Of those shooting at 2,000 or.more targets

we have secured the scores of eight amateurs

and one professional as follows:

Shot at Bk. Ave.

1. S.G.Vance, Tillsonburg... 4005 3806 .9652

2. J. W. Hart, Dresden 2845 2694 .9469

3. J. E. Jennings, Toronto 2475 2317 .9361

4. H. W. Cooey, Toronto 2165 2006 .9265

5. G.J. Tuckett, Hamilton... 2030 1856 .9142

6. F. E. Healey, Toronto 3375 3002 .8894

7. J. Vance, Tillsonburg 3175 2805 .8834

8. W.J.McCance,Sl. Thomas 2070 1684 .8135

Professionals.

1. G. M. Dunk. Toronto 2225 1884 .8467

Laddie and a wolf eel—a rover of the seas—a terror i

among the shell fishes with its great crushing jaws, i—Bonnycastle Dale ]
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COMBINATION

OFFER

Rod and Gun
$1.50 per annum

Forest ^r^dStream
$2.00 per annum

Both sent to your address or to any
address you may send us for one year for

$3.00

W. J. TAYLOR, Limited, PublisAer

Woodstock, Ontario

^~M^

ompare // j;
•with a

Pick out one of the glorious, radiant Gophir Gems,
set in solid 14-kt. gold, and get it on a 5 days' free
trial. Wear it to the ball—to the opera—on the
street—to work—ever>'where for 5 full days, then
decide whether you wish to buy or not. If you are not
fascinated by its radiance—if you consider its splendor
one trifle less than that of a mined diamond -send it back
at our expense. You don't pay us a penny for the trial.

If you decide to Iteep it. pay the rock-bottom price ll-30th

as much as a diamond costs* as you can afford. Terms as
low as 3jc a day (Sl.OO a monihl. without interest. No
red tape. Your credit is good with the Gophir Diamond
Co. Send coupon for new jewelry book.

'MARVFXLOUS NEW DISCOVERY
A problem of the ages has been solved. Science has at
last produced a gem of dazzling brilliance. They arc
called Gophir Gems, and resemble mined diamonds so
closely that many people of wealth are preferring them.
Gophir Gems stand fire and acid tests and cut glass. Get
one on trial today. Wear it before you decide to buy.

SET IN SOLID 14-kt. GOLD—Gophir Gems
Are Not Imitations.

These precious gems are the master products of science —
the realization of thedre.-»ms of centuries. They are never
set in anything but solid 14-Ut. gold. Write for the new
catalogue and see the exquisite new settings for yourself^

SEND THE COUPON For New Jewelry Book.
Put your name and address in the coupon on a letter or a
post card and send to us at once for the big new book of
exquisite Gophir Gems. Read the fascinating story of
how at last Science has conquered Nature and has pro-

duced a glorious, radiant gem. whose dazzling brilliance

is actually a marvel to behold. They cost but I -30th as
much as diamonds, and wear forever. Do not delay an
instant. Put yourname and address in the coupon now—
get the free book immediately while this great offer lasts.

THE QOPHiK DIAMOND CO.. OF Canada
Dept. VI, 140 Yonge St., Toronto.

Gentlemen—Send me yoar new Jewelry Book and fall

pftrtictLlara of your Free TrJal. easy payment plan.

NAME :

ADDRESS ^

DO YOU WANT ALL THE LATEST
ACCURATE, RELIABLE DOPE ON

THE RIFLE?
You can find it in Arms and The Man,

the Rifleman's Newspaper.

Starting December I, a new policy will be inaugur-
ated. Tne shooting dope of the Government and the
munitions companies* laboratories, and of the foremost
AJnerican shots has been mobilized for our subscribers

under Colonel Townsend VVhelen. A new Information
Depgrtnient. and others have been established.

BECOME A SUBSCRIBER NOW
S3 a year. Issued Semi-Weekly

Arms and The Man
Woodward Building, Washington, D. C.
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Mary Campbell t-r

n . nw ^ Rain-lashed waves and tossing spray! »—

.

rz The swallows are flying over the Bay, ^
>-* Low and high, in a swallow's way. U
n " n
]^ High or low. as the waters swing, rj

PI Dodging a crest—dipping a wins. r-

[

t~L Sweeping, circling, riding aslant ~
1—* To the wind's wild medley, the surf's deep chant, M
n n
]^ All to the gray sea, dip and soar— Q
]—

t

Wheeling darting back to the shore. r-t

flZ^ Snatching the sweets that hurry by: !~^

i-l A wind-flung moth, a drabbled fly. Q
n n
J^* Swish!—through the lane where the maples drip. Q
1—

f

Backto the shore where the pebbles slip. i—

f

~: Wings bedraggled; and-what's to gain? !~[

i—

I

Wind-blown mist and the flail of rain' i—

1

n n
Q Wanton, reckless, the swallows play [J
r-[ When the waves run high on a rain-swept day, r-\

p. - And there's mist adrift over Sandy Bay. *-,

n . ' n
nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

r September First at Kemebacsis

A. C. Rockwell

SUNDAY night at nine o'clock I boarded where John said there might be some whistlers,

the express for Nauwigcwauk station we went in nearer the shore but did not see

where I spent the nigiit with John any birds. We had just started out to make
Lester. .lohn was to paddle me for the shoot the next point when out came a pair, just

the next day. He had looked over the situa- out of shot. We had turned out a little loo

tion on Saturday and rcportc'd that the birds soon. A little farther on we saw three

were fairly plentiful. About live o'clock on whistlers out to our right. John told me
Monday morning we packed our kits and guns to get ready. He put us within 50 yards of

in the canoe also a fine lunch that Mrs. Lester them. One went under the water and the

had thoughtfully prepared. At" daybreak other two jumped. They both went down in

we started to paddle up the Kemebacsis two shots but still very much alive and both

Hiver to the m.irsli at the head of Dailing's went under. We took after one and killed

Island which was four miles distant. We him when he came up. Then >ve looked

had gone about ti mile and pa.ssiitg a cove around for number two but he had eluded us
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YOU TOO CAN BEA
SATISFIED FURSHIPPER

Like thousands upon thousands of others,
you too can be a satisfied Fur shipper if you will ship
your Furs direct to "SHUBERT." Prices are higher

than ever before.

It's up to you to get the full mar-
ket value for every skin you ship.
Don't be misled by high quotations.
It's not the prices quoted in a price
list that count—it's the amount of

the check you receive that either makes
you smile or swear. "SHUBERT" checks

will make you smile. That's why Fur ship-
pers never change after they have once given
"SHUBERT" a trial. Join the happy crowd
of satisfied Fur shippers. Ship your Furs direct
to "SHUBERT." You take no risk. "The
Shubert Guarantee" protects you absolutely.
Why not give "SHUBERT" a trial today?

/\ ^.^^
4,

LTD.

.1
A.B. SHUBERT,

' CThe Largest House in tiie Wsrld
Dealing Exclusively in Kj\

NORTHAMERICAN RAWHJRS^

HOTEL

VAN RENSSELAER'
Eleventh Street, by Fifth Avenue

NEW YOKK
KNOTT MANAGEMENT

Situated in the coolest and quietest part of New
York. Directly in the Washington Square Section.

Near the terminus of the popular Fifth Ave. busses.

The town residence of prominent business and pro-
fessional men and their families.

MINIMUM FkATES BY THE DAY:
Single Room (1 person)

Double Room (2 persons)

$4.00 with mealj

$2.00 wiihoui meals

$7.00 with meals

$3.50 without meals

Special weekly rates for families.

An interesting illustrated booUet sent free.

JOHN HARRIS
Manager
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in the fog which was quite thick early in the

morning On we went and at the Point saw
a newly built blind with about twenty
whistler decoys out in front. We bade the

man "good morning" and he told us he had
not had a shot so far. Further on and just

before we came to the main channel going

into the marsh we saw one single whistler

light ahead of us. Right here John got in

some more of his fine work and put the canoe

within shot and up went the duck but not

to go very far as he came down on his back
and never moved. When we had got in the

marsh we found we were not the early birds

we thought, as there were at least four canoes

there ahead of us. We paddled around a

while and John decided to leave me in a small

island where the grass was high while he took

a scout around. He had only gone a short

distance when a nice Black duck dropped in

the grass about two gua shots away. I

signalled John to come back but before he

got to me up went Mr. Duck and passed me
a good long shot away. I let him have it and
saw at once that I had hit him all right and
down he went. However John soon found
him and took his top off with a load of No. 6.

We stayed there a while longer but got no
more shots then started for the other side of

the marsh where we had seen a pair and one
single one go down. We jumped two on our

Way over. I killed one and missed one. An
easy shot and here is where John had the

laugh at me. However I came back strong

as we had only gone a short distance when

two more blue wings got up and I dropped
the pair in two nice clean shots.

The next shot I got was asinglebird just at

the mouth of the channel on our way over to

the Island to boil our tea and have dinner. I

winged him and as soon as he fell he made for

the grass and this is where I had the laugh

on John: Away he went through the grass

and the first thing I heard flop and down went
John in a hole to his waist. I could not see

him from the canoe and am not going to tell

you what he said but it was not long till I

heard bang, and I knew Mr. Duck was all in.

The next thing on the programme was eat

and we surely cleaned up the lunch Mrs.

Lester had gotten ready for us. We filled our

pipes and stretched out on the beach for an
hour then aboard and away again, but only

got one bird in the afternoon. About 4.30

p.m. we met Peter Lester in the marsh so

we decided to fix out near each other for the

evening. Just before dusk along came four

pretty high and going straight for Peter. We
heard his old ten Bore and saw one start down
followed in about two seconds by another.

About as pretty a shot as I have seen in along

time. We paddled down about 9 p.m. with

9 ducks killed and missed two chances, pretty

tired, but sure spent a fine day as you will all

understand, who like the outdoors and your

gun. When any of you want to try the ducks

down this way get John at Nauwigewauk and

he surely can put up the ducks within shot

for you.

Inventory of British Columbia Water-Powers

According to the comprehensive report

just issued by the Commission of Conseiva-

tionon the Watei-Powers of British Columbia,

it is estimated that 3,000,000, twcnly-four

hour, horse-power . may be developed from

the waters of the province. This estimate

is, admittedly, not conclusive and may be

misleading, especially if compared with other

totals where "no real basis for comparison
has been established." The mountain sys-

tems, glaciers, snow fields and widely variant

precipitation make the power question in

British Columbia an unique one and render

dilTicult comparisons with other provinces.

There are already about 250,000 horse-power

developed, al.so estimated on a twcnly-four

hour basis, l-'or various reasons a number of

the po.ssibililies on such rivers as the l'"raser.

Thompson, Skccna and Nass cannot be econ-

omically developed under present conditions.

Moreover, it was not possible to make ade-

quate estimates of the power potentialities of

the more northerly portions of the province.

As the country becomes more developed con-

siderable additional power may be found to

be available.

The author of the report. Mr. Arthur V.

Wliite, deals fully with the relationship be-

tween water as a source of power and its use

for domestic and municipal supply, agricul-

ture, irrigation, navigation, fisheries, mining,

forestry and raparian rights. These problems

are too frequently neglected in surveys of

water-powers. The development of the

country's natural resources can best be carried

on when each of them is given adequate con-
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^ NEW YEAR'S PRESENT
TRAPPERS—Why not' make yourself a present of
big catch of furs?
All il costs is $2.00; for which you receive the com-
ete set of formulae, with simple instructions for
making NEVER-FAIL DECOYS. These decoys
-e nature's own. lures for fur -bearing animals. Orig-
lally compounded by Indians and white trappers of
real experience and used by them exrlusivHy. the>
re guaranteed to increase your catch when made
ccording to instructions. ^
If you want to make a recorcT winter and spring

alch start now to realize it by Writing your name
lainly on this ad., pinning a $2 bill to it, and putting
. ID an envelope, address

{OBT. G. HODGSON, RAGLAN, ONT.

OPERATIONS
UNNECESSARY
HEPATOLA removes Gall Stones, cor-
rects Appendicitis in 24 hours without pain.
Registered under Pure Food and Drug Act.
S6.00

SOLE MANUFACTURER

Mrs. Geo. S. Almas
230 4th Ave. S. Saskatoon, Sask.

Box 1073

c-\mSHINGTOH nC
Fourteenth and L Streets

Within 5 minutes walk of the White House. A
hotel of distinction. The home of Senators and

others prominent in the official life of the Capital.

Rooms from $2 per day upwards.

Excellent restaurant. Table supplied from a famous

dairy and fruit farm, the property of the owner.

FPvANK P. FENWICK

Booklet with piaures mailed

W mm fl^

^restling.Book FR£E
Lcam to be an expert wrBSlKr. Kjiow •eicntinc wrcflUIiur.

j«lf-daf«nee, auo jul-jit«u. Dt-voTup u eptendid DhyntqiK-. nd
bav.porfect li'-ulth. Jfin thii iKSJiiUr nchool and leam by
mail. Tbc lunuutt worid'a cDjunpiuo^—Iho oiArvolouS

Frank Gotch and FannerBurns
iir is rasily and

_, _ - - . B writo now for
Loarn all thr flcionco Ami tricks. Be

on er > u _
Quickiy learned at tii

splandld fre« book. _
abin to hnndltf bij Dien with ca»e. Afxcpt thia wondorf-J ofTer

NOW . Send for free book today. «taunit your src. ^ ^
Firmtf Barns Sdiool ofWreslfag. 7B21 Ramee BMg- Omalu. Ffeb

CHAMPION
DOG BISCUIT

A crisp, clean, balanced ration of
meat, wheat and cereals. In 6-lb. cartons,
also 50-lb. containers and bafrs for larffo
icenni.'):!) and park animals. SEND FOR
SAMPLE, priced and our book on bow to
care fur and feed yonrdops.

CHIMPIOH INIMAL FOOD CO.. Minncapotra. HmaasaU—^——»-^— Ivj.t. H.l —
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sideration. It is a mistake to concentrate

on any single resource such as water-power, or

the soil, or the forests, to the exclusion of all

others. They are naturally Interdependent.

As every engineer knows, jt is necessary to

obtain records of stream flow, precipitation

and natural storage for a period of years to

arrive at average conditions, before attempt-

ing to estimate the amount of potential power.

Power possibilities at present must be based

on the minimum flow of streams. In many
instances, however, artificial storage may be

used economically and perform a double

function of reducing floods and increasing

the amount of available power.

The report deals at length with historical

aspects of water legislation in British Colum-
bia. A useful feature is the chronological

key to water legislation in British Columbia
from 1858 to 1917. The chapter devoted to

power developments discusses the subject

from an historical standpoint which adds

materially to its value and interest.

Detailed descriptions are given of the

THE LAW RE FOXES.
The Editor Rod and Gun
Every once in a while when our law makers

at Parliament are producing good ones for us

they seem to hand out something real punk.

Most of the ganne laws seem to be suited

to the end in view, but when they legislated

a few of them (tlie Fox, Wolf and Skunk),

some one was misinformed.

Mr. Fox is the greatest sinner, let us take

his case. He is far more plentiful in Ontario

than anyone would guess, and one fox can

easily kill the poultry output of ten good

farm yards. I can cite cases where he cleaned

out the farmer, so he will have to buy seed

for next year. Our red friend doesn't stop

there for I know of some good citizens who
have shot and seen Mr. Fox with a partridge

in his mouth, and he doesn't object to a hare

dinner. What is true of th(j fox follows for

his friends, they are not .so speedy or cunning
but steal our good feathered friends just the

same. These carnivora arc always busy and
there can be no comparison between their

seasons gamecatch and that of all Ihc hunters

put together.

Now the law steps in —
It costs us $r> each for a hunting license

topographical features on the larger water-

sheds, such as the Columbia and Eraser

and Mackenzie River systems, Vancouver
Island Mainland Pacific coast.

A large amount of stream flow data has

been assembled and carefully analyzed.

Meteorological data has been compiled with

similar care, a feature that adds much to the

value of the repor^ from a technical stand-

point.

A convenient set of hydraulic conversion

tables as well as a list of benchmarks on the '

Vancouver Island and Pacific Mainland
coasts are given in the appendices. As a

work for reference purposes the report 's

greatly en'nanced by the inclusion of a full

bibliography and an index.

While relating particularly to British

Columbia, this publication presents a thorough

examination of the economic, legal and other

problems common to the efficient develop-

ment of water resources throughout the

Dominion.

where it should read that a bounty of so much
will be paid for each fox, etc. We haven't

shot partridge for four years, personally I

can wait another four, but there is no need

if the real menace could be stopped. Our
hare season is practically no good, at least

better to advance it one month.

I would suggest that those interested, make
an investigation, talk it over with a farmer or

a hunter and make a "holler." Let us keep

Canada with our good old Canadian privileges

of the shoot for Canadians and legislate Mr.
Fox and his kin out of business.

Norman Douglas.

REMEDY FOR MOSQUITO BITES
Editor, Rod and Gun

I have seen in your number of August last

a few remedies for mos(iuiloes bites. Kindly

let mc add one more and perhaps the most
effective. Just apply a drop of ordinary

white vinegar either pure or diluted and in

about five minutes you will be rid of the in-

convenience. Trusting this will help some
other fishing or shooting crank. I have the i

pleasiiic to subscribe Iraternally.

T. A. Giroux.

Montreal.
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WE WANT-
Every real Canadian Hunter to know about

our Arctic Eiderdown Sleeping Robes

E CAN TELL YOU

WOODS I'liiN nil " '

' 'III/

Manufacturing Co., Limited
OTTAWA

YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS PLEASE

GREENER GUNS

NEW SHIPMENTS NOW ARRIVING

Start THE NEW YEAR Hi.i-hl with Absolutely THE BEST GUN MADE
Make yourself a PRESENT of one now. You will eventually have lo. Why delay?

A GREENER GUN is a faithful servant and friend for life.

GREENER GUNS—best for game, lont; range and wildfowling. Single and doubles for

trap work.

Order through your dealer or direct

—

W. W. GREENER, Show Rooms^^^lO^l— 153 Peel St., Montreal, P.Q*
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Laws of the Herd and Flock

George R. Belton

AND there's never a law of God
or man
Runs north of fifty-three."

So says the poet. Perhaps it is so,

if the laws of God are revealed through
man only. But ihere are laws just
as clearly cut, just as binding and
just as—yet far more closely followejj

and enforced, that run north of

fifty-three, and east of Suez "where
there ain't no ten comrnandments,"
and in the heights of the air that even
the airman has not yet climbed,
and in the depths of the sea
where the submarine dares not
descend. They are the laws of the
herd and the flock.

Far north of the sway of man's
laws the musk-ox herd obeys the law
that the herd obeyed before the
glacial period. When the herd is

attacked by an enemy they fall into

a hollow square, with the males at

the outside and the females and
younger within. Then the strongest
male leaves the phalanx, which im-
mediately closes its ranks behind him,
and he battles to the death with the
marauder. Another and another
male goes over the top till the enemy
is beaten. This was the best tactics

when the herd fought with the
enemy it -met in the days when the
musk-ox roamed from France to

Labrador over a land lately covered
by ice. But to-day—the law of the
herd is its undoing when the enemy
is man, ruthless man, with repeating
rifle: The musk-ox has not adapted

himself to his changed conditions

as brought about by adventurous
manr like any creature incapable of

change he is as good as dead already
unless the pity\Of better men enforces

his safety.

Yet in this very law of the musk-ox
herd can be seen the rightfully lauded
law of the best of men, which makes
heroes of them when the ship is

sinking or peril dire arises—and the
cry comes "save the women and
children." Is there not a mute appeal
here for the best of men to save the
vanishing herds of the north?
A wise and good man once wrote

a book called "Natural law in the
spiritual world." He worded that
wrongly. It was spiritual laws oper-

ating in the natural world that he
saw. He saw the ends of these laws
projecting, as it were, into earthly
affairs, and followed them higher

—

it was not natural law projecting
itself into spiritual things, but spirit-

ual law projecting itself into earthly
things. The laws of the herd and
the flock are just the laws of men
projecting themselves into the lower
plane. The drift of the species into

pastures new, noted by every observ-
er of nature, is just the drift of emi-
gration amongst men, looking for food
and for better living conditions.

The adaptable race survives; the
community bound by ancient law
past its use and effect dies violently or

by dry rot. And the adaptable
species survive when conditions
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change; the giraffe grew its neck
when feed became so scarce that the
taller ones only could survive because
they could eat higher up on the trees

when drouth had killed the grass and
only deep rooted trees held green food.
Survival of the fittest is inexorable
law to the herd; must it be amongst
men as inexorable?

But what are the laws of the herd
and flock that are not so rooted in

their helpless nature but are apparent-
ly, like the defence of the'musk-ox,
a law enforced by the herd itself?

For what offences do the crows put
members of the flock to death—as
any out-of-doors person will tell you
often occurs? Stealing is certainly
one offence; disclosing the where-
abouts of the flock by incautious noise
is another; while all observers know
that a wounded member of almost
any herd or flock is instantly killed

—

the individual sacrificed for the good
of the community. There are out-
law wolves; "lone wolves" driven
off from their fellows; outlaw crows
never flying with the flock, but often
deliberately betraying them to their

arch enemy, man. What have they
done that the pack or the flock has
driven them out? It might be a
revelation equal to reading the codes
of Hammurabi if one could only
discover the laws so drastically en-
forced as those that run north of
fifty-three and recognise no boundary
lines of extradition elsewhere.

In the cattle at the barn one sees
that the bulls have blunt horns,
often turned outward harmlessly,
while the cows have straight horns
and sharp. This seems wrong; I

believe sortieone wrote an article

touching on women's rights and con-
demned the Almighty for this

amongst other things. It seems a
pity sometimes that some of these
wise ones had not been around when
the world was made as they could have
given a few pointers to the Creator—if you let them tell the story.
But any old hunter will tell you that
the law of the herd on the great wide
prairie when herds are there, put the
gregarious herd under the leadership
of the strongest bull in order that the
young would be strong—and stronger.

But it was not intended that the stron-
gest bull should kill the weaker ones;
when they fought for mastery they
killed only a weak one; the next in
strength was beaten but left to take
the place of the leader if the latter
were killed in leading the defence.
Only when the leader was no longer
fit to head the herd was he driven
out from them by his victorious
young supplanter—and this was right
by all the laws upon which depend
the future of the race.

But are all the laws of the herd
and flock merely nature getting her
way by indirection, as wise ones now
say she always does? I heard a
lecturer once say that nature placed
love of wife and home in the world
merely to induce men to perpetuate
the race—or words not. so out-of-
doors in their crudeness but it meant
that, anyhow. Which was the same
as to say that the Creator thought he
was putting one over on us men but
the said lecturer showed him up.
,What about the law by which the
robin mates for life? It is as binding
as that which perpetuates the herd.
No priest or king commands it.

Does the lion fear public opinion that
he is true lo the lioness? Is the male
tiger afraid of jail that he hunts for

food for his young? Who has written
it that the swan shall die for his cyg-
nets, or the lark leave his song to feed
his helpless nestlings? No, my lec-

turer friend; you know books better
than I but get out into God's out-of-

doors and you will find that kings
and priests have not made the laws;
they have only stated them. Stated
them wrongly perhaps in detail;

perhaps refused to adapt them to

changing conditions, but in funda-
mentals the laws of the herd and the
flock, and the laws of men, and those
of God are one and the same. It is

spiritual law in the natural world.

Even a spirit akin to worship
gropes dimly in the flock and the herd.

What leads the howling monkey to

bow and ho^l to the rising sun?
Why do the birds chorister the
morning, or burst forth with joy on
high when their young are fed and
happy? Midst the shadowed aisles

of tne forest they sing praise to life
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if not to its Giver; at dawn on the
prairie they follow weird ceremonies
grotesque as the religious rites of

our fathers. Perhaps at least some
of their inexorable laws are based
upon something not so far removed
*from that feeling which we have
regulated into a form which we call

religion.

They have their good and bad
communities. Why is this? Not
only are wild species fierce or gentle;

mean or kind, but in every species
there are communities that are better
or worse than others. And the spir-

it of the band is distinct from that of

the individuals that compose it;

a pack of prairie wolves, made up of

cowardly sneaks, becomes at times
a mass of heroes ready to die to the
last individual. Men are the same;
I h^ve seen a mob howling for the
blood of a suspected murderer, and
distinguished amongst its leaders men
who had only the day before condemn-
ed even legal punishment. As in-

dividuals they were gentle to a fault;

as members of the mob they were
bloodthirsty fiends. The so-called
"pyschology of the mob" is the law
of the herd and of the flock.

Look into the deep clear water and
you see a shoal of small fishes; per-
haps they extend for one hundred
feet in length and twenty in breadth
across the whole group. They are
going west slowly;—in an instant all

turn south and dart away in a new
formation. As individuals they could
not have received an order and obey-
ed it; they all turned at once on a
common impulse. Any fisherman
will tell you of the thought that
commands the flock, just as any
hunter will tell you of the herd soul.

What is it? Herds and flocks, and
mobs and communities, have a spirit

apart from that of the individuals
that compose them. The migrating
bird is not the same individual as

the bird that sung in your apple-tree;
his very voice is changed. The
group influences the spirit of the
individual that belongs to it at least

for the time and the individual
changes to suit the character of the
community, which is not the sum
total of the characters of the indiv-
iduals that compose it. And it is so
with men, too. I feel the character
of a city as soon as I enter it; just as
old hunters feel "safe" or cautious
when they approach the lair of ani-

mals. So does nearly everyone; they
do not recognise the feeling but they
have it. And just as the old hunter's
"hunch" is generally right, so the
instinctive feeling expressed by a com-
munity on a visitor is usually correct
as a general judgment upon that
community. This is why some men
can mould a group of men or a whole
city, to their wifl; they Tall in with
its spirit or take advantage of it.

I have hunted with men who had
what to me looked like an uncanny
knowledge of what the herd was going
to do, or where it now was; they
knew there were more of the flock

"over yander" and that these ones
would "fly the way they riz"—and
they were nearly always right. Th^y
knew the laws of the herd and flock,

to the extent that their business
demanded anyhow.
Would that someone could obtain

the knowledge of these men and more
that could be learned by trained
observation. Not to bring destruc-
tion to our fellow creatures; but that
we might learn the fundamentals of
the laws of our own being as seen in

their projection into the most prim-
itive sphere.

A Northwest Mounted Police Dog
Don Kello

FISK witnessed two murders cause he evaded the authorities and
and one attempted murder, but could not be produced on the stand,
he could not testify. Not that but simply because Fisk was not

he was an unwilling witness, or be- made to speak; he is a dog.
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With the passing of "E" Division
of the Royal Northwest INIoimted
Pohce from Calgary, Fisk, the faith-

ful canine, who was owned by John
Fisk, the murderer who slew Tucker
Peach in cold blood at his farm house
in southern Alberta several years ago,

is aged and worn now and lie has left

Calgaiy^ and all its bewildering sur-

roundings for the dog. He was at

the Peach home ^\ ith his first master,
John_Fisk,on the early morning of the

Paddy Nolan fought through the
volumes of law in a desperate attempt
to save his client from the grip of

evidence which gradually closed
about him and eventually strangled
the life from the prisoner on the
gallows in the R.N.W.M.P. grounds.

Fisk found a new home, however,
and was happy with the mounties.
The redcoats learned to love the faith-

ful canine and he came to recognize
Constable Davis as his master. This.

crime and had he been produced as a

witness on the stand against his

master, the evidence would have
been more convincing than that on
which the slayer was sent to the
gallows.

Long after the crime, when his

master was suspected and arrested

at a livery- stable in Carbon, Fisk
came on to Calgar>- with the police

and while his master lay in the cells

with the charge of murder hanging
over his head, Fisk stayed with the
mounties. lie was outside the court-
house while his master stood trial in

that famous hoai'ing wlien tlio late

officer of the law took a great fancy
to Fisk and it was not long before
a great friendship grew between the
dumb animal and his new guardian.
On their many hunts throughout the
land, Fisk accompanied different de-
tachments of the mounties whenever
Davis was along. He tracked along
behind tjie dashing steeds that bore
the red coats over the plains for

miles and life again seemed to him
worth while, even though his former
master died a dishonorable death
by hanging.
But that cloud of gloohi was destin-

ed to cast its shadow over poor old
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Fisk again. Constable Davis, ac-

companied as usual by his faithful

canine, visited an Indian settlement
to apprehend one Running Wolf, an
Indian wanted by the police for an
infraction of the law. Running Wolf
shot Davis dead and Fisk was along
again. His second master fell victim
to the bullet and he died an honorable
death in the performance of his duty.
The mounties were the only con-

solation for the poor old dog. Two
owners had cherished him as a friend
and they had passed on, but still

Fisk sought the companionship of a
faithful master and he was next taken
bi' Corporal A. F. C. Watts of the
mounties. Though it took P^isk a
long time to make up with his new
master, he eventually came to care
for him with that same faithful spirit

as had marked his friendship for the
other two who had 'Since left him
behind. Strangely enough Fisk
seemed a hoodoo for his owners.
Corpl. Watts while in the man hunt
after the murderers at Exshaw, nar-
rowly escaped death at the hands of
one of the desparadoes in the dense
woods at the foot of the Rockies many
years ago. Fisk followed his master
on this hunt, for he became attached
to Watts just the same as the other
two and here again he might have been
a witness, had he the tongue, intelli-

gent enough to speak in court. The
murderers were afterwards caught
and Watts was avenged.
The mounties have gone. Fisk

continued to make his home with
the R.N.W.M.P. after Watts was re-

moved to the coast, but now that the
red-coats have disappeared from the
plains and the detachment so long
quartered in Calgary, moved away,
Fisk has been sent on to Watts in

Vancouver, where he will end his

days far from the scenes where dastard-
ly crimes were committed and he
was the star witness.

In his last days in Calgary, Fisk
lirnped around with a dropped head.
His coat had become thick and mat-
ted. He was old, but still beloved
by the mounties 'and Constable S. G.
Knight took great care of him. The
redcoats had long since come to re-

cognize Fisk as a member of the force.

Although his original master per-
ished on the gallows theyiheld noth-
ing against the dog. He had been a
true companion to Fisk. Although
he witnessed the murder of Tucker
Peach as he rolled from his bed in the
early morning on a farm west of
Okotoks, never a word did he break
to the neighbors, the police or the
court. He was available all the way
through the trial, but his testimony
was never used. "

,

Fisk stood by the side of his second
master. Constable Davis,when he was
slain by the infuriated redskin at the
settlement. He could not avenge
the fallen officer, nor could he supply
the incriminating evidence at the
trial. Death had claimed the second
master to whom he had become
attached and still he was left to
plod along and fmd his new friends,
who would care for him as he would
wish to be.

Corpl. Watts survives. Fisk has
still his third master and with him
he will likely end his days. His
bleary eyes still hold the same trust
for those who befriend him. One of
the optics has become dim and his
hearing is dull. His trusty legs that
once carried him at a rapid pace after
the mounties across the plains, have
stiffened at the joints and rheu-
matism has crippled him sadly. His
sharp, white teeth are now fallen to
decay and his flossy coat of black,
white and brown has turned to a
matted mass, thickened almost to
wool.

Before the redcoats took their final
departure, Fisk held his silent in-
spection. As the mounties trooped
by, Fisk watched with sadness in his
dim, blearj'^ eyes the faithful officers
of the law, who have made a home for
him for many ye^rs. Tliey passed,
but in their passing this dog had taken
his last long look, fastening in his
unspoken mind, a picture of the red-
coats, which will long remain with
him, and doubtless be carried to the
day when the lids of his age-worn
eyes close forever over the eyes that
had witnessed but could not tell.



H. Mortimer Batten

THE man stooped forward as he
walked in the attitude of one
accustomed to carrying heavy

loads. Over his left shoulder was a

bundle of musquash traps, and in his

right hand he swung a club. Ther?
was nothing to indicate whether he
was a young man or old, save the

ease of his swinging stride, for he
moved a hoary figure in a world
festooned and bearded with frost.

The hair of his face, what little of it

was exposed through his parki hood
was caked and clotted with ice; ice

crystals clung to his clothing, giving

him a ghostly and world old appear-
ance. He wore huge mitts, braced
up from the elbows, and on his feet

were gigantic snowshoes, which gave
forth a faint "flap flapping" as he
shuffled on.

The man was following a creek,

but save for its tortuousness it might
have been a human roadway, for

there was nothing to indicate the

nature of it, so buried and banked
was its course with snow. Likewise
the graceful poplar and silver birch,

through which it formed an avenue,
were festooned and piled high with
fanta.ftic snow formations, clinging

to the branches like mammoth fungi.

Yesterday there had been a blizzard,

and no wind had risen since. The
name of the man was Anse Corbit,

the name of the place was Joy Valley.

Suddenly the man slopped dead
in his tracks, catching his breath in a

quick gasp, and "froze." He had
just rounded a bend in the creek,

and ahead of him lay a long, open
vista. In the centre of that space,

more surprised even than he was,

stood a jet bhick fox!

For the first time and the last Rip

and Anse Corbit looked straight into
each other's faces. Henceforth they
were to meet as casual acquaintances,
avoiding each other's eyes, or as foes.

Straight and fearlessly the fox looked
with his wonderful golden orbs, seem-
ing to ask the question

—"What
would you have with me that you
surprise me thus?"
A wonderful spark of life amidst

the dead dreariness of winter, one
paw raised, tail erect, ready to dart
aside from a whistling bullet, Rip
stood, but the man made no move-
ment. The fox daintily sniffed the
air, uttered a low rumble of suspicion,
and turning, his eyes still on the man,
trotted away without haste.

Anse Corbit laid down his traps and
cursed. He cursed with an easy flow
of blasphemy peculiar to the back-
woods. The black fox fashion wa? at

its height, and one pelt like thi*:

would repay half a season's trapping,
yet to-day, of all days, he had left his

gun at home!
Now picking up the trail, Corbit

followed the line of straight neat
tracks into the bush and away over
the "fairy ridge. Here the fox had
stepped and looked back, then trot-

ting on—again Anse uttered a gasp,

staring this time at the snow!
Here there were two lines of prints,

the new line, joining those he had
followed, being smaller and neater,

like the spoor marks of a cat. The
two foxes had trotted up to each
other with some sign of greeting,

then chasing their tails a round or two,
had run off together, so close that

they must have trotted Hank to

flank. The woodsman thrust back
his parki hood, scratched his fore-

head, and said "Ah!" but the cold
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warned him to move on, and he
turned homewards.
Anse Corbit was a very ordinary

woodsman. His wife ran a Httle

candy shop in Toronto, and he poss-

essed three small children whom he
loved dearly. He had visions of

making a fortune along the trapping
Hne, of building a bay window to the
candy shopi, and of spending the
winters henceforth in bedroom slip-

pers before the stove.

That evening the fortune seemed to

become a tangible thing. He no
longer regretted not having taken his

gun, for now he knew that the black
fox had a mate, and that they had
settled upon his range. Soon it

would be spring, and the fox farmers
would be competing with one another
in the way of gigantic prices paid for

Utters of black or silver cubs.

From that day, till spring came,
Corbit's range was a sanctuary for

Rip and his mate. Corbit never
even fired a shot about the portion
of the .range he had given over to

them, and regularly Rip, followng
the man's tracks after watching him
pass, in that inquisitive way foxes
have, found plump partridges and

^ snowshoe rabbits, freshly taken from
the snare, awaiting him.

Whatever Corbit knew about the
foxes, they certainly knew all about
him. They knew the hours of his

coming and going, the exact circuit

of his musquash traps, and the pre-
cise combination of his rubbish heap.
The black fox was^fearless, noting
that Corbit seldom carried a gun,
and many a morning he had complet-
edi^the round of the "sets," feasted
freely and carried a plump young
music home for his wife, ere Corbit
was up.
The dreamed of spring was near

ere Corbit, fearful of trespassing.saw
the vixen. He was returning home
by a different route, which led him
through the fox range, when he saw
the black fox stroll out of a poplar
grove, and peering through the juni-
per, look covetously at a brace of
snowshoe rabbits nibbling the second
growth spruce in the space beyond.
Rip seemed visibly to shrink, then
thinking a moment he began to

scratch in the deep snow. In this
way he constructed a trench under
the juniper scrub, and with the snow
banked up in front of him extended
it out into the open towards the rab-
bits. He knew that they would
return this way to the poplar grove,
but the snowshoe is more at home
than a fox in deep snow, so that Rip
must snatch up his prize in the open
ere it could gain the protection of

the underbrush.

Having extended the trench a
dozen paces the black fox crouched
behind his breastwork and waited,
while Corbit watched and the rab-
bits nibbled their way towards the
danger zone. Once the smaller of

the two came within striking dis-

tance, but Rip never moved, till

presently the other hopped a little

nearer, and sat up with goggle-eyed
importance. Then there was a flash,

a zipp and a great cloud of pow-
dery snow rose into the air where the
big rabbit had been. When it had
settled, Corbit saw the black fox,

the big rabbit between his jaws

—

shaking it violently till it hung limp
and Jifeless.

Rip then laid the rabbit down, and
scratching a deep hole in the snow
carefully buiied it, after which he
returned rapidly the way he had
come.

Scarcely was he gone when a long
black animal, which had evidently
watched the whole manoeuvre, is-

sued in spasmodic sprints from no-
where in particular, seized upon the
rabbit, shook it furiously, and de-
parted for the timber. This animal
was a fisher—the only member of
the weasel family that has never been
known to fish.

Presently Rip returned, and with
him he brought Silvertip. Corbit's
eyes shone when he saw her. She
was sleek and low, the depth of her
fur making her appear unduly short
in the legs—but she was silver as
her mate was black! Such a pelt

might be worth two thousand dollars,

thought Corbit, and again visions
of a bay window and bedroom slip-

pers rose before his mind.
Little Silvertip seemed sleepy and

fretful, but Rip, coaxing and persua-
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sive, led her triumphantly to the
buried rabbit, and began to scratch.

He scratched at first deliberately

then wjth increased vigor. He look-

ed round at his wife, who sat cooly
eyeing him, and a sudden panic
setmed to fall upon him. He scratch-

ed this way and that, sending the
snow shooting forth in great cascades,
till he had excavated a hole large

enough to bury a sheep, then again
he turned and looked shamefully at

his wife.

Little Silvertip strode quietly up
and bit his ear. She jostled him and
cuffed him, then, with an air of dis-

gust, stole back the way she had come,
while Rip, glancing first at her then
at the huge hole he had dug, finally

slunk off in the opposite direction.

n.
Spring had come, though there was

nothing to indicate it save the glory

of the sunsets and the lengthening
of the twilights. Corbit, more keen-
ly intent than before, forsook his

trapping line, and devoted himself
to watching the foxes. He smeared
his boots with some magic dope,
which was supposed to kill all human
taint, and spent his days skulking
like an Indian about the groves of

Joy Valley.

One day he saw httle Silvertip

come out of the cedar grove, and bury
a rabbit at the foot of a cairn of

stones. He knew then that the time
was drawing near. Next .day she
picked up a spruce partridge he had
left for her, and buried it at the same
place. The man now had wpn the
confidence of the two foxes; they no
longer feared him or went out of

their way to hide their habits from
him, so Corbit's hopes were high.

The next day and the next Silver-

tip did not appear, and on the third

day Corbit saw Rip carrying some-
thing in his mouth, travelling in a
straight line across country. It was
food foi little Silvertip he carried.

Corbit's pulses beat eagerly, and
swiftly, cautiously, he set out "upon
the trail of the black fox. Now he
would discover their secret, and in a
few days, when the cubs were old
enough to live without their mother,
he would go to the den with a bag and
a spade.
The trail of the black fox led him

out over the plateau, across Joy
Creek at the exact spot wjiere he and
Rip had first met, out over the fairy

ridge, through fox range and on into

the juniper scrub. Here and there

it was broken where Rip had leapt

high into a windfall to break the line,

but on, still on it led to the wind-
swept heights, where at points it

was all but obliterated.

Corbit's hopes sank and his sus-

picions grew 'as dusk closed in. More
than once he told himself "This is an
old trail I am following," and when,
at darkness, he found himself back
at the exact spot from which he had
started at noon, he knew he had been
fooled.

Next day he was up at dawn, and
taking up the trail where he had
started yesterday he searched dili-

gently for the linkiag uo of the new
trail with the old, but found it not.

At dusk, however, he again saw Rip,
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travelling straight north, in the oppo-
site direction from yesterday, again
as though with some fixed goal in

view, and with a bird in his mouth.
Eagerly, yet with a sense that he
was being fooled, Corbit followed, and
his eyes upon the trail he did not
•notice the snow storm that was
beating up, till presently the ice

particles began to drive in his face.

But the black fox had seen, and when
his trail was blotted out he turned
south towards the den.

Next day spasmodic snowstorms
rendered tracking impossible, and
Corbit, becoming desperate, kept off

the range. He knew that if once the
foxes suspected they were being
watched and followed they would
immediately remove their cubs to
some distant point, and his dreams
would be ended, so to-day he made
a journey across the range to the
nearest farm, and returned with
something in a basket.

There followed a night of biting
frost, and a dead cold, silent dawn.
Corbit was astir early. From its

place above the window he took a
light .22 rifle, and from under the
shelf he drew the basket. Then,
sallying forth to the open space where
Rip had killed the snowshoe rabbit,
he drew from his basket a black hen,
and tethered her by one leg to a stump.
Then Corbit mounted to his old hid-
ing, and rifle in hand began his chilly
wait—intent on wounding but not
killing.

The hen, a conspiaious black
splodge on the whiteness below,
having learnt the extent of her free-

dom in every direction, settled down
to cackling indignantly at such abuse,
her loud cries ringing far on the winter
stillness. But Rip was away on the
other side of the range, and only Sil-

vertip heard.

Corbit did not see the silent grey
ghost sliding swiftly through the
cedar grove. He saw nothing of the
silver fox till suddenly a cloud of
snow rose into the air where the
black hen stood, then he beheld
Silvertip, the hen between her jaws,
struggling to release it from the
tethering pin. Slowly, carefully, he
raised the little rifle and fired.

Silvertip dropped the hen and
sprang with a yelp of pain, then
catching up a mouthful of snow,
began to plaster it over the burning
wound in her shoulder. This done
she sniffed the breezes and loped
away.
Back to her cubs? Ah no! Her

first thought was for them, for she
knew the man would follow, and
their whereabouts was a secret to be
guarded at the cost of hfe. Away
over the hills she set the pace, in the
direction opposite to the den, and
Corbit, descending, rejoiced wnen he
saw the spots of crimson upon the
trail.

Over the faiiy ridge, across the
creek, and into the heights, where
the burr oak hangs low and knotted
by the gale, she leads tlxe way, but
to-day the old, old tricks fail, the
^clever linking up of the new trail to

the old, the dainty back track and
sidelong leap, find the human sleuth
remorselessly at her heels. At every
mound she pau.ses and looks hopefully
back, but there he is, the rifle in the
crook of his arm, the steady slap-sIap
of his snowshoes audible across the
distance.
Her tongue is lolling now, she turns

and heads for Joy Valley. The glory
of the sunset tints the snow with
crimson, and the long waving shad-
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ows, heralds of the coming spring, lie

across her path. In a week or so the
woods will be filled with life and song,

but to-day all is silent, and dusk
steals down upon her.

Does she realize the truth,, does
she know what the man is after?

Little woodland mother, dragging one
limb wearily after another, hopefully
looking back, then going on, almost
within rifle shot, now. Six little

soft lives waiting at home for her, six

little creatures that yesterday she

licked and fondled, cuddhng them to

her as a human mother caresses her
children.

She has gained the frozen creek
now, where the birches stand hke
ghostly figures in the gloom. She no
longer looks back, for her keen ears

catch the crunch of snowshoes.
There is a movement in the under-
ground, and Rip joins her. He does
not understand just what is amiss,

he only knows she is in dire need. He
hears a man behind her, and pauses
only to lick her parched and burning
muzzle, bidding her be of good cheer,

then full of confidence he links his

trail with hers, and sets off gaily up
the slope.

O beautiful running machine, light

as a thistle seed, little black fox in

your priceless robe, you are among the
fittest, we know, but man's brain
must triumph in the end!

There is a spot of crimson on the
trail, and now a new story is written
there. Here she has wound aside to

avoid a snowdrift in her way, there a
windfall lay across her path, and
unable to leap it she has made a wide
circuit. She has snapped at the
tree roots in her extremity, caught
up the snow to cool her wound, then
on—slowly on!

The fairy ridge is rimmed with gold,

and Rip, a halo about his form,
pauses there and looks back into the
gloom of the valley. His confidence
IS gone, his tail droops, a new
anxiety comes into his eyes. Circling
round he goes back to Silver! ip, trots

alongside her, flank to flank; as in

their honeymoon days—trying to

support her the best he knows, eager-
ly licking her muzzle, setting the
pace for her, and little Silvertip

encouraged, struggles up the ridge;

but the trail is drawing to a close.

They are back in the fox range
now, and again Rip links his trail with
hers, waiting behind for the man to
appear. In mortal peril of his life

he breaks cover full in view, full in

the open, and easily within rifle shot—
^

even "yap-yaps" to make sure the
'

man has seen, but in the grove
beyond he knows that he has failed.

Little Silvertip, do you understand?
Do you know, little woodland mother,
what this dimness is before your
eyes—the dusk of a land you have
never seen before? Ah no! In your
breast is only savage mother love,

which is the greatest love of all, for

it fears not death. Why should
you fear when you do not under-
stand? You know only that your
little ones soon will need the food that
you alone can give, and that you must
go to them

—

now, ere this great
weariness crushes your drooping
limbs into the snow.

And so the savage mother love

triumphed in the end, and little

Silvertip crept to her cubs to feed

them for the last time—^to caress

them and fondle them ere the kindly
shadows closed upon her eyes.

There was a crimson spot upon the
trail, betraying the secret she and
Rip had tried so hard to keep, and
there, with his lantern, Anse found
her, while her little cubs sat around,
whining and trying to rouse her,

wondering why their mother was so

stiH and cold. Her last thought,
like her first, had been for them.

There were six cubs, one a beautiful

silver grey, the others common red.

Corbit, though disappointed, realized

that he was well repaid; the pelt of the
mother and of the sole silver cub
would fetch fancy prices, while the

remainder of the litter, being the
offspring of black and silver parents,

would doubtless sell well for stock

purposes. He took the little cubs
home, made them comfortable in a

cheese box, and next day, armed
with traps and a rifle, set off to seek

the destruction of Rip, who he knew
would haunt the home of such sad
memories for many days to come.
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For some hours, until indeed the
dusk crept in, Corbit hunted the
black fox, but it was not till he was
near home that he caught a glimpse
of it. Then he saw the little fellow

as many times before—heading
straight through the silver gloom
with something dangling from his

mouth. Was he searching for his

vixen or his cubs with food for them?
-The man laughed inwardly at the
thought of it, then fired.

The bullet cast up a column of

snow at Rip's side, he doubled and
turned, then like a streak headed for

the timber belt. Swift as an eagle

he skimmed the drifts, light as a
thistle seed he floated and glided
towards the friendly"shadows. Again
Corbit fired and again, wondering

why the fox did not drop its heavy
load, but the shots fell short and
Rip was gone.
When Corbit reached his cabin he

found the window ajar and the silver

cub missing! There was no need
to wonder where. Were not those
fox tracks leading round and round
the hut till the snow was trodden
hard—leading back and forth across

the roof—yes, across the very floor

from the partly open window. Guns,
traps, the scent of man himself—all

these things Rip had braved to feed

his liflle cubs, for there in the cheese
box, in place of the cub that was gone,

lay a freshly killed partridge!
Corbit knew now why it was the

black fox would not drop the thing
that he was carrying.

William MacMillan

WRESTED from the iron clutches
of the surrounding forest the
little settlement of Point Bleu

jutted out in an insolent fashion into
the swirling waters of the turbulent
Jacques Cartier. Through the short
summer months the settlement dozed
in the warm sun, but from the month
of September to the spring, Point
Bleu was the common meeting ground
of hard bitten trapper and scheming
trader. In the little cluster of gaily
painted shacks that made up the

village towered the two stories of
the hotel. Loosely nailed, unpainted
clapboards flapped disconsolately in
the chill December winds, while
the untutored hand of the proprietor
in a flourish of cheap red paint across
the top of the door announced to all

that this was Menard's Maison de
Pension.

Six feet four inches in height,
weighing two hundred and forty
eight pounds and built in proportion
Menard surely was an imposing
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creature. A coarse and rough ex-
terior covered a heart that was won-
derfully generous and kind.

So bitter was the cold in this

month of December that despite the
fact that sturdy little Quebec heaters
were going full blast in each room,
the guests to a man, slept in all their

clothes plus their fur coats.

It was common talk that old Men-
ard donned his coat of China dog
early in November and in that coat
he slept, lived, moved and had his

being till the warming suns of spring
drove his old woman to protest.

Even at meals his giant figure could
be seen sprawled over the end of the
long deal table, his head covered with
a high cap made from the paws and
tails of the grey lynx. The power and
courage of the man was known and
admired from one end of the Lac St.

Jean to the other,, while his only
daughter, Marie, the idol of her
father's heart, was openly admired
by every man of the settlement.

New Year's day with itS' train of

fiery celebrations and long remember-
ed headaches had come, and Old
Menard with his usual characteristic

generosity threw open his home to

the people. Not only did every
man of the village avail himself of the
invitation, but in addition scores of

half-breeds and Indians made it a

point every year to come out of the
woods at this particular time in

order to obtain for nothing some of

the old man's whiskey which they
would have to pay so dearly for later

on. Scenting this, the raw fur buyers,
like wolves on a victim's trail,swooped
down on the village and. sought by
hook or crook to bargain with the
simple men who came to drown their

thirst.

The morning of the first day of this

year had dawned with a cold that
bit deep into the very vitals of man
and beast. Just as there appeared in

the sky that rift in the mist that
marks the coming dawn of a new day,
a team of husky mongrels drew up
at the door of the hotel and with a

whoop a young fellow tumbled out
of the toboggan and striding up to

the door banged lustily thereon with
a great fist. After a little wait

sundry grunts were heard on the
other side and the wooden bar was
slowly withdrawn from its place and
the huge figure of Menard loomed
forbiddingly in the doorway. Ap-
parently satisfied of the harmless-
ness of the newcomer he swung the
door open and growled a greeting.

Omer Cloutier, the little hunchback,
the manot all work around the place,

was despatched to take the dogs to

the huts and bed them for a rest.

A place for Francois was found on
the floor of a room reeking with the
strong fumes of cheap whiskey. With-
out even a look at his snoring room-
mates he spread his blanket ojj the
floor and in a few minutes was dead
to the snores around him. Suddenly
a savage snarling brought him to

his feet with a bound and he was
out of the shack and around to the
dogs in a flash. The roaring grew
in volume as he apgroached on the
run and he was just in time to pull

the hunchback from under the paws
of the pack. Despite the fact that
Cloutier had long heard of the fer-

ocity of Francois Chounard's dogs
the fellow had held a fish carelessly

in his hand and Gros Queque, the
big leader, had bowled him over in

a savage rush and in a minute he
was under the jaws of half a dozen
of the wildest and most powerful
beasts in the St. John. Hauling the
cripple to his feet Francois shook him
and bade him begone to his potato
peeling. The ruffling of his dogs
made him hot because he knew from
experience that now their blood was
up they would fight amongst them-
selves till he whipped them into

submission on the morrow. Half
an hour later he was again wrapped
in his blankets and slumber from
which he was only disturbed late in

the morning by the heavy boot of

Menard in his ribs. "Hey, time
for breakfast."

At the long plank table in the
bare room that New- Year's morning
there was gathered a motley crowd.
A tough crowd, which for hard faces

and weather bitten frames was the
equal of any mob-ruled mining camp
of the early eighties. At the head of

the clothless table of course was old
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Menard and the gigantic fur-coated
figure sprawled in its usual fashion
over half of the adjoining man's
place. On one side one could pick
out- two or three sons of Jerusalem,
while across from them and eyeing
his neighbors with evident distrust
sat old Joe Fluette. Having bucked
the trails of the back country for
nigh on fifty years he followed what
he called a life of ease in running be-
tween the settlement and Point au
Peres fifty miles away, in quest of

furs. Joe w^as already on the first

lap of a two weeks' drunk, and he
showed it. Nearby, separated from
him by the burly figures of Samson
the Culler and Forgue the sawmill
man, sat two well dressed strangers,
obviously buyers from Montreal or
New York. With nervous jumps
they listened to the talk that swept
up and down the table without regard
to what the other fellow was saying.
He who spoke the loudest no doubt
presumed that what he said settled
it.

A single place near the stove end
of the heavily laden table being
vacant, Francois lit a handrolled one
and carelessly dropped into it. So
quiet was his entry in his moccasined
feet that few noticed him in the
general uproar and clatter. But the
man next to him glanced up, saw who
it was and drew his elbows closer
together. A small, wiry, dark com-
plexioned breed across the table felt

the unnatural silence of the other
and directly his eyes caught Francois'
amused ones, his feet were drawn care-
fully under his chair. From under
his shaggj- eyebrows Pere Menard
saw the movements, slight as they
were, and he roared out a reminder
that this was New Year's and all

men in the house were his personal
guests.

After the meal the entire house
with the exception of Francois, ad-
joined to the bar while he strolled
into the smoky kitchen and greeted
the old woman who answered in a
curt "Bon Jour." From the corners
of his eyes Francois searched the
room for sight or sound of the girl

he had heard so much about. An-
ticipating his question. Mere Menard

offered the information that Marie
had gone that night to her uncle's
cabin on the Ouananiche twenty-
miles distant. Hiding his disappoint-
ment, (he had passed the tumble
down shack on his way to the hotel,)
he turned on his heel and strode to
the door. After some casual talk
with the old man and the few trap-
pers that had begun to trickle back
from the bar, Francois, barely con-
cealing his obvious haste, slipped out
of the shack and around to his dogs.
In an increditably short time he
tore past the door with a wild whoop
and ten minutes later he veered
sharply to the right and was on the
trail to the Ouananiche. So well
did the dogs travel, that late in the
afternoon he drew up at the shack
that had sheltered Wilfrid Menard
for close on to fifty years. The
rough knock on the plank door was
answered by the very person he had
heard so much about, the girl that
prompted half the dandies of the
North to travel hundreds of miles
just for a few days in her presence.
So surprised was Francois when he
stood before her that all his sangfroid
vanished into the air and he stood
speechless before her. With perfect
aplomb the girl invited him into
the one and only room. The old
man hunched up at the crackling fire,

struggled to his feet and greeted the
visitor with hearty warmth and forth-
with bade Marie brew Le Brave
Francois a strong mug of tea. Hav-
ing accomplished these simple duties,
the girl drew a box up to the fire and
industriously pok^d at the logs with
the iron-tipped point of her uncle's
cane. While sipping his tea Fran-
cois under covert eyes watched the
girl at his side, and he surely found
her good to look upon, for he forth-
with made up his mind to win her
and he reflected with grim satisfac-

tion that men said, what Francois
Thibeau set his hand to possess he
got.

To say that the girl was interested
in the handsome stranger is putting

it mildly. In her eyes the dress of

the man marked him as a sophis-

ticated person who no doubt went to

the big cities occasionally, and if
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there was one thing the girl longed

and dreamed of, it was the great

cities she so often heard about but
had never seen. The tall lithe figure

of him spoke of love for such things

in the opposite sex. Those dark

eyes told her many things that need not

be spoken and quick-witted Marie
sensed at once that this handsome,
dark-eyed stranger found her good in

his sight.

Francois' return to the hotel was
made by the Ught of a clear, bright

moon and while he dreamily listened

to the musical sing of the ironshod

runners, he felt that his journey to

the Ouananiche was not in vain.

While many miles behind him, in a

soft, sweet smelling bed of balsams
slept with a smile on her lips, the

maiden he had set out to win.

Arriving at the hotel in the early

morning he found the place in an
uproar. Two uniformed men he
recognized as provincial policemen,

held' the center of the stage as it were.

Every eye was furtively watching
their every move. Such a visit surely

meant trouble for someone and as

yet none knew who it might be. The
hunch back whispered to Francois

that the detectives had preceded

his arrival by only a few hours.

Like every other man in the village

he mentally turned back the pages

of his life and tried to hunt up some
clue he might have left in the shape
of a beaver , carcass perhaps. Not
relishing too rigid an enquiry into

his affairs he would have liked to

have turned back but on second

thoughts decided that it would be

wiser to remain where he was. Un-
doubtedly the officers were aware of

his arrival and after all it might not

be he they were after, yes he would
continue his plans and brazen it out

By breakfast time the hubbub
had quieted down somewhat, though
there was still a great deal of loud
whispering in the other rooms, par-

ticularly on the entrance of Francois

for every man there knew him by
reputation as the Had Man of the

North and they half hoped the
policemen were here for the purpose of

gathering him into the toils of the

law. But if the officers were aware

of the disturbance they had created

they made no sign.

There was' a strained, tense feeling

in the air all during the meal so

that in cleaning up the table later,

the old woman reflected with a

chuckle that there would be enough
molasses and beans left over for the

next meal. A rasping of a chair at

the head of the table drew all eyes in

that direction and they saw one of

the two^uniformed men rise to his

feet.

"I have a tale to tell and while

I am speaking let no man leave the

room." Francois felt that the ac-

tion of the second policeman in draw-
ing his heavy service revolver and
laying it ostentatiously on the table,

was entirely unnecessai-y. Even in

this Godless country the majesty of

the law would have held every

mortal in his seat, for the policemen
had the mental drop on the crowd.
Clearing his throat the officer began-
"Two years ago last December—

"

Instantly minds struggling back in

agonizing anxiety to that far away
time—"three trappers. Petit Gros
Pelletier, Laurent Blais and Lanzo
Therrien, pooled their provisions and
with two teams of twelve dogs each,

set out for the higher reaches of the

Jacques Cartier. You may not know
the first two for they came from the

village of Les Rouches, but the man
Therrien you will remember was
sought for by the Government for

themurder of old man Thiverge on
the River Lake three years ago." An
audible sigh of relief sounded in the

room and tensed muscles were relaxed

with a loud shifting of chairs. The
officers were after some one else, this

certainly promised to be interesting.

A snicker swept over the occupants
of the room at the loud voice of the

drunken Scotch breed in the next

room, offering the last dollar he had
in the world for one drink of the

whisky that had so mysteriously

disappeared with the coming of the

law. The hoarse voice of the woman
could be heard cautioning the breed

who with a deep curse consigned the

policemen of all Canada to perdition.

His voice rose to a roar: "De dollajr

he do me no goodj in de woods.
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here, by Gar, take," and the voice
died away in the distance after a

wild banging of the door. Without
the slightest sign of impatience the

officer was on the point of continuing
when a girlish laugh sounded in the
next room and the dining room door
was flung open to admit a rosy
cheeked Marie fresh from the rigors

of the twenty mile trail. The laugh
died on her lips and she shamefacedly
slipped into a dark corner, but not
before she had caught a flash of

black eyes from the stranger of the
previous day. The voice of the big
policeman continued "Nothing more
was heard of the partj^till last month.
Raoul Marcoux and his son Jean,
while packing the trail of the upper
river saw a dark spot on the far end
of the lake. The son was on the
point of firing at it when the father
knocked up the gun and \\ith some
heat bade the boy go see what the
object was. Judge their horror and
amazement when they recognized
the mangled and partly frozen body
of Pelletier. With worthy deter-
mination they followed the faintly
marked trail that wound up the steep
bank and on up the mountain. After
a great deal of difficulty for they
strayed from the path every little

while, they came upon the camp of

the hunters.

"Securely built in the shelter of a
mossy rock it was evidently intended
to shelter more than one man and
after a careful examination they dis-

covered articles of clothing left be-
hind apparently in a hurry. An
exclamation from the son drew the
father to the lowest bunk of the
three. Great pools of blood lay on
the floor and in the sapan branches of
the bunk. The bloody pools lay all

along the floor and even a few feet

outside of the door. It was evident
that Pelletier had been wounded in
the camp and had staggered down the
trail in the vain hope of escaping
his murderer. Three days later the
two trappers stumbled on the dying
embers of Laurent Blais' last fire.

"One stormy night when his partner
was asleep the treacherous Therrien
had gathered most of the provisions
on the remaining toboggan and melted

into the darkness." The faces of
the listeners grew hard as they
imagined and visualized the position
of the man. "Left to himself two
hundred miles from the nearest settle-

ment, with few matches, no dogs,
and barely enough food to keep
him alive for a few days, he was in a
terrible predicament.

"Bravely he struggled on for two
weeks till his hardships reached their
zenith when his feet froze in the
bitter cold. Helpless and wholly
resigned to death he lit a fire with his
last match and it was the faint smoke
from its dying embers that had drawn
the two trappers.

"The dangers and hardships en-
countered by the Marcouxs in getting
that man to the nearest Indian
encampment need not be described.
Eventually they succeeded, and there
he lies at this moment. After send-
ing Jean back to Lac Doucet with the
news, the old Marcoux proceeded on
his traplines. The Indians no douljt
have been good to Blais for Marcoux
promised them much gold from the
Government. But the time will soon
come for them to move to their sum-
mer camps on the Riviere a Pierre
and they cannot be burdened with
a helpless whiteman, moreover Blais
is needed as a witness by the police.
Unfortunately the young Jean lies

in his mother's home sick and like
to die with the fevers and we have
none to send.

"People tell us that here in Point
Bleu are men who know that countiy
on the headwaters of the great
Jacques Cartier, and who are brave
hunters and wise woodsmen. None
of us know the trails, but it is our
duty to bring Blais to the judge and
through him secure the arrest of
Therrien.

"If any man here will guide us
hence we will start at once."
An uneasy silence followed the last

words of the speakers.
There were many brave and stout-

hearted men there and some were
surely anxious to go but they lacked
the courage to get up and express
their willingness to undertake the
trip.

Now was the time for Francois to
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shine. Rising gracefully to his feet

he removed the half smoked cigarette

from his mouth and said in a gentle
voice. "It is good my friends the
police, Francois will go and get your
man but on one condition."

"Name it," was the curt reply of

the officer.

"I demand the right to choose my
own companion!"
"And it is?"

"Tit Ken Gros Louis," was the re-

ply.

That this condition of the foppish
but capable looking breed meant the
exclusion of the policemen they were
well aware. They held an earnest
consultation while Francois waited
with a half amused smile on his

handsome face. He knew that Marie
must, be admiring him and he tho-
oughly enjoyed his prominence. In
a few minutes the officer rose to his

feet and declared that the King's
Government would take the word
of Francois Thibeau that he with a
companion would undertake to bring
back the helpless Blais.

Francois would have liked to have
held the floor a little longer. But
the officers broke off further talk by
abruptly striding over to him and
taking him by the arm they crowded
him into a corner and in a business-
like way discussed the provisioning
of the expedition.

The blue coated men had already
been informed by old Menard whom
they might expect to go and it was
with a secret satisfaction that they
now discussed the hazards of the trip.

They had been told that if there
was one man in the whole North
capable of undertaking the risks it

was this same man Francois. Bold,
brave, and rich in experience he stood
a better chance than any of reaching
his man and bringing him home alive.

'JMiough secretly glad that they were
not to be numbered as members of
the expedition it hurt their pride not
a little that this man did not think
them fit companions for the under-
taking. Moreover they failed to

appreciate why he preferred a half
breed, one whom neither had even
heard of before. Questioning the
Old Menard they were vouchsafed

the information that Tit Ken Gro»
Louis when an infant was saved
from starvation by Francois. An
attachment forming between the two,
the man taught the boy much of his
wood craft and it was said a great
deal of his evil ways. At fourteen
years of age the young breed broke
away from his people and threw in his
lot with his benefactor and they had
stuck closer together than brothers
ever since.

A blinding storm broke over the
wilderness a few hours later and for

one whole week held man and b'east

helpless. Francois enjoyed the delay
for he basked in the smiles of the
maiden he had set himself to win.

With the first sign of fine weather
however, the trapper blazed into ac-
tivity and the policemen, who though
they knew a lot, wondered at the
clever and painstaking preparations
of a past master in the art of danger-
ous travel.

No matter seemed too trivial to

escape his attention. He was offered
the pick of the dogs in the whole
settlement but after going over the
entire lot he felt thoroughly satisfied

with his own. Better dogs than his.

would ije hard to find. Powerful
and faithful, not one was a pure bred.
Each was the result of some mongrel-
ish mixture the beginning of which
no man knew. What was most im-
portant however, was that Francois
knew his dogs and what they were
capable of while they in turn knew
and understood their master.

These preparations necessarily con-
sumed some days and in the evening
somehow or other Francois always
happened to stroll around to the
kitchen after supper. Just as casually
Marie would appear in the doorway
and lingering there would toss a
disjointed conversation at the hand-
some trapper lolling on the edge of the
table with one neatly moccaslned
foot dangling effectively over the side.

That ali this was not lost on the
pretty, romantic girl Francois was
quite sure.

With the break of dawn tlie team
was rounded up before the door of the
hotel and after a brisk leavetaking
Francois climbed onto the heavily
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laden toboggan and with a hearty
shout tore oft on the long trail. Be-
fore sinking below the crest of the la&l

little hill the young fellow was heart-
ened at the sight of a faint flutter of a

dish cloth from the low kitchen win-
dow.

Late that night he picked up Tit
Ken and the next morning they start-

ed on the first lap of their hazardous
journey.
Who can describe that journey

of the two intrepid trappers? None
but the experienced can appreciate
the dangers, the predicaments and
frightful hardships encountered on
such a trip in the dead of winter.
The first few days passed without

undue trouble, true the intense cold
made the dogs keep to their feet all

through the cold nights, but they
were the veterans of many a hard
trail and suffered little.

Two weeks out and one of those
sharp stinging blizzards of the North
swooped down on the little party and
they struggled in its blinding grip.

Quickly Tit Ken loosed the bewil-
dered dogs while Francois with a
mighty effort up-ended the heavy
toboggan and in this precarious shel-

ter they crouched, with their faces
buried in the folds of their hoods.
Once the dogs were free they set to
work with a will and in a few minutes
they had disappeared from view in

caves of their own making.
The storm ceased just as quickly

as it came and they once more took
the trail. But this delay marked the
beginning of a host of misfortunes
that followed in its train. Francois
met them all with his Usual good
humor.

Despite the delays and accidents
incidental to a heavily laden tobog-
gan, they reached the Junction of the
Big Waters, Le Noel and Le Chebang,
in the third week of their journey.
Here throwing up a lean-to they
paused to overhaul their equipment,
for beyond and above lay the seldom
travelled and little known regions of
the headwaters of the great river.

An examination showed to the
man's satisfaction that the dogs
Avere in splendid condition, excepting
of course the little fellow that Gros

Queque had snapped at a few days
previously. The place on the shoul-
der still showed the marks of the
great teeth, but the victim seemed to

be in as aggressive a spirit as ever.

The^ joints of the big toboggan were
carefully bound with moose skin
thongs specially prepared for that
purpose. The reader may think these
extreme precautions unnecessary, but
the experience of the wise hunter
had taught him that the cold of the
lowlands was nothing compared to the
bitter cold of the wind swept slopes
of the upper mountains. In the soul-
searching cold the nails in the wood
became brittle and broke like glass.

Carefully the woodsmen nursed
their dogs through the days that
followed. At the slightest sign of
bleeding paws, the wound was care-
fully bound with bandages carried
for just such an emergency while
every little while a halt was called in

order to scrutinize the feet of everv
dog.

On they bore through silences that
crushed down on the two brave man
with an awful weight. Hour after
hour they crunched silently behincl
the labouring toboggan—on their
sagging snowshoes. Except when an
emergency arose not a single word
passed between them. Francois with
his thoughts way back on the settle-

ment dwelt on the occasion of his
departure and was troubled at the
thought that perhaps after all the
little minx was just playing with him
as she had done with scores of others
before him, and he scowled at the
thought. Now they kept a sharp
lookout for signs of a trail, for they
were in the Indian Hunting Grounds
now and might expect anything
in the shape of habitation. The
ever free waters of the Great
Jacques tore past the little train
and tumbled angrily on in its

irresistless way to the sea. So deep
and mighty were its waters that it

even evaded the clutching hands of
Jack Frost, and the soul-searching
cold of the North had to content it-

self with pouncing on little pools of
water that trickled into the byways
and little nooks of the great river.

At some narrow spots the enemy
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advanced his forces and quickly
threw a bridge of snow and ice across

the heaving waters. Checked but
for a moment they bore under the
obstacle and disdainfully tossed frothy
white caps of spray at the futileness

of the attempt.

The roar of the mighty river

carried far over the valleys and over
against the mountain tops. The
sound smote on the ear with an op-
pressive weight rendering even more
acute the silences of the quiet places.

Asleep or awake the roaring was
ever with the travellers and doggedly
they plodded behind the slowly mov-
ing toboggan.

Francois travelling ahead of the
train one bright morning, espied a

faint blaze on a small birch that
marked an opening in the heavy
timber that surrounded them on all

sides. The dogs were pulled up and
Tit Ken disappeared in the bush to

explore its possibilities. The breed
returned in half an hour with the
information that distinct traces of

an encampment were apparent and
from all appearances the Indians
were encamped in a little valley not
many miles distant. Turning the
dogs they struck without hesitation

into the faintly blazed trail and late

that afternoon they came across the
first real signs of human life. In a
little alcove a crudely built deadfall
for mink or marten showed that the
skilled hand of a Red man had set it.

At another spot the bloodstained,
moccasin packed, snow marked where
the hunter had skinned his game.

The going on the soft, unpacked
trail was slow and difficult, but they
kept steadily on their course and at
noon of the next day they struck the
long expected encampment. As
Francois well knew, the Indians had
been well warned of their coming by
that mysterious way, never fathomed
by the wisdom of the White Man.
The whole ramp consisted of a

couple of dozen, small, smoke be-
grimed teepees covered with the half
cured hides of moose and piled high
with snow. Each was placed at the
exact spot its owner saw fit. No
attempt was made at order or uni-
formity, with the result that there was

a maze of awkward intersecting
paths that brought one to nowhere
in particular. To get to the abode of
the Chief, Francois and his compan-
ion were obliged to twist and turn
around half the teepees in the camp.
Under lowered lids the young fellow
noted with experienced eyes that the
population must consist of about
twelve or fifteen trappers and twice
that many women and children.
Without addressing a word to a
single one of the odd men they saw
around, Francois strode to the ragged
teepee of the Chief, and in an in-

sistent voifce demanded speech with
him. The flap of the greasy tent
was drawn aside and there appeared
in the opening the aged face of an
old squaw. Brightly tattoed and
creased with age, she surely seemed
to have left far behind the post of
her four score years and ten. With a
gruff voice the breed repeated his

question. Hardly batting an eye
she disappeared and in a few minutes
came back with the information that,

"Chief Deep Waters would speak
with the strangers at the setting of

the sun." But this was not the first

time that our Francois had had occa-
sion to parley with the Red skins,

and he roared in an angry voice:
"The King's Government waits for no
man. I desire speech at once."
The reply to this was the face of the
old fellow himself. Pushing past
the squaw he poked his tousled head
out of the opening and silently sur-
veyed the strangers. The proud car-

riage of the man before him apparent-
ly impressed him for in a meek voice
he spoke.

"What wills the messenger of the
Government?"

Instead of giving a satisfactory
answer, Francois assumed his most
regal air and replied: "Come to the
Council and we will speak."

The wily breed well knew the
weakness of the Red man and he
intended to work to the limit on his

o^vn importance and majesty. As
a matter of fact he was tickled to

pieces at the unique position he found
himself in. He thoroughly enjoyed
the novelty that he, Francois Chouin-
ard, biggest poacher and confidence
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man in the whole North, should
have the whole weight and power
of the law with and not against him.
He made up his mind to disburse as

little of the Government's gold as

possible. The less for the Indians,
the more for Francois Chouinard.

With proper dignity he wheeled
his dogs and retraced his tracks to

the edge of the timber that fringed
the camp. Selecting a favorable spot
he halted the dogs and with Tit Ken's
help set about making preparations
for the parley. The toboggan was
overturned, and the snow for twenty
yards around was tramped hard with
their shoes. Various articles like

brilliantly colored red flannel, beads
and a large cheap looking mirror were
placed in prominent positions on
the pack, while a folding chair that
Francois fished out of some part of
the tobogganload was set before the
lot, and last of all, to complete the
tableau, the dogs were loosed from
their traces and leashed in a semi-
circle behind the toboggan, each ani-
mal a few feet away from his neigh-
bour, but close enough to prevent any
person from slipping in from the
rear. Seating himself on the chair
Francois bade Tit Ken take his place
behind him and rolling a cigarette
he calmly awaited the arrival of his

guests.

Slowly they began to straggle in,

at first a few old women and children,
then the trappers and hunters that
were not on the Trap Lines. With
uncanny silence they crunched up
to the little party and squatted on
their shoes.

With absolute indifference Francois
smoked quietly away and hardly,
made a sign even when Chief Deep
Waters teetered along on his wide
shoes and settled stiffly to a squat
before him. The old fellow was "all in"
but it was all in the breeds' plan not
to provide a seat for him.

At a gesture from him Tit Ken took
his lighted cigarette and advancin^g,
offered it to the Chief. A mittened
hand reached for it, placed the weed
in his mouth, but unfortunately its

fire burnt out, upon which the old
fellow rolled it into his mouth and
it was gone.

"We have come," began the White
Man, "Lo take away the White Trap-
per you have in your teepees

—
" The

blank expression on every copper-
hued countenance seemed to ask
the question "What White Trapper?"—"The Government is happy that
the people of Big Chief Deep Waters,
took this sick man into their care.

The king now sends us his messen-
gers to bring him down to the plains
where the White Men dwell."

The Chief grunted and in a rasping
voice, said "The man was sick to
death with the Great Cold that brings
sleep, but our women toiled long and
mightily- —for did not his brother
who brought him promise us much
gold?" He paused at the stern and
forbidding look on the face of his

listener.

"Gold? Had you refused, the
Government would surely have pun-
ished you as they punished Great
Dog for slaying the priest and as
they punished the brave from your
own village who stole the White
Man's whisky. But enough, have
your people bring forth the man." It

was a bold move and Francois well

knew it.

Two braves on the outskirts of

the crowd made towards a teepee as if

only too anxious to get rid of their
guest. With a nonchalant air Fran-
cois noted the position of the small
teepee.

' It is well, but where the gold, the
much gold that was promised us?"

"With the quickness of thought
there flashed through the fertile

brain of the breed a mad scheme and
he responded: "At the middle of the
next day we will talk more." Where-
upon he rose and turned his back on
the squatting crowd. Slowly tho
little band melted reluctantly away,
for of all things an Indian relishes,

a long palaver about fills the bill,

and they were not altogether pleased
at the abrupt way the stranger had
closed the meeting, he surely must be
a Great Chief amongst the White
People.

So you see Francois gained his pur-
pose in showing the Indians that he
was the Big Chief there, and to him
fell the privilege of calling and dis-
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missing a TALK as he saw fit.

When the last straggler had disap-

peared among the greasy tepeees, the

two White man set about their meal.

Through the whole of it Francois
pondered on the mad plan that swept
through his head withou.L a moment's
warning. Tit Ken, good comrade
that he was, munched his hardtack
in silence and said not a word. He
realized that they were in a ticklish

position but his infinite faith in

Francois saved him from all worry as

to the outcome. Francois had pulled

them out of tough holes before and
he left it to him to do the same
again.

With starthng suddei; sp black
night shut down on the hitle camp
and the silence of the day deepened
into the greater silences of the night.

For the first three hours no sound
save the restless grunt of sleepless

dogs came from either the teepees

or the tiny camp on the edge of the

great forest. By and by" a moon
burst through its prison of clouds and
shone with wonderful brilliance on
the world below, disclosing a strange

thing in the stranger's camp. The
powerful dogs stood quietly in their

traces, half of the toboggan load

lay dumped in the snow. At the head
of the train with feet strapped to

their snowshoes were the two men,
and a stray beam shone for an in-

stant on the blue barrel of a high-

powered Ross.

An hour later the moon dipped
behind a fleecy embankment of clouds.

Instantly the two figures were gal-

vanized into action. Treading soft-

ly, they slunk towards the teepees

that loomed black in the night.

Speed was necessary for they knew
not what minute the moon might
throw them into the sight of the

guards that the Indians were pretty
sure to have posted.

Quickly they circled the first two
shelters and sli|)ping down on the
snow at the third small teepee that
Francois iiad noted earlier in the day,
they slit a hole in the thick skin.

'I'he two figures melted into the

gash. A swift rush, a short struggle,

a gasp as of one rudely awakened, and
they emerged with a blanket en-

folded figure between them. Racing
to the waiting dogs they dumped the
inert form on the toboggan and
hastily bound it with thongs. The
dogs were coaxed into line just as a
wild yell shattered the stillness of the
night. In an incredibly short time
the camp was a tumult of sound. A
rifle cracked and they heard the zip of

the humming bullet. With feverish
haste Tit Ken tugged at the handles
of the toboggan while Francois whirl-

ed the cruel lash over the backs of

the stampeding team and they were
off just as the first of the Indians
rushed towards their camp.

Down the narrow sloping trail of

yesterday they sped. Now barely
skimming by a broken stump, again
wildly careening on one runner the
while Tit Ken frantically threw his

weight on the swaying handles.
So well did the dogs respond to the
burden imposed upon them that in a

few hours the pursuit died faintly

away in the distance and they breath-
ed a little easier. But all through
the day they kept up the steady
pace on the heavy trail but with the
coming of night they halted the
weary team and camped for a few
hours' rest. Francois took this oppor-
tunity of examining their captive.

Unrolling the blanket there was dis-

closed to view, a middle aged man of

pain-twisted countenance. The gag
that his captors had~ so roughly
thrust into his mouth was removed
and the poor fellow sat up. Briefly

Francois informed him that the In-

dians had refused to give him up to

him, the representative of the Gov-
ernment, and they were obliged to

kidnap him with force.

Through the long weary days and
nights that followed Blais told them
of his terrible experiences with his

two companions though as to how
Pellctier met his death—Blais was
silent and would reflectively rub his

hands over his poor legs that were
l)owcrless from the thighs down.

The dangers of the uptrail were as

nothing compared to those that now
beset the travellers. Heavy snow
had fallen since their passage and the

dogs struggled belly deep in its

unresisting ma.ss. Time after time
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they had to halt to rest the panting
dogs who, directly a stop was made,
tore at the ice between bleeding toes.

Trail weary and burnt with the
rack of the shoe the two men strug-

gled on with a singleness of purpose
that would only be found in men of

the hard north. With satisfaction

Francois figured on his luck in secur-
ing his man for which the Government
no doubt would pay him well. And
he inwardly boasted of his cleverness
in outwitting the Indians thus
saving for himself the gold that was
rightly theirs.

The milder valleys of the lower
levels were reached barely in good
time. Snowblindness, that horror of

all men of the trail, laid its terrible

gloom over the eyes of Tit Ken.
With eyeballs seared with frightful

Eain he staggered along with one
and on the toboggan. Not till

the heavy timber lands of the Meta-
betchouan were reached did the lad

come to his proper sight, and for two
days they camped for a much needed
rest. " ^

Refreshened with the halt they
broke camp one clear morning and
pushed on. Five long days later

they sighted the jutting mountains
of Point Bleu. The last lap of the
journey was quickly covered. Un-
noticed in the dull light of a snowy
afternoon the trailworn expedition
drew quietly up at the door of Pere
Menard's Maison de Pension.'

Warm was the welcome the trav-
ellers received on the part of the
natives because of a secret pride

in the achievement of one of their

number and on the part of the
policemen because of the fact that to
them would go the credit of bringing
their man to Quebec.
The crippled Blais was carefully

lifted out'and carried to the hair sofa
where Mere Menard quickly came to
his aid. A rush was made to the bar
and in a few minutes the drinking
grew fast and furious
With generous hand FrancoislTset-

tled round after round, but when
the boisterous fun was at its height
he quietly slipped away and bore
towards the smoky kitchen. As his

moccasined feet rested in the doorway,
the light within was extinguished.
Nonplussed he groped his way around
the room. The faint red glow of the
stove threw a small shadow into faint

relief and he closed with it. Two
soft arms met his, wandered up over
his shoulders and clasped withfa
delicious tightening around his neck,
while a soft curly head was snuggled
into his .shoulder.

What they said to each other was
just the same old sweet ston,- told by
man to maid since the world began.

* * *

Many hours later when no sound
except the deep snoring of whisky
saturated humans, disturbed the still-

ness of the night, the tall, slight

figure of Francois, poacher, thief and
confidence man, tip-toed soundlessly
down the drafty hall, slipped quietly
into the policemen's room, and as
noiselessly thrust under the pillow
of the sleeping officer a bulky purse of

Government gold.

Just an Old-Fashioned Hunt

A. E. Jay

EVERYTHING arranged, five

o'clock found us sitting beside
the old-fashioned kitchen stove

of the farm house. The guns rested
against the wall in the corner, and the
hounds dozed in the warmth behind
the stove. Hark! Far down the
river road could be heard the faint
tinkle of bells, soon they grew louder,

and old Drive roused his head from
his paws and listened attentively
sniffing the air. Very soon the sleigh
drew up in front of the house, and
stopped. Loud voices called out
good naturedly to know if we were
up, and if we did not know we were
going hunting, etc. Dogs bayed,
and Drive aroused the household by
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replying to them vigorously from
within. Pulling on our heavy coats,

and overshoes we were soon ready.
Lugging guns, and a large lunch
basket we emerged from the house.
The dogs were kicking up an unearth-
ly din, and the pair of high stepping
bays were pawing the snow anxious
to be off. The air was cold, and crisp

without a breath of wind. The stars

twinkled brightly against the heavy
darkness oi a winter sky. A narrow
slit of a moon seemed to be in a hurry
to duck out of sight behind the rim of

the horizon. Silver fringed clouds
slid lazily through the intervening
space between earth and sky. With-
al it was an ideal morning for a
winter hunt. Four men, and four
large rangy fox hounds made up the
party. We were however augmented
by a fifth man whom we picked up
in the town along our way, who was
supposed to act as guide for us.

His guiding proclivities, we found
later, consisted chiefly in his ability

to guide a bottle unerringly from any
angle to his mouth, in the most direct

course. In this he never failed.

Our destination lay some seven-
teen miles to the east by north east,

using the mariner's term. We passed
through the town of Dunnville on
the bank of the Grand River, having
followed the river road for seven or

eight miles along the north shore.

The team was in high spirits and
skimmed along rapidly, the sleigh

shoes wailing their plaint as they
slid smoothly over the frozen snow.

Our game for the day was one of

hide, and seek with the large, wily,

nimble footed white rabbit which
infested the big tamarack swamp
east of the town. Rumor had it

they were so numerous they could
be gathered in with a club, or the
bare hands. We found it ([uite dif-

ferent. The rod glow of the sun was
just becoming visible in the east
when we turned from the main road
into the swamp. Following a narrow
road for about half a mile we came
to a large windfall which barred our
path, bur guide informed us we
were at the end of our Irip. Securely
tethering the team we covered them
with blankets and robes, unleashed

our yelping straining dogs, set up
our artillery, and the hunt was on.
Traces of game were everywhere.
The whole surface of the woods
indicated swarms of rabbits. Paths
were padded down smooth by their

snowshoe shaped feet. In fact the
tracks were so thick it seemed a
hopeless case for the dogs, but old
Drive soon nosed one out, and the
fun started. Bang! Did you get
him? No I Just caught a glimpse
of him, and let him have it. In less

than half an hour rabbits were run-
ning in every direction, or rather I

should say crawling. If any of our
readers every ran white rabbits in a
fire created tamarack windfall they
will know the term is correct. An
hour passed, many shots had been
fired, and our bag had not changed.
The only change was in the guide,

who was plainly becoming worried.
The bottle was gradually reaching
the stage where Conservation was
an urgent necessity. We were evi-

dently working at cross purposes
all around. The dogs criss-crossed

each other. There was no such
thing as circling or driving. It was
just plain chaos. At noon we col-

lected around the sleigh for our mid-
day repast. Our one rabbit had
been joined by another who had been
the fraction of a second too late in

ducking under a log. We had heard
stories of hunters who we were pretty
sure were no better nimrods than
we, who had killed twenty or thirty

rabbits in the swamp. We believed

this—Oh yes. A nice cheerful fire

kindled, hot coffee, and homemade
sandwiches, Jind other farm produced
viands partially succeeded in restor-

ing our melancholy spirits to normal.
After lunch a council of war was held.

It was agreed that two of us should
take two of the dogs, and plunge into

the standing timber of the swamp,
and the other two with the two
remaining dogs follow the back trail

along the road and cut north into the

swamp, and try our luck. Our guide
objected to this basing his objection

on the grounds of non-appearance.

He recited wonderful tales of lost

hunters in the swamp. But we were

game to take the chance. I drew a
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neighbor for a hunting companion
and taking Jack and Sport, two black,

and tan hounds, we plunged ahead.
The brush was very thick, and the
snow about eight inches deep, making
the going rather hard. We had pro-

ceeded perhaps half a mile when
Bob kicked a hare out from under a
bush, and stopped him about the
third jump. Jack nosed one out, and
made a beautiful drive bringing him
back to us. Again Bob scored, and
we moved on. This was more like

hunting. Finally we came to what
appeared to be the edge of the swamp,
but was in reality only a small clear-

ing on a piece of higher ground.
Rabbit signs were very plentiful,

and Jack soon had one on the move.
I was standing on a little hill, which
commanded a fine view of a clearing,

making an ideal place for a shot. I

could hear Jack bringing the game
home, and knew my opportunity was
due to arrive. They were coming
straight for me. I had the old Bel-
gium double barrel all ready and
waiting. On they came. I have
shot several deer, since tlten, and
have been subjected to all forms
of buck fever attacks, but never have
I exjjerienced one quite so acute as
the spasm caused by the approach
of this white boy. I began to aim
when they were about a hundred
yards away, and the gun cut circles

like a pin wheel. The muzzle would
stay put at everything except the
rabbit. I was so mad I almost wept,
and sw^ar I did. It was my first

chance at a white rabbit, and now if

I mussed it all up it would probably
be my last for the day. These
thoughts travel very rapidly in such
instances. These are also the shots
that are missed most frequently. I

lined a big buck one evening as he
walked directly toward me, and
without any perceptible signs of
buck ague, overshot him about three
feet, and then stopped him with a
ruiming shot when he had gotten
nearly a hundred yards further away.
Returning to the hare. He came
loping along not over fast but steady.

When about forty yards away I gave
him the right barrel. He jumped
high in the air, and kept coming

only much faster Bang! went the left,

and still he never hesitated. I was
shaking like a leaf, and couldn't even
find my pocket to get shells. The
rabbit swerved to the left, and dis-

appeared over the hill, running plumb
into Sport who was coming in to see

what all the noise was about. On
sighting the dog, the game doubled and
came back. He would have run
plumb over me if I had not gotten
out of his way, But I made out to

redeem myself somewhat, by bowling
him over on a straight away shot.

When it was all over I was shaking
like a family of chills. We skirmished
around the remainder of the afternoon
gathering in rabbits quite frequently.

When the twilight shadows began
to creep in we headed back across

the swamp for the team, where we
arrived in due time. The other
boys had already returned only to

find our guide lying paralyzed in the
sleigh. He had finished his own bot-

tle, and located another under the
seat belonging to someone else.

He left us in town and I have never
seen him since. All told we had eleven
rabbits, and felt very well satisfied

with the day's hunt. The dogs, with
the exception of Sport, who was only
a puppy had worked splendidly.

There is no animal, in my opinion
who can try the mettle of a dog
to a greater extent than one of those
white boys when he takes it in his

head to play a game of hide and seek
with the dogs. On a straight away
they are about as fast as a streak of

greased Hghtning going down a rain-

bow, and when it comes to back
tracking, side jumping, and other
puzzling movements in an effort

to make it interesting for the dogs
they are past masters in the art.

But h fast trailing dog, one that will

allow them little time for fancy stunts
can certainly make a beautiful drive
after one of them. They are more
satisfactory than a fox to course,
as they circle better. In a good big
open woods they will run from a half

to three quarters of a mile on the
first get-a-way. Then begin to short-

en up, while a fox is liable to do a
ten mile turn or more if he happens
to be feeling fit.



Luck Don't Count

Richard K. Wood

THREE months in a wilderness
camp living on sour-dough bread
and jerked venison, with bakad

beans for variety, would have made
a less amiable person than Creasy De
Penyon sour on the world and wrangle
an hour with the most agreeable of
partners as to who should wash the
set of tin dishes. When the dice
were thrown to settle the common
backwoods dispute, it always hap-
pened that Jim Farley had to wash
the tins. Creasy De Penyon was a
wizard with the dice; though Farley
said it was all luck—to which Creasy
De Penyon would grin and fumble in
the pockets of his mackinaw for
'baccer.

Now fairness is one of the unwritten
laws of the Northland fur country,
but as Penyon was by reputation one
of the most successful French-Can-
adian trappers between the Boreas
River and Nipigon, it seemed an
honor for Farley to make such a
small concession as that of washing
the tins twice in succession to prevent
a misunderstanding that might lead
to the disentegrating of partner-
ship. Penyon was too successful on
the trapline to be disputed b?cause
of a petty trifle. If it was decided to
run a new line along a tributary of
the Moose, ,or back into the ridges
for fox, he was the one that could
blaze the straightest trail and make
the most accurate jstimate of the
number of traps required for the new
line. When some menace threatened
the fur-catch, such as pranks played*
by the wolverine—known to thj
trapping fraternity as Indian Devil—
or raids made by Johnny Sneakum,
it was Penyon who removed the
obstacle.

Miestaire Carcajou, the wolverine,
is a mighty cunning and mischievous
raider of the North Country trap-
lines; but I^cnyon is more shrewd, and
it'.s a new pelt to the collection
when the "devil" bothers.
Not a Sneakum along the North

Shore would run a trapline that was

known to be claimed by Creasy De
Penyon. It's an old tale of how Jim
Daily, one of the most notorious
trap thieves in the Boreas River sec-
tion, made an attempt to run one of

Penyon's lines one winter and got
caught on his second trip in a high
grip bear trap which was chained and
padlocked to a six-inch black jack.
A day afterwards his wife was given
a key and instructions as to where to
find her husband.

Creasy De Penyon and Farley had
gotten along remarkably well con-
sidering Farley's Yankee notions, and
dislike toward making concessions
which was a new order of things to
Penyon, who had been accustomed to

the local trappers taking his spoken
word as judgment and law. Only
one difference had occurred and that
at the first of the season when the
Yankee wanted to take in traps of

the jump pattern, while Penyon in-

sisted on sticking to the old reliable

extending spring type of trap. How-
ever, the matter was settled without
any serious disagreement by throw-
ing the dice—and of course the jumps
were not taken.
The middle of December had arriv-

ed. The snows were beginning to

come more frequently and fall in

heavier flakes. Also they were longer
in duration; and were fasily piling

up against the trapper's cabin. In

the North Country trapping can only
be engaged in during the fall and
early winter because the snows come
often and get deep on the ground.
The trails are hidden and fur-bearers

hibernate or travel in run-ways under
the snow and ice. Penyon and Far-
ley had remained in the-woods later

than any of the neighboring trappsrs
—in fact, "old timer" Penyon had
always made it a point to leave by
the fifteenth of December at the

latest. However, this year trapping
had been so profitable and held up so

well, it was mutually agreed to stay a

week or two longer in the woods than
usual. It had been necessary to use
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snowshoes since the first of the month,
and now that the catch was dimin-
ishing, plans were being made to

break up camp and leave for the set-

tlement to "blow-in", then secure a

winter job at the first available lum-
ber camp.
Nothing had been said about the

exact date for leaving, bufe on the
morning of the fifteenth. Creasy De
Penyon began to take down the
bunches of fox, marten, fisher, and
mink skins, that were strung overhead
on wire out of reach of mice and
pine squirrels, and look them over
to note that all were cured before
doing up in bundles for convenient
handling and the out-going trip.

Each pelt received the individual
care and attention that would be given
a valued diamond collection in placing
for a gem display. It's size and grade
was carefully noted; it's silken fur
stroked with an admiring hand.

Farley completed the finishing

touches to the camp preparatory to
going out for the day's work when
Penyon called, "Pard, come over and
let's sort the bunch."

Now on a trapping campaign when
no special arrangements are suggested,
it is generally understood that the
proceeds are to be on a fifty-fifty

basis. Though Farley knew Penyon
was noted as a trapper of unusual
skill, and that he himself was known
to have never trapped in a wilder-
ness section with a regular partner,
yet he never doubted, since that day
when they got their heads together
talking trapping at the "bark pile

'

of the Little Falls Tannery and
immediately asked the boss for a
pay-day, but that it was a fifty-fifty

proposition. True, Penyon as usual
had secured the larger number of
pelts—and the more valuable. It

was characteristic, too. that in h's
catch were animals attributed with
the most cunningness. The only
otler of the season had fallen to
Penyon s ingenious methods. He had
made the larger catch of foxes—the
shrewdest of fur-bearers . Farley
only excelled in having a larger
number of mink and marten—bat
shouldn't some allowance be made on
the fact that he had more often

tended camp? Hadn't he worked as
industriously and equally shared the
hardships?
These were thoughts that flashed

through his mind—thoughts of ar-

gumentation—but he merely answer-
ed, "Sort 'em yourself; that'll go

—'"

adding, "though you know I ve earn-
ed an equal divide—it's just your
luck. ' (Second consideration is a
safer adventure when in the heart of

a wilderness one hundred miles from
ci^'ilization and law.)

"Luck don't count in this game,
you know. Each man keeps his
own catch. You couldn't expect to
ring up fifty with an old head on his
own stamping" grounds. See?" And
Penyon proceeded with the sorting,
accurately laying out each fur caught
by Farley in a pile to itself.

Farley stood looking on while the
sorting was done, and then breaking
down the lever of his gim to note that
it was loaded, s^^1lng around and
headed toward the ^^ilderness through
which ran his trapline.

"We're pulling stakes to-day, you
know," Penyon called after lum,
"we'll load the tobaggan to-night
and head out of the woods to-morrow
by daylight."

Farley turned around, nodded ap-
proval, and tightened his belt for the
twenty mile jaunt. It had snowed
just enough the night before to make
the snowshoes stick. By noon he
had only made about eight miles and
yet felt pretty well fagged. With
all the traps to carry, he would be
all in by night unless he skin his game
on the line. So after a meal was
made of pemmican and broiled veni-
son, the morning's catch was skinned
and the carcasses left for the whis-
key jacks. A measly catch it was:
only a few 'rats secured along the
lake shore, a 'coon and one mink

—

merely a boy's catch. Farley felt

disgusted and almost glad he was
taking up the traps preparatory to
leaving on the morrow.

Swinging up his pack after a hasty
smoke, the fatiguing work was re-

sumed. There were twelve miles
yet to make, and camp must be
reached before dark. Never out after

dark, is one of the golden rules of
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experienced woodsmen. The dan-
gers of a wilderness life are vastly
multiplied under the cover of dark-
ness. Not merely the greater chances
of getting lost or hurt from a fall,

but that menace of the Northland,
wolves, are abroad in lusty numbers
with fangs that thirst for blood.

With the darkness comes a boldness
that over-powers their natural fear

of man.
Confronted with the dire necessity

of reaching camp by dark, Farley
struggled on through the soft, sticky
snow that dimmed the trail and
hindered the going. Each step grew
to be laborious. The trail drifted

full of loose snow, and were it not for

the blazes on the trees, much time
would have been needlessly spent,

searching for the beaten snow path.

Luckily, good time was made across
the open clearings, between the
Ponds and Bear Pass; but here a

huge fisher had blundered into a
well-placed trap, and required a
half-hour's trailing to be found. In
a clump of bushes the fisher remained
quiet until the trapper had cau-
tiously approached within ten feet,

when it sprung the full length of the
trap chain at the trapper. However,
a well-aimed pellet from the pocket
gun carried for the purpose caused
him to forget his fighting propensities,

and picking animal and trap together,
the trapper carefully retraced his

steps to the trail.

After this there was a general run
of good luck. Never before had
Farley gotten so many animals off

this line. Two more fishers w'ere

secured in the Pass, and at the Divide
in a "trial" set, a large raccoon was
awaiting the trapper. Here time
\Vas taken to skin the catch for it

had begun to get heavy. Then too,
no more large fur-bearers were ex-
pected, since the remaining line of

traps were along a woodland i)rook
for mink and sable.

"Ah," Farley mused to himself,
"the fur-bearers have started mi-
grating for the hardwood ridges and
burnt land beyond. My line is pay-
ing well—wouldn't wonder I hooked
onto a sly Reynard along the Durgis
Oick loop

"

After the fishers were stripped of
their pelts, Farley took to the snow-
shoe trail with enlivened spirits for

they would net him at least seventy-
five dollars—and maybe more if ex-
portations had not been curtailed.

Surely this was his lucky day.

He picked up two or three mink
and a couple of marten along Durgis
Creek, and had started across the
choppings for camp when he thought
of a trap he had set back-aways
from the creek and forgot to exam-
ine. It was now getting late in

the evening and he debated in his

mind whether to go back and take
up the trap or leave it.

"Pretty faithful old trap, guess
I'll go back and get it," and he swung
around in his tracks to retrace his

steps to the creek. When he got to

the "set" the trap was gone, clog and
all!

"By Gum, that's an old fisher, or

maybe wolverine—probably gone a

mile," and again he debated with
himself whether to turn back or

trail up the captured animal. It

now began snowing steadily, as though
for the night, and the shadows of

darkness were hovering over the

lonesome land. He looked at his

stock of matches, felt for his belt axe,

saw that his gun was loaded and
took up the trail. All haste possible

was made to reach the quarry before

it became too dark to see the marks
of clawed ground and chewed bushes
that guided him.

"Just as I thought, headed for the

Boreas Bluffs. Guess I'll lose him
there," and Farley began to lose

courage. Rounding the bottom of

Boreas Bluffs, he lost the trail and
circle as he may could not pick it up
again. He often paused in his tracks,

hoping he might hear the rattle of the

trap chain, but everything was death-

ly still except for the rustling of

falling snow through the balsam
boughs.

Suddenly he came to open water,

directly before him—another step

would have taken him in it—and
then he saw that the bluff had led

him down to the river and he must
either retrace his steps or climb out

over the towering rocks. Choosing
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the latter route, he unstrapped
his snovvshoes, shing them across his

back and started up the precipitous

trail.

Almost exhausted he sat down on a

shelf of rock near the top of the pre-

cipice to rest,, when he heard the

welcome rattle of a trap chain, then
stillness reigned supreme. Maybe
he was mistaken. Could it have been
the screaking of a tree against the
ledge? Ten minutes he sat as im-
movable as the stone underneath
him. He was about to give up the
chase in disappointment.

Listen!
Again he heard the sound and this

time itwas the unmistakable rattle of a

trap chain being dragged over stone.

Pering through the darkness in the
direction of the sound, the trapper
made out the dim outline of an
animal struggling across the rock
ledge. Drawing his belt axe, he ran
up to club it over the head with the
handle.

"By Gum! Wal, now don't that
beat the devil" exclaimed the trap-

fier, and dropping his axe he sprung
uU length at the beast, clutching for

its throat as a she lion does her prey.
The animal, already weakened by
its struggles with the trap, was
quickly and humanly dispatched by
the Indian method of pressing its life

out. One hand on the throat and the
other over its heart did the work;
and a valuable silver fox, the coveted
prize of the Northland, gave its

beautiful coat for some lady of the
land.

The trapper didn't notice his aches
and pains, forgot the long trail to
camp; even the fierce blizzard, which
was now howling through the balsam
and tamarack, had no terrors for him.
He danced about in the snow like a

madman.
"One thousand dollars!—maybe

fifteen hundred!—two thousand!", he
kept repeating to himself. Now he
would leave the cold, heartless North
Country and go back to his people-r
and a girl he knew in sunny Tennessee!
He would buy a thousand doilar
farm, and they would wed!

Skinning the prized catch with
scrupulous care, he prepared to camp

for the night. The storm was raging

so fiercely that he could never find

the camp. A hastily constructed lean-

to was built up against a ledge of

rock, a soft bed of balsam boughs
placed inside, and a a roaring fire in

front heated the improvised camp.
Farley lay down and slept the sleep

that only the woodsman knows.
At the break of dawn he was up

and on his way to camp, carrying
the fine fox fur in his mackinaw coat.

Creasy De Penyon had the furs all

loaded, each man's on his own to-

boggan, and was awaiting his partner
Farley greeted him, "What luck'^"

"Not much, dammit, only two
menks, somg weasels, 'nother small
otter—no fisher or fox."

Farley methodically emptied his

haver sack of its pelts, while Penyon's
eyes opened at sight of the larg3

fisher skins. Then he slowly with-
drew the silvery fox pelt from his

mackinaw.
"By the holy—! Where you catch

hem?" exclaimed Penyon.
"In the Boreas Bluffs—some beaut,

eh?
"By Gar! yes, that'll make us

good wages," replied Penyon, who
covetously repented his harsh words
of the previous morning.
"What?" sharply asked Farley.

"Allowin' you had a streak of luck,

we'll go fifty-fifty, eh?"
"Well, I guess not

—
'Luck don't

count,' you know, in this game,"
and Farley stepped into the tobaggan
harness, tightened his belt, and start-

ed over the trail to the settlement

—

and sunny Tennessee.



F. V. Williams

WHEREVER seen the male old-squaw is at once recognized by the elongated middle
feathers of the tail, no other wld fowl of our continent has these_ conspicuously length-

ened tail feathers with the exception of the pin-tail. The sooty brown breast is also a
conspicuous mark of these fowl. In winter when the old-squaws appear on their more southerly
ranges the distinguising marks for the males are about as follows:—Around neck and extending
over breast a deep chocolate brown, in some specimens nearly black, lining of wings and flight

feathers the same, under parts white, the white ending sharply against dark breast. Outer tail

feathers are a very light gray, the others white and black or nearly so. The two long feathers
of tail black the same as back.

I^ongated scapulars, pearl gray, and head, neck and fore parts white. Cheek part gray
with a lower patch below black, eyes pale yellow, with white circles about them; between belly

and neck sharply black. Bill black with orange band about the middle, or perhaps more pink
than orange in most specimens. Feet bluish black claws and dark webs.

These fowl range in length in the males from 21 to 24 inches, and in the female from 15 to 17.

The female lacks the long tail feathers. In winter, plumage, head and neck of female is

mostly white; ear-patch and crown of head a dusky brown, fore parts deep gray, upper parts
dusky brown and plain, under parts white, the female of the species in this case is not easily

confused with other fowl, once having been seen. They are with the males a very interesting

duck. Their cries, or call, in particular are unlike anything possessed by other wild fowl, and
they are also wonderful divers, their performances in this line in the tide water of the Bay of

Fundy being sometimes little short of marvellous. Old-squaws breed in both Eastern and
Western Canada, northern regions and the winter months find them drifting south to the

Northern Atlantic States, although we have never seen them south of Vancouver Island on
the Pacific coast.

AUNK! " Aunk! Aunk-a-link
Aunk-a-link! Ever hear that
call on a sharp frosty morning?

The vapor rises ofi" the salt water of
old ocean making the Bay out in

front of you look like a steaming
cauldron, but faith the atmosphere
is a long ways from feeling like steam.
At 4 a.m. this winter's morp you

rolled out of a nice waim bed to .shut

off that alarm clock that was making
noise enough to wake the dead, this
alarm clock having been purposely

set on the dresser some five feet dis-

tant, so that it was necessary

—

ab-
solutely necessar>- to get up to shut
that alarm off. No lying in bed
shutting the clock off and then drop-
ping off to sleep, only to find your-
self waking up and being laughed
at by the rest of the household, as

not being able to "roll out" in time
to get after the ducks.

Well you're up and as the fire has
burned low you really make a few
quick moves in getting dressed, and
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after that necessary- feature of the
programme has been carried out you
make your way to the kitchen, light

a lamp and find the shavings all

ready to hand, to start the morning
fire; tea kettle, frying-pan, eggs, and
even a covered kettle full of still

warm porridge. Gee, you thank your
lucky stars that you're stopping with
such thoughtful folks and as you turn
to the table there at the plate left

out for you is a "note," you pick it

up and read, "If you are goin' down
the channel this mornin', put your
tollers—decoys—in the little cove
the other side of outside point, there's

a good bunch of old-squaws been
hangin' out there for the last two
weeks".

Well now that might be "Dutch"
to some people, that note, but as you
happen to know something of the
shoreline in this locality, you just
simply grin to yourself, sounds good,
that does, ^s you know that's a

mighty good tip.

It doesn't take long to climb out-
side of the porridge, eggs, coffee, etc.

and then as you get down the old
gun and begin to fill your pockets
\\ilh shells, you can hardly move
fast enough. You give the stove a
careful survey to be sure the fire is

well banked to last a couple of hours
until the good folk of the house begin
to bestir themselves.

Outside, well its hard to say just
how cold it is, but its- cold enough so
that it pinches your nose, makesyour
eyes water, and you just have to
keep "slinging" your feet to get the
blood started coursing through your
veins at the proper speed to get up a
little extra internal warmth, to meet
the external cold. You arrive at the
shore just as the tide has nicely turned
ebb—needless to say this story deals
with rough old "Fundy's" shores,
and tides, and winter old-squaws

—

the dory is afloat and you hustle up
to the "fish house" and find some
decoys that you were told were there,
you find them all right, six of them,
and placing them in the dory you cast
off the painter and jump in yourself,
you row out into the still dark water.
And had you not been over this same
"watery road" before you would

never be able to locate anything so
dark it is. Getting your direction
and facing the stern of your dory, you
pull ahead for a half hour at a good
steady stroke, and at the end of that
time you rest on your oars and listen,

and a little ofT to your right you can
hear the "wash" of the almost motion-
less water as it slips out to sea througlT
the channel.

That channel is what you've been
trying to locate and now you've
found it your troubles are at an end,
for at the farther end of the channel is

the "outside point," and you know
where the little bay or cove is and it

doesn't take you long to row through
to the far end and here you anchor
your decoys or tollers, as they are
locally called.

Your decoys have been well placed
and the wind is blowing along shore;
it is coming daylight and just as the
light begins to get strong enough to
shoot by, a pair of black coots,

"scooters" come flying low out of the
vapor, straight at your old-squaw
decoys. You lead on No. 1, and let

him have it and down he goes, but he
quicklv begins to show you that he's
not a dead one by any means, and you
have to give him a second load to stop
him.

Out you go in the old dory and pick
up your first kill and after returning
to your hiding place among the
boulders on the beach you being to
wonder if the ducks, old-squaws in

particular, have forgotten to come to
the cove this morning; but you can
see a few scattered flocks chasing
about here and there off shore, and
you also note that the air is consider-
ably warmer, the vapor has disap-
peared, and as you "rubber" 'round
about you, you happen to notice
away down the channel two black
winged fowl,—they flash black and
white—black above and white below
as they fly, and the wings are pointed
and you note the lon^ pointed tail

feathers as they turn slightly in their
course. There's no mistaking their
object, they're coming to the cove,
and you almost hold your breath as
they come, and lower your head that
they won't note the whites of your
eyes, and then "sufferin' codfish"
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"And by Jiminy you got him too"

can you heal il, your decoys have
broken loose and they're fifty yards
off shore and the old-squaws, two
fine cock birds, arc a hit outside the
decoys, close onto fifty yards away

they are and you know it's now or

never. Well, that was good luck

they were evidently going to pass
when one set his wings and slowed
up. just for ])erluii)s a small four
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seconds or so and in that time you
had a good line on him and let go,

and by Jiminy you got him too; but
the other was out of range before you
could shot again, you go out and
pick him up, reset your decoys about
twenty yards off the beach and this

time you scarcely get settled when
along come four in a bunch, two
down to stay and one other that
you get by giving away two more
shells, and before you can get to your
boat you see two others coming and
you get one of them; retrieve these
and then a lone whistler drops in and
he hits the water so quickly that ^-ou

do not see him till he sits there
staring suspiciously at the decoys,
and as you are out for meat and not
fancy shooting you just cut his sus-

picions short with a load of No. 4's,

then there is a lull. A half hour
later you get another shot and a sea
duck, and then you score three misses
in succession, just shows you how
darn careless you can get ; sometimes
when you're too cock sure of a thing,

and then you knock down a hen old-

squaw and think she's there to stay
and you go out in the dory to pick
her up and as you approach that
duck she suddenly comes to and dives,

and then for the best part of an hour
you chase that wounded fowl and
finally get her and for this you are to

be commended as it sure is a shame
to let the cripples get away, even if

you do miss an occasional chance for

a shot while doing this.

The tide has started to flood and
you've had a pretty good morning's
sport, six old-squaws, one coot, one
sea duck and one whistler, to say
nothing of the shots you've missed,
you take your time rowing home and
when you get to the wharf the kiddies
from the house, three of them, are
down there to help you carrj' your

game and have you tell them all

about it and don't let any one tell

you those diving fowl are not good
eating, just a piece of pork in with
your fowl when you're ready for

baking; parboil it for twenty minutes
in boiling water and then bake. Are
they good?
Well I'd like to have one right in

front of me now.

"Mel" Putnam, Dominion Cartridge Company.
Winnipeg; and Bryce R. Clarke, Montreal, at
Lake Manitoba. September and October. 1919
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The Introduction of Reindeer Into Canada
Harry Bragg

THE introduction of Reindeer into

Canada has always been an at-

tractive subject to anyone who
has realized the enormous area of our
so-called "Barren Lands," and who
knows that the sole way to utilize them
is by placing there the only domestic
animal that can live in that climate,

where horses and cattle would quickly

die a miserable death.
Reindeer, it is true, seem at first

sight to be indentified with Romance
because of their connection with the

childish idea of Christmas. But, in

other ways, they are most eminently
practical.

To think of animals of the deer

family living and growing fat in

temperatures that drop as low as

50 degrees or 60 degrees below zero,

without any shelter from the wintry
blasts; of their needing no har\'esting

in summer to insure the supply of

food for the winter; of their ability

to secure food for themselves from
beneath the snow, by means of their

palmated horns—found in both sexes;

of their giving birth to their young
in the snow;—is to bring one face

to face with one of Nature's miracles.

Let us consider their introduction
into this Continent from that Old
World from which it is possible to

learn so much.
The Education Department of the

United States saw the benefits which
would accrue to the natives of Alaska,

thanks to the far-seeing vision of

Rev. Sheldon .Jacks(on, and his ideals

were made practical by the importa-
tion of 12<S0 Reindeer from Siberia,

between 1892 and 1902.

So rai'idly did this herd increase

that in 1917 there were 98,582 deer-
living in Alaska, apart from those
killed for food, and lost by accident,

all due to the importation mentioned.
The financial statement, also

shown in the I^e]iorl of the Governor
of Alaska, gives the total valuation
of, and income from, these l^eindeer

as $.3,247,3'15, against a total outlav
of the Government of $,317,000, or f.

gain of 92(5 per cent, for the 25 yea.iS,

being an annual average of ?>1 ])er

cent. A pretty good inveslmenj

from a merely financial point of view!
But the moral and physical bene-

fits far surpass the purely commercial
gains, great as tliese are. The
natives have become more than self

supporting—from hunters, they have
become herdsmen. They have bal-

ances in the savings banks in Seattle.

They have sewing machines, pianos,

and Victrolas. They have ceased to

be savages.
Now for the experiment on the

opposiLe corner of the Continent,
namelv that in Labrador, which has
proved equally successful.

That well known philanthropist,
• Dr. Grenfell, imported 300 Reindeer
from Norway into Labrador in 1907,

realizing what they would mean to,

the natives, then barelv existing in

wretched cond'»ions. This herd had
increased, by 1911 to 1,200 head, apart
from those killed for food, and lost by
accidents. This proves that both
extremi,ties of the Continent are ad-

mirably suited for the breeding and
domestication of Reindeer. What
about that central portion of our far

north, lying between Alaska and
Labrador? Is it equally suitable

for Reindeer?
This question is answered by the

existence of immense herds of wild

caribou, which are called truly by
Mr: Emile Miller, in an article in the

"Bulletin de la Societe de Geographie
de Quebec," published a couple of

years ago, the "brothers of the Rein-
deer." These caribou, both the wood
and barren Lands animals, are, in-

deed, simply wild Reindeer. They
are, however, much smaller, and, of

course, less valuable, than the domes-
tic variety. They roam through the

"tundra," as these district are called,

in countless thousands, and, sooner

or later, will be made use of for pur-

poses of food.

By those who know, the Barren
Lands are called the "paradise of the

Reindeer."
As for Reindeer in Canada itself,

for Labrador is not, politically a part

of the Dominion, altnough physically

it is an integral portion.

It must be admitted that the first,
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and, so-far, only experiment in intro-

-ducing these animals into the Dom-
inion, proved a failure, but there are

good reasons for such an unfortunate
result.

The history was briefly told in an
article in the Canadian Municipal
Journal, in April, 1918. and the story,

which he calls the "Odyssey" was
given more fully by Mr. ^iiller, in the

Bulletin already quoted. The lesson

from this disastrous experiment
shows how the Reindeer should NOT
be handled.

In 1912, the Federal Government
purchased from Dr. Grenfell 50 Rein-
deer, in Labrador. These were sent

by rail from Sydney to Edmonton,
and the survivors of this long ride in

cars, were sent by scows, to a point

near Fort Smith. There, these wild,

nomadic animals were carefully

corralled within a fenced enclosure,

and there they were kept as prisoners,

until the scourge of flies drove them
crazy, and they escaped over the

fences. The few that were retaken
were brought back and again im-
prisoned. And it was only after

. two years that the tiny remnants of

the original herd were sent further

north, where they should have been
at first, in a country' in which their

special food was to be found, and
where the cold air prevented the Hies

from being troublesome.

Being interested in this subject, I

secured an article from Mr. F. S.

Lawence, F. R. G. S., who is so well

known as the exponent and advocate
of the Peace River District of North-
ern Alberta, and this appeared in

August, 1909.

When the Food Controller was
urging the need of increasing the food
sup'ply a couple of years ago, 1

secured up-to-date information, and
prepared an article which appeared in

the same Journal in April, 1918. This
led to my acquaintance with the

North American Reindeer Company,
and, later, to their making me the

Canadian Representative of the Com-
pany.

It was interesting, at Ottawa, to

find even,' official keenly anxious to

•see some movement towards the
introduction of these valuable ani-

mals into Canada. And the Company
found generous treatment on the part

of the Government, for it obtained a

concession of free grazing rights for

30 years over an area of some 65,000
square miles, east of the Hudson's
Bay, on condition that it would bring

in 1,500 head, and allow of the pur-
chase of a certain proportion by the

Government after the herd was pro-

perly established. Of course, it is

true that this large area of ground is,

at present, of no value whatever,
nor can it be made useful, except as a

ground for reindeer breeding. The
Company has not any annual rental

to pay, as erroneously reported in the

Montreal Star.

When success has been secured, it

means that these "Barren Lands"
will be used by the only domestic
animal for whom it is possible; that
the food problem—not alone for the

natives—will be made easier of solu-

tion; and that the vast areas of

mineral? that are known to exist will

be brought into use.

But beyond this, the native popula-
•tion, now living in misen," so great

that occasional lapses into cannabalism
are occuring, as told to the Synod al

Toronto by Rev. W. J. Walton, a .

missionary from the east of Hudson's
Bay—will be put into comparative
comfort.

To the Mounted Police, the Rein-
deer will be a means of preserving

life, for the dreaiy, and sometimes
fatal trips with dog trains, will be
over.

To Canada as a whole, it will mean
that an enormous area of her terri-

tory, now useless, will be brought into

the line of production.

As to the method of bringing in

these deer from Alaska, it has been
decided to drive them in the whole
distance. This, to those who do not

know Reindeer, seems a wild idea.

But as they are migratory, and easily

led by driven deer, it is merely using

their natural habits for wandering,
and directing in which direction their

wanderings shall point.

But some one with a fluent pen
will be needed to record the history

of the "Iliad" of the Reindeer from

Alaska to Hudson's Ray.



A happy snowshoe party at one of the Algonquin Park shelter huts

Making Algonquin Park an All-Year Round
Resort

THE Algonquin Park of Ontario
has been regarded by the ma-
jority of sportsmen only as a

summer pleasure ground where, with
a canoe and a rod, the long, balmy
days might be dreamed away, and as

a place where bass and trout rose

eagerly to the angler's fly.

With the opening of the spring

fishing season a few sportsmen were
to be found within the confines of the

big reserve, but it was not until the

middle of June that the real move-
ment to the Park began. The season
in the Park virtually opened when the
big hotel, "Tiic Highland Inn," threw
open lis doors for the reception of

guests, and it continued for a period

of ten or twelve weeks. The end of

September generally found the Park
pretty well deserted, and its winter
glories left for the most part to the

enjoyment of the Superintendent and
the rangers.

That such a magnificent region

should have so limited a season has
always appeared to those who loved

the Park to be very regrettable.

That this view is shared by those
who have the best interests of the
reserve at heart is now being shown
in the action of the Grand Trunk
Railway System, which has decided

to keep its hotel, the Highland Inn,

open throughout the year. That
the move will be welcomed there

will be no doubt.
With the stress and strain of mod-

ern life a brief holiday at the height

of midsummer usually proves an
inadequate respite from a whole
year's toil. Men and women alike

work harder to-day than they have
ever done, and it might also be said

that their circumstances allow of

more frequent vacations. I'o the

city dweller there is only one form of

holiday that brings the glow of health
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back to the cheeks, and that is to get

out into the great open places. Of
all the playgrounds in the eastern

half of this continent, where men and
women can really break away from
the sounds and suggestions of the

city and be near to the heart of

Nature, there is none which can excel

the big Ontario reserve with its two
thousand square miles of lakes and
wooded lands. The region provides
a holiday ground that is in accord
with the ideas of medical science.

Two thousand feet above the level

of the sea, it has invigorating climatic
conditions. The daily progress of

the mercury during the winter months
of the year from 10 or 15 above to
20 or 30 below is as regular as the
swing of a pendulum, and, no matter
how cold it is, the man with a sweater
never suffers discomfort. Days spent
in snowshoe tramps through primitive
forests where every leaf and bough
bears its weight of glistening crystals,

in the breathless flight of the toboggan
or ski, and in the ring of steel against
the icy covering of some lake, to-

gether with evenings spent in social

converse in the cosy warmth of an
old-fashioned log fire—these slip

away unnoticed; but those who have

once experienced them return to their

avocations with renewed energies,

with hardened muscles, and a grate-

ful memory of the Park.
The attractions which Algonquin

Park'affords during the winter months
are many and varied. The day may
start with a snowshoe tramp. Men
and women, garbed in sweaters and
wool caps and stocking-filled moc-
casins, dig their toes into the thongs
of the snowshoes with a vim and
merriment that had never been con-
nected with winter even in their

most imaginative moments. For
three hours and more they will

tramp steadily along over distances
that would have frightened them
before leaving the cities. The call

of lunch is eagerly attended to, but
with unwearied muscles and surging
blood. After lunch and a short rest,

there is the toboggan slide or the
ice cleared on the lake to tempt them.
But at night, with the moonlight that
is found alone in the north, the trails

across the lakes and around the
islands beckon irresistibly. The dead
silence, the undimmed glamor of the
moon, the crisp crunch of the snow
under the raquette, the tingle of the
frost in the veins, the merrv shouts of

A snowshoe purty, Algonquin Park, reiurnintt from u 20 mile hilce
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Salmon troul lishing through ihc ice in Aliiunquin Park

the line before and behind, are

deht^hls lo be dreamt of lont^ after

the holiday is over. The bush trails

on snowshoes are a real joy. Apart
from the ideal conditions under foot,

there are the glories of snow-laden

evergreens, of chattering scjuirrels

visiting their winter store, of the

cleanest whiteness that Nature knows,
of the purest ozone, of bounding
circulation, of unnumbered lakes and
rivers, of deer, beaver, and fox

the
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suddenly encountered to their terror.

The trail is always there the winter
through, and new trails are tempiing
at every break in the bush. Every
trail leads to a lake, and the veriest

novice on snowshoes labors under no
disadvantage. Ten minutes of the
tramp bares fingers and ears that
could not endure fifty degrees warmer
before coming to the Park. Un-
experienced pleasures heap themselves
on the visitors at every breath and
turn. A fine toboggan slide, with
a grade of nearly five hundred feet

and a total run of about a quarter of

a mile, constructed close to the hotel,

offers ample accommodation to de-

votees of that exhilarating sport. A
number of roads wind their way
through the woods and will be found
attractive to the skier, while, for

those more venturesome experts, a
splendid jump has been arranged
within five minutes walk of the hotel
grounds A large skating rink is

also adjacent to the hotel.

There are a number of shelter

huts throughout the woods, and ar-

rangements are made for organizing
snowshoe tramps, with lunch in the
forest. In this way an excellent
opportunity is afforded for nature
study and for the photographing of

the wild life of the Park.

XSEC

X

X

Sommets
Robert Page Lincoln

I.

To one who would in roving fancy take
To the broad road a silent autumn morn.
In him shall be fresh wonder subtly born,

At every sight more will he gloom forsake.
Like one entranced seems to cry: "Awake!

be this day the bitter end of scorn

—

Malignant sorrow and its shroud forlorn;

For shining thought this hour my mind will slake."
Who is that soul would still be duty bound,

To the cruel reign of strife—in quiet ease,

Rests hihi full length on a wide orchard's breast,
And gazing dim-eyed from his couch of rest,

Startles to hear, amid enloaded trees,

The ripe fruit thud upon the shadowed ground!

II.

So be there sweet respite for winter thought,
To him who so his memory would choose
To dwell upon—the while he tender woos.

The fate that smiles upon his envied lot.

New realizations will to him be brought.
He shall have done with subterfuge and ruse,

And happy-spirited all reins would loose,

Ever to think "mid fancies he begot!
All day to haunt the phantom grass—to lie

Stretched in abandonment upon the sod;
To scan the azure heavens with an eye

Attentive to all things—the meadows broad,
Where wild bees drone, and aimless butterfly.

Mellow the hours he homeward happy trod!

:^X

X
1^

X
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A Cruise on a Pink

Handlining and Trawling in Atlantic Waters

BONNYCASTLE DaLE

IT
was niisty and rainy when

Peter brought the batteries down
at daylight.
"We'll get run down in this wea-

ther!" Laddie exclaimed.
"Not while I have this old shell,"

said Peter, as he dived his hand into

the*"Pink," (so-called because of her

fT"
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died down in the straining boat now
securely lashed—if the rope held out
against the strain. No sign of shore
could be seen amid the swirling snow
squalls so they settled down for a
long, hopeless wait. Luckily it was
early in the day when the engine gave
out, as their families got nervous at

their long stay and a heroic band of

men manned another gasoline boat
and left the harbour in the gale and
headed out to sea. After a long
search, just when they had decided
to head home while the fading light

lasted, they came in sight of the
"Groaner" and its strange burden

—

and rescued them.
"Pretty wet place to squat," said

Laddie in my ear as we raced down a
creamy slope into a smooth dark
hollow past it.

The rain had cleared off and the
fog and mist clouds were in shore
from us now and we were finally on
the fishing grounds. To us it looked
all alike but the shore-fish, as Cod
and Haddock, Halibut and Pollock,
Cusk and the ever present nuisance,
the Dog-fish are called, use all these
ten to twenty fathom waters, feeding
on the bait fishes which abound here.

Peter chose a place out ^f the
million similar places to come about
and soon we were bobbing along at a
slow pace, slow enough for handhning.
We all took our twentj'-five fathom
lines, each with its eight to a dozen
lead sinkers on it. Each line was
heavy enough to make a first class

clothesline for any lady reader. The
two big cbdhooks were baited with
two clams ,each from the great clam
crate or bait box amidships, then the
fun—^No! The work began.

You must not blame these hardy
fishermen if they fail to see the sport
in hauling big heavy fish up out of

cold water in fairly heavy weather

—

its a wee mite different from rod and
line fishing in midcontinent.

Peter and his dory mate were off

in the dory to set a trawl. He had
three tubs of line. Fifty fathoms in a
tub with big hooks every short yard
apart. These had beeen baited on
the way out—so off they rowed in the
big dory—paying out the line as they
went. It is rather a risky job both

hauUng and setting. The dory run-
ning up the slopes of the big seas and
sliding down the other side, makes a
fellow keep his peepers open that he
does not emulate a cod and get one of
these big sharp hooks firmly imbedded
in his clothing. Many a good fisher-

man has gone to Davy Jones' locker
by the trawl line route.

The crew, and soon every line on
board, were busily engaged hauling
an,d baiting and killing dogfish and
hurling them back whence they came
—its a pity but nearly all the fisher-

men I have been with, in both oceans,
kill the dogfish and throw it back
into the sea. The U. S. Government
has made a campaign to educate the
people in the use of the "Gray fish,"

as it is called in the markets, and
truly good food it makes. I have
only seen it used by the Indians, then
only for its livers, which fill the entire
body cavity, these make most ex-
cellent oil.

The codfish we were catching
were the brown cod. Averaging some
five pounds, a much abetter looking
fish that the big black cod Laddie and
I have taken in the Gulf of Georgia,
on the Pacific.

There was an old grizzled salt

quietly fishing near us. He wore
"Stalls" to keep the heavy codline
from cutting his hands. In came the
cod or haddock? Out flew the pesky
dogs—-we saw him pull in a big fine

cod, as it struck the deck out flew
the words, "Don't kill me—please
don't kill me."

That old seaman just dropped
everything he held and stared open-
mouthed. The cod flopped around
on the deck and once, just when it

raised its head for another flop we
heard, "I never did nothing against
you no how." Then as one of the
men advanced with a gaff, out poured
the words, "Oh! don't kill me—I'm
only a poor codfish—please put me
back in the sea."

"His grammar is. a bit ofT," I

whispered to Laddie. "Watch the
tall fellow's mouth."

"Oh! Oh!" groaned the cod, and
the muscles in the tall chap's throat
worked in unison—just as if he was
drinking air. Then we all laughed as
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the cod said "Fooled you Uncle Jake
didn't I." "You're more of a fish

than I am to be such a cod—kill me
and have done with it."

It took Uncle Jake a long time to

see the joke and then he burst out,

"That long Galoot's got one of them
music boxes in his clothes,"—then
we all roared again and went back to

our cod lishing.

The crates held an odd lot of fish

by now. The great majority were
codfish. Then came a few haddock,
one or two cusk, a rare pollock and a

big "Wolf fish" a most wicked looking
thing, all fins and teeth, in fact itswhole
mouth looked like a mass of teeth.

Peter was back now handlining
like the rest of us. We could see the

barrel and flag which told where his

thousand foot or so of trawl was.
Soon he put the kettle on in the wee
bit cabin and we all had a bite to eat

—

the pink was staggering a bit, close-

hauled, and one did not always hit

his mouth with the piece he aimed at

it, but—listen to a secret and never
tell it—Laddie had jam on the back
of his neck from a big jam sandwich-
first time I ever saw jam that far

back on any human being.

Ludilio iind the wolf ccl—called the cat (i«h

ulonA Nova Scotlun Ahori-M

Hours later, when the novelty of
the day's work began to wear off and
we pulled the big sloppy fish in

stolidly—the crates were filling fast

and the catch was good—the sun was
descending the other side of the arch
rapidly by this time. The wind had
hauled shorewards and was replacing
the warm air which had arisen above
the land and our arms were tired and
fingers sore, so we hailed with joy the
signal given by each man beginning
to clean his fish, and by the second
appearance of Peter who had slipped
off over the stern with his dory mate
and had pulled the trawl.

"Half dogs but got forty cod all the
same!" he laughed as he passed me
and dropped into the engine room and
gave the wheel a spin with his rubber
booted foot — and off we put "put-
ted."

The sails were drawing full now.
Everyone was cleaning fish, even we
made a show of doing so. The whole
catch would weigh about 1000 pounds,
a crate for each man of the four in

the crew, each crate weighing about
three hundred weight of cleaned cod
and other shorefish, worth about
five cents a pound salted, and about
half of that if sold fresh. All the
heads and stomachs were dropped
overboard save the livers, from which
the celebrated cod-liver-oil comes.

Now we were a big boat, well
manned, but we passed many a small
single craft, some not over twenty
feet long with a single fisherman,
or more often two in Ihcm, working
here in five to twenty fathoms, five

to twenty miles off shore, wiLh a boat
none too big for our fresh water lakes.

Luckily very few men, are lost this

way. A good number of boats are

lost througii the engine breaking down
and having no oars aboard, but rftally,

the youngsters here think no more of

putting out to sea jn the dark a-fishing

than your farmer boys do of going
after the cows.

Once wc were ashore at the fishing

station all the fish were rowed ashore
and laid neatly in circles in big half

molasses hogsheads, and left to pickle

in plenty of salt.
' 1 want to give you a yarn we heard
about tiie young sharks—the dogfish.
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as they are really of the shark family

Two youngsters from a neighbour-
ing fishing village took the old ten
bore single barrel breech loader (these

are mighty guns that are used here-

abouts, some of them have thirty-six

inch barrels) and went down to the

point of rocks to shoot at sea ducks.
After many misses a lucky shot
brought down a big duck and the

elder lad called out that he would
swim out and get it. So off went his

clothes and in he plunged—an excel-

lent swimmer with no fear of the sea.

The bird drifted off out and the boy
swam after it. Soon his brother
heard him calling for help as he turned
and swam towards shore—a churn-
ing mass of plunging things all about
him. At times he shrieked out with
pain, once he begged his little brother
to "shoot him"—"the dogfish had
got him"—finally he disappeared and
the youngster ran home crying for

help, where no help could avail.

Again I have had fishermen tell

'me off the bigger dogs to the south
cleaning the hooks of all but the
heads as the men drew the fish rapidly
in. I have known the sea lions off

Cape Flattery to strip the hahbut
off the trawls as the men drew them
in. I tell you it would have made
a master painting! the big slow
dead swell of the "^Pacific—the toil-

ing, gesticulating fishermen: vainly

The "Killeck" or tide channel home-made anchor

shaking his clenched fists at the
big sleek sea lion bobbing in the
trougii—with the chicken halibut
in its mouth.

There is one young chap along the
coast here whom they call "Doggie
Doggie." IL seems this young fellow

had a sea coast farm left to him, so he
entered into possession of its rocky
acres. All the tools he could find

were trawls and lines, clam hoes and
cod hooks, so he baited up well and
launched the fishing boat and anchor-
ed a mile or two off shore—fishing

busily every day—finally when the.

fishbuyer's sloop came along he re--

ceived him gladly and took him in

—

and tried to sell him—two tubs of
nicely cleaned and salted dogfish.

i
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Furbea^ers and Trapping Conditions inJWestern Omineca

J. S. Hicks

MR. Haddon has asked me for a short

article descriptive of the fur bearers

and trapping conditions in what he

calls^my country, by which I take it he means
that part of central and northern British Col-

umbia tributary to Hazleton and the Bulkley

valley towns. y^
This is rather a large order, as, for the pur-

poses of this article it may be said to cover a

region extending from the Teta-chuck river

and Big Eutsic Lake in the south to the heads

of the Nass, Skeena and Finlay rivers in the

north, and in an east and west direction from

the Coast Range to Manson Creek.

However, as the same fur bearers are com-

mon to all this region, and as I have some
personal knowledge of a great part of it 1 hope

to give the reader a fairly accurate idea of

general conditions. ^
The fur bearers of this country are, in order

of importance: the beaver, fox—red, cross,

silver and black, marten, lynx, fisher, weasel,

and bears, both black and grizzly. In addi-

tion to these, we have the wolverine, otter,

mink, niuskrat, coyote and a few wolves,

principally in the northern part of the dis-

tfict. In fact all the Canadian fur bearers

are here but the skunk. I have seen only

one skunk of the forbearing variety in the

country, and it was dead.

These animals I have mentioned are dis-

tributed generally throughout the district,

but one or other usually predominates. For

instance in the coast range, its eastern flanks

and spurs, the marten is the principal ftir,

with beaver and periodically lynx in the mink
valleys, and a few fox and (isher. Further

east, fox and fisher become more plentiful, in

fact the interior plateau country, from Fran-

Qais Lake (Lake du I-riincais) south to .Sal-

mon River was a splendid fox country when
I was there about a dozen years ago, but a

great deal of poison lias been used boLli liiere

and elsowhcre in (lir di'ilriil.'.with the usual

results. Beaver were plentiful at that time

throughout the lake country, and along the

rivers heading in the coast range, and during

the big rabbit years lynx fo(rmed a very im-

portant part of the trapper's catch, but they
migrated when the rabbits disappeared.

Weasels, of course, were everywhere, and
in great numbers in the lower country, but

marten were scarce. Now and then a few

would be found in some restricted area,

but a dozen in a season was about an average

catch; at least that was my experience.

No attention was paid to mink or muskrat
at that time, though with present prices they

might be worth going after around the head of

Ootsa Lake, and along the Tatsah and White-

sail Rivers. Some good catches of marten

have been made on the heads of these rivers,

also on the Morice and Telkwa. What con-

ditions are there now 1 am unable to saj,

but it would be strange if some pin-headed

pyromaniac has not burned half the country.

North and East of the Bulkley Valley are

three or four detached ranges of mountains

known collectively as the Babines. These

stretch in a north and south direction for about

eighty miles, and cover an area from twenty

to forty miles in width. A great part of this,

however is plateau, from 2,500 to 3,000 feet

elevation, forming the watershed between

the Bear and Fulton, Rivers. Here condi-

tions arc much the same as those I have al-

ready described, beaver, lynx, fox, fisher,

weasel and a few marten on the plateau,

marten, fisher and fox iu the mountains,

though the marten are not as numerous as in

some parts of the coast range.

Of the Manson country I must speak from

hearsay, as during my only trif, in there the

only wild animals I had time to observe wore

pack saddles, but 1 believe liie same condi-

tions apply there as farther west.

This is also true of the country along the

Telegraph Tr:iil. and the upper Nass and
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Skeeaa. This was a good fox country a few

years ago, but has been badly poisoned.

Such knowledge I possess of the Finlay

country was gained during a couple of 'pros-

pecting trips, and I was more interested in

chasing the elusive yellow metal than in

observing signs of game and fur bearing ani-

mals. However, one who has followed the

Iraplinc will naturally, if unconsciously take

note of such things, and I believe I have a

fairly acurate idea of the trapping possibilities

there. I remember noticing quite a lot of

fo.^ signs, also some lynx and fisher, but very

little marten sign. However, it must be

borne in mind that this was in summer, and

my occupation kept me to the more open coun-

try along the creeks, and in travelling from

one creek to another I naturally picked the

easiest going along the summits. There are

not many beaver on the upper part of the

river, the only signs I saw were around some

of the small lakes, but this was to be expected

as feed is scarce.

Indians report "Hiyu"—beaver— in the

vicinity of the Tishing lakes' but I did not

get down that far. Crossing from the Omin-

eca to the Driftwood, south of Bear Lake,

in the fall of 1917 I saw a great'deal of marten

signs, and some lynx and fishei. Indeed

the prospects appeared so good that had I

been in a position to do so I would certainly

have located there.

I have noticed in different parts of this

country that lynx and marten seem to react

on each other; as the lynx increase the mar-

ten disappear. Then when the lynx migrate

with the disappearance of the rabbits the

marten increase again. No doubt the lynx

prey on the marten to some extent, but I am
inclined to think the great horned owls are

;it least equally guilty. These birds follow

Ihe rabbits just as the lynx do, and periodical-

ly the country is infested with them. A mar-

ten on the snow must be a templing mark for

an owl, and I know froni my owh observation

that it has proven so on one occasion at least.

I mention this because of the stability of

conditions as regards the marten. What is

very poor marten country now may be very

good three or four years hence, or the con-

ditions may be reversed.

Reading over what I have written I fear

that it may convey rather too rosy an im-

pression of the trappers" opportunities inl this

district. While it is true thai there is a great

deal of fur in the district, yet it is also true

that there is a great deal of country that

contains very little fur, and in addition to the

many whites who do more or less trapping

there is a large Indian population (large as

Indian populations go) most of whom are

ver>' industrious trappers. Each family has

its own territory which passes from generation

to generation (through the female line) and

naturally they resent the intrusion of the

whites on their huntirig grounds. In fact I

doubt if there is a square mile of unoccupied

territory in the district—fpom the Indian

point of view.

Inaccesfeabilily is another drawback. In

the greater part of this district transportation

is very difficult and costly. It is true that in

the southwestern part of the district, on the

Whitesail, Tatsah and Morice Rivers canoes

and poling boats may be used, but that section

is already pretty well taken up. Much of the

northern part of the district is drained by the

Skeena, and as that stream above Kispiax

is a succession of canyons and bad water,

navigation of any kind is out of the question,

and to have supplies taken up by pack train

will cost from 10c to 30c per pound, according

to where it is delivered. Probably the cheap-

est and most satisfactory plan for anyone
going into the Ground Hog Mountains, would

be to hire or buy horses and do their own
packing (if they have the necessary exper-

ience) then bring the horses back to the

Telegraph Trail in time to turn them into the

government train on its way south in Septem-

ber. However, if I were contemplating a

trip of this kind to the upper Skeena, Ivlappan

or upper Finlay I would pack two years' sup-

plies to Fourth Cabin in the fall, then start

from there with a dog team as soon as the

ice permitted, and relay to my destination.

In that way one would get the spring trapping,

have the following summer fo prospect in,

and be in a position to make tlie best of the

second winter, and by packing to Fourth

Cabin the woret part of the river would be

avoided, and at least a month gained.

I have never seen any statistics covering

the fur trade of this district, but before the

war I believe the merchants of Hazleton, in-

cluding the Hudson's Bay Company were

handling fure to the value of about .§100,000

annually.

Last winter a couple of those merchants

held a number of semi-monthly sales, organ-

ized on a commission basis. I do not know

what they averaged, but I am informed thai

there were $10,(X)0 worth of fur at one sale,

of which $9,000 were sold.
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As there are always a number of outside

buyers in Hazleton, or travelling around the

country during the season the importance of

this trade is evident.

Grading Fox Skins

H. C. H.

Red Fox.

THE red fox is distributed over practically

the whole of Canada and the Yukon,

and naturalists have found four or five

distinct sub-species. These must not be

confused with blacks and silvers, which are

merely color-freaks from the original strain.

The best fox skins come from Alaska and

the Northwest Territories, both for size of

skin and texture of fur. Skins from Nova
Scotia and Newfoundland are large, the fur

long and heavy, but rather coarse in texture,

and the color not as good as further north.

Fox are hard to grade, owing to the many
ramifications of color, and in many cases the

actual value can only be determined by an

expert. It is a curious contradiction, but

usually the most perfect and finest blacks are

worth less, in proportion to average skins,

owing to the difficulty in matching and blend-

ing.

Fox skins are thin, seldom burdened with

fat and are easily damaged. In common with

other thin skinned animals as marten and

lynx the skins are turned before marketing,

and are sold fur side out. This is to protect

the skin from damage. This turning should

not be left until the skins are perfectly dry,

else the pelt is likely to be ripped, but should

be done after a few days on the boards, when
the skins are about half dry. A thin board

should then be placed inside them to preserve

their shape, and left there until the skins are

perfectly dry.

A number one skin must be prime, free from

tears or cuts, and the fur must be long, bushy

and fine, and a bluish color from just below

the surface down to the roots. .Mso—and

this applies to all furs—there must be the

correct proportion of guard hairs. If these

arc absent the fur looks flat and lacks luster

and sheen. Tlie color is a fine bright red,

with black legs, white belly and white tip to

the tail. Such a skin, properly handled,

will always go No. 1. Fox are easily rubbed,

and after about the middle of February many
skins will show sigris of damage, often around

the hips.

The best skins come from young foxes from

one to two years old. As the animal gets older

the color fades to a flat strawy shade, which

of course lessens the value.

Skins slightly unprime go No. 2., and a

close examination will show the excess of

hair as compared to fur. Wholly unprime,

with short hair growth, are No. 3., or No. 4..

and are a disgrace to any trapper. Badly torn

or badly shot skins will rarely go No. J., more

usually grading No. 2. An average weight

for Canadian foxes is about ten pounds, and

the pelt, measuring from the fur side would

be about 54 inches, of which 18 would be tail.

Such a skin, correctly proportioned, would be

9 inches wide at the shoulders and lOJ^^ inches

at the rump.

Medium sizes would be from two to six

inches shorter, and small shorter still. The
difference in width in the three grades is not

in proportion to the difference in length, unless

the skins have been stretched too wide.

Cross Fox

The color of cross foxes varies greatly, run-

ning from a light red with a few gray and

black hairs to a dark red with so many gray

silver hairs as to be hard to distinguish from

a silver. The legs and belly are black, wth a

black hand or dark red band running up the

shoulders and crossing another along the back.

^^'hen silver and red fox are mated the pups

have darker markings than the red fox, and

these skins are termed bastards.

Inferior grades of cross foxes show a few

silver hairs along the back and over the

shoulders and hips. Better grades show red

on the sides, ears and neck, turning to siK-'er

on the back and rumpT

Black and Silver

Silver fox and black fox are the same, the

only difference being in the amount of silver

hairs. The color is a bluisli black over the

whole body ,and the under fur is of a dark

drab shade. The belly is u.sually black,

sometimes with a spot of white. The tail

is thick and bushy, and is tipijcd with white.

Skins with few or no silver gray hairs are

called black fox, and arc the final ambition

of every trapper.
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Light silvers are silvery all over except

possibly the neck, dark to black on the belly,

and tail tipped with white. Except the pure

black skins the silvers vary greatly, as some
have white patches on their hips, legs and
breasts, while others have only a few white

hairs on the tip of the tail.

Silkiness—softness of the fur must also be

taken into account in determining the value

of the skin, as well as size Youjig foxes have

less silver than when three years or more

old, but the fur of the younger animals is

usually finer than that of the older ones.

Reliable quotations for blacks this season

range from $500 to $1200, and for silvers from
$150 to $800, dep^ding on the amount of

silver present.

The Mail Bag

HIBERNATION OF MARTEN

IN
an interesting letter to the editor ot

this department, INfr. J. S. Hicks, who is

at present located in the Yukon, puts

forward a theory that would afford some
interesting discussion if only the marten

trappers could be prevailed upon to discard

their customary shyness. It is needless to

add that letters upon the subject would be

welcomed and might easily be the means of

increasing our knowledge of a very vaiuatle

furbearer.

Mr. Hicks says,:

"For a long time I have had the theory

that female marten hibernate during the

coldest part of the winter. In support of

this I have noticed that during such times the

catch runs almost entirely to males, and I

would be interested in hearing whether any
other trappers hold similar ideas.

^\'hat appears to me as conclusive evidence,

however, that such hibernation does take

place iis the fact that I have twice caught
female marten in March, the fur of which had
been badly damaged by mice, ami both of

these animals were "erii much nlioe when I
found tnem. You can imagine what would

happen to the mouse that would attempt to

take such liberties ^\^th a marten that was
merely under the influence of ordinary sleep.

Undoubtedly you are right in sayin" that

lynx can be caught with dead bait. I have

caught them in that way both up here and iu

Eastern Canada. In fact I have caught them
with dead bait within a few miles of where

you are located in B. C.

At the same time "Cap" probably has good

reason to think otherwise, for lynx will not

always take bait. 1 have proved this to my
own satisfaction, or rather dissatisfaction.

One season I had no scent, and was leaving

the beaver alone in order to avoid trouble with

the Indians. Lynx were plentiful, and the

country literally swarmed with rabbits, and

quite naturally the lynx refused to touch
frozen meat, when they could pick up a meal
from under the nearest bush. It was seldom
indeed that there was not at least one fresh

track ahead of me on the trail, and time and
again they turned aside to investigate my
pens, but not one entered. In fact I had no
success at all until I secured a supply of

castor."

Editorial Comment

Your theory re the hibernation of female

marten opens up a very interesting line of

investigation. As you say, I myself have also

noticed during the many cold spells that the

catch of both marten and weasels runs almost
entirely to males, and that, with the return

of milder weather, the females start to run
again. I have also seen skins damaged as

you describe, both fresh injuries and also

others that could be picked out by the difTeranl

colored hair on the alf^jled spat.

In some years I have also noticed that

marten skins will frequently be damaged
apparently by pitch or resin sticking to the

fur, causing the hair to be much shorter and
thinner.

It was rather a surprise to me to hear that

"Cap" had only known two cases of lynx

taking dead bait. Of course in a big rabbit

year, with feed plentiful to the verge of the

extraordinary any animal that keeps full-fed

all the time can hardly be expected to bother

'with frozen meat, but in an average year,

with the balance of Nature in correct propor-

tions lynx are usually hungry as often as they

are full fed, and at such times, in my own
experience, they will rarely refuse dead bait,

either rabbit, grouse or even deer meat, es-

pecially if part of the hide is left on. And
I have found the same is true of the cougar,

and have seen enough caught in steel traps to

convince me that such captures were not

accidental.

H. C. H.
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A WATER SET.
I am the recipient of your magazine each

month, and I certainly enjoy it. In fact I

would not be without it.

When I have a little spare time, I trap.

Another boy and I have got three skunks,

but one which we left for dead while we went
to see our other traps played "possum" and

beat it. However we sold the two for $6.75.

I have a .22 calibre rifle which comes in very

handy to me. The traps I like best are the

1 J^, as they will hold anything from a weasel

to a coon. I enclose one of my sets. I use

Unfortunately tfiis but rarely happens'
except in the hands of a professional. Jays,

hawks, squirrels and skunks will all pick up
the poison baits, will crawl away to die, be
discovered by other animals and devoured,

so that the ultimate waste of fur will usually

be greater than the gain. And in addition

many a man has lost old and valued dogs
from indiscriminate poisoning.

There are a number of facts that have to

be borne in mind, among which are the follow-

ing. Strychnine does not act instantly,

and the rapidity of its action depends on the

BAIT INSIDE^

fish heads or entrails for bait, and set the

trap in one or two inches of water, making the

set while standing in the water, and leaving

things as natural as possible. I splash water

over the whole set to remove the human
scent, and cover the trap with Water-soaked

leaves. I have found it a very successful set.

Frank Maclntyre,

Dundalk, Ont.

POISONING COYOTES.
(Juery—Please give me directions for poison-

ing coyotes with strychnine.

I have some, but I don't know how to use

it for them.

A. H. Carstairs,

Alberta.

Answer— It is very hard for an amateur to

make a success of poisoning, and it should

only be resorted to when all other means fail.

You have only lo read the article by J. S.

Hicks in this issue to sec what a professional

trapper thinks of the use of poison, and this

view is .shared Ijy every nian who has the

inlercsUs of the game at heart.

There would be no objection lo llie use of

poison if it wen: possible to put out, say, ten

poisoned bails, (ind two or three gone, and
recover the animals that had taken them.

slate of the animal's stomach. If the stom"

ach is heavily loaded with frozen meat the

animal may take a heavy dose of poison, and
live for—an hour. Consider your chances

of recovering the skin under such conditions.

Again, an overdose of poison will have the

opposite effect to that desired. Instead of

killing, it will cause the animal to vomit

—

and eventually recover. Again, strychnine

has an intensely bitter taste, so that the usual

practice of smearing the poison on a large

bail or carcass should never be adopted. The
bitterness will spread throughout the entire

carcass, and the coyotes will refuse to touch

it.

The only safe way of using strychnine is

the following, and if these directions are

followed the danger is reduced to a minimum,
and the chances of success increased.

You want a large bail that the coyotes are

feeding on, and these are usually available

in the form of carcasses of dead stock. Do
not put out any bails until llic coyotes have
started lo feed at the carcass. With a pair

of blood soaked gloves roll into round balls

chunks of lard the size of an iMiglish walnut.

With a round stick drill a cylindrical hole,

put in the strychnine, and mash the lard over

the end of the hole lo close it up. Do not
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make too many of these baits, as, if they

become tainted \\ith human scent they are

useless. They should be dipped in blood be-

fore being placed out, and should either be

dropped around the carcass or placed on it.

Put them out in the late afternoon

—

count

how many you put out—and pick them up
again the next morning, putting out in the

afternoon again. Pick them up with two
sticks, and drop them into a bloody tin.

Avoid touching them.

The correct dose of strychnine for coyotes

is a subject for debate among wolvers. Ver-

non Bailey, of the U. S. Biological Survey,

recommends four (4) grains of pure sulphate of

strychnine for gray wolves, and this should

not be an overdose for coj'otes. If you find

your1)ait taken, the distance the animal has

travelled will show you if you are using en-

ough. Do not guess at the amount you
use. Have your druggist put up your strjxh-

nine in four-grain packets.

-Another method is to mix equal parts of

powdered strjxhnine and cyanide of potass-

ium, which makes a quicker acting poison

than straight strychnine, as the cyanide af-

fects the heart. The dose for a coyote would

be about one and a half times as much as you
could pick up on a ten cent piece.

H. C. H.

FOX SETS.
Query—Could yoH give me some methods

for trapping foxes successfully, or could you

direct me to where I could get same. What
I want is a set that will get them nearly every

time.

G. E. L.

Williamsburg, Ont.

Answer—Generally speaking it is not ad-

visable to rely solely on one method in trap-

ping foxes, as weather conditions vary so

greatly in the winter, and a set that is in

working order during a mild spell will be out

of commission in a cold snap.

Perhaps the most famous of the one-set

methods is the old reliable spring set, which

will never fail to give results, as long as the

water remains unfrozen. Many of the fox

trappers who make big catches by using only

one method take the majority of their fur

• early in the fall before the snow comes,

afterwards pulling up their traps until wea-

ther conditions meet their requirements.

Trapping fox after the snow has fallen

becomes a matter of increased difficulty, es-

pecially where foxes are very wary and show

reluctance to using roads and trails. Con-

ditions vary so greatly in different parts of

the country. I have had trappers tell me
that foxes habitually used their brokens now-
shoe trails, finding the travelling so much
easier, and in cases like this it will always

pay to drop a few traps in your tracks. On
the other hand I have repeatedly seen both
foxes and coyotes turn back on reaching a

broken trail, refusing even to cross it, or else

taking it on the jump, and for animals like

this the betraying footsteps in the snow makes
winter trapping increasingly difficult.

Foxes have one characteristic in coimnon
with wolves and coyotes that frequently

proves the cause of their undoing, and that

is their habit of climbing the nearest knoll or

hillock to examine, from a safe distance, any
object that has aroused their curiosity. This
trait can, and should be, taken advantage of

in trappmg them. A good method is to make
a number of artificial knolls of old hay, brush,

etc., early in the summer, so that the animals

have time to get used to them. The trap

should be set, (covered in every case for fox

trapping), on the top of the knoll, and the

bait can either be a large one, as a beef head
placed out in the open in full view of the

knoll, or can be a small piece of tainted meat
placed out of sight in the knoU.

Either tainted fish or skunk flesh, or a

muskrat carcass all make splendid fox bait.

Personally, my favorite set for either

foxes or coyotes is at a carcass. Procure

an old broken down horse, take him out into

the woods, and end his misery with a bullet.

As soon as the foxes start feeding at the car-

cass watch the trails they use in approaching.

There is certain to be a number of places

where blind sets can be made—an opening
between two trees where they come through

to reach the carcass, or a rock that crowds
them against a stump or bank, or similar

—

all of which should be looked for, and a trap

set in places like these, without bait, is usually

successful, as the fox is temporarily off his

guard.

Also, around the carcass, but some distance

away, make four or five knolls and set traps

on them. The foxes will be certain to use

these knolls before approaching the carcass.

If there is snow on the ground, and the

weather is settled, you can make the knoll

out of snow, packing it together as hard as

possible, and making it from two to three

feet high. On the top of the knoll where the

trap is to be set, scoop out a little hollow,

lining it with dry leaves or grass or paper so

that the trap will not freeze down, cover with
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a thin sheet of paper, and dust a little snow
on top. The method of covering traps with

snow in winter is worth a short description.

If the trap is placed directly on the snow it

will freeze down solid, so a nest must always

be dug out for the trap to lie in, and this must
be lined with some dry substance that will

not freeze. Afterwards, in covering the trap,

place a piece of thin paper (butter paper is

good) with an X cut in it over the pan of ttie

trap. Then pick up two lumps of snow, and
rub them together over the trap, grating off

enough snow for your purpose. Do not at-

tempt to cover your trap with snow scraped

up by hand, for this snow will melt slightly

from contact with your warmth, finally

freezing and forming a crust that will prevent

the trap from being easily sprung. When
finally completed the covered trap should be

slightly lower than the top of the knoll, as

this will prevent the wind from baring the

trap. If you lack the carcass you can make
these knolls anyway, and at intervals in

them stick little pieces of tainted flesh.

This is about the only snow set that will

keep in commission during several changes of

weather. Always remember that when the

ground is covered with snow your chances of

success will be materially increased if you set

your traps while it is snowing. An inch or

so of soft powdery snow will not prove any
obstacle to a No. 2 performing its work.

The traps should always be fastened to a

clog, never staked solid. As soon as a fo.\ is

caught it lias a chance to get away from your

set without destroying it. In the snow knolls

described above the clog can be hidden in the

side of the knoll.

In the fall before the snow comes wheat
chafl' or short straw will always furnish a

number of good sets. Dump a sackful or so

where foxes frequent, and either scatter small

pieces of bait among it—cooked pork crack-

lings are good—or else use a large bait such

as slaughter house olTal.

Always in examining your traps never go
nearer than just to see that the set is not

disturbed, and do not return on your back
trail, but make a wide swing round.

Wliere foxes follow up woods trails and
cow paths a few snares will often prove very

successful, especially if you choose places

where the trail goes through a bush or clump
of thick grass. Take eight strands of rabbit

wire and twist together, making the loop six

inches across, and setting them seven inches

from the ground. If the wire is bright

colored a handful of grass burnt under it will

smoke it to a more neutral shade. A thin

sapling split at one end and stuck in the

ground at the other end will hold your snare

at the right height. The snare can either

be staked to one side of the trail, or fastened

to a clog.

The spring set mentioned above can be

made in any body of water that does not

freeze too easily, and should be at least six

feet in width. The bait is placed about a

foot and a half from the bank, and should

be on a rock or sod that rises two or three

inches above the water. The trap is set half

way between the bailand the shore, and the

trap, chain and clog (rock) is covered with

mud. The water should just cover the pan

of the trap. Now cut a round sod and

place it on the pan of the trap so that it will

be one inch above the water. When properly

done this will offer a tempting foothold to the

fox when he attempts to reach the bait. Be
sure that the sod on the trap is not too large

to prevent the jaws from closing easily. The
trap should not spring too easily, and should

be bedded down firmly so that it will not turn

when the fox steps on it. Stand in the water

when making this set, avoid touching the

bank, and you will find it a deadly killer

H. C. H.



GUNS &,AMMUNITIO
Caring for Revolvers

Ashley A. Haines

NOTICING a request in June Rod and

Gun for an article on "Caring for Re-

volvers," and also having a letter from

Mr. Landis asking for an article concerning

any subfecl relating to firearms, I have decided

to give the subject mentioned consideration

at this time though at first I had intended

writing of another matter but at the last

minute discover I am short on photos for

illustrating. I hope to have same in time for

my next which should appear a^couple of

months or so after this.

I think practically every reader of Rod and

Gun's interesting and instructive Guns and
Ammunition Department will readily agree

that the tyo best makes of revolvers are the

Smith & Wesson and Coll. I am now won-

dering how many of said readers will also

agree that instructions for use and care of

such arms as sent out by the makers of these

every where-acknowledged superior weapons

are erjlirely inadequate? The great majority

I believe, will admit that such information

that accompanies each revolver sent out from

the two factories is nol at all what it should

be, and while there are without doubt plenty

of writers who can supply the deficiciKy ';r

better than A.A.H., I have derided to offer

• a few suggestions hoping that some one

bettecqualified to write on this subject may be

inclined to give us a follow-up article which

will cover the matter from A to Z and then

some. Concerning the use, or perhaps I

should say, proper manipulation of the revol-

ver, this is a matter that can keep for another

time; this will cliiefly concern the care that all

revolvers should have but which too few of

them ever get.

When you open "up the bo.x that con-

tains the Colt or Smith & Wesson you have

waited for so long, one of the first things you
will likely see will be a bristle brush with a

twisted wire handle. If it is a Target Model
Smith & Wesson the box will likely contain

another cleaner with some soft material like

cotton or something of the kind but this at

the end of another of the abominable twisted

wire rods. In the box sent out by one of the

makers you will likely find the advice to be

very careful in cleaning not to injure the

muzzle-end of the barrel while the cleaner

found in the box that contains the revolver,

and the most excellent advice, contains . a

cleaner that one with a bit of experience, or

who will think half seriously for just one brief

second, will know was evidently designed for

the sole purpose of doing exactly what the

makers very properly caution against;—that

is, to injure the lands at the muzzle-end of the

barrel..! never injured the rifling in any rev-

olver with one of these cleaners, and I imagine

there are others who never have, simply be-

cause we would never use one of these

twisted wire cleaners without first carefully

wrapping with soft cloth to prevent the eternal

rasping of the muzzle that would accompany
its use by the man who would not always

keep in mind the necessity of guarding against

such a thing happening. But there are far too

many who will, unthinkingly, use those twisted

wire cleaners just as they come from the factor\'

and, paying no attention to the rubbin'^ of the

twisted wire against the lands at the muzzle

as the cleaner is industriously worked back and

forth, hasten the ruination of the finest of

revolvers simply because they don't think,

don't care or because the makers failed to

send out a cleaner protected with 9 wood,
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celluloid or cloth covering. I believe I can

clean a revolver barrel thoroughly without

the rod ever touching the muzzle of the re-

volver,—this by being careful,—and while it

has become a habit with me to very seldom let

the protected cleaner touch the barrel at the

muzzle, at the same time it is very gratify-

ing to know that with a protected cleaner

Ashley A. Haines

there will be absolutely no prospect of in-

juring the muzzle if same is touched occasion-

ally in the process of cleaning.

Years ago I wasted some little time and not a

little writing material in an effort to induce

the makers to send out cleaners with wood,

celluloid or cloth-covered rods and for a few

years had reason to believe from promises

made that with the opening of the next re-

volver bo-x I would find such a rod accom-

panying the revolver ye writer had been

saving the pennies for, for so long; but disap-

pointment has always been my only reward.

Some will say, "Why be so fussy about all

this when you can buy all sorts of cleaners

for a trifle?" My answer is simply this-

From 75 to 90 per cent, of revolver purchasers,

if they clean their revolvers at all, and far too

many of them are of this class, will use those

unprotected, twisted wire cleaners simply

because they will either never think, or if

they think, will decide that they are all right

or makers of such superior revolvers would

never send Ihcm out, with the result that the

muzzles of their revolvers are certain to be

more or less injured in the process of cleaning.

1 mentioned something about some men
never cleaning their revolvers. I might

have included some rifle users^as well for far

too many of them can be found. These men
belong to that class who are always harking

back to the days of Grandad and the muzzle-

loader he used which was so very superior

in accuracy to the breech loader of to-day.

Evidently they forget that Grandad cared for

his rifle properly, forgetting that because one

can force a cartridge into the rifle chamber is

not proof that said rifle will place the bullet

with unerring accuracy in the place desired.

Still, there are too many owners of rifles who
seem to think a gun should invariably land

in the black whether ever cleaned or not. It

isn't likely any of these will be met with on

the target range where proper cleaning meth-

ods are everywhere in evidence, but far too

many of them are to be found running loose in

the "bush."

But back to revolvers: What causes them
to wear out so soon? Fact is few ol the Colt

or Smith Wessons wear out, that is when
properly taken care of; most of the ones we
now have m mind are allowed to rust out.

Others in which all kinds of ammunition

black. Lesmok, Semi-Smokeless and a hall

dozen kinds of smokeless cartridges are shot,

including often shells loaded with shot—with

little or no cleamng, are ruined in short order

and the owner will then boast in a superioi

sort of way that "that makes the third Colt

or Smith & Wesson I've worn out in four

years " when as a matter of fact that man
never shot enough in all his life with all kinds of

fire arms to have legitimately worn out a single

first class fire arm! To me all such is little

short of a crime and often am put in a humor
where I am inclined to say all such men
should be suspended from a Cottonwood

limb (or any other suitably strong) with a rope

around their necks, for, say, twenty-four

hours before cutting down.

Accompanying your favorite revolver, you

may also find that you are advised not to

keep your revolver in a leather holster as

leather will absorb moisture. The makers

evidently forget that leather will also absorb

oil and that if the holster is made of suitable

leather, and is oiled at proper intervals, there

will be found no better place to keep the

revolver than right in that same practically

moisture-proof leather scabbard. There may
be localities and conditions under which this

would not hold good, but in all places where
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I have lived which would reach from Kansas

to Montana, Montana to Idaho, Idaho to

Montana. Montana to British Columbia,

British Columbia to California and from there

back to B. C. I have never had a revolver

rust under any condition, and I have always

kept my revolvers in scabbards, the belts

from which they were suspended hanging

from the gun rack, a set of deer horns or from

a convenient nail in the kitchen. Now hang

me if you like.

But I clean my revolvers thoroughly, and
rifles as well, as soon as possible after using

and I can hardly remember the time I have

, returned from hunting, often with clothes

frozen stiff, when I was too tired to clean

my rifle or revolver, as the case might have

been, before crawling out of my hunting

togs into dry ones. After this, then supper

and to bed for rest-up for next day's hunt,

or as likely pulling a cross-cut or swinging

an axe.

My desire is to make everything as clear

as possible. I do dislike being misunderstood.

I would not want to create the impression

that a fire arm of any kind might not rust in a

scabbard under certain conditions. I re-

member well an instance that occurred many
years ago when antelope hunting in the

Bad Lands along the Missouri. A friend and
I rode nearly all day in a drizzling rain, our

Winchesters in their leather scabbards wth
stocks exposed. My scabbard had been

repeatedly greased wth vaseline; his had
never seen oil of any kind. I jammed a

handkerchief in around rifle at top of scabbard

to keep out the rain while he paid no atten-

tion to his. At noon under shelter of a tree

I removed my rifle and gave it a good going

over with an oiled cloth and wiped out the

barrel and re-oiled. His rifle was never

taken from the scabbard. My rifle received

proper atteuton that night while his was left

in the scabbard until morning. When removed
it w-as red with rust from end to end. Mine
was in perfect condition. His un-oiled

scabbard had taken in plenty of water while

mine had not. But, always taking all pre-

cautions possible. I had hung my scabbard

near the fire soon after reaching camp, given

my rifle another going over before turning

in, the rifle being returned to its scabbard

shortly before.

Here is where a revolver, or rifle either, loi

that matter, can, and likely will rust if left

in a leather or any other kind of scabbard.

If a fireann is damp, or full ol frost, and
left in a scabbard for any length of time,

rusting may confidently be expected. I

never let such an arm go without a thorough
cleaning whether it has been shot or not.

Afterwards it is put in its scabbard, which,

remember, has been always kept properly

oiled either with Neat's foot oil or vaseline.

Some may say vaseline is not a leather oil.

Perhaps not, but I have found it perfectly

satisfactory' for my use and especially do I

like it for oiling leather cartridge belts as

cartridges do not seem to corrode nearly

so easily as when other oils are used. How-
ever, I believe in oiling belts, especially

the cartridge loops, sparingly, but give the
scabbards all the oil or grease they will take in.

Except when getting leaded barrels a few
times when using slightly over charges of

Bull's Eye powder, I have never found it

necessar\- to use a brass brush and this brass

brush, by the way, was a steel bristle brush
such as I understand is, or at least was, part

of the regular equipment for cleaning the.303
British Ser\"ice rifle. By using a comb to

straighten out the bristles the brush was
enlarged sufficiently to fit sufficiently tight

the .44-40 and .45 Colt barrels and by care-

fully using the lead was very easily removed.
On second thought, I remember a few in-

stances 01 getting leaded barrels very similar

to that following over charges of Bull's Eye
when using the Du Pont No. 3 Pistol Powder
when that same steel bristle brush was
brought into service. Contrary to the gen-
eral belief, larger than factory recommended
charges of Bull's Eye can be used in the .14-40

and .45 Colt revolvers. Remember, please,

I am not advising these over charges, but I

have it from a perfectly reliable source that
larger charges can safely be used in the .44-40

and .45 Coll calibers. For years I set m>
Ideal measure at 14 grains for the old Laflin

and Rand granulated form Bull's Eye and
used thousands of such charges in the .45

Colt with the cast 255-grain bullet. No.
leading and excellent accuracy. Many thought
this excessive when as a matter of fact I

doubt if I was getting in excess of 750 f.s.

though at the time I was under the impression

that due to its being .6 of a grain more in

weight than factor>' recommended charge

I must be getting a real man's load. I

know now that I was not. In the .44-40,

4.5 and 5 grains Bull's Eye has been the

standard charge but the velocity is quite low

as compared with some of the other full

charges for this caliber. I secured fine ac-

curacy with 5.5 grains but here I ran up

against considerable heal, barrel leadedfand
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I went back to 5 grains. I have often won-

dered if a wad behind bullet might not have

protected base sufficiently to have prevented

fusing and thus dodged the leading difTiculty

but never t-.ied it out as later found the 18.2

grain DuPont No. 80 powder so very satis-

factory that I have had no desire to change

though did experiment somewhat with their

No. 3 to find I sometimes had leaded barrels

and never averaged near as well for accuracy

as when using the No. SO. Also had trouble

oi this nature in the .45. But in the two

calibers, .44-10 and .45 Colts I can strongly

recommend DuPont No. 80. In the .44-40

use 18.2 grains and in the .45 use 15 grains

and you will find you have real men's loads

in every way. 1 have thought it m.ight

prove of int rest to briefly touch on powder

for these two calibers as some one in June

Rori and Gun was asking for something of the

kind.

Black powder for a revolver is a thousand-

years ago, we all know, but as one may some

time have to use (I sometimes have to myself)

it might be worth while to briefly mention

that I have never yet been al)le to load black

powder in a cartridge shell for a revolver

which would not show caking more or less

aftei a few shots had been fiied, this caking

showing at the breeph end of barrel and ex-

tending farther forward as the shooting

continued. I have used the best of powders

within reach and al)Out all- the lubricants foi

the bullets that have ever shown up in print

not to mention many of my own combinations,

one of the best I now have but it contains so

many ingredients that it would be difficuK to

name them alt. Ileie are a few; Beeswax,

Mobilubricant, vaseline, 3-in-l, dcci tallow,

bear's grease, wood chuck oil and likely a

few otfiers if I could but think of them all. I

cannot give the proportions of each but can

saV it sticks to a bullet nicely and leaves the

bands in perfect shape for easy cleaning

wrth not a trace of leading in various rifles

and revolvers in which it has been used. I

am now speaking of smokeless powder loads.

. As I mentioned above, any black powder

cartridge 1 have ever used, factory or reloaded,

and this includes semi-smokoless as well,

has given more or less caking in the ban el,

less of course, in Setni-smokcless than the

others, and before taking up smokeless pow-

ders lor revolver use this was so slight with

the semi-smokeless as to almost incline one

to think the really perfect levolvcr powder

had at last been perfected. If I could not

get DuPont No. 80 it would be semi-smoke-

less foi mine in the big. guns when wanting

really powerful loads.

Now if you simply have to use any black

powder, or semi-smokeless which will cake

more of less at the breech, one can shoot

many shots by blowing the breath through the

bairel after say every three to six shots. If

saliva is allowed to be blown thiough the

barrel at the same time it will moisten the

powder residue but this blowing through

barrel should never be resorted to unless it is

expected to continue- shooting as rusting

of barrel would be almost certain to follow.

When cleaning after black powder has been

usea, 1 have always liked a slotted wooden
rod with a cloth patch, not too long which will

double when drawing back after same has

been run through barrel and cause all kinds

of trouble, dipped in water. This, with one

wiping, will almost invariably dissolve the

caking but it is best to use two or three wet

clothes, after which several dry ones to dry

the barrel's interior being sure, mind you,

that it is dry, alter which it may be oiled, and

if cylinder chambers have received similar

treatnient, revolver, after being gone over

with an oiiy cloth, may be placed in the oiled

scabbaid and hung on its accustomed peg

with no thought of rust following.

Cleaning after using smokeless powders

like DuPont No. 3 which 1 like better than

anything else in all revolvers smaller than the

big .4l-40's and .4.5's and DuPont No. 80, 1

merely dip the cloth-protected bristle brush

in some good nitro-solvent oil like Marbles,

or Hudson's cleaner, scrub barrel and cham-

bers thoroughly, wipe dr>' with dry cloths

to get all the powder residue out, then oil

with either of these oils and after wiping

revolver off with oily cloth arm is ready for

the scabbard.

I have spoken of Maxble's and Hudson's

cleaners. These were used mostly until the

supply was exhausted since which I have

been using the B..S.A. Saftipaste. I hke

them all and believe any one using any of

them and cleaning propeily will never have a

rusted levolver barrel or chamber. Occas-

ionally a few diops of thin oil should be

dropped in the revolver in front of hammer
when it is cocked. After cocking and letting

hammer down a few times the oil works its

way pretty well through the mechanism

and no more will be required ;is a nile but if

any doubts exist as to all parts which requite

oiling gettini" their share a few drops may be

added at trigger and where cylinder stop

works in the fiame then manipulate the
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arms a few limes betoie placing in scabbard.

The best oil I have ever used for the mechan-

ism has been the Rem. Oil made by th? Rem.
U.M.C. people. They had some difficulty

in getting some one of the ingiedients whicn

entered into its make up during tne war, this,

1 believe, came from Russia, and for a while

were unable to supply the shooters, but pre-

sume this dilTiculty has been overcome by

this time. The one thing that appealed to me
very strongly about this Rem. oil was its

non-freezing qualities. 1 tried it with sev-

eral other oils and when they were thick and

white at 20 below zero the Rem. oil was as thin

as kerosene. I had one revolver freeze up

good and solid with another oil. After

removing the offending fluid and oiling with

Rem. the arm worked as freely as in summer
time. I believe the Winchester Co. make a

thin oil for mechanisms and while I have

used nearly all their cleaning pteparalions

and like them, this oil f have never tried.

But I'll bet it is good or they'd never make it.

I see in answer to an inquirer Nfr. Landis

very -wisely suggests the shouldei holster

as being the best for carrying the revolver in

'the brush. I had hoped to have had photos

of some of the belts and scabbards I have

made foi my own use to have shown with this

article but was disappointed at the last min-

ute so will but briefly refer to this- matter at

the present time but if Mr. I^andis says the

word %\'ill try and hand the readers something
concerning this matter at a later date. But
don't, please don't, write me for prices on

such things as I have nothing to sell and
might say that 1 could not make it win finan-

cially if ever so much disposed to make for

the market. I spoiled many a good piece of

leather before producing a really satisfac-

tory belt or scabbard, but can now turn out

articles of this nature which suit me rather

better than anything I have ever been able

to get from any maker. That's about as

near boasting as ! dare to go so will cut out

any similar remarks and get down to busmess.

Carrying a revolver, a belt i-evolver, re-

member, with a belt full of cartridges when
in the saddle and a similar outfit in the moun-
tains or timbered districts on fool are -widely

different propositions. You'll make it all

right in the saddle but on fool the average man
will be mighty tired long before night.

There are several ways of carrying a revolver

when on foot which are much easier than
carrying from belt around the waist. You
can buy the regular factory shoulder scabbard,

some of which will prove fairly satisfactoiy.

The only one I ever saw which came anywhere

near suiting me was made by the H. H. Heser
Saddlery, Denver, Colorado. The one I

like best is one I make for myself which may
be briefly described as follows; Scabbard

hangs under left arm from strap over left

shoulder. A narrower strap of suitable

length has its ends rivetted to the shoulder

strap just back of but near top of shoulder

(left shoulder) the loop of the strap passes

back of the shoulders around right arm so that

there is no strap showing across breast (as in

the case with the usual shoulder holster) even

when vest is unbuttoned. On the front of

the scabbard at about the height of the cylin-

der a row of cartridge loops is sewn which

accomodates from ten to twelve cartridges

depending on caliber of the revolver being

carried. With such a scabbard one can

handle an axe or do any other work without

difficulty and besides he will hardly notice

the weight, especially of a revolver not

larger than the .38 Special caliber.

Another way which I have found excellent,

and especially where many cartridges are to

be carried, is to suspend the revolver (use

regular scabbard if you like) from right shoul-

der (with strap) under left arm and wear
cartridge belt around waist. This will dis-

tribute the weight and is one of the best

ways of carrying a heavy belt revolver on
foot 1 know of where a belt full of the heavy

cartridges are to be carried.

Just a word or two concerning carrying

a revolver in the pocket. Unprotected by a

suitable scabbard, I know of no way in which

this may be done without danger of rusting

the weapon. With a suitable scabbard made
for the hip pocket one may be carried indef-

initely with no possible prospect of rust.

Bear in mind a few important points, however.

Keep the barrel's interior always protected

with a thin coaling of some thick gun grease
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like Winchester Gun Grease, B.S.A. Safti-

paste, etc.: also every night wipe off outside

of revolver with cloth slightly oiled. Note
here that it is not necessary, nor desirable, to

flood any part of the weapon with oil or paste

it over with thick grease: merely see to it that

the surface is protected with oil. If the out-

side is very slightly oiled every night and'then

if desired most of it wiped off there will be no

danger of rust: at least from my experience I

can positively say there will be no danger in

this respect. But the scabbard in which the

revolver is to be carried must be made right

and of the right material. Get a piece of

best saddle skirting, or sole leather will be as

good or better and cijt same width as hip

pocket. See that this is "thoroughly oiled.

This is the foundation on which you will

build your pocket scabbard. Cut a paper

pattern that will neatly fit over the revolvei

when placed on the "foundation" and when
you are sure you have the pattern the right

size cut from thinner leather the part which
will finish your scabbard and sew it on. It

properly done, you will have a scabbard for

pocket use which will protect the revolver

from rust and which will enable the easy

carrying of the weapon under practically

all conditions where a pocket arm would
likely ever be carried. The shouldei holster,

which has l)een briefly mentioned, is also a

good one for a pocket revolver, and especially

good for carrying a medium weight revolver

with a longer than pocket revolver barrel.

In such a scabbard a revolver with five and

six- inch barrels can be conveniently carried

on practically all occasions where one would
want to have a weapon of this sort with him.

I have mentioned the importance of oiling

slightly the mechanism ot revolvers occasion-

ally and to cock and let down hammer several

times that oil may reach all parts of the action.

This refers to single-actions but if the arm is a

double-action a quicker method is to grasp

stock with right hand in the usual mann,er,

place thumb of left hand over hammer spur

and let it follow the hammer up and down as

the trigger is pulled and released. After this

is learned properly (always using an unloaded

revolver of course, especially when first

attempting it) the trigger will be worked very

rapidly, a half dozen pulls being sufficient

to bring oil to all parts of the action. The
object is holding the thumb on the hammer
spur as trigger is being manipulated is to

prevent the hammer striking an empty cham-
ber as it has been my experience that prac-

tically all firing pins are broken from snapping

on empty chambers. When snapping on a

loaded cartridge, the primer cushions the

hammer blow and no damage to firing pin

follows but when hammer is 5napi>ed on an

empty chamber the jolt given the hammer is

liable to cause firing pin to break and while

such breakages are few, I might say right

here that the few I have seen break in both

rifles and revolvers were where hammers
were snapped on empty chambers. My
advice would be to avoid snapping on etjipty

chambers as much as possible.

The Blue Ribbon Hunting Sight for the .256 Newton
" Cecil Whalley

SO().\
iifter my securing a .256 Newton

rillc there appeared an article in a current

sporting magazine by Major( now Colonel)

Townscnd Whclen describing what he cn-

Ihusiaslically declared "a perfectly splendid

hunting sight." It was a Lyman, mounted
on a large lug welded on the cocking piece of

his sporting Springfield and equipped with a

windage adjustment whicli was operated by
a largo-hearlcd screw. This sight approxi-

mated to what I had in niiiid as ideal for the

Newton, but there were improvements to be

made bcfon! il would fiillil all rc(|uirenu!nts.

No mention was made in the .irlicle of micro-

meter adjuHtmenls reading to minutes of

angle, such as arc provided in the Lyman
receiver sight for the Springfield (No. 18) and
in llic- No. lli:i tang siglil. Such adjiislnicnls

I wished to secure for careful study ol the .256,

and enquiry was made of the Lyman Corpor-

ation whether thCy would make to special

order a sight with the dislinclive features of

the No. 103—adjustment to minutes of angle

both in elevation and windage, movable
sleeves to adjust accurately to zero in each

case, and clicks—the sight to be mounted
on the rear end of the (iring-pin. In a nu)st

courteous repl;^ from a member of the liriu the

dilTicullies allctiding the m:inufaclure of

such a sight, which must be kepi short in the

stem in a hunting ride, were pointed out; but

eventually they undertook to make it after

due warning that consichTable delay in deliv-

ery was inevitable. I''inally it arrived, a

piece of beautiful workmanship and with very
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attractive lines, as the accompanying photo-

graph will show.

The sight proper is mounted by the wind-

age dovetail joint on a special nut cylindrical

in form, of the same diameter as the sleeve of

the rifle—three-quarters of an inch—and
half an inch long. This nut, which takes the

place of the regular firing-pin nflt, has two
wedge-shaped projections which engage in

two notches in the cocking head, obviating

The Blue Ribbon hunting sight for the .256

any tendency of the sight to roll. When the

rifle is uncocked, the nut lies close to the rear

end of the sleeve. On the flattened upper
surface is inscribed a scale foi windage, each

division of which corresponds to 5 minutcs'of

angle, i.e., 10 clicks of the windage screw.

As will be remembered, the No. 103 sight

reads to half minutes of angle in both eleva-

tion and windage, clicking as the divisions on
the polished sleeves pass the marks on the

body of the sight. These sleeves can be

moved independently of the knurled sleeves

on which they revolve, so that when rifle

is zeroed, they may be turned to zero. All

these features are supplied in the new sight.

The windage adjustment, as requested, works
quite stiffly,so that there is no danger of the

knurled head being turned when dragged

through brush. The joints are all tight and
free from play, and when the sight is locked in

the firing position by the small lever on the

left side, it will withstand any blow short of

one which would break the metal. It will

be unnecessary to dilate on the advantage
of the click, giving absolutely correct adjust-

ment for target shooting, and enabling the

hunter to change elevation for a long shot

without taking his eyes olT the game—usually

a fatal proceeding for often the slight move-
ment which first attracted attention ceases

and its protective colouring makes the animal

invisible.

The sight at its lowest elevation is a trifle

higher than the Newton peep sight and
requires a front sight about 14 in. higher than

that supplied with the rifle,but it is low enough
to be carried through brush without catching.

The projection of the wndage knurled head

with its sleeve is only ?8 in., which is but A
in. beyond that of the safety. The action of

the latter is in no way interfered with; it

can be pulled over with the thumb when
throwing the piece to the shoulder just as

readily as when using open sights, thus leaving

unimpaired one of the best features of the

Newton in which it surpasses the shotgun

safety which has to be pushed forward.

The superiority of a peep sight on the

firing pin over a receiver sight on a hunting

rifle, both for quicker work and in bad light,

hasjbeen pointed out by Col. Whelen in his

book, "The American Rifle,"' after careful

tests. The experience of humble and un-

known sportsmen fully bears out his con-

tention: in uncertain light at dawn or twi-

light you want the aperture quite close to the

eye, and as the sight travels forward some
distance before the recoil comes, there is no
danger of injuring that important organ.

To aim quickly and confidently in poor light

a half-inch eyecup with a A in. aperture is an
improvement on the bare LT,Tnan sight.

Although not listed in their catalogue, the

L>Tinin Company will supply such an eyecup

to interchange with the target disc at the usual

price, and the writer who used one for several

seasons on a .250-3000 Savage has found it

surprisingly quick in a snap shot, while in

twilight one is secured against looking out-

side the ring when aiming in a hurry.

Taking it altogether as a sight for hunting

purposes it is in my humble opinion beyond
adverse criticism, while for target shooting it

cannot fall much short ol the very best. As
readers of current spotting magazines will

presently be made aware, a similar sight is

being placed on sporting Springfields, and the

writer felt that much burning envy in the

hearts of the owners of Newtons at the

announcement would be prevented by the

information that their rifles can be equipped

with what can fairly be called the Blue Rib-

bon sight for the .256.
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A Freak Shot

Roy Brattan

THE incident that I am about to record

happened in the timber near the

forest reserve.

The early part of the season was not

adapted to hunting on account of the lack of

tracking snow. The fifteenth day after my
arrival there it started to snow which encour-

aged us. The snow kept falling until dark.

When the sky cleared off. it left us about four

inches covering the ground. This was hardly

enough for good tracking but sufficient to

enable us to track game in most of the

timber.

Early the next morning before sunrise, my
cousin and I were up ready to start. NVe

hastily prepared some breakfast: ate it and

then set out.

After passing his green feed stack we saw

numerous rabbit tracks and knew that track-

ing was going to be good so we therefore

started on our steady climb toward the high-

est timber for we knew that our chances would
be better up there than in the lowland.

My cousin was a homesteader but did

quite a little trapping on the side. He had
built his house on the level near some large-

poplars which surrounded an under-ground
spring. This spring furnished water for his

use. On both sides of the house were high

hills which stretched out from the distant

blue mountains forming a small valley which
became smaller as it neared the mountain.
I'he thickest timber lay high up on the hill.

We made our way toward the thick timber

but it was slow work climbing. The sun was
well up before we reached our hunting grounds.

Being on the south slope of the hill, the timb-

er proved to be too scattered to furnish much
shelter for the deer, so we started on over

the head back into the next valley.

» Just as we came over the top of the hill a

lar.ge wolf jumped up aijd started off and then

fell. My cousin quickly drew an automatic

revolver and firing, killed him.

We walked up and examined the wolf. It

was a very large one being worth at present

prices almost S20.00. My cousin did not

attempt to carry it along with us, but tied

its legs together and left it until we should

return. lie hung it high up in a tree so that

nothing could gel alit.

Wc soon entered a thick grove of timber, so

thick that the pine trunks were hardly far

onough apart to allow us to walk through.

Suddenly my cousin stopped near a spring

and picked up something. I could see that

it was a trap that contained some fur bearer.

Naturally I did not know what it was.

"What do you think of that," he said patting

its dead body.

I confess that I did not know what to say.

He said that it was a marten, one of the

most expensive fur bearers.

Although I did not know very much about

fur bearers, I knew considerable about the

prices of them, and felt a little envious of my
cousin although I did not show it.

We stopped near this spring to eat our

lunch, which was a surprise to me as I did not

believe that it was more than 10 o'clock, but

we found that our trip had taken us longer

than we had expected.

After lunch I sat down for a rest ant'

watched my cousin skin the marten. Thil^

did not take him long for he was accustomed

to skinning game arid he soon had it accom-
plished. After he was finished we started

toward the top of the mountain. I began

to wonder if this was going to be another

disappointing day. wTien my cousin suddenly

stopped and motioned for me to stop also.

He moved around until he was behind a tree

and beckoned me to do the same. He whis-

pered, ' I am going to allow you to try this

shot." Then I suddenly saw the deer which

was so close that it seemed we could hardly

miss it. There it lay with its head erect.

Although it was a large buck with splendid

antlers it seemed entirely unaware of us.

I aimed very carefully, intending to shoot

it just over the left eye. I shot twice. There

was a cracking of bushes and the deer was
gone. I knew that I had missed him. How
in the world was I to explain this to my cousin,

for the whole week before I had been bragging

to him of my splendid shooting ability which

I had been displaying at the shooting gallery

at Medicine Hat, but luck was against me
this day. I surely had not shown him any
of my ability. I tried to speak to explain iiiy-

sell but my voice would not come, but instead

I walked silently to where the deer had been

lying. lie followed me and said "It doesn't

look as ii you hit him." I had to admit that

I was alraid not. Then he motioned that we
had but little time left but nevertheless we
could lind him, so wc set out on the track

which was quite difficult to sec on account of
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the tremendous leaps that he had taken in

running away. •

The track led us directly over another hill.

It took us sometime to reach the top of the

hill owing to the large stones which covered

it and to the slippery snow which made
travelling very difficult. At last we reached

the top of the hill and were able to overlook a

clear valley which had been burned out

sometime before. I shaded my eyes and look-

ed across the now darkening valley and saw
him over on the other side. He was stand-

ing still and was turned broad side to us.

I waited for mj- cousin and showed him where
the deer was standing. He said that he
thought it was too late in the day to go any
farther.

At last I decided to take a shot at him, from

that great distance. It would scare him even

though the chances of hitting him were very

remote. I raised the rear sight on the rifle

and took a good steady aim resting my elbow

on a stump. .Vl lhi< great distance the deer

looked more like a fly on a window pane than

anything else, but at last I managed to find

him through the sights and fired with little

hope of hitting him. When I looked again

the deer was down and kicking furiously.

"You have killed him" yelled my cousin.

With this we started to run toward him, but it

was needless because the deer was almost

stone dead before we came near it.

The next day we all had venison which I

proudly contributed to that "crack shot"

of mine, but I am forced to believe that it was
onlv an accident.

Notes on Copper Capped Bullets

M. G. 0.

IN
the October issue of Rod and Gun appears

a description of a lead bullet with a metal

cap on the nose. This bullet is used in a

7.50 M.M. Mauser and makes a hole that is

larger than your two fists. Your contributor

asks you to tr>- out this bullet if you have the

facilities for doing so From the drawing

submitted by this article, I take it that this is

a sample of the Westley-Richards Patent

Capped Bullet.

These bullets are made up as shown in the

illustration in the above mentioned article to

shcot out of a rille as suggested by the Editor

of this Department i.e., in the low velocity

rides made by this firm. These rifles being

roughly in the .25-20 or .32-20 class and
using Cordite or Axite smokeless powders and
using bullets ot .310 and 297 inch diameter.

These capped bullets are also used in .303

British. .318 and various other calibers of this

type, the copper cap being milled onto the

forward end of the bullet outside the metal

jacket. These bullets or others of similar

type are also used in the same firm's "Ex-
plora" double barrelled guns using both this

type of bullet and shot, using either the bullet

or shot from either barrel. .\ full description

of all these loads and their effects on animal
tissue, on metal, etc.. will be found in Henry
Sharpe's book called "Modern Gunnery."

.\s a description of this type of bullet will

prove of interest to some of youi readers,

allow me to describe the Patent Copper
Capped Bullet that I am using in my own

Mauser rifle. This rifle is bored for the .303

British cartridge and is sighted for the ordin-

ary Mark VI. ammunition, or the ordinary

form of sporting ammunition in use prior to

the war. I have owned this rific for ten

years and have found it very accurate on the

range up to 600 yards which is the longest

range it was used on. I have found it an

extremely handy rifle for hunting as it weighs

about 614 pounds and is very well balanced.

I have used the .303 soft point ammunition
of Winchester make in it with good satisfac-

tion.

Some year? ago, I went into Westley Rich-

ards to get clips for this rifle, and somehow
came away with several boxes of their Patent

Bullet Ammunition. The weight of the bul-

let or of the powder is not marked on these

boxes, but the cartridge case is stamped on

the base "Mark VI." and cordite loaded. The
bullet is the ordinary metal jacketed except

that it has a copper dome milled on to the nose.

This copper dome is hollow right at the point.

The idea is threefold : First, to give deadly

killing effect by this dome caving in on im-

pact and giving the effect of a mushiooni

bullet; second, to protect the soft poii\t of an

ordinary bullet from defomiation or to pro-

tect the cavity at the nose in the ordinary

hollow point bullet; thirdly, to give a long

full weighted bullet with a light nose and

good balance.

Forward of the metal jacket the lead is

carried well up into the copper dome and then
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instead of finishing off square across the

surface, it finishes ofl' in a cup shape.

Until reading the before mentioned article,

I have always taken these bullets at their

face value and have never taken the trouble

of trying them out for penetration or smashing

or to open them up. The fact that they were
good killers and were accurate was all that

interested me, and also my supply of them was
limited.

Somebody else evidently was curious as to

their construction as I found that one of them
has been nipped by a pair of pincers. I.

therefore, took a file to this mutilated bullet

and the above description is the outcome.

Editor's Note: I have not had the oppor-

tunity to try out these bullets as was re-

quested as I didn't have any ol them, but

lately I have been doing some experimental

work with ordinary full cased Spitzer bullets by
filing off the points until about 1-10 of an inch

of lead is exposed. By careful target shotting

from a range of 500 yards, we have found
that this does not affect the accuracy to any
particular extent, the groups being almost

exactly the same as those scored by the

regular full metal cased Spitzer bullets. The
only difference that we could notice was that

these home-made soft point bullets shoot 10

inches lower at 500 yards which can be very

easily remedied by very slightly raising the

rear sight. It is needleSs to say that this

proceeding would increase the killing power
very much and is a very cheap method of

making soft point bullets out of ammunition
loaded with full patch bullets. .

I

Queries and Answers

Vttrious Questions.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.

Which rifle will shoot the greatest distance,

the .30-30 or the .303, or is there no practical

difference between them?
What do you suppose would be the longest

distance at which a 44 calibre round ball

bhllet would kill a coyote if hit vitally?

Would it be possible to kill a deer with this

gun? If so about what distance would it

kill one?

Swan River Man. A subscriber.

Hrply—The answer to your inquiry depends

entiiely upon the load that you use for each

of these cartridges and also whether in speak-

ing of the .303 you mean the .303 British

Mark VH, the .303 British Mark VI, or the

.303 Savage. Supposing that you mean the

.303 Savage and the .30-30 with their gener-

ally accepted standard factory loads, there

would be very little difference between them,

not enough to bother with. The .303 British

of course, would outshoot either of them con-

siderably.

In reply to your second question, the 44

caliber round bullet might kill a coyote at

least half a mile away if it hit him at the butt

of the ear or in an eye in such manner that it

would penetrate the brain easily, or if it

hit him directly over the heart without

striking a rib, but if it hit him in an equally

vital place such as for instance in l)olh

shoulders where it would need to l)rcak the

shoulders or in the spine—from tlu; base of

the skull to ihr 'loulders— it would require

considerably mo.e penetration ti> reach the

vital spot or if for instance it hit in such

manner that it would be necessary to pene-

trate the skull at its thickest point, or if it

hit at an oblique angle. Therefore this

question would be Very hard to answer.

For general shooting this bullet would not

be of very much use to you over 50 to 75

yards for any purpose because in only a

small percentage of cases would you hit your

game exactly right so that you could do the

most damage with the least possible pene-

tration.

It would be possible to kill a deer with a

44 caliber gun loaded with the round ball. I

have seen a seventeen hundred pound steer

killed with a .22 caliber long bullet, but this

does not prove that the .22 long cartridge is at

all'adapted to killing big'game orlarge animals.

I have also seen a large tom-cat "killed by
shooting it in the side with a ball from a boy's

sling shot which ordinarily will have very

little effect on animals of this size as you

may remember from your boyhood days.

Editor.

Editor. Guns and Ammunition Dept.

What do you think of th-e following gun
as the best all round six gun for general use?

This is a single action Colt with 44-40 and 44

Smith & Wesson special cylinders. It has a

714 inch barrel. Thus gun works fine and is

very accurate. I will give you some more
details about it with targets at a future date.

Toronto, Ont. David A. Schemnitz.

i
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Reply—In reply to your communication

concernini! the 44-40 anrl 44 Smith & Wesson

special Colt single action gun that you have,

this would make a fairly good gun for all

round work, but 1 do not believe it will prove

as good a target weapon as some of the other

modeb of Colt and Smith & Wesson arms

which permit of a cleaner and shorter sweep

of the hammer and which have a finer trigger

pull-

' The single action Colt was never intended f6r

a^target weapon. I do not remember ever

having seen a really expert shot using one of

them in close competition as the 38 specials and

44_, specials and "the .22 caliber single shot

target pistols seem to be used in 100 percent

of the cases by those men who can and do

make really high grade scores.

I am rather inclined to believe that the

writings of some of our gun experts who have

obtained their experience in the West but not

on^target ranges and also to the writing of

some other six gun shooters who have not

obtained their experience in either locality has

resulted in the old single action type of revol-

ver being boosted very much more than it

actually deser\'es.

I would be very glad to receive your targets

and will publish as many of them as our space

will permit. I would suggest that you make
them at 20 yards rather than at a longer

distance, as 50 yards targets are so large that

the cuts must be reduced so much that the

reader gets the idea that a target is really

considerably smaller than it actually is.

Editor.

Editor Guns and Ammunition Depl.

1 have a .303 Ross Special match ride. Is it

possible to cut off about six inches from the

barrel and still have an accurate shooting

rifle.? My idea is to cut down the gun which
is very long and use it for a sporting rifle.

j' What would you advise? I \\ant as little

weight as possible consistent with accurate

shooting.

Vancouver B.C. A. H. (Larson.

Reply—In reply to your enquiry you could

cut off the barrel of your .303 Ross match
rifle to make a sporting rifle from it, and if

this is properly done it should not spoil its ac-

curacy to any great extent, but it would entiie-

ly_change the balance and handling qualities of

the rifle. Whether this would be an improve-
ment or a disadvantage, would be almost

impossible to say until the task was finished.

I have known of cases where the accuracy

of a rifle was materially increased by cutting

ofl the barrel, but it d6es not always work out

this way and the only way to tell what will

happen is tohave the thing done and then test

the rifle.

Such gunsmiths as A. O. Xiedner. Maiden,
Mass, or A. W. Peterson, Denver, Colo.,

W. A. Brock, London, Ont., or many others

could do this work for you and do it in a

manner that would leave you with an accur-

ate rifle, provided the rifle is accurate before

the barrel is cut off.

My own preference for a bolt action sport-

ing rifle would be to have a barrel 26 or 27

inches long. 1 never did like the feel of a

rifle that had a very short, stubby barrel,

especially if the barrel is light. I would
not under the circumstances, consider cut-

ting ofT the barrel to a shorter length than 25

inches, and even then it might be necessary

to bore out the butt stock under the butt plate

to make the rifle balance properly.—Editor.

Notes on the .280 Ross
Editor Guns and Ammunition Dept.—
WTiat do you think of the .280 Ross as a

gun for use on moose, deer or any large game.
The velocity of this cartridge is 3000 feet per

second. I have used it with fine success on
Vancouver Island for black tailed deer.

Edmonton. H. E. 0. B.

Reply—This rifle has the reputation of

being a very successful big game rifle. One
of the reasons that you do not hear more
about it is that the rifle is not being manu-
factured at the present time as the Ross Rifle

Company went out of business during the

War. —-Editor.

Information on the 9MM. Mauser Pistol

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.

1 would be pleased to obtain some informa-

tion regarding the Mauser Pistol. Who are

the makers of Cartridges for the 9MM. Mau-
ser Pistol? Do you know of any dealer in

Canada who keeps them in stock?

Why is the 9MM. sighted for 500 meters and
the 7.63 MM. for lOOU meters?

What is the muzzle velocity of the 9MM^
Mauser?

Is the elTcct of this 9MM. Pistol somewhat
like the .38 Colt Automatic with a 6 inch

barrel?

Is the velocity too high to give the bullet

"stopping power" at 50 yards?

Regina, Sask. J. F. C. Riepsamen,

Reply—You can obtain ammunition for the

9MM. Mauser from the Remington Arms
U.M.C. Company and probably also from the

Domnion Cartridge Company. The D. Pike

Co. or Hallam's should have it in stock.
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It is impossible to tell why the 9MM. is

sighted for 500 meters and the 7.63 for 1000

meters, unless it is because the ".63 is better

adapted for long lange shooting, as neither

pistol is of any use whatever at 500 meters

or in fact at 200 meters for practical shooting.

This so called long range shooting with pistols

^and revolvers is pure nonsense. This re-

volver is about in the class with the .38 Colt.

The velocity of the bullet is not too high

to give good "stopping power," in fact there

is no reason at all why high velocity should

be expected to give less slopping power than

low velocity as a bullet at high velocity will

always have more killing power than one at

low velocity, provided, of course, that it can

exert the same or greater amount of energy

on the object which it hits.

The claim that a low velocity revolver

cartridge is more deadly than a high velocity

cartridge having a bullet of equal weight,

cross section, and an equally deadly typo ot

point, is merely a subterfuge to cover up the

deficiencies of the infeiior cartridge. The
claim that you can do more damage by push-

ing a man with your fist than you can by

hitdng him with all your strength with the

same fist, is ridiculous, and that is exactly

the line of reasoning that is being followed

by those people who try to claim that a low

velocity caitridge is more deadly than a high

velocity cartiidge.

They do not take into consideration the

fact that the high velocity cartridges, with

which they are familiar, use a very light

small calibre bullet. If they used a .45

calibre rifle, shooting a 500 grain bullet at a

velocity of approximately 3000 -feet per se-

cond, they would change their minds about

the effectiveness of a high velocity cartridge.

That rifle would be extremely effective at

both ends, which is the reason why it is not

being used.

lulitor.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.

Which of these two rifles would you prefer

and why?
.280 Hoss, .30 Newton.
What would be your choice for a "Moose

Gun" and why?
Is the 45 Calibre Colt A^utomalic pistol an

accurate shooter''

II. II. Smith.

Toronto, Ont.

Hf/ilii— In reply to your retpicsl, I will reply

as follows; i

The superiority between the .280 Hoss and

the ..iO Newton is one that is open to con-

siderable argument. Both of these rifles have
serious disadvantages. The disadvantage

of the .30 Newton is that the .30 Newton
cartridge is not at all common in any locality.

Also a rifle chambered for the .30 Newton
cartridge that is built as light as the Newton
rifles, will have a very disagreeable recoil.

The principle disadvantages of the .280 Ross

are that it is no longer being manufactured

and if you happen to break anything about

it, you will most likely be up against the

proposition of having to have this made by

hand, which is an expensive undertaking,

"^f the two, I would prefer the .280 Ross,

due to the fact that you would have less

trouble to secure cartridges, but you will have

plenty of trouble in securing cartridges for

the .280 Ross and for that reason I would

suggest that you use a Newton, Ross, or

Winchester rifle chambered for the .303 Brit-

ish or the .30-1906 Springfield cartridge. For

either of these, you will have very little

trouble to secure ammunition.

My personal choice of a moose gun would

be a bolt action rifle using the .30-1906

cartridge loaded with a 180 grain soft point

bullet. My reasons for choosing this gun

would be because the ammunition that may
be used in it is the most accurate that is ob-

tainable in this counti-y. It is about as

powerful as can be shot from a sporting rifle

with comfort, and it is a splendid killing cart-

ridge. The trajectory is vei-y flat, it bucks the

wind unusually well and is not likely to be

unduly reflected by limbs or twigs, as would

be the case with a lighter bullet. I believe

a cartridge of this type is a very good com-

promise between the light bullet, extremely

high velocity cai fridges and the low power

black powder type of rifles, which unfortun-

ntely have a very high trajectory.

The .45 calibre Coll Automatir, pistol is a

very accurate shooter. It is a thoroughly

reliable wcajjon for almost any purpose for

which a pistol could be used.

Kditor.

Editor, Guns and Anwumitinri, Dent.

As I have been a reader of your magazine

for sometime 1 lake the liberty of asking you

a few questions.

Where in Canada can 1 buy a good 22

single shot pistol and how much will it cost.

Can a 32 rim fire cartridge be reloaded so as

to give it higher velocity and longer range and

what is t'he killing range of a 32 rim fire rifle.

.John C. Frascr,

Aniigonish, N.S. Canada.
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Reply—In reply to your request the Stevens

Arms and Tool Company, Chicopee Falls,

Mass., who manufacture the Stevens rifles,

have just placed their Xo. 10 single shot target

pistol upon the market. This pistol will sell

for about S22.00 or .$23.00 in Canada. Other

good pistols that you might use are the Smith

& Wesson single shot target pistol, or the

Colt Automatic. These pistols could be

obtained from John Hallam, Ltd., the D.

Pike Compmny or from the Lion Sporting

Goods Company, all of whom advertise in

Rod and Gun.

It is not advisable to try to increase the

power of the ?2 rim fire cartridge. The
effective range of this cartridge is about 100

yards, due to the fact that its trajectory is

quite high and killing game with it at longer

ranges is rather difficult for this reason. It

is not as satisfactory as many of the later

center fire cartridges.

Editor.

Parts for a Standard Rifle

Editor, Guns (ind Ammunition, Dept.

Recently while looking over the May issue

of Rod and Gun, I noticed an inquiry regarding

spare parts for rifles manufactured by the

Standard .\rms Co. In your reply you sug-

gested trying Francis Bannerman for the

required parts. Bannennan does not at

present list these rifles so it is doubtful if he

can supply repairs, but Wm. R. Burkhard,

143 East 4th St., St. Paul. Minn, lists both

Standard rifles and spare parts for same.

Hoping that this infonnation may be of

use to you, I am
Sincerely yours,

B. \V. Broatch,

Maidstone, Sask.

often seen the rifle used till it was too hot to

handle with comfort. This article istthe

first kick I have seen or heard, and I have been

associated with thousands of men who use

Lee-Enfield under most trying conditions.

The fact that it was used by the British Forces

throughout the campaign should be a re-

commendation for a rifle that stood the strain

of service as the Lee-Enfield did.

I hate to see the Lee-Enfield spoken ill'of

without a protest.

Yours truly,

A. Horsfield,

Findlater, Sask.

Rifles For Moose Shooting.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.

I am a reader of your niagazine and I want

advice about rifles. I would like to have a

rifle for moose and deer, one that would kill

a moose at four or five hundred yards. I

like a Remington .35 or a .303 Savage very

much, but think the Savage would be the

best rifle for my purpose.

Howard H. Wile,

Shubenacadie, Nova Scotia.

Reply—In reply to your inquiry concerning

which rifle I would advise you to secure for

moose shooting, either the .35 Remington

or the .303 Savage would be a splendid rifle

for this purpose but if you actually do have

very much shooting at 400 to 500 yards, a

Winchester rifle chambered for the .303

British or .30-1906 Springfield cartridges or

a bolt action rifle chambered for either one of

them will prove more satisfactory as these

two cartridges hold up belter at long range

than those that you have mentioned. How-
ever, either the .303 or the .35 are very satis-

factory at moderate ranges.

Editor.

Notes on the .303 Lee-Enfield

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.

I recently read the article by Mr. Alfred

Geikie on "An American's Experience with

a British rifle" in the October issue of Rod
and Gun.

The above mentioned article seems to be

nothing but a kick against the .303 Lee-

Enfield, and in common fairness to the rifle

I should like to think that the writer had been

unfortunate enough to strike a faulty arm.

I have had a close personal acquaintance with

the Lee-Enfield, and have never had any
trouble with it. Moreover, I have never

heard of any trouble, either from the rifle

jamming or refusing to feed from the maga-
zine. I too had a share of Flanders Mud,
possibly more than the writer, and I have

New Stock For A .303 Ross.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.

1 have a Ross Model 10 .303 British. Last

week I had the misfortune to crack the stock.

Do you know where I can obtain a new slock

for it? The old stock was plain with full

pistol grip. I would like a new one with

checkered grip and forearm.

What sights would be the best for this rifle?

I did use an ivory bead front and Marble's

Special Base rear. I had the rear sight poked

into my eye by the recoil while taking a snap

shot at a running deer so I had to fall back on

the regular buck horn.

I wrote the Lyman people for a sight. The
only one they have is their number 48 Mi-

crometer Wind Gauge Receiver sight for the
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.280 Ross. Will this sight fit the Model 10?

This rifle has a bolt running through the stock

just below the receiver and I think it would

interfere with the elevation slide.

Clarence G. Thomas,

Fairville, N. B.

Reply—In regard to obtaining a new stock

for your ..303 Ross rifle, it will be necessary

for you to have a new stock made by hand.

Mr. W. A. Brock of London, Ontario could

very likely do this work for you. Mr.

A. O. Niedner, 1 Beacon St., Maiden, Mass.,

could also do the work for you.

I can see no reason why the Lyman double

Micrometer Receiver sight would not be

satisfactory for use on your Ross. You would

not be bothered by being hit in the eye by the

peep of this sight.

Editor.

Setting Traps For Foxes.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Depl.

I would like to know your opinion about

catching foxes on a farm where there are no

trees or bush around, only fences and old

straw stacks.

WTiat sights would you think best for a

.22 Calibre rifle for small game?
Can you tell me the price of "Fox Trap-

ping."

Is it against the law to ppison foxes in

Manitoba?
Andrew J. Kruger,

Altona, Man.
Reply—In reply to your inquiiy, I have

heard it mentioned that foxes were quite

frequently caught by setting traps on top of

straw stacks or mounds of earth as foxes are

likely to jump up on these places to take a

look over the country. The traps, of course,

are buried in the top of the mound or straw

stack covered with chaff or some similar

substance, and arc much more successful

after the first light snow fall as the small

amount of snow on top of the mound would

remove any traces of trap setting.

I always considered Lyman No. lA and

5 as being a very good set of sights for small

game shooting.

"Fox Trapping" costs .$1. It can be ob-

tained from Rod and Gun, Woodstock, Ont.

I':ditor.

The .22 High Power.

Editor, Guns ami Ammunition, Dept.

I would like to know your opinion of a

.22 Savage 1 1.P. Is it a good big game gun
and all-round rifle?

Which is the better Ijulict lo use, the Rem-

ington 70 grs. metal cased or the Savage 70

grs. soft point for target practice? Is there

a better bullet?

Does every bullet when fired out of a h;gh

powered gun rise? If so, what causes it?

Is it practical to reload this bullet and are

there reloading tools made for it?

Frank Palfy,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Reply—In reply to your inquiry, the Savage

.22 H.P. would be a fairly good rifle for a big

game gun and as an all round rifle provided

you did not intend to do any serious long range

target shooting, but I believe that you will

find that the .250-3000 Savage will prove

more generally satisfactory. It is a better

big game gun and you will have less trouble

to secure bullets for it in case you want to

reload.

I did not know that the Remington Arms
U.M.C. Company was making a full metal

cased bullet for the .22 high power but if

they are it will prove more accurate for target

shooting than the soft point bullet, due to

the fact that a full metal cased bullet is always

more accurate than the soft point bullet.

These bullets are as satisfactory as any you
can obtain for the .22 high power provided

you can obtain them, but as far as I know
it is not possible to obtain any metal cased

bullets for the .22 high power as none of the

companies that I know of will sell them except

in loaded ammunition.

The reason that the bullet appears to rise

when fired out of a high power rifle is due to

the flip of the muzzle of the thin barrel that

is used on high power rifles. A great deal of

trouble from high shooting is also caused by
the sharp recoil of the rifle. This recoil is not

heavy but it is very quick and some people

have trouble from high shooting for this

reason.

It is very pi-actical to reload a metal cased

bullet in a .22 high power provided that you

can get the bullets. You can secure reloading

tools from the Ideal Company which is the

only company in this counli-y that makes re-

loading tools for this calibre. In case you

cannot secure these from the manufacturers

possibly you can secure a set from the Weber
Anns Co., Denver, Colo., or the William

Burkhart Company, 143 Fast 1th St., St.

Paul. Minn.
lulilor.

Rifle For Big Game Shooting.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Depl.

Would you kindly recommend a good all

round gun, that is a gun that would bo good
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Join the 6,000
Over that number of Canadian

boys are shooting Dominion .22's
in their target competitions.

No matter what your age
is be "one of the boys!" En-
joy the real sport of target
shooting and the real satisfac-
tion in using

Dominion .22's
—the small cartridge that is guaranteed by the big "D"
trademark.

Dominion .22's insure accuracy and dependability to the

target shooter and small game hunter alike. And they are

obtainable at any store where good ammunition is sold.

Add Dominion .22's to your sporting outfit.

Dominion Cartridge Co. >,

Limited

Montreal Canada
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for mountains, prairie or brush, something

that would make a good Icilling weapon for

most any quadrui)ed in North America, such

as moose, deer, bear, mountain lion, sheep

and crocodile. I would like one with a flat

trajectory so that I can take a chance shot

without always adjusting sights.

Is a take down rifle as good as a solid frame?

If not, why not?

What would the price be for the rifle you
would recommend in answer to question No.
1?

What is the most reliable action for a gun,

automatic, lever action or pump?
Edward J. Ross,

Detroit, Mich.

Reply—In reply to your inquiry requesting

a good all round rifle for big game shooting

for the prairies, mountains or the brush that

would be used on anything from moose to

mountain sheep, I would suggest that you
select a rifle using the .30-1906 cartridge, the

.256 Newton, the .280 Floss or some -similar

cartridge as these cartridges have very flat

trajectories for long range shooting. A
take down rifle is not quite as accurate as a

solid frame rifle but for practical work you
would not notice much difference unless you
were a very good shot.

The rifles mentioned would cost you from
$40 to $75.

A Model 1895 Winchester, a Ross, a Mauser,
a Springfield or a Newton would all be satis-

factory for your purpose, and a Savage
.250-3000 would also be satisfactory provided

the range was not too long.

Generally speaking, either the automatic,

lever action or pump action are perfectly

reliable, as made by our well known manu-
facturers.

Editor.

Editor, Guns and Anununilion, Depl.

I would appreciate some information about

reloading the .25-20 Winchester.

Would you kindly tell me where I could

buy a reloading outfit, caps atid powder, and
what they would cost?

Would it be advisable to use the pure lead

bullet ill the .25-20?

Wilbert Hutter,

Vulcan, AlbeMa, Canada.

Reply—Replying to your inquiry, the only

firm that manufactures reloading tools is the

Ideal Manufacturing Company, New Haven,
Conn. If you cannot obtain a reloading set

from them promptly, we would suggest that

you try the Weber Arms Co., Denver, Color- JM
ado or William R. Burkhart, 143 East 4th

"^

St., St. Paul, Minnesota, who have some
reloading tools on hand.

You will find that reloading is not at all

hard and that you will be very well satisfied

with the results after you have a little prac-

tice. You can obtain primers, powder, lead

and block tin for reloading and also probably

the reloading set from the D. Pike Co.,

Hallam's, or the Lion Sporting Goods Com-
pany, all of whom advertise in Rod and Gun.

The main things to watch in reloading are

to make your bullets carefully, to lubricate

them well and then to resize them carefully.

Bullets for use in the .25-20 are very cheaply

made but in case you do not care to make
your own bullets, you can buy full metal

cased or soft point factory bullets for about
$8.00 per thousand. You can secure these

from the Winchester Repeating Arms Com-
pany or the Remington Arms U.M.C.
Company and possibly also from the Domin-
ion Cartridge Company. This will save you
more than one-half of the work of reloading

and they are not very expensive. You are

also much more likely to obtain more accurate

results at the start than you would with lead

bullets.

In case you can obtain your lead without

much expense it will pay you to cast your own
bullets and it will be necessary to use about

one part of block tin or two parts of tinners' I

solder, to 15 parts of lead by weight in casting

your bullets if you use smokeless powder,

and about one-half as much solder if you use

black powder, as the soft lead bullets will

not prove accurate in the .25 calibre.

Reloading will often enable you to do three

or four limes as much shooting for the same
amount of money, and you will have the

further advantage that you can load different

shapes and weights of bullets and load them

at different velocities so that you can repro-

duce any load from a .22 short to a .25-20

high velocity for use in your .25-20 ri.Hc.—Editor
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Don't Miss
This Bargain

The Raw Skins alone would cost
more to-day, in most cases, than
the price we ask for a finished and
complete Hallam Guaranteed Fur
Garment—as illustrated and priced
in

Hallam's 1920 Edition

Fur Fashion Book
Free to You

These low prices are still good for any
articles we have left, but absolutely no
new Coats or Sets can be made up except
at nearly 50 per cent, more in cost.

Be sure and write for your free copy of Hallam's
Fur Fashion Book, which contains 48 pages and
^cover, illustrating over 300 beautiful Fur Gar-
ments, all genuine photographs of the articles
just as they are and real people wearing them.
It will save you many dollars and it is absolutely
free.

.\ddree6 as below.

2441 laaiam Builebnff.TORONTOi
^>«t««««»T IN OUK IINC IN CANADA

Just One Shot
MAYBE you have waited

days to get it. You don't
want to chance missing be-

cause of poor sights.

LYMAN
SIGHTS

make quick, accurate
shooting natural.
Combination Rear
Sight No. lA shown
here is set on the tang,
close to the eye, bring-
ing the front sight
close up in a circle

and allowing a clear
\-iew of the game.
Does not depend
uponspring action to
bring it into posi-
tion, but locks firm-

ly; cannot shake loose. Will not
break if struck. If a tang sight
is not desired, Lyman Receiver
sights are your best bet.
Then you want a Lyman Ivory
Bead Front Sight " because it

shows up sharply against bound-
ing game, and a No. 6 Folding
Leaf Sight to replace the fac-
tory sight. Send for the

Free Lyman Book
Snows complete line of sights for every
purpose and ever>' gun; gives hints on
shooting, care of guns, etc.

LYMAN GUN SIGHT CORP.
U.S West St., Middlefield. Conn., U. S. A.



U. S. Opinion of Canadian Law Enforcement

The Tenderfoot

Reprinted from San Diego Evening Tribune, November 21

'T'HE following from Manager Andrews of

the Hazard-Gould sport goods store

should be read with interest by the shooting

tribe, as it details a topic in which Clan
Nimrod is verj^ much concerned

:

"Sporting Editor Tribune:

"I note in The Tribune that George A.

Lawyer, chief United States game warden,

has visited San Diego and that he is inter-

ested in the Sweetwater duck drives and I

regret that he was unable to inspect this

mode of wild fowling. In the article referred

to the question was raised as to whether the

law was lived up to as strictly as it should be,

and for Mr. Lawyer's and the public's inform-

ation, I wish to state that it is against the

rules of the management of the Sweetwater
company to use motor boats or outboard

motor driven craft to assist these drives in

any way.
"For many reasons it is detrimental to a

drive to have a motor boat disturb or make
the ducks fly^—they fly loo soon as it is with-

out being frightened. A launch is used for

some of the drives to take the men back
to the landing after the drive. This saves

them from roiving back more than two miles

and does not conflict in any way with the

law, as the drive is finished and no shooting

IS allowed from the launch.

"This drive style of duck shooting has

become very popular and is the envy of

northern sportsmen, a number of whom
attend every shoot. And undonblodly
through some of their glowing accounts of the

drives and tlicir woridrrful success, sonic

interested parties have decided the federal

"game laws were being violated."

Manager Andrews has stated the case

clearly and his comments are very much oh-

kay. So far as San Diego hunters are con-

cerned, they are obeying the game laws

equally as well as any other group of nimrods
in the United States. Mr. Lawyer's reference

to hunters killing more than the limit and
sharing with other nimrods who fail to kill

the number allowed by law is timely, but that

rule is being violated in every state, county
and precinct in this big republic where wild

game abounds, and a stack of laws as high

as the Washington monument will not stop it.

The only relief from that otTense lies with

each individual hunter, his idea of a square

deal with the law, the birds and his comrade.

The main object of the federal game laws is

to conserve migratory bird life and these

splendid regulations are doing that very

thing. Spring shooting and market hunting

created a sentiment in this country that

finally culminated in the treaty between the

United Slates and Great Britain that has

stamped out both evils. And take it straight

they are enforcing the law in Canada. In

Rod and Gun, published at Woodstock, Ont.,

is a department devoted to game conserva-

tion and each month is a resuni6 of the work
accomplisliod, which includes prosecutions

of law-breakers. In Canada the' law is being

enforced. In the United States this same
law is respected. Kindly note the dilTerence.

And tile Canucks have nothing on ns a( that.
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At Sweetwater the big launch is used to

tow rowboats and carry hunters back to the

darn after the drive is finished. It is not used

to "shoo" ducks to the blinds or toward the

drive. Neither is any one allowed to go
ahead of the drive for any purpose whatever
Only a few cheap skates sneak over the fence

at the head of the lake (to save two 40-cent

dollars) and mooch ducks ahead of the drive.

Real men stay with the drive or go in blinds

following the drive, and shoot square, and
these same real men are living up to the

federal game laws to the best of their know-
ledge of Uncle Sam's regulations.

Americans are strong for personal rights and
they hate to be headed in, but they're canny
and they sabe that the federal game laws

mean the preservation of one of the nation's

greatest assets—its wild life. Thousands of

Americans never hunt, yet they delight in the

pleasure of seeing willd life in our coverts and
on our marshes and lakes. It is a kindly, hunt*

ane sentiment that has more followers than
the hunting clan dreams of, and all of them are

strong for the federal game laws.

Mr. Lawyer's mission is to get a close-up,

first hand knowledge of game conditions and
law enforcement in the entire country. His
work should be backed and aided by every

man who believes in protection for our wild

life. Only recently has money become
available in Washington to enforce the federal

game laws and from now on a more determined

effort will be made to "get" offenders. In

the great aggregate these laws are enforced

by public sentiment, which is strong for a

square deal for our mi.gratory game birds.

Clandeboye Bird and Game Protective Association

Editor of Rod and Gun in Canada :

Kindly permit me space in your magazine
to bring before the attention of your readers

the desirability of the protection of our

wild life, and in doing so to give a passing

notice to the aims, etc., of our association, to

the end that my readers may be the better able

to judge whether or not our work is worthy
of being extended over not only this country,

but over this province. I shall also take ad-

vantage of your courtesy to state the means
by which we believe this work may be extend-

ed, and I trust that any person "nudged"by
us will not take our intrusion as an insult.

Some five years ago our club was formed
having as its aims the adequate protection

of all harmless wild life in this section, and

also the protection and the encouragement of

our few remaining game, song, insect and
weed-destroying birds. Our officers are

the customary ones, and there is no paid

official, the only salaried one being the presi-

dent, who also acts as corresponding secretary,

and in return for his time, postage and station-

ery, receives the honor of the offices and the

privilege occasionally afforded them to insult

intelligent and respectable people. Our by-

laws, briefly stated and explained, are:

1. No admission fee. Each member pro-

vieds and maintains his own signs, our farms

being placarded with our provincial game law

trespass signs:

2. To eliminate the probability of spite,

each member is in honor bound to regard an

insult to a sign or an injury directed against

the property of anyone signing, as a personal

insult.

3. The signs are exclusive. They bar a

neighbor as well as an outsider. Were
it otherwise, a group of farmers might simply

be providing a nice game reserve for the

benefit of the one or two unscrupulous hunters

liable to be encountered in any neighborhood

.

Should the game multiply so as to become a

nuisance, then the occupant is free to rea-

sonably reduce it, or to invite someone,

either from town or country, to do so. But

let me add, that our exi>erience has been this:

that though we have each winter fed squirrels

to insure them against starvation, and that

while in mid-winter I have been able to

count as many as 40 of them in a 20-acrc bush

across from my home, owing to the lack of

sufficient suitable nesting-places, the majority

of these squirrels move out into unsigned

bushes, where they and their offspring fur-

nish a "lucky find" for the itinerant hunter.

In face of this fact I ask: Are the farmers who
refuse or neglect to sign playing square with

us who do? Remember, I do not accuse all

such farmers of shooting them, for I believe

they don't, nor do I accuse them of being

deliberately mean, for I can personally vouch

for many of them that they arc not. Why,
then, this indifference?

To this my answer would be: Owing to the

fact that there is no time for non-essentials on

the farm, and that they consider "signing"
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as such, they fail to do so. Accepting my
conchision as a fair one, I shall now proceed to

show them their error. To do so, let me ask

and ans*er the question, What good would

result from signing every farm in this town-

ship, county and province?

1. It would be a "safety first" to the human
and domestic animal life. It would decrease

the number of such press notices as:

(a) Boy fatally wounded; Jack Brown and

some school mates went huntmg just outside

the city, and owng to carelessness young
Brown was shot.

(b) Farmer fataUy w-ounded; William

White was found shot dead in his bush;

an investigation revealed the fact that a

stray shot from the gun of an itinerant hunter

was responsible.

(c) Valuable steer shot; Tom Black found

his 3-year-old steer 'shot; some hunter had

evidently done the deed.

It would be a move towards better crop

production, hence better times for the pro-

ducer and the consumer. Some three years

ago I read in a Government report that .S80,-

000,000 worth of harm was annually done in

this country by insects, whose numbers could

be kept well in control by a sufficiency of their

natural enemies, the birds. Today I find the

same authority placing the loss at $125,000,-

000. Now, brother farmers and city con-

sumers, I ask you: Isn't it time to let some
goat's hair and horns rather than wool orna-

ment our brows? Time to buck and organize

to check this wastage? Time that the

thoughtful, patriotic farmers, who for years

have been fighting such evils, should cease to

be regarded as mere selfish game-hoggers and

faddists? At this point let me pause to

consider the one objection against signing

that is worth considering.

It has been pointed out to me that signing

will lead to a rapid and disastrous increase of

vermin, and that therefore we should not

placard our faniis. The sincerity of many
who have raised this point I question, and

yet since it has been raised by some whose
sincerity I respect, I feel obliged to deal with

it.

Why, 1 ask, should those who never worry

about the gapes, |)uri)le head and whooping
•rou^h, perhaps, of their neighbor's poultry,

worry so much about skunkilis: foxilis,

weaselities, etc.? When they don't put their

heel before their toes to cure the first,why do
they place themselves directly in the way of

double pleuro-pnenumonia, etc., to save them

from the l.'it((^r? .Simply because the liMiitiiig

uf vermin may lead to pleasure and profit,

both of which things should be reaped either

by the owners of the land or by those to whom
they may see fit to extend hunting and shoot-

ing privileges. It has never been the desire

of our associations to cudgel, cajole or kiss

anyone into pulling up signs. We claim the

right to control our own properties, and that

right of self-control of their properties we do
not deny to others who may differ with us.

Yet we would be persuasive. We would
strive to lead others into following Command-
ments 8 and 10. And others are not following

these when uninvited they play the part of

itinerant hunter over private lands. Sign-

objectors or neglectors, what are you doing

by your attitude? You simply are leaving

the bars down for a nuisance, a danger and a

national detriment to enter. You are turning

the clock of twentieth century civilization

and enlightenment back thousands and thou-

sands of years to the time of the cave men
who wandered at will any distance, any direc-

tion, to secure food for himself. You are

even worse than he was for he was impelled

by necessity while you are led by selfishness

and by indifference. This is your exact posi-

tion. Is it a creditable one? Leaving

yourselves to answer this I pass on.

It yet remains my duty to discuss wild life

conservation from its religious and cultural

sides, and in discussing it from such, my first

questions would be: Whence originated our

wild life? Did it occur by mere chance and
grow up? Read! Recall the lines:

"He prayeth best who loveth best

All thmgs, both great and small."

There is truth, if ever it was penned by
human hand outside the Book of Holy Writ.

For the Almighty created all these things, and
not to love them is to deny His wisdom and

His love in creating them. Divest Him of

these attributes, then you needn't get down
to pray, for it is sincerity, not hypocrisy, that

He heeds. And here is another truth:

"The man who hath no music in himself.

Nor is not moved with concord of sweet

sounds,

Is fit for treasons, strategems and spite."

The universe, the work of God, is musical,

and to assert that that music occurs by mere
chance is to speak a lie. Chance does not

enter into the Creatoi's work. He foresaw

the value of music, and every church in the

land makes use of the refining power ot music.

And yet we are divorcing the music and the

rhylhm if I might so call it, of color and grace-

ful nu)veiuenls from our fields. Are we
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guided by wisdom and are %ve giving Him
honor due?

For months writers in the public press

have denounced, and rightly so, the Hun for

his vandalism at Rheims. But, readeis, let

us be consistent. What is that cathedral,

the work of man, compared with this universe,

the work of the Creator, or w^hat its pictures,

etc., with the treasures of his gallery? Can
they get dowa from their holdings or their

niches, sing, flit about, gambol and perform

useful work for and among the people? No.

Being the work of human hands, they have

their limitations They have had an inspir-

ing and cultural effect, no doubt upon those

who have been fortunate enough to be able

to go to see them. But only indirectly have

they been able to aflect the masses ol mankind.

They represent, perhaps, some of "the best of

the centuries," but what is that compared
with the perfect of the eons?

Urbanists! I ask, why your parks? "To
give elbow room and breathing space," you

say. Well, then, cut down your trees, uproot

your flower beds and your shrubs, knock

down those bird shelters and bird and animal

cages, and destroy the wild life contained

therein, and you'll be less encumbered. "Oh,

goodness, no! They cost us money, and have

a cultural effect," you say, and in saying it you

hit our idea exactly. Our wild life, etc.,

costs Tis money and has a cultural effect.

Were it not for the latter, we might and could

settle the question of conservation in one short

day. But since w'e would retain our furred

and our feathered friends, we ask you to

kindly stay home yourselves and cease to

hire men to come and murder and steal our

wild life, and this you do just as soon as you

buy game taken on private property without

the owner's consent. And what I have said

to urbans I say also to rural dwellers. A
number of you are prone to fault-find, to say

that we should have this, that and the other

thing. "This, that and the other thing"

wc never can hope to get till we have sane

organizations,and we never can have the latter

till wc all are ready to be disciplined, and

when it comes to discipline, some of us remind

me of the dog who snarls and bites and sulks

when one attempts to relieve him of burrs.

The above, it appears to me, is a fair

presentation of our wild life question. The
Governments of Great Britain, Canada and

the I'nilcd Slates have passed the Migratory

Birds Act not through any whim but simply

becau.se the ablest men of these countries,

who found lime to make investigations along

the line of birds and their relation to the

country', and to agriculture in particular,

decided that birds are a necessary aid to

agriculture. Isn't it time to bring this fact

home to our people? Isn't it time to en-

courage our birds?

In this connection our members have this

to say: Under protection our birds have in-

creased, and several species of birds that had
for years deserted us have summered with us.

Five years' experience enables us to state

that the "hunting and shooting forbidden"

sign is the birds best friend. We regret

that these signs are not more in evidence.

We believe that it is possible to have bird

protection and encouragement become more
general, but we are convinced that nothing

less than a sweeping educational campaign
led by the Flight of our county, will produce

the desired result. Our admonition is this:

Conserve and encourage so far as is feasible

while yet there is time our birds and our

haniiless furred wild life—His handiwork,

visible, concrete expressions of the love and
wisdom of His being—for apart from their

economic value they constitute a potent

factor to induce a higher sense of citizenship.

With the desire of having our adinonition

driven home, we respectfully suggest:

1. Placard the farms of this and every

othei county with our provincial game
law trepass sign. This w'ill shut out the

itinerant hunter, whether market-shooter,

game-hog, boy peppering away at anything

and everj'thing, or good sportsman. The
latter, being a stranger, might unconsciously,

in a few short hours, destroy years of conser-

vation work in any one locality.

2. Since the open season, broadly speaking,

commences October 15, we respectfully sug-

gest that the head, or acting head, of every

diocese, presbytery, conference, etc., of

London should in common agree upon some
Sunday between now and October 1, as a

time to have directed from every pulpit in

this county a sermon on our birds and other

harmless wild life, and the Godliness of wise

conservation.

3. The educationists of this county should,

between now and October l."), make through

our schools a determined effort to bring this

matter home to every family.

4. That our doctors, lawyers, business-

men, county and township councillors should

move and lead each, as he best can, in (his

matter.

.5. To city dwellers in sympathy with our

movrn^cnt we would sav: See lo~it that every
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church, school, finaacial institution (for this is

an economic question), stoTe, fair building,

etc. be placarded during exhibition week with

"'Protect Our Birds and Harmless Wild Life."

Were such a campaign carried out, a public

interest in the subject would be created

and wise conservation would become establbh-

ed. It would then be an easy matter to

have a county public day or days appointed

for the extermination of sparrows, blackbirds,

crows, cowbirds and red squirrels.

In the name of our association I have
called for united efficient and prompt action.

Let us have it. And having it, I trust in the

name of him. the Great Architect of the

Universe, that our labors thus commenced in

order may be conducted in peace between
neighbor and neighbor, ruralist and urban
dweller, and closed by us, the wardens of

posterity, in harmony with His tlivine in-

tentions, viz., a wise dominion over the fowls

of the air and the beasts of the fields.

With thanks for your courtesy, Mr. Editor,

to you and to your readers, I bid on this topic,

"Our Birds and Our Harmless Wild Life,"

a respectful farewell,

ELSIE CARTER
President Clandeboye Bird and Game Pro-

tective Association.

Migratory Bird Law Prosecutions

Central Argyle, Nova Scotia.

Two prosecutions for illegally shooting

AVillets, which are protected throughout the

year by the Migratory Birds Convention

Act, havt taken place in Nova Scotia. An
offender was convicted under the Nova
Scotia law for this offence, which occurred

on June 7th, 1919, and was fined Ten dollars

($10) and costs— a total of twenty dollars and
fifty cents (S20.50). The magistrate in this

case was Mr. Charles Pelton. of Yarmouth,
"Nova Scotia. In addition to the fine under
the Provincial Act the defendant was re-

;primanded by the magistrate and held on
suspended sentence under the Migratory

Birds Convention Act with a warning that

he would be fined one hundred and fifty

dollars (§150) if convicted under that Act.

Central Argyle, Nova Scotia

The accused was apprehended by an officer

under the Migratorj- Birds Convention Act

for a similar offence to the last mentioned

one. The penalty, imposed under the Pro-

vincial Law, amounted to twenty dollars and
fifty centa ($20. .50) and he was allowed to go

on suspended sentence under the Migratory

Birds Convention Act.

It may be of interest to note that "Willet"

are known locally as 'White-wings" in Nova
Scotia.

Black Duck Unlawfully Kept in Captivity.

A resident of Lower Mclbourn, Nova
Scotia, captured seven young Black Ducks,
which he intended to raise in captivity and

use as live decoys. As he had no permit under
the Migratory Birds Convention Act to keep
these birds in captivity, they were released

by a Federal Game Officer.

Defendant of Boston, Massachusetts.

Dn September 5th, 1919, the defendant was
detected shooting small shorebirds at Pink-

ney's Point, Nova Scotia, contrary to the

provisions of the Migratory Birds Convention
Act. The birds, which were being killed,

were described as "Peeps" ,which term includes

the Least and Semipalmated Sandpiper. He
was fined ten dollars (SIO) and costs—a total

of twenty dollars (S20) under the provincial

law, and his shot gun and fourteen of the birds

in his possession were seized and confiscated

under the federal law. A suspended sentence

under the Migratory Bird Law was imposed.

Shooting of Black Duck Before the Open Sea-
son in Westmoreland County, New

Brunswick.

Three defendants were accused of captur-

ing, killing, taking, or having in possession

Black Ducks at Point de Bute, New Brunswick,

on or about August 20ih, 1919. The inform-

ations were laid by a federal Game Officer,

and the cases were heard by Magistrate

William A. Gass, of Sackville, New Bruns-

wick. Each defendant was convicted and

fined twenty dollars ($20) and costs. The
costs were to be paid at once, and the fines'

were allowed to stand pending fiiture good
behavior.
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On Stream Preservation

Robert Page Lincoln

UNDOUBTEDLY were there no protect

against it, were serious-minded sports-

"men and anglers to let things drift with

the tide thero would be little or nothing done

about preserN-ing the streams of our continent;

there would be little done toward saving the

wld life and the immeasurably valuable song-

birds; and the pernicious lumbering interests

would soon contrive to make the most in-

significant sapling into a piece of lumber so as

to reap a profit. The reign of hideous indivi-

dualism we have gone through seems all the

more cancerous now as we look back upon it.

I am making use of the past tense here for I

feel that we are entering ijpon a newer day,

the dawn of better things, a more thorough

realization of the meaning of conservation of

our natural resources; looking forward to a

future of upbuilding and preservation such as

we have never known before. To say that

we arc in the very infancy of appreciation of

Nature is to say the very least. The decades

of unparalleled selfishness we have gone

through but proves what man will do to

satisfy his own cravings, his own mean lusts.

Money lust the most horrible of all lusts

we have known. It has left its stain on

everything. Commercialism which "strips all

life that it might sell sometlffng at a profit

wc have known. Let us offer up hopes in

substantial meaning that that day is of the

past and that what lies before us is some

greater day; of intense regard for the

natural things given us to guard and pres-

erve, and not to ravage and degrade.

Man having dominion over earth's creatures

and the vital resources of Nature has helped

himself with a profligate hand. A common

expression has been: "If I get enough for

myself until I die that is all I ask for; let those

who come after me take care of themselves

the way I had to do."' It has been a mad
shambles to gorge one's self, all at the expense

of Nature. Pseudo-philosophers and pre-

sumedly "wise men" have taken the platform

and have spoken in round phrases as to our

"inexhaustible" resources. They have pas-

sed the subject by with a sweep of the hand.

People have taken their word for it and have

sapped out of Nature ten times more than

they can find use for and are still craving for

more, merely because some brainless speakers

have gone about the continent speaking in

cultured tones about "our vast and inexhaust-

ible resources." Our country, (the North

American continent if you will eliminate the

imaginary border), may have an abundance

of all; fertility to make for super-abundance;

but there are also the natural wild elements

that we are absolutely forced to preserve.

The millions of people on this continent do

not take this into consideration in the least.

The people in the cities believe themselves

apart from the world of Nature, as regards

primeval conditions, forests and streams.

It may be an expression with them that,

"only the rich people ever get a chance to

go there; I am chained to the city, and I

suppose I will die there," hence he or she com-

pletely divorces himself or herself with the
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things that are of the wild. This is a selfish

way of looking at the proposition. The pre-

sentation of Nature, of the natural resources

should be the aim of all, without an exception.

And are not the people of the cities to realize

the harm done by the unscrupulous in the

far away places they will never see? ^^^hen

the Mississippi River fills up in the spring and
rushes south to the Gulf it does not hold its

banks, but breaks over the puny levees

made by man and floods thousands of acres of

land, destroys millions of dollars' worth of

property, livestock, washes out homes and
kills thousands of people. This is the result

of man's devastation in the north. When
things were in a primeval state it never hap-

pened so. With the forests standing in an

untrammelled state the universal greenery

hid in the snows and when the thaw was on

in the spring the snow melted and slipped

away into the streams by degrees, a little at a

time. That was Nature's way. Her forests

kept the sun out sufficient so that it melted

gradually. But now, with the forests 'near

to levelled, the sun melts the snows of the

nortli in a few days and the placid stream of

the past now becomes a flood, a torrent as it

rushes to the south. Nature's law, unbal-

anced through the act of unscrupulous men,

it is inevitable that disastrous consequences

should be sufl'ered as a direct result.

Barren, vegetationless China is a visible

example of the result of man's ruthlessness in

taking with a free hand and replacing nothing

where all has been removed. China once was

a well-wooded country, but it was stripped.

Scholars often point to the fact that China

was at one time the most educated and

civilized country in the world, but if we are

to judge by the way the Chinese completely

did away with the natural vegetation and

did nothing toward replacing it, all that we
are given to believe is that their civilization

was as incomplete as our own. In the present

day Chma finds itself with a super-abundance

of people, the bulk of them living on boats

along the coast and the rivers. In the

inland valleys agriculture is followed to a

certain extent, but the lack of forests to con-

serve the water supply has served to make it

more a desert than anything else. The rains

that fall, swiftly flow olT into the valley

streams. Lack of vegetation to shield and

preserve the moisture allows the sun to sap

up the last drop on the land without natural

hindrance. Trees, trees, trees, and more

trees is the cry of China, but this century old

crhiu- of devastation is not so easily overcome.

Famines are part and parcel of her life. Mil-
lions upon millions die annually through star-

vation and floods, all caused by the fact that
Nature's laws, as regards that region, were
once vitally imposed upon and man must
suffer as a result.

Preservation of our natural resources and
protection of our streams is not a matter of

exploiting a sickly sentimentalism. We deal;

in clear, cold, vital, practical facts. This:

we do know: that the destructive tendencies of-

the people at large are far in advance of their

nobler tendencies. What we contemplate is a
land steadily being encroached upon by an
increasing population, the flinging of city life

into the wild places, the result being the tak-

ing with a liberal hand while the taking is

good, as the term goes. The task before all

sincere lovers of Nature and the wild places is

very clearly outlined, and it was never so

clearly outlined as in the present day. Eter-

nal watchfulness is the price we pay in keeping

and guarding the by-ways of Nature. No man
has fulfilled his duty in the eyes of Nature who
has not taken it upon himself to watch over the

blessed heritage given man for his pleasure and
his healthful benefit: the trees, weeds, woods,

wild life, birds and flowers. No man, living

near to Nature, imbued with the spirit of the

wild but will make it his noble duty, self-

imposed, to watch and protect; to see also

that his neck of the woods is not encroached

upon and devastated. In my life-long study

of Nature it has been that I have noticed

that when a law of Nature has been disregard-

ed, or broken, she endeavours to repair speed-

ily, or to protect in some manner the while

she goes about reconstruction, re-building,

so to speak. If man has imposed upon vital

Nature and has shorn the earth clear and has

ruined the rivers it will be true that Nature-

will demand of the hearts of men that they

at once adopt a new role in the shape of re-

builders, who shall plant the surface of the

earth they have dispoiled, and cleanse the

rivers and streams they have polluted while

in the quest of gold and more gold. We are

at the brink of that day. Nature now
has a new meaning to us. Devastation

must give way to protection. To deny our-

selves when we could take with a free hand

will be the duty we must set before us. Broad-

mindedness must take the place of the narrow

viewpoint. /^'

And the price, if we are not loyal to Nature?

We have the visible example in China. Do
we wish to impose upon llic people of the

future any such state of coaiditions, or shall
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we make it our duty to build up Nature and

watch and guard that which is left. As time

goes on the children are approaching the

estate of manhood and womanhood. They
have been taught by concrete examples what
devastation has done to Nature. Let them
profit by these examples and pick up the task

and carry it on with even more fervor than

those who carried it on in the past.

In the case of Nature vs. Commercialism

there can be no divided opinion. Our hearts

are forever with these places where Nature
reigns supreme; where the dawning sun looks

over pure waters and where the wild birds

held forth in their innocence; where the deer

and the moose come to the shore of the lake

to drink and know not the sight of man.
Shall it be that or shall we see the last wild-

fowl decimated, the last furred creatures

hunted down, the last stream polluted and

fished out? I think not. We do not wish to

sound a pessimistic note, but the following

passage from one of Ouida's novels seems

fitting to quote at this time. It follows:

"When all green places have been destroyed

in the builder's lust of gam; when all the

lands are but mountains of bricks and piles

of wood and iron; when there is no moisture

anywhere and no rain ever falls; when the

sky is a vault of smoke and all the rivers reek

with poison; when forest and stream, the

moor and meadow and all the old green way-
side beauty are things vanished and for-

gotten; when every gentle, timid thing of

brake and bush, of air and water, has been

killed because it robbed them of a berry or a

fruit: when the earth is one vast city, whose
young children behold neither the green of the

field nor the blue of the sky, and hear no

song but the hiss of the steam, and know no

music but the roar of the furnace; when the

old sweet silence of the country side, and the

old sweet sounds of waking birds, and the

old sweet fall of summer showers, and the

grace of a hedge-row bough, and the glow

of the purple heather, and the note of the

euckoo and cushat, and the freedom of waste

and of woodland and all things dead and
remembered of no man; then the world, like

the Eastern king, will perish miserably of

famine and of drought, with gold in its stiff-

ened hands, and gold in its withered lips and
gold everywhere; gold that the people can
neither eat nor drink, gold that cares nothing

for them, but mocks them horribly; gold for

which their fathers sold peace and health,

and holiness and beauty; gold that is one

vaat grave."

We comfort ourselves >vith the belief that

this will never come to pass; that man has

the foresightedness to guard against that

Great Disaster. If so there is no time better

than the present time to begin by turning a

new page. Devastation of Nature is not

confined to any one section of the continent

but grinds on and intrudes everywhere in

a hundred and one ways. This steady eating «
away, eating away goes to make up the sum
total. Nature endeavours within her scope

to contend with conditions arrayed against

her. She succeeds at times in an amazing

fashion, but in the long run she must give in

to the merciless hand of man. Man, the

arch-destroyer, if he is not restrained sees

only within narrow spheres; is actuated only

by his own abnormal selfishness; and laughs

to scorn the thought that he is depriving the

people of the future of a blessed heritage.

Stream pollution is a subject that should

engage the attention of all sincere anglers

and Nature-lovers of any form. Pure streams

are the pride and boast of any countrj'.

Where you find clean streams near to civiliza-

tion, unfouled, (and much the same as when
the Creator left them), there you can be certain

to find a populace of the right mold, .clear-

sighted and conscientious people.. The pride

of any community should be its streams and

the lakes within its jurisdiction. That will be
more and more the case in the future.. Not
only is such a stream the source of a vital"

water-supply but it may be made into a

fish depository bringing both profit and plea-,

sure to the people within reach of it. The
natural attraction furnished by lakes and
streams is one of endless charm. All admit
their inherent value, therefore all should be as

one in the duty of preserving them as^much in

their natural state as possible.

I sincerely believe that stream pollution

is being done away with, and that in the next

ten years pollution of the waters will be un-

known. Nevertheless eternal vigilance must
be followed up. There is no need for stream

pollution. The manufacturer who discharges

deadly elements into the streams is a criminal

and should be treated so by all men.

"Thanks to a good forestry service and en-

lightened sentiment concerning the conserva-

tion of the forests," writes .John W. Tilcomb,

"as a result of.which the progressive lumber-

man is more careful about the size of the trees

which he cuts, the covers for game are not

rapidly diminishing. On the other hand the

manufacturing industries and the modern
sewerage systems tend to pollute many
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streams lo such an extent as to make them
unsuitable for the more desirable species of

fish. The larger streams may be regarded

as public highways for sewerage and the refuse

and waste from manufacturing establish-

ments. This is not necessarj', however, with

the smaller streams. The operators of long

established sawmills are discovering that

sawdust is a valuable by-product and many
are either selling their sawdust, or out of

regard for the interests of the public are dis-

pensing with the waste ot the mills by the

use of blowers or other forms of keeping

the sawdust away from the streams; on the

other hand there has sprung up an industry

which is seriously interfering with the smaller

streams. Reference is had to the portable

sawmill which is moved from one small

tract to another and is used to cut down every

tree which will make a 2x4 joist. Such mills

are almost invariably located upon a stream,

and any stream which flows sufficient water

to carr>' away the sawdust and supply the

boilers with water is utilized for such purposes.

The result is that many small trout streams

throughout the north which are the natural

breeding places of trout from larger streams

are absolutely ruined for breeding purposes

and the fishing in the vicinity for years after a

mill is moved away, is ruined. This is a

menace which should be prohibited."

Early laws were passed in Canada forbid-

ding the running off into the precious streams

any such vile refuse and discharges as would

endanger the life of the people and kill the

fish life. Infringements have been numerous,

but if anglers are persevering and follow up any

such liberties taken by unscrupulous men and

manufacturers and bring them to the law it

will not be long before the nuisances of pollu-

tion of the waters is vanquished.

Pursuant to certain provisions of the stat-

ute 22 Vic, cap. 62, Consolidated Statutes of

Canada, the following regulation was adopted

on the 16th of May, 1860:

By-Law No. 9.
—

"Hereafter no slabs or

other mill refuse shall be sent a-drift in any
river or stream which may have been leased

or reser\'ed by the Crown for propagation, or

where fishrways have been erected."

Sub.-sec. 2 of Sec. 18 of the Fisheries Act

of 1865 (29 Vic., cap. II), after providing

against Ihc throwintj of lime or other poison-

ous substances into the streams, goes on to

soy:—"And sawdust or mill rubbish shall not

be drifted down or thrown into any stream

frequented by salmon, trout, pickerel or

bass, under penalty not exceeding^;Onc hun-

dred dollars."

The statute 31 Vic, cap. 60, assented to on
the 22nd of May, 1868 contains'the following

provision regarding injuries to fishing grounds

and pollution of rivers:

"Lime, chemical substances or drugs,

poisonous matter, (liquid or solid), dead or

decaying fish, or any other deleterious sub-

stance, shall not be drawn into or allowed to

pass into, be left or remain in any water fre-

quented by any of the kinds of fish men-
tioned in this Act; and sawdust or mill rub-

bish shall not be drifted or thrown into any
stream frequented by fish, under a penalty

not exceeding one hundred dollars."

On the 23rd of May, 1873, the Canadian

Parliament passed rigid enactment in regard

to sawdust and other refuse which was finally

repealed on June 2ad, 1886, and the follow-

ing sections adopted.
"7. No owner or tenant of any saw-mill,

or any workman therein or any other person

shall throw or cause to be thrown, or suffer,

or permit to be thrown, any sawdust, edgings,

slabs, bark or rubbish of any description what-

soever, into any river, stream or other water

any part of which is navigable, or which

flows into any navigable water; and every

person who violates the pro^'isions of this

section, shall, on summary conviction be

liable for a first offence, to a penalty of not less

than twenty dollars, and for each subsequent

offence to a penalty of not less than fifty

dollars:
""

"2. The several fishery officers shall,

from time to time, examine and report on the

conditions of such rivers, streams and waters,

and prosecute all persons violating the pro-

visions of this section; and for enforcing the

said provisions, such officers shall have and

exercise all the powers conferred upon them
for like purposes by The Fisheries act."

That the running off of sawdust into the

streams is one of the most harmful things to

fish life in these streams is generally a well

known fact. But still there are numbers

of anglers who are not aware of the danger

until it is too late. No man has explained the

case against sawdust in the streams with more

exactness, more truthfulness than John W.
Titcomb. He writes:

"You ask me my views as to the effect of

sawdust upon fish life when emptied into

streams. Many people, including men who
have the subject a study, maintain that saw-

dust is destructive to fish life. Certainly

those who go fishing all agree that trout will
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aol bile when the saw dust is running. Sal-

mon and trout will not live in stagnant and

impure water. Most of our larger or salmon

streams have been polluted by sewerage and

manufacturers' refuse of various kinds. Hence

we cannot attribute the extinction of salmon

entirely to sawdust. But in our mountain

streams, the native home of the speckled

trout, the question very naturally arises as to

the effects of sawdust.

"Let us, for example take a small trout

stream with one saw mill upon it. The out-

put of the average mill is one million (1,000,-

000) feet of lumber. About one sixth of the

out put is waste, making the entire output

1,200,000 feet of which 200,000 feet is saw-

dust and refuse. 1,000 feet in round num-

bers make a cord, so that the 200,000 feet is

equal to 200 cords. If the latter were con-

densed into one continuous bar 4 feet wide

and 4 feet high, it would be 1,600 feet, dr more

than a quarter of a mile long. Multiply this

by the number of mills on some other streams,

many of them sawing two or three times as

much lumber and we have several miles of

sawdust, enough to entirely choke up the

average brook if poured into it at one time.

I give these figures to show the amount of

sawdust the trout must contend with. We
know that trout will exist in mill ponds, but

it w'li be noticed that they are always in the

running water where the supply is constantly

renewed.

"I am unable to say that sawdust kills

trout; I simply know that they do not thrive

in impure water.

"Why then is sawdust destructive? The

answer is that it destroys the spawning

grounds. Granted that trout will succeed in

clearing a spawning ground or find a place

comparatively free from impurities. After

the eggs have been deposited and fertilized,

they are extremely sensitive. Any kind of

sediment is injurious to them. Sawdust

drifting upon the beds^will adhere to the

ftggs and ruin them. It may, of course be,

that some of the eggs will hatch. The fry

seek refuge under the pebbles. Sawdust

settling down upon them and another loss

fellows. For these reasons I am led to think

sawdust is deleterious to fish life, especially

to trout, which, in their native haunts are

accustomed to the purest water. Very few

owners of mills will admit that sawdust is at

all deleterious. In writing a friend who owns

a mill and is at the same time an ardent fish-

erman, I remarked to him that I believed he

would eat hoe-cake made from sawdust and

declare it quite as good as corn bread."

A lumberman when asked his opinion,

stated:

"In the first place it is not a question of

fish or lumber at all. I have cut and manu-

factured several million feet of lumber within

ten years and I know whereof I speak. In

the second place where does the lumberman

get his right to dump his olTal into a stream

which invariably finds its way through our

villages, contaminales the water, drifts on the

intervals and fills up the mill ponds and bulk-

head situated below? Most of our streams

are used for drinking purposes if near to

civilization; and who has given the lum-

berman the right to convert a pure stream into

a soup filled with floating, rotting shav-

ings, sawdust and bark? The additional

expense necessarily borne by owners of mill

privileges situated below these olTal dumping

lumber mills in consequence of the blocking

up of the bulkheads and flumes, running all

sorts of debris through the wheels, filling

up the mill ponds and decreasing continuous

power, would more than pay for taking care

of the surplus miU olTal from every mill.

What right, because more convenient for

him, has a lumberman more than any other

man to dump his olTal on his neighbor? What
right has he to poison any land with drifts of

sawdust and shavings that will always breed

brakes and weeds, but never timothy, clover

or corn? What right has he to fill up the

bed of the stream on my land, so it shall

go wandering over my interval meadow and

water-soak it? Moreover, what right has he

to fill my mill pond with his rubbish so I

must spend days with many men each season

to empty it for his convenience? Or, what

right has he to ask me to spend from one to

several hours each morning clearing my
bulkhead of his rubbish which has floated

down during the course of the night. If he

should dump stone into it with the same

result the law would protect me—even

though he left the stream pure and did^ no

injury below. Tlie same question was a

fierce contest in California. The hydraulic

miners insisted on running their washings

into the stream, to be carried below, this filling

up the river beds and coloring their

drinking water the same as the soil above,

until it was prohibited by rigorous laws.

How much worse, if instead of soil, they had

run into the streams shavings, wood turnings

and sawdust to fill up the bed and ferment

and rot in drifts along its shores? Let anyone
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who doubts the effect of this kind of rubbish

on drinking water take a pail of pure water

from an unpolluted mountain stream and add

a pint of ordinary resinous bark or sawdust

and try it for a few days.

"Now as to the effect of sawdust upon
trout. It is a mistaken notion that trout

eat sawdust. Of course they are far too wise

for that; they breathe it in with the water,

through their gills, wher^ it becomes entangled

and they die, just as man would if compelled

to breathe sawdust into and out of his lungs."

Summing up we have this:

The importance of the question of the pollu-

tion of public waters is greater than the casual

observer is apt to think. It is not measured

by the sportsman's rule; by the injury done

to fish; and the consequent injur>- done

to fishing. It is a question in which every-

one, whether he goes fishing or not, should

take deep interest, inasmuch as it bears an

intimate relation to the questions of public

health.

This question, as to what uses to make of

the waters of ponds, lakes, rivers and brooks,

without prejudicing the public health, and

without working prejudice to any person or

community, has long been studied in this

country and in Europe. Of course the two

uses to which they are most commonly put

are first, the carrying ofi' in suspension, and in

solution of various kinds of waste, i.e., they

have been utilized as great open sewers; and,

second, for the purposes of public water supply.

These two common uses of streams of water,

fts everyone knows, are likely to interfere

with each other, as especially if water for

domestic use is taken from a point below that

at which sewage empties into them.

The kinds of waste or refuse that spoil

water for drinking purposes include chiefly

organic matter. Organic matter may be

cither vegetable or animal. Either of these

renders water suspicious for domestic pur-

poses.

There has prevailed quite generally a belief

that swift-flowing streams rapidly purify

themselves by a process of oxidatioa of

organic matter, but I think it is now agreed

that no stream can surely furnish pure drink-

ing water, after it has received any appreci-

able amount of organic waste.

It is rather a question to if rivers and

streams once despoiled by the destructive

lumbermen are the same again as streams

suitable for the perpetuation of fish life.

The large streams of course wash away thf

bulk of the sawdust but the smaller streaais

that feed the larger, and up which the fish go

to spawn, are quite unable to contend with

the discharge of refuse. The most vital harm
done of course is the making unfit of the

spawning grounds or beds in these small

streams. Spawning grounds clogged and

imbedded with sawdust make that place

totally useless. Whether time brings about

a change in these conditions, re-establishing

natural conditions is open to question.

The conscientious lumberman in the pres-

ent day employs what is know-n as "blowers"

and thus dispenses with the sawdust on land.

Such a blower set up in an average sawmill-

includirig incidentals should not cost, com-

plete, much over S150 which would include

a suitable length of galvanized iron conduc-

tory pipes; some of these pipes are up to

150 feet in length, all of course depending

upon the size of the mill. The use of a blow-

er at a mill is always commented upon favor-

ably. By the use of it more work is gotten

out of a mill since the sawdust is taken away

and the machinery is also cleaned. They

are a saving as to fire risk and insurance.

The demand for sawdust for commercial

purposes is now great, but of course saw-

mills far from civilization cannot dispose of

that waste with the expediency of the mill-

man near to civilization.

Miniature Portraits

The Reverend O. Warren Smith

Robert Page Lincoln

0. WARREN SMITH was born on a farm

just outside of Wcyauwcga, Wisconsin, and

has spent practically the greater part of his

life in that state. He has made to me the

claim that "I am not altogether sure that a

sidelight upon my character might not be

obtained from studying my two graad-

fatlicrs, one a trapper and hunter, the other a
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Methodist local preacher. From the first I

derived my love for the open and the chase,

also the lure of the stream, and from the

other that love of words which has made me
what I am by profession, a preacher of the

Word." Warren Smith was just like any
other healthy and nature-loving youth. As a

boy the call of the opten was strong upon him
and many a long evening he sat by his camp-

fires, dreaming dreams of the great adven-

tures that were to befall him in that far-off

time of which all boys dream. Warren Smith

early agreed with that whole-hearted philoso-

pher, Emerson, that the silent church was

more vocal than any preaching. He admits

that his tramps abroad in the woods had more
to do with the formation of his character than

the acknowledged power of the church.

His life on the farm was the life of the average

farm boy, early milking, long hours a-field

with many fishing trips thrown into the

bargain. Shortly, however. High School

claimed him, and we can appreciate with him
the fact that he begrudged the time that must
needs be spent there, keyed up as was his

desire for natural perfection, the great world

of the out-of-doors and its ever-lasting glory.

However, he was not to stop there. He next

found himself attending Lawrence College,

with the ministry profession loommg large

upon his horizon. In his own words he says:

"I was anything but a bright student, I

guess, for I dreamed toq, much. I knew I

had rather lie on the banks of the historic

Fox River, dreaming my dream of something

lost behind the ranges than grub in my room,

still, I worked faithfully enough, considering,

and got much out of my college work, more in

truth than I realized. I learned to think for

myself as well as dream." »

Early Warren Smith removed to the West,

but it did not satisfy as he thought it would.

He was a typical lover of home surroundings;

our north was the place that fascinated him.

Having fished through his neck of the woods
I can understand fully why it is so attractive

to him. The very country he has loved and
fished over shall call me many times in the

future I hope. Returned again to Wisconsin,

Mr. Smith blossomed out as "a full-Hedged

Methodist preacher" and was soon in demand
among his people. Then he says: "'So the

yeqrs shpped by ;iiid the love for the open

grew a-pace while my spirit chafed at the

OYcr-much authority of the church. I wanted

to think for myself, in a word, be my true,

independent, nat\ire-loving self."

As anj^angling writer 0. Warren Smith

made his initial appearance between the

covers of Field aAd Stream. Soon Forest and

Stream began to feature his articles; for

them he wrote letters, stories and articles,

notable among these being a series of re-

countings on trout fishing entitled, "Now
That Reminds Me." I do not recall ever

having read a group of stories of fishing ad-

ventures that weie quite so enthralling, and

the charming thing about it was that they

have to do with little home trips that only a

master hand can depict. When the works of

this pleasant writer are printed complete I

hope to see the series of stories, "Now That

Reminds Me," heading the list.

From the year 1902 to 1910 the name of this

writer appeared in most of the outdoor maga-

zines in America. In the latter year Smith

became fishing editor on Outer's Book, a

position he held with credit for three years.

In 1914 he became angling editor of Outdoor

Life which he still holds with credit to his pen.

This sums up the main features of this writer's

life; a writer whose name will be added to

the glowing list of angling immortals.

Vividness; a remarkableness of descriptive

powers are closely associated with many
specimens of this writer's work. For in-

stance his portrayal of a mid-summer thunder-

storm while out fishing:

"I looked, and what I saw caused me to toss

my rod into the boat, regardless of consequen-

ces and reach for the anchor rope. The lower-

ing westward sky was inky clack, frosted

along the upper edge with frothy, curling,

white clouds. Vivid lightning incessantly

flashed athwart the threatening heavens while

thunder boomed and crashed like near-artil-

lery. Had we lingered too long? I began to

think that we had. The Mailman was at

the oars and I held the steering paddle. How
we worked, but the water-logged scow seemed

only to crawl. When within twenty rods

from the shore there came a sudden puff ol

wind that set the ripples dancing: then a few

large diops of rain fell. . .The wind, more

powerful than can be imagined, whirled our

boat around in spite of our best efforts; but

fortunately we had reached water a little less

than waist deep, so we jumped overboard and

hauled the boat to shore while the stinging

rain-drops pelted us unmercifully. Then wc

tipped it against a rotten stump and crawled

under. How it rainedl The wind reached

the velocity of a hurricane. The little lake

was a seething, whirling maelstrom of angry

water that spelled death in large letters to

anyone who might be caught upon it. Upon
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the shore the mighty trees were tottering to

earth before the devastating wind while

others were rent and wrenched in twain by

Jove's terrible lightning. All in all it was
one of the worst storms it has been my fortune

to behold."

That is stirring description, exceedingly

well turned. From an essay "The Winter

Woods" another example of his word artistry,

I draw the following:

The architecture of new-fallen snow is

beautiful beyond description. The woods are

transformed by their white burden into a veri-

table fairyland, and you have only to gaze

in one direction, long enough to behold the

glint of an evanescent wing, the glitter of

priceless jewels. A black pine stump, capped

with while becomes an altar at which the

purest white-robed priest might officiate

without sacrilege; and a gnarled and deformed

tree trunk becomes an ivory statute when
mantled by the spotless snow. Even a

brown reed, the fragile remnant of a mid-

summer golden rod lives anew, a bending,

swaying thing of crystal whiteness—not

less beautiful than in the days of its pristine

beauty.

"A single spruce tree, transformed into a

white spire of immaculate purity, by pounds

upon pounds of glittering snow is more pro-

ductive of spiritual thoughts than the tallest

church spire of a smoke-begrimed city. The
latter is man's attempt at soul expression,

the former the result of the labor of the Great

Master Craftsman. Would you behold

cathedral spires such as never climbed the

skies in the haunts of men? Would you be-

hold beauties such as are imagined by paintei^

and poets, only in their maddest moments.

Then go to the winter woods where God lets

his imagination run riot, building, and like a

child at play, destroying that he may build

again."

From the last quoted example of his work

it can be seen that Warren Smith truly lives

up to the boundless freedom of Nature:

hating ail narrow restrictions: choosing words

of liberality in placing Nature foremost in

our consideration of that which is beautiful

on earth. As I have said Warren Smith, (as

a student of Nature) is in knowledge, of all

these things. He is given to comparing the

gloomy church with the beauties that he

discovers a-field and a-stream and he shrinks

from the former equally as he welcomes the

latter. The world of Nature "is more produc-

tive of spiritual thoughts" to him than all the

churches in the world. That is the way we

would want Nature viewed. To have a

proper understanding of the world the preach-

er must study Nature. Some do; but they

are in the uncomfortable and pitiful minoiity.

But it is in writing of angling that Warren
Smith is at his best. When Smith captures a

fish he can tell you about that event better

than anyone that I know of amongst our

present-day angling writers. Take for in-

stance this exhilarating description relating

to the capture of a black bass, with which I

will close this skit. It follows:

"A sound from my reel attracted my atten-

tion; it was turning, not in a menacing man-
ner, but slowly—inevitably as Fate. Fascin-

ated, I impotently gazed. I looked under the

willows for the glittering spot where but a

moment ago I had seen my Silver Doctor.

// was gone. A rapidly widening circle of

ripplets told where it Had been. Experi-

mentally I placed my thumb on the slowly

revolving spool, and struck hard. Instantly

a splendid bass leaped into the air the shining

water falling like rain from his golden sides.

I came back to things terrestial with a jerk,

and the battle was on. O, boy that was a

wise old bass. He had not escaped the nets

at the mouth of the river without learning a

thing or two. Three airy flights in rapid

succession tested my tackle and proved that

he could not easily rid himself of that tantaliz-

ing thing that clung so tenaciously to his upper

lip. Then without a moment's hesitancy he

made a fifty yard dash, in record-breaking

time, but found the pressure of the reel too

insistent, and he went into the atmosphere

turning a back somersault in midair. Then
straight toward me he came, eliminating space

with the speed ol a twentieth century flyer,

while my reel shrieked and groaned vainly

trying to recover the slack, but despite its

utmost efforts when the bass passed me he

gained at least six yards of line and I trembled

for the moment when he would snap tight.

With thumb gently pressing the spool I waited

for the crucial moment, knowing that the

odds were in favor of the fish, but the fates

were kind that day. I saw the gossamer

thread tighten, and felt the inert spool spring

into sudden life beneath my finger. Then 1

applied the drag with a force that set the

line singing like an acolian harp, as it went

ripping through the water, and once again the

fish leaped into the air, but I could sec that

he was weakening and knew that the battle

was nearly over. A few spasmodic rushes,

a few futile attempt<rto leap and he gave up

the struggle."
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A FISHERMAN'S PETITION.
Ananias] Father of all lies.

Inspire me here beneath these summer skies,

While J recline among mendacious guys.

That I, too, may depict the phantom rise

Of that "lost fish" of most enormous size.

Give me the patience to sit calmly by.

While amateurs with veterans gravely vie

Recounting deeds performed with rod and

fly,

Then help me tell the final, crowning lie\

THE angler who lacks imagination is just

no angler at all. It is always the color-

ful viewpoint that should engross the

attention of those piscalorially inclined, and
this being the case there will never be such a

thing as a day without a catch, for what is

lacking the mind will easily make up if given

its own free sway. And so it is with angling.

It is very much of contemplation aided and
abetted by the wholesome imagination; it is

the fancy wedded to the. reality. Were we to

court the wholly materialistic viewpoint we
Would see nothing in the day's fishing save

the gross number of fish that we pour out on
the grass of the lawn upon our teturn from
the stream or the lake, as the case may be.

Hut there being a sentiment of the soul in

connection wth the pursuit the narrowing

materialistic viewpoint is gently guided into

the background and there allowed to shift for

itself, glum and forbidding, the while the

rosy recountings are being mustered out in

the fulfillment of blessedness evermore.

Singularly enough the hours, days, weeks and

months of anticipation of a coming season

ol fishing days arc as iinirh a part ol the ex-

fiuisite dream as the reality itself. Without

the space allowed one for ample speculation

and anticipation the reality would not be

half so acceptable; we need to be held away
just so long from pleasure, allowing the

sweets of the soul to tickle the mind's palate

to realize more fully the joys of life when
again the line is cast to water.

The wholly materialistic fisherman sees

only the string, sack or creel full of fish that

the stream yields him by fair means or foul.

He is brutally sincere in telling you that he is

out "after the bacon" and all the rest "con-

templation and that" can go hang. We do

not feel a hardness or bitterness toward him

and we smile with the thought stored away in

us that he is still an amateur in the game and

that before long he will graduate into the

school of fishers who fish also with the eyes

and with the hearing as well as with a rod and

line in the water. But though our friend

the materialistic fisherman is sincere as regards

most of the things he does he will yet tell you,

that he caught two at one time, and that this

big fellow he played out in the current for

fully an hour. He picks up the fish, and you

view it carefully. Although there is a snare

mark around the big fellow just back of its

fore-fins there is that in you that shuts out

suspicion completely. The only way you can

see that the snare mark happened to be there

was that as the fisherman brought the fish in

close enough to him at the termination of the

hour's fight he had a copper snare on a pole

ready and skilfully snared the fish. And
though he will tell you with the straightesl

face that ever was straight that he caught the

bulk of tjie fish using artificial flies, when he

dill use worms vou still arc not in a mood to
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Here, on the left, we have the size of a fish at capture, and, on the right, the same fish three years later
as the story of that catch is rehearsed.

NofE— I have asked the artist to be sure that the fish on the right be hung up with a heavy chain. Anordmary rope might break. If the fish should drop without warning it might crush the unoffending angler's foot.

question him. You meet a friend later who
has also seen the fellow and though he hints

briefly toward a suspicion that the fclIo^\' made
use of worms still you hurriedly broaden out,

dose all by-ways with the information that

you know positively that flies were used. If

need be you will bring in some one who will

prove to the skeptic's satisfaction that the
fish were caught by means of the dry-fly

floating daintily upon a glassy brim.

"It is sometimes said that there is such
close relationship between mendacity and
fishing that in matters concerned with their

craft all fishermen are untruthful," says a.

former president of the United States, Grover
Cleveland, himself a devout angler. "It
must, of course, be admitted that large stories

of fishing adventure are sometimes told by
fishermen—and why should this not be so".'

Beyond all question there is no sphere of

human activity so full of strange and wonder-
ful incidents as theirs. Fish are constantly
doing the most mysterious and starthng
things; and no one has yet been wise enough

to explain their ways, or account for their

conduct. The best fishermen do not attempt
it; they move and strive in the atmosphere
of mystery and uncertainty, constantly aiming
to reach results without a clue, and through
the cultivation of faculties, non-existent, or
imperative in the con^mon mind. In these

circumstances fishermen necessarily see and
do wonderful things. If those not membei-s of

the brotherhood are unable to assimilate the
recital of these wonders, it is because their

believing apparatus has not been properly

regulated and stimulated. Such disability

falls far short of justifying doubt as to the
truth of the narration. The things narrated
have been seen and experienced with a

fisherman's eye and perceptions. This is

perfectly understood by listening fishermen,

and they, to their enjoyment and edification,

are pennilted, (by a properly adjitsted mental
equipment) to believe what they hear. This
faculty is one of the surest signs of full-blooded

right to membership. If incredulity is in-

timated by a professional member no injustice

will be done if he is at onco put under su.spicion
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as a 3qua\v-lisheniian. As to non-mnnbers,

who accuse true fishermen of falsehood^ it is

perfectly clear that they are entirely unfitted

to deal with the subject. The only theory

fitting the condition leads to the statement

that any story of personal experience told

by a fisherman is to the fishing apprehension

indubitably true; and that since disbelief in

other quarters is owing to the lack of ap-

prehension, the folly of accusing fishermen of

habitual untruthfulness is quite apparent."'

I know an angling writer who sets down the

most delightful accounts of fishing trips he

enjoys on many waters. I helped him take

photographs on a stream in the meadow back

of his house and while the stream was inhabit-

ed by no other trout than German carp, the

trout fishing along that stream was fine. My
friend had a most cutting outfit, creel and all

that. Here at the bend I took his picture in

the act of netting a large one. The hook was
inserted in a sunken log and the rod bent in

an arc. It made a fine picture. We took

other pictures, too.

, Now I could not possibly disbelieve this

angling friend of mine. I know he is an

expert trouter and I will match him against

any other angling writer in this country. He
knows how to get the fish. In this case he

merely needed photos to go with an article;

he could not place the article without the

photos—and there you are. He was merely

acting within the loltiest principles. This

was a good picture, stream, and none of the

streams he fished that had trout in them could

possibly produce such pictures. A passer-by

seeing us in the act of arranging a picture

would be led to doubt the veracity of every

statement my ancling friend had made, or

would make, niciely because he had seen him
fishing before the camera on a trout-loss

stream. Away with such nonsense!

Among anglers themselves there are few

doubters. But outside of the channed circle

the atmo.sphcrc of agnosticism, even atheism

as regards the truthfulness of fishennen, is

simply appalling. ()i late years this has

increased to such an extent that many fisher-

men have been forced to cease buying fish

in the markets and to go'out in dead earnest

in the endeavor to woo success. If a man
brings home a large lish he is at once asked:

"Where did he wash up?" or "I'll bet this one

cost you ii week's pay,"and so on and so

forth. A recent writer in airing the same
views anent this subject stales the case of the

outsider very frankly. lie savs:

"It is said that the true test of the raconteur

is the ability to tell a simple truth in so simple

a manner that the reader can readily reach up
on memory's shelves and find a duplicate

among his own experiences of the story so

simply told. But what if the tale relates to

something really out of the jommonplace
which, while absolutely true, may be consider-

ed improbable? What if it has to do with the

personal experience 'of the writer, and bears

his most positive assurance, in every part and

parcel, of its absolute truth and verity? Oh,'

very well; it might be accepted with the re-

quisite grain of salt; but, of course, if the

tale bears the most remote relation to the

gentle art of angling the whole briny ocean is

necessary to make it acceptable to the most

casual reader. Just why this unjust reputa-

tion should have been attained by our other-

wise respectable cult is unexplainable. Pos-

sibly it dales back to the days of Jonah and

the whale, before the unenlightened people of

those days were conversant with the fad that

a whale is not a fish, but the necessity for

salt is obvious in every case where fish, or

fish stories, are concerned. Alas, my brethren

to what depths has our reputation fallen!"

The outsider can see angling only as two

thirds falsehood and one third a fish that has

been purchased. People regard the situation

much as the negro boy in a class in the South

whom the teacher was questioning. Said

the teacher:

"Can you tell me what amphibious'means,

and give me a sentence to illustrate it."

The boy answered: "I know sah. Its

lying. Most fish stories am fibious."

At this juncture I feel called upon to state

what I think to be the honest convictions of

many. While it is freely staled that nine

out of ten anglers are wholesale liars, in no

instance is the genuine bona Jide proof of

untruthfulness submitted for general inspec-

tion purporting to .settle the matter once and

for all as regards the piscatorial adventures

recounted by any one of the nine out of ten

anglers 1 have mentioned. ]> is rc.grettable

%thal this is the case. It is also unjust. One

can never tell but that this man or .that man
actually did catch the fish accredited to him,

hence the wo«nd inllicted can only be staunch-

ed by Ihe healing hands of time. There is a

general statement that is going the rounds to

the elTcct thai anglers are ninety-nine per

cent liars and one luiiidrcd and one per cent

honest. That leaves only one per cent, lor,

Irullifulriess left in the score. You may
wonder where llial one per ceiil went to.
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The hall instead of penetrating the head of the fish hit the spoon-hook at its
junction with the lin6

That's simple. It was added to the hundred
per cent honesty score. Thus there is noth-
ing lost neither is your big fish story discount-

ed. But then a person not imbued with tlie

ethics of piscatorial ism can be counted on to

disregard the fisherman's every promise.' His
eye merely skims Over the surface of things.

He does not go undei the surface to get at and
study out the facts. Xo one has stated the

case so well, nor so accurately as the Reverend
Lathan A. Crandall in his delightful book,

"Days In The Open.'' He says:

"A gentleman told us of seeing a string of

five fine bass and some fifteen or twenty jun-
fish and perch caught by a cottager who came
over from an adjoining lake. The next day
another gentleman gave an account of the

same catch and the number of bass had in-

creased to twenty-five. On the third day, as

vouched for by another gsntleman, there
were one hundred bass in Ihal string, and they
averaged between four and six pouiuls. Now
some suspicious individuals would scolT at

the apparent discrepancies, but it is easy
to reconcile the different statements. The
first gentleman may have seen the catch early
in the day, and the other accounts may have
been based on later accumulalions. Just
why fish stories should be discredited so
readily by those who do not fish it is difl'icult

to understand. Why should a man who docs
not know the difference between a spoon-hook
and an ostrich feather, and who cannnol tell

a sunfish from a rainbow trout, sit in judg-

ment upon the solcniu assertions of exper-

ienc<^d anglers? This atiilude of ehronic unbeliej

ronccrniag the leslimonij n1 honexl men is iin-

beconiingl"

One often h§ars anglers tell of "the big one
that got away." The moment one starts to

tell about the big fish he snagged and which
he had almost up to the boat:—as I say, about
the time the story reaches this point the people
listening begin to stir wneasily and find it

hard to hold back the smiles that they cannot
down. Then when the ribbon counter clerk

chirps up with the inevitable question:

"Well, did you get him?"
You are bound to state trutiifully enough

that just as you were going .to reach down
and slip your fingers into his gills and lift

him into the boat with one swift movement
lT)e fish gave one mighty flopping, (lapping

splashing cxliibition of highly concentrated

watery agility and the result was that the

"big one got away." .\t this point you bow
your head the w-hile the assemblage roar out

their insufferable and pent-up glee. They
slap each others knees, they get up on the
chairs, they pound on tables and one lies

down on the floor and laughs so that it is

deemed necessary to call the doctor. Through
all this perfoimance you are silting watching
(irsl one, then the other, wondering what
kind of exhibition is going to come off next and
if you will come out of it alive. // it keeps on n

person wi'l have to have a body guard surround-

ing him when he eonies hack Irum Ihe lakes]
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Now that it is the big one that always gets

away is nothing strange. The bigger they

are the more certain they are of getting away,

since the bigger they are the stronger and the

more tackle tearing you will find them. I

knew a fisherman one time who had had so

many get away that he swore by the beard of a

saint that the next big one he hooked onto he

would get if it cost him his life. So he brought

along a single barrel shotgun loaded with a

ball cartridge—that is to say a ball in the end

of the shell such as is used in deer shooting.

As luck would have it the finest muscallonge

in the lakes was hooked into that day. I believe

the man who rowed the boat stated that it

was a thirty-five pounder. After a long tussle

the fish was brought up near to tbe boat.

While the party of the second part held the

rod and kept the fish from diving into the

depths again the man with the shotgun took

deliberate aim at the head of the fish and
pulled trigger. The ball instead 0/ penetrating

the head oj the fish hit the spoon hook at its

junction with the line. ...

And that's how another big one got away!

However, if a man has made a few gold

medal or silver merit captures in his day and
the fact is known, from then on he begins

to enjoy life. However it is best to have a

battery of cameras along to record the deed;

and it has gotten so that you have to weigh

the fish as you take him from the water in the

presence of at least two reliable witnesses;

and weigh him again two hours after capture

because fish shrink when taken from the water.

They don't like too much notoriety it ap-

pears.

A man with a few records or near records in

his possession is fixed for Hfe. He can get

away with any fish story. In gatherings of

his kind his word is listened to in silence and

his advice is taken as a golden text; his

recommendations as to piscatorial paraphern-

alia are as holy commandments. He never

seeks office; he is welcome whenever he wishes

to become the supreme guardian of his com-
munity.

The argument of a successful fisherman

settles all arguments as to high-powered su-

periority. For instance Sam .fones and Mr.
Peabody Green get into an argument and in

the first essay made Mr. Fcabody Green
completely snows Sam .Jones under. Mr.
Jones is left without a word to say. Hut Sam
Jones starts another argument a-going—an
argument he thinks himself studied up on

and able to hold his own in. But Mr.

Fcabody Green has studied that subject all

his life and the result is that again Mr. Jones

is bearded, cowed and awed by this exhibition

of learning that transcends anything he has

ever come across. For a moment he is de-

jected and crestfallen the while Peabody
Green draws a cloud of smoke from his cigar,

blows it forth like a master-smoker, and then

meditatively flicks the ashes from the end of

his cigar. Sam Jones watches sidewise and
envies.

Then of a sudden Sam Jones straightens up.

The storm clouds disappear from his brow.

A triumphant smile spreads over his countea-

ance.

"O, by the way," he remarks, off-hand, as

though it were a mere passing trifle, "did I tell

you about the record catch of fish I made last

week up on the Chain?"

Peabody Green winces, and gets smoke in

his eyes.

"0," he says, "did you really have any

luck."

'Always do," returns Sam Jones. "And
say I certainly put it all over these near-

fishermen that go up there. But of course I

have been hard at the game ever since I

can remember. It comes natural with me.

My father was a great angler and so was my
grandfather. It seems to run in the family."

Then as an afterthought: "Let's see, you have

never taken a fish in your life have you?"

And Peabody Green has to admit M has

not. He was brought up in a flat and never

got beyond the limits of his home city until

he was twenty-five years of age. He cannot

tell a black bass from a shark, or a sun-fish

ffom an eel. Under the penetrating gaze

.of Sam Jones, (looking down from his sun-

crowned summits on the mere ant below),

Peabody Green melts and instead of flicking

off the cigar ashes at arm's length as previous-

ly, he hides the perfecto back of his coat to

rid the tip of its pearly grey.

"And here ar,e the photos I took of that

catch." adds Sam Jones, bringing a set of

prints from his pocket. "Here is the one with

the twenty-five pound muscallonge on.it;

and here is that large pike. Harry, the old-

timer up there says he don't recall ever having

seen a larger pike caught in the lakes. Here

is a picture of me playing the big one, and

say that reminds me. . .
."

And he goes on to relate what took place

with the confidence that only an angler feels

when he knows he is in his clement. Shortly,

however, Peabody Green has to get off; its

his street next. He feels cheap and smiles

weakly: "See you again," he says; and is gone.
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All his years of learning and study, his in-

tellectual supremacy and superlative polish

have dwindled. Against the feat of Sam
Jones he has nothing to offer. Sam Jones can

fish, and "when a man can fish, everything else

vanbhes infmitesimally into thin air. As

though to mock him as he goes home that

night, Peabody Green sees a book on the rack

at the old book store that cries out: "How To
Fish: Learn In Three Lessons." But he

does not care to learn.

Fisheniien are born, not produced!

Robert Page Lincoln

MR. WALTER GREAVES of the Post

office Department, Ottawa, Canada,

writes in the following interesting

strain: "I noted Mr. Lincoln's allusion to my
"Massassaga" bass fly in a recent number of

Rod and Gun referring to me as an expert

flj'-fisherman for black bass, (which I cer-

tainly claim to be). There is, however, one

correction I desire to make in the event of

anyone wishing to have the right formula for

this fly, and that is that the wings should be

guinea fowl with the large spots dyed bright

yellow. This is important and for that reason

I am mentioning it. I shall be pleased to give

any further information in regard to this fly

or my other patterns on hearing from- in-

terested anglers. I may add that this fly is

an excellent killer in some waters. It should

be dressed on hooks No. 1. I prefer the

O'Shaughnessy with twisted gut eyes. I tried

this fly on the Sebago Lake in Maine and
caught 7 nice bass one afternoon, much to the

surprise of a gentleman who said he had tried

for bass there for several years but had never

succeeded in getting the fish to take the fly.

Another fly I have found very killing for bass

is the Pamiachene Belle d- ;ssed with bright

silver body instead of a y 3W body. It also

kills salmon ic some rive when dressed on
double hooks, Number 6. iive it a trial and
I am sure that you will not be disappointed.

"I have experimented considerably in re-

gard to what t have long desired to ascertain,

namely: Why certain colours in salmon Hies

appear to possess greater attraction than
other patterns in taking fish difficult to move;
and, while I have not come to any definite

conclusion I have satisfied myself on one

point, that being that salmon, as a rule are

not partial to a fly containing much red or

scarlet—at least that has been true in the

waters that I have fished. I have found a

fly (one of my patterns) with fiery-brown

body, ribbed with gold, dark mallard or

merganser wings, small jungle-cock cheeks,

violet tail hackle, golden pheasant crest and
green peacoc'k head (a strange combination

of colours) to be very killing. The Durham
Ranger, Jock Scott, Silver Doctor, Silver

Grey, Black Dose, Butcher and Lion are also

excellent flies as most salmon anglers know.

With these flies dressed on hook Numbers 4,

6 and 8 it seems to me one would meet with

success in most of our waters. Another of

my patterns, equally successful at times is

made with bright silver body, tail, golden

pheasant crest with butt of golden pheasant

frills, tag, blue ostrich, hackle, black and
gallina, wings, black crow with jungle cock

cheeks, head, black ostrich. I also make this

fly with mixed black and orange hackles. It

certainly is a killer."

Mr. F. Hallam of 355 Queen Street, Saull

Ste. Marie, Ontario, writes: "Our part of

the country is a fine place for anyone wanting

sport, we have plenty of partridge, deer,

moose, caribou, lynx here, besides all kinds of

fish; rainbow, speckled and salmon trout,

bass, both small mouth and big mouth; also

pike and maskinonge, perch and so-called

fresh-water cod."

Mr. D. N. Grant, Chenier, Quebec, writes,

asking the following questions: "We have

lots of fine grey trout in this lake, but cannot
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catch them during the summer months al-

though lakes on each side of us contain ap-

parently exactly the same fish and yet are

readily caught at any time of the year. We
have used every bait that we can think of

or in fact have ever heard of. During the

latter weeks of September and the first ten

days of October we can catch all the grey

trout we want to on an ordinary linen line

and spoon troll down, I judge, about six or

seven feet. We also have all kinds of a species

of whitefish. I have heard them called the

fresh-water herring. "During the twenty three

years we have been here we have not caught

more than four of them. I was fortunate

enough to get a two and one half pound one

on an ordinary spoon troll while, fishing for

pike. My mother also got one of three and

one half pounds the same way. We have

tried every lure and bait we can resurrect

but cannot catch them. Could you explain

these peculiarities?"

Your question about grey trout has been

answered many times in the columns of Rod
and Gun and for your benefit we are again

giving our solution of the matter. In the

spring and the early part of the summer the

grey trout are generally found in the shallow

water, but with the coming^ of the summer
heats these trout (generally very sensitive to

a heightening in the warmth of the water of

the shallows) betake themselves to the deep

holes of the lake, or lakes. This being the

case there is nothing for one to do but go

down into the deep places for them. As the

autumn comes on, and the waters free them-

selves of heat the grey trout again come into

the shallower water and the result is, as you

have stated, you easily catch them in six or

seven feet of water. I would suggest that you

go down deep for the trout of the particular

lake you mention, next summer, and you will

find out that what I ha\c said is true. You
claim to have used ever>' bait or lure that you

have ever heard of in trying to get them.

Better guess again, for I doubt if you have

tried out the wobbling or darting spoons

which have proven to be the best that can be

tried on this particular trout. Any of the

large sporting goods stores in New York City

can furnish you with spoons of this type, as

any of the large stores in Canada which

regularly advertise in Knd and Gun. It will

be too deep down for you to troll with a single

line out in back of the boat after the usual

way of trolling, therefore you will have to use

the method I have mentioned many times in

Jiod and Gun. '^o the end of your line? you

attach a dispey sinker of two or three ounce

weight. This should pull the line almost

straight down in the water. Now right abo^e

the sinker at the end of the line you attach a

swivel, and to that swivel you attach a branch

line of some three feet. To this line you

attach the spoon or the hook with the minnow
on it, whichever you are fishing. When you

troll it will be found that while the ling will be ^

more or less perpendicular it will usually

assume a quiet angle in the water, while, at

the same time the branch line is running

through the water more or less horizontally.

I trust that you will understand the above

directions which are very simple to grasp.

Your second query in regard to the whitt

fish that will not bite I can say that that

question has also been answered many times

in Rod and Gun, or at least it maj- be said,

—

We have attempted to answer it. ,\s is

peculiar of the whitefish they rarely take the

baited hook in one form or the other, and while

at times some have been captured iH" the

ordinary run of fishing, still this is contrary to

the rule. If you can locate a section of the

lake where you think these fish keep them-

selves it is not a had idea to fill a paper sack

of the sort that flour comes in full of meat

scraps, old bread, etc. Have some holes dis-

tributed here and there all around it. Now
attach a weight to it and sink it to the bottom.

It is figured tlxat the whitefish will be attracted

to that sack and will get to feeding from the

scraps. In due course of time a hook baited

with a piece of fat from pork is let down to

the bottom,—the pork bit to lie on the bottom. i

If the fish are feeding aroundlhe sack it will

not be long before one samples your offering.

If you see the line moving out let him have

line so as to get it well in his mouth and then

pull up, not sharply, however, for the white-

fish have very soft mouths and the hook will

tear out. The above is the only method I

know of by which the whitefish may be taken.

If you can attract in a school of them all well

and good—you may have luck. But fishing

with any variety of l)ait is no guarantee of

success for it certainly is a peculiarity with

this fish that it cannot readily be taken on the

hook. Now and then we receive a letter from

parts of western Canada telling of fine catches

of whitefish being nuule with the hook, but as

a rule fishermen return a case of no luck.

Doctor C. H. Huber, of Logan, Iowa, writes:

"I am much interested in the Lincoln-

Gove letters on fly-dressing. Undoubtedly

vour effiirls have marked a new era in the
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fly-tying art. For the past two years I have

been in the service of my country and have

not kept up with the tide in outdoor circles

but T am back again to the old love and have

renewed my subscriptions to all m]i' old favor-

ites including the one and only Rod and Gun.

"I think that I shall confine myself strictly

to the use of the fly from now on, not alone as

a wielder of the fly-casting, rod, for trout, but

often for that prince of stream fish—the small

mouth. I reached home in time to spend

some three weeks in August on St. Ignace

Island in Nipigon Bay, Lake Superior, in

quest of that aristocrat of fishdom, the speckl-

ed trout. My best effort was a four pounder.

I did not catch him on a fly but on a spinner.

I do want to learn to tie some real flies but
- how am I going to be able to do it if Dr.

Harry Gove and yourself do not put out

a treatise on the art of fly-tying"?

"It would seem that a work on the art of

fly-tying describing the materials and your
new ideas in dressing the nature flies would,

in a measure, repay you and would surely be a

boon to thousands of ^(nglers who want the

best in flies and are willing to pay for them.
All we can do is to buy the pretty feathers and
tie the old time flies until something better is

placed on the market.

"While I enjoy the Gove-Lincoln letters

and think that the ideas are good still there

is always something in the make-up of these

flies that is kept in the dark, so why can not

a book by you gentlemen be placed on the

market for those who wish the best in fly-tying

methods?

"I wrote Dr. Gove asking that he tie me
some flies and I hope that he wUl condescend

to do so. If the old flies are \>\il poor make-
shifts and unnatural as to insect life, where,

pray tell me must we turn if both Du Gove
and yourself do not place your productions on
the market or give the world your new ideas

in a work on modern fly-tying?"

Permit me to thank you for the kindly

sentiments expressed in your letter which are

received as only an angler receives a greeting

from another enthusiastic member of the art-

ful craft. I have in past numbers of Bod and
Gun threatened to blossom out in print with a

series of articles on lly-lying and while tlicsc

vagrant papers have been delayed they will

no doubt be forthcoming as soon as I have
completed my experimentations which I in-

tend shall be exhaustive. .\nd that reminds
me: you state that you arc intending to go
after the small mouth bass with the fly, and
that is surely a good thing. The idea of anglers

going after the small mouth bass with un-

savory plugs when they can be as readily

taken on the flies, or with flies and small

spinners in conjunction proves that there is

yet much to be learned by fishermen in that

line. Furthermore bass will take the flies

more readily than the plugs, and the sense

of satisfaction one gets from catching a few

fine bronzen warriors of the sparkling stream

or lake with the flies is surely a transcending

emotion. Plug fishing for these gamey fel-

lows is too much in the ordinary and beyond

getting the fish there is not much to recom-

mend the method. And that reminds me,

as I have j ust stated that I have improved upon
a bass fly that I shall get out for the coming
season. I am^confident that this fly will be

well received in bass fishing circles all over

the land. I have been so tied up in the com-

mon practice of making my bread and butter

that I have had to give up many projects that

I had in view, especially inline with fly-tying.

This accounts for my being very slow in

saying anything on the subject as I had in-

tended to do big things. f"Iy tying is cer-

tainly an engrossing subject and even with'

the attention I have given if I feel that I

have a world to learn. Some years ago, a/ter

Halford had come forth with his advanced ex-

positions on the fly and fly tying it was gen-

erally thought that all had been said on the

subject that could possibly be said. The
end of the trail had been reached. We now
consider that ridiculous. The ice has just

been broken and the future should see a new
era in fly tying that will completely over-

shadow the efforts of the past. The main
trouble in the making of the floating trout fly

I had written about is that my initial efforts

were in the making of a fly that was rathSr

large. By making the fly large I was given

the opportunity of working free and so using

materials that' on a smaller fly will be quite

impossible. This large fly was tried out on

wild waters and of course it made a good show-

say To make that same fly in a smaller size,

ing from Size 12 to 16 is quite another matter.

However, I hope to have time again at my
command so that I can master even the finer

details in that portion of the art that pertains

to the making of the fly that I had constructed.

I do not like to be hurried in this business

because, after all, that which is of angling

and all that pertams to the craft is the world

with me. I surround that subject with a

great deal of my thought, more indeed, than I

should—but that is always the case with the

crank. Many of our findings, that have been
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set down in detail in Rod and Gun, have, in

the time that has elapsed, been acted upon

and I am surprised by the wondenul speci-

mens of flies that have been presented to me,

made by enthusiastic followers of these

directions. This is very pleasant indeed and I

am always glad to have amateur fly-tyers

send me their productions.

As I have said, we now know that only a

good beginning has been made in the art of

fly tying. We do know that flies and fish

lures of all sorts and varieties have been made
to sell by their looks, apart from what inher-

ent value they may possess as genuine fish

catchers. Now a fly or a bait of any sort may
be made up in such a tasty looking manner

as to deceive the human eye and judgment

into belieAnng it a sure-death unit. But what

the fish think of it who are asked merely to

kill themselves sampling it is quite another

matter. This only goes to prove how ex-

tremely faulty the human judgment is.

Fishermen are generally very liberal with

their money from the poorest man up to the

richest; they will buij and try, but they will

not sit down and use their wits and study for

themselves. They will say. "Well, if this

bait or fly was good enough to spend time at

making and in manufacturing there must be

something to it,"_and as a rule they waste their

whole time trying them out and with little

result. It will be remembered that I made
mention in Rod and Gun that I had intended

to place certain flies on the market; I did not

say for certain, but I had looked forward to

that event. Circumstances however, pre-

vented me doing this. In the meantime, upon

the supposition that I was going right ahead,

anglers sent me much money for these flies

(figuring that I would charge two dollars a

dozen for them) and this money I sent back

for I would not send out a production that I

was not sure was finished enough to meet with

success. I have a reputation to keep clean

and I intend to do this at any cost. When the

time comes I will ofler certain flies for sale,

and will, at the same time write up how to

make them in our magazine. I say that I

will offer them for sale for the simple reason

that a great number of sportsmen would

rather buy their flies than make them,

—

and I don't blame them, for any man who has

gone into fly tying knows how nerve tearing

it is, and how exacting, if one is to make a

good job of it. But, as I say, I will write up

my details on fly making in Rod And Gun so

that the fly makers may|get in their licks. '
I

have no tools to grind ^what[l find out I want

all to know. I am a child so far as knowledge

of this sort goes but it takes often no more

than a hint to get a person started in the

right direction.

Incidentally I wish to correct a false idea

that may have been grounded in many minds.

That is the belief that fly makers make easy

money. There is no easy money made in

fly making I can assure you that. Besides

my own efforts (and an inner knowledge of

the experiences of three or four professional

fly makers) I can surely say that they cer-

tainly deserve to make what profit there is in

it. Of course I am speaking here of high

grade work. Flies turned out wholesale by

big manufacturers who possibly depend upon

the sweat shops for their labor being done,

naturally wduld make some profit. However,

even big companies now, I am informed have

taken to paying their wholesale fly tyers a

wage that is certainly a hundred per cent

higher than it was say, eight years ago, or

even before the war. Taken by and large

there is not much profit in fly tying in the

present day in any branch of the service.

Two dollars a dozen may sound steep as a

price for good flies, but it is not. You will

find out why when you sit down to make a

dozen flies, putting all your labor and skill

into it.

I could point out in any one of a hundred

ways where modern fly tying and bait making

is not only unnatural but impractical. This

summer I had occasion to stop before a

sporting goods store window to survey what

they had to offer. It was all very brilliant

and no doubt the nine out of ten were con-

vinced that what was there represented was the

acme of human inventiveness. Most of ^
the plugs, savethose made by the old,true and '3|

tried manufacturers were glossy and durable,

appearing but a trial or two and they would

split, the enamel would peel off, and they

would be useless. The flies were also cheap,

unsoundly tied with silk threads which,

sooner or later would come undone and the

fly would fall to pieces, unless re-lied. Then

there were imitations of bugs and what-not,

all slated to kill fish in great numbers. Then

it was that I almost fell dead. I looked closer

to assure me that I saw a-righl and sure enough

there on a card was an imitation of wha( do you

hdieiiet None other than our old friend,

the cockroach. And that was to be used tor

trout. Think of it. . . . And over there

next to it, what do you believe had been imi-

tated for use in taking the soul-inspiring

trout? None oilier limn llic liousc-fli/W
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k

One might just as well make an imit-

ation of a bat or an owl with which to

catch the trout as these. It all goes to prove

the bluebeards that are abroad frisking the

pockets of innocent Waltonians who should

know better than to purchase this thrash

But to foist upon the public an imitation of a

cockroach in this late day—on which to catch

highly respectable trout mind you!—is per-

haps the gravest insult that has evei descend-

ed upon man.

I often receive letters from beginners in the

fishing game asking me what I think of rubber

imitation angleworms, rubber helgranite,

rubber grasshoppers, rubber frogs—and last,

but not least an honest-to-goodness rubber

leech. The whole outfit is not worth two red

cents. The fact that this merciless array con-

tinues to appear ujjon the counters and ivithin

the cases points to the facts that there is a sale

for it. How long will it be before honest men
will cease to buy this junk? Only when they

realize that at the cost oi a few cents it need

be, they can contrive off-hand a lure that

will catch ten fish where one of these ludi-

crous bug-house performances catch but one;

and that fish must surely be a totally un-

sophisticated fish I must say and very young.

You can cut a spoon out of any bright-tinned

can, add a swivel, attach a hook to one end

of the spoon with some red feathers neatly

tied to that and you can go out on most any

Canadian lake and catch fish. If you doubt

it, try your ingenuity at spoon-making some
time and you will be surprised at the luck it

will bring you.

I have been asked by a well known angler

who has never visited Canada, but who would

like to pay the north a visit next summer,

object—fishing, just where he should make
his initial try-out so as to get the best of all

sorts of fishing, at the same time situated

in a region of scenic beauty—a locality not

too far from civilization, and yet not so near

that it has been harmed by the destructive-

ness of man.

I must certainly recommend the French

River and its continents and lakes. Indeed

I know of no place where one can go to enjoy

two or three weeks, or even two months than

on this wonderful and far-famed river. It is

surrounded by a forest of primitive grandeur,

indeed much the same as the Creator made it.

A few strokes of the paddle up from the town
of North Bay and one might say he is in a

total wilderness, which is. very nearly true.

The river itself is a mars-el in every sense of

the word. It is doubtlul if there is a river

in the world with so many varieties of channel

formation as this stretch of water. It twists

and curves; it has falls, white waters, and long

stretches of still water. Here the channel

is extremely narrow and again it widens out

into veritable lakes. Here there are cliffs on

both sides; and here the forest comes down
to the very water. .\ny variety of water may
be had here and as for picturesqueness it is

doubtful if there is anything in the north to

equal it. Furthermore the territory furnishes

what might well be called the ne plus ultra

in that line.

In aiming to take in the French River one

should start out from the town of North Bay,

north of the city of Toronto. From this town

too, one has access to the hinterland

toward the Height of Land; also one can head

in for the Temagami region. Remember,
then, that you start from the town of North
Bay.

It is a well-known fact that one can outfit

right at North Bay, obtaining there every-

thing needed from tackle to provisions, blan-

ket to canoe, and last, but not least one can

obtain an Indian guide; the Indian reserves

in that region will supply your wants at a

most reasonable rate of expenditure per day.

The Indians here are Ojibways and are skilled

canoemen; in fact they know the ins and outs

of the outdoor game and can, of course, be

trusted. They know the region and its

waters like an open book, since they

have been brought up in that region and
live and die there.

As I have stated you can purchase your

stuff right at North Bay, but if you desire you
can have your own outfit shipped north,

which would include, say, your canoe. And
right here let me state that if you are intend-

ing to ship north a canoe it is best to select an
18-footer, the so-called cruising canoe. The
trouble with the l6-footer is that it is too

small; for when your tents, dunnage, et

cetera are included the 16-footer leaves verj-

much to be desired. And as between a can-

vas-covered canoe and a basswood canoe it

can certainly be said that the canvas-covered

craft is the one that you should select. This

recommendation holds good on all accounts.

It is the ideal canoe. At the end of your trip

you can sell the canoe in the north at very

much the same that you paid for It, that is

to say if it is in A-1 condition, which is almost

always the case. A canoe in the north holds

-its value much tlie same as a diamond. If

you do not wish to ship the canoe north you

can rent or buy one at North Bay. Again
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you can hire an Indian guide, and by adding

a little more he will furnish the canoe.

The two big fish (and famous ones) to be

found in the French River and its tributaries

are the muscallonge and the small mouthed

bass and it is highly doubtful if fishing for

these two species of fishdom can be found

under better conditions than in this region, on

the French River in special. Fishing for the

muscallonge and the small mouth bass in

lake waters may be one thing, (and they may
fight when taken on the hook and line) but it

remains to try a stream reared specimen of

either species before one knows what they

really can do. The still waters of a lake do

not imbue a fish with the same degree of

activity or vitality that the rushing waters

of a stream does. Here the fish are con-

stantly forced to face the current and hold

their own against it. By reason of this they

have a "kick" to the tail that is everj' bit of a

wonder. They are strong, and surprisingly

active; also they are keen, very alert. Their

fins are strong from breasting the surge of the

waters and when they are taken you can be

sure that they give an account of themselves

that is well worthy the name. And as for

the small-mouthed bass—the small mouth
as is well-known is a stream fish and is there

in its element. You may have caught small

mouths in the lakes but they are not the same

as the ones that live their lives in the rushing

waters of the river or stream.

In the pools below white water you can

get your small mouths using spinners with

flies, or spinners alone, or flies alone as you

like. Much still fishing for the small mouths

is done along the French River—in the big

pools. The one best bait on the French for

small mouths is the crawfish, though live

minnows and frogs are also in lino for trial.

But the expert man with the flies will eschew

all of these and use the flies solely.

French River muskies run in weight up to

thirty pounds though it must be admitted

that within recent yeais the number of real

big muskies that have been taken in this region

has lallcn down consideiably. However,

if one hooks up to a twelve or fifteen pound
stream-reared musky I doubt whether he
wants to Ro any higher. He will have his

hands full. .\t that a ten pounder on the

hook fights like an imaginant- fifty pounder to

the man "hew to the game.

Pickerel River, one of the confluents of the

French River is perhaps as famous as the

French itself owing to its unexcelled mus-

callonge fishing there to be found. The

waters widen into what might be termed
veritable lakes, and in these waters the larger

fellows hold themselves. Here one may
cast for them oi he may troll in the regula-

'

tion manner. It is true that one needs to

be quite an expert to troll and fight a large

fish from a canoe tut it can be done. One
must kneel in the canoe, keeping his knees

pressed against the sides and throi^ing the

weight of his body thereon. One must also

keep himself in the center of the canoe.

Also it is well that one have along with him a

twenty-two caliber pistol, say of the Stevens '

-

type. With on ? of these the fish can be mai k-

ed down when it is near the canoe and shot

through the head. A long barreled or short

barreled Stevens pistol is a blessing to the

man who is after large fish in the waters of

the north. The including of one of these

handy affairs may be the difference between

saving a fish you have hooked or losing one.

It has been stated that you can obtain al-

most everj'thing that you need for your trip

up the French River right at the town of

North Bay. This includes tackle, but i

would recommend that you bring every

article of tackle that you desire on your

trip right along up north with you. This

should include three or four extra lines of

each kind: a suitable number of extra spoon-

hooks: and extra everything, for you can

never tell what you are going to lose or how
you are going to lose it. Again one should

have a heaver trolling rod and a lighter cast- ^
ing rod. Personally I suggest steel rods for »

I know they can utterly be relied upon—if

they are made by a worthy firm.

When should we start out on this trip,

will be asked: and right there I may say that

Canada has aboMt as many flies and winged

pests as any place to be found on earth.

These are particularly severe and troublesome

in the early summer, .June in special. Better

conditions (as regards freedom fiom insects)

occur beginning in the month of July. From
the l.ith of .luly upward things begin to look

brighter. Date your trip from the l.itli of

July and you will be following a wise course

and you certainly will not be missing anything,

.^t that you will not be doing anything amiss

to include in your outfit some fly dopes of

which theie are some mighty good ones on

the market and some which you are able to

make yourself right at home. A trip ol this

sort should of rour.->e be a camping trip and

that means that you should include lent.i

especially shelter tents, for, as a rule, the walj

tent, unless in a small siz2 is out of considera_
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tion. The sheller leul is the one for the

canoe trip and is given preference.

The photographer who wishes to go into

the noith for some pictures that are real

pictures let him tr>- this French Rivei trip.

It has been said that the flashlight photo-

grapher is in his element on this rivei for all

sorts of wild game are found in abundance
coming down to the water to drink in the

evening and in the night. Camp scenes,

picturesque forest scenes and so forth can be

added to actual fisliing pictures making it all

around a notable trip. In any event it is

des'.roble that you in lude a camera of some
sort; a small box affair of the three dollar size

will take exceptionally sharp and clear pic-

tures in the north. Out of three hundred

photos taken with a three dollar camera I

was able to use upwards of a hundred in the

magazines in papers.

As your initial trip into Canada try this

French River trip and it you don't like it you
certainly are hard to please—in which case

wr'll have to recommend some other region.

Re Sock-eye Salmon
Angling Editor's Comment:—.\n exceeding-

ly broad statement, that was misinterpreted,

appeared in a recent number of Rod and Gun;

the article containing the said statement was
the following in "Around The Round Table"
in the September Number, Fishing ATo/es.

It read, (about the sock-eye salmon):

'Mysterious as are theTives of the other

salmon as an individual member, as a separate

species the sock-eye is the most mysterious.

They present a complex problem indeed for

they are indentified with one river alone, the

Fraser River of British Columbia and will

go up no other."

Mr. R. C. W. Lett of Winnipeg states in a

communication to this magazine that he,

personally, has seen thousands of sock-eye

salmon in the Skeena River. He also quotes

froni the Canadian Finance which says that

the sock-eye pack from the Skeena was
valued at $2,700,000.

The mistake was mine. The sock-eye

(Sukkegh) also known as the hluehack and the

Alaska red salmon is found spawning in the

rivers of -Maska (and in this latter state are

found by the millions), but I did not know
that any other river save the Fraser of British

Columbia had a representation of the sock-

eye, at least in over-whelming numbers. In

the states bordering on the Paciflc f'nv, if any,

sock-eye are found for the simple reason that

this salmon w'ill nol^spawn^at^the head of any

river save where a stream flows into a lake.

In California there are no sock-eyes, for the

Sacremento River is not fitted, (by a lake-fed

character) to interest the sock-eye. In

Oregon, so far as I know there are no sock-

eyes; there are none to be found in the Rogue
River. There are none in the Coluillbia River

of Washington so far as I know; or, at least

in no great numbers. I say this even in the

face of the assertion made by a writer that:

"There are many (sock-eyes) in the Columbia.
They run with the Chinook salmon, but some-

times, when a stream forks, each salmon goes

its way; the Chinook to the snow-fed branches,

the red salmon to the head of the lakes."

The attempt of the fish commissioner., Mr.
Danvin, to turn the sock-eye into the Samish
may make the State of Washington a sock-eye

state but at present, (aside from the above
attempts) this section is not well fitted for the

sock-eye.

In British Columbia the sock-eye is found
in its greatest numbers and the Fraser is the

big spawning river. I had not heard that any
other river in British Columbia was a sock-eye

spawning stream. In the Yukon River the

sock-eyes run up 1,800 miles to spawn with

suitable conditions found at Lake Labarge.

In line with the assertions made by Mr.
Lett it would be highly interesting to know
more about the runs of the sock-eyes up fresh-

water rivei s to spawn, .caching from Washing- •

ton to Alaska.



MAKING A FUR STRETCHER. I

( A splendid stretcher for your furs can^be

the manner of the illustration. For muskrat
skins, procure a piece of wire about forty-

eight inches long; first make an "e" twist

about lYi inches from one end and then

fashion after the manner of a properly stretch-

ed skin.

made with a heavy weight^wire fashioned in end of the wire.

\ ^'^Kiml^ ^^^SLIDING WIRE.
s-^K.MmW^ \.^ RINC-ONTRAPCHAIN

-'i//:hJ[£|
*

^BAIT.

A SLIDING CHAIN SET, KINK.

If the water is deep, place a heavy weight

on one end of your long wire on which the

chain is held. In the water near the weight

put several "jags" large enough for the ring

of the trap to slide over when going to the

NO 9.

The Clam
Phyllis Moore

The boisterous eat^cr curious waves
In blown spray lean the dune

To listen to strange hidden lisps,

—

' A fiently whispering croon. •

And lush caressinj^ summer tides

Brinfi murmurs from the sea;

The opal mists speak o'er their nest;-

They answer:
—"Mystery."

So dark and cool their sandy bed
In mother Earth's soft breast;

A miracle in slumber,—-they;

Shell-wonders wooing rest.
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A FEW NOTES ON THE WILD GOOSE
ALONG THE ATLANTIC COAST.

BONNYCASTLE DaLE

The "Canada Goose" is the one seen in

huge flocks in Port Joli Harbour, N. S.

Among these flocks may be seen a ven,' few

"Lesser Canadas," geese marked almost

exactly like their big namesake but weighing

only about half i.e. some six pounds. From

the oldest records these birds have always

wintered here. They started to arrive in the

last week of October and they are still arriv-

ing no'vv*—in late December.

I have tried long and hard to keep track

of their numbers but this last cold snap—
and it is no snap either!—shut me up, telescope

and all. . I made out about five thousand by

December the first. Since then they have

been arriving nightly in flocks of ten to a-

hundred. Allowing that a thousand a night

arrived we have about twenty thousand in

the harbour this chilly morning—No! I am
not going out to verify the numbers. It is

5 above—our coldest weather.

They are perfectly safe too. They have

the distances measured off to a nicety. As

these gunners have always been using very

hea^T shot (they call number one "fine shot")

such as 2A, and 3A, they have taught Uie

the birds to fly out of range of our mid-

continent, sixes and fives and fours. We
are going to copy our neighbours re shot.

Laddie is casting some about the size of

marbles—and we are going in for one of those

captured German guns—to get even—as the

heaviest gun here weighs only nineteen

pounds. Say it slowly to get the full signi-

ficance.

As there, are several weeks in which the

laggards may arrive I will later give you a

fair count. But I think any hundred thous-

and count is .\ count of no account. It is a

wonderful sight from where I write this

—

long black lines of geese. Thousands of

redlegged and yellowlegged black ducks

—

but this is a preserved harbour—so stay at

home boys.

The geese are killed as they fly over the

4ills—now called "Goose Hills."
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Canadiad National Field Trials

Frank H. Walker

The sixth unnual iiclcl Iriiils of Uu' Canadian

National Field Trial Club were run ofT Nov-

ember 18 and 19, two miles south of the old

historic town of Sandwich. Onl. The grounds

on which the trials. were run aie just south-

west from the city of Detroit, and when one

can see dogs handling quail, then turn around

and see Detroit, with its big buildings, jilst

across the river in the distance, it speaks a

lot for the piotection of wild life Essex County

is getting. There are about fifteen square

miles of territory which cannot be beaten on

the American continent for quail grounds.

A large portion df the land is rather light and

sandy, which makes it easy for the spectatois

to follow the dogs afoot. The balance is

owned by the Canadian Steel Cori5oration, on

which shooting is strictly iirohibited at all

times, and on these grounds the club will have

plenty of birds and rabbits for years to come.

The lunches served in the field have always

been a feature of these trials, and they were

better this year than ever iMuilc Seguinc,

I'^dward Cray, and Bruce Bennett, the com-

mittee in charge, arc to be congratulated for

their hospitality in .sci-ving the lunch, never

cxcelle<l in bounteousncs.s, with all trimming?

pertaining thereto. Nobody was omilted

or neglected, and the man whose appetite foi-

the "luscious bivHive" was not satislicd should

see a doctor. Among the visitors present

were Dr. C. A. Bromley, Harry Barger, Mr.

and Mrs. G. Able and daughter, Mr. ,1. Mc-
Coniiell, Mr. T. Bealh, Minor Oregg, Mr. .1.

Craig, Mr. J. Kdwards, of Detroit. Mich.

1'. II. Mason, C. II. Mason of I'or! Huron,

Mich. Mr. and Mrs. A. .1. Ridenour. of Dow-
agiac, Mich. Tom Gilbert, .lames Hen-

dricks and daughter, Edward Gray, Emile

Seguine, Tom Gray, Jack Thracher, of Sand-

wich, /2."t- J. J. Spracklin, Mr. Bruce Ben-

nett, F. H. Walker of Windsor, Ont. and
many others. They all followed the dogs daily

and. wonderful to tell, they were all satisfied

with the running of the trials.

The judges for the bird dog events wen-

Tom Gilbert of Sandwich, Ont., and J. J.

Spracklin of \\'indsor, Ont. They both have

been professionals who have run dogs in open

trials East and West, and with birds plentiful

they had an easy time placing the dogs. The
beagle trials were judged by A. .1. Ridenoui of

Dowagiac, Mich., with Ton\ Beath of Detroit.

Mich., as an assistant. The club is to be

congratulated on secuiing the services of Mr.

Ridenour, and we believe every compctitoi

went away satisfied that the dogs were placed

right in all instances.

THE BIRD DOG WINNERS
The first, event on the card was the All-Age

Stake for bird dogs, with nine starters.

Pepp's Honey Boy, owned by Dr, C. A.

Bromley of Detroit. Mich., the winner of this

event, is a son of that good Llewellin, I'epji

W'ind'cm D, and by winning this event for the

second year on clean bird work proves that he

is a finished dog. .Second place went to Toby
Kent, one of the few good living sons of Mail;

itoba Hap, and is owned by F. H. Mason of

I'ort Huron, Mich. Toby has the class when
handling birds, but in this event was a little

unsteady I" wing, which niiidc the going easv
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for Honey. Bird D, the tliird placed dog,

is a large white, black and tan setter bitch,

owned by Minor Giegg of Detroit, NTich., not

fast or wide, but a good shooting dog, which

hunts the birdy places, and she showed that

she had the nose in both her heats.

The Derby was not a large one, having but

two entries, but it was good from the start.

The winner was Rap's Proctor, a daughter of

.John Proctor, and is owned by Harry Barger

of Detroit, Mich., who is a beginner in the

field trial game, but in Rap's Proctor he has a

dog with the nose and, as for speed, she has

that.

The start was made from headquarters in

Windsor at about 8.30 Tuesday and after a

drive in autos of about four miles the first

brace was cast ofT in a stubblefield, just south

of the old Jockey Inn. The weather was clear

and fine, with scenting conditions good.

Essexfield Lady—Toots Whirlwind.—Cast

off in stubblefield. going south, both dogs went
off at a shooting dog pace. Toots going

wider than the setter. Working through

ragweed to the edge of bush, a bevy was seen

in the aij, with both dogs in the thicket, and a

little fuither on another lot oi birds were seen

flying wild. By this time both dogs were

hunting hard, but neither of the dogs was
seen on birds. Down 8.15, up 9.15.

Toby Kent—.Stix Lady.—This biace was
put down at the edge of the Yawkey bush,

worked through ragweed into bush. Toby,
going down through swale, banged into a nice

bevy, but owing to the high wind that was
blowing at this time he was undecided at this

point, and his handler sent him on, but the

birds were right in front of him and when
(lushed both dogs gave chase, but stopped at

command. .Sent on, both dogs were soon on
singles, but owing to the high wind they
handled them verv raggedlv. Down 0.25 up
9. .55.

Bird D—Pcpp's Honey Boy.—Cast olT at

the edge of a large thicket, both dogs went to

work quickly and for a while they could not
be seen, but Bromley soon called point and
there was a rush to the spot. By this time
Gregg had Bird up backing. Bromley went
up. flushing the birds, directly in Iront of

Honey: both dogs steady to wing. Sent on.

Honey was soon on the other side of the hill

among the singles, and handled four very
nicely. On going back to auto, carrying the

dogs, spectators walked up a bevy. Down 10,

up 10.30.

Alford's Frank—Rodney Dru.—Cast ©ff in

cornfield, they worked toward bush. Both

dogs at this time were working nicely. Near
edge of bush a bevy wai seen flying, with both

dogs chasing. After their handlers got them
steady among the singles, it was fiist one, then

the other, to chase every bird flushed. Down
10.10. up 11.10.

Second Series

Sli.v Lady—Daisy Dru Boy—Boy was the bye

dog. Put down in cornfield, they both went

away stylishly and fast, but Lady soon out-

classed h«r bracemate in every respect. Boy,

being a first season .Ml-.Vge dog, did well,

considering he has had no field work to speak

of, but he is going to improve. Down 11:15,

up 1 1 : 15.

Toby Kent—Pepp's Honey Boy.—Cast o|T

in weed-field, both dogs went out well, being

independent of one another at all times. On
the edge of scrub oaks Bromley called point

and when the judges came up both dogs were

pointing independently on the same bevy.

Birds were flushed, with Honey steady to

wing Toby breaking, but slopped at com-
mand. Sent on from here, both dogs were

soon on a feeding be\ y, roading them across

stubblefield into thicket, but could not

locate, as the wind was blowing hard at this

time. Three birds were walked up by the

judges on the return. Down 11:50 up 12:25.

Bird D^Toby Kent.—Put down on the

edge of scrub oaks, Toby got away to a good

start on the right. Bird, also going wide on

the left, but cutting back in circles to her

handler most of the time, she being a little

confused hunting quail, after being in the

Michigan woods all Fall on partridge. Toby
was seen in hollow making game and soon

froze onto a stylish point. Bird, coming in

from front down wind, flushed birds in Toby's

face, both breaking to wing, but stopping on

command. Down 12:.30, up 1.

SUMMARY
O.IIBW.VY, ONT., November 18.—Canadian

Xalional Field Trial Club's All-.\ge Stake.

Nine starters, five English setters and four

pointers. .Judges, Thomas Gilbert and
.1. .1. Spracklin.

Essexfield Lady, white, black and tan setter

bitch, breeding not given. F. }l. Walker.

owner and handler.

With
Toots Whirlwind, liver and wh'.te pointer

bitch, by .\lford"s Whirlwind- -Connolly's

Queen. Dr. C. .\. Bremloy, owner and
handler.

Bird D, white, black and tan setter bitch,

breeding not given. Minor Gregg, owner
and handler.
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With
Pepp's Honey Boy, white, black and tan

setter dog, by Pepp Wind'em D—Ruby
Dru. Dr. C. A. Bromley, owner and hand-

. ler.

Alford's Frank, black and white pointer dog,

by John's Timorah—King's Sister's Sioux.

F. H. Walker, owner and handler.

With
Rodney Dru, white, black and tan setter dog,

by Pride of Gibraltar—Sally Winifree

Rodstone. E. J. Seguin owner and handler.

Toby Kent, lemon and white pointer dog, by
A-Ianitoba Rap—Gypsy Jingo. F. H. Mas-
on, owner; F. H. Walker, handler.

With
Stix Lady, liver and white pointer bitch,

breeding not given. Dr. C. A. Bromley,

owner and handler.

Daisy Dru Boy, orange and white_setter dog,

by Roy's Ramson—Daisy Dru, a bye.

Fred Drouillard, owner; Ed. Gray, handler.

II

Stix Lady with Daisy Dru Boy.

Toby Kent with Pepp's Honey Boy.

Bird D with Toby Kent.

Result

1st—Pepp's Honey Boy.

2d—Toby Kent.

3d—Bird D.

DERBY
Rap's Proctor—Billy Rodney.—Rap's Proc-

tor ran a snappy heat, fast and fair in range,

and hunting her ground intelligently. She

pointed a bevy in stubble, handling them well,

but broke to wing. Billy was a dog sent in all

out of condition, but ran a good heat consid-

ering that he is a young puppy of nine months.

SUMMARY
OJIBWAY, ONT., November 18.—Canadian

National Field Trial Club's Derby Stake,

open to pointers and setters whelped on or

after January 1, 1918. Two starters, both

English setters. Judges, Thomas Gilbert

and J. J. Spracklin.

Rap's Proctor, liver and white pointer bitch,

by John Proctor- . Harry Barger,
_

owner and handler.

With
Billy Rodney, orange and white setter dog,

by I\odney Dru —Daisy Dru. Callix

LeBeouf, owner; Iv Seguin, handler.

Result

Isl—Rap's Proctor.

2d—Billy Rodney.

BEAGLE WINNERS
Sprack's Charlie, winner of thirteen-inch

All-Age,i8 a low set twelve-inch dog and was

bred by our late member, F. A. Johnston, but

is now owned by J. J. Spracklin. Charlie is

not fast, but is always going where the rabbit

is going. Jip, second, is a nice worker, but at

times runs mute to trail. On account ot

this fault the judges could not get a line on

her. Little Mollie, third, did not run to the

form expected on her. We think she has been

overworked, as she has been in the Michigan
woods all Fall.

Leader, winner of the fifteen-inch All-Age.

is a well- made dog all through and in his two

heats demonstrated to the spectators that he

was the class dog at the trials. Sprack's

Charlie, placed second in this event, ran better

with the big dogs than he did in his own class,

and won his place easilj'. Jip, third, also ran a

fine race, but was not running in the luck the

other dog had.

Little Lady proved that she was a class

Derby and we feel that her owner has not

given her justice by only letting her start in

this trial. Mack's Flash is a well-made little

bitch, with the speed and trailing instinct, and

is going to improve with..age.

The beagiers and Spectators did not leave

Windsor until 9 am. Wednesday. The
weather was getting very cold on the way to

the trials, but by the time the judges called

for the first brace of dogs.conditions could not

have been better.

THIRTEEN-INCH ALL-AGE
The first brace was put down at 9.30 and

just as the start was made Judge Ridenour

kicked up a rabbit that was a good runner.

Sprack's Charlie—Little Mollie.—Put on

line, Charlie opened up with a long drive to

check. Mollie was running mute to trail.

After some hard hunting Charlie lifted check

for another long drive, around a large thicket

to loss. Mollie did not run as was expected

of her, as she depended on her bracemate.

Charlie started another rabbit, which was a

small one, but a good runner; Charlie driving

hard when ordered up, Mollie improving.

Down 9:30, up 10:05.

Jip—Beauty.—Dogs were put down in

small swamp, where a rabbit was soon seen

running. Dogs were put on, but could not

lift. In this brace there were four rabbits

started, neither dog lifting any of the trails.

Beauty was inclined to babble, which made
it bad for her bracemate. It was a poorly

run heat. Down 10:ir), up 10:45.

Second Series

.lip—Sprack's Charlie.—Put down iji thick-

et, Charlie soon had a rabbit on the move,

with Jipp harking in. Jip was a better dog
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HONEST INJUN MOTORS
Equip your boat with a motor that will not

only do the work, but will also stand the work.

We can supply on short notice 3, 5, 7, 10, 15
h.p. sizes at attractive prices—no profiteering.

••HONEST INJUN" xr '
t • x- r i- i iitt ^ t • >>

for Power. Simplicity If you Want cnginc satisfaction try "Honest Injun.
and Reliability

Write for catalogue and prices

THE BYERS LIMITED, TORONTO, ONT.

How I Cured My
Rheumatism

BY PETER SAVALA

I threw away my crutches in

seven days, in two months, I was a
well man—and I have never had a

twinge from rheumatism since. This

is what the remedy, which I obtained

from my uncle in Greece, did for me.

I went home to Greece crippled,

broken in spirit—sick. I returned to

this country in two months, absolute-
ly free ofevery trace of rheumatism.

The whole story of my life in

America—how I became crippled

with rheumatism and how I found
the treatment which uprooted the

disease and drove it out 6f my body
—I will gladly tell you FREE.

It makes no difference how swol-
len or distorted your joints may be;

how severe the pain; or howdiscour-
aged you are; I feel sure that I have
the means of helping you to find

relief in a few days and a lasting

cure in just a few weeks.

Send no money. Just write me person-
ally- Say:

—
"Tell me how you cured your

rheumatism, and how I may cure mine."

Address your letter or post card to Peter
SavalaSQSt. PeterSt. D. ,2 Montreal, Que.

iMiiili.Skiink."Caoii,"Rabbits,aiS^

A Dime brings Illustrated Trappen'
Guide. It tells how. Giving

the first time in print the treasured secrets of
the wisest old trappers in this country, it's

worth dollars to you.

TRAPPERS'
BOXC - . .

SUPPLY CO.
OAK PARK, ILL.

SHOT GUNS

RIFLES
Used, but in good, serviceable,

^shooting shape.

AT SPECIAL PRICES

Write for our List

THE^DPKEao
123 KiKG St. E..

TOROKTO*

Ali About Airedales
By R. M. Palmer

A Book of Oanerai Information
Valoablc alike to dog lovers and owners,
breeders and fanciers. Illustrated from
selected photographs of noted dogs and
rare scenes. Interesting alike to the
novice who is a fancier of other breeds
than the Airedale and of particular
interest to the Airedale fancier

Paper Bound $1; Gloth Bound Sl.se

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA MAGAZINE
(Book Department), WOODSTOCK, ONT.
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in this heat, being down with a dog which was

not babbling. After driving to a loss, Charlie

started another rabbit, taking it for a long

steady drive to check. Jip worked out check,

but was beaten to the lead by Charlie, both

driving hard when ordered up. Down 10:55

up 11:30.

SUMMARY
OJIBWAY- ONT., November 19.—Canadian

National Field Trial Club's Thirteen-inch

.\11-Age Stake, for dogs and bitches thir-

teen inches and under. Four starters.

.Judges, A. J. Ridenour and Tom Beath.

Sprack's Charlie, orange and white dog,

breeding not given. J. J. Spracklin, owner

and handler.

With
Little MoUie, black, white and tan bitch, by

Afton Dandy Boy—Beauty. .James Hen-

dricks, owner and handler. —

Beauty, black and tan bitch, breeding not

given. James Hendricks, owner and hand-

ler.

With
Jip, white and tan dog, breeding not given.

Mr. McConnell, owner and handler.

II

Sprack"s Charlie with .Jip.

Result

Isl—Sprack's Charlie.

2d—.Jip.

3d—Little Mollie.

FIFTEEN- INCH ALL-AGE
After lunch the judges called for the fiteen-

inch All-Age dogs and bitches. There was

some good driving done by the winning dogs

of this event.

Afton's Dandy (Jirl—Dandy's Boy.—Put

down in scrub oaks, il was a little while before

any work was done. Cirl decided to self-hunt

and bolted away by herself and Able spent

practically all the running time getting her

back on the course. .\ rabbit was started

and Dandy brought to line, but (ould not

lift it. Down 12:30, up 1.

Leader—.lip.—Started in .weedfield, Lead-

er soon had a rabbit running. .lip was put

on, but did not catch up till the check. Leader

worked out check and took bunny for a

long drive around a large lliickel, with .lip

harking in and putting up a nice race. Rab-

bit was seen to pass the spectators on both

trips around, and at loss Leader promptly

cut through thicket and started another

rabbit, .Tip falling into line, dogs diiving

hard when ordered up. Down 1 :10, up 1:.50.

Sprack's Charlie—Little Mollie.—Put down
at the edge of small swamp, Charlie had a

rabbit running in a few minutes for a nice

drive to check, with Mollie harking in at

times, but a little inclined to seif-hunt.

Another rabbit was started by spectators and

dogs put on, Charlie taking the lead, driving

to a loss, with Mollie harking in, and at this

time seemed to improve. Down 1 :50, up

2:15.

A move of about two miles was made onto

some new grounds to run the second series.

The grounds were in better shape and held

more rabbits than was expected.

Second Series

Sprack's Charlie—.Jip.—Started in weed-

field and worked toward gravel pit, a big

hard-running bunny was kicked Hp and dogs

brought to line. Charlie started off to a good

drive, with Jip trailing well. They took rab-

bit around pit twice tor a good drive, then

into an open field, across field into swamp,

both dogs driving whert ordered up. Down
3:10, up 3:45.

Leader—Dandy's Boy.—Put down in scrub

oaks. Leader soon had a rabbit on the move

for a long drive across bush, with Dandy fol-

lowing trail slowly. Leader drove rabbit

into a pile of timber and out the other side.

When the judges saw the rabbit they prompt-

ly ordered dogs up, as this was the best piece

ot driving seen in the trials.

SUMMARY
OJIBWAY, ONT., November 19.—Canadian

National Field Trial Club's Fifteen-inch

All-age Stake, for dogs and bitches. Six

starters. Judges, A. J. Ridenour and Tom
Beath.

Leader, white and tan dog, breeding not given.

J. J. Spracklin, owner and handler.

With

Jip white and tan dog breeding not grven.

Mr. McConnell owner and handlei.

Afton's Dandy Girl, white, black and tan

bitch, by Afton's Dandy Boy—Charmion
Nellie. George Able, owner and handler.

With

Dandy's Boy, while, black and tan dog, by

Afton's Dandy Boy—Beauty. James Hen-

dricks, owner and handler.

Little Mollie, white black and tan bitch, by

Afton's Dandy Boy—Little Beauty. James

Hendricks, owner and handler.

WitK
Sprack's Charlie, lemon and white dog, breed-

ing not given. J. ^. Spracklin, owner and

handler.

II.

Sprack's Charlie with Jip-

Leader with Dandy Boy. v
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CoJiipate it ,)

DIAMOND!
Vick out one of the glorious, radiant Gophir Gems,
set in solid 14-kt. gdld. and get it on a 5 days* free
trial. Wear it to the ball—to the opera—on the

street—to work—ever\-where for 5 full days, then
decide whether you wish to buy or not. If >oii ai-e not
fascinated by its radiance— if you consider its splendor
cue trifle less than that of a mined diamond -send it back
at our expense. You don't pay us a penny for the trial.

If you decide to keep it. pay the rock-fcottom price (l-30th

as much as a diamond costs) as you can afford. Terms as
:ow as 34c aday <Sl.O0 a month), without interest. No
red tape. Your credit is good with the Gophir Diamond
Co. Send coupon for new jewelry book.

'MARVELLOUS NEW DISCOVERY
A problem of the ages has been solved. Science has at
last produced a gem of dazzling brilliance. They are
called Gophir Gems, and resemble mined diamonds so
vTlosely that many people of wealth are preferring them.
Gophir Gems stand 6re and acid tests and cut glass. Get
one on trial today- Wear it before you decide to buy.

SET IN SOLID 14-kt. GOLD—Gophir Gems
Are Not Imitations.

^These r<"ecious gems are the master products of science—
tnt reahzation of the dreams of centuries. They are never
Set m anything but solid 14 kt. gold. Write for the new
catalogue and see the exquisite new settings for yourself.

SENT) THE COLTON For New Jewelry Book.
Put your name and address in the coupon on a letter or a
post card and send to us at once for the big new book of
exquisite Gophir Gems. Read the fascinating story of
how at last Science has conquered Nature and has pro-

duced a glorious, radiant gem, whose dazzling brilliance

IS actually a marvel to behold. They cost but I-30th as
much as diamonds, and wear forever. Do not delay an
instant. Put your name and address in the coupon now—
g"t the free book immediately while this great offer lasts.

THE GOPHIK diamond CO.; OF CANADA
Dapt. V-2. 140 Yonge St.. Toronto.

Gentlemen—Send me your new Jewelry Boo]f and full

particQlsrs of your Free Trial, easy payment plan.

HAME

ADDRESS .

•7"

-ATTRACT DUCKS—IMPROVElFISHING
D'.icks come hundreds of miles and fish increase rapidly where
their natural feeding grounds are planted. Spring planting
produces quickest results. rre« oooklet tells

how to grow Wild Celery ani other wildfowl and
flsh atiractiona especially
adapted to conditions in

Canada.

TERRELL. Naturalist ^
EoomT.95

Oshkosh, Wis.. C.S.A.

The B.S.A.
No. 12 Model .22 Bore

Super Accurate

Target Rifle
Fitted with B.S.A. Aperture
and No. 19 Target Foresight

Winner of the

National Individual Match of

the U.S.A. held at Caldwell

last August

Available from Montreal stock.

Wrestling*Book FRE£
Le«ii to be «n expert wrestler. Sjiow ,»a«ii«fi= wrmUlos

I h»ve perfect he.ltb. loin th.a popuUr .ckool ««<i leam by

I iiutl. Ibe funoua world's ch»mpio«»—tli« nuirvelou*

Frank Getch and FarmerBums
I ofter ;oo • wonderful opportunih;. ^'"•^'';''l,'J^l'l''f':/ \n
Fanrer Bams SchottI ofWrestTm'- 7822'-imgcBldg..0aahi.. fieb.
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Result

1st—Leader.

2d—Sprack's Charlie.

3d—Jip.

THIRTEEN-INCH DERBY
The judges did not waste any time in cal-

ing the thirteen-inch Derby. As there

were only two entries in this event, they

wanted to finish early.

Mack's Flash—Little Lady.—Put down in

scrub oaks, a rabbit was soon started by

spectators and dogs put on, but could not

carr>' it far. Lady started another one for a

great drive, with Flash harking in and run-

ning well to loss. Another was started, with

Lady doing all the heavy driving and Flash

running true to trail. Dogs could be heard

driving when ordered up. Down4. up4:40.

SUMMARY
OJIBWAY, ONT., November 19.—Canadian

National Field Trial Club's Thirteen-inch

Derby, for dogs and bitches whelped on or

after .January 1, 1918. Two starters.

.Judges, .\. .J. Ridenour and Tom Beath.

Mack's Flash, white and brown bitch, by

Uncle Sam—Afton's Flash. Mr. McCon-
nell, owner and handler.

\\'ith

Little Lady, while and black bitch, by Billy

Sunday—Beauty. James Hendricks, own-

er; J. J. Spracklin, handler.

Result

1st—Little Lady.

2d—Mack's Flash.

This concluded the running oi the Canadian

National trials. The two proposed Cham-
pionships to be run under Canadian Kennel

Club, rules were called off on, account of the

lack of entries.

The Canadian National Club will hold an-

other meet next year, at the same location,

with an added attraction of a four night

show for sporting dogs, to be held while

the trials are in progress. All the events

will be recognized by the Canadian Kennel

Club. And every beagler and bird dog

owner is cordially invited to attend the 1920

field trials.

J

No. 5—Canadian Natural History Photos

BONNYCA.STLE DaLI',

Male American Whistler.
—"Coming right in."
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^X SOCK iOBt iCXX^^^pn trwKwrti wTonuf* rkvvrK

X
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TRAPS KjouDUi Kjojuui ftjnjourXXX XXX xjec »*%

JS for all animals from a house rat to a

X grizzly bear.

X We carry in stock the largest assort-

g ment of animal traps in Canada.
x
X
X

RIFLES
We carry in stock Ritles of [the

popular makes and calibers.

Savage, Remington and Winchester Rifles

have all advanced in price. The factories

raised their prices and we had to also. Write
for new prices.

HALLAM'S PASTE BAITS

and SCENTS

are unsurpassed for drawing animals
to your traps.

$1.00 a tube or 6 tubes for $5.00—
postpaid by us.

Hallam's Liquid Bait, if desired, at

the same price.

tfR)AMMUNITION
^^^^ MetaUic Cartridges The Black Shell-

SNOW SHOES
in various sizes and styles at lowest prices.

GENUINE MOOSEHIDE MOCCASINS BLACK SHELLS
In Ordering Give Size Desired

No. 73M, 6 inch Moose Hide Moccasins, 4 eye-

lets, sizes 8 to 12. Price, per pair $2.10
No. 74M, 10 inch Moose Hide Moccasins, 7 eye-

lets, sizes 8 to 12. Price, per pair $2.45~

THE ACETYLENE

BRILLIANT SEARCHLIGHT
100 candle power, for camping, hunting, canoeing. Price
with Interchangeable Lens S7.90; or with Self-Lighter
S9.25. All prices quoted are for goods in Toronto.

X 959

X»BC

am Ji-uild.in.g,TORONTO.
THE LARGEST IN OUR LINE IN CANADA

x»sseciK»fi««e< kkjbcxx seeueeK »ecxxx }»su«<:x »«<

X
X
X

are carried in stock both in game
and trap loads—also metallic am-
munition in all standard calibers.

We have in stock—
280 Ross cartridges with copper

tube bullets.

22 long rine Lesmok N. R. A 250

yard cartridges, in solid ball and

hollow point bullets.

Shoe Packs, Camp Stoves, Auto-

mobile Skates, Flashlights, Nets,

Netting and 1001 articles of interest

to the trapper and sportsman, all

described and priced in Hallam's

Sportsman's and Trappers' Supply

Catalogue, which is mailed free for

the asking, Address in full:

X



Toronto Indoor Civilian Rifle League

J. W. Smith

The Toronto Indoor Rifle League commenc-
ed its season in the first week of January, when
the Irish "A" team and the St. Lawrenc
Firsts won their matches, and North Toront;^

and the Grenadiers tied alter a close and

ex( iting match. Owing to some misunder-

standing regarding dates, the match between

the Queen City and York Associations fell

through, but will probably be arranged to

take place later in the season. The St. Law-
rence seconds were a "bye." Scores were;

St. Lawrence Firsts.

.T.Fitzgerald .33

•J.Monkman 34

.J. G. Pilkey 30

M. H. Rutledge 34

W. Heist 33

C.B.Randlett 3.5

I. E. Kennedy 33

G. F. Dove.. 31

.1 W.Smith , 35

S. Dean 34

W. .1. Kingdon
W.G.Lake
W.J.Bennett

Total

Total
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We can save you time and monev on

FIREARMS
As our stock is the largest in Canada and our prices are right.

We have the following rifles in stock at present:

O A If Aor 22 High Power, .250-3000, .30-30, .303, .303 Saddle and
\llyalir .303 Featherweight, also 22 single shot and model 1919

DrUlklf^TflU 25 - 30 - 32 and 35 Caliber high power slide action

KtmlllU lull ^^^^^- "^Iso 22 single shot, repeating and automatic

WINCHESTER
30 Army, 303 British, 30 Gov't. 06 Model 1895.

30-30 - 32 Special, 32-40 and 38-55 rifles and
Carbines, Model 1894.

25-20, 32-20, 38-40 and 44-40 rifles or Carbines,
Model 1892.

351 and 401 self loading rifles.

38-56, 40-82, 45-70 and 33 Caliber, Model 1886
rifles.

.\lso 22 caliber single shot, repeating and auto-
matic rifles.

44-40 and 30-30 MARLIN rifles.

280 ROSS, 256 NEWTON, 8MM. MAUSER rifles.

STEVENS 22, 25 and 32 caliber rifles.

WE HAVE ALL THE ABOVE RIFLES IN STOCK
and many others, and a full line of Ammunition, Shotguns, Revolvers,
Game Traps, Lyman Sights, Marble's Sights, Hunting Knives, .Axes etc.,

and Fishing Rods and Tackle.

LION SPORTING GOODS CO.
J. A. VARLEY, Proprietor 429 Yonge St., TORONTO, ONT.

h:



Coming Events

The Hamilton Gun Club will hold a one

day registered tournament on Good Friday,

April 2nd'. A Yer>' attractive program has

been arranged which will be issued in the

near future.

1920 WINTER CARNIVAL AND BON-
SPEIL AT BANFF, ALTA.

A Winter Carnival and Bonspeil will be

held at Banff Irom FebYuary 2nd to 14th in-

clusive, the bonspeil running from 2nd to the

7th and the carnival starting on the latter

date. It will be replete with interesting and

novel features in the line of outdoor sports.

Visitors are assured a right royal welcome and

thoroughly good time.

A splendid program for the Carnival has

been arranged.

BALMY BEACH GUN CLUB
Jan. 10.—Under ideal conditions the reg-

ular Saturday shoot of the Balmy Beach Gun
Club was held, and a record attendance was

on hand. It was another day for the Presi-

dent, Tom Wibby, who carried away the

feature prize, and tied with W. S. Armstrong

on the Victory Bond. In the spoon event

A. Laird was high, with 24 out of 25.

Shot Broke.

Thos. Wibby 100

A. A. Laird 100

P.Morgan 100

W. Armstrong 100

F. Hooey 50

W. Alward 75

G.N.Bernard 75

W.W.Walker . 75

W.S.Lansing 75

A.Holdcn r..i 100

C.Newton 100

W. H. Hamilton 50

Joe Jennings 160

W. Johnston 100

G. Jennings 60

W.Joselin 50

Geo. Cashmorc 50

A. Holden, jun. 40

G.Dunk 100

79

84

67

89

39

60

50

40
39

78

8,5

22

145

60

29

43

41

15

73

W.Andrews 100

J.Douglas 25

W.S.Edwards 75~

T. Marsh ..:.. 40

W. Gooderham . 75

W.Hughes . 50

V.Parker 40

J. Cutten 50

H.W.Burke 90

69

10

60

26

58

29

32

28

70

HAMILTON GUN CLUB

Splendid Shoot Followed by Banquet

In spite of the cold biting wind of Saturday,

a good crowd of shooters turned up at the

Hamilton Gun club to take part in one of

the most interesting shoots of the year. The
president and vice-president chose their

teams to battle for high honors and on the

afternoon's performance the vice-president

showed the better judgment. There were

12 shooters on a side and the team for the

vice-president turned in a score of 250, while

the other side broke a total of 232. C. Syer,

the vice-president, set a good example for his

team by breaking 24 out of 25, which was
duplicated by R. Jones a little later. M. E.

Goodale also turned in a good score for this

team with 23 out of 25. A. Bates set up
the best mark for the losing team by breaking

2 1 out of his 25, and he was followed by W. J.

Marshall, H. Newlands and A. Glover, all

of whom broke 22. The president, H.

Lennox, while being beaten real good, is not

discouraged and believes he can turn the

trick the other way around some time in the

future. A. Bates had the high average of

the afternoon, with 47 out of 50, but he was

followed closely by T. Jones, who broke 46 out

of 50. W. Barnes was in third place with 45

out of 50.

At 7 o'clock everybody sat down to a sump-

tuous dinner at the Royal Connaught, and

after doing justice to this the balance of the

evening was given up to an enjoyable enter-

tainment furnished by the Duke entertainers

and members of the club. Court Thomson
acted as cliairnian of the evening and was in

particularly fine fonn, which is "enulT sed."

The scores of the afternoon were:
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"PennyWise and Pound Foolish"

is the man or woman who hesitates about

the purchase of a new Canoe or boat.

Canoeing is one of our national amuse-

ments and thanks to a beneficent provi-

dence we are showered with blessings in

the form of lakes, rivers and streams.

They belong to us all—our national

heritage—so why wait or think that the

old canoe or boat, which may not suit you,

will do this coming season.

Hand it on and get the canoe or boat you

ha\e always wanted—a Lakefield, have it

in time for the first boating, use it as much
as possible through the summer so that

when the end of the season comes you will

have the satisfaction of being able to say

to yourself, that was a wise investment, why
didn't I do it before? Write to

The Lakefield Canoe and Boat Co. ^'"x^-"

Lakefield, Ont.

GENUINE

oiaHOHDS
ON APPROVAi.C$ a- A MONTH

Wear a genuine, perfect diamond for

one week at our expense. Examine the

stone under all conditions, then don't

buy unless we save you from 10% to

40%- We sell direct to you. at importer's prices.

We can give ydu best values in Canada.

OPEN A CHARGE ACCOUNT Th<^S*^°

may pay as low as $2 a month. No notes or mort

gages. Small deposit with order balance as desir

cd. All Charge Account dealings confidential.

10'~„ca3hdiscount. 7 ^i'" increaseguaranteed.
Diamonds purchased from us may be exchanged

any time at a 7.' 2*0 increase.

^.._. , ,»— ——-.eAIetterorpostcard brings
CATALOG FREfcbeautiful catalog of

exclusive diamond rings, pendants, tiepins. etc

Gives history of the diamond, explains rjuahties

and values, and how you may get one to wear a

week without cost. A book every diamond-lover|

should have. Send today.

DIAMONDS LIMITED
Oept.lM 6 Temperance St., Terpnto

Sportsmen's Supply Co.
New and used Arms, Sights and Specialties. Rifle

. repairs and alterations. Military rifles altered to sporting.

Rifle cranks ourselves, we cater to rifle cranks.

Advice and estimates given.

P. O. Box 364 Yarmouth, N. S.

,

3ik\,N.\.kjiir^r^r

Planning
this year's outing?

Some evening soon you will get out
your tackle and that little old rod
that landed the "big fellow" last
Summer, and live over again your
last fishing trip. You will call

to mind the meals you had and no
doubt you will resolve to make them
even better this year. -

If you do not know the value of Klim on a
fishing trip, or any outing for that matter,
find out now in your own home. Ask vour
wife to order a tin from the grocer and try
it. Ivlim has the natural flavor and good-
ness of purest separated milk. You will

find it a valuable addition to both .house-
hold and outing supplies.

^ Get that tin to-day.

mK^m^-w Jifjjy J

SPECIAL SALE
OF

HUDSON'S BAY
BLANKETS

3 point 60" X 72" ...8 lb. 5 oz. pair

3>^point....63"x81" 101b. pair

4 point 72"x90" 121b. pair

Scarlet, Blue, Green, Grey, and
Khaki colors

Write for Prices

1HE^DPIKEQ?
123 XiKG St. £..

TOROWTO.
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H. Lennox
R. Harris

X. Long
C. Syer

R. Montgomery
H. Lutz
W. J. Marshall

n. Xe^vlancls

L. Long
.1. Mower
A.D.Bates
W. W. Livingstone

AV. Barnes

A. Pamienter
F. Gardiner

C. Thomson
A. Glover

M. E. Goodale

Geo. Stroud

H. Marsh, .

M. Rasberr\

John Hunter
W. Rasberrv

T. Jones

Shot at.

:,o

7.")

1(10

."ill

7."i

."id

75
7.")

(lO

50

50

75

,50

50

.50

50

.50

50

.50

50

.50

iO

.50

.50

Broke.

39

r,A

SS

1.^

M
38

67

59

38

10

17

59

15

11

11

37

13

43

38

33

10

32

?>9

Hi

PT. STANLEY GUN CLUB
The Pt Stanley Gun Club held a shool

Christmas- day at 50 targets. This is the
first shoot Ihe C.liil> has hclrl sinre ATTiv 21.

Following are the scores:

F.Young
C. A. Cromwell
E. H. Flatrh

U. Moore
A. Glover

VV.Guy
W. Wing
Geo. Ponsford

R.Stone
C. Hill

30

31

34

38

43

37

32

31

29

:i3

The Pt. Stanley Gun Club held a New
Years' shoot at blue rocks. The prizes were
donated by the Vice-President, Chailes N.
Hough and were highly appreciated by the

club and also the winners. The weather was
'Very bad there being a strong wind and a

snow storm. Following are the results at 25
rocks.

FIRST EVENT.
McCausland 22
J.Oliver !9
G.Hough 14
J.Truan 22
W.Stanton 19
L. Black 17
A. Glover 23
S.Shipley 18
H.Parker 16

R.Day
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FREE TO MEN
Manly Vigor—Something New

Here is a UlLle free pocket compendium in hook form,
illustrated with 40 half-tone photo reproductions, and contain-
ing 8,000 words of easy advice on private matters which I

gladly send to any man anywhere in the world absolutely free

of charge, and enclosed in a perfectly plain. s^Ied envelope, so
it is received by you like an ordinary private letter. I take all

this special precaution in sending my free book because, where
the health is concerned, and especially with reference to de-
bility and nerve weaknesses, people ever>'wbere prefer to keep
the^natter entirely to themselves. For this reason I seal the
envelope and prepay full letter postage. I have thus mailed
over a million of the books to men all over the world who
requested them.

You. reader, will like this little book immensely, and can
grasp the full meaning of its special advice from one or two
careful readings. It certains a great deal of heretofore un
published information of interest to all men. young or elderly,
single or married, and may easily be of value to you throughout
your entire lifetime. - «-

In ene part of the book I describe my little mechanical
VITALIZER, which was invented by me to assist men to
regain lost vigor. However, you are not to think of qetting
this VITALIZER gt the present time, but first send lor the
advice book and read up on the subject of self-ppeservation
without drugs.

Please use tjie coupon below and the book will come to you
free, seaJed. bv return mail.

SANDEN, Publisher.
Reader, did you ever stop to consider that it is not looks

which make the real man? Nor is it necessarily a large man
who wields the most power in his community. However,
whether bi§ or small, young or elderlv. we invariably
find that vigorous, manly manhood stands behind ail

of the world's greatest achievements and successes.
In this respect, I give it as my honest opinion, based
upon over 30 years' experience, that no man need lose
hope of himself restoring his full maolv power, if he
but be willing to make a fair, square effort, and will
lead a decent, manly life, free from excesses and free
from dissipations. My free book gives you all the
desired information. According to mv belief, lost
manly strength is no real organic disease in itself, and.
for that reason, should easily respond to any mode of
treatment which puts new vital force into the weakened
nerves and blood.
The little VITALIZER nrentioned above was de-

signed by me to render natural aid to the man who

.\Ianl> Men Are Always in the Game.

really WANTS to get strong, and who is willing to
make a reasonable effort to regain his manlv vigor. To
the man who persists in living an unnatural life of
excess and dissipation, no hope can be offered, but for
the other kind there is every hope and encouragement,
because in regulating his habits he has taken the first
grand and necessary step, which prepares the way. for
the action of any natural treatment which may rcsupplv
his body with the FORCE which it has been drained of

*

With respect to my VITALIZER. you simply buckle
it on yt>ur body when you go to bed. Thus, while
you sleep, it sends a great, mysterious power (which I

call VIGOR) into your blood, nerves, organs and
muscles while you sleep. Men have said it takes i>ain
or weakness out of the back from one application;
that 60 to 90 day's use is sufficient to restore normal,
manly strength.

With special attachments, which cany the FORCE
to any parts of the body, my VITALIZER is used by
women as well as men, for rheumatism, kidney, liver,

stomach, bladder disorders, etc.. and I have had some
most remarkable testimony in respect to its almost
miraculous effects in individual cases, where ever>*
known treatment had failed.

Therefore, tirst get the free book of general advice
to men, which also describes my VITALIZER. Then
if in the future you feci you would like to use one of
these little appliances in your own case. I will make
some special proposition whereby you may have one
to wear. If you happen to live in or near this city,

I

would be pleased to have you call. Otherwise, just
use the coupon and get the free book by return mail.
Office hours. 9 to 6.

BOOK, 8,000 WORDS FREE
Kemember ,1 mil send you, as stated above, my little book or pocket compendium, containing 40 illustrations

and 8,000 words of private advice free, sealed, by mail.
This book is meant to point out to men certain errors which are beins committed all over the world to-day by

those who do not realize the harm resulting. It gives, in a condensed form, and in easv language, the truths that
I have learned from years upon years of experience. It deals with vigor and manlv power as against weakness and
debihty. One part of the book describes my little VI'IWLIZER so all information is complete in this one volume
Please write qr call to-day. Satisfaction guaranteed in every case.

R. G. SANDEN CO., 140 Yonge St.. Toronto, Ont.

sealed

Dear Sirs— PIea.se forward me vour Book, as advertised, free,

1

Name.

.\ddress.
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PREMIUMS FOR NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS
We are desirous of adding 1000 new subscriptions to our lists and in order to ac-

complish this we make the following generous offers.

For One New Subscription

A single action, raised pillar, rivetted

brass reel with click, 80 yds.: A Standard

waterproof Bass Line, 10 yds.: A Mackerel

waterproof line, 25 feet: A Kelso Pearl Spoon

Bait: A Sullivan Hook and Reel Guard:

A Finger Grip for fishing rods: A Fish Hook

for Frog Bait: Two Rubber Grips for fishing

rods.

For Two New Subscriptions.

A Fountain Pen: A copy of "Radford's
Garages and How to Build Them": A Vest
Pocket Flashlight: A Stag Brand Landing
Ring: A copy of Deadfalls and Snares, a book
of instrurtion for trappers about these and
other home-made traps: A Copy of Canadian
Wilds, tells about the Hudson's Bay Co.,

Northern Indiana and their modes of hunting,

trapping, etc.: A Copy or Steel Traps, de-

sciibcs the various makes, and tells how to use

thcni, also chapters on care ol pelts: .\

copy of Camp and Trail Methods: A copy
of Science of Fishing: A copy of Fox Trap-
ping—Tells how to trap, snare, poison and
shoot: A copy of Mink Trapping—Gives

many luelhods of flapping: A copy of Wolf
and Coyote Trapping: A copy of Science of

Trapping—Describes the Fur-bearing animals,

their nature, habits and distribution with

practical methods of their capture: .\ copy of

Fur Farming—A book of information on
rai.sing Furbearing animals, telling all about
enclosures, breeding, feeding, habits, care

etc.: A Grease Gun manufactured by Miller

& Starr: .\n Oil Gun manufactured by Brown
Co.: A (Jem Safety Razor: A copy of The
Camper's Own Book (cloth): .\ copy of "The
Culture of Black and Silver Foxes"—Con-
tains (JKipters on Heredity, Origin, Breeding,

Mating and Gestation, Pens and Dens,
I'ood and Feeding, Food and Care, Value.

For Three New Subscriptions

A Landing Net manufactured by All-

cock, Laight & Westwood: A Line Drying

Reel, A Pair of Elliott's Ear Protectors for

Trap-shooters and Sportsmen: An Ever ready

Flashlight : Case made of metal covered with

leatherette: One half dozen Stag Brand Rub-
ber Frogs or Froggies: One of Walter's hand-

made axe% handled. Length of handle, 14

inches : A copy of Camp Kits and Camp Life.

For Four New Subscriptions.

An American Pedometer—Regulates to

step and registeis exact distances.

A pipe—HBB brand: An Automatic Razor

Stiopper: A minnow trap, celluloid-unbreak-

able, and ( ollapsible, worth $3.00.

For Six New Subscriptions.

A Minnow Pail manufactured by All-

cock, Laight & Westwood: .\ Thennos Bottle.

For Seven New Subscriptions.

A 10 ft. Fly Rod.

For Eight New Subscriptions

A Fountain Pen.

For Thirteen New Subscriptions.

A Bait Casting Rod.

For FJteen New Subscriptions

A Marvel Petit Camera.

For Seventeen New Subscriptions

A Pair of "Witch Elk" Hunting Boots.

For Twenty-five New Subscriptions

A Handy Tent Cot, manufactured by

Ciftten & Foster, Toronto: A Koiona Petit

Camera, size 3 3^x5 J^: manufactured by the

Gundlach-Manhattan Co.
1

If you are interested write for subscription

blanks, sample copies, etc.

The subscription price of ROD AND GUN
is $1.00 per annum.

Address
Subscription Dept. Rod and Gun in Canada, Woodstock^ Ont.
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"GARAGES AND HOW TO
BUILD THEM"

Every Auto owner is vitally interested in the subject of where to keep his machine.
The most convenient place is on y;our own property in a private garage, the
architecture of which is in keeping with your house.

Thia large 15S-p*ge book is the only one of its

kind and ahows a standard collection of New,
Original and Artistic designs for ap-to-date Priv-

ate and Public Garages adapted to Frame,
Brick, Stone, Cement, Stucco, or Concrete Con-
struction, together with Estimates of Cost.

55 DESIGNS OF GARAGES are shown by per-
spective views and floor plans giving dimensions,
etc. Also remarks on Garaite Construction,
explaining the advantages oi each form of con-
struction and giving details about the manner of,

erection, selection of materials, hints on super-
vision, etc.

There is also an extensive chapter on Garage
Equipment and Accessories in which is des-

cribed the cODsLruction and operation of turn

tables; gasoline storage and pumping; oil cabin-

ets; constructing a repair bench and tool cabin-

ets; lockers; rules to prevent freezing of water
in cylinders, radiators, etc.; washing apparatus;

lighting apparatus; etc.
I

It is just the book to give you important points

and ideas if you are about to build a garage. Its

information will save you money.

A Brand New Book, Elaborately Illustrated, Artist-

ically Bound, Price $1.00, Postpaid. Address:

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED, WOODTOCK, ONTARIO

Best Books Published For Automo-
bilists and Motorcyclists "':! DUhTcfwo^kJ

Irrespective of price, the following publications are the greatest values of
their kind on the market.

Works are almost indispensable to—OWNERS, STUDENTS, OPERA-
TORS. BUILDERS, SALESMEN OR REPAIRMEN.

While technical, are written m simple language. Practical and convenient works of refer-
ence. Used as part of Standard Courses at leading Automobile Schools in the United States-
Approved and recommended b/ many of the leading American motor car makers and their
gents. This recommendation is a guarantee of the educational value of these works. 3

The A.B.C. of Motor Car Operation. .5«c

The A.B.C. of Internal Combustion, Bn-
ftlne. Maintenance and Repairs. ..25c

The A.B.C. of Maftneto Itnltion Sys-
tenas 15c

The A.B.C. of Battery Iftnltlon Systems
35a

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS TO

W. J. TAYLOR Ltd., Book Dept., Woodstock, Ontario, Canada
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FOR SALE—One 10 gauge Double Barreled Parker
Hammerlcss Gun in excellent condition, both barrels full

choke, an excellent duck gun, list price $125.00, will accept
$73.00 cash for earlv sale. H. M. Ralhbun, Descronto.
Ont 1-TF

W.^NTED—Reloading tools for 38 S. & \V. special. 2.'j-35

Winchester, also powder measures: 22 Colt and 4.55 Webley
.\utomatics for sale, D. Srhemnitz. 765 .Shaw St.. Toronto.
Ont. 2-IT

KOR S.ALE—Twelve Gauge Winchester hammerlcss
Hump Gun. full choke, malted barrel, nicely checkered
selected stork and foic-arm. Silvers recoil pad. -Price S90
including sohd leather take- lown case. .\lso High grade
.22 Remington repeater, finely checkered and engraved.
Lyman combination front and rear sights. Watson eye-cup
extremely accurate octagon barrel. Price, with solid

leather take-down case, S50. Both guns in perfect con-
dition. F i: Thompson. R.R. 5. St. Thomas, Ont. 2-lT

FOR S.ALE—One famous Lvman peep sight. Cost
S3.50,will sell for S2, never used.'Claude Hart, Cairo, Ont.

« 2-1

T

WANTED—Colt S. & W. Luger revolvers and auto-
matics. Expert repairs want second-hand Luger that
needs some repairs. Want odd Hagen 7ft skis in good
condition. W. H. Lowe, Gunsmith. .\e\v Liskcard. Ont.

2-IT

GUN REPAIRING
W. A. Brock

We make a specialty of Fine Gun Work,
Restocking, Barrel Boring, Stock-Bend-
ing, Barrel Browning, etc.

Alt work guaranteed.

For sale, two English high-gi-ade ham-
merless guns made by \V. J. Thompson,
Birmingham. SIOO.OO each.

BROCK'S
The Sporting Goods Store of London. Ont.

SPECIALS

FOR SALE—Set of Electric automobile lamps, two side
and one tail. Never been used. Box L, ROD AND GUN
Woodstock. Ontario. TK

Leaf Tobacco for chcwinfi and smokinfl: nure. naturally
cured Kentucky Hurley of finest quality and flavour. Sel-
ected. S2.00 per pound-package, postpaid. Hubert
Hutton, Berry. Ky.. U.S.A. 10-T.F.

MARRY IF LONELY; for results, try me; best and
most successful "Home Maker"; hundreds rich wish
marriage soon; strictly confidential; most reUable; years
of experience; descriptions free. The Successful Club."
Box 53t.Oakland. CaJif. 11 -IT

FOR SALE—One Goldberg displav fixture. Metal
frame with 12 display wings 18 ft.x 36 ft. Worth S70.00
For quick sale $30.00. Applv Box 400, Rod and Gun.
Woodstock. Ont. lO-TF

ECZEMA, PSORIASIS, «°"^« ''''" ""^„ sores.
I calarrh. daiiffruff, rheu-

matism, piles, cancer, sore eyes, cured or no charge. Wrile
for parlicluars. Eczema Remedy Co.. Hot Springs, Ark.,
U. S. A.

(linseng—$10,000 made from tine-half acre easiK
grown in Northern U..S. and Canada. Full printed in-

structions antl 200 seeds for planting sent postpaid onlv -lOc.

Medical Plant Co., West Milan, .V.ll. 'i-lT

TRAPPERS FREE—To anvone sending me their Fur
or 1 lides I will tell how to tan skins. hair on or off. also how-
to make animal scent. FREE—Highest prices paid for all

kinds of Fur. John Brendel. -10 \\'est 27 street. Bavonne.
N.J. .U.S. A. 2-rr

•">0 name cards: also humorous book on Hunting. .30c.

Cii rcnwich ,'\rt. Now Village, \e\v Jersey. 2-11'

SEX I.N'STINCT—Strongest lure in the world. For-
mula to make your own scents for all animals. Will in-

crease your profits 100 per cent, only $1.00. Claude Mart.
Cairo. Ontario. 2-lT

TROUT RESERVE FOR S.'VLE—One of the best in

Ontario, ten acres natural lake all fed by springs which are
controlled. Cottage, boats, telephone, and rural mail, two
miles trom village, together with or separate from a farm
of ninety (90) acres. This will make an ideal summer
home. Applv to Box 2, Rod and Gun. Woodstock, Ont.

2-.i T

Send live dollars for hair recipe.
Pearson, Janaw. P.O.. Man.

Nature's wa>'. I*-.

2-IT

FOR SALE—Course in salesmanship, cost $50, $25 takes
it E. Pearson. Janaw P.O., Man. 2-lT

OLD MONEY W.\NTED—Cash paid for old coins.

We pay from S2 to SJOO each for hundreds of dates. Keep
all old money, vou may have valuable coins. Send Ten
cents for New illustrated Coin Value Book. 4.\6. ' It may
mean your fortune-gel posted. Clarke Coin Co , Box l."?!.

LeRoy. NY. - 2-2 1'

W.\N'i ED—To be located where I can ranch cattle. SIOO
for right location. B. LeCirand. Slavely, .Alia. ~ 2-IT

TAXIDERMY AND TANNING
FOR SALE—Moose Head, fine specimen excellent con-

dition. Applv Box L, ROD .^Nt) GUN, Woodstock
Ont

_^
TF

Artificial eyes and skulls for Taxidermists and Furriers.

Oliver Spanner Ji Co., 2(1 Elm St , Toronto. We buy raw
furs ""2''

MOUNTED MOOSE HEADS
in excellent condition

'Bargain for quick sale. Box 41, Rod and
Gun, - - WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO

RAW FURS
WANTED

Highest prices guaranteed on
all kinds of fur.

Why not try my flat rate on

mink, coon and skunk?

Special offers will he wired on
shipments of §50 or over.

I can meet all competition in

the best markets.

J. U. NICHOLS
P. O. Box 338, INGERSOLL, ONT.
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Bargains In HuUs

We have for sale six hulls made by one of the best

Canadian boat builders. These hulls are made of

the best material by skilled workmen. Tliey are

offered at exceptionally low prices for quick sale.

One 23 ft. X 4 ft. 8 in. hull, seating capacity 10

One 22 ft. x 5 ft 4 in. hull, " 8

One 18 ft. X 5 ft. hull,
"

8

One 18 ft. X 4 ft. hull,
"

7

One 16 ft. X 4 ft. hull,
"

6

One very roomy family boat, 25 ft. x 7 ft.

Further specifications and prices

on application to

Box 500, Rod and Gun in Canada
Woodstock, Ontario
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^mgle cylindei
:iiJent L)is I'rn.

s h.p., S> miles
per hour. -J*' to
2i miles per tjal

Ion gasoline-

Uncle
Sam
Model
I.riiKlh IK'/
B<*jiiii r H"

Any obstruction, such as submerged logs, driftwood,
rocks, reefs, sandbars, etc., that, hits the skeg (s^e illus-
tration above), automatically raises the Propcllfrr and
Shaft Into the Propeller Housing, Skeg making contin-
uation of keelson, at the same time throttling the
engine from racing.

Disappearing PropellerBoat
"EVERYBODY NEEDS ONE"

FISHERMEN, Sportsmen, all lovers of the out-
door life, have found Disappearing Propeller
Boats ideal motor boats. Hundreds in use in

every part of Canada.

A HANDSOME beautifully designed boat with the
famous Disappearing Propeller device giving
automatic propeller protection has made motor

boating a greater delight for man, woman and youth.

The Safest Boat Afloat

THE Disappearing Propeller device enables this

boat to land anywhere a row boat can, to traverse

waters deep and shallow, without danger of

accident from logs, rocks or sandbars.

The Vibrationless Boat

A SI LENT engine driving the boat without vibra-

tion makes it a boat adapted for all classes of

fishing or trolling and a general utility boat for

the sunmier home.

Canada's Largest Motor Boat Factory

TI II'. Disappearing Propeller Boat is the product of

the largest boat factory in Canada. Each boat

being equipped with the special 3 or (i H.P.
Silent Dis-Pro motor, Maxim Silencer, built on splash

boards.

Built in Three Elegant Models

Water-Ford John Bull Uncle Sam
$300.00 $350.00 $400.00

On exhibition at all dealers and at our Head OlTice

and Show Hoom.

Limited
Disappearing Propeller Boat Co.

92 King St. West, Toronto, Ont

A fully descriptive catalogue showing boats and
engine in actual colors will be gladly sent for the askiag.
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Ye Olde Time Brooke Trout in Nova Scotia

BONNYCASTLE DaLE

THERE! That sly old tide has
nin away off and left the canoe
high and dn,\" This was Lad-

die's complaint this glorious morning.
We dragged the sixteen footer over
the dr\' sands—she looks big on land
—but mighty small when we get
her in a tideway with an Atlantic
swell ininning, and a few most inquis-
itive harbour seals following you and
splashing down each time j'ou stop.
We were bound up the salt water

harbour to the dry "carr\^ over" into a
fresh water lake. All of Nova Scotia
is spattered with these flooded hol-
lows of the glacial period—they make
excellent fresh water homes for brook
trout. Or the creeks which feed
them do. Well! We pulled over
and pictured the scene; so that you
may see just how the ice age dotted
this province with glacial debris.

The creek leading up to the lake had
been dammed to keep the spawning
kyacks in—a small ocean fish of the
herring species that each spring seeks
the brooks of Nova Scotia to spawn.
I pictured a young man, belonging
to the neighboring state of Maine,
taking out a dam plank, so that the
fish might return to the sea. There
are a few busy days when the small
fish are running up the brook they
are dipped out with hand nets;
easy dipping when the fish run up to

your own metes and bounds.
You may judge of the Nova Scotia

scenery by the background in this

picture, it is one long ever rolling

forest of evergreen trees. There was
a light wind from the so'west—the
prevailing wind in the province—as

we paddled across the lake to the long,

narrow, winding brook which feeds

it—a thing of beauty in its wooded
borders, where many a moose no
doubt quenches its thirst.

"Say, but they're dark looking

fish," exclaimed Laddie when I land-

ed the first fish—a brook trout of

aljout ten inches in length. Yes!
they are very dark when taken from
the" bog waters of Nova Scotia—for

a week at a time we have drunk from
a stream, the waters of which were
as dark as well boiled black tea.

"Watch him fade! look at the spots
now! bright, oh?" said the boy.

This continent wide fish varies

exactly in colour as does the water
he comes from. We have caught
them in Ontario where the stream
was silver in its purity—and the fish

was of silvery sheen and spotted like

a rainbow. Out of the coppery
waters of Vancouver island streams
we have pulled the hard fighting

little salrelinus fontinalix as blacky
as a catfish, hardly a spot to be seen
until it dries and fades. The natives

call them "bulltrout" or "mudtrout".
Across in the Olympic mountains
the trout (or charr as they really

are) are of a deep purple tinge. They
too get lighter as they die. But if

you want to see beautiful trout take

the "rainbow" and the "Dolly Var-

den" delicately, beautifully colored
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fish. There is also a trout in Cali-

fornia called the "golden" that out-

shines in glittering splendour any

and all trout. In the swiftly running

streams of the rockies we have seen

hard fighting "cut-throat" trout as

clear as silver— with a red gash

on the neck as red as blood. "Dolly

Varden" and "Bull trout" are there

also. It is here thai the brook trout

live and (true these along the C.P.R.

at Banff are a transplanted fish of

Lake Nipigon origin) attains its full

beauty—living jewels as they speed

upwards after the windshaken ant or

fly.

I rememlier seeing a /lying trout

one day when Laddie and I were

watching some gamebirds. We were

seated on a little pebbly bank hurled

up by the mountain stream in the

springtime, above us was a ciystal

bend of the stream in which some

large cutthroat trout were swimming,

they had cleverly ignored every bait

and fly with which we had tempted

them so we gave up and sought

a rest on the stream-whitened pebbles.

"Look," whispered Laddie,' 'that

fish flew!"

I followed the lead of his out-

stretched finger and we watched

patiently for many minutes—as I full

well knew flying fish were very rare

in the Rockies.
"There," accompanied by a pinch

that brought a squeal. "Did you

see that one.?"
Most truly I did—and that trout

flew right up into a broadleafed

maple. Seizing the glasses 1 finally

made but the form of an Indian in

the thick foliaged branches—and v/e

went up and interviewed him. He
had a long thin line of transparent

gut; for bait any handy flying ant or

bug or even a liny mouse. But the

exquisite patience of creeping into

the tree and staving motionless there;

until one of these alert three pound-

ers swam in—well! he earned them.

(It is in the swift waters of Nipigon

that the brook trout grows fully as

large as the ocean running steelhead

trout")—go out from Banff on the C.

P. R. if you want some of these various

hard fighters.

Kemovlna Ihe plank that held the kyacks Imprisoned up the stream
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A typical Ice age boulder strewn Nova Scotia lake

"Do you think . it can hear?"
innocently asked Laddie. What nice
wee puzzlers the boy can spring?
Yes! there is no doubt all fishes

hear remarkably well. I have drop-
ped a paddle on the canoe on a
September night, when it was very
calm, and every fish within about
half a mile circle promptly dived with
a resounding splash.

Time after time I have crept up
with as light a footfall as possible to
see if I had failed to frighten out the
trout from in under the grassy bank—
I have never yet stepped lightly

enough.
In one place there was a great

summer imprisoned Irout which was
black as a coal from lodged sediment.
I never pussyfooted quietly enough
to find him under there— no he was
always out in the middle of the pool.

Just take a common lath and put
one end under the water. Tap the
other and sec the fish dart away.
Remember I am not telling you

that fishes have external ears, nor
do they hear altogether by the in-

ternal ear sacs (for these have been
'•''-moved and yet the fish responded

to slight noises and vibrations.)
Many learned men agree that the
whole dark strip on the side of a
fish—the median line—is sensitive
to sound.

"Well, if they're not deaf I'll

bet they're dumb?" continued the
awful boy. I had a chance to prove
he was wrong at once. We had
caught a common sculpin m the sea
and he, at that moment, moved the
fish box—result, the sculpin gave a
most unmistakable '"grunt."

"I know of some llsh which make
sounds by gritting their teeth to-
gether," I fold him.

"I wish that shark we dissected
last week could; then he'd be a whole
orchestra": the lad w^as right for this

same shark had a fearful dentition.
We find that nearly all the lakes
and brooks in Nova Scotia contain
a fair amount of the so called brook
trout

—

"Do you think they can taste?"
broke in the boy.

"Yes—look at those young trout

—

throw those crumbs in." for the lad,

as usual, was eating—the fry instant-
ly gobbled up the crumbs. They
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were more like fingerlings than fry,

as they were two to three inches long.

"Now try a bit of that fungi," the
trout nibbled and mouthed the fungi
but did not swallow any of it.

"Try a bit of that rotting wood.
It looks very much like bread-
cnimbs," I said. The young fish,

with a true sense of taste, expelled
every morsel of the food. "If you
will read the old time fishing books
you will find that our forefathers

put them in your aquarium or fish

bowl. The fish will take no notice
of them; except casual curiosity.

Now put a bit of any shell fish in the
shells, and fit them together; and
watch your pets—they will smell

the shellfish meat the first time they
swim pass, and will soon tear the
shells apart and eat it.

If you want some most unusual
work try photographing live trout,

or other fishes, this novel and beau-

Laddie landing a Nova Scotia brook trout. Pretty good rod—eh ?

used all sorts of pastes and oils to

attract the fishes." I continued.
"How would the limburger cheese

we had do?" queried the boy.
"I read of a man in the "Trouts of

America" who used limburger cheese
mixed in with cotton batting; and
had excellent success too."

Of course the sense of taste in

fishes has been amply proven by
laboratory tank experiment.

If you want to prove it my reader

take two common rhim shells, old

empty ones,^fit them together and

tiful work can be done in a small as
well as a large tank. With the large
one, pipe your water and you have an
excellent aquarium. A movable
shade, a good lens and much patience
are needed. Some fish like the pike
and the bass may remain still long
enough for time exposure. There
is a wide open field for some man who
wants a lifetime's hobby. Only the
expense has deterred me personally,
from undertaking it.

Or, if you want another fad, try

transplanting brook trout. This can
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be done with a minimum of loss,

especially above rapids or falls where
other fish have hard work to ascend,
but get a stream where the water
keeps a fairly low temperature in

summer.
Science has even tried to cross the

brook trout with the Dolly Varden
with fair success too. They took
the eggs of the Dolly Varden and
fertilized them with the milt of the

So far as I have read the authori-
ties agree that the color of fishes is

inherent, superinduced by the water
in which it lives.

"If you took one of our yellow-
reddish fleshed brook trout, and put it

out in your old rocky mountain
streams; would it turn lighter flesh-

ed?" asked Laddie. Now here was a
poser.

I have taken cut-throat trout, fresh

'^^^'^^^^H
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beautiful little creek that purls mer-
rily along its fir-clad way, sending
a rapid, gurgling, dark brown flood

along its course to the sea. In this

wee stream, its only a couple of jumps
across at its widest, dwell some very
shy trout; some very big ones too,

as they lived for a few years in what
was then a trout pond but is now
the shallow creek water again.

"I've been over to trout creek,"

sputtered Laddie, "and just think,

they've dammed it and turned it out
of its course, and all that wide place

where the pond was flooded, and then
drained again, and all those big trout

were left gasping on the grass. The
man who owns it came ninning down
and he and the men and I lifted about
fifty trout into a big willow basket.

He let the wee ones go but he kept
the big chaps. I saw him weigh

them. Jolly big cnaps too. About
half a dozen weighed over a pound
each. There .was one big spotted

chap that went over three pounds;

and five about two pounds—you
never saw such fish!"

"You saw them weighed? I asked.
"You bet you! I copied ali the

weights down in my notebook, as you
always told me to," he answered.

It was fully a m.onth after this that
I happened to be doing some work
along that brook and saw the newly
finished pond. As it was on private
ground I asked permission to take one
ihsh and picture it and dissect it.

"Sure thing!" answered the owner,
"but I wish you had been here a

month ago. I was trying out some
new flies I had just received from
London and I had some wonderful
luck. I have a photo of my catch.

I broke every tip I had in the cabin,

one fish tipped the scales at three

pounds, there Vere five very close

to two pounds and the other six

weighed over one pound. I threw
all the small ones bacK. Come on
up to the house and see the picture."

Oh! what prevaricators ye brooke
trout make of ye fisherman.

Will be Largest Summer Hotel in Canada

Bigwin Inn, Overlooking Lake of Bays, has beenCompleted— Will Accommo-
date Six Hundred Guests

Information has been received at

Grand Trunk headquarters that Can-
ada will have next year a summer
resort hotel that will surpass in size

any similar enterprise previously
erected in the Dominion. This hotel

will be in the Lake of Bays District of

the Highlands of Ontario and will

be known as the "Bigwin Inn."
The site selected is a beautiful island

two and one half miles long, half a

mile in width and having a series of

sandy beaches jutting out into the
waters of the Lake of Bays. Con-
struction work has been completed
and the hotel will be opened during
the coming summer. It will have
accommodation for six hundred
guests. A novel architectural plan
has been adopted, there being a series

of buildings instead of one large

central block. The main dining hall

is built in Venetian style, its wide
verandas overhanging the waters of

the lake. This building is circular in

shape and will seat six hundred
people. Also on the. lake shore are a

music and dancing pavillion and the
boathouse, similar in design and con-
struction to the main dining hall.

Covered walks lead from these build-

ings to a great social hall which will

be given up to indoor amusements of

all kinds. The guests are in two
buildings near this social hall and
occupy the whole length of two splen-

didly wooded avenues.

Railroad authorities state that the

opening of the Bigwin Inn will mark
a notable forward step in the develop-

ment of Canadian summer resorts.
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Jean Stevinson

IT was a glorious day in Septem-
ber that we took a run up to Bear
Lake on the Nakusp-Kaslo Hne,

Old Pard, his missus, the kids and all.

Denver Canyon was wild and lovely

in its deep and tortuous course, and

as we came to Three Forks and un-

derstood the "Switch-back" up to

Sandon, we started plying questions

and Old Pard began talking.

"Gol," he said, "don't I wish I was
young again!"

"Why?" I asked.

"I'm homesick to get out prospect-

ing," he almost groaned.

""It was no wonder, for the very air

of that region breathed prospects and

mines, and all one heard was claims

and ore, dumps, quartz, smelters and

concentrators, and all the freight one

saw was tinned milk—^^carloads of

tinned milk.

Adventure was in the atmosphere,

and we knew Old Pard had a story to

tell even before he took his pipe from

his pocket and began to poke inside

the bowl with a ruminating finger.

"There's one ex])cnence that I

never want to go through again all

the same," he said.

"What's that?" I asked, and waited

patiently, for Old Pard was leaning

forward ])oering up at the side of

a mountain where -a slide had peeled

a path down to the railroad. I^ocks

and other debris had come down
as clean as though a gianl broom had

swept from the top of the mountain

to where wc rumbled along on the

train. The trees in the way had
been smashed to splinters.

"It looks to me as though there

might be ore up there," he said,

then came tack to his subject.

"It was 'way back in '97," he said.

"Maybe you remember the excite-

ment around Kaslo that summer?
From Ten-mile Creek and the North
Fork fresh samples of ore, pre-native

silver, M'ere brought in. Some were
regular thin sheets, and my brother

Jack and I couldn't stand it, so we
got our grub-stakes and went on the

hike. It was three in the morning
when we first hit the trail, so you
know we were younger then. We
were grub-staked for two weeks, and
started over the hill as eager as two
young colts. We camped that night

on Ten-Mile Creek, fifteen miles out,

where we caught some dandy little

brook trout for supper. When we
were eating them two men carne

along with pack horses and said

"Howdy, boys." They were Bucky
Wedge and Joe Gates, and we weren' t

very glad to sec them, for we knew
no good of them.

"Hi, there," Jack says, "where the

deuce you going?"
"To where the ore's as big as this,"

Bucky crowed, showing us a piece of

silver from his pocket.

We knew they meant to give us

the sli]) later, and were not sur-
' ])riscd when I hey said they would

(•ami) Willi us that niglil. They did,

and when wc gol lU) at four in the
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morning they were gone. We saw
by their tracks -that they had taken
a different direction to what we were
going, but that didn't stop us, for we
knew they were trying to throw us

off the track. We got a good break-
fast of bread and butler, beans,
bacon and coffee, and started off

again, ^^'e travelled all day, and
toward night came right here to this

very spot, where Three Forks heads
for Kaslo, and pitched our tents at

the head of the Lake. We had no
sooner got our frying pans out than
two more fellows with grub-stakes,
Tino and Red Nose, came and camped
by us, and inside of an hour Ricky
and Glass Eye blew in from Coffee
Creek, where the great strikes had
been made. Once I had done some-
thing for Ricky, and I could see he
had something to tell me, but Red
Nose kept his lamp on him and he
hadn't much of a chance. After
supper, though, he went down to the
lake to v.ash the frj-ing pan, and I

followed. I pretended to be looking
at something in the water while
Ricky said hastily: "Cross the
Glacier shortest way to Coffee, when
you strike Coffee tnrn to your left

for about half a mile, till you strike
Little Creek."

Just then I saw Red Xose coming
along quietly. He didn't want to
miss anything.

"Gol-darn you!" I says loud to
Ricky, "didn't you ever see anything
like "that before? It's one o' those
big lizards." We pretended we were
quarreling.

"Lizards!" Ricky says with scorn,
"you punkin-head fool, lizards don't
live in a cold place like this."

"What's all this?" Red Nose asks
Ricky.

"This?" I repeats after him. "It's
just ttiis: Ricky's scared o' one o'

those red lizards that's run out into
the water. He"s nothing but a darn-
ed fool."

"That's just what I've found out,'

Red Nose says satisfied. "Ho hasn't
got as much sense as a last year's
nird's nest."
Ricky pretended to hunt for his

knife to cut off a hangnail, and pulled
out a piece of native silver. It was a
beauty—it^was great.

That night we sat out till the stars
twinkled down at' us like big diamond
drops and sparkling points of gold,
and we felt that the whole glorious
old earth belonged to us.

"What time are you getting out?"
I asks Red Nose.
"Not early—must take things a

little easy, you know."
As soon as I got into bed I nudged

Jack. "Out at daylight," I whis-
pered.
"AH right," he answered.
While it was still dark we got up

and gathered some sticks.

"Short rations this morning," I

says, "only bread and butter."
I heard Tino and Red Nose stirring

in the next tent, and talked a bit to
myself. I knew all along they were
going to try to follow us, but perhaps,
we would give them the slip yet. It
is an unwritten law that anyone in

your party, when you make a good
strike, must share evenly, and Red
Nose and Tino wanted to get in on
anything we happened to have a
hunch about. They knew Jack and
me well enough to know we would
stand by any unwritten law, and they
expected to be in on a good thing.
So they hung on, though they knew
darned well that we didn't want them.

"What's the rush?" Jack asked
when I scooped up the things and
started off'.

"Never mind," I answered as I

headed for the Glacier.
"Great Scott, man, you.'re not

going to cross the Glacier?"
"I'm going to try."
Tino and Red Nose were following

us. I could see them in the dim gray
of the morning light.

"What do you mean?" Jack put up
to me.

I told him we must get there first,

and that I didn't think Tino and
Red Nose would risk the Glacier.

"You're fooled, then," Jack says,
"for they're heading straight for the
Glacier after us, and intend to stay
with it."

It was as he had said. When we
reached the edge of the Glacier they
had caught up with us.

"Where arc you going?" asked Red
Nose

"Coffee," says I.
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"What's on?"
"Nothing, only prospecting."
"Anvthing in sight?"

"No!"
Still they came on. Nothing would

shake them. And little I thought
then that I wouldUive to thank my
stars that these two old timers did
hang on to Jack and me that day.

"Is this the shortest way?" Red
Nose asks.

"Yes," says I, "it's three miles
further if you go round. It's about
a mile across here, and around this

peak there's an angle of fortyfive

degrees. Are you sure you want to

take it?"

"Sure thing," those two cusses

answered.
"Look here," JackTsays to me,

"there's no use going over the Glacier
now and risking all our lives. We'll
all be together no matter which way
we go. Come on down below."

I understood what he ment. We
were running away from Red Nose
and Tino when I decided to cross

the Glacier, but nothing was to be
gained by it now.

"All right then," I said in an off-

hand way, "just as you like."

We went round down below. Jove!

I hadn't rfalized the Glacier was so

high. We felt like pygmies as we
wended our way here and Ihere over
the rough country, clinging to trees

here and there, wading creeks, climb-
ing by roots and rocks, and going
eight miles to make four. I began to

think it would have been better any-
wa\' if we had taken the Glacier.

At night we had just about done the
extra travelling, and were glad to

pitch our tents by a little lake in sight

of the towering cliff. After supper
I went off by myself, round the lake,

and sat on a rock to take in the sweep
of the vast and beautiful country. I

was just bursting with thankfulness
that I had been dropped down in Ihc
glory of the Canadian Selkirks, when
my eye fell on some float, some galens,

that seemed to come from a narrow
ledge behind me. I turned round,
and soon saw as pretty a lead of ore
as I have ever looked at. The ice

had slid off the ledge a few days
before and taken some of the earth
with it. This had exposed the ore.

But now I was in a box, and did not
know how to get out of it. If I

staked the claim now I was in honor
bound to divide evenly with all four,

and my brother and I wanted what
we found for ourselves. I felt, too,

that we had a right to it. Still, I

decided I would have to do the square
thing, so I took a piece of the ore

to camp, and everyone came around
to see it. It sure looked good to

them, and we went back and staked
all together. Then we turned in for

the night. I did not sleep well, but
was pestered all night with bad
dreams. There were two evil faces

that came and went, and I couldn't
help wondering if they were meant
for Red Nose and Tino; but we were
up early the next morning and went
on toward Coffee.

W^hen we were crossing the ridge

at Low Pass, Red stooped and
picked up something. It was a
piece of gold quartz.
"Does this look good to you?" he

asked.
"You bet it does," we answered.
"Now for the lead," Red said, and

we all looked for awhile, but did
not want to take up too much time
until we had seen what was doing
on Coffee, so stuck in our stakes and
said we would prospect when we
came back.
We camped that night at the head

of Coffee, and next morning my
brother and I started out the way
Ricky had told us to go, while Tino
and Red Nose took the opposite
direction. I climbed up to the top
of a peak^ and the climbing took
longer than the telling, but I found
the ore no good there, so I went down
another way to look at a likely pros-

pect, and after an hour's hard going
came to a dead stop. I cither had
to go back three miles and come back,

or jump and catch a tree that grew
three feet out, climb down and see

what I could do then. This is what
I did, but when I landed at the base

of the tree I found myself on a narrow
ledge with no way of getting off.

I went frf^m one end to the other, but
could find nothing better than a

straight drop of twenty feet to a

ledge lower down. This lower ledge

seemed to be easier going, but should
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I risk it? I was in a fix again. If I

hollered could I make my brother

hear, or was he too far down hill?

I did holler again, and again, but
he could not hear. At last, however,
Red, who had swung round another
way, heard and hollered back. He
went to the camp for rope, for he
knew I was caught in a bluff. When
he got to camp my brother was there,

and they brought the pack ropes to

the ledge underneath me and threw
them up. They did not reach, so

they tied stones to them and tried

again, and this time they landed at my
feet. I tied them together and fas-

tened them to the trunk of the tree

I had slid down an hour before, and
got down easily to where the men
stood. The rope is still there.

We kept at it for another day,
but got nothing but trouble. The
second day Jack fell with a rotten
tree and broke his front teeth out,

and when we got back to camp I

said "Well, I've had about enough
-of this." The others said "Me, too,"
and next morning we started for

home, deciding to prospect perhaps
a couple of days around Red's stakes.

When we got back to the place
where Red had stuck in our
stakes we found fresh stakes there.

We looked closer, and found they
were marked "W. & G." We follow-
ed the line, and discovered that the
snow had melted just enough for

us to find the lead, and talk about
gold! I never saw the like of it!

Gates and Wedge had followed un-
known to us, and had seen our stakes,
but on account of the snow having
melted a little more, had seen more
than we had, and there, only two feet

from where we had driven our stakes,
they had planted theirs, and had gone
off hot-foot, we knew, to Kaslo to
register the claim before we could
get back. If they arrived first, ac-
cording to law the claim was theirs.

You can imagine the indignation
and anger we felt, but we knew words
were useless. The only chance for
us was to beat the thieves to Kaslo,
but it was a slim chance, for they
had pack horses and the start of us.

There was only one chance, and I

decided to take it.

I headed straight for the Glacier.

"What!" my brother yelled,

"You're not going over the Glacier?"
"You bet I am," I returned, and

there was no turning me off this time.
"We'll save nearly a whole day by it,

and it may mean thousands of dollars

apiece for us."

Red Nose was now as determined
as I, so the other two gave in.

I took the lead, my brother next.

Red Nose follo\ving him and Tino
coming last.

The travelling was good at first,

but soon began to get a little slippery,

and when we were about a quarter
of a mile across the Glacier my foot
began to slip, ever so slowly, but I

couldn't get a grip again. Two
hundred feet below there was a sheer
drop of two thousand feet, straight

off, and though I knew it, I hadn't
given a thought to its awful possi-

bilities until my feet began to slide.

"What are you doing?" Jack yelled.

"Nothing," I said, trying to get
a grip of the ice.

. I couldn't regain my step. I was
slipping slowly but surely down to

the awful chasm below.
"Drop behind," I heard Red Nose

order my brother in short tones of

command.
By this time I had dropped to one

knee, and felt myself steadily going.

Red Nose saw I was surely sUding to
the drop-off, and began to swear.
"What are you looldng at?" he

hollered to me as mad as a March
hare, for I was gazing down over that
chasm as though it was a magnet
drawing me along to my doom.
"Drop that," he ordered, "and look
up here! Jab it again, hard, man!"
We all carried prospecting picks,

and I had mine, and if sheer force

of will had been able to hold me Red
Nose would have done it. He was
the darndest man I ever saw to hang
on, and his name from then on should
have been "Hang on" instead of

Red Nose. "Red Nose" didn't come
from whiskey, either; he was born
with that red nose—some kind of

eczema, I think, inherited from his

father. He was always rubbing
salve on it, but no salve ever made
any difference. I remember his red
nose now, outlined against the Glacier

as he yelled again "Strike hard and
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hang on, you ft)ol, you! What?
Drive again, I tell you I"

It was no use. We were all in.

I was slipping faster. The men
were driving their pikes in for dear
life. Jack threw off his pack and
cut the rope.

"Drive hard and hang^ on!" Red
Nose ordered again, tying a loop in

the end of the rope Jack threw to

him. Then he measured the dis-

tance to me with his eye. I was
going still faster now, and I felt

nothmg would save me. My legs

were shaking and my hands were
shaking, and try as I would my pick
wouldn't catch. I was twenty feet

below the others by this time, and
going faster.

"Steady, now!" Red Nose said

quietly as he flung the lasso straight

for me.
I had slipped so far that the noose

caught only the head of my pick, but
it held.

"Hold steady," said Red Nose
again, "I've got you."

I gripped my pick as hard as my
shaking hands would allow me, but
the sweat was pouring off my face

«o I could hardly see, and I was still

slipping down. My brother was cut-

ting notches in the ice. Tino had the

rope off his pack, and passed it along
to my brother. Jack passed it along
to Red, and as Red took it he asked
"Can you hold?"

"I'm afraid I can't," I cried, for my
hand was shaking so I couldn't

Srip.
"Hold for a few moments if pos-

sible," he said quietly, "I am working
my way down. Shut your eyes."

I was still holding the pick, but
felt, it, too, was going from me. At
that moment I felt the rope strike

me, and I caught it with one hand,
at the same time losing my hold on
the pick. It went skidding down
and over the edge of that awful deep.

I wondered how I held the rope at

that moment, but the instinct of

sclf-prcscrvation was strong in me
and I ran my arm through the loop.

Then I heard them say "There we've
got you now." Still I was slipping

lower as the rope tightened. "Put
your other arm through," Red said,

and I did. I felt them pulling me

gradually across, though as they
drew me along I still -went down a
little nearer to the edge. I wondered
if the rope would hold, or if I were
going, too, the way my pike had gone.
Inch by inch, though, they worked
me up to where the notches had been
cut in the ice, and Red asked "Can
you stand up?"

"I think so," I answered, but my
knees doubled up under me. Tino
said "He's lost his nerve, we'll have
to drag him."

Ir was half an hour since I had
started to slide, and I had been slowly
slipping and jabbing my pike all the
time. It was enough to take the
nerve out of any man, and even now,
when my reason told me I was safe,

I could feel myself going down^ doM^n,
and could see nothing but my pike
skidding over the edge of that terrible

drop. It was two hours since we had
started over the Glacier, and it was a
slovC^trip back, you may be sure. It

took us three hours to go back, and
during the whole trip I was dragged
along as limp as a dish rag, over a
sheet of solid ice sloping at an angle
of forty-five degrees. At any time
I thought, the rope might give way,
or the men might lose hold—but not
with Red Nose on the mob, I have
realized since.

At last we got off the ice, and I was
able to walk, but even then my legs

shook as though I had the ague. W'e
soon reached the woods, though, and
my brother made a fire and got me a
strong cup of tea. That fixed me up,
and I felt myself again.

"Are you going to try it again?"
Tino asked.

"Again!" Red shouted. "There's
not enough silver or gold on the
whole of Coffee Creek to make me try

that again." -
"There's not enough silver or gold

in the whole world to make me try it

again," I declared.

We went around the three extra

miles, the way we took going to

Coffee, and we camped beside the
little lake beneath the drop I had
nearly gone over. I looked for my
pike, but could see no sign of it. I

looked up. Ah, if that rope had not
held! Would I, too, have gone into

oblivion after my pike?
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That night I did not feel like talk-

ing. I wanted to get away to think,

so I went and sat under a grand old

pine on a little bluff. It was a heav-
enly night. The smell of the cedars
was in my nostrils, and the rustle of

the wind was in the pine needles above
my head. What was all the gold
in the mountains compared to my
life? I wondered if Gates and Wedge
were happy that night. Then 1 lay
down in my blankets under the open
sky and slept like a new-born babe.

In the morning we found prints
of horses' feet and ashes of a day-old
fire, and knew there was no use
wasting time on a trip to Kaslo, for
our claim was jumped for sure.

When we got back to our cabin by
the Silvery Slocan every bunk was
occupied. Prospectors and mine men
coming through were always welcome,
but they all seemed to have come in
a bunch this time, so we rolled up in
our blankets and went to sleep on the
floor, for it was midnight and we
were about all in.

In the morning we were looking
at the ore we had staked by the lake,
and Larson, the big mine man,
asked "How much do you want for
it?"

"Fifteen hundred cash," we replied.

"Done," he said.'

We went to Nelson on a handcar
and got the money, which was clean
money, at any rate.

Gates and Wedge sold their stolen
claim within a week for sixty thou-
sand dollars cash, and Gates put
his thirty into lumber. They seemed
made for life." r'2 '

-,

I looked sharply at Old Pard.
"Why 'seemed', I asked.

"Well," he said slowly, laying
his dead pipe on his knee, "did you
ever think that things were -pretty
well balanced on this earth after all,

if you only waited long enough to
get a birdseye view back into the
past?"

"No," I answered, "I have often
thought just the opposite."

"Perhaps you don't wait long
enough, or look far enough back into
the past," he returned, the light of

his own philosophy shining in his
clean blue eyes. "Wedge married
a beautiful woman. He was mad
about her, but in two years she ran
away with another man. He fol-

lowed her to California, then lost

track of her, but he spent everj' last

dollar of his thirty thousand trying
to find her. He never did, and to-

day he is digging ditches in California
along with the hoboes."

"But Gates?" I asked, for I had
known he was conducting a pros-
perous lumber business.

"Do you remember that terrible

fire in the lumber camp at Blank
last year?" he asked.

"Yes," I answered, "the whole
camp was wiped out, and fifty men
were caught like rats in a trap."

"It was Gates' camp," said Pard,
"and among the fifty men was Gates'
only son, the apple of his eye, and
he died with a curse on his lips.

Those who know Gates well say he
has never smiled since that day."

There was a dead silence for awhile,
for I was balancing a few other things
that I knew about; then Old Pard
brightened up.

"Who do you suppose I picked up
at Ten-Mile last week?" lie asked.

"I don't know," I answered.

"Good old Red," he said. "He
had been back prospecting round
Coffee Creek, and asked me if I

remembered when I nearly went
over the Glacier. 'You bet,' I said,

'I've never tried that since."

" 'Nor have I,' he said with a shud-
der. 'Whenever I go that way now I

go the long way round, and thank the

Lord I'm alive to tell the tale. But
say! whenever I look up at that

awful clift' I feel the cold sweat stand
out on my forehead, and I shout
right out loud:_"Hang on, you fool,

hang on."
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F. V. Williams

THE first of the trapping season

and the man after the furs

was making his first rounds.

Up the lake from the comfortable log

house, then a turn into a small bay,

—

the travelling all done on the ice

—

and at the head of the tiny bay a wee
bit of a stream runs in,—now frozen

over, even if the ice was a trifle thin,

—as the collie dog that accompanied
the trapper discovered when he broke
through. But he was soon out and
on firm ice again before the man with
the traps could offer any assistance,

and with a shake of his white coat

to dislodge the freezing water he
resumed his place at the trapper's

heels, leaping along in the eight inch

snow from one track to another of

the trapper's foot prints as the easiest

method of travel.

A half mile of this and the first

trap,—it is baited with frozen fish,

—and this is the first time this trap

has been set, the same with the next,

and the next, and the third which was
a trap set for a weasel, it contained
what had once been a moose bird;

feathers scattered about and the two
frozen black legs of the bird in the

jaws of the trap bearing mute evi-

dence of the tragedy that had taken
I)lacc at this point, weasel tracks all

about, and they were large ones at

that. Yes Sir, one weasel had had
a feast hereabout not furnished by
the trapper, he had eaten the im-
prisoned bird. The trap is reset

and the journey resumed.

A quarter of a mile further on
there is an old uprooted tree, the
roots of which pointing skyward and
holding a half ton of frozen earth

make a conspicuous land mark, more
than that, where the roots of the
fallen tree have torn away the earth
there is quite an excavation, and if

you look about you a bit you will

see that a part of this excavation
leads away back under the roots

of the tree that still remains in the

ground. The trapper approaches this

place as carefully as possible, but
his careful approach terminates in an
sight of the trap he had so carefully

explosion of wrath as his eye catches
placed under this old root, sprung?
to be sure, but the closed jaws were
gripping nothing more than a mink's
fore foot, the animal itself was gone.

As he glanced about over the snow
however, he noted that there had
been another visitor at that same
stump, a weasel, and this weasel had
evidently been "pesticating 'round"
while that mink was in the trap,

perhaps this had hastened that mink's
determination to be rid of the steel

horror, that gripped his fore feet,

who shall say? At any rate he was
gone, gone minus one foot.

When the trapper left that place

there were two traps there instead of

one, a 'set' at each side of the big

up-turned root. Away down the line

he went setting new traps, resetting

those already sprung. The last trap
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on the end he was almost certain
would hold a big weasel that he had
made a special set for, this trap had
been set under the usual small shel-

ter of boughs and twigs, so arranged
that it keeps the falling snow from
covering the trap and rendering
the set useless.

A moose bird had sprung this trap
and paid the penalty with his life as so

many others of this kind do during
the trapping season.
The day ended and the tired man

of the trap line disappeared down
the trail, discernible only by the
spots here and there on the trees,

that led to the lake and the short
cut home over the ice.

For two days it had snowed just a
little, and it had also been quite cold;
by quite cold we mean with the mer-
cury hovering somewhere around
zero, and this is the weather that
the people who wear furs, the little

four-legged ones, delight to chase and
romp on still, frosty nights. The
big snow-shoe rabbits,—food for all

the Northland hunters, or at least
the principal ones,^—were about in

the bush by the hundreds. Their
trails were everywhere, and here
also you find lynx, coyote, timber
wolf, fox, weasel and mink, and it

was with these last two that our
story deals, for over there on the
trap line the very first night they had
things stirrin'.

It has been snowing a bit for per-
haps an hour, just a light feathery sort
of snowfall, when had you been pro-
vided with the right sort of eyes you
might have noticed a pair of beady
black spots, followed at a distance
of perhaps a foot, ma^'be more, maybe
less, by a black tip of hair about one
inch in length, the latter being the
this same fellow's body being so pure
white as to be invisible. He was
moving about in the falling snow so
noiselessly that even a big owl on
the edge of the thicket he passed a
half mile back, did not notice him.
Now he came to the edge of the

pit made by the windfall, in chase of
a rabbit that had passed that way
perhaps fifteen minutes before, and
just as he arrived at this particular
place the odour of fresh fish smote
his sensitive nostrils, and as he had

been a trifle late in getting his supper
he did not pause to ask questions or
even investigate properly, he had
apparently even forgotten the episode
of the mink six feet away from this
very spot a few days previous, he
simply went ahead, his white snaky
body moving in sinuous bounds al-

most up to that fish smell, and here
he displayed his first bit of caution,
he sniffed right and left, left and
right; that fish was in a curious place
up here under an old root but it was
just possible it has been dragged there
by some over-fed fisherman such as a
mink. His nose telling him of that
splendid fish, his empty stomach
urging him on, he took a short bound
forward, perhaps he moved eight
inches in a straight line when the
snow suddenly flew in all directions,
there was a sickening crunch and the
jaws of the little round steel trap
had the weasel far up on both front
legs. In vain he wrenched and tore
and snarled his wrath at the steel
clutch on his legs, the grip was too
high and his efforts to free himself
simply brought on exhaustion and
presently he lay in a half stupor on the
frosty, cold steel of the trap, and the
snow silently fell and covered the
mark of the struggle he had made to
free himself.

All night, all the next day, and up
to the midnight hour of that day
nothing happened to him of the white
coat in the trap, except that he
grew weaker and the merciful stupor
that had begun after his first struggles
had so benumbed his senses that he
felt no more pain in his cr-ushed legs.

But at midnight something did
happen, the something came on three
legs, it was black, or nearly so, and
one fore foot was missing. It came
out of the darkness and its black-
ness was like the spirit of the evil

one. It paused for perhaps two
seconds and took in the scene in front
of him, and then it made a snake
like rush, a rush on three feet, per-
haps you think for a four-legged
animal, would not be effective," but
this rush was. The half dead white
one in the trap met death in the
shape of the black one with a snap
and a snarl, but he was a smaller
animal. The white one was also
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A. moose bird had sprung this trap and paid the penalty with his life
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handicapped by a steel trap, and with
one lightening-like crunch the mink
had broken the weasel's neck, and
then,—tho' it is not a pretty picture;

there are many things in life, true

things too, that perhaps were better
left untold, and again perhaps it

was surely better for many if they
knew more of truth, more truth than
fiction, for as it has been said before

truth is far stranger and more ter-

rible,—The mink proceeded to tear

a" hole at the base of that weasel's

skull and eat his warm brain, and
giving the body a few vicious bites

for good measure, he backed away
and surveyed his work, eyeing the
carcass of his late enemy with malig-
nant satisfaction, he backed away,

—

and, with a twist and squeal of rage
tried to rid himself of the second trap
that the trapper had put there on his

last rounds. He could not get rid

of this trap, it had caught too high up
and the trapper found him there the
afternoon of that very day.

He crushed his ribs in—a
'way of

killing the small fur bearer so there
is no blemish on the fur, and putting
a wire about his neck hung him up on
the branch of a nearby tree as he had

a mind to take him home in that
condition to have him photographed
bv a visitor who was back at camp.

The trapper went on his rounds
and on his return he found his mink
gone. A dead mink run away?.
Hardly! That mink was nearly dead
but not quite, and the trail in the
snow told the stoiy of how he had
'come to' long enough to wriggle free

of the branch and with the wire man-
aged to reach a large stump under the
roots of which he crawled to die,

quite out of reach And as Ernest
the trapper told his guest that night

"there are some things that are not to

be, and my capturing that mink was
one of them."

Editor's Note—Since the above
interesting stoiy was written we
have received word from the trapper
whose picture appears in the draw-
ing, and among other items of interest

he mentions that he has at last se-

cured the mink. He set a trap at the
entrance to the hole under the stunip,
into which the mink, with the wire
around its neck, had gone and after a

few days captured him for the third

and last time.

A GAME SPORT
A Rcgina man who comes to Saskatoon

once a week was here to-day and was sport

enough to tell this ston,' on himself. The
reporter promised on oath not to tell names,

but, the story is good enough to pass without

a name.

"I was at Yorkton last week and went out

to Yorkton Lake to shoot ducks. The ice

looked strong enough to hold up an elephant.

So I didn't even question its promise. I'd

stepped some distance from shore when there

was a great crashing of ice and I went down.

"At first I thought I was going down for

the rest of my days., but finally I managed to

get my arms out on the ice and slopped just

as the water began to get into my ears. That
must have been the only weak spot in the ice,

because it took most of my strength to break

away a path so I could paddle ashore.

"I was not very hap^y when I got there-

and had a notion to jump back into the lake.

But I like to shoot ducks. So I puUed off my
clothes and spread- them on the ground to dry.

Then I made a shelter under some bushes and

crept in with my gun and some dr>" shells

I borrowed from my friend, who at th's time

was deciding thai falling into an icy lake was
the funniest thing on earth. I waited there

until the ducks came by, and shot. The
worst part - ^ the perfonnancc was when a

duck fell I had to run from shelter and get it.

I was nol dressed for that. You will under-

stand how cold it was when I tell you that

before my clothes dried, the path I'd broken

in the take was frozen again. Also, my shoul-

der is all black because I didn't have a thing

to make a pad for my gun.

"You bet I got some ducks."
—Saskatoon Star



In^hicK Ifuijgerfori Grapples

Robert Page Lincoln

BY gosh." said Hungerford, com-
ing into camp through the

heavy dew of an early morning,
with a platter in his hand, "if

there is nothing else in this country
there certainly is a lot of blueberries

hanging around on the bushes not

working. What I haven't already
eaten I got here on the plate with me,
ready to eat for breakfast."

Beachcraft, Hartley and the insig-

nificant scribe viewed the incomer
with mildly unpleasant glares, not

to speak of sarcastic glances and
curling and withering lips.

On his plate Hungerford had some
blueberries. There was no doubt
about it. It did not take a Sherlock
Holmes to see that they were of the

blueberry gender, but the scarcity of

them and their comparison as with

the overgrown platter was something
too astonishingly ludicrous for words.

Then to look from the berries to

llungerford's unblushing proportions

was enough to cause one convul-

sions. Close scrutiny revealed a few
large berries and some thin, weazened
small ones that only an enthusiast
could think of picking.
"0 don't hold the platter like fyou

thought we were going to rob you of

it," said Hartley, who was otherwise
busy untangling three lines and drying
four; he was always untangling lines

being a devout bait-casting enthusi-

ast. He continued

:

"If it wasn't for the fact that these

gentleman, our noble and thoughtful
brothers would bitterly condemn me
for such a course I would ask you
to share them with us, but

—

"

"You showed great consideration

for our feelings all right, what Beach-
craft," I pointedly suggested, turning

to the doleful one who had gotten

sand inside of his fifteen dollar reel

and was studying how he could get

it together again so that the springs

and whatnots would jibe.

"You certainly are right there,"

vouchsafed Beachcraft,studying Hun-
gerford with a keen, introspective

eye. "Think of a great mountain
like him sneaking out in the morning
ing before people are awake, running
around with a platter as big as a

continent and coming back with that

outlay of fruit."

"Thanks, guys," said Hungerford,
sinking his teeth into a purple globe

of sweetness. "You know the early

bird gets the worm. Ha—ha, how
it that?"

"Worm, ehl" broke out Hartley,

who had only fifteen more knots to

solve and then he would be through

—

"Worms.. Well you were early en-

ough, Hungerford, also you may have
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got more than one worm. You may
have got several."

But Hungerford already was on
his way to the cook tent. Some very
nice slices of rare sugared ham were
sizzling on the spider. This held

Hungerford"s eye. His appetite was
enormous, especially when ham occur-

red.

"When you eat those berries," I

called after him, "be careful so you
don't get them caught in your mol-
ars."

This was the crowning triumph of

sarcasm. I turned with the air of a

man who has witnessed his life's

work accomplished and leans back,
content to rest upon his well-earned
laurels.

"I like blueberries," I said to Hart-
ley and Beachcraft.
"0 that's impossible," said Hart-

ley; and I didn't know whether he
was addressing the knots he was
working on or if he was answering
me.

"It's a fact nevertheless that I

do," I continued. "Nobody in this

wide world loves blueberries better
than I. I would travel from here to

the North Pole for a dish. That's
why Hungerford is so enthusiastic.

But he shall not have all of them. It
will hurt him. Besides his stomach
is out of order anyhow."
"Even the guide perhaps doesn't

know where the bushes are," Beach-
craft held. "I bet two bits that
Hungerford is stuffing him though.
If I dropped a dime out of an airship
into the middle of a ten-acre meadow
he would find it. The only way we
can do is to lay around and watch
where he goes. For my own part I

could hear him walking ten miles off

and his figure fills my eye at a like

distance."
"Well, berries or no berries I

certainly would like to throw one
great big scare into Hungerford," I

said. "There is a man who claims
for himself the courage of a gladiator
and his only prowess is his ability as a
trencherman. The question, ex-
cluding the blueberries, is: Does
courage and a big bay front hob-nob
together?"
"Say listen," intervened Beach-

craft, winking his eye. "Tell you

what we will do. Bears hang around
berry patches as I understand it,

at least in little frequented places.

The guide says that there are bears
around here so there must be. Then
comes this proposition. Somebody
here at the right moment should rise

out of the bushes in the midst of the
patch disguised as a bear and if that
won't test out Hungerford's nerve,
nothing will."

"Let Hartley do it," I volunteered
"He would be only too glad to cele-

brate after he has untangled those
three last backlashes. He will be
through about four o'clock with the
first one, maybe, maybe not."
But at that identical moment as

though in challenge an unutterable
smile of happiness stole over the

face of Hartley; astonished we looked
at him, wondering what was up now.
A man having found a dime in an
old vest could act no more surpiised

and delighted. With the hand of a

magician he was untangling the line

he was working on.

"Four o'clock, eh? Look at that.

That knot is solved. That little

measly knot is, or was the cause of it

all. It holds the keynote to the
.problem all in itself. There: by
Jove, I got it, sure enough. Well,

well! Now then—•"

"The deuce the matter uith him, ?

I asked Beachcraft, wiping my glasses

and adjusting them for a better look.

Beachcraft tapped his head sig-

nificantly.

"It's all right to untangle a few
of them," he said, but there is a

point beyond which no man may
transgress. Too much is too much."
But Hartley paid no attention.

Said he:
"I will pull this end through this

and through here, like that. Ah, how
nicely that was done. Then this

end "through this and this and this

one; then through this and this one,

and then this one over here. Now
gentleman I have it; a feat that is

unrivalled. Look at this mass of

line closely. Looks bad, don't it?

As a matter of fact it is the most
simple thing you can think of. Do
^i^ou know that by one move this

whole thing will fall apart, and every-

tliing will be free? To show you
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how confident I am, I am going to
give this end Une a jerk any old way
and you will be surprised at the very
simplicity of it. Now waichl"
He seized an end out of that bunch

of line and holding to the reel with
the other hand he gave the suggested
end a truly violent jerk. A moment
thereafter to his sorrow he was look-

ing balefully down upon an impossi-
bility of a tangle that never was, is

or will be equalled. It was now
bound together with the tenacity of

adamant. I never saw Beachcraft
laugh as he did then.
"Pound me in the back, hit me in

the back, quick, for Heaven's sake,"
he shrieked, rolling oven and over
and kicking out the kinks of laughter
with his legs. "0 lord, lord;

will I ever stop; can I quit. Hit
my back—hit my back—hit my
back."

Exasperated at what he thought
was merely an exhibition of laughter
Hartley worked up steam and hit

him an insufferably resounding smash
between the shoulder-blades that
felled Beachcraft, as he rose, like an
ox. Not another unnatural grimace
appeared upon his countenance.
At breakfast I noted Hungerford

eating blueberries and thick con-
densed milk with the avidity of a
whale. This did not serve in the
least to make me forget my secret

ambitions.
"Look here, Jim," I said, address-

ing the guide. "I heard an awful
scratching outside of my tent last

night. I hear there are bears around
here, in this neck of the woods.
Could that scratching outside my
tent last night have been caused by
a prowling bear?"

"0," responded the guide, "you
air mistaken sir. It was I. Ye
see I knew thet I hod fergolten to
scrape off one of the tin plates, and
not dcsirin' to let it harden up on
thcl j)lale I got up and scraped it off

after ye hed gone to bed. Thet must
hev bin it."

Merriment held Hartley and Beach-
craft transfixed.

"Well this must liave been a bear.
Anyhow," I continued, "I hear sa,y

there are bears around here. Is that
right?"

"Many of 'em," said the guide.
"Now around about these times, in

the blueberry season ye will find 'em
strippin' the bushes like ez not, and
I shouldn't wonder but thet ye would
see one or so afore the time's out."
"They are pretty wicked and dan-

gerous sometimes are they not,"
put in Beachcraft, turning to the
^uide rathei interested.

"0, sometimes. 'Bout now they
got their cubs ye see, and like ez not a
fellow try to fuss with 'em they won't
no-how stand fer it. Bears ain't

like to stand any crowdin'."
I, Beachcraft and Hartley nodded

our heads in understanding, but we
were not prepared for what Hunger-
ford said the next moment. He said:

"My fife's ambition has always
been to meet face to face with a
bear, and all I want when I meet him
is a good, hefty cobble-stone and
then just let me soar into action with
this good old right arm of mine."

We studied Hungerford with care
and consideration from every angle.
He meant it, you could easily see

that. Next v/e shifted our attention
to his blueberry dish. Many small
blueberries that wouldn't sink in

the milk were floating on top off to

one side. I pointed to them:
"Why don't you eat the floaters

too? Aren't they any good?"
"Give me time, give me time," said

Hungerford. "These are my berries

aren't they?"

I approached Hartley and Beach-
craft later.

"Well, boys, " I said, "I have it

all fixed fine and dandy. I bought
out the guide. I slipped him a five

spot. In other words I have him all

primed. We are going down to the
village and get a bear robe with a
head on it owned by Peters the
blacksmith, you remember. What
do you think of that?"

"Do you mean to say you bribed
that cuss? Why I gave him five

dollars myself not twenty minutes
ago." These words from Beach-
craft were followed by a facial exhib-
ition by Hartley and a venting of

spleen that held us si)ellbound.
"0 Lord," vociferated Hartley,

"there's one born every minute."
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"I suppose next minute you will

be telling us," I hinted with dim
forebodings, "that you also handed
him a five spot for ulterior motives."
"Not a five spot," mourned Hart-

ley, rocking in his miser*', and hold-

ing his head, "but two dollars and
thirty five cents. It happened not
five minutes ago, behind the cook
tent."

We allowed this information to

seep through us.

"That cook," muttered Beachcraft,
half under his breath, "is a born
crook. He may look like the re-in-

carnation of a mop; his face may sag
suspiciously into his beard, but never-
the less he nurses in his brain a vam-
pire ambition."
The upshot of it all was that we

decided to carr^^ out the bear scare.

Presumably to get supplies at the
village the guide and I went there
driving the car. We got the loan
of the hide for a consideration; and
by pledging that we would return it

in condition as we found it. When
we returned to camp we hid the hide
away in the tent. Hungerford was
catching sunfish down the lake shore
aways; his pants were rolled up over
freckled legs and the sun had redden-
ed him to a rusty tint. It was good
to see him enjoying himself. Occas-
ionally he would shout, "I am going
to hoist one out now, watch." And
up would come a sun-fish sailing

through the atmosphere to its doom.
"We'll drav.- lots on who is going

to play bear in the morning," I

announced when Hartley, Beachcraft
and the guide were present. "This
thing has got to be done fair. I will

hold three matches of different lengths

in my hand. The one that gets the
short one is the victim. Isn't that
fair?"

'.'But what if I draw it," whined
Beachcraft.

Well, naturally," suggested Hartley
snickering, "you will have to become
the goat; a target for whizzing rocks."

"Here's hoping you get the short
one, Beachcraft," said Hartley as he
drew. It was the middle-sized
match. He was out of it. Beach-
craft drew -with his eyes shut. He
drew the long stick. Then it was
mv turn to draw. I drew the short

one naturally since I was the jlast of

the drawers. I felt sorr\' then that

I had not told Hartley, who was ver>'

susceptible to taking directions;
'

'Draw the one on the end Hartley, its

the long one," but it was in reality

the short one which I later on drew.

That day and night we talked about
black bear and their hideous doings;

the guide told a few himself about
bearcraft that ought to have caused
bead-drops of sweat to stand out on
Hungerford's brow. This working
an individual up to it has manv
points in its favor; but Hungerford,
with a smile on his face took it all in

vowing to the last that all he desired

was to meet a black bear face to face

and shake hands with him. And he-

rounded out with:
"I shot a bear once, did I ever tell

you about that?"
I heard Hartley snifT his unbelief

into his balsam pillow. "You used
to shoot craps in the alley back of

Ratzberger's store too in your youth,
didn't you," he murmured.

Early in the morning, very early,

the guide appeared at our tent and
woke Beachcraft, Hartley and my-
self, telling us to get out to the blue
berry patch before Hungerford was
abroad. This I did with a caution
and finish that left no room for

doubt. I brought the bear-skin with
me and as the guide had promised to
give me directions as to how to find

the blueberry- patch all went well.

Here let me for the moment draw the
curtain on my endeavors. I got
lost with my bearskin and had to race
to keep ahead of a drove of mosquitos
that advanced on me in mass forma-
tion at which I unlimbered with my
arms and with a sulphurous invective.

I was saturated with dew. The
whole woods were dripping with it.

The bearskin as I dragged it behind
me made a grating sound that got on
my nerves so I picked it up and
carried it over my head. Any hunter
coming through the woods in the
hunting season would have shot me in

my tracks just to see which way I

would fall. '-'-i^

As I cautiously approached the
patch I saw Hungerford was already
there picking berries, and I knew
that Beachcraft, Hartley and the
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guide were somewhere in the neigh-

borhood on watch for they had
decided to follow Hungerford. Ex-
cept for the fact that I had lost my
way I would have been there long

before Hungerford.
While I was artfully preparing to

go forward entirely enveloped by the

bearskin something happened that

made me change my mind. Out of

the patch rose a real live bear. E\nd-
ently he had been on all fours before

his rising to his full height. Upon
seeing the bear Hungerford gave a

yell and broke into laughter. Did he
run? Emphatically no. He reached
down under the bushes and brought
forth a villanoiis cobble-stone with
jagged edges to it that would have
caused me, if I had been in the

bear's place, to flee for cover.
"0, you can't fool me," cried Hun-

gerford, calling my name at the bear
and taking aim with the cobble-stone

at him. "Pretty good imitation all

right but you gotta get up before

daylight before you fool me."
So saying he let drive with the

cobble-stone straight at the bear,

grazing it by an inch and a quarter.

The bear held ground. Picking up
another rock Hungerford ran for-

ward, throwing as he went. The
bear which had at first been trans-

fixed with fear now fell on all fours

and made for safety. Hungerford,
with a triumphant glee ran after and
caught at the bear's fur. Then the
creature turned and snapped at him.

We all broke cover, running toward
them.
By this time Hungerford and the

bear were fixedly clinched in a death
grapple, but seeing us the bear
wrenched away from his active as-

sailant and won his safety. Hunger-
ford was as white as a sheet and was
quivering so that he could hardly

stand. But one could hardly blame
him. We ourselves we're a bit off

color and the guide had comfortably
left the scene.

"But didn't you know it was a

live bear, Hungy," I asked Hunger-
ford later as we continued the process
of applying cold towels to him.

"No," 'muttered Hungerford. "I

thought it was you. You see I bribed
the guide. He told me all about
what you were up to so that I could
double-cross you. I thought of

course that the live bear was the imi-

tation that's why I was so confident.

Lord, that's the worst I've ever
been up against."

"I want to ask you something,"
1 said.

"All right, ask it," answered Hun-
gerford.

"You say, upon being cross-exam-
ined, that you bribed the guide. All

right, so far, so good. Now then

—

now then, might I ask you what price

you paid to have us double-crossed?"
"I gave the guide one dollar .and

sixty cents, three artificial minnows,
one rubber frog and a quart of Three
Star Hennessy," sheepishly replied

Hungerford.
As Hartley and Beachcraft fainted

I caught first one, then the other in

my arms!
***

A Letterfrom Jamison Hartley:

"We have read the manuscript copy
of this account and I want to say that

Hungerford enjoyed a good laugh
over it, only he protests about the

episode of the blueberries since we had
blueberries at every meal—and such

blueberries—big bowls full of them.
Believe me Mr. Lincoln has created

the best bear story that ever came out

of the sticks of Ontario
Let's have the rest of the story."



PARTRIDGE SHOOTING IN ALBERTA
Herb MacGregor

ONE evening in October, 1913, a

companion and I, armed with
shot-guns, left the house where

I was boarding in the vicinity of

Stettler to procure some ducks for

breakfast. As we neared a fringe of

poplars shadowing a slough a bevy
of partridge rose, unexpectedly,
directly in our path, and, flying low,

glided among the trees. Cautiously
entering the grove I detected a

pajtridge perched on a low limb.

Thoughtlessly, I aimed and fired.

The range was so short that the
bird was reduced to an unpalatable,
pulpy mass.
"Why didn't you aim at its head,"

my companion observed.
"You try it," I retorted, pointing

to one still perched on a nearby tree.

Owing to the gathering dusk it had,
undoubtedly, elected to remain rather
than run the risk of crashing into a
tree.

My companion found it harder to

confine the shot, to the head than he
had anticipated; and we decided that
for pleasure or profit a rille was
superior to a shot-gun for hunting
partridge.

In January of the same year I had
formed my first acquaintances with
those shy inhabitants of the grove.
Returning from work in the twilight

I saw, almost daily, flocks—families

I suppose—perched in isolated trees,

silhouetted against the azure sky, or,

perchance, stumbled on a flock snug-
ly ensconced in an unpretentious
snow-drift perforated with suspicious
looking holes. Then as the chinook
heralded the approach of spring they
scattered to the four winds and, when
the warm balmy days were ushered in

their "drumming" filled the budding
groves. Occasionally, as I skirted
the groves I was rewarded by a
glimpse of beautifully blended fea-
thers protruding from behind the
trunk of a tree. Somehow the in-

evitable tree always got in the way.
As I left the house one afternoon

in October, a week later than the
shooting incident mentioned, armed

with a .22 Winchester repeater, to

hunt partridge, I felt some qualms
of conscience about stealthily trailing

what I had come to look upon a«

friends.

As I neared a poplar grove, many
acres in extent I observed a part-

ridge standing on a log at its edge.

It was an easy range, so I secured my
first contribution to the day's bag.

On entering the grove I admonished
my senses of sight and hearing—for

to be a good hunter these senses

must be acutely trained, and of the

two hearing is probably the most
useful in locating partridge in the

woods. ,"Yes; I'll see and hear
ever>^thing"," I promised myself. I

stole cautiously on; then stopped to

listen. Not even a glimpse of a

living denizen, feathered or furred,—
excluding a few small birds—re-

warded my efforts. I began to medi-
tate on the beauty of the woods in

autumn, especially on such a day

—

it was gorgeous! I lowered my rifle.

"Jip!" A snow-shoe rabbit leapt

almost from my feet, and sped away
in long jumps; and I had been so sure

I was seeing and hearing practically

everything.
Continuing the hunt, keenly alert,

sometime later I heard the pattering

of feet on the dp>^ leaves. I had
already heard many similar sounds
but this time it had the right patter.

Listening, I heard a soft "clucking"
sound and almost instantly saw a

partridge step behind a tree, only its

head, centered by a bright, in-

quisitive eye, remaining visible. I

took careful aim at the dazzling

target and fired, but missed. The
partridge Hhen ran on, but soon
slowed down to a walk. I tried to

get another shot at it but it always
managed to get a tree between us

before I could get the sights in the

proper line. Then on again we went.
Our game of "peek-a-boo" was be-

coming monotonous when it made
the fatal mistake of getting behind
two rather small trees that stood

close together; its body showed be-
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tween and a pair of partridge soon
graced my belt.

On and on again I slowly drifted

always on the qui vive. As my
patience was beginning to suffer

slightly I ran on to a partridge's

dusting-place. I examined it and
concluded that I had disturbed a
partridge at one of his favorite re-

creations.- I scanned the woods
carefully but my efforts were fruit-

less. Stepping over a log I pro-
ceeded to cast about. From the far

side of a large poplar to the far side of

one several rods ahead hurried a
partridge. I took up the trail tread-
ing softly so as to avoid frightening
it. We were nearing the edge of the
grove when, without any warning or

appearance of fright, it whirred into
the air and steered for a small grove
a quarter of- a mile distant, flying

low as is usual with them when
frightened. Before it had gone many
yards it flew full tilt into a barbed-
wire fence, and was thrown back to

the ground stunned or at least a very
much surprised bird. I dashed to

secure it but before I could reach the
place of the accident it had recovered
and continued on its way. Never-
theless I watched its flight; marked
where it lit, and in five minutes was
examining the marks caused by the
barbed-wire. My brace now con-
sisted of three plump birds.

About an hour later I emerged
from the grove without having had
any more success. I thought of an

island grove of not more than an
acre in extent that I knew harbored
a partridge, but I was loath to shoot
it as I was in the habit of skirting
the grove during my daily walks
and taking a peep in at its little in-

habitant. The lengthening shadows
warned me of approaching twilight,
so I threw sentiment to the winds
and cut across the prairie. Entering
the grove I immediatelv encountered
its little ruler. Unlike the other
partridges I had trailed it did not
endeavour to escape or get behind
the trunk of a friendly tree. It

seemed. to resent my intrusion. Un-
doubtedly it had come out con-

queror in more than one taloned con-
flict. I stood and watched it parad-
ing in all the glory of its perfection.

For in those wild denizens of the
grove nature seems to have reached
that state. The rich brown feathers

tipped witli white, black, and dark
brown; the dark green ruffles scin-

tillating under the rays of the setting

sun; tiie great spread of the fan-

shaped tail; were a marvel of per-

fection. Of course I felt some com-
punction about shooting' it, but I

reminded myself that I was a hunter

not a naturalist.

As purple twilight deepened and

the rallying call of the coyote began

to drift in on- the night air I reached

home perfectly satisfied with my
afternoon's sport.

ANDREW McCLOSKY
Kemper H. Broadus

EDMONTON is many miles south-
east of the homestead of my old

friend MacLosky, and he was
the last person in the world that I

exi)ected to meet in the town. But
there he was, strolling along the
crowded street, with his hands in his

coat pockets and his strong-flavored
black briar nipped between even,
vellow teeth. He did not notice me,
For he seemed a bit dazed by the
sights and the number of i)cople

twenty years on a homestead do not

accustom a man to crowds—so I slid up
behind him and touched him lightly

on the shoulder. He turned with a

start.

"Mon," he said simply, and
crushed my hand in his great paw,
"I'm glad to see ye."

"To think that I'd have met you
here, of all places," I cried. "How's
things up your way?"
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"Gran'; in fact, maist splendacious."

He chuckled deep down inside of

him. "I was speerin' that I'd be
seein' ye here, fer I'm gaein' moose
huntin' the vera meenit I get hame,
an' I kenned that ye'd be wantin'
tae come with me. Fer ye do, don't

ye?"
"Mac," I said feelingly, "you're a

well-disguised angel. The doctor
says I need a rest and there's nothing
I'd like better than to see if I can't

miss a moose better than you can.

When do we start?"

"Aweel," he grunted thoughtfully,
and looked at a fat and noisy watch,
"gin ye' re wantin' tae get there
before next week, j-e'd best be ready
in aboot twa hours, fer trains are vera
scarce aroond here; an' furbye, they're
a'fu hard tae catch."
"Two hours! Mac, do you really

think I can get my traps together
in that time?"
"Ye puir, helpless, wee pen-pusher,

all ye need's a gun an' a ween shells,

an' lots and' lots o' baccy. Here,
I'll come an' help^ye're a bachelor,
ar'n't ye?—guid; then I'll help ye
pack up."

Providence kindly made that train

twenty minutes late, and we caught
it. But unfortunately,. Providence
continued to make it late, and it was
one o'clock in the morning—a veiy
SPld, black morning—when we drop-
ped off the train at Endersby,. the
station nearest to MacLosky's home-
stead.

I shall never forget our drive out
to his place, ^^'e left town about
two in the morning and the i^orfies

covered the twenty miles of trail

at a trot, the buckboard bouncing
behind them, and the coyotes away
off somewhere howling at the coming
dawn.
When we reached Mac's homestead

and had breakfast, he ])roposed that
we sleep awhile. \\'hen we woke
up a few hours later, the ground was
white with snow, and more was falling.

"Are ye still wantin' tae gae after

Hie moose?" said Mac through the
last of a series of huge yawns.

"Sure," 1 replied.

"Aweel, get busy an' put yer warm
claethes on, an' coom outbye wi'

\'er gun, an' if yc canna' get a moose

by the time ye're hungry again,

ye can ca' me onything ye like."

MacLosky armed himself with a

Snider of doubtful age and wicked
appearance.
"You must have a hard job getting

shells for that cannon in this part
of the country," I said.

"I mind me," he replied, "it was
nigh four year ago when I got thon
bunch o'shells in Edmonton—ye canna'
get them in Endersby. I've used them
about twa or three times since then;
an' ilka time they worked better,

fer when I pit the pouder in, I pit

about a teaspoon extra fer luck. 0'

coorse, they keek a ween."
I gasped and thought of my factory

loaded 30-30's, the charges accurate
to a tenth of a grain.

We crunched out over the fresh

snow—the flakes were small and
almost as hard as sand—and struck
fresh moose-tracks within a mile of

the shack. We must have trailed the
brute for five miles before we sighted
him, about a hundretl yards off,

standing motionless, black against

the white background of the snow.
I took careful aim for a point just

behind his shoulder, and fired. In-

stead of even stumbling, he turned
and started off at a terrific pace. I

emptied my magazine after him,
raising the sights and firing as fast as

I could, and had the satisfaction of

seeing him drop to my last shot.

Mac and I went up and looked at

him, and to our surprise, could find

no bullets in him but my first, which
had gone through his lungs.

He looked at me and scratched his

head. "Weel, Til be domned!" he
cried. "Ye mcesed him \\i' yer last

four shots."

We cached the meat and, when I

had loaded on to a pack-board, we
started back. MacLosky was ahead
of me, for I was carrying the head,
and anyhow, it was his turn for a shot.

And he got it.

We had not gone more than a mile
when MacLosky stopped short.

"Guid sakes!" lie gasped, and raised

the trusty old Snider. There was a

crash! as the gun went off, and there

was MacLosky staggering backwards
from the kick; through the dense
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cloud of smoke I caught a glimpse
of a moose, who, under the impres-
sion that he was a non-stop express
train, was rapidly making himself
scarce. As I coughed in the reek of

the black powder, Mac looked at
me dazedlv, and said, "Did I heet
him?"
Dumb with laughter, I pointed

to a bullet-hole in the bark of a poplar
some twenty feet from the ground.
He shook his head solemnly as the
smoke cleared away, and sighed,
"I'm thinkin' thon shells are na' vera
guid. Gin ma shells are all richt, I

can heet maist onything."
Much disgusted as MacLosky was,

he recovered his good spirits soon,
for he was by nature a cheerful soul.

"I'm hopin' vera hard," he remark-
ed suddenly, "that I'll be ha'in' a
chance tae show ye that I'm no in the
habit o'missin' things like thon. I mind
me janst whm Wankel—he's the
mon wha tends shop m Endersby

—

an' me was oot huntm' an' a muckle
bear rins at him, I ca'ed tae him
tae sclim oop a tree, but his fit slippit

in the snaw, an' the bear stands abin
him wi' his lang rid tongue sticket
oot like he was hungry. The auld
beastie bauds oop his paw like he was
agaein't tae dunt puir Wankel an the
lug, but jist then I shot him, an' he
gi'es an a'fu' roar an' rolls over.

I was feart that—what the di'el are

ye laughin' at? D'ye/'no believe
me?"
"A -bear story in which you really

hit the bear? No, Mac, you can
hardly expect me to believe that."

"Aweel," he answered, with a
ghost of a chuckle, "maybe ye're
richt. Whin I get romancin' an'
stravagin' around wi' ma stories,

aolins I stretch 'em a wee. But it

fair makes me greet tae think that
ye're sae dour an' feart about be-
lievm' me."
To prove his ability to hit "maist

onything," Mac distinguished him-
self during the last mile of our return
to the shack, by missing two rabbits
and a coyote. The first rabbit gazed
in vague surprise at a puff of snow-

some ten yards away, where the
bullet struck; the second fled madly
when a branch cut by Mac's shot
fell near him; and the coyote did not
even turn his head or change nis

pace as he heard MacLosky shoot.

The calm indifference of the beast
filled Mac with rage.

"Domn ye!" he cried after tne
vanishing animal, "Gin ye ever coom
around here again, I'll put ye tae

bits wi' ma bare hands."

And not another word did Mac-
Losky say until I left his shack that
night with the team and my precious
moose.

"Aweel, young mon, ye got yer
moose," he said as I picked up the
lines. "An' gin ye're wantin' an-

ither next November, come alang
oop here an' shoot it. But mon,
oh mon, when ye come again, bring

me a ween box o' noo shells fur the
gun, fur wi' these auld uns, "and he
shook his head sadly, "wi' these auld
uns I canna heet nowt but the trees."

A ONE-LEGGED DUCK.

Down here in Hants Co. Nova Scotia, we
have some decent duck shooting at limes.

Late in the afternoon of a recent October

day on the St. Croix river which runs very

close to a number of firain fields, (the combina-
tion being a good one,) I killed among others

a very large Hlue Wing duck weighing 4 lbs.

which had only 1 leg I'lucking the bird

revealed the fact that Nature had never

intended in any way that modern Hlue Wing
should ever have more than one. No signs

of a second leg had ever appeared on the

body. How do you explain it? Have you
ever known of a freak of Nature like thisjn

Wild Bird life?

D. H. E.

I have not found a one-legged duck in the

many thousands I have handled, evidently an

accident of Nature. I think most of the .m-

mature cripples perish easily.

Bonnycastle Dale.



George Roberts Hunt

THE husky dog, although much
depended on and of great use-
fulness to people living in far

north countries is one of the strangest
of any of the dog family. Without
them, transportation would be much
retarded in the Arctic and semi-
arctic wilderness where they are an
abolsute necessity, the dog team
being the chief method of travel in

the northern Canadian wilds.

Compared to other animals of

similar size there is nothing to equal
him in strength and while in some
books of fiction we read of the
husky's wonderful accomplishments,
most people accept it merely as
fiction. Jack London in one of his

books on the north, tells of a dog
moving a sleigh weighing 1200 pounds
over half a ton. This feat actually
happened in the North during the
gold rush.

Again as another instance showing
their strength and staying capacity
thirteen huskies drew a mounted
police whale-boat weighing, with the
sleigh over two tons, or to be exact
r)500 pounds, across a fairly rough
country for four miles without ever
stopping. This would average fcur
hundred and twenty-five pounds per
dog.

The genuine husky dog comes from
the McKenzie river section and is

named "Malamute" after a tribe of
Indians living near the mouth of
the river. This particular name how-
ever is applied to all dogs coming
from this particular section. They
are very large, savage and rough,
the strain being kept up by breeding
with the large northern wolf. The
male dogs are from around the Yukon

river, at least two th-usand miles
distant from the huskies named after
the Indian tribe of Malamute, and
are smaller and shorter than the
husky dog, the latter word being
really Eskimo, somewhat changed
in the way it is pronounced.
The Eskimo dogs are about half

thp- size of the husky, and are stocky
in build and heavier than the English
pointer. They have a bushy tail

which is frequently curved tightly
over its back. These dogs have
oblique eyes, elongated muzzle, and
the colour is usually a deep dun,
obscurely barred and patched with
a darker colour. These character-
istics give them a very wolfish ap-
pearance. In recent years these dogs
have become mixed to some extent.
As I said the husky is a cross be-

tween a dog and a wolf. This cross
may be a half breed wolf or may only
have a trace of wolf but it usually
has a great deal the appearance of
the wolf even though nearly all dog.
The weight and colour varies a good
deal according to the breed of the
dog that is introduced, the usual
color is gray, from a white to a dark
gray. The weight of an ordinary
sleigh dog is around seventy to
eighty pounds in working condition
so they, as shown above can move
exactly fifteen times their weight.
Or again taking as an instance the
drawing of the whaleboat they drew
for a distance of four miles over
five times their weight. A team of
horses, both weighing about three
thousand pounds are considered to
have a good load for average country
roads when they have a load of two
tons, a little over one horses weight.
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Considering his size, the husky dog
moves loads impossible to man or

other animals.
Some people are of the opinion

that our domestic dog, could they be
traced back, were really derived
from the wolf or coyote being tol-

erated by primitive man until in

time they became domesticated. Be
that as it may, we know for a surety

that were it not for the wolf blood in

the husky dogs they would not have
such endurance as they now have.
A friend of the author's owned the

fastest dog team for miles around in

his district. They were black and
white, part husky and as tough as

whalebone. They came from Lake
Winnipeg, were very affectionate, and
would guard children as well as any
dog. They were however, not to be
trusted around stock, for being raised

in the wild they had never seen domes-
ticated cattle. Their thievish nature
is another drawback . I remember
one time a certain person who was
well acquainted with these huskies

told me they would steal anything

.

that wasn't tied down then corrected

himself by saying "they would steal

it anyway unless it was tied up."
They have a more ravenous appetite

than any animal I ever saw. I once
thought I had a hound that had no
equal as regards getting away with
food notwithstanding which he was
always lean. I found out however, that

the huskies could make away with

several times what that hound could

and still be—poor.

Their thieving nature combined
with their exceeding cunning, de-

veloped from their wolfish ancestors,

makes it necessary to keep everything

out of their reach for they will even
chew harness, moccasins, flour sacks

and on occasion bolt a rag that has

any odour of meat fryings on it.

They are fed once a day, usually

after supper, and are given a place

to lie down. They are then con-

tented and ready for the next day's
work. Their hair is short and un-
usually thick so they can make them-
selves fairly comfortable in the cold.

The allowance for their day's food

is one pound of cornmcal and one
quarter pound of tallow made
into a mush. Sometimes they are

fed on fish, however,^depending on
which food is the most plentiful or

the most easily secured.

They seem to have a mean, sneaky
disposition for which the treatment
accorded them is much to blame, that
of the Indians especially. During the
winter months from October to April,

the dogs are constantly in service

making long trips and when summer
comes they are turned loose to shift

for themselves, and are then kicked
around . and much abused. It is

not much wonder then if they are
bad and of a thieving nature. All

wild life desires to live and it has been
bred in them from the past gener-
ations that it is the "survival of the
fittest" and the weak must go to the
wall.

Huskies are much like persons in

their different dispositions, some being
always over eager to work, always
wanting to be in harness, others

being real slinkers that hate work
and whenever possible try not
only themselves to avoid it but by
getting into fights with others,

stop them from working and in

general, mess things up. Then there

are those who, like sonre horses,

can travel all day in a bushel basket

—

they do a lot of moving around but

never get anj'where. Dog teams
have been meeting one another on
trails, or on near trails and when there

were fighters in both packs would be
at one another before either driver

could stop them. Some would come
out badly used up, the harness'would
be broken and so would the ten

commandments— by the drivers.

When they do get fighting they are

like a pack of wolves and you nearly

have to 'knock them out before they

are parted.

During muck travel they must be

"shod" and moccasins usually made
of buckskin or caribou skin or even
horse hide arc put on their feet or

they would quickly cut them to

pieces.

And so if you journey to the land

of the midnight sun, during the winter

you will see these dogs in actual use

and will become as familiar with the

"Mush! damn you! mush on," as

you formerly were with the "Get up
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Dobbin." But do not make up
your mind to buy one and take it

home with you as a pet, no matter
how you may revere and admire them,

for if you do, your husky will undoubt-
edly cat Fido for breakfast and then
vault over the high board fence to give
himself another appetizer for dinner.

What Happens to the Rabbits

Editor, Rod and Gun in Canada.

I have jusl read the little article on Indian

Blankets by Robert G. Hodgson in the Decem-
ber number of Rod and Gun, and I have noted

what he says about the seventh year plague

that kills off the rabbits in the north.

I am reminded of this by a controversy that

was carried on on this subject some years ago,

and one man undertook to explain the scarcity

of rabbits by explaining that the rabbits

travelled in a huge circle, that is the main
body of them travelled this huge circle, and

they could always be found in great numbers
at some point alonn this line while at others

they would naturally be exlrcmely scarce,

or entirely absent. Mr. Hodgson in his

article uses the words "in the north a plague

strikes the rabbits every seven years and they

die ofl' so fast and in such large numbers that

where they were formerly very numerous, by
sprint! there is scarcely one to be found, scl-

doni even a dead one." He also says "The
cause of this is not known, but it has been
noticed that when this disease becomes ram-
pant, the lynx, which practically live on
rabbits, also decrease in numbers and whether
ihey also die or only migrate is not known."

Now there are two things in this that would
seem to support tiie former writer's theorj'

of migration. He claimed that the rabbits

migrated and the lynx simply followed them,

so that it was perfectly natural when rabbits

were scarce at any point to lind very few lynx.

Then again, could such a great number of

rabbits die of plague without their dead
bodies being found all over the place. This
matter is most interesting, and if any of your
readers have knowledge of it, I am sure >ve

would be glad to hear from them..

Youis truly,

v.. J. McVeigh.

.\s Mr. McVeigh points out, a discussion

on the disappearance of the rabbits would

be both interesting and educative. .In the

spring of 1915 I noticed hundreds of dead
rabbits along the trails in the vicinity of the

Saskatchewan River, southwest of Edmonton.
Ivvcry few hundred feet one could sec bodies

of both rabbits and hares in varying slates of

decomposition. Some mysterious malady had
sw-ept over the entire country and killed them
all during the winter previous and it was the

seventh year from the dale of Ihcir'lasl des-

truction.—Editor.
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Splendid heads have been obtained by a party of Ohio sportsmen who have been hunting
in Northern Ontario. They outfitted at Savoff, 193 miles west of Cochrane in the Transcon-
tinental line. One of the prizes, an ISOO pound moose, with an antler spread of 61 inches was
bagged by Mr. James Clegg of Toledo. This moose was bagged on the first dav of the trip,
"lie appeared some five hundred yards from us," said Mr. Clogg, "and I let him fiave it. The
shot took eflect in the hindquarters and the big fellow went down. In a few moments he was
on his forele.gs trying to .gel up, and one shot, in the head, killed him. We were from Mondav
until Thursday getting the moose to a railroad."
At Savoff Mr. Clegg had his prize packed in ice and sent to Toledo, where it has been on

view as evidence of the magnificent hunting which the Dominion affords.
- Coiirlesi/ Grand Trunk Railwnti

Amusing Account of a Moose Hunt
Porcupine Citizens Have Weird Adventuics

The Porcupine Advahce, Oct. 29, I'JI!)

I'ecently a party of brave hunters from
the Camp had a round of amusing, amazing
and melancholy adventures up the Grassie
Hiver. The party included Ben Lyons, Art
Young, .lack McLean, I'Ycd Sexton. .lack

Hoyd, and an old-time hunter who went \s'ith

the others as a special guide and guard and
anchor.

One of the first stories lold on the return
of the parly to the Camp was more or less

at the expense of .lack Hoyd. He was out in

the canoe with the old guide when a moose
was sighted well within range. Uolh .lack

and the guide liiought (juickly and at the

same time, though unfortunately along

slightly dilTerent lines. The old guide fig-

ured lo himself that perhaps Jack might miss

the shot at the moose and so it would be best

if he (the guide) could gel around beliind the

moose to head the beauty for the water again

where .Jac'k could have a second or a seventh

shot at him, if necessary. On the other

hand Jack was figuring on what a nice, close

dear shot he had. Mo took careful and
deliberate aim and just about lo pull the trig-

ger when— . Well, just at that moment the
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tiuide i
urnpeel out of the canoe and made for

the shore. The result, of course, was. that

the canoe upset and instead of landing the

moose, .lack pitched unexpectedly into the

water, where he had to flounder round for

several minutes, fervently muttering "Refer-

endum" and "Four Noes" and wondering

why people never thought of sending the

rivers of water "dry" in this North Coun-
try during the hunting sea.son.

Another story from the trip relates a fine

shot made by Fred Sexton. There was a

moose just one hundred feet away, from him
one day, broadside before him, and Fred,

fired and missed, fired a second time and
missed, and then the moose stopped twitching

its ears so as not to allow even this slight

movement to interfere with its possibilities as

a target. Four more shots were fired by Fred

at that motionless moose and then the moose
deliberately walked ofT absolutely untouched

and unhurt except in its pride of race.- The
rest of the hunting party are unanimous in

acclaiming the veritable genius of Fred Sexton

as a shot. "Any one of us " each man a<Jmits,

"could miss a moose like .that once or twice

perha;)s. but no one of us but knows in his

heart of hearts that he could not fire six shots

point blank at the beast .and miss every time.

Only Fred could do a trick like that."

But the best little true story of all is at the

oxpen.se of the , whole party, the old guide

included. One night they w^-re plugging up
the Grassie when night overtook them and
they made their camp on a small isl;ind.

They pa.ssed away the wearisome hours of the

night by swapping yarns taller than the

gloomy timbers on the shores nearby. When
it grew so dark that they could not see the

point in each other's stories, .\rt Young began
to explain how he knew how to call nroose.

'You could call all right," says Ben, "but the

moo.se would only answer Nobody Hon:e'."

"Well, you just see and hear and be con-

xinced," r>pr^islcd Art. Tlionhcnirtde weird

haunting moose-like sounds in his throat.

F6r a few moments only the silence answered.

But soon there was a crashing and smashing

on the nearby shores. The moose were

answering the call, answering gladly.an-swering

madly. It was too dark to see the animals

with any distinctness, but there was no doubt
of their being there. They had rushed with a

vengeance indeed to answer the call of what
each montrous^moose no doubt took to be his

long-sought soul mate, none of them up to that

time being personally acquainted with Art

Young. As the moose smashed and tore

their headlong way to answer the soul-stir-

ring call, the huntmg party gave silent but

sincere thanks that they were safe on an island

where they could not be rushed upon and

trampled over by the roused moose that could

be neither seea nor shot nor stopped on

account of the dense darkness. But the

party prayed their thankful prayers too soon.

The water between their island and the main-

land was not deep as they believed, and soon

the moose were splashing through it, fast and

furious, in answer to that call of the Young.

In a moment they were on the island heading

straight for the little party of hunters. One
man was so alarmed that he dropped his gun
and ran. None of them may have climbed

any trees, but yet they were all soon up in the

air. The moose soon found that the call had

been a spurious one, and back they hastened

to the mainland, never to be fooled again until

the next time,—they are just thai much like

human beings, "Wcmustbc more careful,

"

they said in the moose language, 'there

is a lot of this vamping business going

on these days." Then the hunters took

Art Young quietly and firmly to one

side of the island. ""Now, see here,"

they said to him, "whenever we are having

a moose hunting party on an island or

anj'whcre else you will be very, very welcome
there, of course, but please, never, never

NKVI'.H call a"ain when w.- :irc thorcr'

Strange Animal Creation of Indian Minds
Altiieney Evans

THF. Indian mind conjures up many
strange ideas, heirlooms handed dow'n

from generations o. forefathers. In

particular arc these '.weird storii>s brought up
around the campfire in forest depths. When
the subject of conversation pertains to ani-

mals class the Indian mind portrays huge
sizes and of fearful appearances alleged to

have been observed, and they are usually of

that cxtin(-t species the scientific woild fea-

tures to have existed during some remote era

possibly one million years ago.

The scene was a Irillside of Pembiiia Valley,

Manitoba, during last fall. M this camp the

writer was staying with some friends and

several Indians, who as the palefaces listened
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eagerly to the stories of an elderly Indian,

from time to time nodded their heads as rf in

corroboration of the yarns. The night was
very dark with a heavy wind howling among
the trees, and suoli forms a most befitting

kind of occasion for Indian recital of happen-

ings handed down from father to son.

"What is that name you call it by? ques-

tioned one of the paleface listeners. "Not
many of those animals around nowadays,
eh!"

"Him, boz, was a hell-bull. Me see him."

said the Indian in i espouse to the question.

"That hell bull was a big fellow, for my father

say he never see one like him. The bull come
up over there," and the Neche pointed toward

a low part of the valley surrounded with tall

rushes, a place wherein it might be supposed

types of the hell-bull existed if they were evei

other than brain creations.

"My father and me had lot of traps out

after Spring muskrats." continued the Indian.

"We were up in those trees over there getting

dinner. There was a great noise in the valley

and father asked me what it was. I said me
not know and father listen more then he say

hell-bull was come back to get Indians."

At this point the remark may not be out

of place, to state Indians claim animals of

fierce man-eating character come back to

places at intervals perhaps of seven to ten

years. Hence we may assume the hell-bull

was paying a visit to Pembina ^'alley after

a lapse ol years.

"Him roar awful, his voice shake the

ground." said the Indian, a statement other

Neches stated as correct, the roar having been

heard by their fathers at the time, they being

also out upon trap lines. "My father tell

me come down and see what the bull was 'ike,

so we walked out of the trees, ^^'e not go far

when the bull splash the water and we stood

still. He keep on roaring and after a bit he
lift his head over the rushes. Boy! Boy!
he such big eyes, horns long as my boat,

his mouth like big hole, and he have fins long

as a poplar. When we see him my father

tell me to come home quick. That long

time ago. and I not see him since."

And thus a legend conjured up within the

Indian mind has been related. Without
doubt, the Indian's story is a relic of such

handed down to posterity of a once alleged

animal creation of dinosaur type, and others

of mammoth species as recorded to have been

seen within the memorj' of living man in

Alaska and latitudes of northern zones.

The Indian concluded his story by the

remark, that during the following summer,
some Neches went to look at the hell-bull's

resort when the swamp had become nee of

water. There was it is claimed, a huge hole

of Such great depth, stones thrown in could

not be heard touching the bottom. However,

a quantity of hay had been cut upon the place

shortly before the writer's visit during last

fall, hence it is safe to conclude the hell-

bull has removed Us occasional visits to

some other portion ol Pembina Valley.

Forms and Properties of Mushrooms
T. Ware

I believe that people in general are well enough acquainted with the common cultivated

mushroom, Agar it us rompestrix, so that very little need be said in reference to it. But as they

vary considerable in fonn and surface color of the cap it may be of interest to note some of

the.se variations.

The very young or button mushrooms arc while beneath and great care should be taken

when collecting them for the table. Always dig them up and the poisonous soit will be found

to be deeply embedded in the ground with a bulb at the bottom while the edible ones sit close

to the surface. When picked, the edible and poisonous ones, in the button stage resemble each

other very closely but if they arc dug up the dilTerenre is quite apparent and as some of the

poisonous ones are so deadly poisonous it is always wise to tak^ this precaution.

As the plants grow older, we arc now speaking of the etiible ones, the gills or under surface

of the caps change to a pale pink, becoming deeper in color as the plants expand, until in the fully

developed specimens they become brown and in decay almost black.

They are found in pasture fields away from woods generally, but somelimes I have found

them in the woods in very shady places where horses and cattle have frequently stood to escape

the heat and (lies. And oreasionallv the most deadly ones will be found growing in pastures

with no bush near but mostly they grow in the borders of woods or in thin woods.
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Trouting With Angleworms
Robert Page Lincoln

ONCE, a long time ago now, when I was
actively engaged in approaching fishes

•with worms I had the nerve to write

an article about "worming for trout." I did

the best that I knew how, and I considered

that I had made a pretty fair job of it when
the now deceased angler, the late Charles

Bradford, took me solemnly to task, stating

quite emphatically that I was all wrong;

I meant well, but I was being led astray. He
stated that it was for my own welfare that I

adopt the wet fly method of angling. He held

that I had talent, even a broad streak of

genius, and that a man of my caliber would

hurt the iiternture of angling by writing

about fishing with worms, but that if I would
only write about wet flies I would soon be in

such demand as a writer on angling that I

would have to travel incognito—or words to

that effect. Anyhow, ever after that Charles

Bradford kept his eye on mc and when I

would make a break in an article and mention
the delights of "spring worming for trout" he

would send nic a clipping containing the

offending paragraph heavily inter-lined with

red and green ink with many and various

neat border annotations asking, "Why?" or

"You mean flics, don't you?" and so on, and
so forth.

It was only after the death of Brother

Bradford that I dared again write on the

sub kingdom of I'fimes in their relation

to the art of the imn\ortal Walton. One
of these arlicles appeared in (•onstuiul SIrenm.

.\ pretty well-known New York writer look

exception to many of my statements and

therefore I am writing down a few things

I know and think about worming for trout,

and what others think on the subject.

The writer who has criticised me in a

lengthy letter (and which criticism I greatly

delighted in reading) holds that it cannot

be proven that any of our famous writers

on angling could be quoted as being advocates

of the use of the worm in trout fishing. But
when I say that very nearly all of the angling

writers at one timeor another speak very

broadly on that subject 1 am not stating any-

thing that I cannot prove. It is as David
Starr Jordan' says; "Fly fishing is an art,

a fine art beyond a doubt, but it is an art

and like all art it is artificial. Fishinf?with

an angle-worm is natural." At first glimpse

you will say: "Of course, he is right there,"

but then if you think it over you will ask your-

self: "Is fishing with an agle-worm for trout

a natural method of obtaining trout?" I

will say no to this for angleworms are certain-

ly not the food of the (ishes of the stream. To
emrloy a natural bait for the trout we must
use natural specimens of the food that the

trout feed upon. In the spring the trout

will be grubbing, as wc call it, or feeding upon

the insects in their stick cases; and these

grubs Ihey devour sticks and all, as can be

proven by opening their stomachs. If we
should use helgraniite foca bait we certainly

would be fishing natural for if there are

hclgraniilc found in a trout stream the trout

will be feeding upon them. However, in the

case of the angleworm it is an iinportalioa,

so to speak, and if one should float down the
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stream to be picked up by a trout it would

certainly be rare. This is not to say that the

angleworm, used uplon the hook, will not win

trout, for it will'

Again if we are to fish natural later on in the

season w'e would catch live specimens of "the

short living insects that the trout feed upon,

and, attaching these one by one to the hook
we would fish the suiface with them and so

obtain trout—that is to say, we think we
would obtain" them—but who has tried the

method? They do it on the English and

Scottish lakes; the process is called "blow

fishing." The natural insect is attached to

the finest of hooks, as I understand it, with

gossamer leaders to attend it. A slight

whisper of a breeze going the light direction

will aid in "blowng" the insect toward the

spot aimed at, where the fish is feeding; the

result, (the fly falling delicately to the sur-

face) should be a capture. The method may
be in use in I'ngland but I doubt if it is baing

tried out here. Merely to point out that I

think this could, ( .vithout a wide stretch of the

imagination) be called "'natural"' fishing.

The question of sport-smanship is always

involved in bait fishing, and certainly it has

been true that the purist^ have scathing-

ly denounced worming as some device of the

devil to soil down the purest pleasure ever

put before man to encourage him on the road

to happiness. It is painfully true that there

are men ^^ho will thread on as high as ten

worms on a large hook and hun this into the

deep and it is also true that on this horrible.

writhing gob they aie liable to hook some
emaciated, over-grown brown trout hugging

the bottom of^ the stream and thus get into

the newspapers; much to the ire of the indoor

sportsmen. Gob-fishing with angleworms is

one thing; the artful use of the angleworm is

quite another. John Harrington Keene was

enthusiastic over the skillful use of the angle-

worm on the hook as it is identified in trout

fishing and spoke of it enthusiastically as

being "an art in every sense of the word."

At the same time Keene was a fly fisherman of

-great renown. He held that the worm should

never be allowed to settle to the bottom of the

stream but should be kept a-stir in the water

in such a manner that the trout is deceived

into believing that the *vorm is being carried

down with the flow of the current. After

Mr Keene's method the hook ij, inserted just

under the skin at several places and is cast; he

warns, however, that in casting the worm if

the delivery is violent it is liable to tear off.

Therefore the taking up and delivery of

the lightly-hooked womi must be accom*

plished with due gentleness and care. //

was Mr. Keene's sincere helie} thai it was

harder to successtiillii swim a worm than to

fish the wet fly in the ordinary manner and have

resii tisi

Mr. F. M. Johnson, author of one of the

most beautiful gotten up books on angling

ever put out anj'where, is an enthusiastic

advocate of worm fishing, as an examination

of his wiitings will prove. He is exceedingly

libeial on the subject. Mr. Johnson's method

I

'
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These Gentlemen Are Engaged in the Art of Excavating Garden Hackle
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of allarhing the wonn to the hook or hooks
is shown in a drawing with this article.

It involves attaching a Number 10 hooktoirhc

end of the leader, with another one of the

same size attached to the leader about an
inch above the first one. A study of' the

illustration will show one how to proceed.

The worm is hooked right under the skin, the

first hook being inserted right back of the

head or at the point where the worm has its

collar. The hook in back is inserted at

anot-her point slightly back fiom the middle.

When this worm is fished in this manner it

gives a genuine appearance of lifelikeness

in the water. And, too, by this method a

sure catch is made certain for in seizing the

worm both hooks are taken.

It is always thought by the strict fly-user

that trout are easily taken on the wonn and
it is a rare fly fisherman of the puiist school

who does not think the average wonn user

an unscrupulous man and that he will catch

a, great number of fish using these crawlers.

As a matter of fact you will find limes when
you can fish the streams day and night,

if that were lawful, with wonus, and not get

a fish. The reason is that the trout are after

winged prey and are watching the surface or

the mid-water for the newly hatched insects

rising off of the bottom as Ihey break their

cases. I have always held that it is quite an
art to swim a worm and have success by that

method. One of our most famous writers

on angling in common with so many of our

writers held the same belief. Says Prime:

"The piscatorial dilettante is fond of

condemning worm fishing as a low business.

I differ from him. // is a fine art and in all

the. classics o/ our arl worm fishing has taken

hifih rank. If the test be found in the amount
of skill required for its practice, then, without

dispute it ranks as high as fly fishing." And
again Prime slates that, "'the barb of the hook in

the anglewomi is your main relislhcc, butif that

does not take, try the tail of a small trout,'

or a bright-colored minnow fin. Sometimes
nothing is so taking as a grasshopper; at

another tin'e the eye of a trout, and often the

red gill attract large fish." In commenting
upon the lures that Mr. Prime named as

being so useful to thcjlrout fishemian Mr.
Louis Rhead. one of our foremost angling

writers now living stales: "The baits Mr.
Prime has mentioned are as truly effective

to-day for the three species of trout in any
locality of I'astern waters." Mr. Pdiead him-

self holds llial it is a "broad-minded angler"

who uses all these bails, influding worms,

ach having its time and place. II'' 'i-tif'^-

"1 am fully aware that wild trout may be

captured on other lures than the fly, worm and
minnows, but the right choice of them for the

proper time and place, the care and skill used,

are the things that achieve success." Again
Mr. Rhead has stated:

"Worm fishing in brooks where trout run

small should be followed up thus: Select a

supply of small, pink worms; place them in

forest moss. In two days they \\ill be divested

of earthy matter and will then be found to be

ven,- tough and lively, a condition, by the

way, which is ven,- desirable in a worm thai is

to be used for trout fishing, or any sort of

fishing for that matter. Depend upon it,

dead wonns will not go do\\n like the wriggler.

It is the lively, active worm that does its

work well, without the shadow of a doubt.

Until they are baited, worms should be kepi

at the same temperature in which they live

in the cool soil. By attending to this more

general good all-around results will be had.

Hook these worms gingerly, only just by the

skin: use one at a time, and do not run the

hook right through the body as is done by

many fishermen, who, in a x-firy unnatural

manner hook on large gobs of worwis and

expect to have results from the process of

floating this bunch over the bottom of the

river. Some trout, it is true, seize upon the

gobs of worms, the wriggling masses on the

hook, but the wise trout pass them by but are

fooled by the single worm rightly used on the

hook in the manner I have mentioned. That

there is an art to "worming for trout" is

admitted by all, even de\ out fly fishermen, and

if it is intelligently employed it is productive

of some very agreeable and prompt catches.

In casting wonns allow them to run ahead

thirty feet to go just an>"where the flow of the

water will take them. Use no lead, and the

gut leader should be at least six feet long with

a Number 8 oi Number 10 eyed hook attached

to the leader by a neatly tied knot. The
method of using split BB-shot on the leader

to sink the worm is a most unnatural

•one. A leader or line so weighed down
nsually sinks the lure in ,

between the

rocks or the cobbles on the bottom of the

ri\-cr and nothing but poor luck is had."

It is a fashionable belief among many
anglers that all fly fisheniien are against

wonuing for trout. This has been proven

untrue, as a close inspection of most writers

will prove the contrary. We can agree with

Willis Boyd .Mien when he says: "I am not

one of those sportsmen who de.spisc "ground

hackle.' That fly fishing is clean, and free,

from the muscular elTorts of mountain ciiml)-
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ing; that it is usually rewarded with larger

fish than those taken with a worm; that it

has a freedom, a jollity, a certain broad,wide-

faced exhilaration I willingly admit. But the

Humbler, old-fashioned melhod has a charm of

its own which I am not ready to fore-go."

successful bait fishers as "past masters" who
are,every bit "the equal of the skilful handler

of the sunken fly and even of the dry fly." In

speaking further about worm and bait fishing

in general Mr. Brown says: 'Good bait

fishing cannot be done with a fly rod or with

"The Spring Trouter"

Richard Gourlay, famous fly fisherman,

stales that "a box containing many lively

specimens of the humble angleworm of the

large snake or dew-worm variety is the true

stand-by (I blush not to own up to it) of the

trout fisher in tiny streams." One of the

most refined of fly fishermen was the late

lamented Neal Brown of Wisconsin ,
known

to most readers of angling literature for his

brilliant articles on the subject of trout fishing.

He speaks in glowing words about bait fishing

with worm and minnow when after trout and

regards it truly as an art, mentioning the

a short, dumpy rod. The first is too flexible

and the last one too s-hort. Bait fishing for

trout should be conducted with a long rod,

one purpose of this being to prevent the

trout from seeing the angler. Generally this

bait fishing for trout is short line work. A
fairly stout rod is necessary in order to retrieve

the trout properly. The greater flexibility

of the fly rod is recompensed by the longer

line and the wider spaces chosen by the fly

caster."

Says O. Warren Smith: "How much has

appeared in print on the subject of bait /vr«»5
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artificial flies. Just as though it were 'more

sportsmanlike' to use one than the other. I

have seen a fly-fisheniian using three flies

on one of 'my' streams taking sometimes

two fish at a cast, all of which, large and small

alike went into his basket .He was a fly-fisher-

man therefore a sportsman ('?). Says Charles

Dudley Warner: 'No sportsman will use

anything but a fly^—except he happens to be

alone." He also remarks: 'The unsophis-

ticated, uncultivated trout in unfrequented

waters prefer the bait.' Most trout fishers

will agree with Mr. Warner. I am a maker

of artificial flies and a user of them— also I

use worms and grasshoppers on occasion,

neither do I consider myself one whit less

than a sportsman when using the latter than

when using the former. 1 do not vary the

tackle one iota, therefore I must needs play

and handle the hooked fish with the same cir-

cumspection, employ the same tactics."

We have shown in the two illustrations

with this article just how worms may be

hooked on so that they will fill the bifl to

perfection. In the first drawingwe show the

method recommended by Mr. F. M. Johnson

the angling w'l iter, a system by the way that I

have fully tried out before passing it on to

you. The hooks used should be the Number
8 or 10, and even a smaller hook may be

tried but I would suggest nothing under Num-
ber 10. The smaller hooks may be just

as good, but since I have net tried them in

bail fishing I cannot say how they work. You
will note in (B) of this drawing a worm at-

tached to these two hooks, which are seL far

®
V

enough apart so as to hook the wonn well in

the heaviest portion of the ti unk. Notice,

too, that the upper hook is inserted into the

collar of the angleworm. This collar, by the

way, is a rim around the worm, usually of a

reddish color. You will notice, too, that

both the head and the tail of the worm are

left free to do all the wriggling they may.

In fact the appearance of the wonn on these

two hooks is exceedingly lifelike. Incident-

ally, in regard to this method of two hooks,

when the trou^ does take it you are more

liable to get a sure hold on the fish, there

being two hooks here against the one that is

ordinarily in use.

In Figure II we are showing two other

methods of attaching worms to the hook,

although in both these cases only one hook is

used. The idea of both of these methods is

to make the worm act as a weed or obstruc-

tion guard and yet, at the same time, do its

duty, in a natural manner, as a lure. The
drawing (A) shows two ^yorms to a hook, and

(B) shows but one. In one there are two

wriggling ends to act as enticers, and in the

other there is one. Both of these methods

are good ones as I have found out.

The complaint of many a worm user is that

the wriggler tears and comest)ff a few moments
in the water and it is a worm no more. This

leads me to give a few hints as to the care of

the worm from the time it is taken from the

ground until it is to be used on the hook. .\s

you take a worm from the mother earth it is

soft and will casilv tear. The idea therefore

^:^

This is

writer, F
fishing,

diiccllv

lilt \Mi> till' Well known au'ihag

M. .lohnsoii, goes about worm
One hook is atlai hcd to the leader

above llic oilier, Note Ihiil the

upper hook is inserted in the "I'ullar ' of the

unglcworui, thus to assure a firmer hold.

Here we have two methods of attaching

worms to the hook so that they can be fished,

at the same time acting as wecd-guai.ls

This is a dandy method by the way. The

drawing (a) shows a hook with two worms on

il. The head of the upper worm is pressed

down over the barb of the hook. In (Bi is

shown a single worm on the hook, the head of

this one too bring pressed down on the barb

It, therefore, is also weedh'ss.
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is to toughen the skin of the wonn to such

ao extent that it wih not easily tear. At the

same time a worm that is full of earth does

not make a very appetizing lure, but that is

the way most of them are used. Worms of a

pinkish color are the ones that shgjild be used

and to obtain this natural coloration in them

they should be rid of the earthy matter.

Fluffy forest moss is what you should aim to

get, or any moss for that matter. It is first

dampened and then pressed drj- with the

hands. Now the wprms are placed in this

n\oss and allowed to clean themselves therein.

The dry moss will soon have a tendency to

toughen the skin of the worm and at the same
time it will shed its earthy filling. The time

to obtain worms of the very best sort is during

a rain, for then, as is well-known, they come
out of the earth to take in the sights Also

these worms are geneially clean and are

ready to be transferred to your clay jar in

the shed with the moss in it. .\nother

method of cleanmg the worms is to put them
ia sand. In this jvay they scour theniselves;

likewise the sand filling gives them a whitish

appearance, especially if the sand is of the very

fine sort In dry weather when you have to

dig down about five feet before you can get

at an3' worms (for when it grows hot the

wonns go down deep to the cool spots) you
can easily bring them up by pouring many
pails of water on the ground where you
usually get your worms. Cover over this wet
spot with sod and scraps to preserve the

moisture and it will not be long before they

will begin to come to the surface. Water
will always bring a worm up to the surface;

that is why the rains cause the big fellows to

come up into the world of light and sound.

Naturally to make the worm appear "iu the

pink" one would attempt feeding them some
food that would give them this color. Corn-

meal has been suggested , but because I have
never tried it I do not know how it would act,

though, I see no reason why it should not be a

good idea. The corn meal should be dam-
pened and the worms placed therein. When
filled I understand they turn out the regula-

tion pink. I do know that feeding with the

yellow of eggs has this tendency of brighten-

ing up the worms, but at the present price of

eggs one cannot think of this.

Trout Flies: Natural and Artificial

A Composite Appraisement by Charles Bradjord, Dr. Henry Van Dyke, Dr. James

A. Henshall, Dr. Edward Breck, Charles Zibeon Southard, Robert

Page Lincoln, Louis Rhead.

IN
1914 I wrote an article in the Outdoor

Lijc Magazine ot Denver, Colorado.on the

use of both the w-et and the dry fly on the

streams of this continent. Charles Bradford

selected a paragraph fiom that article and
himself commented upon it ia an article to

the New York Press. The paragraph referred

was the following:

"The wide range of difference between the

wet fly and the dry fly lies in the fact that

the wet fly is an imitation of no special

thing active and living, while the dry fly

purports to be an imitation of the natural fly.

It is generally a well known fart that any of

our well known American wet flies can be

converted into exceptionally good dry flies by
giving them an ablution of oil."

In the New York Press Bradford vvrote:

"Then the wet fly resembles the dry flj

,

and therefore the wet fly is an imitation of the

living fly." Of course it is! Is not the arti-

ficial black gnat imitative of the live black

gnat"? And is not the white miller artificial

fly patterned after the living white miller

fly? Certainly. Mary Orvis Marbury, au-

thor of "Favorite Flies" and daughter of

Charles F. Orvis, one of America's greatest

fly-makers, says so. So does William G.

Harris, Seth Green, Frank Forester, Louis

Rhead, A. Nelson Cheney, Frederick Mather,
Di. HenshaU, Charles Hallock, Dean Sage,

William C. Prime, Charles Z. Southard, Dr.

Van Dyke, Dr. Edward Breck, et al. All

angling writers in discoursing upon artificial

flies use the expressions, "in season", "season-

able flies," etc. Now, could this or that

artificial fly be in season if it were not copied

from the living lly? Of course there are some
artificial flies that are not copied from Nature
but the artificial fly in general is a duplicate

of the living thing. "When a fly is said to

be in season," says .\lfred Ronalds, "it does

not foUow that it is abroad on every day of

its existence." But, Robert, our opinions
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must notj l^e harshly expressed—rather set

forth "in pleasant discourse," as Walton says

—for, as Pritt tells us, "one of the charms of

angling is that it presents an endless field

for argument, speculation and experiment."

Mr. Bradford, desiring to have the opin-

ions of the great angling men living today on
the subject urote to them, telling them to set

down their views on the matter. Dr. Henry
Van Dyke, author of the immortal, "Little

Rivers," "Days Off," "Fishermen's Luck,"

etc., wrote a poem in prose form, saying:

"For flies as wet or flies as dn.-, I do not

care a whit—not I! The natural fly is dry no

doubt, while thioueh the air he flits about;

but, lighting on the stream, you bet, he ver>-

often gets quite wet. This fact is known to

all the fish; they take their flies just as they

wish, upon the surface, or below; precisely

why we do not know. The honest angler

should not be, a man of rigid theory; but use

the most alluring fly, and sometimes wet, and

sometimes diy."

Louis Rhead wrote;

""After thirty-two years active fishing for

the trout, beginning with a worm as a bait

I have developed through various stages to

now fish with nothing sa^'e my own nature

flies. I have made careful color pictures of

all the most abundant insects and produced

flies tied to exactly imitate them. Man\
insects do not and cannot float, yet an im-

itation can be made of them with which to

fish wet. The English dry fly -is not of

necessity a (op>' of the natural insect. Hal-

ford has many fancy dry flies that are not

copies ol insects. Nearly all American com-
merical trout flies are fancy flics and do not

imitate insects. To be exact, in fishing with

a floating fly it is only right to use copies of

insects that will float, mostly drakes. The
average angler has been sadly fooled by this

so-called dn,-fly fishing, and books have been

wiilten (mostly culled from British sources)

making anglers more bewildered than ever."

( harlis Zibeon Southard, author of that

mastcrpie(e of printer's art, "Trout Fly-fish-

ing in America" wrote as follows:

'In reply to your question about trout

flies, 'Am I right'?' I would say that unques-

tionably you arc. From the earliest days

of trout-fishing it has been the intention of

anglers to have their flics resemble so far as

possible the natural ones found upon thcii

trout walcrs. One has only "to read d.'ai-

old Izaak Walton and the many noted fly-

fishing authorities that have followed to the

present day to be convinced of your view.

Of course the art of fly tying has advanced

with mighty strides during the past fifteen

years, and more especially during the past ten

years and to the makers of dry flies for the

wonderful development of the artificial fly,

too much credit, in my judgment, can not be

given That wet flies are not such remark-

able imitations of the natural flies as are the

drj- flies, goes almost without saying. As a

matter of fact it is not the question which fly

is the better imitation, but that both the wet
fly and the dr>- fly are patterned, in most
cases, after the natural flies. From the time

(jf Walton and before that, wet flies have been
patterned after natural flies. In many
instances now-a-days wet flies are not designed

to represent natural flies, but, quite often

in the past and in the present day have not

been and are not good imitations. As the

art of fly tying has advanced, more nearly

do the artificial represent the natural flies,

and this advancement is due, in a great

measure to the makers of dry flies. Speaking

from a practical standpoint the so-called

dry flies are the ver>' best >vet flies obtainable,

and on most American waters more trout will

be caught on them when fished wet than when
fished dry; and this is especially true if you
are after the fontinalis."

Dr. James .\. Henshall, author of "The
Book of the Black Bass," wrote:

"Regarding the "Trout Flies" clipping sent

me for comment, I think the mention of my
name in it ic sulTicient without adding

anything more."

Without having seen the comments of the

other gentlemen who have given their opinions,

Charles Bradford asked me to make another

statement in regard to the assertion I had

made at the same time, however, sending

me the New York Press clipping printed at

the beginning of this article. I did answer

as follows:

"Perhaps I should have said that some wet

flies are an imitation of no special objec* con-

nected with living_ things. In the list of

wet flies there are experimentations galore

that will serve as well as any of the standard

regulation flics. I can sit down and con-

struct off-nand a fly to be used as wet or sub-

merged that I feel sure 1 can use with as much
success as with the miller, gnat or any other

fly that is, no doubt, much on the order of an

imitation of the natural. Perhapis in writing

the article I was thinking loo deeply of the

eccentric nondescripts that do not imitate

nature. Yet these nondes( ripls (llies tied

any way, to suit (he laiicy, yet having hackles,

wings, etc.,) will get fish; they are diawn in

the water gently back and forth, thus pur-
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porting to be that of some insect drowning:

yet I doubt very much if the fish can tell what

sort ot a fly, /iviny lly, it should be. I do not

care; it is the motion, the apparent endeavour

ot the fly t-o get out of that watery pi ison that

arouses the fish's blood and impels it, on the

impulse o] the moment to seize it without any

rcjiection or judgment. Halford says:

'The modirn theory is that these patterns

(the wet Hies) are taken by the fish tor the

nymphae or pupae—these being the scientific

names of the immature insects at the stage

immediately preceding the winged fonn.

'Candidly, however, the presence of the

wings in the sunk lly pattern has puzzled me,

because, in my expeiience, I have never seen

the winged insects submerged by the action

of the stream. Sedges do at times descend

to oviposit and so do ceitain spinners, but

the appearance undci this condition with an

air bubble between their wings resembles

nothing so much as a globe of mercury—an

appearance which bears no lesembiance to

the ordinary sunk lly patter,is.

"I have been strictly a devotee to the wet
fly form the bulk of the time, and always

hold that the wet fly is, the better fly for our

swift western and northern streams; in the

wet form certainly it is the better fly two-
thirds of the time. Nevertheless, smooth
waters, though they come few and far be-

tween, do occur and, where they are, there

the dry fly is certainly an invaluable addition

to the angler's outfit. You might change my
article, (the paragraph in question) to read

thus: 'The wide range of difference between

some wet flies and the dry fly lies in the fact

that a good number of the wet flies are an
imitation of no special thing Sctive and living,

while the majority of the di-y flies purport to

be an imitation Oi natuial flies.' Tins would
exclude the wet flies that make good dry flies,

namely, the suggested millers, gnats, etc.

It would be "ntaresting to know the number
ol captures made with wet flies as they fall

lightly to the water surfacf and for a moment
ride the brun. In my articles to the press

I have always suggested that the fly be cast

easily to the water expecting, first, a lise as

It lies on that surface; second , failing at^his

then the fly submerges and is drawn in the

water to assure the ope^i and close of hackles,

thus purporting to imitate the drowning,

struggling inseci."

Dr. Edward Bieck, author ot "The Way
of the Woods," etc. (a past master in the art

of fishing), wrote:

"I suppose that I may subscribe to your

paragragraph in answer to Mr. Lincoln. We

old chaps all know that laying down any
hard and fast rules for trout is a futile under-

taking; there are so many exceptions, and
les extremes se lour.hsnt so very often. Many
wet flies are certainly not imitations ot

natural flies nor are they meant to be; as,

for instance, the Parmachene Belle, which
they say Wells fashioned to imitate the belly-

fin of a trout, always known to be a killing

lure. 'Non-university' trout grab anything

that looks like food, whether it has the ap-

pearance of an insect or something else.

The more educated fish of the more southern

waters may make finer distinctions It

is a vast subject and as many authorities

may be found for almost any statement as

for the several pronunciations of the word
'Bysantine.' You remember the scoffing

English angler who dyed his dry flies blue

and red and took a lot of fish with them, to

the scandal of the purists. The charm ^of

the whole thing is precisely that there are no

rules. It IS like style in writing English.

Every man makes his own. Whether it is

more pleasing in the sight of Saint. Izaak

to wait for a fish to begin feeding before

casting over him, or lor a man to sally forth

and by dint of knowledge and patience and
skin, actually make the trout rise to his lure,

what arrogant mortal shall judge?"

Addendum.
R. P. L.

The keenness ol the eyesight of a fish or

its comparative limitations has always been
a subject full of conjectures and suggesting

numerous possibilities, esrecially to the

angler with whom the details evolved in this

question are ever present in the mind. The
idea that the fish is limited to sceitig just the

things that go in the water around him,
and that everything is a blank as to wliat

is occur'ng in the world of light above, is an
erroneous supposition that active observation .

has proven groundless. The vision of the

fish we may believe is not limited to his

watery sphere, bui it is able to see what is

going on above, if not to a far-reaching extent,

then certainly within generous boundaries.

We kno.v in the case of the black bass that

it can been known to rush twenty or thirty

feet to catch an artificial nimnow as it sailed
"

through the air. The test in question has

been with the floating coaxer minnow, which,

with its red wings.has much the appearam e oi a

large butterfly in action. Observation has

proven that the black bass is, unformly, v'ery

keer of sight as to what goes on above him;

and that is the reason vou will often find him
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lying under a wide-spreading pad, with his

head out just far enough under water so that

his eyes can watch the worlc! above. The

shadow from the pad arts as a sort of an eye-

shade witn startling results as I have found

out. 1 ha\e known the pike to employ the

pad as an eye-shade also; and it is in this

manner that they watch for prey, mo^ing

through the pads, from one to anothe.',

but alvvays seeking the pad for an eye-

shade. Without the shade to ward off

the bright rays of the sun I doubt whether

they could see anything going on above

—

which is absolutely certain if it is a dazzling

bright day when it is hard enough for the

human eyes to see anything let alone the eyes

of the fish. No doubt fish seek the over-

hanging banks, logs, weeds and so forth to be

found in a stream to aid them in their eye

sight, the same acting as a shade. Those

medium bright days we know of, with their

mellow sunlight no doubt afford the trout

their best opportunity to see something of

the upper world, but on the gloomy days, or

when the sun is behind the clouds the vision

of the fish is no doubt dimmed and rendered

extremely faulty. The lesson learned from

this is that on the brighter days one must

needs practice more care in th^ artificial flies

he uses on the trout, for, aided by the bright-

ness in the water their eyesight is that

much the keener. We also learn from this

that on the cloudy days the eyesight of the

fish is not so reliable and the flies that he

-would veer from on the brighter days he may
be fooled by now, owing to faulty vision. Also

on the mellow-bright days the angler should

make as little a figure of himself along the

bank as possible for theie is no doubt but

that the trout can make him out and is

cautious as a result.

The remarks made by Dr. Francis Ward
having to do with the eyesight of fish in its

relation to the upper world are of vast im-

portance.

Dr. Ward assumed that the vision of a fish

approximated to our own and pointed cut

that the appearance of an object below water,

and the way in which this varied in different

situations, was entirely a question of sub-

aqueous optics. The angler could only learn

what the fish could see of him by placing him-

self in the position of the (ish.It was the ang-

ler's business to keep out to sight, and to

do that he must learn the fish's range of

vision. This varied with the depth of the

lish in tiic water. Imagine the fish to be

three feet deep, the range of vision looking up-

ward, was through a cone of light the surface

of circumference of which was 18 feet. In a

room with a single window an object held

between the eye of the observer and the win-

dow appeared as a silhouette, and with the

fish every object which came within the cone

of light appeared as a silhouette against a

bright background. The line of vision con-

tinued above the surface of the water at a

much wider angle, so that a fisherman stand-

ing on the bank might be plainly seen by the

fish, apparently right on, top of him.while

an angler wading deep might be unobserved

though quite clo.se to the fish. The arms

and rod would, however, be almost sure to

come within the view of the fish, hence it was
the belief of Dr. Ward that there would be a

great advantage in deep wading and of kneel-

ing or lying on the ground when throwing

the fiy over a shy fish. Outside the cone of

light mentioned, vision did not penetrate

beyond the water, but objects in the water

outside the cone, instead of appearing as sil-

houettes assumed their natural colors, and the

surface of the water reflected exactly, and on

calm days reproduced the same colors as

the bottom. In the same way, according tn

Dr. Ward, the under parts of birds of prey

acted as mirrors. When a heron stood in the

water making its meal of fish its legs looked

like stalks of weeds, and the body with mur-
derous beak was quite invisible to the fish

until too late to escape. The cormorant,

the gulls, the water hen and other birds which

generally preyed upon fish had wonderful

powers of conceahnent when under water,

the most conspicuous birds on land appearing

under water as streaks of bright light, the

countless air bubbles in even black-pUimaged

birds causing tht bodies, as they passeil rapidly

through the water, to become mirrors reflect-

ing the surrounding colors. Thus, when hunt-

ing in green weeds, the blackbird would
appear green, aniong brown rocks, brown, etc.,

with the result that the general outline of

the bird would be hard to distinguish. Fish

had also the power of changing color according

to environment, but directly a fish turned off

the even keel its presence could be detected

and then it fell an easy prey to-its natural

enf'^nies.

As Dr. Breck has stated tlio tiout in the

wild waters will take almost anything that

is cast to water without knowing just what

the lure happens to be. These lish have

not known the contact of men. In streams

where men come and go with more or less

regularity it may be suspected that the fish

are somewhat more cautious and in waters

where anglers wade the streams every day of
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the season it can be. expected that in those

waters the trout are '"cultured," if tliat term

can be applied to trout sensitive to the pre-

sence of man; trout, by the way, given to

thinking twice before seizing what appears

to be food but which is generally some strange

device of man sent out to contrive their

downfall. One thing is nertain: the Irout on a

stream of this nature are forced, in the name
of self-preservation (an instinct conveyed to

them very fully in this case) to adopt methods
of guarding their actions throughout all their

life. They have not only their natural enemies

to contend with, but also man, and sooner

or later they come to list him as their greater

enemy. We may, therefore, expect one thing

of the trout found in waters well fished or

faiily well fished by man; two senses in that

fish become extremely sensitive:

(1)—The sense of hearing, nnd

(2) The sense of seeing.

Hither of these senses will communicate to

the fish that danger is nigh and that he should

watch caicfuffy his every action. It is

therefore that on the well fished streams,

many of them famous, olten rivers, present-

ing all sorts of channel fonnation, depths and

shallows, that we find the best trout beside

overhanging banks or in those places where

they are provided ^^ith the "eyeshade" that

I ha\'e prcviousfy spoken of. If we do not

undervalue the ability of the fish to see whai is

goifig on up above, in the world ot light and
sound, within a limited area, then %\e can

Ijclieve that the trout can see the angler along

the bank, for instance, and, where the angler is

wading may see the rod and the arm of the

angler when ver>' near to him yet not be able

to see the body of the angler himself since it

is brought down closer to the water. One of

the surprising things of my life was the taking

of my largest brook trout, a matter of ten

feet from me. I was wading the centre of

the stream and was up to my waist. I was
casting inshore. Had I been on the bank

the catch would never have resulted. .\s it

was the fish did not see me nor did he see

the rod nor the shadow of the rod for I was
casting, not perpendicular, but at an angle

in what one might call .^i under-handed cast.

As between walking the bank and casling and

wading the stream and caslinfi the latter per-

fonnance has by far the greater recommenda-
tion. Even anglers who have believed that

the fish cannot see what is going on above the

water, more than a fool above the surface,

have nevertheless, cautioned the angler to

obscure himself as much as possible; to

keep out of sight: and one writer holds that

the rod should be a long one so that it can
the easier be thrust out over the stream, thus

preventing the fish from seeing you The
writers themselves, without knowing it, admit
that a trout can see what is going on upon
the stream's bank!

Unhappily not every stream can be waded:
there is the rub. It is a question of walking
the bank and fishing or not at all. Even
walking the bank in many cases is imprac-

tical for the reason that the banks are so

grown in with trees and brush that the water

cannot be reached. In all writings on an,'ling

for the trout, more or le.ss, you wHl rarely find

any mention of this unpleasant environment
that the angler often has to contend with—

•

and in most cases of the sort all he does is to

"contend"; to approach that stream in the

silence desired is something connected with

the utterly impossible. The. angler who can

catch trout along the brush-liid streams no
matter what sort of lure is used, has certainly

mastered a situation that ordinarily is quite

hopeless.

In fishing the stream, therefore, for trout,

(especially in the stream that has bSen fished

over to some extent) one mus! keep out oj sight

as much as possible, likewise keeping his shad-

ow behind him. This does not permit in all

cases, but usually it is the best thing to do.

As between bank walking, and wading, the

wading method is the best because we are

given to believe that it brings one below

the line of the fishs' vision.

But likewise as one keeps himself out of the

sight of the fish so must one be cautious in

wading the stream. The angler who makes
a great commotion and splashing in going

up the stream spoils it all; he warns the fish,

and it does not matter if he were using the

best flies in the world, I doubt whether he

would make a capture. If you will study

the circumstances under which you captured

your best trout you will have to admit that

you were making perhaps not a sound in ap-

proaching your fish, and you were not to be

seen. Roth of these things score in succesful

trout fishing, and unless they are recognized

it does not matter if one uses the best flies

in the world, exact imitation flies, dry flics

or the standard regulation fancy flies. The
fish mustjiol be fore-warned of the fisherman's

ap[ roach. The angler should learn from this

that to wade up-stream as cautiously as pos-

sible is the best way. This can easily be

done, pushing along step at a lime so to speak.

If a troul has no warning of the approach

of the angler either by seeing him or hearing

him we are given to l)elicve Ihnt that trout is
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taken unawares.and is therefore a subject one

may reasonably expect to "talk to." The
next thins; to do is to cast the fly in such a

manner that it will strike the Ns^atef as lightly

as possible and this is especially a demand if

the water is more or less smooth; where the

water is wavj' no doubt a clumy cast may not

look suspicious to the fish. Of course we
are counting on the fact that the trout is

watchful to what is going on about him; we are

counting on the fact that he will see the fly

when it hits water hence the need of a natural

appearing drop of that fly to water. And
here I wish to explain a theory I have on those

brisk, sudden captures of trout that so many
of us meet up with and for which we cannot

account. A, trout may be lying in such a

position that the falling of the fly escaped his

attention, but the sudden seeing of that

fly being worked through the water caused

him to strike >t'on the impulse of the moment,
so thai, one might say, the flsh saw the fly and
struck it at the same moment.
The conclusions drawn from the above

would be these. That if you wish to interest

a trout you must first see to that he is not

suspicions of your presence. If he is at ease

on that score he may take your fly just out of

recklessness and curiosity, or he may be

totally deceived if you have a fly imitated

from a natural fly so closely that, in the water,

the appearances is deceiving to the trout.

That trout do not take the artificial flies

always in the belief that they are real to sat-

isfy their hunger is proven by cutting up the

trout. You are liable to find them full of

food, hence in no degree hungry when they

seized the fly. Therefore the fly may be

taken out of curiosity.

The remarks made in this addition to the

previous appraisement directly bear upon
the argument therein contained. The gist

of the addendum is: Be sure that the fish

does not see or hear you while you are fishing,

cast the fly to water as natural-like as possible

no matter what sort of a fly you are using,

nondescript or the highest type of the

fly-tyers' art.

«??J(** •' -,'^»

r-i-

-^•Mr
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CANADIAN NATURAL HISTORY PHOTOS. No. 6

Leaping Trout. Exposure of 800th of a second
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Introductory.

Under the above title vve w ill print now and

theH short skits covering a wide range of

subjects, the object being to interest almost

everj'one who reads the magazine. This

will not be in the nature of a department; it

will not be run as a regular feature; but when
it does appear we figure to print facts regard-

ing the world out-of-doors that will not only

be mighty interesting, but the hints that will

be contained therein will guide many a person

on the right road to enjoying more fully

his contact with old mother Nature. I shall

glean from my own mind the many things

that I know about how to do things out-of-

doors and set these down for the benefit of

those who wish to be aided in their pursuits;

alse I hope that many of the readers will come
in to the council fire, take a seat and give the

assemblage some of their views on various

subjects under discussion. With the aid

of our artist, Mr. F. Y. Wiilians, I hope that

we can make this feature not onlj' highly in-

teresting and instinctive, but also artistic.

Leave that to Mr. Williams. What he can't

do with the brush and the pen, as regards

Nature and camp-life, and so forth, I doubt

if any other man can.

R. P. I..

MR. F. T. Webber writes:

"The following is a formula foi tanning,

a method most used by trappers and

Indians, and one which leaves the skin in

most perfect condition. It is more applicable

to light weight skins, although the Indians

used it for tanning buflalo robes. The brains

of any animal will tan its hide, but the fact

should not be lost track of that it is the elbow

grease used in pulling the skin after the brains

are rubbed in that is of the most elTiciency.

1 have used raw sheep skins, wolf hides,

mountain lion hides and numerous othei

skins undei my bed until they were as soft

and pliable as they could be made by any

method of tanning. With the formula in-

closed I have tanned a wolf-skin (done the

pulHng) in an evening while gossiping with the

boys. Beaver, badger and an old otter

being lliicker and containing more glue, are

more dilTicult to ivork soft, and unless one

wishes to put considerable extra work on

them should "not be tanned by this method.

The formula stands as follows: Stretch and

salt the skin and let it dry. When dry,

moisten the flesh side, double it flesh side in,

roll tightly and let it lie, until pliable. Place

on a smooth board held in the lap and with a

sharp knife remove all flesh, fat, etc. Take
the brains of a beef and thoroughij' clean

them. One set of beef brains will tan two

wolf hidts. Place them in cold water with a

little salt for twelve hours. Place the hide on

a board and apply the brains, rubbing them

in thoroughly. Roll the hide flesh side in

and let lie twenty-four hours, then take the

hide over the knee and pull it Irom you

until dry. The squaws were in the habit of

holding the biains in their mouth and chewing

them as they used (hem. This is not necessary

but I have no doubt but that it adds to their

efficacy.
"

If, in the middle of the summer you have

gone out in the lields and you have sunken

your spade therein for two thousand times.
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questing in vain for angle-worms you will

know wliy it is a good idea to have some

angleworms on hand, in a box wherein you

have reared them, or where you have kept

them. The angleworm box may be four

feet square and four feet high. This box

is sunken in the ground, first however, having

cut two or three holes in it about six or eight

inches in diamteter. These holes are carefully

covered with porch screen. The box slvpuld

be in a place where it is shady a good deal of

the time; for instance next to a shed. If too

much in Iho open the sun will dry if out.

The box is now nearly filled with rich loam

and the angleworms you have selected are

placed theiein. \rter a rain the largest

worms come out of the ground and it is then

that they may be gathered up; but be careful

not to get weak ones. The liveliest ones you

can manage to get are the ones that snould
go into your box. It is well to change the

earth in the box twice amontk. The worms
are fed with fine coffee grounds mixed
with rornmeal, same being scattered through-

out the box once or twice a week. It is a

mistake to believe that success can be had in

caring for the angleworms unless the above
precautions are taken.

As soon as the frost is out of the ground in

the spring get your box ready. By removing

a manure heap near to the barn you will

find the frost out and you will also find your
worms. Sink your box there and get it ready

for th.i season.

To have worms when worms are not ob-

tainable elsewhere is indeed a luxury and that

is wliat the box I have outlined above assures.

The pniposilioa of waterprooling tents

has been laughed at by many who have not

tried the system out and who know littie

or nothing about it. Tents can easily be

waterproofed at home. Tents can inexpen-

sively be made out of common muslin in any

size or shape desired and, when watcrpioofed,

will shed Ihf rain nicely. \ tent made of

muslin is about as light an affair as one would

want. There are several methods of water-

proofing muslin and light canvas, or any

<an\as for that matter so that it will hold out

water. A waterproofing solution commonly
used is sugar of lead and alum. For a small

tent less will be needed of course than in a

larger canvas. Ordinarily four pounds ot

sugar of lead and four pounds of aluip, well

mixed in a couple of jmils ol water, lukewarm,

.ijid poured into a lub over tlu^ tent, with an

increased portion of water to covcj it well in

the tub, will do the job. The canvas is well

worked and saturated in this mixture, and is

(hen taken out and dried. Don't wring it,

Spread it out wet and let it dry in that soggy

state.

Maii> do not understand the paraffining

method of watcrprrofing tents. This is the

manner you go .'dxjUt that process: A pound

ol paraffin is placed in a pan and is melted

on the stove. When in liquid form have a

gallon of gasoline ready and pour this para-

fin into it. The mixture is stirred and is

then sprinkled on the tent, the sprinkler being

a can with a number of holes punched in the

bottom. The tent, when the mixtuie is

applied should be erected, and well stretched

so as to leave no slack in it. Enough of the

mixture is sprinkled on so that the tent, all

over, is wet appearing. The hotter the day

you apply this mixture to the canvas the

better luck you will have, for if the day is

chilly the paraffin will thicken.

The gasoline it will be remembered is used

only as a receiver or conveyer of the melted

paraffin. The gasoline of course immedi-

ately evaporates, but the paraffin will by that

time have sunken into the canvas pores, thus

making the entrance of rain through the

same a thing of impossibility.

.The angler who does not buy his gut lead-

ers ready made can easily lie his own leaders.

Commercial gul, in strands twelve inches long

comes in what is known as a "hank." A hank

will cost from one to two dollars and contains

a hundred or more indiv idual str.ands or twelve
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inch pieces. Any large sporting goods es-

tablishment handling supplies for the angler

and fisherman have the commercial gut, in

the hank form, "for sale. When you have

your hank of gut at hand select the various

strands to match as to thickness. That is

to say, all should be uniformly thick through-

out, not one thick and one far thinner. That

will make an untrue leader. When you have

selected enough gut strands for a leader six

or nine feet, as the case may be, they are

soaked in tepid water to take the brittleness

out of them, and to make them pliable. Else

they cannot be tied.

after which it is coiled carefully up and placed

between the moist pads ol the leader box.

In the above manner you can s lect from

your hank strands material to make light,

medium and heavy trout leaders. You may
have heard a great deal in favor of tapered

trout lines and tapered leaders; that they

cast better and are more useful ail around than

the level line and level calibered leader.

This is true, every word of it. You can

easily make the tapered leader if you desire.

Ait you have to do is to select heavy strands

in back; hunt out some medium ones for the

centre and then get some light ones for the

ih

When your leader strands are pliable

and ready to work proceed to connect them
by what is known as the Single Water Knot,

illustration of which goes with tnis. A
glimpse at the jJrawing will show you how
this is done. Simply a loop is made at the

end of one of the gut strands. The other

leader strand is pushed through this and a

loop thrown over the oni. above it. Each
loop is now pulled tighi, and then, taking hold

of the end of each gut strand the two are

pulled tightly togethei, the lesult being an

unbreakable knot The knot is examined
carefully and then the ends are clipped close

to each knot. It is very simply done.

Caution is made here that in selecting your

leader strands they should be round if possible.

Those that are flat appearing or with cor-

ners, or with lumps or ridges along their

length are the least worth while But those

more or less round, level throughout, and
without splinters along their sides, these

are the sections you should select.

After a leader is tied it is gone over, and if

i I looks worthy then it is tested as to its

strength. The leader is fastened to the wall

by its loop; in the loop at the other end the

scales are inserted by the hook. A dead pull

is then brought to bear upon it. For a medi-

um or rather light leader a test ol two pounds
pull is all that is needed. For a heavier leader,

such as a heavy trout or bass leader a pull of

three pounds may be administered without
fear of going too far. If the leader breaks,

then cut the gut two or three inches from the

point of breakage and re-tie. When next

tested the strain brought to bear upon it need

not go much over half of the previous pull;

front. Connect these together and you have

your tapered leader.

The length of the leader is a matter open

to conjecture. Some prefer the nine foot

length and some the six fool length. In my
eyes the six foot length is plenty long enough,

but there are some things to be said in favor

of the nine footer. One thing, however, is

certain. If you are going in for the tapered

gut leader it must be a nine foot length, since

the sLn footer does not leave much to work on.

At any rate it is well for the angler to try out

both the nine's and the six's and find out for

himself which he likes the best.

All campers and people inclined to outdoor

life should know the fuel value of various

woods.

The fuel value of two pounds of wood is

roughly equivalent to that of one pound of

coal. Certain kinds of wood, such as hick-

ory, oak, beech, birch, hard maple, ash, elm,

locust, longleaf pine and cherry have fairly

high heat values, and only one cord of season-

ed wood of these species is required to equal

one ton of good coal. It takes a cord and a

half of shortleaf pine, hemlock, red gum,

Douglass fir, sycamore and soft maple to

equal a ton of coal as against two cords of

cedar, redwood, poplar, calalpa, Norway pine,

cypress, basswood, spruce and white pine.

Equal weights of dry, non-resinous woods,

however, are said to have practically the same

heat value, regardless of species; and, as a

consequence, it can be stated as a general pro-

position that the heavier the wood the more
,

heat to the cord. Weight for weight.however,

there is little difference between the various
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species; the average heat for all that have

been calcuhited is 4,(50) calories, or heat units,

per kilogram. A kilogram of resin will

develop 9,400 heal units, or about twice the

averar/e Jor wood. As a consequence resinous

woods have a greater heat value per pound
than non-resinous woods, and this increased

value varies, of course, with the resin content.

stumps are piled up and burnt just to gel rid

of them. This is perhaps the most foolish

thing that I know of. Here is being destroyed

thousands upon thousands of cords of the best

fuel man can lay hands on; fuel in fact that

surpasses coal or at least being full equal to

coal 'n the heat it sheds. The sight of settlers

in the north wasting thesestumpsby burning

Tlie pine stumps of the no rth, left by the

lumberman of the past I have proved to my
entire satisfaction are the best fuel that one

possibly can lay his hands on. These stumps

if chopped into will be found in a remarkably

fine state of preservation, which is due, of

course, to the resin in them which acts as a

preservative. By placing dynamite in suITici-

ent quantity under one of these large stumps

it can easily be blown up, the charge tearing

up the long feed roots themselves b( ing some
fifteen, twenty feet in length, tapering from

eight to ten inches in diameter near the main

stump to three and four inches in the end

These feed roots are thqjnselves veritable

"trees" in cases. Cut up in stove wood lengths

they make the best wood obtainable and they

give off twice the heat of ordinary W'ood. Up
north where land is being cleared these blasted

them broadcast to rid themselves of them
and then cutting soft, green woods and

tinder-dry rampikes for their stove wood is

too ludicrous for words. It but proves how
little men use of their native intelligence.

The available heat value of a cord of wood
depends upon many different factors. It has

a relation not only to the amount of resin it

contains, but to the amount of moisture

present. Furthermore, cords vary as to the

amount of solid wood they contain, even when
they are of the standard dimensio.n and occupy

128 cubic feet of space. A certain propor-

tion of this space is made up of air spaces

between the sticks, and this air space may be

considerable in a cord made up of twisted,

crooked and knotty sticks. Out of the 128

cubic feet a fair average of solid wood is

about 80 cubic feet.

''"'
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The amateur camper when he makes his

fire, to cook over gets the blaze going good

and llicn at once shoves the frying pun or the

coflcc pot into the blaze, while the fire is at

its height; the result is trouliie galore; much
cursing; smoke in the eyes; burnt llesh in llic

frying pan, and a colTcc pot that may rebel in

any one of a hundred ways. 'i"he right way to

cook over a fire is to get your lire started

with plenty of wood piled on. Let this burn

down to coals. On these coals place your

frying pan or coffee pot and you will Tmd
that you will have no trouble whatever, the

colTee coming to a boil evenly, and not all of a

sudden as is the case when cooking in the

blaze.

One of the troubles that llic camper has to

contend with is the rainy weather, which

coming suddenly upon him leaves him without

dry wood at his arm's reach. To seek in the
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wet ttoods for a drj^ stick when all is soggy is

an experience that soon breeds discourage-

ment. Campers often have a cook tent in

which dr>' wood is stored, looking forward to

rainy days. But this is true only in certain

cases. In most cases no canvas cover is

available for covering the wood to be had

when the rain-drops begin to patter, say ^
matter of three or four days at a time.

It is true that with one"s ax a tree may be

split in two and the centre of that log will be

dry and ready to burn, the centre portion of

each piece placed inward to the blaze; thus

it will be found that the outer wet surface

will dr>' while the dn' portion is burning. A
better system of preparing for a rainy day

is to gather dry wood and place it teepee-

fashion against a wide-spreading, thick-

lea^ ed tree in a leaning position. By packing

the pieces close together the inner pieces will

be unifonnly dry, %\hile the outer ones may
be wet. The foliage of the tree above will shed

a great deal of the rain, and what does come
down is taken in by the outer sticks, while the

inner ones are dry. You will find this system

I have discovered to be the best in the long

run and the results are such as to leave nothing

to be desired. If you have a five foot piece

of canvas a roof can be made over this close-

packed mass of upright sticks and freedom

from a welting obtained.

One is often camping in wet weather and
finds him.self with a world apparently soaked

through all around him. He must have a

fire, but how is he to go about it. There is

the rub.

If you can find a fallen tree, not lying on
the groOnd but partially off of the ground, say,

two or three feet olT of the ground, you will

generally find dry sticks and leaves underneath

with which to start a fire. If the tree is a

dry one you ran take your camp-ax and cut

off pieces on its under surface which will be

found dry no mailer how wet the world is.

Hollows in a tree >vill often yield up leaves

and such like; hollows in trees having their

entrance at the bottom can be used as a place

to store the dry material you have gathered.

Leaves in autumn often are blown into these

holes and you will find them there as dry as

ever. Inside of trees you will find long sticks

of very dry wood, same being the heart of the

tree which has been killed by dry rot and what
is left is found in the form of "sticks."

In making a fire in wet weather one needs

a good basis on which to place the wood he has

ready. Say that one is travelling along; it is

raining; he intends to stop and make a fire and
drv out. With this end in view he starts in

to collect his dr\- material for the coming fire.

In a tangle in grape-vines, say, he finds some
very dry and from these he may strip long

stringers of bark. This he stows away in his

pocket and inside of his shirt, if need be.

Here may be a rain-shedding cedar that yields

up the same sort of stringers wh'ch will burn

like tinder. Here he may come acrosSj,a

birch tree, in wh'ch case he brings out his

knife and rips off all that is within reach.

In the case of birch bark it may be said that

for making a fire in wet weather it cannot

be equalled. It burns as though saturated

wth oil and will give a blaze long enough
so that the sticks are eaten into.

Where old pines stumps are found a little

work with the ax w^ill bare the inner wood, and
it will be found hea\'y with resin. Chips of

this, and even pieces, can be taken along to

start the fire.

The fire may be made against a wall of rock

or under some tree with wide spreading limbs.

A fire under a tree will permit of a draft up-

ward that will never be found out in the open.

In fact the trunk of the tree will act much
the same as a chimney in that the heat and
smoke have a tendency to follow the course of

the tree. Therefore it is easier in wet weather
tostart yourfire alongside of atree; but if there

is an electrical storm on I have no doubt
but that it is a poor place to have your fire

for the lightning may hit the tree. But if

there is no electricity in the air if its just an
ordinary drizzling rain there will be no hann
done.

In case you are going into permanent
camp somewhere it is well that you so locate

your camp so that you are within easy reach

of a great deal of firewood. In all wrilitigs

on camping you will never find any mention
about this. The easier you can avail your-
self of firewood the less trouble you will have.

Many a camp-site has been found ideal so

far as scenic outlook and ground drainage is

concerned but the nearest one can get within

reach of firewood is a mile. It is true that

one hates to forsake such an ideal camp site,

but it begins to lose some of its attractions

when one has to carry wood from regions re-

mote. And the unspeakable conditions that

obtain in such a place in rainy weather, when
firewood is in demand, are never fully realized

until one has experienced the sensations such

a situation affords.

If you intend to take a trip into the wild

places with the object in view of fly fishing

for Ihe trout I most certainly would not sug-

op.st vniir tnkino .nlnni? a fiv-rod of bamboo.
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1 he bamboo rod is by all means the better

r li but when you think of the rough places

you have to take that rod into, and some of

the savage stream conditions you have to

faie, and the harm that may come to it

.during transportation, you do not just exactly

like to think of that rod (a thirty to fifty

dollar one, say) smashed and ready for the

rod-hospital instead of affording further use

that season. Fishing in the wilderness de-

mands a rough and ready rod that can be

used both for bait fishing and fly fishing, as

is in demand. The steel rod is the rod for

the wild places. It is admitted that it is

heavy; that you cannot do the far and fine

casting with it such as is obtainable with

tlic split bamboo, but the strength of that

rod, its imperviousness to wear and tear

makes it very desirable as a part of the ang-

ler's paraphernalia. However, even in taking

a .steel fly rod along I would suggest that you
inrlude an extra centre joint and also an extra

lip. If, through some bad luck you should

bend the middle joint or the tip you always

have the extras to fall back. upon. The same

should absolutely be true if you take your high

grade bamboo along: and as is well known
these extras, of middle joint and tip come
quite high in price depending of course upon

the price you pay for the rod as a whole,

which involves of course the grade of bamboo
used and the workmanship put into it.

.Should you decide to use your high priced

bamboo rod be sure that you care for it and
keep it out of harm's way. When in camp do

not let it stand around, but take it apart.

Many a rod has been spoiled through letting

it stand leaning against something; a "set"

then becomes noticeable: if not much so at

least to such an extent that it is out of true

line.

For those who are wont to go on short trips,

and who pack their things right on the back

there is such a thing as a pack rod that may
be included. The point scored by the pack

rod is that it takes up little space, all the

joints together making a bundle, one might

say, of foot length pieces. ^ Thus a nine fool

fly-rod will have as many as nine joints, but

it can easily be carried in the suit-case, or in

the pack sack without tiouble and is always

practically out of harm's way. The point

scored for the pac'k-rod, therefore, is that it is

easily transported, far better so than the three

part rod. The point against the pack-rod

is that with so many ferrules in its length it is

not half so flexible as the rod with le.sser fer-

rules. However the necessity for far and fine

casting is hardly ever needed in the wild places

where the trout take anything that comes to

water; therefore a rod should be of the wear
and tear sort that can fight a large rainbow,

brook trout or cutthroat all around the pool.

The steel fly-rod is the better rod for the

wild places, whether that be in the moun-
tains or elsewhere.

Some ol the best fishing for bass is to be had

at nigiil, Irom dusk to twelve mid-night

using the glowing or phosphorescent lures, ol

which much has been written. When ready'

logo out fi.,hing lor the night you simply hold

the phosphorescent bait close to the lamp for

a few moments; this brings out the glow and

il IS ready for a night in the water. These

glowing lures, or artificials, are made in many
styles, both surface and undcr-water. There

is the (loaiing li.re, thai may be cast in the

pads, and Ihc underwater lure that is

meant lo lie cast in the^ore open waters.

When the bass are in the shallows in the

early part ol the season il is then that

they will take the glowing lures with a

dash and vigor that is, to say the

very least, surprising. Just what the bass

conceive the glowing lure to be I am sure I

do not know. At least it can be seen in the

water !or a great distance; the fact that il

moves in the water is sulTicient to cause the

bass to become excited and curious to test it

out. I Itave no doubt that a great number

of bass are altraclcd in by this lure with its

ghostly nimbus. If the first cast in a place
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does not gel a fish, Iry a.aain. Sooner or

later a fish is going to samplo it. In fishing

at night it is well to have a reel of the sort

that is so constructed as to prevent back-

lashes; there aie several of these reels on the

market. The trouble with casting in the

dark with an ordinary reel is that a backlash

may occur with more frequency than would

be the case n the dayiight. For this reason,

loo, it is well to have a lantern in the boat

You will find out when on the waters how
desirable this addition really is. In fishing

try to drop your lure without too great a

splash and row along easily lo create as little

disturbance as possible.

A correspondent writes me that I had once

mentioned the fact that crayfish, (often called

crabs) are one of the lures that the black bass

samples if you are going after them with a live

lure; he states that he has opened the stomachs

of many bass and, sure enough, has found

parts of crabs therein; he adds that he has

used these hard-shelled creatures on his

hook, but instead of fascinating the bass with

ihem they appear to flee from it. He states

that he has not caught one bass using a crab

on the hook and wants to know how in the

deuce I can recommend the creature for a

bait when it is patent that the bass will not

recognize it.

My correspondent has made the mistake
of many another fisherman, simply because

there is no information extant telling the

rodstcr how to go about using the cray-fish or

crab (as it is commonly called) on the hook.

In the first place the crab in its hard shell

will never do as a bass lure; it must be cap-

tured and used on the hook while it is in its

soft shell state before the bass will have any-
thing to do with it. .\nd it is in knowing a

few farts about the process by which a hard-

shell crab becomes a "soft-shell" that one is

led right.

.'\s a crab grows up its hard outer covering

(which is composed of chiten combined with

a limy substance) becomes too small for it,

and it must, therefore, cast it off and take on
a more roomy covering. So when the time
is about ripe for discarding one coat the

newer coat is forming directly underneath
The crab is now called upon lo undergo in-,

tense labor. He must split the old cjse along

the back to be able to get out of it. If you
have ever watched a crab going through this

process you will understand that it is no easy

trick, and the actions of the aggressive-look-

ing invertebrate are not only ludicrous but

even grotesque. This changing from one coat to

another is what is called s-ientifically, 'moult-

ing." In the stage of moulting the crab also

sheds the horny lining of its stomach, mouth
and the eye-covers. The feat having been
fulfilled successfully the crab issues into the
wateiy world in its new raiment: a light coat,

very thin, flexible; pale white or cloudly white
in color. The crab is now what is called in

piscatorial parlance a "soft-shelled crab."

The bass can now handle it and digest it, a

thing that is more or less an impossibility if

the hard-shell were swallowed.

The crab in its soft-shell state does not

move around much, keeping under the rocks

and the banks. Lakes that have a rocky
shoreline (that is to say, many rocks in the

water along the shore) are natural harbors
for the crabs and under these rocks they are

to be found; and it is the crabs that are in the

soft-shell stage that the bass come in to nab.

If you have a point of vantage on a lake you
can watch the bass almost with their backs
out of water, so close in do they sometimes
come, hunting among the rocks for the close-

hiding soft-shells. Beware the thinly gar-

mented one who dares show his presence. He
is liable lo make a big meal for one of the

tribe of Mi/ roplerous salnioides.

Naturally in the early part of the season
when the bass are inshore questing around
if you can locate soft shells they make the

finest lure in the world for the bass. I doubt
if any bass would turn it down. Many
fishennen jab the hook through the crab
any old way. However the crab soon dies. .V

better way is to rig up a hook afi'air with hair-

like wires to fonii a sort of a harness over the

crab body. The creature is then as lively

as ever, whereas the driving of the hook
through it mutilates it. In the absence of

fine wires for a harness, use the finest rubber
snaps such as the druggist uses: your corner

druggist will supply these.

While I hardly ever use the soft shell crab
in any form of fishing, I can say that it really

is one of the foremost of the live lures by
which l):iss iiiMv 111' cnlii'i'd.



Bear Hunting Up North
Alfred Donald

1
GUESS the fellow who said "Time flies,"

wasn't far wrong. In the evenings when

I grab my aged Protestant pipe and sit

way back in the old arm chair and think ovei

ah the events that have taken place during

the last twenty years I find myself wondering

where all the time has gone to, everything

seems so recent.

I've about struck my last camp now and

am billed here for good but I can sti.l dream

of the old days and that is almost as good

sport as taking part in the events which make
me remember them.

The winter was my season and I always

used to get a friend along and hire a good

guide and get in about a month's bear-hunt-

ing, at least. It was a fine winter sport, but

now my haunts have been used so much that

my friends tell me that old man Bruin has

moved farther north.

A fellow who goes up on these expeditions

must take a gun which is both reliable and

sulficiently heavy- bored. A gun whose

calibre is .35 or under is about as much use in

bear hunting as a peashooter. My Winches-

ter 30-30 has seen me through all my trips

and I recommend it for this particular purpose

because it is a light gun and very deadly

when properly handled. I guess I have

fired all of 14,000 rounds with mine and it is

still in excellent condition. The whole

secret lies in keeping the gun cleaned, (and

oiled when carrying it through the snow)

otherwise rust, etc., will eat the heart and

soul out of the barrel and you will soon possess

a canaidale for the sheenies' pile of scrap-

iron.

I remember one winter I was up on a bear

liunl with a fpiend. He had an old Savage

and had loaded it with fine shot. We picked

up a trapper who lived nearby and the three

of us started off. We must have 'ollowcd

some tracks for about four miles when the

trapper, HIack, who was some distance to

the right of us yelled that he saw a cub My
friend, Vic, ran over just in time to see Black

heave his liiggcr. The cub, a good sized one,

Mjuealcd and vamoosed and before Black had

lime to reload, the mother appeared out of

nowhere and made a beo-linc for him. Black

drrtpr>cd his gun and did a Marathon for the

near('st tree while I bawled at Vic to let loose

ill the old girl. Vic was so numerous that

I was nfraid to shoot from where 1 was about

:>0 yards away, and ho was afraid to fire, lor

fear his fine shot would only tease her and
make matters worse. He didn't realize that

at that distance a barrel of shot would have

made as big a hole as a nine inch shell. Well,

the bear started up the tree after Black and
I guess he never played so hard in his life

as he did then. He finally crawled out on a

branch meaning to drop to the ground I

suppose. The bear was about four feet

behind him and between the two of them they

broke the branch, Black held on to the

limb, which did not fall, and the bear missed

him by about six inches as she fell to the

ground. Vic and I each pumped our little

contribution into her before she could get

up. Friend Black came down, all of a shake,

and said he felt fine, thanks. A little morn-
ing exercise is always good for one.

About three or four winters before that I

was up north seeing about getting some lum-

ber out. A chap from Gravenhurst named
Miller was with me at the time. We had

walked some distance through the bush and

Miller stopped to rest cui a fallen lo:;. After

about five minutes we were getting ready to

go on when I remarked, "This is about the

right sized log for a bear to sleep in." Miiler

said "yes" and glanced inside then jumped up

and said, "D d if there isn't one in it, too!"

We beat a "reveille" on the log with our

hatchets and -then got over to one side of the

hole. Presently she came out and got two

shots in the neck and two behind the shoulder.

"Exit, the bear." The men nearly thrciv a

fit when we hauled her into camp.

I once knew a fellow up north by the name
of Grasond who had a rather weird experience

one winter while after bear meat. He was
walking down a trail towards his cabin when
he sensed somolhiag behind him. Owing.. to

numerous bends in the trail he was unable to

see far to the rear but decided to draw out his

pursuer to wheie he could get a look at it.

His only protection was a .35 cal. Winchester

which he knew would be of little usj to him

if there was anything worth while foiiowin/^

him. About .300 yards ahead of him he had

made an old-fashioned trap in the ttail by

digging a wide hole about six feet deep in the

ground with a four fool stake, sharpensd at

the upper end, planted in a vertical position

in the middle. The trap was concealed with

a covering of light brush and snoiV, the only

markers bein'^ blazed trees on each side of

the trail at this point.
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It was getting dusk so he decided to hurry

and accordingly "advanced down the trail at

the double." His _friend in the rear had

apparently increased his pace as Grasond
could hear him plainly and the aninial seemed
to be gaining. He looked over his shoulder

and beheld a huge black bear about fifty yards

behind. A little way ahead he could see the

two blazed trees through the dusk and as the

trap was his only hope he put forth every

efTort to "beat the bear to it." The bear

was now close behind hini and he could

plainly hear its angry snarling. The pit was
about six feet ahead and Grasond gathered

his muscles and took a flying leap over it

about one second before the bear sprang onto

the covering and fell onto the spike, which
impaled him through the hinder part of his

body. Grasond carefully dropped into the

pit and ended the bear's agony by sending a

bullet through its brain. He then got out

and went for help to get the animal off the

spike. Two days later Grasond disposed of

his ..35 and got a 4.5.90 (I don't know what

make) which sounds like a howitzer battery

in action. His motto seemed to be "Safety

First."

.A man's pleasure on one of these trips

depends largely on the guide he takes along.

.\ good guide is "half the battle won," and

some of these old boys have campfire yarns

that almost make you start looking over your

shoulder. They are the men who know what

"roughing it"' means. I have several times

used an old Indian trapper onmy "excursions"

who lives 26 miles from the nearest house, and

lives alone. He has cleared a tract of about

fifteen acres by himself and on it grows enough

vegetables, with hay for his stock, to see him
through the winter. He shoots most of his

meat and his only means are the proceeds

from his stock and any money he can earn

during the summer. In spite of his lonely

life he is a very cheerful old chap. To him

the wilderness is "home." I sometimes w^on-

der how long some of us would last were we

placed up there under similar conditions.

A Good Hunting Glass

I
notice on page 921 of the January issue

of Bod and Gun that Mr. H. C. Knapp
enquires regarding a hunting glass. He

mentions a telescope as being likely to answer

his purpose. The WTiter one time was in

about the same fix as Mr. Knapp and so can
appreciate what a good glass would mean to

him. Often in the woods one Wiilsee indis-

tinct objects just beyond clear vision and a

hundred times during a week in" the woods
one will find himself saying,"if I only could

see what that is. Is it a deer or isn't it? N'o

it cannot be," and yet—and then up goes the

flag and a deer has vanished, leaving the

hunter in fit shape to kick himself, whereas

a glass would have settled the question in a

flash. Then again a huntr r MAY get a little

ofl' the track and if he is a good climber and
gets up on a con\enient hill and puts about

30 or 40 feet between himself and the ground

—

Well, a vision of thiee or four miles is away
ahead of three or four hundred yards and
may well get anyone out of an unpleasant

situation. There is no question that a good
glass is a valuable asset in the woods. Xot
only can the hunter determine instantly

what distant objects are but he will find a

hmidred uses for it and can take in the beautv

of the surrounding countr>- and find pleasures

in it little dreamed of. It really gives the

hunter 7 or 8 limes the range of vision he

has with the naked eye. Then the question

naturally arises, what is the best glass for his

purpose. .\nd here is where the hunter may
easily make a mistake and instead of getting

lasting satisfaction may only get disappoint-

ment and be out his hard earned dollars.

Like the revolver, if a man needs one the best is

none too good, and I would advise the pur-

chase of the very best glass that one can

afford. The pleasure of possession will be

there long after the price is forgotten. To
get anything like power in an ordinary field

glass means carrying a large and bulky

article, and bulk and weight is exactly what
the hunter will wish to avoid. .\nd a teles-

cope does not solve the question either, as we
cannot get power without bulk and weight.

The writer once bought a telescope of sup-

posedly? 30 power. Well, when it arrived

and was tried out it was found that at 300

yards one could see fairly well, beyond that

distance it was all pretty much prayerful

guess work, eveiything too blurred to be of

any use at all. And this glass? was about

12 by 3 inches closed and weighed about 3 lbs.
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Exit the telescope. Last year I purchased a

Weiss binoculai made and guaranteed by
Paul Weiss of Denver, Col. This gliss sells

in the States at .SS.'p.OO so that with d^uty add-
ed it cost me in the neighborhood of S7.5.00.

Pretty sleep, yes. But worth it. I thought
about this glass some time before buying it

but finally got up the necessary courage to

hand over my 575.00. I haven t missed the

money much since and I have an instrument
that is a constant source of delight. It is a

7 power glass, 25 M-M. I notice you are

carrying an advertisement of the maker in

your January number which describes it.

These glasser can be relied on to give satis-

faction. The image at any distance within
its range it ver>' distinct and the illumination

perfect. Looking through this glass one is

surprised at the ease one can distinguish

objects. The light is as perfect as if one was
using the naked eye. You can adjust for

distance between the eyes, and -for eyes that
vary in strength. It is verj' compact, about
6 by 3J^ by 2)4 inches closed. On a clear

day with a good light I could easily dis-

tinguish a dog at 3 or 4 miles. Of course with
any glass much depends on the light and the
atmosphere. With a smoky atmosphere or

excessive heat radiation in summer, one's
vision is naturally reduced. It is in the fall

and winter nionths that one gets the most
out of a glass. On a clear cold winter day
such as we are getting just now the power of

this little instrument is really surprising and
one never tires of taking in the sights "away
off." I have watched children playing and
could see their every move when if I had

walked to them it would take me an hour of

hard walking to reach them. This is the

glass that would fill the bill for Mr. Knapp
or any hunter who is looking for a real good

instrument. The maker furnishes a real

good solid leather case with the instrument

and three carrying straps. You can carry

it in its case over your shoulder or by hand
with a shorter strap, or out of its case on a

small light strap or in its case on the belt,

there being a good wide leather loop at the

back of the case for this purpose. In short

it is one good glass in every way and while I
•

have no interest in the sale of it and no con-

nection with the maker I can and do re-

commend it to anyone desiring a first class

instrument of this nature. Anyone that has

tried to line up on anything with a heavy

telescope with one eye and a wobbly hand

will appreciate the difference when he gets

hold of an instrument that gives him two

eyes, "one circle of light" and good illufnina-

tion combined with a large field of view. There

is as much difference as looking into a mirror

and through a snioked glass. There is a high

hill near where Hive, and on it I saw an object

at the top on the skyline. Through the Weiss

binocular I found it was a man on horseback.

I could see the reins under the horse's head

quite distinctly, and every move of horse and

man. The distance would be easily two

miles. So far as deer are concerned and the

distance one sees them in the bush you could

see them open or close an eye.

Sudbury, Ont.

H. Brockway.

INDIAN BLANKETS

Ediior Rod and Gun.

In reading Mr. R. G. Hodgson's article,

in Kod and Gun for December regarding
Indian blankets, reminds me that I slept in

oue of them while a prisoner in 1885 in an
Indian encampment. I can vouch for the
lightness and warmth.

Thi.s particular blanket was made of rabbit
skins, cut in strips about one and one half
inches wide. They were folded skin side in

and made up very open; like lace workmore
space than skin. The holes were big enough
to put nay fingers through, at the same time

you could Aee through them.

The fur being very loose in the skin makes
them' very untidy.

Yours very truly,

Neil Brodie.

Cereal, .Mberta.

W5t^
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Timber Wolf Trapping
A. F. Wallace

WE see many methods of trapping fur-

bearing animals of all kinds, but very

little about the deer and stock killers.

In days gone by Northern Minnesota. Dakota

and Montana knew the print of my "'shoe

packs," and in thirty years I only knew of tw-o

or three methods of trapping the wolf that

would make good. The "wherefor of why"
of the timber wolf we will leave to the high-

brow, and confine ourself solely to catching

him.

.^n old Northern Minnesota trapper and

homesteader was very successful with the

following method or set. Now get this under

your hat good and hard, that is that there is

nothing worse to scare wild animals of the

fur tribe, including wolves, than human scent.

Opinions of some differ from mine, but their

opinions don't interest me. I went to some
trouble and expense (if one figures his time)

to try this out to my sati'ifaction, so if you

use the following methods, you must do jusi

at I lell you, without any paterts of your own.

First, don't use any traps smalii-r than

No. 4J'2 Newhouse traps. Take your traps

and wash them in lye and hot water. Don't

use soap, it leaves an odor of its own. .After

this is done lay them in running water for a

couple of days—if no running water, then

bury them in the ground, away from the

house, for a week, then take them up, knock

the dirt off them, and set and spring everj'

one of them with a stick to limber them up.

Then, with a pair of new gloves hang them
away from camp, until ready for use. Now
go to where deer are running, or hang out.

Usually wolves are feeding on them. Look
for signs. Usually a ridge is a good location

in early fall, later tamarack swamps. Lay
out a dead balsam from a stump,one will do,

but four are better. The illustration explains

itself. The bait may be anything that in-

terests a wolf. Say a hatful of deer offal.

Rig up your set and let it stand a week, so all

scent will blow off, dig out a place for your

trap and place the dirt on a piece of canvas

—

careful don't scatter any—and take it away
with you. Lay two sticks in the bottom,
or some fine dry rotten wood, so trap won't

freeze down, cover the trap with a piece of

writing paper, with an X cut in it over the

pan, then cover with a shy half inch of fine

dry dirt, and be careful and leave things on

the surface just as they were before you set

the trap. If leaves were there, then put

them back, if pine needles do the same. Use
a thirty pound clog for each trap, covered

carefully. Never stake solid. Clogs are

good, grapples are better. Now after this

has stood a week, tie a rabbit's skin, piece

of raw cow hide or sheepskin to the soles

of your shoes. Take the bait, approach

the stump from the far side, lay it on top

and put a flat stone on it so the birds can't

eat it. Then come away in as near your same
tracks as possible. If snow is on the ground,

then brush some into your tracks with a hem-
lock top. The riper the bait gets, the better

it will attract the wolf. Don't go any neater

to the set than where it can be seen with a

spy glass, and this should be taken into con-

sideration when putting out the set. If you
have traps to spare set four at the base of the

stump, as it has been known that when qne

was caught at the end of the tamaracks that

the pack made a rush for the bait. Never
stake a trap for a wolf or a fox. If they see

one of their number roiling arround at a set,

you'll never get any of them that saw him in

a set of that kind again.

Another good set that "brouglit home the

bacon" in Northern Michigan for limber wolf

was used by an old trapper friend of mine

who trapped them for the bounty, and made
a specialty of it Along the shore of a lake

where the ice had settled, and water had run

over the ice close to the shore and frozen,

makes a good path for a wolf lo travel.
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^\'he^e a spruce or cedar tree has fallen into the

lake sii as to leave a space between the boughs

of the tree and the bank set your No. 4}^
Newhouse as already described. Just before

aTsnowstonn, approach the set from the far

side and place a good sized bait a few yards

out on the lake. My friend sometimes used

a whole deer. Where it is known that there

are wolves several trees can be felled into the

water along the shore before it freezes up.

In both of these methods advantage is taken

of the wolves' habit of always circling a bait

before approaching, and it will work if you
have paid faithful attention to details.

Sometimes wolves w-ill take poison in Janu-
ary or February', when feed is scarce, and
they are crazed with hunger. Also in some
lases scent is good. The best I know is used

by the U.S. Biological Survey.

Here it is. Gnnd sturgeon, or the oiliest

fish you can get, through a sausage mill,

and all the dead mice you can get, get a dozen

"horse warts" from the front and hind legs of

horses, grind them up and add to the mess.

1 lang it in the sun for four weeks. This is the

best I know of, and it will do business every

timclf they will come to scent at all. If you
\\ ant a paste mix rancid lard with the mess. I

believe it is the duty of every trapper to put

out a few traps for wolf, to protect the deer,

the most useful and harmless animal he has and
from which he gets his good meat and buckskin.

In regard to poisoning I am a good deal

like the man who never drank unless he was
alone, or with somebody. Do not use poison

for any other furbearers except wolves.

The U.S. Government poisoners use it this

way with fair success. Mi.x equal parts

strj-chnine and baking powder together, fill

the large ends of two-grain capsules with the

mixture and throw the small ends away.

If in cold weather close th^' end of the capsule

with lard, or with firmer grease in warmer
weather. Place your thumb over the open

end and press the capsule into the meat bait.

Fresh pork is best, and horse meat next.

Have bait no larger than a walnut and then

they will swallow it without chewing il.

The grease plug melts quickly and liberates

the poison, and the baking powder hasten^

its action. Stick the baits up on sticks eight

or ten inches above the ground or snow,

away from mice; also a wolf will not take a

sandy bait. Use clean gloves in making the

baits, and place them on trails, or around a

big bait like a carcass. This method is used

in "Uinj-er.

St^ow on Uxk^

•rrrt;
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bj' Mr. Ed. Sanderson, a Government trapper

in the employ of the U.S. Biological Survey

with good success.

Look out and don't leave human scent,

use new gloves that have hung outside for a

spell, and have a wooden blade to do your

mixing with. If you leave any human

scent your work will all be for nothing. Pay

close attention to the small details, both in the

two trapping methods and in the poisoning

recipe. They will get wolves if used as direct-

ed, and they are the only ones I have ever seen

do it. Get him if you can—he is the Hun of

the woods.

Handling Bear Skins
H. C. H.

'T'llERE is a considerable amount of hard

work about handling bear skins, and
owing to the fact that most of the animals are

killed in the late spring and early summer
when the weather is getting warm there

is also a large annual loss through skins taint-

ing and the hair slipping.

The skins are large and fleshy, usually with

iiiore or less fat on them, and heat very easily,

and for this reason they should never be

allowed to remain rolled up in a bundle for

more than a few hours.

They are awkward things to handle, owing

to their size, especially in camp where facilities

are limited for drying them, and many skins

are lost each year that could be saved if

proper methods were known for preserving

them.

I have lost some fine skins myself in the

bitter school of experience, and the way that

follows is the only method I will use, whether

I have a barn handy to stretch them on or

not. Do not let anyone persuade you that it is

all right to stretch your skins on the end of a

building for the sake of saving a little trouble.

Keep away from buildings. You will find

out the difference when you come to take your
skin down.

First of all^and important—in skinning

make the best job you can. Skin clean as

you go along, especially over the shoulders

and around the ears and nose. Skm the paws
right out to each individual toe, cutting the

bone at the joint just before the claw starts.

When the skin is off lay it on the ground, fur

side down, and stretch il out as far as it will

go. Then cut four poles of a convenient size

to handle, and make a frame a trifle larger

than the skin, the limit of size

being determined by the front and hind paws
on the sides and the tip of the nose and the

taifon the ends. There is no need for any
fancy carpentery. Simply nail the four

poles together securely, giving your frame an
inch or so more play each way than the size

of the skin warrants.

Now put your skin (fur side down) inside

the frame. Put a nail in each nostril and nail

the nose securely to the centre of ihe top

pole. Then pull the tail down and nail to

the centre of the bottom pole. This should

just give the skin sufficient -tightness, and

should not leave any slack.

Then pull out each front paw to the side

of the frame, and nail there, extending the

paws fully, and putting a nail in each toe.

Treat the hind feet the same, and you will

now find that thij skin is stretched fairly

tightly. The bottom of the skin (where you
made the knife cut in skinning the hind legs)

will leach to the bottom of the end pole suff-

iciently to allow two or three nails to be tacked

in. Do not overstretch—simply have all

slackness taken up. For the loose skin be-

tween the front and hind legs either with a

nail or a sacking needle thread in two or three

pieces of stout string, and tie these to the

nearest pole. The slack around the head

and neck can be taken in the same .way, tying

each piece of string with its own individual

knot. Should any slackness now remain

it can be corrected by tightening one or two
of the strings.

There is now nothing either behind or in

front of your skin that will give the flies a

chance to do their deadly work in secret.

Turn the frame upside down, with the head

of the skin downhill, and dust in salt on the

ur side around the nose and ears and the

eyeholes, and wherever there is blood or a

bullet hole. If you have the opportunity to

suspend the skin above the ground the

free current of air will hasten drying, but do

not expose to the direct rays of the sun. If

the flics should blow the skin (usually among
the fur wherever there is dainpness)a little

salt will prevent the eggs from liatching.



Spring Ratting—Under Difficulties

Fabian

1AM not much of a WTiter, having no han-

kering after the pen. The gun or trolling

line are more suited to my tastes. How-
ever having been asked to write up my little

trapping experience I will endeavor to satisfy

my friends. In the first place I am an Eng-
lishman of five years' residence in Canada,and
consequently, (at trapping) a greenhorn.

But let that pass.

One afternoon, early in April, my friend,

a well-known trapper, said to me "Come
trapping."—I said "Yes."—and the deed was
done.

We packed up our grub, camp stove, pipes,

tent and poles, traps, guns, blankets and two
canoes, loaded them on a rig and drove below

the locks at Lindsay, on the Scugog, of musk-
rat fame, where we embarked on our expediti-

on.

The snow was falling lightly, but there was
lots of it, and to say the lea^t the air did not

feel very much like spring. Still, we paddled

down to our destination called Teener's Land-

ing, and went ashore. I say went ashore.

Yes, but we had to force our way through

countless logs, slide over dozens of partially

submerged stumps and break ice two inches

thick all the way into the landing. Well,

after about an hour's struggle we got ashore,

to find the snow about a foot deep. Going to

the extreme end of the point we found a little

clearing where we proceeded to erect our fu-

ture home for the next few days. We got

the stove fixed, and had dinner or supper—

I

don't know which. Anyway—we ate.

Afterwards we went out to see what the

prospects were like for fur. To use the words

of my partner they were "pretty blue." J-

Nevertheless we put out half a dozen traps

apiece and then proceeded to get some dry

wood and boards and straw, using the last

two for our bed. First we put two limbs

endwise and on these we put our boards,

first cutting them the proper length, about

six feet six inches. On them we laid about

a foot of cedar and spruce limbs. Then
we begged two or three bags of pea straw

from a farmer and spread this all over the

top, then we laid our waterproof sheet,

next some good thick blankets and our bed

was ready—and we were ready for it. Did
I sleep? You bet,and the lent door was
open and the stove went out, aiul the Iher-

niometer got tired of being up so long and

gradually went down to somewhere about

zero. But I never slept better in all my life.

Presently about 2 a.m. I heard a sharp
'Wow Wow.' I said 'What's that?' but the

only answer was a snore. So I went to sleep

again. At 4.30 my loving friend said "Get
up and light the fire." I had taken off my
pants the previous night, and wondered why
he did not. But I found out then. Wher-
ever the water had splashed on them while

paddling was a solid chunk of ice. I got the

fire started and got some water after breaking

through the ice. We had breakfast and tried

to see our traps, but they were frozen in good
and tight, likewise all that day and the next

and the next and the next too. We passed

our time away cutting dry wood for the fire.

In the meanwhile two well-known trappers

had pitched their tent alongside of us, and a

few rods further up were encamped at least

a dozen local sports who were trying for the

birds or rat or mink.

On Monday morning I decided I would
break the ice along the shore where my traps

were, and did so, securing two rats. My mate
got none, nor did any of the others get any.

My conceit rose. I understood trapping

thoroughly. I had already figured out hosv

much I was going to make out of my traps.

But alas for pride—the sequel will show. The
weather grew wanner, the ice went out and I

got about thirty traps out, and my companion
about fifty-five. He had an advantage over

me as he knew the waters and swales and

swamps like a book. I knew them in summer
when fishing was good, but you don't think

it is the same place when you see it in the

grip of winter. The home of the rat is

guarded by millions of logs, stumps, etc.,

and on these the traps were set while the

rats were running or breeding. Well, I

went out the next day to gather in the spoil,

and had the time of my life to find the traps,

let alone any rats. Howevei; I found them

all and proceeded to tie a blue rag around

a bush or tall limb close to them to facilitate

finding them again. They call this '(lagging.'

1 ought lo know all about flagging, being a

brakie on the G.T.R. Presently my friend

came across and said "What luck?" I hud a

paltry brace to show. He had thirteen.

An unlucky number, but I wished I had them.

We skinned our rats and then had a frv'.

Yes, we ale rat's legs—but there is an art in

preparing them. The musk bags arc em-
beddc'il in the thigh and you have lo get them
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out or the flesh will taste. I ate a big meal

aad enjoyed it. The meat is something like

venison, only not so cfry. I also took some

home afterwards, and the children enjoyed

them, but the wife said "Nol" We could all

eat rats if we liked, but not for her. But this

is on the quiet. She ate frog's legs once when
she was not feeling very well and enjoyed

them, but did not know till afterwards what

she had eaten. She says she liked them,

. anyway, even if we did fool her.

But this isn't trapping. I thought J would

change some of my traps and was leaning

over the side of my boat holding onto a stump
with my left hand and chopping a nick with

the axe in my right hand—when the stump
^broke and in I went, kicking the boat into

mid stream as 1 fell. I came to the top gasp-

ing for breath to find the boat twenty feet

away and receding all the time. I started

for the boat across the stream, and although

a good swimmer I never want another trip like

that. I reached her at last—how I don't

know, as I was loaded down with heavy
boots and thick winter clothing. Somehow
I got in without upsetting her and found

to my surprise that I still had the axe in my
hand. I think I must have been half dead
with the cold. The wind was from the east

and it was freezing hard. I paddled for

canip, nearly a mile away, and arrived there

more dead than alive. My friend had a good

fire and lots of hot tea, and I was soon un-

dressed and sitting on the bed and smoking

my pipe and drinking hot tea. I fairly ex-

pected a bad attack of la grippe from my
involuntary bath, but never even caught a

cold. My friends in the meanwhile were

catching rats all around me by this time

—

teaching me that I had got a lot to iearn about

trapping. One day I got a bittern in a trap.

Next day my mate got a blackbird and some-

one else a mudhen or a duck—the latter we
let go, as it was close season. No mink were

caught as an Indian had hunted them all

winter with dogs, getting over fifty. The
rats proved very scarce, one reason being acc-

ounted to low water freezing them out; another

blaming the Indians for killing them in the

winter. I don't know which is true. I

learnt a lot more about trapping from my
friends and fellow trappers than I thought I

ever should, and thoroughly enjoyed the

trip. I finished with 31 and my friend got

70 in five days' tfapping.

Trapping is hard work and no one should

ever attempt it who is not prepared for hard-

ships, and be willing to take them smiling. I

like it and intend to have another go next

year if I am spared.

The Mail Bag

Query—I have been a constant reader of

ftod and Gun for over a year, and would like

to find out through your excellent magazine
(as I intend to go trapping next winter in a

country where there is bear, deer, mountain
lion.^j and mountain goats.)

1. Which is the best calibre of rifle to kill

said animals. ? (^
'

2. What IS the license fee?

3. What age does one have to be before

he can procure a trapping license?

4. What is the best gun for the trap line?

5. And what sort of furbearers would be
found in the mountains up Howe Sound,
B.C., which is situated near the city of Van-
couver?

Vancouver, B.C. T. B.

Answer— 1. and 4. A good all round
gun might be either a .25-35 Winchester or

Savage, or a .25-36 Marlin.

2. Resident Big Game License—S5.00.

3. Sixteen.

5. Skunk, mink, coon, weasels, occasional

cougar, possibly marten and a few lynx. If

near a settlement neither of the last two, but
probably a few wild house cats, and possibly

muskrats.

H. C. H.

Query—Would you be good enough to advise

me through the Trap Line department of

some good methods of trapping mink through

the ice when the lakes and rivers are frozen

over. There are several lakes and creeks in

the district where I do a little trapping, and
I would be greatly obliged if you could inform

me how to citch. these animals in the winter.

Thanking you in advance for the information

and wishing the magazine continued success.

Montreal. I'':, del..
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Answer.—We hope to have an ailiclc in

the next issue of the magazine discussing this

subject and giving some good methods.

I think you will meet with success if you

find where the ice has frozen on the lake shore

and left a hollow between the water and the

bank. Chop through the ice, nest the trap

down in dry grass so that it will not freeze,

build a little pen and put the bait in the back.

Often where there is a narrow pathway

between the water and the bank (under the

ice) you can chop through and make a blind

set, good for cither mink or muskrats. Throw-

some brush over the hole after you have made
voursct.

II. C. H.^ .

Qunnj—Can you tell me how to tan rabbit

skins in the way the Indians do to make a

blanket?

Agate, Ont. I-:. L. M.

Answer—As far as I know Ihey do not tan

the skins at all My impression is that the

skins are cut into strips about an inch wide

when green, and are allowed to dry in long

strings. As they dry the skin curls up, so

that by the time it is dry it resembles a long

piece of rope, with the hair outside.

These arc then kept until sufficient are on

hand, when they are woven into the blanket.

If this infonnation is not correct I hope

some of the readers who have seen these

blankets made will give us full particulars.

The real Indian rabbit skin blankets are the

warmest things known, notwithstanding the

fact that you can poke your finger through

them anywhere between the braids of the

weave.

II. CM.
'^iier{i— I wish to ask you through the col-

umns of Rod and Gun if you think it is possible

for two young men to make a living trapping

in Northern Ontario. We both have consid-

erable knowledge of trapping, but have never

done it on a large scale.

We have not decided just where we are

going, but wish to hear your opinion on the

.Missinaibi Hiver, fifty to a hundred miles

north of the National Transcontinental H.]\.,

or some smaller river flowing into the Missin-

aibi.

We expect to go next spring and take with

us supplies to last six months. We wish you

to give us your candid opinion on our plan.

Thanking you in advance.|j

'loronlo, Ont. H. .1. S.

Answer—If you go into a good district (and

the one you mention should be good if it is

not over-supplied with trappers) you should

be able to make a living trapping. However,

as you ask my candid opinion on your plan

I will tell you what I really think about it.

This advice is from mv own experience, and

you can take it or leave it as you see fit.

In the first place you are starting al the

wrong time. Spring will only give you a

short period of muskrat trapping, and your

supplies will run out at the very time when,
you should be getting busy in real earnest.

It would be belter to start later, say August

or September, and take enough supplies to

last till spring.

The whole question hinges on how mucii

time you intend to put in. If you are just

after a one year trip the remarks that follow

will not apply.

If, on the other hand, you are sick of cities

and the narrow path of the wage earner, I

think I should give this subject careful con-

sideration.

Practically wherever you go in Northern

Ontario you will find fairly good trapping.

My own honest advice to you both is to make
the trip by all means, but go with the idea of

locating a piece of land.

Pick out a piece with marketable timb'r

on it, as close to transportation as possible

—

and in the sequence of events you will find

there is good trapping somewhere in the

neighborhood.

Clear up your land. Trap in the winter to

make your grubstake—and you will find some

day that your dealing has become a farm,

and that you have something back of you.

The day of the professional trapper is passing.

So often he was not the romantic character that

fiction has described, and very rarely did

he have any social standing at all. But in

this wonderful era that is Canada's the man
with his own piece of land is the best type

of citizen that any nat>o^can possess. The

pioneer's life will give y9\i all the thrills of

the trapper's life—and in addition you will

be adding to your assests with every day's

work you do. The winter will be yours for

trapping in any case—but it is what you

do with your -summers that will decide what

you are in ten years' tune.

Trapping ft a great game—but you will

find that you will make a belter trapper when

you have your land behind you, and plans

for tiie coming year than you will when

everything you own in the world is repres-cnl-

cd bv a line of snowed-in traps.

H CM.



GUNS S. AMMUNITION
A Piece of Walnut Wood

How a Rifle Stock Saved Two Lives

John Lynn

IN
midsummer Sylvester Williams, a nor-

thern lumberman and hunter, was about

to condemn and discard his rifle because

he could do nothing with it either at the tar-

get or in 'the woods. It had been tried out

faithfully in two seasons of use. He regret-

ted to part with it, as he had gradually worke(|

up to that model and calibre through owning
successive inferior guns beginning with the

muzzle loader thirty years ago. He thought

that perhaps he was getting too old for hunt-

ing.

Before shelving it and spending the money
needed to get a new one, he thought of con-

firming the worst at the target a farewell time

with his remaining cartridges. A few shots

were fired at 500 yards range, ten or a dozen

at a running deer target and some others at a

big bullseye target at 100 yards range. Sadly

he viewed the result. It was a nice looking

rifle, but it would have to go, for the top oi

the peep sight had cut his forehead as usual-

and the bullets were scattered all over the

targets or completely ofT them. The deer

received one from ten fired at it. The 100

yards groups measured nearer two feet than

one.

"It always was an unlucky gun in the

woods," he remarked to a companion. "The
plain' truth is that the bore and every other

part is worthless. You try it at 100 yards.

See for yourself."

It happened that the companion was
more of a target shooter than a hunter.

Although he was so slow in the woods that

he nearly always let his game get by without

a scratch ,he did know how to hold down and
get groups from almost any sort of an old

gas-pipe that could throw them at all. As
the other man fired, the huntei, marking
target, was astonished to see bullet after

bullet smack into the upper third of the bull

In proper hands the rifle actually was very

accurate! It shot like a star-gauged New
Springfield.'

"The trouble is," announced the target

shooter as he approached, the d stock

queered your hold. It is so short it gets back
among your features unless you take special

trouble to keep your head away in aiming,

and it is so straight that sighting is like

getting down to look along a railroad trail."

"Queered my hold' is right," the hunter

admitted, as he viewed the three-inch ten-

shot group in a puzzled way. "I get one shot

at a deer, then I'm blind and flinching. If it

isn't the sight that gets in the way it's my
thumb or nose."

"Yes," the other answered a little envious-

ly, "you good woods shots don't take time

to get into position. You just shoot as you
find yourselves, standing on your feet or

your ear."

^ "Do you actually think

would enable mc to shoot

just have shot it?"

"No thinking about it.

got to go through with such a change before

you get any idea of the dilTerence a stock can
make."

"I never took much 'stock' in fancy

stocks," the hunter protested. "Always had
the idea that if a fellow could shoot he could

do it as any old piece of wood on the rear end

of the gun I haven't the money to fix up a

shooting iron just for looks."

a different stock

this rifle as you

I know. Ycu've
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"The need for a special slock hasn't a

thing to do with the looks," was the answer.

"I know. I've been all through that idea

myself. The special stock does not neces-

sarily cost much either. You can saw off

the end of that bridge plank there, and jiiake

an efficient one out of it With a chopping

axe and a hot stove-poker in two or three

hours if you do not c*are to spend any more

time and money. But you take it from me

—

a stock that is right is vyorth the^jrice of the

whole gun if you can't get it for less. The
only reason hunters put up with these reg-

ular factory abominations is because they

don't know how they could improve their

shooting by using something better."

"I wish I felt as sure as you do," the

hunter remarked as he shook his head.

"Maybe I'll try out your idea with a new gun.

I'm sick of this thing."

Back home that night the hunter got to

studying over his shooting with the rifle. If

it could make small groups—and it certainly

did make one that day—perhaps a new stock

on it was worth a tr>'. To fight the trouble

through with this one gun might be better

than to switch—the one-gun man always

has the bulge on the man who changes guns,

anyhow. But there was no earthly use in-

spending the price of a new gun on a stock

—

not for a minute.

Then complications, followed by a bright

idea, occured to him. He wanted no chopped

out, rough affair after all. It would take a

lot of time and work to cut out of a piece of

wood, a stock of the exact dimensions needed,

although a good plank of ordinary walnut

should not be hard to find. Besides, what
dimensions would be right? Who was to tell

that? It would be doubly foolish to make a

new stock that might be as bad as the old

one in some different way. Why not just

lengthen the old stock by adding something

under the butt plate—leather, for instance?

He took the rifle from the corner of the

room and threw it to his face. It seemed to

line up without a bit of trouble. Was the

whole thing just imagination? He had no
trouble getting his cheek down and his eye

through the peep. Hul then he fell with his

forefinger the scab on his forehead. Lcni'tii-

ening the old stock might be all that w.ns

needed. He would mention the matter lo

the target man.

When he next met that person it was in

the company ol another they Ijoth knew well -

a man who did considerable trap shooting.

The target shooter was positive in his opinions.

".fust lengthen the old stock? No sir!

That would cure the kicking you in the eye,

of course, but you would still miss. You
haven't the idea yet. Missing and getting

kicked are two dilTerent things. Not related,

or very little. Your bullet probably flies out

over your game and afterward you receive

the kick from it. I want to show you an old

.30-30 I have."

He led the two men to his home, a short

distance away. His son, a boy of 15 or 16,

brought out the ;50-30.

"Throw that to your face, Williams,"

he directed. Williams did so.

"No, don't aim. Just look al that mail

box out there, and then throw the gun up as

if you were going to think of beginning to get ,

ready to commence to aim. But keep your

eye on the raailJjox."

"All right." Williams threw up the 30-30,

and the instructor snapped out the command;
"Don't move. Tell me where the barrel

points."

"Slants up pretty well/' Williams answered.

"Bout five feet over the box, should judge,

without moving my eye."

"All right, that's enough. You understand

now?"
"No. I see nothing except that this gun

is like a knotty club."

"Good as your gun, Old Timer. Good as

yours. And that is saying something if you

just knew it."

"Well what's the answer?"

"The answer is drop, and some other items.

This 30-30 has little more than two and a half

inches drop. Measure it, from the line of

sight down."
Wnliams did so, and found the figure about

correct. The other continued

:

"You. with your skinny neck, »vill need

about four inches ot drop in the stock to make
the barrel point right. I should say—three

and a half, anyhow.

"This fat friend here, who shoots the blood-

less clay pigeons (a tall, fleshy man, with

short neck) will shoot best in the field with

more than four inches drop.

The 'fat friend" came to life. "Jumping

Grasshoppers, Man! You are crazy as a bed-

bug. Me four inches! I've had eight shot-

guns in the last four yea?s, and I'm getting

better at the clays all the time. Every next

gun is stiaighter than the one before it. My
List and best one has one full inch and five-

eighths of one inch—get the figures—at the

heel."

"Most people take a good deal of drop tor

good fiehl work," calmly proceeded the tar-
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Start a Gun Club
In Your Town

Others are doing it. Join' the out-

door bunch in the best oftall Spring

Sports—trap shooting.

For the man or woman who loves

shooting, breaking the clays has no

equal. And—there's no "closed sea-

son" on the clay pigeons.

Dominion
Shotgun Shells
are the reliable and favorite trap

loads. They have been proved
fast, accurate and dependable by
the holders of j records in trap

shooting and are backed by the

big "D" trademark and made by

Dominion Cartridge Co.
Limited

Montreal Canada
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get shooter, who couldn't hit game himselt,

but had observed how others did it. "I

expected your. outburst. You don't under-

stand either. Trapshooters use a drop of

two inches or so because they hold and aim

on their nefve. They always get their guns

up and 'hunker' down to the stocks before

their ''birds" sjH-ing into the air. They aim

and they keep their eyes along the ribs of

their barrels and say "Pull." The obedient

"birds" rise and the shooters swing their

whole bodies, guns and all, like a derrick,

in the right direction.

"Things do not work out just precisely

that way in the field. Your trap shooters

are lost t^ere it t'hey slick to their methods. I

know. I've seen 'em miss all day long. The
reason is that a hunter walks through the

fields and woods like a man, not like a derrick.

His gun lies across his shoulder or hangs in

his hand or hands. His eyes have got to be

round everywhere except along the barrel.

Briars, stones, logs and holes—and the game

—

compel that.

"Then suddenly he spies the game, or

hears it. Anyhow that gun must snap to

his shoulder while he looks al the game. If the

stock is. right and the barrel pQints right,

the sights will come nearly to place, and he

can shove them the rest of the way in the

fraction of a second remaining before it is too

late. But if the barrel points up in the air

like this 30-30 does, or your rifle does Williams,

or your useless .shotguns do, fat man, there is

not time to do all the correcting required.

Your bullet or shot is bound to go wild."

"Rats!" interrupted the fat man.
"Well, maybe you can hit clay birds and

rats, but not grouse," was the reply. Slam-

ming of the door cut short a promising argu-

rnent.

"I must have more drop as well as more
length, it seems—no use monkeying with the

old stock." The hunter laughed ruefully.

"Here goes twenty dollars to the winds. Tell

me how to gel my fancy, shiny new slock."

The other looked at him, and asked: "Why
not make it yourself."

"Who? Me? I never made anything
about a gun in my life." *

"You probably can make a better one for

yourself than anyone else except a professional

like Adolph. You'll give your own problems
more time and thought.

"How would I go about it?

"Get a piece of second growth walnut plank

3 inches thick and 6 inches or more wide that

has been in the dry for a year or longer. You
will need a saw, an axe, a quarter inch chisel

and another half an inch or an inch wide, and
a little block plane, also some sand paper and
a drill or brace and bit. That's all. A good
gunsmith could do the job without fancy work,

with good enough filling, in half a day. You
belter take a week to it, working at odd times

and thinking over it between times."

"Well, b'ut how about the dimensions?"

"Work them out to suit your own rather

-spare frame. Take my word to begin with,

however, you need three and a half to four

inches drop. Better take it four at once.

Look over several guns you like for shape,

and pattern after some one of them."
"I'm ^oing to try it!" Williams told him.

"If I can make this rifle of mine shoot, I'll

certainly enjoy doing it."

"You'll not need a new gun, but gel it if

you wish," was the answer. "Only make sure

whatever one you use is shaped something
near right. That is the one feature you lack

yet. With it you wUl be able Iq depend on

your hitting. Now me— I can't bank on my-
self to hit when I'm hurried, even if a mad
dog is coming to bite me. My lack of thai

ability \\ill be the cause of me getting into a

tight hole some day yet, I feel it in my bones.

You can bet I'm teaching this boy* to know
what is fight, aad to hit what he shoots at,

too. Maybe we'll see you in the woods this

fall." .

The walnut wood was easy to find, likewise

a beautifully stocked Mannlicher for a model
of shape. It became necessary to figure not

only length and drop, but slant or angle of

butt plate, height of comb, thickness at dif-

ferent points, size of grip neck, pistol grip or

not and its distance from the trigger. To
do so sounded hard, but was easy enough
after the work'started. The model took care

of most of the details.

The Mannlicher stock was laid on the plank

and its outline marked with a pencil. Sur-

plus edges were then chopped oft' with an axe.

Top view or outline then was pencil marked
on the top edge of the walnut, leaving half

an inch or so of extra wood projected from

each. side.

Then thie question of cast-off bobbed up.

A casl-ofT would lay the barrel that much
nearer the eye—make that much bending of

the neck unnecessary.. A little reflection on

its value made Williams decide that by all

means he should have a little cast-off, a

quarter of an inch, or thicc-eighths. The
right hand edge pencil mark was three eighths

of an inch inside liic block, .\ccordingly

this mark was redrawn. The new om branch-

ed from the old line in front where the iron-
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How many uses

for DAYLD
in the home?

'^;

Do ipou get up in the night-
to look after the youngsters? f'

to shut or open a window?
to investigate that noise?
to get another blanket?

to'answer the phone?
to see who is at the door?
to'shake up the furnace?
to"take a dose of medicine?

And in the"dai^time do gou—
hunt in the depths of a closet? look into the dim oven?
grope in the back of the ice box? look into dark attic comers?
go down cellar after coal? search for a button under

the bureau?

Get a Daylo today. Have'a regular.'place to keep it

—

on the clock shelf, under your pillow, or by the hall
door. See that it is always "loaded" with a fresh,
Tungsten Battery—and use it.

Many Daylo styles—one for every household
need. Buy them at leading electrical, hard-
ware, drug, sporting goods or auto-accessory
stores.

$10,000 Cash Prize Coming. Watch for announcements later.

Canadian National Carbon Co.
Limited

Toronto, Canada
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work of the gun ended, and extended back

with a fall to the right so that at the butt-

plate end it was exactly three-eighths of an

inch from the old mark. The left hand out-

line or edge mark was redrawn farther to the

right, to correspond and to make the thickness

right. After this all wood outside the new
marks was hewed oil' with the axe, leaving

only^M eighth of an inch or so to be planed

ofi. ^when the chopping was completed a

well shaped but rough rifle stock had emerged

from the block of wood.

The idea of a pistol grip was dropped, be-

cause the shape would interfere with the

lever of the rifle, and to bend the lever evenly

might be a troublesome matter. Weight was

reduced by boring three holes in the butt end.

Williams wanted to make the length from

trigger to butt plate a full 14 inches, with

memories of the kicks in the eye he had re-

ceived, but remembered in time that even the

old stock, hardly 13 inches long, was nearly

long enough when he had hea\'y winter shirts

and coat on. When he was bundled up, it

was evident that too long a stock would catch

on clothing in coming to place. As a com-
promise between summer and winter shooting,

he decided on a length of wood of 13 J^ inches.

The butt-plate added another quarter inch.

If the thing was too short for use with just

one shirt on, he resolved to make a leather

addition to go under the butt-plate during

warm months.

Drop of four inches was secured and main-

tained first by providing for it in marking the

plans from the Mannlicher stock, and after-

ward in shaping the forward end, in boring

the holes for the tang screw, and in fitting the

wood to the metal parts. The new stock was
tried on, or laid on, the receiver often. Mea-
surement was taken each lime from the line

of sight when adjusted for 100 yards.

Rounding oiT corners and removing bumps
was done with the chisel. A pocket knife

proved to be too light. Finally the whole

surface was planed smooth, sandpapered,

and oiled with linseed, and Williams had his

new stock, better looking than the old one,

at the price of a few hours of his own work.

He looked round for an aiming point.

There was a conspicuous knot in a wall about

forty yards away. Keeping his eyes on it,

he snapped the rifle to his shoulder and

—

when he placed his check against the stoc'k

his eye ran along the sights They were

almost on the knot without aiming.

There was now no comparison with the

gun as it had been. Previously the eye could

get to the line of sight only by means of con-

tortion of neck, shoulder and arms. A mere
inclination of the head was enough movement
with the new stock, thanks to drop and to

cast-off. What struck him as particularly

better, however, was the way the barrel level-

ed toward its object. He went over to the

target shooter's house to show the result and

to have another look at that 30-30.

With that rifle at his shoulder, Williams

observed the deceitful upward tilt of the

muzzle at itrworst in contrast with the level-

ing of his "new" gun. That had been the

one particular banc of his shooting life, he

now realized.

"I used to imagine my old gun wasn't

shaped so bad, because I could get my eye

down to the line of sights," he told his ad-

viser. "But it was familiarity with the club

of a stock that fooled me. I guess a person

can get used to anything in a way—even a

cant hook with sights on might hang in line

after a good deal of practice in aiming with

it."

On the range*Williams found that with a

rest he could make four-inch groups at a

hundred yards without any trouble at all.

He also could snap bullets off with reasonable

accuracy in as short time as one second.

With the old stock three and four seconds had

been his time, and even then he could not be

certain within eighteen inches of where the

bullets would strike. On the running deer

.

target he would get in four shots comfortably

against a limit of two previously—and with

more than double the number of hits. In

short, the barrel levelled to the target almost

automatically. The sense of certainty he

felt when shooting was a wonderful relief,

as well as the knowledge that his suspicions

about eyesight dimming and nerves slowing

up were unfounded. It pleases no one to

find that he is getting too old for a substantial

enjoyment.

Snow fell early that season, Williams went

to camp as in seasons before, delighted with

the tracking conditions offered. The target

shooter and his fifteen-year old son were

caught while on a bird-hunting trip up in the

mounlain. The road at that point was built

along a steep hill the cut at the upper side

running up from the track .for a hundred

yards. That was where and how, as their

I'"ord was grinding up the giadc through sijj

inches of snow with mud underneath it, the

boy at the wheel, tiie target shooter spied a

bruiu peering down from the top of the cut

as though surprised to find anyone on the

road. It fid.geted about as though in doubt.

Two smaller boars shoved snouts out beside
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JSO-3000 ia-^ali

Rifit, tait diuin
nudtL .22-irkeh t.i-

f*Ted rtund barrtt

loilb inugral tis'l

iajt, ChecJtid ejclr j

full fiael grip and
/or^farm. thttkad
Iriflir. Ctrrueated
sUet tbolpin butt-

f/at4, Comrrurnjl
iUver headfront jnd
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Charles Cottar's Score with the

.250-3000 Savage—ON LION-
ONE HUNDRED PER CENT

Do you \now how many hunters are \}\]pd or mavXed by
lions every yearl Do you realize that the lion is the

African travellers' and hunters' greatest peril?

Listen to what Mr. Cottar says about what the little

.250-3000 Savage does to the \ing of beasts:—
"On lions and leopards—I have shot a score of the

two species with the .250, and some of them at less

than a rod distance—not one escaped that was hit."

The power of the .250-3000 Savage maMps lions as easy as
leopards to theman who hasused it on both. And he has \illed

rhino, hippo, hujfaloandelephantwithit. Doyou wonder that

hefinds it the most generally useful riflefor African hunting?

And don't forget that it's a six-shot repeater that

weighs only seven pounds—that it has a point'blan\ range

of over 300 yards—that it is accurate enough to ma\e pos'

sibles at 800 yards— and that it hardly \ic\s at all.

Tou can see it—handle it—buy it—at your dealers.

For particulars, write us.

S^M5EArms Corporation
Sharon, Pa. UTICA, N. Y. Detroit, Mich.

Executive and Exiwtt Offices: 50 Church Street, New York City
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their mother to have a look. The target

shooter suddenly went crazy. He shoved

some BB shells into his 12 gauge shotgun,

stood up, and blazed away.

The effect was magical. All three bears

disappeared for an instant—long enough for

the man to load his gun. Then over the top,

tumbling, whining and biting itself, rolling

down the steep cut came a cub, straight for

the car. It could not stop if it tried.

"Hurry! Speed Up!" yelled the man.
The boy yanked down his throttle and

"killed" the engine.

"Whang, Bang, Crack." BB shot churned

the snow about the rolling ball of black fur

coming as fast as a grouse oh the wing. The
target shooter undoubtedly was not a good
shot in an emergency, but at twenty feet it

b the exceptional man who can miss. The
cub rolled under the running board and -

stopped on the road, dead.

Above them the old she bear started down
the cut in long leaps, sending down patches of

snow and dirty yellow soil and stones. The
boy by this time had his little twenty-gauge

ready. ""At a range of forty yards he stung the

advancing fury with a charge of No. 7 chilled.

Frantically the man searched his pockets

for BB shells. Finally he pulled some from

a pocket and began to load, but was too late.

The bear reached the car and reared up higher

than the seat tops.

The muzzle of the twelve gauge gun was
pointed almost against the hairy breast.

One sweep of the bear's paw drove it aside

and knocked the butt against the man's

head. He reeled, then sagged down across

the back of the seat, wholly indifferent to

what happened afterward.

Boy and bear faced one another. They
both appeared calm enough. Cautiously and

slowly the dainty muzzle was advanced an

inch at a time, while the bear's wicked little

eyes gleamed fire, and the black lips were

drawn further and further from teeth that

restlessly opened and shut with plain clicks.

The steering wheel prevented the hoy from

rising to shoot or to jump.
That was the situation disclosed to Williams

who had heard the shooting while heVas back

along the tracks of the bears, and had run

across to the top of the cut a couple of hundred
yards furthi r up the mountain to see what was
happening. A glance told him the gravity

of affairs. The infuriated she bear was bent

on exacting vengeance lor the harm to her

cub. Would the bear and the boy wait till

he could get closer. Or would the bear at-

tack the helpless man or the boy? Worse
still, if the fool boy, in his nervy inexperience,

should shoot with that fine shot, the chances

were all for a flesh wound that would simply

prod the bear to attach.

He started to run forward along the top

of the cut, not daring to trust himself to the

steep slope down to the road because he would
be helpless to shoot during a precious minute
or two. Suddenly the bear swung forward

into the car. It was now or never. The
barrel leveled to William's face, the new stock

settled home to his shoulder and almost in

the same fraction of a second a copper-

jacketed bullet shattered the end of the wind-

shield, drove through the immense hairy

shoulder and on into the chest cavity. The
animal lurched. A second later Williams

fired again w'th instinctive aim, this time

striking the bear in the heart region. It

sagged on top of the front door of the Ford,

head inside and hind parts hanging out.

That was all. When Williams reached the

car the boy had climbed out at the left side

and was pulling his father's legs from under

the bear's head. The hind claws scratched a

little at the right running board in their

death twitches, and the big mouth opened

and shut slightly, twice. But the bear's

savage spirit had departed for the happy

hunting ground before the echoes of William's

rifle had faded out.

Presently the unconscious man opened

his eyes, and put a hand to his ear, which

was bleeding a little.

"Did my gun kick me or did the bear get

me?" he asked, still in a daze.

"Both," answered Williams briefly, as he

wiped some snow off the slock of his rifle and

laid it, almost reverently, on the back seat

ot the car in order that both hands might be

free for binding up wounds.
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Here They AreI

The new military rifle powders

Hercules 300 and Hercules 308

These powders are specially

adapted for use in the

Springfield and Krag,
For particulars address

HEI{CULES POWDEJl CO.
1023 ORANGE STREET

Wilmington --^ Delaware



Speeding Up the .25-35 and .33 Winchester

Special

E. T. D. Francis, Milford, Englan;d

T was much interested in Mr. J. E. Henry's
*• article in the October issue of "Rod and

Cun.in Canada" entitled "Gun Dope" dealing

with the peiformances ot 'lighter than stand-

ard' bullets.

I was led on by this to work out some figures

regarding the ballistics of these cartridges

which may be of interest insomuch as they

show what we may expect in the way of

velocity and striking energy from some of

these speeded up bullets.

In the first place I have worked out com-

parativt tables for the .25-35 Winchester

cartridge (a) with the factory load and 117

gr. bullet and (b) with Mr. Henry's load of.

22 grains Hercules Lightning powder and the

86 gr. bullet as used in the .25-20 Winchester.

In the case of (a) I have used the velocities

at muzzle and 100 yards given in the Winches-

ter catalog as the basis of my calculations.

From these the ballistic coefficient can be

worked out. In the case of (b) again the

figures in the Winchester catalog give one

the ballistic coefficient of the .25-20 bullet

and Mr. Henry's figure 2524 F.S. at 53 feet

from the muzzle gives me a muzzle velocity

of 2613 F.S.
*he

The above data together with a set of

standard ballistic tables is all that is required.

Table 1 shows the results as far as the

velocities of the two loads are concerned and

Table 2 compares the striking energies of the

two bullets. Diagrams I - II show the same

thing graphically.

VELOCITY FT. p.s.

117 gr. bullet 86 gr. bullet

Range Factory 22grs.

Yards Load Hercules Light'g

1978
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IT WILL BE IMPOSSIBLE
For us to build all the Parker Guns during 1920 that

the world will want.

Shooters hoping to own a Parker Gun in 1920 are iirged

in their own interest to order at once
to avoid disappointment.

Send for catalogue and free booklet about 20 bore guns.

PARKER BROS. cu^^^MLlfers Meriden, Conn., U.S.A.
New York Salesrooms: 25 Murray St.

A. W. duBray, Pacific Coast Agent, P. O. Box 102, San Francisco

COOEY RIFLES
22 CAL. CANUCK MODEL

The "ACE" of 22 Calibre Rifles

MADE IN CANADA BY THE
H. W. COOEY MACHINE & ARMS CO., TORONTO, CAN.

NEWTON ARMS CORPORATION
KJi*

Manufacturers of

High Power Rifles arrd Ammunition
GENERA^ SALES OFFICES:

WOOLWORTH BUILDING >fEW YORK CITY, U.S.A.
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'Now Let's Fish
"Here we are, eight miles from camp, right in the big teiiow-.
haunt. Now let's fish. We'll adjust our Liberty Drive Motor at
trolling speed and just skim about among these weeds, for weeds
hold na'terrors for the propeller o£ a

LibertyDriv^
ROWBOATMOTOR

—it goes right through them like an eel. There are no blistered
muscles or tired backs. Those joy-killing oars were left at camj
can enjoy hundreds of snch fishing trips with a "Liberty Drive ,*

Attaches to Any Rowboat
by simply turning two thumbscrews. The drive is direct from
engine to propeller. Entire motor pivots on stem of boat. Can
be raised or lowered by pressure on steering handle. Steers
by swinging propeller to right or left. Has speed of 5 to 10
miles per hour. Weighs about 70 pounds.
A«lr Yrtiir DAn1«>v If he cannot supply yott, write for oar bean-A5K I OUT L/eaier ^^^ catatoe. If interested " '

t«rs, 2 to 30 H. P., cive lenfftfa, beam and dralt of boat.

CAILLE PERFEC ^TION MOTOR COMPANY
. Michigan

for those wishing a
highly refined mo-

tor. H as 5
speeds, 2 for-
ward, 2 back-

ward and
neutral. Has a

starter; no cranking.
Magrneto in flywheel.
Positively the highest
development in row-
boat motor design.
Special Catalog on
request.

8

ssX

it*
STEM

THE DOUBLE TRACK ROUTE

WINTER TOURS
TO

CALIFORNIA
Or to some other Pacific Coast Point or to

*

*
Alabama
Arizona
Bermuda
Cuba

Florida
Georgia
Louisiana
Mississippi

New Jersey] 1

New Mexico
North Carolina

South Carolina
Texas *<

West Indies

Golfing, Tennis, Polo, Bathing, Fishing, etc., or just rest.

Tickets on Sale Now Stop-over Privileges Allowed

Apply to any Agent of the Company who will be pleased to furnish you
with complete information as to fares, routes, etc.

+
G. T. Bell

Passenger Traffic Manager
Montreal

W. S. Cookson
General Passenger Agent

Montreal
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VELOCITY FEET Per Sec.

.32 Spec. .32 Spec. .30 Army
Range Factory speeded up
Yards Load to 2400 f.s.

STRIKING ENERGY Foot Pounds
.32 Spec. .32 Spec. .30 Army

Range Factory speeded up
Yards Load to2100f.s.

2112
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A Woodsman's Canoe
LIGHT, capacious yet compact. Strong, durable, capable of carrying big loads—

That is the kind of canoe a Forester wants—and that is a description of a

CHESTNUT CANOE
Indeed it is the ideal craft for everyone—The woodwork is of the toughest cedar—

It is covered wth a seamless canvas, in turn covered with an absolutely water-proofing
preparation—It is leak-proof and weather-proof.

The pleasures of camping, hunting and fishing are more complete when your
equipment includes a Chestnut Pleasure, Sponson, or Cruiser Canoe. You get every
kiiid of service and pleasure out of a Chestnut Canoe including every conSfort and
safety.

CHESTNUT CANOE CO., Limited, Box 445, Fredericton, N. B.

We furnish Knock-
Down and in

various stages of

completion,

Launches,

Cruisers,

Auxiliary
Yachts,

Work -Boats,

and Hulls for

Outboard Motors.

Have ready for shipment finished hulls from
16 ft. to 28 ft., also some launches complete

wilh engine installed ready to run.

Robertson Bros. Foot of
Bay St. Hamilton
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reaches far out with the left hand in off-hand

shooting, while the grooves which indent the

sides of the forestock make a suitable bed for

the finger-tips in prone work. The "feel"

of the rifle in general is not unlike that of

our own Ross, with which so many of us be-

came familiar duinig the past five years.

The barrel is attached to the stock by means

of the conventional metal bands, and a pair

of serviceable metal swivels are attached, for

the benefit of those who favour the use of a

sling. The safety-catch, a band of metal

which is turned circumferentially (excuse the

word; I can think of no better) on the barrel

in operating, is new in design, so far as my
knowledge goes, and is easy of manipulation.

The pistol-grip of the stock is large and

hand-filling, but seems to us to be situated

somewhat too close to the trigger to prove

altogether satisfactory to a hand of average

dimensions. The army Ross and the En-

field appear to us to be superior in this res-

pect. The stock-length is 1314 inches,

—

again a trifie short, in our opinion. In regard

to all else the specifications of the stock leave

nothing to be desired. The general impres-

sion imparted by it is one of massiveness and

reliability, in whatever position the rifle may
be fired.

Reference was made above to the "over

all" length of the rifle barrel. By way of

explanation of the term it may be slated that

the length of the barrel, as the term is or-

dinarily understood, is 25 inches, while the

rear portion of the tube is fashioned so as to

serve as the bolt-housing, without any addi-

tional receiver. It may be that there is in

this feature a slight gain in lack of vibration

as the piece is fired. The bolt-handle, as

the Ross Co. used to say of that portion of

their Cadet rifle, is no Lilliputian affair. It.

is, for a .22, exceedingly large and stiong,

with a knob % in. in diameter,—a replica, I

believe of the American Springfield bolt-

handle. The action, however of firing and

reloading, single-shot fashion, is somewhat

slower than that of the Ross Cadet, owing to

the latter arm having a straight-pull, while

the Savage handle is turned down a ta Mauser.

The bolt itself may readily be removed from

the housing by pulling back the trigger

and withdrawing—a feature which is common
also to the Ross Cadet and the B. S. A. arms.

The structure of the bolt is simplicity itself

and it contains—something new for a .22,

I think—a double firing-pin. This principle

I have never seen employed elsewhere except

with the old 10.5 mm. Vetterli rifle. There

is, theoretically at least, a certain increase in

certainly of fire in the employment of the

device. There seems, however, some defect

in the specimen which I have in my possession,

as only a very light blow is struck by the

firing-pins on the rim of the cartridge, and I

have experienced a considerable amount of

annoyance with miss and hang fires,—using

both the Dominion and the United Stales

Cartridge Go's, ammunition. Whether the de-

fect is common to all rifles of this model I can-

not, of course, say. The rifles' extractor and
ejector, on the other hand, work with com-
plete satisfaction. «.

The new arm has no sear, properly speaking,

but there is a direct engagement of the upper

part of the trigger and the lug ol the cocking

piece. The surface of the trigger with which

the finger comes in contact when firing is

corrugated to prevent slipping,_as is also the

head of the cocking-piece. On the trigger,

striations run horizontaUy near the tip, and

above that vertically, on the theory, presum-

ably, that the tendency of the movement ol

the finger is sideways and downwards —
an assumption which may in the latter in-

stance be doubted. The edges of the trigger

are somewhat shaip and unpleasant to the

touch, and after all one wonders why the

inventors were not satisfied with retaining

the type of trigger used on the .250-3000

Savage, than which probably no better trigger

has ever been made.

It is really a shame that an arm possessing

so many excellent features should have been

sent out of the factories cursed with such a

decidedly bad trigger-pull, and it is a mercy

thai the defect is not altogether irremediable.

This appears to be a failing which may be

said to be almost peculiar to American guns.

One has but to compare the products of other

countiies to see the difference in this respect.

In my own experience of the various Belgian,

Swiss, German, Austrian, English and Cana-

dian rifles which I have at some time or other

owned or used, in only one instance was a

trigger-pull decidedly at fault, and that was

in the case of an old and much used weapon;

while of the American arms which I have

owned some adjustments—together mih
the use of file or emery-cloth or both—had

to be made in the case of all but one, this

being a .25 Remington. , However this may
be, when I first pulled the trigger of the new
Savage, I found that it gave a little, stuck,

gave a little more, stopped, and so on

for three or four attempts, till the

c'ocking-piece was finally released. The
ultimate "let-go"was very clean and vivacious,

and gave rise to the hope that the pull might
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' Uhe ^l^a^ieirpiece p-P CJcL^iincj R^eel^

THE SOUTH BEND ANTI-
BACK-LASH-REEL

Over fifty thousand of the famous South
Bend Anti-Back-Lash^Reels— in use today

—

attest to its popularity. It absolutely can-
not back-lash. It runs freely and thumbs
itself. Makes casting easy (or the beginner
and easier for the expert. Guaranteed with-
out time limitation.

innouncing the

SOUTH BEND LEVEL
WINDING ANTI-BACK
LASH CASTING REEL
To be able to throw your bait and line accurately and

gracefully out o'er the water with never a back-lash,
snarl or tangle—and then, on the "strike," to quicklv

reel him in" with a perfectly taut, evenly wound line

—

there's real bait-casting joy.
And it's that joy and sport ol perfect casling which comes to anglers
nsing^tbe new South Bend Level Winding Anti-Back-Lash Keel,

A Combination of Two of
America's Best Known Casting Reels

The new South Bend is a mechanically perfected combination of the
famous Anti-Back-Lash device of the South Bend Anti-Back-Lash
Reet, with the Level Winding or spoolingi device of the celebrated
Shakespeare. With it, thumbing and spooling are entirely elimin-
ated. II absolutely cannot back-lash, and upon reeling in, the auto-
matic spooling device, without any guidance whatever on the part of
the caster, winds the line perfectly even and level, the same as the
bobbin attachment on a sewing machine.
Beginners, without previous, practice, can cast with the same ease
and accuracy as an expert with this new South Bend reel. More
experienced anglers can realize its advanta,.Les for night fishing.
Of strong, rigid construction, the frame and all component parts are of Liberty
Silver. Design is perfectly plain with a rich French Gray, mirror-like satin finish.
Agate jeweled spool caps with adjustable spring tension grips. GcAnng is quad-
ruple multiplying. Double grips are of white ivoroid. Capacity is 100 yards
measured by 16 to 20 pound silk line. Absolutely gutirantevd willioul time limita-
tion.

See this Reel at your Dealers

Write for Booklet giving complete DetaiU

detail
ilalot
andrill i^uaiuy juukil- lor ail ir^sn ^vaier iisniD]

A postal brings both catalog and reel folder

SOUTH BEND BAIT CO
8284 Higfh St South Bend. Ind.
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be successfully dealt with by means of a

screw-driver thrust up through a hole in the

plate under the trigger-guard, where one has

access to an adjustment-screw. But to my
chagrin I discovered that the said screw was

fully home, so that the adjustment was al-

ready as fine as possible. Nothing remained

but to take the whole mechanism apart, and,

in brief, after several hours of experimenting,

a reasonably satisfactory result was obtained.

So the matter ended well, but after all we can

attempt no palliation of the sin of the manu-
facturer who turns out an arm in such a state.

Not everyone has the requisite time and

knowledge of the mechanism of a fire-arm to

enable him to bring it, if faulty, into a proper

shape. I think too that it is unfortunate

that the Savage had not been furnished with

the ordinary military double-pull, such, e.g.,

as we find in the .280 Ross, the pull of which

could hardly be improved on in respect to

lightness, smoothness and safety.

,

One can speak with much mote enthus-

iasm of the sighting system of the new N. R.

A. gun. The lengtli of the sighting-base is

very satisfactory, 29H inches, but two inches

less than that of the new Enfield. This

length of base is secured by mounting the

rear sight at the posterior extremity of the

bolt-housing, cbnveniently close to the ey^.

The sight seems unnecessarily fragile, but

is otherwise a very good sight indeed. Eleva-

tion and windage are measured by a micro-

meter system which admits of a very nice

adjustment by means of "clicks." In the

case ol the rifle which I possess, the sight does

not properly fit in the position which it occu-

pies on the housing, with the result that the

windage-screw must be set 7 clicks to the

right lo enable the rifle to hit center. In

iillier words, the arm was put on the market

sighted lo shoot 7 inches to the left of where

it ought at a range of 100 yards. However,

this may be true of but the one particular gun.

Let us hope so. Quite properly, the sight

contains an aperture onlj^, and the rifle is

not encumbered with any obsolete open sights.

The aperture is 1-2.') in. in diameter, too small

an opening, as I think all will agree who have

regard for Ihcir eyesight; for the slight gain

in precision is more than counterbalanced by

the excessive eye-strain occasioned. In fact,

it is hard lo see how ils use is practicable at

mII when it is removed to a secondary position

in which it may be set, 7 inches farther away
from the eye. So, one of my first acts was to

enlarge the aperture to about 1-16 in., the

diameter, I believe ,of the aperture of the

Enfield sight. The front sight, which is

modelled alter the type adopted by the U. S.

Marine Corj^, is surely the best yet designed

of that particular style. While, generally

speaking, it resembles the ordinary military

front-sight, it is vastly improved over the

latter by having its rear extremity elevated

and undercut, so that one, in sighting, looks

over what is essentially a mere edge of steel,

which reflects but a minimum of light and is

always, even under the most trj'ing circum-

stances, of clear definition.

The new Savage is unquestionably of

splendid accuracy, as are all the .22's ol this

make. We recall having some years ago

scored 14 consecutive hits on a 2H center at

a range of 100 yards, using the Savage 1914

Model ol .22. The new rifle I have not had

many opportunities of testing owing to weath-

er conditions. Two groups of five shots

each, fired under rather bad conditions at

100 yards, measured 3J^ inches. On another

occasion, in somewhat better weather. 7

consecutive shots ranged in a 2}<| in. circle at

the same distance. All shots were fired in

the prone position, a rest being used in the

case of the 2 14 in. group and one of the larger

groups; in the other no rest was used. In no

instance was-, a sling employed. The small

group was made with Dominion ammunition,

the larger groups with Dominion and U. S.

Co., one with each. Such results, while

decidedly modest, show what fine work the

anil must be capable 01 doing with a thorough

test.

To recapitulate,—from a point of view free

from prejudice it may be observed that the

faults of the 1919 Model, while unfortunate,

and in our opinion without excuse, arc hardly

radical, and may in the main be corrected by

anyone possessing patience and a Utile

mechanical skill. On the other hand, its

outstanding good qualities are its accuracy,

its fine sighting system, its simplicity and

slrenglh of action, and its weight and size

which render it the .22 par erceltence for a full-

grown man. To this we may thankfully add,

its relative cheapness, for even in this country

with ils high tariff the rifle may be purchased,

for something less than .'S2.'j.O0.
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FINE PURE WOOL
For the Man Who Is Out of Doors

whoAnyone who is much out of doors

—

the soldier, the sportsman, the lumber-
man, the engineer, the prospector, the

miner—will find Jaeger Pure "Wool Gar-
ments wonderfully comfortable and dur-

able for outdoor life.

Here are some useful garments:—Sleeping

bags, blankets, travelling rugs, sleeping caps,

colic bands, chest protectors, underwear, hosiery,

shirts, pyjamas, stockings, sweaters, cardigans,

spencers, knitted waistcoats, ulsters, caps, gloves,

etc.

A FULLY ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE WILL BE
SENT FREE ON APPLICA-
TION.

DR.JAEGER s-t|ry,woon»co. limited

Toronto Montreal Wumipes

British *'founded I883'\

NEVER LOSE A FISH
BY USING THE GREER PATENT LEVER HOOK

THE BEST FISH HOOK ON EARTH for Sea,
Lake and River Fishing- Xo losinR bait, nor coming
home without your largest fish. No breaking loose
or tearing out. No one can afford to fish without one.
No springs to get out of order. It is simple ami
strong, being a Lever, the harder a fish pulls the strong-
er it will hold him. It is easily adjusted to all kinds
of fishing by sliding the little clamp on the rod. You
will find our Ilooks fine for fishing through the ice.

Use our Hooks the same as you wouhl any common bait
hook and you will find that you will lose very few fish;

it is impossible for a fish to cut the line with our Hook.
We claim for the Lever Hook that a fish does not

have to be hooked on the bait hook to get him. if he
pulls on the bait the larger hook will spear him.

MADE IN FOUR SIZES. PRICES:

No. 8 15c each No. 3-0 25c each
No 1-0 20c each No. 5-0 30c each

or 5 for $1.00.*

Sent on receipt of price io

THE GREER MFG. CO., ATLANTA, GA.

Money back if not satisfactory.

No Trouble to Prepare

Reindeer Coffee
or

Reindeer Cocoa
Jnst Add Boiling Water

Handy for home use. at picnics,
bunting, fishing or camping.

BORDEN MILK CO.
MONTREAL



A Discussion of Various Types of Rifles

and Ammunition

Jos. H. O'Neill

I
have been tempted on several occasions to

write your magazine some of my views and
experiences with regard to some of the

many cartridges now used by hunters on dfitr

and up, but was afraid I iffight tramp on some

fellow's toes that could express his views a

trifle better than I could—with ink—and then

I would be sorry I had started something.

However, after reading a number of articles

in the different sporting magazines, giving such

rosy accounts of what this or that gun had

done and I venture to say, could not repeat—

I

just boiled over.

Why do they not tell about the little failings

of this gun, or that cartridge? It is not fair

to the fellow who is just breaking into the

hunting game who takes their word for it and

buys several guns before he finally lands one

that suits the particular use he puts it to.

Take for instance the .250-3000, a nice little

gun and no doubt accurate until taken down too

often. But is it a good deer gun? I'll say no,

for the simple reason there is not enough

weight to the bullet. Every little twig and

bush causes the little bullet to blow up or

ricochet. The Newton .256 started with

quite a I'ight bullet ana if I am not mistaken

they are now up araund the weight of the .280

Ross.

I have known hunters to fire a dozen shots at

deer standmg behind some alders and never

touch a hair with the .250-3000. I fancy this

cartridge is also erratic. '
I shot a nice buck

in the neck just ahead of the shoulder and he

dropF>ed in his tracks. On examination, the

bone was not smashed up at all. Perhaps it

was the ammunition. But I'll bet that under

the same conditions my .32 special would have

taken the, neck darn near off.

I own a .250-3000, still if I had to lake my
choice ol it or a .303 .Savage for hunting, I

would not trade a ..'50.} for a dozen of them.

The .22 is considered mferior to the .250

on game.

Just a little instance that occurred the fall

of 1918. 1 was shooting my favorite rifle,

a 1895 model Winchester chambered lor the

30 U.S. Gov. 06 and was using the 150 gr. bullet

(This rille chambered for the .06 cartridge

gives the owner the choice of at least six

different weights of bullets in that shell, the

above 150 gr. gives a very Hal Irajeclory to-

gether with great striking force, much in the

same class, but a little less than the famous
.280 Floss, or if you prefer it there is a 220

grain bullet similar to the .303 British but is

speedier and therefore more punch. Also

several intermediate weights to suit any
particular fancy.

Usually rifles handle but one shell with a

standard load and bullet. This I consider is

a decided advantage and while the 1895 is

a trifle heavy, they handle those powerful

shells so the shooter does not feel the recoil.

A deer ran out from behind a high rock

at a right angle to me, and nearly 100 yards

distant. On firing once I could see that the

deer was hard hit, and while I watched it

ran up to a high brush heap, swing to the left

around a small pond hole, then turn to the-

right and fall dead while trying to jump a

couple of fallen trees, which would be about

100 yards from where it was shot. Just

about this time another deer ran out from the

same place. I shot once and the deer col-

lapsed in his tracks. Upon examination

deer No. 1 had part of the top of the heart

blown off and I wondered how far he would

have gone, had it been hit farther back, such

as I found was«the case with deer No. '2. In

both cases bullets had expanded completely

through from left to right.

Say, if I had shot that first deer with a

cartridge of the .30-30 class would I not have

to put up a pretty stiff argument with one of

those high velocity cranks to convince him
that shocking power didn't cut so much ice

after" all.

The Remingtons while they may have

eliminated the possibility of an explosion in

the magazine, (by the follower sticking and

then ramming the shells together) have a

follower that surely sticks good and often. I

have known several cases of almost new guns

giving trouble with those spiral magazines,

and the boys had to take the follower off and

use it as a straight magazine.

Now about some of those heavy clumsy

automatics such as the .101 Win. which at

every shot nearly jump out of your hands.

I would advise any young fellow, who fancies

one of them to try one out first. Of course

my opinion is not at all oiTicial, as some like
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CLARK'S
PREPARED FOODS

Please remember Mr. Canadian Sportsman that Clark's

can give you the finest selection of Cann^ Foods for

Camp use and that they are

MADE IN CANADA
Corned Beef, Roast Beef, Roast Mutton, Loaf Meats,

Cooked Tripe, Beefsteak and Onions, Stewed Kidney,

Ox and Lunch Tongues, Potted Meats, Concentrated
Soups, Pork and Beans, Peanut Butter, Tomato Ketchup, Spaghetti

with Tomato Sauce and Cheese, Canadian Boiled Dinner, etc., etc.

PERFECTLY COOKED AND READY TO SERVE
YOUR GROCER HAS THEM INSIST ON CLARK'S

W. CLARK, LIMITED, MONTREAL

•.^•s.
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them and others do not and some that did,

do nol do so now.

I consider the .25-35 cartridge too light and
the old 41 and .38-55, while they are fair

killers, do not throw flat enough and strong

enough at the longer ranges. We sometimes

land them with the other rifles.

But the ideal cartridge at the present time

is the class around the .30-30, the .32 special

or the .303 Savage. They are all practically

the same in strength. This ammunition is

the cheapest and it is the easiest to procure.

If you are getting the rifle for hunting, get a

carbine, its easy to carry, light, and \\ill do
the job. They are so handy, they can be

handled fast for snap shooting in the bush.

Of course, I do not mean to say that such

cartridges as the .33 Winchester, .35 Reming-
ton, .303 British and so on up are not good kill-

ers. They are possibly bettei than those lower

in power, still men who get the game swear

by the first named class.

Now just a word or so about the different

well-known manufacturers' rifles. They will

all shoot the same cartridge equally well and
hit just as hard as the other fellows make,
so it remains a matter of personal choice.

They will all do the job, otherwise they could

not sell them and do not forget that the

different firms ail chamber their guns for

the same popular cartridges.

That article by John Lynn in the December
issue, touches the spot. It -is a subject we
often talk about, but seldom see it written up.

Ju ilfmnriam

We regret to announce the death of Mori-

ley de Wolf Hemmeon of Nova Scotia, a

valued contributor to this .department of

Rod and Gun. Death occurred August 27th

last of anaemia. —
Possessing a brilliant, versatile mind of

wide scope Dr. Hemmeon for years interested

himself in practical engineering problems.

His researches in that field together with his

demand for accuracy in the development of

modern rifles and ammunition lead him into

the study of experimental ballistics, some of

the results of which have from time to time

appeared in our pages under the signature of

M. deW. Hemmeon.
Doctor of Philosophy of Harvard University

and for some years Associate Professor of His-

tory and Economii s there, it is significant that

work and worth was recognized abroad when
in 1916 the Royal Historical Society elected

.him a fellow of that honored body and when
War intervened a society at Brussels con-

templated conferring a similar honor upon him.

Death has prematurely put an end to work
that promised to be of great interest to rifle-

men and of value to the science of Ballistics.

We feel that the passing of an investigator

of Ballistic .Science who has both the capacity

and inclination to carry on the work should

not occur without suitable recognition.

It is with regret that we record the death of

this Canadian sportsman, scientist and
gentleman.

KDITOR.

Queries and Answers

Various Inquiries

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Depl.

Dear Sir:

—

Can the Savage 1903 model .22 be remodel-
led so that the .22 Automatic cartridge can
be used? If so, where and at about what
price could this be done? Could the box
magazine be used?

I have a Remington pump gun and a friend

told me that my ^n would not last as long as

a Winchester pump gun, as it was chocked

loo sudden. The gun is full choke with 30"

barrel. Have you ever heard of this before?

For general purpose, shooting from coyote to

deer and moose which would be better the

.256 N ewton shooting the 129 grain bullet with

3100 speed or 1 10 grain with 3000 speed?

What is the speed and trajectory of the .33

Winchester?
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It Hooks'em EveryTime

!

The position of ibe HOOK i5 the reason. Hook releases whea fish strikes
anij suilUeasiop when hook reaches end ofslotsels the hook

f]rml> into jaw. Darisand
dives just like a teal (ish.

atches more than any
other spoon or wooden
mioDOW. Great (or all

earae fish such as Black ''^^^ ^ ^S^ Bass, Trout. Musky. Pike, Sal-

nioii. Cod. TJrpoD. etc. Made in six ^^ sizes. Ask your dealer for

Knowles Autoraalic Striker or we willsend it postpaid. Fully guaranteed.
Catalog free. Finishes: SILVER—SIM'ER AND COPPER—BRASS-
Ungth is-s" ZVs' 234" SU' 4^2" 5U'"
Priceeach 35c 35c 55c 75c 90c $1.25
S. E.KNO\VLES, 79 Sherwood BIdg., San Francisco, Cal.,

Heddon
Bait Castlnff Reels

Jim Heddon 2-Piece Rods
Baby Crab and Other Minnows

'Ask the Fishr\
Jas. Heddon's Sonsj

Dowagiac, Mich.

Champion
Puppy Biscuit

Keeps your dogs in perfect condition.
A balanced food of meat, wheat and
cereals. Send 4 cents in stamps for
sample and valuable book on the proper care
and feeding of dogrs. If your dealer can't
supply yoo, write us.
Champion AnimilFoitf C«.,lipl H-.^Miiiiieafilis, Mi**.

a=%l^£

May we send you
this guide hook?
An illustrated guide to points

of interest in and around Buffalo,
ioduding Niagara Falls. Free
on request.
When in Buffalo, stop at the

Hotel Lenox, Buffalo's ideal
hotel for tonrists. Quietly
situated, yet convenient to
theatre, shopping and business
districts and Niagara Falls
Boulevard. First-class garage.

European plan. Fire-
proof, modern. Un-
usual cuisine. Every
room an outside room.
t2.00up.

On Empire Tours.
Road map and
running directions
free.

C. A. MINER
Managing Director

North St. at
Delaware Ave.

HOTEL L
BUFFALO N.Y

Kermath Engines are

Everywhere Meeting

With a Growing
Demand

ISN'T it a significant fact that sixty per cent
of the country's boat builders should recom-
mend Kermath Marine Engines?

There must be reasons for such expert endorse-
ment. Certainly these builders are going to be
careful as to which Engine they standardize
on. Their own reputation must be upheld.

They tell us they feel safe in recommending
Kermath Marine Engines to their customers
because they know these engines can be counted
on to keep running just as long as oil and gas are
supplied—vibration is reduced, thus ensuring
long life. Kermath Engines are sure to prove
efficient in operation.

These are some of the reasons why Kermaths
have been so generally accepted^as "America's
Standard Four Cycle Engine."

Make the acquaintance ofithe"^livest dealer in
your section. He is a good man to^know. • You
will find him selling Kerinath Marinej Engines
and an expert inlhis line.

Kermath Marine Engines are offered.in a''com-
pleteiline, prices ranging from $400,00 to $550.00
according to equipment included.

We will be glad to send you copyTof a new
circular which contains a lot of valuablejmarine
engine facts.

-ADDRESS DEPT. "L"

II

^ — 4.^1- IM—l. Eels, Mink, Muskrats and
,9T|*n I^ISII other fur-beariuK animals^^•••'^" * Mi^**)

in large nnmljtT.^^. with the
New, Folding, GalT,Tnized Steel Wire Trap. It
catches them like a Uv-trap catches tJie?. - Matte in
allsizes. "Write for descriptive price list, an<l free
booklet on best bait known forattractinj? all kln'^.s

ornsh, J.F.Gregory, Depl.208, Lebanon, Mo.
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Have you any records or have you had

enough experience with the Remington pump
gun to know its killing range? At what

distance have ducks been killed with this

gun?

Rosthern, Sask. .1. B. JDoersken,

Reply—In reply to your inquiry, Che Savage

1903 model .22^ caliber rifle cannot be remod-

elled to take the .22 caliber Automatic cart-

ridge.

In regard to your inquiry concerning the

Remington pump gun, you can be sure that

this gun will last just as long as the Win-

chester and is just as reliable a weapon which

is certai;ily no reflection upon the Winchester.

Both of these guns are thoroughly reliable and

will last the average man for a lifetime. You
do not need to be atraid that your gun will

wear out by th choke being shot out.

I would prefer the .256 Newton cartridge

when shooting 140 grain bullets to the same

cartridge when it is loaded with the 129 grain

bullet, but I think you will find that all of the

commercial cartridges are loaded with the

129 grain bullet.

The .."^S Winchester center fire cartridge has

a muzzle velocity of 2056 ft. seconds. Its

velocity at 200 yards is 1467 ft. sec-ends.

The 200 yard trajectory is a fraction less than

six inches, its 300 yard trajector>' is between

15 and 16 inches.

[t The Remington pump gun will shoot and

kill just as far as any other gun of the same

gauge and the same type of bore using the

same load. This gun it bored full choke bore

would kill ducks regularly at 40 to 50 yards and

sometimes you would make much longer

kills. In other words, it would be as reliable

on ducks as any other 12 gauge gun.

Editor.

The 35 Cal. Winchester Automatic

Editor, Guns and Amnninilinn Dcpl.

Dear Sir.

WTiat is your opinion of a .35 Cal. Winches-

ter Automatic? Would it be a good all

round gun for general shooting up to red deer?

Would it be too light for moose? If so, what
would you recommend in an automatic?

Winnipeg. W. II. Morrison.

Replij—In reply to your inquiry, a .35

Winchester Automatic is very light for shoot-

ing game up to and including deer. By
that I mean that the cartridge is not very pow-

erful... The bullet is short and stubby. It

is not adapted to shooting at any excepting

very short range. It is not any too accurate

at any range and has never been very popular.

Either the .351 or the .401 Winchester or

the .35 Remington Automatic will prove to be

much more satisfactor>' rifle for deer shoot-

ing but for use principally on game that is

smaller than deer and an occasional deer I

would suggest the .25 Cal. Remington or Win-
hester, Savage or some similar cartridge that

has a flatter trajectory which will enable

you to make many more hits on smaller sized

game than you would make with a .35

Winchester Automatic.

These cartridges are more accurate, their

trajectories much flatter and they are to be

preferred in every way.
Editor.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.

I am a constant reader of your magazine

and I think it is one of the best published.

I have a .250-30oS Savage rifle that I

bought new this Fall. The cartridges stick

in the chamber, and it is almost impossible

to close the action tight enough to put on

the safety catch. Is this the fault of the gun

or the cartridges? -- I am using Dominion

cartridges. Do you think it would make
any difference if I used the Savage Ammuni-
tion? Is this a good rifle for deer, bear and

moose? How does it compare with the .30-30

and the .32 Special?

Gravenhurst, Ont... C. W. Johns

Reply—I ha^'e heard of several cases of

sportsmen having trouble with sticking

cartridges in the .250-3000 Savage. Some-

times this is caused by reloading cartridges

that have been fired with a full charge and

have stretched enough to make the cartridge

slightly too long to go into the chamber when

it is reloaded. In other cases the rifle has

been chambered unusually close, a very good

fault by the way. This nearly always happens

at the neck of the cartridge where it tapers

down from the large diameter to the diam-

eter of the bullet. Occasionally one make of

cartridges will not go into the chamber and

for that reason I would suggest that you try

Savage, Winchester, Remington, Peters and

Dominion cartridges if you can get them

before sending your rifle back to the factory

to be rechambered.

You will find that the Savage Company is a

very fair concern to deal with and if the rifle

has been chambered too small I am sure that

they will be very glad to fix it for you if you

will write to them but before doing so I

would be very certain that the rifle is at

fault and not one lot of cartridges that have
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NORTHERN
ONTARIO

This vast new land of promise is one degree .

South of Winnipeg,' and is 4)ig enough to ii^lude
the six New England and four Midale Slates of
the American Union.

Aside from its immense resources in timber, mineral, waterpower. fish, game and scenery, NORTHERN
ONTARIO contains miiJions of acres of fertile, arable land fit for mix^d farming which may be had byre-
turned soldiers and sailors in 160 acre blocks free; to others. IS years and over, 50 cents per acre.

Already there are thousands of miles of colonization roads and steam railways spreading like .i spider's
web over a huge part of that immense forest-robed territory-.

For free descriptive fiierature, write

H. A. MACDONELL, Director of Colonization. Parliament Buildings, TORONTO, CANADA
BENIAH BOWMAN. Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines.

Hardy's The Great British SpeciaHsts

In "Palakona" Regd. Split Bamboo Fishing Rods

Maaufaeturfire to

HIS MAJESTY
KING GEORGE V.

THE O RE A T
ENGLISH FIELD
says, "We must
nner foroet that it

is to HARDY
Bros, ofAlnwick tee

oire the supremacti
we hate nchieted as
Ro4 makers.

THE "DE; LUXE" ROD, made of-Steelhard "PALAKONA" is Hardy's latest

design in single-handed rods for wet or drjrfly fishing.

IT
is the product of the largest, and best equipped factory, supervised by the

champion Professional Fly Casters and Anglers in Europe, "Hardy's." Don't
forget that as wages in. Great Britain are 75% less than in America we can

give greater value in high class hand work. AH our rods are hand made by ex-

perts whose lives have been spent at this work, for which 50 GOLD MEDALS
nave been awarded. Length 9-ft., weight 5]4 ozs.; 9-ft. 6-ins., weight 5% ozs.;

10-ft., weight 6 ozs. All fitted with Hardy's patent screw grip reel fittings.

fK'̂ k
-'

•'-'i"..-

'
-'' •••

' ^ DRY FLIES—As made by us for the late F. M. Halford
Esq., for whom we also made rods, etc.

GUT CASTS—The Anglo-American tapered mist color
No. 1 medium. No. 2 fine, as made for Mr. Halford.

;
Stout to 4X Ditto, Ditto to 3X, Stout Lake to fine, Ditto

L - to medium. Ex-stout to MEDIUM, Ex-stout to stout, 6 ft.

We will be pleased to quote prices on receipt of inquiry.

Hardy Bros., Manufactory Alnwick, England

Have shown the greatest improvements of any collars offered to the trade since 1879. The slit

over the re-inforced button-hole, prevents the button pressing on the neck, and allaws freedom
in adjusting tie. The Flexible Tabs prevent breaking at the front fold. Worn by sportsmen,
automobile owners, merchants, mechanics, railway employees, and in fact.by everybody. Sold

by the best dealers in every city. MADE IN CANADA, by

THE PARSONS & PARSONS CANADIAN CO. - - - - HAMILTON, CANADA
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been formed in a die that'was a little bit large

to fit this one rifle.

This .250-3000 Savage is a very good rifle

Tor deer shooting and is a good rifle for shoot-

ing bear and moose but I do not believe it

is as good a rifle for big game as the .303 Sav-

age o.' other rifles, shooting a cartridge that

.

uses a heavier bullet.

This rifle has a much flatter trajector%' than

the .30-30 and .32 Special. It has a ver>-

light recoil and handles very fast and for

that reason you will usually hit more game
with it than you will with .30-30 and .32

Specials at long range, but as to whether it is

more efiective than these cartridges depends

altogether upon where you hit your game.

.\ll three cartridges are considered splendid

deer cartridges Each has its advantages

and disadvantages and which is best to use is a

matter of personal opinion based upon the

country in which you hunt.
'- Editor.

The Model 1898 U. S. Rifle

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.

I would like to get some information con-

cerning the U. S. Army Model 1898 Spring-

field rifle, .30 Cal. I believe this gun is some-
times called the Krag Jorgenson Rifle. If no
objection is ma(}e to weight, is this gun a

suitable sporting arm? Is it considered

accurate? What is the largest game that this

gun could be used against successfully? Is the

.32 .\utomatic Savage pistol a thoroughly

dependable arm? What about its accuracy?

Which is most effective, bullet against both
man and beast when used in a Savage Auto-
matic, a soft point or full metal jacket bullet?

Wouldn't the S. P. stop before reaching vitals?

What is meant by aft. Lb?
Chatham, Va. John A. Moses.

Reply—In reply to your inquiry the .30 Cal.

U. S. Model 1898 is the .30-40 Krag rifle.

This rifle is not a Springfield which is the

Model 1903 rifle adapted to the 1906 cartridge.

The .30-10 cartridge when used in a Krag or

Winchester rifle is adapted to use on any
gamefoundin America. This rifle is a very
excellent hunting rifle, the Carbine making
better hunting rifle than the' "rifle" with 30
inch barrel.

The .32 Savage Automatic pistol compares
very favorably with other automatics of this

caliber. "iTie soft point bullet might be more
i;lTective on man than the full metal cased

bullet but at this low velocity there would
l)e very little difference. The soft point

bullet is more apt to jam in the pistol. If I

wished to shoot a human being with an

automatic pistol and wished to kill him, I

would certainly- select a .45 Cal. Weapon in

preference to a .32 Gal.

A foot pound is the unit of energy. It is

the energy required to raise a one-pound

weight a distance of one foot vertically

against the pull ol gravity.

Editor.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Depl.

I have purchased a .303 Savage Feather-

weight take down rifle 20 in. high pressure

round barrel, wind gauge, rear sight. Lwould

like to know if this rifle is as accurate as the

.30-30 solid frame Wincbeser 26 inch barrel

and as accurate as the .303 Winchester, Brit-

ish Cartridge. I have fired it about 80

times at ranges from 100 yards to 600 yards

and find it extremely accurate with factory

sights. I would like to know the best way to

clean it. I am using a pull through bristle

brush and plenty of "three in one" oil. The
barrel Is nice and bright and not a dark spot

in it.

How far is it sup'posed to shoot to the top

notch on the sight is each step 100 yards or

50 y^rds? I tried to take thfe barrel apart

one day to clean it with a rod but couldn't.

The barrel seerns tight as a solid frame. I had

to get a gunsrriith to put it together. '

Will the Remington people load some shell>

for this rifle for me with the 150 grain hard

nose pointed government bullets to give a

velocity of about 1 500 feet i>er second . Would
they work alright in my rifle and would the

chamber pVessure be any higher than with the

Remington shells, 195 grain bullets. I

would like to get some loaded like this to

flatter trajec_tor>', and would the shell be more

accurate than ordinary shells?

Yarmouth, N.S., Russell R. Raynard.

Reply^ln reply to your inquiry, the average

.303 Savage Featherweight rifle with 20 inch

barrel is not likely to be as accurate as the

.30-30 solid frame Winchester with a 26-inch

barrel nor as the Model 1895 Winchester cham
bered for the .303 Bntish cartridge. You
will notice more difference after the rifle has

been worn considerably than you will with a

new rifle. I would consider a .303 Savage

solid frame rifle with 26 inch barrel just as

accurate as a Winchester of similar calibers-

Ln regard to the best way to clean your rifle.

I would suggest that you use a Marble's

brass rod or what would be still better a

celluloid covered rod of British manufacture.
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TELLS HOW FAR YOU WALK

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER
R«ffulate8 to Step and Re§ri8tor8 Exact Ois-

tanoes ; Simple. Aoourate, Durabto.

Indispensable to ever>' lov"
er of outdoor sport and es-
pecially 10 those who love
WACKING. Instructive be
cause of value in determining
distances: a necessary ad-
junct to compass and as use-
ful to SPORTSMEN. Itfur-
nishei the true solution of

many a disputed question of
how far it is to or from vari-

ious points. Best of
all it is a wonder-
ful health promotor
because its interest-
ing notations afford
real incentive for
WALKING. Whe-
ther you walk for
health, business or

I pleasure—anywhere,
f
everywhere. the

' AMERICAN Pedo-
meter tells the whole
story of just how
far you have trav-
elled.

FULLY
GUARANTEED

One Hundred Mile
Pedometer. $3.00

Sold by all Dealers or Direct

AMERICAN PEDOMETER COMPANY
902 Chapel St., New Haven. Conn.

. & A. GUNTHER CO. - Toronto, Canada
Agents for the Dominion of Canada

Fishermen
and

Campers

Quick Relief

From the many
minor accidents
and bruises you
receive on your
vacation is afford-

ed by

Minard's

Liniment

Put a Bottle In
Your Outfit

WEE, ALPINE BINOCULAR,
StrODg. light, compact Copper-alloyed,

alflminom frame cast in one piece. Fine
lO^-Ieatber case with each pair.

Type used by U.S. Signal Corp.

So powerful they bring the object to within apparently one-
eighth of the actual distance. Invaluable for hunters, yachtsmen,
tourists, foresters, range-finders, mounted police, cattlemen,
army officers.

"The Telephone of Sight"
WEISS ALPINE BINOCULARS have the following features of superi-

ority: Larger Field of View; Greater Illumination, a great advantage in
hunting in timber or in looking into brush at dusk or dawn; Greater Magni-
fying Power in proportion to size; Increased Stereoscopic Effect, adding
to the relief of far-distant objects; Portability.

WRITE FOR CATALOG

WEISS INSTRUMENT CO. 1729 .\rapahoe Street
Denver, Colo.. U. S. A.

KEEP YOUR GUN CLEAN!
HOPPE'S

NITRO POWDER SOLVENT
No. 9

( Trade Mark Rtgtstered)
A liquid not made with acids; thoroughly
removes the residue of any high power
powder, including black powder—prevents
rusting in any climate—-removes metal
fouling and leading. Nltro Powder Sol-
Tent Has been put to the test at National
Rille Range.s ; used by U. S. Riflemen;
endorsed by prominent sportsmen; never
fails to do all claimed for it. Sold bv
dealers in guns and at Hardware dealers.

FRANK K. HOPPE, 2314 N. 8TH ST.. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Genuine Diamonds
$1, $2, $3, Weekly
Save money on your ^Diamonds
by buying from us. We are

Diamond Importers, Terms,
$1. $2. or $3 Weekly. We
guarantee you every advantage
~in Price and Quality,

Write" to-day for Catitlogue. it is free
We send Diamonds to any part of Canada for inspec
tion at our expense. Payments may be made Weekly
or Monthly.

JACOBS BROS.
15 Toronto Arcade

Diamond Importers

Toronto, Canada
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These rods may be obtained from P. J.O'IIare,

33 BrUce St., Newark, N.J.

In regard to the sighting of this rifle you -

can only determine this by actual shooting

at a target as different men will require differ-

ent sighting with same rifle.

Most high power rifles average 50 yards

foi one notch of the rear sight but this can-

not always be relied upon and the -only way
to be certain is to try it at 50, 100, 150 and 200

yards -and this will show just which notches

to use with the ammunition that you are

using. Different ammunition will nearly

always-cequire a different sighting.

I do not think you can get the Remington

people to load any ammunition with 150

grain pointed bullets but you can buy the

bullets and load them yourself. By loading"

them yourself you can regulate the chamber

pressure to anything that you want. With a

150 grain bullet the chamber pressure would

be much less than with the 195 grain bullet

if you use the powder charge. To obtain the

same pressure as with the factory loaded

ammunition you will need a larger powder

charge and this would give you a consider-

ably higher velocity. I would imagine that

this load would be more accurate than the regu-

lar factory loa^ especially if you loaded

full metal cased bullets when you desire to

obtain very accurate results.

Editor.

The Cast Off Stock

Editor, Guns and Ammunilion Dept.

Is it possible for a gun (double barrelled

shotgun) to have the stock bent ijiwards

to fit a person's shoulder, (stock only)

Montreal. Ii. B. Savage & Co.

Repli/—In reply to your inquiry concerning

whether it is possible to have a shotgun stock

bent inwards to make it fit the shoulder, I

would reply that it is possible and has quite

often been done. I have shot different gunslhat

were cast off and I own one thai was cast off

aboulone-fourlh inch. The Ithaca Gun Com-
pany has made a specially of making slocks

to order to please their customers and I have

no doubt that they will be very glad to give

you anything thai they have along I his line.

If you want the slo('k cast off to the left ask

for thai and if you wanl it cast off to the right,

(in other words the, center of the bull to the

right of a line through tiie ccuLer of tlie rib)

ask for it to he cast to the right so thai they

are sure in which direction to make the casl-

olT. They might charge you a small amount
for this work but 1 doubt very much whether

they will do so if the cast off does not amount
to very much.
The Parker & Smith people would also* be

very likely to be pleased to receive an order

for a gun of this nature. A great many Eng-
lish guns are made with a cast off. This

custom'is very much more popular in England

than in Canada or the United Slates.

Editor.

A New Barrel for a 38-55

Editor, Guns and Ammunilion Dept.

I take the Bod and Gun and enjoy reading it

very much and find a lot of useful information

in it.

I would like to ask a few questions about my
rifle, which is a .38-55, 1894 model Winchester.

It is badly worn and leaded. Could this

rifle be rebored to take a larger bullet and

could I gel a new barrel put on it? If so

where could I get it done and at what cost?

The action still works perfectly. ^

What is the best lead and rust remover

for a rifle?

Ontario, Can. W. L. Bodge.

Reply—Replying to your request your Win-

chester rifle could not be rebored for a larger

cartridge as the action is not designed to

handle it. You may be able to obtain a new
barrel from the Winchester Repeating Arm
Company. New Haven. Conn. If you will

write to them, they will tell you whether you

can secure a barrel and what the price will be.*

The best lead and rust remover that I know
of is Winchester Rust Remover. Coal oil and

a good slifl steel brush is about as good as

anything. A .40 Cal. steel brush in a .38

Cal. barrel will usually remove all the wst

that can be removed without ruining the rifle.

Putting a new barrel on an old ritle costs

almost as much as buying a new rifle and it is

cheaper in the end to sell the old rifle and buy

a new one.

Editor.

The Extreme Range of the 30-30

Editor, Guns and Ammunilion Dept.

Can you tell me the extreme range of the

.30-30 Winchester Carbine Pat. 1894? Would

it be safe to come in contact with a grizzly

bear with the above rifle using soft nosed

bullets? It not what is it good for?

Toronto, Onl. D. C.

licpti/^-ln reply to your inquiry concern-

ing the extreme range of the .30-30 Carbine,

I do not know what is the extreme

range of this cartridge, and doubt
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OPERATIONS
UNNECESSARY
HEPATOLA removes Gall Stones, cor-
rects Appendicitis in 24 hours wthout pain.
Registered under Pure Food and Drug Act.
S6.00

SOLE MANUFACTURER

Mrs. Geo. S. Almas
230 4th Ave. S. Saskatoon, Sask.

Bo 1073

^.sas
.sa:

w. F- rvi-vE

Odorless, colorless, clean to use,
nnaffected hv climatic changes,
Ayoil positively beeps rustaway from firearms and fish-
ing tackle and makes itself so
generally nsefal as to become
indispenjable to the outdoor man.
Ine steady growth of its popularity
among sportsmen is due to the
aatisfaction obtaioed from Jts
use. Ask your dealer. l.arRe handy
can, 35c. postpaid. Trial bottle 15e
TVm. F. Nye, Kew Bedford, Mass.

NEWFOUNDLAND
A Country of Fiah and Game A ParadUe for the Camper and Ang,ler. Ideal Canoe Tripi

The coanto' traversed by Ike Reid Newfoundland Compaay's system is exceedinaly rich in all kinds of fish
and game. Ail along the routc'of the Railway are streams famous for their SALMON and TROUT fishing.
Also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and brunting in Newfoundland say there is no other
country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can be secured and with such ease as in Newfound-
land. Information together with illustrated Booklet and Folder cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F, E. PITTMAN, General Passenger Agt. Reld Newfoundland Company. ST. JOHN'S. NEWFOUNDLAND

HAND CAST BULLETS
And hand loaded shells are almost invariably used by expert shooters.
They give more accurate results than factory loaded ammunition and
the saving in cost is considerable. Write to-day and send us the name
and caliber^of your rifie or revolver.

IDEAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
264 MEADOW STREET NEW HAVEN. CONN.

Dent's Condition Pills
A marvelous tonic for dogs that are all out of sorts, run down, thin and unthrifty
with harsh staring coat, materated eyes and high colored urine. There is nothing to
equal them for distemper, mange, eczema and debilitating diseases. You will notice
the difference after a few doses. At druggists or bv mail, fifty cents. The Dent
Medldne Company, Toronto. Canada and Newburgh. N.Y. A practical treattse
on dogs and their training." 160 pp. fully illustrated mailed for 10c to an customers.

OCK
N»44

Gives roa a (eellneof real comfort and
the assurance of perfect ptoiection while
exercisine. Opening beneath Patent
flap A. Small amount of material be-
tween thighsC. Perfect pouch-B. Well-
bound webbin£. Can be cleaned by
boiling without injury to rubber. Fits
perfectly. Can't rub or chafe. Finest
quality elastic webbing. Ask your dealer,
and it he will not supply you with
MIZPAH JOCK No. 44, send usfLJi

aod waist measQiement and we will send by mail.

The Walter F, Ware Co. Dept C, Phila., Pa.

Makers of the Celebrated Sanito Suspensory No. 50

Try Marblesoil
Gun experts say that no other

equals Marbles Nitro Solvent Oil for
deaning. lubricating, polishing. It keeps
guns and rifles in perfect condition—lock,
stock and barrel. Dissolves the residue of
all black and smokeless ixjwdcrs, including
Cordite. Acts instantly—stops corrosive
action—positively removes and prevents
rust and cuts off dirt and gum.

It', an absolute necessi*-? tg erfry gun owner.
2-oz. bottle25c:6.oz.caiTj*c. Postage lOc extra.
Direct by mail if yourd.-.ilor baan't it. Write today
forfree trial bottle. Mentioa yourdealer'gname Ask
forcataloe. Marble's 60 Specialties for Sportsmen.

MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO.
SSI Delta At.. ut Gl.ilstoM, Mich.
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very much if any other person does. The
extreme range would probably vary four or

five hundred yards or more, depending upon
the temperature, the direction of the wind,

the elevation above the sea at which the rifle

was fired. The muzzle velocity of the bullet,

the shape of the bullet, its weight, and the

angle at which it was fired, if varied will

cause still greater differences.

If you would refer to the extreme range at

which you could throw a bullet from the

.30-30 170 grain flat nose cartridge at the

standard velocity.it would probably be in the

neighborhood of two miles.

Editor.

Ammunition for a 22 Colt

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.

I .im a subscriber to your valuable magazine.

Rod and Gun, and desire infonnation regard-

ing ammunition used in the Colt .22 Automatic
pistol.

Is it Ihe'ordinary .22 long rifle or special

.22 Automatic ammunition?
Owen Sound, Ont. A. J. McKay.

Reply—The .22 Cal. Colt Automatic
Pistol uses the regular .22 Cai. Long Rifle

ammunition. You will not be able to use the

.22 Automatic Cartridge in this pistol, which

is quite a fortunate circumstance as the

Automatic Cartridge costs twice as much as

the long rifle cartridge and has no particular

advantages over it.

Editor.

Notes on Canadian Rifle Shooting

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.

On reading your article on the N.R.A.
Matches, I was much interested in your

» remarks about the organization of National

Matches for Canadians on the same plan as

those held in the U.S.A. We have a Dom-
inion Rifle Association which holds an annual

meet at Ottawa, but these matches were
discontinued during the War, and are to be

resumed next year. Each province in Cana-
da also has its own Rifle Association, two of

which (Ontario and Alberta) held their annual

matches this year, and you will see an account
of each in recent numbers of the Rod and Gun.
At the same time, I would like very much to

sec a Canadian team, or several teams, at the

N.R.A. matches; the chief difficulty to this

would be, however, that Bisley is the real

iiKignet for Canadian Marksmen, and is the

I>iogram which received government support.

.\uy plan to send a team to the N.R.A.
Matches would have to be privately financed.

or be at the expense of the individual mem-
bers of the team, ia_which case many of our
best marksmen would have to stay at home.
But the D.R.A. at Ottawa practically covers

your suggestion, and I hear, on good author-

ity, that some very fine ranges are to be con-

structed next year for the annual matches.
Prospects for indoor shooting in Toronto

are good for the approaching winter, and about
10 teams of 10 men each are entered for the

Indoor League Championship. Shooting a

Ross .303, regular military Mark III, with

specially loaded ammunition, I won the in-

dividual championship last Winter, and in-

tend to have another crack at it this Wmter.
I have bought a .22 Savage N.R.A. Model
1919 for use this winter, and find it a very

superior weapon tor close shooting. Without
any alteration in sights, and the use of the

Kerr sling, I have been placing 5c (Canadian
currency) and 10cgroups fairly regularly with

5 and 7 shots, and can always get my possible

on the K inch bull which we use. I should

mention that the range is 25 yards, and the

amn»unition I use is the .22 Long Lesmok.
I have a .22 Remington "auto loading''

rifle. I would like to know if the range or

power of penetration is affected by action

of the recoil ejecting the shell.

Irish Rifle Assoc, Toronto. J. W. Smith.

Reply—I am glad to hear that rifle shooting

will boom throughout Canada during the com-
ing season. It seems rather odd to me that

you should use your military rifles with

reduced loads for your indoor shooting when
you can obtain greater accuracy at less ex-

pense and with no bother of reloading by
using the .22 Cal. long rifle cartridge in a

special rifle chambered for it, such as the B.S.

.\. No 12, the Winchester Bolt Action and

Single Shot musket, the Savage Bolt Ac-

tion, the Stevens .404 and .414, and similar

rifles."

.^n exceptionally accurate shot can keep al-

most all of his shots in a }^ inch circle at 25

yards with any of these rifles provided that

they are equipped with proper sights such as

an aperture front and micrometer tang peep

sight.

I realize, of course, that the rifle cranks

including myself always obtain more pleas-

ure by reloading ammunition but I know
very many riflemen who will not go to this

trouble and these men can obtain all of the

pleasure that is derived from the .22 without

this trouble.

In reply to your inquiry concerning the

Remington Auto Loading Rifle, the range,
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power and accuracy ol this rifle is not afject-

ed to any appreciable extent by the Auto
Loading feature.

I will be very glad to receive information

from you at any time concerning the activ-

ities of any of the Canadian Clubs and will do

ray best to have these published in the

magazine in this department.

Editor.

The 8 M.M. Mauser Sporting Rifle

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.

What do you think of the Mauser Sport-

ing Rifle, 8 M.M? Do you consider this as

good as a remodeled Springfield? Will the

Springfield handle as well? Would it be as

light as the Mauser? I like the Bolt Action

and would like to get one but would prefer

a Bolt Action in a light gun chambered for

the .30-1906 Cartridge, anything but the

Newton. Do you consider the Mauser or

Mannlicher to be good guns for big game?

Toronto, Out. G. A. Jones.

Reply—In reply to your inquiry, the Mau-
ser 8 M.M. is a splendid big game rifle. I

have done considerable shooting with the 8

M.M. Sauer Mauser rifle. This rifle weighs

abou &% lbs. It is accurate but has a rather

disagreeable recoil. The rifle is beautifuUy

finished and is thoroughly reliable in every

way. If you are fortunate you might be

able to obtain this same Sauer Mauser rifle

for the .30-1906 cartridge.

I would prefer a sporting Springfield for the

.30-1906 as the action of the Springfield is

^faster than the Mauser. The average sport-

ing Springfield weighs 8 pounds. This extra

pound to me is quite an advantage.

You will find that either the SM. or the

Mannlicher rifles are better finished than the

Sporting Springfield will be but they are not

as fast in action as the bolt handles are

usually small and of a different shape from

that ot the Springfield and do not work quite

as easily. The Schoenauer Mannlicher rifle

is the finest bolt action rifle that I have seen

in point of finish. It is made in 6.5 M.M.
cal and sells at the present time for along

$150. when you can obt'ain it. It is built like

a fine Swiss watch compared to an army ride.

However, for practical ser\'ice, for extreme

accuracy and for general handiness in use

a sporting Springfield is equal to anything

that I have ever handled but the barrel and
action will not be blued as beautifully as you
will find in the Sauer Mauser.

Editor.

The 280 Ross

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.

My Ross has but a 26 inch barrel, instead of

a 30 inch . Is this a serious defect?

In the Newton catalogue, I saw by a tabu-

lar report that the Ross 145 Gr. 24 inch

barrel had but 2740 ft. lbs Energy and com-

pares with the Newton rifles, having 24 inch

barrels. Then according to that, my rifle has

not 3002 ft. lbs energy as I thought because

they said that the testing length of most bar-

rels were 30 inches, etc. Mine would be a

little better than 2800 I presume.

They also speak about copper jacketed,

paper insulated bullets. The copper jack-

eted buUets prevent metal fouling, according

to their statements. The insulated bullets

prevent a melted core and thus give greater

penetration, etc.

Wliere can I get these bullets for my Ross

for both 145 gr. and 180 gr. weight?

Toronto. H. H. Smith.

Reply—In reply to your enquiry, the fact

that your Ross has a 26 inch barrel in place

of a 30 inch is not at all a serious defect

as this makes a much better balanced rifle.

It will, of course, have less velocity and less

energy than the same rifle with a 30 inch

barrel. The usual testing length is 30

inches, the length that I understand is used

by the Newton Arms Company in testing

their cartridges so that if this is so, cartridges

of any type that are tested in a 30 inch barrel

will give corresponding results when used in a

26 inch barrel.

These copper jacketed paper insulated

bullets do not give cupro nickel fouling but

they do give copper fouling. This copper

fouling does not build up on the lands in

lumps like the nickel fouling and is not as

troublesome but when it does occur, it is

much harder to get out than the nickel fouling

as it is deposited all along the length of the

bore. I have never heard of a case where

copper fouling became so bad that it was

dangerous.

Address the Newton Arms Company,
Woolworth Bldg., New York City regarding

the purchase of copper jacketed buflets for

your rifle.

The reason why copper jacketed bullets are

used for these extremely high velocities is

due to the fact that cupro nickel bullets would

give an unnecessarily large amount of nickel

fouling at a velocity that is produced by the

.280 Ross cartridge.

Editor.
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Sniping Range
Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dcpl.

I have been interested for a great many
years in rifle shooting and in the past ten

years in Sniping with the finest kind of rifle

and sights.

I saw your article in Rod and Gun cm this

subject as they shot it at Caldwell. I have one
ot the best rifle ranges in the U.S. It is my
private range and is a combat range.

I can shoot in every direction and be

safe. 1 have timber on it, ravines and hills,

and you could not get a better range for

sniping as this is all natural.

Now I would like to ask a favor of you •

Will you please be kind enough to give me a

full description of the condition, range, rifles,

targets, as they used at the National Shoot

and also program you shot on this course?

I will send you a picture of my range in the

near future.

I am a Life Member of the National Rifle

Association oi America.

E. J. Kistenmacher.
Davenport, Iowa.

Reply—There were two sniping ranges at

Caldwell. The fust range that was placed

in operation was the .22 range or in other

words the range on which they used nothing
but .22 rifles using a .22 Winchester musket, a

.22 Winchester bolt action and I think that
they also had a .22 Savage Repeater toward
the end of the matches.

They built a building or rather two build-

ings of papier-mache and had dummy heads
made from papier-mache that were placed

on sticks and these would suddenly bob up at

the windows, there being five or .»ix windows
in the building, and remained for three sec-

onds. During the three seconds the shooter
who was sitting at a table under a tent was
obliged to locate his target and take a shot at

it. No sighting shots were allowed and after

each ten shots the market stuck up a marking
disk that recorded the number of hits. There
was no way of telling where the bullets were
striking on the targets unless the sliooter

went up to the target house and looked over
his targets when he was done shooting. You
will be surprised to know how accurately one
can shoot at this kind of shooting when you
have had several .yeais' practice at it. The
heads were possibly a foot in diameter and
yet I remember placing three consecutively

within an inch and one-lialf of the saiiic spot

firing at dilTcrenl heads that (ame up in

(lin"(^rcnt positions.

The other range was the military sniping

range. This was under command of Captain
Wallace who is quite a companionable chap and
who took a great deal of pains in trying to

make his range life-like. He had built

two shooting booths that represented a sec-

tion of the snipers post. The sniper shoots

out of a port hole that is the shape of a frus-

trum of a pyramid where the large end is

toward the shooter and the small end.which is

about five or six inches on a side, is toward
the "enemy." The outside of the trench is

camouflaged with brush and junk of all

kinds so that it does not look like anything

in particular. He had firing posts erected at

approximately 50, 100, 200 and 250 yards

distance from this shooting post. Opera-

tors were stationed behind these pits which
were large earth and log abutments to protect

the oi>erator and every now and then a head
or some other shaped target would bob up
over the top of one of these abutments or

along its side and would be in sight for an
unknown length of time. The shooter was
then supposed to take one shot at it. He
used a Springfield rifle equipped with a

telescopic sight and shot either from the

prone position or from the sitting position that

was so arranged that his left elbow was
securely placed upon the front of the trench,

the right elbow was placed on a pad and he

held the lower end of the butt of the rifle

stock with his left hand instead of holding

the fore-end with his left hand. This method
of holding had been tried out by Captain

Richard and he pronounced it to be unexcelled

for this position, but personally I prefer the

prone position.

The whole thing resolves itself into shooting

under hunting conditions. As you know some
men can hit an animal at an almost impossible

distance in one shot if they have but one shot

to fire and yet they cannot make any kind of a

score at a regulation target particularly if it

is in front of an audience. This game can hard-

ly be played without an assistant and you

must be thoroughly sure that he is absolutely

protected against rifle fire. You must also

be sure that he understands your signals.

If you have hired a boy to run your target

for you and for some reason you are not hit-

ting regularly and he doesn't know the reason

and hasn't heard the bullets pass he is very

likely to slick up his head to take a look and

will very promptly get hit. I knew of a ease

some years ago where this thing happened on

a military range and the boy was shot between

Ih.' eyes and of course killed
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If you will address a letter to Captain

James Wallace, in care of General Phillips,

Sec. National Rifle Association, I am sure that

he will be very glad to give you any particu-

lars regarding his sniping range and can

undoubtedly give you some valuable inform-

ation along this line.

Editor.

Essex Wild Life Association

THE fourth Annual Meeting of the Essex

County Wild Life Conservation Asso-

ciation was held in the Town Hall,

Leamington, on the afternoon of Thursday,

January 8th, with a splendid attendance

of 115 Sportsmen, fanners and others. The
meeting was called to order promptly at 3.00

p.m. with President F. H. Conover in the

chair. In opening the meeting Mr. Conover

briefly outlined the progressive action taken

by the association and necessity for adhering

strictly to a public policy. He pointed out

the urgent necessity of greater efforts to pro-

vide essential save-guards to economic wild

life and their haunts. He advised those

present, in view of the absence of some mem-
bers who could not afford to lose the time to

attend the meeting but who expected the

meeting to protect their interests, to take

an usually broad view of the suggestions pre-

sented to the meeting for discussion and pro-

tect in all resolutions the interests of all

good and law-abiding citizens.

The Treasurer's report revealed receipts of

$94.86 and expenditures of S69.54

Communications.

Communications from Mr. Sam Harris,

Toronto; The Ottawa Field Naturalists Club,

Ottawa; Dr. C. Gordon Hewitt, Consulting

Zoologist and Secretary to the Advisory

Board on Wild Life Protection, Ottawa, and

others were read and ordered filed.

Election of Officers.

Moved by Mr. A. W. Reid, seconded by
Mr. John A. Pentland that all present officers

of the association be re-elected by acclama-

tion. Carried unanimously.

Officers.

President, Mr. F. H. Conover, Leamington,

Ont; 1st Vice Pres., Mr. Alfred Miers, Walk-
crv-ille, Ont; 2nd Vice.-Pres., Mr. John T.

Miner, Kingsville, Ont.; Secretary-Treasurer,

Mr. Edward R. Kerr, Walkerville, Ont; North
fissex Executive, F. H. Walker, .Alexander

Gow, D. A. Maxwell, Hu^h B. Gilbert, John
.\. Pentland, A. Jensen, .\. W. Reid and Nate
K. Cornwall.

South Essex Executive, F. S. Moss, C. A.

Cullen, George Wiper, Edward Winter, John

Hancock, Wallace Tilden, Dr. J. E. Jehner

and C. E. Naylor.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE GOVERN-
MENTS.

"GUN LICENSE."
Moved by Hugh B. Gilbert. Seconded by F.

H. Walker.

To the end that revenues in behalf of wild

life conservation be increased and the number
of predaceous and devastating gunners afield

decreased; be it

RESOLVED, That in view of the desire of

sportsmen generally to contribute to the

public cofTeis with a view to strengthening

funds for the further protection of gamv' and
sport with the gun and encourage Sports-

mens' ethics afield we strongly urge a gun
license of S2. which amount is considered

nominal. Provision for exemption of farmers

hunting and shooting on their own lands

should be provided. These funds to be used

exclusively for the protection and propagation

of game.—Carried unanimously.

"GAME WARDENS."
Moved by Hugh B. Gilbert. Seconded by John

A. Pentland.

To the end that wild life on open hunting
areas be accorded more privacy and protec-

tion during the breeding and rearing season

from violators of the laws provided for theii

preservation and increase, and enforcement

of the laws governing hunting and shooting

during the open season; be it

. RESOLVED, That in view of the universal

belief that the present stall of the Ontario

outside service is inadequate we strongly urge

the early appointment of efTicicnt and com-
petent Game Wardens who have at heart the

interests of wild life and public. With a view

to inducing, and employment of honest, in-

teiested, intelligent and literate men we urge

that the salaries be increased.—Carried

unanimously.

"FOREIGNERS."
Moved by Edward Winter. Seconded by .Tohn

Hancock.
To the end that insectivorous song and
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game birds be accorded additional privacy

and protection during the breeding and rear-

ing season from depredations by foreigners

who utilize as food insectivorous birds and

their eggs; be it

RESOLVED, That in view of the deplor-

able fact that resident foreigners sire unin-

terested in the preservation for future genera-

tions of economic wild life and disrespect and

disregard all laws provided for the conserva-

tion and perpetutation of wild life and future

sport with the gun we strongly urge that

resident foreigners be prohibited from carry-

ing, or having in possession at any time, shot

guns, rifles or any other contrivances for the

taking of wild life.—Carried unanimously.

"GAME SANCTUARIES."
Moved by Hugh B. Gilbert. Seconded by

Colin A. Cullen.

To the end that wild life be perpetually

bred, reared and conserved to restock the

open hunting areas; be it

RESOLVED, That we urge the early es-

tablishment in Ontario and throughout Can-

ada as a whole, of many wild life reservations

or sanctuaries wherein hunting and shooting,

other than by the official wardens of the re-

servations in behalf of the destruction of

predatory birds and animals, never will be

permitted. Previously to the declaration of

a specified area as a hard-and-fast game and

bird sanctuary all conditions should be care-

fully investigated and considered.—Carried

unanimously.

"PROTECTION OF FARMER'S
PROPERTY"

Moved by l^r. J. E. Jenner. Seconded by

John Hancock.

To the end that live stocks, crops, gates and

fencings and other fanners' property be pro-

tected from depredations when hunters are

afield in pursuit of game; be it

RESOLVED, That in view of the fact that

many "gunners" disregar? and disrespect

the property of farmers and others when
afield in pursuit of game, leaving open gates,

tramping under valuable crops, carelessly

climbing over and tearing down fencings,

shooting at random which results in wounding
and killing of cattle, sheep, swine, chickens,

domestic geese, ducks and turkeys, we strong-

ly urge the adoption of laws which shall

compel all hunters to seek from the owners of

lands a permit to trespass in pursuit of game.

—Carried unanhnously.

NOTE:—"I am decidedly pleased to note that

this resolution has been adopted without

a dissenting voice," said Mr. Winter.

"INSECTIVOROUS AND WEED-SEED
DESTROYING BIRDS."

Moved by Hugh B. Gilbert. Seconded by Dr.

J. E. Jenner.

To the end that insectivorous and weed-

seed destroying birds be protected in the

interests of agriculture until the stocks of

game birds are adequate to meet the full J
requirements of agriculture and future sport ™
with the gun; be it

RESOLVED, That we urge perpetual pro-

tection for insectivorous and weed-seed de-

stroying song birds and a five year closed

season for all upland game birds.—Carried

unanimously.

NOTE:

—

Mr. Miner, -"Just to show you men
what a great work our association is

doing and the influence we have I just

wish to say that about one mile from my
place the farmers are protecting and
feeding fifty Bob-Whites. Each man
out in quest of rabbits carries a grain-

sack; they shoot the rabbits but do not

touch the quail."

"NATIONAL AND PROVINCIAL PUBLIC
DUCKING GROUNDS."

Moved by A. W. Reid. Seconded by Ed.

Winter.

To the end that the public be afforded ample

opportunity to partake of migratory wild

fowl during the open season provided for that

purpose; be it

RESOLVED, That in view of the fact that

the most important and valuable marshlands

now are in the hands of financial and private

interests, where hea\T artificial feeding is

constantly done to attract and maintain for

private purposes and privileges the flight

to their grounds, and financial and private

interests only now partake to excess of mig- •

ratory wild fowl we urge the taking over,

when funds are available, of all important

and economic marshlands and their setting

aside as public ducking and trapping lands -

and reservations for migratory wild fowl and

their constant preservation from drainage

in other interests and, incidentally, assist

to combat blight and drought by conserving

in agricultural lands economic moisture.

NOTE.—Previously to passage of this re-

solution much opposition by member? of

private clubs caused considerable dis- ^
cussion.

Mr. Reid:—^"You cannot successfully per-

mit public ducking grounds. It will result

only in shooting before the stars have given

way to the sun, and shooting at night until
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darkness sets in will be in vogue, which will

result in driving the ducks away to other

marshes." We shoot only between eight

o'clock in the morning and five o'clock

in the afternoon and as a result the

ducks are constantly with us. Of course we
feed corn."

Mr. iientland:—"I agree with Mr. Reid."

Mr. Winter:—"Gentlemen, this is a ver>'

important matter. I do not believe in private

monopoly of our natural resources and game
shooting." Wild life is the property of every

good and law-abiding citizen and should be

properly regulated in the public interests.

I desire to see this resolution adopted at once

and put on record our association as working

in conjunction with the aims and purposes of

this association."

Mr. Gilbert:—"I disagree with Mr. Reid

and Mr. Pentland. Point Pelee marshes are

open to public duck shooting with success

I believe."

Mr. Reid:—"They are not."

Mr. Moss:—"They are and I can prove it.

Every law-abiding citizen can get a permit to

shoot on Point Pelee and 134 permits were

issued last fall."

Mr. Gilbert:—"I suggest that Mr. Conover
express his views."

Mr. Conover-—"Since Point Pelee has been

set aside as a Dominion Park and Bird Sanc-

tuary and public duck shooting permitted

under restrictions the ducks have increased

to this area and the people have had more
shooting than in many years and this will

improve as our natural foods increase. The
laws are exceedingly well observed by the

shooters. The rules now in vogue on private

duck club lands can be applied with success to

public ducking grounds. One man was so

unfortunate as to be fined for hunting and
shooting on Point Pelee without a permit."

"Every marsh that is drained means the

loss of that many more haunts for migration

and valuable fur resources was well as removes
from agricultural lands much valuable mois-

ture."

Mr. Conover clearly pointed out that dur-

ing the past half century many valuable

marshlands had succumbed to drainage and
as a result of private control over many
ducking lands speculation had resulted in

their conversion to other interests. "We
must look well into the future in considering

these|problems," he said.

Mr. Miner:—"Can we not put this matter
over for three^or four months."
Mr. Winter:— "This is a most important

matter and much depends upon future policy

a^nd attitude of this association as to whether

or not I take any further interest in the pro-

ceedings. Now is the time to act on this

matter and I urge immediate action."

Mr. Reid:—"Gentlemen, I wUlingly with-

draw my opposition and move the adoption

of the resolution."

Mr. Winter:—"Thank you, Mr. Reid. It

alTords me pleasure to second your motion."

Mr. Conover:—"Gentlemen, you have heard

the discussion and resolution. What is your

pleasure? Signify by raising your right

hands."

Carried Afithout a dissenting voice.

"MORE PROTECTION TO WOOD DUCK
AND OTHER NATIVE BORN DUCKS."

Moved by F. S. Moss. Seconded by John
Hancock.

To the end that the Migratory Birds Con-

ventions Act be assisted and enabled to ad-

equately protect and increase Wood duck,

and with a view to enabling native bora

ducks to obtain ample strength of wing
previous to exposure to guns; be it

RESOLVED, That in view of the fact that

Wood duck have increased in Canada but very

slightly and other native born ducks are

unable to obtain sufTicient strength of wing

to quickly take flight previous to October 1st,

we strongly urge the Ontario Government to

zone, and prohibit September shooting, in

south-western Ontario.

Carried unanimously.

NOTE :—Mr. Reid, Mr. Pentland and others

stated that many of the young birds are

hardly able to lift their bodies out of

the water during the early days of Sep-

tember and when they are killed the

warm climate permits decay to set in

within twenty hours after they are killed

and, as a consequence, many birds are

wasted. "Wood duck suffer at the hands
of gunners who do not know their birds

in flight," they said.

"BAG LIMITS."

Moved by F. H. Conover. Seconded by
John A. Pentland.

To the end that all law-abiding citizens

over wide and extensive areas may partake of

wild ducks not excessively to endanger the

future supply, and to the end that financial

and private interests be penalized for killing

to excess; be it

RESOLVED, That in view of the fact that

the ordinary man and plain citizen, who is

compelled to seek periodical and limited
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recreation with the gun on unposted lands,

which now are exceedingly rare, where he is

unable to shoot and kill more than an average

of one or two ducks in a day or six to eight

ducks in a week, whereas financial and private

interests are able to, and do, kill 200 to 300

and more in one day we strongly urge that

the governmejnts encourage, incorporation

in the Migratory Birds Conventions Act of a

clause stipulating a daily bag limit of 25 and

seasonal kill of 100 ducks to each person and

enforce the law.

Carried unanimously.

NOTE:—"This thing of killing 200 to .300

ducks in one day is all rot," said Dr.

.Tenner.

"It is a fact. Eleven hundred ducks,

three wagon loads, were taken out of

artificial feed beds at Rondeau Bay this

fall." said Mr. Moss.

"Certain rules are well observed on

some club lands but in the majority of

cases the kills are excessive," said Mr.

Gilbert.

"CC^MFRCIALISM OF MIGRATORY
_WILD FOWL BY RENTAL OF BLINDS."

Moved by Hugh B. Gilbert. Seconded by

John Hancock.

To the end that commercialism of migratory

wild fowl and shooting for hire cease; be it

RESOLVED, That in view of the fact that

many former market-hunters and others

now rent their blinds up to $10 a day and aid

in a heavy toll of migratory wild fowl to

financial patrons we urge the government of

Ontario to enact and enforce laws prohibiting

the rental of blinds and shooting for hire.

Carried unanimously.

NOTE:—Mr. Ross told the meeting that he

had been informed by residents of Ron-
deau of several instances where former

market-hunters were exacting $10 per

day for rental of their blinds, and ex-

ceedingly heavy killing took place.

These slaughtering fields are infested

with pump guns.

"NATURAL FOODS ON MARSHLANDS
AND TRAPPINGS ON RESERVATIONS."
Moved by Hugh B. Gilbert Seconded by A.

W. Reid.

To the end that natural foods on reserva-

tions for migratory wild fowl bo constantly

and adcf|u;il('ly in:iint.iino(l, and depredations

to uplands and other property by gnawing

and burrowing fur-bearing animals be avoided:

he it

P.E.SOLVED, That we urge the govern-

ments to conduct officially all trappings of

muskrats and other fur-bearing animal? on
reservations by systematic and expert guard-

ians in behalf of the removal only of the sur-

plus stocks of skins and meat and, thus

encourage destruction of noxious growth and

consequent increase in wild rice and other

natural foods and extraordinary revenues in

the interests of forests, reforestration, ad-

equate salaries for honest, competent and

intelligent men as guardians of reservations,

public health-conserving and recreational

parks and lands, watersheds, agriculture,

science, wild life and future sport with rod

and gun.

Carried unanimously.

NOTE:—Mr. Reid and Mr. Hancock sug-

gested that the governments be urged to

conduct a systematic campaign against

carp in the interests of natural foods on
marshlands for migratory wild fowl.

"We have protected our muskrats on

Fighting Island and there never was so

much wild rice, but the black-birds are

very numerous and they eat the rice

before it is ripe," saidjMr. Reid.

"INCREASED ROYALTIES ON FUR-
BEARING ANIMALS."

Moved by Hugh B. Gilbert. Seconded by

John A. Pentland.

To the end that revenues be increased and

the number of predaceous and devastating

trappers decreased; be it

RESOLVED, That we urge the Ontario

Government to increase the royalties on fur-

bearing animals.

Carried unanimously.

"HUNTING OF MIGRATORY WILD
FOWL BY AEROPLANES."

Moved by A. W. Reid. Seconded by Hugh
B. Gilbert.

To the end that ipigratory wild fowl be

not unduly molested while in flight or on

feeding grounds by aeroplanes for the pur-

pose of shooting or netting; be it

RESOLVED, That in view of the fact that

migratory wild fowl, unlike upland game

birds, do not seek cover when warned of

approaching danger but. instead, immediately

take (light for protection, and in view of the

possible extermination of flocks by rapid-

firing guns mounted on aeroplanes and net-

tings attached beneath the bodies of aero-

planes we strongly urge that laws be immed-

iately passed prohibiting flight at a height of

less than 3,000 feet above and over marsh-
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lands, pursuit, shooting or netting by aero-

planes of migraton,- wild fowl.

Carried unanimously.

NOTE:—Mr. Conover cited cases of flight

by aeroplanes over the marshes of Point

Pelee which resulted in driving out flocks

of ducks which did not return for several

days after.

"PROTECTION TO ONTARIO DEER AND
HUMANS."

Moved by John T. Miner. Seconded by A. W.

Reid.

To the end that deer of Ontario be further

protected and increased and a greater regard

and respect for human life by hunters be

encouraged; be it

RESOLVED, That in view of the belief

that deer will be exterminated within five

years due largely to the unusually heavy toll

of fifty and sixty pound fawns, three-fourths

of which are does, which is ample evidence

of a perilous depletion in the stocks ,and

that hunters be educated to greater patience

and alertness to distinguish deer from humans

we urge a one buck law and that no buck with

horns less than four inches in length be shot,

killed or taken at any time.

Carried unanimously.

NOTE:—Mr. Miner pointed out that he had

information to the effect that casualties

in human life during the open season of

1919 had increased. Others gave names

of hunters who had been wounded in the

arms and legs.

"SALE OF BIG GAME."

Moved by Edward Winter. Seconded by

Hugh B. Gilbert.

To the end that deer, moose and caribou

be conserved and increased over a wide and

extensive area in the interests of future sport

with the rifle; be it

HESOLVED, That in view of the prevalent

opinion that the sale of protected big game

should be prohibited we urge that laws pro-

hibiting the sale of deer, moose and caribou

be immediately passed. Eighty per cent, of

the big game that is sold is eaten by people

who do not need it and those who do need it

as food can obtain it bv taking out the usual

license and hunt for it. The constant en-

couragement of and agitation for a price, or

legalizing of what in reality is a bounty, on

th<- head of any species of game means ulti-

m;ile extermination and once it is extermin-

ated never can be replaced,

t'.arried unanimously.

NOTE:^"We certainly need bounties, not

on game, but on coyotes and wolves.

By bounties on coyotes and wolves I

mean S40. to S50. a head," said Mr.

Miner.

"HUNTING OF BIG GAME WITH 0335."

Moved by Hugh B. Gilbert. Seconded by

Colin A. CuUen.

To the end that big game, particularly the

young of deer, moose and caribou, bs accorded

more peace, quietness and protection and

that ethics of sportsmanship and stalking of

big gSme be encouraged: be it

RESOLVED, That in view of the belief

by sportsmen that it is unsportsmanlike and

deleterious to deer, moose and caribou, par-

ticularly to the young of these species of game,

to hunt and pursue with hounds or other

dogs we strongly urge that hunting of deer,

moose and caribou with hounds or other

dogs be immediately prohibited.

Carried Avithout a dissenting voice.

NOTE;—"It is most unsportsmanlike and

cruel," said Mr. Miner. "Any man,

boasting of his sportsmanship and his

rights to the term "sportsman" never

should be seen in the wilderness of

Northern Ontario or elsewhere with a

dog at his heels and any man who pro-

fesses to be a hunter who cannot stalk,

or will not try to learn to stalk his

quarry should never be granted a li-

cense to hunt and kill big game." said

Mr. Gilbert.

"ANNUAL INCOME FOR MR. JOHN T.

MINER."

Moved by Hugh B. Gilbert. Seconded by

Edward Winter.

To the end that the protection and culture

of economic wild Hfe in the interests of agricul-

ture and public which, for the past fifteen to

twenty years, has been a personal study and

undertaking by Mr. John T. Miner, be en-

couraged and continued in the esseatials: be it

RESOLVED, That in view of the fact that

insectivorous song and game birds and migra-

tory wild fowl are public property and their

spread throughout the Province and Nation a

public benefit and asset which requires sanc-

tuary protection to save them on a sound

and continuing basis in behalf of adequate

increase and distribution over wide and ex-

tensive areas in which must be employed

personal interest, devotion, energy' and expert

handling, and that Mr. Miner continie to

accord to wild life the necessary care and
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attention as well as accord to the public the

rourtesy, time and attention expected and

demanded by the public when the public

periodically visits the Kingsville Game
Reservation of which the MINER FARM is

the recognized attraction for knowledge of

the habits and requirements of wild life: and

entertainment on lands which are used by
the public as recreational and educational

lands in the belief that the lands are for the

purpose of public education, enlightenment

and recreation, we urge the governments in-

terested in this great undertaking to provide

.

in justice to Mr. Miner, wild life and public,

an annual income having in view his immed-
iate and future requirements to develop and
maintain the work and benefits so well

begun.—Carried unanmiously.

NOTE;—"I suggest and- urge a standing

vote on this important matter," said Mr.

Reid. Every man in the room arose to

his feet and, with a storm of applause,

extended to Mr. Miner his right hand.

"ONTARIO DEPARTMENT OF GAME
AND FISHERIES."

Mp:- Miner, in thanking the meeting for

remembering him in their resolutions, (Here

Mr. Miner was interrupted by, "The meeting

is influenced in this matter by public opinion,"

said Mr. Reid;, stated, most emphatically,

that he never would accept a penny from

any man who begrudged it. He intimated

that when he entered the Parliament Build-

ings at Toronto last year and interviewed

the Deputy Minister oi Game and Fisheries,

Mr. D. McDonald, respecting the tremendous

slaughter of beaver and other fur-bearing

animals in Northern Ontario, he was treated

like a canine and insulted by the Deputy
Minister of Game and Fisheries. "If that

man holds against me a personal grudge of

any kind, and I do not know what it could

possibly be, why should I be denied justice

for the work I have personally undertaken in

the public and wild life interests. The ex-

pense of caring for insectivorous birds and

migratory wild fowl is tremendously increas-

ing and the personal burden is too great for

me to bear. I must have financial aid or

drop the work altogether," said Mr. Miner.

Mr. Milton C. Fox, M.P.P. for South Essex,

stated that the Honounable F. C. Biggs had
informed him that the Minister now had be-

fore him a list containing 25 to 30 names of

members of the present game and fish service

whom he had found to be incompetent and

that a thorough house-cleaning of the De-

partment of Game and Fisheries was antici-

pated in the very near future. "I desire to

join this splendid association and pay my
dollar the same as the rest," said Mr. Fox.

He was notified that his application for mem-
bership must be taken and acted oh according

to the Constitution and By-Laws of the

Association. The name of Mr. Fox, and

others, was recorded by the secretary to

whom application forms have been sent.

When applications are properly filled out and

signed they will be considered at a future

meeting of the Executive Committees.

"GAME AND FISH COMMITTEE."
Moved by A. W. Reid. Seconded by John

A. Pentland.

That the secretary be directed to- send a

night letter to Premier E. C. Drury urging the

appointment of Mr. Fox to the Game and

Fish Committee. The following telegram

was sent:

—

NIGHT LETTER.
Premier E. C. Drury,

Toronto, Ontario.

Fourth Annual Convention of the ESSEX
COUNTY WILD LIFE CONSERVATION
ASSOCIATION held at Leamington, eighth

instant, urges appointment on Game and

Fish Committee of Milton C. Fox, member
for South Essex,

Signed, E. R. Kerr,

Secretary.

The meeting adjourned at 7.10 p.m.

E. R. Kerr,

Secretary-Treasu rer.



Toronto Indoor Civilian^Rifle;League

J. W. Smith

THE season for indoor rifle shooting in

Toronto is now in full swing, and an

outstanding feature, so far, has beer

the number of closely contested matches ui

the League competition for the city Cham-
pionship. At the time of writing, the Irish

"A" team heads the list with an unbeaten

record, but has yet to meet the Grenadier

and York teams, both of which have made
the exceptional score of 346 points out of a

possible 350, and are showing good form. In

fact, it is too early in the season to predict

with any degree of certainty what the out-

come will be, and the final result will scarcely

be apparent untU the last week of the com-
petition.

Three marksmen, all well-known riflemen,

have shot four scores without dropping a

point, namely, W. A. Hawkins and J. Sharp,

A. Robertson. A number of others are how-
ever still in the running for the indi\'idual

supremacy. The new rule confining prelim-

inary practice on the night of the match to

one sighting shot has undoubtedly affected

the scoring, and some of the most reliable

marksmen have failed to find the bull's eye

before dropping a point or two, when shooting

away from their home range.

The following scores are correct to date,

but the positions of the teams in the League
standing may be changed if the Queen City

are successful in protesting their default

against the Yorks which seems to have oc-

curred through a misunderstanding in dates.

Week of January 12th.
Irish "A" 341 St. LawTencel 339
Irish "B"" 333 Grenadiers 333
Exhibition 324 N.Toronto 335
Queen City 312 St. Lawrence II :... 299

Week of January 19th.
Yorks 346 Queen Citv 334
Irish "B" 327 St. Lawrence 1 337
St.Lawrencell 323 N.Toronto 319
Exhibition 326 Grenadiers 343

Week of January 26th,
Grenadiers 346 Irish"A" 345
N.Toronto 317 St.Lawrencell 309
Irish"B" 317 St. Lawrence 1 340
Yorks 339 Queen City 329

Week of February 2nd.
Exhibition 342 Irish'-A" 340
N.Toronto .329 Grenadiers 340
St.Lawrencell 325 Queen City 337
Irish "B" 326 Y'orks 338

League Standing.
Shot Won Lost Tied Pts.

.N.Toronto 5 1 3 Is - .300
Exhibition _ 4 13 .250
St.Lawrencell 4 4 .000

8 Ties count halfa'win and half a loss.

Individual'
Name'

W. A. Hawkins
.\. Robertson
J. Sharp
J.Hillis
.\. R- H<imphreys
,M. H. Rutledge
F.Hobbs
C.P.Leushner
W. Reid
J. A. Smith
H. J. White
R. Clarke
W.L. Dymond
R. Edmond
Col. Elliott
C.M.Gratz
F. Kirkman. .

G. LawTence
J.McCais
A. J. McCusker
D.MacKenzie
G. Brooks
H. Carey
.\. Emo
J. E. Fitzgerald
J. E. Kennedy
C. J. Rowe
J.W.Smith
F. Ballantvne
T. G. Beattie
S. Dean
W. Kelly
J. Monkinan
.\. Rutherford
H. Whitehorn
D.Bickford
W. Corbet t
H. Foss
.\. H. Gilmore
W. Heist
.\. Lucas
C.B.Randletl
J. Sercombe
.\. H. Sharpe.
A. H. Y'oung
J.E. Clemence
R. Kerr
H.MadUl

'

J. G. Pilkey
E Plumlev
F.Uoyd
N. McLeod

Standing (4 scores).
Association Pts.

Irish 140
Grenadiers 140
Irish -140
Grenadiers 139
Irish 139
St. Lawrence 139
N Toronto 138
Grenadiers 138
Irish 138
Yorks 138
Irish 138
Grenadiers 137
Exhibition 137
Yorks 137
Yorks 137
Irish 137
Y'orks 137
Exhibition 137
Irish 137
Irish 137
Exhibition 137
Queen City 136
Yorks 136
Irish 136
St. Lawrence 136
St. Lawrence 136
Grenadiers 136
St. Lawrence 136
Exhibition 135
St. Lawrence 135
St. Lawrence 135
Grenadiers 135
St. Lawrence 135
Queen City 135
Grenadiers 135
Grenadiers 135
Irish 134
Yorks 134
N.Toronto 134
St. Lawrence 134
QueenCity 134
St. Lawrence 134
N.Toronto 134
Irish 134
Irish 134
Irish 133
Irish 133
N.Toronto 133
St. Lawrence 133
Exhibition 133
N.Toronto 132
Queen Citv 132

Irish "A"
Grenadiers. ...

Yorks
St. Lawrence I.

QueenCity . .

Irish "B"

Canadian League
The first monthly competition of the Canadian

League (Ottawa) was shot oil on Saturday, January
31st, at the York Club Range, Toronto, under the
super\-ision of Serg. Maj. T. Y'oung, 48th Highlanders,
The following made scores of over 90 out of the possible
100 points.

J.Hilfo 99
W. A. Brodie. 98
T. G.Margetts 98
A. Rutherford 98
J.W.Smith 97
E.Hock ; 96
T.Young 96
W. D. Davidson 95
J. Buick 94
G.Hall 94
E.J. Bowers 93
R.Slorrar.... 92

J.P.White



The ChesapeakelBay

An Albcrtan subscriber sends us in the

following comprehensive des( ription of the

Chesapeake Bay Retriever.

"In the Dccembei numbei there was a little

article where you said you would like to hear

from some oi the duck hunters. I think of

all the places I have ever been the Canadian

prairie provinces have the best general duck

shooting. And when the real sport begins we
must have real duck dogs. I am like all the

rest oi the duck hunters that have used a

Chesapeake Bay dog. Once conveited to a

Chesapeake they never go back to the rest of

the retrievers. He is the right color, good

long legs under him, keen sight, cool head,

good nose, and a double coat that don't let

him get wet. In this prairie country you can

see a black dog or a liver colored Irish re-

triever for a full mile. An Airedale would be

nearer the proper color The Chesapeake

breeders have formed themselves into a club

and have formulated a standard which judges

at all future shows will have to abide by.

At one of the evening shows held by the

Alberta Kennel Club, Air. Vance Foster, a

charter member of the Chesapeake Bay Dog
Club of America, judged the Chesapeakes

present and gave a most interesting talk on

the breed. These are some of his remarks;

"The head of the Chesapeake has always

been and I trust always will be broad and

heavy and to depart from this conformation

would necessitate breeding oat to another

breed or changing the shape by means of

selection. Neither of these methods are

desirable and would be at least experiments.

Crossing out would in all probability bring

undesirable traits or temperament into the

breed and in any case destroy that purity of

blood that it has taken a hundred years to

build * up. Breeding by selection is un-

desirable from a working or a utility point of

view unless both sire and dam display all

the traits, charactei, ability, temperament

and sagacity so well as other qualifications

for which the breed is noted. That type of

head as portrayed in our standard is the type

which is almost invariably seen among pure

bred Chesapeakes. It is in a degree verj'

similar to that of the Labrador retriever and

to make any variation from it for bench or

show purposes, would preclude the possibility

of breeding to or from dogs of retrieving

ability second to none."

I think all of you who have bred dogs

for utility purposes will agree that this

method is extremely undesirable. We can

see examples all around us among other

breeds where the workmanship has been des-

troyed through faddism for some particular

(abnormal) feature which did not appear in

the original dog of the breed.

Our present day standard has been accepted

by all who know the breed, whether breeders

or otherwise, without dispute, or I should say

with open arms, and when I say all I include

some of the most conservative dog men on the

American Continent. A 55 or 75 pound dog

requires a muscular neck to carry a 3 to 15

lb. duck or goose perhaps a mile and this

muscular neck will or should be set into well

developed forequarters.

Sloping shoulders and a well arched loin

give a dog a wheel backed or hollow appear-

ance but that appearance in the Chesapeake

must not be confused with weakness. A well-
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ribbed, deep chested, heavy muscled, strong

quartered dog can never be a weakling

physically.

The spoon shaped or hare foot gives a firm

grip on the ground and enables a dog to turn

quickly when pursuing wounded game on
land. Gaverick, Arkwright, Price, Lord
Sefton and several prominent breeders whose
judgment is not to be questioned, strongly

endorsed the hare-foot as against the round or

cat foot, but whether hare or cat foot, at all

times the foot should be strongly made with

well arched toes held closely together. The
wide spread toes indicating a gradual breaking

down of the foot muscles is to be avoided.

Not being a dog to run long distances for

any length of time, necessitates a quick move-
ment or a fast turn, or again a run at high

speed, a well put together workman i'S es-

sential. To this end we have adopted the

hare foot as being more sustaining than the

cat foot toes.well arched pasterns slightly bent,

short hocks to assist in turning quickly,

and moderately heavy bone to minimize the

possibility of strained or crippled tendons.

The weights adopted were those which

experience had proved to be the most suitable

for the class of work required of him and a

dog of the accepted weight will be of the

accepted height roughly speaking.

The coat is that which gives the best pro-

tection against inclement weather, ice cold

water etc., from a humane point ol view and
it should not be curly but may be wavy over

the neck, loin or back where the hair is

longest.

All records of Chesapeake Bay dogs dating

from about 1850 show the breed to be some
color of yellow or tan or muddy reddish grey.

Prominent breeders and authorities are

agreed in stating the various shades of tan

to be the most desirable in that a dog of that

color is the most unnoticeable among the

withered and dead grass. Our present day
duck shooting clothes are a good example of

this effect.

There is no record anywhere of any in-

dividual of the breed whose pedigree is pure

and traceable to the old stock being even

approximately what might be construed as

a brown in color. We are aware that as in

all breeds, cross bred or I might better say

mongrel dogs are sold as Chesapeakes, which
is very unfair to the public. We have an
instance of a small 20 lb. mongrel being palm-
ed off on an unsuspecting purchaser as a

"Toy Chesapeake."

These out crossed dogs as a rule have

neither Chesapeake color, coat, sagacity or
temperament, ft was partly to protect, our-
selves, partly to protect the purchasing
gun dog man and to establish the breed
on a firm basis that our club was formad and
I might say that our club is affiliated .vith the
American Kennel Club, thereby associated
with the Can. Kennel Club and the Eiilish
Kennel Club.

We are the final authority on all matters
pertaining to the Chesapeake Bay dig. We
have the authority to withdraw all or any
classes from any bench show, or to disqualify

any individual from judging Chesapeakes if

he shows himself incompetent to learn our
standard.

It is a well-known fact among Newfound-
land and Labrador breeders that occasionally
rusty brown puppies are born and that
originally both these breeds were of any shade
varying from a sandy color to a rusty blaok.

As there is nothing in the Chesapeake's
ancestry which could give a curl to the coat,

a curly coat, or a coat which shows a tendsacy
to curl is not allo.vable.

We have tried to make our standard rtear

and easily definable to any person of elementary
education, but if we consider it necessary in

the best interests of the breed to alter it in

any way, we shall do so. One standard was
drafted by a committee of three and passed
and voted on by the individual membirs of

the club as a whole and it was unani n jusly

accepted. Our membership is at prasent
about 45 and we are increasing at tha rate of

about two a month.

I am safe in predicting that in ten years or

possibly twenty years that through our mem-
bers' example and concentrated eiTort the

Chesapeake Bay dog will attain an even higher

degree of efficiency than he at present enjoys.

This can only be brought about by breeding

pure and along specified lines. This degree

has been reached in other breeds and there

is no reason why the Chesapeake Bay should

not surpass all other breeds in ability. saga;ity

and in the affections of the lover of gun dogs.

It merely as I said before requires uaited ef-

fort along specified lines."

Lovers of the Chesapeake Bay dogs are

wondering just how long it will be before

these aborigines of the Middle Atlantic

States will receive the recognition to which
their beauty, intelligence and faithfulness

entitle them. When may they reasonably

be-txpected to become the lion of the hoj-, the

favorite of Dame Fashion who rings in the

changes of the dog world.
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Nearly every dog has had his day and fan-

ciers of the Chesapeake predict that he is just

about due to arrive.

The Chesapeake is extremely conservative

and is uell-known only to a few. However
after he has once established himself in the

heart of his owner no other dog however hand-
some can take his place.

For many years much has been written re-

garding the true type and origin of the Chesa-

peake which has served only to confuse the

uninitiated for scarcely any tw'o of these

authorities have agreed.

Earl Henry of Albert Leas, Minn, one of the

pioneer breeders of Chesapeakes says: "Hav-
ing had only a quarter of a centur>''s exper-

ience with the breed I do not feel competent
to say which writer may be accepted as au-

thority. But I am inclined to think the

most authentic reports are handed down by
the veteran George Kierstead, to whom I

give credit for laying the foundation of the

famous Chesapeake breed of today." Mr.
Henerj's slogan has always been "Breed for

the advancement of the Chesapeake Bay duck
dog for the benefit of the sportsmen."

There are a few celebrities in this breed and
most of them are the progeny of the great

Sunday and Nellie bred and owned by Mr.
Kierstead. Most of them are content to

spend their lives working for their masters.

Just how long master Chesapeake will be

allowed to remain in seclusion is doubtful.

He is just sturdy enough and rough enough
and odd enough to create a favor in the show
ring as has the Airedale terrier and more
recently the German shepherd dog.

In the "American Book of the Dog."
George Kierstead says: "There is no other

breed of dog whose history extends back so

far as that of the Chesepeake Bay, of which
so little is known by the general public, and

' the origin of which is so veiled in mystery."

It was near the end of the Eighteenth

Century when the breed became known in

the United States. There is no doubt that

the breed originated along Chesapeake Bay
and its tributaries and that it derived its

name from that fact.

In giving the 6rigin of the breed Mr. Henry
says: "From the best authorities obtainable

we have learned that about the year IhO? the

ship Canton of Baltimore fell in at sea with
an English brig in a sinking condition, bound
from Ncwfoumlland to I'^nglanfl. The crew
were taken aboard the Canton also two pup-
pies, a dog and a bitch. The English crew
were landed on their native soil and the two

puppies were purchased from the captain
for a guinea apiece and taken to Baltimore.

"The little dog, a dingy red in color, was
called Sailor and was given to John Mercer of

West River: the bitch was black and was
called Canton; she went to live \Tith Dr.

James Stuart of Sparrow Point. The^e two
dogs were compactly built, not so large as the

Newfoundland, coat not so long but thick and
wax-y.

Each attained a great reputation as a

duck retriever and it is said of them that

Sir Phillip

they would follow a cripple for miles through

the ice and hea\'y sea and if successful in

capture would invariably bring the bird back
to their owner. The dog Sailor was piirchased

by a wealthy fancier and w'as taken to his

estate on the East shore of Maryland and
where his progeny is still known as the Sailor

breed." \N'hile there is no record of any dogs

produced from the union of these two. Sailor

and Canton, the supposition is that it is to

these are due credit for the now famous breed

of Chesapeake Bay duck dogs.

There are now to be met with any num-ier
ber of pseudo Chesapeake Bay dogs but their s-

appearance suggests that they have been
crossed with the setter or Spanish and this

accounts for the different types found. The
explanation of this cross breeding is that

the Chesapeake Bay dog with an authenticat-

ed pedigree is not to be met with every day,

and especially since the close of the civil war,

which made such devastation in the Southern

States.

^^'hile there are a number of dogs used for

breeding purposes and their produce sold as

Chesapeakes, some of them arc so full of alien

blood that they do not even reproduce them-

selves, much less transmit the qualities claim-

ed for the Chesapeake Bay dog. There are

however dogs used for breedinSjthe progeny
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Marine Engines at Reduced Prices
Mr. Boat-builder, Mr. Boat-owner, if you are thinking of a marine

engine from 3 to 10 h.p., we would be pleased to quote you a price on any
of the following:

—

3 h.p. 1 cylinder, 3x3, speed 800, weight 60 lbs.

6 " 2 " 3x3 " 900 " 100 "

5 " 1 " 4x4 " 800 " 95 "

10 " 2 " 4x4 " 750 " 175 "

7 " 1 " 5x5 " 700 " 175 "

Any of the above engines, which are ready for prompt delivery, will

give excellent satisfaction, as they are all made of the best material by a

well-known reputable firm of engine builders.

Apply Box 333) Rod and Gun in Canada
WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO
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which may be depended upon to reproduce

themselves and transmit this with their other

good qualities. This surely is proof positive

that the Chesapeake Bay dog does exist in

purity and that it is as distinct a breed as the

setter, pointer or any other breed though

much fewer in numbers.

For years the promiscuous breeding was

kept up along the shores of Chesapeake Bay

.Sir Phillip at work

SO that it became well nigh impossible to

obtain a specimen that would conform to

the description of Sailor or Canton. The

characteristics of the Chesapeake that es-

pecially conmiend him to wild fowl shooters

are first, his good hard common sense. There

is no retriever so cool headed and quiet

as the Chesapeake and for this reason he does

not use up his strength foolishly going after he

knows not what and many times on a "wild

goose chase" literally. Every hunter has

seen a hot headed dog which does this con-

tinually.

The Chesapeake has the strength and

power to go where he will and he has the will

to go where the duck falls, be it through ice,

mud rice beds or what it may, he will get there.

When he does get there if the duck proves to be

a cripple he has the stick-to-it-ivencss to fol-

low the trail until he picks up the bird. He
also has a nose that does not require him to

go chasing all over the marsh in the hope

of running across his quarry; he goes directly

to it and retrieves it. Many persons arc of

the opinion that the Chesapeake depends

upon his wonderful si.ght to .secure his game.

I am enclosing some photos of some of the

most prominent Chesapeakes on record to-

day, also some snaps of Sir Phillip at work.

These three, dogs ha\e never been beaten on

the bench.

II. J. Grigsby,

Bow Island.

Member of American Chesapeake Club.

It is generally admitted that the Chesa-

peake Bay Retriever was evolved from the

lesser or original Newfoundland dog a few of

which no doubt were brought to Baltimore by
"the famous sea captains of that Port and

I er od. These dogs wtre no doubt crossed

with the Spaniels and retrievers then in use

along the Maryland Carolinian coast, which

as we all know was settled by the British.

No doubt the- Irish water spaniel was much
used in the making of the Chesapeake dog

and thus an improvement in color obtained,

the black of the Newfoundland being bred

out and the liver color of the Irish dog lighten-

ed until we have the dead grass shad;.

The hopes of Mr. Grigsby that the Chesa-

peake dog might, some day, become a popular

dog of fashion, I am afraid will hardly ever

be realized. The Chesapeake is not a smart

or handsome dog, his popularity lies in his

ability of retrieving and fondness of the water

and camp life and he naturally is very much
attached to the master who takes him out

often on such sport.

The Chesapeake is the best dog where large

waters and marsh make heavy going. For

snap shooting from canoes up small rivers and

creeks, like we have in Eastern Canada, the

small size Irish water spaniel and English

water spaniel are better adapted.

We are showing a picture of a retriever now

Ch. Withington Dorando is a wonderfully well-made

dog. full of vitalilv and very typical He is very

compact, with short hack, well coupled, good neck

and slioulders, and the best of legs and feet, with

plenty of bone. He has a good square qiuzzle and
small', well-sct-on cars. He has won a 1st and two
certificates at trials, and is a first-class worker with

very tender mouth.

very popular in England both on land and

water. This dog is called the Labrador and

is the lesser Newfoundland as improved by

the English breeders. He is very similar to

the Chesapeake dog but is black in color.
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How I Cured My
Rheumatism
by PETER SAVALA

I threw away my crutches

in seven days, in t\vo months,
I was a well man—and I have
never had a twinge from rheu-

matism since. This is what the
remedy, which I obtained from
my uncle iu Greece, did for me

I went home to Greece crippled,

broken in spirit—sick. I returned to
this country in two months, abso-
lutely free of every trace of rheo-
matism.
The whole Btory of my life in

America—how I became crippled

with rheumatism and how I found
the treatment which uprooted the
disease and drove it out of my body
—1 will gladly tell you FREE.

It makes no difference how swol-
len or distorted your joints may be;

how severe the pain; orhow discour-

aged you are; I feel sure that I have
the means of helping you to find

relief in a few days and a lasting

cure in just a few weeks.
Just write me personally. Say^—"Tell me

how you cured your rheumatism and bow
I may cure mine.
Address your letter or post card to Peter

SavaIa,S9St.PeterSt.D.307Montreal.Que

Second-Hand Guns
The following list is a few of what we have on hand.

Greener, 12 gauge, 32" barrel, single trigger, S140.00.
Greener, 12 gauge, 30" barrel. Grade D, S130.00.
Greener, 10 gauge, 32" Damascus b.irrel, $165.00
Lefever, 12 gauge, 32" Damascus barrel. Grade E,

S125.00.
En«. Massen, 12 gauge, 30" barrel, hiah grade, $130.00.
Ithaca. 12 gauge, 30" barrel, SI."), 00.
Winchester, 12 gauge pump gun, hammer, S42.50.

Also several Rifles, including Savage, Winches-
ter. Marlin, Colts.

Send for list, or tell us your requirements.

GUN REPAIRING
Including Re-stocklng. Barrel Boring and all

Repairs to Rifles and Revolvers.

WALLIS - 214 Jones Avenue, Toronto

Insist on the GENUINE

HILDEBRANDT
SPINNERS

See them at your dealers

The John J. Hildebrandt Company
Losanspor^^ Indiana

Th«7
Catch
Fiih

IThe JaUn J.
Loganspor^r

Keep Your Game
In Full View

The old crotch sight (B) hides

the game and spoils the aim. A
LjTnan Combination Rear Sight
keeps your game in full view (A),

and you get a bead as quickly as

though no rear sight were used.

Just cover your game with your
front sight and fire.

LYMAN
SIGHTS

—for hunting, for
target.

For all American
and most foreign
rifles. Have your
dealer fit you out;
or tell us the make,
model and caliber
ofyourrifleandthe
sights you wish.

Sight Book
Sent Free

Shows the com-
plete Lyman
line, and gives
expert opinion

on the proper sights
for target and game
rifles, hints on shoot-
ing, care of guns, etc.

THELYMANGUN SIGHT CORP.
Sights for Forlg Years

135 West Street. Middlefield.Conn.

j^Siffit:/brFveryRa'poseanBEvn/ Gtuv
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This original or lesser Newfoundland dog

must not be confused with the present day

Newfoundland. The present day Newfound-

land which we see in cities and at dog shows is

a much larger dog and longer coat. By cross-

mg with the SL Bernard the original New-

foundland has been made a heavier and more

powerful dog and o\ving to the persistance of

English breeders his color has been fixed to

black and black and white, the latter is

known as tha 'Landseer".—Keanel Editor.

A DOG AND HIS STOMACH.
James A. Morrison

To an owner of several dogs the feeding

is quite an item both to the health of the dogs

and to the financial cost. Most dog raisers

have found it best to feed grown dogs twice

a day on a reliable, carefully prepared dog

biscuit, supplying the dogs with plenty of

fresh, cold water at all times. About twice

a week give the dogs a r<al fiU-up diet con-

sisting of soups, gravies or milk mixed with

puppy meal. This will physic the dogs in

good shape, is a good change of diet and acts

as a stimulant to the digestive organs.

One of the greatest safeguards against

overfeeding is the use of a good dog biscuit.

In fact, a reliable biscuit is absolutely the

best food a dog can be given. Champion Dog
Biscuit, manufactured by one of the oldest

and largest baking concerns in the country,

is made of pure cereal and clean, sweet meat
cracklings, properly balanced and baked hard

to insure thorough mastication.

The Champion Animal Food Company is

interested in your dog work and the

bettering of every dog's health. For your
benefit and use they have prepared "The
Proper Care and Feeding of Dogs"—a book-

let brimful of valuable every-day, useful dog
information which you will appreciate and be

glad to have. They will gladly send free to

every reader of Rod and Gun a copy of this

book. Simply send your name and address

to Champion Animal Food Co., Kennel Dept.

K, Minneapolis, Minn. They shall also send

you a free sample of Champion Dog Biscuit.

DOG RACES THIS YEAR
According to all accounts, this year will

see more of the famous long distance sledge

dog races in the Frozen North than ever,

owing to the revival of several fixtures aban-

doned owing to the war. The Hudson Bay
Derby is to be run on Mar.-h 16th and 17th,

from The Pas to Sturgeon Landing and back,

a distance of one hundred and fifty miles.

The Winnipeg-St. Paul race will be run over

a course about five hundred miles, said to

furnish the most gruelling of racing conditions,

and is more a test of endurance than speed.

Trapping in Northern Ontario

I-'diior. Hud tiiiil (iuti-

1. Is there much trapping carried on

between Cochrarjs and Hearst, also north of

these two places? Are there many settlers in

these districts?

2. In going to the mirth, where would be

best situation up on the highland or in the

valleys and heavy limber and would these be

trapping ground? How large would one's

shanty want to be and what would we make
the roof out of? How many traps would one

take in? Is there much deer and moose
around Hearst and (-ochrane?

H. How would one set his trap.s so that

would not get covered with snow as I never

had any ex])ericncc in snow sets.

\. Aft«T on(^ had secured hi? rifle, grub for

I or .') months, suj)plies, how much more
money would diic want to have.

Which is best all around rifle, an automatic
or repealer and what calibre. Would a .3.'i

be too large.

Sparta, Ontario. Gerald Mathison.

1. The country is the same as farther West
and in all probability there are trappers along

thereabouts. There are very few settlers;

by going back a few miles, say 10, you can

fine new territory.

2. It would depend on what you were

trying to trap, whether you located on high

or low ground. Probably after a little e.t-

perience you would have trips in both places,

but a great iWal of trapping is along the

streams, on the edges of swamps etc. As to

your shanty, this is entiiely up to you. One
trapper I know has a live room log house.

Majority have a one room shack. You could

make roof of poles and cover with tar paper:

it depends on locality and what you are able

to get in. Shingles are better than tar paper.

Poles and canvas boat if you can get them.

As to traps I would say from 10 to 60.

3. The regular sets, or one of the common-
est have a small shelter hut to protect traps

from snow. Hod and Gun for April and

May will have articles written from actual
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"PennyWJse and Pound Foolish"

is the man or woman who hesitates about

the purchase of a new Canoe or boat.

Canoeing is one of our national amuse-

ments and thanks to a beneficent p^o^^-

dence we are showered with blessings in

the form of lakes, rivers and streams.

They belong to us all—our national

heritage—so why wait or think that the

old canoe or boat, which may not suit you,

will do this coming season.

Hand it on and gel the canoe or boat you
have always wanted—a Lakefield, have it

in time for the first boating, use it as much
as possible through the summer so that

when the end of the season comes you will

have the satisfaction of being able to say

to yourself, that was a wise investment, why
didn't I do it before? Write to

Ttie Lakefield Canoe and Boat Co. '"">ted

Lakefield, Ont.

Tough

Strong

Durable

Invisible

in Water

"

—

I will get another

Joe Welsh Leader—
if this one ever wears
out."

This is just one of thousands of
testimonials from the innumerable
fishermen using it.

Ifj'your dealer can't supply you
send 25c for 3-ft. sample.

JOE WELSH
Pasadena, California

Exclusive Agent
U. S. and Canada

Planning
this year's outing?

Some evening soon you will get out
your tackle and that little old rod
that landed the "big fellow" last
Summer, and live over again your
last fishing trip. You will call

to mind the meals you had and no
doubt you will resolve to make them
even better this year.

If you do not know the value of Klim on a
fishing trip, or any outing for that matter,
find out now in your own nome. Ask your
wife to order a tin from the grocer ana try
it. Klim has the natural flavor and good-
ness of purest separated milk. You will
find it a valuable addition to both .house-
hold and outing supplies.

Get that tin to-day.

lik-^iik^ikXiir

SPECIAL SALE
OF

HUDSON'S BAY
BLANKETS

3 point 60" X 72". ...8 lb. 5 oz. pair

3i^point....63"x81" 101b.pair

4 point 72"x90" 121b. pair

Scarlet, Blue, Green, Grey, and
Khaki colors

Write for Prices

THE?DPIKEG?
123 XxKG St. B..

TOROHTO.
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experience with a professional trapper at

Animickiwash Lake, also drawings and photos

of these huts. Better go with some experienced

man for a season, you'll save time, trouble and

cuss words by going along as an 'apprentice'

for one season, if you've had no experience.

4. As to excess bank account, that's a hard

question to answer, you won't have much
chance to spend money in the North Woods,
but a couple of hundred dollars feels good Ip

your pants pocket in case you should come

out sick or with a "busted" leg etc. Be pre

pared for accidents.

There is no such thing in my opinion as an

allround rifle. A .35 is a fine gun for moose,

deer, bear etc., but if you should shoot at a

partridge's head with it and land an inch or

so too low about all you'd have would be

feathers. A .22 Stevens pistol with long

barrel is a good gun for. trap line, and fo""

hunting big game a .35 is O.K.

F. V. W,

A Horse Hair Fishing Line

"I am enclosing a horse hair fishing line,'

writes William
A 1 b e r i n i "with a

how it is made."
of the best we have

time and from the

should be easily

Use white hair

tail, making sure to

as possible. Three

hen's wing are cut

aun\^-^,

Machie of Port

description of

The line is one

seen for a long

description
made.

from the horse's

get it as long

quills from a

as shown in

enough to tie a knot on them so that they

will hold together. Next take the end in

the left hand and spin with the right and as

you spin pull the quills about one inch, let-

ting the left hand free, the line will then spin

itself. The finger and thumb of both hands

will do the work. When you come to the

end of a hair pull the plug and insert a fresh

hair. Use as many as you wish in each quill

as long as you use the same number in each

of the three.

Continuing Mr. Machie states that he has

made a line 175 feet long in a few evenings.

"My grandfather showed me how to do thi.s

over forty years ago," he concluded.

the illustration and 'three hairs inserted in

each. These are firmly held by the wooden*

plugs. Have the hairs come through far
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"HONEST INJUN"
for Power. Simplicity

and Reliability

HONEST INJUN MOTORS
Equip your boat with a motor that will not

only do the work, but will also stand the work.

We can supply on short notice 3, 5, 7, 10, 15

h.p. sizes at attractive prices—no profiteering.

If you want engine satisfaction try "Honest Injun."

Write for catalogue and prices

THE BYERS LIMITED, TORONTO, ONT.

SHOT GUNS

RIFLES
Used, but in .good, serviceable,

shooting shape.

AT SPECIAL PRICES

Write for our List

1WBDPIKEGo
123 KxKG St. B..

touqnto.

DECOYS

THAT

REALLY

DECOY
PKKMIER MALLAl I'Hei- < s Patent OfBce

On vour hunting trip lake along Mason's Decoys—

-

perfect in shape and coloring. They bring down the
game everytime.

ASK FOR MASONS AND GET MASON'S.
We manufacture all spccirs—Crow. Duck. Swan. Snipe
and Geese—in several grades.

Write for Illustraleii Catalogue-Wf Free

Mason's Decoy Factory
590 Milford and P.M.R.R. Detroit Mich.

HOTEL ALGONQUIN
ALGONQUIN PROVINCIAL PARK OF ONTARIO

On Joe Lake, the key to all canoe
routes in the park. Good Outfitting

Store and Boat and Canoe Livery
for Campers and Fishermen.

Write for Booklet. Open May
10th.

J. E. COLSON (Prop.)

Joe Lake, Ont.

SJ—RAISE

SILVER FOX
WE BUY ALLYOU CAN RAISE
FAnMERS-TRAPPEnS-HUNTERS-INVESTORS.
SHOULD GET OUn BOOK "CU/DE TO FOX fARMEnS" Miti LEAflN

HOW WE START YOU IN THE BUSINESS. POSTPAID /.-lOv STAMPS

FUR COLLECTORS & FOX RANCHERS write FOR OuR.

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED CnADING DIAGRAM AND SHIP US
YOUR SKINS, we MAVE ORDERS WAITING.

i7*E£T 5orsT. j.p.DUFFUS,SILVER FOX STORE new york.n.y.

f^ y^ ^% WE miy^ggfa< r _i/- MAKE i U ClVLiJ<

Cots & Camp Furniture
Mops. Tents. Awnings. Covt- rs,
LeggingE, Carpenters' Aprons

FOUR FACTORIES
Prompt Shipments
Write for Prices

TU KER DUCK & RUBBER CO., Fort Smith, Ark.

-PRINCE GEORGE-
TORONTO CANADA
Magnificently Furnished liberally Conducted

Cuisine Unexcelled Courteous and Prompt Service

European I'lan American Plan
SAMUEL H.THOMPSON, Proprietor

ATTRACT FISH AND GAME
•plants for Attracting Birds. Garni* and
Fish.*' tells how. Successfully used and
widely endorsed. Send2cstamp forcopy

TERRELL, Naturalist
Dept S-l

' Oshkosh. Wisronsin



American Trio Have Splendid Trip

Speaker and Nunamaker of Cleveland Ball Team, and Morris Ackerman,
Sportsman and Writer, Spend a Month in Ontario

{Furnished by the National Sports Syndicate)

Morris Ackerman

DEAR PETE: I gotcha letter all right

and although you slipped me a fast one

I'm going to do my best to step into it

and paste one on the snout for a baser.

Tris Speaker and Leslie Uunamaker, what

is two great guys, and what was with me on

the tour of the "bushes" in Ontario, has went

on down on the Gulf of Mexico to do three

things. Get rid of me, escape the cold wea-

ther and to get them ducks down on the

Texas shore what we missed on Rice and

Pigeon Lakes.

After the world's series. Speaker, what is

fondly known around the circuit as "Spoke,"

and big Leslie, what we all calls plain "Les,"

and myself, what you couldn't print what is

called, left here and went up to Peterborough,

Ontario, to visit a fine guy named Chris

Graham, what runs a hotel in his town. The
three of us noted celebrities what made the

trip had a grand time and gained much
publicity in all the once-a-weekers in such

part of that great province as we visited.

In the first place we had good shooting on

the lower end of Pigeon Lake and on Rice

Lake. During a week there we managed to

pick olT ' something like a hundred ducks,

mostly the . open water variety—canvas-

backs, redheads, bluebills, whistlers, etc.

Our decoys were set out on "points" along

the lake and when some ducks would come
along we would talk sweetly at 'em and may-
be coax about 27 past our blind. The flight

usually lasted about an hour or so and no-

body didn't never fail to do some good. You
know "Spoke" and "Les". They both shoot

blue rocks at the gun club here and both is

good shooters, as the records will show;

while you also know that when you was here

we hit one out of three. This goes to show
thai me and Mowell Hawkins, The Topper-

weins and others is good shooters. (If you
don't believe it ask any of us.)

Speakers' Fine Catch.

Speaker got a big muskalonge on Rice

Lake what weighed 25 pounds and four

ounces. Bert Anderson, what is a Indian

guide from the Hiawatha Indian reserve, was

with him and told us that "Spoke" played

that durn he-fish until his, the fishes' tongue

washangin' out. We have saw the fish and
"Pete" it was a dandy. They caught several

other 'lunge, but as you know we is a great

fisher in the summertime, so we just shot

ducks. They was lots of fun around the

Kawarthas, what is a great place for both

fishing and duck hunting in the fall after the

baseball season. Peterborough is kinda in

the middle of the lakes and is a "going-in"

place, west, east, south and the opposite

direction.

We breezed up north of Lake Superior

after the duck hunting and fishing business

and went huntin' on Simpson's Island, off the

burg of Rossport. On that trip we had deer

meat, cub bear, caribou, deer and moose, in

addition to fresh caught salmon trout, white-

fish and a few other varieties of unusual eats.

(You wUl excuse us for mentioning grub but it

is a important item with all ball players and

star chroniclers.)

We has all hunted in other parts of Canada
and has got our share of the spoils, but we
never has seen no place where they is more
evidence of deer, caribou and moose, east of

the Manitoba boundary. They was two feet

of snow and every morning they was fresh

tracks every place. As we wasn't used to

going without sleep at nights we didn't catch

up to much game "Pete," but we had a great

time at that. They was a inch of crust on the

snow and it stayed with us eight days.

"Spoke" bagged a big buck that would

dress over two hundred and he got a coupla

shots at another one. We saw four moose.

They was all of the lady variety and was as

free from harm as a frog is from hair. One^

guy what was near us shot a caribou and

another bunch grabbed off a couple of moose.

Which goes to prove that something made the

track what wc saw.

Not the Kill That Counts.

In closin' "Pete" we just want to call your

attention to the fact that it is not the kill that

makes the trip. The best luck we ever had

on a day's duck hunt was one day when we
just got one old he-grcenhcad. Once we
went on a trip in Quebec^and got a nice
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ifRead This GreatH
Dog Story!

A TALE OF
THE NORTHERN WILDS

In the old Klondike sold rush days. Jack,
a full blooded Airedale terrier, followed his
master np from The States, to Dyea and
Skagway, to Dawson—and to Nome.
Up back of Nome he died—to save the life

of the master he loved.

This great story, which will bring tears to
the eyes—yet gladness to the heart, is one of
the most truly realistic animal stories ever
written. Very handso-
mely and attractively
bound in cloth and ex-
tensively illustrated.

Get this Bookcfor
70 cents or FREE
for one new sub-
scription to Rod
and Gun.

Just send us one
New Subscription
at $1.50 for a full

year, and we will

send you as a re-
ward, Absolutely
Free, a copyV of

THE STORY OF JACK.

Sample copies and subscription

blanks are sent free on request.

WRITE TO

PREMIUM DEPARTMENT

Rod and Gun in Canada
W. J. Taylor, Limited

WOODSTOCK, - ONT.

FREE

!

A

Thermos Bottle
Keeps Hot 24 Hours ^Keeps Cold_72 Hours

Thermos, • make hunters,'

fishermen and campers inde-

pendent of stated meal hours.

Hot cofl'ee, tea or soup, or iced

drinks can be prepared when
convenient and kept hotjor
cold for the morning start, the

all day tramp or long hours

with the rod and gun. Thermos
give heat without fire and cold

without ice. Thermos keeps

liquid steaming hot for 24

hours or ice cold for three

days.

FOR SIX NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS
we will send a Thermos Bottle all charges paid.

PREMIUM DEPARTMENT

ROD AND GUN - WOODSTOCK, ONT.

All About Airedales
By R. M. Palmer

A Bo«k of Q«nera.l Information
Valuable alike lo dog lovers and owners,
breeders and fanciers. Illustrated from
selected photographs of noted dogs and
rare scenes. Interesting alike to the
novice who is a fancier of other breeds
than the Airedale and of particular
interest to the Airedale fancier

PaiMr B«und $«; Cloth iound $1.50

ROD ANB m IN CMABA MAGAZINE
(Book Departmefit), WOODSTOCK, ONT.

Skaiik,'Cooii.''Rabbits,efe^,

A Dime brings Illustrated Trapper*'

Guide. It tells how. Giving
the first time in print the treasured secrets of

the wisest old trappers in this country, it's

worth dollars to you.

TRAPPERS'
BOX C - -

SUPPLY CO.
OAK PARK, ILL.
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Morris Ackerman

DEAR PETE: I gotcha letter all right

and although you slipped me a fast one

I'm going to do my best to step into it

and paste one on the snout for a baser.

Tris Speaker and Leslie Uunamaker, what

is two great guys, and what was with me on

the tour of the "bushes" in Ontario, has went

on down on the Gulf of Mexico to do three

things. Get rid of me, escape the cold wea-

ther and to get them ducks down on the

Texas shore what we missed on Rice and

Pigeon Lakes.

After the world's series, Speaker, what is

fondly known around the circuit as "Spoke,"

and big Leslie, what we all calls plain "Les,"

and myself, what you couldn't print what is

called, left here and went up to Peterborough,

Ontario, to visit a fine guy named Chris

Graham, what runs a hotel in his town. The

three of us noted celebrities what made the

trip had a grand time and gained much
publicity in all the once-a-weekers in such

part of that great province as we visited.

In the first place we had good shooting on

the lower end of Pigeon Lake and on Rice

Lake. During a week there we managed to

pick off' something like a hundred ducks,

mostly the . open water variety—canvas-

backs, redhead?, bluebills, whistlers, etc.

Our decoys were set out on "points" along

the lake and when some ducks would come

along we would talk sweetly at 'em and may-

be coax about 27 past our blind. The flight

usually lasted about an hour or so and no-

body didn't never fail to do some good. You
know "Spoke" and "Les". They both shoot

blue rocks at the gun club here and both is

good shooters, as the records will show;

while you also know that when you was here

we hit one out of three. This goes to show

thai me and Mowcll Hawkins, The Toppcr-

wcins and others is good shooters. (If you

don't believe it nsk any of ua.)

Speakers' Fine Catch.

Speaker got a big iiiuskalonge on Rice

Lake what weighed 'i.'j pounds and four

ounces. Herl Anderson, what is a Indian

guide from the Hiawatha Indian reserve, was

with him and told us that "Spoke" played

that durn he-fish until his, the fishes' tongue

was hangin' out. We have saw the fish and

"Pete" it was a dandy. They caught several

other 'lunge, but as you know we is a great

fisher in the summertime, so we just shot

ducks. They was lots of fun around the

Kawarthas, what is a great place for both

fishing and duck hunting in the fall after the

baseball season. Peterborough is kinda in

the middle of the lakes and is a "going-in"

place, west, east, south and the opposite

direction.

We breezed up north of Lake Superior

after the duck hunting and fishing business

and went huntin' on Simpson's Island, off the

burg of Rossport. On that trip we had deer

meat, cub bear, caribou, deer and moose, in

addition to fresh caught salmon trout, white-

fish and a few other varieties of unusual eats.

(You wUl excuse us for mentioning grub but it

is a important item with all ball players and

star chroniclers.)

We has all hunted in other parts of Canada

and has got our share of the spoils, but we
never has seen no place where they is more

evidence of deer, caribou and moose, east of

the Manitoba boundary. They was two feet

of snow and every morning they was fresh

tracks every place. As we wasn't used to

going without sleep at nights we didn't catch

up to much game "Pete," but we had a great

time at that. They was a inch of crust on the

snow and it stayed with us eight days.

"Spoke" bagged a big buck that would

dress over two hundred and he got a coupla

shots at another one. We saw four moose.

They was all of the lady variety and was as

free from harm as a frog is from hair. One

guy what was near us shot a caribou and

another bunch grabbed olT a couple of moose.

Which goes to prove that something made the

track what we saw.

Not the Kill That Counts.

In closin "Pete" we just want to call your

attention to the fact that it is not the kill that

makes the trip. The best luck wc over had

on a day's duck hunt was one day when we

just got one old he-greenhead. Once we

went on a trip in Quebec^and got a nice
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of the master he loved.

This great story, which will bring tears to
the eyes—yet gladness to the heart, is one of
the most truly realistic animal stories ever
written. Very handso-
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bound in cloth and ex-
tensively illustrated.

Get this Bookcfor
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for one new sub-
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Just send us one
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at $1.50 for a full

year, and we will

send you as a re-
ward, Absolutely
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pendent of stated meal hours.
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drinks can be prepared when
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By R. M. Palmer
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selected photographs of noted dogs and
rare scenes. Interesting alike to the
novice who is a fancier of other breeds
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the first time in print the treasured secrets of
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OAK PARK, ILL.
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moose and a nice deer—and there got frozed

in and had to walk 35 miles to the railroad.

Another time we had one of our finest trips

and didn't see nothing. So there you are.

It's WHO you go with and HOW you be-

have that MAKES a hunting trip.

Spoke and Les can and do put a real

fellowship in a trip. No man is ever going

to leave a good taste in the^mouth of himself

or his friends that fails to honor the rules that

are just in the protection of wild life, which

in its own helplessness fails to protect itself.

Yours for No_^Horns, No Shoot!

SMo ng,

'ACK.
•

TRAP RULES REVISED.
Cleveland will be the scene of the 1920 Grand

American Handicap tournament. The classic of the
clay target game will be held in Edgewater Park, under
the au.spices of the Cleveland Trapshooters' Associa-
tion. This was decided at a meeting of the General
Committee of the American Trapshooting Association.
held at National headquarters. 460 Fourth Avenue.
New York, on Tuesday, January 6.
The General Committee spent the major portion

of the day reading and correcting the rules and regula-
tions to govern the zone system of reorganization and
registered tournaments. These rules were "gone
over with a fine-tooth comb*' and will be issued in
booklet form very soon.
The most important action was the division of the

Ifnited States and Canada into five zones. This was
done, according to the physical and trapshooting
geography, as follows:

Eastern Zone.
States.

New Jersey
New York
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
Vermont

Provinces.
Quebec and Maritime

Southern Zone.
States.

Maryland
Mississippi
North Carolina
South Carolina
Tennessee
Virginia
West Virginia

Great Lukes Zone.
States.

Minnesota
Missouri
Ohio
Wisconsin

Prairie Zone.
States.

North Dakota
Oktnhomn
South Dakota
Texas

Provlncen.
SuNkntchewun

Pacific Zone.
States.

Oregon
Utah
Wrtxhinglon
Wyoming

Connecticut
Delaware
Maine
Massachusetts
New liampshirr

Ontarto

Alabama
Arkan.sas
Dist of Columbia
rlurida
Georgia
Kentucky
fx>ui9iana

Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Michigan

(Wjlorado
Kansas
Nebrnnka
New Mexico

Manitoba

Arizona
California
(daho
M<M)tnn»
Nevada

Provinces.
Alberta ItritiHh Columbia

TIh- next utep will be (he Hclrrtion nf ii rcffioniil
HerrelHrv-mnnngrr tor enrh 7one and hiii location in
l.eadt|iiarl«rn. whii h will l.i- rrnlral. where this is
pouible

Canada had asked lor a division of the Dominion
into four provincial associations (corresponding to
stale associations in the l^. S.),and this was done. The
four districts will be as follows:

Eastern Provincial .Association—Maritime Provin-
ces. Quebec and Ontario, as far west as Port Arthur.
Manitoba—Saskatchewan, Provincial Association

—

West of Port .Arthur, in Ontario, to western boundary
of Saskatchewan.

.Alberta Provincial Association—Alberta. '

British Columbia Provincial Association—British
Columbia.
Each of these associations will have its own govern-

ment and will hold an annual championship tourn-
ament at which the titular event will be staged, the
champion or runner-up being eligible tn compete in the
.American amateur championship at single targets at
the G. A. U.
The rules defining amateur and professional status

in the trapshooting game were thoroughly discussed
and it was voted that the rules as prepared by the
tournament committee of the Interstate Association
several years ago should be adopted and published.
These rules are:
"Any shooter, not dependent upon his skill as a

trapshot as a means of livelihood, either directly or
indirectly, or in part or wliole^ including employees
or manufacturers of. or dealers in. firearms, ammuni-
tion, powder, traps, targets and other tra|>shoo(ing
accessories and who does not receive any compensation
or conce.ssion. monetary or otherwise, or allowance
for expenses or trapshooting surif)lies from such manu-
facturers or dealers, shall be classed as an amateur.

"Any shooter, including employees or manufacturers
of, or dealers in. firearms, ammunition, powder, tar-
gets, traps and other trapshooting acresi^ories. who
receives nis salar>' or any portion of his salary-, or
any erpenscs of anu kiiifl ftir use in Irapshi'oling. or
retxitc on the market price of such ni-ticles. as com-
pensation fur the promotion of the sale or advertise-
ment of anv .sueh products handled by such manufac-
turers, shall be classed as a pn)frssii)nnl"

The Trapsiiooting Olympic Committee—Jay Clark
Jr.. H. I.. S|M>tts aadji; P Nlnthewson — reported that
it wa.s ('onsuUiiig wilfi the Genera) Olympic ('.omniiltee,
reprc.HCntintf all great American spurts, and would smm
prepare and submit a new plan for sending n team of
trapshnotcm to the Olympic Game.s to be held in Ant-
werp. Belgium, in lOUO. The secretory reported that
the plan of the lOIO Executive Conmiittei- hod been
wilhdniwn because financial support from the nmnteur
trapnhooter.H wan locking, and IIma action was unnni-
iiifiitHly ratified by the General C^onimittee of the A.
r. A

The question of a standard trnrihouse was again
fully diHcufised and the nmimtttee somewhat mt)dified
the action taken at the previous meeting. The re-

crimmrndatioii now reads: "(^luhs holding registered
tournaments ar*- a.Hkrfl, iiiKofar as possible, to hove the
front eove.n of the trii|»hoUNe imt tiiore than (wo and
one-hulf (2^) feel, and the rear eaves not more than
three (.t) feet, above the level of the shooting positions;
and that tho point whore the target first appears at the
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About Your Own Vigor

Sent Free To Men
MR. READER
Here is something 1 have to offer you absolutely for

nothing—a li'tle private book of special information
about the legitimate uses and unnatural almses of

manly vit^or; about the preservation of manly strenclh

and its uos«ible self-restoration; an illustrated poekct
compenJium of 8,000 words 72 pages and 30 half-tone
photographs, reproductions—which I am very pleased

to send by mail, absolutely free of charge, in a plain,

sealed envelope, to any man, young or elderly, single or

married, who writes for it

Over a million of these books have been thus sent to

apfjlicants all over the world since my free offer first

appeared Publishers are charging as much as S2 for

bonks on sex subjects, while my book is tree. There-
fore, reader, if you would like a great fund of inside

information relating directly to the subject of manly
vigor, all put in perfectly plain, easy-Io-read language,
with many hints that you can surely apply to your own
self no matter how strong you may be. or how nervous
or run-down you may be—if you w^anl to know the facts

about this particular subject, given to you without a

single scare, then fill in the coupon below, send to me and
receive my book, sealed, by return mail. In one part

of thi.i little publication I describe a mechanical in-

vention of my own. which I call the SANDEN Vitalizcr.

.something you wear at night as an aid to the restoration
of lost or waning strength; but you are not expected to

get one of these appliances unless you decide fur your-
self that you want one. The book is complete, and
there is absolutely nothing you are required to buy or

pay. either now or in the future. Therefore, please

send your name and address to-day. SANDEN.
Author.
MANHOOD! The quality which rules the world to-

day. My friend, there never was a time in the history
of the human race when real, sturdy manhood, manly
vigor and manly courage counted for as much as they
do^^now, this very minute. No mailer what your years,
whether you are 20 or 60, you must be either entirely in

the race or entirely out of it. It is invariably the fellow
who proves up the strongest in this human strength that
forges to the front, while weaklings stand aside; it is he
also who is in most demand and most sought after by
women and men in his community, simply because he
radiates that marvellous magnetic influence which only
an abundant vigor and rugged manly health can radiate.

I believe any man can hope to completely develop or
restore this same vigor of manly strength, no matter
what his past follies mav have been, provided he is

willing to REALLY MAKE THE EFFORT; and pro-
vided, of course, he is not weighed down by extreme
old age or is not incurably diseased To my mind, the
road of the one who wants more vigor is perfectly plain.

Manhood Wins in All Walks of Life

but it is a road that any man .MUST travel if he attains

the highest ideals in respect to his own manhood. See

information in my free book.
As to the SANDEN Vitalizer, previously mentioned,

will sav it is a little mechanical appliance, weighing but

a few ounces, which you wear at night This Vitalizer

generates and sends forth a certain soft, penetrating

force which I call Vitality. It apparently drives this

Vitality into your nerves, blood, muscles and organs as

vou sleep. It is quieting to the nervous system—^or, at

least, so users sav. Men write that it takes pain out

of the back and restores vitality in 90 days. Remember
the general information of the free book is independent
of this Vitalizer, and you are not expected to gel one of

these little appliances unless you want to. You can
write me latei as to that if you so desire. With special

attachmenls, my Vitalizer is used by women as well as

men for rheumatism, kidney, liver, stomach, bladder
disorders, etc. If you live in or near this city I should
be most pleased to have you call in person at my office,

where vou mav see and test the Vitalizer free of charge.
Satisfaction guaranteed in every ease. Or if incon-

venient to call, do not foil to write for the free booklet.

TO GET FREE BOOK PLEASE USE COUPON
if you live too far to cpll, or if you cannot call, please fill in the coupon below and send it. You will receive

free, sealed, by return mail, our 72-page illustrated book, containing 8.000 words, a complete compendium of useful

information for men. young or elderly, single or married, who want the truth about the subject of vital strength,

ita preservation, its possible self-restoration and its legitimate uses and wanton abuses. Vou get it a'l free.

R. G. SANDEN CO., UO Yoniie St., Toronto, Ont.

Dear Sirs—Please forward nie your Book, as adverUseO, IreV.

sealed

Name

.Xddres-^, ^
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extreme left and right angles from any one of the five
shooting positions, vary not more than six (6) feet along
the front eaves of the traphouse.
The General Committee desires to impress upon

sportsmen, particularly gun club officers, that the
aoove is a suggestion bnty. Where traphouses have
been permanently installed at considerable expense,
it would work a hardship on clubs to change the
dimensions. However, where new trapshouses are
being installed, it is urged that clubs give due consider-
ation to the recommendation of the General Committee.
The outstanding features of the registered tourn-

ament rules for 1920 are as follows:
Registered Tournaments.

All applications for registered tournaments, request-
ing a contribution, must be filed on or before March 1.

1920.
The American Trapshooting Association will present

a trophy, valued at $25, to a maximum of 200 registered
tournaments in 1920.
Clubs may apply for a registered tournament at any

time during 1920, but clubs applying after March 1

must accept dates not already granted in a zone or
within interference distance, and the American Trap-
shooting Association will not contribute trophies to
these tournaments.

State Associations.
The state associations are divided for 1920 into four

classes—A, B, C. and D. In each case there has been
grouped together the states in which there has been,
relatively, the same amount of trapshooting interest
shown. This was figured on the basis of registered
tournaments held in a state last year (1919) as follows:
Class A— States in which there were held ^0 or more

registered tournaments.
Class B— States in which there were held from 10 to

19 registered tournaments.
Class C— States in which there were held from 5 to 9

registered tournaments.
Class D—Stales in which there were held less than 5

registered tournaments.
A state association desiring a higher classification in

future years than it now enjoys may apply to The
\raerican Trapshooting Association for reclassification
on the basis of increased trapshooting interest in the
state. Such applications for reclassification should be
nccompanicd by facts and figures to substantiate any
riaims made as regards increased trapshooting interest
in the state.

Class A is composed of Illinois Iowa, Nebraska
N'ew York. Ohio and Pennsylvania.

Class B is composed of California (a), Indiana,
Vlnrvland. (b) . Michigan, Minnesota. South Dakota
Washington, Wir.consin.

(Hi Includes Nevada.
(U) Includes District of Columbia.
Class C is composed of Colorado, fc), Connecticut,

Oclawarc. Kansas, Missouri. New Jersey, Oklahoma,
Texas and the Eastern. Manitoba-Saskatchewan,
\lberta and British Columbia Provincial Association.

(r) Includes New Mexico.
Class D is rompo.scd of Alabama. Arizona, Arkan-

sas, Florida. Georgia. Idaho. Kentucky, Louisiana.
Maine. Massachusetts. Mississippi, Montana. New
iiamnshirc. North Carolina, North Dakota, Oregon,
Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, Utah,
Vermont, Virgina. West Virginia, Wyoming.
The ,\merican Trapshooting Association will con-

tribute cash and tropnies to approved state and pro-
vincial assori.Tiion registered tournaments as follows

Class A States S185.00
Class M States 160.00
Class C States 135.00
ClassDStates MO.OO

The Ameriran Trapshooting Association also will
(>ay the railroad and Pullman fare of the state and
provincial amateur champion (or runner-up) from his
home town to and from the G. A. H. tournament by
\offira\ mule of travel.

I*hc staff amateur championship event will be at
^00 ninglc rpginliTcd targrts. 10 yards rise.

f'.nfU registered stale tournament program nhall
provide for a state handicap event of at least 100 lar-
gels. dinlanre handieap, 10-22 yards.

It is luggrsted (hat each state tournament hold a
flnuble titru'l ehnmpionship at UO pairs; also ilint con-
teslnnts be rlaHHittcd for the full program of 16-yard
single registered targets.

Mlftcellaneoua Rules.
A complete report of ejieh tournament must h'n made

lo the. National headr|UiirtiTS witliin ten days after
^id tournament lias been held.
The Atii<TieiiM TrnpshAotlng AiHorialittn will prcpor*,

and furriiHh for use at all reglHtered tournaments
ofTicial buMclin sheets Blank spares for the difTcrenl
moneys will be provided along «i<le raeli shooter's
name. The management will be refjuired to indicntr

by means of a crossmark, in which optionals or money
divisions each shooter is entered.

Official Averages.
The yearly average or registered single targets 16

yards rise, in 1920 for all amateur and professional
contestants shall be computed on 2,000 or more tar-
gets.
The yearly average on double targets in 1920 for all

amateur and professional contestants will be computed
on 150 or more double targets shot at in registered
tournaments.
The American Trapshooting Association will re-

ceive and file all scores on distance handicap targets
when the event calls for not less than 100 targets ana
is on the program of a recistered tournamnent. An
effort will oe made to publish these records at least
once a year.

Lonft-Run Trophy Plan.
A trophy will be presented for the first long run of

50 or over made on registered targets in 1920. This
prize will be a bronze medal.

Subsequent long runs will be credited on a point
system, as follows:

Run of 50 to 99 1 porai
Run of 100 to 149 3 points
Run of 150 and over 5points

When a trapshooter is credited with 15 points for
long runs made on registered targets in 1920, he Will
receive a silver medal
When a trapshooter is credited with 25 points for

long runs macie on registered targets in 1920, he will
receive a gold medal.
When a trapshooter is credited with 50 points for

long runs maoe on registered targets in 1920 he will
receive a gold watch.
The following rules will govern the award of long

run trophies;
At each registered tournament held in 1920, the

management shall appoint one or more sportsmen,
either amateur or professional, who will search out the
straight score of 50 or more on the ofTicial score sheets.
Only the man, or men. officially designated shall post
the long runs on the bulletin sheets provided by the
American Trapshooting Association.

Practice day. distance handicap or double target
events shall not be considered in computing official
long runs.
Runs cannot be carried over from one tournament

to another, but may from one day to next in the same
tournament.

Professional long runs must be recorded on the
Professional Honor Roll, but professionals are not
eligible to win long-run trophies
The long-run nlan which was in operation in 1919

will be continued for those who desire to gain the 25
points necessary to win the solid-gold long-run trophy
awarded last year. However, a shooter mu.st notify
the Association headquarters whether he desires to
continue under the 1919 plan until he has won the
trophy, or immediately start the 1920 plan. He may
not do both. All long-run trophy offers will cease to
exist on December 31, 1920.

Tlie programs for the Sectional and Grand American
Handicap tournaments will be prepared at a meeting
of the General Committee, lo be held late in February
or early in March.

NEW SHOOTER IN WONDERFUL FORM AT
GUN CLUB TRAPS.

J. Grey Took Lead In Glass "C" With 20 Out of 25.

Scores Suffered Because of Snow and Strong Wind.

Trapshooting at the Hamilton Gun club proved its

attractiveness on Saturday afternoon when about 20
shooters weathered the gale and got away to a good
start in the president and vice-president scries. At
times the snow was blowing so that the targets could
not be seen and the wind made them do such freak
stunts that the scores suffered as a consequence.

in A class the honors were divided very evenly, xw
R. Harris. .John Hunter, I. Smith and Bert Smitn all

broke 22 out of 25 and lied for the lead and also for the
club spoon, but owing to the weather they decided
to wait for a lustier afternoon to shoot off the tu». C.
Sycr was next in line with 21 out of 25, with A. Bates
and Nelson I.fuii; in third place with 19.

B. J. Montgomery took the lead in B class with 19
out or2.'>, but was closely followed by W. W. Livingston
and A.Cilover with IK. Ihe latter hasbeen showing((reat
improvement of late anil can bo counted on lo give a
good nc.cotiDl of himself before the series clo.sos. The
class s(^>on(i also weut to H. .1. Montgomery.

In (.. class, .1 (Irav. n beginner at the trapshooting
game, showed wonderful form in the face of thegnle
and outdistanced his rivals for the spoon and took the
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MAKE MONEY BY TRAPPING
FURS WERE NEVER AS HIGH AS AT PRESENT. SECURE

YOUR SUPPLY OF

TRAPS
from us. WE CARRY IN STOCK THE LARGEST ASSORT-
MENT OF ANIMAL TRAPS IN CANADA. This insures prompt
shipment.

Increase Your Catch of Furs

J*ASTe
HUSKRAt
BAIT

BY USING

Hallam's Paste Muskrat Bait

It is unsurpassed for drawing Muskrats to your traps. This
wonderful bait is not affected by rain or snow; you can

Soak It In Water

you will find that it still retains its alluring odor.

Hallam's Paste Animal Bait for Mink, Fox, and all

other animals that eat meat and Hallam' Paste Trail

Scent to cause animals to follow your trail are all equally

good for the purpose indicated.

!
^^.^' i^ i'i,^^^^':;^'^K^y*^'^^>^^

^^^1
I r

:'• W'L^̂ ^'"^

In ordering give

Any of these Baits $1.00 per
tube or 6 tubes for $5.00,

postpaid by us.

ORDER YOUR NETS EARLY and be ready
for the fishing season.

GILL NETS mounted with leads and floats, 25c per yard,
size of mesh stretched measure desired.

Rifles, Snowshoes, Moccasins, Headlights, Canoes, Fishing Tackle and a

thousand and one articles of interest to the trapper and sportsman shown in

HALLAM'S TRAPPERS' AND SPORTSMEN'S SUPPLY CATALOG. 48
pages, illustrated, mailed free for the asking.

961
_ - .. limited

,am Building.TORONTO.
THE LARGEST IN OUR LINE IN CANADA
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lead with 20 out of 25. J
For high average for the

tidy score of 44 out of 50.
was next and C. Syer held
50. The scores were:

Moyer was next with 17.
afternoon L. Smith had the
B. Smith with 51 out of 60
third place with 42 out of
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1

Bargains in Hulls

We have for sale six hulls made by one of the l^eSt

Canadian boat builders. These hulls ^re made of

the best material by skilled workmen. They are

offered at exceptionally low prices for quick sale.

One 23 ft. X 4 ft. 8 in. hull, seaUng capacity 10

One 22 ft. x 5 ft 4 in. hull, " 8

One 18 ft. X 5 ft. hull,
"

8

One 18 ft. X 4 ft. hull,
"

7

One 16 ft. X 4 ft. hull,
"

6

One very roomy family boat, 25 ft. x 7 ft.

Further specifications and prices

on application to

Box 500, Rod and Gun in Canada
Woodstock, Ontario
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io»8 classes grows keener, the result is better scores.

President Nicholson donated three splendid prizes for

high guns in each class. The prize in Class A was won
by H. W. Hunsberry with 25 straight. Class B was
won by J. Troup with 22 x 25. Class C was won by
S. Honsberger with 19 x 25. The next shoot will be
held on Saturday, March 21st. Those shooting and
their scores follows:

Shot at Broke
M. Honsberger 75 67
F.Church 75 66
W. Moyer 75 65
J. Troup 60 54
D. Price 60 52
A.Troup 55 44
D. Troup 55 42
H. W. Hunsberry 50 49
O. Konkle .,. 50 43
E. Konkle 50 42
S. Honsberger 50 40
P.H.Wismer..... 50 38
D. Lane 50 38
W.Nicholson 50 36
M. Luev 50 32
M. Comfort 40 26
VV. Parnall 40 21
K. Ciilp 50 37

LONG' RUN TROPHY PLAN FOR 1920.

The Long Run Trophy plan of the American Trap-
shooting Association for the season of 1920 is similar
in many respects to that which prevailed in 1919.
There is, however, this important dilTerence to be
noted—the first run of "50 or better" made this year
by a duly (jualified amateur at a registered tourn-
ament and on registered targets, will be recognized by
the A. T. A. by the awarding of a bronze medal. Last
season no trophy for a long run was awarded until an
amateur had amassed a total of twenty-five points, the
points being .scored as follows:—For a run of 50 to
99, one point; 100 to 1-19, three points; 150 or belter
n-ve points. This schedule of points made it quite a
|ob for most amateurs to win any trophy -showing
they had made a run of "50 or better" during the sca-
.son of 1919.
This year the sctiedule of points is the same as last,

but as stated above a bronze medal is awarded for the
first run made, and as soon as an amateur has totalled
1.5 points, he receives a silver medal. When he has
added ten more points, giving him a total of twenty-
live all told, he gets a gold medal. Then just as soon
as he has made a grand total of fifty points, he receives
a gold watch. All these points must, however, be
nade during the current season. It is optional with

amateurs who made several points last year, whether
they will continue to add to last year's figures with a
view to winning the trophy offered for a total of twenty-
five points under the 1919 plan, or whether they will
start right off and commence work on the new plan for
1920. It is, however, absolutely necessary that any
amateur who elects to continue working on the 1919
plan to notify Sloney McLinn, Secretary-Manager,
The American Trapshooting Association, 460 Fourth
Ave., New York, at once, otherwise it will be taken for
?ranted that the shooter prefers to commence on the
920 proposition.

SPLENDID PROGRAMME FOR 1920.

E. C. T. A. ELECT OFFICERS AND APPROVE
DATES.

The annual meeting of the Eastern Canada Trap
shooting Association was held at the Queen's Hotel,
Toronto, Tuesday afternoon, Feb. 3. The following
officers were elected for 1920:—President. W. H:
Gooderham, Toronto; Vice-Presidents, S. G. Vance,
Tillsonburg, and \V. J. Corby, Ottawa; Secretary-
Treasurer, Geo. H. Cashmore, Toronto.
The Eastern Canada championships were awarded

to be shot at the St. Hubert Gun Club, Ottawa, J»ne
15 and 16.
The following registered tournaments were approved—April 2, Hamilton Gun Club, Hamilton; April 2,

Montreal Gun Club, Montreal; April 5, St. Hubert
Gun Club, Ottawa; AprU 30, Gait Gun Club, Gait;
May 24 and 25, Manor Farm Gun Club, Clarkson;
May 24, Thousand Island Gun Club. Gananoque;
May 31, June 1 and 2, St. Thomas Gun Club, St.
Thomas; June 15, 16, 17, St. Hubert Gun Club, Ot-
tawa; July 1 and 2. Canadian Indians, place to he
announced later; July 8 and 9, Montreal Gun Club,
Montreal; July 19, IBob White Gun Club, Niagara
Falls, Ont.; Aug. 31, Sept. 1, 2, 3.4, Canadian National
Exhibition, Toronto; Sept. 15, Jordan Gun Club,
Jordan Station, Ont.

"GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP DATES
SELECTED.

The American Trapshooting Association announces
that its Twentieth jVnnual Grand American Handicap,
Tournament at Targets will be held at Cleveland,
Ohio, Monday to Friday, August 23-28 next. These
dates arc somewhat later than in 1918 and 1919. but
the G. A. H at .St. Louis in 1916 commenced on August .

21. and that of 1917 on the grounds of the South Snore
Country Club, in Chicago, had dates identical with
those which had been selected for (his year's Blue
Hibbon event.

Baker Hammerless

One- Barrel Ejector Trap Gun
il rt w.'rH tlic first .\nM-M('ni)-iiiiiilr .Siiigl
il '! wn» llie (irsl Americiiti-miidi' Sing!

Il;i;^i r WHS the first to use a ('.oin[ii-iisiiting Vc
IT was the nr.it to nne an ar-tioii with iiaini

til.

Illike

.114 Drouilwuy, New York

Harn-I Tr;iii ( iuii.

Hnrril rr,'i|i Gun to use « ventilai'd
Vcntdnliiig Itih.

miT directly buck of firing ptn—No angles.

W'rllr (nr Ihmkid nn Sinalr iiml IhniMe Ciins

H. & D. FOLSOM AUM.S CM). .in w.iiintfi.m .st.

m^
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A bunch ol sea Jucks and a couple of scooters
were feedini! o\cr thi siint.Lii li il<_'.'-;"

J^uhlisher. J^odsfock.Ontr,



HAIL! FELLOW FISHERMEN
Having specialized for over 00 years, we arc now in a position to offer the North American angler the very best there

is in rods, reefs, flies, lures and fishing gear generally. Our rods are manufactured on lines followea by th*' world famous
Alicock of F^edditch. but adapted to Canadian and American requirements. We carry all classes of rods from the famous
English and Canadian hand made rods to the well known brands of American split cane and steel rodsA few of the rods

we particularly recommend are:

ALLCOCK'S "GRAND PRIX" LITTLE GBM ALUCOCK'S '^BADEN POWELL" ROD
Built cane Fly rod. 2 tips Agate tops and Butt guide.

Natural color, closely whipped green. Patent '"Stan-

dard" nickel steel bridge rings, suction joints. Heavy
Aluminium reel fittings, solid cork handle. 9 and 9^ feet.

5H oz. A most exquisite rod suitable for Dry or Wet Fly
fishing, very powerful, perfectly balanced. Hand made.

$60
(Note.-This rod was selected by H.H.H. the Prince of

Wales for use on the Nipigon 1919. )

The above rods are made from the finest quality of Canes procurable, carefully selected and free from Blemish.
The work of building is carefully carried out, great care being taken that each rod has the proper balance, strength

and action to suit the class of fishing for which they are made. They are guaranteed and recommended with the greatest
confidence as the finest production of the rodmaker's art ever placed before the Public.

Built cane Fly rod. 2 tips Handsome green finish. Lock
joints. Agate butt guide, and Tip Tops. "Standard" nickel
steel Bridge rings. Black aluminum reel fittings, solid cork
grip. Hand made throughout. 10 feet. 6 oz.

This rod has been specially built for W. Baden Powell
Esq. K C , upon lines laid down by him. in his "Hod Build-
ing on a Curve System," see "The Field" Dec. 31, 1901.

Our "PRINCE" Rod. Hand made, split cane Fly rod.
9' 5 oz. Closely whipped, solid cork liandle, bronze suc-
tion ferrules and reel fittings, fairly stiff action, suitable for

either dry or wet fly. Velvet Frame and Bag. (Agates
Sr).00 extra.) S20

Our IDEAL split rane hand made Fly rod. Built in our
own factory on English lines. 9 ft. 6 oz. Made from very
superior quality selected canes and thoroughly recommend-
ed as a first rate well balanced serviceable rod at a med-,.
ium price Sl.'^j.OO

The above rods are made in our Toronto Factory, under the direot supervision of experienced Anglers tu the formula
and balance of a well known Canadian Angler, expressly for Canadian and American waters.

^™ I I ^^ ^^ We carry the largest assortmentr I I P_^^ of flies in (-anada — Allcock'-s^ ^^ "Slag" brand. ITpright or Split

Wing Hies, eyed and to gut. on all the well known standard
and many fancy patterns are the last word in llymaking.
All beautiful reproductions and true to pattern, highest
quality materials only used. I-'irst (luality S2.."i0 per doz.,

second ciiuihty ."52.00 per doz.. suitable for wet or dry Ily

fishing. Size' S to 12.

Our "Heaver" Brand English made Trout fiiey to best
rjualily gut in all Standard patterns, size 5 to 12, $1.25 per

'^' bur "Standard" Brand Trout flies, to gut. very
superior quality flies in all Standard patterns, sizes 5 to
12. 7.')c per doz

.MIcock's celebrated
HEHC. ULES"
Gut Casts, madeGUT CASTS

in 1, 2 and o yards, in all strengths, suitable for
Fresh and Salt water fishing, are made from specially
selected extra long gut 12" to 13" clear between knots,
or .'i to 4 knots less in a .'i yard cast, a great advantage over
other makes. They are subjected to a treatment by
"Allcocks" Special secret preparation, protecting them
from the action of the air and light, which renders the
gut more supple, is knotted niucji easier and greatly
increases not only the pliability but the endurance of the
casts. Herein lies the great "Superiority of the Hercules"
gut casts over all others. Made in Plain. E.vtra loops and
Tapered.

TROUT LINES
ered. guaranteed
quality obtainabh'
Level Trout Si-7,e

Single Tapered
Single Tapered
noiiblf Tapered

Alleock's celebrated
109B. level and tap-

waterproof silk lines. The finest
anvwh'Te.

57.00 i)er 100 yards
.SI no per .JO yards
>i I

.."»() per 3.') yards
.Sfi.oo per.if* yards

~^^
Prices of other sizes on application

No. 3'190. Med, or Stout weight for trout. 2.")c per yard,
with extra loops. 5c per loop extra.

No. 3499. Tapered casts for Trout. 2 yd. 7oc each. 3 yd.
SI.00. other Superior qualities of Gut casts from 10c per
yard up.

We have any number of more moderately priced waterproof and enamelled
silk lines, from 50c per line up.

BASKETS Splil Williiw, Willi h-iilhir ami niikiO

-•-^J

:ill

Host quality Wliiti
fastener

|._,,.
I J..

,,,. ,r,„ ,,y, ,7,/

$.3.00 S i.'.;ri S.i..'>0 si OO Sl.r.O SS.OOS.'i.OO .-arh
Whole Willow $'.>..'lO S-',7 5 S'i.OO S.i.'.O $ 1 .00 S'l.r.O $.">.0l)

Best Quality. Basket Straji.s. leather or wohh, ;')() and
T.'ic each

WTnarisrcTP/TNTs Currie's very
highest quality

guaranteed Scotch made Wading Pants antl Stocking.s.
Pants. Heavyweight S20.00 per pair.. Stockings §15.00.
Silk l-'ealherw'tS22.00 per pair. Silk l-"ralherw-tSI7.50

If your dealer cannol supply you with our high grade
tackle, write us direct. St-rid remittance with letter.

staling clc:irly your reqiiiretnenls.
Hcnelit by our years of ex|>erience,
we wdl gladly help any disciple of
Walton to get'a satisfactory e(|uip-
m.-iil

=^ALLCOCK.LAIGHT&
WESTWOOD ca™!L»

ESTABLISMED 1 800

TORONTO, CAN.& REDDITCHitrgM
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Wild Goose Shooting in Nova Scotia

BoN^fYCASTLE DaLE

Introduction and Three Scenes.

Iwant to show you, my readers,

some results of our "paddle outs"
into this salt water harbour of

Port Joli, I do not tell you to come
here for some men have imposed
such harsh laws that it is very hard
to get any shooting at all. Now the
Federal law steps in and cuts off their

spring shooting.
Picture Number one gives you a

good idea of how an ice hide is made.

No. 1

The biggest of the "Canada's" killed

would weigh fully twelve pounds.
Number two shows the old fam-

iliar Rice Lake (Herald Bros.) canoe
after we got home one evening.
These are all still life pictures

—

we are just starting to get you a full

set of the great flock silting and flv-

ing.

Picture Number three shows Lad-
die out on a rock weed reef picking
up a single young goose.

Picture Number four shows you
how we can rapidly construct an
ice hide about the canoe. It is

wonderful to lie in it and see the long
lines of tall necks feeding dowTi the
tide. Then—unless some jealous

hunter scares the birds—-you get
a good shot—^as many as eight of

these big birds have been killed to
the one double shot.

Scene No. 1.

"Come out after Geese," said our
seafaring friend.

He had a twenty-five foot gasoline
boat pulled up on his "skids"—

a

long B road frame made of spruce
poles that extends from high tide

line to below low tide line. It is

extremely interesting • to slide this

big boat down the icy ways—and
plunge her "ker slap" into the big
dead swell running into the tiny
ocean-facing Bay.
We got into the old Atlantic with

nothing worse than a bit of "wind
chop" blown into our faces—Laddie
had his mouth open and swallowed
his share. Off we pounded up and
down the two hundred foot long
swells. On the top we did wiggle a
bit but soon plunged down the slope

—

unless the engine took it in its head
to balk—then we did some wonder-
ful jockeying on the smooth slopes of

the billows.

"See that dark line," said Peter to
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me. We were all standing up as it

seems to be warmer that way. Yes!
I could see the black line—if the old

ocean would not swallow it up every
so often.

"Geese!" laconically said Peter.

He is a man of few words.
We were doing about seven miles

and soon ate up the mile between us
and the flock. On the way we passed
the Entrance Rock and all the seals

No. 2

splashed off with regretful grunts and
groans. At a distance they sound
like a sleeper snoring. My host was
armed with the usual single barreled
ducking gun—one that would weigh
about nine pounds, and shot a fearful

load of seven drams and a handful of

heavy goose shot (as big as small
marbles). I had my number ten and
double B B's. Heavy shot for us.

There were fully five thousand
geese ahead of us in huge flocks, all

driven out of the harbour by the
heavy shooting during the night,

and later by the new ice. While
I was examining Ihc great Hocks with
my binoculars—they had their long
necks stretched and some of the older
birds were honking out a warning
when "Now!!" sang oiit Peter. And
off went that terrii)!c load right past
my car. We were, I thougiit, iully

two himdred yards away. Peter
says not more ihnn a hundred and
fifty.—When the great roar of tiie

migiily Hocks ascent let me use my
eyes I saw lour slniggling l)irds left

behind on tlic water. We were into

them in no time and Peter (illed each
one full of liis Inige shot as we passed
them—one charge tore a wing com-
pletely off one of tiie l)irds, an old

gander; you can tell them by the
big rounded and flattened main wing
joint. This they use for fighting in

the springtime when they are choosing
their mates.

There was still the fourth bird
to find as it had dived. We made the
regular circle for a wounded bird and
finally Laddie spied the black head

—

"Bang" went the single barrel.

"Never touched it," said the boy.
"Bang" went the long gim again—

•

it has a thirty-six inch barrel. The
whole load of shot spattered over a
surface as big as a 4Darn door, but did
not hit the bird. Seven times more
the long gun barked, but the shot
was too big so Peter asked me to kill

it with number sixes. I missed the
first time, but held the gim to my
shoulder in old Ontario fashion until

the black head appeared; and in-

stantly put it out of its misery.

The life hold of one of these big

ten to twelve pound Canada's is very
tenacious. We have not yet seen

a goose killed instantly by the first

shot. I had to use four B. B's to

kill a big gander yesterday. I'll

wager he is plump full of big shot, as.

No. .«

although lie was fully an hundred yards
away I hit him every time whcio
he sat olT on tiic white ice.

Well! liial was all the geese we
got in Ihe big motor boat. Thou-
sands of the ilock Hew off over tlic

"Goose Hills" and we could hear the

guns barking away among the di.s-

tanl hill tojis and occasionally see a

slightly wounded goose come i>laning

down for the home harbour water.
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Scene No. 2.

On the evening of December the

nineteenth I walked down to the

shore of our home lot after the sun
had set and the last faint grey shade
of daylight had faded away. The
entire flock of geese had bunched up
on the flats directly in front and some
two hundred yards out. As we had
two geese in the house I did watch
them without any feeling of desire.

But it was truly a wonderful sight to

see the wholeTmass of five to ten
thousand geese crowded into an
acre patch. Some of the old ganders
w-ere ,

grunting in a satisfied way.
The maternal instinct in the geese
still made them utter the warning
cry. Others cooed and cackled and
gave ofT all the low calls we hear our
domestic geese utter.

The whole flock were getting sand
and edging near the line where we
may shoot them so, as one of my
neighbours dropped in to show me a
negatived petition we are circulating

in reference to having the season pro-

longed, I told him oif the fine chance
otT the shore. It did not tempt us a
bit, although my canoe lay on the
shore and my gun was ready to my
hand. I have not yet felt that I

cared for the legal night shooting,
nor has Laddie. We went out once
and lifted over the great dead swell

running, a few hundred geese swam
ahead, calling wildly as our silent

approach someway alarmed them.
One double shot of number one as the

flock arose and all the sport was over
—and all the geese were away and
safe.

Next morning my neighbour arose

—before the sun had sent even a hint

of day—and most carefully crept

down to the shoreline to a point of

ice-incrusted rocks in front of our
high tide fine. One single chance he
got at a small mass of ducks and geese.

But his gun was heavy and so was
his shot and he laid out many a goose
and duck. In a small flat-bottomed
punt he chased the wounded all over
the harbour, kilfing and picking up
seven geese and two black ducks.

What attracted our attention to him
was when we got up, seeing a man
pushed far up a water channel in

the ice looking at a fine big goose
which sat away off on the pure white
ice. Finally we saw the man row
towards us and still the big goose sat

there, head erect, wary and watchful.

When our neighbour came ashore he
had the dead geese and ducks in his

punt, and he told Laddie to go to

another neighbour who had a dog
and tell him to go and get that goose

—

which he did and the dog made short

work of the big bird.

Meanwhile the gunners on the

Goose hills had benefited by the birds

being disturbed, and they were bang-
ing away at them as the flocks passed
over high above the trees, on their

way to the next two harbours west of

us.' The majority of the flock flew

seaward and made a black raft on the

water to the east of us. It took
several hours for the flock to recover

from this one volley and the air was
musical \vith their cries.

Then the goose hunters started out
in the legal waters in their white
punts; even their clothes were white.

Some have gone so far as to white-
wash their guns. There was a heavy
nor'wester blowing and the geese had
rafted far down the outer harbour.
The men lay in their white punts
close along the edge of the ice. Pre-
sently the windward edge of the great

flock grew restless and a dozen flapped

up on wildly waving wings and fol-

lowed the ice up the harbour. "Bang"
"Bang" sounded the distant guns and
—like a third shot the dog leaped
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from the canoe and raced over the
now shallow tideflats and seized the
first goose. The second one had gone
quite a distance before the first was
laid in the punt—off he raced again,

glittering water splashing and freezing

in the 20 above gale.

As soon as the tide was low enough
one of the hunters started to walk
down a wounded goose. As soon as

the man and dog got within a hundred
and fifty yards the wildly alarmed
bird sprang into the air, struggUng
hard to fly. It did keep above the
ice for fifty yards but the racing dog
was nearing it and it fell back again.

The dog missed it and slid past.

Instantly recovering himself he turned,
grabbed the goose by the side, and
bore it off proudly to his master. It

looks like a cold game for the dog,
but he enjoys it.

Scene No. 3.

The tide was running full when I

asked Laddie if he thought he could
paddle fast enough to catch the great
flock of geese which were swimming
out of the harbour.
We launched our sixteen foot canoe

and started merrily off. The flock

had a full half mile advantage. Lad-
die paddled for all he was worth and
for the first thirty minutes seemed to

gain rapidly, but when we got within
three hundred yards of the geese they
held that distance for fully ten min-
utes. At last the boy threw the canoe
across the tide at some slow birds
which had let us almost catch up.
There they swam with their long
necks stretched and one old gander
among them grunting and honking
low. When I got within a hundred
and fifty yards I raised my old tci

bore with its load of three A's which
look as big as marbles to us Ontario
men. The geese jumped at. I should
think, one hundred and twenty-five
yards. My big shot rattled among
them but did not bring any down.
The hunters here tell me my shot is

too small, to useS.C.S.S.G. or S.S.S.

G. They really bring them down
from groat heights and on the fiat

kill them at over one hundred and
fifty yards. All our small shot, sixes

fives, fours, threes and two etcetera
are useless as the gccsc never let you

get near them excepting after dark

—

and we will not kill them that way.
We threw our decoys off Boyd's
Rocks and then paddled over to the
ice to see if we could get a shot and
drop a goose. Five let me within
long shot and we killed a friend's
Christmas dinner (our own was at
home dressed). Returning Laddie
said "Hear that goose." I did and
the honk came right from our aban-
doned decoys, and we paddled rapidly
back.

"I see it—right against the inner
rock!" said the boy. And he headed
me right for a single goose that was
honking wildly. Just before I got
within range a hunter came running
down the rocks—it was his decoy
wild goose and I very nearly made it

into a Christmas dinner for him.
One could hardly blame me, the
"Rocks" were deserted half an hour
ago when we left them.

"Pick up the decoys and we'll get
out of here and give him a chance,"
I said. While Laddie was drawing
in the long strings of connected cedar
decoys I was busy carrying down the
lunch and cushions. "Down!" I cal-

led to the boy. Right overhead sailed

a lone goose answering the decoys'
wild call. It sailed overmy head (about
twenty feet up) with a great rush of

flapping wings and joined another,
and they both sailed over to that
decoy and plumped right down on the

sands beside it, then jumped up
again. I lay waiting breathlessly

for the shots—finally one came and
one goose fell over. It seems that
the hunters' gun had one barrel split—
this accounts for the single shot.^

We paddled home listening to the

volleys from the goose hills (one

unfortunate hunter held his gun too

loosely and it flew back and the ham-
mers tore his face badly, so badly
that they had to take him to the

nearest doctor.1 By this time so

many guns were barking that nearly

all the geese left the harbour and
went seaward, or after sand and water
to Port La Herbert or Sable river.

I knew the fiork would catch it hard
this night as two of the hunters stayed

on the other side awaiting the full

run in of the tide.
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All night the huge flock honked and
called, swimming in on the tide all

the time. The night was intensely
dark and when they reached the
shore where the two hunters were it

was difficult to see them. At last

the noise was terrific. Hundreds of
geese were within shot. A long dark
line was finally visible and out flashed
the flame and up roared the guns.
Like one bird the huge flock lifted

and flew seaward and the little white
punt and the two hunters sped out
and picked up their prey. It is

legal here else I should not write of
it and the flocks are as great as in

years gone by, for with all the hunting
done this fall not more than one
hundred geese have been killed.

Certain men in Nova Scotia claim
that the province should not come
under the new Federal Act wherein
it applies to the wild geese. They
claim these arc local birds which
winter here and do not migrate fur-

ther south.
The bird found here in Port Joli

harbour is Branta Canadensis, the
Canada goose, found all over this
northern continent, its breeding
ground goes well across the continent,
Labrador, Dakota, British Columbia,
northwards. (Chester A. Reed),
Gordon TurnbuU in the eighties called
it Canada goose, common wild goose.
Big grey goose, it \^'as also spoken of as
"The Honker." Townsend in 1839
found it and called it the black-
headed goose. Xooke U. S. Biologi-

cal Survey gives its principal summer
home as Saskatchewan and Alberta
northwards to the tree limit, east-
wards into the interior of Ungava,
Northern Ontario, Gulf of St. Law-
rence and Quebec, right through to
Labrador and Newfoundland. In
winter it ranges all over the Mississip-
pi valley and along both coast on
both oceans, and it has been recorded
in winter in Newfoundland, Nova
Scotia, Maine and from Maryland to
Florida.
The "Lesser Canada" goose, Little

Canada, a bird about half the size of

the other is found with it in nearly
all these winter and summer homes.
It is called Hutchin's goose, etcetera.
Personally I have met the Canada
goose in Ontario in spring and fall,

on all the prairie states and our
prairie provinces, especially during
its great spring flight up the Mississ^
ippi river valley—Quincy, Illinois, of-

fered a grand vantage point to view
this annual three days' flight twice
a year. It winters in British Colum-
bia. I have seen it in Quatsino Har-
bour on Vancouver Island and on the
Gulf of Georgia near James Island
(in Sooke Harbour and Baynes Sound
are many Brant.) The big Canada
goose is the most thoroughly spread

of our Canadian waterfowl and it is

a joke for any man in Nova Scotia

to claim it as a non-migrant because,

luckily for them, a few thousand
winter along their coast.

A Track Bear
Elizabeth C. Hazei.ton

WORKIN' on the track's the
best method o' huntin', I get
more animals that way.

When I go out lookin' fer 'em I don't
get nothin'." Carl Johnson, section
boss of Yellowhead rose from the
bench, strolled to the door, and squirt-
ed out a mouthful of tobacco juice.

"Much big game here?" inquired
the other occupant of the low roofed
12 X 14 log building.

"Guess so—mostly bears. That's

why I took a section in- the moun-
tains. I ain't been here only two
weeks. Got sick o' the prairie

—

nothin' to eat but birds." Carl
Johnson leaned against the heavy
logs, stretched his legs, shoved h s

hands deeper into his overall pockets,
and continued, "Can't help gettin*

a bear or two if yer stay till spring,
Mr. Martin."
The word "bear" sounded good to

Raymond Martirk He had hunted in
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Wyoming, in his home State of Col-

orado and in the northern part of

Ontario, and he owned handsome
trophies. But he never had killed a

bear.
"Come an' have a bite. My. wo-

man sent me to ask yer to supper

—

seein' all these things, I forgot."

Carl cast an admiring glance at

paraphernaha assembled on the hewed
log floor—nested Yukon stove and
cooking kit, a pack bulging with
articles such as air mattress, silk tent,

hunting knives, etc., a roll of canvas
and blankets, hunting boots, a shot-

gun, and two rifles, all of which had
arrived with the stranger that morn-
ing on the tri-weekly train.

Raymond gratefully accepted.

Dodging between poplar and spruce
trees and steering clear of saskatoon
bushes, he followed the section fore-

man along the trail to the back of

Yellowhead Station, a mile away. It

was, of course, in the earliest days of

Canada's second transcontinental
railway and before the Surpmit of

Yellowhead Pass was swept by flames
which consumed the trim station at

the same time that they cleaned out
the dilapidated construction-period
log buildings.

"There's where Jean Dupuy's goin'

to put up for the winter." Carl nod-
ded toward an 8 x 10 cabin at the
end of a short cross trail. "He's
been fire ranger all summer. Guess
he wants the job next summer, so

he's goin' to hang around an' do a
bit o' huntin' an' trappin'."

It was Saturday. In the bush, a

section laborer whistled an accoin-

paniment to the movement of his

hand saw, two others chopped and
split in stolid silence.

"A large population here," laughed
Raymond, surveying the dark forest-

ed mountain-sides crowned by iri-

descent snovv-tippcd peaks.

"Yes, six men now, one woman,"
rejoined Carl, "an' a dog," he added,
as a coyotc-likc bark startled the
echoes and a grcyi.sli slim animal
boujiced out of the bush. "Wolf's
a great hunter," concluded Carl.

Later, Raymond mentally voted
Wolf an "infernal nuisance." Ail

he seemed good for was to scare away

the game and to keep folks awake
nights.

In any event, Raymond Martin
would have been hospitably received
by Carl Johnson and his wife. The
roadmaster, however, had dropped a
hint that the division superintendent
intended to recommend a friend from
the States to camp at the Summit and
get a little hunting on the B.C. side

before Reserve game regulations were
enforced and while he was recuper-
ating in health. Hence, Mrs. John-
son set supper in the dining room and
dressed the table with linen, silver-

ware and china bought with the
prairie section's savings.

Between mouthfuls of trout fresh

from Yellowhead Lake, Carl told of

the coyotes he had trapped, the prairie

chickens and ducks he had shot, all

while working on the section. Now,
in the Canadian Rockies, he could
get bigger wages, mountain water,
lots of free wood, plenty of fish, birds
and berries, and, best of all, big game
as well as small game. Great coun-
try! Better even than Sweden!

With an eye on the fat saskatoon
pie Mrs. Johnson was dividing into

three chunks, Carl confided to his

guest that he had promised to lake
his woman to the Pacific Coast when
he got his holidays the next summer.

Carl was apt to lapse into the use
of "Ja" for "Yes" when in a contented
mood, and his occasional articulation

of "Ja, ja" between pulTs at a cigar

after supper convinced Raymond
that the brand of smokes he had
brought along suited the section

foreman.

The September days were passed by
Raymond in preparing his wood pile,

ridding his camp of mountain rats,

and repairing his cabin—a remnant of

Yellowhead construction camp—from
which, here and there, a log had been
taken by the French Canadian fire

ranger for fuel. Jean had counted
on thus using the entire cabin.

However, Raymond's appearance
changed those plans, and when the

fire -ranging season closed Jean was
obliged to take to chopping. He
much preferred operating a hand
speeder along the track looking for
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fire and incidentally fishing and
berrjang.

Jean Dupuy's solitary' firearm was
a .22, consequently Raymond con-
cluded he would hardly do for a
hunting companion. Raymond never
lent a gun even to his best friend.

One day Raymond crossed the
track to a ravine beyond the station
and practised with his revolver.
Finding he had not enough cartridges,

he went back for more.
"What was that shootin' about?"

asked Mrs.. Johnson, confronting him
on the track. "I heard heavy shots,

counted four very heavy shots, an'

Wolf rushed out barkin'."

Raymond decided that she was
about as discriminating in regard to

"heavy shots" as she had been when
she sallied forth to shoot ducks with
her husband's .30 Army tucked under
her arm. She never happened to
see any ducks when thus equipped.
Still, Raymond had deemed it unsafe
for her to be at large with such a
weapon, so he seized an opportune
moment to suggest to Carl that if

his wife should hit a duck with that
.30 Army, there would not be much
duck left. Thereupon, Carl had or-

dered her not to take out the "big
gun."
"Did you get a bear?" the woman

inquired of Raymond.
"No," he replied, laughing. "When

I get a bear you'll soon know it."

On Sundays Carl invariably tramp-
ed the mountains with one or two
of his men. Raymond was invited,
but he seldom went. Too much
underbrush scrambling and windfall
straddling! He chose to let the pur-
ity of mountain air and the freedom
of outdoor life undo the effects of too
strenuous application to accounting
duties. He had a year to loaf

—

time enough in which to get toughen-
ed up for the spring hunting. Mrs.
Johnson baked his bread, the rest of

his cooking he did himself, and he
managed to keep pleasantly employ-
ed.

"Not got your gun today?" sung
out the section foreman's wife to
Raymond. It was the only morning
she had ever seen him.start out with-
out a rifle.

"I'm just going for a short walk.
I never see anything anyway," he
answered as he swung on to the track.
A mile from the station Raymond

turned a curve, and—saw a bear

—

a big black bear, nimbly hitting the
ties toward him. At once he moder-
ated his pace. Suddenly, and per-
haps providentially, the bear left the
ties and lightly scaled a steep em-
bankment. Seated on top, he began
leisurely to scratch himself. Slyly,
he observed the man who approached
with faltering steps. Meanwhile,
Raymond studied the small-eyed,
massive-framed animal. The bear
continued to scratch himself lazily.

With nothing heavier than a .38

revolver in his knapsack, Raymond
hesitated about tr>'ing to pass the
bear. "I'll run back to camp and
get the rifle," he decided almost
audibly. He wheeled round and set

out on the trot. Before turning the
cur\'e he threw a backward glance to
make sure that the bear had not
shifted his ground.

Mrs. Johnson was taking pies out
of the oven and Wolf was asleep in
the kitchen when Raymond raced
by the station. By and by. Wolf
awoke with a start and a bark, and
Mrs. Johnson peeped out of the
window in time to catch sight of
Raymond, vsith his rifle, flitting

past the corner of the building. Her
scramble to get outdoors was im-
peded by Wolf's efforts to precede
her. When she did land outside, the
retreating figure on the track was
beyond reach of her voice, and pre-
sently a galloping, barking dog was
all she could discern.

Overtaking Raymond, Wolf re-
ceived scant welcome. It was per-
haps as well for him that a rabbit
attracted- his attention, causing him
to start a hunt on his own account.

At high speed Raymond skipped
alternate ties. At length, he rounded
the curve where he had met the first

bear of his intimate acquaintance.
"He's gone'" growled Raymond. He
mounted the bank, peered at out-
lines of toes and claws, then mumbled
"Curse the luck!" The tracks led

to deep moss and were eventually
lost.
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His meeting with the bear set

Raymond thinking of Carl's theory
relative to hunting on the track.
Too chagrined to care to mention the
affair, he selected a roundabout route
back to camp. However, as soon as

the section crew returned, Mrs.
Johnson reported the latest news to

Carl, who subsequently sauntered
up to Raymond's cabin and drew
from his neighbor the history of the
morning's experience.

Carl took his .30 Army with him
next day. He located the bear tracks,-

then found something for his men to
do nearby. After climbing the em-
bankment he followed the tracks a
short distance until they became too
uncertain and the moss too yielding
to lure him farther.

Early in November the snow elect-

ed to remain on the ground and the
blanched rabbits began to elude shot-
gun and .22 rifle. So successfully did
Mrs. Johnson apply the snaring skill

she had acquired in the scrub bush
of the prairie that Raymond and
Jean imitated her methods. Wolf
barked and ran off of his bones what-
ever flesh covered them, in abortive
efforts to round up the last of the
rabbit tribe.

About the middle of November
there was a deer skin stretched on the
side of Yellowhead Station. Ray-
mond stood inspecting it when Carl
came round the corner with the
information, "I shot a deer this
mornin' on the track. Ja."

"You've done better than I have,"
admitted Raymond.

"Just as I told you, Mr. Martin.
Hunlin' on the track's good enough
fcr me. There'll be a bear skin
hanqin' outside the station long in the
spring." Carl drew Raymond in-

doors, saying "My woman's got a
lump o' venison for ycr."

Saturday's train brought the road-
master. As the train pulled out, a
Swede section man rushed into the
sl;ilion. lie had been after birds,
and at the foot of llic mountain he
li:i(l seen fresh bear tracks. Im-
mediately, Carl begged the road-
master for a few days' leave of ab-
sence to go hunting. His request
being granted, he sent the Swede

for Jean. Fortified with Carl's 30-30
and .30 Army, the trio departed to
get the bear.

Carl lagged behind to whisper to
his wife, "I wouldn't have asked the
other feller—this new roadmaster
he's a Swede. Feed him well!" As
an afterthought, he shouted "Keep
that dog in the house."

The men followed the tracks and
came across a spot where the bear had
rested, for the ground was warm.
Persistent tracking led them to a big
tree, underneath the roots of which
they surmised bruin to be concealed.

"What luck!" exclaimed Carl. His
armed partners would guard the
entrance to the den, he would smoke
the animal out, and the prize was
sure. He instructed the men to

watch the mouth of the den while he
scurried back to the station. In his

excitement, windfalls were unheeded.
He returned with handcar grease,
cotton waste, and little sticks. Close
to the innocent-looking tree the men
were posted " a short distance apart,

each man grasping a rifle. Carl tied

waste on the end of sticks, greased
them, and set fire to one. With the
lighted stick in his right hand, he
laid prone on the ground and cau-
tiously crawled into the den. Poking
the light as far as he could into the
dark passage, he crept along. Pre-
sently, he distinguished the outline

of the bear curled up at the farthest

end, and a low growl greeted him.
Up, down, and around, Carl thrust

the torch to gauge the dimensions
of the apartment. A sudden move-
ment confused him, and a ponderous
black object dashed past him. The
foreman screamed, not once, but
several times. He became conscious
of thankfulness that the den was
so wide. Recovering, he chuckled
to think how he had scared that bear.

The moment the bear scampered
out of the opening, Jean exclaimed,
"Jiminy Christmas" took to his

heels, and did not slop till he reached
a precipitous rock.

The Swede laborer, whose distance
from the den had increased after the
disappearance of his foreman, did
not .sec the bear's exit. Carl's screams
inside the den and .Jean's yells out-
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side so affected him that he turned
abruptly. He ran half a mile down
the mountainside, and would- have
kept going had not Yellowhead Lake
checked him.

Meantime, Carl smilingly emerged
from the mouth of the den. Gazing
around, he saw neither men nor rifles.

He took a long and comprehensive
survey. Then, way off on a rock he
spied Jean. Slowly he went toward
Jean, alternately cursing the French
Canadian's timidity and commending
his own valor.

"Damned narrow escape," croaked
Jean.

"Pretty badly scared bear!" opined
Carl.

Down the mountain they started.

"Left my pipe and tobacco at that
den," grumbled Carl, fumbling in his

pockets. He suggested that they
detour so as to call at the postoffice

and store. There they found the
men from the section at the other
end of Yellowhead Lake buying sup-
plies. To them Carl recounted his

experiences, earnestly assuring them
that he had given that bear a pretty
bad scare. Pipe and tobacco re-i

conriled him to the loss of the bear,

and a cigarette enabled Jean to shake
off lingering fright.

By evening the pair reached Yel-
lowhead Station. The section men
had just returned on the handcar from
the next station, where they had
left the roadmaster. Raymond had
dropped in to seek news of the hunt-
ers. To his spellbound laborers, his

admiring wife, and his interested
neighbor, the foreman related how
he had scared the big black bear.

Carl intended to renew the pur-
suit and invited Raymond to join
him. Jean had had enough of bears;
Carl had had enough of .Jean on bear
hunts.

At daylight Carl and Raymond
picked up the trail, and soon they
passed the abandoned den. For al-

most a week they tramped every day
in wet snow, returning to the station
each night. The number of miles
covered increased daily, so did the
impediments, and the back tracking
and jumping of the bear did not make
the trip any easier. Sometimes the

tracks were lost and valuable time
wasted in regaining them. At last,

the distance from the station made it

impossible to return that night. The
hunters built a fire, ale meagrely of
their small stock of grub, and -slept
awhile. They woke up and piled
logs on the fire. At dawn, they ate a
bite and resumed the chase. Once,
Raymond spotted the bear way ahead,
and he ventured a couple of shots.
For a moment the animal halted,
then disappeared. He seemed to
limp. A few blood stains showed
where this happened. Thence, the
tracks took the men down to a swift
stream. The hunters agreed that the
bear had crossed over into the valley,
and grudgingly they gave up their
game.

"I'll go after him in spring," said
Carl, "or," with a complacent air,

"I'll probablv get him from the
track."

A review of the trip disclosed to
Carl the loss of a hunting knife and a
new pair of buckskin mittens (not
to speak of pipe and tobacco), the
breakage of his watch crystal, and
the disablement of a pair of trousers
and a pair of overalls.

In December, sloppiness was super-
seded by well-packed snow, and every
Sunday throughout the winter Carl
and his men roamed the mountains
on skiis. Just like dear old SwedenI

The middle of March the telephone
man came through on a speeder. At
Yellowhead Station he startled the
inhabitants by aiinouncing "The
bears are out. Seen two round some
old camps."

Bears in general and one bear in
particular occupied Carl's thoughts^
therefore he took care always lO"

have his rifle on the handcar. Soon,,
the roadmaster put in an appearance,
and Carl intimated that he would be
glad to take part of his holidays,
whereupon Mrs. Johnson reminded
her husband of their proposed visit
to the coast. But he saw only ai

bear, and, in spite of his wife's per-
ceptible disappointment and the road-
master's evident hesitation, he per-
sisted. Ultimately he gained his
point.

Once more Carl and Ravmond set
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out together. They had not tramped
far when Carl stopped, saying, "I

don't — I don't believe I'll go. My
woman's set her heart on goin' to the

coast in the summer. Anyhow,"
confidently, "I'll get a bear from
the track." So Raymond continued
the trip alone.

April showers began before Carl's

neighbor got back from his hunt. He
reached Yellowhead Station late in

the evening, very tired and without
any game. Carl pulled him outdoors

and, holding a lantern aloft, pointed

to the side of the building.

"A bear!" cried Raymond. "A

black bear."
"Ja, ja. Last Sunday mornin'

at seven o'clock," Carl explained, in

response to Raymond's look of inter-

rogation. "We was goin' over the

section. Shot him through the heart.

See," touching the fur which had
formerly covered the hind legs, "See
these two holes? Bet it's that bear
I
—" "Does look—certainly looks

that way."
"You just stick around on the

track with me," advised the section

boss, "an' if we don't both get two
or three bears, then I don't know
nothin' 'bout huntin'."

I L. B. BiRDSALL

THE Cariboo Country was m the
throes of the Famine Year,

llimgcr, the awful hunger of the
wiIdcrnc.sH, of the illimitable North,

gripped the great lonely land and held

it in a monster's power, 'i'hat most
majestic of northern streams, the

beautiful Peace River, flowed muddy
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and unwelcoming; while the mighty
Canyon, the wondrous, awe-inspiring
Gateway of the Rockies, yawned
greedy and terrible. The mountains
no longer beckoned from their snowy
peaks—they frowned, gray and som-
bre, and the stray bits of sunshine
that filtered through the sullen skies

failed to touch those lovely iridescent
colors that captivate the eye of the
enraptured visitor.

For with the famine had come that
fearful scourge of God's Country,
that terrorizing pestilence, the scurvy
or blackleg. In many a lonely pros-
pector's or trapper's cabin the emaci-
ated form of its owner lay prostrate in

death or in the last agonies. Even
the animals of the mountain district

seemed to have sensed the approach-
ing danger and to have departed for

more salubrious and fertile haunts.
The grizzly, the monarch of the North
had grown fierce and carnivorous and
had betaken himself to the wooded
regions to the south, there to prey
upon the smaller and weaker ani-

mals. The big horn had disappear-
ed also.

Only at . rare intervals could the
eye discern the alert movements
of that most intrepid of climbers, the
Rocky Alountain goat, as he scaled
some great, precipice or leaped across
a bottomless chasm, to escape the
onrush of a fierce eagle. Seldom,
now, could the ear catch the blood-
curdling sound of the lone lynx cPj'ing

through the black, impervious night
like some mournful soul from the
spirit world.

Mount Selwyn, "The Mountain
of Gold"—as the North knows it

—

that magnificent eminence of metal-
bearing quartz that lifts its beautiful
contour sheer from the waters of the
Peace, was wrapped in melancholy.
The stillness of death seemed to per-
meate the air, making it heavy and
oppressive, filled with an invisible,

lurking danger.

The knowledge of the mysterious
change came upon Joe Buckston and
Peter Coffey as they toiled at their
rocky claim on the mountainside,
blasting off the stubborn quartz in
the eternal search for gold.

Adventurers they wefe, comrades-

in-misery. A free-for-all in a Van-
couver gambling-joint had brought
them together one wild night three
years previous. They had fought
back to back and had won out and a
strange magnetic" force had welded
their ways together ever since.

They were as unlike as any two
men could be. While Joe was small
and dark and thoroughly Eastern,
with handsome boyish features and
snapping black eyes, Peter was a huge,
blond giant, a true son of the North,
with baby-blue eyes and a great, long
beard as soft and silky as a maiden's
golden tresses.

It was Peter who had headed their
trail for "The Mountain of Gold."
He had visited it several years before
on a trapping expedition and, like a
thousand restless souls before and
after him, had stalked a claim.

Grub-staking themselves with salt

pork, beans, rye flour, tea and
tobacco, in sufficient quantities to
enable them to remain until intense
winter came and made placer mining
operations impossible, they had ar-
rived at the scene of their labors and
found luck ahead of them.

The old mountain trail led them to
a rapidly-decaying hut evidently
built by some prospector many years
before. In this ranibleshack mem-
ento they had discovered furnaces,
melting-pots and porcelain molds
and several sticks of mouldy dynam-
ite. Everything bore mute evidence
that the former occupant oroccup-
pants had left hurriedly.

The adventurers had unceremon-
iously taken possession of the de-
crepit old building, chinking up a
few of the larger holes in the roof, but
being too desirous of working their
claim to give their future dwelling
much attention. Rainfall is not ex-
cessive in the Cariboo Country', even
in the prosperous years, and neither
Peter or Joe minded the infrequent
wettings that they experienced.

The good fortune that had attend-
ed their introduction into the big,
silent land of mountains, had left

them immediately afterward, it seem-
ed; for their workings yielded very
little of the precious mineral. The
fortitude, th? indomitable persev-
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erance and hope of the gold-seeker

kept them doggedly at it.

Joe Buckston was the first to men-
tion the strange absence of life

around them. He stopped in his

work, his hammer half poised, and
turned to his pardner.

"Pete!" he said, sententiously,

"This old mountan is d— quiet.

It's like a big graveyard.
Something's coming!"

Peter Coffey slowly raised himself
erect and stroked his beard pensively,
scanning the huge slope that stretch-

ed a mile above him. He spat vol-

uminously.
"It's the drought, Joe," he answer-

ed, solemnly. "I seen a grizzly

beatin' it south yisterday, an' he was
lookin' pesky gant for the end of

summer. 'The Hungry Time' they
calls it. It visited these parts once
afore. God knows I should remem-
ber it!" He shuddered involuntarily.

"The blackleg come with it and I

spent six weeks of Hell in a shack
along the Clearwater. 1 wish we
was hittin' for civilization soon, Joe.

The blackleg's sure to come again!'*

And come it did. Silently, mal-
ignantly, a creeping living death,
and it caught Joe Buckston as he
laboriously chiselled blasting holes
in the cfuartz face. Unlike the maj-
ority of cases, the disease came
on him swiftly: undoubtedly it had
been working in his robust system
for many days. He dropped his

hammer and sat down, weak and
nauseated.

"Pete!" he called, weakly. "I've
got it—sure as blazes!"

Despite Peter's motherly care and
nursing Joe rapidly became worse.
His face took on the gray-blue pallor

of the disease. His limbs and torso

were covered with ugly eruptions.
The foul-smelling salt pork and bean
soup, that Peter fed him, nourished
the malady and not the man.

Peter decided one day that if he
wished to save his partner's life he
must get proper medicine and food.

To move .Joe now would mean weeks
of arduous work. He must go alone
ind travel light.

"Joe! You've got to have medi-
cine an' fresh food—vegetables if ob-

tainable—an' Pm^the feller that's
got to go an' git it!"

Peter bent solicitously over the
suffering man who tossed in agony
on the bed of spruce boughs. "Hud-
son Hope is just below the Canyon.
The factor at the Hudson Bay Com-
pany's post there used to raise fine

spuds an' he's got a medicine chest.

—

Keep your rifle beside you, lad, an'
don't you dare think of kickin' in!"

Then Peter left and there followed
a period of never-ending days and
nights for Joe. To add to his suffer-

ing the temperature dropped several
degrees and the air carried a decided-
ly frosty tang. He had insufficient

covers to provide the necessary
warmth and he lacked the strength
to keep the little fire in the furnace
blazing continually. The food Peter
had cooked and had left him was re-

pulsive. He experienced long lapses
of semi-delirium and one night, while
he lay panting and trembling from
the dreadful sickness, a sound came
that made him—strong-minded man
that he was—cringe back in terror.

It was the soft pad-pad of furry feet

outside the door. The stillness was
suddenly rant by the enervating cry
of the lynx—the hunger cry.

Fear loaned the sick man strength.
He raissd his heavy rifle to his shoul-
der, with great exertion,and fired shot
after shot through the thin wails
of the shack. The lynx slunk away
into the darkness, frightened at the
sound. But the next night, as Joe
stretched his gaunt hands toward the
dying fire, the weird cry sounded
again, coming nearer and nearer.
Again .Joe shot frenziedly toward the
sound until the ride magazine was
empty, and again the cowardly ani-

mal left.

The third night the great cat return-
ed and Joe awoke from a jumbled
fever nightmare to gaze straight up
into a pair of gleaming wild eyes that
blazed fierce hatred at him through
a large opening in the roof.

Panic-stricken, his teeth clenched
together to keep back the cold, par-
alyzing fear that rose in iiis throat,

the sick man reached for his gun. A
new terror seized him. lie had left

the rifle on the bench at the far end
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of the room, where he had managed
to creep that day and load it. He
dare not move toward it. He felt

certain the lynx was crouched ready
to spring.

He searched the room with his eyes
and a friendly leap of flame from the
furnace answered. He reached over
quickly, his body a mass of throbbing
pain, and grasped a fire-brand, hurl-

ing it with all the strength he could
summon straight at the lynx's head.
The animal snarled and backed away.
Then Joe went stark, cursing mad.
He threw blazing stick after stick at

the opening until he had depleted
the stock—unmindful, unseeing, un-
caring where the missiles landed.
The lynx beat a hasty retreat and Joe
fell back on his bed, exhausted and
delirious.

A hot rush of air and a smell of

smoke aroused him from his stupor.
He gave a fresh cn>^ of alarm and
vainly endeavored to arise. The
whole building was wrapped in flames.
His fire-brands had scattered about
the dr^' place and ignited the inflam-
mable timbers. He was in a roaring
furnace.

Sobbing like a baby he put all his

feeble strength in one mighty effort

and fell forward on the floor, shaking
in every limb. It seemed as if ages
passed as he crawled slowly, ohi
so slowly, toward the door. Twee
he was forced to stop and rest, press-
ing his mouth against the dirty, hand-
hewn planking for air. A portion
of the roof dropped in behind him and
again he was brought back to his
elusive senses. He lurched forward
against the door and feebly sought
the latch-string. That too evaded
him. He laughed harshly and craz-
ily. Such a huge joke it would be
when old Peter returned and found
him waiting at the door!

Waiting, waiting, waiting for Peter!
The words danced before him. It

would be funny to see Peter's face!
Good old Peter! The door swung
open and he sprawled out on the
ground.

How long Joe lay there he did not
know. Hours must have passed.
The cold night air revived him.
Animal-like he felt t4ie delicious

warmth of the sm culdering ruin
and he crawled toward them. In
his feverish brain he imagined him-
self a solid block of ice creeping to
the fire. He would melt away, grad-
ually away, until there was nothing
left but his thoughts. They would
remain he felt certain. They would
glow there among the coals like

incandescent letters. They would
tell his fate to Peter.

And then from up the lonely trail,

setting the echoes in the rocky ledges
to answering until the whole air

seemed to pulsate with the sound,
came the unearthly cry of the hun-
ger-maddened lynx. Nearer and
nearer it came, through the thick
darkness that precedes the dawn,
rising and falling, mournful and
exultant.

A thousand flaming eyes seemed to
blaze out of the night at Joe as he
cringed back, almost in the fire.

With difficult}- he made out the
lithe form of the animal. He watch-
ed it fascinated, as a rabbit watches
a venomous snake. Those eyes
hypnotized him. They were like
two candent coals, flashing a score
of changing colors. The animal took
on concrete form, then lost its out-
lines in the gloom. It assumed im-
mense proportions, became a monster
one moment—a pair of cruel eyes,
nothing else, the next. His feverish
brain was playing tricks with him.
Eons of slowly-moving time passed
during which Joe watched the beast
creep forward, deliberately, relent-
lessly, while he crawled backward,
laboriously, his breath pent, his gaze
ever on those two great angry jewels.

A fierce desire to live suddenly
surged through him and his quaking
limbs gathered supernatural strength
as he lurched back, unaware that he
was among the smoking embers of
the shack until a live coal scorched
his flesh. He gasped with the pain
of the burn and drew his hand for-

ward and as he did so it touched some
hard object in the ashes. He pulled
at it desperately, a wild intuition
assailing him that here was a weapon
with which to defend himself.

He brought forth a large iron box
from the ashes and raised it in his
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arms. His brain was whirling chaot-

ically. The heavy weight of the box
sapped his feeble strength and with a

groan of despair he dropped it upon
the ground before him. The lid

flew open and simultaneously the

first ray of the rising sun stole over

the mountain-top and touched the

contents of the box. They glittered

brightly. Joe felt himself drifting

slowly away, a glorious sensation.

The lynx slowly melted into nothing.

Joe regained his senses one clear,

cool morning, after many days and
nights of terrible delirium, to find -

himself on a sweet-smelling bed of

spruce boughs. He was in a strange

cabin. A cheerful fire blazed in a

stone furnace across the room and
near him, grinning an honest welcome
to sanity, sat his friend Peter on a

stool roughly fashioned from a pine

butt.

The two comrades regarded each

other in silence for several seconds,

then Joe endeavored to raise himself

but dropped back with an exclama-

tion of surprise, a perplexed look in

his eyes. His limbs felt weighted
and immobile. His mind slowly

cleared and the memory of the fire

and the lynx Hashed before him.

"Where am I, Pete?" he asked

feebly, grasping his friend's out

stretched hand. "Have I been sick?"

"You sure have, Joe, but you're

gettin' better quick!" answered Peter

soberly, gently pressing Joe's hand.

"You're in a new cabin that the fac-

tor an' I had to build on account of

your becomin' reckless an' burnin'

up our other domicile.

"We found you, just at daybreak,

ravin' mad, Joe, in the smokin' ruins

of the shack. We had a great time

controllin' you—you fought us tooth

an' nail." Peter leaned over and
picked up a heavy iron box from

beside the bed. "This box was be-
side you!"
He opened the lid as he spoke and

Joe stared in amazement. The box
was filled with nuggets—many of

them as large as hens' eggs. A small

fortune lay before him.
"Where did they come from?"

he gasped in bewilderment. "Whose
are they?"

"They're ours, Joe, ours!" yelled

Peter, exultantly. "We'd been sleep-

in' over em' all along—sleepin' over
a gold-mine. There was an old note-

book in the box, left by the former
owner, an old prospector named Pat
McGowan. He hid the box ten years

ago, when he got the blackleg, an'

struck out for civilization. He never
made it. I remember them findin'

his body.
"The book says as how if McGowan

died the locaters of his gold was the
owners. We're them guys, Joe! Just

as soon as you get back your land legs

we'll beat it south!" Peter beamed
with good-nature.
"But the lynx?" asked Joe, shud-

dering with the thought of that

awful night. "I saw it leaping at

me?"
"Leap atyou nothin!" roared Peter,

slapping his corduroy covered knee
with laughter. "You sure was a

crazy boy all right. That wild cat

didn't do no leapin' at you. The
only leapin' it did was to leap clean

into Kingdom Come with some white-

hot lead in its innards to help it

along.—I ain't sayin', though, that

that cat miijhtn'thave inspected your

carcass a little more carefully if we
hadn't arrived about the time he

was makin' up his mind.
"But after all, ymi mustn't be too

hard on the cat," Peter mused, phil-

osophically, as he again surveyed the

contents of the iron box. "He was a

pretty good lynx to us— I'll say!"



J. W. Stolle

I
HAVE had a wide and varied
experience with lynx. The first

member of this branch of the
Felis family came into my life up in
the big heart of the Canada woods.
That was before I had shot my first

bear—before I had outgrown that
intense timidity that annoys the
average tenderfoot when he finds
himself alone in the silent gloom of a
forest night and surrounded by real
and imaginary bear, moose, panthers
and other fauna. There is something
awe-insi)iring in these memorable
first nights—alone whh Nature and
the primitive wild. Even the sudden,
midnight scream of a peaceful, silly
loon world set me athrili; and there
was a time when an unseen pine
squirrel scampering in the noisv,
dry leaves, would cause me to jurrip
sidewise. like a startled child. But
the first year of that life was the
worst. Eventually I became so cal-
loused that I would hail.with pleasure
a nocturnal visit from any four-footed

aboriginal from a bear to a porcnnine.
On one occasion, while lost one dark,
cloudy night in the wiide.ness with-
out rifie, grub or other visible means
of support, I entertained and was in
turn entertained by a large toad for
over an hour. This well meaning
fellow first attracted my attention
by hopping now occasionallv, now
semi-occasionally on the drv leaves
in the opaque gloom behind the big
birch tree at the foot of which I was
seated, facing a tiny fire. .\t first

I thought it was an unusually large
bear or some gigantic moose, bent
on mischief I confess I was annoy-
ed. Finally the author of the mvster-
ious noises hopped into the firelight
and I was glad. I patted his back
and chucked his chin. He seemed to
like it and was loath to leave the
amazing spectacle of the fire. Even
after he began to depart into the
silent gloom, he would pause a long
time between jumps and twist his

short neck around for another good
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look at the fire. I gathered from
his behavior thai it was the first

fire that he had ever seen. I men-
tion the foregoing facts to illustrate

my feelings whenever I was alone in

the dark woods during mji apprentice-
ship at woodcraft.

My first experience with a lynx was
along these hnes: Accompanied by
another tenderfoot I hiked into a

dreary bog about six miles from the

Station of Nipigon, on the Canadian
Pacific. Forewarned by the lore of

many books on woodcraft, we had a

fairly superfluous outfit which we
blithely packed along on our backs.

Our shelter for the night consisted

of a seven by eight canvas fly which
we stretched over poles in the shape
of a lean-to.

Everything went along as well as

could be expected—we ruined the

embyro cream of tartar biscuits which
we attempted to bake in a shed baker;

the bacon was burned to a carbon-
like crispness and my fool companion
upset the coffee at the psychological

moment. Darkness found us draw-
ing straws to determine which of us

should cut more wood to encourage
the fire. We did not realize that it

took so much fuel to keep-a fire going
all night. About midnight, after

telling each other we would be hanged
if we'd ])rowl around in the dark after

more wood, we were startled by a

glimpse of a black bear or something
equally aj)palling in ttie gloom behind
the fire. That, in itself startled us,

but when a second later a lynx, about
thirty feel behind our shelter emitted
an unforgettable screech that upset
our entire nei^vous systems, we lost

control of ourselves. My poor com-
panion arose so violently Jiat he tore

the fly olT the poles. I too, felt hor-

ribly alarmed by the sudden, peculiar
coincidence, and groped futilely and
desperately under the prostrated tent
for a rifle, with which to protect my
rights, l-'ortimateiy I he lynx did
not scream again; nor did the blunder-
ing bear (or whatever it was) show
any furliicr evidence of his jircsence.

Even now, as I look back upon the

adventure, I tliink that a fuii throated
scream from an adult lynx at thai
distance would, on a dark night,

arouse me from the deepest reverie.

There are still some people in the
hinterland of the north who even yet
mistake the track of a lynx for that of

an "Injun Devil" or panther, in spite

of the fact that the panther has long
since left the countrv. The gen-
uine article, while' it resembles the
lynx track in shane and size, is easily

distinguished from the latter froni

the fact that the tracks are much
farther aoart. Lynx and snowshoe
rabbits have a habit of using the
same region as a habitat. Without
the white rabbit, life woild be but a
dreary existence for the lynx, as he
couldn't catch m'ce and nart ridges
enough in winter tc satisfy his craving
for game.

It must have taken the descendants^
of tne male and female Ivnx that
Noah is reported to have liberated
from the Ark a great mnv years to
have Donulated the imm^n^e forest

that stretcne^ from Nova S^olia to

Yukon Territory. The lynx that
you meet in the New B-mswick,,
looks, acts, h ints un 1 scream; exactly
like his relatives in far off \laska.
With man it i> diffsren'. T tried

hard to cond ict an intelli i^ii con-,

versatinn with two redskinned .\lask-

an bipeds belonging to my own genus,
(homo,) but I give it uo. f diresay
that if a New Rrunswick Ivnt met a
Yukon lynx the two wo il 1 under-,
stand each other a I once.

It requires . considerable practice

and tenacity of purpose to walk
up to a peeved Ivnx, and, arn"d with
a stick, assert your superior! Iv. The
first one I altempled to ki'l in this

way sprang at my throat and would
have done mc great bodilv injury if

he had not been diHain^-d hv i strong
steel trap atta.'hed to one of his hind
feet. The skin of this soecimen
measured just six feet from the tip of

the nose to the tip of the hind feet.

I daresay that if the trap '-hain had
snapped just then I would hive been
busy looking after my own interests.

Besides the haunting srcam al-

ready referred to, the Ivuk when at

bay has at his command a hollow,

guttural growl that reminds you of

the lions and tigers in a < ircus men-
agerie. Ilis large, fur-wehhed feet
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enable him to walk over light snow
without sinking more than three or
four inches. This enables him to

follow and catch the snowshoe rabbit
(Arctic hare) with great ease. He

is fond of creeping to the brink of a
ravine and watching the alders and
willows below for the first sign of a
rabbit. Haxlng located an unsus-
pecting bunny, he stealthily descends
to the creek bed, and before the rab-
bit is aware of it, he is no more. I

often anticipated the design of the
lynx by placing a picture \vire snare
on the ridge of a hog back descending
from the benchland to the creek bed.
By hanging a rabbit level with the
center of the twelve inch circle formed
by the snare, I found that the' snare
itself was rendered almost invisible,

as the Ij-nx's eyes, looking through
the loop, are centered on the rabbit.

I also found that a single strand of

braided picture wire was inadequate
to detain the average lynx long
enough to enable the trapper to come
and remove his pelt.

In one locality in British Columbia
the rabbits were so numerous during
the winter of 1916-17 that it was
unnecessary to carry bait. Incred-
ible as it may seem, I have often set

a trap fty a lynx in a likely looking
spot, and then confidently circled'

through the contiguous underbrush
and shot a rabbit to complete the set.

At one of these sets a large lynx
stepped into three traps, thinking,
evidently, that one trap would not
hold him. Of all the furbearers in

the north woods the lynx is the most
easily caught, provided the trapper
can figure out where to look for him
next. Unlike the fisher, that hunts
and travels on a definite orbit, the
circuit of which he completes once
in two weeks, the lynx hunts prom-
iscuously all over the region he in-

habits. For two or three days you
might see his large, catlike tracks
along the brushy flats of a riverbed
and you set many traps in the region
of his recent killings, only to find that
no fresh tracks are made in that
particular locality for-^veeks or mon-
ths. In the meantime the lynx has

been hunting the high, spruce covered

bench lands, and his e'ccentricities

of habit might even have taken him
high into the foothill country, miles
and miles away.

Though a lynx will never eat any
kind of bait unless it be alive, his

curiosity will lead him straight to a
hanging rabbit, a small strip of

crimson cloth, or even a piece of

rabbit skin suspended on a slender
twig several feet above the snow.
In hanging up a bait of this kind it

is well to select a delicate twig that
will sway to and fro in the slightest
breeze. Two or three traps, size

13^ or larger, placed indifferently

on top of the snow under the bait
wiir usually detain the lynx till you
come. Sometimes he will try to shun
your company when he sees you ap-
proach, but just as often he will do
his utmost to meet you half way.

I know of a case where a trapper in
British -Columbia set a lynx trap
during the first snowstorm of the
winter. Illness prevented him from
visiting the trap for two weeks, at
the end of which time he was amazed
to find that while there were no lynx
tracks leading up to the trap, he had
nevertheless, caught a large lynx.

No new snow had fallen during the
interval, and yet there was the
lynx, alive, vigorous, and apparently
none the worse for his two week's fast!

Thus far I have been unable to

convince myself that lynx and other
wild animals are sensitive to pain. If

I could be convinced of this I would
never set another trap. But I have
been in a position to study natural
history in the cruel, snowy wastes of

the Yukon country and nowhere does
nature's plan of the wild seem to
comprehend pity, in the human ac-
ceptation of the word. Many a
cold winter's night have I heard the
dying squeal of an innocent rabbit
just outside the cabin, and then I

would lay aside the volume of phil-

osophy I happened to be reading and
ponder over the apparent pitilessness

of wild life. Then I would tell

myself that the rabbit's squeal was
evoked not by pain, but by the love
of life. If I destroyed the life of a

lynx, I saved the lives of many rabbits
and ptarmigan. The same code ob-

tains everywhere in the primitive
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vn\d until man steps in and makes
things—worse. And yet there s

that divine thing—maternal pity,

even in the ferocious, blood-thirsty
lynx. I caught a cub lynx in a steel

trap within fifty yards of my cabin
and the very next day I found its

mother in the same trap. A great
wave of pit3' swept through me when
I realized what I had done. I would
gladly have restored the life of the
cub and liberated it with its mother.
But think! this same devoted mother
probably had and would without
compunction have killed the tender
offspring of a mother rabbit as devot-
ed as herself. There you have it,

the apparent wastefulness, yet per-
fect economy of Nature! The ap-
parent cruelty, yet divine, perfect
pity of Nature!

There is much chance connected
with Ihe successful trapping of lynx.

To ilhis.trate, I will take the reader
with me along my trap line and show
him the luck and details of a typical

day's work. The reader may rest

assured that what follows is a true
record of facts.

After listening attentively to my
alarm clock to make sure I am not
dreaming, I light a candle, arise and
insert myself into a pair of trousers,

two pairs of heavy woollen socks and
a pair of soft, Indian tanned moc-
casins. The thermometor just out-
side the door insists that the mercury
has paused at forty-five below. I

poke the ashes in the sheet iron Yukon
stove and find a few live coals, and
with a little dry spruce I soon have a

crackling fire. The green log walls
on the inside of the cabin except in

the corner where the little stove
fought .lack Frosl all night, are
covered half an inch deep with beau-
tiful frost-crystals which scintillate

in the candle light. I thaw some ice

with which to make coffee and boil

some onlmcul. I chop a chunk of

beiins iind pork out of a pot and
reduce it to a jjutty-like consistency
in my frying i)an. Breakfast over,

I put some trozen beans, three or four
petrified biscuit, a tin i)ail and a fry-

ing jian into my [)a(ksack, don my
drill parka, woollen mitts and snow-
shoes, and having made sure of

tobacco and matches I bestow a
lingering caress on the little stove
and hit the trail.

It is still dark, but the well beaten
snowshoe track leads straight up
the ravine, gouged to a depth of

two hundred feet, which forms the
bed of the creek. It is cold; before
rnushing a quarter of a mile I am rub-
bing my cheeks and snowshoeing on
the tips of my toes to encourage the
circulation of the heat giviu'^ ulood.
By the time I have traveled half a
mile I am quite comfortable. Dawn
is coming fast; I begin to distinguish
fresh lynx tracks in the snow beside
the trail.. Ah! here is one that has
taken my well beaten path, partly
out of curiosity, and partly because
the going is firmer. At the very
next turn of the creek he will find a
carefully set trap! Sure enough, he
has gone straight to it, and has step-
ped squarely on the trap in order to
pull down the piice of rabbit skin"!
had suspended on a slender willow
twig. I should have had him, but
alas! the wind of the preceding night
has tightly packed the fine, swirling
snow under and around the pan of

the trap and it cannot spring. I

note with satisfaction that the lynx
has resumed the snowshoe trail that
will lead him to my next trap up at

the next turn of the creek. But alas

again! Instead of sticking to my
trail, the fool lynx has swung off to

the right through a perfect tangle of

alders and stunted willows, just be-

fore he reached my next trap. The
trap is sheltered from the up-creek
wind by a small spruce, and if the

lynx had not swerved—but never
mind, there are many more traps
ahead.

I approach the next trap with
doubt and indilTerence and find a

"mink half eaten by an unscrupulous
owl. I begin to ask myself, what
next? It is now broad daylight, and
the trail cuts across a spruce covered
flat. Lord help us! what's this?

A wolverine track, and he, loo, has
taken my straight and narrow path!

If he follows it to the next trap and
gels a taste of a trai)p'(l animal
I might as weil pull up stakes for

pastures new. But no, he too, has
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left the trail, and I am relieved. At
the next trap I find that a lynx, see-

ing my waving bait from the rim of

the high bench land above came
straight down to my trap and after

stepping squarely on the wind-pack-
ed, frozen snow, tore down the strip

of rabbit skin and crimson cloth and
left it lying there on the snow. At
the next trap a pine squirrel has
preceded a lynx. • His body is frozen
as hard as a bone and the lynx did
not touch him.
Four miles from the cabin I come

to the mouth of a smaller creek that
comes from the lake. Here I have
chopped a hole through the ice to the
air space above the running water
and set a trap for a mink. And if

you will remove the snow and the
slab of ice with which I covered the
hole to prevent the frost from getting
in to the running water you might
find—sure enough! And a good sized

one, too. Put him in my pack; I

don't mind carrying him to the cabin
where I can attend to his pelt in

comfort.
Half a mile up the smaller ravine

of this little creek we came to a

large fallen coltonwood log. Early
in the winter several lynx used that
log as a bridge across the frozen
creek, and I set a snare for the next
one. Nothing doing here; and come
to think' of it the lynx haven't been
using the big log as a viaduct since
the anchor ice stopped running and
the creek became frozen over.

Let's build a fire and eat!

From the head of the lake we will

cross over to the next lake. Here,
in this level, spruce covered bench
land, we will at least be clear of
drifted snow, and judging from the
numerous fresh lynx tracks we en-
couiitered along the creek bed, we
ought to find at least one lynx in

one of the traps ahead.
Ju.st my luck! Only one lynx came

near a trap on the four miles of
benchland trail, and he would gladly
have put his foot in it, as the saying
goes, but a luckless moosebird saved
his life. Ah, well, it's all in the day's
work, and here we are back in the
cabin, just in time to cut some more
wood before dark.

Perhaps tomorrow, on the other
trap line, we shall have better luck.

TRAPPER'S BODY EATEN BY HIS DOG
L'i'NN Browne

Missing from his shack at North Indian

Lake, Manitoba, J. F. Egan, a trapper, was
lost in a blinrling blizzard and presumably

eaten by his husky dog when he became
overcome with exhaustion.

Jack Ford, his partner, found him twenty
five miles away from their shack with his

head completely ^eaten off by his dog, whose

body was near by. The dead man is a re-

turned soldier, from Ottawa.

Mr. Ford did a brave and manly deed when
he travelled on foot for eighteen days, half

starved and frost-bitten, to Piquitona and

notified the police.

CHICKADEES ON JANUARY COVER
February 9lh, 1920.

Editor ROD AND GUN —
Would you kindly tell me through ROD

AND G UN the name of the birds on the

cover design of your January issue. I have

seen this species of bird here for the first time

and noticed that it was very warmly feathered

and must have came from the far north.

A Subscriber.

Corinnc, Sask.

This little fellow is a chickadee—once heard

he is never forgotten. The name is derived

from his call "chicka-dee-dee-dee-dee-dee-

dee."

Editor.

LIKES THE MAGAZINE

Dear Sirs —
I herewith enclose a money order^for one

dollar and fifty cents for my next year's sub-

scription to Rod and Gun. I take a great

interest in. Along The Trap Line, Questions

and Answers, Mechanics and gun dope. I

wish your magazine every success as I think

it is the best on the continent.

Yours truly,

A. L. Glenn.

161 Jarvis St.,

Toronto, Ont.



F. V. Williams

Eider Ducks.

Eider ducks—The plumage of the drake is

principally pure while and glossy back, head

on the top. black, eyes sitting in this black,

slit on each side of lop of head in such a man-

ner that they can hardly be distinguished a

few yards distant. The back of head is sea

green, and a tint of green on cheeks, breast

slightly pinkish in color, back of neck and

head pure -white, bill yellowish, and yellow

feel, length from 22 to 24 inches or there-

about.

In the female the colours run from dark

brown, barred with black, or ochre brown, the

head and nock being marked with the same.

the top of head being a darker brown with

lighter patches streaked with the dark on the

cheeks. Their breeding ground and range is

generally from Ungava, the southern part of

Newfoundland, lo the coast of Maine and on

Hudson Hay. In winter it is found us far

south as the roast of Massarhiisctts.

This fowl—called the American Eider

—

to distinguish it from its near relative the

European species, the Northern Eider, is a

splendid duck of some four or five pounds in

weight. The writer has seen rafts of four or

five hundred of these ducks feeding in the

waters of the Bay of Fundy, and they oc-

casionally nested there in season on the out-

lying islands. It is a great pity that this

duck is not given a better chance, it has been

shot early and late and being a goodly sized

mark it readily falls victim to the longshore

gunners heavy fowling pieces. Why not give

our waterfowl along the seaboard a bit of

protection? These and others of the sea-

going ducks are a hardy race and with a little

assistance from the sportsmen would stay

with us indefinitely. Coastguardsmcn, light-

housp keepers and assistants would be in an

admirable position to help such matters if

they were given authority, do you not think

so Mr. .Sportsman? Let's hear from you.

TO Ihc Wc-sl lit llic ii.Mhl sUilioii

the water dropix'd away clown
lo twenty falliorii.s in depth at

a distanec of jx^rlians fifty yards
from hii^h water mark, on I lie IuksI

side it wa.s dilTerent as East is from
West. At low water there was a

(|iiail('r Miile of lirown and dark red,

and dull oehrc coloured rock—weed
covered rocks that shoved their tops

above water for about an hour while
the tide was at low water slack, after

which time they gradually disappear-
ed as the tide turned flood once more.
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The tide rises from away out in the
Atlantic and comes swelling in be-
tween the New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia shores. In six hours all the tide

water rocks have disappeared be-
neath the salty depths of it and on
this particular day in April the wind
from the South West is driving a
mighty sea before it. The curling,

swelling waves reach the shallow
water over the rocks to the East of

the Station, the rushing breakers curl

at the crest and with a mighty roar
the whole top crashes forward spilling

the tons of wave crest water in a
foaming mass down the side of the
rushing wave. One following another
they come, till there is a white foam
patch a half a mile square where the
sea breaks over the sunken ledges.

The watchers on the light Station,
the keeper and his assistants, are
practically prisoners from the outside
world in weather like this—the sea
is so rough about the acre of rock
that comprises the foundation for

the lighthouse that there is not the
ghost of a show for a boat to land
there, nor is there any chance for
those on the station to get away in

their own craft even should the sta-

tion be on fire. They would have to
stay and go up in smoke along with
their Station as far as escape by
water is concerned, but on days like

this stormy one of which we speak,
there is at times grand opportunities
to study the sea fowl through the
long telescope at comparatively short
range, one could study the 'expres-
sion' almost, so close did the power-
ful telescope bring them when they
were feeding over the nearby ledges.

The assistant keeper out taking a
'constitutional' up and down the
station platform sees the long line

of heavy bodied fowl come sweeping
in over the old bay's stormed tossed
waves. They are not flying high
for from the top of the highest wave
a thirty foot pole would have reached
the highest one, they sweep swiftly

in towards the Southern point of

the "Rock" and drop smoothly down
till they strike the water with their

brown and white bodies like so many
splashing shots from an immense
gun. A pretty spectacle" after they

have settled down as they rise over
the swinging billows. They are off

shore so far just now that there is

verjr little white to the water and
the white backs of the big drakes
with their solid black under parts as

they rise over the waves look exag-
geratingly large even to the naked
eye at this distance, the brown sober

colours of the females showing plain-

ly, but not so conspicuously as their

mates.

For perhaps ten minutes the flock

drift apparently without a purpose,
occasionaly a duck would rise on its

feet in the water and flap its wings
vigorously, either for exercise or to

throw off a bit of the spray from the
waves that had disturbed their plum-
age, and just as you begin to wonder
if they are going to drift so far off

shore that you will lose sight of them
entirely you notice they begin to

form up in position for swimming and
one of the old white drakes who has
a lead of fifty feet is heading directly

for the southern point of the rock.

As he draws away from the flock,

they fall in behind his lead and in

an incredibly short time they are

just outside the tumbling surf off the
point. You see the big leader's

back hump up and he slightly raises

his wings and then through the tel-

escope the watching assistant can see

the beady black eye in the black cap
on the drake's head turn slightly as if

taking one last look at his surround-
ings and then 'plop' he's gone, dived
straight under that sea that just broke
in front of him, the flock, swimming
along behind, dive at various distances
from the surf as they come swimming
in and a few minutes later you see

them corne bobbing up here, there,

and everywhere.

A drake, evidently the one that

dived outside the breakers, comes up
directly in their foamy wake. Head
down he is wrestling with some sort

of shell fish, turning it round and
round, and over and over with his

yellow bill in an endeavoi-^to get it

into position for swallowing . As the

watcher with the telescope notes the

next approaching wave it seems al-

most as if the big fowl was inviting

disaster as he apparently pays not
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\ hunih of si-;i ducks aiul a couple of scooters feeding over the sunken IcdKcs"

Ihc slif^liti'sl iiltcntion lo il so l)iisy

is he. Willi liis cmIcIi of slioll-fish

lliiil he, has hroiitjlit up from llic l)ol-

toni. Tlic. cicsl of Ihc oncomiiii^

wave breaks into a snowy feather

al short inlervais ai(in.t< liie lop,

nnotlicr second and llie spots of foam
join into a lony white crest and the
crest falls forward into a mass of

CumhIinH water, the drake has dis-
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appeared, but as the wave rushes for-

ward the big black and white fellow

pops to the surface and tips his head
back and with a few gulps the shell-

fish has disappeared down his throat.

He daintily rinses his bill in the water
with a few quick jerks_of his head and
dives again.

At the left where the water is a
bit smoother one of the ducks has
come to the surface with a sea-egg.

A sea-egg for the benefit of those who
have never seen one is a shell fish that
clings to the rocky bottom of the
sea in beds and patches of a few
feet to areas of perhaps a mile or more
in extent, these shell-fish are readily
detached from their fastening on the
bottom, they have no means of swift

flight, and they are not the shape of

an egg, but they have a flat round
hollow shell containing animal sub-
stance and covered with spines. On
the smaller shells of say an inch or
so across, the spines would probably
be from a quarter to a half an inch
in length, ^yhile the larger eggs, the
three or four inch size, would have
spines of from half to three quarters
of an inch long. If we remember
rightlj', the spines' quills can be point-
ed at will by the living owner inside
in almost any direction from nearly
flat with the shell to a bellicose ver-
tical position. It would be interest-

ing if one could see this done as they
come down from the surface and tear
these protected shells from their

fastening on the bottom but the deft-

ness with which they accomplish
this feat can only be guessed at, being
an underwater stunt, but you can
see the performance on the surface.
To look at a sea-egg and imagine
swallowing one ever so small would
seem like swallowing a pin cushion,
but the sea ducks do it ver>' success-

fully many times'a' day. Watch
this old duck, sitting low in the water,
her neck outstretched in front of her,

she rolls the sea-egg over and over in

her bill, breaking and twisting the
spines from their fastenings and after

a few moments of this she tips her
head back and proceeds to swallow
the sea-egg whole.
You can trace its progress down the

neck towards its final resting place,

by tht. lump on her neck even at this

distance; slowly it slips down, and
in a few minutes has passed beneath
the heavier thicker plumage on her
breast; it's sure an interesting sight,

this feeding amongst the breakers,

and it lasts for perhaps a half hour or

more. Then with crops full and
plumage that needs preening and
adjusting from their strenuous efforts

at diving and sporting amongst the
breaking surf, they swing off shore
outside the breakers, preening their

feathers and "fixing up" as they go,

they drift off shore for perhaps a

mile and rest and then swim back and
repeat the performance and this

continues all day unless the wind
should shift causing a change in the

surfs breaking that would cause them
to change their feeding ground.
And at sunrise the next morning

the assistant keeper as he put out
the light in the tower and hung the
linen curtains to protect the big lens,

saw a bunch of sea ducks and a couple
of 'scooters' feeding over the sunken
ledges. The sea was moderating and
the wind had shifted to the North
West a land breeze, and that meant
smooth water and a chance at those
ducks when they came back off the
point to feed and we will leave him
loading a nimiber of brass shells on
the Idtchen table, for sea ducks are

good eating.



The 1919 Tournament of the Nova Scotia

Guides' Association

Albert J. Burns

THE Annual Tournament of the Nova
Scotia Guides' Association, which of

recent years has become a fixed attrac-

tion for Yarmouth, N.S., was held at Lakeside

Park, August 28 and 29th. The Park makes
an ideal spot for the sports and the large

number of tents pitched on the grounds, to-

ItiTiiiiitJ CuiiinilntiN. I'firt Joll

I'ual President, N. S. Gulden' Assoclailon

gclhcr with the booths, flags and bunting add

to its allraclivencss.

The iiUcndanre both days was large and

the keen coinpclilioa and fair play which

marked every event together with the good

fellowship, which exists among the guides,

woodsmen and sportsmen who made up the

majority of those present made the meet one

long to be remembered.

The weather was ideal both days and

shooting, llycnsling and water sports etc., were

all cxce|>lioiially good.

One of the most interesting features was
the baseball games between All Yarmouth and
Shelburne teams. The first game was at the

Park in the afternoon when Shelburne won

J. Walker Andrews, U. M. C. Representative
A good booster for the Guides' Association v^

by a score of 17 to 1. The second was on the

Y. A. A. grounds on William street and was

attended by a large number of baseball fans.

The latter was an excellent match and fast

liail was played throughout, the score being:

Yarmouth — 5. Shelburne — 4.

Much interest in the 50-bird, five men,

Imp shooting event between teams from

the Yarmouth Gun Club and a team from

the St. John Club, when the former won
by smashing eighteen of those clay doves

over the totaV score made by the visitors.

This event took place on Thursday after-

noon and immediately after its conclusion

arrangements were made for a return match

lor Friday, but owing to the great length

(if the programme and the unsatisfactory

"Tlltlnft" al I.aki'sidf i'ark. Yarmouth

working of the trap, it could not be accom-

plished. This was much regretted by both

teams and it is hoped by all concerned that

another shoot can be arranged, possibly be-

fore the next annual meeting of the guides.

Provided, however, that cannot be done,
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both clubs already have under consideration

plans for next season's tournament, and the

St. John club will find a hearty welcome await-

Walking the greasy pole

iog them from the Yarmouth Club at any
time they see fit to visit the town.

St. John.
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similarly. Shooting the Remington high SherilT H. A. P. Smith of Digby, N.S. also

power slide action rifle, four eggs thrown at the did some fancy rifle and shot gun shooting

same time were broken in midair. which was well worth seeing.

Prize List. RIFLE SHOOTING. Winners.
1. Remington Rifle donated by Remington U.M.C. Co Thos. Langthorne.
2. Stove "

Burrell Johnson Iron Co John McEwan.
3. Gillette Safety Razor "

Gillette Razor Co. Jeff. McKay.
4. Shoes "

Porter & Robbins Lloyd Smith.
5. Insurance Policy

" H.K.Lewis James White.
6. Box Cigars " L.J.Roy, Jr Ernest Smith.
7. Pair Suspenders " Can. Suspender Co Lester Peters.
8. Pair Suspenders " Can. Suspender Co Jas. Bower.
9. Pipe

"
A. Comeau Harold Crowell.

10. Pipe " Chas. Middlemas Austin Jones.
n. Shirt

"
Starr Bros... Chas. Doucette.

12. Sweater "
Louis Shapira Ed. Skinner.

13-14. Goods Value $2.50
" Kaplan Stein & Co H.A.P. Smith, W. Smith.

15-16. Box 50 cigars
"

Jos. Pink L. V. Shaw, Jno. Gridley

.

TRAP SHOOTING.
1. S15.00Cash donated by K.E. Crosby, A. R. Richardson Geo. Meisner.
2. SlO.OOCash '" Dr. G.W.T. Parish Geo. Skinner.
3. Case Quaker Oats

" Fred Graham Chas. Christie.

4. Fountain Pen " E.J.Vickerv Brad. Smith.
5. 5 lb. Box Candy " T. P. DeWolfe & Son H. A. P.Smith.
6. Picture .

" R.K.Smith W. Crowell, Pt. LaTour. ..

7-8. Goods Value $2.50
"

R. F. Guest Ellison Gray, G.M.Goudey.
LOG CHOPPING.

1. SlO.OOCash donated by A.R.Richardson Jud. Gray.
2. S5.00Cash " John C. Corning Jas. Bower.
3. Box Cigars

" A.B.Eldridge Louis Peters.

SALMON FLY CASTING.
1. Clock donated by McLaughlin Jewelery Co Wni. Muise.
2. TroulLine "

J,. C. Gardner A Co., John Labrador.
3. Hunting Knife

"
T. J.Egan Steve Glodc.

TROUT FLY CASTING, ACCURACY.
1. Pair Canoe Paddles donatedby Chestnut Canoe Co Wm. Muise.
2. Pair Paddles

" Canadian Canoe Co .^..Jas. McLeod.
3. 1 doz. Shaving Soap

" Wampole Mfg. Co Gordon Roberts.

TROUT FLY CASTING, DISTANCE.
1. Case Canned Halibut donatedby S. F. Nickerson Gordon Roberts.
2. RubberBoots " W.D.Sweeney Sheriff Smith.
3. Pipe " J.B.Stoneman F.Graham.

CANOE RACE, DOUBLES.
1. $10.00 Cash ($4. to each man) Wm. Lovitt Steve Glode, Jno. Glode.

Jno. McEwan, L. Peters.

2. $5.00 Cash, ($2.50 to each) B. Cummings L. Lerfie, Sam Glode.
Jas. Bower, Bert Bower.

3. 2 doz. Minards Liniment Minards Liniment Co Jno. Francis J. Labrador.

CANOE RACE, SINGLES.
1. Box Boneless Fish donatedby Wm. (Bill) Smith JohnGlode.
2. Insurance Policy..

" W. A. Godfrey Louis Peters.

3. Pair Shoes
" Crosby ct Baker Wm. Muise.
CANOE TILTING.

1. $10.00 {$:,. each man) dontaed by A. R. Richardson Jno. McEwan, L. Peters.

2. Safely Razor and Thermos Bottle Gillette Safety Razor Go.
and L. C. Gardner Co Jas. Bower, Bert. Bower.'

LOG BURLING.
1. $10.00 Cash donatedby J. Otis Wardwell Bertram Bower.
2. $5. (X) Cash "

.I.Otis Wardwell : Jas. Bower.
3. .'J lb. Box Candy " Chas. E. Smith, Ksfj Louis Peters.
4. Box Tobacco " ImpcrialTobacco (.o Austin Jones.

MOOSE CALLING CONTEST.
1. Tent donatedby Cosmos Cotton Co N. A. Power.
2. I I;iir Barrel Fish

" JohnThompson John Labrador.
3. (iun " F.T.Burrill Sydney Gavel.
4. Pipe '• J.A.Craig Jeff. \IcKay.
5. BoxCigars " RogersBros Abncr l-^orbes.

STORYTELLING
For the best story told, a special prize of a Sweater Coal was donated by W. N. Allen,

I^ouis Luxic.
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The annual business meeting of the Associa-

tion was held Thursday evening 28th. in the

Guides Headquarters at Lakeside Park and

much business of importance to the guides in

furthering the work of the organization was

dealt witk.

Officers were elected as follows:—

•

President—Fred A. Graham, Halifax.

Vice-Pres.—Sheriff Smith, Digby.

Sec.-Treas.—G. Harry Allen, Yarmouth.

The Game Laws came up for considerable

discussion and many expressions of opinion

were give» as to the be^t ways and means of

protecting and preserving the game of Nova
Scotia, particularly the moose. It was the

unanimous opinion of those present that the

sale of the meat should be prohibited.

Mr. Knight the Chief Game Commissioner

was present and spoke on the subject, giving

much valuable information.

J. Walker Andrews of St. John, who is

heartily in sympathy with any movement to-

wards the protection of game, gave an inter-

esting address concerning the moose laws of

New Brunswick and urged the members of

the Association and all others to vote against

the sale of moose meat.

It was also urged that a resident big game
-license of $2.00 be put in force.

"BiUy" HIU In action— be certainly shows spe«d

Other speakers were James White, Col.

Burril, Bernard Cummings the retiring Presi-

dent, Roy S. Kelley the retiring Sec.-Treas.,

H. A. P. Smith, and others.

The 1920 meet will be held July 28 and 29th.

and when you come to know the men who are

back of it you can quite readily see that it

cannot be other than a grand success and an

event well worth going to see.

Pop's Advice to His Son

My dear boy:

—

Pleased to hear that my rifle reached you
all right. About the tracks of the deer that

you saw eight feet apart. That was either a

young fawn, or a deer just strolling along.

When they see you and are frightened you

will notice that their jumps are twenty feet or

more, apart. And about following them,

well I guess that is the proper thing to do.

Go after him by all means, I have got many
that wayf but you have got to have an hour

or two to spare, and some pep. You follow

the tracks for a few hundred yards, and you
will see that the jumps are getting shorter

and shorter. When he is on the jump you

can make good time yourself, but when they

get down to three feet, then the hunting

begins, you will have to watch every step

carefully, and always look ahead and see what

direction he is taking, look both sides as he

is liable to double, and perhaps be standing

still on one side looking at you. In any
event he will make for some high mound, and
stop and watch you coming, and not be a

little bit afraid. Sometimes they will stand

a long time, and only start off on the jump
when you are almost on top of him, es-

pecially when the breeding -season is on.

What you will probably do, is to swear a

little, and then start all over again. He will

not go far before he gives you another chance,

and if you keep this up, (sometimes all day,)

you will get a shot at your deer. Always
keep a sharp lookout for others at the same
time. It's great sport, and the man who can

appreciate it, is in luck.

Another point Son. Never forget your

compass, take lots of matches, a good knife,

and some salt. You may have to sit up all

night and keep a fire going and a little salt

helps out if you have nothing but a badly

cooked partridge to eat. Now get busy, as I

am going on a trip very soon, and may show

you something. Good luck.

Pop.^
PROUD OF "ROD AND GUN"

Editor, Rod and Gun In Canada.

In sending my annual subscription to Rod
and Gun, I wish to tell you that I have for

many years greatly enjoyed and appreciated

your good magazine, having been a subscriber

and reader almost from the time of its first

publication. We Canadian sportsmen may
well be proud of it.

Yours truly.

H. Kowler.

Clinton, Feb. 4. 1920.
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Forms and Properties of Mushrooms
T. Ware

AMANITA VIROSA (deadly poison)

This plant was rollcclcd by R. Wickcns, who hroiif^lit it to me, from a woods about two
milch north of I'jiris, Unl.

It very closely resembles {A. vcrna) the chief dilTercncc is in the veil The veil is very

delicitc and as the pilcus expands, it is torn into shreds and portions of it clin^; to the margin
of the cap.

The stem is scaly and some slate that the pilcus remains bell shaped and docs not become
convex as in (A. phalloides) and (-4 . lerna), but I have found spcrimcns that I'should pronounce

ronvcx.



Bass Fishing Under Various Conditions

Robert Page Lincoln

In Two Parts—Part I.

TIII'-HE is a fascination al)out bass fishing

that is surely almost as fascinating, if

not as fascinating, as trout fishing.

Indeed there are many anglers who would
rather fish for bass than for trout, and such

anglers too have generously tried out both

fonns of fishing so their opinion should not be
taken as partial. Personally I think a great

deal about l)ass fishing. I was born in a

region blessed with some ten thousand lakes

within its boideis (I refer to Minnesota);

some of my earliest recollections (the very

earliest, I may say) have to do with the

taking of the black bass. The blacj< bass has

certainly been the central figure in my life as

an angler, and while I have ne\ er made an
attempt to gather in unduly great catches of

this desirable sporting fish, still I have made
niic captures; some of them reaching close to

record size; but at all times I have been
content with my five or six specimens and
have stopped at that, even though the oppor-

tunity has so often availed itselt to make the

limit in so many hours. The joy of fishing

lies not in accumulating an over-large catch

so much as in the joy one obtains in the cor-

rect use of good tackle, and the amount of

science one can apply to the art; for instance

in the contri\ing of a capture or so under
untoward conditions. The one enjoyable

and attractive thing about bass fishing is

that we of the northern region have it prac-

tically at our door-step. Lakes throughout

the north are found in abundance and most
of them are inhabited, if not by one of the

species, then the other of the two basses, the

large-mouth and the small-mouth. (|Where
the trout are sensitive to the on-coming ol

civilization and have a hard time to holdjtheir

own against man, the bass, (being more or

less a lake fish), seem to thrive and are

generally found in large numbers. They
speedily adapt themselves to conditions, and
are not adverse to taking up life in rather

wann water, though in warm water they have
not the vim and fight in them found in the

same specimen taken out of cold water.

I was rather taken by surprise to sec an
article (in the Fishing Gazette, of London, I

believe) in which a writer gave his opinion

of the Ijlack bass from the Englishman's

viewpoint. The gentleman in question was
an angler ot fame and knowledge of the gentle

craft and one would believe him impartial,

eager to give the black bass a good word.
(I am sorry. I have hunted high and low for

the re-print of the article as it appeared on
some of the back pages of the American
Anoler Magazine of New York City,^in one
of the 1919 issues. I cannot, therefore quote
as I would like.) At least the article went
on to appraise the black bass of Ontario and
after the gentleman in question had gotten

through black-listing the bass, he left the ini-
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pression that the bass was about as gamey as

a somnolent sucker and could be dragged up
to the boat and unhooked much as one would

a drift of unresisting weeds. Also the writer

went on to state the bass 0/ Onlarin (and all

bass for that matter) were filled with worms
and were therefore quite unfit for food. There

was nothing attractive about the fish, we
were told, and all th.it had been written about

it was so mucti slush emanating in the brains

of men who did not know one fish from

another. As a game fish, this writer averred,

the black bass was a joke and should be given

its proper place. There was no use wasting

any further time writing about the fish;

—

only the fish of England it was hinted were
worthy of atte;»tion.

I have just wondered what the fishermen

of the North and of North America in general

think of this arraignment. Compared with

the sluggi* brown trout of the English

streams, the black bass takes a place so far in

the lead that there is no comparison. I had a

letter a year ago from an over-seas soldier

from Winnipeg, who, while convalescing, was
taken for a boat-ride up the Thames River in

company with his fellows. He spoke of the

fishermen extracting two and three inch fish

from the stream and delighting in it. At the

lime I received this letter I did not care to

print it as our brothers, the anglers of Eng-
land, would not like it. However, I mention
it now since our own fish have thus been
spoken so partially of, and in such narrow
fashion. Probably the leather-lipped tench

and bream of the English streams may now
take on a "sporting" aspect since the black

bass has been given "minor mention" in the

category arranged by the mighty. The
mud-minnows and chubs that are so eagerly

sought in Euglisii waters are probably, for

all we know, possessed of a vim and pug-

naciousness equalled only by our ovra Salino

salar or fonlinalis in his own clement. But
then we must remember what Walton said

about the ICnglish chub, that it was "much
objected against, not only for being full of

small bones, dispersed all through the body,

but worse than that, because lie is watcrish,

and the (Icsh of him is not firm, but short

and tasteless."

Hut gamey luigli.sh chubs and mud-
miimows to the contrary, we of the North do
not need to be told ;inytliing about the bass

for we know that it is not only a gaiucy fish,

but truly, as I lensliall lias said, it is "Inch for

inch the gamiest fish that swims." To which

all bail casters as one shout, "AmenI"

(Chubs and mud-minnows to the contrary).

The brown trout makes an e,xcellent game
trout (' placed in our wild streams, under
suitable wild conditions, but the sausage-fed

brown trout (familiarly known as the German
Brown Trout) has too much of the "Made In

Germany" aroma about it to interest the red-

blooded anglers of the North who in the bays,

lakes, rivers and smaller streams not only

catch the basses on the bait, but also by the

small spinnei and fly, and on the fly as it is

used alone, thus forever placing it in a class

with the game fishes of the world. I am sure

that any of the Northern bass-fishers who
read this will gladly arrange to take out upon
our waters any English fishing critic that

may be selected and give him the best day's

sport he has ever known, likewise introduce

him to the BASS (with caps please!), which
is, "Inch for inch the gamiest fish that swims,"

thus answering the question once for all.

Personally I can take this critic to some small

mouth bass waters where he will need all his

wits and faculties on the alert to cope with

the bronzen warriors.

There are conditions in which a fish cannot

put up a good fight and that is when it is

taken on an artificial minnow with a very

large number of hooks on it. The bass

seizing this bristling afl'air is puncturgd

throughout the whole mouth and cannot turn

one way or the other, but must come in as

stiff as a log. Perhaps our English critic

caught his bass on such an affair. Given a

small lure with a suitable single hook, so that

it can have all the "elbow room" that it needs

the bass will surely give you an idea of what
he is capable. Taken on light tackle he is all

the more able to fascinate and win you over

to his side.

The bass not only leaps high and dry out

of the water one time but as oltcn as three and

four times. If they are able to gel ahead of

you by gaining a slack to the line they are

often as not able to shake out the hook. .\

recent writer has slated that:

"Many anglers have been thrilled at the

sight of a black bass vaulting skyward, but

how many of them have ever paused to analyze

the cause of the spectacular display. How
many times have you lead that the bass

shook his head in an elTort to escape the

prodding hook? Hut Iocs he? Decidedly

not! The bass does not iiave a flexible neck,

and therefore tlie best that it can do is to

lliiow its body from side to side. All animals

will shake their head vigorously to eject a

bone or other substance lodged in the mouth.
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and the bass attempts to do the same thing

when the hook jabs him. But the fish cannot

shake his body with sufficient Nigor in the

water so he depaits from his native element

that he may make a better job of it. With

a few exceptions only surface-feeding fishes

leap into the air when hooked; these fish feed

on the bottom invariably bore downward in

their efforts to free themselves."

I do not see in this excerpt where this writer

"analyzes" anything. We are told«that the

bass has not a "flexible neck" which we agree

to but we disagree when the writer says that

the bass does not shake its head to free the

hook. In bass fishing it is a common sight

to see a bass leap out of the water so far that

the tail does not touch the surface. \Miat the

bass does do he shakes his entire body, from

the tip oi his nose to the end of the tail, at the

same time distending his gills so that the head

appears to be twice as large as it really

is. True, the "shaking process" is not appli-

cable to the head alone, but when the whole

body is given the wrenching tremble it is

easily noticeable that the head responds with

alacrity. Many bass, however, do not leap

out of water, but the surprise at finding the

deadly hook holding them impells most of

them up into the air above the water. Of the

hundreds of fishing articles having to do with

Canadian bass fishing that I have read (and

particularly bass fishing as applied in the

Province of Ontario) ver>- few of them say

anything but the best about the bass as a

fighter. The latest bass fishing sketch I

edited, (one having to do with fishing in

Ontario) reads in one paragraph:

"They (the bass) are valiant fighters,

every single last one of them, and when you
think you have them tired out and you are

tr^'ing to bring them around to the net they

will bore to the bottom and sulk, followed by
another deep plunge. They all break water

and jump into the air four or five times before

they are landed."

"Every fish," writes a western angler, "has

its own peculiar and characteristic manner of

taking the bait, and experienced anglers

consider the teeth of the fish a good guide to

the nature of the food they are feasting on.

The cunner, for instance, is an accomplished

bait-stealer and as their sharp incisor-teeth

are used to pinch off barnacles from their

attachment to rocks, so are their teeth used to

nip the clam, crab and crawfish bait from the

angler's hook. A trout will tak^ the lly with

a sharp snap without investigating its nature

and the black bass will do precisely the same

thing. This explains why plugs and other

artificial lures are so successful."

True, fontinalis has no teeth and it is fitted

to the taking of insect fare, but there is no

gainsaying the fact that the brook trout does

catch and devour minnows. In the case of

the bass it has no teeth, unless the rough rim

around the jaw of the bass (which feels like

sandpaper when you run your finger over it)

can be called teeth. And yet it seizes and

devours very much the same line of fare as

does the pike with its pronounced "fangs."

Therefore when this writer states that

"experienced anglers consider the teeth of the

fish a good guide to the nature of the food

they are feasting on," it may be said that it

does not apply in all cases, though probably

in a few. Also, conditions do not prove that

a trout will always "take the fly with a sharp

snap without investigating its nature," for

if this were true then any color of fly, in any
shape or hue, would do as well, the trout taking

it without the least examination. However,

the fact that men have to employ aU the wile

and cunning known to the art to contrive

captures, using flies copied almost accurately

from the living insect goes to disprove the

notion this writer has advanced. And while

it is true that some bass are easily fooled and

strike readily on even the clumsiest artificial

minnow, this does not always hold true. In

lakes that have been fished over for years the

bass have become acquainted with the deadly

nature of these contrivances and therefore

keep well enough away from theni. 1 have

no doubt that in time the bass, through long

contact with the presence of man wifl become

as hard to circumvent as the trouts them-

selves—the reason of this being very simply

the impelling instinct in all creatures directing

them to watch out for themselves in the name
of self-preservation, the first law of Nature.

I know lakes now where such a condition is

found. The bass were there all righi but to

get them was the rub. During the day hours

they would treat the vaiious lures olTored

them with the utmost contempt. But when
the dusk fell, so disappeared their cunning for

they fell more or less easy prey to the phos-

phorescent lures. These glowing baits were

cast in all the likely places, up along the shore

and some mighty big bass were gathered in.

The point contained in this assertion is one

that should not be lost track of because it is

applicable to the same conditions to be found

in other regions.

The man who evolved the glowing lure

"hit upon" an idea that was valuable to say
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the very least. Before I ever got to use the

glowing bait I was strangely aware of the fact

that the bass would seize the live bait as late

as nine o'clock of a summer night. Then
arrived the moonlight baits and they were

used with deadly effect. This discarded once

and for all a lot of notions we had in regard to

bass fishing. We had conceived the idea that

when the daik settled on the land, the fish,

like ourselves could see little or next to nothing.

Not so. Apparently the shades of night

were not drawn over their eyes for the)

continued to feed way up to twelve o'clock.

This is especially true in the month of June

when the coming of night sends the insects to

water, which the fish rise to seize. Who has

not heard the big ones rising with crashing

plunges way up to ten and eleven o'clock.

We had thought for a long time, that, while

the bass see at night, their sight was only

moderately fixed to note objects either

prominent or of a more or less light color;

or an insect, say, that betrayed his presence

on the water by his struggles, or the minnows
that betrayed their presence by swimming
about. And in the case of the moonlight

baits of course these were noted by their

glow. However, I had a letter from a well-

known angler who stated that rinii all-while

arlijicial minnow, if cast in the night waters

would attract the bass. I doubted this; but

upon trying them ouj they made catches as

speedily if not more speedily than the glowing

lures.

The knowledge that bass feed up to twelve

o'clock midnight dispels many ideas, as I

have said, that we entertained in regard to

bass fishing. As is generally known the bass

is a glutton and when he does feed he fills up
to the brim, one can truly say. It is natural

to believe that the coming morning will find

him more or less inactive, and that accounts,

often as not, for the poor success bait casters

have in many morning fishing trips over the

waters. The answer is that the bass were
feeding full the night before, and were lying

still through the morning. All fish feed to

repletion <luring the early summer, and as

the wanner weather comes on a gieal deal of

this feeding is done during the night. It

behooves one therefore to fish at least from
the I'uniing of dusk to nine or ten o'clock.

Like the human race the fish have no joy for

too much sunshine, and hide in. the weeds

and under the pads. It is a foolish idea that

they feel the heal, and that is the reason they

do not venture out. 'I'he reason is that tlii'

glaring sunsliinc incapacitates their vision, if

not fully, then to a measureable degree.

Furthermore the minnow schools they are

after are not moving around; and insect life,

too, is in ccvcr. But with the coming of the

summer dusk, just like the human rac« ail

creatuies come forth on their various duties,

seeking food, or pleasure. The minnow
schools (that the bass feed upon) are then

swimming along the shores, or are found in

the outlets to lakes, or around the inlets.

The insects, too, leave their tree shelters and,

taking wing fall upon the lake surface and

are snapped up by the fish.

It is in the early evening, at dusk, that the

minnow fisher is in his element. The minnow
fisher fishes foi bass with a rod of about eight

feet in length in his possession. The majority

of these minnow rods are made of steel and
fill the bill to perfection. They are like a bait

casting rod only they have a length to them
that assures the fisherman some of the casting

possible with a fly-rod, though the minnow is

cast with the under-hand cast the same as

is done with the shorter casting rod. These

long rods work very nicely in the hand and

some agreeable casts can be made with them
using light lures, but they are of little use in

casting the heavy lures—for instance the

heavy artificial minnows, which, of course

are meant to be cast only with the regulation

five and one half fool casting rod. Therefore,

if you buy a minnow casting rod of eight leet

remember that it is of little use in casting

large baits. At that, no bass fishemian's

outfit is quite complete without a long minnow
rod and a shorter bait casting rod: the for-

mer eight or eiglit and one half feet in length,

the latter the regulation five and one half

feet, which is ideal for the heavier lures as I

have stated. These can be obtained in steel

material. There are reliable firms adver-

tising in this magazine that will supply your

demands down to the finest detail.

Now in the case of the minnow rod: it

should be remembered that actual minnows

arc cast with it; these minnows being two,

three inches in length. Ordinarily in casting

the minm)W a double hook is used in the

niunui-r sliown in the illustration. These

douiile hooks can be puicli.'isi'd, but you can

readily make them yourself. A gUmpse at

the ilhistration, showing the minnow hooked

on shouhl at once exilain itself to you. A
bit of strong, but fine-calibered wire connects

the two hooks. 11 is laid on to tile shank of

the fine hook, and soldered on, if you like, or

by the use of waxed silk thread it can be

wrapped on .secuiely,.making a very neat job.
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The end of the wire is now laid to the other

hook and soldered or silk-wrapped to that

like the first one, only while the barb of the

first hook points up, the back hook barb
bends down. Of course you can make these

in two sizes: one to fit the three inch minnow
and another, with smaller hooks to fit the

two inch minnow. The idea of having to

have a back hook is that the bass docs not

always strike so as to catch in the first hook.

Rut with the two hooks used as shown no
trouble is had.

In another illustration is shown how the

minnow is hooked on when still fishing with
this same minnow casting rod, for, by the

way, this rod makes an elegant one for use

when stdl fishing off of the sand-bars.

Indeed it is a rod for this purpose that is

quite beyond compare. It has that ex-

cettent give of tip; that resiliency of the fly-

rod that works in so well in a rod for this

purpose. However, in the case of still fishing

with this rod the minaow- must be alive, and
in this case but one hook is needed and it is

inserted just back of the dorsal fin as shown
in the illustration, care being taken however,

that the spine is not touched for this soon kills

the minnow. But in the case of minnow to

be used for casting with this rod, as used with
the double-hooks as shown in the illustration,

it need not be alive; in fact there would be no
necessity of it so being, in that it is cast and
trolled in the water, this giving it a suitable

animation. In this respect, dead minnows
can be used effectively. One can bring a

supply of them along with him in a box. I

believe that most sporting goods establish-

ments handling (ishermen's paraphernalia

have "canned" minnows for sale. But, on
the other hand, you can prepare your own
minnows as well, without trouble. Simply
catch the minnows and permit them to die

in a scant portion of water. You now pre-

pare a mixture to "salt them down," which is

composed of half strong salt and half corn

meal. This is mixed dr>'. Now you make a

layer of this in the bottom of the box, say an
inch deep: next you lay your minnows (that

have died) upon this mixture. When the

bottom is filled cover them with another layer

an inch thick, then place down another layer

of minnows and so on till you reach the top.

In this manner you always have minnows
well preserved and ready for use at any time.

Work along the shores with your boat of a

summer evening casting your minnow lightly

here and there. It is possible so to cast it

because of the impelling vigor in the rod tip.

Of course no long casts can be made with the

minnow casting rod; in fact the rod is not

meant for long casting, and the short casts

well directed more than serve in doing their

duty. Where sandbars rise high in lakes, say

within ten feet of the surface, those places

are unexcelled as bass grounds, and here the

casting minnow rod is in its element. Also

one has ample use for it within the conser\'a-

tive areas afforded around the mouths of

stream outlets, etc. The evening is the

minnow caster's time. It is then that the

bass are coursing around, and by moving
aiound with care and caution some excellent

catches can be made.

If you have never used a minnow casting

rod of the length I have mentioned (eight to

eight and one half feet) then by all means
purchase one. The cost of such a steel rod is

vcr\- reasonable and it will givef you a world

of pleasure. As I have said, it fulfills its

mission in two respects: both as a minnow
caster and as a still fishing appliance, when
you let the line down deep, and wait for the

fish to strike.

^^:^^.
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The Canoe Trail

Robert Page Lincoln

The Canoeist

Let him who'd happy be upon some summer day,

On shadowed waters rest him—silently

Dip a fine paddle in unspoiled play,

And weave him dreams in places very free\

For bargained pleasures let him never know.

Or pampered marl be ever in his eye—
M'hile mirrored hopes forever by him flow,

Caught on God's looking-glass eternally;

While sun-washed roads lie cool before his

heart,

Let him in life share oj thai mellowed gold,

And all harmonious things—they shall impart,

A good religion never bought nor sold!

Press forward, then, in pure forgetfulness.

While beads of music glitter from thy blade,

For such as thou art, know not here of stress:

The happy prisoner of a cooling shade.

O festering ill. what powers have ye here.

Where the blue heaven acres roof one o'er;

Each day unrivalled and a spotless peer.

Love reaching out from very shore to shore-

Then one may cry, purged of all human shame:
"0 whispering leaves and waters habour me;

Where morning gilds the glory of thy name,
And the wind sounds the tenor of thefreel"

THE glide of the canoe underneath the

overhanging foliage, the dip of the

paddle and the tinkle as the bright drops

fall fiom the risen tip, bo the journeying

canoeist skims along, always enjoying sensa-

tions amid new scenes (he like ol which
cannot, truly, be appreciated under any other

'iiiulitions. \\ith the return of the summer
season to the land after a winter of dreaded
snows and cold gales, the very thought- of

again herding the call of the Wanderlust by
taking to thi' waters is an active incentive

that spurs one on to sublhne goals; scenes,

indeed that leave hardly anything more to

ask for. It is then in the spiingtimc of our

life, (coming anew every year), that we shed

gloom like a duck sheds water and we verit-

ably take wings, at least smh is the feeling

that comes stealing upon us. We are sur-

charged with an over-llow of vitality. We
seem to be thawing out. We feel as though

we are discarding an old sIm'II and pulling on a

glimmering linery in keeping with the pure

richness of the down-pouring sunlight. The

Who more would be as one with dear content.

Than one who here embraces solitude— .,

.Some brightened hue to every feeling lent,

Some brighter hour to ease the cold and rude:

Where a primeval stillness gathers 'round

Each thought and contemplation every hour.

Where breathing winds are memories of sound.

Where the great pines to azure^eaven lower;

I would not be where weary men delay.

Where all alone I watch the crowds pass bii

And all of wretched clamour fills the day,

^And the great night falls like a smothered cry]

happy knight offreedom and repose.

In places where no tampering evils reign.

In natural associations—ever close

To God, the Nature, there I'd flee from pain;

Where glowing embers mark the evening fire,

A beached canoe—the wall of gloom about.

To hear the loon, strumming the devil's lyre,

While far away the sunset lights go cut;

Or while full many eyes shall on one be.

And padded fool-falls sound half-noiseless

near.

What pipe shall make a temple of each tree,

A shrine to Life, a monument to cheer\

Robert Page Lincoln.

spirit, (which may have been at a low ebb
during the reign of the Ice King) craves to be

fed with experiences over-lopping and ex-

ceeding any other experiences one may "have

known in one's lifetime. It is this desire to

quest far-afield or astrcain that makes life

worth the living. There is always the looking

forward to those natural destinations that

sooth both the physical and the spiritual in

one.

The canoeist has for liis world what the

iiuin a-foot has for the open road. His is the

open way of the on-rushing stream. With the

coming of springtime there is a natural im-

pulse in one to take to the water; to lave Ihe

bi)d>- in it; one thiists for it. It becomes,

(under the witchery of the spring sun) a path

that leads (o the Great Unknown where

reposes the Ireasiiie of ultimate joy that one

has always sought, yet has never reached.

.\ canoe always reminds me of a curl-

cupped .-iiitumn leaf sailing on tlieglass-.smoolli

surface of a pond. It appears to ride the

water as though it were not lloating upon
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liquid but through atmosphere, casting, as it

floes a shadow olT to the side. So, too, with

the canoe as it rides the water, particularly

when that water is ripplelcss and niirrorlike.

A well made canoe is truly a thing of beauty

and a joy forever. Really, it is a thing of life;

sensitive, and certainly possessed of a poetic

temperament, for if there ever was any one

thing that man has devised for his pleasure

in the world of the out-of-doors it is the

canoe. Under the skilled hand plying the

paddle it will shoot forth straight as an arrow

for the destination desired, or a turn of the

paddle will slow it down so accurately,

(under the deft blade) that it will grate on
the shore sands without hardly a jar to the

inmate of the craft. It is sensitive—the bare

dip of the paddle in the water will cause it to

move for^vard. It is not in how violently you
force the water away from you with the

paddle as in how gently you turn the trick

that brings to you a sense of the wonderful

possibilities contained within this most
marvellous contrivance of travel. Under the

hand of the clumsy man, the amateur who
will not listen to the few rules that a man
must understand and master before he has

graduated into that noble school of water

voyagers, the canoe '^'ill balk like an army
mule. It rebels from the start. It is sen-

sitive as I have said. It knows when it is

carrying a past master of the paddle, and,

when such is the case it will do its level best

to give a first-rate exhibition of its capa-

bilities, but when the raw recruit takes his

seat in this living though inanimate thing he
is lucky if he does not tip and drown. Not that

this is said to discourage the beginner but
rather that the amateur professes eternally

to know it all; it all looks easy to him and he

must show- the world that he was not wrong
in believing as he did.

.\mong all water craft the canoe is thc

apple of one's eye, to borrow a worn-out
expression. The person who is eternally

expecting doom and disaster to happen at any
moment in one's day will flinch as one does

when shooting five drams of powder in the

family musket, when the canoe is mentioned

.

They will at once begin to tell of this young
man who went down to Davy Jones" locker,

never to come up alive, or this young man who
was caught in a storm and was never heard of

again;—and always the canoe comes drifting

in, its bottom glistening in the sunlight. And
ill this is true. Expert men at the paddle

ave lost their lives, and I presume thev .

ilways will, for there is that in one's nature

which will ever spur one on to reckless deeds

and to face hazardous conditions in the ele-

ments of which one may veritably fling his

soul away. But these instances must rather

be taken as the exception to the rule; and in

most cases where disaster has befallen the

luckless it has come through one of three

reasons; the man at the paddle may have

been an amateur and unskilled in the art of

water travel may have fallen foul of treacher-

ous conditions; he may haVe been caught

unawares on a lake when a storm descended

ere he could reach shore; and lastly he may
have been an expert man with the paddle

attemptitig to run some devilish rapids that

only the hair-brained would think to attempt.

But ordinarily few lose their lives in canoe

travel, and that hold^ good not only with the

finished canoe man but likewise with the

average man.

To venture out in stormy weather in a

canoe is to welcome destruction. One should

never be so far out on a large body of water

but that he can reach shore wthin a reason-

able time, and this is especially true where

there is evidence of a storm brewing. One
may confidently assure himself that there is

no danger when the sky glooms over, but the

man who reads Xature takes no chances and

noses the craft for home bays or coves. No
doubt nine tenths of the deaths through

drowning while out in canoes have come about

through amateurs failing to take warning

when a storm appears brewing; and most of

these accidents have occurred on lakes. X
storm may set in with a furious suddenness

against which puny man proves incapable;

against which onrush even the skilled man at

the paddle is taxed to his wits end.

About the resorts around civilization one

sees a great number of canoes with their gay
crowds; and often the use of this far-famed

craft in such places is not for the best. The
man of the wilderness is stung by a feeling of

unutterable contempt as he views these city-

dwellers making of the time-honored canoe a

sight that belittles it. It is as though it were

a stranger in a strange place. Like a wild

animal in captivity, held in check, taken out

for a flirtation on the waters and then brought

back and locked up and chained down on the

docks, till it is permitted again, on another

occasion to glide through the waters that is

its element. And, like the animal in cap-

tivity, so too is the canoe gazed upon, in fact

stared out of countenance by the occupants

of the city; fascinated, no doubt by the skillful

paddling on the part of the young men, for
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there are any number of canoe owners within

civilization wlio are past masters with the

blade; and who make up part of the army of

water voyagers who annually enter upon the

wild places for a pleasant sojourn in the true

home of the free.

In the north where the country is wild and

rugged, where the beaten roads of civilization

have not intruded there the canoe is in its

element. Waterways are there found in

repletion; lakes apparently without number.

In the mountain regions travel is done by
saddle-horse and pack-horse. In the valleys

and the flat lands of civilization it is train,

automobile, motor-cycle and wagon. But in

the wild and untrammeled northern legions

the canoe still holds out as the craft pre-

dominant, the untamed one, the reliable one.

the talked-of one. The motor-craft noses

well into the wild places, but it has its limit;

it cannot be carried around falls but must
hover within sight of the first ones on the

route, "chug" a few times and then back up in

dismay. But the canoe is light. It can

readily be transported. A round-about carrj'

and the canoe may be slipped into the water

again. So the lake and stream voyager

comes and goes without more disturbance

made than that caused by the very inhabi-

tants of the wild coming and going on their

various missions. .-Vnd, too, in the north the

canoe holds its value much as does the horse

or the diamond. But unlike the latter bauble

the canoe is a down-right necessity that

represents a necessary value every inch of its

length. With it the wilderness dweller can

often make his way over the wildest streams,

or he can force it up the smaller waterways
with hardly excessive labor. So long as there

are walenvays in the north the canoe will

an.swer a gigantic problem. Such has always

been the case. There may be a veritable

labyrinth of wild growth, almost impenetrable

in the country that banks a stream; and to

cut one's way through this jungle would

mean untold labor, sulVering and privation,

and unimaginable discomfort. But the man
with his belongings in his canoe laughs at this

as hour by hour he forges upstream or down-
stream as the < asc may be. The canoe, is,

happily the key lo a diflicult situation.

The birch bark canoe is the progenitor

of the canvas-covered cnnoe. That is to say

the canvas-covered canoe is the next in line

after the old-time craft made so famous by the

rt'dmcn; by substituting canvas for llu^ birch

bark a problem was happily settled for all

time. Tlie reason is that liglittiess witli a

canoe is the piime requisite. Whatever else

must be looked for in a canoe, it is certain that

lightness is one of the essentials that cannot

be put into the background. The reason be-

comes self-evident when one makes his way
over the portage trail. Five to eight pounds
additional weight makes all the difference in

the world, as any canoe-user will admit.

The wooden canoe (made of basswood) is

called the canoe of commerce and is also well

in use- throughout the north. There are

however, probably a great number more of

canvas-covered canoes now in use than any
of those in the wooden style. Both canoes

are dependable, of course, but it seems that

no matter how careful you are you are bound
lo scratch the wooden canoe and . every

scratch that is made into the wood permits

of the water soaking in; the more scratches

the more water soaks in. A canoe of the

wooden type will thus gather water and

hence gathers weight. But that is practically

one of the only faults that cart be found with

this style of canoe. In the canvas-covered

canoe the bow and stern come high; it is

wide at beam and has a generous depth. It

is surprising what loads a canvas-covered

canoe will carry and yet make time. One
writer remarks

"We had two cedar canvas-covered canoes

17 feet in length, .32 inches beam, and 12

inches deep. ' This style of craft was new to

our guides and when they saw 1.000 pounds

or more of baggage, including a hcavyj'pholo-

graphic outfit, three well-fed men and two

guides for two canoes they shook their heads

and doubted. But when everything was

packed into the two canoes, and the passen-

gers were comfortabl.v seated on high cane

seats, the steadiness of the canoes and their

height out of the water satisfied them. When
they had paddled a few miles they were loud

in their praises of the craft. , Both guides

declared that they had never paddled any

canoes so steady, so fast, and yet so light."

Wliere in the case of the canvas-covered

canoe the bow and stern are well raised, in

the wooden canoe they do not come higlr.

also they are more narrow at beam than the

former. Both of these points are looked for

by many canoe users as rccomiucndalions of

wortiiiness; and there can hardly be an>

gainsaying the assertion. The narrow canoe

cleaves the water far better than the canoe far

wider at beam. However, this goes to in-

dividual preference. It is the canoe a man
has made himself familiar with that is the

only canoe he will rciommend. Nevertheless
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the canvas-covered canoe will carry a heavy

load and will show jtsell up fast underihc
paddle. That we have proved to our satis-

faction time and time again.

The length of a canoe for wilderness travel

"

IS a factor of some little importance. In a

lanoe it can certainly be said to be true that

two passengers are all that should be taken

on, for three certainly is a crowd, especially

when the dulTle and camping outfit is also

included. .\ canoe should never have more
than two occupants. Obviously the sixteen

foot canoe is taboo, for when two men witli

their dufl'le are stowed away therein it is

cramped to its last inch. The sixteen footer

for wilderness travel over the waters is, there-

fore, out of the count. On the other hand a

great number of seventeen footers are in use

but for genuine freedom in a canoe there is no

"qual to the eighteen footer, the so-called

rruising" canoe. There we have a craft

lluit will allow one elbow room. It is ideal in

tliLs respect.

The birch-canoe is speedily passing out of

our sight as the more modern craft make their

presence felt. But to the birch bark canoe

belongs a fame that will never die. In ail our

histor>' and traditions the birch bark canoe

stands out as a figure to be conjured >vith.

Longfellow in his poem Hiawatha made it a

thing of life; he spun a golden mesh of wordb
and phrases about it—for when we think of

this early canoe we inevitably couple it witli

the poetic utterances of the New England
bard. When the war parties of the redmen
descended upon the settlers they came not

only oft foot over the silent forest trails but

in the bark canoes, some of them of a great

length, having a mighty capacity. These war
canoes of the early redmen lind their counter-

parts amongst the savages, even today, in

various parts of the world. The Fiji war
canoes reach the greatest length, some being

one hundred and twenty five feet long, and
their .so-called double canoes will carry as high

as sixty persons. The war canoes of the

Indians on this continent were never of any
such size, but certain it is that war canoes of

great length were in use carrying fifteen to

twenty warriors.

The writings of the early explorers tell us

that the Indians look great pains in the

iMHlding of these bark canoes; they were
master-hands in constructing them. It is

doubt fill if any whiteman has ever made a

raft that could compare with one

,der the deft hands of the Indian
^^ridnii sR iiOj,^^. -j-jjg canoe was their pride

and joy. It was not made in a hurry, and the

very best strippings of bark obtainable were
u.sed in its construction. This often meant
the covering of a great deal of territory in the

search for the best birch trees whose wrap-
pers went to coat the ingenious skeleton they
made. Nails and pegs were unknown in the

making of them. When the bark strips had
been laid down and sewn with fibrous roots,

(usually taken from the fir-tree), the seams
were gummed in so as to leave absolute!/ no
entrance for the water. This work was done
with a finish, to such an extent that when the

craft was ready it seemed a poem of the wild

wrought into very life. Unlike the canoe of

QUI day that lias replaced it. the birch bark
canoe was without stem or stern; it was
pointed in a like manner in both ends: it was
keelless.

One occasionally comes across a birch

canoe even now in the north; in places there

are yet many of them encountered, but the

canoe of commerce has transplated the

"shell" of the redman. With the passing of

the savage, so passes the birch canoe. It is

a page out of the great past, glittering with

romance but the page is now musty. It is

much the same as comparing the old Red
River carts wth the more finished modern
conveyances.

In calling to mind the passing of the birch-

barker how one Ls reminded of the stirring

lines by Eric .\.. Darling, tinged with sadness,

for it is hard to part with many traditions:

My seams gape wide so I'm thrown aside

To rot on a lonely shore,

Which the leaves and mold, like a shroud enfold.

For the last of my trails are o'er.

But I float in dreams, on Northland streams

That never again I'll see.

As I lie on the marge of the old portage,

With grief for company.

When the sunset gilds the timbered hills

That guard Timagami,

And the moonbeams play on fair James Bay
By Ilie brink of the frozen sea,

In phantom guise my spirit flies

As the dream blades dip and swing

Where the water flows from the Long .4.go,

In the spell of the beck'ning spring.

Do the cow-moose call on the Montreal

When the first frosts bite the air.

And the mists unfoldfrom the red and gold.

That the autumn ridges wear .

When the tvhite falls roar, as then did oj yore.

On the Lake Evelyn—
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• Do the square-tails leap from the black pools

deep,

Where the pictured rocks begin?

Oh! the fur-Jleets sing on Timiskaming

As Ihe ashen paddles bend.

And Ihe crews carouse at Rupert House,

At Ihe sullen winter's end;

But my days are done, where Ihe lean wolves

run.

And I ripple no more Ihe path

Where the gray geese race, 'cross the red moon's

face.

From the white wind's Arctic wrath.

Tho' the death-fraught way from the Saguenay
To the storied Nipigon

Once knew me well, now a crumbling shell,

I watch the years roll on.

While in memory's haze I live the days

That forever are gone from me.

As I rot on the marge of the old portage.

With grief for company.

Messrs. Harry Foster, Herman Tetane'anil Charles Fosbery, with catch of (rout made at

Trout Lake. Ont.

Fishing Photos and Their Stories

Mr. I'osbcri! writes:

"I ;iiii sontliilf! you ;i photo.^rapli ot soino

trout ni>'Yielf and party captured at 'I'rout

Lake, Ontario. We left the Soo on the afloi-

luion of a Saturday by automobile and arrived

at Trout l.aite, a distance of nine miles within
an hour. The day was ideal for lishin.i; and
I hi- fish were i)ilinn u»o(\. 'Ihe whole catch
shown in Ihe accompanying picture was
iiiadir in about two hours (ishini;^. To myself
went the honor of calchinH the bi^ fi^llow.

After Kctliu),' him on the hook he foujiht just

like a sahnon and as the party was out on the
lake in a boat all had to row to shore that tlic

fish eoidd be landed better. It look all of

fifteen minutes from the lime he bit to the

lime he landed. No net was used to keep
him in. The trout measured twenty seven
and one half inches long and wci.ijhed. close

on twelve pounds."

The catch shown in the photo of Mr.
Fosber.i? and his companions is wliat I call a

very sporlsmanlikc calcli for thrtjc men.
When men know when to stop fishin.«, when
they have all tliey possibly can make use ol

instead of bein^ wasters Ihey have become
anf^lers in every sense of the word. A num-
ber of the readers of (his nia^!<i7.ine have asked

me wliat I consider a reasonable catch of

fish and the catch shown ii\ Ihe photo sent

by Mr. l-'osberi" is our .inswer. No doubt the

men in' Ihe pi< lure would have her - - •--—»
,
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Messrs. S. Wyatt, W. Thompson, L. Norgard. R. E. Moffat. C. Foss and O. Thompson, with their
catch of pike made in Willow Creels, Claresholm, Alberta

liad they caught but two or three of the fish

shown. Those fisheniien who are not con-

tent unless they sap out all the fish life in a

lake, while on a trip, will carefully study this

picture.

Mr. R. E. Moffatt, of Clareholm. Alberta,

writes

:

"I am enclosing a photograph of a catch of

pike which I would like to have inserted in

your magazine. These pike weie caught si.x

miles west of Clareholm, Alberta, in Willow

Creek. Generally this creek is of a good size,

being fed by mountain streams, but this

season it is ver>- low, owing to drought.

The fish in the centre of the photograph

weighed seventeen and one-fourth pounds and
after breaking two lines was snared and it

took two men to land him. Some idea can

be got of the length as the rod on which the

fish are strung was put on the backs of the

chairs and the tail is dragging about six inches

on the ground. There has been upwards of

700 pike taken out of this stream this season.

There have been pike taken out of this stream

since this photograph was taken that weighed

22 pounds."

The facts contained in this letter arc of

gr*et interest indeed, for I did not realize

that the pike was known so fai west as the

point stated herein. To fish for pike in a

stream that is mountain-fed must indeed be a

sensation. I have an idea that in running

water, (and in mountain water at that) there

must be produced a fish that is gamey ever>'

inch of his body.

You have not stated in your letter what
time of the year this catch was made. I am
apprehensive that these fish were caught in

the fore-part oi the season when the fish were
spawning. The large fellow in the centre of

the photograph looks to me to be a female brim-

ming with spawn, in fact actually letting spawn
at the lime she was captured, in which case

she was not caught by hook, but snared as

stated. If the fish were captured in the

spawning season with hook and line it is

strange, for the pike rarely take the lure du<-

ing that time.

You state that over seven hundred pike

have been captured on the stream in question.

If the majority of these were captured on a

spawning run, (that is to say, duiing the early

part of the season) a great wrong was done
for the spawning fishes were killed, ichere

theii should haiv been allowed to spawn out.

I do not condemn, but, as I say, I am ap-

prehensive that these fishes were captured

during the spawning season. If so the wrong
is a blighting one; open to censure.

I received a letter through an .Viuerican

Sportsmen's Magazine of New York City

from one of their subscribers, who, by the

way is not a reader of Hod and Gun, or he

would not have written me and sent me a

photograph of himself and his hog- kill of
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fish. There are very few readers of Rod and

Gun who are not aware of our strict policy of

conservation, our aim at high-mindedness and

sanity in the taking of both furred and finned

life, and who know our aversion for the man
who will make himself an object of ridicule by

his lamentable destruction of more specimens

of wild life than can possibly be used by him-

self. As may be expected, my correspondent

is illiterate. He writes:

"Enclosed you will find picture of mysell

and fish. I may say that the string holds

one hundred and sixty-five trout caught by

me at Van Morning Laurentian Mountains,

Que., so you will see I lake a little interest in

Fishing myself!"

We have always hoped for the time when
we could locate a fish-hog who would give an

unblushing example of his disgusting prowess.

We need look no farthei . Here wc have the

deed done right in the open. One hundred

and sixly-Jive troul; think of it! Why four or

five of the trout in that photograph would

more than satisfy me. No doubt the poof

fool consumed about a dozen or two of these

trout and threw the rest to the hogs or dug
them down. If you love Nature; if you wish

to bring dignity and honor to the gentle ait

of fishing; if you want to be all man, never

be guilty of any such destructiveness. Never
go through life with a stain of this sort upon
your soul!

The letter speaks for itself. In fact it is

a brazen shout through a megaphone: "This

is me. Look all the fish I got. Ain't I a

great fishennan though? Next time I go I

got a scheme to catch all the fish in the stream,

but I ain't telling how I do it."

There is a lesson contained in these letters.

Let that lesson soak in.

Robert Page Lincoln.

"Fishermen's Verse": A Book Review

R. P. L.

SOME time ago 1 mentioned in Rod and

Gun that anyone who would undertake

to collect some of the best verse that has

appeared in the angling literature and period-

icals of America would not only meet with suc-

cess in tlie venture, but the anthology would

fill a long-wanted need. In fact I have had

many letters asking me to undertake collecting

such verse and giving them to the readers in

the shape of a handy volume that one could

lake along, on a fishing trip, and read on a

sunny bank while the body was busy storing

up licallh. 1 had long thought of doing this,

and enlisting the aid of the various outdoor

publications in which we have noticed so

many very good poems that deserve preserva-

tion between the covers of a book. However,

the task was a big one and would take up
much valuable time, so I had to put the idea

aside, (koines now to my table ;i liaiidy little

voliiiiK! that has done the work for iiie (one

might say), being of a size that will fit nicely

into llie fishing coat pocket, being live and
one half inches wide, by seven inches long.

It contains ;U2 pages and is i)rintcd on ex-

ccllcnl paf^'r, !in(l just the right size of type

so that the older (forgive ine!j readers will

not harm their cye-siglil by its perusal. The
book c()rilains nearly one hundred and fifty

pociiiK, 111)' famous as w(>ll as the lesser-known

being included in this pleasing array of ang-

ling "melody." .\nd what more appropriate

than that Dr. Ilcnry Van Dyke should write

the introd\R-tion, which he has done with his

usual interesting and delicious pen. The
introduction is in the fonn of a talk with the

two young men who made the collection,

(William Ilaynes and .lo.seph Leroy Harri-

son,) and in concluding Dr. Van Dyke states:

"Once an angler, always an angler. These

verses which you have gathered reveal some
of the reasons why this is so. lUit, believe

me, even I he l)est of them do not tell the

whole story. A'o writing, wbellier in prose or

verse can ever rival Ibe complete charm oj real

angling." To which the present reviewer

must say most fervently, "Amen!"
The task of arranging and editing this

anthology proved to be a most dilTicull oneas I

of course foresaw. Ilowcxer the anthologists

slate: "The task of compiling this volume of

fishcnucn's ver.sc has been i>rincipally one of

elimination—we were able to use only

about one fifth of the poems available. We
have Included enough of the best of the older

angling virse to give this collection llial back-

ground of tradition which is not the least of

Ihe charms of Ihe spoit .
accordingly, we

have sacrificed many good old poems by siK'h

fishing pods as (U)tton, (lay, Dcniiys, !'"lel-
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chcr, Doubleday, Somenille, Hogg, and by
the whole school of Edinburgh ver«e-making

anglers. Among the many modern' fishing

poems we have deliberately discriminated

against both those that are purely literary in

spiiit, and those that are mere jungles in form.

Our ideal has been a companionable little

book of poems by fishermen that other fisher-

men will want to keep, a real volume of fisher-

men's verse."

All of our favorites are found in this an-

lholog>', and there are many that you should

not fail to^'learn by heart;" the man who can

recite a verse or poem to his fellows is not

soon forgotten. .Mmost all men have a place

in their hearts for a man who can lecite verse

with true expression and feeling.

By all means add this contemplative little

book to your collection. It has my word of

recommendation. There may be future an-

thologies of fishermen's verse (large? and more
profuse in the number of poems contained

within covers, but for the present you cannot

well do without the present stream-compan-

ion.)

Fishermen's Verse: Compiled by Williajrt

Haynes and Joseph Leroy Harrison. In-

troduction by Dr. Henry Van Dyke.

WITH this niunber ot Rod and Gun in

Canada there is inaugurated a new de-

partment under the above heading.

This has-been done at the request of many
B. C. sportsmen who have formed local or-

ganizations for the protection and better-

ment of their sport and have found it nces-

sary to get and keep in touch with shuilar

clubs throughout the district. Later it is

hoped that the movement will not be confined

to B. C. but that clubs throughout Canada
will thus correspond with each other.

The system is simplicity itself. "Rod and

Gun In Canada," always willing to help con-

servation, puts at the disposal of the clubs

that signify their desire to join, as much space

as is needed each month and the .Secretaries

of the \ arious clubs send in their minutes or

other notes they wish published. Naturally

all readers of the magazine will see these notes

and possibly comment on them.

To insure that all members of the affiliated

clubs see the notes, an arrangement is made
with Rod andGun'In Canada to,send a copy of

the maga^ine at a special rate to alt the mem-
bers and this amount is collected in the an-

nual subscription fee. .\rrangements have

been made for a temporary Iwal secretary

in B. C. at 839 Bealty Street. Vancouver,

where all B. C. notes should be sent. As
occasion arises local secretaries can be ap-

pointed in the other Provinces as quicker

action is then assured than by writing to

Woodstock. Meanwhile any club desiring

to join should address the l-'.ditor of Rod and

Gun In Canada, Woodstock, Out.

The North Vancouver Gun Club held their
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annual meeting on 27th. January when the

following officers for 1920 were elected:

—

Chairman—V. V. Vinson.

Vice-Chairman—D. McNeil.

Sec.-Treas.—W. B. Goldie.

Committee—A. Escott, J. C. Sabin, R. E.

Brown, W. F. Smith, and C. E. Johnston.

The club is starting its third season in an

exceptionally good financial condition, having

S140 cash and targets, etc., valued at SlOO

svith no liabilities.'

The Gun Club, being a branch of the Game
Association will only accept as members those

who first join the parent association.

The entrance fee is .151.50 and the yearly

dues .$1.

Regular shoots will be held during the sea-

- son and the program will be published in the

next issue of "Bod and Gun In Canada."

North Vancouver. B. C.

Feb. 10th., 1920.

The annual meeting of the North Shore

Game Fish and Forest Protective Assn. was
held in H.P. Hall, Jan. 27-1920. Our Presi-

dent, Judge Ruggles, leported briefly on the

work of the association during the past year.

The Secretary reported a comfortable balance

in the Bank to the clubs credit.

The resolutions passed at this meeting, of

which the following are a copy, should be of

interest to all sportsmen.

1. Thai this Assn. urge the Game Conser-

wation Board to change the method of issuing

shooting licenses to restrict same to Game
Wardens and Provincial City and District

Police, f'urllier that licensee be required to

sign his license and that a copy of regulations

covering open seasons be handed to each

lieencee.

2. 'IJiat this Assn. suggests to the Game

Conservation Board that instead of the usual

form of game regulations issued to sportsmen
that it take the fomi of a map of British Col-

lumbia with game districts plainly outlined

in red. With the open seasons for each dis-

trict printed within the boundary of that

particular district. Districts to be designated

by the letters of t'he Alphabet. K. B, C etc.

3. That in the opinion of the Assn. that

at least 10,000 Chinese Pheasants should be

imported for liberation in British Columbia
during this year and the Seoretaiy stand in-

structed to take up the matter with the Game
Conservation Board and also take steps to,

induce if possible the Vancouver Angling and
Game Assn. to take concurrent action, on
this and preceding resolutions.

The following officers were elected to serve

during 1920.

President—Judge H. D Ruggles.

Vice-President—C. Johnson.

Sec.-Treas.—W. M Greene.

Executive Board—J. Sabin. A. Escott, W.
b. Goldie, D. McNeil, G. Williams, V. V.

Vinson.

While the year just past has been in some
respects a poor one on account of a .scarcity of

both upland birds and waterfowl on the whole

We can have the satisfaction of having made a

Stan at stocking our cut over lands with birds

and our streams with fish. It is of interest

to note that since our January meeting we
received a shipment of fifty California Quail

from the Conservation Board. These birds

were liberated in pairs through the kindness

of Mr. R. E. Brown and Geo. Williams.
" Fraternally yours,

W. M. Greene,

Sec-Treasurer.

114-21 St. West,

North Vancouver. B.C.

Big Game Hunting in British Columbia
A. Bryan Wim.iams

SOMEWHERE a voice is calling."—

Most of you know this .song and I can
well take it as a text for what I am going

to write Jiboul though the voice and the love

about which the song is written are (|uile

dirferc^iit to mine as my voice i.s that of the

"Red (iods," my love that of the "Wilds."

Have you ever heard th(^ "Rcul Gods"
ealling, have you over had the feeling that

you simpiv niiisl g(!l away from civili/alion,

that the bustle of city life and the worries of

business are slifiing you: that you must gel

far away from the haunts of man where you

can wander as you will and live your life as

you choose? I venture to say that most of

you have heard il; to some il has been loud

and insistent and you have auKwered its call;

to others il lias not been so loud, sufficient

IH-rh.'ips only to lake you out for a fishing trip

or a few days' bird shooting; while to many
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the call has been so faint that they have
hardly heard it or do not understand its

meaning.

The voice is calling always; it is the last

trace of "primitive man" left in us, the

instinct to go out into the "Wilds," to learn

the ways of all birds and beasts, to endure

hardships, often to risk your life, to hunt and

to kill and be a big game hunter.

"A big game hunter."—\Vhat does the

name imply to you? To many he is simply

a man of wealth who goes out with the most
modern rifles that money can buy, an army
of guides and camp helpers, with an array of

tents and all the luxuries that his wealth can
obtain, and who finally returns with a fine

display of trophies. Yes, I suppose such a

man is a big game hunter, though he may have
hunted at his leisure, enduring no hardships

or excessive fatigue, rehdng on his guides to

find and show him his game. His only part

in the affair being to glance at a range finder,

look through a telescopic sight, and pull the

trigger of a rifle that has such a low Irajectoiy

that it is almost impossible to miss with at

any reasonable distance. Such men are not

my idea of big game hunters, (though I do
not mean to say that all men of wealth who
go out with big outfits are not, because I

have met a number who are in every sense of

the word) so I will tell you what really con-

stitutes an ideal big game hunter. First and
foremost he must be a man who hunts for the

pure love of hunting and not simply to acquire

an array of trophies that he can show to his

friends as a proof of his prowness. He must
be willing, when necessity arises, to run some
risks, to endure excessive fatigue, and often

great hardships, sleep where night finds him,

to eat what food he can get, in fact to revert

to the state of a "primitive man." Mind you
I do not say he must do all these things, as it

would be "QuLxotic" to be uncomfortable and
half-starved when there is no necessity for it.

But when the occasion arises then he must be
ready and willing to endure whatever lies

before him.

If you are such a man you will learn to

read the signs of nature, learn the habits of

not only game animals but of all the wild

creatures, your eye will become trained to

notice tracks, tell at a glance what they were
made by, either male or female, how long
they havC' been made, whether running or

walking, feeding or travelling. Then you
will learn the habitats of all the different

species, to tell whether the country is suitable

for game and if so what particular kinds and

where arc the most likely spots to look for it.

You will also acquire knowledge of all the

other creatures too; a squirrel chatters some
distance off, it is an angry chatter, it may be
only some other squirrel intruding on his

domain, but it may mean that he has seen a

deer or a bear; a flock of ducks rise from a
pond, circle round a time or two and again
alight. Why should they do that? It may
be a moose has gone in to the water to feed

on lily pads, but no, they would only swim
away, i>erhaps they were close to shore and
a coyote made an attempt to get his dinner.

If you are such a man and really have the
love of hunting in your heart you will learn

all the thousand and one things of this sort

that there are to be learnt and you will be
able to go out alone and use your knowledge
to find and approach your quarry within such
a distance that a sure shot is tobeobtained.
Such is the ideal big game hunter.

You will notice that so far nothing has been
said about skill with a rifle. To be a crack
shot is a very fine thing but it is not a vital

necessity. A really good hunter takes his

greatest pleasure out of the stalk and will

generally get so close to his game that he will

be able to kill it even with one of the old

fashioned rifles of high trajectory. If he
cannot he will wait until it moves and a more
favorable opportunity occurs.

Nowadays with the latest modern rifles

the killing of game has become far too easy.

-Mas! thatit should be so. With a few more
improvements in rifles and possibly the aid

of aeroplanes the art of stalking will be a lost

art and big game and big game hunters gone
forever. In a few generations from now, if

we keep on going the same way, the man who
can walk a mile without getting tired out will

be a rarity. Let us strive to keep our game
with us, let us strive to keep our physical

fitness and bodily health' and hunt for the

love of hunting, let us keep our traces of

"primitive man."

The voices of the "Red Gods" are still

calling, do you hear them, will you answer
their call, will you go out into the wilds and
live a life of freedom, will you learn the

habits of game and be a real big game hunter?
If you will perhaps the knowledge I have
acquired, a knowledge I am afraid still far

from complete, may be some small help to

you and possibly also the means of inducing

some of the rising generation to grow up into

real men and lovers of nature.

I am afraid that by this time some of my
readers will be gelling impatient, Ihey want
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to hear about game and how to hunt it and

not to read a sei-mon. I ask them to have a

little patience, I am coming to it soon but

there are still one or two things I must say

first.

In writing on the subject of big game I am
just writing what I have myself learnt in my
thirty years in this Province. Some of you

I have no doubt have hunted a great deal

and know lots of things I do not know and

you may probably will, disagree with some

of my statements. I lay no claim to infalli-

bility and am only too pleased to be shown my
mistakes. I learn something new every time

I go out into the mountains and I would still

continue to learn even if I lived to be as old

as Methuslah. Please also remember that

I am writing really for those who have little,

if any, experience in big game and that many
of the things I tell you may seem common
knowledge.

Now if you want to learn something about

big game the best way I can teach you is for

you, in imagination, to go with me for a hunt

and let me act as your guide. It will be a long

hunt as we will try to get specimens of all the

different kinds of big game in the Province,

moose, caribou, .sheep, deer, goats, black and

grizzly bears, perhaps wapiti if the season is

open. We may pick up a timber wolf and a

coyote or two while we are hunting other

game and then, to finish up, f you have not

had cnougli, we will try for a cougar. I

cannot gel you an antelope or a musk ox as

there are none in the Province but I might a

wood buffalo, if they were allowed to be shot,

as I think I know of a place where there aie

one or two left.

Now before you deride to tackle the trip 1

want you to make sure you are physically

fit, as you will have to travel many miles.

You will have hard mountains to climb,

forests to penetrate, and swamps to cross;

you will travel on horseback arid on foot with

a pack on your back; there will be travelling

on the .sea in launches and on lakes in boats

and probably on rivers also in canoes wilh

exciting, perhaps dangerous, limes running

Ihrough canyons and rapids. There will be

times when you are wet lo the skin or nearly

frozen, and there will be limes when you are

so tired you feel you cannoi^ go another step

and ycl simply have to struggle along be-

<'.uusc there is no suitable place lo camp.
You will have lots lo lest your manhood, lots

lo try your temper, but ilo not be discouraged,

there will be pionly of good weather and en-

joyable times and the discomforts and hard-

ships only occasional and, if you are fit, rain

and snow and cold will not hurt you and you
will be in splendid health when you return.

There are two other matters I want to

warn you about. If I am to act as your guide

you must do exactly as I want you to when
we are hunting, even if you cannot see any
possible reason for it and it even seems silly.

This is an absolute condition. Even if I

asked you to pari your hair in the middle so

that the extra weight on one side would not

overbalance you when walking a log, you may
be quite sure I should not ask such a thing

unless I really thought it advisable. No, I

am not going quite as far as that but I might
object lo your wearing a certain coat, or a pair

of trousers or boots which you had been

wearing hitherto for hunting without disap-

proval.

The other thing I wish to say is this.

When you are out in the mountains there are

bound to be times when your temper is sorely

tried, everything seems to go wrong, you
have no luck in your hunting, the weather is

bad, the food does not taste as good as it

might, your companion does not seem as

decent a chap as you had an idea he was,

you are generally disgusted and begin to wish

you were home again. Remember we are all

apt to get a bit olT at times but the thing is

to do your best lo be cheerful and not show it,

and above all things think twice before you

give a sharp answer and do not be ready lo

lake olTense.

I think we can now gel down lo business

in earnest. The first question to be decided

is what kind of game we will hunt first, then

where we \\*ill go lo gel it. You say you are

longing lo gel a moose but 1 think it belter

to try for goals and sheep first. The season

opens on Sept. Isl and at this time neither

moose or caribou have their horns clear of

velvet unless it is an unconmionly early

season and even aflci the velvet is gone the

horns are very while for a week or ten days.

Supposing we allow ten days lo gel our sheep

and goals we should then have Ume lo gel

into the moose counln,' about the lime we
shouhl be there.

Where shall we go? Well I think our besl

plan is lo go to the extreme northern pari of

the Province. There arc sheep to be got in

the south loo but Ihey are nuu-h harder lo

hunt and you had belter get a bit broken in

to mountain work (irsl. Later on, if we get

back in time, we will lake a trip into the

Lillooel country and try for a "brown sheep"

there and mule deer also but if you want a
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real "big horn" you must wait until next

year and do a liunt in the Rociiies.

Well you arc getting impatient to be off

so 1 will not tell you about sheep now but will

wait until we are resting round our camp fire.

Let us get our things together and make a

start. Here are the principal things you want.

First and foremost are blankets. Two pair

of ten pound blankets are what I have always

taken and 1 still believe they are the best

things to use with a heavy piece ol canvas to^

lie on. Then you must have a good watei-

proof shooting coat and two sweaters, one

ver>- heavy and the other light, three suits of

heavy woolen underclothing and at least six

pairs of socks, a pair of canvas trousers and

also a pair of tweed or cord, and a pair of

putties. You must be nipst particular about

your footwear. Either get a pair of well

made, broad soled nailed boots of medium
weight or else "larrigans," you will also need

two ppirs of heavy- rul>ber soled shoes w ith

canvass tops and a pair of regular northern

rubbers big enough to wear o\'er two pairs of

socks. Do not forget some large handker-

chiefs, a pair of light gloves and heavj' w-oolen

ones too, a cap that you can pull down over

your ears and above all things a very large

supply of tobacco if you are a smoker.

With regaid to your rifle. Personally I

do not think it matters much what sort of a

rifle you have as most of the modern rifles

are easy to shoot with and will kill any animal

we are going to hunt if you hit it in the right

place,and I do not propose to let you shoot at

any long range when you cannot be reason-

ably sure of placing your bullet where you
want to. I will however, make one objection

and that is to the very small bores, I have no"

faith in the high power .22 and do not think

they should be allowed for any big game.

.\l)(»ve all things you must have a good pair

of binoculars, the very best to be got, but

not above 8 power. A telescope is often of

the greatest assistance and frequently saves

a tremendous amount of walking and climbing.

Time after time f have been alile to And game
^vilh my binoculars and have travelled long

distances only to find it was not worth
shoKting whereas a telescope would have told

me so in the first place and the time and energy

wasted might well have been uged in looking

elsewhere.

, As far as provisions are concerned you need

not worrj-, I will make out a list; though for

thv matter of that any outfitter will tell you

just what you need for the lenglji of lime you
are going to be out. I may, however, say that

you can figure on at least 3 lbs. a day per man
which comes to 180 lbs. a month for two men.
l<"rom this you can get a pretty good idea how
many horses will be required. Some men will

put 2.50 lbs. on a horse. I know of a few that

will put more. I never believe in putting

more than 200 lbs. even on the best of horses

if I can help it. We shall be going through

some pretty rough country', the horses will

have to do some hard climbing and cross some
bad swamps and there are places where feed

is none too plentiful. It is far better to be on

the safe side and have light loads and keep

the horses in good condition.

There are three ways of going in to the

northern hunting country. Until lately the

central way, up the Stikine l^ivei from

Wrangel, to Telegraph Creek has been the

only way feasible and perhaps it is still the

best for the man unacquainted with the

country as there are more guides there and
complete outfits are always kept on hand.

You can, however, now go in by way of Atlin

in the extreme north or by Hazelton on the

Grand Trunk Pacific. Each of these three

routes has its advantages and disadvantages

but time and space will not permit me to enter

into details now. I am not going to pick out

any one of these routes as. as far as hunting is

concerned, they are all much alike. We will

just imagine that we have made the trip up

the coast, gone over the White Pass to Atlin.

or up the .Stikine to Telegraph Creek, or

along the G. T. P. to Hazelton, got our horses

and provisions together and are ready to pack

up and make a start.

In an article of this sort it is impossible to

enter into details as to how to make up your

packs, what weight each horse is to carry and

how to throw the diamond or squaw hitch,

these sort of things can only be learnt pro-

perly by experience. It is also impossible

foi me to describe the first few days out as I

have not picked any particular route so we
will just imagine that we have at last arrived

at the spot, aflei several days travelling,

where we intend to do our first hunt from and

are about to make our camp.

Before going any fuHher 1 want to tell my
readers that while you are only imagining

you are wilh me on this expedition the in-

cidents which you will read in connection

with the hunting are not imagination, they

have all really happened at some time or

another in my travels.

The place I have chosen is in a small valley.

only just a little below timber line, and has

onlv been reached wilh considerable dilTicully
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as we have had to climb away above timber,

travel for several miles on top of a mountain

which is cut up with gulches and canyons

and finally descend a slope so steep and rocky

that the greatest care has to betaken to get the

horses down in safety. The valley is not at a

high altitude, compared with the sheep

countrj' of the south, it is only about 3500 ft.

with the timber line at about 4000 ft. The
highest mountains in the neighborhood would

not exceed 6000 ft. and the ones we are going

to hunt about 1000 ft. less.

It is a glorious place, there are little clumps

of stunted trees just large enough to furnish

a good supply of fuel, a nice level place to

pitch the tents and just below is a fine big

meadow with grass a foot high where the

horses can simply wallow in feed. The only

drawback is that water is none too plentiful,

still by digging in the meadow, we have found

enough both for ourselves and the horses

though ours has to be carried some distance.

We have had to endure quite a bit of dis-

comfort irom black flies during the day and

mosquitoes at night on our way in but we are

now high enough up in the mountains to be

pretty well clear ol both. The weather is fine

and still quite warm, we have already seen

some goats on our way in as well as the tracks

of a few moose and one or two old ones of

sheep crossing from one range to another; it

is the last day of August and the season opens

tomorrow, our hopes are high and everything

is the color of the rose. We set about making
our camp with glad hearts.

It is a very simple thing to make a com-

fortable camp in a short time when you know-

how, but like every thing else there is a right

and a wrong way of going about it especially

when you have horses to pack and unpack.

Before you unpack you should always make
up your mind where you are going to pitch

your tents and where you are going to have

your (ire, then unpack your horses in a con-

venient spot so that everything will he to-

gether where you want it hnd so save the

labor of carrying packs from one place to

another. In choosing places for your tents

be careful that Ihcy are as sheltered from the

wind as possible and have your fire in such a

position that the smoke is least likely to blow

in your face when you are cooking. This is

none too easy as smoke seems to lake a de-

light in choking you and on some days it will

find you out no matter how careful you have

l)ccn. Still by using a little common sense

you can generally gel ii pretty good idea as to

which way the wind is most likely to come a«d
pitch your tent and lay your fire accordingly.

Where we are the timber is not suitable for

ridge poles for our tents so we have put ropes

through them, fastened one end to a bush at

the back, and the other to a stake driven well

into the ground some distance in front of the

entrance and then with crotched sticks raised

the tent to its proper height. We have also

put up a fly in front of the fire which answers

two purposes, to sit and cook under in case

of rain, and also to act as a wind brake, the

tents on the other side doing the same thing

so that any wind that finds its way in will

carry the smoke sideways. Our saddles are

piled up, lash ropes coiled and put in a tent

where they will be sure ol keeping dry and
any packs that will not be wanted are stacked

up and covered with a canvas weighted down
with rocks to prevent it being blown off.

We have also cut a pile of balsam brush for

our beds and wood enough for several days

so now we will cook and eat our supper and
then go and picket out a couple of the horses

that we have already discovered are the

leaders in a "hit the trail for home movement"
whenever our eyes arc off them and they have

had a good feed.

It is simply a glorious night, almost as

light as day, there is not a breath of wind and
the smoke from our fire rises straight up in a

leisurely fashion, allowing us to rest in com-
fort. Not a sound disturbs the stillness of

the night, even the horses having eaten their

fill arc standing still and dozing ."Ind their

bells have slopped tinkling. We are lying at

full length in front of the fire, the heat from

which is comforting as there is just a suspicion

of frost in the air, our pipes are alight and we
are at peace with the world.

Have you ever smoked a pipe before a

camp fire on s^ch a njghl? If you have I

venture to say that never has a pipe tasted

sweeter and never has life seemed belter

worth living. You have put away, al any

rale for the time being, all your sorrows and
worries, your trials and tribulations, you are

living for the present, the future can take care

of it.self: what does it matter what is going

on in the civilized world, for the time being

you do not belong to il, you are out to study

the ways of the creatures of the wilds, to

hunt and to kill and to follow in the fool-

steps of "primitive man."
Well, il is nearly lime to seek our blankets

but we will have just one more jiipe while I

tell you something about the sheep of this

Province.



Nature Notes on the Pacific Slope

T. W. WiNSON

THE freshest dawns of all the year are

those of April. The air is washed by
its daily showers, combed by its nightly

mists. New leaves are opening continually,

breathing new life from their minute mouths:

fresh flowers have spread their blushing petals

out shyly in the shadows, shedding both

beauty and perfume on the dawn-wind.

Fresh to the lungs, fresh to the eye, but to

the ear more wonderfully new because of the

music that throbs from feathered throats

carolling their return to the valley of their

birth.

There is a new joy every morning, almost,

to the bird-lover, recognizing in a migrant

arrival, a songster that gladdened the vale a

summer ago.

The new-comer to British Columbia, if

he come from an older-settled country,

expresses disappointment at the dearth of

birds. There is here no riotous chorus of

thrush and robin, starling and blackbird,

lark and linnet "of field and hedge as in

Britain': nor are the individuals so numerous
as in the Eastern Provinces and States.

Numbers will come in time, but the variety

of species on the Pacific slope will bear com-
parison with those ol the Atlantic, and where
the mighty Rockies cleave asunder a species

that inhabits both sides of the range, the

Pacific bird is usually both deeper in color

and richer in voice.

That there are fewer birds about our

Western hills is a charge that is losing in

force every season. As the trees are gleaned

from the silent forests, an after-math of

berried shrubs gives seeds and grubs and
nesting sites to flocks of perching birds,

where only the woodpecker could flick before.

As the land is cleared and meadows are made,
grasses blowing where evergreens gloohied,

ground birds can follow the levelling plow and
sportsmen and naturalist find a new world.

Slowly this change is coming about. Every
year the observer adds a new bird to his list.

As the immigrant follows the receding snow in

spring, so these inunigrants in feathers

succeed the falling forests, and a century of

seasons will fill the land with bird life, and
the air with bird-melody as full as any vale

in England.

So this April dawn is full of cheer when we
rise to hear its music, and the first of its notes

is cheer incarnate, as the robin leads the

song. The last to leave at even song, the

robin is always first at matins, the recognized

leader of the morning chorus which commen-
ces some minutes before light.

When the day has broken the choir is

hushed, perhaps for half an hour until one by
one the April singers take up again their

warbling melody. Whether that first out-

break of song is one of devotion, good spirits

or masculine challenge, we can safely leave to

be settled by the poets and naturalists, but
certain it is "that the wild bird sings on
awakening, as the rooster crows on his perch,

and pigeons coo in the loft.

The white crowned sparrow, roused by a

noise, a light, or the throwing of a log in the

embers (which is both) will sing at any hour
of the night, his brightly melodious whistle

seeming to say then "what's up?, go-to-sleep,

go-to-sleep, go-to-sleep!"

After the dawn song there is an interval

for breakfast; from then till darkness follows

the last crowing of the pheasant there is a

song, a call, a en,' for even,' moment. Not
yet is that incessant trilling of the warblers,

who arrive with the May flowers, but because
of their absence the careful ear can catch
many a note that will soon be lost in the
universal harmony. »;

From the top of a dead alder, a blue-bird

rolls out his tremendous ditty, a milder echo
of the robin, but whore that is a command
to "cheer up," this pleads "tenderly," "tend-
erly," for the affection of the pearl grey mate
now busy in the woodpecker hole down the

trunk.

Though darker in blue than his eastern

brother, he is eclipsed entirely towards the

end of the mouth both in dress and song, by
the smaller Lazuli Bunting. If this little

finch had been carried to the skies, his upper
feathers dipped in the deepest blue of heaven
the color would not be more perfect, but to

show that he is but a creature of earth his

breast is dusted with the red-brown of the soil.

When singing he finds a clear perch where
both sky and earth are wide before him, and
to both his high toned melody is addressed.

On one of three points he is usually dis-

covered, and a circle drawn through them
would disclose the nest near its centre; a nest

knee high in the rosebushes, where the palest

of blue eggs promise "baby buntings" in the

near future.
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Approach to those rosebushes, however,

raises a scream of protest from a bud far in the

thicket, where willows and spirea border a

creeping rivulet. It is wise to fall in with the

whim of this cat bird and retire as far as his

"me-ow" dictates,—then to wait. Conscious

of success in driving back an intruder he will

begin to whistle. No set performance, his

song is "part of all that he has met;" wren

and song-sparrow, thrush and' robin, which-

ever he heard last or remembers best, notes

of each are mixed and mingled with many
an original bar of his own. No regularity,

no ordered refrain, the air vibrates with

jumbled melody that charms and astonishes.

Thrasher and mocking-bird, his brethren

of the south are said to surpass him in volume

and style; while he is throbbing with full-

throated melody it is not easy to think he has

a master anywhere. Certainly in energy

and length of song he is chorister in chief of

the valley, yet a singer that only a few rare

souls have heard. A fisherman quietly

whipping the brook not too intent on loading

his creel to miss the glories that burst about

him, or a poet-naturalist—unconscious that

he is either—may recognize the song with

reverent joy. few others, alasl

From the shade of the dark woods, where

the stream flows out of from the peaty hollow

of spaghnum and fern come the ringing notes

of the Merniit Thrush, a retiring bird seen

less than the cat bird, but worth an hour's

search to hear that belt-like fluting which is

the loveliest note in Nature's choir. It is

the .'\ngelus bell of the cathedral firs, calling

as John Burroughs said of the Eastern variety

"Holy, Holy, Holy" at the entrance of the

evergreen sanctuary. If seen it may be

passed unnoticed, but the silvery peal of its

melodious voice can never be forgotten.

The sight of its nest at the head of the

spring, was one of the rarest finds in the

valley.

The eggs were of the blue of the sky,

lur(|uoise gems in an emerald setting. Is it

a coincidence of song and color that the line

birds iiicntioried, robin, bluebird, lazuli-

bunting, catbird, and licriiiit thrush should

all come from eggs of spotless blue?

Out in the open, melody reverberates from

bush and bank, wherever the rusty song

•Sparrow is liiiiiting or nesting. So tuneful is

he that "inclddia" w;is given liiin for a second

name, and whether it be sprightly spring or

Woeful winter, hi: can be foumi up the stream

and will respond with a song.

The song sparrows of the west are varied

even to confusion. On the parched plains

of California they are grey as the dust, in

the dark fir-cIad valleys of the northern

coast, their tinge deepens to soot, and any-
where between they take any tint they please.

For every shade of that tint a new name is

given, by, every collector a new species is

formed, so the layman draws near enough to

see the brown streaks on the chest, happy to

distinguish a darker spot in the centre where
two of the lines meet; then he knows it for

melodia and will leave it at that.

But sparrows and robins, and any other

birds of the open can only be heard at inter-

vals, in the silences between the chant and
antiption of the Western Meadow Larks,

throwing their challenge of clarified melody
across the enclosed acres. A fence post will

do if no pole line is near, any eminence is

preferred to the flat of the meadow, but he

will sing from a ditch rather than delay for

an instant the answering call. His song is

the loudest of our feathered choristers, his

flute the strongest in all the wild orchestra.

The Eastern lark is a doleful mourner beside

this sturdy caroller of the West. He wakens

the camper with a clarion call "get up and
light the fire," he urges out the farmer with

"come on, and put in your crop."

Bob White may whistle his name as loud

as he pleases, he misses recognition if his call

coincides with the lark. From the valleys of

the l^ockies to the grassy deltas near the

sea, this is the silvery bugler of all the meadow
lands.

To the student of bird life there is some-

thing strange in the vocal power of the

meadowlark, for stepping down from the

perching birds, who are the songsters, he is

the nearest link in life and habits with the

ground birds that have no song.

Many a hasty sportsman instinctively

raises his arm when the lark rises from the

swampy meadow, the size and color causing

a momcntarj' resemblance to the snipe. If

seen foraging along the grass he may be

mistaken for a quail, until, aware of intrusion,

he raises a pointed head and reveals the

bright yellow vest \vHh its black velvety

crescent. Then the dear-ringing song, for

there is no "squatting" for him, no need for

hiding or evading a gun. nor will there ever

be, thanks to International bird treaties, to

more intelligent s[)orl, and the widening

knowledge of ou'' feathered songsters who
voice themselves the praises that man should

bestow continually for the scrvii'cs they

render in orchnr<l anri field.



The Skagit River

William Beck

WHICHEVER way you lake the Skagit,

its scenerj', its wonderful air, or its

fishing, it is altogether good. I had

heard thai it was well worth a trip long before

I tried it, but as the place is somewhat out of

the way I never seemed to consider seriously

making plans to go.

However, I went to Hope (that gateway

to so much sporting country) in the middle

of August with my wife and family intending

to put in a week or two fishing the Coqua-
halla and Silver Creek. These two good

rivers were absolutely useless at that time of

year, so after flogging them for four days we
decided to try the Skagit.

Opinions in Hope were dubious as to

whether ladies could make the journey, but

my wife and daughter pointed out that they

were both descended from several generations

of fishermen, and if their men folks could do

it, so could they. As things turned out, there

is nothing to prevent any lady making the

trip either by pony or on foot. There are

one or two awkward places on the trail, but

as the ponies for hire in Hope are used to it,

and therefore sure footed, there is not much
risk.

We hired a pack horse and two saddle

horses for the ladies, my two boys and I

deciding to walk. Anyone wishing to take

the trip will find ponies for hire at very

reasonable prices from Raymonds Livery-

Stables, and Walter Grey will pack all neces-

sary supplies in boxes ready for strapping to

the horses.

It was eight o'clock before we set off on

the trail, which winds for five miles along the

East side of the Coquahalla, climbing all the

way. We were blessed with fine weather

and bright sunshine, and as the trail wound
along the shady side of Mope Mountain the

going was cool and pleasant. At our first

rest a few miles out, the ponies enjoyed a

luxurious feast of Maidenhair ferns; beau-

tiful fronds on two foot stalks, which make it

hard to believe that this hill side is under

many feet of snow for several months in the

year.

Five miles out you reach the Nicoloam, a

stream with plenty of fish in it, but none of

them much bigger than the flics you use to

catch them with. At twelve miles we came
to the lake house, merely a shelter, where
there is a small lake and a few acres of grass

—

one of the few place-s on the trail where there
is feed for horses, and therefore the right

place to stop for lunch. As this is pretty
nearly the summit of the pass, I imagine
most people will be ready for something by
the time they reach it.

After leaving lake house the country be-

gins to open up, and there is some justification

for the description given to this part of it by
someone who travelled it many years ago,

and who called it the "Trail of the Gods."
At seventeen miles the steep hill affords a
magnificent view, and the trail here is evi-

dence of the skill and workmanship of the
Royal Engineers who built it some fifty years
ago. This is the old Princeton trail, but
except for a short stretch here and there
is now only a pony track.

At eighteen miles we reached the first

inhabited shack, that of Laforge, a trapper,

and soon after struck Sumallow Creek, the
chief tributary of the upper Skagit. It

looked fine to a fisherman. A quiet river with
gravel bed and deep pools, running for miles
through willow scrub. The snow field in
which it rises is visible about six miles away,
and near the head there is, I understand, a
beaver made lake full of big Rainbows. That
lake will provide a slaughter of innocents to
anyone who cares to get to it, as it is ques-
tionable if it has ever been fished.

The water of the river is clear, but although
we could sec rising fish, we could not deter-
mine their size. At twenty three miles we
came to the camp of Messrs. Beefo & Robinson,
two prospectors who are keen fishermen
themselves, and gave us a kindly welcome.
They said the fishing was quite as good as we
had been told, and asked us to come into
their larder.

Until then I had merely been looking for-

ward to a fairly pleasant time in beautiful
surroundings, with the expectation of get-
ting a little fly fishing, but the sight of that
bowl of fish knocked twenty years off my
shoulders, filling me with an ea.gerness to
start in and fish to which I have been a
stranger far too long. There must have been
twenty Rainbows in that bowl ranging from
one to three pounds, which i'Vcddy Bcerc
had caughl with lly the previous evening.
Our destination was still three miles away

so wc pushed on and arrived at I-'rank I'Yitz's

shack at dark, f'rank Is a lvpii:il nn>Hii(t of
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B. C. A mining prospector who lives alone

in the hills, working year in and year out on

his claims against the time when his showing

is sufficiently good to interest outside capitalT

No more delightful situation for a house than

his could be found and it is to my everlasting

regret that I had no camera with me to put

it on record. He placed his house, himself,

and his larder entirely at our disposal, with a

whole hearted hospitality which is rare even

in B. C.

I found that the river above his shack had

been fished a little by himself and Freddy
Beere, but below his place for fully ten miles

not a line had been put in that year. I had

therefore then miles of unfished water at my
disposal full of Rainbows and big Dolly

Vardens, so none of you fishermen will be

surprised to hear that I sneaked out of the

shack as soon as day broke and got started.

The river, as a fishing river is just perfect:

long pools with a gravel bed on one side and

not a yard of dead water: that is, water which

would be useless to fish.

My early rising was wasted as for some
reason or other the fish were not rising at all.

I had on a Parmachcne Belle and a Coach-

man, which I found later were about the two

best flies I could have chosen, but 1 must

have fished an hour before I got my first

fish—a small one about six ounces. I rose

'wo or three more in the same place but

missed them. So far, not a decent sized fish

did I see.

I therefore went about a mile higher up,

into the Sumallow just where it joins the

Skajit proper. There was a broad pool here

with very little current outside the riffle.

The riffle yielded nothing, but when I got

down to the easy water I got into a good fish,

a Mainbow 1 }4 lb.

So far as I found there arc only Rainbows
:md Dollys in the Skajit, and no other kinds

of fish at all. The Rainbows up to about 54

lbs. are very like a Cutthroat or young Stcel-

hirad, but fish of 1 lb. or over are brilliant

SI arlet all over the belly. The coloring is so

vivid that it seems suri)rising it does not

show conspicuously when the fish arc in the

walei, but they arc not particularly notice-

able, not more so than the smaller fish.

.\fter landinK this Rainbow I waded down
,1 few yards into d(?eper water and cast to-

wards .1 subuici'Ked log. 1 hooki'd a big (isli

(pijlc (linVjcnt ill .ippc^arance from the

Haiubow from what I could sei- of II when it

turned. II dived for llie log, and as I couldn't

sli'|, il il yol below ;ind broke mv invt I

took it to be a Dolly, and although the big

Dollys do not often take a fly they do occas-

ionally. Frank Fritz took out an eight

pounder on a Coachman off the log jam near

his shack, and my elder boy while I was
with him played another big one quite a time

before it smashed him.

After breakfast we all started out and
found that the fishing improved as the day
advanced. The river was full of Rainbows
and at certain times they took ravenously.

The best flies as I said, proved to be Coach-
man and Parmachcne Belle, and all flies for

this river should have a touch of white in the

wing to do any good. We tried spinning for

Dollys but for two. days got none. It ap-

peared that we had not tried the right places.

It was interes.ting to watch the Rainbows
go after the spoon. Often I stood in a riffle

holding the spoon in the current within six

feet of me and watched fish after fish strike

the bait almost at my feet. The riffles were
full of them and yet until one struck you
could not see a fin. Another peculiar thing

was that although we knew there were manj-

good Rainbows in the river running up to

5 lbs. in weight, we never caught one on
either fly or spoon heavier than 3 lbs.

The best fishing was obtained sometimes

in the most unlikely places. 1 remember in one

place where we were wading across to get to a

pool I saw a fish rise. It was in rather rough

and shallow water, not more than 18 inches

deep and did not look at all likely for fish.

However, I cast where I saw the rise and in

about fifteen minutes I landed six fish, all

over 1 lb. weight. That was concentrated

goodness, and being unexpected added to ils

charm.

Frank twitted us about our inability to

catch a big Dolly, which he said were plenti-

ful. I tried to impress on him that my
experience was such ttat had there been big

dollys in the river, 1 would have caughl

them inevitably, and that my failure indicated

rather clearly that he was lying. Frank

doesn't think much of city men anyway and

he proceeded to prove that this opinion was

justified. He came with us next morning.

His rig consisted of a one piece cane rod, and

his mouni was a sin.i,lc hook with a piece of

Rainbow tail. He started in a deeV> pool

about two miles below his shack, casting well

out, and bringing in his bail with a sink and

draw motion.

lie got a Dolly in a few minutes—a fish

roiii'<l .seven pounds, and very .soon aftei

iirvilliiT !iliu"sl :is hi';, I never saw such big
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Dollys as these: they were more like salmon

than Iroitt. It has been my experience that

a Dolly if it is a big one, weighs more than its

appearance would indicate, and iRese Skajit

Dollys are certainly huge. After this ex-

hibition of Frank's, we kept well down the

river when we went after them and got all

we wanted, which was not so many as you
might suppose. We got no Dolly less than

5 lbs. while we were there, and if you have to

carry your fish two or three miles on a hot

day, you quic^kly modify your appetite for

quantity when your fish average about sLx

pounds each. Wherever there is a pool with

a log jam, there you are sure to find Dollys.

I have not much opinion of the fish as a

fighter, but when you hook a seven or eight

pounder in a heavy current which runs into

and under a log jam you will get all the

fightina you want. ' '

There was one particular pool where I had
great sport with these Dollys. There was not

a rock or a snag in it—just a good riffle into

a straight open pool. I waded into the stream

and without moving many yards I hooked, I

think, seven or eight of them. I landed three,

which was as many as I wanted, but they

were all big. It was really like hooking so

many Cohoes. It was in this same pool that

my boy hooked and lost one on the fly.

This river is about the first place I ever

fished where you could at times, catch more
fish than you wanted. I say at times, because

fortunately, they did not always riso. There
were occasions when you would go a whole
morning with hardly a fish, then, as so often

happens with trout, tl^^ came on with a

rush.

I think thai half of the pleasure in the

Skajit fishing is in the surroundings. The
valley is about 2000 feet above sea level and
the air is conseqyantly invigorating. That
coupled with bright sunshine (there is very
little rain) and a river which approaches

perfection both as a fishable stream and the

quantity of fish in it, makes me think that

here we have something approaching the

fabled Anglers Paradise. At any rate I

don't expect to find in any other river so

many conditions which make up that ideal

river all fishermen are looking for.

A word of advice to those who may con-

template making the trip—take long waders.

With these you can cross the river almost

anywherp, which will save you much clam-

bering through the bush.



GUNS g^ AMMUNITION
The Last Word on an Old Subject: The 38-40 Winchester

as the Back-Woodsman's Stand-By

Ashley A. Haines

WHEN writing my article for the August
number ftod and Gun which was
entitled "Huntint! Experiences with

\'arious Arms," it was with no attempt on

ir.y part to force -my views on an unwilling

reading public. I withheld many incidents

where deer had been killed with that one

ieliberalely taken first shot believing it

.oidd prove of greater interest to the nvcrage

reader if results of deer killing were reported

II! which a bit of spice was thrown in by way
of accounts where, due to various causes,

'lie game shot required more than one shot,

i o have withheld the killin.gs in which the

-i-ime failed to succumb instantly at the rifle's

I rack, and in which quick lever-swinging was
necessary to land the game in its mad attempt
lo escape, and only have related the incidents

.'here one shot • landed the venison in the

Hying pan, would have been about as interest-

ing as the slor>' worked olT on the newspaper

man by an old liunlcr. This lu^wspaper man
.'lad bothered the life out of the Old Timer

•or a bear stoPj'. h'inally, after much per-

suasion lie got it; whether it had the thrills

he had anticipated or not I cannot say, but

the reader can judge. As nearly as I canje-
meniber it ran something like this:

"One morning in September I took my
rifle and went out and killed a bear." Then
silence and a piilYiiig at his pipe followed.

"Was that all'.' ' aski-d the reporter almost

:)iealhle.ss.

More pulling al the pipe and apparently

deep thinking, and the Old Timer continued-

"The ne.xt day I went out and killed another

near." Then Home more pulling at the pipe

in a more or less reminiscent mood.

"And then'?" excitedly enquired our report-

er.

"Next day I went out and killed another

bear."

"And then
—

" began the reporter to be

shut off by our Old Timer with the remark:

"I've told yer three bear stories; what more
d'ye want?"

Now in commenting briefly on the interest-

ing remarks made by Mr. Decker in the

Decemlier number of Rod and Gun, as I feel

I should in order to make my position per-

fectly plain concerning this much discussed

question of rifles suitable for deer shooting,

it will be with no attempt to ridicule or be-

little the gentleman in any way; he has a per-

fect right to his opinions, and this I grant him.

and while we cannot all a.gree in this matter

we can at least discuss it with the most

friendly feeling and I am sure that Mr. Decker

would never think of considering it or any

other subject in any other way. I might say,

in passing, that I am mis(|uoted by him—
unintentionally, of course—where he makes

mc shoot that deer three times back of the

fronl shoulder. It doesn't read that way in

my August article.

The resultis attending the killing of this

deer were most unusual, and certainly most

unfortunate, and 1 believe I so stated in my
article. While I never killed but three deer

with that .;!()-:K) Kemiiiglon, I consider it

e(|ual in killing power to the other rifles like

the Winchester, Marlins and Sava.gcs,

taking the older and better known .;<0-.'J() car-

tridge, and so many, (myself included) have

found them so well suited for their use on

deer anil similar game, as it is shot iindcp
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ordinary conditions, as to have left no doubt

in my mind as to the excellence of the .30-30

and similar-povered guns for this most hunted

<if all bis game. The much-shot-up-deer

with the last three bullets just back of the

shoulder, I have always felt positive would

not have gone far after the first of these

last three shots were fired, but I gave it no

lime to test the matter, but landed the other

two before it had walked but a few feet. In

doing this I wasted the last two shots just

as I once did with the .45-00 Winchester

black powder rifle: it received the first through

the vitals and the third (second a miss) a

few seconds later dropped it dead. I could

relate many instances of this kind where one

or more unnecessarj' shots followed the first

which had struck the desired vital spot and

with guns other than those of the .30-30

class. But should I dwell too much upon
this some one would come back at me by

saying that we should use a gun that, when
the game was hit in the vitals it would suc-

cumb instantly and then point us to their

favorite rifle as the "medicine gun" for deer.

Permit me to be perfectly fair in this mat-
ter; I sincerely believe that game struck in

the vitals with some of the 3000 foot

second guns will drop quicker and stay down
for keeps more often than when hit in the

same place with some guns of 2000 foot sec-

onds velocity, or less, but before I shall be

perfectly satisfied with such guns, I fear, they

wtU have to have a bullet less inclined to fly

to pieces on impact than seems to be true at

present. One of Mr. Decker's favorite deer

rifles he states is not good in thick brush—

a

matter I pointed out when the rifle was first

placed on the market for it seemed perfectly

plain to me that a bullet so soft travelling

at its extremely high speed would often be

certain to fly to pieces and never reach the

game when connecting with limbs of any size

as is certain to happen at times when hunting

deer in timbered or brushy districts. I have
heard of several instances of this occuring

which makes me an advocate of a bullet for

the high speed gims which will rupture all

right, but which will hold together sufficiently

to drive to the vitals of the game shot. And
as I happen to have reason to believe, such a

bullet is due soon. I pointed out the desir-

ability of such a bullet several years ago in

another magazine and received quite a maul-

ing in print for expressing such radical views

—

this by two manufacturers of rifles and ultra-

liigh velocity ammunition. I have a long

letter from one of them in which he now sub-

stantially agrees with every statement I

made in the (to him) objectionable article.

Wait awhile and you will probably be iisinu

ammunition of his make loaded with lh<

new bullets.

I agree with Mr. Decker perfectly at many
places in his interesting and appreciated ar-

ticle—even that ".Vny singje incident, or

short series of incidents, do not prove Ih'^

killing power of a cartridge, but, it is by com-
paring the results of many such incidents,

that the facts in regard to the killing jwwer of

a cartridge can be arrived at." .\nd yet I

believe Mr. Decker has unconsciously (or

unintentionally, as you choose to prefer,)

taken a single unfortunate incident I reported

and condemned the most popular calibre

rifles for deer hunting. Please note that I

say uninlenlionatly as I feel perfectly sure

that Mr. Decker is not one to piirposely mis-

lead any one. Such things have happened

loo often in some other magazines; also bitter

controversies have resulted where such oc-

curances should never have been met with.

I am certain none of Rod and Gun's many
readers want to see anything of the kind creep

into its columns.

1 believe I have said something to the

elTect that if a deer simply will not stand and
look pleasant while I deliver that one deliber-

ately taken fatal first shot, why, he is likely

to get it, if I can shoot straight enough, while

trying to make his getaway. But I very

much prefer to slide through the bush as

noiselessly as a moccassioned ghost on tip

toe over a field newly plowed and broad-

casted to thistle-down; catch my deer un-

awares and stick that bullet, (any type pro-

vided it isn't of the fly-to-pieces kind,) in the

desired spot and if it happens to be nothing

better than of the .30-30 class I shall expect

venison for supper.

I know of a hunter who, since deciding he

would do his utmost to get as many standing

shots as possible and not shoot at even a

standing deer unles.s a vital spot offered as a

target, has killed over fifty deer since adopting

the method mentioned without one cripple

escaping. This hunter 1 have in mind, has

missed several deer since then outright, also

refused several times to shoot at standing

deer where only the hips were exposed, in a

few instances failing to get a shot at all due

to waiting for the game to move into a clear

space where a shot could be taken at the

desired fatal spot, but not a single deer has

escaped this hunter wounded though, be it

understood, several of the deer shot have been
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trailed short distances before being killed,

but very few of the ones trailed after being

shot required further shooting as they were

usually found dead short distances from where
first shot. This may,not be an argument in

favor of the .30-30 class of rifles, or any other

class, but I do believe it a good argument in

favor of getting as many standing shots as

possible and not be eternally saying "shoot!"

when one is sighted just to have the privilege

of shooting them up from their nose to their

tail as was the result with the one shot with

the .30-30 Remington which Afr. Decker has

referred to and as reported' by me in the Aug-
ust number. As written above it might ap-

pear that all of these deer were killed with

rifles of the .30-30 class; this would not be

true, for while most of them fell to such

rifles (most of these being killed with .30-30

Winchester carbines) many of them were
killed with rifles of less power and most of

the leading makes were represented.

Shooting running game with the rifle, such

as jack rabbits and coyotes and grey wolves on
the prairie, I consider the finest of sport,

and years ago when living in districts where
much such shooting could be had, secured my
full share of the game shot at under all con-

ditions. One can kill running jack rabbits

quite frequently with a rifle and when shoot-

ing at such game on the run he wifl have all

the quick lever swinging desired just as he
will when reaching for the fleeing coyote in

his squirming, twisting, corkscrew flight

across the fifty miles of prairie directly ahead.

One can usually see the dust, or snow, kicked

up by the bullets and is able to profit thereby,

if the shot was a miss, and if he has had much
experience at this sort of shooting he will

land that coyote or jack, as the case may be,

often enough to make it very interesting for

all concerned but the game shot at. But,

so far as I am concerned, give me all the

standing shots at deer in the brush that are

coming to mc and I'll fire that first' shot as

deliberately as if using a mu/.zlc loader; but,

notice, please, if quick work is imperative

A. A. H. will be somewhere around with the

lever Winchester.

f'rom what I may have written above, or in

the past, the reader may draw wrong conclu-

sions in thinkin.g I fall to iipprei-iatc the

points of superiority to be found in the best

of the 3()00-fcet-secon<l class rillcs. I believe

I fully appreciate all their strong points, also

a few features which to me, seem undesirable,

and while I have owned and used such rifles

and expect to again, I sincerely believe that

for the average hunter he will not be far off

the trail if he sticks to his .30-30 for deer

shooting for sometime to come. Especially

do I believe this since this cartridge (.30-30

Winchester) is now being loaded by the Do-
minion people giving nearly 200 feet greater

velocity than heretofore. This will make it

a still better arm for deer shooting, though,

as I have attempted to show, it was a very

popular and satisfactory deer rifle with the

older style ammunition of lower velocity.

(Have not used this new .30-30 Dominion
cartridge, but a friend says it is the best he

ever shot.)

This, so far as I am concerned, is the last

word on this subject. If however, others

decide to thresh the matter out to greater

length, I would suggest that it be free from

anything savoring of biting sarcasm or any-

thing of that nature; and I feel certain that

Mr. Decker is with me here though we may
not agree on all points concerning the rifle

best suited for deer shooting. IVe advocated

rifles of the .30-30 class and others of

even less power, for deer shooting; also I

have been a strong admirer of the lever type

of repeater as well as advocating the real

featherweight rifle. This latter arm I had
always hoped when it appeared would be a

lever gun, though had half promised myself to

have one if built strictly featherweight even

should it be of the bolt type. It would seem

that we are soon to have what the makers

claim is a real featherweight of this type. It

will be of the 3000- foot second class and

readers of Rod and Gun need not be surprised

should I be found in the deer districts next

season packing one of these little guns.

Should this prove true, however, don't expect

me to endorse the combination too strongly

as I should adopt its action merely to gei the

featherweight features, and, unless the bullet

used was fly-to-pieces proof, it would be

liable to criticism from this little typewriter

of mine. While I am quite certain to be using

such a rifle for deer shooting next season, or

some" other 3000-fool second gun, I might

also be found at times, packing a Ballard

Pacific, a Centennial Winchester or a .,30-30,

or even a despised .'1 1-10; but should this

prove to be true, I trnst no one will consider

mc as being inadequalclv anncd for the game
to be hunted for. Wliile many miglil ridicule

the rifle used, there are plenty of us who

know that each and every rifle mentioned

has made good so often on deer, and even

larger game, that we will know if failure re-

sults in their use under at all favorable con-
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ditions, the shooter alone will be at fault.

Now we'll switch.

I had intended writing at considerable

length on the merits, as 1 see them, to be

found in the .38-40 model 1892 Winchester

as a Backwoodsman's rifle; also had expected

to have had many targets to have shown with

the article, but I have taken so much space

in commenting on Mr. Decker's article that

I shall have to be brief in my handling of this

.38-10 of mine. Also, due to bad weather con-

ditions with constantly changing light, the

the .38-40 but unless using the high velocity

cartridges all the time, I'd fully as soon have

the better known .44-40 in this model.

This little gun has a good record on deer

and when occasion requries, will clip a grouse's

head as regular as any rifle ever carried in the

bush. And the cost of the ammunition,

whether you use the factory product or re-

load is not expensive, and this is a big argu-

ment in favor of the Backwoodsman having

at least one rifle using inexpensive ammuni-

tion. In this rifle I have used practically

No. 1. Fifteen consecutive shots, from rest, ut 75 yards. (See article.)

tests I made at the target with this little

gun failed to average with many others I

have made in the past; ahd while I could

show many ten-shot groups under two inches,

from rest, at 50 yaids, there were also too

many over that size to prove of interest, so

will merely say that with the open sights I

have this little deer-killer equipped with it has

so often made many very close five and
ten, and even a few twenty-shot groups at

all ranges up to 200 yards, that I have, and
always shall have, I believe, great faith in

this little gun for deer shooting under most of

the conditions under which I am likely to

hunt it. I am not out to advertise this little

rifle any more than to say that^jt suits me the

best for many purposes of any rifle I ever

owned. The calibre, you will remember, is

all of the factory make of cartridges as well

as many reloaded ones, the shells having

been reloaded with cast bullets and suitable

charges of DuPont No. 1, Schuetzen and their

No. 80,—the most used and so far most satis-

factory of the reloaded slulT having been the

Ideal measure set at 30 grains for the DuPont
No. 80 powder and using a special three-grove,

cast bullet of 197 grains in weight. This

bullet was cast in an Ideal mould No. 40396.

being one of many used in the old

time .40 calibre rifles like the Sharps, Ballards,

Remingtons and Winchester single shots.

This bullet could be had in difl'erent weights,

the one I selected being for the 203-grain.

The point of bullet as cast in mould as it came

from the factory was too long for my purpose,

so mould at bottom was cut olT and a steel
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plate rivelted to one half of the mould to

fonii a bottom when mould was closed. As
now worked over, the point of bullet is cast

shorter than originally designed but slightly

longer than the regular .38-40 bullet, and
when this special bullet is loaded in the

.38-40 shell the over-all length of the complete

cartridge is slightly longer than standard for

this cartridge which necessitated cutting away
a small portion of steel directly undei the

chamber slanting forward sufficiently to

enable the longer cartridge to be readily

elevated for insertion into the chamber by the

forward travel of the breech bolt. With
exception of one undesirable feature, the com-
bination has proved extremely satisfactory.

That one undesirable feature is this: If one

desires to shove the elevated carrier down
with cartridge in it, there is good prospect of

the end of the bullet of this longer-than-

standard cartridge catching on rim of cart-

ridge in magazine with the possibiity of that

cartridge being forced back on the cartridge

in the carrier and all sorts of trouble sure to

follow. A cartridge stop of suitable length

for this spcrial cartridge would permit every-

thing to work as well as for the standard

cartridge. Please note, Mr. Critic, that the

jam that might follow a proceeding such as I

have mentioned cannot be attributed to a

faulty mechanism; the gun handles the am-
munition it was made to handle perfectly;

also this special cartridge if one is careful and

not shove the carrier down as I have men-
tioned.

The .38-10, as most of the readers arc

aware, is a .40 calibre. The bullet I selected

is of (he .403 cla.ss of .40 calibres and as a

consequence the bullets are cast somewhat
oversize. This is as I had wanted, as a very

tight fitting bullet was desired and when
sized in a spei'ial Ideal sizcr to .402 I found

exactly what I had been looking for. .\lso

tlic|bullct had what the standard ..iS-IO cast

i)ulli'l did not have,- a groove for crimping

the shell luto. W hen so crimped it will stand

unlimited pounding through the magazine
without being forced back within the shell

us happens so often when using smokeless

loads which do not fill the shell and a bullet

without a crimping groove.

With this spe<'ial bullet cxlreiucly small

Mrriiips have l)een secured at all ranges at

which 1 have used it— also excellent grou|>s

have been mnde with this lilth^ gun with

all— practicnily all the factory tiniiniinition,

the last to be tried being the Doniitiion snioke-

less in this size, and while all the grouping

with this ammunition in this calibre was not

as satisfactory as I had hoped for, it averaged

as well as any others tried out on the same
day; but it would bs only fair to say that

weather conditions made it impossible to

expect the small groups we all like to secure

so well; under better conditions I know that

all the ammunition shot then would show
much better average results. I speak in

an unusually positive manner^ you will think

perhaps, but it is because I know that all the

cartridges I have in mind have given hotter

averages heretofore and know that they will

again.

The regular Ideal 180-casl bullet also has

given good results in this rifle and it has been

used with black, semi-smokeless, DuPont
No. 1, DuPonl No. 80 and Schcutzen to help

it along towards the target, and while I like

my special bullet with its 30-grain BULK
DuPont No. 80 load belter than any of the

reloads, the 180-grain cast bullet with all the

powders mentioned works well. Of factory

ammunition, the low velocity cartridges give

the greatest accuracy, as one might expect,

but the 1 ligh Velocity cartridges have a flatter

trajectory and greater striking power and at

any range at which one would expect to use

this Hackwoodsnian's rifle of mine will kill

anything the hunter may ever point it at.

My little rille has killed deer with nearly all

the loads I have mentioned, and while I know
that many would have no use for such a rifle

with so many of the modern high power

rifles in reach, 1 should like to mention right

here that such an arjn, with reloading tools,

a few cans of DuPont powders such as have

been mentioned, a few thousand primers and

plenty of scrap le.ul on hand and the Hack-

woodsmau will always be prepared for game
shooting though an ammunition famine may
be raging generally. Uegardless of how firmly

I might tie to the modern high power rifles,

nothing can pry me loose from this little rifle

and its cartridge reloading outlit. there are,

of course, other calibre's just as good, some
would say belter, like the .11-10, the .32-10

and .3S-.S.'), but clioo.se which you prefer, and

hang right on to your high power rifles with

as linu a grip as you like, the time is certain

to come when yon will find some one of these

often derided black powder rifles worth their

weight in gold—neaily. Ivspecially if you

happen to be out of reach of the big cities.

Undi'r such conditions as I have in mind, the

Ha(4iwoodsman would have at least one rifle

he could lind some kind of ammunition for,

and while it would not be the gun for 1199
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yard deer shooting, it would answer perfertly

for our Backwoodsman who would shoot

his game at the usual ranges.

It has been years since I have more than

an occasional shot ofT hand at a target, at

any range, with a rifle. I seem to get game
with a rifle shol off hand quite readily;

white paper, <SJ4 inches in diameter, lacked to

a black back ground, and (ircd ten shots only,

sights up three notches, getting six in the

bull with anothei % inch out, one C^^2 inches

out and one other 7' 2 inches out, while one

still worse, missed the target clean^lhis was
the sixth shol and was caused bv a flinch and

V,

No. 2. Twenty-fiTe consecutive shots, from rest, at 75 yards. .See article.

probably because I am so ven/ careful with
that first shot. Bui it has been a long, long

time since I fired a rifle off hand at the 200-

yard target but to please a friend, and to have
a fair idea tf what one should expect of this

little rifle of mine (which, I believe, I like

fully .IS well as the .2.')-21 Stevens,Mr. Laiidis

is hanging on to) off-hand, open sights such
as I use for hunting, I rut out a bull's eye of

shot was Vailed at .Ihc time. Raising the

group % of an inch and seven of the ten would
have been in the &% inch buliV eye. As they

struck, however, 1 feel certain thai these

seven shols would have been good for the

vitals of a standing broadside deer. The
distance was known, of course, and in hunting

we have to guess at our distances when game
shooting, and while these ten shols won't
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assay very high in the estimation of the off-

hand target shot who may be in good form all

the time, at the same time the little gun per-

formed so much better in my hands after

such a long time without off-hand practice

has made it unnecessary for the man to pay
much attention to range up to 200 yards.

I have high-power rifles with more in pros-

pect. I also have the black-powder rifles,

and like both types, and dislike very much to

No. .<. Thirty concocuclve'ahuin, from rent, ut 7S yurds. (Secrurtlclc.)

that I have thought it worth niciitioiiiiig here.

If one gclH his riiiigc, the bUick powder guns
would aaswer pretty well on deer at even 200

yards, same as in days of yore when ye hunter

was a much better judge of diHtunces than

he is at present where the high-powered ride

see mud thrown on rithcr typo; both are

good, the high power foi the long shots where

a miscalculation of range may, and often

does, mean a miss; the bhick powder rifle for

the Hijckwoodsnian who rnny do practically

all of his shooting at the shorter ranges and
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•who desires a rifle using cheap ammunition

whether that ammunition is factory made or

prepared by the Backwoodsman himgeif.

Believing I have made myself fairly plain

in this matter and trusting that none will

understand me as advocating either type for

evenj hunter for eeery purpose, I will ring off

{or this time.

Since writing the above I have hunted up

some old targets made with my little .38-40

Winchester which I am going to take chances

on being reproduced in Rod and Gun as I am
sending them in. You may remember one

of my 50-yard REST targets made with a

revolver being shown a year or so ago as a

ten-yard OFF-HAND target. I've forgiven

the one responsible for the mistake but haven't

entirely forgotten about it. Mr. Landis

requested targets made at 50 and 100 yards,

but as explained previously although special

efforts were made to secure a satisfactory

average with the little gun at these ranges,

results to appear with this article, the results,

for reasons which have been mentioned, were

not entirely satisfactory. This little .38-40

has been shot many thousand times with

different kinds of ammunition and mostly at

the 50-yard range and, naturally, many very

small groups have been made at this range,

but practically all of these targets passed out

of my hands long ago which makes it impos-

sible to show many which would be of especial

interest to Rod and Gun's many readers.

However, I am fortunate in being able to

show three targets made with this rifle at a

carefully measured 75 yards, shot from rest,

open sights, good weather conditions, three-

inch bull being used and sight set for its

point blank range of 50 yards. Target No. 1

represents 15 consecutive shots had they all

been fired on the same target. Target No.

2 shows 25 con.sccutivc shots as they would

have appeared had they all been shot on the

same target. Target No. 3 shows 30 consec-

utive shots as they would have appeared had

they iill been fired on the same target. No. 1

made with 180-grain cast bullet and DuPont
No. 80 powder. Ideal measure set at 24 grains.

No. 2 was made with low-velocity Winchester

smokeless cartridges while No. 3 was made
with my special 197-grain cast bullet load with

Ideal measure set at 30 grains, the powder

used being DuPont No. 80. From these

targets I believe anyone willhave a pretty

fair idea concerning just how much show Mr.

Buck will have for getting off with his life at

the usual ranges, if the man behind the gun

is looking fairly straight. In the tests made
when the targets shown were turned out

many very small five-shot groups were pro-

duced, but I am not mentioning any of them

having been satisfied by showing one 15-shot

group, one of 25 shots and another of 30

shots—consecutive shots, remember. Open

sights, range 75 yards.

Size of groups determined by drawing a

circle through center of outside bullet holes

and measuring across circle. Size for group

N6. 1 is 2 7-8 inches. For No. 2 size of the

group is 3 J^ inches while for No. 3 the size of

group is 3J^ inches. Unbroken lines show

bull's eyes: broken lines show size of the

groups.

Notes on Pistol Shooting

F. R. Daniel

" I am enclosing herewith a photograph of a

hand gun that appears to be little known and

which might be of interest to your readers.

It is made by the Webley and Scott people of

England, has an 8 inch barrel and weighs

about 23 ounces.

The pistol is fitted with a nicely checkered,

walnut grip with a rubber butt plate. The
trigger pull is nice and easy and the trigger is

checked. This pistol is made with a lip up

action and is opened by pushing forwaid on

the front trigger guard and has a kicking ex-

tractor. This extractor woiks very well with

cartridges loaded with greaseless bullets and

will throw out the greased ones when it is

warmed up.

Webley iind .Scott .22 cat. pistol
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The pistol is chambered for the .22 long

rifle cartridge. In finish it compares very

favorably with the Smith & Wesson pistol.

The price was $18 in Canada a year ago.

Personally, I do not like the shape of the grip

as there is not enough drop in the hang of it

as it is made something on the style of the old

English duelling pistol. For that reason,

^
10 shots oS-hand at 22 feet, by F. R. Daniel, using

a Webler &.Scott single shot pistol.n , «^

I have not done very much work with it. A
few targets are attached that will give an

idea of its work.

I am also sending a few targets made with a

Steven's Diamond Model with a 6 inch barrel

and 22 short cartridges loaded with mush-
room bullets. A few years ago this pistol

cost me $6.50 and,I have shot many thousands

of shots out of it. 1 can do bitter work with

it todayithan I can with my ..'58 Special

10 shola .>IT-h:intl ;il 22 feet, by l'°. K Daniel,
lislng a .Slevonn DlaiiKiiid model pistol. Score IS

OlTiccr's Model (loll that has a 7 J^ inch barrel.

I do nol mean lo infer that anyone can do
better work with the Sl(;vens than they can
with the (^oll Olficcr'.s Model, Iml that is

how il works out in mv case.

These targets were all shot olT-hand at a

range of 22 feet as that is the longest range

that I can get in my house. They will give

a person an idea of what it will do at twenty

10 shots off-hand at 22 feet, by F. R. Daniel,
using a Stevens Diamond model pistol. Score 99

yards or more. II will do just as good work
as it does at these short ranges.

I noticed in l.-ist month's issue an inquiri,'

as to whether snapping a revolver will hurl

12 .shots Off-hand ot 22 feel, by F. K. Daniel,
using a .32 Colt Automatic pistol.

It. 1 formerly shoi one of my Colt's Officers

Model for snapping practice. 1 snapped this

revolver possibly a good many thousand times

until at last I jarred out the firing pan. (At

least I believe that is the factory name for

it.) This occurred sometime ago. The piece

thai I mean is that roiimi piece that the (iriiig

pin comes Ihrough on llie frame on the .'M

Coll Officers Model. Since this occurred 1

use empty shc.lls for a bumper.
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Hints^ on Rifle Practice

James Whyte

THE following is written with the hope

that it will be of some benefit to young
shots or beginners in the art of military

rifle shooting on the range.

I have found snapping practice, or position

and aiming drill, to be of very great benefit,

especially in the standing or offhand and

kneeling positions, although I never became
a successful shot in the former position.

However, nearly all military rifle shooting

in Canada is now from the prone position.

In towns where military rifle clubs have

been organized for some years, many expert

riflemen will be found among the members
and the beginner is recommended to adopt

as nearly as his conformation will admit, the

position adopted by the most successful

shots, which will be found to varj' very little

among a large number of expert riflemen

while shooting in the prone position. In the

other positions there are likely to be more
variations. In assuming the prone position,

do not lie down in line with the direction of

the targets as this brings the left arm in a very

awkward position. Besides the recoil is

felt much more than if one lies at an angle of

45" to the line of fire.

Assuming the target is in the North, lie

down facing the northeast, spread the legs,

get the left elbow as nearly under the rifle

as comfort and conformation will allow, with

the right elbow not too far from the body.

Slight depressions for the elbows in the pro-

per places are a help, but are not usually

allowed to be made in competitions on the

range. Have the sling adjusted in length

so that it can be used quite tight, say with a

pull of about 75 pounds. Be careful not to

get the head too far forward and the nose

against the thumb, which is usually around

. the small of the stock with a fairly tight grip,

or the recoil from the rifle will cause the most
prominent part of the face to suffer, resulting

after a few shots, in a very bad case of flinch-

ing, and a very poor score. Flinching is hard

to eradicate once the habit is acquired.

Do not have the sling attached to the butt

swivel. It must be attached to the swivel in

front of the magazine, othenvise it will have a

strong tendency to cant the rifle and pull

the butt away from the shoulder. In using

the sling, put the left arm through between
the rifle and sling, tlien back under the sling

and grasp the fore end at the position which

suits you best. The sling should be well up

to the shoulder over the muscle so it will not

slip. This applies to the long regulation sling

strap in use some years ago in Canada.

Where it is allowed, a sling which pulls from

the middle band swivel only will be found as

good as any.

In snapping practice, I have used the fol-

lowing military rifles without any damage to

the lock mechanism. Sharp's (Borchardt

Model) Martini Henry .15 Cal., Martini

Metford .303 Cal. Lee Enfield and Ross,

Mark III Model.

For indoor snapping practice I put a small

spot on the window to aim at, unless the room
is well lighted. A spot on the wail will be

too much strain for the eyes. This spot may
be as near as a foot or two from the muzzle,

provided it is reduced in size in proportion to

the distance, for outdoor practice. Use a

%" paster at 25 yds. Be as careful with

every "snap" as if you were shooting on the

range in competition, aiming at 6 o'clock just

beneath the bullseye and be careful to have

the sights perfectly upright .as canting the

rifle to either side will result in a hit to the

side the rifle is inclined, the greater the dis-

tance or range, the greater the error. Get

into the habit of "calling" the shot. For

each perfect aim and pull off, lall it a bullseye,

and for the least pull lo one side, call it an

inner or 4, and for a bad pull a magpie, outer

or a miss.

Snap in series of 7 to 10 shots,- keeping a

mental .ecord of the probable value of each

snap as called. This wiU make the practice

more interesting and useful.

When I first shot on the 200 yards range,

kneeling position, I made very poor scores

from this rather unsteady position, averaging

but 23 to 26 parts out of the possible 35 for

7 shots, but by persistent aiming and snapping

practice, as above outlined 1 gradually im-

proved my scores on the 200 yaids range to

31 to 33, scoring the latter quite frequently.

In this practice as well as on the range,

do not get in the bad habit of taking a long

aim as one is liable to get a false aim from

eye strain, or holding the breath too long.

But dp not pull till satisfied, better rest the

eyes a few seconds, while keeping position

then take a moderate breath and begin over

again.

Pull the trigger with the second joint of
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the first finger, and gradually squeeze the

small of the stock with the whole hand as the

aim improves, applying the last few ounces

or pound of pull when satisfied wth the aim.

Remember that the slightest flinch or bad
pull off at the end will spoil the value of your

shot.

In rapid fire and snap shooting, of which
there will be much more in competitions than

formerly, the pull will be a rapid squeeze in-

stead of a jerk. The minimum pull of trig-

ger allowed is five pounds. If your lifle has

much more than this, have the Armourer
Sergeant reduce it to 5J-2 pounds.

This is a delicate job and it is best to have

a person with requisite experience lighten the

pull.

Practice with reduced charges at short

range, say 25 yards at a target reduced in

size for the distance. A target 3" square

with Ji* bullseye will represent the target at

600 yards. For this practice I have used

U.M.C. .303 British shells, bullet 125 grs..

Remington .30 Cal., diameter .313, hardened

to 1 tin to 10 lead and various charges of

smokeless powder.

Twenty-two cal. long rifle muskets can now
be bought and are strongly recommended for

practice as above or any .22 rifle is belter

than none, but trigger pull should be as near

as possible to the same weight, five pounds.

Get your military rifle issued to you as

early as possible before the shooting season

opens in Spring. As I live in the country I

have the opportunity to test the rifle at short

range against a high bank, to get the eleva-

tions (Of 200 and 500 yards and find out if

the rifle shoots zero or not. If it shoots to

cither side, every one-quarler inch at 25

yards range equals one minute of angle and
if the Ross militarj' rifle is used, the foresight

can be moved to correct any side throw. If

the I-ee-Enfield, this it must be allowed for on

the wind gauge. With the old Mark VI or

blunt nose ammunition the 200 yards eleva-

tion will cause the bullet to strike one and

one-half inches above point of aim; with .000

yards ciev. it will hit seven inches high at 25

yard.s, this witti the old long barrel Lee-

Knfield.

The new Mark VII or pointed bollet am--

munition will be less than this especially at

6<)0 yards. In learning the amount of wind
allowanrf' while, shooting on the ranRc, the

young shot will have to he guided jil lirsl by
his friends on the range who have had ex-

perience, but as soon as possible he should

leam and depend as much as possihie on his

own judgment. Get a score book and keep
a record of elevation, etc. Disregard the

sight elevations on the sight and use the

vernier always.

Be careful to not make a mistake of ten

minutes either up or down on the vernier.

It is often done. I have known one of our

old riflemen, a Bisley shot to make a mistake

of 10" too high at the 800 yards range at

Ottawa, and keep shifting a few minutes

elevation each shot and finish his score with

seven straight misses before he found his

mistake. In shooting where there are a

number of targets be careful not to shift your

aim on to the next target. It is a common
blunder on the range, even with the best

shots. While at Bisley, I saw Sgt. Maj.

Wallingford, then the best shot in the British

anny, put a bull on the wrong target at 900

yards and lost First Prize thereby. In the

Kolapore Team Match, one of our team, men,

a Queen's Prize man, did the same thing on

the 500 yards range.

At our Dominion Rifle Matches, shooting

against the sun one morning at 900 yards on

No. 9 target, and the figures showing very in-

disiinctly, the writer put an inner and a bull

in succession on No. 10, lowering my aggregate

nine points in Bisley Team competition and

losing a place on the team, besides a place in

the prize li'st. I have given these examples to

show the necessity of guarding against same.

Always be careful with a loaded rifle, es-

pecially do not leave the firing point with a

cartridge in the chamber. You may do this

while under the impression "that you have

another shot to fire when your score is finished

and forget to remove it. .\ young lad on

our Nova Scotia Provincial Range made this

mistake and was instantly killed a few min-

utes later while leaning on the muzzle of his

rifle.

Another instance: Captain King, an expert

rifleman, while shooting an extra series ticket

at the Dominion Matches, was in the act

of aiming in his unfinished .score. He heard the

command "cease fire" suddenly sounded for

the lunch hour. In dispute about this un-

usual order, he forgot about his l():i(l<^d rifle

and proceeded to the resort for lunch while

scores of the competitors were walking in

front and back of him. Suddenly he noticed

that the firing pin of his rifle was at full cock

and was going to press the trigger to snap it

down, when on second Ihougiit he opened

the holt to make sure and found a cartridge

in the chamber. This was enough to rattle

anyone, even with as good nerves ns Captain
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King. I could give anothef instance when
the \\Titer came very nearly being the victim

on the Provincial Range. Be careful

—

always.

A short reference to cleaning the rifle may
be in order. Nitrous Acid in the fouling from

the Cordite in Canadian Govt, ammunition is

very corrosive, and needs prompt and good

cleaning to keep the bore in good condition.

The strong ammonia method is one of the

best, and has been described in these columns.

There are several special oils for this purpose,

"Young's .303 combined Cleaner, etc."

British Make, and Hoppe's Nitro Powder
Solvent No. 9, American manufacture, are

both good, but it is well to give a second

cleaning before putting the rifle away for a

week or longer. The writer uses the boiling

water treatment for all his fire-arms, except

revolver and .22 rifle, and I see no reason why
it would not be equally efTective in the small

bore, using a small funnel for the purpose.

It is very simple, all that is required is a kettle

of boiling water from the kitchen stove, a

proper funnel, cleaning rod and usual dry

cleaning rags. For a funnel to use in a bolt

action rifle, take a fired shell and bore a

hole through the head full size of interior of

shell then have a tinsmith solder a funnel

with shank about 10 inches long, and small

enough to go into hole in shell, into same.

Remove bolt from rifle, insert funnel, and

pour a quart or two of boiling water slowly

through the bore, holding the rifle of course,

muzzle down. Then with cleaning rod—

I

never use a pull through—and dry rags,

thoroughly dry the bore. Then finish with

oily rags using any good oil. I have used

this method for eighteen years, for both shot-

gunn and rifles with perfect satisfaction and
always one operation is sufficient. After an

afternoon's shooting on the range, last of the

season, with one cleaning as above, the bore

kept in perfect condition until following

Spring.

A friend of the writer who has seen three

year's service at the front in France tells mc
this method was used at the training camps
in F'^ngland.

I'or detecting nickel fouling in the bore, a

Tallow MO'.i Metal gauge is used, the least

trace of fouling will prevent the passage of

thi.s through the bore and its location found

und then removed with Molly Paslc with

wire brush, or other appliance on the cleaning

rod. For a bad caac of nickeling or metal

fouling the clieinicul solvent already des-

cribed in these columns will need to be used.

The writer uses a glass funnel, rubber tube for
'

muzzle etc., and the chemical ingredients

put up in tablet form to mix with the am-
monia. These can be bought from a dealer in

rifle requisites.

The writer has had the advantages of hav-

ing many books on the art of rifle shooting.

The earliest in 1887 was "Perry's Green
Book," an American publication during the

time when long range shooting with the old

Sharp's and Remington Creedmoor rifles of

.45 cal. and black powder was in vogue. It

was a wonderfully good book for the shooting

prevailirig in those days, 40 years ago. For

present time condition, Whelen's "Sugges-

tions to Military Riflemen" is very good.,

also latest edition of "Modern Rifle Shoot-

ing" by L. R. Tippens The latter can be

procured from A. G. Parker & Company,
69 Icknield St., Birmingham, England. Both

of the above at moderate prices.

I strongly advise the tyro to get either

of the above, as every detail of the art is

explained. Many good points are given

in the score books published in England, and

for sale by dealers in this country. Do not

be discouraged owing to poor scores or bsing

nervous at first while shooting in competition.

Time will cure this and your scores will surely

improve. Snapping practice with the sport-

ing or hunting rifle to be used on either small

or big game, is also a great aid to.vards ac-

curate shooting at game. This should be

practiced in the kneeling and sitting positions

as well as the standing or olT hand, which of

course is generally the only one possible in

the woods. The writer has shot many deer

in British Columbia, Caribou on the open

barrens of Newfoundland and moose here

on the open bogs and barrens from both the

kneeling and silting positions. The latter

always preferred when possible, as it is a

very steady position especially in a wind and

for long range shots at game either standing

or running is much to bo preferred. The
bolt or lever of a repeating rifle can be mani-

ipulatcd just as quickly and the rifle steadied

sooner than off hand.

'I'o assume the position face slightly to

the right, elbows not on the knees but inside,

heels finnly on the ground.with a little prac-

tice a shot can be fired in very quick lime.

Have shot last three moose from position as

above, all on bogs, two came to the call,

other still-hunting. For a hammer gun, 1

use a piece of thick rubber or sole leather,

cut to a size to suit over the end of firing pin

for snapping the empty rillo, centre firo.
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Let a Daylo find it

\Vhi'n''\i'>n musl dche]in the depths of the dark hall

closet, nrirummage around' the dlrri store-room, a

Di'jlo will help you tofind'whal you're after.-

It sates many a skinnedlknuckle and painfut. stiver

so easily acquired groping in the dark.

.And it is 'absolutely safe among' the most inflam-

mable articles; paper, packing, clothing or lace can-

not lake fire from2a Daylo. A match, candle or

o'her flime light is ezlremely dangerous.

How Many Uses for

Daylo in the Home?
A Daylo is more than a toy, and more than a guard against accidents.

It is a real comfort-maker. Its ready, brilliant beam of condensed
daylight adds to your daily—and nightly—comfort, pleasure and
happiness.

For:, instance, fn such ways as

—Seeing if the garage is

locked.

—^^Cleaning the inside of the
ice box.

—Finding that elusive collar

button.

—Rescuing pussy from the

coal bin.

—Putting in a new electric

light fuse.

—Showing callers that un-
expected step.

Get a Daylo. Have a regular place to keep it; see that it is always
loaded" with an Eveready Tungsten Batter>'; and use it to save you,
your steps and your time around the house.

Ask your dealerComing: $10,000 Cash Prize Contest,
for particulars.

CANADIAN^NATIONAL CARBON CO.
LIMITED

Toronto, Canada

EVIREAD?
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With a rim fire action, damage to the rifle

•would likely result.

In using the boiling water treatment for

cleaning a lever action hunting rifle, have two
right angle turns in the tube of funnel. The
first close to the bored out head of the shell

or cartridge, the second at proper distance

from first to clear the bolt, and tube pro-

longed sufficiently to clear when wide part

of funnel is attached. Have it tight so

neither water nor steam shall escape. The
latter may condense in the action and cause

rust. I used one as described for a .95

Model Winchester for many years.

The rifle was one of the early issues, .3CM0.

It has had a great deal of use, and is still in

perfect condition.

For a shotgun, if a repeater, dismount the

barrel. If a take-down use an ordinary fun-

nel.

I trust these remarks may be of some bene-

fit to our young shots who may not have the

opportunity to get more expert and direct

instructions from friends on the Rifle Range.'

Queries and Answers

A Rifle For Moose Shooting. ~-

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

Which would be your choice of the various

calibres in the Model 1895 Winchester for

moose shooting?

Would you prefer the .30-1906, the .35 or

,405 Cal. Model 1895 Winchester for this

purpose.

William Filman,

Aldershot, Ontario.

Reply—In reply to your inquiry concerning

my choice of a rifle for moose hunting, this

would depend to a large extent on the type

of country over which you hunt. If you are

likely to have occasional long shots over

barrens or along streams I would select the

.30-1906 using the 180 grain soft point bullet

but if nearly all of your shooting is within

100 yards or less, then I would select the .405

or the .35 Cal. Model 1895.

I would have this rifle fitted with a receiver

peep sight and a medium size gold or ivory

bead front sight. If most of your shooting

is against a green background I would prefer

the ivory front sight but, if a large part of it

is over the snow then a gold bead would be

preferable.

Editor.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I have used a great number of rifles, of

high and low power, but my favorite rifle is

the .32-20. I can hold this rifle to do extreme-

ly accurate off hand shooting. I have never

hunted deer, but I believe I could get them
with it. Cartridges for this rifle are loaded

to give a velocity of lOK) I'".S Can I load

these cartridges to give a velocity of 2(X)0

F.S. with the lir> grain Winchester Metal

Patched Soft Point Ijullet? I have no doubt

that the cartridges would be somewhat

bursted up, but what is the difference if they

extract.

Would the Winchester and Marlin rifles

with nickgl steel barrels stand up; the Win-
chester being the Model 1892 and the Marlin

Model 1894?

Which has the most recoil the .32-40 black

powder rifle, or the .30-30 high power smoke-

less?

Is the Winchester Model 1905 Automatic

rifle .32 Cal. as powerful as the .32-40 black

powder rifle, velocities about the same?
Do the Winchester Automatics work fine or

do they ever jam and would you recommend
a .32 Cal. Model 1905 for shooting deer and

black bear.

John M. Bell,

Hensall, Ontario.

Reply—In reply to your inquiry concerning

the .32-20, I would not advise you to try to

load this cartridge to try to reach 2000 foot

seconds velocity as it would result in excessive

pressure. The cartridge is not designed for

use at this velocity.

The .32-10 Cal. rifle when loaded with

black powder cartridges would probably give

more recoil than the .30-30 high power but

there would be very little difference. In

fact the difference in the recoil that you feel

between the various cartridges is very slight,

until you get up to the cartridges like the

.30-1906, the .35 ami .105 Model 1895 Win-

chester, the old black powder cartridges like

the .4.5-70 and .45-90 and cartridges of this

type.

The Winchester automatic rifles are very

reliable weapons but the ..32 and .35 calibres

use such short range cartridges that I never

recommend anybody to usu them. Either

the .351 or .401 Winchester Automatic is
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FOR PERFECT BAIT CASTING—
THESE ARE THE REELS

To cast perfectly— without a back-lasb, snarl or tangle—is over
half of the real thrill and sport of game-fishing.

To make every cast a perfect cast—is the added pleasure and joy

which comes to anglers using the South Bend Anti-Back' Lash
Reel or the new Soath Bend Level 'Winding Anti-Back-Lash Reel.

It is impossible to make other than a perfect cast, with either of these reels.

Both have the (amoas Sooth Bend Anti-Back-Lash featnre, which in reality

"thumbs" yoar reel for yon. This device automatically stops the reel spool,

the instant your bait "lands'* at the end of the cast.

The new South Bend Lei^el Winding Anti-Back-Lash Reel is a combination of

the Soath Bend Anti-Back'Lash feature, with the Level-Windtn,^ or spooling
device of the celebrated Shakespeare Upon retrieving or reeling in, your
line winds perfectly even and level, exactly the same as a sewing machine
bobbin winds thread.

BclLioocrs, without prcvioos practice, cao c«st perfectly with either of tbese reels. More «x*
pcricnccd iQglcrs will readily appreciate the sdraottte of either ol tlxcM reels (or oi(bi fishing

aod other dilhcult casting cooditiODL

Ask for these RecU—and other "Quality Tackl***—at your Dealert

South Bend Qaalily Tackle inclodcs complete Uoc of cocceufol baits tod lares. Tbc woe*
derful "Oreao" baits.—three shown here—hart t rcpatatioo among aaglcrx everywhere ss
"tbc greatest ri&b-£etlers made".

Sead a postal for our book "The Days of Seal Sport"— illastrstcd by Bhggt. Gives valoabit
Dd proveo Tishiog lolormatioD* Shows complete lioe o( "Quaiity TackU".

Demand South Bend Quality Teckle !o goldco-rod-ycUow bo«««
bearing the below tradc*mark

SOUTH BEND BAIT CO.
8286 Hi SouthBend. bid.
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greatly to be preferred for shooting deer and

black bear.

I would prefer the .32-40 rifle to the .32

Automatic.

Editor.

Rifles For Turkey Matches.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

As an interested reader of your valuable

magazine, I am taking this liberty of writing

you and asking a few questions also of relating

a very exciting, enjoyable and profitable

week-end that I spent at my home in Russell

a couple of weeks ago.

As I am employed in the city and my work
is always indoors, I always have a double

longing for a trip to the woods. So when
Dad phoned me and told me to get Saturday

off and come out to a turkey shoot that after-

noon, and as Monday was a holiday we could

go for a fox hunt, you may be sure Saturday

morning saw me ail-aboard for Russell. As
it takes only a few minutes run on the train,

I was there in plenty of time to try a few shots

before the match began.

I used a .250-3000 Savage and my father

used a long barreled .30-30 Winchester. The
range was 100 yards and the nearest shot to

the centre won. I never used my rifle much
before as I didn't get up hunting this fall and

got it new for that purpose so I was slightly

handicapped. However, I fired in all the

pools, nine in number and only missed the

bull once, getting four turkeys. Dad got

two. I am enclosing five bulls, four of which

won a turkey each and the one marked was
one I lost, which will give you an example

of the others.

Please give me your opinion of this shooting-

I used open sights and a rest, but a shaky one-

Monday morning wc were out bright and

early for a fox hunt. Dad used my 12 gauge

Winchester pump and I, my .2.50. Wc got a

start about 8 o'clock and followed the dog

about five miles until wc came up to him at

the Castore River where he was at fault on the

track. Me had evidently been running two

foxes and Ihey both hud crossed the river on

the ice where he lost the track. I was stand-

ing about a hundred and fifty yards away
from Dad and wondering what to do, when nn

awful hubbub started in the bush. It seems

that two strange dog.s were corning in from

the other direction and met Mr. Fox in the

fare. Of course, the only thing left for him
to do was come our way and he surely did.

He was just a red streak, going along the far

bank amongst the cedars but Dad was one too

quick for him and^he cramped up when the

12 gauge spoke, but?was up again immediately
only to meet another charge of B.B's. This
time he was down for the count and by the

time I got across on the ice he was quite dead.

I stepped it and he was eighty-seven paces

away. The first shot hit him too far back,

five grains going into his tail and two in just

in front of his hind legs. The second one

got him in the front shoulder and neck and
one thing I noticed when skinning him was
that the shot had practically gone through

him to the other skin. Was this not remark-

able penetration at this distance?

We waited around for a short time hoping

to get a shot at the other one but the dog
couldn't raise him so we started for home
quite satisfied.

This fox had black ears and legs up to his

body and was practically gray on the hips

and over the back. A dealer of Ottawa said

he was nearly a cross. I got •?32 for him.

In conclusion will you give me your opinion

of the .250 and compare it with the .30-30.

I want this for argument purposes as Dad has

used his .30-30 for nearly 15 years, but is

nearly converted over to my little .2.')0.

W. A. Eadie,

Ottawa, Ontario.

Reply—In reply to your inquiry, I think

that your targets are fine for a hunting

rifle. In fact, I think that they are

unusually good, considering the type of rifle

and sights used. It is very hard as you

knew to judge the accuracy of a rifle by shoot-

ing two shot groups, but the rifle seems to

shoot quite consistently into your 3 '4 inch

circle, which is about as good as you can

expect from a hunting rifle. '

Your Winchester shotgun gave remarkable

penetration at the range you mention. This

is a very reliable weapon and is fully equal

to any other shotgun of the same weight for

shooting qualities.

I see that you are anxious for me to give

you some points to floor your father in an

argument concerning the merits of the .2.')0-

3(X)() and the .30-30. May I suggest that

these two rifles arc usually almost equally

accurate at UK) yards and that if you want

to secure accuracy lliiat will sliow up cither

one of them, 1 would advise you to purchase

a very accurate .22 long rifle calibre, single

shot target rifle, sufth as the Winchester or

Stevens or the U.S.A. No. 12. Any one of

these rifles will show targets at 100 yards

about one-half the size of those that you will

receive from high power hiinliii'; rUU's. This,
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77% pattern ma
'with Infallible that

had been under --wattr

for 20 years.

HEI^CULES
Smokel&ss Shotgun

POWDEJ^S
INFALLIBLE

HIGH GUN
PREMIER

*RROW
NITRO CLUB

SELBY LOADS
CHALLENGE GRADE
SUPERIOR GRADE

miXBLACK SHELLS
AJAX
CI IMAX

FIELD
RECORD

y^NCMESTER
REPEATER
LEADER

20 Years Under Water
Infallible is waterproofand we have proved it.

The Infallible Smokclecs Shotgun Powder
shown in the jar at the left has stood under
water for more than tu enty years.

Three weeks ago a sample was taken, dried

between blotters (to remove the surface

water) and loaded in shells. 28 grains of

Infallible were used with 1 % ounces of

No. 7 Chilled Shot.

This charge, shot from a standard grade 12
gauge pump gun, made a 77°/c pattern on a 30
inch circle at 40 yards.

This is a record that will stand for many a

day for it is one of the most remarkable
performances ever recorded in testing

smokeless powder.

HEI{CULES POWDEl{^ COi ^^
1023 Orange Street -g''

Wilmington Delaware ^)
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of course, is in calm weather. The heavy

bullets will show up better when there is a

heavy wind blowing. I would prefer the

.250-3000 to the .30-30, but if I were selecting

a rifle for turkey match shooting, I certainly

would not select either one of them. It

may surprise you to know that the .250-3000

will show much better accuracy at 100 yards

with a reduced load than it will with a full

load. A charge of about 10 grains of one of

the low power powders intended for short

range work and the 86 grain flat point bullet

will give you a load that will be extremely

accurate. It will be well worth trying at your

next turkey shoot.

If you shoot at a round bull's eye I would

suggest that you use an aperture front sight

and a peep rear sight and you will be surprised

to learn that your groups will be reduced

about 50% in size over those that you will

obtain with hunting sights. A flat top front

sight is also much better than a bead for

target shooting at a bull's eye. In case you

have not tried regular target sights I would

suggest that you try them before going into

any more turkey matches and notice the

improvement in your grouping.

Editor.

.280 Ross Rifle Cartridges.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

About two years ago you published an

article of mine on reloading the 280 Ross.

At that time ammunition was hard to get

owing to war conditions prevailing.

This condition of affairs now has been

remedi.ed, at least in so far as the best of

280 ammunition is concerned—the original

copper tube cartridges. The United States

Cartridge Company advises: "that we are

now making the 280 Boss copper lube cart-

ridge again, and believe it is fully up to for-

mer standards of accuracy."

It was these US copper lube cartridges with

which my rides gave the fine accuracy men-
tioned in the article. With the war quality

steel jarkele<l bullets I never was able to get

anything like as fine shooting; while there is

some evidenre thai Uicy performed erratically

in deer and bi'ur when Ihcy did not strike bone.

Th<! i-oppcr tube Ijullcl in my cxperienc'c in-

variably went through game it hit, and made
a tunnel at least two inches in diameter. It

fully substantiated the original claim of the

Hoss company that it would anchor any

American game hit at all fairly.

.1. H, Matlern.

A 7M.M. Waffenfabrik Mauser.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Depl.

I own a Mauser 7 M.M. sporting model

made by Deutsche Waffin und Munitions-

fabriken, Berlin, No. 382 stamped on side of

barrel and elsewhere. ' I cannot get any liter-

ature on this dandy little gun so hope you may
be able to tell me.

1. Velocity of bullet in foot seconds.

2. Foot pounds striking force at 100 yards.

3. Through how many pine boards is the

bullet (Spitzer type) supposed to go?

4. Trajectory at 100 yards shooting 200

and at 150 yards shooting 300 yards.
J! .^

5. What system of rifling has it and about

what is the twist?

6. Is it possible to reload this ammunition
and if so would it be advisable, and where
might I get reloading tools with directions?

7. Is there any make of cartridge that can

be used with an auxiliary chamber in this gun
satisfactorily ?

8. For power how does this gun compare
with Winchester Model '95, cal. 30, 1906?

I have an idea that this gun is strong enough

for any moose or bear one could meet. Is it?

9. What is your opinion of this gun and

compaae it briefly with the Newton as to

power and action? Can I get a micrometer

receiver sight for this gun and where?

I like the shooting qualities of this gun very

much, bijt am unable to get the above in-

formation from any dealers around hore*30

am writing to you. It is with a great deal of

pleasure that I buy and read your magazine

every month, as shooting and hunting seem

to be my best hobbies and will write you later

some of my experiences^

A. L. Speers,

Mount Hope, Ontario.

neplij—YouT 7 M.M. Waffinfabrik Mauser

is a splendid rifle, the ballistics are as follows:

7 M.M. U.NI.C. cartridges 130 grain bullet.

C. .14, Muzzle velocity 2781 F.S., Muzzle

Energy 2715 Ft. lbs., Velocity at 100 yards

2577 F.S.. energy at 100 yards 2057 Ft. Lbs.,

200 yard trajectory is 2.6 inches, 300 yard

trajectory 6.4 inches.

7 M.M. Mauser cartridge with the 152

grain bullet, C. 495, Muzzle velocity 26ai

F.S., Muzzle energy 2319 Ft. Lbs., remaining

velocity jit 100 yards 2125 F.S., energy 1991

Ft. Lbs., 200 yard trajectory 3 inches; 3(K)

yard trajectory 7.1 inches.

This rifle has the regular groove and land-

syslcm of rilling. I cannot tell you the exact

amount of twist but it would probably be

al)()iil one turn in nine or ten inches. You
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IVER JOHNSON
:ty

E VOSAFETY AUTOMATIC

Three Booklets, one or
all FREE on request
"A"^Arnns
" B"— Bicycles
" C"—Motorcycles

The Sign of

Positive Safety
Iver Johnson means Safety,

and Safety means Iver Johnson
—the two are inseparable.

Drop it, kick it, knock it, thump
it, "Hammer the Hammer"— it can't

go off accidentally. And its safety is

automatic—nothing to remember to

do to make it safe. That's why
women are not timid about having
an Iver Johnson in the home.

Choice of three grips

Regular, Perfect -Rubber, Western
Walnut.

Ifyour dealer hasn't in stock the particular

model you want, send us his name and ad-
dress. We'll supply you through him.

Iver Johnson's Arms & cycle Works
157 River Street, Fitchburg, Mau.

99 Chambers St., New York

71 r Market St., San Francisco _

Iver Johnson Single and
Double BarrelShotguns
combine accuracy and
dependability.

Iver Johnson
"Superior"
Ro a d s t e r

Bicycle $55.
Other Models
$37.50 to S6S.
(Wo »rtro fhara*
/or Coiutrr Brake'.
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can deteiroine this by pushing a lead bullet

through the bore and having a wire securely

fastened to it while it is being pushed through.

By making a very fine mark on the wire you

can see how far forward you must push the

bullet until the wire is completely turned

around one turn. You can very easily reload

the ammunition for this cartridge if you can

secure the bullets.

The only tools that you can use are the

Ideal tools. Address the Ideal Manufactur-

ing Company, New Haven, Conn. Address

the Remington Arms U.M.C. Company,
Woolworth Bldg., New York City or the

Winchester Repeating Arms Company, New
Haven. Conn, for bullets.

I do not know of any cartridge that could

be used as an auxilian,' cartridge with this

rifle, but at any rate it would not be nearly

&o accurate as the reduced load and I do not

think it is worth considering from a practical

stand point.

This 7 M.M. cartridge is slightly more
powerful than the .30 Springfield is at the

muzzle when the Springfield is loaded with

the 150 grain bullet.

At 300 yards it is approximately 80 Ft. Lbs.

more powerful than the Springfield when the

Mauser is used with either of the two cart-

ridges. NVhen the Springfield is loaded with

the 180 grain bullet it is considerably more

powerful than the Mauser.

This Mauser rifle would be a very satis-

factory rifle for shooting moose and bear.

You can obtain a large amount of ballistic

information concerning the 7 M.M. Mauser
cartridges from the catalog of the Newton
.\rms Corporation, Woolworth Hldg., New
York City. They will be pleased to send you
their catalog upon request. This would also

give you information concerning the ballistics

obtained from Newton rifles.

You can very likely obtain a micrometer

sight for your Mauser from the Lyman Gun
Sight Corporation, Middlcflcid, Conn. They
make several models of rear peep sights for

Mauser rifles.

Your rifle is undoubtedly as fine a boll

action rifle as you can obtain at the present

time. The fad that it was made in Germany
docs not detract at all from the fact that it is

a thoroughly reliable weapon. I would be

very glad lo ^'ce something in this model made,

on this siilc af Die Allanlir.

Ldilor.

Edilor, Guns & Ammunilion, Drpl.

Will you kindly advise mc the probable

calibre of a Lee Enfield rifle that I frave that

was used in the Boer War. It has a .33 inch

barrel and a box magazine.

Harry Maddison.
Montreal, Canada.

Reply—This inquiry is one too many for

the editor and he requests information from
one of our readers who can answer this in-

quiry.

Editor.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I am thinking of getting a rifle for big game,

such as deer. I had a .23-35 Winchester and
sold it as it was too light a bullet for a brushy
country. I want to get a rifle that will be
good for the bush and also one that will be

accurate for target shooting.

I like the cut of the Remington Repeater,

but would like to have your opinion of either

of three makes, viz: Remington, Winchester

or Savage, and what calibre you consider best

for a sure and hard hitler and also an accurate

target gun. I shoot from the left shoulder.

I have been reading Rod and Gun with great

interest for some time

Gordon McDougall,
Middleville, Ont.

Reply—Your question is ralhor hard to

answer as I do not know just how accurate

results you require for your target .shooting.

If yo\i desire to shoot at a 2 incli bull's eye at

100 yards or a corresponding size at any range,

you will require a more accurate rifle than any
of the lever action or slide action, high power
hunting rifles.

The .25-35 is generally considered to be one

of the most accurate repeating rifles there are.

If you have found this too lii^iit for brush

countiy, I would suggest that you skip the

.30 30 type of rifle as these are more or less

in tlic same class and choose one of the older

types of large calibre rilles. Possibly a

•15-70-105 or a 35 calibre model 1895 Winches-

ter would be the most suitable type to select

for your shooting. Neitlier of these rifles are

unusually accurate for a target rifle and are

not any loo good as a target rifle. They both

have a rather heavy recoil, but they use

cartridges that are as accurate as any of the

older cartridges used in hunting rifles and will

be found thoroughly reliable in hnish shoot-

ing.

The heaviest calibre that you could olitain

in the Remington rifles is the .35 .\uloinalic,

which is a good brush cartridge, but docs not

have a very high reputation for accuracy at

long ranges. The M(*mington in .35 cnlibri-
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Canadian Pacific

The Sportsman's

Line
If you're thinking—and you siiould be

—

where you'll go fishinglthis spring and
summer, let us make some timely
suggestions.

Have you ever tried the Nipigon River,
noted for its mammoth speckled trout, and
other wonderful trout streams along the
north shore of Lake Superior?

Or Point au Baril and the Georgian Bay
district, French River, Lake Nipissing,
Trout Lake and Lake Penache, where
you'll get black bass, 'lunge, pike and
pickerel?

Then there are the Kawartha Lakes, sixty
miles or so north-east of Toronto, also
offering fine bass and 'lunge fishing.
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would make a very good gun for brush shoot-

ing, but neither rifle nor cartridge was design-

ed for long range target shooting. You will

find that for long range target shooting and

also for good brush work, the .303 British will

make you a good all around selection., especial-

ly if it is used in a military bolt action rifle.

However, I doubt if it would prove quite as

satisfactory for shooting through brush as

A'ould the .35 and .45 calibre cartridges men-
tioned, but it will prove to be a better target

cartridge and also a rr»re pleasant one to

shoot. This cannot be obtained in a Rem-
ington rifle of present manufacture.

Editor.

Reloading Tools.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition. Dept.

I wish to get a reloading tool for my .25-20

Marlin Repeater. Will you tell me just

what tools are necessary to teload cartridges

to shoot accurately? Does the regular Ideal

tool resize the cartridge or is a special chamber

necessary? Is it necessary to have a resizing

tool for cartridges as small as a .25-20?

Does the Winchester Repeating Arms Com-
pany still make a reloading tool? WTiat is the

cost of a bullet resizer, and is it necessary to

have one for solid lead bullets without gas

check? I intend to load with regular black

powder.

Wishing your paper every success, I am
A. E. Wood,

Tusket, N.S.

Reply—To reload the .25-20 Marlin cart-

ridge with a variety of loads, you will need a

No. 3 Ideal reloading tool with double ad-

justable chamber, a bullet resizing chamber to

resize to .257 and unless you want to buy new
cartridges rather often, you will need a

special full length shell resizing die. You
should also have a muzzle die to resize the

riiuzzlc of the shell.

I understand that the Winchester Repeating

Arms Co., no longer manufacture reloading

tools. You will, of course, require a powder
measure and a bullet mold and melting pot

and dipper and a supply of bullet lubricant.

It is very necessary to resize all cast lead

bullets after they /ire lubriralcd. This opera-

tion just about doubles the accuracy in most

cases. The regular Ideal resizer does not

resize the neck of the cartridge sufficiently,

a special muzzle resizing die being necessary

to resize the neck of the shell surficicntly

small to hold the bullet. The full length

resizing die is necessary to resize the full

length of the shell, but this will not take care

of resizing the neck of the cartridge so that it

is necessary to have both of them to do good
work.

For the .25-20 Marlin, I would suggest the

77 grain bullet No. 25720 as being about the

most generally satisfactory one to use unless

you wish to use metal cased bullets.

Editor.

Reboring a .40-82 Winchester.

Editor, Guns & Ammunilion, Dept.

I have been a constant reader of Rod and
Gun foe a number of years though this is the

first time I have had occasion to come to you
for advice.

I have^ an old Winchester Single Shot,

.40-82 calibre, 28 inch barrel, full octagon,

lever action and I have conceived the idea

of having a steel tube inserted in the barrel

and converting it into a. .25-20. Also of

having about three quarters of the—barrel

turned round, making it a one quarter octagon

barrel and at the same time doing away with

some of the extra, weight. MTiat twbt should

I have put into the barrel?

Do you not think the 28 inch barrel on the

.25-20 should make a vcr>' accurate gun if

I can get the work done right?

Give me a couple of addresses of gunsmiths

who could do the above work.

Kindly give me the ballistics of the .25-20.

I have a .30-30 Winchester which is a pretty

good all round gun, but for some reason or

other they are very poorly balanced. I am
speaking of the 1891 model. I think I will

tr>' boring a hole under the butt plate and

running in a lead weight, which would make
the gun that much heavier but would make a

better balanced gun I believe. What do you
think about this?

Roy .1. Skinner,

Yarker, Ontario.

Reptjj—^You could very easily have your

.40-82 calibre Winchester Single Shot rifle

barrel turned smaller and then relined and

bored to .25-20 calibre. This can be done for

you by C. A. Diller, Hox 534, Dayton, Ohio.

U. S. A. His charge for rclining and reboring

a 28 inch barrel would be about .$5.50. There

would be an extra charge, of course, for turn-

ing down the barrel. I would suggest that

you have this barrel rifled with a 13 inch

twist.

The Ballistics of the .25-20 cartridge would

depend upon the load that you Would use in it.

Remington U.'M.C. figures for the standard

black powder cartridges loaded with 86 grain

bullet arc as follows:
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Auto Kamp Kook Kits
These Outing Stoves burn any grade gasoline under air pressure successfully outdoors, are

made of 21 gauge steel and enamel baked on.

Two Burner Closed
EQuipmenI packed inside

Two Burner Open, Showing Equipment
Tank provided icith Pressure Gauge

No. 2 has 6-in. grates. No. 3 has 8-in. grates. No. 2 size 5MtlO»18—weighs 18 lbs No. 3 size 6x10x20—weight
20 lbs. Sold with or without equipment. Equipment consists of 1 Fry Pan. Coffee iPot, 1 each Sugar and

Coffee Retainer. .MI haveiPump and Funnel

Prices from

$7.50 to $16.00
plus duty

Suit Case Outfits

$40.00
plus duty

Four-party Suitcase Outfit

I'his is a specially designed outfit for four people, provided with the best Swedish enamel ware and fine nickel
silver, and includes a No. 2 Stove, fully equipped.

Made of 21 Gauge Steel, enameled black with rubber finish. Very neat and attractive.

No. 4—Hunter's Special--Open
Stic 9i9x4},i— W'eiohs SH pounds

No. 4—Closed
Pump, Funnel andLees Packed Inside

Experienced dealers handle the whole line and recognize the benefits of having various sizes to meet the trade

Correspondence solicited. Individual enquiries answered and referred to nearest dealer.

PRENTISS-WABERS STOVE CO.
46 Spring St., Grand Rapids, Wisconsin

Eastern Canadian Represenlalires—Murdoch & Hunter, 34 Church St., Toronto, Ont.
Western Dislrilmlors^\\'€tod. Vallancc & Adams, Limited. Calgary, Alta., Canada.
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Muzzle velocity 1468 foot seconds.

Muzzle energy 412 foot pounds.

200 yard trajectory 12 J^ inches.

This cartridge is very accurate up to 200

or 300 yards and in calm weather will do well

up to 500 yards.

Placing a lead slug under the butt plate of

your .30-30 Winchester would make it balance

better if you object to a rather muzzle heavy

feeling. Personally 1 do not object to this

type of balance.

Editor.

Firearms For A Trap Line.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I am going to New Ontario next fall to

hunt big game, and if things look good there,

I am going to stay and trap. I would like

to know if these firearms would be satisfac-

tory to take along?

A .35 Remington Automatic, a .22 Winches-

ter slide action repeater, a .38 Colt revolver

and a .22 H. & R. revolver, or would that be

too many to be bothered with?

Would a .35 model 1895 Winchester be a

more satisfactory rifle and could you give me
the ballistics of the two?

H. Taylor,

Windsor, Ont., Canada

Reply—In reply to your inquiry, I would

suggest that the .35 Remington Automatic, a

.22 long rifle calibre model 1890 Winchester,

used with Lesmok or semi Smokeless cartrid-

ges loaded vvilh a hollow point bullet, and a

good .22 calibre target pistol like the Smith &
Wesson or a .22 calibre Colt Automatic

pistol, would make yoo a splendid outfit.

I would not consider anil. & R. Revolver or

a .38 Colt as being of any use on a trip of

this kind, as a .22 target revolver would be

much better for shooting trapped animals,

most of which would be small, and the .35

Remington would take care of all of your

big game, while the .22 Winchester would keep

you supplied with meat.

The '3.5 calibre model 1895 Winchester

would be more powerful than the .35 Rem-

ington. This rifle is also heavier. It is not

as handy to carry in the brush, nor as handy

to carry on a trap line for thai reason, and

unless you would have considerable moose

shooling, you might prefer the .35 Remington

for the use that you have outlined, especially

if most of your shooling was inside of 2(X)

yards and in tlic brush. I have always con-

sidered n large calibre revolver to be the

most worthless weapon thai a man could

carry on a hunting trip or on a trap line.

The .22 Colt Automatic would make you a

splendid pistol for shooting your trapped

game and for shooting rabbits and partridges.

This pistol has the accuracy_of the finest tar-

get pistols with the addition of the rapidity

of fire of the automatic. I believe it is

about the most satisfactory belt weapon that

a man can carry on a trap line.

Editor.

The .35 Remington Auto For Deer.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition Dept.

What is your opinion of a .35 Remington
Auto Loading rifle for red deer? I use a .32

Winchester Special carbine. Sometimes I

wish 1 had a gun that would shoot faster.

I consider your opinion of a gun to be A No.
1. and would be pleased to have your advice.

E. M. Wessels,

Wooler, Ont.

Reply—The .35 Cal. Remington rifle would

make you a very satisfactory weapon for

deer shooting. Its one objection is that it

has a rather disagreeable recoil. If you
would choose the same rifle to shoot the .32

rimless or the .30 rimless cartridge, you would
have a rifle that is almost exactly equal in

power and range to your .32 Winchester

Special.

If you cannot operate a lever action Win-
chester very fast, you can undoubtedly shoot

faster with an Automatic Remington or an

Automatic Winchester bored to shoot some
cartridge for instance, like the .351. The
most suitable Automatic Winchester for your

use would be the .351 Cal.

Editor.

New Rifles.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

Are the Ross rifle people coming out with

their sporting rifles? Is Mr. Chas. Newton
going to put out a new rifle or rather his own
separately from the new firm?

Are there any hopes of a new bolt action

rifle, bored to handle modern cartridges, being

placed on the market in the near future?

Also a rillc that even a poor man can buy?

I am longing for an Ideal rifle and cartridges.

D. M. I'onich.

Andrew, Alta.

Reply—As far as I know, the Koss Rifle

Company is not going to resume operation.

Mr. Chas. Newton advertises that he man-

ufactures a new rifle, but I have not as yot

seen any of them, nor do I know how they

difl'er from the older Newton rifle. There are

some rumors of a new boll action rifle being
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IT WILL BE IMPOSSIBLE
For us to build all the Parker Guns during 1920 that

the world will want.

Shooters hoping to own a Parker Gixn in 1920 are xirged

in their own interest to order at once
to avoid disappointment.

Send for catalogue and free booklet about 20 bore guns.

PARKER BROS. Gu::'>fai:ers Meriden, Conn., U.S.A.
New York Salesrooms: 25 Murray St.

A. W. duBray, Pacific Coast Agent, P.O. Box 102, San Francisco

COOEY RIFLES
"CANUCK",22CAL. V^/-IINV-fV^r\ MODEL

The "ACE" of 22 Calibre Rifles

MADE IN CANADA BY the
H. W. COOEY MACHINE & ARMS CO., TORONTO, CAN.

NEWTON ARMS CORPORATION

\

3

Manufacturers of

High Power Rifles and Ammunition
GENERAL SALES OFFICES:

WOOLWORTH BUILDING NEW YORK CITY. U.S.A.
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put out by at least two new firms, but just

how soon they will be put out on the market

I am not able to say. I do not look for a

decrease in the prices of firearms in the near

future unless prices of other commodities

should also come down. The trouble is

that the Almighty dollar has shrunk in value.

Editor.

Home made Bullets For The .280 Ross.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Depl.

I have a .280 Ross rifle model No. 10.

What would you consider a good high velocity

charge of powder and of what kind? Where
can I get a set of reloading tools for the said

gun? I saw what some fellow said, "save

your .22 cal. empty shells and make .25 Cal.

copper jacket bullets." Would .25 rim fire

empty shells work for bullets for the .280

Ross, there being only .03 cal. each way? He
said he swedged them. Could you explain

the swedging process?

H. J. Grigsby,

Bow Island, Alberta.

Reply—In reply to your inquiry concerning

the .280 Ross, I do not know where you can

obtain reloading tools for this cartridge,

unless you can get it from the Ideal Manufac-

turing Company, New Haven, Conn. If you
intend to reload this cartridge, I would suggest

that you try Hercules No. 300 or Du Pont No.

15. Unless you have had considerable ex-

perience in making metal cased bullets, I

would not recommend that you try to make
bullets for the .280 Ross for use in full charge

loads.

I am not able to explain to you how to

make swedges and swodgc your own bullets,

and I would not recommend that you try to

make them for a cartridge that works at as

high breech pressures as the .280 Ross, before

you have had plenty of experience in making

bullets for a low power cartridge, because if

your bullets were not the proper diameter,

you might secure very excessive pressures

and destroy your rifle and probably injure

yourself.

Possibly some of our readers would care

to favor us with an article describing the

manufacture of metal cased bullets from coj)-

per cylinders and the lead core. Both the

United States Cartridge Company and the

Winchester Repeating Arms Company can
now supply you with cartridges for the .280

Ross.

Editor.

Winchester Model 1894.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Depl.

Do you consider the Winchester Model
1894 .30-30 and .38-55 rifle a good rifle for

deer and other big game? Also do you con-

sider the Savage .250-3000 superior to these?

Would be pleased to have your advice on the

above, and also what kind of game and fish

are to be found in the Algonquin district of

Ontario?

L. H. Wheeler,

Uhrichsville, 0.

/?ep/i/—Either the .30-30 or the .38-55

calibre Winchester would be a good rifle for

deer shooting. The Savage .250-3000 is also

a good rifle tor the same purpose. Each rifle

has its advantages due to the different type

of cartridges that it uses.

The advantage of the .30-30 and .38-55 are

the cheapness of cartridges and the fact that

you can get them anywhere. The advantage

of the .250-3000 is that it has a very flat

trajectory.

My preference would be for a high velocity

.30 cal. rifle shooting a heavy bullet.

Editor.

!*lt/^|;^^vA//l),,
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FINE PURE WOOL
For the Man Who is Out of Doors

Anyone who is much out of doors

—

the soldier, the sportsman, the lumber-
man, the engineer, the prospector, the
miner—will fiBd Jaeger Pure Wool Gar-
ments wonderfully comfortable and dur-
able for outdoor life.

Here are some useful garments:—Sleeping
bags, blankets, travelling rugs, sleeping caps,
colic bands, chest protectors, underwear, hosiery,

shirts, pyjamas, stockings, sweaters, cardigans,

spencers, knitted waistcoats, ulsters, caps, gloves,

etc.

A FULLY ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE WILL BE
SENT FREE ON APPLICA-
TION.

DR. JAEGER s»ii^,wo.n..co. LIMITED

Toronto Montreal Winnipeg

British "founded 1883".

NEVER LOSE A FISH
BY USING THE GREER PATENT LEVER HOOK

THE BEST FISH HOOK ON EARTH for Sea.
Lake and River Fishing. No losing bait, nor coming
home withont your largest fish. No breaking loose
or tearing out. No one can afTord to fish without one.
No springs to get out of order. It is simple and
strong, being a Lever, the harder a fish pulls the strong-
er it will hold him. It is easily adjusted to all kinds
of fishing by sliding the little rfamp on the rod. You
will find our Hooks fine for fishing through the ice.
Use our Hooks the same as you would any common bait
hook and you will find that you will lose very few fish;
it is impossible for a fish to cut the line with our Hook.
We claim for the Lever Hook that a fish docs not

have to be hooked on the bait hook to get him. if he
pulls on the bait the larger hook will spear him.

MADE IN FOUR SIZES. PRICES:

No. 8 15c each No. 3-0 25c each
No. 1-0 20c each No. 5-0 30c each

or 5 for $1.00.

Sent on receipt of price to

THE GREER MFG. CO., ATLANTA, GA.

Money back if not satisfactor,-.

No Trouble to Prepare

Reindeer Coffee
.or

Reindeer Cocoa
Just Add Boiling Water "

Handy for home use, at picnics,
bunting, fishing or camping.

BORDEN MILK CO.
MONTREAL



Mink Trapping Under the Ice

Buckskin

WELL, boys, you all know the old saying

—the more you keep your eyes peeled

for signs of thefurry tribe the greater

will be your catch,—but there are times in

the north countn,' when the snow is anyway
from three to five-feet deep on the level, and

signs of the mink are hardly ever seen. In

fact Mr. Mink would find the going hard if

he tried travelling in the soft flourj' snow that

is the rule when the mercury is down to 40

below. I have trapped all winter and caught

a nice number of mink after cverj'thing was
frozen up solid, and during that time have

not seen a single mink track till the warm-up
comes in spring. That is, I have not seen a

single track on lop of the snow.

I have on more than one occasion been

told by some settler that there were mink
tracks around his barn or chicken house, but

on investigating by setting a trap or two there

have been rewarded with a stoat—ermine.

>i<iw, how many of you fellows know that we
have two animals called cniiinc, or rather,

two kindi of ermine, whi'-hevcr way you like

to put it. You might just call them weasels.

Well, that is right, too. Don't forget that

the skunk is a weasel, so is the badger. I low-

ever the one I wish to draw your attention to,

and whoso tracks you would mistake for a

mink is tlic stoat. lie can easily be told from

his smaller brother the weasel by his greater

size, being nearly twice llic size of the weasel,

measuring 11 lo I."> inches in length, and very

i-renmy on Uie back, while the weasel is about

a pure while with the exception of the tip of

the tail, which you all know is black. Kight

lo len inches will cover the entire length of

his body. I have ciuglil the stoat (which I

believe is the true ermine) that measured

when stretched on bo;ird (cased) 22 inches

from Ihe nose lo the lip of the tail, and !

inches across Ihe hips, stretched on the same

boards that 1 had stretched small mink on.

So you can sec how easy il would be to say

that it was the track of a mink that you saw
when both the animals make tracks similar

to one another. Well, some of you might say,

would it not be as easy for the mink to run on
the snow and hunt up his living as it would
be for the weasel. Possibly it would be, but
they live a different mode of life than the

weasels. The mink would get thin and poor
where the weasel would grow fat. All the

ermines are fine climbers and get a good part

of their food away up some pine stub where a

family of flying squirrels make their home

—

and believe me there are a few of these in

Algoma. I have taken si.\ to ten of these

chaps out of my traps on one round, not

saying a word about the whisky jacks. I

have seen a weasel chasing a red. squirrel—

and catch him—away up in the top limbs of a

big black birch. They can move so quickly.

Here is where they have the advantage over

the mink,'So he (the mink) stays where it is

wanner and easier travelling. He can walk
a while, then take a swim if he fi—Is inclined

to have trout for breakfast.

Now you all know that in the fail of the

year the*rain causes the rivers and small

lakes to gel very high as a rule. Well, while

in this slate they freeze over, varying from

one to several inches of icfe. The cold snap

dries up the surface water on the land, so the

water soon drops away from the ice on the

small streams, when along comes another

cold snap and freezes the creek over again,

possibly eight to fifteen inches below the ice

first fonned, leaving a passageway probably

for miles on a creek or river between the two-

layers of ice, only lo be broken where there

is a fall or a series of rapids, or a very strong

current of water.

Well, right here is where Mr. and Mrs,

Mink and all the family spend the bitter pari

of a northern winter, and il is there the

trapper can keep a nice bunch of traps work-

ing wilhoul having them snowed over or put
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out of commission by every change in the
weather.

|r Now my way of trapping the mink is by
cutting out a block of ice large enough to give

you lots of room to work in, and make a pen
out of old pieces of rotten wood, which, by
the way, I have already collected along

with a bunch of moss, so I have everj'thing

to work with before I start to cut the ice.

Now, using the bank for the back of the pen
I finish up with the wood just as you would
for any cubby pen, next I put the bait back
in the pen, then lay the trap on the ice at the

entrance, tuck some moss unjder the jaws and
all around trap, seeing it lays quite solid,

fasten chain to a clog of wood, then^ with a

flat stick sprinkle a little snow over the trap

and chain so that it looks as if it had just

snowed in. I use a piece of paper to cover

the jaws of the trap before covering with

snow. I "like a bird best for bait at this set.

Pull a few feathers out and spread over trap.

Two short blocks of wood eight inches

through by eight long are the handiest to

build pens with. With one end to the bank
and the others ajbout six inches apart at the

entrance to the pen they can be covered with

a piece of bark or wood and the whole job

only takes a few minutes. Sometimes I have
used the pieces of ice I cut out to build the

pen with. Cover the opening you have made
in the top layer of ice well with evergreens,

branches or tips, and no snow will get in.

You have only to lift them up to see if you
have made a catch.

01 have also sometimes made a catch by
tying a bait to a stick which I lay on the top

layer of ice, having the bait on a string. I

keep it just high enough so that the mink
will stand up to reach it, setting the trap

directly under the bait. In fact you can use

any old set to advantage. If you strike a

place on the creek where the water is running

too swiftly to freeze over, and not over four

or five inches deep you have a grand place to

make a set. Just get some stones, large

enough, if possible that they will stand up out

of the water a couple of inches, place them in

the stream crosswise and about a foot apart.

Put a few bits of fish on each stone, then set a

trap, or better two, between the stones. I

put on a bit of wire as a chain extension and

fasten to a small spruce sapling, lea\'ing the

limbs on. Shove one end in the creek and

let the other rest on the bank above the set

you have made. This set will work all winter

and is a good one.

I use a No. l}4 trap at all sets. I have

trapped on creeks where an otter or two
could be caught at these open water places,

so if you think there are otter around just

keep a couple of traps working at these

places, especially if there are beaver dams
on the creek. The otter will travel from one

dam to another. Use a No. 3 or 4 trap for the

otter sets.

Well, boys, if this little bit is appreciated

by any of .the readers I may come again

with a talk on trapping the ennine, or any-

thing the beginners would like a few sets on,

if you just let your wants be known. I hope

some of the old hands at the game will send

in a few lines. Every little helps and makes
interesting reading for everyone.

When the Farmer Turns Trapper

George R. Belton

LIKE all other sports allied to hunting,

trapping is usually supposed to be

either a pastime or a profession. Most
people think of a trapper as a man living his

lonely life in the wilds and coming to civiliza-

tion once a year with his pack, to then fill

up in more ways than one and depart again

for the woods. The courcur dc bois of the

olden day and the gentlemen adventurers of

the lludsons Bay Comp;iny have spread

around the trapping business a well deserved

glamor. The later ideas of trapping by men
who lake up this line of activity as a rest or as

an outinQ run aliing the same lino to some
extent. The amount of profit made out of

the trapping docs not seem to have ever

entered very largely into the considerations

of those who deal with this life although at

one lime the activities of the Aslors and

others drew some attention to the fortunes

made by some men in fur-trading. This is

hardly the same, however; it is like the dif-

ference between the man who fanns the land

and the man who fanns the fanner. The
actual trapper seldom made an enonnous haul

'even in the best days of the trapping. Gener-

ally speaking the emphasis of all material

dealing with the trapping has been laid on

the life itself not upon the money made in it.

Yet there is moneyito be made now in
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NORTHERN
ONTARIO

This vast new land of promise is one degree
South of Winnipeg, and is big enough to include
the six New England and four Middle Slates of
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BENIAH BOWMAN. Minister of Lands. Forests and Mines.
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THE PARSONS & PARSONS CANADIAN CO. - - HAMILTON, CANADA
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trapping and many who never felt any in-

terest in fur before are now making some

little very welcome dollars w'ith the trap.

And they are not going into the wilds at all;

they are trapping right at home and taking

the ordinarj' animals around their farms or

village homes; also finding at tunes that

there are not only many more of these

animals than they ever dreamed but that

some creatures supposed to be denizens of

the wild are often found in the haunts of

civilization. The trained observer can easily

find traces of many wild creatures living in

the fields around his home and cunningly

hiding their paths from the blunted eyesight

of civilized man. And the ordinary man can

easily become a trained observer if he will put

his tnind to it.

In the Canadian west this last year or so

there has sprung up quite a trade in furs

trapped by farmers; every paper coming into

the farmer's home carried advertisements

olTering good prices for furs and many lads

as well as older ones took a look around and

went into the trapping business for profit as

well as for fun. The prices of these furs, and

the ease with which they could be obtained

were certainly factors in producing the large

number of skins that were brought to the

market by farmers and homesteaders in the

Canadian west.-''

Probably the most common and plentiful

of all skins was the muskrat. This little

animal is found in most of the sloughs and

ponds in the prairie provinces but in greatest

numbers in the northern parts. They are

easily trapped and their skins are easily

<ared for. Prices reaching nearly a dollar

have been paid for these skins which become

"Hudson seal" in S300 coats after deft mani-

pulation. The mink is a belter skin and

scarcer as well as harder to trap; but he is

worth getting after for his hide sells up to ten

dollars or more and he is a rogue, a thief, and a

vaHaboml wherever chickens arc kept. Minks

will kill for the love of killing; lillle mercy is

shown them by the fanner even when the

hide is not the allraclion. Somewhat the

same may be said of the fox; he is well put

out of the way, even outside the value of his

skin, and that is considerable. liven the

common red fox has a hide that pulls up the

total of llie park over ton dollars while the

famous l)lack fox or the silver lip will pull a

sum up to the thoifsands. There lallcr arc

seldom seen outside the packs of professional

hunters, but orcasiotuilly one or two are

'•auKhl by the funncr trapper. The.desired

coyote or prairie wolf has taken on a dignity

far beyond what his miserable carcass or soul

ever deserved for a good coyote skin sold up
to S18 or even higher last winter. Some very

pretty ones were sent down to the stores

this last year particularly from the brush

country; many are no doubt cross-foxes, that

is crossed between the coyote and the big

timber wolf. The latter has a hide much
larger than the average man thinks; he is a

fearful beast as large as the largest dog and

as fierce as the wildest meaning of the hated

term "wolf" ever implied. His hide however,

is not so highly prized as his size would make
one think. Many fine skins of the timber

wolf come down every year from Hudson's

Bay district in the packs of the hunters.

Weasel skins have been very plentiful in

the shipments made by the western farmers

this year; they are, of course, "Canadian

ermine" in winter when they turn white, and

were worth up to three dollars this year

though the average was not much over a

dollar. People who trapped this hated

creature saved themselves from trouble in

the chicken house; the weasel is the most

destructive creature that can visit a barn;

he kills fowl without limit, merely for the love

of killing like the mink, but he loves it even

more and is more efficient in destruction.

Badger skin does not sell well, but a few

come in the packs at times. The king pin

of the bunch in fann furs is the skunk; it is

difficult to say what the limit might be in the

price of a real good skunk-skin; these become

"Alaska sable" and several other hightoned

sorts of capes and wraps for my lady beautiful.

Skunks are really harmless things on the farm

aside from their objectionable odor; they may
get after chickens occasionally but are not so

destructive as weasels and mink. In many
parks of furs that came from the farms last

year there were skins of the ordinan,' house

cat and for these fifty cents was paid for a

really line black skin and a quarter for the

ordinary one. Wild cat and lynx are getting

very scarce in the Canadian west, but a few

come in occasionally.

To see really fine furs one must see the

packs of the regular trappers from the north.

The huge timber wolf skin, fearsome even

apart from its carrier, the beautiful black fox,

and others well known.will be in many packs,

but the marten and lisher for instance are

not so well known. In any fur receiving

house in Winnipeg one can see the most

beautiful furs at any time in the spring. The

trappers arc now, however, themselves not
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so easy to see in Winnipeg for they are met
at The Pas, at Dauphin, and at Prince Albert,

by the buyers, some for big houses and some
independent buyers and they sell without

coming into the cit}'. Edmonton is not so

cut olT from the actual visit of the trapper, but

the buyer is even there beginning to get out

on to the trappers' fields to get the choice of

the pack. One might fear the result of such

trapping in a decreased supply but the pro-

fessionals seem to farm the fur somewhat as

the Indians used to do and are keeping the

supply in fair condition.

Trapping as a holiday is a well known sport

though not so much enjoyed as hunting or

fishing; that is, fewer people take trapping

as a holiday. Some claim that the business

is cruel; the animal waiting in pain for hours

till death releases it. f This may well be

argued when the pursuit is merely a holiday

at any rate.

- It may be interesting to note that the

raccoon, hitherto unknown in the Canadian
west, appeared in a few farmers' packs this

season. If someone would only find a way
to make use of the hide of the prairie gopher,

the prairie fanner would forever bless him.

It might appear on the market as prairie

marmot or something and provide a little

extra money for the homesteader or fanner

boy, as well as lending an incentive to the

extennination of the pest. Meanwhile the

farmer is doing quite well, thank you, in his

trapping operations in the furs that are now

in demand.

The Mail Bag
Query—Would you kindly tell me how to

tan deer hides.

Ottawa, Ont. R. H.D
Answer—The follo\sing recipes were given

by Buckskin. Unfortunately owing to an
error when they appeared in this department
this fall the wrong amount of sulphuric acid

was mentioned. The first method is for

tanning, to make a robe; the second for

making buckskin. You do not state which

tan you require, but the two following will

meet your requirements.

Ingredients. Salt two pounds. Soft water

one gallon, sulphuric acid two ounces. First

taken a wooden pail or tub (not metal) and
put in the water and salt. Then pour in the

acid, very slowly. Now take some bran or

sawdust (bran is best) and stir in as much as

it will take to make a thick paste. Then lay

your skin flat on the floor and with a flat stick

lay on the paste, about half an inch thick,

and leave in a warm place for thirty six

hours. Be sure to get e\^cry part of the hide

well covered with the paste.

The next operation is to wash the hide well

ill clean water having a handful of sal soda

(washing soda) in it to kill any acid that may
lic left in the skin. Then hang up, and when
nearly dry give a good scraping with a steel

scraper to break the fibres, and finish off

with some coarse sandpaper. This will make
a first class job and this quantity is enough
for any hide the size of a deer, aud will do as

many other skins as the paste will cover. All

fat must be scraped off skins previous to

tanning, and if (lie hide or skin is hard soak

(ill soft before applving llic piislr.

To make buckskin. First take the hide

and put it in a tub of water deep enough to

cover it. Put in a shovel full of wood ashes

or a chunk of lime the size of your fist. Leave

the hide in this for several days to loosen the

hair. It takes from three to five days as a

rule. Keep trying it, and when loose take the

hide out, throw over a log and scrape the

hair off.

Next dissolve about two pounds of common
soap in two gallons of warm water, put in the

hide and work same as if you were washing

your socks, and keep pulling and wringing,

then leave in to soak for two days, after which

take out and pull and wring till dry. Next

give it a coat of grease. I use lard, but al-

most any oil will do, as coop, groundhog or

bear oil. Leave this on for twenty four

hours, then warm up the soap suds again,

adding a pound more soap and put hide in

for another two days, then pull and stretch

again till dry, now smoke with punky hard-

wood till you get a nice color.

This will make a first class buckskin thai

can be used for any purpose.

Trusting that this will help you.

H. C. H.

Editor, Along the Trap Line.

Being a reader of this great sporting maga-

zine I thought it time to write a few words to

help the amateur trapper along. Most every-

body has a hard job to catch the mink. The
triiiibie is that they don't study the habits of

the animal. A few years ago I could not catch

them myself, but by careful study I have

fduiid nut lidw to ralrh them—and they are
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b Jim Heddon 2-Piece Rods
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'AsK the Fishr\
Jas. Heddon's Sonsj

Dowagiac, Mich.
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cereals. Send 4 cents in stamps for
sample and valuable book on the proper care
and feeding of dogs. If your dealer can't
supply you, write us.
Cfeimpiin kttmM\ Faad C«.,l«pL H-J MiRii«t|«lis.lliu.

May we send you
this guide hook?
An Uliutrated guide to points

of interest in and aroand Buffalo,
iadndiog Niagara Palls. Free
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When in BufTalo, stop at the

Hotel Lenox, Buffalo's ideal
hotel (or tourists. Quietly
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"America's Standard
Four Cycle Engine"

Here's a Fact About Kermath
Engines That's Worth

Knowing Before You Buy

WHEN you come to decide the question' of
what engine your boat should be equipped
with, consider the fact that sixty percent

of all the boat builders of the world are specifying
Kermath Marine Engines as standard equipment.

Such universal endorsement should mean a

lot to a man in determining which engine will
best serve him.

Supply a Kermath with gasoline and oil and
watch it perform—and without shaking itself

or the boat to pieces, vibration having been
minimized. Running twice as long on a like
amount of fuel is another pleasing thing about
a Kermath.
Time has proven the practicability of making

an engine that delivers results.

It wall be to your advantage to get in'.touch
with the best dealer in your vicinity. He sells

Kermath engines and is an expert in his line

—

and a good man to know.
You will find a Kermath of the size and type

you want. Prices range from $400.00 to $550.00
depending upon the equipment furnished.

Write for our interesting circular.

Address Depl. "L"

MZCIRCCSROJI

rf<«_X_l, 7«_l. E. Is, Mmk, Mnskrata and
.3ICII rlSIl otlHT fur-liearlDK animals^'••*^"" * »»3«ij

j„ larpe nambcrH, with the
Kew. Folding, G.ilvanlzi.d Steel Wire Trap. It
catches them like a rty-trap catches flies. - Made in
all 9izefl.'*Write ft>r descriptive Itriee list, atnl Tree
booklet on best bait known for attract injj all kinds
ofush. J. F. Gregory, Dcpt.208. Lebanon,M«.
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very easy to trap. Do not waste your money
on advertised scents, and never use bait

First of all find where mink travel, and you
will notice that they visit every hollow log or

stump or hole. Places like these are pretty

good for a catch. This is the best way to

catch them. Never touch your trap with

your bare hands, always use leather mitts or

gloves. Find where Mr. Mink travels in the

snow, and take some No. 1 Victors, the long

springs are better than the jumps, and go to

any drug store and buy some:

Anise Oil 25c.

Rhodium Oil 25c

Coumars Oil 25c

mix all together and put a few drops of this in

some place where the mink will have to step

over the trap to examine the scent. Cover the

trap with light snow. I always use a cedar

bough to brush the snow over the trap.

Don't leave any suspicious signs around, and

always make things look as natural as possible,

and you will find Mr, Mink very easy to catch.

Don't use any kind of bait or^you will scare

them. I will send some photos of mink, and
if this letter is not put in the waste paper

basket, in my next one I will tell you how to

trap Mr. Fox.

My catch this season so far is 23 foxes,

.3.'5 mink, 87 weasels and 41 skunk. Come on

brother trappers. and help this great maga-
zine. I would like to see more in Rod and

Gun of Along llie Trap Line. Wishing every

brother the best of success.

Wilfred Jacques.

Ste. Cecile de Milton, P.O

Editor, Along the Trap Line.

I have just finished reading the November
issue of Rod and Gun, and was very much
pleased with its contents. I am particularly

iaterested in articles on trapping by yourself

in .Mong the Trap Line and by Mr. Hodgson,

and 1 would be pleased if you would give me
a few good methods of trapping fox and

weasels, and also the size and best trap for

fox. I am sorry tliat I do not see any letters

from SI. Hridi's as no doubt it is second to

none for Ijolh shooting and fishing. There

.'irc many kinds of game birds, such as part-

ridge, snipe, wild geese, black duck and

mallard, and many others add to the sport,

but of course we have the most sport with

the ducks and grouse.

There are many excellent trout slreains and

rivers teaming with trout and salmon in St.

Brides and nearby seltlenionls. Salmon up

to 25 pounds are caught in these rivers with

the fly or net. 1

For large game such as caribou or deer we
have to go off the prairie into the wooded
part of the country, which is about ten miles.

There are quite a few sportsmen come here

in the fall when the season opens, shooting

snipe, partridges, etc., they usually get from
five to eight brace each day—in fact after

partridges is my favorite sport. I have a new
single barrel 12 gauge shotgun, Stevens make
which I purchased this fall. This gun is full

choke, but when loaded with Ballistite pow-
der and No. 6 or 7 shot I am perfectly sure

she will deliver the goods.

I must close now, hoping that Rod and

Gun will be as good in the future as it has been

in the past.

John Lundrigan.

St. Brides, Newfoundland.

Answer—Thank you for your words of

appreciation. By now you will have found a

number of good fox sets that have appeared

in this department this year, and we have the

promise of more for next season. The best

advice on the subject was that given by the

old man who said: "The secret of fox trap-

ping is to offer a big temptation and remove

all suspicion." The human sign, in my
opinion is far more deadly than any human
odor, as this will usually vanish after twenty

four hours at the outside. The sign you make
is a perpetual warning, and attention should

be paid to all tiny details like a broken stick,

freshly turned earth, etc., as they are often

the dividing line between success and failure.

A carcass of stock olTers the best chance for

success, and butcher olTal comes next. Al-

ways let the foxes feed for a night or two

before setting your traps. If you possibly

can, set your traps while it is snowing. When
using bait make your lures small and con-

centrated.

The No. 2 double spring Victor is the best

fox trap. It is easier to set than either the

Newhousc or Mawley and Norton, though

botli are stronger. However, foxes are very

lender footed, and do not often pull out.

For weasels build little cubby sets where

ever you sec their tracks. If the snow is

deep and bothers you il is a good plan to cut

into rotten slumps and make your sets there.

I'.ilhcr a No. or 1 Victor is large enough,

and the trap must spring easily, as the weasel

is not heavy. The bail must be fresh. Musty

bail has no allraclion. Squirrels, fowls or

rabbits are all good baits, and Ihe intestines

of anv of them arc bellcr than the animal
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OPERATIONS
UNNECESSARY
HEPATOLA removes Gall Stones, cor-

rects Appendicitis in 24 hours without pain.

Registered under Pure Food and Drug Act.
$6.00

SOLE MANUFACTURER

Mrs. Geo. S. Almas
230 4tb Ave. S. Saskatoon, Sask.

Box 1073

W, F- N-VE

Odorless, colorless, clean to use,
unaffected l>y climatic changes,
Nyoil positively keeps rust
away froni firearms and fish-
ing tackle and makes itself so
fire ner ally useful as to become
indispensable to the outdoor man.
The steady growth of itslpopularity
among sportsmen is due to the

I
satlafaction obtained from Its
use. Asi^ your dealer. Large handy

' can. 35c. postpaid. Trial bottle 1 5c
' 'Wm. F. Nye, New Bedford, Mass.^^^^^^^

NEWFOUNDLAND
A Country of FUh and Game. A Paradiae tor the Camper and Anftler. Ideal Canoe Trips

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company's system is exceedingly rich in all kinds of fish

and game. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their SALMON and TROUT fishing.

Also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and bunting in Newfoundland say there is no other

country in the world in which so good fishing and bunting can be secured and with such ease as in Newfound-
land. Information together with illustrated Booklet and Folder cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F. B. PITTMAN, General Passenger Agt. Reld Newfoundland Company. ST. JOHNVS. NEWFOUNDLAND

HAND CAST BULLETS
And hand loaded shells are almost invariably used by expert shooters.
They give more accurate results than factory loaded ammunition and
the saving in cost is considerable. Write to-day and send us the name
and caliber.^of your rifle or revolver.

IDEAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY'
264 .MEADOW STREET .SEW HAVEN. CONN.

Denfs Condition Pills
A marvelous tonic for dogs that are all out of sorts, rnn down, thin and unthrifty

with harsh staring' coat, materated eyes and high colored urine. There is nothing to

equal them for distemner, mange, eczema and debilitating 'diseases . 'You wUl notice

the difference after a few doses. At druggists or by mail, fifty cents. The Dent
Medicine Company, Toronto, Canada and Newburgh. N.'Y. A practical treatise

on dogs and their training, 160 pp. fully illustrated mailed for lOc to all customers.

"HONEST INJUN"
for Power, Simplicity

and Reliability

100 CENTS FOR YOUR DOLLAR
The commencement of war found us with our 'ware-

houses stocked 'with partly built engines. We can now
complete these ensines at a cost of only 20% over pre-war
prices. To build these same engines now would cost'over
40% more than before the war.'

We can supply on short nolice 3, 5, 7, 10 H.P. sizes

CATALOGUE ON REQUEST. TELL US YOUR iREQUIREMENTS.
"HONEST INJUN MOTORS" are built JorZserviceZand they have

proven their worth

THE BYERS LIMITED, TORONTO, ONT.
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itself. The scent bags of the weasel found

under the root of the tail make a good scent.

H. C. H.
Query—Will you please answer the follow-

ing question for nie. If a boy of 17 wishes to

get into the trapping game would it be better

to apply to the Hudson's Bay Company for

a line or go out with some older man on his

line. If the latter case would be better

please tell me how to get in touch with the

right party. I have been reading Rod and

Gun for quite a while and think it is great.

Thanking you in advance.

K. H.

Chicago, lU., U.S.A.

Answer—If you want to break into the

trapping game the best thing you can do is to

discard any notions about applying to the

Hudson's Bay Company for a line. Forget

any desire to tackle the wilderness. Buy
some good book on trapping—Science of

Trapping, price $1. from the office of Rod
and Gun is about the best—and study the

book.

Learn the tracks of the diilerent animals,

what they look like, what they live on, where

found, etc. There is still trapping in your

part of the world, and the furbearers are

there if you can find them. UntU you can

catch the animals in your own locality it is

useless trying to think in terms of the wilder-

ness. Believe me you would never stand the

exposure and hardships, and the fur you

caught wouldn't pay your funeral expenses.

An advertisement in your local paper

might put you in touch with some trapper

who would be willing to teach you the rudi-

ments of the game in return for your work,

though very few men care to do this, and

certainly no wilderness trapper would consider

it.

Learning anything is a slow matter, and

when it comes to trapping it is a question of

years—and then we are only on the fringe of

it. I am sorry if this is discouraging to you,

but you will find the truth worth more to you

than false hopes or promises.

H. C. H.

Query— I would like to ask your advice on a

trip my chum and I have planned for a long

lime, but never found it possible to embark

on lill just now. \Vc have three weeks'

holidays coining to us and have the option

of taking them in the spring or next fall. We

want to go to the woods and do some trapping

and hunting. By hunting I mean fur bearers.

Near our hunt club there is a dandy little

cabin which we are welcome to use, and all

we want to know is whether it would be best

to go in the spring, and what time, as we have
only three-^weeks. When I was up there deer

hunting there were lots of muskrata. and
beaver,, also otter and other furbearers,^not

to forget skunk, which seemed very plentiful.

Are the Pneumatic Smokers any use for

driving game out of a hole? How many
traps would we need? Would it be possible

for us to take up some poison and get a few

foxes, as there are lots there? We could have

heaps of fun with them only it would be

nearly impossible to use a dog on them on

account of the deer.

Do you think this would be a profitable ,

trip the way fur is selling now? What would
be a good book to get some dope out of as to

the ways of trapping the furbearers men-
tioned above. Of course we are not alto-

gether greenhorns at the game, but every

little bit helps. Thanking you in advance.

W. A. E.

Ottawa, Ont.

Answer—You will find it will pay you very

much better to go either after sport or fur.

If you want deer, go in the fall. If there are

enough muskrats to justify it I would cer-

tainly advise you to go in the spring. Try
and get out to your proposed ground after

the ice has gone out, providing the season is

still open.

If you decide to take the spring trip leave

the foxes alone. They will be badly shedding

by then. If the muskrats are there in any
quantity you have a splendid chance to make
the expenses of the trip, and wages as well.

Take what traps you can handle, say three

or four dozen, more if you feel like it. This

will keep you busy anyway if you look after

them. Specialize on muskrats, and don't

bother with anything else. Science of Trap-

ping, price $1 from the office of Rod and Gun
will tell you all you want to know, and the

experience you gain will teach you the rest.

If you want the trapping trip I should sug-

gest the spring. By your letter you have an

exceptional opportunity.

The smokers are a disgrace to any man who
ciills himself a.trapper. Give the game a

chance.

H. C. M.
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m ike Canadian Wilds
WRITE

,
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CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAYS ; ^f\«4fft
RESIQENT SPOHTSMANSREPaESENTATIVES

Mr. F. C. AR.\\STRONG. Cochrane. Ont
Mr. NEIL AlcDOUGALLPort Arthur. Ont.

before decidng on your 1920 trip.

They will give

FREE TO ALL SPORSTMEN
THE BEST OF ADVICE AND ISFORM,4TrON

Sportsmen are advised to make their arrangements in advance

QviCTORi^

DULUTH
MONTREAL ST.joHN V

MAWAX

Canadian National Railiuaiis
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No. 7—Canadian Natural History Photos

THE GROUNDHOG

"Just peeping out of an Ontario field to see where I am."

—BONNYCASTLE DaLE

SEE THE POINT?

After all our preparations for fishinK —
line lines, reels, poles, hooks, latuling nets,

leaders, bait iiiul so on, one Ihint! often is

overlooked by us and then it is not felt by

the flsh—the point of the hook.

Wo all expect sreal things of a new hook,

because it is new—and sharp. A very little

use may take o(T thai iiccdle-like point and

then we have a hook that will slip out of the

mouth of the shy-biting (often the largest)

fish and we lo--'- I'ii" Wr have a "bite", but

not the biter

The lirsl tiling I do when I begin to wade

a stream is to liiul a fragment of stone, say

a square inch, and luck it in a readily access-

ible pocket. Kvery little while I touch up

the point of the hook—keep it needle-sharp.

On getting into a boat to lisli in river or lake,

I put a bit of stone in a convenient place for

the same use. I find the jagged fractures of

a stone puts a better stabbing point on a hook

than docs a smoother-grained whetstone or

liUle file.

Sec the ^oint? \Ncll, don't let the fish or

he Won't bitel

C. C.



A PLEA FOR THE ANTELOPE
Editor, Rod and Gun in Canada.

I have long been a reader of Rod and Gun.

Although not a steady reader, as most
of my thne for the past^ five years has

been spent in places where it was hard to get

any kind of magazine, and I have often

gone weeks without being able to get any
kind of mail. Needless to say I would be a

regular subscriber if I could, but following the

"chuck" waggon on a cow outfit in Alberta

generally takes one a long way from the post

office.

I am home for a holiday now after five

years' riding and every out-door book I pick

up Ls loaded with pleas for game conservation.

This suits me as 1 am heartily in favor of any
measure that will prolong the stay of our wild

animals. But to see the way the game laws

of this country are hog-tied sometimes is

enough to make any good sportsman t^t hot.

Take for one instance the part I just left, it

is one of the few remainmg ranges left for

antelope. They are supposed to be pro-

tected by a closed season for several years to

come, I believe, but they are often killed, and
each hunter that kills antelope gels away with

it and some one else will take a chance.

The range I am referring to is that part of

Alberta, (C. P. R. land) lying south and east

of the Bassano Indian Reserve, south of

Cassels and Brooks. This is no hearsay, as

I rode over this countrj' last year and covered

pretty well all the open range. I came upon
the heads and entrails of antelope several

times. Almost every day we saw small bunches
' of the pretty animals and on one or two
occasions were near enough to chance a shot

with a "Colt." The horse wrangler came in

one night and informed us that he had been
herding a bunch of saddle horses and antelope
all day. While riding herd one day a beau-
tiful buck came into the herd and fed around
among the cattle for about three hours. The
day was wann and I got off my horse and
stretched out on the grass and watched him.
Every once in a while he raised his head and
looked at me. and at the horse and kept

feeding nearer. I said to myself, "No* is the

time to see if that .38-10 Colt is as good as you
think it is" and I pulled my gun and lined up
on his shoulder but I suddenly thought to

myself we don't need meal and his hide is of

no particular value. He looks better alive

than dead. So I put the Colt back in its

holster and I have never been sorry, although

he was a big buck with a pretty head.

I take it that Rod and Gun is also a West-
erner's magazine and that being the case I

would like to put in a plea for the better

protection of the pretty but elusive antelope.

There seems just as many coyotes as ever

and with fur up in price some of the toe

pmchers out there are going to make a good
haul by spring. In conclusion I must say I

read with great interest every sentence in

your Guns and Ammunition Department
and it sure suits me, for I am a confirmed gun
crank myself, although my crankiness runs

to the Colt family. My first love was a

smgle action 45, but my pet and companion
for the last two years is a .38-40 Colt on 44

frame, 5 inch barrel. New Service. I have
had lots of good shooting with this gun at

badgers, coyotes, packs, etc. and may come
back some time with my experiences with

the short gun. Long life to the Colt.

"Cowpuncher."
Woodstock, Ont.

BEST THERE IS IN RANCH NETTING
The attention of our readers is directed to

the advertisement in this issue of Brace,

McKay & Co., Ltd., Summerside P. E.

Island, who are recognized by fox ranchers

throughout Canada and the United States

as headquarters for the "Best there is" in

ranch netting. This big hardware concern

has made a specialty of this line for many
years, and being located right in the heart of

this big money making fox industr\', is

peculiarly favorably situated, to know just

what is required, and the fact that "Brace's"

have shipped enormous quantities to every

province in Canada to the Yukon and New-
foundland as well as many parts of the United
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States—supplying a specially made to order

article, infinitely superior to ordinary quality

netting, and of a volume greater than that of

all other dealers in Canada combined

—

justifies their slogan, "The Largest Dealers in

America."

SLED DOGS
The Editor Rod and Gun In Canada.
For the benefit of one of your readers and

perhaps other city folks, will you kindly give

the following information about Sled Dogst
1. What is the average length of a sled?

2. How much is considered a full load?

3. Are they sleds with runners or the usual

toboggan?
4. How does the driver turn a team of

dogs to the right and left?

Kindly oblige,

Physician.

Boston, Mass.

SEVERS CONNECTION WITH ANGLING
FIRM.

Anglers will be interested to learn that

Mr. Benjamin Westwood who has been for

about fifty years so intimately associated

with anglers and angling in this country as

Managing Director of the well known house

of Allcock, Laight & Westwood Ltd., of

Toronto has retired from business and is

enjoying a well deserved rest in the sunny
.South. We are sure he will have the good
wishes of all Canadian Anglers and we hope
he will enjoy lots of good angling in the many
years of leisure we all trust he will live to

enjoy.

We understand llu- active management
of the company devolves upon younger
members of the (inn who have spent many
years in the business, are experienced anglers

am! who will continue to maintain "Qual'ly

and Service" as their motto and watchword.
V\V iindi^rstand they are reorganizing their

show rooms in Toronto and this year will

display the finest range of luiglish I'ishing

Tackle ever .seen in this country.

REORGANIZATION OF B.S.A. COMPANY
I he (liin and HKlp Department of the

Binningliain Sniiill Anns Company Ltd., of

BimiinKliaiii, Isngland, has been foniied into

a .subsidiary (•oiiii)any, that will be known as

the "H. S. A. (iuns, Ltd." The new company
\mII be aflilialcd with the old company, but

will do business under the new name begin-

ning .January 1, 1920.

.Ml communications about guns and tillcs

L On an average we could say from 6 to
9 feet, depending on the snow.

2. The load varies a great deal in various
sections of the country.

3. Both are used, but the most of the dog
sleds have runners.

4. With a whip or voice, or both.

Editor.

WANTS PLANS FOR A CANVAS CANOE
Editor Rod and Gun In Canada.

Can you please tell me through Rod and
Gun or any other means how to make a port-

able Canvas Canoe. I saw particulars some
time ago in some paper or magazine, but

cannot remember where, and I thought per-

haps you might be able to help me.
Yours truly,

T. Selfe.

should be directed to the B. S. A. Guns, Ltd.

Small Heath. Birmingham, England.

We feel sure that the high grade of work-

manship that has always been cTiaracteristic

of the B.S.A. rifles and shotguns will be main-

tained by the new organization. The new
line of double shotguns that they have put

out will very likely prove quite popular.

Probably the best known product of the

B.S.A. firm is their .22 Calibre matchVfle
No. 12.

Readers will notice several British Colum-

bia articles in this issue and these will be a

permanent feature from now on to cater to

our argely increased list of subscribers in

thatl Province.

A (irounil Sliiirk^a vrry dimitfroua iinlmiil Ilii

<«iMiit' ni;iUit/.lni.'N. ThU out. contaiiiod <>nc huntl-
r*'(l potinds of oil lilloj liver. -Il*miiycii«tle Dulc.



Notes on Rifle Shooting from Toronto
J. \V. Smith

AI-THOUGH the indoor season is only The X. R. A. of Great Britain has decided

half completed at time of writing, the that no rifles other than the short M.-L.-E.

chief topic seems to be the approaching rifle will be allowed in service rifle competi-

outdoor season. On March 2nd, the O.R.A. liens. They may be of private manufacture.

Annual Meeting was held, when it was de- of a bona fide Government pattern, bearing

cided to give the first forty competitors in the Government viewer's mark. The regula-

last year's Ottawa Aggregate, a chance to tion as to sights, including the use of addi-

win a place on the 1920 Bisley Team. The tional and substituted sights, will be the same
quota for Ontario is seven men, and the trials as in 1919, but the use of such sights must not

will be held on May 21st and 22nd. at Long entail the cutting of the stock.

Branch Ranges. The short Lee-Enfield with The first half of the Toronto Indoor Rifle
open sights will be the rifle used, and slings League season shows the Irish -'A" team with
are to be allowed. an unbeaten record, and a strong lead. Three

The ranges at Long Branch, London, and teams are running close for the second place,
other points in the province will be put into ^-hilst the remainder are practically out of
shape as soon as possible, to enable competi- the competition for first or second place. As
tors in the Bisley Trials to obtain some usual, there are quite a number of riflemen
practice beforehand. Toronto will be repre- !„ the running for the individual champion-
sented by 24 marksmen, Ottawa 5, Kingston ship about fifteen being a conservative es-

4. Guelph 4, London 2, and Hamilton 1. timate. This clearly indicates that the bull's-
Four members of last year's Bisley team eye in use, 7-8ths of an inch in diameter, is

will also be eligible to compete. loo large for the close range of twenty-five
Major T. F. Elmitt, D.S.O.. of Ottawa yards, and permits too many possibles to'be

has been appointed Adjutant of the Can- made.
adian rifle team to take part in the Na- tu c * i i n i ^i.
.. , „.„ . . ^. *: , ^ n- 1

^"c nist-class marksman will place the
tional Rifle Association matches at Bisley, ;* fi,- i, . • .u . i„ - , 1 >, • r-1 .. 1

majority ot his shots in or near the centre, and
ling, in July. Major Elmitt served over- .u; * r. » u . n i

r ^ T T L score thirtv-five. An average shot will place
seas for five years. He was a shooting mem- ,• .„ „ j^u -o.u • u •

i

u r .u D- 1 , ,n/^o J 1 • his, perhaps, all around the /-Sths inch circle,
ber of the Bisley team in 1908 and also in • „, •. „ „„ „ . n i .

,n,n ~, , 11 1 r r- j i .
'" quite 3 poor group, vet wfl! also register

1919. The team will sail from Canada about ,u;,,,. «, t tu n "
. .u i- -tZ-

, ,„ J ^, .... ... thirty-five, if thev all cut the line. This is
June 19, and the competitions will commence u, ; i t I ^u u

, , e . » 11 1 , ,
obviously unfair to the man who groups ma

on July 6. Arrangements will also be made u ir u i -r-u i • i . . r • i

t , t .u /- J- • • .1. half inch cu-cle. The logical target for indoor
for entry- from the Canadian team in the „„ „ ,u n j- i . . -.u„,„„%,, u- i_ . 1 1

"s^ 'S t"S Canadian League target with a
Belgium Olympic games which take pace K„if ;„ u u n • u • . j
J

1° 20 -ii
"^"^ *"^" """ ^"^^ '"*^^ aiming point, and

ru "t? , n .. r.i, T-.
scoring value of ten points for a BuU's-Eve.

I he Executive Committee of the Dominion tx. , , ..,., •" .
^t n A r>n \ . u ii »•

' "^ concentric circles could be half an inch
of Canada Rifle Association held a meeting „ ,, ..... . ...
;„ n.. „,„ , .1 u .u u apart, or increase one inch in diameter, which
in Ottawa recentlv when the above was ,u .u- j

i

j„„; ,„ . . "„ -r- •., IS the same thing, and scoring values decreas-
dccided upon. A Program Committee was „ u • ? i f •. r

, I 4 .u 1- . r .u '"§ ''y "fe point a circle. A possible of one
appointed to prepare the prize list for the u...,aI a , i .u . li
„ , „ , , T u , 1 uii hundred points would then unqucstionab v
annual matches which are to be held in i . /- . i > . • , . . '

Ottawa during the week commencing August f^T", ^ !, .'"t
'"' competitions.

16. and prizes to the value of S12,0«. will be f"^
team and md.v.dual. would be won or

^n„..„,i ;„ „AA-,- 4 .u ill. 1- lost according to true abilitv.
olleied in addition to the valuable trophies.

All competitors attending will be granted a Standing of Teams to Date.

refund of one fifth of the single railroad fare Team Shot Won Lost Tied Point
which they will pay in order to reach Ottawa. Irish .\. .8 8 (I 1.000

It is also proposed to prepare a program of Grenadiers 8 .'» 2 I .688
cadet competitions, and ask the various Queen City 8 5 3 .C)2j

Provincial Rifle -Associations to have matches Yorks 8 5 3 .625
for cadets carried out in the dilTercnt dis- St. Lawrence 1st 8 4 4 .500
tricts, so that the cadets would not be ol)liged Irish "B" 8 4 10 .500
to travel long distances. The D.R.A. will Nortli Toronto 8 3 11 .1.38

provide a good share of the prtzc money for Exhibition 8 1 7 .127
these events. St. Lawrence 2nd. .. 8 8 .000



Canadian Fur Auction Sales Company, Limited

THE recent organization of the Canadian
Fur Auction Sales Company, Limited,

in Montreal, by a group of leading

financiers and fur men brings into existence

a concern that will play an important part

in the industrial and patriotic development

of Canada.

It is the intention of the Company to hold

public Auction Sales in Montreal three or

four times a year for the purpose of providing

an outlet in Canada for the disposal of

Canadian furs. For many years our furs

have been shipped to London or to the United

States, there to be sold at Auction, frequently

to Canadian manufacturers.

It is hardly believable that Canadians

wanting to buy Canadian furs have had to

purchase them outside of Canada, but it is a

fact, and it is in respect to having these furs

sold in Canada that the new enterprise is

perfonning a distinctly patriotic function.

In future all buyers of Canadian furs will

purchase them in the couatry of origin. Hun-
dreds of buyers from foreign parts will attend

the Montreal sales. It requires little imagina-

tion to visualize the benefits that will accrue

to Canada as a result.

Our furs enjoy the reputation of being the

lincsl in the world and they always have

commanded th^ very best prices in the leading

market of the globe. Their variety is not

surpassed by any other Nation while our pro-

duction runs into millions of dollars annually.

The Company huve acquired large premises

at l.'JO Lagauchcliere Street West, which will

be their head olTice and main warehouse.

IJramli offices will bo nuuiitaiiied in New
York and in various, fur centres in Canada
and throughout the world, for it is proposed

to sell furs from all Countries in addition to

the Canadian product.

The men directing the Canadian Fur
Auction Sales Company Limited, are among
the most prominent and successful in the

Dominion, the chief shareholders boin?:

Lord Shaughnessy, Chairman C.P.R. Board.

Sir Herbert S. Holt, Pres. Royal Bank of

Canada.

Senator Lome C. Webster, Pres. Quebec
Railway.

W. A. Black, V.P. and Gen. Mgr. Ogilvie

Flour Mills Co., Limited.

J. W. McConnell, Pres/-St. Lawrence Sugar

Ref. Co.

E. E. Cummings Jr. Pres. Cummings &
Cummings.
R. S. Coltart Pres. Redmond Fur Co.

Limited. V.P. Holt Renfrew Co.

Ascher Pierce Pres. A. & E. Pierce & Co. -

A. J. Brown, K.C., Brown, Montgomery &
McMichael.

John Hallam, Pres. Joha Hallam Ltd.

Toronto.

Seller.s-Gough Fur Co., Ltd., Toronto.

A. A. Allaa, Pres. A. A. Allan & Co., Ltd.

Toronto.

W. H. McWilliams, Pres. Can. Elevator

Co. Limited, Winnipeg.

Geo. Monteith, Pres. Geo. Montcith, Fur
Co , Toronto.

Senator D. 0. I^Esperance, Quebec.

Hon. A. E. Arsenault, Summerside, P.E.I.

The executive officers of the Company are:

President: Senator Lornc C. Webster, Vice-

President and Managing Director, E. I-^.

Cummings, Jr.,; Vice-ft-esidenls, R. S. Coltart

ami A. Pierce.
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The Sport ofAngling
" Twas an enjoyment for his idle time which was not then idly spent."

Angling is a fine art, the successful angler, an

artist. When the season opens he is ready with

the tackle of his craft and casts his fly like a

true sportsman. The hole in the meadow, the

gurgling ripples on a mountain brook, and the

dark, deep pool of a silent river, each and all

hold a problem tor the student fisherman.

Your true angler is able to catch fish under

most conditions and is equally able to refrain

from catching too many. * He purchases the

most reliable tackle available—he weighs not
the cost against the weight of his fish. Rod,
line, leaders, and files are the best he can afford
and are always well cared for.

The tackle department of the "Greatest
Sporting Goods Store in the World" appeals to.

those who love their outfit and need the feel of
satisfaction and completeness necessary to the
angler who a Uswcrs the call of the Red Gods o(

many watc

Hawes' Featherweight

Fly Rods

Dainty and powerful split-
bamboo rods. Hand-made
by experts, of selected Tonka
cane. Perfect action and re-
siliency gives to the angler a
rod of worth and depend-
ability commensurate with
las skill Length, 7 to 8 feet.
Weights, 2 to 2)^ ozs. Price

Other Hawes Rods—8 feet
to 10 feet. Weights, 3% to
ozs. Price, S45.00.
-Hawes Dry Fly and Tourn-

ament Rods, 9 to 10 feet;
weights IJi to f,% „zs.
Price, $50.00.
Made also to order in any

length or weight desired.

The Hardy

Perfect

Fly Reel

Best and lightest for work
with the light rod for fly-
casting. Of aluminum, with
jewel line guide, bronze piv-
ots and steel ball-bearings.
Price, «30.00.

Floating

Dry

Flies

Imported tapered
enamel trout lines,

fly boxes, leaders,

English fishing
waders and wading-
shoes.

The product of the most
renowned English and Scotch
tyers, successfully imitating
and copies of the real insects
found over the American
waters.

.\H sizes on No. 6 to No. 15
hooks, $2.00 to $2.75 par
dozen.

Wet Flies
.Mways a complete assort-

ment of old favorites and
new patterns used by the
sunken-fiy fisherman. On
Pennell eyed sproathooks
with l-inch gut snells.

Nos, 4 to 6 at $2.25 per doz
Nos. 8. 10, 12 at $2.00 per

duz.

At our fishing tackle department you can secure information
regarding, and fishing tackle for, any waters, 'anywhere.

dbcrcrombie&r Fitch Co-
EZRA H. FITCH, President

Madison Avenue and Forty-fifth Street, New York,

THE GREATEST SPORTING GOODS STORE IN THE WORLD



Shooting Dogs and Field Trial Dogs

Frank H. Walker

IN
the Kennel Department, I have noted

an interesting article, "Some Shooting

Dogs" that was published in your Jan-

uary number of Bod and Gun. So I do not

think it will be out of place here to recall the

extract made from the article, which was as

follows: "The gunner's dog will always re-

main the real bird dog, whilst "so-called

'racers' remain a hobby of the few."

I write the following as a lover of the setter

and pointer, both as field trial dogs, and

shooting dogs. My opinion of the two classes

of dogs does not differ in any respect, as to

speed and bird finding ability. A dog, re-

gardless of his field trial performances or

great speed, when worked regularly every day

and nearly all day, at least with no reference

to fitting hin\ for competition, adopts a steady,

swinging gallop which he can maintain with

ease. Some dogs trot and potter around at

close range, but such are good to present to a

friend. By graduating the work, almost any

inlenncdi:ile gait may be established. Ex-

reptioaal dogs will be found wliirh, while

having capability l« work well one or two days,

have not sufTicient stamina to endure the

I'ondilioning, or a fast gait for a short lime.

Others have a regular gait which cannot be

improved upon. Some will start to work

fast, but graduidly shorten their pace and

range to less and less limits. I-'ast work is

very fatiguing. A dog may work all day at 9-

slow gait, and still be un.'dilc to run an hour

at a fast gallop. Many of the Held trial dogs

have more enduraiiie than is commonly sup-

posed, the character of the speed not being

justly considered. "Because the dogs are

required to run only half hour heats or more,

this is no grounds for inference that they

cannot run longer. The chief qualifications of

a good field trial and shooting dog are, that he

should possess a high degree of speed, range,

style, bird sense, bird finding ability and

stamina, should work altogether for the body

scent, and should have a good nose, combined

with the brains that would carry him to the

birdy places. When a sportsman gets a good

prospect, if he knows his business, he immed-

iately starts to develop character in his pros-

pective dog, and this character as a rule does

not reach its full development until the pros-

pect is from three to six years of age. Char-

acter in the bird dog manifests itself more

distinctly in his brain and his bird work. .\

dog without brains cannot become a good

bird dog and a dog without a great brain

cannot become a great bird dog. .\ dog with

a great brain and only a fair nose, will find

more birds than a dog with a poor brain and

a great nose. So if a dog does not possess

the brains, he lacks the instinct of natural

quality, that lakes him back to nature, so

if he possesses the brains, he cannot possibly

do other than intensify his wolf-like qualities

in h'>* hunting. No one likes the so-called

"racers" belter than I do, but this class must

also manifest itself in Ihe dogs' work on birds.

.\ dog that does not ponse.ss these qualifiia-

lions in a high degree, seems to do well enough

to help fill Ihe game bag of the gunner, whose

sole object afield is to kill, paying no .ittenlion

to th<- welfare and the characteristics of the
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SPORTSMEN'S SUPPLIES!
Make money by trapping
while furs are high.

WE CARRY IN STOCK

TRAPS
for all animals, from a rat to a bear.

Paste
HUSKRM
Bait

Order your traps from us, and use

Hallam's Paste
Muskrat Bait for

muskrats.

Hallam's Paste
Animal Bait for

Fox,Wolf , Mink, and
all animals that eat

meat.

Hallam's Paste
Trail Scent, to

cause animals to fol-

low your trail and
increase your catch.

These baits and
scents are unsur-
passed for drawing
animals to your trap.

Price $1.00 per tube, or 6 tubes for $5.00

FISH NETS

ms:nin^.

Order your nets early and
be ready for the opening of the

fishing season.

Gill Nets mounted with leads

and floats, 30c. per yard. In or-

dering give size of mesh stretched,

measure desired.

Rubber Boots
We can supply you with the best

RUBBER BOOTS and RUBBER COATS on
the market at lowest prices.

Trapshooters

We carry in stock Black Shells,

Nitro Club Shells in trap loads.

Order your supplies now for that

tournament.

Rifles, Snowshoes, Moccasins, Headliglits, Footballs, Camp Stoves, Fisiiiag
Tackle and a thousand and one articles of interest to the trapper and sports-
man shown in HALLAM'S TRAPPERS' AND SPORTSMEN'S SUPPLY
CATALOG. 48 pages, illustrated, mailed free for the asking.

962 r — -n - -. limited
tallam BuilcLing.TORONTO,

THF I ARGEST IN OUR LINE IN CANADA
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dog's huming ability. I might say for the

benefit -of the readers of this Kennel Depart-

ment, that there are only four field trial clubs

in this whole Dominion of Canada, that run

annual trials for the bird dogs. The Canadian
National Club, being the only one to hold

annual quail trials, at which dogs must be

thoroughly tested in every necessary require-

ment before being placed. As I have the

honor of being this Club's secretary' and

treasurer, and in behalf of its thirty-five mem-
bers, I think I will be justified in stating the

policy of their trials. The members of the

club feel there has been a marked tendeacy at

field trials for a number of years to place so-

called class dogs, and that the judges, to en-

able them to arrive at a decision, have al-

lowed the dogs to be hunted or followed in

straight lines through their country to such

an extent that the former intelligence and

true bird-finding ability of the breed are fast

becoming a thing of the past. We wish it

distinctly understood that we are. not in

favor of a slower or closer working dog.

We want all the range and speed a dog can

well utilize, but it must be properly applied.

To do so a dog cannot work through his

country on straight lines, but must show his

intelligence and bird-sense by hunting the

likely places on the course allotted to him,

work for his handler and swing to the course

when the character of the country requires so

doing. While range and speed are the most

important factors, they are in our estimation

of small value when not accompanied by a

desire to hunt the birdy places and the ability

to handle and courage to be handled on game
when found. Every dog will be given an

ample opportunity to prove his bird-finding

qualities and he should handle his game in a

bold, pleasing manner. Dogs will be worked

on single birds whenever practicable and

should do their work cheerfully and in a

natural way. Field trials have such a limited

way to gather the attention of sportsmen or

offer them easy opportunity to become ac-

quainted with it, that this is, in my opinion,

the reason for the lack of general enthusiasm.

There is nothing in sportsmanship cleaner,

healthier, more humane and scientific, so

free from gambling, also forming a social

intercourse among the sportsmen, yet at the

same lime carrying the excitement, thrill and
expectancy necessarj- in any sport.

Editorial Note
There is no doubt but that the most classic

andinfacttheonlydog for birds, i.e., chickens

on the prairies and quail and pheasants in the

East and in B.C., are the setters and pointers,

and as with all other sporting dogs the better

they are bred and trained the better are the

results both in pleasure and bag. Field trials

are the schools of examination for such dogs,

and are of great benefit to the fanciers of these

breeds in that they can see by comparison

and under the tutorship of experienced train-

ers and judges, the qualities of the dogs,

shooting birds over a good brace of setters is

considered the highest art of sportsmanship

with any breed of hunting dog; just as fishing

for trout with artificial flies and the lightest of

rods is the highest art in fishing. But to

obtain such a brace of bird dogs and to follow

such shooting and field trials requires a vast

amount of experience and. as follows, time

and money; except perhaps one lives close by
where there are quail or pheasant and has

a few dogs of, ones own breeding and selection.

In our article "Some Shooting Dogs" we
referred to the general purpose bird dog, such

as the Cocker spaniel or Springer spaniel or

a cross of cocker and setter or water spaniel

resembling in some cases the springer, no

doubt to some extent mongrel bred but yet

evolved from bird dogs. Such dogs one will

find in most any part of the country and used

by gunners who go out only for an occasional

.shoot and want a dog that will hunt out any

sort of game bird, and failing birds perhaps a

rabbit or two to fill the bag. Such dogs as

these will always remain the only dog for the

majority of sportsmen, if you wish to call

them spfvtsmcn and not i>()l hunters just as

the boy who gets the trout and often the

fancy tackle man also uses worms and a cut

pole.

Southern Field Trials

OwinK to the unusually severe weather

conditions last fall and this winter all the

southern field trial schedules have been

disarranged and [iiecls postponed. The Con-

tinental, the National and the I'"rce.-for-All

were postponed until late I'cbruary as the

12000 acre preserve on the Bell plantation at

Calhoun, Alabama was flooded with water.

The National Championship to be held at

Grand .lunctioa, Tennessee .Ian. 19lh. had

also to be put olT until late I'cbruary. It is

expected that the winner of the National
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The Sight That
Helped Me Get Him
HE sprang from cover and was off like

a flash. I drew a quick bead and
fired. He crumpled in mid air and

fell in a heap. I had got him slick and
clean—and all because of that Lyman
Sight.

LYMAN
SIGHTS

No. 26, J1.00

The Lyman principle of

rear aperture sighting,

used on all Lyman Rear
Sigfits, brings the front

sight close up in a large

circle, with the game
in full view. You gel

a bead as quickly as

though no rear sight

were used, and much
more accurately. Ypu'll

like Lyman Ivory Bead
Front Sights, too, be-

cause they show up so

sharply against bound-
ing game.

J REE_SJ^CmT BOOK
Shows Lynutn Sights for e\*cr>'
purpose and cvco" gun, gives
hints on shooting, care , of
guns, etc.

LYMAN GUN SIGHT
IPICORPORATION

i 13.S West Street
Vllddlefield. Conn.. U.S.A.

A Message to

Ontario's Sportsmen
Do you wjsh to attract Wild Ducks and Fish, in large
numbers, to your favorite lakes and streams? This
can be accomplisJicd with the ai(rof one who under-
stands the scientitic planting of foods for fisb and wild
fowl.

C. H. Blanchard, who is associated with Clyde B.
Terrell, the noted naturalist, will devote the coming
summer to an intensive study of the lakes and streams
of Ontario and Quebec to determine the best locations
and conditions for planting Wild Rice, Wild Celery and
other water plants, for the attraction of Wild Ducks,
and Fish.

The results of each investigation will be
preserved in a written report, telling
what, when and how to plant, together
with a chart showing where plantings
should be made.
To interested sportsmen, who wish
to take advantage of his presence in
their vicinity, a very low charge
will be made. Communicate with
Mr. Terrell at once.

>.

SHOT GUNS

RIFLES
Used, but in good, serviceable,

shooting shape.

AT SPECIAL PRICES

Write for our List

a:HE^D.PIKE
123 KiKC St. £..

TORONTO.
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Championship, this year will be either the

famous pointer bitch Mary Montrose, owned

by \Vm. Ziegler Jr., of N.T., or the setter dog

Cobb's Hall, owned by the well-kno^-n ball

player, Ty. Cobb. -

The fame of the National Championship is

known all over North America, wherever a

good setter or pointer is owned. This meet is

discussed everj-w'here and a win at this trial

is much coveted because it stands for so much
in the field trial world. The stake was in-

stituted more than twenty-five years ago, at

which time a few enthusiasts organized for

the purpose of establishing a stake in which

the competing dogs would be tested from

every angle in heats of three hours duration.

Among those who were responsible for the

stake was the late Edward Dexter, who was

among the pioneers in the U.S. in bringing the

Pointer to the high state of perfection in

field trials which he at present holds. Un-

fortunately Mr. Dexter only lived a few years

after this stake was instituted, but his memory
lives on, for those who remained in the little

club bound themselves together in a still

closer union and one of the most laudable

moves they made w-as to offer a handsome

trophy to be known as the Edward Dexter

Memorial Cup, which must be won three

times before becoming anyone's exclusive

property. This cup has been in competition

for nearly a quarter of a century and year

after year the name of a new champion has

been engraved upon it, until at the present

time it is a history in itself. To read the

names as they appear is to read the story of

the National Championship. All the great

dogs of two decades appear on this trophy and

who knows how many more may appear before

the cup is finally won outright? Mary Mont-
rose won the cup in 1917 and again in 1919 at

the Manitoba trials as described in (Decem-

ber) issue of Rod and Gun and in this year of

1920 she has a good chance to win it outright.

She will have a competitor worthy of her

steel in the handsome setter dog Cobb's Hall,

and whether Mary wins it or the grandson of

Prince Rodney proves the successful one it is

quite certain the race will be a good one.

The stake had a list of twelve starters when
on June 21 bad weather stopped the running,

leaving eight more dogs to compete including

Great Island Ringing Bells to run with

Unospick and \\'hite Top to compete with,

Comanche Rap. It is just possible that one

or the other of these dogs may surpass the

heats of Mary Montrose or Cobb's Hall,

but no one is expecting that, although the

unexpected frequently happens in field trials

and especially in a three hour race when the

dogs have the opportunity to show their

actual worth or their real shortcomings.

WTiichever dog wins it must run a race such

as has seldom been seen on those hbtoric

grounds of the Hobart Ames preserve near

Grand Junction or anywhere else.

Baldwin's Fox Hounds

We are publishing this montli photos of

\V. C. Baldwin's (Ottawa, Ont.) new dog

Helfwin and his Canadian Champion bitch

Ringlet. Hcffwin was bred by Mr. Baldwin

being by his Prompter and Lizzie. We have

described Prompter during the past year and

how he beat the best hound a noted U.S.

handh-r brought up from the U.S. to the

Canadian shows to sh6w "us Canadians."

ft hat a hound was. Mr. Baldwin considers

his young dog even better than his sire. lie

is a beautifully marked and colored hound,

black, while and tan. the saddle being nicely

defined. He has so far been only shown at

two shows, Oltiiwa last full and at the big

New York show in I-'cbruary at both of which

he went through all the classes to winners.

At Ottawa he won many of the general spec-

ials, including one for best local dog any

breed. 'I'he roinpctilion in I'ox hounds was

very keen this year at New York Sho*. and

for a Canadian to beat them all is indeed an

honor and the first time a Canadian Foxhound
has done it. This undoubtedly proves

'I."- 'lO'k*

Ch. RInalot

that Mr. Baldwin has hounds of the right

type or shape. Mr. Baldwin believes, be-

sides, that a hound should also be a good
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Hardy's, theWorld's Angling Specialists

In "Palakona" Regd. Split Bamboo Fishing Rods

Maaufaoturar* ta

Hit MAJESTY
KUIC CEORCC V.

THE ORE AT
ENOLISH FIELD
tava, " We musi
t%meT forget thai it

U to HARDY
Bro3. ofAlnwick we
owe the supremaci/
we hate achiered as
Bod makers.

THE "DE LUXE" ROD, made of Steel-hard "PALAKONA" is Hardy's latest

design in single-handed rods for wet or dry fly fishing.

IT is the product of the largest, and best equipped factory, supervised by the
champion Professional Fly Casters and Anglers in Europe, "Hardy's." Don't
forget that as wages in Great Britain are 75% less than in America we can

give greater value in nigh class hand work. All our rods are hand made by ex-

perts whose lives have been spent at this work, for which 50 GOLD MEDALS
have been awarded. Length 9-ft., weight 5}^ ois.; 9-ft. 6-ins., weight 5^ ois.;

10-ft., weight 6 ozs. All fitted with Hardy's patent screw grip reel fittings.

DRY FLIES—As made by us for the late F. M. Halford
Esq., for whom we also made rods, etc.

GUT CASTS—The Anglo-American tapered mist color
No. 1 medium. No. 2 fine, as made for Mr. Halford.

Stout to 4X Ditto, Ditto to 3X, Stout Lake to fine. Ditto-— to medium. Ex-stout to MEDIUM, Ex-stout to stout, 6 ft.

We will be pleased to quote prices on receipt of inquiry.

Hardy Bros., Manufactory Alnwick, England

BRACE, McKAY & CO, Limited

SUMMERSIDE, P.E.I.

Extra heavily galvanized after woven
English "Red Label" Fox Netting—made
specially to order.

Netting unrolls flat and hangs without
bagging or sagging. All rolls full width
and guaranteed full length of 150 ft.

Write or wire your orders to

The Largest Dealers in Fox Netting
In America

BALDNESS
CAMOUFLAGED
You cannot afford to look old,
catch cold, neuralgia, hay fever, etc.

PEMBER'S
TOUPEES

BEFORE AFTER

A perfectly designed and undetectable cov-
ering or toupee, exactly representing the
liair as it should be, is the natural remedy.
Send for illustrated booklet, or call and
see for yourself.

W. T. PEMBER
The Headquarters for Gents' Toupees

and Complete Wigs.

129 Yonge St., Toronto
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worker and so has worked this young dog, as

he has all his dogs on fox and says he is making

good. It is Mr. Baldwin's ambition to enter

this dog at the Brunswick trials in the Eastern

States next fall. These are the only recog-

nized field trials held in the U.S. for Fox-

hounds. Mr. Baldwin was honored by being

invited as one of the judges at this meet last

fall, as described in our January issue.

We hope someday to see friend Baldwin and

Heffnln

some of the other Canadian breeders who are

taking a similar interest in the welfare of one

of our most useful breeds (with fox pelts now
fetching S50.00) establish a Canadian Fox

hound Club and hold competitions here in

Ontario. Good Fox hounds arc in great

demand and it is only by the united interest

of such fanciers that the good qualities ot the

hound can be maintained.

Since the ending of the war, interest in

dogs has greatly revived in .\merica and

never before was there a greater demand for

dogs. iCood looking and well-bred dogs arc

wanted and price is seldom a consideration.

It is to be hoped that breeders will caler

to this demand and that the da>^f the street

mongrel is past. In a way, a community is

known by the dogs seen in it so when you get a

dog, get one of some class.

Breeders of all varieties of sporting dogs
as well as many of the pet sort will

find that advertising their stock in Rod and
Gun will bring them big business. With
our large circulation in every province of

Canada as well as in many of the States we
hold a leading place in this line, in Canada.

The Canuck Kennels of Lindsay, Ont.,

infomuus that they are completely sold out

and have had to let dozens of enquiries stand

until the arrival of spring litters. The
Highview Kennels of Port Hope, report a

similar condition.

We have just had word also from England
that the demand from America for sporting

dogs is on the increase, a special call being

made for springer spaniels, which cannot be

so far at all well filled.

The .\iredale. terrier which for the past

twenty-five years has been one of the most
prominent show dogs and favorite as a house

dog and-pal is now in great demand in North-

ern Ontario and other game countries as a

business dog or worker, trappers have found

out their worth in trailing and holding all

sorts of the valuable fur bearers. We hope

to publish an article by Mr. Bates of

Metagami, in our next issue telling of such

use of this breed.

A Strange Family.

Dogs and cats are voted as good foster

mothers and lions, foxes, tigers and other

strange animals have been reared on bitches

and felines of the smallest kind. Still it is

not often we hear about a dog fostering a

fawn, but such was the case in the happy
family owned by Jesse Garrel of N. Dakota.

The bitch's name is Dakota Ciirl, a setter of

most amiabltf temper and said to be a great

worker on birds.

tV-i-^ V,.,':^^^ .

w

.-«>«>5a^V
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al stake

WiD Serve You in a Pinch
Dependabililv is a «ood word to describe a Mar-
ble Article—in tifih't places, where maybe your

you are always sure of Marble Equipment.

We show only a few items here—the complete line includes Safety Pocket and Camp
Axes, Hunting Knives in various styles, compasses, waterproof matchbox, front and rear

gun sigMs (considered unequalled by both professional and amateur shooters) gun rods

and cleaning implements. Anti-Rust Ropes and Nitro Solvent Oil.

Marble's Belt Aie—No. 9. A prac-
liral axe for every outdoor need—made
slrone and sturdy to stand hard usage.
Solid steel blade, 2K x 4% in.. 14 "

handle of selected nn
'

si.2r).

Marble*s Handy Com-
pass—Alade with water-
proof screw case—alwa\ s

reliable for it cannot de-
magnetize- Pocket Com-
pass, stalionar\- dial $1.10.
revolving dial. SI .40. Safety
Coat Compass fastens to coat
or belt, can't get lost, in plain
view at all times. slationar\'
dial. $1 .40, revolving dial SI .G.t.

Marble*s Waterproof Matchbox—
Carry one and you will always have dry
matches, even {hough you drop it in the
water Made of seamless brass, nici;el

plated, size of a ten gaugeshell. may be
quickly opened and closed in the dark,
.^.Sc.

hickory, wt. 22 oz

Most good stores handle .Marble
Equipment—if your dealer cant supply
you. order direct. Send draft or money
order. Ask for the Marble Catalog.

Marble Arms & Mfg. Co.
681 Delta Avenue

GLADSTONE, MICH.

Songs of Forest

and Stream
—By C. T. EASTON

A Fine Little Colleclion oj Poems
for the Nature Lover and Sports-

mem. Including the Following :

The Troul Stream; Lines on a Mayflow-
er; The Fisherman's Dream; A Morn-
ing's Walk; Winter; The Sanctuary;
The Last of the Bultaloes; A Nimrod;
Hunting the Moose; A Summer Morn-
ing; In Arcady; Wanderlust; The Full-
ness of Joy; Halcyon Days; Plovers;
The Death of Summer; A Flower of
the Wild; Pontiac's Speech.

Neatly bound and moderately priced
at 15c a copy. Orders received and
given prompt attention by the publish-
ers.

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED
Woodstock, Ont.

'PennyWise and Pound Foolish"

is the man or woman who hesitates about

the purchase of a new Canoe or boat.

Canoeing is one of ouf national amuse-
ments and thanks to a beneficent provi-

dence we are showered with- blessings in

the form of lakes, rivers and streams.

They belong to us all—our national

heritage—so why wait or think that the

old canoe or boat, which may not suit you,
will do this coming season.

Hand it on and gel the canoe or boat you
have always wanted—a Lakefield, have it

in time for the first boating, use it as much
as possible through the summer so that

when the end of the season comes you will

have the satisfaction of being able to say
to yourself, that was a wise inve.stmcnl, why
didn't I do it before? Write to

The Lakefield Canoe and Boat Co. '>""t<>«

Lakefield, Ont.



Winning the Nipigon Shield

Fishermen's luck!

That is the explanation Mr. A. S. Brown;

of Kingsvillc, Ontario would give if he were

asked to account for his winning ol the coveted

Xipigon Shield of Canadian National Rail-

ways.

Of course Mr. Brown is a fisherinanl He
catches more fish than most anglers do. He
is President and Manager of the Northern

Fish Company. *ind President of the Lake

Eric Fishermen's Association. But, as an

angler he is not so practised even if he seems

to be quite as efficient foi all practical pur-

poses. In reporting hLs catch to Mr. Pratt,

Manager of the Hotels, Sleeping and Dining

Car Departments of Canadian National

Hallways, the successful contestant pointed

out that a few hours fishing with hook and

line was all he had ever done, adding, "a

novice is as likely to catch a prize trout where

fishing is good as is the old and seasoned."

"Where fishing is good!" That is also,

probably, a part of the reason for the success

of Mr. Brown. The cold green water ol the

Nij)igoa teem with the hard-fighting speckled

beauties that gladden the cockles of the heart

and lest the slaying power and skill ol the

devotee of the gentle art. Followers of

Walton hav« found that statement to be true,

and men have come from nearly all corners

of the globe to give the beauties battle.

Mr. Brown's parly, which included Mrs.

Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Wad« and Miss Helen

Wade of Detroit, arrived at Orient Bay on

Julv 25th, and spent the following ten days

at Nipigon Lodge,—that ideal rustic cabin,

operated for the convenience of anglers and

sportsmen—making frequent trips to Virgin

Falls in the launch. Arrow, which is operated

from the Lodge by Mr. Neil McDougall.

On August 6th, at Virgin Falls, Mr. Brown
made the big catch which won him his trophy,

using a 6 oz. rod, Sliakcspearc reel, '25 yd. •

oiled line, fly hook, Colorado spinner and no

bait. It was a trout that would fill the heart

of any fishennan with pride, tipping the

scales as it did at 6}4 pounds and measuring

2A^ inches in length and liVz inches in

girth.

Mr. Hendrick Hudson of Syosset. N.Y., ran

him a close race for the trophy, his catch

being equal in weight, but was caught with

a coccotouche bait, wliiili expert fishennen

claim to be easier handled than a fly spinner.

The winner of the trophy like all visitors

at Nipigon was completely charmed with the

district and says, "11 is a most beautiful spot

and well worth the lime spent there, even

though we had not caught a fish. We spent

many pleasant hours rowing and canoeing

along the shores of Orient Bay and up a little

stream which winds in and out among the

high rocks, and if you go up far enough you
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PRICt

Go Fishing Without Rowing
Bid goodbye to oars and paddles. Free yourself of that back-break-

ing, hand-blistering job of rowing this summer, by attaching a

lAbortythrive
to the stern of your boat. Goes through weeds like an eel. Pivots on
stern of boat. Can be raised or lowered. Steers by swinging propeller
sidewise. Will drive boat wherever it will float, at 2 to 9 miles an hour,
no matter how shallow the water. Weighs 72 pounds. Ask your dealer.
If he can't supply you, write for catalog.

THE CAILLE PERFECTION MOTOR CO.
104 Caille Building - - DETROIT, MICHIGAN

E5 Speed

c/ Motor
The last word
in rowboat
motors. Has

five speeds—two for-
ward,
two
b ack.

ward, and neutral.
Eqnipped with
starting de\-ice—

-

no cranking. Has
ilywheel magneto.
Water-cooled ex-
haust. Ask for
details

30E WELSn
LEADERS*

OiST Perfectly
/hr -

ELSn
ChSADeriAQuroRhiA
EXCLUSIVE AGCni

<<
There's a

Reason

Why"
The last letter from

A. C. Palmer, Stam-
tord. Conn., encased
a S21.50 check for

"Telarana Nova"
Leaders. Mr. Palmer
is an ANGLEH.

"Here It

Boys !"
Is,

Joe Welsh's

Blue Devil

Darning Needle

Send 75c. and get the
"Blue Deivl" and a

3-ft. Leader.

Transparent Floating
Indestructible

FOR SALE

SILVER BUCK FOXES
I have for sale a few pairs of Pure-bred

Registered Prince Edward Island Silver Black
Foxes. Parties wishing to secure the best
breeding slock will do well to communicate
with the undersigned.

B. I. RAYNER,
Alberton, P. E. Island.

RATS^^
TRAPPERS

!

I Want 5000
Spring MUSKRATS
Will pay from $3.50 to $8.00.

No LcBS than $3.50 for every Rat you send. Rats
tnust be well handled and Heavy Furr»<l . Damafted
Rats at value. Ship at once while the price U hiith.

Prices subject so change without notice.

531C Manning Ave.,

TORONTOS. ROBERTS
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will find that it starts from practically no-

where between two high walls of rock. Along

the shore of this stream, in the evening, we

saw as many as five and six moose. They

seemed little disturbed at seeing us, and as

long as we made no noise they were in no
hurry to leave. We are all looking forward
to anot^ier trip to Nipigon Lodge at Orient

Bay, and hope to meet our old friend Neil

McDougall."

The Hunt at Yetten Lake

Freeman Tupper

SOMETIMES whenTone makes a false

statement it is well to correct it, especi-

ally so when such a statement is

published in a widely read magazine as the

Rod and Gun.

I do not think the statement I am going to

refer to will ever be challenged or disputed

in any respect, yet, in view of the fact that

conditions change in the* course of time, and

that conditions did change in regard to a

certain matter referred to in my article

entitled "Some Trip,'" which the Rod and

Gun kindly published in the April issue; I

feel it my duty to correct it and cite two

instances to show how greatly I was mis-

taken.

I refer to the time when Roy and Bailey

were patiently wailing at Long Lake for their

moose caller, who never arrived. I men-

tioned that neither one could call moose.

.\t that time I'oy contained within himself

a latent power, not as yet developed. Had
that moo.se at Long Lake known how close

that power was to the surface he would ha\e

been a little more careful about showing his

tracks in the ashes.

It took Hoy about six months to get over

his trip at Long Lake. By the time hunting

came again he was as keen as ever, but "a

change had been wrought. Necessity being

the inolhcr of invcntidn lirouglit about the

change. 'I'liat latent power was aljout to

be developed—tlie art of uioose-culliiig.

It took also a little time, however for him to

discover his talent, but when a man hunts

twelve months in the year, all his abilities are

bounrl lo crop out sooner or later. I wish to

say for Uic benitfil of all those hunters who
hang ii[» tlieir rilles during llie sununcr months,

and lliereby loose a little of llie quickness of

the eye, and accuracy of ai"in, hunting loni

cats where loin (;^nts .ire thick is an excellent

pastime, and at the same time rids the nrigh-

borhooil of a noisy post. I'.ver since Ihc

evening that six loni I'.als fought Ihc terrible

l)allle under Hoy's silling room floor while

he was quietly reading the paper, his hunting

instinct returned and he vowed an awful

vengeance on all cats, and he has lived up to

it one hundred per cent. The smell of gun-

powder, and a bullet hole through the carpet

took an awful lot of explaining when his wife

got home. Incidently he shot my torn

cat that had a pedigree that would fill a sheet

of foolscap.

To come back to my subject. Every man
cannot call moose. Practise of course works

wonders, but practise would never make
Susan Jane a Melba, or .John Brown a Caruso.

Something must be born there. That to-

gether with practise produces the artist.

Just so with my friend Roy, he had the

talent but did not know it until one day he

tried it and a bull moose chased him up a tree.

After that practise produced the artist.

We were sealed around the camp fire. Jack,

George, Pete, Roy and myself. We were a

bit tired after our long day from the Indian

Gardens. We were smoking and listening to

Pete. Pete by the way was an excellent

woodsman, who was going along to cruise

some timber land. During the day he was a

silent man, but once the supper dishes were

cleared away, he at once developed into a

"Twin Six Packard" at telling moose stories.

When it came to bear stories
—"Oh Boy,"

he jusl Hew—the inemier ace.

In view of the fact that he was such an

cxc llenl Woodsman, and had spent nearly

all liif life in the woods, it was with great

astonishment that I discovered that he was

very (to put it mildly) excited, and perturbed

the next morning when Roy heard a big bull

moose smashing a maple swamp all lo bits

(so it sounded). It was the lirel lime I

had heard Hoy's call. 1 wtus lo be the, shall

I say, critic. Something seemed lo depend

on what I said about il. I lis (-all w'ns excel-

lenl, fuKilling all thai lacked in all, other

calls that I had heard. His second call was

not finished before CHASH—CRACK-
BOOM, lie was well away. I slowly lurncd
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SPECIAL SALE
OF

HUDSON'S BAY
BLANKETS

3 point 60"x72"...8 1b. 5oz. pair

3Hpoint....63"x81" ^...lOlb.pair

4 point 72"x90" 12Ib.pair

Scarlet, Blue, Green, Grey, and

Khaki colors

Write for Prices

THE^DPIKEGo
123 KiKG St. B..

TOROWTO.

LOUIS RHEAD'S
New Demon DARTER Minnows

Made That Eaua! {^DEADLY Seduce

TROUT, BASS, PIKE & SALMON
sizes 1 >'2 to 5 inches long, Price SOc to SI.50

Send for J.isl of Floating Tiny Trout Fly Rod Lures.

217 OCEAN AVENUE
BROOKLYN, N.Y., U.S.A.LOUIS RHEAD

KNIT YOUR OWN FISH
NETS at small cost. My
illustrated instructions
will teach you how in

one hour. Also give
you more informaUon about the use of nets, baits, etc.,

than has ever been publishcrl. Send for particulars

W. E. CLAYTON & CO.,
49 N Main St . .\Uoona, Kansas,

J^'^^^^maIe^S
FOUR FACTORIES
Prompt Shipments
Write for Prices

Cots & Camp Furniture
Mopa, Tenia, A'Kninna, Covrr*.
I-<<liiiin>t^. {.'arpentcTB' Aprons

TUCKER DUCK & RUBBER CO., Fort Smith, Ark.

r^s^^ssa
ALWAYS

FRESH and

READY

FOR USE

KLIM is absolutely fresh pasteur-
ized separated milk in its lightest

and niosteasily transported form.
.\ drj- powder that will not freeze in

Winter, nor sour in Summer. Four
level tablespoonfiils of Klim whipped
into half a pint of water makes a
half pint of natural-flavored separ-
ated milk—just right for tea, colfee,

and camp cooking.

You can get Klim in half pound, one
pound, and ten pound tins "at any
grocers.

7~77^.

LAURENTIDE HOUSE FISH and

GAME RESERVES
LAKE EDWARD, P.O., CANADA

For your spring fishing trip,~and fall

hunting, come to the well known Lake

Edward reserves, trout and moose very

plentiful, also caribou, bear, partridge and

ducks.

Guides, canoes and compfete outfits

furnished.

Trips arranged to Lake Mistassini and

Hudson Bay. Booklet sent on request.

KEEP YOUR GUN CLEAN!
HOPPE'S

NITRO POWDER SOLVENT
No. 9

_ _ ; Trade Mark Raglstered)
_ ^__

For Cleaninfi Migh Power Biflcs. Shot Guns
and Firearms of all kinds. m£.\IOVIiS and
PHIiVli.N TS RUST. It will neutralize
acid rosidue of Smokeless Powder and
prevent corroding.

Sold l)v

The D. Pike Co.. Ltd.. Toronto.
The J. II. .-\shdown Hardware Co., Winnipeg
Wood. .Mixauder i^ James, Hamilton.
McLennan. \lrFcclv & Co.. Ltd.. Vancouver
!•:. G. Prior ,1 Co.. Ltd.. Victoria.
Tisdalls Limited. Vancouver

FRANK A. HOPPE, 2314 N.8THST..PHILADELPHIA,PA.
Sole Manufacturer.
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my head to see how the others were adapting

themselves to the sudden change of events.

All were well hidden by bushes, etc., but Pete.

He was standing more or less out in the open.

His Adam's apple began to go up and down
like a trip hammer, and his eyes were wildly

roving from the direction of the on-coming

moose to the end of Roy's rifle where I saw

a piece of rag protruding from the end of the

barrel. He failed to understand that callers

as a rule do not fire the first shot.

The situation was fast becoming serious.

The moose was coming good, and as far as I

could see Pete was trying to imitate his

actions. He had visions of Roy shooting

before removing the rag and blowing up the

whole outfit. To make matters worse, when
the moose came out the only one that could

see him was Pete. Then he went through

some real pantomime. Failing to be under-

stood he began to crawl towards Roy on his

hands and knees. Presently Roy caught him

by the collar, pulled him down in the soft

moss and sat on him, just as Jack's rifle rang

out in the frosty air. Down went the ant-

lered monarch. He dressed 750 pounds and

had a horn spread of 58 inches.

We carried the meal to the lake, and Jack

and George proceeded homeward with it,

Roy, Pete and myself remaining.

Well the excitement we had with Pete the

first morning was not to be compared with

what happened two mornings later. We
paddled up the lake about a mile. Then

followed a path back Irom the lake to a high

ridge that extended out in a huge bog. North

west oi the calling place, the ridge dropped

steeply to a lower level, then continued a

narrow, thickly wooded ridge, extending to-

wards the north west. We located Pete

behind a big rock, which was surrounded by a

thick clump ol alder bushes. Roy and I

were a little distance away behind anotlier

rock, and were congratulating ourselves how
well we had Pete concealed, and our rifles

were free of rags.

Pete had a placid smile on his face and every-

thing was "jakc."

Roy called several limes before we got an

answer, which was to the eastward. We
turned our attention in that direction, never

dreaming that anything would come down
that narrow ridge. After some twenty or

thirty minutes the moose came out on the

bog. Pete began to make grimaces at the

moose and motioned for us to shoot. Sud-

denly without any warning, the moose started

on a trot across the bog straight for where

Pete was sitting. I glanced at Roy to see if

he was getting ready to shoot, and much
to my surprise I saw him looking in the oppo-

site direction toward the ridge, and was mak-
ing ready to shoot. Looking toward the

ridge, I saw the bushes waving as some ani-

mal was walking through, I presumed a moose,

just behind where Pete was sitting, at the foot

of the incline. I looked at Pete, as he was
nearly in range if the moose came out. There
I got another surprise. Pete knew nothing

of the moose behind him. The sight of the

moose running towards him was too much
for his nerves. His placid smile was gone,

and was replaced by a look of horror. He
began to move slowly backwards from the

rock, then turning he ran down the incline

as fast as he could run, and ran pell-mell into

the moose that was about to step out. The
moose snorted with fright, and went crashing

through the underbrush. Pete never said a

word, he was too frightened to open his mouth.

However, he became a magnificent example

of that law of science which states that

—

"Action and reaction are equal but opposite

m direction." His manoeuxTes just then

would have made a circus actor green with

envj'. His face looked as if he expected to

see more moose any minute. Moose number
one was just about to score a home run when
we fired, and got him. To be honest with

all I have reasons to believe that Roy's

bullet did the trick.

Pete was now by the side of us. The
sound of shots sounded good to him. He
was in most respects back to normal tem-

perature and pressure, excepting his eyes.

He said "He didn't calculate it was safe for

him lo'stay in the woods any longer with

us."

We arrived at the Indian Gardens th'at

afternoon with our moose. Seven other

moose had already been landed there by

hunters that same day, all coming from

different parts of the lakes.

It was quite unusual, I think for eight

moose to be landed at a certain point in the

wilds in one day, so I arranged the heads and

look a snap of them.

I now wish to make this statement, that

I consider my friend Roy to be a calla^of the

first class If anyone would wish that

slalcmeni diessed up with a flood of vocal

architecture, ask Pete, and he will lell you

"ALL" about it.
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^Inexe HeGoes

!

You missed— \ on tould have had
another shot with a

MAXIM
SILENCER

Price, .22 cal., $6.00
Send 6c in stamps for catalog and

booklet of humorous stories of noise-
less shooting.

The Maxim Silencer Co.
63 Homestead Ave.. Hartford. Conn.

ALL KINDSIFIRE ARMS
and FISHING TACKLE

BOUGHT, SOLD OR EXCHANGED
We carry a large .assortment of high grade

Shot Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Automatic Pistols.
Hand Cameras, Prismatic and Field Glasses.
Fishing Tackle, Hunters end Fisherman's sup-
plies. Mail enquiries solicited and will receive
most careful attention.

LEVINE BROTHERS, Reg'd,
435-437-439 St. James St.,

Phone Main 8609. MONTREAL

NEW SANITO
SUSPENSORY

Will not chafe.

All elastic.

Anatomic fit.

Patented fea-
tures in under-
straps makes
open rear.

May be boiled
to cleanse with-

out injury to rubber.

For sale by Druggists and Sport-
ing Goods dealers, or we will mail
on receipt of price.

No. 60, Silk Pouch and Extra
Heavy Belt .... $1.25

No. 50, Thread Pouch and
Heavy Belt .... $1.00

Three sizes—large, medium, small

Walter F. Ware Co., Dept. C, Phila., Pa.
Makers of the Mizpah Jock

S«tiifaction Goaranteed
or MoDcj Refonded

O. C. TUTTLE, DEVIL BUGS

PKRMJEK MALLAKI). RoK V. 8. Hatent Olllce

"AS NATURAL AS LIFE"
The best decoys for all sa"i<^ liirds arc Mason's.

It doesn't matter which specie you are Runnina for we
hare a better decoy in all shapes and colors than any
other decoy manufacturer. Send for free catalogue.

Mason's Decoy Factory
590 MiKord Street and P.M.R.R. Detroit. Mich.

.\re a proven success all over
the United Slates, and the
pleasure a Sportsman gets fish-
ing with them, is of the keen-
est type. They are bound to
be a great HIT in Canada.

Devil Bugs Sell on Sight

Ba^i Bugs made on No. J /O,
J/0. 3/0. Ring Hooks, and No.
3 Fly Rod Special. Trout Bugs
made on Nos. 3, 6, & 8 Hooks.

Patented in t.'aoafia. F»b- I7th. H>30

Inquire of your nearest dealer.

Send all Orders to

JUD LANDON INC.
123 State St.

Schenectady, New York
General Sales Manager of the O, C-

luttle Patents.

O. *'. Tuttle" Inventor and Manu-
facturer. Old Forge. New York



More About the American Robin

(Merula Migratoria)

T. Ware

1
speak from facts gained from my own
research and observation. I havfe ex-

amined the stomachs of hundreds of

robins and in only one did I ever find what

1 could positively say was part of a cutworm.

Angle worms and small beetles are the fare of

American robins until the small fruits begin

to ripen at which time they change their

food to that of cherries, raspberries, straw-

berries, currants, elderberries, grapes, etc.

Any person not totally ignorant of the habits

of cut wonns knows that they feed at night

time and hide in the ground during daylight

out of all danger from robins or other in-

sectivorous birds and where one is eaten by

birds the night feeding toads and frogs eat

hundreds. The robin is a very ordinary

singer if indeed you can apply the word song

to his perfonnance at all. The old warty

toad has him licked to a frazzle. The song

of the latter is continuous and holds on for

some length of time but the robin can only

jerk out four or five tee wits tlie last one being

almost inaudible,when he has to stop and take

breath before he can make another effort.

The only song birds worthy of being men-

tioned as such are the Bobolink (Do/ir/ion/yr

Onjziyorus), Brown Thresher {Ilarponjnchus

rtufus). Cat Bird, (Galeoscoptc.s Carnlimnsus),

Hose Breasted Grosbeak, (Habva Liido-

I'iciana), Winter Wren, {Tronlodiles H icmalis)

'

\esper Sparrow, (Poocacles Gramineus), Song

Sparrow. {Melns/iiza l''(i(i(ila) and the purple

Finch, (Carpodftcus I'urpureiis). There are a

few others which some people might class as

song birds, the Goldfinch and Indigo bunting

perhaps but Uicy do not shine as singers.

1 Icre is a list of insects which I believe are

immune from the attacks of birds. Moths,

bullerMics, potato beetles, curculios, pea

weevils, striped cucumber beetles, squi\sh

bugs, millipedes, pear and cherry slugs,

cabbage and lurnii> lice, cliiach bugs, woolly

aphis, currant sawfiies or their larvae and I

believe if we have to wait for the extinction

of such pcsls by birds we shall be waiting

Hlill at Doomsday.
It has never been chrarly proven that

iusceUvoroiis birds are a benefit to the fanner

,or market garchmer.and here I will give the

opinion of a few men who I believe are able

III speak with authority on this subject.

Mr. W. E. Saunders states, "From my
examination of the stomach of the robin I

have not much to say m their favor. Out
of perhaps twelve to twenty stomachs which
I have examined only about one third to one
fourth were found to contain insects in any
large numbers and these only at a time when
they could not obtain fruit."

Mr. Beadle says of them: "The robins

are sometimes injurious to the grapes; when
they come in large flocks they will destroy a

small vineyard."

Mr. Dempsey says: "I am Very little

posted on any good things the robin does,

but I have had quite a sad experience as to the

damage he does, as I have had nearly my
whole crop of grapes destroyed by robms."

Mr. Arnold remarks: "The robins are a

perfect jJest. I have a tree of the Early May
cherry which is covered with cherry stones

with not a particle of flesh on them. I have
known robins to eat ground worms but never

the cabbage worm or curc'ulio or anything of

that kind."

Mr. McD. Allan, Mr. Westland, Mr.
Dougall, Mr. Mackenzie Ross and Mr.
Chaplin all large fruit growers, testify to

their personal experience of the ravages of

the robin, while his insectivorous services

(if he has rendered any at all) have been so

trilling as to escape the notice of these in-

telligent and observenl witnesses.

I have noticed the chipping sparrows and

song sparrows taking the green caterpillars

oil the cabbages and 1 am inclined to believe

that they are doing more harm than good.

In the fall of 1917 I collected l.'')() chrysalids.

of the (Pieris rapae) cabbage butterfly and

in the month of May of the following year

only three butterflies emerged, nearly all the

others had been stung by the small ichneumon

parasitic on them and instead of 1,'')() cabbage-

butlerllies several hundreds of ichneumons

came forth, as near as I could judge about

50 or 60 from each chrysalis and when a bird

cats a cabbage worm the chances are that at

the same lime it destroys .W or (iO ichneumons.

Of cour.se it is a (luesliim whether the bird or

the M or (K) ichneimions would be the most

benelit to the tiller of the soil but I am in-

clined to favor the latter. In the year 1911

when the chinch bugs were so numerous and.
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'CLARK'S
PREPARED FOODS

Please remember Mr. Canadian Sportsman that Clark's

can give you the finest selection of Canned Food* for

Camp use and that they are

MADE IN CANADA
Corned Beef, Roast Beef, Roast Mutton, Loaf Meats,

Cooked Tripe, Beefsteak and Onions, Stewed Kidney,

Ox and Lunch Tongues, Potted Meats, Concentrated

Soups, Pork and Beans, Peanut Butter, Tomato Ketchup, Spaghetti

with Tomato Sauce and Cheese, Canadian Boiled Dinner, etc., etc.

PERFECTLY COOKED AND READY TO SERVE
YOUR GROCER HAS THEM INSIST ON CLARK'S

W. CLARK, LIMITED, MONTREAL

Marine Engines at Reduced Prices

Mr. Boat-builder, Mr. Boat-owner, if you are thinking of a marine

engine from 3 to 10 h.p., we would be pleased to quote you a price on any
of the following:

—

3 h.p. 1 cylinder, 3x3, speed 800, weight 60 lbs.

6 " 2 " 3x3 " 900 " 100 "

5 " 1 " 4x4 " 800 " 95 "

10 " 2 " 4x4 " 750 " 175 "
7 " 1 " 5x5 " 700 " 175 "

Any of the above engines, which are ready for prompt delivery, will

give excellent satisfaction, as they are all made of the best material by a

well-known reputable firm of engine builders.

Apply Box 333, Rod and Gun in Canada
WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO
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working so disastrously amongst the grain

and hay crops of Western Ontario there was
uo apparent increase of insectivorous birds

in the infested district for the simple reason

that chinch bugs are not to their liking.

No, we shall have to invent a new sort of

bird before we make a diminution in the

ranks of the chinch bugs by bird power. It

was found that thor^gh cultivation combined
with a damp season and the introduction of

the white fungus (Sporovilchum globuliterum)

was much more to be depended upon. It

is to insects we must look for deliverance

from insects more than to birds.

The Robin

R. M. Thompson

Of all our migratory birds that visit us in

the spring the robin stands preeminently at

the head.

This bird, whose arrival is so anxiously

watched for by many of us each spring, win-

ters in Mexico, and in the countries north of

South America, and the first to return to

hb old haunts. NMiile the Robin is condemn-

ed by some orchardists (who evidently know
little of his habits) for his robbing proclivities

yet he is in reality the best little helper the

fruit grower has and while it is true that the

Robin will, as a little diversity from his

regular menu, indulge on occasion in a little

fruit (which by the way will never be missed)

yet in the main his diet is wholly insectivorous.

The robin is not a fastidious bird, and many
and various are the insects, grubs, and wonns,

he will devour in a day.

The cut worm and even the tobacco worm,

so destructive to our tomato vines are relished

by this bird, and I have on many occasions

seen him carrying this latter to the nestlings.

The robin, while of prolific breeding pro-

pensities, rearing as he does two broods a

year.is not increasing to any appreciable ex-

tent, and the causes of this are not far to

seek.

1 lis enemies are many and chief among them
is not the small boy with the air rifle, or the

crow or hawk, but an emeny many of us do

not suspect. I refer to the common house

cat. OhI but you say, "our cat never molests

the birds, we feed him too well for that, he

gets his milk twice a day, and scraps from the

table, so you see he has no need to hunt for

more food."

Friends don't be deluded, your cat may be

getting all this and he may act in a very in-

nocent way purring around the house during

the day and sleeping in the cosy nooks, but

watch him as he steals into the orchard at

dusk, his murderous instincts are then coming
to the fore and he is not out as you may think

on a still hunt for mice or jophers, for mice

and gophers do not inhabit trees, and your

cat is going to climb a tree presently.

When your cat greets you in the morning
for hLs portion of milk, rubbing against you
with tail erect, you little think that he has

been but very recently chief actor in a grim

tragedy, where a home has been ruthlessly

destroyed and its inmates cruelly murdered,

yet such is too often the case.

As a plea on behalf of our birds and the

robin in particular, as of all our birds I am
sure we would miss him the most. I would

like to suggest that if pets must be kept, why
not substitute the rabbit for the cat, an

animal that is of some use, not a carrier of

disease germs or a destroyer of inaosent and

useful life. ' < * A '* 4
'Tyryrr .WW ,, f3^-

More About the Rabbit Plague

Editor. Hod and Giiir

I noted, with interest the remarks made in

re<?ard to the seven year plague in the North,

and I for one should certainly like to see a

general discussion on this point.

In the first phice I can find out little more
than what I rclulcd in my article of sometime

ago. I have been in the North when this

disease was rampant, at least the rabbits had

disappeared, and was unable to see any

signs of diseased rabbits any more than

could ordinarily be found where these animals,

arc plentiful. Being intensely interested, of

course, I have r|ueslioncd Hudson Bay I'nc-

lors, and both white trappers and Indians

but unfortunately they have been unable
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Preserve Your Outing
In an Oil
Painting

An Ideal Decoration For

Your Den or Office.

AND in after years, you and your friends

will take great delight in this permanent

reminder of that pleasant sojourn you

spent in the Canadian wilds—or wherever you

went. Your camera snap-shots have possibly

not done your trip justice. At any rate, they

missed the vivid colonngs of the woods, the

sky and the water.

Rod&Gun's Artist Can Reproduce Your Trip True to Life

In Oil, Pen and Ink Sketch, or Wash Drawing.

He can illustrate that incident which stands out prominently in your
memory, just as it actually happened—full of life and action.

Painter of the Out-of-Doors, Designer

and Producer of Rod and Gun's CoversF. V. WILLIAMS
You know his work—you see it every month
on the cover of this magazine. He excels in

reproductions of Big Game Hunting, Canoeing,
Mountain Climbing, Fishing—any and all of

the vast number of subjects offered by the

great Outdoor*.

Send us the details and photos; we'll turn them over to the artist. He'll work for

you just as well as he does for us. And the price will be moderate. Address

—

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA
WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO

He will do this, either from descriptive mat-
ter furnished by the sportsman, or from his

snap-shots, or better still, from a combina-
tion of both. You'll be delighted with the

result and nimaber the picture, among your
Den's treasured articles.

Automobile Troubles and How to Remedy Them
By CHARLES P. ROOT

CONTENTS—Back firing. Blow-back of gas into carburetor. Popping noises. Burz in

coil (other than contact breaker buzz), clatter and grind in ^car box. Compression, faulty,
Compression, none. Explosions. Irrej^laror uncertain running. Metallic or pufTing noises,
MisBres Resistance slight when operating starting handle. Start, failure to. Steering er-

atic, Stoppage of engine. Water escapes. Air lock. Batteries, Bearings. Bent axle, Brakes,
Carburation. Chen^e Speed gear. Clutch, Coil. Connecting rod or crank shaft broken.
Contact breaker (High tension magneto). Contact maker, Knock in bearings generally or
io Transmission system. Leaks: Loss of power. Gear. Governor, Hunting. Ignition. Lub-
rication, Misfires, Muffler troubles. Noise, Overheating, Pipes burst out or fractured,
Piston troubles. Popping in carburetor. Pressure leaking (in case of pressure feed) Pre-
isnition. Short circuits. Spark plug. Steam bound or air lock. Steering, Supply pipe
choked. Ttning, Tires, Valves, Valve springs. Water circulation. Wheels.

Pricea- Flexible Leather $1.75 Clocb Blndlnft $1.35

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED, PUBLISHER, WOODSTOCK, ONT.
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to add much to what I have said: That every

seven years a disease strikes the rabbits and

they disappear; that few diseased specimens,

either dead or living are seen; that the lynx

automatically disappear with the rabbits.

Personally I should sooner believe that, the

rabbits are actually wiped out with a disease,

and that the lynx, to secure food migrate to

another part, than that the animals simply

migrate.

I am sorrv thai I am unable to add some-

thing more definite to the question, but I

have talked with and read writings of men
from all over the North. They all know, of

course, of the plague, but I find that no one

can give you from personal experience, facts

and figures on the point. Persons who have

any knowledge of the north know of it in a

general sense, but not in a specific one.

Come across you fellows!

Robert G. Hodgson.

HAMILTON GUN CLUB.

A good crowd of shooters turned out at the Hamil-ton

Gun club on l'"i-l)ruary '^3. to take part in the

third event of the ['resident and Vire-Presidort handi-

cap. Although the shooting, as a whole, was not as

good as some preceding Saturilays. some very good
scores were turned in.

In A class, Geo. Beattie forged ahead by breaking

21 for this event, which gives him a total of 70 as

against 69 for .1. Goniph, wlio broke 'i.'i out of 25. I:

Harris is holding third position, having also broken
o.'! for the day ari<l bringing liis count up to 1)7. All

three shooters are within hading di.slancc of the top and

should put 111) a inerrv battle for the (inal event. I he

club spoon also went to Geo. Heattic in this class.

R. J. Montgomery is now holding lirst position in

n class with a total of O:), having put on a score of 21

for this event, wnieh also gave liini the spoon for his

clans. Mdiitgornerv is running in good form lalclv

and present indications are that he will soon l)C listed

with the toj) notchers. W. .1. Wark is sccoikI with fiO.

having broken H) out of 2.') N. S. Hraden shr)t up in

the handicap and was penalir.eil one bird, but in spite

of this got 21 for the liisl ivcnt antl 20 the second lime

oui, which gives liim third place witn .'>7.

J Mover sprung r sur|irise in G class by breaking

them to the lune of 22. whiih gave aim the class spoon
anil n\iii the lend in the hanilicaii with n count of .>7

M<i- .r i.H only a comparatively new shooter, but a very
!.:' r.iastic one. ami should soon be able to (live a gnuu'

I •lilt of himsell .1. Gray in second with 56. his

ixjon; lor the duv naving been IK.

Geo. lieattie again bail the high average for tnc nflei

noon with the nice score of -tfi out of 50. anil was fol

i ' Iv by .1 flomiili. who had li7 oul of ".'i

iiid Iv Harris were lied for thiril honors.

having broken (W mil of 7.1. and the lallci

I I i.ul ••! 50.

The scores were;

J.Gomph. ...

W.J.Wark
Cieo. Beattie .^..;..

John Hunter .-

E.Harris
A. D. Bates
M.E. Fletcher
J.Moyer
D. Kennedy
W.W. Livinosionc.
M.E.Goodale
J. Smith
N.S.Br.iden .t.

B. Smith
.\ . Glover
N. Long
U..I. Nlinltgomcr\'
J.Gray
li.H.Sturt
I*'. Gardiner.
i;)r. Greene

Keen inteiesi was shown in the final event of the

president and vice-president handicap at the Hamilton
Gun Club on Saturday afternoon. March lilh. In

sjiite of the cold raw winds the atlenilanee wa.s very

good and the scores on an average were very creditable.

George Iteatlie relnined his lead in A class by
breaking 22 and finished with the good total of !>2 after

having been pcnali/.ed three birds for missing the lirsi

event ]'.. Harris shot very consistently throughout
and rinished in second place with K«. J. Goiiiph found

I he going rather hard on Sal unlay and broke only 18

for this i.vcnt and finished in third place with 87. The
club spoon went to M Iv b'hicher. who was in top

foim on Saturday iinil broke 21 oul of 25.

H. J Monlgomerv succeeded in holding hrst Posillou

in U class with lit for the day's event and u total of 82

W J. Work was a dose runner-up with u total of 81

Shot
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^Re First Sign of Spring-
-^^^

•^ -*

'«'•,

Don't Wait

for

Warm Weather

'X'HE golf course isn't in good sliape yet, the ten-
-^ nis courts are soft, the roads are muddy and

it's too cold on the water—but don't stay inside
waiting for warm weather.

Don't forego sport at any time of the year.
Get out-of-doors.

Go to your Gun Club
Saturday afternoon.

next

Thrilling! If you have never shot over a
trap you will never know how thrilling. Don't
miss it. Trapshooting will give you more real
fun and sport than you can imagine.

There is a gun club near you— go and watch
a shoot. Trj' your hand—and you'll shoot
regularly.

And to get the best results use a load that
you can depend upon—the same, day in and
day out.

Smokeless Shotgun Powders
are fast, close-shooting, uniform. That is why
they are used by seven out of every ten sports-
men—for 118 years the standard of .\merica.

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company, Inc.

Promotion Section: Military Sales Division
WILMINGTON. DELAWARE
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even alter being penalized four birds for not being
present at the first event. N. S. Braden has been
shooting in good form of late and finished third with
78. Braden. Stroud and Wark all tied with 21 for the
spoon in this class and in the shoot-off all come in with
the same score of 21 again, but in the next time out
Stroud out-distanced the rest with 22, while Braden
and Wark broke 20.

J. Gray came from behind in C class and won the
trophy with 23 for the day's event and a total of 79.

J. Moyer had been leading by one bird but only
managed to get 16 out of 25 and finished with a total
of 73. Gray also won the class spoon.

G. M. Dunk of the Dominion Cartridge company and
F. H. Morris were visitors at the club and Mr. Dunk
gut up an ammunition belt as a prize, which was won
y MT E. Fletcher.
The high honors of the day went to M. E. Fletcher,

who broke 45 out of 50 and second place was divided
by G. Beattie with 44 out of 50 and B. Smith with 66.

out of 75. and F. H. Morris, who broke 88 out of lOa
\. Bates was next with 43 out of 50.

C. Graham, not wishing to defend the challenge
medal, put it up for open competition and M. E.
Fletcher succeeded in winning it with his score of 24
out of 26.
The scores w«re:

Shot at. Broke.
E. Harris. 75 61
R.J. Montgomery v IW ^2
G.Beattte 5ft 44
W. J. Wark 100 80
J.Gomph » 50 35
.\. D.Bates 50 43
M.E.Fl«tcher 50 45
J.Moy«r 75 51
J.Gray 50 42
W. Drnnunond 50 36
.V.S. Braden ; 100 81
B.Smith ,. 75 66
N. Long 100 79
D.A.KonUe SO 37
F. ElUs 25 14
G.Stroud ; 100 85
G.M.Dunk 115 70
F.H. Morris 100 88
W.W.Livingstone , .50 36
P. Friend 50 33
.\. Smith 50 40
H.Smitb 25 1«

ANNUAL MEETING REGINA GUN CLUB

Officers Elected For The Comine Year.

Oftlcer^ Elected.

President. H. W. Taber.
Vice President. Charley Leslie.
Secretary. W. P. "Perry" Logan
Treasorer. Ken IXoss.

Executivc Committee. Messrs Harry Crabtree. J.
F. Anderson. M. W. Sharon, W. M. Van Valkooburg,
and R D. Turnbull.

More than 150 shooters and those interested in the
name attended the annual mcecing and banquet of the
rtoaina Gfinrlub which was held at the Kitchener hotel
Ri'gina It was the best meetinR ever held by
shooters in this city and cvcrylhinK rcRnrding trap-
shooting was discussed before the session came to an
end- Fred Uiiland put up an excellent banquet for
the shooters and after the repast the business of the
meetinR was taken up.

Amrintf the local artists who aided in passinR a pleas-
ant cvenintt were W. II. McDiarrnid. Maurice. "SluR-
Rcr" Burke and others. In addition several members
of the cinb spoke on the preservation of game in Sas-
katchewan pointing out that it was the business of the
local club to aid in this good work.
The matter of next season was also discussed by

those present anri it w.ts felt (lint the venr 1920 wouM
he the most succesMfnl ever held in Regiiin
The election of Ilnrrv Taber as president of the club

was a most liappv sejrrtion and as soon as he was nom-
irintefl the motion was made tttiit nominations close.

Ilnrrv took thf* chair right after Iw was nominated nn<l
from then on he conlrolleil the nu'etingt The_ same
was true in rcRnrd to Chnrlev Leslie's nomination as
vice-president and when "Perry" Logan wis eb-rted
treasurer, the rrnvjfi went wild. However. Mr. Logan
.isked tint some other person be nutde treasurer and
linaflv this was done. Ken Hoss drawing the assign-
rnenl
During the course of the meeting the question of

file qiini** protective nssneift ion was discussed by

many members and it seemed to be the sentiment of
the meeting that the members of the club should be
notified when the next meeting of this body would be
held so that the gun club members could attend. It
was pointed out tnat shooters were the best friends of
game in the province and they would welcome any
suggestions looking toward the protection of them.
A hea/ty vote of thanks was given to the retiring

officers and one and all expressed the hope that the
season of 1920 would be a banner one for the Begina
Gun Club.

JORDAN GUN CLUB HOLDS SHOOT
Jordan Station. Feb. 23.—Fine weather favored the

Jordan Gun Club for the 4th shoot of their trophy
series last Saturday and as the shooting for the dif-
ferent trophies is getting keener, the scores in the sever-
al classes are becoming much closer, causing a spirit of
much friendly rivalry.
A large crowd of both shooters and spectators was

in attendance and seemed to enjoy the afternoon's
sport immensely.
The winner of the prize in class A was E. Konkle.

who broke 23 x 25. In class B. D. Troup, with 23 x 25.
Class C. M. Luey, 18 x 25.
These shooting and their scores follow:

Shot at Broke
H.W.Hunsberry 100 91
M.Honsberger 90 75
A.Schnick 75 57
D.Troup 65 56
W. Mover , ;. 65 53
D. Konkle 50 43
J.Troup .*!«„ 50 41
P.Wismer 50 38
D.Price .t. 50 37
W.Nicholson : 50 35
M.Luev 50 32
F. Church 50 37
E. Konkle ! .„ 25 23
S.Honsberger ; 25 17
L. Charter ;

.' 25 14
S.Lake 25 12
P.Hunt : ; 25 9
W.CIubbe 25 9
W.Luev 25 8

YOUTHFUL SHOOTERS.

The proposal to match George Vivian, Jr.. of the
Toronto Gun Club and George Jennings of the Blamy
Beach Gun Club meets with the approval of thejads
themselves, their parents and the cluos. Master Vivian
is in his twelfth year and Master Jennings in his four-
teenth

In spite of the fact that the Balmy Beach prodigi-
shoots a regulation 12.gorc gun. while the Toronto
Club representative uses a new small bore arm, it is

not proposed to make the match a handicap. It is

possible that the lads will meet within a montJi or six

weeks.

A. T. A. HOLD MEETING.

Provincial Dates Approved.

At a meeting of the General Commillec of the
.\merican Trapsnooting Association, held Wednesday.
March 3. at the headquarters of the Association. 460
Fourth .\venue. New York, much business of interest

to trapshooters all over the continent of North America,
and for the good of the sport in general, was acted
upon.
The appointment of Regional Secretary-managers to

take care of trapshooiing matters in each of the five

sections or zones into which the United States and
Cnn»d;i have been divided was also passed upon. The
F.astirn Zone willbe taken care of by C.Starr Matthews;
the Prairie Zone bv J I'. Smith of Hastings. N.B.:
the Pacific Coast Zone by C. A. Hnighl of San Fran-
cisco The n|>p(iiiilment of mnnng'Ts for the Southern
and for the Great Lakes Zone was held over, being left

in the hands of Stoney McLinn. who will make the
necessary appointments in the iinniedinte future.

Dates for the Grand American Hnndirnp at Cleve-

land. O.. have already been announced They are

August 2.3-28. The i)lnces where the Zone for Sec-
tional) Handicaps will be hold, together with dales for

same, were decided uin>n as follows:—Southern Handi-
cap. Washington, D.C.. May 20-22; Pacific Const
Hnndirnp. Wnlln Wnlln. Wall . May 20.22; Knstorn
Handicap. Lancaster. Pa.. July 2'2-21; ('.rent Lakes
Handicap. Mnson City. In , Inly 27-29. nnd Prairie

linndirnp. Omnhn. Neb.. August 31 -September 2
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FISHING TACKLE
FOR ANGLERS AND FISHERMEN

Having specializi'd for over 60 years, we are now in a position to offer the North American angler the ver\ liest there

IS in rods, reels, flies, lures and fishing gear generally. Our rods are manufactured on lines followed by the world famous

Allcock of Redditch.'ljut adapted to Canadian and American requirements. W'e carry all classes of rods from the famous

English and Canadian hand made^rods to the well known brands of American split cane and steel rods A few of the rods

we particularly recommend are:

ALLCOCK'S "GRAND PRIX" LITTLE GEM ALLCOCK'S "BADEN POWELL" ROD
Built cane Fly rod. 2 tips Hand.some green liiiish. Lock

joints. Agate butt guide, and Tip Tops. "Staudanl" nickel

steel Bridge rings. Black aluminum reel fittings, solid cork
grip. Hand made throughout. 10 feet, 6 oz.

Built cane I'^ly rod. 2 tips Agale tops and Butt guide.

Natural color, closely whipped green. Patent "Stan-

dard" nickel steel bridge rings, suction joints. Heavy
Aluminium reel fittings, solid cork handle. 9 and 9H feet,

5^ oz. A most exquisite r.jd suitable for Dry or Wet Fly

fishing, very powerful, perfectly balanced. liand made.
_ $60

(Note.-rhis rod was selected by H.R.H. the Prince of

Wales for use on the Nipigon IQl'S. )

The above rods are made from the finest quality of Canes procurable, carefully selected and free from blemish

The work of building is carefully carried out, great care being taken that each rod has the proper balance, strength

and acti.m to suit the class of fishing for which they are made. They are guaranteed and recommended with the gri-alesl

confidence as the finest production of the rodmaker's art ever placed before the Public.

This rod has been specially built for W. Baden Powell
Esq. K.C , upon lines laid down by him, in his "Rod Build-
ing on a Curve System." see "The Field" Dec. 31. lUOl

Our IDEAL split cane hand made l'"ly rod. Lluill in our
own factory on linglish lines. •.* ft. 6 oz .Made from very
superior quality selected canes and thoroughly recommend-
ed as a first rate well balanced serviceable rod at a med-
ium price. $ir>.oo

GUT CASTS

Our "PRINCE" Rod. Hand made, split cane Fly rod.
9' 5 oz. Closely whipped, solid cork handle, bronze suc-

tion ferrules and reel fittings, fairly stiff action, suitable for

either dry or wet fly. Velvet Frame and Bag. (Agates

$0.00 extra.) $20

The above rods are made in our Toronto Factory, under the direct supervision of experienced Anglers to the formula

and balance of a well known Canadian Angler, expressly for Canadian and American waters.

^^ . - ^^ ^^ VVe carry the largest assortment
! I I [ ^^ ^^ *^^^^ *" Canada — Allcock's
M ^1 ^^^ "Stag" brand. Upright or Split

Wing (lies, eyed and to gut, on all ti^ e well known standard

and many fancy patterns are the \ ast word in flymaking.

All beautiful reoroductions and true to pattern, highest

quality materials only used. First <iuality $2.50 per doz..

second quality $2.00 per do/,., suitable for wet or dry
(ly fishing. Size 8 to 12.

Our "Beaver** Brand linglish made Trout flics to

best quality gut in all Standard patterns, size .'> to '

$1 .2.'> per dozen.

Our "Standard" lirand I rout Hies, to gut, very
superior quality Mies in all Standjird patterns, sizes 5 to

12. 7r>c per doz

Allcock's celebrated
"lib: Kt:ii Li:s"
Gut Casts, made

in 1 . 2 and .1 yards, iii all strengths, suitable for

Fresh and Salt water fishing, arc made from specially
selected extra long fiut 12 ' to I'A" dear between knots,
or li to 4 knots less in a 3 yard cast, a great advantage over
other makes.

No. 3490. Med. or Stout weight for trout. 2.5c per yard
with extra loops, 5c per loop extra.

No. 3499. Tapered casts for Trout. 2 yd. 75c each. 3 yd.
SI .00. Other superior qualities of Gut casts from lOc per
yard up

Allcock's celebrated IU9B. level and tapered,
guaranteed waterproof silk lines. The lineslTROUT LINES

quality obtainable anywhere.

Prices and sizes on applicatioa.

We have any number of more moderately pncetl \v;ilerproor

silk lines, from 50c per line up.

-^Afki^*^^-^ >^*'^t quality Wliiti- Spht Wil-

BAolVb I O low. with t.Mtl.ri :in.l nickel

fastener ,\bo vvhob- willow

WADING PANTS ;,Xs,';,..K
gunranleed Scotch made Wading I'anis and Stockings

If your dealer cunnnt sup|>ly you with wur high grade
tackle, write iis direct. Send reniiUaiu'e with letter.

stiiliii,{ clearly your requirements
Hcnelil by our years of experience,
wc will gla<Iiy litd|) any disciple of
W;i!tcui l() get a satisfactory equip-

"'^ nii-iit

2^ALLCOCK. LAICHT&
WESTWOOD CO.!d!!!IL°

ESTABLISHED I flOO

TORONTO. CAN.& REDDITCHfNand)
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The Silver
|dU>^

Harry M. Moore

IN THREE PARTS

PART I.

INTRODUCTION.

PIGEON-holed in the office of the

Geological Survey at Ottawa
you might find facts and figures

relative to the strange people of this

story. Maybe a trapper, prospector,
hunter or explorer has been among
them, but if there be one of such who
has had the experience, the informa-
tion has never been given publicity.

Where, then, you may ask, did the
author get his data? The question is

easily answeced-^from the private
papers of an old friend, "The Hunter.""
(Enquire as I might, I have never
been able to find out my old friend's
given name.)
One day he called me to him and

said: "You are a writer—go to my
papers in that old metal trunk under

my bunk. There you w ill lind some-
thing which may, or may not, be
useful to you—according to the use
you make of it. If what you find

there is not the truth, then the shame
he on my head."

I did as directed: from his notes. I

give you the following story:

I.

In the fall of 1890, my friends,

Norman Lambert, miner and young
business-man; George Delray, a

newspaper writer, and myself went
north of the fiftieth parallel to hunt..

On the shore of Black Lake—far,

far from a human habitation—we built

a log shack and made it as com-
fortable as was required for three
robust men in the hunting season.

The fall of 1890 is not memorable
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for anything except the mysterious
disappearance of Norman Lambert.

We had had fair success in securing

game, and one morning, with the
intention of it being our last day's

sport, we left camp. I shall never
forget that day, nor the night that

followed.
The country was rough; hill after

hill as far as the eye could see. Lake
and river; swamp and muskeg—no
trails but the runways of wild ani-

mals—nothing human — everything
wild, wild, wild!

The big Lambert surveyeQ it all

from the top of a bluff and he ex-

claimed, "This is a rough old spot.

Hunter, but my God! I love it."

We all loved it—this land of silence,

this land of desolation, this lalid of

untold resources and unfound
treasures.

Our dogs "had run their feet off,

so we rubbed tallow on the sore

places and tied them up.

Then we shouldered our rifles and
started for a place we called Buck
Mountain, arranging on the way that

I should remain there, while Lambert
and Delray were to cross a big swamp
and "still-hunt" on the side of

another great hilj about a mile and
a half away.

The deer kept to the swamps that

day, and had I been at all weather
wise I would have known that a big

storm was coming. We had seen

many tracks where they had fed on
the sumach on the tops of the hills

the night before and wc thought it

was but a question of wailing a

coui)lc of hours until they would
come out again to feed. Hut they
never niovcci. Noon passed and the

clouds gathered to the north-wesl.
By llirce o'clock a heavy snow storm,
had set in, and by four, the ground
was white and one could see but
a few feel.

I fired a shot in tlio air by wa • of

advising my^coni))anions that it was
time to move, and in a lew n)inutes

I got an .iiiswcr. I waited a short

time and then realizing tiiat i-amberl

and Delray niiglit go to the cani]) by
another way, I threw my rillc ovei

my shoulder and headccf lor Black
Lake.

In half an hour I was in the shack
and had a fire lighted. In walked
Delray.

Where's Lambert?" he asked after

a few minutes.
"Lambert?" I returned, balancing

the stick, I was about to put into the
stove

—"He was with you—

"

Delray shook his head.
"He came part of the way with

me," he explained—^"But I haven't
seen him since morning."
"Who answered my signal?"
"I did."
"Better go to the hill back there

and see if you can't get some trace
of him—I've a mind that this is

going to be a bad night
—

"

I put on the tea, and still believing
Lambert would show up, I prepared
the supper.

It was as dark as pitch outside now
and the wind carried the snow along
in sheets. I heard Delray banging
at the atmosphere "and then after a

while he staggered in.

"God!" he gasped, his face white
and drawn—"He's lost. I never
got an answer—what an awful night—
we'll have to find him, Hunter, or

he'll perish."
We drank several cups of good

strong tea, ate some bacon and
bread hurriedly, and then with a

lantern, well-armed and warmly clad,

we set out to search for the missing
man.
That was a terrible night. Not

cold, but rough—wind and snow,
wind and snow.

Wc broke a path lo Buck Mountain
and we went down into the valley

beyond calling and shooting, calling

and shooting. But never a sound.
Two balls of lire stared at us from the

swamp, and tiien we heard Ihe deer
crashing through the brush.

The wind cried through the spruce

and wailed through the pines while

Delray and I stumbled and strug-

gled along searching, searching,

searching.

We had not got a single trace of

Lambert by Liu-, time wc had reached
the iiill wlicrc I )(^lr!ty liad spent the

day, so we changed our direction and
crossed a high iiill into another big

bush on the other side.
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Aaother deer ran from us at the
edge of this bush and then we picked
up the first clue—the body of a large
buck that was still warm but strange
to say its entrails had not been re-

moved.
Kicking around in the snow, I

picked up an empty cartridge— a
forty-four Winchester—from Lam-
bert's rifle.

A man's tracks led to a tree and
there were drops of blood on a root
which stuck up out of the ground.
Higher up on the trunk there was
a wicked looking knot and upon
examination we found blood and hair
on it—a man's blood, a man's hair.

Norman Lambert had been seriously,

perhaps severely, injured.

That was the nearest we ever came
to finding him. A few tracks went
out of that swamp, but at the edge of

the high banks of snow, they stopped.
It was quite evident that our friend
had gone out and the drifting snow
had covered up all traces of his going.

Until daylight we tramped, rested,

and went on again until dark. Then
we returned to the shack and gave up
all hope of ever finding Norman
Lambert alive.

However, we remained in that
vicinity for another week, then one
day we set our faces towards the
south. Norman Lambert, miner and
business man. had been swallowed
up in that vast northland as though
he had never existed.

H.

In the summer of 1902, I went into
North Bay to get some ammunition
and supplies and who should I meet
coming up from the C. P. R. station
but George Dclray.

"Hello, George," I greeted him,
grabbing his hand—"And how goes
it?"

'Fine," he returned
—"Have just

been enquiring for you, old top. I

see you still wear the buckskins and
carry a rifle. I've quit the paper
game and am looking for a little

recreation. Let's go into the Pacific
and get a drink and I'll tell you my
plans."
We walked a block to the old

Pacific and went into a sntidl room
off tho bar. There with a bottle of

Scotch between us we talked of old

times and Delray unfolded his plans
for the future.

I always liked this easy-going
Delray, and although I hadn't seen
him for several years, time had been
good to him. Of course it was quite
natural that our conversation should
drift around to a hunt we had had at

Black Lake and the mysterious dis-

appearance of Norman Lambert
twelve years back.

"Met his sister in Montreal," he
told me—-"And had a long talk with
her. She said that Norm's interests
in a big manufacturing concern there
had proved an exceptional invest-
ment, and that there had accumulated
over one million dollars which would
be given to his heirs. Told her that
it was a remote possibility of her
brother ever turning up—you know.
Hunter, it is devilish hard the way he
went, but there is no use encouraging
her to believe he is alive when we
know he isn't. She told me to thank
you ever so much for what you had
done for her, and if ever you were in

the city, you would offend her if you
didn't call

—

'

"Montreal is the same as Siam to

me,' 1 confessed
—"Very seldom go to

a city and when I do I feel like a girl

when she has put on long dresses
for the first time. Now about this

trip north—what is it to be? Hunting,
prospecting, trapping or what?"

Delray looked at the amber tinted
drop in the bottom of his glass for a
minute.

"I met a surveyor not long ago
who said at the forks of two rivers

about fifty miles from Black Lake, he
saw an animal that must have been a
hybrid—a cross, as it were, of the
deer and moose^

—

"

"Have another drink," I laughed,
pushing the bottle towards Mm

—

"And please pass the salt. That's a
new one on me. Might as well tell

me you're drunk, man."
"Well," he protested

—"The story
is his, not mine, and his word has
always been good. You don't think
there is such an animal?"

"I can't believe there is. It is

impossible to interbreed them."
"1 suppose," he said, demurely

—
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"If I'd spent the better part of my
life up here as you have done, I, too,
would consider it a joke. But sup-
posing Ave go up that way—."

".Anywhere at all," I agreed.
"We'll go to the Pole if you say so."

The upshot of that meeting in

North Bay that afternoon was that
one month later—to be exact, on
August 15th—we met at the same
hotel, and with three months' pro-
visions, lots of ammunition, a good
canoe, a tent and everything else re-

quired, we made ready for a start on
the morrow to the wilds of the north.

In ten days, during which we lost

some time through rains, we passed a
shack on the edge of Black Lake—

a

shack that had memories connected
with the missing Norman Lambert

—

and in twelve days we pitched our
tent at the forks of two rivers and
made preparations for a very pleasant
outing.

We rested up for a couple of days,
during which we gathered some wood,

.

fished, fought the flics, and wandered
around getting a line on our surround-
ings. And we certainly were in the
midst of Nature's best.

Running northward, through walls
of rock, raced the rivers. In the same
direction from our camp was a
mountain, hundreds of feet high; its

face chiselled and grooved by storms
and falling water. East and west
were hill and forest—poplar, birch,
pine, spruce and balsam—standing
and fallen—the fallen timbers making
the ground a network of pitfalls for

the unwary-, nevertheless through
these were the runways of the deer
and the moose, the elk, and the cari-

bou, and not a sign of this strange land
ever having been invaded by man.
There were no blazes on the trees,

there were no observation posts of
the prospectors, there were no shacks
of the hunter or trapper, there were
no shanties of the lumberman. No
river-driver had rested along these
foamy streams on the spring "drive."
It was as wild as Nature at her best;
it was Nature's best.

One morning Dclray suggested that
we go to that wall of rock which was
a mountain.

"I'm of the opinion," he said.

filling his pipe
—

"that if there is

anything in this northland that has
not as yet been discovered it lavs
behind that."

His prophetic words came to me
later, but at that mom.ent I was
thinking of his hybrid and I only
laughed at him and said:

"Tell me, Delray, what is thereto
find in this part of the country that
hasn't yet tjeen discovered? Why,
it's an open book to government
surveyors. Trappers are here, there
and everywhere. The Hudson Bay
Company came here in the year One
and have been here ever since."

However, we took a lunch with us

and just shortly before noon we sat

down at a spring in a clump of cedars
at the foot of this lofty, silent sen-

tinel of the centuries.

Closer inspection revealed the fact

that the wrinkles in its face were
fissures several feet wide and in

which grew the poison ivy, tlie

mountain ash and the scrub oali. Yes,

and there were even the vines of the
wild grape. Up, up, up, it arose until

it fairly split the clouds and as I

gazed in awe at it, I was wondering
how a man could climb its steep

slope. But suddenly Delray caught
me by the arm and pulled me to one
side.

I followed with my eyes his pointed
finger and there at the top silhouetted

against the sky was an animal the

likes of which I had never seen before.

We moved back to get a better

view of it, but just as we did it

vanished.

"Hunter," Delray ejaculated, nib-

bing it in—"You laughed at ijie at

North Bay. What have you to say

for yourself now?"
"Nothing—simply nothing," I

spoke truthfully —"That's cot me
beat. It isn't a caribou, neitlier is it

an elk, moose or reindeer—what do
you propose?"

For a minute he played with his

hunting knife.

'What do I propose? I propose
that we climb that mountain—

"

I ran my eye over it.

"Looks impossible." I said. "Pos.
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"We passed a shack on the edge of Black Lake"

sibly, though, we could get to the
top by going around."

Discussing the matter further, we
decided that we had better go back
to camp.and next day, with sufficient
food for a week, if necessary-, \ye would
return and make the attempt.

III.

One month to a day after leaving
North Bay, before the sun was up,
George Delray and I ate a breakfast
of bacon and trout, packed enough
food for three days and struck off to
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the mountain where we had seen that
strange animal the day before.

Well was it that^we left our house
in order, for many days were to pass

before we were to see it again. Little

did we think that ere the earth|^had

turned once on its orbit that we
would be prisoners among an un-
known people and that our chances
of escaping were mighty slim indeed.

There was a ravine that struck into

that mountain like a wedge—wide
at the beginning and gradually nar-

rowing until there was room for but
one man at a time. We followed that

ravine and the further we went the

more we were satisfied that by
climbing on an angle we could reach

the top.

We attempted it, and, loaded and
all as we were, about noon, after

following an old zig-zag path we were
successful.

Our feet resounded on a plateau or

table land that looked about haif-a-

mile square. Vegetation there was
very little. The sumach trees looked
pretty in their suits of red and golden;

the juniper bushes were loaded with
berries of a blue tint—a contrast in

color to the cloudless sky, which
wasn't blue at all, but a grey, and
from which the northern sun sent a

steady warmth that was not at all

disagreeable. The country could be
seen for miles and miles—lakes and
rivers lying like pieces of glass in

frames of the deep dark green of the
spruce and the hemlock, the pine and
the balsam.

We gathered some twigs and boiled

tea.

That was a wonderful dinner. The
air up here was clear and exhil-

arating; it tasted of Nature's reme-
dies, and our appetites, whetted as

they were by our exertions, made
eating the one best thing of life.

"I know of a man who would give
a millictn dollars to eat as we have,"
remarked Delray, prodding the

f
round wilii his hunting knife

—"And
've heard it said that Hockefcllor

has offered a round hundred thousand
for a sloniach and yet, here we are,

in the i)rinic of lile, h.-althy, wise and
robust, and we say nothing bii' chew
and s\v;ill()\v, rlritik .•iiid smoke. I

feel like a two-year-old, Hunter, and
if it wasn't for the blasted winter
coming on, I'd suggest that we move
up from the river and spend the rest
of our days right on this spot Say,
isn't it great?"

Great? That word was small com-
pared to what we were enjoying. I

doubted if there were an expression
in the English language that could
adequately convey our feelings at

that time. I remark about this be-
cause it was the last really happy
moment we were to have for some
time.

That plateau was dotted with
tracks—thousands of them.
"Why," I ventured, as we were

shouldering our packs
—

"If we had a

mind to, we could sit right down here
and this game would come to us.

This is the feeding ground of a herd,
and there must be hundreds of them."

I can't recall that Delray said any-
thing in return, but we struck north
and just as we crossed this table-land
and were approaching the bush that
fringed it, a brown-skinned animal
suddenly jumped up in front of me.
I ciuickly took aim and fired, but my
shot had gone wide and it was off

like the wind.

We ran over and were just in time
to hear it crashing through the

brush on the side of the mountain.
We followed the sound and presently
picked up the trail which led from
this bush through a beaver meadow
and up a bluff.

Cautiously approaching the lop
of this bluff, I ])eere(l over and there,

in a small muskeg, facing me it stood.

At my appearance, though, it wheeled
like a Hash, and I again fired. That
was another mi.ss, so cursing my luck

I ran down into this hole in the toj)

of the hill. I saw where my bullet

had torn up the ground, but the

animal had (lisapi)eared as though
by magic.

Delray was the (irsl to notice it,

and when I turned around he was
on his knees and examining the tear

made in the eaulh when 1 (ired and
he was muttering incoherently.

"What's the trouble, Delray," I

asked, curiously
—

"Strike gold^ or

something?"
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"Hunter," he answered, in a whis-
per
—

"if this is worth a cent, it's

worth a million dollars. Look at that
vein!"

I got down on my knees beside
him and I watched him as he ripped
open the sod. There before me lay a
ein of native silver that must have
been two feet wide and it ran right

into another hill before us.

"A mine is only so valuable ac-
cording to the distance it is from a

railway," I ventured
—"There might

be millions of dollars' worth here,

but tell me, who would buy it?"

"Quite right. Hunter," he agreed,
studying my face

—"Maybe I'll stake
this, though, and hold it against the
day when the railway comes in."

He was laughing now. "Can you
fancy a railway ever running through
this land of the wild? Do you think
it will ever happen?

" "It's possible," I agreed—
"Though to my notionj_very im-
probable—

"

Notwithstanding anything that we
had said to the contrary, however,
we continued to follow that stream
of silver and for the nonce had quite
forgotten what had brought us to this

place.

When we stood on our feet again
we were on a precipice that must
have been two hundred feet high
and chopped off like a cheese. Below
us the silver stuck in that wall of

rock like a big V.

I was pointing it out to Delray
but he was not watching me. I

followed his eyes—which were
younger and sharper than mine

—

and up a valley, above a heavy bush,
a cloud of black smoke was rolling

into the atmosphere.

"For heaven's sake," I muttered

—

"What have we here? That is not a
bush fire, there is not a village within
hundreds of miles, we are a long
distance from a Hudson Bay post, no
Indians here that I know of—what
in the world is it, Delray?"

"It's got me puzzled, too," he
returned, scratching his head—" Sup-
posing we go and see."

I always liked this man Delray,
there seemed to be so much of the
adventurer about him. Put him in a

tight corner and I knew he would
fight like the devil.

.

We started along that mountain
and presently picked up a path down
which the animal I had fired at must
have travelled. The path lead down
into a meadow whose reeds seemed to
be seven feet high, but the meadow
was quite dry underfoot.
We pushed aside the reeds and had

gone about two hundred yards when
Delray, who was leading, stopped
abrupt, stared at a spot to the left

for a minute and then pointed.
Following the direction indicated by
his extended hand, I perceived an
object—several objects, indeed^
wriggling towards us. At first glance
I could not make them out, but as
they approached, quite unaware that
we were watching them, I saw the
painted faces of men—real human
beings.

"Don't shoot," I cautioned Delray,
as he played with the trigger of his

gun—"There is no use getting into
trouble unless we have to

—

"

"There doesn't seem to be much of

a chance to get away," he returned,
looking back over his shoulder.

In a few minutes they were around
us— a dozen of them—and a more
peculiar looking body of men I never
before beheld. From the top of

their heads to the soles of their feet,

they were clad in furs, there was a red
"X" on each bare cheek and a
red bar across their foreheads. Their
rifles were of the old muzzle-loader
variety—very old. In their ears and
about their necks were ornaments
made in resemblance of the sun,
the rnoon and the stars.

- With our repeaters we could have
cleaned up the lot. Perhaps, in the
light of what followed afterwards, it

was just as well that we submitted
peacefully.

IV.

Looking backwards I am often
reminded of the scene that presented
itself when we allowed ourselves to be
taken prisoners by these strange
people. I say "allowed ourselves to

be taken" for as I said before with
our repeaters we could have killed

every one of them armed and all as

they were, in no time. Delray was a
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crack shot and I have never missed
myself except when under excitement.
It was as though the covers of a

Rider Haggard novel had opened
and some tribe had stepped therefrom
and surrounded us in our beds. We
never anticipated such an adventure.
We would never have believed such a
race existed. If it hadn't been for

their paint, there was much in com-
mon to white people. They carried

no knives, but slung across their

shoulders were horns filled with pow-
der and possibly shot.

Their leader was a tall, slim fellow,

built like an athlete. This slim chap
—I christened him "Slim" on the
spot—stepped towards us and made
a motion with his hands which we
understood meant that neither he
nor his companions meant to do us

any harm. Then in a high-pitching
tone he addressed us in a language
we did not understand.

I spoke to him and making it as

easy as possible for him to compre-
hend, I assisted my voice with my
hands. Then the strangest imagin-
able thing happened. He smiled,

showing perfect white teeth, and the

words that fell from his lips were
fairly good English, but with an
accent.

"What brings you here?" he asked
while his followers gathered around
us and were curiously examining
our knives, our cartridge belts and
our rifles.

Del ray answered him.

"My friend and I are lost." May
the Lord forgive him for that lie.

"Yes," said Slim, dubiously
—"You

are lost. Better come with me to

the Silver King and tell him how it

was you were hunting his deer
—

"

"Hunting his deer?" I exclaimed

—

"Was thai animal a deer? Who,
pray, is the. Silver King, and where
does he live.'"

"Follow us," he answered me

—

"And you shall see. But before we

So,
perhaps it would be better to

and over Ihc.sc -" he pointed to our
rifles and bcilts.

"If you say fight—we'll fight Ihcm,
whispered ^^Delray

—

"IIush,"|I returned, my eyes blind-

ed with theinovclty of the thing

and anxious in my heart to see it to
a finish

—"We'd better go with them.
If they try anything on us, then—"
We handed them our outfits and

with the packs on our backs we
followed Slim, single file through
the long reeds. Behind us jabbering
in their own language, the natives
tramped along and we knew they
were passing our outfits from hand to
hand for inspection as they did.

Through a heavy spruce and cedar
thicket we proceeded and coming
out on the other side we beheld
another wonder—a field of ripened
corn. Further along we saw more
fields that had been tilled, sod huts
around which peculiar looking ani-

mals ate from stacks of wild hay and
heaps of brush, and a huge pile

sodded on the outside and from which
the smoke issued through a hole in

the centre at the top.

"Can you realize this," I whis-
p?red to Delray—"These people are
making charcoal. Did you ever hear
of the like? They are hundreds of

miles from a market, there are no
roads, but the roads of nature—the
rivers, and they all run north

—

"

For the time being I was non-plus-
sed, but I found out later what they
did with it.

Into a village of about two dozen
huts were we taken and everywhere—
for it was their noon-hour—we saw
people just like them: all fur-clad

all painted—even to the little ones.

The objects of much curiosity,

we were directed to a building that
was mu(^h larger than any of the

others. There was no one inside and
the place was devoid of all such things

as scats or bunks. The earth was
the floor and the walls were orna-
mented with all sorts of antlers and
skins, with here and there a few of

their odd-shaped silver colored adorn-
ments.

Leaving us. Slim went towards
the bark of this hut and placing

his fingers in his mouth he emitted
a shrill whistle. After awhile from
somewhere beyond came the answer,
and pretty soon another tall chap
pushed aside the skin that served for

a door and stepped in.

The newcomer was garbed like
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the rsst, except that his costume,
if such it could be called, was if

anything of better fur and the orna-
ments he wore were smaller and
evidently more valuable. He was
middle-aged.
He looked sharply at us and then

he and Slim fell into a spirited con-
versation in which there was much
frowning and shrugging of shoulders
and a certain uneasiness among the
natives who stood beside us.

Then the stranger went out the
same way he came in and Slim said:

"He has gone to the Silver King.
Stay!"

After a long wait, during which
Delray and I managed to whisper
-a little by way of keeping up our
spirits, the emissaiy to the king
returned and again he and Slim con-
sulted.

"The king has gone to the mines.
To-morrow you will see him. Come"
. From this we inferred that the king
being at the mines it was impossible
to receive us and that we would be
taken somewhere and kept until the
morrow. We inferred right. Slim
and his party took us to a small hut,
motioned us inside and three of them
remained to see that we didn't leave
it. We were prisoners.

The hut which we entered as our
prison was a square-shaped affair,

with two small windows, a couple
of bunks covered with skins and a
dirt floor. A fire-place made out of
stone was in the centre, and the
smoke was expected to get out
through the windows and door. A
few skins were on its walls as were
also a couple of deer heads and some
of those self-same ornaments that
were in the big hut we had been
taken to.

Delray and I sat down on one of the
bunks. Afraid? No. We never
thought of anything at that time.
We were going through an unusual
experience and fate very kindly kept
the future closed to us. Here we
were among people that we never
knew existed and the experience
was such an unbelievable thing that
our minds were in a sort of chaos. I

say "our" minds— I know that was
my mental condition, and I'm sure,

judging only by the looks of him, that
Delray was experiencing the same
feelings of wonder.
We studied our guards and we

could not figure out whether they
were Indian, Eskimo or breed. They
had almocd-shaped eyes, hair as
black as the raven, flat faces and
stub noses—much unlike any Eskimo
or Indian I had ever seen. Clean,
tidy, respectable-appearing, they
showed to my mind traces of having
at some time or other been under the
tutelage of a white man. And yet,
when I recalled their ancient sod-
covered houses, I was of the opinion
that this connection with the whites
must have been at some remote
period in their history.

- "Christopher Columbus never knew
what harm he did when he discovered
America," Delray remarked. "I'll

bet this is ona race he never marked
down in his note-book."

"Probably not," I assured him—
"Tell me, Delray, you're a newspaper
man and supposed to be educated

—

have you ever read, or have you
ever heard, of these people?"

"No," he answered me, kicking
his heavy boot into the floor

—
"I

have never seen, heard, nor did I

ever beheve such a race infested this
sphere. If I see Montreal again,
me for a big stor>' in the Herald at so
much per column." He kicked away
at the ground for a while and then
he laughed.

"This amuses me. Can you fancy
them having a king? Can you pic-
ture in your mind what that king
must look like? I'll wager that he is

a savage old fossil with tusks like a
wild boar—^"

"I do hope you're wrong, Del." I

interjected. "If he's what you say
he is, then the Lord pity us. Slim
dropped the hint that we will be
charged with hunting his deer^you
heard that?"

"Yes," he said, getting up and
examining the decorations on the wall—"But we only hunted it. Next
time—look here, Hunter!"

He handed me an object that was
meant for a star. It was perfectly
flat and about the thickness oi a
knife blade at the back.
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"Why, man alive," I exclaimed^
"This is the purest of silver and it

has been hammered into this shape
I've seen articles made out of copper
the same way—

"

"But, lord," he broke in
—"There

seems to be any amount of it around
here. There must be thousands and
thousands of dollars tied up in these
knick-knacks. Say," he laughed^
"If this king is for doing us up en-
tirely, I'll trade him my mine for our
freedom—what do you say?"

Delray was one of those happy-go-
lucky sort who never believe in

spoiling the present for what might
never happen in the future. He
didn't care whether we were shot on
the morrow; because he didn't live

that far ahead.

"Silver plate galore,^
—

" he rumin-
ated
—

"Oh, what a feast for the eyes
of a thief, a bunch of natives that
don't appear to be either Eskimo
or red men—tell me. Hunter, are we
really and truly here or are we dead
and in the great valley of surprises?"

(To be

"Quite alive," I ventured, absent
mindedly.

"Mound-builders? No. Cave
men? Altogether unlikely—for they
went out with the mammoths." He
stopped and turned to me—"We
might have a hard time getting out
of this. Hunter, but if it comes to a
fight, count me in. I can handle one
to your two any old day. How many
do you think there are?"

"Possibly—a hundred,'! I answered
him from the back window where
I had gone to get a perspective and
some fresh air.

Over the tops of the trees the smoke
arose in a big black cloud.
"The mines," I told Delray, point-

ing-"They use the charcoal to melt
the silver, then they make it into these
adornments and possibly into bars

—

what they do with the bars I can't
even guess. Of course," I added,
"This is all guess-work on my part,

but I'll bet I'm right."

"We may see," he declared
—"In

the meantime what do you Ihinkof
the city?"

continued)

Kananaskis Lakes

Milton Staples

NESTLING in the heart of the
Rockies, not over 80 miles from
a city whose modernity is evi-

denced by departmental stores, a-

musement parks, cabaret shows and
O. B. IJ. agitators, and as unknown to

the average Western tourist as is the
Spirit of the West itself, lie two lakes,
whose beauty, during the period of

the earth's revolution round the sun,
dots not gladden more than 100 pairs
of Caucasian eyes, whose shores reveal
the tracks of Moose, Deer, Bear,
Cougar and Lynx more frexpiently
than they do those of the genus Homo,
and who.se lim])id depths are only
rivalled by the majestic heights sur-
rounding them, jealou.sly guarding
them against the profanation of

commercial exploitation.
But, though |)roudly magnificent

in their isolation, to him who ap-
proaches with the reverence due their

comeliness, they are not unresponsive.
To him who wooes them in a spirit of

proper humility they reveal all their

unsullied charms, and, when, marvel-
ling at the gloiies of God's Handi-
work, he departs, present him with
precious souvenirs in the shape of

undying memories of their own fair

selves.
* * * *

It was on a Saturday afternoon in

late August that we commenced our
julgrimage, six of uS, Mack, Dad,
The Boy, Mult, .lefi" and Myself,
under the clKiiJeionage of a seventh,

Jake, guide, philosopher, friend and,
by virtue of a lifelong association

with out-of-door Alberta, graduate,
maf/na cum laiitic, of the Univeristy
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of Nature itself. Our rendezvous
was at Junction Cache, an ideal

camping site near the junction of the
Elbow River and the Little Elbow.
To reach it we motored some 30

then, crossing it, and traversing a

small ridge, dropped into theKanan-
askis Valley proper and soon were on
the shores of the Lower Lake.
We pitched our tent at the mouth

Like Uvo sisters, each

is, in its own way,

charming.—the Upper
Lal^e more riotously

beautiful in its fea-

tures and coloring;

1

the Lower Lake with
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distant, but as the fish swims, it

is about four miles away. That is to

say the stream draining the Upper
and feeding the Lower Lake takes a
circular course around a high and

Jeff announced that he was off for
home and breakfast and disappeared.
A few minutes later he reappeared
and with great effort holding his
catch off the ground, piped excitedly,

The picturesque Elbow Valley—about three miles short of its source

rocky plateau which separates the
two bodies of water About three miles
from the mouth of the stream is a

very pretty water-fall about 60 feet

in height. As is the case with most
mountain lakes the water is very
deep, the bottom a few yards or even
feet from shore sloping rapidly down-
wards.
But to resume—after a short rest

we busied ourselves in getting out
and rigging up our tackle,—then sal-

lied forth for the evening's fishing,

leaving behind Dad, who had under-
taken to get supper, and Jake who
had been unable to locate his tackle.

We scattered along the river (the

stream above referred to) and plied

it thoroughly, but with indifferent

luck. A few small one-pounders were
taken, but of the mighty lake trout
we saw no traces. At dusk we re-

turned and were startled to find a

5'-<i pounder sharing the camp with
Dad. Jake liad di.scovered a line

and a hook, had attached it to an
ordinary pole, gone out "on his lone-

some" and after If) miiuitcs negotia-
tion had connected with the only
real lish of the evening!
The next morning .JelT created no

small sensation by l)ringing in one
over a pound heavier than Jake's.
Mutt stales that he and Jeff had
been fishing near each other, with lit-

tle success, for over an hour, when

"Look what I picked up around the
corner." Jeff admitted that the
monster put up a terrific struggle
so long as he remained in his native
element, but once he was on terra
firma, I fear he had short shrift.

Jeff said, "I took no chances. I just
jumped on his neck with both feet

and simply clubbed the stuffing out
of him."

After breakfast a council of war
was held and it was decided that the
depths of the lake itself must be
explored. To do this it was neces-
sary to have some sort of water-
craft. Of boats or canoes on the
Kananaskis Lakes there is none.
But of bone-dry fallen timber along
their shores-there is a plenty. Rrgo
it was decided to build a raft. Mack,
from his wealth of engineering know-
ledge, provided us with specifications.

We all joined in and inside a couple
of hours had constructed a raft with
which we could brave tiie bluest
depths of the lake.

That afternoon a brisk breeze was
blowing cainp-wai'ds from across the
lake. Someone conceived the bright
idea -of poling our "yacht," via the
shallow water along the edge to the
far side, then letting the wind carry
us back. As it seemed the only
way of testing the piscatory possibil-

ities of the deep water, live of us set

(lilt, leaving Mack and Dad to "Keep
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the home fires burning." After a

few experiments in poling, attended
by a great deal of splashing and not
a little profanity, we got into our
stride and soon worked our way a-

round to oiir first "objective." With
a fervent prayer to the god of sailors

and deep-sea fishermen we pushed
off. The breeze carried us about
thirty yards out into the lake, where
no pole ever wielded by man could
possibly be of any assistance, then
gently died away!
We were becalmed in Heaven only

knows now many fathoms of water,
on a cumbersome raft, and with no
means of propulsion save three poles,

none of which was over 15 feet in

length. The current of the lake

must, it is true, carry us ashore some-
where, sometime,—but it would be
at the far end of the lake and it

would take the entire staff of the
Geological Surs'ey to calculate when.
Fortunately someone of Sybaritic

tendencies had brought along a small
box to be used as a deck-chair. We
decided that it would be better to

use its component parts as paddles
rather than its whole as a needless

we took observations and found that
we had propelled ourselves over 100
yards homewards. Our dilemma had
been solved! It was only a matter of
carr>ing-on and persistence. Hap-
pily the fickle breeze sprang up again
and we were able to reach "port"
before darkness set in. Of fish we
observed never a sign but our theory'

had been tested, and we went to bed
tired, but satisfied that no part of

the lake was inaccessible to our rods
and lines.

The next daj^ five of us decided to

pay a visit to the Upper Lake, Mack
and Jeff remaining in camp. We
poled our raft across the head of

the Lower Lake, beached it, found
an old trail leading over the hill

dividing the two bodies of water,
and soon were on the shores of the
Upper Lake.
The Lower Lake is beautiful, but

the Upper Lake is magnificent. Of
irregular outline, its several arms
surrounded by forest-clad slopes
over-topped by bare rugged moun-
tains averaging at least 10,000 feet
in height, the sapphire blue of its

waters, the dark green of the forests,

The upper end of the Lower l-.Tke—IClk Mountains in the background

luxury. We broke up the box, and
armed ourselves with paddles of an
average length of fifteen inches. The
Boy, Jake and myself transformed our-
selves into galley slaves while Mutt and
Jeff proceeded to exploit the depths
with various toothsome morsels and
gaudy contraptions designed to a-

rouse the appetite and curiosity of

His Majesty The Lake Trout. At
the end of fifteen minutes hard labour.

the gray, brown and red of the
nearer mountains, the opalescent blue
of the more distant shading into the
azure of the sky,—all combine to

forhi a picture beyond the power of

an>- painter to paint or wiiter to

describe. It must be seen! In the
distance two large glaciers could be
seen,—the beneficent source of the
crystal waters of the lakes. .V water-
fall hundreds of feet in height cas-
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caded down a slope, probably drain-

ing some little gem of a lake hidden
in the mountain fastnesses. Several

What Jeff "picked up around tho rurnt'r"

beautifully wooded little islands, set

like jewels in the middle of the lake

relieve it of the monotony so notice-

able in a large expanse of water.
A rocky hill about 500 feet high

forms the backbone of the ])latc;ui

separating the lakes. We climbed
this, incidentally that mountain-

way, charming, the Upper t^ake more
riotously beautiful in its features and
coloring, the Lower Lake with a calm,
placid, inspiring if less entraUing
beauty of its own.
On our return to camp we found

that Jeff had captured another fish

of ovei five pounds. Mack had been
fortunate enough to watch him land
it. The struggle must have been
epic! No sooner was it well-hooked
and its ultimate landing merely a
matter of seconds than Jeff shouted.
"Get the club! Get the club!" We
learned then that he always took a
stout three-foot club with him when
fishing,—wherewith to speedily des-
patch his victims, once he had them
within reach.

And, speaking of fish! It is need-
less to remark that there are fish and
then there are Fish! The most com-
prehensive compendium of modicrn
human thought defines "Fish" as

""the common name of that class of

vertebrate animals which lives ex-

clusively in water, breathes through
gills, and whose limbs take the form
of fins." The Lake Trout from the
Zoological standpoint is undeniably
a fish, in that it has vertebrae, hab-
ilatcs water, uses gills as we use
lungs, and has fins but no limbs as

we humans understand the term.
Hut from the angler's standpoint it

is simply al)siird to say that the

Kananaskis Lake Trout belongs to

'Wk ronstructfd ii intl with wliitrli we cuuld hritvc the hlui-sl drptliN <»f iUc Inkc

climbin^j must be a wearisome sport
indeed. From this elevation, we
could sec and com|)are the two lakes.

Like two sisters, each is, in its own

the same class of verlebrate^animals
as such vulgarities as the Pike, the

Carj) or the (^hub.

Jeff admits that there may be
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something in the idea of the Univer-
sal Brotherhood of Man and indeed*
at times poses as an ultra-rabid
socialist, but he vehemently opposes
any suggestion that all fish are born
equal. In the Fish kingdom, he
asserts, there must be classes, and of

those classes the Lake Trout is the
Aristocrat, par excellence, and, in

sooth, by virtue of his size, his mark-
ings, his "sportiness" and the suc-
culence of his steaks, he is veritably
"some fish." His fiesh is firm, fine-

grained and a beautiful red in colour,

(he is really a land-locked salmon.)
He ofTers sport fit for Kings and food
which would appeal to the palates
of Queens.
As stated above we were apparently

too late to have any success in the
Lakes proper. Dad and I took the
raft out one night, moored close to

the edge of the deep water and tried

casting with all sorts of bait and
tackle, but had no luck beyond that
which traditionally rewards all fisher-

men. We were advised by the game
wardens that, during the months of

June and July, the Lower Lake af-

fords excellent fishing. Concerning
the Upper Lake we could secure no
definite information. Ths wardens
said that there were no fish there,

but if I were there during the season
1 should claim the rights of a Missour-
ian.

The river, however, ^affords sport
all summer-long and we got several
varieties of trout therefrom. All

that we took had red flesh. Jake's
theory was that this was due either
to their food or to some peculiar
properly of the water, and there may
be something in his theory. Mutt
caught a beautiful trout of about

3J4 pounds with all the external
markings of a "Rainbow" but its

flesh was quite as red as that of the
Pacific Sockeye.
But tempus had fugited,—and our

week was nearly spent. We broke
up camp on Thursday morning and
commenced our homeward trek. We
had a day's good sport at Junction
Cache, taking enough "Rocky Moun-

tain" and "Rainbow" trouttogive our
friends in the city an idea of what
fish really are.

Our arrival at "Jake's" rather re-

sembled a "Wild West" demonstra-
tion. Nine days growth of beard on
seven faces produces a distinctly

startling effect. For we had, in

conclave assembled on the first night
out, proposed and carried unanimous-
ly a resolution that the first man
found attempting a shave would be

.\ fish and its captor

given a saddle-horse, sufficient food
to maintain Hfe until he reached the

Civilization he was aping, and turned
ignominiously out of camp. We all

returned together.

The automobiles were waiting at

"Jake's" and, fortified by a plentiful

and altogether dehghlful supper pre-

pared by Mrs. .Jake, we crept stealth-

ily into the city • Sunday evening.
When you've nine days growth of

beard and your image in the glass

suggests a futuristic portrait of a
Bolshevistic Chimpanzee, and you
carefully select the newest and sharp-
est of your blades, and gleefully re-

move the camouflage; then, after a

piping hot bath and shampoo, turn
out the light and wearily creep into

bed between two white sheets, gently
"reminiscing" over the incidents of

a wliole week away from the haunts
of Man,—Oh, Boyf Ain't it a grand
and glorious feelin'!"



George Roberts Hunt

THE majority of people who are

interested in our wild animals
have learned that muskrats do

not come out during the daytime,
are strictly vegetarians and that

they belong to the beaver family.

These opinions are generally con-

ceded to be correct but I have found
out that there are exceptions to these

rules.

The muskrat while related to the

beaver really belongs to the mouse
family for in place of having the two
separate bones in the lower leg like

the beaver, squirrel and marmot it

has these two bones fused similar to

that of the mouse. All these animals
belong to the rodent • or gnawing
family. The beaver belongs to the

beaver family, is much larger than
the muskrat and the fur is heavier,

more beautiful and will give better

wear.

Animals such as the mink, weasel,

skunk, muskrats etc., arc not seen

much at any time and particularly

during the day. Nor are they seen

much at night either for that matter.
However the fart that they arc not

seen does not say that they do not

move about and I have seen them
scores of times working at houses and
feeding during the daytime and have
from necessity shot them to keep
them from making burrows in the

dam and in this manner washing it

out, for where once a small hole

is made water by the motion will

gradually go through. I have .seen

four engaged at one time making
burrows and during the hottest part

of the day. Again I have seen them
diving for food in shallow water and
they would come to the surface to

get their breath, watch the writer
who was sitting a few feet away and
go down again. They are often seen
during the daytime quite a few rods
away from either their home or the
water.
They are very ferocious little ani-

mals, especially if attacked in the
water where they seem to feel safer

than if on land. I have seen them
fighting a small fox terrier and the

latter got the worst of it too, for the
mUskrat would dive down and coming
up from under would grab the dog
under the jaw or some similar place
thus rendering it helpless.

The muskrat has an odd method
of breathing when travelling under
the water. It cannot be noticed
during the seasons when there is

open water for if you can see it, all

you see is that it comes up frequent-

ly for air. During the winter months
their method travelling and securing
air can be plainly seen if the ice is

clear. They will dive from their

houses into the water and will swim
as far as possible before coming up
to take air. When they come up
to the lop of the water their breath
comes out in the form of a bubble
against the ice. This bubble remains
against the surface of the ice long
enough for the oxygen there to purify

it, then it is taken in again and Ihcy
continue on their journey only to

repeat the operation at frequent in-

tervals.
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And now to come to the question

of the muskrat's diet. They of course
live mostly on vegetables but it has
always been said they would eat

nothing but them and anyone who
said otherwise in the prominent maga-
zines was put down as a nature fakir.

However it is absolutely true that

they will eat flesh and the author has
not only seen this done but has
evident proof of it from others as

well. One good authority says he
saw a email duck pulled under the

water by a muskrat never to reappear
again but whether or not it was eaten

by the muskrat he was not prepared

to say. I never saw an occurrence
such as this but I have known musk-
rats to eat clams and the flesh of their

own kindred, having seen this myself
and also had it testified to by other
trappers.

I suppose when we come to think
of it there is nothing remarkable
about it as mice will eat flesh and
muskrats are related to mice. Horses

are supposed to live strictly on hay-

grain etc., but I have seen them eat

pie, cake, candies, tobacco and even

bread and butter and drink fresh

milk with evident relish.

The Wildcat in Nova Scotia—and Elsewhere Too
BONNYCASTLE DaLE

THE bey came running—breath- in a runway under a windfall. An-
less, "Wildcat in a trap. Man other neighbor started down that old

after a cow. He killed it." I abandoned road and stepped over
felt real sorry for that cow and asked that windfall—and got the surprise

.Nova Srolia \sildrat. thirty pounds weight

for an explanation. It turned out
that a neighbor of ours had set a

number three trap early in the season

of his life. The big cat leaped at him
all claws and teeth and" glaring eyes.

Luckilv the man had a small stick
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handy and he soon reduced the sheep
killer to just dead cat.

Laddie and I went up to our
neighbors and photographed the big
cruel "Bobcat," "Lynx cat," "Spot-
ted lynx," 'Bay lynx" or usually

his earliest moments to catch and eat
live prey he has been the terror to
the sheep raisers hereabouts—he and
his relatives.

I have known of six sheep left in a
wild meadow at sunset, two lambs

The trapper and his calch

"Wild cat." He was just the same
appearing beast thai I have seen in

Ontario and in British Columbia.
This was a heavy old timer, fully

.'58 inches long and weighing thirty

pounds. He was greyish to reddish
buff with a spattering of spots on his

back and sides and rcallv beautifully

marked while and black stripes on
tlie inner side ot the legs. His four

canine teeth were almost as great

as the panthers' only thinnert and
sharper. He had no pencil on his cars,

just a tiny lufl and long stiff feelers

that must lielj) him on his midnight
rami)lcs. Short sharj) claws drawn
back into his velvety paws. Odd
shaped beast he is as his hind legs

are fully four inches longer than his

fore ones —21 to 17 inches.

.Just a cadaver as he lay there bul
imagine his life's work. Taught from

and four ewes. Left safely within a
few hundred yards of the house

—

where a collie livcd^yet every one of

the six was killed and mangled during
the night.

In early days the beast was a terror

to the settler. Not so much for what
he had actually done as for what
they feared he might do. I knqvf
when I was a youngster being taken
for a week's visit into the township
of Burnely. It was just a log cabin
and only two women and myself
living there. Night after night these

big cats made the darkness hideous
by their squalling —sounding like a

woman in pain. They promenaded
the wee verandah and called out at

the very doorstep. Now I can see the

Cause. We carefully shooed all the
fowl into one of the empty rooms at

sunset and I guess the cats were
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simply visiting in hopes of inter-

cepting a fat warm hen. Of course
all the stories of the country, told of

them leaping from trees and alighting
on one's shrinki ng shoulders are well

—

just stories. I must seem like a
cannibal killing wild geese here in

N. S. when I used to go to bed in that
much too thin log shanty all over
gooseflesh.

Water haters through all the cat
tribe are, I have known of them being
killed while swimming. When we
were up on Vancouver Island hunting
for the bodies of two white trappers
whose boat had been found on the
beach (one of the guns however had
%)een found inland so it looked like

big bay lynx with a charge of number
six. We later heard that the mid-
night shot made some beachcombers
pick up camp and sail away. Evi-
dently the murderers. Again I have
lain in my canoe on the tundra in
Northern B. C. and listened to a bobcat
cauterwauling. Then he came pad-
ding down the path and l.eaped for a
rabbit that screamed like a little girl

in terror. Evidently it escaped as it

went whimpering and rustling along
the tiny trail in the great tundra
which went all about the tiny ridge
like an island surrounded byjthe sea.
These great tundras are the homes of
myriads of fish, fowl and animals.
Solid ice forms the foundation, then

It is fully as long as La<lcli*\ who is holding it

foul play) well, that night we were
encamped with high heaven for our
tent when we saw a dark body on the
little moonlit inlet. Ope of the coast
Indians crept down and killed Ji fine

hillocks of moss and narrow channels
of water, all filled with wee fish.

There are millions of them and great
hosts of ducks. Bears on the grassy
slopes and our old friend the wild cat
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in the stunted growth.
Once, years ago, on an Ontario

river on the morning of the .glorious

first of September, I spied what I

thoughtwas a duck swimming. I

knew there had been some before
season shooting so I concluded it was
a wounded bird swimming ahead
there so slowly.

"Grab it!" I called to my bowman.
Then as I got a better view of the
thing I called "Don't it's an animal!"
1 1 looked as big as a dog as we forced

our canoe closer to it—then it turned
and the next thing I knew it was
trying to climb into our canoe. I

pressed my paddle against its breast
and pushed it off and searched with
my right hand in my craft for a gun.
My hand closed on an old maple
"sneak-paddle" used for under water
work. Half the handle and half ol

the blade had been cut off so it

really was a first class wooden sword.
I blindly rained a shower of blows on
the skull of the struggling beast.

They fell as quickly as I could raise

my hand and the sharp edged weapon.
At times I thought it would beat me
and get to the gunwale then another
swift bl(Av descended and again I seem-
ed the master. Finally one of the
blows seemed to enter the skull and
the animal ceased to struggle and

—

when we had recovered our breath

—

the body had sunk or floated down
with the current. Many a good
chance at the flying woodducks we
missed looking for the wild ,cat we
never got. An old habitant fold me
however, that the island further west
in the river Trent where we killed

the cat was where they always
crossed—in fact it was the best
crossing place. An odd episode oc-
curred on an offshore island. It is

heavily wooded with spruce and
there Is an old fishing "store" on it.

Two young chaps rowed across to
gather eggs and waited too
long; for a western gale bobbed up
and they were island bound for the
night at least.

After a frugal siip|)er of dams and
fried fish they began to wonder jiisl

where they would sleep. They tried

the boat. Too hard and uncom-
forlable; when I hey thought of I he

old fish store. Through the now dark
woods they plunged and, just as a
rare thunderstorm broke; they
plunged across the doorstep. The
boards were hard but dry and they
slept as only boj's can.
Once or twice the elder awoke and

prodded the younger asking him
"Did you hear it?". Soon they were
both travellers again in slumber land,
and only when the good old sun sent
his piercing rays into the old wooden
wreck did they finally awake.
"Say" said the bigger chap, "there's

ghosts in this shack sure. I heard one
turning over many times in the
attic."

"Let's look" burst out the younger
boy. Up that frail old ladder on the
wall both boys scrambled—^none too
fast though—

•

"See it," "See it" they whispered
as two bright eyes gleamed in the
dark. "Get that old clam hoe"
said the elder. Down scrambled the
kid and passed up the little iron tool

which the big boy promptly hurled
at the thing lurking in the corner.

"Did it wake it up?" asked Laddie
of the big boy who was teUing his

yarn.

"It did—say the thing hissed like a
llock of geese and we got. When we
stopped running and started to jpelt

stones at the one pdne of dirty glass

which formed the window we made
a bullseye—and we put a lot more
through—Then we got a long pole
and pushed it in—and out of the door
leaped a big wildcat—and I guess the
three of us were champion runners for

we all did our best at full speed to

gel away from one another! And
that's all."

At supper that night I was telling

Laddie of a somewhat similar case
on the shores of I'ugot Sound. One
of the Danish sclllcrs had a pigpen
and in it two nice wee porkers they
had just invested in.

"I gif mc five doUats each yet" he
told us, "and now thoy just cat feed,

eh." It seems they had built this

low short pen of cedar logs, put the
pigs in and had gone out fishing. It

was the second da>' before they made
their rude beachcombers home, and
the first thing they noticed was thai
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the outside door to the pigpen had
blown shut and latched.

"Gif her some water" said the Dad
and off went the son to the spring.
He came back, knelt down, un-
latched the big door and swung it

snapped it open—bound it with a
bit of halibut line, lashed it on to a

short cedar pole and started to kill

that thirty pound cat by the bayonet
route. Thrust after thrust he made,
missing nearly always. Once the

•'I see the sheep over Ihcre." Wild Cat rock on the outskirts of the big sheep ranch

open—and through the bars of the
inside door saw two very dead
piggies and a huge spotted bay lynx

—

or wildcat baring its inch long yellow
teeth at him and snarling like a dog.
"Come!" yelled the boy and the

man, scenting danger; seized his axe
and ran in. The big cat was afraid
to make the rush but backed up and
snarled and spat. .

"Say! Run to Mrs. Oleson's and
get hims gun." Off darted the long
legged youngster on his fiye mile
trip. The cat stood snarling, and
once made as if it would jump the
man crouched there. So he took his
big fish knife out of his pocket,

cat caught the pole and stuck its

sharp claws into the man's hand.
This enraged him and he sent a
swift slabbing, flashing run of keen
knife darts at the wildly leaping
animal, piercing him through and
through: so that he died struggling
against the bars.

"I got hims!" said the boy running
up with the gun.

"So haf T'^said the Dad.
Every place that I have met, heard

or seen this animal I have found it to

be a cowardly tree climbing cat. I

can always teil the well furred pepper
and salt coloured lynx; with its stiff

black hairs rising from its upheld
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pointed ears, from the big wild cat or

bobcat without the upstanding hairs

on the ears, and with its coat well
spotted above; and striped below
usually grey but often shaded to

Alive, the cat was bigger than this hluck Jox

reddish brown. You cannot dis-

tinguish them by their tails. Some
lynx have five inch tails well furred
and some wildcats seven inch tails

—

but the latter always marked with
black rings. At times the coat of the
wildcat is so covered by irregular
black spots as to be truly called the
"spotted lynx." He is really a beau-

tiful wild specimen of the common
house cat. Feelers and ruff and coat
are all alike. His brownish greenish
yellow eye looks like them too. But
once he opens his mouth and- shows
his incisors, more than an inch long,
sharp yellow daggers, he proclaims
the difference.

I remember walking with an old
gentleman, we were busily tracking a
wildcat and he was lamenting to his

young son the fact that he did not
have his rifle with him. Finally we
lost all trace of the cat near a big oak
tree, so he asked the boy to return
to the home with me and bring back
the rille.

The old gentleman told me the
balance of the tale. "I sat down at

the root of the oak and dozed in the
warm December sun. I smoked a

couple of pipes and often took out my
watch. At last I saw Willie coming
away over the hill. He had the rifle

under his arm and was whistling
merrily. He crossed the brook

—

started to come up the hill—-about
fifty yards from me he stopped

—

loaded the rifle—slowly raised it until

it aimed a few feet above me—fired

and killed the big cat which had
crept down the tree and lain watching
me smoking so comfortably there."

The Resurrection

Phi I. H. MooHi-:

TluTc was an old hunter named Joe
From whom Jishij stories would /low;
The I'erij tales that i/ou doubt
From this wihj old Seoul

'- With righteous reracity glow\

OLD .Joe of Caledonia was re—
|)nted to be the best guide and
the biggest liar in Nova Scotia.

.\fler spending several weeks in his

company, one of iiis intimal? friends

was so profoundly convinced thai

.Joe's rei)ulation was not undeserved
that he sent him a large wick.'d look-

ing hunting knife iijxin the liaiulli- of

which was inscribed in plain JMiglish

both the compliment and the insult,

i'hc wav Old .Joe showed the knife

around pridefully to friend and
stranger alike, would lead one to

believe that he thought it as essential

to be a l)ig liar as it was to be a good
guide.

Tiie number of .loe's stories always
struck me as being a little in excess

of the requirements for the proper
entertainment of a si)ort. The qual-

ity of them, however, was not 11a-

gianlly doul)tful; in fact, I believe

thai all of his stories were founded
on the actual experiences of himself

or others. No active man could
spend fifty years as a hunter and
lumberman in the Canadian woods,
as a fanner on the Canadian prairies

and as a salt water sailor, without

i
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acciimulaling an extensive fund of

fact and fiction. Add to this ex-

perience a natural gift as a raconteur

and you have the stuff of which liars

are made.
It was fifteen years ago when I

first heard Joe's string of fish stories.

I did not believe any of them. To-
day I am willing to listen \vith respect

and an open mind to any old timer's

yarns, for I know from experience

that truth is stranger than fiction

and that almost anything can happen
in the woods. I don't believe in

Aloochungg, Hidanbiffims, nor Side-

hill-gougers, but I do believe that

guides and other v.ild animals have a

capacity for performing seemingly
impossible stunts. The following

adventure is only one of many that

has gone to strengthen this belief.

One bright October morning, a few
years ago, Joe and I were sitting on
top of the big Indian lookout rock
on the edge of Kempton's Bog in the
Lake Rossignol district of Nova
Scotia. We had been moose calling.

As a fresh breeze had sprung up Joe
said it was no use to call any more,
since if a bull were within earshot he
would work around to leeward of us,

get our scent and run away before
coming within our range of vision.

Being young and no respector of

sylvan traditions, I picked up the
call and essaying a near imitation of

a cow moose in distress, sent a sound
that was a cross between a whine and
a moo, waveringly over the bog.

Then impossibilities began to hap-
pen. My inexperience in moose call-

ing must have imparled something
of its essence to my plaint and im-
pressed the big bull that immediately
answered with the idea that there

was in the vicinity a poor little in-

genue, patently in need of a large and
strong protector. That's where I

had old Joe. He was too much of an
old timer, and his call evidently de-
noted too much worldly wisdom to

attract any philandering and blase

old bull. The big moose trotted right

down Ihe wind and stuck its head out
of a bunch of pine, hardly fifty steps
from where we crouched on the rim
of the rock. I fired one shot from mv
old 30 U. S. A. and the bull dropped

in his tracks. As he didn't kick nor
move Joe and I clamored down to

look him over. My bullet had
struck him just behind the left ear,

and passing diagonally down through
the neck, had come out just ahead of

the right shoulder.
"Good boy," exclaimed Joe.

To celebrate the occasion I took
a silver flask from my pocket and
gave Joe a drink. While I was taking
mine, Joe unsheathed his knife for the

purpose of bleeding the moose. As
the carcass lay on its left side, Joe
stood at its back, and taking it by
one horn tipped the head up and
made the necessary incision in the

throat. As the knife entered, the

big animal began to thrash, and
twisting on to its back, one of its

feet just missed Joe's head. As Joe
dodged back the moose jumped to its

feet and started to walk away. I

was gaping at this performance in a

sort of trance, with the fiask in one
hand and rifle in the other.

'Give it to him," said Joe.

"I won't do it. He can't go far and
ril have to shoot right into the meat."

The moose was now trotting.

"He'll get away," exclaimed Joe
excitedly.

I expected to see it stumble and
fall any second, so stood there calmly
screwing on the top of my fiask. It

didn't look possible for a moose that
had been knocked down and then
had its throat cut to run verv^ far.

Since Joe was urging me to fire and
the moose was now about a hundred
yards off and running straight away
from the lake and our canoe, I de-

cided it was better to shoot even at

the risk of spoiling a hind quarter,

than it was to have to pack the meat
a long distance. So, with much over
confidence I raised my rifle, fired

and missed. The beast disappeared
behind some bushes. We followed.

First it went over and through a lot

of down timber, leaving bunches of

hair on logs fully five feet from the

ground. It hardly bled at all, which
puzzled both Joe and me. Then it

jogged over rocky ground leaving no
perceptible track. It took us an
hour and a half to again pick up its

spoor in the soft ground on the op-
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posite side of this rocky area. Then
it ran through a wet bog where we
floundered up to our knees in mud.
All this while it was fleeing straight
away from the landing where we had
left our canoe. It was noon when we
finally found it flat upon its belly

mid-stream in a brook. It had sunk
down in a trotting position with one
foot out ahead and one behind and
muzzle reaching out like the head of a

race horse going under the wire. It

was dead.
I can never remember being so

glad to see a moose, before or since.

Upon dressing and skinning the
carcass we found that Joe's knife

stroke had missed the jugular vein
but cut the wind-pipe. The moose
had swallowed all the blood and had
run a mile and a half in this con-
dition. My bullet had missed the
neck bone.

Joe carried the head and about ten
pounds of meat. I tied up the
slippery hide and struggled along
with that. Going through the bog
it seemed to me that Joe skipped
right along over the top of it like a

feather while I sank to my hock joints

at every step. Sometimes it's an
advantage to have great big feet!

When we got back to the tents
with the prima facie evidence of our
hunt, the onty part of our adventure
that any of the others would take the
least stock in was that we had killed

a moose.

I sent three guides -and Old Joe to

carry out the four quarters of meat.

Joe adds appreciably to his repu-
tation every time he tells the story

of the moose that vamoosed after

being shot and having his throat cut.

But it's true.

y Cairaoe
DoN.M.D A. F'haskk

My Canoe,
It is true

I'm devoted to you.

You convey
Mc away

From the fuss and the fray.

To the gleam
Of the stream

And the sun's clearest beam.

How we glide

With a slide

Down the river's swill tide!

What a clash,

And a splash,

As through rapids we dasii!

With a shake
Like a flake

We're afloat on the lake.

Tlien the breeze
From the seas,

And the breath of the trees!

All this ploy
Makes me joy

Just as keen as a boy.

And good health
Comes by stealth,

-And bestows me its wealth.

So, Canoe,
It is true,

I'm devoted to you.

^



l^ed Yellow -s.nd Blue
F. V. Williams

ON both sides rose the rocky walls

that formed the north and south
sides of the pool, on the Avest

side the stream fell tumbling and
splashing down over the miniature
precipice making a lot of noise and
creating a mass of foamy bubbles that
lay in a small blanket at the foot of

the little waterfall. Now this small
blank.et of foam was kept in motion
by a small whirlpool, at least it could
be called that, for although the water
had no very great force to it here-
about, the fact remained that it was
always revolving, an action caused
no doubt by the peculiarly shaped
rocky bottom of the pool. 'Fhis

small patch of foam whirling about
constantly lost its outermost edges
and they drifted away out with the
downstream current until they left

the pool at the south-west corner,
and were swallowed up in the ripple

oi water over the shallow places be-
low the pool. Red, yellow and blue.

yes sir! You sil over there on the
little beach opposite the falls, and
watch the colors any bright day when
the sun is shining on the tumbling
water, and you will discover there are

red, yellow, and blue tints galore in

that little bunch of foaming water,
to say nothing of numerous other
tints and then—if you were really

fortunate, you might see just there a

red, yellow and blue streak that
would flash out from under the foam
patch and back again, so quickly
would this happen sometimes, that

you would nib your eyes in doubt as

to whether you had really seen any-
thing, or whether it was an optical

illusion you had just experienced.
If you are of an observing turn of

mind, you might note, that occasion-
ally an insect fell into this pool from
the rocks above, and they seemed
never to drift out of the pool, they
simply disappeared, somewhere be-

tween the falling into the water, and
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the exit of the pool, they were blotted

out.

Up on the side of the right hand or

north wall of the pool a phase of woods
life was being acted by a whole family

of wood mice this fine day. Five
young ones there were, little fair\'-

iike fellows, and the mother of the

bunch. They were doing a bit of-

exploring, this family party, and the

youngsters occasionally indulged in

a game of tag. Their location under
the shadow of the underbush made a

semi-darkness for their activities, that

suited them perfectly, no fear of

prowling mink or weasel here. They
could see many feet away in all direc-

tions, no hawk or owl could gel at

them from above as the foliage pro-

tected them, and mother woodmouse
was letting her little ones have a

regular time, but as is the case with

all youngsters, they must needs find

something to worr>- I heir elders with
ana one of the boldest of the five,

discovered a slender branch of a

small birch that hung directly out

over the pool, and out this he scamp-
ered, the others held back, but the

venturesome one ran right out to the

end. and back again. There was
another few moments of this wild

game of tag, and much 'scrambling

of little grey bodies round among the

rocks, and "then another of the little

fellows tried the birch branch, dear
to the end he went, and right at the

very end he made a mistake, he

grasped with tiny forefeet, a cluster

of leaves, gave them a tug to test

their stabilitv. and then attem]ited to

swing his weight on them; the stems
gave way. and with a splash that

scarcely nnulc a ripple, so small it

was from the wee body's weight, he

struck the pool, under he went, but

he came up almost immediately,
and started struggling toward the

shore. There was no current where

he had fallen, just a bit of dead water

at the side of the jxx)! and for a litth-

fellow he was making si)lcndid head-

way. Half the distance had been

travelled when from tiie direction of

the foam i)atch there came a (lash of

red, yellow and blue, there was a

swirl in the dead water au'l the

httle mouse vanished without a sound.
* * * *

It had been a great day for trout,

at least so thought the amateur fisher-

man as he left the little lake to follow

up the stream which he knew came
from the direction of the camp where
he stopped.
Almost before he had his tackle

rigged up that morning he had
glanced out through a small opening
in the trees to admire the mirror-like

surface of the little lake, and what
was reflected therein, and while he
gazed in admiration at the scene be-
fore him a "whoppin" big trout had
"flopped" up right in the middle of

that bit of scenery, and fell back with
a splash that sent the silver bubbles
flying in all directions.

The fisherman came back to the

task in hand with a jump, and in less

time than it would take to describe it

he was dropping a small spinner in

likely looking spots about the sides

of the "pond," and he surely did

"find them," for in an hour he had
landed five beauties, and now his

trip up the stream was proving equal-

ly successful. An old half sunken
log gave him another nice one, a bit

ofoverhanging bank another, and at

last he emerged from the underbnish
and found liimself at the lower end
of the pool. Laying aside his basket

and coat he tried a cast away across

the pool without result. , .\gain he

tried, and this time the spinner struck
*

the water i)ossibly four inches from

the patch of foarn.

There was old Red, Yeliow and Blue
riglii on the job: with a rush and
snaj) he had that sjiinner. and the

light casting rod that the fisherman

was using biickled and bent, and the

reel sang as that fcilow of the bright

si)ots rushed back and forth across

the limited sjiace in that bit of water
below the falls.

,\ long, long time ago he had had
an exiterience with a lisherman. that

was when he was hut a iingerling,

but now with tlirce iiounds and some
odd ounces of sjieed and agility at

his command he tried every trick in

the trout calendar, and when he

shot in the air perliai)s liffeen feet

distant from the lisherman, lluil
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"There was old Red, YoUow and Blue right on Ihe job"

gentleman was so aslonishod at liis

size thai he forijot his reel lor perha])s

Ihe half of-a second, and in that half

of a second old Red, Yellow and Blue
by some contortion, known only to

himself, "shook tlie hook."

! Well that nsheiman knew by his

tiark line juRl what had h.".ppencd,

he also knew that it was foolish to

waste more time at that pool, and al-

thoi'ijh he made several casts it was
nioie from force of habit than be-
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cause of the expectation of getting
another strike, and finally he decided
to go back to camp. Did he tell

about the big one that got away?
Of course he did, and was laughed at
to be sure, but could the scoffers have
looked about ten feet down, under a

certain old tree trunk that evening
in the pool below the falls, and seen
the big speckled fellow lying there,

resting his torn jaw, their jibes would
have turned to action, plans, and an
over-hauling of tackle, for old Red
Yellow and Blue is still there.

No. 8—Canadian Natural History Photos

BONNYCASTLE DaLE

Yc skunk! The least said about it the better.



Big Game Hunting in British Columbia

A. Bryan Williams

CHAPTER 2.

THERE is no need for me to weary you

•with a long oration on the number of

different species of sheep we have or

are supposed, to have in this Province; my
views on the subject would not, I dare say,

meet with the approval of many zoologists;

some day I may, perhaps, put them on paper,

in the meantime I will only tell you we have

four recognized species. First and foremost

comes the "Ovis Canadensis" commonly

called the "Bighorn" or "Brown sheep;"

then we have the "Ovis Stonei" or "Black"

or "Stone sheep." then the "Ovis Fannini"

or "Saddle-back" sheep and lastly the "Ovis

Dalli" or "White sheep." About the last

named little need be said as there are few

if any, of the pure variety, and then only along

the northern boundary of the Province.

Even where we are, there is little chance of our

seeing one. though we shall probably see a

few that look vcn,- while in the distance but

closer inspection will show quite a lot of dark

hair on the backs.

The "Big-horn" is the largest of all the

sheep, not only in body but in weight of horn.

His real habitat is in the Rockie.s ranging all

the way from the U. S. boundar>' line to quite

away north of the G. T. P. Ry. Brown sheep

are also to be found on the eastern sloop of

the Cascades, principally in the Lillooel

district, but there used to be numbers further

south on the Ashnola River in the Similak-

meen district and in the Okanagon district

also. There are still a few left and there

were increasing a year or two ago. These

Brown sheep differ in many respects from

those ol the Rockies, being somewhat smaller

in body and also m horn, the latter varying

in shape to a marked degree in shape.

After you pass a little north o/ the Chil-

colen River you get out of sheep country

entirely and you are not likely 'to find any

until you reach the headwaters of the Skeena

River and then they will be of the Black

species. Some years ago there were I be-

lieve some of these sheep somewhere south

of the Skeena Rr^xr, on the Babinc range,

but there are none now.

The Stone sheep, as you probably know, is

quite a different colour to the "Bighorn,"

a tj-pe specimen being, with the exception of

the rump, belly, insides of the legs and nos-

trils, a very dark iron grey, sometimes so

dark on the back as to be almost black. .\s

you go farther north you will find those sheep

showing more and more white until this

species gives place to the "Saddle-back."

Where we are now, most of the sheep will

have entirely while heads, the white will

extend well back on to the shoulders and

there will be little, if any, dark hair on the

legs. This is the so called "Saddlc-bai-k."
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You will also see some sheep even lighter ia

colour, as well as some darker, in fact you
will see all sorts of grades of the northern

sheep, except the pure white ones, and this

too all in the same band. You want to know
how to tell which Ls which? I am afraid if we
discussed this subject thoroughly we should

stay up half the night and be lying in bed in

the morning \vhen we should be up hunting.

Anyway we are only going to kill two sheep

so it does not matter. Still I will tell you this,

if you kill a sheep with all or part of his neck

with dark hairs, you can call it a Stone sheep;

if the whole of his neck is white you can call

it a "Saddle-back." It will take a clever man
to prove you are wrong.

Now I will tell you a few things about the

habits of sheep. They are all, whether white,

black or brown much alike. Their principal

habitat is above timber line on high rolling

mountains, those of a lime formation being

especially favoured. I know of places where

sheep live below the timber line all the year

round but they are exceptions. The moun-
tains must be those of a main range and they

must be cut up by basins, have steep slopes

of fine loose rock and some bluffs and rock

walls for the sheet to take refuge from their

enemies. The general idea that sheep live

on fearful precipices is entirely erroneous.

The man who pictures a sheep as standing

on a dizzy height, calmly surveying the

country' several thousand feet direct below

him is a fraud and does not know anything

about sheep. It is true that they like to have

some sort of blufT.s in their vicinity but they

would never dream of going where goals will.

I once saw a number of sheep that I had
frightened try to climb a bit of a bluff and

get stuck half way up for quite a time. They
eventually succeeded in making the lop but

a goat would have gone up wilhout having

to think about it and in half the time loo.

Of all wild creatures there arc none more
wary than n sheep in a country where he has

been at all hunted. I-".ven where we are now,

though they have hrvn but lilllc disturbed,

it takes ronsidrrnblc skill to approach them
close enough for a sure shot. They have

excellent powers of srenl, fair hearing and

simply marvellous eyesight and it is to the

latter that sheep chiefly trust for safety.

^Ticn you are stalking sheep you must of

course not talk or make a noise when you begin

to get within shol; with certain kinds of wind

they are liable to smell you half a mile away,

but just show pari of your body on Ihe sky

line for a couple of seconds and they will spot

you miles away, while at closer ranges it is

often fatal to do more than peep round the

side of a rock. Mind you there are still some
places where sheep have never or hardly ever

been disturbed by man and are very easy to

approach compared to those in the Lillooet

or Rocky mountains.

I could tell you much more about sheep,

they are the finest and most interesting of

all our game, but you will learn a lot more
about them when we are out hunting them and

as that pot of beans is about cooked we had

better turn in.

You need not hurry your breakfast, take

your time, the days are long and a little over

an hour's climb will take us up well on to the

sheep range. You see we have camped ex-

ceptionally close to the ground we are going

to hunt much closer than would be safe in

most places, but on this occasion everything

is in our favoui'; we have a nice little valley

where we are securely hidden from sight and

where any wind that may come will blow

either up or down the valley and not up hill.

Then there is such good feed for the horses

there is no danger of them straying and only

a little tinkling bell, which cannot be heard

far olT is all that is necessary to be able to

find them. In addition I know that the side

of the mountains sloping down this way are

not suitable for sheep.

You thought it was the proper thing to be

away from camp long before daylight and it

i s now past eight o'clock and we have not

made a start? Well, sometimes an early

start is essential, sometimes it is not ad-

visable to do so. In our particular case, apart

from the fact Ihat the days are still very long

and you will have plenty of lime to gel tired

out, 1 have another very good reason. Just

notice the smoke of our fire, it goes straight

up. there does not seem to be a breath of

wind. There is not just here but when we get

to the top of the range there are sure to be

air currents though you may only be able to

,

delect them by wetting your finger or using,

what is better still, some <lown frojn the

breast of a goose or a duck. These air

currents are most dangerous as they come
first one way. then aiiolher, and are so gentle

that your scent is not dispersed as it would be

in a heavy wind but carried a longdistance,

not only that but it is carried up and down
or round all the little hills and knolls so that

any slioop anywhere in the neighborhood

would dett>ol your presence in short order.

Hy nine or ton o'clock, if there is going to be a

steady breeze, it will have conio and then it i»
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possible to Icll which way to work the ground.

At last, however, we are ready to start,

with a bit of lunch in our pockets, plenty of

matches, and lots of tobacco, and a good long

walking stick each. You wonder at the stick

and hold up your hands in horror at the

tobacco? A stick is of the greatest assistance

both on the mountains and on the trail, pro-

vided it is long and strong. You should

always take plenty of tobacco with you if

you are a smoker as you can never tell

whether you will get back to camp the same

night, and apart from that I have consider-

able doubts whether the smell of tobacco

smoke is dangerous. It may be, but I have

never yet seen any kind of game frightened

that I could say was, through my smoking.

I have tried it lots of times but always if they

could get my tobacco scent I was close

enough to give them my body scent too. As
a matter of fact it would not take much to

convince me that tobacco smoke is more
likely to do good than hanii by neutralizing

the body scent.

I said we were ready to go but we are

not. You cannot hunt sheep in nailed

boots; change into your rubber soled ones.

Y'ou will get your feet wet as the grass is

sopping wet with dew, but they will soon dry

when we get to the rocky ground on top.

Hold on! What is that fearful weapon you
have got in your belt? A huge sheath knife

with a fine sharp point and a hilt to it too.

Throw it as far away as you can! You 'look

like the villain in a play going out to stab

somebody in the back. No you do not need

it to stick your sheep with either, I may
succeed in getting you fairly close to your

game but not close enough for you to knife

them. Yes, I know 1 am carrying a sheath

knife, but it is a very different one to yours;

mine is just an ordinary' small butcher knife

which fits well down into the sheath so that

it will not fall out. It is for use, not orna-

ment. All yours will do, if you do not loose

it first, is to give you a bad, perhaps danger-

ous cut. I have known several accidents with

that sort of a wieapon, one of them nearly

fatal. I would just as soon or sooner see you
carry a revolver.

Well we are off at last. Up the hill to the

back of the camp. You want to know if

tJiere are any sheep on the other side of the

valley? Yes, there are, many more than
where we are going, but at this time of year
you would be unlikely to find anything there

but ewes, lambs, and a few 5'oung rams.

You see I happen to know from previous

experience that itis a "t'\vt'range"andwhileit

Ls possible some big rams might be there the

chances are so much against it that it would

not be worth wasting the time in trying. In

November when the "rutting" season starts

that is the place to find the big rams unless

the sno«" has driven them down. Anyway
about that time they will be with the ewes

for two or three weeks, then they will again

separate.

Now we are getting close to the top, let

me warn you only to speak in a w^hisper, in

fact it is a very good plan to make a practice

always to do s& as soon as you leave camp.
I also want you to follow a couple of paces

behind me, a little to one side if you want to

see ahead yourself, but do not crowd me. We
will go very slowly, examining every bit of

the ground ahead of us before we show our-

selves. Watch carefully where you put your

feet and tr>- and get into the habit of stepping

lightly, you may roll a few rocks with impunity
but anything in the way of a heavy footfall

is apt to be dangerous.

Before we go any farther I had better see

what the wind is doing. Yes there is an air

current but at present it is in our faces so we
can go on. Do you see that little bit of a hill

over to our right? It is high up and a good place

to spy from, we will go to it and make a

thorough survey of the ground before deciding

on our course.

Be sure not to show yourself on the sky
line, get behind that bunch of rocks and look

between them. What do you see? A big

rocky plateau cut up with gulches and
ridges, with little hills with steep sides of loose

fine rock here and there, and an occasional

patch of snow. It extends about three miles

straight ahead of us in a westerly direction

where it drops off down into a creek. In

width it is about half that distance and on

each side you will find it drops off right down
into the timber and is so steep that only in

places could you get down in s;ifety. You
will also find that the sides are cut up by
basins of various sizes, most of them having

high rocky precipitous walls and that these

walls are cut by narrow gulches which lead

down into the basins.

As fai as you have seen it is probably not

at all what you imaginc<l a sheep range would
be like: it looks as if you could ride a horse

almost anywhere, even gallop him in places.

So you could too but it is "sheep range"

nevertheless and "ram range" too. True it

is aboui as easy a sheep range to hunt as you

are likely to find an>-Avhere even in this part
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of the country. You will find the Lillooet

ranges much harder but wait until you try

for a real "Bighorn" in the Rockies and then

you will find out what hard work is like.

Now let us get out our glasses and take a

look. Where are the most likely spots? If

the sheep are up feeding you are liable to see

them anywhere on the plateau. Sometimes

in the middle of the day they are apt to take

a rest on some of the side hills but they

would not stay there long, if they made up

their mmds to take a good rest they would

make for some of the rock slides at the top

of one of the basins or else go right down into

the basin itself, varying their tactics accord-

ing to wind and we'ather. These remarks

refer principally to rams, ewes are far less

wary and often stay up on these plateaus

right along, only going down on account of

bad weather.

You cannot see anything? Neither can I,

but we have only looked over a very small

portion of the country so far and there might

be numbers ol sheep, scattered about behind

some of those hills or down in the gulches,

without our being able to see them. I

would go on to the top of the next hill but I

dare not as I have just tried the wind again

and it is now coming from behind. It may
change again in a few minutes, or perhaps

freshen up to a steady breeze, but I am not

very hopeful.

Look off there a little to your left. Do you

sec that fine big open piece of grassy ground

nearly half a mile wide? In the centre of it

is a tiny little pond. Owing to the scarcity

of Water up here, if there are any sheep in

the neighbourhood, we shall see trails leading

lo the pond and be able lo get a pretty good

idea what our chancics are. I think wc arc

quite safe in going that far and by the time

we have done .so it will be time for liie wind

lo have made up its mind.

As wc go along I want you to .see if you can

lind any signs of game. I-ook at that piece

of gra.ss and nio.ss carefully. You cannot see

anything'.' That is because your eye is not

trained, you do not know what to look for.

Your eyesight is (|uito as good, If not better

than mine, and yet I saw at once that a moose

passed here not very long ago, probably a

little after daylight this morning. How ran

I possibly tell? .lust examine the grass where

my stick is^pointing, there is r|uile a de-

pression, about three feet ahead in that moss

it is plainer still. If you look more closely

you will see that there is no dew on either of

the depressions. That is how I know it

passed'this morning. I know it to be a moose
by the shape and size of the track. You are

surprised to find that moose come up on to

sheep range? You are liable to find moose

anywhere except on a regular "goat range"

where it is too rough for them. But let us

get on to that soft piece of gravel ahead of us,

the moose is bound to have crossed it and you
will see the tracks quite plamly. Yes,

here they are, like enonnous deer tracks.

Observe the size, the distance apart, how they

are spread out and the way they are pointing.

All these things should tell you that they

were made by a fair sized bull, that he was

walking at a good pace, and that he was

heading into the valley in which we are

camped but about a mile to the south of our

tents. Now look over at that piece of muddy
gravel, that is an old sheep track, it was made
by a medium sized ram some weeks ago. The
size of the track and the way it is dried up and

the mud slightly cracked gives me the in-

formation. But let us get on to the pond.

It is as I expected, you can see half a dozen

trails coming from all directions to the pond.

Just look at that mud at the edge of the

water, it is a mass of tracks, some fresh and

some old and most of them made by fan

sized rams. The question is where are they

now? There is no doubt that some of them are

still on the range and prolsably not far away:

they may be down in one of the basins or

they may be up on the plateau, perhaps just

over the brow of the next hill.

Which way are wc going? Now I am afraid

you will be disappointed but we are not going

to hunt them today. I have been watching

the wind all the lime and it is constantly

shifting and there is no chance of its steadying

down today. If wc go on now and the sheep

are up on the plateau they are almost certain

lo gel our wind, whereas if they are down in

one of the basins wc should probably have to

leave them alone anyway. Our host plan is

to go back and cross the valley our camp is in

only more lo the right of our camp, there is a

good piece of goat country joining on lo the

ewe range. If the wind is bad and wc frighten

everything we get near, it does not matter

much as there arc plenty of other places

whr're we can find goals by the score.
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Brook Life

J. W. WiNSON

\
The purling brook is a veritable stream of

life. Its eddies of mud, and gravelly beds, its

moving waters, its constant banks fringed

with trailing rush or fenn, its bordering

bushes, the very zephjTs that hover over its

curves, all teem with varied forms of existence.

From the lowest forms of Protozoa, micro-

scopic life-cells that are the beginnings of

things, and that swell and divide with in-

finite continuity in the stagnant hollows

along the banks, to the thirsting Lord of

creation who comes to drink physical water

or spiritual beauty, every grade of animate

nature may be found by the living water.

Cress and mint and forget-me-not, that

now put forth new stems for blossoming, have

not been idle through the weeks of winter.

Myriad organisms, invisibly minute, we know
have thriven in their massive clumps for on

the existence of these depended the life of the

grubs and larvae that now make a feast for

the fish.

\ feast not easily found for all that. When
Nature gives to the hunter wit or weapon,

she furnishes the hunted with resource or

refuge.

By lying low near the water's edge, making
no vibration by sound or motion, an in

stance is seen of this resourceful defence.

A six-inch trout that had hung with waving

fin under the shadow of the bank suddenly

darked at a spot of moving gravel and as

suddenly returned.

The grains of gravel seemed to have but

one motion, rolling over and over as urged

by the current. Then the eye distinguished

some moving up against the stream, little

grains stuck together in shape cylindrical

about the thickness of a pencil and 'a little

over an inch long.

From the front end of the tube protrudes

a black head, and behind the head are seen

six legs. It is a caddis-wonn in a house of sand

that is built to withstand both waves and

enemies, and, unless the fish comes up from

behind it has little chance to nip that head

and draw out the succulent body to which it

is attached.

Some wise fishennen know the fondness of

a trout for a caddis and will get out the grub

for bait. They will not wait for the head to

peep and then take hold with a forceful pull.

Knowing the creature resents this action and

is hooked inside as a means of defence they

attack from behind with a "bent" of grass,

and the grub tumbles out disgusted. If there

is a moment of waiting between the cast and

the bite, the angler may examine with in-

terest the case that held his bait.

He will note \Vith wonder the evenness of

the grains, wonder that so dull a creature

could choose so well among the sandy bar,

could dare to choose while enemies existed

near, adding pebble after pebble with smooth-

ness and regularity as it grew in size to need

them. Binding the mosaics with silken glue,

the caddis built consciously a shell mol-e

mar\'ellous than the curling mollusc on the

weeds whose shelter increases with the

involuntary secretions of the body.

And the architect uses materials at hand.

If the bed be sandy his house is of stone, if

the brook bottom be wooded he will build it

of logs, cross-sticks awkward and irregular

outside but true to form in the inner silk-

lined tube. Others there are like prairie folk

who can find for shelter neither stick nor

stone, so cut up stems of vegetable growth and

make a firm home of tender grasses.

Soon now they will be taking to cover

sealing up their tubes with silken veils, and

materials matching the rest of the case.

For two or three weeks they will lie quiescent

preparing for the final change from grubs of

the water to winged insects of the air.

There is one dangerous trip from the hid-

den retreat where the sheltering case is left

behind to the surface of the water along

some stalk or partly-covered stone, if seen

then by a scaly enemy, that is the end. Safe

into the air it must wait a moment for the

wings to dry, and if the yellow-throat warbler

now staking a home site in the rushes across

the brook misses it, the caddis-fiy rises into

the free air to sport and play for a brief life

until parental duties are accomplished.

The long tapering wings are hairy from

which fact the Greek name "Trichoptera"

is taken. What a favorite the grub has ever

been to anglers is seen in its common name,

which is old Saxon for "bait." The fly too

has been long used to lure the lurking trout,

as it is easily caught round lights in the

evening. Guileful deceivers have taken the

hair of the fox and twisted it about a hook,

calling it a dun, and have seduced the trust-

ful fish to the death-stroke.
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Lower down, the stream leaves the gravel

to pass through a short black-loamed mea-
dow, and in the soft mud are other grubs

preparing for a higher life. Some are already

in the tomb-like condition of the pupae,

awaiting the signal to rise and fly. A few

later stragglers still linger in the world of

appetite gorging on whatever comes their

way.

These have no case like the caddis. They
obtain protection by burrowing in the mud
in a semi-circle coming out again in the

manner of an emerging diver. There they

lie with body covered and head held out to

take all it can catch. Legs and antennae are

fringed with hairs, the better catch and hold

the passing matter, and all goes in, mud and
vegetable and organism, like the burrowing

earthworm it takes all there is and rejects

that which it cannot use.

After the pupa sleep, the creature leaves

behind appetite, mud and water forever.

It takes the air for one short day, not even
for a day, if it emerge in the evening, for then

the morning light ^vill see it shrivelled. It is

Ephemera "The fly of a day," that comes in

its hundreds in favorable seasons clouding

the light of our evening lamps. Its graceful

wings resemble no other fly, the two fore

wings being nuirh larger than the hind pair

and another conspicuous feature are two or

three long hairy appendages streaming out

like a waving tail. For once in the year the

angler has certain bait—the day or night of

the May fly.

Other insects burst from the chrysalis or

pupa stage as perfect creatures, the May fly

is the one exception. When it leaves the

water its thin skin dries and splits and a

green looking fly flutters forth for a few yards.

Then it rests for a second change. The new
skin dries and bursts again, this time a more
delicate fly, grey and thin wings out in a few

glad hours, the reward for two or three

years' existence in the mud of the stream.

Never are fish more active, more hungry,

more audacious than when the May fly

donees out its flickering life. Die it must
when it has fulfilled its egg-laying destiny;

many fall on Iht^ waters before that, and

those who drop while yel in the green stage,

are mon; plump and acceptable to the wait-

ing mouths below. B

So again the angler plies his imitations.

Now the famous green Drake leaves book for

hook, and the one that is "grey" makes a

successful change. These, as the "Compleat
Angler" averred are the very "matadores for

trout and grayling."

Further search reveals a stone fly grub or

the larval state of the Alder fly, both of them
useful as fly or grub to the human bent on

securing fish.

Common enough on many streams the

Corydalis is unusual on this, as the current is

not at all fast. This monstrous grub is a

delight to the bass-men but a creature of

terror to the children hunting for Caddices.

Like many a bluffer he is ugly only in ap-

pearance, though a startling disclosure when
a stone is overturned. "Dobson," "Hell-

devil," "Conniption-bug" and "Hell-gramite"

are not kind names for a bait so precious to

the angler as the Corydalis. The flies re-

semble the others greatly in the shape of the

wings, that are folded down the back when
the insects are at rest, and appear on side

vie\\- like the sectional view of an over-

turned boat.

-Ml this may be knowledge and of such the

mind wearies. Beauty borders the brook in

flower and loaf, flits over its surface in dragon-

fly and swallow. The peace of the scene i^

suddenly broken. There is a flash of blue,

a splash of spray, and a belted Kingfisher

rises with a four-inch trout, circles round to
'

his pen h on the cedar snag, tosses up his I

catch and receives it head first with a gulp,

ready, an instant after, for another. i

His blue-grey plumage glitters bright in

the sun, the white of the collar and bre .si

shine as silver. His pose is stiff and angular
j

like a woodpecker, his crest, raised blue, is 1

unkempt and rough, and the raucous rattle i

of his voice far from melodious. Yet who j

would wish to be without this loud fisherman

in feathers or grudge the fiy he takes so

cleanly? The fisherman-sportsman is tempt-

ed to kill the feathered robber of young sal-

mon or trout, far better would it be to trap

the sneaking mink whose tracks are here in

the half dry mud, who takes not only fish

and fry but eggs and young of the birds of

the brook, who kills with a ferocity beyond

his needs, as many a liflcd roost has proved.
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The Killing Capacity of Hot Lead

John Lynn

SIGNS in plenty point to less use and

popularity of the 30-30 type of hunting

cartridges. For a long time they have

been riding the crest of a false reputation for

killing power—and wounding at least one

animal that escaped for every one that has

been secured. Light, handy rifles made for

such cartridges and not in better calibres

perhaps are chiefly responsible. There is

the Winchester Motlel 94 carbine, weighing

under six pounds, for instance, so light and
nifty to carry that any hunter is tempted to

close his eyes to its limited capacities and
faults.

For the purpose of relating the following

experiences and observations on killing

power of bullets, big game hunting cartridges

can be bunched in families as follows:

1. 30-30 and 30-40 class, high power, with

about 2000 foot second velocity.

2. 38-40 and 38-55 class, low power, with

about 1400 foot seconds velocity.

3. 250-3000 class, ultra-high velocity in

small calibre.

4. 45-70 and 405 class, large calibre, heavy
bullets at high or low velocity.

tlasses 1 and 2 are unquestionably obsolete,

class 3 is open to question, and only class 4

stands the continued test of all round ex-

perience.

For shooting hogs no one wants anything

better than a 22 calibre rim fire rifle. It is

only a question of enough penetration to go
through the skull bone and into the brain,

with sufficient accuracy to hit the spot aimed
at. In Arms & The Man it was recently

stated by Colonel Townsend Whelen of the

United States ^Vrmy that Charlie" Baker of

New Brunswick uses that very 22 rim fire for

killing deer and moose—makes a more or less

regular practice of it. He shoots them in

the heart.

But a butcher shooting a hog or a Charlie

Baker spooking up unseen and unwinded on
a bedded deer is a totally difTerent proposition

from the average hunter's shooting oppor-

tunities. Practically always we have to

take our game on the fly. Mostly the loca-

tion Ls among brush or timber. Sometimes
we have to shoot over long range or not at

all. As the country becomes more settled,

these conditions are emphasized. Totalled

up they mean that a good deal of our shooting

must be done at the game and not at some
particular si)ot in it, or at best we can dis-

tinguish only between front half and rear

half of the body. To knock down the game
—under those conditions

—"anchor it," as

Ross used to say in the advertisements, takes

something just a slight suggestion of a shade

more powerful than a 22 rim fire bullet.

Friends ol the 38-10. 44-40. 38-55 and 30-30

are numerous, but they must admit that

they seldom make clean kills with one shot.

It is done sometimes, when the bullet through

luck or skill is directed to heart or head or

running gears, but there is plenty of additional

space on deer and bear and moose that often

is hit without result except a wound. More
often the 38-40 or 30-30 kill is made with a

magazine full of cartridges and a few extra

poked in after those are fired.

Old Sol Rooch is a half Indian now living

in the States. He is a deer killer if there ever

was one, having practically cleaned out the

deer in two or three districts before author-

ities slopped him. Three or four years ago,

as he humped his narrow back against a
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snow-y west wind at a crossing, a bear tore

through the brush within eight feet of him
before he saw it. Four shots were fired,

every one a hit—and the bear went right on.

That is typical 38-40 work for you.

Then Sol sold hisx)ld Winchester and bought

a 30-30. Almost right away he had bear

shooting again, at 125 yards this time. How
many shells he fired he never tells, and no one

knows how many hits he made. But he

didn't stop the bear. That is typical 30-30

work for you.

The writer can recall a goodly number of

deer and bear shootings with these two

classes of rifles. It is an actual fact that the

game escaped wounded more often than it

was killed.

Experience with very high velocity rifles

of the 250-3000 class are more satisfactory.

One of the nice things about them is that they

seem to be able to drop game on the spot with

a paunch or chest hit. Repeatedly it has

been done by one or another member of our

old hunting crew. Straight paunch shots

with the 22 High Power Savage have account-

ed for two deer before my eyes. Chest

shots, not touching the heart, with 22 High
Power, 250 and 256 Newton, have accounted

for several others in the same way. The
bullets do not come out except in small pieces

like No. 2 shot. It is quite a convenience,

thLs doing away with a long chase after such

an unlucky hit. Two other deer were shot

in such an angle that the bullets went into

the neck, low down. No sticking was needed,

or much more than severing the neck bones to

gel the heads clean off.

But these high speed little bullets do hog
up a lot of meat, and they do fail to stop game
hit on a heavy bone. A ham-shot on a bear

or moose is worse than useless. On a deer

it is little better. Kven a shoulder shot on

heavy game is not successful half the time.

The 256 Newton smashes through bones bet-

ter, of course, than the 22 High Power, but

the point is that it belongs to tlie same class.

It has done successful work where the bullet

struck only meat or light bones and did not

have far to pcnelr.ito, hut when it luns against

heavy boni'.s or must penetrate more than a

foot in game, it surprises you beyond words at

its poor effect.

Purposely three cartridges of classes 1 and

3 have been left out of the discussion above

owing to the real merit they display. They
are the .'(5 Minilrss in class 1, and in class 3

the 2«0 Moss and 30-1 iKM'. with 175 or 180

grain bullet al velocity of 26(K) to 27(K) feet

per second. The 280 Ross with"^teel jacketed

hollow point bullets is unreliable because

sometimes it will be stopped in the flank of a •

small deer, and again go whistling through a

big deer without much mushrooming even

when bones are struck. But the Ross copper

tube bullets have never yet failed for me.
In practically every specimen of game hit it

went clean through, and it left behind a

tunnel big enough to attract the attention of

the animal. With this rifle and bullet you
can shoot ofl a bear's leg or you can let actual

daylight clear through him sideways. A hit

in a ham means a ruined ham, but ahnost

always a dead animal within a few yards. A
shoulder hit is even surer. It will even kill

a deer within three or four minutes by a hit

through lungs.

The 35 Rimless, with its slightly greater

cross-section and its relatively heavy striking

force, seems to do far better killing than a

30-30. It compares more evenly with a

45-70-330. Two shots a couple of seasons

ago finished a bear as neatly as I have ever

seen the job done, and as it happened neither

of the hits touched backbone, heart or head.

One bullet went through and out, the other

did not.

That 30-06 with heavy bullet at high speed

has been pronounced the best moose load ever

brought into New Brunswick by a man who
knows a good deal about such matters. With
it a shot inchest of moose and deer will usually

drop them at once or close by, even if no bones

are struck and heart is not touched. It

has been said that this load has a reliable

penetration of 12 to 14 inches in moose and

bear. My own impression is that it often

has much more, and that unless very big and

hard bones are struck, there will be more

trouble from the ordinary bullet going through

without breaking up enough, than breaking

up loo much and too soon with failure to

penetrate enough.

Last fall a man took 30-06 ammunition to

the woods, loaded with Newton 175 graih
g

bullets in front of enough of the right kind of

powder to start tliem at a 2550-foot gait. I le

shot a buck deer through the neck. The bul-

let came out in fine style, making a quick

kill, lie shot a bear twice, once high up

behind the shoulders and again in a hnm, too

far out. The bear did not stop. It was

afterwards killed by another hunter miles

away. All the evidence points to those

bullets failing to mushroom sufficiently to

tear much, and whistling through the he:ir

meal like ii full rased hiillet would.
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And yet this bullet and load really belongs

in the ultra-high velocity class which is under

Suspicion of failing to penetrate enough in

moose and other heavy game. A prominent

hunter killed a deer last fall with a shot quar-

tering to the front, through the heart. The
bullet lodged in pieces against the skin on the

farther side, thereby bearing out its ultra-

high velocity relation to 250^000, 256 and
22 High Power.

WTiere long range shooting is to be mixed
with short, this 30-1906 cartridge loaded with

a bullet weighing 175 or 180 grains to travel

at 2600 feet or better perhaps is the most
killing combination manufactured this side

of the water. Ross 280 cartridge with copper

tube bullet may be considered fully its equal,

except perhaps in accuracy, but few can own
this rifle since its manufacture was stopped

during the war.

Ross 303 and other rifles for the cartridge

and for the 30-40 cartridge, are better than
30-30 rifles, yet they are not enough better.

With the proper modern pyro powder, a

bullet of 175 grains weight can be speeded

up to 2100 to 2500 feet in the 30-40. Even
so, it is not the equal of the 30-1906 which is

known to be no more than good enough.

.\n owner of a 30-40 would hardly be justified

in trading it off at a big loss in order to change
for a 30-1906 rifle, but anyone buying a new
gun should not hesitate to choose the latter

Back a few years a certain hunter was using

a Springfield bolt rifle for the 30-06 cartridge.

At that time the 220 grain 30-40 bullet was
the best to be had for it—the equivalent of

the 303-215 grain bullet. It developed a

velocity of about 2200 feet. One season end
he came home and straightway bought a

45-70, declaring he was tired wounding game
and not getting it. He has since used both

these two with success, but he says now that

the 45-70 is by far the more reliable killer

within 150 or 200 yards. (Better than 30-

220 grain blunt point bullet.) That is why
he recently has acquired a 405 Winchester.

Although it kicks hard and it does not do a

great lot beyond 290 yards, it is an improved
45-70 ,and he say^ he will depend on nothing

smaller for the balance of his hunting.

Colonel Townsend Whclen, prcNnously

mentioned, states in his book, "The American
Rifle," that for sure killing of heavy game,
such as bear and moose, a bullet of at least

40 calibre, weighing no less than 400 grains

and travelling at fairly high speed isdesirable.

His point is that we need a long, heavy slug

which will plow through and out of almost
any game straight with the line of aim, while

mushrooming enough to leave a large hole.

It would kick harder than the 405 Winches-
ter, but should be more accurate and would
have almost the ranging ability of the 30-

1906 heavy bullet recommended.

Of course there is no such cartridge made
at present. The description of Colonel

Whelen's idea is included here to show the

tendency toward a rifle of larger calibre,

handling a long, heavy bullet. There is

nothing magic or mysterious about this

thing of killing power of a rifle You must
make a hole into your game, deep enough
to reach a fatal spot, on through if possible,

and big enough to develop nerve shock and
to cause free bleeding. No small bullet will

do it reliably. No magic quality can be built

into a miniature bullet that will give it the
power to accomplish this result every time.

A little bullet that is soft goes to pieces; if

it is hard it slices through like a chisel, with-
out shocking or causing much blood to flow.

The 35 ^Vinchester, 405 Winchester and 45-70
High Velocity have killing power because of

their deep plowing ability and the great shock
they deliver.

A recent test of various mushroom bullets

in pine wood brought out that they penetrate
some distance before beginning to expand.
A 38-40 soft point bullet went through 8 or

10 inches of pine, a 45-70-432 soft point bullet

about 15 inches, a 30-1906-150 grain umbrella
point about 12 inches, a 30-1906-220 soft

point about 14 inches, a 30-Newton about 10
inches and a 280 Ross hollow point, steel

jacketed bullet about 16 inches. All of them
except the 38-40 and 45-70 were ground to

fragments before they stopped. .\ll of the lot

penetrated 4 or 5 inches before expanding.
The Ross, 150 grain 30 calibre and the New-
ton bullets cut a clean furrow, no bigger than
the bullet, like the corner of a chisel would
cut more than 4 inches through the wood,
then tore a ragged cavity an inch and a half

or two inches in diameter from there onward.

If these bullets slip through 4 or 5 inches of

wood' before expanding, they will slip through
double or three times as much meat without
doing so, sometimes at least. That, to my
mind, explains why it is possible to shoot a

bear with one of them without apparently
hurting him much. It shows why a hunter

must be on his guard constantly against using

bullets that may fail to expand. With
American bullets we and other hunters have
Iftd more trouble in that direction than from
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those that go to pieces too soon and fail to

penetrate.

Yet many prominent hunters are inclined

to believe that the game bullet of the future

must be constructed to expand less easily

than the Newton, the umbrella point and even

than our ordinary soft point bullets having

lots of lead exposed at the tip. A pin-point

of lead exposed, and that supported by a jac-

ket of double thickness round the fronl of

the bullet, is their idea of an ideal game bul-

let.

The problem is to get a bullet that will

hold together during much penetration in

heavy game, (especially through big bones)

while mushrooming sufficiently—and that

will yet mushroom in lighter, less tough game,

such as deer. Such a bullet has not yet been

made. The 500 grain lead bullet of 45-cal-

ibre perhaps comes the nearest to it. The
145 grain copper tube bullet of the 280 Ross

is another not far behind, as experience

shows. Can any one bullet be made to meet

both conditions? In the humble opinion of

the writer such a bullet can be built, but it

will not have merely a pin-point of lead at

the front, or double-thick jacket there. On
the contrary it will be built to mushroom
against the slightest resistance, although the

point must be protected from injury in hand-

ling, in the gun and in »he air.

Experience with hollow point bullets, ex-

tending from the present copper tube of the

280 cartridge and of various l-'nglish cart-

ridges back through forty years and longer

to the "express" bullets of buffalo days, in-

dicate that our future bullet should have that

type of front end. 1 have yet to be convmced

that plain soft point bullets and Newton
bullets expand quickly enough after they first

strike the game, or expand sujficienllu on

some occasions. The point should be sharp,

to permit the bullet to retain its velocity bet-

ter and to keep wind from blowing it side-

ways.

As light ioeighl bullets with hollow points

lack penetration, the future bullet must be

long and heavy. And to hold the weight

together the rear half, or three-fifths, must

be hardened by alloying, or provided with a

double thick j.-ickct. The combination of

long, heavy bullet with a soft, hollow front

end, pointed sharp, and n tough rear half

should give exactly the results we all have

been looking for these many years. It's

adaption to .'50 calibre cartridges might im-

prove their killing power, although it primar-

ily would be a 35 or 10 calibie bullet. It

should be given high velocity in whatever

sizes used.

About 1880 and 1890 old bear hunters of

the generation on ahead of myself were en-

thusiastically using the various 45 calibre

rifles—45-60, 45-70, 45-75 and 45-90. The
old 1876 model Winchester, with dog-leg

action like the model 1873, in 45-75 calibre

was ver>' popular. Some of the old 45-75s

are still in use, and in spite of objections we
read about, it is difficult to find actual user of

that cartridge who does not speak well of it.

They reloaded much of their ammunition.

When loading for particular deer they used

pure, soft lead to make bullets, and preferred

hollow points. When fixing up bear medicine,

they hardened the lead a little with pewter,

the only hardening metal readily available

to them..

Present day duplicates and improvements

on such a cartridge are to be found in our

45-70 High Velocity, which also may be loaded

if desired with 350 grain solid bullet or with

the 500 grain lead bullet. Also 35 Winches-

ter and 405 Winchester undoubtedly possess

the same deep plowing ability to a superior

degree. The 405 in particular is valuable,

because a cast lead or alloy bullet of 300
grains can be loaded to give black powder
velocities if desired. Such a load should be

useful for shooting in which the full power

of the cartridge is not needed, and for use

when factorv' ammunition may be unobtain-

able. The large calibre enables one to load a

powerful combination at home.

There is food for thought in several mis-

cellaneous observations that may be made on

killing abilities of bullets. For instance, we

all know the old-fashioned round, muzzle

loading balls were deadly in game. They

frc(iuently stopped game with hits that were

not in fatal places. Meat often was black for

several inches round their holes. The odd

part of it is that they were all light in weight,

flew at low velocity (often only 1000 feet,

never more than 1100 or 1,500 feet) and

developed comparatively little energ>', mea-

sured in fool-pounds, Most muzzle loading

balls were about the weight and power of our

..32-20. No one who knows will contend that

the 32-20 will kill as well .'is the average

muzzle loader. Why? A buckshot weighing

30 or 10 grains is far more deadly than a

22 calibre rifle bullet of same weight. Why?
As a further speculation of interest though

not of much value, why is It that a rifle with

a very (|uick twist appears to throw lend in

a more deadly manner than one with a
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slower twist? For instance, the 25-35 carries

a bullet of 117 grains and smaller calibre,

against the 30-30's bullet of 160 grains and
larger calibre. One might conclude from

the figures that the 25-35 had only about

half the killing power of the 30-30. From
experience, however, the 25-35 is known to

equal the 30-.30 in killing power, if not to

exceed it. The 30-30 bullet as it lea\es the

muzzle is spinning (due to the rifling twist)

at the rate of I'H.OOO revolutions per minute;

the 25-35 at the rate of 180.000 revolutions

per minute.

Could it be possible that bullets thrown
without much spin, or with none, as a smooth-

bore throws ball or buckshot, deliver more
shock to meat they encounter than those

with a faster spin like the 30-30 has? .\nd

could it be further possible that if the spin

is increased enough it gives a bullet a new-

kind of shocking power? Remember that

the 3000-feet velocity bullets revolve upwards
of 250,000 times per minute. Or might a

spinning bullet merely cut meat like a saw.

while a drifting bullet bursts blood vessels

like it does a can full of water? Does a rifle

bullet, on striking anything, tend to slow up
or pause in its forward travel for an instant,

while keeping on with its revolving, thereby

becoming a veritable drill or auger? Does
a bullet penetrate a foot of pine or a foot of

deer in the same time that it penetrates a foot

of air?

One more speculation, and we will have

enough for a month or so. It is an established

fact that individual animals differ in their

capacity to stand punishment. Every far-

mer and butcher knows that some hogs and

cattle, shot in the brain or where the brain

ought to be, will barely stay down, and a few

of them get up and take three or four more
bullets. Others go down at the first tap oh

their skulls. I know of one old she bear that

was shot five times square through the body
with a 35 Winchester. We thought she would

be so dead we would need a basket or blanket

to gather the pieces, but she got up from her

bed a quarter mile beyond where the shooting

was done, and travelled sixteen miles. She
must have been one of those individuals that

feel little pain and are not subject to ner\'e

shock. Instances showing this difl'erence

could be multiplied by the hundred. Do
differences in individual resistance account

for our wounding some game severely without

getting it, while other game goes down and
stays down rather easily?

Not every hunter can use a 30-1906 with

180 grain or 175 grain bullets loaded to travel

at 2600 or 2700 feet per second, a 405 Winches-
ter, a 280 Ross, a 45-70 High Velocity, or

other rifles of similar character. Those who
do carry inferior calibres, of classes 1, 2 and 3,

should make a point of understanding the

limitations of their bullets. If it is possible

to kill deer with a 22 rim fire, it is easier to do

so with a 30-30 provided care is taken to put

the bullets into fatal spots. Users of the

inferior rifles should therefore try strenuously

to get their bullets into brain, backbone or

heart, and always should avoid shooting

when no fair chance to do so offers. Users of

22 High Power, 250-3000. 256 Newton and
the like should work to get the same hits,

but may in addition take paunch and neck
hits if easier to land on those spots. It is

only the man who uses one of the 405, 30-1906

or 280 Ross, 45-70 or similar rifles who can

take his game as it comes, and knock each

sp>ecimen down to stay with whatever run-

ning shots may be offered.

Powerful rifles are deadly. By that same
token they destroy less game than half-way

rifles like the 30-30. They do so becau^ they

kill the first specimen hit. A friend of mine
who loves to hunt, has not been in the woods
for ten years. In the fall of 1910 he came
from camp sick with disgust at himself. It

had been his bad luck to wound one after

another, three bucks—^mortally, it was jud-

ged, from all signs—before he succeeded in

getting one to bring home. He was using a

30-30. That is typical 30-.30 work.

Formulae for Bluing with Methods of Use

A. A. Merrill

1. Formula for Browning (Bluing). In-

structions for Armourers (British) 1912."

n Rain Water 3 pints.

.\rid Nitr ic (Commercial) 2}^ ounces.

Steel, tincture of l?i ounces.

Spirits ol Wine 2 ounces.

3 pints sufficient to "brown" 100 stands of

anns.
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Interpreted and reduced for one's own use.

R Acid Nitric (pure) 1 14. fluid drams.

Tincture of Iron 3 fluid drams.

Alcohol 1 yi fluid drams.

Distilled Water sufficient quantity

to make 4 fluid ounces

METHOD.
First Day:

1. Boll components in strong solution of

soda and water for twenty minutes to remove

any grease, {\]4 lbs. Sodium Carbonate

—

conmion washing soda—to the gallon.

2. Wash them in clean warm water and

wipe them with a clean rag.

3. Dip in hot water; wipe clean; and coat

while hot with the mixture, rubbing same well

in. (Use piece of sponge on a stick.)

4. Let stand in a dry place for 3 or 4 hours;

then coat while cold; and stand in the drying

room for the night. (80° F.).

Second Day:

1. Boil twenty minutes in clean water,

and, when cold, scratch off with wire card,

and wipe clean.

2. Coat while cold with the mixture, and

stand in drying-room half an hour—or until

dry.

3. Boil in same water as before for twenty

minutes; rub clean with wet cloth; coat while

hot and stand in drying room for the night.

Third Day:
1. Boil twenty minutes; wipe clean \^ith

wet cloths; and coat while hot.

2. Stand in dry place for 2 hours; coat

while cold; and dry one-half hour

3. Boil twenty minutes; rub with wet

cloths; coat while hot and stand in dryings

room f*r the night.

Fourth Day:
1. Scratch off with wire card; wipe clean;

coat while cold.

2. Let stand one-half hour; then boil one-

half hour; rub clean with wet cloths; scratch

lightly; and, when cold, oil them.

Small articles may be boiled in any small

pan, but barrels, etc , will require a long, nar-

row, shallow pan, such as may be made by
any tinsmith—36" x 3J^" x 3" deep should be

long enough lor any rifle, including receiver,

except for a very long barrel. A section of

galvanized water spout may be used in a

pinch.

Where directions say "boil" articles must
be boiled. Pouring hot water upon llicm in-

stead of boiling will give a brown, nut a blue,

flnish.'

Failing the wire card, atccl wool may be used

for Rcratching-ofT, but carefully, so as not to

take off the blue. A sharp abrasive-like

emery—will not do at all. Articles must not

be scratched off" while wet or surface will be

streaky.

In the final oiling, if one can spare the time,

raw linseed oil is best for barrels of hunting-

rifles, but barrel must be stood away until

dry—a week or longer.

Eight hours may be taken as equivalent

to over night. Articles may be worked upon
morning and night.

Keep bore of rifle dry when standing away.

2.

R Muriate tincture of steel 1 oz.

Spirits of Wine 1 oz.

Muriate of Mercury J^ oz.

Strong Nitric Acid J^ oz.

Bluestone H oz.

Water 1 qt.

3.

R (a) Sodium Hyposulphate 4J^oz.

Water 1 qt.

(b) Plumbi^cetatis (Lead Acetate

IHoz.
Water 1 qt.

Mix the two solutions and bring to a boil.

J.

Alcohol 1 J^ oz.

Hydrargj'ri Bichlor 1 ]/i oz.

Spirits Nitrous Ether 1 }4 oz.

Copper Sulphate 1 oi.

Nitric Acid % oz.

Water 1 qt.

Table for reducing quantities:

60 minims 1 fluid dram.

8 f. drams 1 fluid ounr.

16 f. ounces 1 pint.

2 pints 1 quart.

Solutions should be reduced to four ounces

for small articles at home.

Temporary Blacking oi Sights and Parts

(dead black.)

Dissolve 1 ounce ofiiver shellac in 6 fluid

ounces of methylated spirits and add as much
lamp-black as will fill 6 empty rifle cartridge

cases—2 tablespoonfuls will not be too much.

To use:

Thoroughly clean from oil or grease and

coat parts lightly with the mixture, using a

camel's hair brush.

TEMPERING.
When steel is heated to cherry red color

and cooled rapidly in water it is so hard and

brittle as to be unfit for utmost any practical

purpose. Tempering is the method adopted

to harden and render it elastic, so fitting it

to any purpose. Tcnipering is done by again
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heating the steel up to some point denoted

by its color when brightened. At about
460° the color is straw; at 500° the color is

brown, follows brown, red, purple, and,

at nearly 600° blue.

Articles requiring great elasticity, 530° to

600°. saws, springs, etc. Razors, surgical

instruments are heated only up to 430° to

460°.

CASE HARDENING.
This process forms a shell or casing of tough,

hardened metal about the softer core of the

piece. Cast or wrought iron is superficially

converted into steel in this way. The article

may be either heated to redness in contact w>th

charcoal powder, or, if small, is wrapped about

with leather, gradually heated to redness, and

kept so until surface is sufTiciently carbonized.

Articles of soit steel may be heated to red

color and cyanide of potassium applied as

they cool. If the case hardened color is de-

sired, heat the parts in a crucible filled with

the potassium cyanide for one hour. Small

screws, etc., are ver\' well done in the former

manner. Large articles, like receivers of

guns, in the latter.

> REFINISHING
In refin'shing gun-stocks, after planing or

filing, the wood must be smoothed with broken

glass, then with glass-paper ("sand-paper")

first coarse, removing deep scratches; then

fine, until the surface is smooth. After each

rubbing with fine paper the wood must be

wetted to bring up the grain, and again

papered down when dry, this process repeated

until the grain no longer raises. This is

really the most important detail in finishing

a stock, as upon it depends the ultimate

finish. Then the wood is filled by applying

raw linseed oil with the palm of the hand and

rubbing until the surface is quite hot. The
oil is thus drawn into the pores of the wood.

Beautiful hand-finished stocks, bringing out

every detail of the grain of the wood, require

several hand-rubbings daily for two or three

weeks. This finish will scarcely show any
but the deepest mark or scratch'. If, how-
ever, one has not the time or patience to do

this properly, almost as godd results may be

has, after the grain is filled by hand-rubbing,

by French-polishing; that is, by applying

orange shellac and raw linseed oil, equal parts,

on a soft cloth, rubbing same until a high

polish is obtained. This will, perhaps be
even a better finish on our native black wal-

nut, the grain of which is so open and coarse

as to make it almost impossible to finish it

properly in the former way.

Varnish should never be applied to a gun-
stock, as it so soon loses all semblance to

finish and sho«'s up slight marks and scratch-

es so badly. This is. however, the ordinary

factory finish, and if varnish is put on, it

should be the kind known as "rubbing-

varnish," used on high-grade furniture, suc-

cessive coats of which are rubbed down with

successively powdered pumice and rotten-

stone, each with water. This will give what
is caUed an "e.gg-shell finish," with a dull

lustre.

Any fine finishing of w^ood surfaces means
hand work in rubbing. There is nothing

which can be put on and laid away to dr>-,

which is fit to put on a gun-stock.

ERRATUM.
Formula for Bluing, U.S. Government.

R Spirit of Nitre .^ drams.

Tincture of Iron 3 drams.

Sulphur 1 dram.

Blue Vitriol 2 drams.

Corrosive Sublimate 1 dram.

Nitric .\cid J'^ dram.

Copperas 1 dram.

Distilled Water 12 ounces.

Place in colored glass bottle for a week or

two before using and shake before use.

Old finish bluing and rust to be removed
with emery and steel wool.

Grease inside of bore and force wooden
plugs in each end of barr^ leaving enapgh
projecting to use as handles.

Coat with mi.xture on a swab made of a

piece of old, clean canton flannel; set away
for 24 hours in a damp room; wipe off surplus

rust, and repeat. - Ordinary steel requ^^res a-

bout six treatments on successive days;

nickel steel, twelve; special steel like Poldi

anlicorro as many as thirty.

Wash with boiling water; wipe dry and coat

with raw linseed oil on a woollen cloth.

(Whelan in "The American Rifle")

Some Moose Hunting Experiences
D. M. PONICH

\HE first rifle I ever used for moose hunt-

ing was a .44-40 Winchester and I killed

my first moose with it, bilt of course, I

never kept that calibre of rifle to hunt with.

My next rifle was a .303 Ross and it was

satisfactory for moose, but I do not like the
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way the bolt projects, so I sold it. Then I

thought I would try a .25-35, so I bought a

Winchester Carbine of this calibre and used it

for moose and deer as well as coyotes. I

killed one moose and two coyotes w^ith it and

then sold it.

Next t saw a .250-3000 Savage and conclud-

ed that it was the gun for me. I have killed

several moose and deer with it. The first

that I shot at with this rifle dropped after

the first shot, but it got up just as soon as it

dropped and ran away. I tracked it for a few

miles, but had to give it up and return to

camp. Next day I took up the trail, but never

could come up with it. It seemed as if it

kept on for ever without stopping. There

was very little blood on his trail. I think I

hit it a little too high to stop it. Later on

I shot two deer with this rifle. Both of them
were only crippled and I had to let them go

over night in order that I might get near

enough to them. I found both of these dead

the next day. One season later I shot another

moose with a .250. but did not find it until

three days later. I fired four shots at this

moose at a distance of about 100 yards. It

did not show any signs of being hit and just

walked off. As there was no snow on the

ground, I could not tell whether I hit it or

not and so I let it go, after I tracked it for a

mile or so and could not find any blood.

Three days later I found it dead about a mile

farther on from where I had left the track.

Upon examination I found two bullet holes

in its chest. I had fired at it as it was stand-

ing looking at me. It seemed as if the charge

was too light for this heavy animal.

During 1919 1 shot a moose with it which

was standing about \T>0 yards from me. The
chance was good and I fired at the lieart. .\s

soon as it was hit the moose jumped and

travelled about 50 yards in a circle and then

stopped. 1 had intended to .shoot again, but

suddenly the moase moved out of sight, just

as I raised the rille.

After wailing for 15 minutes, I started after

it and found it dead. My bullet had hit about

two inches back of his heart and penetrated

the ribs, lodging In the shoulder on the far

side. There was not a ilroj) of blood on the

track of this moose and I did not .see any until

I reached the place wlic-rc it droppe<l. If that

moose had been friglitcncd at all, it could

have gone another half mile or so, and if

there had been no snow on the ground, I

would ver>' likely never have found the moose
and would have contributed another moose
for the wolves.

I have now come to the conclusion that I

must have something different in the way of a

rifle. I do not know whether I should get

a .30-1906 or not. I believe that this cart-

ridge IS all right, but I do not care for its

recoil. I want something with light recoil

but with power enough to knock down any
game in .Mberta or elsewhere in Canada and

then to hold it down after it is down. The
.303 Ross would be all right, but it is hard to

get at the present time. I have been seriously

thinking of getting a .256 Newton but hate

to pay a price of about .SIOO.OO for a rifle, so

that it is hard to decide what to select. It

seems too bad that Canadian sportsmen do

not have a satisfactory rifle. This should

be a bolt action something like the Newton,
but made in .303 British or ..30 U.S. calibre,

so that an average man could use it after he

purchased it. .VII of the rifles like the .30-30

and .250 Savage as well as the .303 are good

rifles, but do not seem sufficiently powerful

for our large game at long range.

When hunting in a country that generally

contaj^ns both deer and moose, one needs a

rifle that will not tear his deer to pieces and

will kill his moose without allowing it to run

a long distance before dropping.

I know- of a case where two hunters using

.30-30 and .250-3000 Savages, fired 15 shots

atli young moose which was running through

brush and hit him eight times before he drop-

ped.

What do you think of the .30 U.S. Winches-

ter Carbine? Could it be refined a little to

make it look better?

Replii—The .30-40 or the .30-1906 Winches-

ter would seem to be about as satisfactory a

weapon as you could secure. You undoubt-

edly, know that you can also secure this rifle

for the ..303 cartridge. The C;irbine docs not

look as homely as it appears in the Winchester

catalog. You could do some handwork on

the slock and improve its appearance. My
principle objection to the Winchester is that

the box magazine is just at the point where

the gun balances, which makes it a little

unhandy to cirry when hunting but it will

be very salisfiictory work on big game in any

of the c.ilibrcs that I liavc nicntioiied.

I-'ditor.
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An Ideal Small Bore Rifle

Athal Coiner

1407

TO those who have ever used a Marlin

1897 .22 Cal. Repeater, this may not be

of very mucJi interest but to many of

the lovers of the rifle who ha»p not yet had

the pleasure of owning one of them it may be

of some small value.

To begin with, this rifle is operated by the

lever nction method, and is, I believe, the only

make of lever action rcperting rifle that i«

made in .22 Calibre. The Marlin Company
having put out the Model 1S92 and the

Model 1897 for this well known cartridge.

One argument that is sometimes used

against this rifle is. that it cannot be operated

as fast as the slide action repeater. This may
be true, but I believe that one shot well

placed, is worth a dozen of them fired at the

rate of five or six shots a second.

This little rifle weighs about fne and one-

half pounds. It has a 24 inch barrel and is

finely balanced. It is fitted with the neatest

octagon barrel I have ever seen. The stock

is made of real walnut, and not gum wood,
like some I have seen. The magazine is

made the full length of the barrel, and unlike

other repeaters the cartridges are placed in

the inner tube of the magazine, and the outer

tube slides down over it, thereby preventing

the cutting up of the bullets which sometimes

happens when ihey are loaded in the outer

tube and the inner tube is then placed over

that. One advantage of this type of magazine
is them it cannot be lost.

The receiver is made of special smokeless

steel, the same type that is used in makmg
the barrels of high power rifles. It also has

a real solid top. The working parts are

simple and strong, are not complicated and

are made without small springs that are

always breaking or wearing out. The ham-
mer has a long swing and is large enough to

enable you to get a good grip on it when your
hands are cold. There is a small roller on
the lower part of the hammer upon which
the main spring rests This provides for

an easy swing and less wear on the hammer.
The breech block can be removed from the

receiver by simply removing th= take down
screw, and the firing pin can then be removed
from the breech block without the aid of

any tools. The firing pin has no spring con-
nected with it and has about one-eighth of an
inch of play so that it does not lest on the
head of the cartiidge when the hammer is at

half cock. The firing pin is not pointed,

but is made flat and covers enough of the

head of the shell that the chance of misfire

is lessened. It is not inclined to gradually
work towards the center of the cartridges as
I have found to be the case with some rifles

that I have used.

At one time I had some trouble with more
than one cartridge coming out of the mag-
azine at one time. This trouble was soon
remedied by raising the cartridge cut-off.

\ repeating rifle is not often looked upoa
with much favor as a target rifle. The ma-
jority of shooters prefer heavy single-shot for

this purpose. It is my opinion that when
equipped with a rear peep sight and a gold

bead front sight, that it is unexcelled for tar-

get work as well as for small game shooting.

I believe that anyone who is looking for a

dependable and beautiful .22 Cal. rifle that

will last a life time with proper care can do no-

better than to "tie up" to a Marlin 1897.

Queries and Answers

Selecting a Rifle.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I wrote you recently as to the choice of a

.30-1906 or .35 Winchester, Model 95, which
you answered most satisfactorily, and for

which I am very grateful When we choose a

rifle we do not know range, country or game.
Wc may be called upon to usv it with a back-

ground of waters, bariens, swamps, hardwood,
bums, hills, valleys. Wc do not know what,
when or where these shots are to be fired, and

a rifle to cover this is what I'm trying to-

decide, so I thought a .30-1906 or .35 Winches-
ter would do it. Now preferring the fomier,

is my judgment with yours? What is your
choice of a big game rifle? Is the Bolt Action

much preferred to the Lever Action?
I hunt in North Ontario where you are apt

to sec deer, moose or bear, so I want a rifle

that will kill any of these without moving
sight up to 200 or 300 yards. As to sights,

I've used a gold bead Sheard, and it is good.
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but I think I'd prefer an ivory, although they

seem to be easily broken. A few members of

our party experienced this last season. Is

there a good reliable ivory sight? If so, what

is it?

I recently bought a Mauser. I believe it

is a 7 MM. This is .280 Cal. Is it not? It

was used in the South African War and was

taken out of the hand of a dead African by a

British Sergeant. A friend of mine who was

in Africa at the time brought it home and did

fine work with it. He put it away uncleaned

and when I bought it the inside of the rifle

was ver>' dirty. However, I have it cleaned

pretty well, but there is still a spot on it.

What is the best way to clean it? Will it

make a good big game rifle? Would it be

satisfactory or advisable to have it rebored to

8 M.M. or 9 M.M.? Which would you prefer?

It shoots well and I myself think it best to

leave well enough alone. Who would you

recommend to do this work of reboring?

No doubt it would be better to have a new

barrel, but I believe it is a good rifle yet, as

the Germans used these rifles- in the recent

War.
William Filman.

Aldershot. Out.

Reply—Personally I would prefer a Spring-

field Holt Action Rifle to a Lever Action

Rifle for a high velocity cartridge, but you

will have a great deal of difficulty in securing

a Springfield rifle so that I would suggest

that you buy a Winchester for the .30-1906

cartridge.

Your 7 M.M. Mauser would make a very

good big game rifle. It is in just about the

same class as the Springfield when the Spring-

field is loaded with the 150 grain bullet.

If you can .secure a soft steel brush lo fit

this rifle you can very likely get all of the rust

out of it. A ;J0 Cal. brush that has been used

several times will do the trick fine m a .28

Calibre rifle, like the 7 M.M. It is very com-

mon here in the Slates for military riflemen

to U.SC .32 Calibre brushes in .30 Calibre

rifles. You will have trouble the first time

that you pull it through, but after that it

certainly will remove the fouling.

I would not recommend that you have your

rifle rebored for as long as lhc7 M.M. shoots

accurately, that is all you need. If you keep

on cleaning it and shooting it, the rust will

gradually disappcnt.

i:dilor.

Editor. Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

Will Ihc .250-3000 Savage pcnolrate thicker

steel boiler plate at one hundred yards than

the Savage .303 model 1899, or the ISft.'S

Winchester box magazine .303?

Do you think the new Winchester bolt

aciion^ .22 cal. rifle will be a good one for

small game using the .22 N.R.A. cartridge or

would you recommend the new Savage boll

action rifle? Is the 1914 Savage .22 Repeater

as good as either?

Is the .44 Cal. Winchester model 1892 any
good for moose and bear? Up to what range

would it be effective? What is the difi'erence

between a .44 and .44-40? How much bigger

is it?

G. Ingham,

Lloydminst'er, Sask., Canada.

Reply—The .250-3000 Savage would not

be likely to penetrate more boiler plate at

one hundred yards than the Savage .303 or

the .303 British cartridge. In fact it would
not be likely to penetrate as much. How-
ever, this fact should not be taken as a crit-

icism of the rifle for hunting purposes.

The new Winchester .22 calibre bolt action

rifle would be a splendid rifle for small game
shooting. Its objection is that it is rather

heavy for hunting purposes. The principle

difl'erences between the Winchester and the

.22 Savage bolt action are tliat the Winches-

ter weighs about 1 J4 pounds more, it costs

about twice as much, the sights on it are finer

and better fitted for target shooting and so

forth.

For ordinary hunting, the 1914 Savage

would be just as good as either one of these

and would be more pleasant to carry, but for

very accurate shooting the Winchester would

be preferable for either one of the others.

I would not recommend anyone to choose

the 1892 Winchester for moose and bear

shooting. The .41-40 Calibre shell was

designed about 50 years ago and since that

limi great advances have been made in the

science of ballistics. A .44-40 is a .44 calibre.

The dilTcrence between that and a .44 calibre

would be that the .44-40 designates one cart-

ridge, while a .44 calibre might be anything

from the .44-40 to one oT the long straight

.44 calibres used in" the old model long range

rifles. It is not any bigger, but is much less

effective than sonic other .44 cal. cartridge.

The size of a cartridge has very little to do

with its elTcctivencss. The cITectivcncss of

the bullet depends upon its size, shape, weight,

and the alloy from which it is made and the

speed with which it is driven. The rate at

which it spins, also enters into the matter.

The .44-40 cartridge is just as good as it was
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50 years ago, but is not any belter. For that

reason, I would recommend that you choose

a more modern cartridge.

Editor.

Editor, Guns & Ammunilion, Depl.

I have recently acquired an old single-

barrel flint lock fowling piece, marked Bar-

nett 1859, and stamped with the London test

marks. The gau.^e of this gun is marked as

24 and it has a 32 inch barrel, which appears

to be choke-bored. What sort of shooting

was this gun intended for, and what would be

a suitable charge of powder and shot for same?
^ E. R. Fraling,

Toronto, Ontario.

Reply—In reply to your inquiry-, I would
suggest that you try your gun with 1 J-i drams
of FFg black powder and 5-8 oz. of shot, and
from that you might work up to \*4. drams of

powder and J^ oz. of shot if the gun seems to

be sufficiently well made to stand it. It is

impossible to tell what type of shooting this

gun was made for.

Editor.

Editor, Guns & Ammunilion, Dept.

I have a .43 Mauser which I consider an
excellent moose rifle, but it is too long and
heavy to carry. Would you advise shorten-

ing the barrel six or eight inches, which would
be about the length of the Carbine in the same
rifle? I am not particular if it shortened

the range to some extent as it would kill

anything at present farther than it is possible

to draw a bead on. Kindly advise the best

front sight to use in case barrel is shortened.

Would any alteration in ammunilion
be necessary?

St. John, N.B. Fred. E. White.

Reply—It would not hurt your .43 Mauser
rifle at all to cut off the barrel provided it

were carefully done. If you are a very good
mechanic you could do it yourself.

It would not shorten the range very much
and no alteration in the ammunition would
be necessary.

' I would suggest a medium size gold bead
front sight for use on this remodelled rifle.

Editor.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I am enclosing a snap shot and would like

your opinion on my gun. It is a .32-40 Win-
chester Carbine, 1894 Model. I have been
fairly successful on deer with it as you will see.

Is it heavy enough for moose? If so, at what
distance would it be safe to try killing a big

one? I was told several years' ago when I

first got it that it was useless to try for deer
with it. I have proved this to be wrong.
What is a good spot in Ontario for moose?

I would like to go moose hunting next Fall.
My wife always goes with me. She carries a
little double barrel smooth bore .44-40.
Would the smooth bore with round ball kill

deer at 60 yards?

Geo. P. Harvey,
Toronto, Ontario.

Reply—You will find good moose shooting
in the vicinity of Metagama in northern
Ontario. The .32-40 will kill moose provided
you can hit them in the right spot, but it

is rather light for this kind of shooting.
Any locality north of the C.P.R., west of

Sudbury, is good moose territory.

A .44-40 smooth bore would kill deer at
60 yards, but it is not very accurate nor verj-
powerful and you would undoubtedly lose
a good percentage of the game that you shot
at.

Editor.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.
Will you kindly give me the names and

addresses of the makers of Menvin & Hurl-
burl revolvers, Browning Automatic Pistob,
and Lee-Metford and Lee-Enfield rifles?

Does the Ross Rifle Company make a riHe
chambered for the .303 British cartridge?
Is this company in business now? I have
written them four letters in the past year and
have received no reply to any of them.

Will you also give me a description of the
English Army revolver. Where is it made?
Also advise me as to whether I could procure
a Handbook of the English Army rifle from
the British War Department and where
should I write to obtain it.

Philip B. Sharpe,
Portland, Maine.

/?ep/y—Browning pistols of European man-
ufacture are being made at the present time
by the Frabrique Nationale of Liege, Bel-
gium. However, you can obtain the various
Browning models made by the Colt Company
just as cheaply and Vith much less delay.

The Lee-Enfield rifle and the Lee-Metford
were made by the Bimiingham Small Arms
Company of England, but I understand that
these rifles are no longer being manufactured
by them.

The agents for B.S..\. products in the United
Stales are the Production Equipment Com-
pany, 1 Madison .\ve.. New York City. I

understand that Mr. Roy S. Tinncy. National
Proving Station, Tenafly, N.J. had some of
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the Model 1917 Enfields chambered for the

.303 British cartridge that he would sell

reasonably. You might also obtain other

of these rifles from L. R. Tippins, Mistley,

Manningtree, Essex, England.

The price probably would be about S40

with duty and freight extra.

The Handbook of the British Army rifle

would probably be obtained from Messrs.

W'yman & Sons. Fetter Lane, London, E.G.

England. The British Army revolver is

made by Webley & Scott W'eaman St.,

Birmingham, England. They could send

you their catalog and information concerning

it.

The Ross Rifle Co. is no longer in business.

I hope that this information will answer

your requirements.

Editor.

Information on the ZS-S'i.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

Can I safely use a high power load in the

.38-55 Winchester?
.loe Sharpc,

De'troit, Mich.

Reply—I understand that the Winchester

Repeating Arms Company does not recom-

mend the use of the .38-r)5 high power cart-

ridge in their Standard Repeating Rifle, but

they do recommend the use of the .38-,')5 high

velocity Winchester cartridges in this rifle.

Editor.

The .38-4i,> Model 1873 Winchester.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

Would you please tell me if the .38 Winches-

ter Nfodel 1873 rifle is large enough for moose

or bear. What is the striking power at 100

yards? I have read your duns and Ammuni-
tion Department Column for several months,

but have never seen much about this rifle.

Yours truly,

E. Walker,

Port Arthur, Ontario.

Reply -The .38-10 Model 1873 Winches-

ter has a striking enei'gy of 413 foot pounds

at 100 yards. The reason that this rifle is

not very often discussed any more, is that it

is very heavy to carry in the brush and the

cartridge that it uses is hopelessly out-classed

by practically all of the later high velocity

cartiidgcs. You can easily see from this that

except for very short range ami in those

places where you ran place your shots, this

rifle should not be considered for moose and

bear.

Winchester .33 Model 188').

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I have been a reader of Rod and Gun In

Canada for the past year and I think it is the

best Sporting Magazine put out. I suppose

the rest of the readers with sporting blood in

them will say the same.

I would like somebody that owns a Win-

chester .33 Model 1886 to write and tell how
he likes it on big game. I own it but never,

had a chance to try it out on deer and bear.

1 think as far as long distance shooting is

concerned it is just about right, and as for

power behind the bullet I guess it has^its

share.

» Yours truly.

Myron Bloomer,

Newburgh, New York.

Reply—We would be pleased to receive a

letter from a user of the .33 Winchester as

well as from users of any other big game rifles,

as we always like to hear from experienced

men.
Editor.

A .22 Calibre Ross Rifle.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I have been an interested reader of your

magazine for the last couple of years and find

it very interesting. I wish to ask a few ques-

tions. I have a .22 Calibre Ross Rifle,

Cadet Model. I would like to know if I

could use .22 N.R.A. cartridges in my gun.

What do you consider the best load to use

in a 12 gauge shotgun on rabbits in a bush

country? In practicing at a target at 100

yards tacked to a 3* pme plank, my .22 bullets

went right through. Do you think this is a

good bullet? Is it advisable to feed your

hounds before you take them out for a rabbit

or fox run? Can bullets for a Colt .15 Auto

Revolver be purchased in Canada? Where
can I purchase powder and shot in bulk for

reloading? I have tried all local hardware

dealers and they can't supply me.

Yours truly,

E. G. E.

Peterborough, Ont.

Reply—You can use the U. S.. N.R.A.

cartridges in your .22 Moss. I would consider

the brush or scatter load shells put out by the

Winchester and Remington II.M.C. Compan-
ies to be unexcelled for the first shot at rabbits

in a brushy country,

My favorite load is 3 drams of bulk or 24

grains of dense powder and 1. V^ ounces of

No. 7H chilled shot londetl in this type of
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shell. This load kills clean without tearing

the game.

In regard to feeding hounds before going

hunting, I have always considered that most

.

hounds have more sense than many of their

owners. You can easily imagine how far

and how- long you would hunt if you had to

hunt every day without your breakfast or

without your dinner. I don't believe in

allowing them to gorge before going out to

hunt, but they will undoubtedly hunt better

if they have a reasonable amount of food.

Apply the same thing to yourself and you will

agree with me.

You can purchase powder in bulk for re-

loadmg from the D. Pike Company of Tor-

onto, or the T. \V. Boyd Company of Mon-
treal. They could undoubtedly order bullets

for your .45 Colt if they do not have them in

stock.

Editor.

Rifles For African Game.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

Has the .250-3000 Savage proven to be a

good killing weapon on African Game and
how does it compare with the .30-1906 cart-

ridge on the same game. Are different loads

manufactured for the .250-3000 for use on

heavy African game such as lion, rhino and

elephants.

Of these foui cartridges which are to be

preferred for African game, the .250-3000,

the .30-1906, the .35 Winchester Model 1895;

or the .405 Winchester Model 1895. \\'hich

of these cartridges can be procured the more
easily in foreign paits.

Can I obtain .38 Calibre Colt .Vutomatic

cartridges in Africa? Would you consider a

cartridge like the 7 M.M., 8 M.M., 9 M.M. or

the .303 British and if so which can be pro-

cured the best in .\frica, which are the best

killers and how are they loaded.

Very truly yours,

O. B. Hetherington,

Saskatoon, Sask.

Reply—You might as well understand at

the beginning that there is no all-around rifle

for use in Africa, just as there is no all-round

rifle for use in any other place. This is es-

pecially well driven home when we consider

that .\frican game varies from birds the size

of partridges to elephants. In African hunt-
ing one is likely to encounter real dangerous

situations in hunting rhino buiTalo, lions,

leopards and elephants almost any time when
hunting in thick cover and to have the wrong
rifle under these circumstances' might and

very likely would prove very disastrous, which
behooves us to have at least one weapon
along that is sufTiciently deadly to cope with

any of them.

Judging from the experiences of thoroughly

exF>erienced African hunters, a hunter in

Africa should have at least one each of the

following weapons and he had better" have
two of each of them to guard against break-

age. He should have a .15 Calibre or heavier

double express rifle for the hea\iest and larg-

est game at close ranges, a large calibre repeal-

ing rifle that handles heavy bullets for use on
tough skinned animals. I should say that

the .405 Cal. Winchester would be the best

available American weapon for this purpose.

Then he should have a high velocity long

range rifle for shooting all kinds of plains

animals of the deer and elk type. In my
estimation a .30-1906 Cal. shooting the 180

grain ammunition would be about the best

type of rifle to use for this purpose. Others

that would be just about equally good would
be the 7 and 8 ^f.M. Mauser and Mannlicher
rifles which can be obtained to shoot special

spitzer ammunition. You could undoubted-
ly find plenty of use for a .250-3000 Savage,

but I would not advise anybody to use a

cartridge of this type on tough African game.
I think that you will find the .303 British

and the 8 M.M. Mauser very much more
popular in Africa than any of the .\merican

cartridges.

1 would not consider going to /Vfrica with-

out having my rifles and ammunition before

starting. I would thoroughly test each rifle

and each load before starting, for I would
not consider using a rrflc or lot of ammu-
nition about which I knew nothing on a

trip as expensive as one from Canada to

Africa.

YoTi must remember that in practically

all foreign countries outside of the United

States the common cartridges are the .303

British and the 8 M.M. Revolver cartridges

could well be left out of the discussron lor

the purpose of safety as African Game is

very much rifle game. .-Xny animal that

gets past a hard hitting high velocity rifle is

practically immune to revolver^or automatic

pistols.

My personal outfit for Africa would be as

follows: a good heavy .150 Cal. English

Express Rifle, a .405 Cal. Winchester, two
Sporting Spiingficlds, two .22 calibre Re-

peating Rifles and 2 shotguns. I would carry

an ample supply of ammunition for all es-

pecially .30 and .22 Calibres. One each of
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the Springfields and the 22's would be equip-

ped with telescopic sights. The .405 Wia-

chester would be equipped- with a Jack front

sight and folding leaf open barrelled rear sight

and a receiver peep with a big aperture. The

Springfield would be equipped N«th the

Lyman Micrometer on the bolt head and the

medium sized gold bead on the front.

The .22 would have a medium size gold

bead on the front and a L>Tiian tang peep.

At least one of the heavy guns would always

be along as self protection againsi dangerous

animals. Each rifle in the whole outfit would

be equipped with a sling strap which would

come in handy. The bolts of both of the

Springfields would be worked until they were

so smooth I could work them just as fast as

lever action rifles.

I think that you would find before you were

through with the trip.the rifle that you would

use the oftentst would be the .22, next the

Springfield, next the .405 and last the .450.

Editor.

•'Various Sporting Rifles.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

As a reader of your most interesting de-

partment. I would thank you to answer the

following questions:

Would the Remington slide action repeat-

ing rifle .32 or .35 calibre, be all right for bear,

deer and moose? Would the .32 calibre be

just as good as the 35 for moose.

Would the. .32 or .35 Remington be a better

rifle for moose than the .250-3000 Savage?

Will a 16 gauge shotgun kill as far as a 12

gauge and do as good work as the 12?

Where can I obtain a Smith & Wesson

revolver with a six inch barrel, that will take

.38 Special cartridge;: —in Ciinnda?

A. N. Giles,

Bedford, N.S.

Replij—In reply to your inquiry, the .35

Cal. Remington Slide Action would be prefer-

able to the .32 Cal. for moose. As to whether

the .35 Cal. Remington would be preferable

to the .2.50-3000 would depend upon where

you hit your game. The .35 with its iicavy

bullet, of course, would do better work with

shots in the shoulders or hams while the .250

would probably do belter work on the paunch.

The 16 gauge shotgun will give just as great

penetration as the 12 gauge. Out of 100 Bhots

with corresponding loads you would not make

as many clean kills with the 16 at ,50 yards as

you would with the 12, <luf to the fact that

its »hol patterns were not us close.

You could probably obtain a .38 Smith A

Wesson Special from Hallam's or the D. Pike

Company, Toronto. You might write to

them about this matter.

Editor.

Reloading the .280 Ross.

Editor. Guns & Ammunition, Dept.
"

I would like to ask the advice of the Editor

as to the feasibility of reloading shells for the

.280 Ross (Sporting Model) with a lighter

load, to use on small game and for close range

work in the bush.

I find it just the thing for winter shooting

on the lakes where the range is anything up

to a mile, but I would like to find out where a

reloading outfit could be obtained as the

ammunition is very high priced for ordinan,'

pot hunting.

Mark Sauerbrei,

Kenora, Ontario, Canada.

Reply—It is not practical to reload reduced

charges for the .280 Ross when using the

regular nietal cased bullet as this bullet is

smaller than the bore of the rifle and needs

the proper full pharge load to expand it suf-

ficiently to make it fit the rifling. You can

reload this rifle with the Ideal gas check bul-

lets, but I am rather under the impression

that it has never made a very successful'

short range weapon.
The Ideal Manufacturing Company, New

Haven, Conn., had reloading outfits, but just

how soon they could fill an order at the pre-

sent time 1 do not know. You might write

them concerning this matter or yon might
write to the Wm. R. Burkhardt Company,
St. Paul, Minncspta, who might still have

some of these tools in stock.

For ordinary "pot hunting a .22 Col should

answer your purpose and the cost of a good

one is not much more than the cost of a re-

loading set.

Editor.

The .22 High Power.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I take much pleasure in reading your pub-

lication, and would kindly ask you to answer

the following questions:

1. Would a .22 IIP. Savage be powerful

enough for deer and moose? If not what

rifle would you suggest?

2. I had my leaded rifle barrel cleaned,

now what would be the best way to keep it

in a good shooting condition? Would a brass

brush be any good? Where can I obtain one?

3. What about the greased bullets, are

they better than the ungrcxised bullets?

Andrew J. Kriger,'

Altona, Man.
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Reply—I would not consider the .22 Savage

high power to be sufficiently powerful for

moose. I would prefer the .303 Savage to

any other Savage rifle for this purpose, but

would prefer a weapon shooting a more power-

ful charge than the .303. On deer a .22 high

power will do fairly good work.

Either a brass brush or a soft steel brush

will remove lead from a rifle barrel provided

it is not too badly leaded. These can be

obtained from P. J. O'Hare, 33 Bruce St.,

Newark, N.J., U.S.A.

Greased bullets are always better than

ungreased ones. If you shot ungreased bul-

,
lets in a .22 high power, I do not wonder that

you leaded your barrel, as the quick twist of

the .22 high power would be certain to cause

the bullets to lead. I judge from your in-

quiry that you have probably used .22 long

rifle cartridges in an adapter in the .22 high

power.

Editor.

Can parts for Browning Automatic pistols

and rifles be obtained in the States or in

Canada? If so, where? Also, can Hudson
Bay blankets be bought now?

J. L.

Soo, Ont. Canada.

Reply— If you mean the American Brown-
ings made by the Winchester Company,
they can be obtained from the Winchester

Repeating Arms Company, New Haven,
Conn. If you mean the Belgian Brownings,

I do not know where they can Ije obtained

Hudson Bay blankets can be secured from
the D. Pike Company of Toronto.

Editor.

Various Inquiries.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

1 have just purchased a .303 Savage solid

frame and would like to know if this rifle is

heavy enough for moose and bear?—a friend

of mine told me it needed six shots from this

weapon to account for a moose.

In reloading the .303, could the velocity be
increased to 2400 F.S. instead of the 1952 F.S.?

Does the use of an auxiliary shell, firing the

.32 S. & W. hurt the barrel to any extent?

Would you advise Marbles Nirto-Solvent

or Winchester crystal cleaner to remove foul-

ing in the barrel of a high power rifle?

Donald Laing.

Reply—The .303 Savage has usually been

regarded as a very good moose gun. Some-
times you will find an animal that takes an

unusual amount of shooting and this without

regard to the calibre of the weapon. I know
of a case where a man shot a Kadiak bear mth
a .30-10 and placed nine shots in the neck

and shoulder and then had to shoot the bear

in the skull to kill it. Four of those heavy
220 grain bullets did not penetrate as far as

the sholder bone.

The velocity of the .303 could be increased

somewhat by using progressive burning nitro-

cellulose powders like Hercules No. 300 or

DuPont No. 16.

The use of an auxiliary chamber could not

be likely to injure your rifle provided that

you cleaned it properly.

Marbles Nitro-Solvent and Winchester

Crystal cleaner are both excellent for remov-
ing the fouling in the barrel on a high power
rifle. You will undoubtedly be pleased with

either one of them.

Editor.

The .250-3000 Savage.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

My pal and I are intending to come to

Canada this Spring and buy a farm and would
like to find out a few things about the hunting

conditions.

Is a .250-3000 Savage rifle O.K. for big

game hunting? Does the lever ever freeze

closed on this gun? We were told it some-
times does and were advised to buy a gun
with bolt action.

What does a hunting and trapping license

cost in .\lberta? ^^'hat game are to be found

in S.W. .Mberta, near or in the forest reser\-e?

Do you have to get a special license to trap

in the Forest Reserve and if so how much
does it cost?

Detroit. Mich A Reader,

Reply—The .250-3000 Savage would not

be more likely to freeze shut than a Bolt

Action. In fact I do not believe that it would

be likely to do so as the Bolt Action is more
open and exposed to the weather.

The .250-3000 Savage would be satisfactory

for big game shooting provided the game was
not too big.

You should inquire of the Local Game War-
den concerning the license and game seasons.

General non-resinent license is $25.00.

Editor.



Spring Trout Fishing

Robert Page Lincoln

WITH what keen dcliglit the angler

awaits the surface of the streams,

no man can hope to give voice to;

he linds expression faltering. To linger in

the midst of fragrant memory, musing over

past experiences, the winter through, only

serves to put a keen edge to the mind's

appetite and one is more than ever at the

threshold of anticipation when the first

warm winds come blowing up from the

langorous south, bringing with them that

feeling of peace and contentment we
understand so fully and appreciate so well.

The fly-fisherman, being by nature a poet,

absorbs the very life and rejuvenation of it

as the days unfold; as he is brought nearer to

the lime when the streams shall break their

bonds and the ice will flow away in mighty

cakes, revealing the turbid water beneath.

It is then the rod seems instinctively to come
into the hand, and our steps lead us happily

over old byways In <|uc.st of Ihc elusive ones.

The proposition of spring angling is one

that holds within its sphere a number of

delights that the days'of .luly and August,

upon the sninr stream, cannot claim as their

own. II is lh(r freshness, the newness of the

adventure that holds dw. rapt in attention

—

a glamor thai the ini<ldlc summer or the hot

.July days are lacking in I'he spirit seems to

break from its prison of Mesh like the bud

bursting from its husk wra|)per on Ihc tree.

The April showers and the returned birds, the

blue skies and the xmiling (lowers all help (o

make it truly, as one angler has said, the

carnival time of the year.

In northern climes spring fishing will see

its inception with the latter part of April,

though it may not be possible in Canada till

later on, in the month of May. Opening
Day has a witchery that always remains the

same. Other delights arc not to be compared
to it. Pleasure in the opinion of the WTiter

was derived by the delving literary-man

from the word: angling. Hut more pleasur-

able than the .June days, or mid-summer
brook delights is that climax to our expecta-

tions the Opening Day for trout. Merely to

go out and test the rod again without the

sign of a trout, returning home without one

specimen in the creel is reward indeed after

the long and monotonous winter days thai

were so irksome, so surcharged with gloomi-

ness.

•Spring angling is generally a matter of

using live lures; as the artificial fiy docs not

come into its own until later on when the

trout arc very active and are feeding along

the surface of the stream. If artificial flies

are used they must be fished deep to reach the

fish as they li(' on the bottom of the stream.

The Irout during the late spring days will be

diligently watching llie bottom for waler-

bred Hies of the down-wiugcd .sort to break

from their cases and rise to the surface, there

to spend their short existence. The trout are

not always watching the water for the rising

of these iiLsccts, but a gronl deal of the time
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they are on the look-out for them, and there-

fore deep-fishing the artificial flies may win a

few to the creel if they are skillfully used.

Flies sugj,'ested for use in the spring in April,

are the Hackles and the Palmers, the Cow-
dung, the Rcd-ihis. the Cinnamon, the Stone-

fly, the Red-Spinner and the Parmachene-

belle. Later on, in May, the Montreal, the

Yellow-dun, the Turkey-brown, the Iron-

blue and the Spinner are tried fiies. best

used at that season. In Canadian waters,

especially for the late spring fishing one will

do well to use the Montreal, the Parmachene-
belle and the Silver-doctor. Other good early

fltes^are the Coachman, the \Miite-miller and
the Professor. The wingless creations in

fly-dom, such as the hackles and the palmers,

are no doubt mistaken by the trout ior larval

forms of the caterpillar, the hackles appearing

to the tiout to be the legs of hatched-out

insects which are being tumbled around in

the water.

Though bait-fishing is an institution at this

time of the season, and though it is enthusias-

tically followed up by two-thirds of the

brotherhood of anglers it has plentifully been

condemned as unsportsmanlike—that, in the

light of fairness, it is illegitimate. Your
strictly fly-fishing angler will have nothing

to do with it; he will cut and out condemn it

and will wait until the early summer is abroad

in the land, when the trout are surface feeding

on flies. At this season of the year the

streams are generally running full banks, but

shortly they wiU sink and the fishing will be

better, and the streams will be easier to

approach and test out. Usually the water is

very roiled and sluggish. Transparency of

water cannot now be looked for. Innumer-
able rivulets from field and hill are pouring

their coffee-colored contributions into the

main streams. The trout are just begun to

stir out from the winter quarters. They are

lying close to the bottom, and if they feed it is

. upon the live material that is washed down to

them. Insets in their cases also make up a

great deal of their food at this time. They
are devoured sticks and all.

Naturally one of the best worms to use for

fishing for the trout in the spring is the angle-

worm. Your average bait fisher hooks on a

squirming mass of worms to his hook, casts it

to the head of a pool and allows it to sink and
roll as it will over the bottom, practically,

one might say, into the mouth of the trout.,

There is a method known as worming for

trout, however, that demands not a little

skill and is more worthy of' the attention of

the man who would use methods smacking

at least a trifle of the sportsmanlike. It

was John Harrington Keene. the famous
angling writer who first explained the art of

"worming for trout," and this WTiter has

lauded spring fishing as the ver>' best of the

year and the most delightful. In worming
for trout, one goes about it in this way.

Ordinarily two small hooks (such as the

Number 8), or even a trifle larber, are attached

to a mist-hued leager, one to the leader's end,

the other one a distance of an inch above it.

,\ weli-selected worm is no\\ taken and hooked

in one section of the body by the first hook,

and then once more by the second hook at

another point of its body so that it will appear

natural, stretched out at length, though fixed

by the two hooks. The ends of the worm,
however, will be wTiggling. Cast that worm
in the water and to all appearances it does not

seem other than natural. When you cast

this worm you do so >vith the utmost ease and
it is never allowed to sink to the bottom as in

ordinary bait-fishing; it is kept off of the

bottom, and, if possible, always moving to

make it appear swirling around in the water.

Such a worm noted in the depths is instantly

risen to, and by an instant setting of the hook
you have acquired a trout by a legitimate

method as John Harrington Keene averred.

The clumsy method of the average bait-fisher

who uses a mass of worms on his hook may
produce but few fish. Two thirds of the time

that dubious lure will be sunken in the mud,
clogged in a niche, or totally hidden by a bit

of debris, or a stone, it is different in worming
for the trout. Here the worm, (a single

worm) is kept moving around, high and low;

it is gently cast up to that log, moved a while

enticingly and with care, and is then with-

drawn with an easy movement so as not to

snap off the squirming ends of the lure. Then
it is transferred to another point again to

practice its inducing and life-representing

antics.

In worming for trout, following this method,
it is not necessary that your leader be over

four feet, and some use only a three foot

length, but it should be strong and of a re-

commended grade. The Telerana Nova
leaders are recommended. The common gut

leader, known under the tenn Light Trout, is

finely adapted for use in taking the sj)eckled

trout, though where speckled trout, rainbow

trout and brown trout are found in the same
stream and where you are not so certain but

that you may link up with a very large sal-

mon-trout, it is best to use a heavier leader.
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This is even more to be recommended if the

water is racy, as the strain upon the gut will

then be quite intense.

The trouble with many spring bait-fishers

is that they will use practically any live

material that comes along, and which appears,

in their eyes, at least, to be of a taking char-

acter, chubs, shiners and helgramite lead,

though the bait-fisher does not hesitate to

use soft-shell crabs, frogs, the meat of mussels,

green leeches and blood-suckers. No doubt
many trout are taken on such material, but

it is only degrading to the pastime of angling

and brings no feeling of rejoicing. Some yeais

ago I read an article on spring trout fishing in

which the author spoke feelingly and at length

on the success he had had using small baby
mice on the hook. He mentioned that these

nests were to be found most anywhere in the

fields and the little hairless, blind and squirm-

ing fellows might be impaled on the hook and

cast into a pool with deadly results!

Your old-time bait-fisherman, who will al-

ways be found on the streams Opening Day,
even though that auspicious occasion be usher-

ed in with a snow-storm, is prone to use one

of two lures, if not both. One is a strip cut

from the belly of a shiner, or a V-shaped strip

cut from the belly of the first trout captured.

In all his experience, he will tell you, never

has this method failed him. Again he will

speak long and lovingly upon the taking

qualities of the belly fin of the trout. As we
know this singular lure has been in use from

time immemorial, though just why the beau-

tiful fellows are so eager to take it I do not

know. There must be something fascinating

about it else it would be consistently refused,

which is not true. We can believe with

Ivmlyn M. Gill, the noted angling writer,

that: "Why a belly-fin, so seldom seen by a

fish, detached from the body of its original

owner, should be conceived to be a natural or

a favorite food of the trout has not been ex-

plained. "Yet the Parmachcnc-belle, the

1110*1 popular of all lures in Northern waters,

was invented in the early eighties, by Mr. H.

P. Wells, to imilale the bellu-fin of a troulV

The old fisherman friend of ours has a

method of using his bait that is worthy of

setting to pap<!r. His reel will be a large one,

made to accommodate a great deal of line.'

The glittering piece of the shiner will be on

Ihe liook; and the line will be weighed with an

.ippropriale number of split shot to properly

sink the lure. He will sl;irt the bait at a pool

:irid then feed out line, allowing the stream to

tnke it down, hcllcr-skcHcr. One hundred

feel of line go out, and somewhere, down the

stream it will be seeking out the likely places.

Suddenly a large rainbow has taken the lure

and the line blades the water. Feed out

great quantities of line, he will tell you, for

that is the only way to get the large fellows

in the spring.

Crude as bait fishing may seem to the

dyed-in-the-wool fly-fisherman, there are

times when there is no other alternative open-

ing before the Waltonian: he is often forced

to use this method or none at all. Many
trout streams are densely grown in with brush,

vines and over-hanging trees, making the

casting of a fly little short of the impossible;

and even if a fly could be worked in to the

water and a fish captured it is not so sure even

then that thai fish will ever be netted. The
tangles of laurel, alders, willows and vines

make the playing of a fish to the net almost

impossible; and it is equally as difficult whe-

ther one is bait fishing or fly-fishing. In my
capacity as a fishing editor, I h|ve always

received letters calling my attention to -the

fact that fly-fishing is all very well, but the

streams //!(.'> person or that person fishes are

thicketed and the only recourse is to use the

live bait. This is true. The little rivers

iorm at least half of the fishable streams, and

so live bait must be used; to make use of

the fly. as identified with fly-casting, is near

to the impossible. On these streams, how-

ever, one may go "worming for trout" after

the method of John Harrington Kcene and

assure himself enjoyment and know that he is

following up, not only a deadly method, but

one that has some of the marks of sportsman-

ship upon it. l^-urthennore we should be

thankful to Nature that slreains arc so well

guarded with tangles often impenetrable.

They protect the trout, else man would soon

contrive to wipe this beautiful finny clan en-

tirely from the face of the earth.

I am prone to set spinner fishing aside as a

method for spring fishing. I do not know why
but I always like to use the spinners in the

spring. They seem to fit admirably into a

certain niche and the use of them is surely a

recognition of sportsmanship.

The spinners have proven wonderfully

efficient, and in laic years they have come to

the front, inviting universal attention. They
may be used in collaboration with a fly-rod,

and if correctly manipulated they have proven

the means to some portentous catches. The

spinners are in Iheir clpincnt in strong waters,

which have a rush and force to them. Cast

into Ihq swirling pools the sweep of the water
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sets them to twirling and the glittering rays

that they reflect often penetrate to the deepest

places, thus attracting the attention of the

trout. These spinners are made in two sorts

:

the undetachable spinner and the detachable,

or interchangeable sort. The detachable

spinner is so made that one fly may be taken

off and another put on at will. This is done

usually by means of a small tube, or sleeve,

that fits over the shaft. The difference be-

tween this form and the undetachable is that

the latter has a permanent fly upon it. and

it may not be removed. The detachable

appliance is the best, naturally, for the reason

that if one fly does not suit, it may be taken

off and another eyed-fly slipped on- These

spinners, either form are furnished with a

single spoon, or spinner, or with two spinners.

The double-spinner form is known as the

tandem and as it is worked through the water,

the appearance is that of one tiny minnow
chasing another. Played around the boulders,

and deep in the pools, around logs and drift-

wood these spinners often help to add a few

to the creel when all other means fail.

Spinners aie furnished in many colorations:

silver, gold, bronze, copper, nickel and alum-

inum. The Sizes O to Number 2 are fitted

for the trout rod, either m the single-spinnei

or the double-spinner class. In later days

enamelled spinners have been put forth and

these work very well in dark waters, in the

early spring. Other recommendable sorts

are the gold and silver ones. The pocket

tackle box should contain a few of all sorts of

colorations as where one coloration and form

does not prove useful, another will.

A bare hook may be slipped on to the inter-

changeable spinner's shaft and a trailing

angle-worm used thereon. This is lightly

cast forth so as not to jerk off the worm, and
is played off from the bottom, much as in

"worming for trout." \Miere the angleworm

alone «pon the hook might escape the atten-

tion of the fish, the method of using the

spinner along with it proves to be an attractor.

Watch the old fisherman. He has his own
pet notions on how to angle for the spring

trout which he says are not even to be found

in the mid-water, but are "nursing" along the

bottoms, grubbing under the stones and roots

for larval insects in their stick cases. You
must go down for them he will tell you. He
will be using anglewonns of course. He has

spotted a singularly good pool, in which he

is sure some of the largest fellows are lying.

Starting well at the head of the pool, he will

throw angleworms into the water, though

free from any hook—just the angleworms.

What is the reason of this, you ask? He will

tell you that sooner or later these worms will

be spotted, and will eagerly be taken by the

trout.
,
As more of them come down, the

more interested will the big fellows be, and

they will work into the central portion of the

stream each vieing with his fellow toget the

next worm. Since the worms are coming so

freely from the head of the pool, toward

this the trout will move. Sooner or later the

old timer will fit a worm on to this hook, which

has a single tiny spinner up ahead of it and

will send it down with the flow of the water.

It is worked about to give it the appearance of

struggling. If there are trout in the pool

they will be very alert and a tug at the line

is the signal to set the hook. It is a method
that the old timer has used on a thousand

streams.

Wise is the old timer. In the late May or

June days he will be using the artificial flies.

Marking down a select pool over which foliage

will be dipping he sends his pardner around

back of the pool to cast some iiisects through

the branches; which insects will hang a mo-
ment on the leaves and then fall to the water.

With a swirl they are taken. After a few

moments the old timer will cast his flies so

that they fall over that pool, almost directly

under the branches, for the old timer is^an

expert with the rod. Again deceived, the

trout, on the impulse of the moment, will rise

and snap up the flies. \\'hy were they not

deceived? Were not the first flies they seized

natural in every sense of the word and there-

fore it was their belief that the artificial flies

were the same?

Bass Fishing Under Varied Conditions

Robert Page Lincoln

In Two Parts—Part II.

I
was rather surprised sometime ago to see

an article on bass fishing in which the

writer held to ridicule those who are of

the opinion that "extreme caution" or even

"caution" should be used in bass fishing.

Certain writers wore mentionen by this
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gentleman as holding this view I am one

of the persons so inclined to think, therefore

I feel that the criticism was directed against

myself—because more than any other writer

I have suggested the use of great caution,

not only in trout fishing but in bass fishing.

This writer went to great lengths to prove

that he was right—that the use of caution

in bass fishing was all bosh. He went on to

aver that he had caught his largest bass

right in the wake of steamboats; off of docks

thronged with people; and once he stated that

he cast up close to a group of bathers creating

the Old Harrj' in the water and there hooked

a fine bass very nearly on the back of one of

the fair maids disporting herself in pleasing

grace in the limpid waters. I believe all this

to be a fact. If the bathing maids do not

contrive to lure in, not only men, but the

basses, then nothing else will. We work on

the supposition that the fish like the com-
motion. They like to come in and see what

is "doing.'" In this respect we are to believe

they are like a throng of people excited by the

sight of a fire, and all of them rush to the

spot in question to appease their curiosity.

We have here, however, two varieties of

fishing to contend with, and speculate upon,

namely: fishing in the waters of civilization

and fishing in the waters where the presence

of man is not the commonest of common
sights. Introduce the racket-producers on

the civilized waters to the wild waters and

then fish under the same conditions, casting

back of boats and in amongst bathers and do

you think that you will find a bass within a

block? Hardly. The point to be remembered
is this: that one form or method of fishing

applies to the one condition and another to

the remaining condition. Far from familiar

with the presence of man the bass in wild, or

nnur-wild waters are sensitive to sights and

sounds foreign to their evcry-day life and

wilii(h-aw in accordance with their instinctive

imii'r giiidings. On the other hand, the bass

to be found on resort-lakes find the presence

of m^m an everyday occurrence; boats, human
beinffs, sounds of all sorts do not frighten

them for the simple reason that these things

have ccaswl to be anything fear-evoking to

them. I have no faults to find with the

ass<'rlions this writer made, as they apply to

waters doniinale<l by resort crowds but when

he applies his ideas In govern bass fishing on

all waters, including those found in n wild

state I am forced to say that he errs greatly.

Caution of approach in buss fishing in :i wild

state is more or less a necessity; a prime re-

quisite, if you will.

Taking the matter at its worth, which is

more natural: to fish with caution, under the

circumstances, or to make all the commotion
you can. and thus inveigle the fish into your

boat. The use of caution, as a method of

procedure wins on all counts. Tne use of

caution in going about your fishing instinc-

tively impresses itself upon your mind as

being the more natural. Furthermore why is

it that the best fishing on resort lakes, (or

lakes where the presence of man is so familiar

a sight) obtains in the evening and in the

night when all is still and the crowds have

more or less withdrawn? The reason is that

the fish have then thrown aside their watch-

fulness, in the name of sclf-preser\ation, and

are coursing freely around; and it is then,

deceived by the dusk on the waters, that they

mistake a white artificial minnow, or a glowing

lure, as something worthy of killing—hence

are gathered in. I have fished under the

exact conditions that the previously men-

tioned \\Titer depicted, close to boats, around

docks and what not, but I cannot say that my
results, under these conditions, were one

tenth as enhancing as fishing on those same

waters in the dusk of evening when all was

silent on the waters, and, by a very sly and

cautious approach the fine fellows were taken.

Bass fishing, at best, is a puzzle.

Just why is it that for days and weeks you

have little or no success, and then of a sudden

some morning the bass seem to lake any-

thing that is cast to them? Many enthusiasts

who follow Mt/rroplcrous salmnidies belittle

themselves in sight of their failures in the

belief that they have the wisdom lacking that

makes for success; that some other fishing

person can catch fish right under their noses.

This is generally wrong. The most exper-

ienced and practiced follower of the bass year

in and year out often are forced to confess

their failure, that, loo, in the face of excellent

conditions, .\gain. it all depends upon whal

one would consider a good average catch, or

even a good catch. The man who loves to

dwell upon his prowess is hard set and down

on his luck when he docs not bring in the

limit -which is generally fifteen bass. A
catch such as this makes for a fine picture,

held up as a stiing: it gives off a prosperous

app<"iirance; sheds glamour on the man having

caught them, for people are always impressed

with the "big fisherman" idea; the theory that

One has to catch many fish to be a great man
at the r()<l, no matter how those fish arc taken.
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But the man who is not so set on these things

loves to afford himself good tackle, likes to

excel in the use of that tackle, likes to study

the habits of fishes and their habitat and is

wholly con{ent with four to six bass taken

under these conditions. Indeed I would call

it a day well filled with numbers of fishes

taken that sees six bass to my credit, re-

membering also the edict that it is not all of

fishing merely to'lish. One must also fish

with the eye and net good and wholesome
thought for >vinter-day speculation.

There are bass fishers who will use only

one type of lure; who will stick it out

through thick and thin, relying solely on'its

merits. I cannot now advocate the use of

frogs as a lure, although one is safe in saying

that it is a deadly one. On the other hand I

do not consider the use of a minnow alive on

the hook quite so olTensive. The thrill in

bass fishing lies in using artificial lures of

some sort, and using them so well that the

bass cannot see fit to refuse them One does

not feel entirely satisfied withhiscalch when
he has made it using live lures, and this feeling

to me. is especially pronounced when the

live frog is considered. One feels that he has

been working at a mean advantage; that it

was not his skill that stood him well instead.

The man who can use a spoon with a weighed

fly and make some fine captures can surely,

say that he has done his best. Then, loo.

there are small artificial minnows, wobblers,

floaters and glowing lures that are perhaps as

attractive as any enticing specimen offered

the bass. These artificials should always

possess few hooks, and where they have
single hooks upon them instead of gangs they

are equally as "taking" and arc certainly

more sportsmanlike when used. I personally

do not believe in the use of loo large artificials

That was mainly the trouble in the past.

They were far loo large. The shorter arti-

ficials of the present day are not only

attractive, but are seized more readily by the

fish.

Hungry bass often seize the artificials with

a dash and an evil determination, but this is

also true of the bass that is well filled with

food. To see a wobbler come snaking

through the water is too much for the

curiosity of an old bass and he must seize it

to see what it really is. Indeed, there are

times when a frog will be passed by, but the

wobbler will be taken, which is of course

evidence that the wobbler is the real thing.

\Mjat constitutes a good wobbler,— I am
asked. I do not care to mention any wobbler

by name, or recommend any single one, for,

sincere as are your intentions one is at once

put down as being on the pay roll of the

tackle manufacturers—an intimation that is

horribly untrue, for 1 doubt if any angling

WTiter in this counln,' has been on the staff

of any tackle-supplying firm.

But as to wobblers. The first ones put out

by the various fimis were a little loo big,

heavy, and clumsi/. However, this was re-

medied by putting out smaller wobblers that

would give the desired snaky glide in the

water—so highly to be desired. And, pro-

vided as most of these wobblers now are with

single hooks or one gang they are about as

sportsmanlike a piece of work as one would

want. The fish is given the free play desired

without being completely fettered by many
hooks, a condition recognized with the

earlier artificials which were unsightly by the

number of gangs they held.

What color of an artificial minnow is the

best, I am asked. The ad-while artificial,

(whether the standard under-waler type or

the wobbler type) is most desirable, the

reason being that it shows up so well in the

water, whether on bright or murky days, and

again the white artificial works in exceedingly

well for night fishing. On all counts, the

white one is the best. However, there is

something very attractive about a yellow

minnow. Were I to pick Iwo colors 1 would

select Ihcm white and yellow. An all-red

artificial is not what I consider a catchy one,

but red combined with while makes for an

agreeable coloration. The claim js made that

the red head to a while minnow is like a red

rag waved at a bull—thai the ire of a bass is

aroused by this red and that he is impelled to

slay it for thai reason. How much truth

there is to this I do not know. Upon careful

thought one is given to believe that this is

mostly and mainly a belief in which one is

asked to have faith. The recommendation I

have made, stands; White or yellow-colored

artificials are far the best colors, in that they

show up in the water best. If you have white

artificials you do not need to buy glowing

lures for night fishing, as the white ones will

quite suffice. In this manner one artificial

will go a long way.

Casting with the wobbler minnow is not

the only way of catching bass and pickerel for

it can be trolled with equal success: in fact

the wobbler makes a ver>' good trolling lure;

quite ecfual to that of the spoon-hook. I^t

out about fifty feet of line and troll up close

to the weed and pad thickets and if there is a
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bass lying along the edge of this "wilderness"

be assured that he will be just as interested

in taking that artificial as he would be were

it cast to him. Indeed, by trolling with the

wobbler one covers ground much better than

by casting, for there are spaces in between

that you do not, cast to, whereas the wobbler

goes right on through, taking in all likely

places. Now strange as it may seem I doubt

whether half of the bait casters ever have
tried this. If these gentlemen have not they

have failed to tr>' out an interesting per-

formance. Of course I know that many of the

anglers who follow the bass have a pronounced

dislike for trolling but in this case they will

find it a rathtr novel thing to rnalie use of.

There was a time years ago when it was
deemed necessary to have a tackle box as

large as a cedar-chest full of artificial minnows,
hooks, spoons, lines, at least fiv« reels, oil

bottles, gut leaders, heavy trolling lines, etc.,

etc. That was back in the day when fishing

was not the thing to be desired; but rather

it was fishing from the viewpoint of the

tackle manufacturers who wanted to make
themselves rich. However, thank the Lord,

that day has now passed into the beyond and
we can breathe freely again. It was the day
of rank commercialism descended upon the

craft; the Dollar Mark that usurped "the

place of Walton. Of the hundred and one

fishing devices that were put on the market

(the majority of them without any practical

value and most of them ridiculous) only the

time-tried and reliable now remain. The rest

have been swept aside as useless.

It is not necessary to have a tackle box the

size of a tool-chcst full of tackle. It is un-

necessary, I say. If a man has two artificial

minnows, one a wobbler and the other cither

a floating minnow or an unrlersvaler minnow
that is all he need in that respect. Add a

couple Rood wcedless hooks, a couple spoon-

hooks of tlie Number .'"> and the Number 7

size and you are well fixed, (in that respect)

for th<! big fish. .\nd, following this econo-

mical selection, you will find that a cigar box

will hold your lures very well without any

crowding. Of course a ciRar box is not what

one would call a durable home for tackle,

but there is many a lad thai will find the cigar

box just about ideal; costing nothing; yet

lining hi.s needs. On the other hand, for the

sum of one dollar one can buy a little tackle

box, Hiiy, five inches deep that will he. just

rifjhl.

The joy in bass fisliiug docs not lie lu

cleaving grimly to one method of such fishing.

but rather in trying out all varieties. For

if the bass cannot be interested in one type

of lure, then probably another will be the

fascinating one, and the fish will be gathered

in in accordance.

Fly fishing may not be an orthodox method

of capturing this famous member of the sun-

fish family, but it certainly proves at times a

killing one and should never be lost track of.

Of course we are wont to associate the cap-

ture of the small mouth bass very closely with

that of the fly-rod and fly, but as for the large-

mouth, we generally think of him as being

taken only on the spoon, live bait, or plug.

Tfte complaint made about the casting of

light lures, such as a fly in collaboration with

a spoon (Number 3 size) is that the reel will

not act smooth enough and the short casting

rotl cannot impel it well to its destination.

However, with a fly-rod very light lures can

be cast with ease, using tiny spinners; al-

though if the fly and spinner are a trifle too

heavy naturally it will not cast well.

Of the bass most liable to rise to your flies

the stream bass have certainly been con-

sidered the foremost. The reason for this is

of course quite plain. Stream bass, like

stream trout, feed vastly oa water bred flics,

which we may believe they are constantly

on the look-out for. The large mouth bass

is not a stream fish—though it is often found

in the streams. Of their own accord, in a

native state, it is highly doubtful if a large

mouth bass would live in running water if

still water—lake water—was to be _ had.

Exactly the opposite is true of the small

mouth bass as it prefers the streams, the

running water—though found, it is true, in

abundance in various lake waters. It is

entirely a matter of environment, and bass

often have to take what sort of water "they

can lay hands on."

If large mouths are planted in a stream

they must perforce make the best of it, but

if there are any pools, mill ponds, and so

forth along that stream there you will find

them, the instinct in them guiding them to

deeper, stiller waters. Large mouths in the

streams feed on live flies, the same as the

small mouths and are. often taken on artificial

flies. Helow dams, mill ponds and so forth

the large mouth bass are found and where

the water is not too deep the (lies will do

the work.

It is exceedingly doubtful if the bass (either

the small mouth or the large mouth) believe

that the large artificial fly in the water is

really a fly and take it for that reason, so
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believing it. I have understood the assertion

to be made that they tal<e them to be the very

food they daily fare upon: such as hel-

gramlte, minnows and small crabs (when they

are in the soft shell stage). Anything that

moves in the water with an appearance of

animation at once interests the bass. He is a

strange fellow that way. There are artificial

minnows that have no appearance to any-

thing living: walking, creeping or swimming,

and yet because of the original method of

creating an appearance of animation the bass .

could not withstand the desire to seize it; an

impulse that generally is the undoing of that

fish. So it is in the case of the artificial flies.

No doubt the bass take them to be something

that is native to their watery domain, on
which they daily feed. However, far be it

from that the bass do not feed on small fare

as well as large. When we give ourselves up
to speculating on bass fishing and what the

bass feed upon we believe that nothing short

of frogs and minnows are the means of staying

off its hunger, .^nd while bass (both kinds)

do feed largely on such fare, still, if the

stomach contents of any bass were studied

one will find at times a great variety of insect

fare, some even minute. Every angler has

witnessed tlie days in the early summer when
a hatch is on, how the bass and the sunfishes

are inshore in the evening, rising everywhere

to catch the winged ones. The artificial fly

under these circumstances will be far more
successful than the plug, merely for the reason

that the fish, as one, have concentrated their

attention on insects and seem to take them
to the exclusion of all other fare.

In June along the lake shores use the

artificial flies and you will have lingular luck.

I base this saying not on any elaborate

theories but on actual experience.

Say some evening the natural flies are

falling to the face of the waters. The fish

are rising. You steal dow'n to a quiet nook
and from concealment you cast lightly out to

where you saw the last big bass rise. Always
spot your rising fish. Count on that he makes
the biggest splash in the water; he sends out
bigger circles from the spot in question. Well
that is the fish you should aim to get. It is

like "fishing the rise" in dr\' fiy fishing. You
have your fish spotted and that is the one
you want. You move your flies craftily in

the water with twitches of the rod tip allow-

ing the flies to sink a matter of six inches under
the surface. You will not always have a
strike. Most of the time you wHl not. But
there is always the chance held out that you

will get the fish you are after. Fly casting fo""

bass in the month of June (or even July fo''

that matter) extends away into the dusk, up
to nine and even ten o'clock, for it is amazing
yet nevertheless true that bass are then
feeding at their best, and in those times are

after flies that fall to the surface. Then, in

the dusk, it is so harder for them to dis-

tinguish the live fly from the artificial fly

(that is well cast to the surface) that a rise is,

two times out of three, almost a certainty.

In one of my syndicate articles to the New
York Sun I stated the case of fly casting for

bass quite frankly. I wrote:

"Personally I see no reason why the smail

mouth should be more avid for the artificial

flies than the large mouths. The truth of the

matter is that we are prone to use flies almost

entirely on the former and live bait and plugs

almost entirely on the latter. Those who
deviate from this fixed rule are certainly

exceptions. However, were flies as generally

used on the large mouths, with some show of

skill and innate understanding of the habits of

fishes, I am sure success would be, not the

exception to the rule, but rather a common
thing. This is not supposing anjlhing at all:

but is based on experience; not 'of myself

alone but many anglers that I have known,
personally and through correspondence. II

anglers would as persistently ply the artificial

flies for the twb basses as they do the wooden
bait casti^ig rod with the plugs they would
have equally as good luck as w-ith the common
plugs and casting rod; and to catch one bass

on fine tackle is greater to be desired than the

catching of many bass via clumsy methods,
which have, in this day of commercialism,

fallen to the level of hand-iining. I am mak-
ing an assertion that if the average plug caster

has one strike in fifty casts he is doing well;

that is to say, in fishing much-cast-over

waters. The fish in the wild waters can
never really be taken as the test of one's skill

for they, in their inexperience, are as likely

as not to be fascinated by any lure that you
cast to them."

In another magazine with a very large

circulation I made another statement inline

with the above that it will not be amiss to

quote. As follows:

"Undoubtedly the over-zealous plug casters

have done more to frighten the fishes of the

lakes into wisdom and caution than any other

one thing applicable to our civilization. Where
the understanding man would not think of

placing a plug in a pocket more than one or

two times before he moves on, (he energetic
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caster would not think of ceasing until he

has plumbed the depths of that innocent

pocket six to ten times at least. Just what
the bass must think of this bombardment we
do not know, but the bass that thinks this

persistently dropping plug to be a food pro-

position was certainly born on the wrong side

of the nest. The nine basses out of ten that

fishermen think are such fools learn to ignore

thb persistently dropping plug with the

result that, in well-fished waters this type of

lure becomes more or less of no importance,

owing mainly to its being over-worked.'

Right after a warm, light-sprinkling rain,

then is the time to tr>- your flies on the large

mouths. The morning we will say has been

balmy; the skies are clouded over; it begins

to rain. The bass and the large, sunfishes will

now move inshore. The coming of the rain

means that insects will be washed down from

the trees. Everj- rill or rivulet that dribbles

into the lake along the shore is liable to carry

worms, caterpillars and such into the water.

Where there is a stream flowing into a lake

you may almost be sure to see the large bass

coming in to its mouth to pick up the food

material that comes with it. At once begin

to ply the rod and remain as much as possible

in concealment. You will now note the bass

so close to shore that their backs will even be

thrust over the surface. One may now stand

on the shore and cast up-shore and thus be

conreaU'd from the eyes of the buss further

up. Best of all arc these wann drizzle hours

in the midst of leafy June. Some of the little

streams that flow into a lake have a current

strong enough to carry that stream far out

into the still lake waters. Cast into the

riffles thus made and let your flies be carried

along out into the lake. Out they go, and

then they strike the calmer waters. Now
begin to move them. N\"here the calm waters

meet with the more forcible waters there you
will find the fish in wait. Now alone are flie«

used. The bucktail hair "flies" are also used

with great success. When these buckhair

flies are moved in the water the individual

hairs wriggle in a manner that the bass con-

sider very enticing. Sometimes a silver or

nickle plated spinner of a small size used in

collaboration with your fly will work in very

nicely; it is an added attraction: and es-

pecially where the water is a trifle murky
through the water washing mud into the lake

the spinner added to the fly will throw the

twinkle through the water that will ser\'e to

entice the mighty.

As the dusk settles on the water, or even as

twilight comes on, change to slightly larger

flies than those you would use in the day-

light hours, the reason of course being

obvious; the larger flies will be the easier

seen in the water. ' Any of the standard

regulation flies will do; the Black Gnat, the

Professor, the Queen of the Waters, the

Giizzly King, the Hackles and the Palmers-
all of these are good ones to use on the bass,

and work well. For fishing in the day hours

do not use large flies. Trj- the Number 6,

then. When using the standard size bass fJy

in the dusk, then use only one fly; but in the

day hours two flies may be used on a suitable

leader length when those flies are small. In

fishing along the shore with the fly rod do not

whip the waters till they groan in agony, as

some fly casters do. Walch where the fish are

rising or are mooing around and then cast

accurately aiming to gel a fish that has juit

risen\

Profits in Fur Farming

Todd and Moohk

AI.L.'iuthontics agree that the supply of

wild furs will dimmish from year' to

year with thn inarvpious expansion of

civilization. ;iiid fur farmers arc beginning

to realize more than ever beiorc that the

trappers' disadvantage is their advantage.

The time is at hand to make fur fanning one

of the greatest iadustricH in the world. Be-

cause rivilizulion is driving fur-bearing ani-

mals further back in each succeeding year,

and becau.se an increase in population and

un incre.-Lse in wealth cull for more, and yet

more furH, and make their purchase possible

—

for these reasons iilone there has been, and is,

a decrease in the available number of fur-

bcBring animals. To catch these and to

market their pelts has meant increasing ex-

pease, and increasing cost to the trapper and

dealer and manufarturei, merchant and

buyer.

The day is near when the bulk of the world's

supply of better grades of fur will come from
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ranches, properly located, properly stocked

and properly managed. It has been estab-

lished that the rearing of Silver Black Foxes

in captivity is a permanent, practicable and

profitable business. The industry of fox

Farming has come to stay, and to grow stead-

ily in importance; for, in a natural way, it

meets increasing demands, not for today only,

but for the future.

To the truth of these claims there is evidence

within easy reach. Fur Ranches are open to

inspection and close study. The business is

done in the open, there are no secrets pertain-

ing to the raising of foxes, they are as easy

to raise as dogs, poultry, etc. Fox ranches

are now established in most of the Canadian

Provinces also in Maine, New Hampshire,

Vermont, Massachusetts, New York, Pen-

nsylvania, Ohio, Wisconsin, Michigan, Min-
nesota, Missouri, Oregon, Washington and
Alaska.

The amount of capital to finance a Ranch
today, depends not only on the number of

animals, but on the quality with which you
start. There are exceptional Silver Foxes in

captivity today that could not be purchased

for any price, foxes that have produced for

their owners S3000 and even $4000 worth of

fur in a single season. The best quality

foxes can be purchased today from S1500 to

$2000 a pair, these are animals that will pro-

duce a high grade of fur. Cheaper stock can

be purchased as low as .S900 and $1000 a pair,

good profits can be derived from foxes of this

quality. I am fully convinced that good
profits can be made from raising Cross and
even Red foxes at the prices of Furs on the

market today. Taking one pair of good

quality Silver Black Foxes the total expense

would be figured out as follows:

Cost To Raise One Litter Of Pups.

One pair of good quality Silver Blacks. ...$ 1 ,500

a pair.

One pen twenty by forty, Kennel,

Guard Fence, etc 200

Feedingforoneyear (about)... 25

Total $1,725

This pair should give an average litter of

four pups whioh should be worth nothing less

than $1600, whether sold as Dreeding stock or

killed for their pelts. The average pups from

a prolific strain of foxes, should be about four,

sometimes they have even five and six, I

have seen as high as ten litters with six pups

in each. One rancher claims to have raised

as high as nine and ten in one litter. I have

never seen this although it may be quite true;

when starting in the business do not build

(castles in the air), if you average four pups

or even three you will be making big money.

The average fox will live from eleven to fifteen

years. The female is productive usually for

nine or ten years. Black foxes bred in cap-

tivity always breed true to color never re-

verting to the red or patch fox.

Over eight hundred live foxes were exported

to U.S.A. from Canada, in 1919 all of these

"foxes to be kept for breeding purposes. -Some

people fear overproduction in the fur market.

This keeps a number from entering the fox

business, this is due to the fact that they are

not thoroughly posted on the fur business.

Canada and U.S..\. together do not produce

enough Silver Fox furs to supply the demand
in New York City alone, and bear in mind

after we supply U. S. .\. we must also'supply

Europe.



Forms and Properties of Mushrooms
T. Ware

.
AMANITA VERNA (natural size), deadly poison

I collcclcd this mushroom in C. Farrow's woods on the "ilsl. Au^usl UMi).

II is a pure while species in form, very much resembling (A.^halloitles) and is by some
students considered only a white fonn of that mushroom and on account of its pure whHeness
together with its di-adly poisonous quality it has earned the common name of "dcstroyinfi

angel."

There is a large volva or death cup at the base as in (A. phalloirirs) and if due precaution

is taken and the plants cjug up not pulled they need mil l)c mistaken for any common edible

sorts.



Proposed Fish Hatchery at Sault Ste. Marie

THfi claims of Sault Sic. Marie for a fish

hatchery voiced for quite a number of

years, are at last apparently to bear

fruit. During the past few weeks nearly

every organization in the city and district,

including the fndepcndent Labor Party,

Board of Trade, Great War Veterans, Rotary

Club, City Council, etc., have passed strong

resolutions dealing with the necessity of

action by the Government, and at a veiy

recent meeting the Anglers' Association,

whose mission it is to promote the propaga-

tion of food and game fish in the district,

elected a representative list of officers, having

been assured that a request from it for a

hatchery would likely be approved and the

appropriation for the institution included in

this year's estimates. The meeting was very
largely attended, and the election of officers

resulted as follows;

Honorary President—Judge F. Stone.

President—Mr. William C. Franz.

1st. Vice-President—Mr. C. T. Adams.
2nd. Vice-President—Mr. George Mont-

gomery.

Secretary and Treasurer—Mr. Andrew
Elliot.

The executive committee elected consists

of the five officers above named and the fol-

lowing; ATessrs. J. McEwan, G. E. Richard-

son, B. Harris, J. Noble, A. G. Knowles,
P. V. Symes, H. C. Morris, H. J. Herrold, E.

Nfillward.

Judge Stone, the President, is an ardent

angler, and since locating in the Sault has
always been an advocate of improved con-

ditions in respect to good fish. Mr. Franz is

President of the Algoma Steel Company, and
has always taken a keen interest in the natural

resources of the district. Mi . Adams, is an-

other keen anglei, who has done much to

create interest in rod and line. Mr. Mont-
gomery is president of the Algoma Central

Railway, which runs north from the Sault

through a virgin fish and game country, and
he, too, is an advocate of the re-stocking of

all streams and lakes in the district which have
become depleted of fish. Mr. Elliott, the

secretary, need not be introduced among airg-

lers of Algoma. Probably there is not a more
faithful or more worthy disciple of the im-
mortal Izaak on the continent of America,
The Anglers' Association feels that with Mag-
istrate Elliot and ?>udge Stone on the list

of officials, offenders of the game and fisheries

law will be "up against" the real thing, inas-

much as every member of the Association is

expected to assume the duties of an unpaid
game warden upon joining.

The following resolution was passed at the

meeting:

"Whereas owing to increasing prices of

the necessities of life, the importance of fish

as a substantial portion of the available food

supply of the people of this city and district,

has become a question of urgent and vital

significance to the public generally.

"And whereas the stock of food and game
fish in the waters of Lake Superior, and in the

rivers, lakes and streams tributary thereto,

has become seriously depleted, by reason of

the large quantities taken for export and home
consumption, and as incidental to the ex-

tensive lumbering and mining operations car-

ried on throughout the territory lying south
of the main line of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way across Northern Ontario.

"And whereas it is of vital importance to

the citizens of Sault Ste. Marie, and the in-

habitants of the Province of Ontario general-

ly, that the supply of food and game fish in

the waters of Lake Superior be maintained
and increased by every means within the
powers of the Government of the Province of

Ontario.

"And whereas the St. Mary's River and
Rapids present many ideal locations for a

fish hatchery located at or near the City of

Sault Ste. Marie, as furnishing the most ef-

fective means and method of obtaining and
increasing the supply of food and game fish

in the waters above mentioned.

"Therefore be it resolved (a) That this

association hereby respectfully and humbly
petitions the Government of the Province of

Ontario to establish and erect a fish hatchery
at some suitable point in or adjacent to the

City of Sault Ste. Marie, at the earliest

possible date, for the purpose of preserving,

propagating and increasing the available

supply of food and game fish in the waters of

Lake Superior and in the rivers, streams and
lakes tributary thereto. v

(b) That a duly certified copy of this resolu-

tion be handed to the Honorable James Bert-

ram Cunningham, l-'squire, M.P.P., for the

Electoral District of Sault Ste. Mario, with

the request that he presents same to the

Honorable the Minister of Game and Fisheries

for Ontario, and use all liis power and influence

to persuade the Government to speedily un-

dertake and carr>' to successful coniplelion
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the work of erecting a fish hatchery as above

indicated."

The announced objects of the Anglers'

Association are:

1. To use every available influence and

means to procure the establishment at Sault

Ste. Marie of a Dominion or Provincial Fish

Hatchery, and thus maintain and increase the

supply of food and game fish in the waters

on the North shore of Lake Superior, the St.

Mary's River, and in the lakes, rivers and

streams adjacent to the Algoma Central &
Hudson Bay Railway.

2.—To advertise the City of Sault Ste-

Marie, as headquarters for fishing pajties

and tourists who appreciate the pleasures of

holiday outings among the n'lountains, lakes

and rivers which abound in the territory along

the North shore of Lake Superior and within

easy reach by the Algoma Central & Hudson
Bay Railway, and Steamship lines.

3.—To educate public opinion as to the

importance both from local and national

standpoints, of increasing the supply of food

and game fish in the inland waters of Canada,

and especially in the local watcis of Lake Su-

perior and the rivers and streams Iributarj'

thereto.

4.—To assist all officials interested in the

due observance of the provisions of The
Ontario Game and Fisheries Act.

5.—To foster and encourage the sport of

taking fish by angling, with rod and line.

While the distiict surrounding tlie Sault

abounds in lakes and rivers, which annually

attract many tourists to whom a wild and ru.g-

ged country abounding in fish appeals, quite

a percentage of the waters have been depleted

of fish by unscrupulous lumbermen and others

who have been known to net and dynamite
lakes where sufficient fish could have been se-

cured by rod and line to satisfy their needs.

It is the intention from now on to keep a sharp

eye on men of this stamp, and to watch as

well campers and others who come into the

country and abuse the privileges extended to

them. Up to the present time the fishermen

on this side of the river have been compelled

to depend upon the Michigan Sault Fish

Hatcher>', for any assistance in re-stocking.

The Americans have planted in the river here,

(in fact did so some 12 years ago), the Rain-

bow trout of British Columbia, and these

have grow-n to such size that, at the present

time, it is not an uncommon thing to lake

them up to ten and twelve pounds in weight,

while the speckled trout of the lakes and
rivers run up to five pounds, and have been

caught by Tod and line up to seven pounds.

The Rainbow trout have now found their

way into the waters tributary to the North

Shore of Lake^Superior, and have been caught

as far as 10 miles from the Sault. It shows

what a fish hatchery could do in the district,

and it is to be hoped that everything will be

done to carry the proposed plan into effect.

The gentlemen backing this proposition should

be congratulated on the interest they are

taking in this important matter. The watch-

word of the future for Canada as regards its

woods and waters, wild life and fishes should

be preservation and conservation in its full,

ntodern meaning. .\ well-eciuippcd hatchery

at this convenient |)oint would be all that

c'Mild be desired. '

U. S. Government Reports 178 Convictions

I TNDICR date of November M, 1910 the
*-^ Biological Survey of U. S. reports that

up to that time WH cases of violalion of the

Migratory Bird Treaty Act had been turned

over to the Department iff .luslice for prose-

cution and that 17X convietions had already

been secured. We (liink (his is a very

credit able showing consi<lering the limited

nunibitr of wardens the Bureau had at its

disposal.

Since that d:ile Mr..X'ieorge ,\. Lawyer.

I liief United Slates (iame Warden, has bi'cn

in every scelion of IIm' I'nilrd Slates inter-

viewing a|)pli<'anls for tlie position of United

States (iame Warden and choosing suitable

men to fill these positions. Mr. Lawyer says

that by the time this note is published his

organization will be completed and in the

field looking after llie violators. Willi the

additional wardens and deputy wardens

appointed, it is e\per-ted that most of the

gunners who think they can slip out a tin\e or

two and fool Uncle Sam will fii\d themselves

in trouble and stamped with tin- stigma of

having been prosecuted <ft the CiMuinal Court

of the Uniled Slates.

A. <:. P. A. lUiltttin.
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Raising of Fur-bearers, Other Than Foxes

Dr. Ned Dearborn

AMONd the many interesting papers

presented al the recent fur industry

and wild life conference in Montreal,

under the auspices of the Commission oi

Conservation, was one by Dr. N. Dearborn, of

the United States Biological Survey, on

"Rearing of Fur-beaiers other than Foxes."

As space permits, a number of the papeis

will be printed, through the courtesy of the

Commission of Conservation. Dr. Dear-

born's paper was as follows:

Dr. N. Dearborn: Mr. Chairman, 1

assure you that it is a di.stinct jileasure for

mc to be here today. I come as a learner

more than as an instructor—and I am
really getting some useful information.

Reference has been made to our experi-

mental fur farm and to the fact that a siiflilar

farm, perhaps more than one, may be es-

tablished in Canada. For the benefit of

whoever may fall heir to the job in Canada
I want to make a few remarks concerning

what we have done and what we luive at-

tempted to do leaving it to yon to see.what

we have failed to do. This is aside from the

topic assigned mc— I take it up incidentally.

When we began only in 191(), a great deal

<if progress had been made in fur fanning

with silver foxes. We attempted al that time

to experiment not with silvei foxes but with

spmc of the other animals. Our position was

not so very difTerent from that of the man
who gels out of bed in the dark in n slrango

house and tries to fmd something: wc were

in a Hold which was largely unknown. It

was interesting, of course: there was a great

deal to be found out, but from the very nature

of the case we were bound to have misad-

ventures. Still, I feel abundantly satisfied

with what has been accomplished. The
Department of Agriculture receives a great

many cjuestions every year on a multitude of

subjects—questions relating to the trapping,

farming, and-ao-on, of fur-bearing animals:

and the work which we undertook to do at the

Rxperiincntal Fur Farm was largely in re-

sponse to these inquiries. One man wants to

know, for instance, all about skunks—how
to raise them: how to feed them: how to

remove the scent sacs; and so on—and there

make similar inquiries with regard to minks

and raccoons. So in an honest endeavour to

ascertain the facts we started out in 1916 On

an abandoned farm in northern New York,

up in the foothills of the Adironilacks. It

must be a good fur country, because the man
in charge told me the other day that for one

solid month this winter the Ihcimomeler had

not gone above ten below zero. The location

of the farm, therefore, is probably all right.

We have had on that farm minks, martens,

fishers, skunks, blue foxes and raccoons. The
raccoons we have not had very long: the others

we have had three or four years. What I

have to say in regard to farming animals

other than foxes—and I think the title of this

;iddrcss as given on your progriimme should

be "Rearing of I"ur Hearers otlu^r than Silver

Foxes—is based on my observations al our

experimentid lur larin, as well as in my own
backyard bclorc the farm was established.

l''irst, as to blue foxes. You all know that
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blue foxes have been introduced into Prince

Edward Island and into two or three of the

States, experimentally, to see what could be

done with them. A few have succeeded in

breeding them, but as a rule they have been

failures. I believe that in the Zoological

Park at Washington they did raise four or five

litters in succeeding years, but beyond that

they did not raise very many. Blue foxes

have been raised a few times in Prince Edward

Island.

Well, our experience with them has been

Dr. Dearborn

tins: I'licse foxes came from .St. Georjie

Island, one of the i'rJDilofs, and were as i^ood

blue foxes, I suppose, as lived oul-of-doors.

I'Vom the r<'porls of recent sales of blue fox

skins I observe lliat llie skins of foxes from

thai Island brouj'lit more than the skins from

clsewhi'ii'. Hut the foxes were pretty well

loaded with parasites when we nol lliem lire

and intestinal worms.

'I'lie liist two or three years of out fur

farminH. work wc^re devoted mainly to ron-

stnirtlon wiprk and orKani/alicui. We had

animals up there and oui main job \\a,< on a

small a|iproprlation,_to fjel the pl;i<c in con-

dition to do business—that is, to experiment

with the animals. Now, we found our blue

foxes, as I have said, subject to parasites.

although not more so than other foxes up

there. I do not know whether they brou,s4*t

—

hook worms with them or not: if they did not.

they acquiied them somewhere on the way. <

.So that so far as parasites are concerned, blue

foxes are practically the same as silvers.

Our blue foxes bied in two instances. We
had two families in one year that produced

a litter each, one of six and another of ten.-

Through bad luck or bad management we

lost them l)Oth. Blue foxes have a habit

—

it may not be so with all blue foxes, but it was
the case with «urs, and it was noted also on

the Islands from which these foxes came—of

producing the young on the surface of the

ground and later carrying them into some den

or crevic.^. Our old blue fox that had the

litter of ten had them in the only hollow place

there was in the whole yard, and before morn-

ing came a showei that filled the hollow place

and drowned the young ones. But the fact has

been established that blue foxes will breed

when fed on very ordinary food. We fed these

foxes on horsemeat, partly raw and partly

cooked. We also fed them a good deal of

mush, whole wheat, oatmeal, a little cornmeal

with milk: and they did very veil on that diet.

That is all 1 can tell you at present about

blue foxes. We still have some and we aiT

still learning something about them. It !•<

apparent that they will breed on an eastern

ranch and'that they arc subject to parasites.

It is very likely not practicable to raise them

in many of the eastern places, but 1 do think

that they may be raised along the coast, for

they are natural beach combeis. They live

in the coastal regions, as a rule, during the

spiiug and fall and winter, and on these

Pribilof Island.; they are, of course, on the

bea( h all the time and they get a good deal

of sea food.- So that to anyone who is inclined

to experiment with blue foxes 1 offer the

suggestion tli.il he carry on the operatioii'-

Mliere he can gel fish as well as horsemeat:

he may with advantage vary these two

foods with mush ami milk.

In IIk' .\leutiaii chain and also in the gull

111 Alaska there are a number of islands on

which foxes have been produced not in

raiK'lic!. and without very much attention

for a considerable number of years. I know

of one man who sent to marki't last fall two

hundred blue fox skins which netted hiui

about Sl'iH a pii'ce. Tlu'se foxes were nut

raised under fence: they were simply turneil
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loose on three or four islands. I imi not able

to say whether or not they were fed, but I

think there was a keeper who saw that no

poaching was done. On some of the islands

the blue foxes are fed with salmon caught in

the summer time and dried, and with refuse

from some of the canneries. I know one

canning concern on Kodiak Island some of

whose stockholders are interested in a fox

farm. These people are utilizing for the feed-

ing of the foxes what had been not only a

waste but a nuisance, namely the heads of

salmon: and they are very well satisfied with

the results. I anticipate that in the Alaskan

region there will in the future be a more

general utilization of waste products from the

canneries for this purpose. Perhaps you know
that heretofore these waste products have

been thrown into the water. They sink to the

bottom, and toward the end of the canning

season, when the steamer comes in, this

offensive mess is turned up from the bottom

and the result is most unpleasant, to say the

least.

A convenient way of handling blue foxes

on these islands is by means of feeding Louses.

Of course, I refer now to those islands on

which the foxes are systematically fed. Small

log cabins six or eight feet square are con-

structed along the beach and a boat comes

around with the feed and distributes it in

each of these cabins. Usually the cabin is

placed on a slope and the entrance for the

fox is about four feet from the ground. The
entrance for the fox is very easy from the

higher part of the slope to the cabin. He
conies on a little platfonii, goes through the

hole in the wall on to another platform which

is inside the cabin: then he goes down some

steps and gets to where the food is. The
foxes become accustomed to that and perhaps

twenty or thirty of them will get in one of

these little cabins in the course of a night.

When the time comes for taking the pelts the

deeper simply goes inside, takes down that

little inclined plane, and pushes over the

button which holds the platform. When
the fox gets inside and out on this platform,

just past the middle of it, the platform tips

over and drops the fox to the bottom: then

the |)Iatform rights itself. The keeper having

taken away the ladder on which the fox

tisuully returns to the platform and thence

outside, th(ifox has to remain in the cabin anti

is' there when the keeper comes around in

the morning. Sometimes he finds that twenty

or thirty have accumulated during the night:

he can select the ones that he wants to kill for

pelts and let the rest go, first taking ad-

vantage of the opportunity to brand them, if

he sees fit, in order that he may know the

ones that he has caught and examined when
he sees them acain.

Blue fox pelts are worth two or three

hundred dollars apiece in favourable locali-

ties: theiefore the blue fox is worthy of sqjne

attention. By the way, one ranch that 1

know of is in southeastern Alaska, where the

climate is practically the same as that o(

British Columbia. The ranch to which I refer

is at Sumdum, not very far from Juno.

So far as I know, the fii-st fur bearer to be

domesticated in America was the little mink.

Minks were held in confinement in New York

State sixty yeais ago. That was during the

Civil War period, when prices were high and

it was profitable to raise minks for fur.

Mainly, however, they were sold then, as

now, for breeding stock. Now, my experience

with minks—and 1 have had quite a lot of it

during the last six or seven years—is simply

this, in a nutshell. Anyone who lives along

the coast where he is sure to be able to get

fish regularly may undertake to raise minks

with good hope of success. But unless one can

get fresh meat and fresh fish for them all the

time, he had better not try it. They will live

on mush and milk for a considerable period,

but if that diet is not varied they are pretty

ceitain to die after a while of one trouble

or another, generally of degenerated kidneys.

The effects of anythini^ but fresh meat and

fresh fish are, in the long run, deleterious.

Minks are readily tamed, and they make
rather interesting animals to have around

the place. 1 was in Seattle a little while ago.

and I happened to be in a furrier's warehouse

which was filled with skins. The man inside

said; "Come around here: I want to show

you something." We went into a large

room about the size of this one: the man
called, "Billie, Billie, Billie," and pretty soon

a handsome mink came out to see what he

had. Billie was caught wild last spring be-

fore he was very large. He was brought in

there and had been fed all summer with food

alternating from one day to another

chicken heads one day and smells the next

and he was as handsome a mink as I ever saw.

I Ic had absolutely no desire to go away from

that warehouse. The same man had another

mink, but he was somewhat different from

Billie, because when he got u chance to leave

he took advantage of il and they never saw

anything more of him.

There is this to be said, however, aboul

J
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minks; After they have been kept in con-

finement a while they do become somewhat

attached to their quarters, and i'cpeatedly

they have been known to come back to their

dens after having escaped. I think that is

mainly because they find it easier to get food

at home than abroad I have known other

animals to do the same thing: I shall have

something to say on that point a little later.

If one wants to keep minks he can do it on

a very small piece of land. I have seen minks

handled successfully in a cage four feet square

with a nail keg as a den—all covered over

with leaves in winter, of course. I know one

msin—he is in Canadian territory, by the way,

up in Yukon—who raised minks for several

years—he may be doing it yet: I do not know
—in little cages four feet square, three sides

and bottom, just one side with netting. I

have used a cage made entirely of one inch

inosh. No. 16 gauge poultry netting, four feet

by eight, about sixtaen inches high. That'

was the runway: the den was made of boards

outside. Minks arc susceptible to cold, and

when the cold weather comes on they must be

very wamily housed. They can run around

outside at any time, for that matter, but

when they are sleeping or inactive they must

be in a warm place. It is always desirable,

if not absolutely necessary, to have a double-

walled den for them. Have a small box ten

or twelve inches square inside of one that is

about six or eight inches larger in every dimen-

sion, and pack the intervening space full of

leaves, sawdust or some non-conductor. If

something of this kind is not done the animals

an; likely to get pneumonia when the first

cold snap comes at the beginning of winter.

Minks are not troubled very much by para-

sites; yet I have found a number of the an-

imals affected in this way. One of the

adv:inlag(;s of a fur f.-irni is ffial we are able

to make the most of everything that liapjiens.

Wlion an'animal dies wc go over him thorough-

ly, looking for pars^iles and evidences of

disease. That is the way in which wc arc

gelling together the material lh:ft people who
are interested ruojil appreciaU^ beciausc it

helps them to know how to lake care of their

aninuds.

We have found a few oases of tapeworms

in minks. We have also run acro.ssanuinbcr

of insla,nces of /bikes (lat, dark-coloured

worms—in (he luligs of minks: and tlic; mink

is Ihc only fur bearing aniiual in wliirli we

h.ive foun<l theni. TlKTe is also a slen<ler,

round worm that wo have found recently a-

round the eyes of two or three specimens of

minks. We have not seen in captivity a mink
troubled with botflies, but an examination

which I made of a collection of skulls in the

National Museum disclosed the fact that

some minks are attacked by a kind of botfly,

which operates somewhat after the fashion of

the gad fly: the eggs are apparently laid in the

nostril of the animal and the young ,larvae

make their way from inside the head to the

frontal sinus and there live out a portion of

their life before they are ready to mature. I

do not know of any other parasites that We
have ob.served in connection with the minks.

I would say finally that minks are less hardy
in confinement that any other fur animal with

which 1 have had cxperienoe. But they will

live and they wll breed—we have breithem
repeatedly. We have found, however, that it

is necessary to give them fresh food—fresh

meat and fresh fish, and not too much of it. I

need make no attempt to raise minks unless

I am in a place where I can get fresh fish and

chicken heads or other kinds of fresh meat

—

horse-meat will do—and have this kind of

food available to them all the time.

Now. as ^jjyartens. We have had martens

for the last five or six years and we find them

hardy in confinement as compared with the

minks. They live well, and they tame rathei

icadily if one takes the pains to tanio them.

By the way, I know that fox farmers do not

care to have their animals tamed: and perhaps

those who are rearing other fur bearer^s think

sinailarly. But if you do want to lame an

animal, put him in a place where he cannot

hide, where he cannot get out ol your sight.

You will tame an aninuil in a short time if you

|)ul liim ina small cage where he cannot get-

in such as position that he is out of sight of

you.

We liu<l the martens tractable enough, as

1 say: but one trouble is that they will not

breed—and that is bad enough, isn't it? The
fact that they will not breed we attribute to

lack of exercise. 'I"he nuu'len in wild slate is

an exceedingly agile creature -spry enough

to chase a red squirrel right tli rough the trees

and catch him—and it naturally gels quite a

lot of exorcise. The stonuichs of wild nuirl-

i^ns have been examined—perhaps you know,

by the way; that the Biological Survey was

start(!d as an institution for studying wild

birds and aniuuUs all over the country. We
have had men all over the United Slates, also

in Mexico .ind Canada, picking upspecuneiviof

birds and mammals, saving their skins mui

skulls and examining their stomachs. Al-

though the wild marten feeds largely on mice
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and squirrels, he will fill up on insects when
he gets a chance. A few years ago one of our

men in Oregon found the stomach of a marten
full of mole crickets, a hard-shelled insect

that lives in the ground. Somehow this mart-

en must have got hold of the crickets and
proceeded to make a meal off them. Sp they

are not confined to one particular type of diet:

they live very well on mush and milk. Butmy
observation is that they live too easily—at

least, I assume that is the case and will do so

until I find out something else. They come
out of their dens promptly when they are fed:

they fill up, and just as promptly go back to

sleep again. If I or anyone else can devise

some method of keeping these fellows at work
for their living—or for fun: it doesn't matter

—they will be more likely to breed. We
have never been able to get martens to breed,

although as I say they live very nicely and are

not troubled with disease: that is, no two

animals, so far as I know, have died of the

same disease. Of course, during the six years

that we have had them we have lost some:

losses are bound to occui at times.

What I have said about martens applies

with equal force to fishets. The fisher, as

you know, is a very excellent fur animal, the

skins being worth two or three hundred doll-

ars apiece. The fisher is an animal nearly

as large as the fox. The fur is very much
more durable than that of the fox: in my
opinion, the fisher is a bettor animal than the

fox ever was. He is hardy and lives well. Wc
had a fisher down in the Washington Zoolog-

ical park: it must have lived ten years there

—

every summer its tail was as bare as a rat, and
in winter it would hair out and live around
until the following year. Three' yeais ago
we boutsht five fishers, and we still have
four of them. But they arc like the martens:

tliey come out, cat. and then want to go back

and sleep. There is no trouble aJ)Out taking

care of Ihcin: they tame fairly well. A keeper

told inc the other day that he had picked up
in his hands a wild-caught animal. But
they do like lo sleep away the time.

Syieaking about breeding, there arc few

piioplc who li;ive raised martens above one

littler, though they are very good molhiTS if

you can get Ihom to breed. I-'isliers have been

bnd a number of times once or twice and then

they would stop. Graham Brothers out here

in Komoka, Ontario, bred them, tvio or three

years and thai was the end of it: they never

got them started lo breed again. Dxcreise,

I think, is (he main thing with them. The
only way lo give Ihcm exercise is lo shut Ihcm

out of the dens: they will then gnaw a hole

through to get in again. That is pk-actically

the only exercise we can get them to take,

but we are still trying. Their food is about

the same as that of the marten in confinemeiit,

and they do well on it. They get fresh meat,

cooked meat, dog biscuit that we make out of

whole wheat—or if we do not get whole wheat
we use middlings and flour which amount to

the same-thing, and ground meat, baked to-

gether and mixed \^ath milk. That makes a

wholesome, well balanced feed that they seem
to enjoy. There, then, is our problem so far

as the fishers and the martens are concerned;

we can keep them and we are now trying to

see if we can make them breed.

The skunk is kept quite extensively in

captivity. You can raise skujiks if you start

right. The fact that their skins do not bring

very much limits skunk farming to certain

localities where feed is abundant and obtain-

able at little cost. The skunk will eat almost

aTiythin^ that a pig will eat: he is practically

omnivorous. Skunks delight in green corn:

they eat it as rapidly as a pig will. They eat

anvthing that comes from your table—meat,

mubh: it all goes with the skunk. These
anunals may be kept cheaply: in fact, if you
have to pay mucli for what you feed them
there is nothing in the business so far as rais-

ing for fur is concerned. But if you have an

hotel near at hand to which you can go for

table scrap, or if you have access to a slaught-

er house where there are beef heads and things

of Ihal kind which tye pVaclically waste, you
are all right. In the feeding of skunks one

is able to utilize a good deal of what would

otherwise be waste.

Skunks breed readily in confinement: they

have litters of anywhere from three to six or

seven. In the winter they hole up and you do
not have to bother with them: so that there

dre some advantages in the raising of skunks.

Besides, they breed true: start with star black

and you get star black every time. I have

never known it to f;ul, ;md 1 have seen a good

many young ones. At the New York sales

yesterday I saw a skunk skin that was n foot

wide: the body of the skin was that long (in-

dicating with hands a length of something

over two feet). I had never seen a skunk
skin half as big. 1 do not know where it

came from: even the people in charge did not

know. But I do know that the biggest skunks

como from the region lying about Minnesota,

the Dakolas, and up north in Canada. So

that if a,liybody wants to raise skunks he will

do well to get some of that big stock and cross
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The .250-3000 Samge
Boll Action Model 1920

HERE IT IS!
y^^HE rifle you have always wanted

^) —A Savage Boll Action. It is

the handiest, daintiest, most per-

fectly modelled little shooting-iron that

a gun-crank ever got his hands on.

And il is the strongest, simplest, most

dependable weapon that an explorer

ever took onto an Artie ice-floe or into a

tropical jungle. And it only weighs six

pounds. There's nothing patched-up

about it—nothing renovated, or adapt-
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to penetrate ^ginch boiler plato

SPECIFICATIONS
22 inch tapered high pressure steel barrel with integral front sight

base, checkered pistol grip stock and fore-stock, pistol grip capped,
oil finished one-piece slock, corrugated trigger, corrugated steel
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SwageArms Corporation
SHARON, PA. UTICA, N. Y. DETROIT, MICH.

Execulive and Export Offices. HO Church Slretl, New York CUi/
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them with our eastern black fellows: if he

does thait he will get something pretty

good after a number of years. That skunk

skin that I saw yesterday was a revelation to

me.

We know the districts in which the best

of all these wild animals are found. The
softest-furred minks are found in a belt run-

.ning through Nova Scotia and Maine, touch-

ing the Adirondacks and extending up to

Labrador. The largest minks, three feet or

so in length, are found in Alaska. The best

martens, so far as f have seeii, are the Labra-

dor martens: I saw some of their kind in New
York yesterday that were worth $100 each.

No one has yet attempted to raise otters

— I may say that I am simply touching on

the different small fur bearers in order to

clear up some questions which might arise.

Otters have rarely bred in confinement. They
have bred, however: I know of one litter that

was produced in our Zoological Park at Wash-
ington. If anybody ha^ a pair of otters and
has any occasion to think that they have
bred, just remove the male immediately:

otherwise the female will probably kill him.

Some years ago a loss of otters was reported

in the Washington Zoological Park. In one

case an otter disappeared and the aulhorilics

had no idea what had Ijcconic of him. That
was in the sunimcr: about September another

disappeared, and stUl there was no clue to the

mystery. Late in.January the female came
out with four you^g ones: the keepers had
no idea that there were young ones in the

den. The otter ta"kes care of her young
pretty well, but it is my private opinion that

in the case to wliinji I have referred the female

destroyed these other otti'rs after she beciuuc

pregnant. There may not be anything to

that theory: but I would certainly separate

the otters after I thought that the mating
had berin accomplished.

I know of one man in Minnesota who is

raising raccoons. lie raises from I'i.') to l.W

every year, and he sells Ihem, not in the form
of skins, but as breeders. 1 do not believe that

the ordinary ra<-coon fan be raised profitably,

bectausc the skin is not a high-priced skin and
the faceoon eats prod igou.sly. We have had
some for a short lim<:: we have not yet had an
opportunity to experiment in breeding. They
will breed in confinement, as you know; but I

Would not advise anyone to r.'iise raccoons for

fur. NeitlK-r would I advise anybody to raise

opossum. I hail one correspondent in Ohio
who was keejiing opposurns in connection

with his i)oiil(rv. Wv. Ii.id :i Inl of chirliiMis

and he fed the waste from the chickens to the

oppossums. I think, however, that in his case

it was a more matter of having pets than mak-
ing a profit.

I noticed at the New York sales hundreds
of fitch skins—the old-world fitch, which, as

you know, is the ferret which we have to hunt
rabbits with. The ferret, however, is a tame
animal; the fitch is a wild one. For many
years the raising of ferrets has been quite an

industry in the town of New London, Ohio.

Y'ou maj' be interested to hear a few words

about them.

Last September in the St. Louis sales, ferret

skins brought about seven dollars each—that

is, the best 'of them. I know of one farm

near New London the owner of which has

about 600 ferrets and has produced about

4,000 a year. He is by all odds the biggest

raiser of ferrets in that neighbourhood; but

there arc at least a dozen others who are in the

business there. He feeds them swill, of a

definite kind, of course. He runs a fann en-

tirely for the ferrets. He keeps a number of

cows, and about once a week he kills an old

horse. The main food, of course, is cooked

mush made of whole %\heat and milk. MTien

I went to sec him I met him coming round the

corner with two buckets, one in each hand,

full of what I would call swill—just mush and

milk—for his ferrets. He fed these animals

I believe, twice a day. Somewhere from one-

third to one-half of his families produced two
litters a year; about one-third of all he raised

were white ones. He raised that proportion be-

cause it filled the requirements of the market.

Mating white with wliite gives him white;

mating dark with dark invariably gives dark;

mating dark with white gives him almost

anything.

I went to sec this ferret farmer especially

to get some light on the mink problem. Of
course, ferrets and minks dilTer somewhat ia

their habits; yet they are quite similar in

build. The mink is more or less of a water

animal, and the fitch is not. 1 reasoned that

the kind of feed that would suit the ferret

might be fed successfully to the mink. I tried

it, but it would not work. You cannot raise

minks on swill; the fact that you can raise

ferrets, though, on such a diet .is F have des-

cribed, may be of interest.

— Tlie :inimals of which I have been speaking

so far are carnivorous. I should like to say

a word about four of the rodents; then I shall

have finisiied. I'irsI, the rabbit. Some oT

you know about rabbits, I am sure, they arc

raised in ioiiiumI ion with foxi'S. You know
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that you cannot raise rabbits for their skins.

There is not a rabbit skin in the world that has

a likelihood of bringing more than fifty cents.

But if you have rabbits and are killing them,

it is worth while saving the skins. One of the

may results of the war has been a demand for

the skins of American grown rabbits. In

1915 shipping got so scarce that an embargo
was placed on the importation of fur into the

United States. Rabbit skins were shut out,

and our hatters were faced with difficulty. By
the way, the jack rabbit presents a problem

to us in the Western States. Jack rabbits

destroy more than they are worth of grain

and hay, and some years when they are a-

bundant we keep men out there who are poi-

soning them, throwing them away and letting

them rot,—because there is no other way of

disposing of them. Wc have always felt

rather guilty about it. Repeatedly the quest-

ion has been taken up of utilizing that fur in

the making of hats. That had n'olhing to do,

of course, with the native rabbit or any other

American rabbit: but when the war came on

it was a case of American rabbits or nothing

—

and the way these hatters went after rabbits

was funny. Heretofore the best rabbit skins

came from Europe, and supplementing these

were the skins from Australia and New Zea-

land. Now there is a sale for almost any kind

of rabbit skin, American as well as the rest.

The skin of a little six-weeks-old rabbit is not

worth very much, to be sure: but even it is

worth the trouble involved in picking it up,

stretching it out on a wire, and hanging it up.

But not let anyone tell you that any fur

bearing rabbit is worth raising for its fur,

because it is not.

The beaver can probablybe raised profitably

in remote localities where there is timber on

which they may feed. They will cat grass

or almost any kind of vegetation, but in winter

they are accustomed to eating the bark of

trcc«. To raise beavers it is necessary to be

near a pulp mill or paper mill, or to be in the

vicinity of a railroad over which pulp ran be

transported: though in that case the country

would be worth more :is a pulp area than a

beaver field.

The beaver is one of the animals wliirli is

odapted to the preserve—to the national

forest nr big, governmental trad, wh(!tlier

provincial. Slate or federal. It is interesting

to know that beavers lame v('ry re.'ifliiy, !ind

that Ihey will eat anything you give them in

the way of vegetation or vegetable food

—

bread, carrots, turnips—almost anything

that one has in the vegetable line. 1 received

a surprise at a sportsmen's show held in New
York a few years ago in the month of March.
During the preceding October four or five

beavers of various sizes had been caught

wild in New Brunswick: these were now ex-

hibited at that show, confined by a piece of

wire netting as high as this table set on edge

around a portion of the show. I was looking

at the beavers with a great deal of interest,

when the man in charge said to me; "Get over:

get over—they won't hurt you." So I got

over a little closer: and the man came over

with me, and picked up one of these big ras-

cals in his arras—harmless as a pig. The
beggar could bite the leg off a man if he set

out to do it.. The readiness with which these

animals tame is engaging, to say the least. A
dealer in pets who lives in Michigan caught a

pail of beavers a few yeais ago and had a

cement basin made for them in his backyard.

I have seen a copy of a publication in which
Mr. Jan Kowsky is shown holding up a piece of

bread, and the beaver, with his paws on M<

.

Kowsky's knee is eating out of his hands.

Beavers will breed in captivity. In 191,') I

saw a pair of beavers in the Vancouver Zoo-

logical Park. They weie confined in a smah

enclosure about twenty by fourteen feet,

with a cement floor, and containing a box

with a hole in either end. That was all there

was to it. It was nothing like the woods that

the beavers were originally raised in; yet they

had been breeding for a number of years. If

anybody wants to experiment with beavers

there is a possibility that under some circum-

stances he may raise them. The main con-

sideration is access to food that costs- very

little, because they are large animals and eat

a great deal. But the best beaver skins are

worth .|50 now, and that is an item.

I shall nol say much about muskrats, except

that they point a possll>le way to farming

some of these lesser fur bearers. Muskrats

can be bred; they tame readily and have a

strong homing instim^t: tiiey will hang around

a place that they are accustomed to be kept

in so long as they can find something to eat.

Someone picked up a muskrat in the spring a

few years jjfc'o and put hun in a cage near the

. wildcats in the Washington Zoological Park.

During the summer or fall he was turned loose

and put back in his native element at Rock

Creek. The next morning he was biick at the

old cage. Tlioy did not put him in the cage;

they simply fed him outside. He stayed

around a few days and disappeared, ami .some

months afterwards they found him dead in a

post hole. That throws a light on one of the
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instinctSj of the muskrat. Indeed, it is a

characteristic tiiat may he, wori^ed out to ad-

vantage with muskrats and with other animals

as well, especially when you want to keep

them in localities where you have no fencing.

For muskrats'i'ou can have a marsh, provided

you see that poachers are kept ofT;and you
may find it.profitaljle to grow vegetables,

carrots, turnips and something of that sort

along the shore, because muskrats will, as

some people know to their cost, invade a garden

and eat the corn, carrots, turnips and
everything else. That happens only occasion-

ally when the idea is suggestive.

There is a sizable possibility, not to say a

probability, that skunks and perhaps raccoons

and beavers can be kept on a fairly large tract

of land—we will say about one hundred acres

—

—and supplied with food, without fences. It

is an experiment well worth tr\-ing; I hope to

do something in that line before very long.

Much depends on the appropriation available

for the purpose, and as they are mighty frugal

down in our country these days I may not be

able to get the neces.sary funds.

One other animal that is spoken about a

good deal is the chinchilla. Inquirie.s come
in every once in a while about the chinchilla.

I do think that it is a fairly promising animal.

As you know, it has beenfbund in South Amer-
ica from nearly down to sea level, toward the

southern part of Chili, up to at least 17,tK)0

feet elevation in Bolivia and Peru. So that

it extends through a wide range of altitude.

The diD'erencc between the climatic conditions

in these various districts If. perhaps, not very

great, but the weather is cold with some snow
in the higher altitudes. Up in the high moun-
tains there is not very much precipitation,- But
I do not see any reason why chinchillas should

not be introduced into this country, particu-

larly in the Ho:-ky mountain region. Some
of you are familiar with a recent advertisement

that appeared in one of our fur papers offering

chinchillas fgr sale. They have been bred,

therefore; they have been bred in confinement

in the London Zoological Park. They breed

twice a year; the best skins are worth from

S60 to S80. Chinchillas live entirelS' upon
vegetable food.

A Few Days of Sport Near Edmonton

Mr. II. II. Ilvnilin.in "Ml .(Irnix.' I.llpi, Mr. Iiisiiii- llynrlmiiii I ( .iipl. Mi'.Millim. nil of ICdmontcm.
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CLARK'S
PREPARED FOODS

Please remember Mr. Canadian Sportsman that Clark's

can give you thefmest selection of Canned Foods for

Camp use and that they are

MADE IN CANADA
Corned Beef, Roast Beef, Roast Mutton, Loaf Meats,
Cooked Tripe, Beefsteak and Onions, Stewed Kidney,

» Ox and Lunch Tongues, Potted Meats, Concentrated
Soups, Pork and Beans, Peanut Butter, Tomato Ketchup, Spaghetti
with Tomato Sauce and Cheese, Canadian Boiled Dinner, etc., etc.

PERFECTLY COOKED AND READY TO SERVE
YOUR GROCER HAS THEM INSIST ON CLARK'S

W. CLARK, LIMITED, MONTREAL

NEVER LOSE A FISH
BY USING THE GREER PATENT LEVER HOOK

THE BEST FISH HOOK ON EARTH for Sea.
Lake and Biver Fishing. No losing bait, nor coming
home witliout your largest fish. No breaking loose
or tearing out. No one can afford lo fish without one.
No springs to get out of order. It is simple and
strong, being a Lerer. the harder a fish pulls the stron
er it will hold liim. It is easily adjusted to all '

of fishing by sliHing the little clamp on the rod. You

rono-
icinds

will find our Hooks fine for fishing through the Ice
Use our Honks the same as you would any common bait
hook and you will find that you will lose very few fish;
it is impossible for a fish to cut the line with our Hook.
Wc claim for the Lever Hook that a fish docs not

have to be hooked on the bait hook to get him. if he
puils on the bait the larger hook will spear him.

MADE IN FOUR SIZES. PRICES:

No. 8 15c each No. 3-0 25c each
No. 1-0 20c each No. 5-0 30c each

or 5 for $1.00.

Sent on receipt of price to

THE GREER MFG. CO., ATLANTA, GA.

Money back if not satisfactory.

No Trouble to Prepare

/3cnt{e4i4
Reindeer Coffee

or

Reindeer Cocoa
Just Add Boiling Water

Handy for home use, at picnics,
hunting, fishing or camping.

BORDEN MILK CO.
MONTREAL



Joe's Otter

Alfred O. Philipp

IT
was golden autumn in the great

city, and the call of the wild
throbbed impulsively in the veins

of its red-blooded men. Even lower
Broadway and Wall St. felt it. 'In

the private office of Reeves and Co.
sat the head of the firm in silent

meditation. Above the clicking of

typewriters and the roaring of the
elevated trains came the primitive
call. John Reeves, St., heeded and
his soul responded. Finally he de-
termined to secure a few weeks' respite

from wrestling with the "bulls and
bears" of Wall St. by repairing to

Carcajou Lake and hunting the bulls

and bears of that justly famed big
game region.

That night, in the usual batch of

letters that left the big office, was an
envelope bearing the name of Jake
Smith, the famous Canadian guide.
Now, it happened that Jake Smith,

who guided the financier on his previ-
ous excursions to the lake, had a large
and profitable party of tourists on
his hands. So after sundry letters

to and fro he finally drafted Joe and
I into the service of "old man
Reeves,"as Jake so aptiy dubbed
the eminent Wall St. wizard.
But I certainly cannot say that I

manifested any great symptoms of
joy at the prospect of having Joe
Howell imposed upon me as a com-
panion guide. For although I had
never met the man he was not ex-
actly an unknown quantity, as the
trouble he had with the Game War-
dens the year before was .small talk in

the province. As the story goes,
Howell shot two beaver, which are
protccti^d by law, but was caught in

the act of disposing of the pelts and
haled into court, where a severe pen-
alty was imposed upon him in the
way of a fine. At first it is said that
he demurred, relating a ridiculous
str)ry of how he shot the beaver in

order (o protect the life ol a trained
otter, or sf)me such nons(!nse. But
finally he i)aid the fine and left the
••onrt-rof)i)i in disgust.

So runs the story. But such im-

plicit faith had I in Jake's good judg-
ment that ere long I decided that
there must be something queer about
the whole yarn. And as time passed
I became curious to meet this strange
man who could boast of the confid-
ence and friendship of so great a
woodsman and guide as Jake Smith.
The elder Reeves had decided to

bring his only son and heir along,
and by pre-arrangement Jake and I

were to meet them at a little flag

station on the C.P.R. with pack and
saddle horses. "Reeves, Jr. proved
to be a sallow city youth of arrogant
demeanor, who had the misfortune
to be born a rich man's son. Almost
immediately I took a dislike to him.

It was yet early forenoon as the
travellers alighted from the trains.

Jake and I loaded their luggage on
the pack-horses, and we hit the trail

at once for a point on the Little

Carcajou River twelve miles distant
where Joe awaited us with two canoes
in which we were to paddle the re-

maining distance of about fifteen

miles to the lake, where Joe had
built a very comfortable cabin.

The elder Reeves I had in my canoe
while the son graced the bow of Joe's
craft, the luggage being equally div-

ided. Jake bid us adieu and started
back with the horses, leaving the
Reeves in our care. It was the
youth's initial sojourn in the big
woods and he was visibly nervous.
There he sat in Joe's canoe with a

loaded rifle lying across his knees
ready for instant use. And it was
plainly evident from the expression
on his face that he actually expected
a bear or a wikl-cal to jump out of the
overhanging l)ushes at any moment
and devour him
The fifteen miles up the river were

traversed without mishap, although
it rc(|uirc(l strong i)a(ldling to accom-
plish it before sundown. The sun
hung just over the Western horizon

a big red l<:ill of fire, as we emerged
from the riv'er into the lake. Before
us stretched Needle Point, a long,

narrow peninsula which derived its
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name from its extreme thinness, and
the peculiar mannner in which it

projected into the body of the lake.

Water plant Hfe grew upon this point
in great profusion; with horn wort,
swamp arrow, bugseed, sand reed,

and frost grape the predominatmg
species.

As we rounded the point I chanced
to see an otter disporting himself on
the near shore. Quite obvious to

our proximity seemed the queer
beast, for he surely must have sensed
our presence. Involuntarily I ceased
paddUng to gaze at him, but my action
attracted the attention of Reeves
Jr., and the moment he espied the
otter he quickly reached for his lifle,

brought it to his shoulder, and
started to blaze away.

At the same instant Joe Howell
leaned forward, struck the rifle barrel

a resounding smack with his paddle,
and the bullet flew harmlessly over
the otter's head and into the bushes.

The otter slid into the water and
disappeared. A jacksnip'e flushed in

an ajoining meadow and with a

sharp hissing whistle winged his

peculiar zig-zag flightinto the thicket.

A turtle pushed his cumbersome
form from a sunny log and landed
in the water with a splash. Then
silence reigned.

"Say! What's the idea?" young
Reeves finally blurted.

"The idea is simply this," IIowcll

answered. "That otter belongs to

me just as your pet dog i)elongs to

you, and I resent your firing at it

just as you would resent anyone
shooting at your dog. And now,
gentlemen,' addressing us all, "if I

am to remain one of the party I

must insist upon a jjromise from all

of you that under no circumstances
will any of you molest or -shoot
at an otter during your stay at

Carcajou Lake."

This astonishing announccMucnt left

UK HpecM'hlcss for a moinenl. TiuMi
I rclleclcd that it was loo early in liic

season to trap furs, anyhow; and the
Heevcs were after big game and
didn't care a snap about otters. So
we all cheerfully agreed to refrain
from molesting any oilers we might
sec, and proceeded to llu; ( abin

where Joe prepared a supper that
brought a smile to every face^

The Reeves stayed in the woods
for three weeks and then left with a
pair of deer heads to decorate the
Wall St. office, a happy smile on their

bronzed faces, and a healthy appe-
tite that threatened many a breech
of table etiquette. The incident of

the first day passed off and was never
again mentioned.

*****
According to the calendar it was

winter, but the thermometer refused
to bear out the testimony of the
calendar, for the weather was com-
paratively mild, and the furs were
far from prime. So Joe and I waited
patiently for the first faint rattle of

snow against the window, and the
hissing of flakes coming down the
chimney, which would herald the

beginning of a long, cold, white
winter in the great Northwoods.

During the past month I had
learned to know Joe Howell for the
unusual person that he really was.
Silent, and even morose at times, yet

he was a man of remarkable accom-
plishmQ^nts and a high order of learn-

ing. I found that hi!< reasons for choos-

ing the lonely life of a Canadian
guide and trapper were of a purely
private nature; reflecting, however,
no dishonor upon his name.

We liad conceived a mutual liking

for each other, and after the depart-

ure of the Reeves we decided to team
up and trap the Carcajou Lake region

all through the winter, for Joe's cabin
was of adequate warrtith and construc-

tion. We chopped plenty of wood
for fuel, greasecl our traps, provided

new stretches , oiled our flrearnis, and
laid in a good supply of provisions

and toJKUH'o.

Also we had gone carefully over

the ground, studying every sign,

locating dens and runways, and ever
seeking new prospects. So now we
had but to- wait, Not that we were
idle by any means, but simply im-

palient to get our line of lrai)S out.

II was during this interval that Joe
narrated to nu^ the remarkable story

of his otter, while smoking our piiies

one night before the burning logs

in llie big lire-place. Of its veracity
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I have no doubt, nor has anyone else

who really knows Joe Howell. And
the facts involved are granted by
every naturalist. So I commend it

to the reader as a true story of one of

our most interesting fur-bearers, of

whose life and habits few people have
any conception. I will relate the

story in Joe's own words, as follows:

"A year ago last spring I had a

standing order for all the live box-

trapped mink that I could capture,

from a prospective fur farmer who
had a minkery in conternplatioii.

Now, mink are not the easiest ani-

mals in the world to entice into a box;

but after considerable experimenting
I eventually evolved a trap so natur-

al in design that many a sophisticated

old mink walked unsuspectingly into

it. My trap was simply a big hole in

the bank with a door over the en-

trance which walked on the same
principle as a box trap, and imprison-

ed the animal in the hole. Only
instead of an awkward box to arouse

suspicion there was merely an inviting

hole in the river bank to walk into.

"Imagine my surprise upon finding

a young otter in a trap one morning.

At first he strenuously resented my
efforts to dislodge him; but after some
little persuasion, in the form of a

canoe paddle applied in the right

direction, I managed to get him into

a heavy burlap bag in which I carried

him to my cabin.

"An improvised cage was quickly

constructed from an old barrel, and
in this I housed my little prisoner.

He ale readily enough, and after

a few days of captivity, when he had
become sufficiently accustomed to

my presence, I brought him into the

cabin, dosed the door, and let him
out of the cage.

"He scampered quickly into a

dark co.ner where he glared at mc
while I quietly read. Finally he

would venlurc out and snilT at the

various articles in the, room. But
the sliglitc.st inovcmenl on my part

would send him .scurrying i)ack into

the corner, ihis continued for sev-

eral days until one night, when he
was particularly active, lie snifl'ed

at a small roimd bottle that chanced
In be lying ui)on the (loor. The bottle

rolled away from him. This must
have surprised him very much for

he advanced cautiously and touched
the bottle with, his paw. It rolled

again and the little fellow became
deeply interested, for he advanced
and gave the bottle another push.

"This process was continued sev-
eral times, and before long he was
wrestling and rolling all over the
floor with the bottle, until suddenly
he found himself right under my
legs. This startling discovery sent
him scampering clumsily into his

barrel.

"But the ice was broken, and the
bottle paved the way to our further
acquaintance, for he now became very
playful.. And while playing with a

ball I had provided for him, my pres-

sence seemed of little concern to him.
Soon I persuaded him to accept food
from my hand. This led to my
touching him, and ere long I could
fondle him.

It was some time before I could
pick him up, for most wild animals
object violently to being lifted off

their feet. But I finally managed
to pick him up and carry him around,
and then I knew that I had won him
thoroughly.

"He was a most peculiar creature,

both in appearance and actions. To
me he resembled a great, enormous
mink more than anything else. His
short, thick fur was of a rich and
glossy brownish black. The top of

his head was flat, and his ears being

so small and far apart, made his

whole head look absurdly broad and
flat. His short, stubby legs, with

their webbed feet, were apparently

set upon the sides of his long, thick

body; which gave him an awkward,
waddling appearance when he walked.

And to complete her humorous design

Dame Nature finished him off with a

tail, which, when once seen, is never

forgotten. It is a long, round alTair

that starts off in a most promising
manner, but becomes so depressed

towards the lip that it looks like a

long, thin cone hitched on lo his

body.

"His antics afl'ordcd me much
amusement in my lonely hours. And
he was of such a playful and good-
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natured disposition that I could not
help but become attached to him.
By mid-summer I had given him his

full freedom, but he showed no in-

clination to run away. Had I

brought him to a village or town he
would probably have run off at the
first opportunity. But the cabin
standing right here in the woods, in

his natural environment, he had
nothing to run away for.

"He made the cabin his home, and
would sometimes follow me about
like a dog. He would frequently
go away on excursions of his own,
but they were never of long duration,
and he always appeared glad to get
back.
"One day in early August I was

down at the foot of the lake standing
on an old stump and trolling for

pickerel over the fringe of the lily

pads. The otter was lying on the

bank nearby. Suddenly I got a

strike, and in a short tinie I landed
my fish, throwing it upon the bank.
The otter pounced upon it the instant

it landed, and before I could jerk it

away he had it by the back, breaking
its spine cleanly.

"This happened so quickly that it

quite took my breath away. But
Ihe occurence afforded me an inspira-

tion and I decided to carry out my
idea at once. In Asia, I rcllccted,

there is an otter quite similar to our
American species. And I had often

heard that the Asiatics train these

otters to dive into the watier, catch

fish, and bring them ashore to their

masters. Now why could I not train

my oltcr in a like manner.

"The idea pleased me and I deter-

mined to try the experiment at once.

First, I would give him a name to

which I would teach him to respond.

As I gazed at him and pondered, his

droll, piiilosoi)hical expression im-
pres.sccl me so humorously that I named
him uflcr Omar Khayyam, tlie genial

|)agHn i)ard- and pliilosoplicr, and
from that day I called liiin Omar.

"Omar's schooling required much
patience and perseverance. Hut to

me, it was a most interesting adven-
ture in the (ield of natural history, and
I enjoyed llie experiment hugely.
I'irst, I iiookcd anoliicr (isli and

threw it upon the bank as before.

And again Omar pounced upon it and
killed it. This pleased me, so the
next|fish I hooked I let drop in the
water about two feet from the shore,

where it flopped wildly about. Like
a shot the otter slid off the bank and
was upon the fish, killing it instantly

and carrying it upon the bank. I

then patted him and fondled him,
giving him to understand that he
had pleased me.

"Many fish and many days were
spent in this manner. Each time
I would let the fish drop into the

water further from the bank, until

finally I had but to hook a fish and
Omar was into the water and upon it.

If he hesitated in bringing it ashore
I simply drew the line in.

"Considerable difficulty was ex-

perienced in inducing him to dive into

the water after a fish at command.
But I accomplished this by throwing
a live fish into shallow water, close

to the shore, and it required but little

effort to induce him to retrieve it.

Finally I had but to throw a fish into

the lake, for he had grasped the im-

pression that he was supposed to dive

into the water and bring a fish ashore.

And one day when I threw a rock bass

far out into the lake where I knew he
could never capture it, he neverthe-

less took to the water, and in a short

time came ashore with a yellow perch

in his mouth.

"By early fall Omar and I were the

best of pals. He had acquired con-

siderable growtli during the summer
and weighed probably seventeen or

eighteen pounds. In the svater he

was like an eel. He would glide

silently into the water and iiardly

a ripple would mar the surface to

show where he went under. He
would emerge the same way. In

fact, it .seemed that the water just

simply opened to let him out, for

never a splash would he make. His

aiiualic cxiiloils were something to

marvel at, for in twisting, lurning

and swimming he could beat a (ish

at its own game. And sucii grace

and elegance of movement did he

(lisplay in the water that his actions

on land seemed even more awkward
and chimsy in comparison.
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"One day I was walking along the
banks of a small stream, with my
rifle under my arm, and Omar trailing

along behind. It was still too early
to trap and I was merely studying
the signs along the stream. A few
miles up there was a pond where I

knew the beavers had been working
all summer. So I decided to creep
stealthily ap to the edge of the pond,
and from a point of vantage watch
the beavers work, if possible, for it is

a wonderful sight to see a colony of

beavers at ^vork in their natural
environment.

"Hardly had I settled down behind
a rock when I saw Omar shoot out
into the water and head for a beaver
who was swimming along the surface
with a stick in its mouth. Before
the beaver could defend itself the
otter was upon it, and for a few
moments it appeared as if the water
about them was boiling. Suddenly
a second beaver appeared and came
to the assistance of the first.

"I now began to fear for the safety
of the otter. Iknew he could always
save himself by taking flight, but I

realized that his formidable spirit

would prohibit such a course, and

that he would fight to the finish,

regardless of the outcome. So I

hesitated no longer, but watching my
opportunity I shot both beavers
through the head, and brought the
unequal fight to an abrupt end, to

save Omar from injury and possibly
death.

"Although the beavers were still

unprime I decided to fish them out of

the water, skin and stretch them as

best I could, and include them in my
first shipment of furs, instead of

letting them go to waste altogether.

But a vigilant game warden spied
the outside tag on the package, open-
ed it up, and discovered the beaver
skins. I was immediately arrested
and fined for breaking the law.

"So this , my friend, is the story of

Omar, probably the only trained
otter in America. And in his behalf
I was branded as a law-breaker.
But should the occasion demand I

would unhesitatingly do tlfe same
thing again, for he came to me, a^wild

thing out of the great forest.'^and

became my friend and companion
during the long months when I was
the sole representative of my kind
in this wild region."

Putting Caesarea on the Map
S. C. Cain

IT is just possible that by some
unlucky chance the natives of

Caesarea will get hold of this

story; then will the writer's reputa-
tion for veracity disappear, even as

the angler's "biggest ever" always
vanishes iifter being safely hauled as

far as the side of the boat. Certain
it is that some of the well meaning,
if misguided, summer visitors who
have this year honored tlio village wilii

Iheir presence, will, should Ihey
chance to read this peregrination
into tiie rcidius of literature, cuss.

It can't be helped. It is necessary
lUat the world of anglers be informed
thai Caesarea is on the map.
When in the hey dey of youth I

liisl rc^id .Jerome Iv. .leronie's "Three

Men in a Boat," I was travelling m an
English railway train. I remember
I laughed outright much to the dis-

gust of my more sedate English
friends. I know that I then formed
the opinion that three men in a boat

never could have met with such
amazing or amusing adventures.
But since I have discovered that
Caesarea is on the map I have changed
my mind.

This, as I have said, being a pere-

grination into the realms of litera-

ture, I may be. pardoned for lhi,.<;

elaborate inlroduclion. It really is

necessary and there is alwavs the

chance that I may get paid by the

amount of space I occupy.
Hut coming down to brass tacks,
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the Grand Interna-

tional Handicap
with an ITHACA
Gun because any

man can

break
more targets

with an
ITHACA.

Catalog free.

Single barrel trap
guns, $75.00andup.

Double guns.$45.00
:.:<! up.

/Vddresa Box 13

ITHACA GUN
CO.

Ithaca, N. Y.
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three Toronto meru we will call them,
Bob, Sid and Alec, because at least

one of them was smart, determined on
a week end fishing trip. JVVhere to go
was the burning question. They
consulted all tha beautifully colored
presentation booklets furnished by
the railways for the purpose of tang-
ling would-be tourists in loiots.

Every place Ahat boasted oT its

"good fishing" was either too far

away for week end purposes or the
railway, which had the good fortune
to pass through the location, kindly
consented to deposit a visitor at some
unearthly hour on Saturday evening,
but firmly and without argument,
refused to bring him home again on
Sunday night. Someday a kindly
government will wake to the fact

that, there are many thousands of

stilled city workers who need a
chance to partake of the life giving
ozone during the week end, and when
they do we shall get a return of the
cheap excursion and not till then.

"Let's go to Caesarea," said Alpc,

after hours of searching had failed to
unearth a likely spot.

"Where's Caesarea?" asked Bob.
"It's on Lake Scugog," replied

Sid, "I've heard of it. It's some-
where near Port Perry."
A hasty search of the time tables

failed to reveal the whereabouts of

Caesarea. It had got mislaid. Alec
and Sid were both positive that there
was a Caesarea. All we had to do
was to find it. Like all true anglers
we i)()ssess more than our fair share
of patience. It is a good job that
we do, otherwise we had never taken
this week end trip.

Alec was deputed to discover the

how, the why and the wherefore
of the missing village. In the cour.se

of two or three days he reported that
if we went to Ncstlelou l)y the C.P.H.,
wc might, if we were lucky, discover
a convcyimcc wiiicii would drive us
to (-aesarca which he said was a mile
or .so further on. "At the worst
wc can hoof it," he said.

Sid, who is a regular camper, sug-
gcslej:! that we take all our grul)

along and sleep out by the. side of the.

lake. But .\lec and Bol) would have,

none of this. "Why said .\lec, it's

a summer resort. There's bound to

be two or three good hotels. We
need only take our fishing tackle
along."

"Fools rusli in where angels fear

to tread." We took Alec's advice.

We arrived at Nestleton in the early
hours of the evening of Saturday,
July 12, in the present year of grace.

At the station we found a gentleman
whose beard reminded us of the
patriarchs, and who, with his two
ancient steeds and trusty char-a-
banc, like the Toomerville trolley,

meets all trains. For the sura of

forty cents he agreed to take us to

Caesarea. "How far is it!" asked
Sid.

"Three miles!" replied the patri-

arch.

"And you said we could hoof it,"

sneered Bob, with a glance first at

our traps and then at Alec, who
wisely refrained from speech.
We climbed aboard the char-a-

banc. Then we discovered that three

young and very beautiful damsels,
were also to make the trip to the

village. I merely mention this in

passing, because the aforesaid three
beautiful damsels totally ignored our.

presence during th3 whole journey.

Bob, who has I believe a (race

of Scotch blood in him, asked the

driver if there were any reduction
for the return journey. But the

said-driver must have lived in Tor-
onto at some time or other, for there

was c[uilc a note of scorn in his voice

as he intimated that it was forty

cents each way.

At last we arrived ai Caesarea.
We had already decided we would
book our rooms at the hotel, and then
hire a boat and go out on the lake

(luring the cool of the evening. Alas
for our hopes.

The three young and beautiful

damsels beat us to it. There were
two real suMinier hotels in the place.

They were i)<)Lli tiill to overllowing.

The three beauliriil damsels formed
the overllowing, because, after Ihcy
had safely stowed themselves away
in one of the hotels, liie i)roprietors

would have none of us, although wc
looked perfectly respectable.

I-'or ;i lime we were nonplusscil.
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Canadian Pacific

The Sportsman's

Line
If you're thinking—and you should be

—

where you'll go fishing this spring and
summer, let us make some timely
suggestions.

Have you ever tried the Nipigon River,
noted for its mammoth speckledtroul. and
other wonderful trout streams along the
north shore of Lake Superior?

Or Point au Baril and the Georgian Bay
district, French River, Lake Xipissing,
Trout Lake and Lake Penache, where
you'll get black bass, 'lunge, pike and
pickerel?

Then there are the Kawartha Lakes, sixty
miles or so north-east of Toronto, also
olTering fine bass and 'lunge fishing.

The Canadian Pacific takes you to all

these—and many other places. A. O.
.Seymour, General Tourist .\gent, C.P.R.,
Montreal, will tell you more about them if

you write him.
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We stood in the centre of the "main
street" with all our paraphernalia
at our feet, the cynosure of all eyes.

What Sid said about it cannot be
printed in a respectable sporting

journal, but boiled down, "I told you
so" would perhaps suffice.

Presently one or two kindly cot-

tagers came up with various suggest-
tions. Perhaps Mrs. So and So or

Mr. Blank might be able to give us a

bed, and so on. Finally we des-

patched Alec on a tour of the village

to see what he could discover. In
the meantime Bob and Sid remained
to guard the baggage. To make
matters worse, ever>' now and then an
angler would pull in at the wharf
with two or three beautiful 'lunge,

and sometimes from three to six

fairly good bass. Our fishermen's
instinct was aroused by these sights.

We were anxious to get settled and
out on the lake. Never had we
seen so many fine specimens of 'lunge
at one time. There seemed to be no
limit.

At last Alec came back. He had
discovered a boat but no lodgings.

Even at that we had to wait until

some other anglers returned before
we could get tnc craft and daylight
was fast fading. But at length the
boat arrived and with it our first

sign of good hick, for the owner gave
us the key of the boathouse and told

us to return it to hjni when we left

on Sunday evening.

Eureka! Here was a place to

sleep. Accordingly we filled our lamp
with oil and proceeded to the boat-
house. We locked ourselves in and
changed our attire. In half an hour
we were out on the lake, having first

of course, prevailed upon one of the
hotels to provide us wilh sufficient

sandwiches to last all night and next
day.

Ah! I nearly forgot to mention
that wliilc we waited forlornly in the
village slrcel several people warned
us about fishing on .Sunday. First

we were told that |)laiiirlolhesmen

from 'J'oronlo wore coming down next
day to' see who Ihey could land.

Then we heard thai two "spoltcrs"

from the Dominion .Xliiance would be
prowling around. "It's "got the

people down here scared," said our
informant. "They won't go out to-
morrow. You'd better be careful."

However, let us return to the lake.

It was a cloudy night and a trifle cool.

We rowed out about half a mile ac-
companied by ten billion mosquitoes.
Alec produced some pungent smelling
oil with which we daubed ourselves
like Red Indians. Wonder of won-
ders, unlike all other mosquito rem-
edies it worked. The unseen army
of millions could be heard but did
not bite.

We came to anchor and commenced
to fish. Did we catch any of the
sportive bass? We did not. Did
we land even one succulent perch?
We did not. Did we catch anything?
We did. We must have chosen the
one spot in the lake where the cat-

fish were spending their summer
vacation. There were thousands of

'em. No sooner had our bait disap-

peared below the water than it was
seized. We kept hauling 'em in at

express speed. But fishworms at

$1.75 per hundred are two expensive
for this kind of fn,- and we soon got
tired.

Back to the boat house we went and
prepared to sleep. By this time it

had turned really cold. Alec said

it was three below zero, but Alec
always exaggerates. Anyhow, Bob
and i, and now I've gone and disclosed

my identity, composed ourselves for

slumber, while .\lec decided on a

promenade through the sleeping vil-

lage. The two of us had just dozed
off when Alec returned and av.akened
us. Then it was thai Bob made up
his mind that he could not sleep.

But I, being an old hand at the game,
determined that 1 would. The two
of them Iherefore started off again
on another promenade. When I

awakened, it was about 1 a.m. A
crackling outside the boathouse and
a smell of smoke proclaimed* a fire.

I peered outside. There was Aid
and liob sitting cozily before a great

l)laze.
_^
As for me I shivered.

I joined them. We decided to eat

the (irsl of our sandwiches. We did.

Then did they explain how they had
manufactured an olTicial looJiing not-

ice and pinned it lo a tree in front
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GOING FISHING?
nil

I

"Be Ready" for the "Opening Day"
On Your Favorite Lake or Stream

jTj Order your Flies, Rods, Reels, Tango Minnows, South Bend Baits,

jj
Creek Cliiib Baits, Crabdads, Al Foss Baits, Spinners, Lines, Landing

}}
Nets and Other Fishing Necessities of us. We can supply you with just

1! what you want, then be ready to "go fishin" when the spirit moves you.

RUBBER BOOTS
We can supply you with the best

RUBBER BOOTS and RUBBER
COATS on the market at lowest

prices.

TRAPSHOOTERS
GILL NETS mounted with leads

and floats ready fori th* water, 30

cents per yard.l In ordering give

size of mesh, [stretched measure

desired

—

GILL NETS
HOOP NETS

DIP NETS

TRAMMEL NETS

SEINES or DRAG NETS
POUND NETS

STURGEON NETS

Floats, Side Lines, Seaming Twine,

Leads and other fishing necessities.

We carry in stock Black Shells,

Field Shells, and Nitro Club Shells

in trap loads. Order your sup-

plies' now for that tournament.

TRAPS
carried in stock for all animals from
a rat to a grizzly bear—at lowest

prices.

We carry in stock the largest as-

sortment of animal traps in Canada.

Rifles, ammunition, headlights, tents, camp stoves, shoepacks, vacuum
bottles, compasses, canoes, Eveready flashlights, and 1001 other articles

of interest to the sportsman and trapper are described and priced in

HALLAM'S TRAPPERS ANDiSPORTSMEN'S SUPPLY CATALOG
which will be mailed free for the asking. Address in full as follows

963 r -^ « .^H- -limited
tailam Buildang.TORONTO,

THE LARGEST IN OUR LINE IN CANADA

^lli! illl==ilil=ll 1^
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of the principal hotel. I strolled off

and had a look at it. Here is what it

said:

NOTICE.
Fishing on Sunday is strictly

against the Law. Anyone
caught fishing here tomorrow
will be Prosecuted.

BY ORDER.
It looked quite imposing. "That'll

teach 'em not to warn off decent week
end anglers," said Alec.

As soon as the first streak of day-
light appeared we were out on the
lake. Straight across we pulled imtil

we neared the island. The waters of

Lake Scugog looked cool and sweet
in the early dawn. There was a
light breeze redolent with the scent
of many trees. Day broke under
ideal conditions. It was a morning
to delight the heart of the angler.

About five hundred yards off shore
we got out our trolls. Alec sat in the
bow, I in the stern and Bob did the
rowing.

We had been going about twenty
minutes when I got^the first strike.

He was a big fellow and came to the
top of the water sixty feet or so be-
hind the boat. Then he must have
dived forward, for, before I could get
a drop on him the line slackened and
I thought he had gone. But I was
wrong. When I had hauled in all but
about twenty feet of line it grew taut

again so suddenly, that I was taken
by surprise. There was a sudden
splash near the side of the boat. It

was Mr. Lunge's hail and farewell.

A few minutes later Alec gave a

yell: "I've got one!" and began lo

Mul in. Then l)egan a battle royal.

Never before did a fish make so much
noi.se about a little thing like a fish

hook, as did this one. Bob proved
himself an ex[)erl at the oars and at

last Alee, had his s|)lashing, crashing
prize alongside. lie gave a mighty
heave and it (lopped into the boat.

Before he could say "Jack Robinson"
it had got free of the hook. Alec

made a grab with both hands and
utterly regardless of his nicely crsascd

outing trousers planted his knees
firmly on its back.

Both fish Hud man became such a

confused heap that Bob and I never

got a clear glimpse of the lunge for
some -minutes. When at last Alec
felt sure he had got him "Till death
do us part" we were allowed to' take
a look. He was a beauty. And
like all beauties it was not long before

he began his tricks again. But Bob,
\\ith the aid of a short, stout club soon
gave him his quietus.

Off again we went. In less than
fifteen minutes I got another strike.

I began to have visions of another
huge monster. Alas for my hopes.
When I finally landed him he proved
to be only a four pounder. From
then we failed to get another strike

and, as the sun was getting decidedly
hot, we made for the Island shore and
took a short rest.

Wc' found that the shores of the

Island were simpty littered from end
to end wtih the rotting remains of

thousands of game fish. How they
came there we never discovered,

but if these dead 'uns are any indi-.

cation of what live 'uns Scugog holds,

then it is some fishing ground.

After a hasty lunch we decided to

go out and do some still fishing. But
for hours we could discover no likely

spot. Scugog is a shallow weed
infested lake and the few feet of

water above the undergrowth is as

clear as crystal and it is mofe than
difficult to locate the right spot
for the bass. In fact, all the good
bass we saw caught there, were got
by trolling. However, we perse-
vered and after three or four hours
in the blazing sun managed lo hook
three small ones of a combined
weight of three and a half pounds,
several catfish, a dozen or so of baby
perch and a battalion of sun fish.

At length we decided we would go
home. We got out our trolls and
Bob pulled for the shore, but we
failed to land anything furtlier from
the cool dejjths.

Arrived once more at the boathousc
we quickly made ourselves present-

able and regardless of our overnight

warning. Alec went off in search of a

place to weigh his 'lunge. He loc-

ated a cottager who possessed some
rickety looking scales and the lish

registered lifleen pounds. Later in
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Inere HeGoes

!

Cut out that report noise, set more
tbaii one shot and double the sport
of shooting by equipping your ride
with a

MAXIM
SILENCER
Price. .22 caK, S6.00. Send 6c in
stamps for catalog and booklet
of humorous stories of noiseless
shootinc-

The Maxim Silencer Co.
63 Homestead Ave. Hartford, Conn.

O. CTUTTLE, DEVIL BUGS
Are a proven success all over
the United Stales, and the
pleasure a Sportsman gels fish-
ing with them, is of the keen-
est type. They are bound to
be a great HIT in Canada-

r-
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Toronto it turned the scales at a
shade under 22 pounds.

We packed up our belongings and
our "captures and left them for the
time being at the boathouse while we
perambulated the* village till train

time.

We found both natives and visitors

in an excited state. That notice of

Alec's had got in its deadly work.
Several anglers had come down to the
lake, but had lacked the necessary
courage to go out in face of the warn-
ing.

We commandeered a couple of

seats on the hotel verandah and lis-

tened to the conversation of two
gentlenjian who every now and then
eyed us with suspicion. Whether
they thought we were responsible for

the notice, or were a couple of de-
tectives in disguise I know not.

"I saw the notice when I came
down," said one of them, "and when
I went to call So-and-So to show

him, someone had torn it down."
"I don't see what it's got to do

with the Dominion Alliance," said
his companion. "Come on let's go
out this evening."

Presently Bob discovered among
the many visitors a gentleman whom
he knew. More luck, the said gentle-
man owned a car. He too, had
heard of the notice and explained how
much excitement it had caused. He
promised not to explode the joke
until our departure and so we let

him in on the secret. In return he
drove us to Nestleton station in

time to catch our train.

Yes, in spite of the absence of a
railway station, in spite of the super-
ignorance of the gentlemen who draw
highly colored reports of summer
resorts, Caesarea is on the map. The
'lunge have put it there. Without
doubt it is best lunge spot in Ontario
this year, but, oh ye knights of the
rod, if you go there make your. ar-

rangements in advance.

Winners in the Rush Tango Minnow $50 Gold Prize Contest

This contest during 1919 attracted great

attention amongst the anglers throughout the

country. The winners as shown in the

photograph are:

Small Mouth Bass. First Prize.

No. 1—Rev. G. W. Tebbs, Burlington, Ont.

First Prize .Small Mouth Bass. The
one hour's catch for the party ranges

from2to4 3^i lbs. cacli. Dr. Tebb's

favorite lure is the 'I'routango.

Large Mouth Bass. First Prize.

No. 2—Mr. Brian .1. French, Chicago, 111.

First Prize Large Mouth Bass. Weight

of lish 7 lbs, 1 oz.; length 24 in. long.

Caught trolling on Hush Tango No. 2.

Wall Eyed Pike. First Prize

No. 3—Dr. Wesley M. Backus, Bunalo. N.V.
First Prize on Wall I'-yed Pike
Weight 9yi lbs. Caught at Deer
Lake, Ont. trolling with Mush Tango
White and Bed Head. Dr. Backus
has made some re<'ord catches of

sniall-iiioutli bass on the Troulaugo in

these same wjilcrs during the past year.

Great Northern Pike. First Prize.

No. 4 Mr. I'Ved W. tJook', .Syracu.se, N. Y,

First Prize on Great North(>rn Pike.

Weight 17H lbs.; length 42 in.

Caught on Rush Tango No. 2 while

trolling. Mr. Clook thought he had
a muskcllunge judging from the battle

the fish gave him.

Special Prize for Wall Eyed Pike. .

No. ')—Prof. Tillroe, of Syracuse University.

Special Prize for the most interesting

catch of wall-eyed pike. -This photo

shows eleven wall eyed pike and is the

first known catch of wall-eyed pike

ever taken from Kanesus Lake, N. Y.

All of Ihi^m caught trolling on the

Tango shown in the photo directly in

front of the lucky winner of this prize.

Muskcllunge. First Prije.

No. t)—Mr. T. Sidonia, Wilkcs-Barre, Pa.

First prize on muskcllunge. The
large lish in the center of the group is

one .of three large muskclluugc. The
fish hanging on the side of the barn

represent a two day's catch for Mr.

Sidonia and his parly at Ilavclock,

Ont. All of these (ish were caught on

the Rush I'ango Radiant bait, the

bifUl that shines at night and can be

used citliiT in d.iy time or for iiitihl

. rmlfiag.
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LION SFORTflMG GOODS COo
We carry constantly on hand the largest stock of

Guns, Rifles, Revolvers andAutomatic Pistols

in Canada and our prices are the most reasonable.

^

WE ARE ABOUT TO PLACE ON SALE ABOUT

800 STEEL FISHING
RODS

FOR ALL KINDS OF FISHING

GOOD RELIABLE RODS AT BARGAIN PRICES

Those at $1.23, $1.65 and $2.48 being tremendous values. Tfie
$2.48 are as reliable as rods at $10.00.

Split Bamboo Fly Rods from $3.00 to $35.00 each, including
Fplsom's Tape Wound aud high-grade English.

Our Special $20.00 Rod for $12.90 feels and acts just like those
you dream about. It is a delicious bit of perfect material and work-
manship.

An immense range of Bait Casting Rods.

A full line of Bristol Steel Rods at right prices.

A full line of JimJHeddon's Rods and Baits at right prices.

We have over 200 varieties of Baits, including Tangos, Heddon's,
South Bend, Creek Chub's, Al Foss', Wilson's, Pflueger's, and very
many others; the largest range in this country.

Also thousands of Flies, Lines—all kinds—Reels—all kinds—Casts,
Leaders, Hooks, Floats, Sinkers, Nets, Swivels, etc. Almost everything
imaginable in reliable tackle.

LION SPORTING GOODS CO.
PHONE MAIN 6517

J. A. VARLEY, Proprietor 429 Yonge St., TORONTO, ONT.
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Sptcial.on Wall Kycd I'ikc.

No. 7—Mr. l-'r.-iiik (inbricl, Syniciisc, N. Y.

Special Prize on u'lili eyed pike.

\V<'i«)it S lbs. Qiiit'lil :il S.imly Pniul.

.\. V. while trolliiij; willi No. 2 Rush

Tango. Size of lish and quality of

pholo both taken into eonsideralion

bv Hie iuili;es in tliis eontesU.

mw
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ifREAD THIS GREAT H
STORY OFALASKA
IN thcoM KlondikeRold rush days. Jack, a

full blooded Airedale Terrier, followed his
master up from the States, to Dyea and

Ska«wav. to Dawson—and to ^'ome. Up
ba.k of Nome he died— to save J.he life of
the master he loved.
On much of the trip he had helped pull the
sledge, through the bitter cold and ice and
snow. This great story is the talk of the
day and is one of the most truly realistic
anmial stories ever written. It will bring
tears to the eyes—vet sladness to the heart;
and it is impossible for anyone to pick uri
the book without reading it from cover to
cover

The Story

of Jack

By J. Horace Lytic

Don't MisalThJsjBoak.!

Besides the lead story,

there are sLx others

—

seven in all-and every
one a wonder story of

hcart-grippinB ii" r-

est

fTTc book is very handsomely and attractive-

ly bound in cloth, and extensively illustrated

with intcrestinfi scenes of the North—and
the various settinKs where the othct- stories

arc laid. If you love dogs, you must not
nviss Mr. Lytle's remarkable book. The
same is equally true if your chief interest is

purelv from the standpoint of fiction.

Don't delav in getting your copy of THE
S TOKY OF .I.VCK. Ask your Book Dealer
to order it for you if he does not have it in

stock. The price is only $1.50. .\dd 10c
for postage and order direct from us if your
dealer cannn* aivc'you prompt service.

The Pettibone-Mclean Co.
Publishers, Dayfon, Ohio

Straight Into That
Snarling Mouth

Suddenly you're both
face to face. Before he
can crouch for a spring,

you get a quick bead
with your Lyman Sight
and send a bullet smash-
ing straight into that
snarling mouth.

LYMAN
SIGHTS

No.1A,S4.S0

No. 3, J1.10

No. 26, $1.00

No. lA Conibinalion Rear
Sight shows the front sight
close up in a large circle.
It helps you to get a quick
bead accurately, because it

centers the eye on the
fropt sight and the game,
which is in full view inside
the circle. L^^na^ Ivory
Bead P>ont Sights show
up clearly in dim light

—

won't glimmer in the sun.
If not at your dealer's, give
us his name and the make,
model and calibre of your

^
rifle.

Free Sight Book
Tells a lot auout signts,
shooting, ammunition and
the care of guns. Send for it.

LYMAN GUN SIGHT
CORPORATION
135 West Street

Middlcfield, Conn., U.S.A.



The Late H. C. Haddon

In the sudden death from pneumonia, in

March last, of Mr. H.C. Haddon of Gray
Creek, B.C., Rod and Gun in Canada has

lost an accurate and sympathetic historian of

Canadian wild life, and one of its most valued

contributors.

Mr. Haddon was the elder son of the well

known court portrait painter, Mr. Trevor
Haddon, of London, England, his mother
being the daughter of a newspaper man. Ed-
ucated at the City of London School, before

coming to Canada in 1911 he studied practi-

cal agriculture at Wollaton Hall, the Notting-

hamshire estate of Lord Middleton. He
spent adventurous, happy years in British

Columbia,[filled with the varied experiences

and hard work incident to the life of a

pioneer in unbroken Icrrilory, and at the time

of his death was settled on a ranch on Koot-

enay Lake in the heart ol the mountains. An
Englishman who spends ten years in Western
Canada cither becomes more Canadian than

the native born, or else he gets more English.

In the latter case he does not of course make
an ideal citizen. Mr.l laddon, however, came
to look upon his adopteil country as more of a

mother country than even the land of hisljirth

"Canada has, I like to think," he wrote to

a friend shortly before his death, "a future

more golden, more magnificent than any
other country in the world. Nothing could

ever make me leave the West now nor take

up inside work. .lust to think of returning

—he was then contemplating a trip to iing-

lond—makes nie realize how much Canada
has become nit/ country."

In his chosen environment he had cxccpt-

ionnl opportunities for securing material

—

and he used them to create souiething ess-

entially Canadian—his stories of Canadiun

wild life. Of the literature that is typically

Canadian in spirit it sometimes happens
that it is not always written by a Canadian
born, but that a man, native to another

country, comes to Canada and in a short time

absorbs the spirit of the country more quickly

and more thoroughly than the real Canadian,

and is able to express it more flearly. It

seemed as though this might have been said

of Mr. Haddon had he lived to produce the

literature that is contained in books. In so

far as he did write he showed himself to be

remarkably accurate in detail with a sens-

itiveness and responsiveness to all that was
impressive and beautiful in nature. The
most intimate details of outdoor life came to

him to be matters of common knowledge and
inspiration. His first short story mRod and

Gun appeared in 1913, and since that time he

has been a frequent contributor, as well as for

the past two years the editor of a regular de-

partment. He was not of that school of

outdoor writers which attributes human
instincts to the animals of the wild. What
he sought was to reproduce sympathetically

the actual life of the animals in their peculiar

environment.

When the war broke out it was his earnest

wish to go to France, but although all his pals

—mostly Englishmen of his own class, who
with him made up a congenial little settle-

ment—went, including his brother who was
wounded on the Somme, he the "biggest and

toughest" of them all, because of an old

disability, was declared medically unfit and

only got as far as England in the Great Ad-
venture. All life, however, was to him an

adventure, and the daily familiarity with hard

work—on the ranch, in the woods, along the

trap line—did not destroy his appreciation of

the romance that is connected with the life

of a pioneer—though to be a pioneer in

Western Canada he considered a task worthy

of all that a man has of fortitude and courage.

Something of this it was his Jiopc to have

expressed in the book which was under way
at the time of his death, and which it had

been his great pleasure to write in Uiose brief

hours of leisure which followed a strenuous

day. Unlike his short stories, this book was
to have been fiction, a love story with a

Western setting. "Of cour.se it will be rather

like me," he said, somewhat 4ipologetically,

to a friend to whom he was submitting an

outline of the plot for criticism, "rather on
the unpractical, scntimcntnl side, but I havr
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SEN D FOR TH IS HANDY
CAMP STOVE

WHEN you once use one you will

nevermake a hunting trip without an

Illustration above shoves
tuo burner kit irith full
equipment. Lower illus-
Iralion shows " Hunter's
Speclar closed."

Imagine a home-cooked meal like mother
used to make, prepared in a jiffy. You can
cook anything on this handv little stove. It
weighs only 8J^ lbs. and folds up as compact
as a camera. It burns gasoline which it
carries m its own tank. A thirty mile wind
cannot blow it out. It is^always ready, rain

or shine. Eat where you
want to, when you want
to, without fuss or both-
er. Note the convenient
warming plate which
keeps the food hot.

Auto -Kanip-Kook- Kits are
made in different styles and
sizes. The larger sizes have
two burners. Prices ranae
from $7..')0 up. "The Hunter's
Special" shown here sells for
S7.50. If your dealer does not
carry it, send to us direct, or
mail the coupon or a postal for
full particulars. We accept
Canadian checks at par.

Dimensions 9z9z4W
ins WevW aj^ lbs.

PRENTISS-WABERS STOVE COMPANY
46 Spring Street, Grand Rapids, Wisconsin
Eastern Canadian Repraenlalires: Clarko-Scvbold Ltd.. Montreal
We^tra Distributors: Wood. Vallance & Adams. Umited, Cal-

gary, .Mia.

PRENTISS-WABERS STOVE CO.
46 Sprlnit St.. Grand Rapids, Wis.
PleAiae tend mci full pArttcalBM About Aato-

Kttmp Kook Kits.

Name
Address..

Town
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the idea that many people who sneer al love

in public would read a sentimental novel in

private."

A modern novelist has told-the world that

the writer of fiction finds his. characters in

himself. The persons who move across the

stage are at bottom incarnations of some
aspect of the writer's self, colored and shaped

to some extent by his- observations of other

folk. If this be so, a book of fiction carries

between the lines large elements of autobi-

ography and self revelation, even though it

may not at all reproduce actpal incidents in

the author's life. For this reason, Mr.
Haddon's personal friends, as well as those

who knew him only through Rod and Gun,

will hope that his book may one day be com-
pleted and published. That, at best, he

could write only one, is a matter of regret to

his friends; that a life so full of promise and

enthusiasm should be cut off within so short

a space, is to be greatly deplored, but if "to

travel hopefully is better than to arrive, and
the true success is to labor" then his life

though brief, was worth while both for him-

self and those who called him friend.

Indoor Civilian Rifle League
J. W. Smith

THE indoor season for rifle-shooting in

Toronto is now drawing to a close, and
the Irish "A'' team are in a secure posi-

tion for the championship and the Walker

House Trophy. Although they were occa-

sionally hard pressed, they have so far won all

their matches, and have shot consistently well

throughout the winter. Curiously enough,

the team that seemed to cause them the most
trouble were the tail-enders, the St. Lawrence
H. The first match between them was a

close one, and the Irishmen finally won out

by a scant 3 points. The return match was a

neck-and-ncck alTair, and the final result

was in doubt until the last shot had been

fired, the scores being .'51.'} to .312 in favor of

the Irishmen.

The St. Lawrence second team have shown
decided improvement since the beginning of

the season. They started badly, and were

considered an ca.sy win by other teams. After

giving the leadeis some trouble in their first

match, and almost defeating them in their

return match, they cai)ped it by defeating

their own first team, the St. Lawrence I,

by one point.

The Queen City is also anollier team which

came along strong after a poor start, and they

are now challenging the Grenadiers for Ihc

Hccond place. They have the splendid score

of M'.) out of a possible .'}.'')0 to their credit. It

will be iiilcrcsling to note if they can keep up

their record, and become followers-up to the

champions.

The Canadian League matches, which are

under the supervision of the autliorities at

Ottawa, are represented by the St. James
Cathedral R.C., and they are at present

leaders by 30 points over the R.M.C. at King-

ston. Some remarkable scores were put in at

the March shoot, there being no less than

four possible of 100 points. Considering the

size of the bull's-eye (H"). an aggregate of

994 points out of a possible 1000 for ten men
is decidedly close shooting.

. Team Shot Won Lost Tied Points

Irrsh"A" • 13 13 1.0(KJ

Grenadiers 13 9 3 1* .731

Queen City 12 8 4 .6()6

Yorks 13 7 6 .538

Irish"B" 12 5 7 .417

St Lawrence 1 13 5 8 .38,'-.

N.Toronto 12 4 7 1* .37 .'^i

lixhibiliou 12 3 9 .2.'')0

St Lawrence II 12 1 11 .083

*Ties count half a win and half a los.s until

shot olT.

Scores for Mareh -

Canadian League St. James K.C.

1st Team. 2nd Team.
T. (i.MargetIs 100 H.Clarke 99

•W.D.Davidson 100 E. Iloch 99

S. Dean 100 G.IIall 98

J. P. While. 100 N. McLeod 97

T.Young 99 H. W. Campbell 97

W.LennoN 99 J.Buick 97

G.Hrooks 99 W.II. Muffel 9(i

W. A.Hrodie 99 .l.llillis 90

G.Weir 99 J. W. Siiiitli 9.')

A.Mulhcrford . 99 K.T. Howers 'X,

Total 994 Total «)9
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Who Watches Your Watchman?

Have you equipped your plant with a Watch-
man's Clo^k System, which will give you 100%
efficient service from your Watchman ? If not,

let us do this for you and have the Insurance

Company pay for it in reduced premiums.

We handle a complete line of Electrical Magneto
and Portable Watchmen's Clocks, designed to

meet all requirements. Drop us a line and let us

tell you more about it.

Signal Systems, Limited
26 Queen Street East Toronto

Hunting Camp
For S^le



Toronto Shots Won Inter-city Revolver Tourney This Year

Montreal was defeated for the first time

since 1914-15.

The last match was won by a margin of

only 7 points.

The shooting was so close that practically

every shot had to be in the bull in order to

win. A recapitulation of the series is as

follows:

M.A.A-.A. Toronto

1st Match 996 — 086 Lost

2nd " 986 — 961 "

3rd " 986 — 981 "

4th ' 1001 — 1017 Won
5th 977 — 980 "

6th " . 998 — 1016 "

7th " 1022 — 1029 "

Grand Totals 6966 — 6970

The shooting for the series calls for 840 from

each team as will be seen there is only 4 points

difference in favor of Toronto.

The scores of the 7th match are:

E. G« Brewer acted as captain of the Montreal

team.
Montreal A.A.A.

J.Boa 86 90 176

E.G. Brewer 88 86 174

B.R.Clark.
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THIS is the NEW Gillette Safety Razor—bigger and
weightier in the handle and the head, as the
picture shows, but it takes the same good Gillette

Blade that has made the Gillette Seifety Razor Known
the World Over.

No advance in the price—$5«00.

Men who hke something with
more heft to the handle than
the Standard Gillette, will now
enjoy Gillette shaving with its

perfect edges and free-
- " -» dom from Stropping

and Honing.

This is the handsome case of
polished Gum Wood—mitre-

cornered—and very compact.

DeaUn will Be glad to let yoa
see the CilUtle "Big Fellow".

Gillette
Safety Razor

-OtHette* 666
KHOWN TMt MORLD OVER
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bass less than 6 inches in length to be

retained.

Maskinonge—June 16th to April 14th. No
fish to be retained less than 24 inches in

length.

Ouananlche—December 1st to September 30th

Pickerel (dore)—May 16th to April 14lh

following year. No fish to be less than 15

ihches in length.

Lake Trout—December 2nd to October 14th.

Speckled Trout—May 1st to September 30th.

Whitefish—December 2nd to November 9lh.

Salmon—May 1st to August 15th, except in

the waters north of the Gulf of St. LawTence,

and east of but not including the Natash-

quan River, and in the Rimouski, Matane
and Murray Rivers and River du Gouffre,

Bersimis River, Jacques Cartier River,

Porlneuf County, where such fishing shall

be permissible from May 1st to August

31st,

License—The fee for fishing for salmon for

non-residents is $25.00 for season. For

fishing for any other kinds of fish for' non-

residents, $10.00 for season. For non-

resident active members of incorporated

clubs which are lessees of fishing territory

fee is $5.00 for season.

ONTARIO.
Black Bass—June 16tli to December 31st.

West end of Lake Erie. July 16th to May 23rd.

Limit per day—8 small or large mouthed
black bass.

Maskinonge—-June 16th to December 31st.

Limit pfcr day—4 maskinonge.

Pickerel (dore)—No close season in Great

Lakes. June 16th to April 14th, waters

of Province south of French River. May
16th to April 14lh, waters north of and

includinf^ I'rench River.

Limit per day—12 pickerel.

Speckled Trout, Brown Trout—May 1st to

September 14th.

Limit per day^lO pounds, and not more

than 30 fish per day though the aggregate

weight he less than 10 pounds.

Rainbow Or Pacific Trout—July 1st to

September 14th.

Limit per day—6 Rainbow or Pacific Trout.

VVhltefi.sh And Salmon Trout—In the Great

Lakes, Georgian Ray, North Channel, Hay

of Quinlo and connecting waters, and in

lakes Nipigon and Nipissing, no close

season.

In waters of the Lake of the Woods, Rainy

Lake, Naniakan Lake and Lake La Croix,

December Isl to October 3l8t following.

In all waters north or northwest of the I-'rcnch

and Mattawa rivers other than those

specified above, December 1st to October

19th.

In all waters southward of the French and
Mattawa rivers, other than those specified

above, December 1st to October 4th.

Limit per day—Big or Little Rideau Lakes,

3 Salmon Trout and in other waters of the

province other than those of the Great

Lakes, .Georgian Bay, North Channel
and connecting waters—5 Salmon Trout.

License—Non-residents will be charged a fee

of S2.00 per rod while temporarily residing

in Province, but if fishing from boat or

yacht, S5.00 per rod, excepting in the follow-

ing waters: Niagara River, Detroit River,

River St. Clair and St. Mary's River

opposite the State of Michigan. Non-
residents fishing in these waters will be

charged $2.00 per rod. Permit good until

31st December of year issued.

Non-residents fishing in the Nipigon River,

Nipigon Lake and waters adjacent for

a period of two weeks $15.00, for 3 weeks

$20.00, and for four weeks $25.00. Resi-

dents $5.00 for two weeks, $10.00 for

season.

mT^nitoba.
Plcl^erel(dore), Gold Eyes and Pike (Jack-

fish)—June 1st to April 14th.

Whitefish and Lake Trout—November 20th

to September 14th.

Sturgeon—June 16th to October 15th. Weight

limit, 18 lbs. undressed.

Conditions in Manitoba vary according

to the waters being fished, and anglers

are recommended to consult the special

Fishery Regulations of the Province.

SASKATCHEWAN AND ALBERTA.
Whitefish, Tullibee and Lake Trout-Dec-
ember 1st to September 30th, in waters

north of or intersected by the 54 th parallel of

north latitude, between the eastern bound-

ary of Saskatchewan and the 109th merid-

ian, and in waters north or intersected by

the 55tli parallel of north latitude, between

the 109th meridian and the western boun-

dary of Alberta.

In all other portions of these provinces and of

the territories north thereof, no one shall

fish for, catch or kill any Whitefish, Tullibo*

or Lake Trout from the 15th September to

the 15lh December.

Fxception, Lake Trout. In waters fre-

quented by Lake Trout where no net i.s

allowed, open season is May 1st to

August 3lBt.
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COOEY RIFLES
22 CAL. CANUCK MODEL

The "ACE" of 22 Calibre Rifles

MADE •IN CANADA BY THE

H. W. COOEY MACHINE & ARMS CO., TORONTO, CAN.

FIFTH SEASON, now in general use throughout the United Stales and Canada

LOUIS RHEAD Srp^ART NATURE LURES ^a^^fi^sh^
New set of tiny Fly-rod Lures for Trout. Price List Sent. 217 Ocean Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y.

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED NEW BOOK EVERY ANGLER MUST SURELY GET
"FISHERMEN'S LURES and GAMEFISH FOOD," price, $4.00
COLORED PICTURES OF ALL CREATURES FISH EAT. LURES TO IMITATE THEM IN COLORS

LESSONS HOW TO M.XKE THEM. HOW. WHEN. WHERE TO l^SE THEM AND GET FISH

SH! KEEP YOUR HEAD DOWN!
You crouch down in your blind and presently thequackers slide over and
then—down they come right into your decoys. Thai is if they are the
famous Mason Brand—the perfect decoy for ducks. True to color and
shape and made in all species and grades. Catalogue free.

MASONS DECOY FACTORY
590 Milford and P.M.R.R. Detroit, Michigan

FRANK'S CAMP
LAKE PANACHE

Camp opens May 10th with Splendid Lake Trout Fishing

Small Mouth Black Bass Plentiful and Gamey
Season opens June 15th

Can accommodate you at camp or take you on canoe trips. Canoe trips will

take you into Virgin "Lunge" Country, and top-notch black bass.

Also will supply outfit and guides to parties wishing to camp by themselves.

FOR PARTICULARS AND RATES WRITE

F. C. FRANK, White Fish, Ontario
"LAKE PANACHE" "SOO LINE"
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Pike (Jack-fish), Pickerel (dore), Perch and

Gold Eyes—May 16th to October 31st,

except in northern district specified above.

Sturgeon—June 16th to October 15th.

Limit, Lake Trout 10; Pike or Pickerel, 25

of each or in aggregate per day. No Lake
Trout less than 15 inches in length to be

retained.

License for Above Fish—Fisherman's, $5.00

(Catch may be sold) ; Domestic, S2.00 (Catch

may not be sold or bartered). Licenses

issued to residents only.

Trout, Grayling or Rocky Mountain White-

Fish—Alberta northward from Inter-

national boundary line to and including the

Bow River and tributaries and North Sas-

katchewan, June 15th to October 15th.

Red Deer River and tributaries and North
Saskatchewan River and tributaries.

May 1st to August 31st..

Athahasca River and tributaries, June 1st

to October 31st-

Size Limit—No cut-throat trout, rainbow

trout, grayling or Rocky Mountain white-

fish less than 9 inches in length to be

taken.

Per Diem catch—25 of each or in aggregate

per day.

In angling or trolling for cut-throat or

rainbow trout, a gang of hooks shall not

be used on any line, nor shall more than

three hooks be used, and such hooks shall

be sufficient distance apart to prevent a

fish being hooked on more than one at the

same time.

License For Sporting P'ish—Non-resident,

$5.00 per season or $1.00 per day. Resi-

dents, $1.00 per season.

Angling permits for Southern Alberta

(south of Red Deer f^ivcr) are issued by
Fishery Overseer, Calgary, Alta.

For Special Regulations in Dominion NationnI

Parks, see final paragraph.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Trout—No one shall fish for, catch or kill trout

of any kind, imluding steclhcad and rliar

of 2 pounds in weight undressed, or under,

from the 15th November in each year to the

25th March following, i)oth days inclusive,

except in the waters east of the 120th merid-

ian, where no one shall fish for, catch or

kill trout of any kind from the 15th Novem-
ber in each year to the 30th April following,

both days inclusive.

Provided that these close seasons shall not

apply to Seton and Anderson Lands and

waters tributary thereto, nor to dolly

varden trout nor steelhead caught in

tidal waters by rod and line or in Okan-

agan, Kamloops, Shuswap, Arrow and

Kootenay Lakes, or in streams tributary

thereto, nor to land-locked salmon, weigh-

ing five pounds undressed, or over.

Provided that in the non-tidal waters of

Vancouver island, no one shall fish for,

catch or kill steelhead, from the 20th

March to the 30th November, in each

year, both days inclusive.

Size limit—No trout of any kind under 8

inches in length shall be taken from the

waters of British Columbia, and if taken

shall be immediately returned to the water

alive and uninjured.

No trout under three pounds in weight

shall be bought, sold or exposed for sale in

the province of British Columbia, nor

shall any trout be bought, sold or expos-

ed for sale during the close season provid-

ed therefor.

Limit per day—No one shall take in one day

more than 25 in the aggregate of cut-

throat, rainbow or dolly varden trout,

salmon trout, or Rocky Mountain white-

fish.

License—Non-resident, $1.00 per day or

$5.00 for season.

Fishing in Dominion National Parks—No
license is required for fishing in Dominion

National Parks (Alberta and British Col-

umbia), but the catch is restricted to 15

fish per day and no fish under six inches may
be taken.

Open Seasons—Lake, speckled or Nipigon

trout. May 1st to AuguSt 31st.

Fish of all other varieties, July 1st to Octo-

ber 1st. (Jasper Park, June 1st to October

31st.)

NEWFOUNDLAND
Trout And Salmon—January 15th to Sep-

tember 15th.

License—Non-resident's License Fee $10.00

and fifty cents to person issuing same.

w ^-^-N ',\r -T:^.U/J
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SPORTING
FOOT NOTES

Napoleon said, "The strength of an army lies in its feet."
The success of an outing, the joy of living, begins with perfect footwear. When your

feet hurt you hurt all over.
Loose, leaky, ill fitting shoes have kept many a hunter sick in camp.
Whether you climb a mountain trail, play baseball or golf, or walk a country road,

your shoes must be right. For men, women, misses or boys, the Abercrombie & Fitch
selection represents the best in models and materials—the largest stock of outdoor
footwear in the world.

Militar>' Model Field Boots, tan, soft leg, laced instep,
17 inches high $25.00 to $33.00

Stiff Leg Riding Boots, for men and women $30.00 to $50.00

Soft Bottom Moccasins, for canoe, eamp, or trail

$3.50 to $12.00

Rubber Fishing Boots $10.00

English Waders, imported $15.00 to $25.00

Fishing Brogues $10.00 to $18.00

Boots for Forest Rangers $17.00

Scotch Golfing Brogue, tan or black, fringed Scotch
tongue $20.00

Mountain Climbing Boots, Smoked Elk $20.00

Prospectors Boots, Smoked Elk $30.00

Buck Ostend and Tennis Oxford, tan . or blackWhite
saddles

Tan Tennis Oxford, rubber sole

$18.00

$15.00

dbercrombie
&c Fitch Co
Ezra H. Fitch, President.

Madison Avenue and 45th Street

'The Greatest Sporting Goods Store in the World.



MONTREAL GUN CLUB
Results of Splendid Shoot held on April

Shot at
G. O'Connor, Ottawa, Ont 105
J.Hume. Ottawa, Ont.
G. Easdale, Ottawa, Ont
S.E.Sangsler, Ottawa Ont.
T.Baird. Ottawa, Ont
G. S.Brodie, Montreal Can..
J. R. Payan, Montreal .Can.. .

.

W.G.Mclntyre, Montreal, Can.
- C. L. Osborne, Montreal.Can.

105
120
120
120
120
120
120
120

K. O.Montambaull, Quebec, Can 90
B. Murdock, Montreal, Can .'... 120B
Jas. Clarke. Lavine. Can.
D.Bogue.IVlontreal
R.Siboile. Montreal
E. T. Wright, Montreal .

W. E. Mclntyre. Montreal
H. J. Harris, Montreal .

.

H.J. Sullivan, Montreal
RM. Cagner, Montreal
O.J. Kiernan.St. John.N.B.
R.Cockburn, Montreal .

.

A. Lockirby, Montreal ....

E. Pinkney, Montreal
E'. B.Garrigues, CambdcnN.Y
t E. M.Putnman, Montreal
S. R. Newton, Sherbrookc Q.
.\rt Ross. Montreal
S. Newton. Sherbrookc, Q., .

B.R.Clark, Montreal '

Dr. J. H.Condon, Montreal
T.Westlake, Montreal .

.

R. Lewis, Montreal. ....
\V. Irvine, Montreal. . .

.

C.Auben, Montreal
W. Ewing. Montreal
S. W.Tildin. Montn^ril
C. L. Fuller, Montreal
F.W. Runge. Montreal .

R. E. Anderson, Mf)atreal
tS.Boc, .Montreal . .

G- PaRwell. Montreal-

.

Jas. Boa, Montreal .

.

F. Henricken, Montreal
AC. Read, Montreal
S. T. Haaley, Montreal ....

T. R. Remscn, Three Kivers. Q
S. Malone. Three Rivers. (^. .

.1. R. Read. Vancouver B.C
II. Graham,Ottawa
A TomntA',' Montreal

t Professional
K. M. WAISON

120
120
120
120
120
120
120
90
120
120
120
90
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
90
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
105
105
105
15
60
75
45
()0

30
15

2nd
Broke.

84
81
93
96
72
94
93
85
66
51
94
85
72
88
96
63
85
72
63
97
84
94
55
89
68
94
92
99
104
92
92

101
59
85
95
78
86
92
67
90
59
76
78
28
48
49
21
53
25
14

Secy.

TORONTO GUN CLUB.
Old December and Young May were the highly

elated shooters to leave the grounds of the Toronto
Gun Club Saturday afternoon, after the annual re-

gistered tournament of the local gunmen.
December— Mr. C. N. Candee, a prominent veteran

sportsman of Canada, was happy berause he carried

home three prizes and the knowledge that he is to

receive one more—the American Trnpshooting Associa-
tion's medal for long run at the traps. The club also

rewari|e«I him for Ins feat of breaking 56 straight, anti

his fitlier prizes were earned when he won one of the
regular events and when he shot on the Balniy Bench
crew, winner of the team event.

In addition to gathering these honors, Mr. Cnndee
miidir the shoot a most interesting one by forcing Jim-
my Colbournc to break 94 tnrgetB to win average on
the day's Kport

Colb(»urne's ;iehieve.ment wa a mcritoriouB one, for

he hail to break his last tweirty atrnight to win over
Candi^e It was a splnndhl picre of shooting, and the
largo galli'ry wiitehe.<l Cfilbnurnc's every move with in-

tercut Jiiiiinv knew what he had to do to win, and he
di<l it \y)ien hn had suireedcd. (Zander warmly
«rmiiic<l his liari<l anil f.olbourne beamed berause it

was the first victory he ever had sicored in a regifitered
tournament, despite his many years of experience
with a trap gun-

Youth Gets Medal.
And now for Young May. George Jennings, the

12-year-old son of that sterling sportsman and crack
shot. Joe Jennings of Todmorden. Well, Young May
didn't win a thing, but he foiidled a gold medal as he
rode home, and it is his "for keeps." His father made
the presentation after George had reduced to dust 61
clay birds out of his string of 100. It was George's
first registered tournament, and the elder Jennings,
who won the medal, as a member of the winning
Balmy Beach team, felt that his son should have some-
thing—something to keep for years and vears—to re-
member the first time he ever yelled "Pull!" and knew
that the result would count on his yearly average.
There were other heroes, other features, and other

crack shots who carried home prizes. The prize-
winners were;

—

Regular Events.
No. 1—A. A. Laird.

- No. 2—T. D. McGaw.
No. 3—C. N. Candee.
No. 4—Colonel Page.
No. 5-*-Sam Vance.

Lewis Class.
Class A—W. Barnes, first; W. J. Marshall, second;

Herb Cooey, third.
Class B—Joe Jennings, first; William Hughes,

second; W. S -Edwards, third.
Class C—J. Gomph, first; Robert Watt, second;

J. A. MacKenzie, third.
The team race developed into a hot event. Balmy

Beach leading Toronto No. 1 by two birds, while Ham-
ilton finished a strong third. Members of the winning
team were;—Messrs. Candee, McGaw, Jennings, W. H.
Goodcrham. and W. Joselin. Of these, McGaw ran a
straight 25.
Members of the other teams were;—Toronto No.

1—Cooey. Colbourne, Anstee, Murphy and Jordan.
Toronto No. 2—Vivian, Healey. Fenton, Hughes and
Holden. Hamilton—Sturt, Watson, Beatlic, Gomph
and Barnes.
Although he was not high gun, nor winner of the

long run trophy. Sam Vance, champion of Eastern
Canada, after a very bad start, ran GOstraight, but only
20 of his birds were of the registered variety. The
additlbnal 40 were broken in shoot-offs, which was
necessary for him"ito win event No. 5.

Try Olympic Style.
After the regular program had been run off, the gun-

men tried out the Olympic style of shooting, the sort

that Canada's best trap shots must adontbefore they
go to Antwerp to compete for the world'*s honors at

trapdom. The Olympic rules make it necessary for the
tontcstants to hold their guns at rest below the elbow
before they yell "piill."

In this country the shooter first pKiccs his gun in

shooting position, takes a careful squint, and then calls

for his target.
It was surprising to find that- .several of the local

sportsmen were al)le to break their targets at the
Olympic style, witli considerable ease and grace, but
this is explained by the fact that most of them are
usually clever (ield shots.

Joe'Jeniiinps leil the way among the amateurs at

this style of shooting. brcaklnK 24 nut of the 25 targets

at which he shot. Frank II. Morris, the professional,

who, of course, isn't eligible to compete at Antwerp,
broke the same number.
The weather was ver\' bad at the start, but later the

»un comeout and made the shoot more enjoyable. The
presence of a goodly number of shooters from Hamilton.
Gall and Hrantford also was most pleasing to the ofTic

iais and memlicrs of the Toronto Gun Club. The
'"°""" 12 3 4 6
Fenton. Toninlo 16 17 18 16 17—84
Morgan, Poronto 10 10 18 10 14—83
Candee, Toronto I« 19 20 "20 18—0,(

MrC.aw.Toronto 14 20 18 20 18—90
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WALL TENTS

—*r-
10 X 12 X 3ft. Wall. 8 oz. Duck

$32.50 each.

Poles and Pegs, $2.50 set

Fly-top, $17.50

Bags^ $1.50 each

T1IE^DPIKEao
123 KiKG St. B..

TORONTO.

$1,225
was paid this year at Auction for one ranch
raised Silver Fox Pelt. Furs are like Dia-
monds today, big demand, ever lessening
supply. Fur Fanning is assuming big pro-
portions. Learn all about it from The Black
Fox Magazine. Subscription 12.00 per year.
Send for sample copy.

The Black Fox Magazine
1400 Broadway, New York.

Sportsmen's Supply Co.
New and used Arms. Sights and Specialties. Rifle

repairs and alterations. Military rifles altered, to sporting.

Rifle cranks ourselves, we cater to rifle cranks.

Advice and estimates given.

P. O. Box 364 Yarmouth, N. S.

MOUNTED MOOSE HEADS
in excellent condition

Barsain for quick sale. Box 41, Rod and
Gun, - - WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO

Get 'em
Like This

Professionals, amateurs, wo-
men and even children are
making record catches of all

kinds of game fish, trolling or
casting with my

Rush
*fa]tgo>finnows

aEQlFTEEED TBADE UAfiX

The liveliest bait that floats. They wig-
gle, dive and swim like a minnow in action.
The Tangos get the big ones—-Bass, Pick-
erel, Pike, Muscallungc, Lake Trout and
Brook Trout.

,
The Troutango
(Trade Mark)

- a fly rod
bait — a killer

for trout and small mouth bass. No big-
ger than a good fat cricket but livelier

than any cricket you ever Saw. $1.00
each; cabinet of 6 assorted colors S6.00.

Victory Finish

Rush Tang^o

A dazzling
combination of

gold and silver, irredescent blended colors—artistically designed. Lures game fish

when other bait fails. In regular, junior,
midget and S. 0. S. models $1.25 each,
eight assorted in compartment case $10.00.

Rush Tango Minnows in regular colors
$1.00 each or set of 4 assorted colors and
models $4.00.

AT YOUR DEALERS or
POST PAID INSURED

Money order or stamps, mailed direct.
Illustrated catalog in colors with instruc-
tions sent FRLE.

J. K. RUSH
H Sired. Syracuse, N.Y.
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Burke.Markham 18
Bernard, Ni-on-L 18
Holden, Toronto 18
Murphv Weston ^ 17
Page, Brantford 18
tCasnmore, Toronto 19
Watt, Toronto 17
Joselin. BirchcUfT 18
Laird, Toronto 20
Healey, Toronto 16
Barnes, Hamilton 18
G.Jennings, Todmorden 14
J.J nnings. Todmorden 18
Beattie. Hamilton 18
Rolph, Toronto 17
Hughes. Toronto 19
Marhsall,Galt 19
Newlands, Gait 13
Lewis, Gait 18
Jordan.Toronto 17
Rogers, Toronto 14
G.Vivian. Toronto- 16
tLong, Hamilton 18
Mover. Hamilton 15
Edwards. Toronto 18
Gomph. Hamilton 17
Anstee, Toronto 18
C.Jennings, Toronto 13
Colbourne. Toronto 19
McKenzie, Toronto 17
W.Gooderham. Toronto 20
tMorris, Montreal 18
M.Gooderham, Toronto 17
Vance, Tillsonburg 15
Cooev, Toronto 18
Marsli, Toronto 7
Sykes, Toronto 18
Mason, Toronto 16
Braden, Hamilton 12

tProfessional.

17 17
14 16
17 18
18 17
14 19
17 18
17 20
19 18
17 19
19 18
19 19
11 15
19 16
19 19
13 17
18 17
17 17
19 17
18 18
17 18
18 11
16 1

18 16
15 16
18 18
16 17
16 15
13 16
19 18
17 11
17 15
17 20
16 18
18 18
19 18
7 16

16 17
18 19
15 16

8 1

1« 20—90
12 14—74
17 18—88
19 IS—89
19 19—89
16 17—87
9 14—77
17 IS—90
15 18—89
16 17—86
15 18—92
13 8—61
16 18—87
16 19—91
17 16—75
16 17—S7
19 19—91
19 17—85
18 16—88
18 18—88
17 12—72

20—84
15 17—84
14 16—76
14 19—87
14 14—78
17 19-85
12 18—72
18 20—94
17 15—77
19 18—89
17 19—91
15 17—S6
18 20—89
16 20—91
12 9—51
19 16—86
17 13—83
16 16—75

75
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Baker Hammerless

One-Barrel Ejector Trap Gun
The Baker was the first American-made Single Barrel Trap Gun.
The Baker was the first American-made Single Barrel Trap Gun lo^use'a ventilated Rib-
The Baker was the first to use a Compensating Ventildting Rib.
The Baker was the first to use an action with hammer directly back of firing pin—No angles.

Write for Booklet on SlnoU and^JQouhle Guns

314 Broadway. New York H. & D. FOLSOM'ARMS^CO. 30 Wellington St. W.. Toronto

NURSE
STOPS

CATARRH
It IS a cew way. It is something absolutely

diflerent. No lotions, sprays or sickiy-smellicR

salves or creams. No atomizer, or anv appar-
atus of any kind . No
thing to smoke or inhale

.

No steaminR or rubb-
ing or injections. No
electricity or vibra-
tion or plaster. Notbinn
of that kind at all.

Something new and
different — something
delightful and bealtbl'ul

-—something instantly
successful. You do not
have to wait and linger,

and pay out a lot of
money.^ Vou cau stop it

over night—and I will

gladly tell you how—
FREE. Yoursufferinft
wUX stop at once Uket

BE FREE FROM CATARRH !

Catarrh is Clthjr and loathsome—it dulls one's

mind, it imdemunes your health and weakens
your will. The hawking, coughing, spitting is

obnoxious to all, and the loul breath and disgust-

ing haliits moke even loved ones avoid you
secretly. Your delight in life is dulled and your

faculties are impaired. You know it will brfng

you to an untimely Rrave because every moment
of the day and uiRht it is slowly yet surely s.ipping

away your vitaUty. I am ready to tell you
about it FREE Write mc promptly.

SEND NO MONEY
Just say: ' I want to try Jan-O-Sun." I will

understand, and I will write to you with complete
information FREE, at once. Don t thuik of

turning this page until you have asked for this

wonderful treatment that can do for you what it

has done for so many others.

Address : NURSE JAN-O-SUN, Reg'd.

UO Craig St. West, R. 82 Montreal, Que.

CHAMPION
DOG BISCUIT

Keops your dosv (n pvrTect condition. A pvr^
fectly biilaacc<) food of mu«t, whout nnd ccrvals.
Uil*3XC«lled . 60-lb, coDtalnrrs and Itntrs for ktm-
ncl nae. AlKo&-lb. cftTtonu fortndlvhhiiU ownrni.
Send 4c In stamp* tar BAfnpIt* imd vitliiitbl*

booklet oa tbe proper c«re nsd fvodins of dotca,

Cbainpi«nAiiMi)alF'aadCo.,(Npl. H-.'. llinncip«|ii,MHM.

GET THESE TWO WINNERS!
Notice bow the two holes in this spinner prevent the
hooks from flying

back and fouling
in the line. Will
land many a fish

I h a t a common
spinner ^^ould
lose. Illustration shows smallest
size suitable for the little fishes.

Made in all sizes; Nos. 00, 0,

1.2, and 3. 25c; Nos. 4. J5;
Nos. 5 and 6, 50c, postpaid.

Knowles Automatic Striker
The Spoon Bait SUPREME

Fi sti jerks the book out ot slot and suililen stop at end of
spoon strikes liook fiimly into jaw. Darts

and dives
like a teal

fish.

^^SS^^—^^ Catches
more than any spoon or ^a^i^"^ ^^^ wooden min-
now. Great lor aU game fish. Black ^'^ Bass. Trout.
Husky. Pike. Salmon. Cod, Tarpon, etc. SIX SIZES
ASK your dealer. Catalogue Free.
I.enfth: 1%" Z^i" 2-!'," 3V." 4H" iW
Pticeeach 35c 35c 55c 75c 90e $1.25
Finishes: SII.VFR SILVER AND COPPER.-ERASS
S. E. K.NOWLES. 79 Sherwood Bltig.. S.n FrinciKO. Csl. j

Crab"
OS"*-
Wecdiesa

I*\W ^'^*^ Heddon
11^ Hand-Made Reels

P Jim Heddon 2 -Piece Hods
Baby Crab and Other Minnows

Sand for literature .

Jas. Heddon's Sons^
DowAgiac. Mich.

,

CatcbFish,;
Eels, Mink, Muskratfi and
otluT fur-bciirinK aniraaLs

' in larffo minibiTs. with the
New. Fol.lintr, Galvanir.pd Steel Wire Trap. It
catches them like aUv-tr-ip ciitches Hhh. M;uiein
allsizeiH. Write for descriptive price list, aiMl free
b<»okIet on best l>alt known forntiractinj: nil kinds
of tisb. J.F.Gregory. Dept.208. Lebanon, Mo.

Hkeatings!
KilU Bug>. Flies UeatIncS

Fleas, Roaches tOWOEIl
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Beattie and Fletcher agaio broke them all. after which
they Hipped the coin and Fletcher got the spoon.

Dr. Greene took the lead in B class with 44. having
broken 24 for the day's event and thereby getting the
class spoon. A. Glover is next in line with 43, having
turned in a score of 22. George Stroud broke 22 for
the day and holds third place with 42.

In C class W. Dynes, a new member from the beach,
jumped into the lead with 42, However, A. Smyth is

close up with 40 and J. Moyer is third with 37. Sm>*th
and Dynes tied for the spoon in this class, and on the
toss-up Dynes came out the lucky one.

N. Long endeavored to take the challenge medal
away from M. E. Fletcher, but came out on the shorl
end with 22. while Fletcher put on a possible.
To George Beattie go the highhonors of the day.

he having missed only one target in 75. Bert SmNlh
and E. H. Sturt were tied for second place. The for-

mer broke 72 out of 75 and the latter, 96 out of 100.
R. J. Montgomery came ne.xt with 47 out of 50. The
scores follow:

Shot at Broke.
R.J.Montgomery 50 47
H.W.Hunsberry 75 67
George Beattie 75 74
D.A. Konkle 50 41
J Gomph 75 69
W.J.Wark 50 42
.John Hunter. 50 45
W.Barnes 50 46.,
J.Smith 50 46
J. Moyer 50 35
A. Glover 50 42
M.E.Fletcher . 75 63
J.Grav 50 34
A.Parmenter .50 38
L. Ix)ng 75 68
M.Long 75 68
W>Oynes 75 65
E.Harris . 50 44
L.Stone . 75 49
P. Friend 75 59
B.Smvth 75 72
A. Smvth 50 41
E.H. Sturt . 100 96
M. R.Goodale. . 75 68
George Stroud. 75 66
J Lisson 50 33
T.Gardiner .. 50 43
Dr. Greene 75 66
W. W Livingstone 75 60
H.Lennox 60 43
C.Syer 50 45
H. Kretschman 75 66
A D Rates .. 50 43
.1 J. (-.line .50 35
F Ellis 15 4

GOOD FRIDAY SHOOT.
Sturdy .sons of Hamilton, the boys with the keen

eyes, carried off top honors yesterday in the Good
Friday shoot at the Hamilton Gun Club, but it was not
until they had been given a genuine scare by the in-

vaders from Toronto. Bert Smyth was the hcroof
the occasion, being high gun among the amateurs with
172 out of lj8.">, but Herb. Cooey, of Toronto gave him
a heart-bcaking race, and it was not until the very
end of the 25-bird shoot-ofT that the visitor lowered his
colors in defeat. He finished just one bird behind
.Smyth,

'1 hrcc times the men were lied in the shoot-ofT, after
they had linishc<l Ute regular string of 160 targets on
an even footing with 150 each. When Smyth saw
Gooey drop his fourth bird in the shoot-ofr._ Bert had
only one more target to break. He <lid it_. clinched the
victory, and then felt the arms of his friends as they
wrapped around him and lifted him from the ground
lo l)C hailed a hero.

Sniythe made a straight run of 52.

Allh'iiigh Smvlli and Cooey split the first prize be-
f.,ri- lli'V shot olt their tie for llie glory of winning, there
wus another man on the grounds who had the satisfac-

tion of knowing that he gave both of these stars of
the day a real run for the honors. He was James .Siim-

mcrhayes. of Branlford. P. \'.. I'eitjman, of Bloom-
inglon, Illinois, who came over the line to shoot. aLso
provcri a dangerous factor, breaking 148.

Another feature of the program was the ten-man
team shoot between the (.nitadiati Indians and (he
Hamilloti club. The redmcn retained tlieir highly
coveted banner by breaking 890 to Hamilton's H79. The
team scores were:

Indians.
l.onii 93
riasnmore, .... 92
Cnndec . .. 90

Payne
White...
Day
Barnes. . . ,

Healey...
Jordan. . .

.

Cooejt

Hamilton.
Harris
Bates
Sm>'th
Beattie...

.

Hunsberrv,
Marshall V
Lenno.x. , .

.

Fletcher..
Syer
Hunter.. .

.

M.E.Goodale, Hamilton .

E. Harris, Hamilton
H.Lennox .HamUtoo...
John Hunter. Hamilton
P. Morgan, Toronto
Edgar Sturt. Hamilton
J. H. Symmes. -Niagara Falls. Ont.
H. St. G. Fisher. Niagara-on-Lake
.\lbert A. Laird, Toronto
Nelson Long, Hamilton
R.J. .Montgomery, Beamsville ,

H.W.Hunsberry, Jordan
D. A. Konkle. Beamsville. . , ,

A. P. Holdcn, Toronto
A. D.Bates, Hamilton
T.D.McGaw. Toronto
C.N.Candee, Toronto
Edw. G. White, Ottawa . .

.

Robert Watt, Toronto
Geo. H.Cashmore, Toronto
F.E. Healey, Toronto . .

W. S, Edwards, Toronto,,
W.Hughes, Toronto
George .\nstee, Toronto, . ..

Dr. Jordan, Toronto
H. Newlands, Gait. Ont.
W. E, Burke. Preston, . .

.

W. Barnes. Hamilton .

.

W.J. Marshall. Gait
C.Thompson. Hamilton
.\. S. Glover. Hamilton .

Chas. A. Lewis. Gait
G.M. Dunk, Toronto
H. Kretschman. Hamilton
P. E.Peitzman.Bloomingtonlll....
John Ebbcrts. fiuffalo . . . i

James McCausIand. London. Ont .

William Hodges. Jarvis, Ont,
Rowland Day. London, Ont.
BertSmj'the, Hamilton ..

Charles Summorhay OS, Weston. . .

,

JamesSummorha>-cs. Brantford..

.

Dan McNeil. Brantford
Colonel Page. Brnntford
M. E. Fletcher. Hamilton .

E. F. W.Salisbury. Toronto
W. H. Gooderham. Toronto
George Beattie, Hamilton .

J. Stewart. Niag.nra Falls .Ont
E. J. Marsh. Toronto. .

N. L. .Smith. Freeman
J J. Cline. Hamilton
F W. Watson. Hamilton. .

.

W.W. Livingston*^ Carlisle
C.G.Svre. Barton ville

James Pavne.Ttllsonbiirg,

.

C R. .Mcrlatl, Strnffordville
W. Bradfield. Slradordville
George Vivian .Toronto, . .

.

A.J, 'rhnmson. Dunn ville..

F. H. Morris. Montreal
C.G.Choate. Hamilton
.1. Vance. Tillsonburg. . . ,

Herb Cooey, Toronto
S. G. Vance. 'rill so nil org, . . ,

.lack GrilTitlis. Freeman. . .

.

.John Moyer. Hamilton
A. H, Patterson. Toronto, . ,

N. R.Gooflerhnm. Toronto,
.lohn Gomi»h. 1 la mil ton, . . .

,\lf. I'.irmenter. Mnrtonvilte

,

f». V. Harrisoti. Ilanitllon , ,

Joseph Smith. Burlington
J. I'- Gr.'iv. I lamiltcin.

AC CuMweli.niindas .

L. C I.nuchlnnd.Dundas..

Shot at
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
143
160
160
160
16Q
160

.160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
160
128

.. .. 160
160
160
60
160
80
160
160
60
116
160
160
160
160
ino
UiO
160
1 CO
160
160
160
160
160
160
I mi
100
lOO
100
100
100
so
80

. 80

87
86
88
92
85
S;i

',11

86
90
92
91
84
87
78
88
90
93

Broke
141
141
132
148
133
140
143
127
143
150
141
Ml
127
133
141
134
146
141
126
149
139
140
122
129
137
1.35

139
147
142
124
128
133
124
132
148
106
141

. 134
' 143

150
119
149
160
i:r2

144
135
45
144
68
83
124
34
116
106
145
143
113
126
135
140
146
136
138
150
142
87
114
59
80
87
79
79
70
67
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Make This the Best Summer of k\\ !

Own a Canoe

!

The winter of 1920 will soon be past His-
tor>-. Have you made arrangements to

enjoy the Spring and Summer to the
utmost ?

If not, write for a Catalogue. It contains
information that will be useful to you.

Mail tve send FPEE circular giting full particulars?

The Lakefield Canoe and Boat Co., Limited
Lakefleld, Ontario, Canada

NEWTON ARMS CORPORATION

Manufacturers of

High Power Rifles and Ammunition
GENERAL SALES OFFICES:

WOOLWORTH BUILDING NEW YORK CITY, U.S.A.

ALE
Anyone wanting to purchase the best breed of

Prince Ed\vard Island

Silver Black Foxes
will do well to write B. I. Rayner, the fifth man to commence the business.

Twenty-five years' experience in grading and raising the best fur pro-
ducers. Also established the most prolific strain in the world.

All foxes guaranteed pure Prince Edward Island standard bred stock.

_^ Write at once.

L RAYNER
Box 33, Alberton P. E. Island
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Highlands
of Ontario

Vacation Land ofiPerfect Summer Climate

Hay fever unknown. One thousand to two thousand feet above the

sea. Air scented with pine and balsam. Modern hotels in Algonquin

Park, Muskoka Lakes, Georgian Bay, Lake of Bays, Kawartha

Lakes and Timagami. A short, pleasant ride from Toronto, and you

are in the midst of a charming summer playground. Fishing, boating,

bathing, golf and thegreat out-of-doors. Write for free illustrated literature.

E. C. ELLIOTT. D. P. A.
Bonaventure Station

Montreal, Que.

BELL TENTS
Government Pattern

12 oz. Army Duck

14-FOOT DIAMETER

Complete—Jointed Pole, Pegs,

Mallets, Bags.

Slightly Used—Serviceable Condition

$30.00 EACH

iHErDPIKEa?
123 KiKG St. £..

TOnONTO.

LAURENTIDE HOUSE FISH and

GAME RESERVES
LAKE EDWARD, P.O., CANADA

* For your spring fishin.fi! trip, and fall

hunting, come to the well- known Lake
Edward reserves, trout and moose verj'

plentiful, also caribou, bear, partridge and

ducks.
'"'- Guides, canoes and complete outfits

furnished.

Trips arranged to Lake Mistassini and

Hudson Bay. Booklet sent on request.

?^
i^ .•

KNIT YOUR OWN FKH
MET8 at small cost. My
iiiustratc'ii instnicliond
will teach you how in

one hour. Also give

vuu i,.-. u'.i'iriii.tM.in ahout the use of nets, baits, etc.,

than has ever been published. Send for particulars

W. E. CLAYTON & CO.,
in N Main St.. .\Uoona, Kdnso.s.

MAKE k UV^lVLiI

Cots & Camp FurnitureFOUR FACTORIES
Prompt Shipmontl m„, ., t..„i>
Write lor Prices u ««;„. "..,r,..,„.r. v.-r..,,

TUCKER DUCK & RUBBER CO., Fort Smith, Ark.
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M
Making Algonquin Parkan All-Year Round Resort 1026
Medicine Bag r. 106, 232 980
Mirror Duck Blinds Mdward T. Marlm 376
Mother's Moose Kill Ella Vickers 889
Muskrat, The Gforgc Roberts Hunt 1380
Mv First Deer Hunt W. H. W. 814
My 1918 Deer Hunt Melville W. Robinson 818

N
Naturalist's Christmas Day, A Bontivcaslle Dale 745
Nimrod ....: l". V. Williams 31
Nimrods ...~. M. Foster 426
Northwest Mounted Police Dog, A Don Kello 995
Mova Scotia Moose Hunt About 1840 and Another in 1918, A T. S. Scott 626

O
October Days Robert Page Lincoln 562
Ode To A Whip-Poor-'Will Robert Page Lincoln 388
Old Pard Jean Slevinson 1124
Old Home Haunts, The F. R. Slock, Frontis. June
Old Snowball F. 'V. Williams 761
Old Squaws F. V. Williams 1020
Ontario Rifle Association Matches. 1919 J. W. Smith 592
'"Ontario's Trio Of Nature Gardens A Frank Yeigh 128
On the Headwaters of Jacques Cartier " William MacMUlan 1003
OpenScasons forOameinCanadaaudMewfoundland, 1919... 488
Opening Day at Lake Scugog John Townson 656
Our Old Elusive Friend the Black Duck Bonnycastle Dale 3J3

P
Pacific Coast Hunters Secure Albino Bear.. . . 440
Partridge Shooting in Alberta Herb MacGregor 1139
i>crfect Day, A M. I. Tajlor 454
Permanent Camp, The H. P. Lincoln 177
Plans and Specifications For A Deer Hunt. Albert E. Johnson 838
Prairie Chickens Also Migrate Edward T. Martin 508
Prairie Chickens of Canada West Athelney Evans 960
Proposed Fish Hatchery At Sault Ste. Marie.. .„ 1425
Putting Cacsarca on the Map S. C. King 145'J

R
Rabbit Hunt, A K. Lawrence 468
Rain Swallows Mary Campbell 984
Red, Yellow and Blue E. V. Williams 1389
Resurrection. The Phil H. Moore 1386
Riiicau and Trent Canals..! , L. Sherwood 271
Rod and Gun Folk .'. 36
Rod and Gun Mechanics 47ii MO, 718, 832, 974, 1096 1226
Rod And Gun Notes In British Columbia r281 1393

.s

Salmon Fi.shing at Campbell River, B.C. Bonnycastle Dale 249
Sea Ducks : F.V.Williams 1260
Sea-Scrnent. The .Mbcrt E. J.ny 505
Seven Dav Canoe Trip Through Timagami, Diary of <.'.. A. Brown 21
Scaups. The E. V.Williams 385
ShootingUplandajid Yellow LegPlovor Reginald Gourlay 558
Silver King, The Harry M. Moore 1365
Silvcrtip ...V... Robert E. Hewos 773
Silvcrtip Robert Page Lincoln 1029
Sir Percy Robert E. Hcwes 894
Sled Dofis Robert G. Hodigson 883
Sonnets I'"!iert Page Ijncoln 1029
Some I'ircside Yarns Dalton Tipping 512
SlU:k ro It Bo 464
Strange Animal Creations of Indian MiqUb... .Mthertey Evans 1147
Summer Call to the Northland, The Walter Thornton 285

T
Tahar The Turtle Alfred O. Phillipp 255
That Race at Les Rapids... ;. Wm. MarMillan 869
The Clam „' Phvllis Moore 1096
Three Timers And Out ..x . F. V. Williams 161
I'hrce Women and Three Men M. Parkinson 381
Toronto Indoor Civilian Rifle League .1. W. Smith 962. 1106. 1217
Tniirn.-imenl of the Mova Scolia Guides Ass'n, The 1918 Albert J. Burns .336

I'ournomenl of the Mova Scotia Guides. The 1919 Albert J. Burns r26l
Track Bear. A ^ :. Elizabeth C. Hazelton r245
Trap n'r236.366,482,608.732,110S. r230. 1245. 1474
Two Ancient Bench Combers. Bonnycastle Dale 635
Trip lip The Gntinpau. A Geo. p. Lovcdoy 148

V
,

nodrr Canvas Willi Moses .1. Livingston 50'

V
Vision Realised. A An Amateur 448

W
War And Game. The John Biirnhnm 94
Wnstin' rime? FV.Willinms 281
WhenThe Leaves Turn Brown I'. V. Williiiiim 552
Wil.|f:.il InNovaScotin—AndEIscWhereToo, Th.- Bdimycaslleniile 1381
Will III' LnraestSummcrllotclInCnnnda H'--
Wil'lTit. rhe Geo. Roberts Hunt 891
Willi <;i>o!ie Shnnting in Novn Vntin Bonnycastle Pale 1241
Willse. The I.nlr Alonzo Tyeth Hounsall 927
Woodland Adonis. A Ed, Cahn 14

V
Ye Old Time Brook Troul i» Nova .Scotia llonnyrastlr Dale 1117

Z
/-f I'-f VnrI I l.i'n Sn.ni' Amold Ren 89r"
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